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Nervous Dslirium.

An operation is skilfully performed ; the as-

sistants are astonished at the dexterity of the

surgeon, and nevertheless the most serious

accidents may threaten the life of the patient.

Sometimes violent inflammation may take

place either on the limb operated on, or on
some internal organ, and carry off the patient

at the moment when we were expecting com-
plete success ; at other times purulent ab-

sorption may occur, announcing itself by
rigors and an erratic fever, the cause of

which is almost always beyond the resources

of art; at other whiles, the irritated nervous

system may give rise to painful spasms, which
often degenerate into fatal tetanus; or finally,

the brain, disturbed by pain, fear, or even

joy, receives sensa*ions vi'hich are no longer

in relation with surrounding objects, and rea-

son abandons its empire at the moment when
its assistance is most necessary. It is to the

latter class of affections that I wish to draw
your attention at present. Obscure in its

causes, variable in its progress, frightful in

its symptoms, nervous delirium is nevertheless

seldom fatal, when it is put early under pro-

per treatment.

Before entering into the proper considera-

tion of this disorder, I shall narrate some cases

of this unpleasant complication of wounds and
operations, in order that you may be able to

form a more certain and complete idea con-
cerning it.

Vol. II.

Case the first.—On the 5th of December,
1831, a man was brought to the Hotel-Dieu,
who, having quarrelled in a coffee-house, had
had his leg fractured. The upper extremity
of the fractured bone had torn the soft parts,

and had made a triangular opening in the

skin. The fracture was reduced, but the

whole night long he uttered dreadful cries,

and the next day, at the time of the visit,

he appeared as if in a state of intoxication ;

while the limb was being dressed, he again
uttered piercing cries. I ren-.arked that this

want of courage or excessive sensibility of

the patient was a most unpleasant circum-
stance, inasmuch as serious accidents very*
frequently occurred imder its influence. He
was bled three times successively ; the next
day he appeared to be rather better, but on the

thud delirium set in ; his ideas were inco-

herent and confused. It was the day when
the friends of the patients are allowed to see

them ; they then almost always receive food

which has been forbidden them, or suffer

contradictions, and we therefore frequently

find them worse in the evening, or the fol-

lowing night. Was the change which took
place in this patient owing to such a cause,

or to any other ? I learned that his whole
attention was taken up with an affair of con-
siderable interest, and that he had suffered

a severe disappointment; in fact, he ceased
not repeating, during his delirium, that his

remaining in the hospital was ruining him.

He was ordered leeches, a sedative draught,

and an assafaetida enema. All these measures
were unavailing, and on the 9th in the morn-
ing the patient died.

The death of this individual gave rise to

many important questions. Did he fall a
victim to one of those internal inflammations

which frequently declare themselves only by
fever or delirium? Did he die from the

effects of tlie fracture, or from a severe shock
to the nervous system ?

On the other hand, the magistracy soon

became acquainted with the affair, and they

required me to solve this question, to ascer-

tain whether the fracture was the effect of
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the fall of the individual during the struggle

in which he was engaged, or whether it had

been directly caused by kicks received on the

leg?

At the autopsy, which tooii place the next

day, I observed that it was difficult to con-

ceive how a man could cause such a fracture

by merely falling down, and that in the pre-

sent case the thing did not appear to be pro-

bable, and that if it were not absolutely im-

possible, at least it would require the con-

currence of certain circumstances, which I

could not even appreciate. On the other

hand, such a fracture might be produced by

a variety of causes, such as a fall down a

flight of stairs, the passing of a coach-wheel

over the limb, &c., so that you can conceive

that it is impossible to decide in what manner
it happened, and this may be a lesson to

you, warning you how careful you ought to

be in courts of justice. The examination of

the fractured limb showed that the parts had
been violently broken ; the tibia was sepa-

rated into many fragments; the fibula was
fractured, the soft parts contused and torn

;

the pleura on the left side contained rather

a large quantity of blood. The brain was
healthy.

Case the 2nd.—M. R. C, a merchant, 2.5

years of age, of a nervous, lymphatic tempera-

ment, and of slight moral energy, was operat-

ed on for a very large sarcocele. Being in

constant dread of ha;morrhage, he was much
disturbed the day following the operation,

and his natural indocility was increased. The
day after, his agitation was greater ; the

slightest motion, gesture, word, or sensation,

redoubled his alarm. Nevertheless all was
going on well ; but he soon began to complain

of pd^n in the limbs, in the chest ; his eyes

became animated ; he breathed hurriedly

;

he demanded food, and was desirous of

getting up. He began to wander, he re-

pelled his assistants, and called loudly for

his friends, who w ere at a great distance

;

his whole body was in action ; his cries, his

brilliant eyes with motionless pupil, his face

covered with perspiration, and the pulse calm
and regular in the midst of this disorder, in-

dicated an attack of nervous delirium. The
patient complained of most severe pain in the

chest, but the most attentive examination
could not discover any lesior:. I therefore

directed the treatment which I have frequently

employed with great success in such cases,

namely, a demi-lavement containing six drops
of laudanum, which was given immediately

;

some friends were dismissed, and he was
directed to be left quite alone. In an hour
he ceased speaking and fell asleep ; when he
awoke the next day he was perfectly sane.

The cure was complete in twenty-five days.

Case the 3rd.—Langlois, a mason, 26 years
of age, was admitted into the Hotel-Dieu, in

the month of May, for a fractured rib. A
body-bandage was applied tightly, in order

to insure immobility of the chest, a condition

necessary to effect a cure. Owing to the

facility with which these sorts of fractures

are cured, but little attention was paid him
;

but on the third day he was attacked by a

continual delirium. He was in a state of

extreme agitation ; all the muscles in conti-

nued tension ; the eyes brilliant, the skin

covered with perspiration ; the pulse alone

was quiet. Langlois incessantly thought he

saw objects flying in the air; he imagined

that physical experiments were being per-

formed on his bed, and that all the other

patients in the ward were undergoing the

same. This idea agitated him extremely

;

he feared its effects, and knew not whether

he should remain, or endeavour to avoid it.

This man, who was of a sanguineous tempe-

rament, was bled at first, but without relief;

a glysler, with ten drops of laudanum, was
then given, with slight advantage ; the next

day the dose was doubled, without further

advantage. His cries disturbing the other

patients, and the visiting, &c. in the ward

rendering him more unquiet, he was removed
to a place'where he woidd be alone. The dose

of laudanum was now carried to forty drops,

and this time with effect— the delirium

ceased.

It may easily be conceived, how very dan-

gerous an agitation continued for so long a

period was to this man, in a case in which

repose and quiet only are efficacious reme-
dies. The pleura, irritated by the asperities

of the fractured rib, inflamed ; the lung be-

came diseased ; the cough and sanguinolcnt

expectoration proved that we had to do with

a severe peripneumonia, which was the more
dangerous because the cause which produced

it was in action at every fit of coughing. He
was treated by bleedings, demulcent drinks,

and revulsives. He appeared to be cured,

but the convalescence was not real ; he be-

came pale, and his strength did not return.

He coughed frequently, had oppression at

the chest, and fever, and when he left the

hospital, after two months stay, he appeared

to be suffering from chronic pneumonia.

Case the 4th.—Vincent Franfois, 32 years

of age, chasseur in the third regiment of the

royal guards, of a bilious, nervous tempera-
ment, having determined to destroy himself,

made himself drunk, went into the church of

Notre Dame, and cut his throat. He was
immediately brought to the Hotel - Dieu.

The skin was divided from one angle of the

jaw to the other ; anteriorly some muscles had
been divided, and the instrument had pene-

trated even into the pharynx, between the

OS hyoides and the thyroid cartilage. The
wound was dressed, and the patient carefully

watched. The second day he became deli-

rious, but not on any particular point ; he was
restrained with a strait- waistcoat, and had
a sedative draught, with half an ounce of

syrup of diacodium, with however but little

effect. Reason was restored after a time, but

the efforts which he had made during the
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previous twenty-four hours liad caused se-

rious symptoms to arise. He suffered from

burning lieat, and a feeling of strangulation ;

he was besides troubled with a violent cough,

accompanied with puriform expectoration.

On the fourtli day the wound put on an un-

healthy appearance, and on the seventh the

delirium returned. It was successfully com-
batted by the same measures. From these

occurrences, and some others, there was
great reason to fear for the life of this man,
who nevertheless recovered after fifty days

treatment.

Case ike 5th.—L le N , 35 years

of age, hair-dresser, residing in the Rue Sf.

Antoine, having dissipated a considerable

sum in a short time, which he had amassed
with great labour, abandoned himself to ex-

treme grief. The loss of his place in the

house where he worked added sensibly to

his despair, and in a moment of fury he gave

himself seven blows with a pair of scissors,

three of which appeared to have penetrated

deeper than the others. He was taken imme-
diately to the Hotel -Dieu, where he was
bled, and had a sedative draught with lauda-

num ; the delirium was not relieved. The
second day he was bled again without bene-

fit ; he thought himself pursued by the po-

lice, and endeavoured to evade them ; it was

necessary to secure him. In spite of this

state of agitation the pulse was not frequent,

the tongue was clean ; the body covered

with an abundant perspiration, the appetite

good ; but Le N would not eat, being

always pursued by his dread of the police.

For two days he remained in this state, al-

though he had been bled again twice, and had
had antispasmodics.

On the fifth day I ordered him two ene-

mata, with the addition of ten drops of lauda-

num in each. Scarcely had this measure
been employed than the delirium lessened,

and at the end of six days it entirely dis-

appeared, by means of glysters.

Fifteen days afterwards Le N re-

turned again to the Hotel-Dieu, in conse-

quence of a second attempt at suicide. The
number of scissor-wounds was so great, that

they resembled the punctures made by sca-

rifications. Nervous delirium again took

place, was again treated, and again cured by
the use of laudanum in enemata.

Case, the 6th.—Marianne R , at the

age of 58, found her sight gradually becom-
ing weaker; at 61 she could only distinguish

light from darkness. AVhen received in the

IIotel-Dieu she presented a complete opacity

of the crystalline lens. All circumstances

being favourable for the operation, that of

keratonyxis was performed, after fourteen

days preparatory treatment.

During that day frequent vomiting occur-

red, which diminished under the influence of

antispasmodic draughts, and ceased entirely

the next day. On the third day she com-
plained of cephalalgia, and discharge of scald-

ing tears ; four pediluvia, two enemata. On
the following days intense inflammation of

the eyes and eyelids set in. One portion of

cataract rose again behind the pupil of the

right eye, and formed there an opaque half-

moon ; in the left eye the pupil appeared
square, and behind it pieces of the crystalline

lens and its membrane could be seen of an

intense red, other parts of the same body
being in the anterior chamber ; the patient

cannot see
;
pain very severe. She was or-

dered a seton in the nape of the neck.

During the night of the 15th intense nerv-

ous delirium set in, and the strait-waistcoat

was required. The next day she could re-

cognize those who were around her, but

complained of pretended ill treatment which
she had received, and answered all questions

wrong (antispasmodics, sinapisms to the

legs); no improvement. On the 1 7th day,

the fourth part of an ordinary clyster, with

eight drops of laudanum were given ; at

night somnolency. On the 18th, delirium

again supervened ; the lavement with ten

drops of laudanum was administered ; and on
the 19th the delirium disappeared, and did

not again return.

This terminates all that has relation to the

present subject; but I may add that, notwith-

standing all that happened, the patient left

the hospital in a most satisfactory state.

Case the 7th.—Etienne M , aged 5'1,

when in a state of intoxication, endeavouring
to descend some steps, fell down on his left

side. He could not raise himself, and was
forthwith carried to the Hotel-Dieu, where
the house-surgeon in waiting discovered all

the symptoms of a fracture of the lower ex-

tremity of the fibula, with rupture of the

malleolus internus at its base. The limb was
placed in the ordinary bandage for fractures

of the leg; extreme pain, and tumefaction

around the articulation came on. The next
day I applied my apparatus, and resolving

applications. On the third day the pain
ceased, and the swelling was lessened. On
the fourth violent delirium, requiring the

strait-waistcoat; the fourth of an ordinary
enema, with eight or ten drops of laudanum;
the delirium had disappeared by the next
day, when it was judged unnecessary to con-
tinue the use of the medicine. On the sixth

it returned again, and persisted until the

eighth, when it yielded to the same glysters,

and did not again return.

This complication did not retard the cure

of the fracture, in spite of the motions of the

patient. At the end of thirty-six days the

consolidation of the fracture was perfect, and
the limb was not in the least deformed.

These particular facts naturally lead us to

the history of this complication of fractures

and operations, which I have termed jiervous,

or, according to the cause which produces it,

traumatic delirium.

It sometimes commences by strange ges-

tures, inordinate actions, and incoherciit

A 2
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discourse ; but it most frequently takes place

in a sudden and unexpected manner, in in-

dividuals placed even in the most favourable

circumstances ; a singular confusion of ideas

then occurs with them, in regard to places,

persons, and things. Subject to continued

insomnia, the patient has commonly one or

more ruling ideas, which are almost always

in relation with the profession, passions,

tastes, age, and sex. He gives himself up to

continual jactitation ; the upper parts of the

body are covered with an abundant perspi-

ration ; the eyes are brilliant and injected
;

the face animated ; and he makes use of

threatening words, and frightening vocifera-

tions, with amazing loquacity. Insensibility

in such cases is often so great, that patients

with comminuted fractures of the lower ex-

tremities, have been known to pull off the

dressings, and walk about on the injured

limb, without appearing to suffer any pain
;

others, with fractured ribs, are in continual

agitation and singing, without apparent suf-

fering ; and others, who have been operated

on for hernia, introduce their fingers into the

wound, and coolly amuse themselves with

unrolling their intestines, as if it were on

dead bodies.

In spite of the severity of these symptoms,
the pulse tranquil and quiet, is no otherwise

changed than by the inordinate actions

;

there is not any fever ; the excremential

functions are executed with their accustomed

regularity ; but there is no appetite, and at

the end of two, four, or five days, this affec-

tion terminates in death, but much more
frequently a cure is efl:ected. If a happy
termination is off the point of taking place,

the patient becomes calm without any appa-

rent crisis, and as suddenly as the disorder

commenced. Worn out with fatigue, the

patient falls into deep and peaceful sleep,

and, at the end of ten or fifteen hours at the

utmost, he awakes in full possession of his

reason, without any recollection of what has

past, weak and sensible of pain ; the appetite

returns, and the primitive disease again

takes its course. The individual being con-

stantly weaker at each relapse, this delirium

may recur two or three times, after one or

more days of remission.

The most remarkable symptom in the midst

of this disorder is the quiet state of the cir-

culation, and the absence of all febrile excite-

ment. You see an individual furious, out of

his mind, the perspiration pouring down his

face, his eyes shining, his cries heard at a

distance, you see him apparently suffering

from most intense frenzy
; you approach him;

his pulse is quiet, regular, and the state of

the skin precludes all suspicion of internal

inflammation. It is real mania, differing from

it only by its duration ; it is rarely prolonged

beyond the fifth or sixth day.

Nervous individuals, of a pusillanimous

disposition, those whose minds have been
shaken by a strong and rapidly conceived re-

solution, are the most subject to this disorder.

Thus it is very frequent among suicides, so

much so, that some persons pretend it is pe-
culiar to them. Athletic individuals are not
exempt from it. Women are less subject to

it, and it has not been observed in children.

Nervous delirium may become very dan-
gerous by itself. I have seen a young man
of a strong constitution, in whom it occurred
consequent on a slight injury to one of the

toes, fall a victim to it in eight and forty hours,

without the primitive affection appearing to

exercise any sinister influence. In the great

majority of cases, however, the severity of

the delirium is to be appreciated by that of
the diseases which it accompanies. Thus a
fatal termination is rather to be expected when
it appears consequent on a fracture of one of
the limbs, or of the chest, or after a severe

wound in the throat, than when it succeeds a
simple wound, which is not at all dangerous
in itself.

An examination ofthe body does not discover,

either in the cerebro-spinal system, or in any
other organ, any material lesion which can
account for the disorders which took place

during life, and which can supply a sufficient

reason for the fatal termination.

Sedatives of all kinds and in all forms,

bleeding pushed to syncope, revulsives, and
all other measures which I have seen employ-
ed, and have myself made use of for a long
time, have always appeared to me to be inef-

ficacious in this disease, the progress of which
they did not change, and the severity of
which they did not mitigate. Narcotics, the

liquid laudanum of Sydenham, taken into

the stomach, do not produce more advanta-

geous effects. This want of action may be
easily explained by physiological reasoning.

The stomach, destined to elaborate the first

element of nutrition, is endowed with the

power of digestion, and contains juices which
change more or less the substances with which
they are brought in contact ; many medicines
introduced into the stomach are without effect,

because they get mixed with the food ; this

is the reason why there is such a great num-
ber, especially among the vegetables, the ac-

tion of which is so uncertain, and often null

in a multitude of cases.

The inutility of these various agents, and
the knowledge of the modifications that me-
dicines undergo in the stomach, have induced
me to make use of a measure which has con-

stantly succeeded, and which appears to me
to be almost specific ; this measure, as sim-

ple as it is energetic, is merely a lavement
containing a few drops of laudanum. Five
or six drops in the fourth part of an ordinary

enema have greater influence than triple the

quantity introduced into the stomach. The
reason I have already stated, but it may also

be added, that the rectum, destined to be the

reservoir of the residue of digestion, absorbs,

but does not digest, and hence you may rea-

dily conceive that when medicines are inject-
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ed into the passage, if tliey are not expelled,

they are more likely to reach their destination.

These enemata should be repeated every six

hours for two, three, or four times. When
they are retained, they are sufficient to re-

move the most furious delirium.

A CLINICAL LECTURE
ON A CASE OF

SECONDARY HEMORRHAGE,
In which the external Iliac, Inguinal, and

Femoral Arteries were tied.

DELIVERED BY

M. S. BUCHANAN, M.D.

One of the Surgeons to the Glasgow Royal

Infirmary.

Gentlemen,
The subject which is uppermost in the minds
of all now hearing me, I feel convinced is that

of haemorrliage, as remarked in the case ofthe

little boy, Witherspoon, in ward No. 12.

Many other cases have been admitted into

these surgical wards, of great importance,

within the last month, but the one above re-

ferred to has so much engrossed your atten-

tion, and so completely absorbed your every

feeling, that I have determined to pass over

the subject of erysipelas, which I intended to

bring before you, in order to make room for

this unparalleled and very interesting case.

On his admission, the 25th of January, the

whole of the right and left inguinal and iliac

regions, with that of the hypogastrium from

root of penis to within a few lines of umbi-
licus, was one immense mass of ulceration, of

a florid healthy appearance, and covered with

thick benign pus. On removal of this with

a soft sponge, the granulations were every

where observedto be exuberant, exceptin the

left groin, at which spot the ulcerative pro-

cess seemed to have dipped deeper than any
where else, was of a soft flabby feel, of a dark

grey appearance, and in a state approaching

to gangrene.

His health was greatly impaired, and much
emaciation had taken place. Pulse 140,

weak, and easily compressed ; thirst urgent
;

no sleep on account ofdry troublesome cough.

His 'countenance was sharp and anxious ;

tongue dry and white; skin hot; in short,

hectic in its worst form was remarked. To
these symptoms were superadded bed sores,

and extensive bruising on sacrum and dorsum
of ilium. All the above mischief had been

caused by this little boy of 12 years old, hav-
ing fallen, on the 15th instant, from a railway

waggon, while in its headlong course, the

wheels ofwhich had pushed his body onwards
before it to the centre of the track. That
this was the manner in which the injury was
sustained, appeared, not only from the account

of the intelligent little sufferer himself, but
also from a very casual inspection of the

waggon and rail, with the superincumbent
weight of coals, which the former contained.

The consequence of this dreadful bruise of

the upper part of thighs and lower part of

belly, was mortification of the skin and sub-
jacent tissues. About the tenth day after the

injury these sloughs had all separated, and
for a few days prior to admission, the sore

had begun to assume the healthy appearance
formerly alluded to. By an examination of

the House Journal, you will find, that im-
mediately on admission he had a liberal al-

lowance of wine and quina ; his diet was of

the most nourishing kind ; and his wound
yeas dressed with finely carded cotton, the

most pleasant, soothing, and sanative dressing

in all such cases ; and his cough was mitigat-

ed by a mucilaginous anodyne mixture.

Under this treatment he continued rapidly to

improve, as you will remark by referring to

the Reports of the 27th, 29th, of January,
and 1st of February. The ulceration daily

contracted, pus in smaller quantity was dis-

charged, hollow in left groin filled up, contu-

sion of buttock and sacrum gave him less un-
easiness, his cough was at the last of these

dates reported to be nearly gone, his nights

were refreshing and composed, no moaning;
pulse firm ; thirst abated ; and appetite

greatly improved ; in short, he was decidedly

convalescent, and to all appearance his per-

fect recovery seemed at no great distance.

Early in the morning of the 2d February,
(being eighteen days from the accident, (hae-

morrhage to an alarming extent took place

during sleep, and before he awoke, and com-
pression was applied, he had lost upwards of

5xxx. of blood. Syncope then took place

and a coagulum formed, which stopped fur-

ther effusion. The bleedingwas remarked to

have occurred exactly over the femoral artery,

which was felt distinctly pulsating under
where clot had formed, and in the soft friable

and sloughy spot mentioned in first part of
case. For a boy of 12 years old, so much
emaciated previously, and whose nervous
system had been so much unhinged, to have
lost Jxxx. of blood, without death being the

consequence, may appear somewhat incredi-

ble, and had I not seen the quantity and the

soaking of the bed-clothes, I would have said

there had been exaggeration, but here, as

elsewhere, my object has been to stick to

truth, and have no fear of after consequences.

Ten hours after the haemorrhage, the re-

port in the Journal bears, that he had again
revived by the application of warmth to his

extremities, and mulled wine at intervals,

which he swallowed greedily. His moaning,
however, had returned, and his cough had
again become very troublesome.

You will find by a reference to the minute
reports of tlie 3d, 4th, and 5th, that his

strength continued rapidly to improve, his

restlessness, moaning, and short cough gra-
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dually disappeared, and his appetite became
so keen that he entreated to be allowed full

diet, which was in part complied with.

About 11 o'clock, in theeveningof the 5th,

arterial haemorrhage again appeared from seat

of femoral artery, aconsultation was instantly

called, and compression with the finger had
recourse to. On my arrival at the Hospital,

I made a minute examination of the wound,
and observed the arterial stream to issue from

a small aneurismal pouch about the size of a

field bean, in the centre of the soft flabby ul-

cerated surface of left groin, and which with

my finger I freely opened, butto my astonish-

ment, hscmorrhage again ceased completely.

Ry this time the members of consultation

I'.ad arrived, but, in consequence of the ex-

treme exhaustion produced by the hjemor-

rhage, they were of opinion that compression

with the finger over the site of the above-

mentioned pouch, should be again had re-

course to, after which, if the boy revived, and
haemorrhage recurred, from what was by the

minority thought the femoral artery, then

the external iliac should be secured by liga-

ture.

The quantity of blood by this haemorrhage
having amounted to about Ifei., the extremi-

ties being cold, and the face of the little suf-

ferer of a deadly pallid hue, with a fluttering

and compressible pulse, I ordered him wine,

ad llhitmn, and to be strictly watched, re-

questing the gentlemen of the consultation

again to give me their assistance at the visit

hour, 1 o'clock p.m. I ought to have stated,

that the majority in consultation thought that

it could not be the main trunk of the femoral

which was ulcerated, but the epigastric, and
if so, that tying the iliac would be of no use,

from the free inosculation of the former with
the external mammary, and the greatrisk be-
sides of mortification of the limb, from the

above operation, in such a subject. To the
first part of this position, I felt inclined to

subscribe ou a former occasion, and for the
reasons then urged ; but on the present, my
mind was made up as to the source ofthe hte-

morrhage, and the consequent practice. I

felt somewhat at a loss, however, to account
for this bell-shaped pouch over the main
trunk of the femoral, the ease with which the

stream was arrested, and the length of time
which had intervened sincethe previous flow.

The only way in which I could explain this

peculiarity in the case was, that nature in her
effort to save life had, when the first haemor-
rhage was arrested, spontaneously formed,
between the coats of the vessel and the

sheath, a layer of lymph,—that this becoming
organized, constituted the bag alluded to,

which being distended and ulcerating had
burst, and after the application of the finger,

that nature again was in the act of renewing
her former manceuvre, to the astonishment of

all her spectators.

At 1 P.M., of the 6tb, matters had much
improved, and you will find by the very ac-

curate, though lengthy report in the Journal

of this date, after stating all the particulars

of the case, that " no further haemorrhage had
occurred." The majority of the consultation

were therefore of opinion, that nature should

get, once more, a trial of her powers at plug-

ging, prior to the dernier resort—the ligature

of the artery. But I must say, that at this

consultation there was a considerable differ-

ence of opinion, and I state this here, that all

of you may know the facts of the case, and
the arguments which were used, -pro and con.

as in my opinion, a knowledge of this consul-

tation is of essential importance to the right

understanding of all that afterwards occurred.

In page 237 of Vol. III. of this Journal, in

relating my case of ligature of the subclavian

artery, you will find a fac simile of the case

now under consideration ; and the arguments
there brought forward by the minority, were
exactly of a similar kind to those advanced
in the present case ; namely, that ha;mor-
rhage would undoubtedly again occur, and
put it out of our power to proceed to an ope-
ration ; and that the patient would never
again have an equally good chance of surviv-

ing, nor an operation of being successful, as

at the present moment.
In the evening of the 6th, he had conside-

rably revived, and though he had taken no-
thing but his mulled wine, his pulse had im-
proved, his countenance was lively, he had
enjoyed some sound sleep, and was cheerful

;

his wine was continued, and 15 drops of
tincture of digitalis ordered, to be repeated
every fifth hour, and its effect to be watched.
A little lunar caustic was applied to the flabby

granulations around hsemorrhagic spot, and
finely carded cotton as formerly to the whole
of the ulcerated surface. With the exception

of another haeraorrhagic drain on the 14th,

little or no alteration took place from the 6th
instant till the 19th, and you will find by a
reference to the daily reports, that from the
19th, to the 26th, our patient improved in

strength, hectic subsided, the discharge from
lumbar abscess became smaller, his appetite

improved—in short, he once more appeared
convalescent.

I must here crave your attention to a few
passing remarks on the history of this case,

since the 14th, the date of last bleeding. I

mentioned that at the consultation of the 5th,

a kind of qualified permission was by the ma-
jority given, to throw a ligature round the

external iliac artery, if haemorrhage again oc-

curred from the same spot. The qualification

was, if the bleeding was distinctly observed

to proceed from the trunk of the femoral aj-

tery, I need not inform any of you, how
much opinions on this point changed, from
the 5th, to the 1 4th, or in other words, how
eight days ofcalm and convalescence strength-

ened the impression, that such a formidable

operatiort was quite unnecessary, and also the

opinion that a small arterial branch only had
given away, which time and perhaps com-
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prcsbion would ciciUrize. For tliis reason I

(lid not proceed to the operation on the 14th,

though much inclined, but rather preferred

the sanction ofanother consultation to abiding

by my own conviction, and notwithstanding

the result of the consultation, as reported on

the 15th, I still had the satisfaction of having

done my duty. It may be said, that timidity

rather than caution prompted me on this oc-

casion, and I am free to confess that I had

fearful forebodings on the result, for the rea-

sons which shall hereafter be detailed ; but a

paramount feeling of duty to my patient, ab-

sorbed at this stage of the case, every other

consideration. After the consultation of the

15th, however, I as it were resigned the case

into other hands, and from this period ceased

to look upon it as of the same interest, for I

felt that no sooner had I made up my lee-

way by the exhibition of tonics and stimu-

lants, than all must again be lost by another

and a more fatal haemorrhage. True it was,

I could not positively affirm that it was the

femoral artery, in consequence of the soft,

friable and sloughy state of the wound—true it

was, I could not very satisfactorily, or accord-

ing to any of the known rules of surgical

pathology, explain the meaning of such long

intervals ofhsemorrhagic repose, or the process

by which, so frequently, nature, in this re-

markable case, formed for herself a plug, in so

large an arterial conduit; still, I was not sin-

gular in this opinion, founded as it was on

the observation of nature's resources in aneu-

rismal cases, and as the result will show you,

I had the misfortune to be right—but you ob-

serve, with what difficulties I had to grapple,

and against what odds I had at every step to

contend. The application of lunar caustic,

and the finger to the soft flabby granulations,

merely to assist informing acoating of lymph,

over the hreniorrhagic spot, were resorted to,

and prolonging the interval of repose, and

from the success which had previously attend-

ed these efforts, I meant, (but for the event

which I am by and by to detail,) to have con-

tinued them for some time longer.

When I undertook the charge of this hos-

pital on the 1st of May last, little did I then

think, that within a few hours after my in-

cumbency, I should have been called upon to

perform one of the most dangerous and diffi-

cult operations in the whole range of surgery,

one which has for the first time been per-

formed in this hospital, arid the third time in

Scotland— I mean the ligature of the sub-

clavian artery ; and as little did I imagine,

that before my exit from office at the end of

the session, I should be a second time called

on to handle the knife in a case of such

importance as that now under consideration :

but so must every one of you very soon find,

that the practice of our profession is full of

hazard, and that these sudden and alarming

cases are often the very first to arrest your

attention. Haemorrhage is at all times a most

alarming symptom, but wlicn it occurs from

the surface of a bleeding stump, a wounded or

ulcerated artery, or an aneurismal pouch, the

danger is so pressing, that no time is left

for reflection, you nmst act—you must give

that assistance, which in a few moments, if

not afforded, may be of no avail. Are you
then, I would ask, if placed in such diflficul-

ties, ready to show that your time in the dis-

secting-room has not been mispent, or your
talents in the study have not been misapplied ?

-Unless you can answer these questions satis-

factorily —not at Surgeons' Hall, by dint of

previous grinding—but at your patient's bed
side, how fearful must one day be your re-

sponsibility—how tremendous your award.

The following is the report of the 26th :

—

" At three o'clock this morning, arterial

hajmorrhage again occurred from sloughy
spot described in former reports, but was im-
mediately commanded with the finger, and
not above gii. of blood were lost. A consul-

tation was called at six a. m. when compres-
sion having been removed, and wound mi-
nutely examined, an arterial gush instantly

took place, apparently from femoral artery,

exactly over the spot whence all previous

hemorrhages had issued, but it was at once
arrested by my finger. Vessel and sheath at

this spot seemed to be in a soft, friable state.

Pulse firm, visage lively, and in other re-

spects he expressed himself as pretty easy."

The consultation, which consisted of Drs.

M'Farlane, Weir, and Auchincloss, being

unanimously of opinion that the external iliac

artery should, without further delay, be se-

cured by ligature, the operation was per-

formed in the following manner :—I made an
incision froin the outer opening of inguinal

canal, to about half an inch from anterior

superior spine of ilium, about an inch above
Poup;trt's ligament. This first incision was
straight and carried through skin and cellular

substance. The superficial fascia covering

external oblique muscle was then divided

upon the director through whole extent of

wound, and the fibres of external and inter-

nal oblique were thereafter incised in a simi-

lar manner, exposing fascia transversalis and
peritoneum. I now introduced my finger

into wound, and with my nail detached with

ease the peritoneum from sheath of external

iliac artery, to the extent of about three-

fourths of an inch, and having now passed
the common aneurismal needle under it, from
within outwards, armed with a single silk

ligature, I secured the vessel by a double
knot, carrying the ends on the points of my
fore-fingers to the bottom of the wound, whicli

was nearly an inch in depth. Pulsation and
haemorrhage were instantly arrested, and one
end of ligature being allowed to remain, lips

of wound were approximated by a stitch in

centre, and adhesive plaster. He bore the

operation well, and though it lasted about

twenty minutes, not two ounces of blood

were lost.
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Observations on Operation.

Various have been the methods of tying

the external iliac artery. Mr. Abernethy,

my old master, who I think was the first

who performed this operation, made his inci-

sion in a straight direction upwards. Sir A.

Cooper carried his knife in a semilunar di-

rection, with the convexity of the incision

looking towards Poupart's ligament, one horn

to the inguinal ring, the other to the anterior

spine of the ilium. The method which I,

took differed from both, and for the following

reasons :

—

1st. From the permanent position in which

the little patient lay on his back, with his

thighs at a right angle to the pelvis, and soles

of his feet resting on the mattress, thus ren-

dering it impossible to handle the knife, ex-

cept in a slanting direction.

2nd. In consequence of the information

communicated to me, prior to the operation,

by the boy himself, of hernia having occur-

red at the left inguinal opening in the neigh-

bourhood of the wound, on the first occur-

rence of the accident, or, as he expressed it,

" of the puddings having come out," at the

spot from which the blood flowed. This cir-

cumstance, I must say, threw a damp over

my mind, which was not removed until I

found, on detaching the peritoneum with my
finger from the fascia transversalis, that here

my youthful patient had been deceived.

3rd. The rail waggon having passed against

this part of the pelvis, had produced such

inflammation and condensation, if I may so

speak, of all the surrounding parts, that I

could only discover the relative situation of

Poupart's ligament by those great land-

marks, the pubis and ilium, and to have

made my incision in a lunated form, I nmst

have dipped into the mass of ulceration

which was caused by the separation of the

sloughs. As matters stood I avoided this,

kept close by the edge of the cicatrix, and

was thus enabled to have a smooth surface

and healthy parts to act upon in my after

progress.

4th. By following this procedure, I ex-

pected to have a more complete command of

the intestines, if I foimd, as was expected,

that the peritoneum had previously suffered
;

unfortunately, however, a difficulty here

stared me in the face, which had nigh cap-

sized my coolness, and but for the able as-

sistance of my friend, Dr. Weir, I would

have found great difficulty in finishing my
operation in the short time stated. This was

the protrusion of the peritoneum into the

wound, by the powerful efforts which the

little patient made with his abdominal mus-

cles, in the act of screaming ; by the skilful

use, however, of the silver speculum, which

kept back the hernia while passing the aneu-

rismal needle, I was enabled in a few mo-

ments to have all secure.

In all that I have above stated, you remark

the difference which must ever exist between

the ligature of such a blood vessel as the

iliac, in a dissecting room upon the dead

subject, or on a patient whose iliac region is

in a sound or natural state, compared to that

on the little boy under review ; and this it is

which stamps the living picture of such an

injury and such an operation, with an im-

press which no time can ever obliterate.

Before I give the reports subsequent to the

operation, it may be of use to take a prospec-

tive glance at what nature could accomplish

after our interference, by the ligature of the

main trunk of supply to the limb. It was
formerly objected that mortification would
speedily take place, from the arrestment of

the circulation in so bloodless and emaciated

a patient, or that death might take place

during, or immediately after, the operation.

As to the second objection, I had, I must
confess, some misgivings, from the facts which
I have above so fully detailed ; but with regard

to the first, I had no fears. Indeed, as I told

you afterwards in my observations in the

ward, my foreboding was of a diametrically

opposite character, namely, that nature, in

her anxiety to restore her lost ground, would,

by her eff'orts through all the collateral chan-

nels, soon

—

too soon—restore to the bloodless

limb all its vitality, and all its circulation.

" 27th, one o'clock.—When visited at ten

o'clock last night, and at nine o'clock this

morning, was fast asleep, and had taken since

the operation, about ten ounces of wine and
half an ounce of brandy ; breakfasted with

relish ; adhesion of sides of wound above
Poupart's ligament seems to have partially

taken place ; no abdominal tension or pain ;

both limbs of equal temperature, but pulsa-

tion in left cannot be felt either in femoral or

popliteal arteries ; bed sores and ulcerations

look healthy ; fistulous opening at superior

and posterior part of ilium has much con-

tracted, but fluctuation is observed between
dorsum of ilium and left buttock. Coniinr.

Omnia."
" Feb. 28th. An excellent night, having

slept uninterruptedly from eleven p.m. till

four A.M. and occasionally afterwards during

the morning. Pulse 120, and ofgood strength ;

tongue clean ; skin cool ; one natural stool ;

appetite improved; ulcerated surface con-

tinues to cicatrize ; inguinal wound also looks

healthy, and has secreted a small quantity of

healthy pus ; left limb of the same tempera-
ture as the opposite, but no pulsation as yet

perceptible in femoral artery. Quiescat."
" March 1st. Another good night ; no com-

plaints, except of pain of bed sores, and ab-

scess on dorsum of ilium. Pulse 120, soft;

functions natural
; pulsation is now percept-

ible both in femoral and popliteal arteries.

Continr."

About seven o'clock on the morning of the

2d, haemorrhage again occurred from the
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same spot, whence at every previous period

it had been observed to issue, to the extent

of about 5,). only ; the little patient himself,

immediately on detecting it, having made
compression with his own fingers, and called

for assistance. Till the visit hour at one

o'clock, the same means were resorted to, of

steady compression over the bleeding spot,

and the administration of cordials in limited

quantity. When visited about half-past one

o'clock, it was evident that collateral circula-

tion had become completely re- established,

directly through femoral artery upwards to

inguinal, from the gush of arterial blood which

had taken place at two different periods since

seven o'clock, on attempting to remove the

finger from the haemorrhagic spot ; and also

from suppression of bleeding and pulsation,

by compression of femoral artery, on the dis-

tal |side of place whence blood issued. On
this account, with the concurrence of my col-

league, I proceeded to throw a ligature around

the femoral artery at the place where com-

pression arrested the reflux channel. For

this purpose the patient was placed in the

same position as in the operation of the 2Cth,

the finger of my assistant during the per-

formance of the operation being kept firmly

applied over bleeding spot. I then made an

incision about an inch and a half in length,

in a slanting direction, from border of fascia

lata, towards inner side of sartorius muscle

through skin and cellular substance. Femo-
ral fascia was now incised in centre of wound,

a director being introduced, first upwards,

then downwards, and the membrane divided

upon it with a scalpel. Cellular substance

between this last and fascia propria was now
cautiously cut, the artery separated from the

vein, isolated to about one-fourth of an inch,

an aneurismal needle armed with a single

silk ligature passed under it and tied, one

end being cut away close to vessel, and lips

of wound approximated by straps of adhesive

plaster. The operation occupied about ten

minutes, and was almost bloodless. Trusting

to the report of the young gentleman who
made the compression with the finger over

the bleeding spot, I tightened the ligature,

and secured the femoral at the spot above-

mentioned, but most unfortunately, on at-

tempting to remove the finger of the assist-

ant, the gush of arterial blood was as copious

and furious as before. The application of

the actual cautery, button forceps, and pelvis

tourniquet were now thought of, but as soon

abandoned. Compression having been ap-

plied between the ligature around femoral

artery, and bleeding spot, it was found that

both pulsation and haemorrhage were by this

means instantly arrested, though there were
not seemingly above two inches between the

above situations, and more than the half of

this intervening and interesting part of the

arterial conduit, was covered with soft blue

flabby ulceration. For the above reasons I

determined, with the assistance and concur-

rence of my colleague, to take up the in-

guinal artery as near the spot where haemor-

rhage had appeared as possible, without run-

ning the risk of intermeddling with the soft

and diseased part of the tube. For this

purpose I made an incision from superior

termination of former one, upwards through
cicatrix of ulceration, and by this means ex-
posed falx of fascia lata, I now introduced

my director under this last and Poupart's

ligament, and with my bistoury incised both

upwards to the necessary extent ; my finger

now easily traced inguinal artery to within

about half an inch of bleeding spot, and find-

ing it, as I thought, in a sound state, pro-

ceeded to isolate it from the vein and ante-

rior crural nerve, and with ease passed the

aneurismal needle, armed as before with a

single silk thread, on tightening which, pul-

sation and haemorrhage were instantly ar-

rested. In this last operation, which did not

occupy more than two minutes, as little

blood was lost as in the former one, and the

after dressing was conducted in the same
manner.

It was remarked by the little patient that

not only during last night, but on every pre-

vious occasion immediately preceding the

haemorrhages, he had a presentiment of what
would occur, both from a peculiar restless-

ness, and also from being annoyed with un-
pleasant dreams.

Observations.—It may be said of these ,

operations, that none of them were required

by the strict rules of surgery, which enjoin,

that in cases of arterial haemorrhage, we
should cut down to the place from which the

blood is observed to issue, and there secure

proximal and distal portions of injured tube.

All most true, and I most gladly subscribe to

this aphorism, along with your regular sys-

tematic compilers of surgical treatises, ma-
nuals, and compendiums ; but, alas ! in ac-

tual practice how many exceptions are we
compelled to make. What would such me-
chanical men of principles have said had
death suddenly taken place (as undoubtedly
it would), in attempting to secure a slough-
ing, soft, and diseased arterial tube ? Why,
that I ought to have first tried what a liga-

ture thrown round the iliac artery could ac-

complish, and if a clot did not form, as in all

human probability it would, then recourse
might be had to the dernier resort, the liga-

ture on the distal side of the haemorrhagic
spot also. Thus it is, however, that you
must lay your account, when you advance to
practice, to meet with animadversion and
criticism, do what you will. In the present
case, fortunately, responsibility was landed
on many shoulders besides my own.

The last remark which I think it neces-

sary to make, prior to passing to the final

reports of the case, is, as to the state in
which we found the limb, after the operation

of the 26th. In tying the femoral or iliac

artery for aneurism, we find often, that the
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limb is nearly as warm after tlie operation

as before it, and this, as is well known, pro-

ceeds from nature having previously formed
to herself, in consequence of the aneurismal

interruption, a new channel, by which, when
the artery is tied, the current is almost im-
mediately thereafter carried on. Now, in

the case under review, no such new conduit

was prepared, and the inference was obvious,

that if a ligature was applied to the iliac for

the suppression of this haemorrhage, con-

sidering nature's previous anxiety for its

arrestment, surely injection of sheath and
formation of firm clot in bleeding spot, would
so completely secure the patient, as that no
further risk would occur. It was on this

that all our calculations were founded, and
though I told you of the great hazard which
was to be encountered from the reflux chan-
nel, or, as we sometimes observe, from a

stray branch going direct from iliac to in-

guinal or femoral artery, and by this means
disappointing our hopes, still, even had I

then enjoyed the same knowledge which I

now possess, my procedure would have been
the same, with this exception, that after

throwing a ligature on external iliac, I would
have at the same time secured the inguinal

at the place of my third operation, and this

without the least fear for the vitality of the

limb.

The great fault which I committed, and I

am free to confess to you that it was an

error of consequence, was the taking for

granted my dresser's account of the state of

the haemorrhagic spot, before putting a dou-
ble knot on the femoral artery. My pro-

cedure ought to have been, after putting a
single knot on the femoral, to have removed
the compression by the finger altogether

from the bleeding vessel, and if then hjEmor-
rhage occurred, to have undone this knot,

and proceeded to what I have described as

my third operation. I state this frankly

here, to put you on your guard, for though
it had no sinister effect on the case, still had
it not occurred to me, to try the effect of

compression between this spot and the rup-

tured stem of inguinal artery, death would
have in a few moments finished the scene.

True it was, as shortly mentioned in the re-

port of the 2nd, I thought of applying to the

seat of haemorrhage a pelvis tourniquet

(which I had got constructed expressly for

this case), and my colleague, with his usual

ingenuity, spoke of his button forceps, but

the moment the thumb of the assistant was
withdrawn from the fatal spot, subsequent to

the second operation, I felt convinced that I

might as soon have thouglit of arresting the

tides of the ocean, or of plugging ^Etna's

yawning gulf, as to have trusted either in-

strument to save my little unfortunate.

March 3rd.—Last night, was incoherent

and restless, but seems more composed and
collected this morning. Has taken nothing

since 9 P. M. yesterday, except a little wine

and water. No pulsation can as yet be de-
tected in femoral or popliteal artery. Dress-
ings have not been removed since the last

operation from wounds or ulcerated parts

;

discharge from abscess on sacrum and dor-

sum of ilium is still profuse, and of the same
unhealthy appearance. Pulse 144, weak;
some thirst, skin cool, tongue moist, func-

tions of alimentary canal and urinary organs
natural. Left limb is colder than natural,

and about §ii. of thin purulent matter have
been discharged from abscess on dorsum of

ilium.

—

Contr.

4th.—Some refreshing sleep at intervals

this morning, and has taken his wine and
arrow-root with relish. No incoherency.

Pulse 144, ofjarring haemorrhagic feel; func-

tions natural ; wounds in thigh and lower
part of abdomen heal rapidly, and ulceration

in hypogastric and inguinal regions also

looks more healthy ; but, for the first time,

last night, had a rigor of about a quarter of

an hour's duration.

5th.—Another rigor of an hour's duration

during last night, but enjoyed some sleep in

the morning ; in other respects much the

same as yesterday.

6th.—Another rigor of an hour's duration

yesterday. Had an anodyne draught, which
produced gome sleep. , Pulse 132, weak;
slight thirst, tongue moist, no stool. A com-
munication has taken place between abscess

on dorsum of ilium and sore on centre of

sacrum, and from this last spot abo<it ^^iij-

of fetid pus were this morning discharged.

Pulsation has returned to popliteal artery,

but none can be detected in seat of former
haemorrhage, the granulations over which
have assumed the same healthy appearance
as those of siuTOunding ulcerations. Appe-
tite and strength somewhat improved.

—

Contr.

Reports of 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th being
very long, but of no material import, may be
in so many words stated.—His strength con-
tinued gradually to give way in consequence
of the profuse discharge from ilio-lumbar

abscess, but in all other respects he im-
proved. The femoral and abdominal wounds
produced by the operations rapidly cicatrized,

and the superficial ulceration of hypogastric

and inguinal regions also continued to con-
tract and skin over ; in short, but for the

purulent drain of ilio-lumbar abscess, he was
convalescent, at least from the consequences
of the operations.

11th.—A better night and seems in every

respect improved to-day, pulse 132, of belter

strength. No return of incoherency, tongue

clean, appetite improved, skin cool; two stools

from laxative injection ; takes his wine with

more relish. Quina omitted ; ligature around
external iliac artery has come away ; wound
in this spot cicatrizes rapidly, and seems
nearly closed. Femoral wound is open
throughout whole extent, but surfaces are of

a healthy appearance and continue to cica-
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trize ; hypogastric and inguinal ulcerations

improve, lumbar abscess discharges less co-

piously, and bed sores seem stationary.

12th.—Ligatures around inguinal and fe-

moral arteries have been detached this morn-
ing. Wounds continue to look healthy.

13th.—A restless night, and is much an-

noyed to-day with a dry tickling cough, and
uneasiness of chest. Pulse 140, and abdo-

men somewhat tense, but not painful on
pressure ; no stool, though an injection was
given this morning ; wounds still look healthy

and continue to cicatrize. No appetite, has

taken very little wine since yesterday, occa-

sional moaning. Castor oil gss. wine and
nourishing diet continued.

15th.—Has continued to sink since yester-

day. Vomited his arrow-root and wine last

night, and is at present incoherent. No
stool, no appetite, pulse quick, weak and flut-

tering, extremities cold, countenance anxious,

features collapsed, abdomen tense and some-
what painful. Wound where external iliac

artery was tied, now completely closed ; fe-

moral wound also has rapidly cicatrized, but

discharge from abscess on dorsum of ilium

and sacrum, very profuse and fetid.—Died in

the afternoon.

Post mortem apjiearances.

Contents of cranium, thorax, and abdomen,
having been examined, were found perfectly

natural. A wax injection was thrown into

left common iliac artery downwards, and into

popliteal artery upwards. Abdominal viscera

having been entirely removed, peritoneum
lining the abdominal parietes was found to be

in every part entire, and on slitting it open,

from bifurcation of common iliac to left groin,

over course of external iliac artery, this ves-

sel was found injected only about two inches

in its progress, the remainder of the artery

downwards having degenerated into a soft

substance, still attached to psoas muscle. The
superior portion, so far as it allowed the in-

jection to pass, was very much reduced in ca-

libre, not being larger than a crow quill.

The internal iliac was about the size of the

little finger, and its gluteal branch was traced

through the ischiatic notch filled with injec-

tion, and anastomosing freely with the exter-

nal circumflex, which in this case went off

from the profunda ; external iliac, from spot

where ligature had been applied downwards
to seat of haemorrhage, was completely obli-

terated, and epigastric artery, which went off

about an inch below the tied portion, was so

small as to be with difficulty traced. Injection

had passed freely upwards, from popliteal

artery to within half an inch below the place

where lower ligature was applied round fe-

moral; here adhesion of the coats was com-
plete. On tracing remains of femoral artery,

from situation of third ligature, upwards to

seat of hemorrhage, the tube was found in

the same slate as inferior portion of external

iliac, mentioned above. The pouch, which

was remarked at the second lijEmorrhage,

was now well seen, and found to consist of

the sheath of main trunk of inguinal artery,

and when its soft friable walls were removed,
an opening about the size of the point of the

little finger was observed at the outer side of

main stem, the whole circumference of which,

and also the calibre of the vessel, for the

space of more than half an inch, partook of

the same morbid appearance as the above
portion of the arterial sheath. Profunda
could only be traced from below to within

half an inch of spot where third ligature was
applied : here it was confounded in the gene-
ral disorganization of parts. On dorsum of

left ilium, extending laterally from anterior

superior spinous process to sacrum, and infe-

riorly to tuberosity of ischium, was an exten-
sive abscess, excavated into irregular hollows,

occupying the whole external surface of left

OS innominatum. To this abscess there were
many openings, the largest of which was
situated on the dorsum of left ilium, imme-
diately behind the anterior spinous process.

On right haunch were two irregular sloughy

spots, and on anterior surface of left, there

were similar marks of disease.

From a consideration of this case, and the

minvite inspection just detailed, much may be
learned, and as including almost the whole
subject of haemorrhage, and also many of the

principles of surgery in regard to aneurism,
it is of engrossing interest. 1 find, however,
that I must confine myself to one or two ob-
servations only, having so much mixed up the
remarks with the narrative of the case, and
with the operations which were successively

required. Let me, however, strongly recom-
mend to you all, during your leisure moments,
to read Jones, and Hodgson, on haemorrhage,
as containing the most accurate set of expe-
riments on this subject, which have as yet

appeared. Study those authors in connexion
with this beautiful case, remark, as you there

read, the process which nature took, from the

first occurrence of haemorrhage till the first

operation became necessary—examine how
this small aneurismal kind of pouch, so point-

edly alluded to in the history and inspection,

was formed—of what it was composed, and
what end it served. This analysis will lead

you to reflect on the means which nature is

said to adopt for the suppression of haemor-
rhage, and all the beautiful phenomena which
accompany this interesting process, as vari-

ously explained by the physiologists of former

as well as more modern times.

As to the inspection, which all of you had
an opportunity of seeing along with many of

my professional friends, this in every parti-

cular was most satisfactory. You remarked
the closure of the arterial tube in all the va-

rious situations, both above and below where
the ligatures were applied. Nay, even as

far as the bleeding spot it was well nigh ob-

literated, for it was only by passing the silver

probe upwards and downwards, from the
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small aneurismal-like pouch, that the round

calibre of the femoral artery could be deve-

loped and traced, to the satisfaction of all

who were present. This was by far the most

interesting part of the inspection ; for with

whatever success I had performed my opera-

tions, unless these had achieved the complete

closure by clot and obliteration of the hae-

morrhagic spot, my patient could not for one

moment be said to have been secure from the

hazard of collateral circulation.

Before, however, I finish this case, I must

express my firm conviction, that had these

operations (which were performed when my
patient was, as it were, moribund,) been

sanctioned when the second haemorrhage

took place, he would have been at this mo-
ment convalescent. This is the point above

every other which I have to regret, and must

for ever lament, as well for the sake of my
patient as for the credit of my operations ;

for though in themselves these were com-

pletely successful, yet as not ultimately pre-

serving life, they may be apt, by the unthink-

ing and the ignorant, to be regarded as the

causes of death, rather than the safeguards

and floodgates of that vermillion current,

which, ebbing with a frightful rapidity, had

so frequently blanched the visage, bedimmed
the eye, and chilled the skeleton-like frame

of this interesting and helpless little suiferer.

Glasgow Med. Joum.

Eo ntJon ilHctJtcal 3?:^urgicalS) urnal

Saturday, August 4, 1822.

DEATH OF CAPTAIN BURDETT.

In a late Number we offered some

strictures on the impropriety of che-

mists and druggists preparing physi-

cians' prescriptions, because such per-

sons in general do not receive a medi-

cal education. They openly violate

the Apothecaries' Act, and keep poi-

sons of the most deadly nature on

the same shelf with health-giving

medicines. In consequence of our

animadversions, we have received an

authenticated copy of the depositions,

taken at the Coroner's inquest on the

remains of the lamented gentleman

whose name stands at the head of

these remarks, accompanied by a re-

quest that we would examine the

medical evidence given on the occa-

sion. We readily comply with this

request, as the evidence well desei-ves

notice.

Before commenting upon it, we are

happy that we are enabled to state,

that no charge of neglect or careless-

ness can be justly urged against Mr.

Moore the chemist, or his assistant

Mr. Heath, who committed the un-

fortunate mistake. It was well ob-

served by an ancient WTiter, " no

man living is wise at all times," and

equally well by our illustrious fellow

countryman, " to err is human—to

forgive divine." There is no man

living who has not made mistakes in

his avocation, and Mr. Heath must

stand excused, according to common

sense, reason, and justice. It is to

be recollected, that he received at the

inquest the highest testimony in fa-

vour of his attention, ability, and

care, in the performance of his duties

as a compounder of medicines. Our

valued and scientific correspondent,

Dr. Hood, was one of the many medi-

cal gentlemen who spoke in the high-

est terms of his moral character and

scientific attainments.

Having premised these remarks, we

now proceed to notice the evidence

given at the inquest.

It was proved that Mr. Heath had

sent the oil of tar instead of a black

draught, and a female servant, named

Denham, declared in evidence, that

Captain Burdett had taken the whole

of the draught, except about a table-

spoonful, on the Saturday morning,.
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at a quarter past eight, and had a

cup of tea immediately after it. In

twenty minutes afterwards, he vomit-

ed and was very sick ; he was con-

stantly vomiting during the day ; he

took a little hroth at three o'clock,

and ate very hearty of asparagus at

five o'clock P.M. ; slept between five

and six; he then appeared quite cheer-

ful. The matter vomited was thrown

away immediately, but did not ap-

pear offensive,

Mr. John Dill, a surgeon : I saw

deceased between eleven and twelve

o'clock ; found him tranquil ; pulse

regular ; free from pain ; was inform-

ed thatvomiting occurred immediately

after the draught was taken. Mr.

D. returned at twelve ; there was no

pain ; he talked of the news of the

day. Witness returned between two

and three o'clock p.m. ; was informed

that deceased was asleep ; called

again at seven, when deceased had

awoke with head-ache. At eleven

o'clock P.M. there was strong vascu-

lar excitement, and this led witness

to call in Dr. Yates. Cupping was

tried without benefit, and venesection

was performed between twelve and

one, and again at three a.m. About

six or seven a.m. on Sunday, there

was imminent danger; cupping was

again resorted to, and ice applied to

the head. Dr. Yates and witness

attended alternately until twenty

minutes before eight p.m. when the

patient expired. Witness has never

ordered oil of tar, and does not con-

sider it to be a dangerous medicine

under ordinary circumstances ; he

said, " In my opinion, the small por-

tion that had remained in the bowels

and stomach of the oil of tar, being

taken up by the absorbents, stimu-

lated the heart and arteries to the

increased action we had to contend

with, and threw a preternatural quan-

tity of blood on the brain ,- this, con-

nected with the previous debilitated

state of the frame, in my judgment,

occasioned the death of deceased."

Dr. Yates deposed that he was

called in, 20 minutes before seven p.m.

on Saturday ; was informed by Mrs.

B. the Captain had been some time

very much out of health, and was in a

very weak state, from having taken a

great deal of medicine. The symp-

toms were severe sickness and violent

vomiting, and pain in the fore part

of the head. The vomiting consisted

of pure bile, smelling strongly of tar.

He was perfectly sensible and free

from pain in any other part of the

body. Ordered effervescing mixture

with tincture of henbane. I took my
leave, with the simple observation,

that I was afraid they would have a

stormy night with him, and under-

standing Mr. D. was to see him again

in the evening. I did not apprehend

him to be in danger ; his pulse was

perfectly regular; saw him at half-

past eleven with Mr, Dill; he was

very restless, tossing from side to side,

insensible ;
pulse greatly accelerated

and firm ; directed ^xiv. of blood to

be taken from the head, or more if

Mr. D. deemed it advisable ; a blis-

ter to the pit of the stomach, and

more opening pills ; was called out

of bed at twenty minutes to three

o'clock ; the quantity of bloqd direct-
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ed was taken by cupping ; Mr. D. had

therefore taken 5xx. from the arm.

The deceased was still insensible

;

heart acting with inordinate violence ;

pulse large, hai'd, and quick, about

120. I found a very hard lump in

the umbilical region. Ordered V.S.

to 5xviij., wet clothes to the forehead,

a poultice to abdomen, and mustard

poultices to feet. I ordered him some

more strong aperient pills and an

opening medicine to be taken every

hour. Between five and six I ordered

an injection; the bowels then acted

freely three times ; the hard lump in

the abdomen disappeared ; there were

no restoration of sense ; does not

know the properties of oil of tar

;

never ordered it ; but thinks it caused

death in this instance. There was

no autopsic examination.

The jury returned a verdict of man-

slaughter against Mr. Heath.

The facts of this unfortunate case

are extremely interesting to the phy-

sician and medical jurist. "We, how-

ever, cannot agree with the deduc-

tions drawn from them by the medical

witnesses, and think them liable to

complete refutation. The first axiom

laid down by the best medical jurists

is, that we cannot aflirm that poison-

ing has taken place unless we can de-

monstrate the presence of the poison.

The body was not examined, and

therefore the opinion that a small

quantity of the oil of tar had remain-

ed after the repeated vomiting, after

the deceased was so recovered as to

take a hearty dinner, and complained

of no pain in the abdomen, is founded

on a mere supposition, a gratuitous as-

sumption, and certainly was a very

slender ground to warrant the con-

clusion that it caused the death of

the patient ; it was manifestly impos-

sible for the witnesses to declare that

a drop of the tar was in the bowels

without having opened them, and de-

tected it by the smell, or other phy-

sical or chemical evidence. Never-

theless, the sagacious coroner, and the

enlightened jury, considered this

evidence conclusive ; but we cannot

believe that any judge will receive it.

We remember an instance in which

sudden death was produced by a blow

of a mason's hammer on the e])igas-

trium ; a verdict of murder was return-

ed by the coroner's jury ; the assizes

commenced; a medical man swore tliat

the blow was the cause of death ; but

on the judge asking him, did he open

the body, his answer was in the ne-

gative, on which he was severely re-

primanded, refused his expenses, the

trial stopped, and the prisoner ac-

quitted.

The medical evidence in this case,

is on a par with that delivered in a

late cause, in which some enliglitened

practitioners considered that death

was caused by a narcotic poison,

without any proof whatever, eitlicr

chemical or physical, of its presence.

A jury of thinking men could not

have given a verdict of such a nature

upon such evidence as this.

It is an axiom in toxicology, that

the symptoms produced by irritant

poisons, when taken into the stomach,

are violent irritation and inflammation

in some part of the alimentary canal.

There were notany symptoms of gastric
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or intestinal inflammation in Capt. B.'s

case, and neither was there any proof

afforded by autopsic examination.

It is also a general rule, liable of

course to exceptions, that death

seldom occurs in poisoning, when re-

peated vomiting is produced either

spontaneously or artificially soon after

the poison is taken into the stomach,

and when the usual symptoms do not

supervene for several hours after-

wards. But admitting, for the sake

of argument, that a small portion of

the oil of tar remained in the intes-

tinal tube and was absorbed, its

effects on the brain, were first notic-

ed at 7 o'clock in the evening, and

were preceded by those produced by

the ingestion of a full dinner at five,

and the supervention of sleep imme-

diately after ; facts that would lead

us to believe that apoplexy or cerebral

congestion might be produced, or, at

all events, considerably aggravated.

.Besides, the delicate state of health

of Capt. B., the 'constitution of the

atmosphere, the existence of an epi-

demic, whose primary influence on the

stomach and bowels cannot be ques-

tioned, and whose secondary effects

on the circulation of the brain, viscera

of the chest and abdomen, are admit-

ted, are powerful reasons to induce the

belief, that the oil of tar would act

much more violently on a person in

such a state of health, and at such a

time than under ordinary circum-

stances.

Another fact of great importance

is, that we are perfectly ignorant of

the effects of oil of tar on the animal

economy, and that for ought we know

it may not act in the manner pre-

sumed by the medical witnesses in

this case. Under all these circum-

stances, we are of opinion that it is

extremely doubtful whether the oil of

tar produced the death of Capt. Bur-

dett; and the present state of medi-

cal science does not enable the pro-

fession to offer positive proof on a

matter in which experience is still

wanting, Mr. Dill and Dr. Yates

both admitted, that they had never

observed the effects of oil of tar, and

had never prescribed it, and therefore

they could not form an accurate opi-

nion of its good or bad effects from

the result of their own observations

and experience.

We offer these remarks in the

spirit of candid and fair criticism, and

more especially as they may, in part,

induce the gentlemen whose infe-

rences we question, to modify their

opinion at the approaching trial.

DR. GORDON SMITH ON FORT PITT.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
Perhaps in your Editorial character

you may pause ere inserting a com-
munication from me ; in your private

one I might reckon confidently on
your best services. However I shall

study to be as little egotistical as pos-

sible, and trust you will jDcrmit my
contribution to appear.

My attention has been almost con-

centrated since the publication of your
last Number, upon an article relating

to Fort Pitt, and consequently en-

gaging more or less the esprit du
corps to which I have the honour to

belong. Fort Pitt is well known to

me, and is an institution, in all its
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parts, which has ever called forth my
admiration. Nothing human, per-

haps, certainly nothing medical, can

approach nearer perfection.

But I cannot consent to the omis-

sions which (with all my respect for

those who have the direction and

management of it,) I charge them
with persisting in making, when
their statements of progress are pub-

lished. It is a fact, that I am the

most liberal donor to the library upon
record. I have presented, perhaps,

twice as many volumes as any other

person, but extraordinary care seems

to have been taken to suppress all

mention of me in the published lists.

Such conduct is not fair, and makes
me almost regret that I ever set my
foot across the threshold, or rather

the draiobridge of the place. It is

not very long since I remonstrated

upon this subject, and I was surprized

to find (on receiving a something in

the shape of a ticket) that my dona-

tion had been so large.

Do not let me be misunderstood.

I have no complaint to lay against

my department. I have been duly,

and perhaps more unduly, respected in

it ; I have been treated in the best

possible manner by the excellent gen-

tleman who presides over it ; and I

have been offered full pay repeatedly;

Fort Pitt as a station, or, if I de-

clined that, any part of the world, in

the possession of the British Govern-

ment, to which I might chuse to go,

in my capacity of a medical officer.

These facts are well known in the

proper quarter ; and the inducement

was at one time so strong that I

would have given up even Medical
Jurisprudence, and gone abroad,

had my health permitted.

For the service I have even a pas-

sionate attachment ; but a high sense

of duty to the j)rofession at large,

and a conscientious belief that I could

render myself more useful in a civil

than a military capacity, has been

the cause of that sacrifice of myself,

which I cannot longer affect to keep

secret. In all my views and objects

I have succeeded most satisfactorily
;

for I never cared for any thing more
than hard-earned reputation ; and
though still what the majority of so-

ciety M^ould stile a young man, I

could produce volumes of personal

memoirs and observations which some

few KNOW would excite no ordinary

degree of attention.

This, however, is matter for con-

sideration elsewhere. The good is

done, and I live to behold the con-

sequences.

It is my intention to take up the

subject of army medical economy, and
pursue it through a series of papers,

destined, if you will accept of them,

for your Journal. The system is now
a model for universal imitation ; and
I am confident that I can contribute

to do it justice. In my opinion you
have done quite right, and acted with

unimpeachable wisdom, in lending

your pages to the promulgation of the

proceedings of those whom I know to

be gentlemen, and philosophers.

I remain.

Your obedient servant,

J. Gordon Smith,
Royal Lancers.

[We insert the above with readi-

ness, and cannot but express our sur-

prize at the neglect and injustice

with which Dr. Smith has been treat-

ed. His claims, as the first systema-

tic writer on British Forensic Medi-
cine, intitle him to the respect of

every man interested in the welfare

and dignity of the profession. Though
fortune has frowned upon him, fame
has conveyed his merits wherever
medicine is cultivated.

—

Eds.]

Separation of Peroxide of Iron from
the Oxydes of Cobalt and Nickel.

By M. Liesig.

Neither carbonate of magnesia nor

that of barytes can be employed for

this separation, because the salts of

these two bases are entirely decom-
posed, and the oxides precipitated by
them. But carbonate of lime may
be advantageously used.

—

London and
Edin. Philos. Mag. and Journ. of
Science:
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To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
I THANK you for your courteous ac-

knowledgment of the suggestions of

a Coanite ; and if the following be
considered worthy of a place in your
Journal, my end will be answered.
To you as an obstetrician, I shall

leave its acceptance or rejection.

I remain,

Your Constant reader,

Dystocia.

ON THE operation OF TURNING.

There is, perhaps, no portion of

the duties of the general practitioner,

which more imperiously calls for all

his professional skill and attention,

and for his coolness and self-posses-

sion in immediately applying his re-

sources to the exigencies of the case,

than the obstetrical portion. The
manual operation of turning has de-

servedly received the greatest atten-

tion at the hands of all the obstetric

writers of this and of other countries,

and by them certain rules have been
handed to us for our guidance in

those cases which are considered as

requiring this operation. By the

great mass of obstetric authorities,

—

Blundell, Denman, Merriman, De-
wees, Ryan, Breen, Delpech, Vel-
peau, &c. &c., we are taught in all

cases, where it is practicable, to bring

down both feet ; but when we cannot
reach the second, to be contented
with bringing down one. Now con-

sidering how truly this is a received

and acknowledged a cathedra dictum,

taught in the lecture-room, and acted

upon at the bed-side, for an anony-
mous writer to oppose it might have
savoured a little of folly; but it is

opposed by an authority of no mean
pretensions, Mr. Radford, in The
Edinburgh Medical and Surgical

Journal, has propounded a different,

and, as I opine, a much safer and
more judicious procedure, both as

mother and child are concerned. If,

after searching about the uterus, and
so trebly increasing the sufferings of

the mother, we cannot find the other

VOL, II.

foot, we are to be content with the
first seized, and bring the one down,
inasmuch as experience has proved
that it is equally safe both to mother
and child so to do. Now, on the

contrary, I would assert that onefoot
or knee ought always to be brought
down, and never both. It is not safe

to the life of the child to bring down
both ; and it is the bringing down of

both which has caused practitioners

to lose so many children in the ope-
ration of turning. By bringing down
only one foot, the other thigh is left

doubled on the abdomen. The di-

mensions of the presenting part are

made to approach more nearly to

those of the head, and the funis is

protected from compression. In those

cases which are considered the safest,

both for mother and child, as vertex

presentations, both the os uteri and os

externum are completely dilated in the

passage of the head, and consequently

the other parts follow safely and ra-

pidly. The dimensions of the head
are about \2\ in. to 13^. The next
nearest approach to this is that of the

breech, with one thigh bent upon
the abdomen, which is from 11^ to

\1\. Thus, in bringing only one
foot down, we leave a bulk which
must dilate the parts in its passage
to an almost equal extent with the

head, and, under such circumstances,

the head experiences little or no re-

sistance, rapidly follows the body, and
so the funis escapes compression.

By omitting the exploring after the

other foot, the time for retaining the

hand in utero is materially diminish-

ed, and consequently the excited irri-

tability considerably lessened ; and
by well lubricating the passage with
lard, the pain of the operation essen-

tially decreased. In cases where the

liq. amnii has been long discharged,

and the body of the child is strongly

girt by the uterus, there can be no
option, we must seize either foot or

knee ; if the knee is brought down
the foot will soon follow. Where the

feet are together, and we have our

choice, I would, on the authority of

a gentleman of most extensive obste-
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trie practice, residing in the Borough,

recommend the ofF-one to be se-

lected and brought down. The gen-

tleman alluded to has not lost one

child in turning, since he has adopted

the practice of bringing dowTi only

one foot.

Dystocia.

pendantly, or even very nearly at the

same time.

I am your obedient Servant.

C.E.H. Orpen. M.D.
Member of the Royal Colleges

of Surgeons of Ireland, and in

London &c.

11, North Great George's-street,

Dublin, 17th July, 1832.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

In the last Number of your Journal, I

observe a letter from Dr . Murray, of

this city, on the effects of the removal
of atmospheric pressure from the sur-

face of the body in cholera ; I think it

but justice to myself to mention that

this is a remedial measure, of which I

suggested the trial several months ago.

It is very possible that the idea may
have occurred to Dr. Murray, without

any communication from others, as it

did to myself, from mere reasoning

on the subject ; but it is also probable

that some of the various persons, in

and out of the profession, to whom I

mentioned my intention of trying it,

(with the physiological, and pathologi-

cal reasons for doing so,) immediately
on cholera appearing in Dublin, may
have communicated in casual conver-

sation the idea to him, and to others,

as one that they had heard, at first or

second hand from me. Except that

it would occupy too much of your
valuable columns, I might send you
documents, from professional per-

sons to prove these facts and dates

many months before the period of Dr.
Murray's trials of the plan. To the pub-
lic or the profession, however, it is of

very littlemoment,|who suggests orwho
adopts a remedy, but as I intend to

prosecute this inquiry further, and to

publish the result, it is sufficient for

my purpose at present, merely to state

what I have said above, namely, that

the idea was original in my mind,

without in the least doubting that the

same idea, or even the same train of

reasoning, may have occurred to an-

other or to a dozen others, quite inde-

MEETING OF THE PROFESSION,
Friday, July 27th, 1832.

A meeting of the members of the

medical profession was this day held,

to consider the best plan that could be

adopted, to enable Dr. Ryan to meet
the expenses he had incurred in the

action brought against him by Dr.

Ramadge. Dr. Sigmond was called

to the chair, and opened the business

of the meeting, by stating that the

present question was interesting both

to the medical profession and the

public at large. It was not surprising

that the indignation of the medical

public should have been directed

against a member of the profession,

who had by his writings and general

conduct, supported an uneducated

pretender to science, but more so

that a gentleman, who fromh is station

as a Fellow of the College, was one

of the very individuals to whom the

guardianship of the profession and the

public belonged in a more especial

manner, and it could not be wondered
at that an Editor of a medical Journal

conducted on honest and proper prin-

ciples, should defend his profession in

the manner Dr. Ryan had done. He
eulogised the talent and independance

of that gentleman, and concluded by
stating, that he felt persuaded some-
thing would be done to defend the

liberty of the medical press by the

public at large.

Dr. UwiNS immediately rose to

propose the first resolution, express-

ing his feelings towards Dr. Ryan, as

an independant Editor, and coinciding

with the chairman in the view he had
taken upon the question ; he felt

assured that the sympathy of the pro-
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fession was with him, and that he
would doubtlessly have its generous
support.

The following resolutions were put
and unanimously carried.

Moved by Dr. Uwins, and seconded
by Mr. Henry.

Resolved, that this meeting is of

opinion, that the verdict in the case

Ramadge versus Ryan and others,

which was recently tried in the

Court of Common Pleas, is, in its

results, severe and oppressive, to a
degree altogether disproportioned, in

their judgment, to the alledged

libel.

Moved by Mr. Quin, and seconded

by Mr. Costello,
That it is the opinion of this meet-

ing that Dr. Ryan, the principal de-

fendant, in sanctioning the publica-

tion of this alledged libel, was actuat-

ed entirely by a strong feeling for the

honour of his profession, and that any
imprudence which may be chargeable

upon his conduct in this matter ought
in fairness to be referred to his zeal

in maintaining the character of the
medical community.
Moved by Mr. Holmes, andsecond-

ed by Mr. Reilly,
That under such circumstances, we

are of opinon that the profession at

large should be solicited to contribute

to defray the expenses imposed upon
the defendants, by a verdict which
has been received with such universal

surprize, and that a Committee be
forthwith appointed to carry this

resolution into eiFect, in the manner
which it shall deem most suitable to

the occasion.

A Committee of five gentlemen was
subsequently appointed to receive

subscriptions, viz.

Mr. Greville Jones. 8, Hatton-
garden.

Mr. William Quin, Kennington.
Mr. J. Pocock Holmes, Old Fish-

street.

Mr. Costello, 7, Parliament-street,

Westminster.
Mr. Foote jun. Sec. 36, Tavistock-

street, Covent-garden.

SPIRIT OF MEDICAL LITERATURE.

No. 3.

Application of the actual Cautery, by
Pelletan.

The students surrounded the patient,

who was placed on a chair in the
middle of the ward, and near him
was a red-hot caldron (we shudder
while transcribing), with irons of
different forms, square, round, trian-

gular, and diamond-shaped. M. Pel-
letan, after brandishing one of these
fiery weapons in the air, applied it

to the cancerous surface, and kept it

there several seconds. He applied
four or five of these red-hot irons, of
different forms, till the whole surface
was an eschar. Two days afterwards
the eschar had separated, the whole
mental portion of the lower jaw was
bare, the mental foramen on one side

was exposed, and at the centre of the
chin the bone was black, where the
actual cautery had reached, and de-
stroyed it. I did not remain long
enough at L'Hotel-Dieu to witness
either the exfoliation of the dead
bone, or the death of the patient.

John Cross.

Examinations at the Royal College of
Physicians.

The power of a College of Phy-
sicians, to examine men who have
received their degrees from universi-

ties, is perhaps a satire upon univer-

sities ; surgeons and apothecaries un-
dergo no examination previously to

their appearance before the College
of Surgeons, or the Company of
Apothecaries.

—

Annals of Medicine.

Corpulency,

A certain degree of corpulency,
corresponding to a person's age, is a
sign and effect of perfect health ; but
when it is in excess, it is both a dis-

ease in itself, and the cause of others.

It may, however, at all times be ef-

fectually reduced by severe bodily

exercise, little sleep, and a dry and

c2
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spare diet, provided one set about it

in earnest, and with sufficient resolu-

tion. It is a rare thing to find a
common soldier complaining of this

disease.

—

Gregory.

Experiments on the Spine.

Having introduced a stylet into

the vertebral canal of a rabbit, twenty
days old, between the last dorsal

and the first lumbar vertebrae, I de-

stroyed all the lumbar portion of the

spinal marrow. The posterior parts

were all instantly deprived of sense

and motion ; but the rest of the body
was full of life, and respiration con-

tinued nearly as before. This state

of things continued but a short time.

In a minute the animal seemed anxi-

ous ; it agitated its fore-paws ; in a

minute and a half respiration ceased,

and was soon after replaced by in-

frequent gapings, accompanied by
feeble inspiratory motions of the
chest, which ceased entirely in three

minutes and a half, at the end of
which time there existed no sensi-

bility, nor any of the signs of life.

This experiment was repeated upon
two other rabbits of the same age,

with the same result. In one, respi-

ration ceased in one minute, and the

animal died in three ; in the other, it

ceased in about a minute and a half,

and the animal died in four minutes,
I endeavoured to prolong the life of
the latter, by inflating the lungs,

and commenced the insufflation be-

fore irritability, and the gapings had
ceased ; but these phenomena dis-

appeared as quickly as if nothing had
been attempted. I frequently made
the same attempts in similar cases,

but always in vain.

—

Legallois.

Experiments on the Aorta.

If the aorta of a rabbit is tied at

the anterior part of the abdomen,
sense and motion soon begin to dis-

appear in the posterior parts.

Legallois.

Excitability of Muscle.

By applying strong stimuli to the

spiJial m*\rrow of a frog, strong and

repeated contractions were excited in

the muscles of the hind limbs. On
examining the state of the muscles,

they were found wholly deprived of

their excitability. The division of

the nerves of a limb does not prevent

stimuli immediately applied to the

muscles, from causing contraction as

before.

—

Wilson Philip.

Chyle.

The chyle of the horse is com-

posed, 1st, of albumen, which con-

stitutes the greatest part of it; 2ndly,

of fibrine, or at least of a substance

which resembles it in several res-

pects ; 3rdly, of a fatty substance,

which gives to chyle the appearance

of milk; 4thly, of different salts,

such as potash, muriate of potash,

and white phosphate of iron, that is

phosphate at a minimum of oxyda-

tion.

—

Vauquelin.

Ultimate Texture of Bone.

The ultimate texture of bone is not

lamellated, but reticulated, the phos-

phate of lime being deposited as an

interstitial substance ; for although

from the greater compactness neces-

sary to the bones of quadrupeds, the

ultimate structure in them is not so

readily traced, yet in the more deli-

cately constructed bones of birds, this

mode of arrangement is sufficiently

obvious, and may at any time be

readily ascertained.

—

Howship.

PROVINCIAL MEDICAL AND SUR-
GICAL ASSOCIATION.

For some time past it has been an-

nounced, through the medium of the

medical Journals, that the provincial

physicians, surgeons, and general

practitioners, were about to form a

society under the above title, some-
what similar to the " British Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Sci-

ence, "^ that met together last month
at Oxford.

In consequence of this arrange-

ment, a meeting of medical gentle-
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men took place on Thursday morning,

the 19th inst. at the Worcester Infir-

mary, for the above purpose. Dr.

Johnstone of Birmingham, was una-

nimously called to the chair. There
were also present the following emi-

nent individuals :—Dr. Kidd, Regius

Professor of Physic, Oxford; Dr.

Barlow, of Bath ; Dr. Corrie, of Bir-

mingham ; Dr. Evans, Jun. of Ross ;

Dr. Conolly, of Warwick ; Dr. Co-

noUy, of Cheltenham ; Dr. Thomas,
of Rose Lawn, Worcester ; Mr.Hodg-
son, of Birmingham ; Mr. W. Sands

Cox, of Birmingham ; Mr. Soden, of

Bath ; Mr. Hetling, of Bristol ; Mr.
H. Carden, of Gloucester ; Mr. Sel-

wyn, of Ledbury ; Mr. Jennings, of

Leamington ; Nankivill, of Coventry ;

Mr. Shelton,orBromyard; Mr. Jones,

of Kidderminster, and many other

distinguished practitioners, including

Drs. Hastings and Maiden, of Wor-
cester, and most of the resident fa-

culty of that city and neigl ibourhood,

amounting altogether to more than

fifty medical gentlemen. Letters were

also received from several distinguish-

ed individuals, expressive of regret

from inability to attend.

The immediate list of members
inroUed amounted to nearly 200,

containing the names of the most

eminent men from every part of

England.

At this meeting, an able and lu-

minous expose of the objects of the

Association, prepared by Dr. Hast-

ings, was read by that gentleman

;

after which several resolutions were
carried, and a council formed to con-

duct and manage the institution. The
principal objects of which are,

1st. The collection and publication

of useful medical and surgical infor-

mation, whether speculative or prac-

tical, through original essays or re-

ports of provincial hospitals, infirma-

rie:5, or dispensaries, or of private

practice.

2d. The improvement of medical

topography.

3d. The investigation of endemic
and epidemic diseases.

4th. The advancement of medico-

legal science.

5th. Biography of distinguished

medical characters.

6th. A retrospective annual view

of medical and surgical science.

7th. The maintenance of the ho-

nour and respectability of the profes-

sion generally, in the provinces, by
promoting friendly intercourse, and

free communication of its members,

and by establishing among them the

harmony and good feeling which
ought ever to characterise a liberal

profession.

At six o'clock the members present

sat down to dinner at the Guild Hall

Coffee House, when the venerable

Dr. Johnstone again took the chair,

and Drs. Hastings and Maiden acted

as vice-presidents.

Nothing could exceed the convivi-

ality of the meeting. Several toasts

and speeches were given during the

course of the evening, applicable to

the occasion, and the party did not

rise from this social communion and
entertainment till a late hour, ami
separated under the most gratifying

prospect, not only of its jiermanence,

success, and prosperity, but of its

forming, both as to extent and num-
bers, such an assemblage of provin-

cial talent and character as was never

before convened together, either in

this or any other country.

In consequence of the very nu-
merous list of members and respect-

able support given to the Association,

by the most distinguished profes-

sional gentlemen of Bristol, it was
unanimously determined, that the next

annual meeting should be held in that

city ; and that Dr. Carrick should on
that occasion act as president.

The anniversary following is in-

tended to take place in the Univer-

sity of Oxford, to which city the

members of the Association are in-

vited, through the courtesy of Dr,

Williams, to hold their meeting in the

Radcliffe Library.

A printed report of the rules and

nroceedings of the first formation of

the above Association will be immc-
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diately circulated amongst its mem-
bers ; and also distributed to the pro-

fession in the different districts, for

the purpose of obtaining the support

of all those gentlemen who feel an

interest in the advancement of medi-

cal science in the provinces.

McbtttD.

Literatur der Syphilitischen Krank-

heiten : the Literature of Syphilitic

Diseases, from 1794 to 1829. By
H. Aug. Hacker, M.D. 8vo. pp.

264. Leipsic, Gleditsch.

At a time when medical works are

increasing with amazing rapidity, so

much so, that it is impossible to be

CM courant with all the publications

which appear, the thanks of the pro-

fession are due to that person who
supplies its members with a chronolo-

gical and analytical table of all the

productions upon any one disease.

Dr. Hacker includes in his book, an

enumeration of those only which have

been published between 1794 and

1829. Girtanner, in the second and

third volumes of his Treatise on the

Venereal Disease, has given a similar

list up to the former period, so that

the work at present under notice is

rather to be considered a-s a continua-

tion of Girtanner's, than as a| distinct

and separate production. It is one

which, from its nature, must have

cost infinite labour and research,

while it is not likely to yield much
fame to the industrious compiler. We
shall be glad to see it in an English

dress, together with so much of Gir-

tanner's, as is necessary to render it

complete.

The authors are cited in chronolo-

gical order. After the surname and
Christian names of the author, comes
the full title of the work, or the

journal in which the essay is pub-

lished is pointed out, thus securing

immortality for many an author, who
would otherwise have sunk in the

sea of oblivion. Were it for that

part of his work alone, Dr. Hacker

will merit the gratitude of the pro-

fession, as, although he may bring to

life for a time a great deal of trash,

that will secure its own ruin, while

many valuable essays and books may
be rescued from the unrelenting grasp

of time. Next follows, in two words,

the opinions of tlie author, the reme-
dies which he recommends, &c. The
titles are given in the language in

which the work is written. Two ta-

bles, one for the names of the au-

thors, the other for the diseases, com-
plete the book, and facilitate con-

siderably the researches of others.

Statement of Facts with Observations.

By Dr. Craigie, of Leith.

Dr. Craigie published a letter in the

Edinbargh Courant, respecting the

use of saline injections in cholera,

without mentioning Dr. Latta's name,
on which account, a person styling

himself " a member of the Leith
Board of Health," writes a letter to

the same paper, and abuses the doc-
tor, ascribing the whole merit of the
affair to Dr. Latta. Now we must
say that we cannot see that any greater
merit belongs to Dr. Latta than that

of putting in practice the suggestion of
another, acting on the principle, in

desperate diseases desjjerate remedies
are required. If we look back to the
essays, books, and reports published
on cholera, we shall find the little

merit which he can claim considerably
diminished ; M. Hermann of Moscow,
first proposed the injection of water
into the veins in cholera ; transfusion

was performed several times by M.
Deiffenbach of Berlin ; Dr. Stevens,
and others have recommended and
employed salines by the mouth and
inenemata, and Dr. O'Shaughnessy
proposed, at the Westminster Medical
Society last year, saline injections

in cholera, which Dr. Latta did not
try until the end of last April, and he
was followed in a few days by Dr.
Craigie, consequently it belongs to

neither, although some little may
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appertain to Dr, Latta for putting in

practice, and also to Dr. Craigie for

the modifications he has introduced,

should they prove advantageous. On
perusing Dr. C.'s letter to the Edin-

burgh Courant, with the comments
affixed, we cannot help expressing our

surprise at the obtuseness of intellect

which could deem it proper matter for

attack ; but our astonishment lessens,

or rather gives way to indignation, on
discovering who the fellow is that has

thus dared to interfere in medical
affairs ; Mr. John Mitchell jun. ship

broker, a member! (God save the

mark!) of a soi-disant Board of Health
at Leith, is the individual who has

magnanimously done this deed. This

is the second time we have had to no-

tice the flippant intrusion of an unpro-
fessional person in medical affairs in

the sister country ; if the Scotch mem-
bers allow of such a procedure a third

time without expressing their indig-

nation at it, they will forfeit all right

to bear the ancient motto

—

nemo me
impune lacessit.

PRETERNATURAL LACTATION;

By Dr. Kennedy, Ashhy-de-la-Zouch,
Leicestershire.

Aristotle gave immortality to the

he-goat ofLemnos, when he affirmed,

for the benefit of after-ages, that this

generous animal yielded a profusion

of milk, fi'om which the goatherd

made excellent cheese. Very useful

too, in his way, was " the wether
which suckled a lamb ;" and the his-

tory of this phenomenon is a contri-

bution to philosophy, from the pen of

Dr. Doddridge, alike distinguished

for his sagacity, and erudition, and
piety.

Donati, in his "Marvellous His-
tory ;" PauUini, in his second " Cen-
tury ;" and the Bishop of Cork, relate

instances of the lacteous secretion be-

ing abundant in men.
Cardani enumerates the circum-

stances of a young woman, who had

never been impregnated, whose
breasts yielded milk, on their being
excited with the stings of nettles.

Dr. Stack, and Dr. Montegre,
have detailed cases of copious lacta-

tion, accidentally re-produced in aged

women : to these the present writer

will add some account of a woman
who gave suck to children, from the

twenty-fifth uninterruptedly to the

seventy-second year of her age ; this

person is still alive and accessible to

examination.

1. Dr. Stack's History.—Eliza-

beth Brian was examined by Dr. S.

and another gentleman, at her house
in Tottenham-court, in 1733 : she

was then in the sixty- eighth year of

her age ; and for more than 20 years

she had not given birth to a child.

Her breasts were '

' full, fair, and void

of wrinkles ; but her face was very

much withered, her cheeks and mouth
vastly sunk in, her eyes red and run-

ning with a clammy humour." Upon
pressing her right breast at the Doc-
tor's desire, " she fairly squeezed out

milk, which gathered in small drops

at three of the lactiferous ducts ter-

minating at the nipple." Having
himself carefully dried the nipple with
his handkerchief. Dr. S. made her
repeat the experiment, and it had the

same result. About four years pre-

vious to this examination, E. B.'s

daughter, being obliged to be absent

for a considerable time, left a babe she

was then suckling, in the care of its

grandmother: the old woman " find-

ing the child froward for want of the

breast, applied it to her own, barely

in order to quiet the infant, without
the least thoughts of milk." This
having been repeated several times, a

son of E. B.'s, now grown a man,
perceiving that the young one swal-

lowed something from the nipple,

" begged leave of his mother to try

if she had not milk : his experiment

succeeded, and he drew milk out of

the same breast from which he had
been weaned above twenty years

;

for seventeen or eighteen years previ-

ously his mother had not given ^uck
to any child. Two years afterwards.
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E. B.'s daughter had another babe ;

whereupon its grandmother weaned
the first, and commenced suckling

the new-born infant. " In my pre-

sence," says the Dr., "this infant

took the nipple with as much eager-

ness and seeming delight as I ever

perceived in a child of two years old ;

and at it plainly performed the ac-

tions of suction and deglutition ; the

two children, both girls, are, as to

constitution, such as I could wish to

the dearest friend ; plump, and firm

in flesh ; in complexion, cleanly, fair,

and healthy ; and in temper, brisk and
sprightly, considering the mean diet

of their nurse. When this good
woman came to town," the Dr. adds,
" which was near two years since,

her milk abounded to that degree in

both breasts, that, to convince the

unbelieving, she would frequently

spout it above a yard from her : a

particular which, among others, the

good man and woman of the house,

and others of the neighbourhood like-

wise, assured me of. Now her left

breast is run dry, and she has no
great quantity in the right ; but what
there is, is as good milk as one may
desire in a nurse. The poor woman
seems perfectly honest and artless, and
even inclines strongly to dotage : she

very religiously throws the whole
upon a miracle.

II. Mont^gre's History.—Having
collected a number of analogous

facts. Dr. M. published them in the

, ' Gazette de Sante,' in connexion with

the following, which came under his

own observ^ation. " La Femme
Charles," a delicate female, had male

twins in 1810, but from the great

weakness of her constitution, she

could hardly supply one of them with

milk ; and, in consequence of extreme

poverty, was unable to procure the

services of a nurse. Affected by this

• discouraging embarrassment, says Dr.

M., her mother took one of the in-

fants and put it to her own breast,

which the babe instantly seized and

began to suck. This ingenious grand-

mother was then in the sixty-fifth

year of her age, and had been twenty-

nine years a widow. At first her

breasts yielded a fluid, in small quan-

tity ; but in a few days, her infantile

grandchild drew from them an abun-

dance of healthy milk. This tender

nursling continued for two and
twenty months to be nourished at its

grandmother's breasts ; and through-

out all that period was more vigorous

than its brother who imbibed his sus-

tenance from their common parent.

III. Dr. K.'s History.—Judith

Waterford lives in the village of

Thringston, on the Forest, between
Ashby-de-la-Zouch and Loughbo-
rough, Leicestershire. At this time

(December, 1831), she is in her eighty -

first year, and though infirm, her

constitution has singularly retarded

the advances of old age.

Through life this woman has been
the active and laborious inmate of a

peasant's cottage ; her person is short

and well-proportioned ; at one time

she weighed about 14 stone ; her tem-

perament is the neuro-sanguineous,

distinctly marked. The peculiar cir-

cumstances of her history being ex-

tensively known in the district where
she resides, she has been visited by
many clerical, medical, and other cu-

rious inquirers.

J. W. had two husbands. Pre-

viously to her first marriage, her men-
strual secretion appearedatregularpe-

riods ; it continued nine days usually,

and.was very profuse, but preceded

and accompanied with little pain or

disturbance of the system. After this

went, it returned only nine times, at

distant and irregular intervals ; and
on each of these occasions it was
abundant, without causing any per-

ceptible diminution of her milk.

J. W. was first married in 1777 ;

her first child was born in May 1778,

and from that period till May 1825,

her lacteous secretion never in the

least subsided. Besides giving her

breast freely and frequently to the

young ones of her neighbours, she

suckled six children of her own by
her first husband, and eight nurs-

lings ; she had two miscarriages. Her
first confinement was followed by an
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excessive uterine discharge, which

continued three weeks and induced

considerable debility. No infant, how-
ever vigorous, was ever nearly able

to use her supply of milk, and, in con-

sequence, she often had her " breasts

drawn " to the amount of two quarts

in a day ; her belief is, that, in gene-

ral, she could have suckled four

lively children at the same time.

Many attempts were made, even un-

der medical direction, to suspend the

secretion of her milk, but they all

utterly failed. Her breasts often be-

came tense and painful ; and, for the

removal of this state, she had them
well rubbed with butter made from

the cream of her own milk ; this pro-

cess was invariably advantageous.

Sometimes about a pint of this cream

was collected, and the butter it yield-

ed was white, and soft as lard, with

a sweet taste. Judy took much food,

and seldom had recourse to medicine ;

it is her boast, indeed, that " she

never paid a shilling in her life for

doctoring, for the sake of her health;"

her bowels generally were torpid,

often constipated.

J.W. was a widow nearly three

years, and gave suck to her own and

other children during the whole of

that period. She had one still-born

child to her second husband. Her
breasts even now retain a size quite

extraordinary, and the axillary glands

are occasionally large. Soon after

the disappearance of her milk, in

1825, her health became more vari-

able, her energies gradually failed,

and her voice, which still is strong,

lost its natural strength. Her actual

powers of mind seem to have expe-

rienced little change ; she continues
" heart-whole;" her appetite is con-

siderably impaired ; she wishes to eat

often, but takes little food at one

time ; her sleep is disturbed and un-

refreshing, and a cough gives her oc-

casional annoyance ; her pulse is full,

soft, not quick, and resistant. For

many months, she has been slightly

troubled with those periodical dis-

turbances by which menstruation is

preceded.

Although Judy's milk ceased for a
time, in 1825, it repeatedly appeared
in minute quantities during the five

subsequent years ; but since the au-

tumn of 1830, the secretion of this

fluid has been constant, and, if en-

couraged she thinks), would be suffi-

cient to nourish a child; from at-

tempting this, however, she is deter-

red by the idea, that " it would soon
be the end of her."

December 6th, 1831. This day,
being in the middle of her 81st year,

Judy readily filled a small spoon with
her milk, by squeezing her left breast

frequently with the hand. This milk
was rich and sweet, and not difl[*erent

from that yielded by young and
healthy mothers.

Here, then, are the remarkable cir-

cumstances of a woman who men-
struated during lactation—who suck-
led children uninterruptedly through
the full course of forty-seven years

—

and who, in her eighty-first year,

has a moderate but regular secretion

of milk.

—

Med. Chir. Rev.

APOTHECARIES' HALL.
LIST OF THE NEW COURT OF EXAMINERS,

FOR THE YEARS 1832-33.

Elected and confirmed on the Z\st

of July, 1832.

John Bacot, Chairman.

Allen Williams; Henry Blatch
Samuel Merriman ; Thomas Hardy
John Ridout; Henry Cromwell Field

Chas. Shillito ; Thos. Lowe Wheeler
Philip Johnson Hurlock ; John Hun-
ter, jun. ; Edward T. Gart.

July 26th, 1832.

Names of gentlemen to each of

whom the Court of Examiners granted
a certificate of qualification, this day.

Samuel Abraham, Teignmouth

;

George Atkinson, Sunderland ; Wil-
liam Batten, Oswestry ; Edward Con-
nelly, Bromborough, Cheshire ; Wil-
liam Gerald Dickinson, London ;

Abraham Evans, Exeter ; James Ken-
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worthy, Manchester ; Thomas Darke
Martyr, St. Columb ; Septimus Rodick,

Pelmarsh ; Charles Wilson Steel,

Abergavenny; William Horatio Sholl,

London ; John Buck Thomson, Broad-

stairs ; John Raggett Unwin, Surrey.

JACKSONIAN PRIZE OF THE ROYAL
COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

The essays for the Jacksonian prize,

for the year 1833, are to be on the

formation, constituents, and extrac-

tion of urinary calculi. The essayists

to be members of the College, but

not of the Council. The disserta-

tions to be in English, the number
and importance of facts being con-

sidered principal points of excellence.

The prize essay is to be the property

of the College. The papers, with

the illustrative drawings, &c. must
be sent to the Secretary, before Christ-

mas, 1833.

hospital Mcportfi.

WELBECK DISPENSARY.

CHOLERA IN THE HIGHER RANKS
OF SOCIETY.

There has been a meeting of the

different Life Insurance Companies
in London, in consequence of the re-

ported prevalence of cholera among
the higher ranks ; and it appears, from
an examination of deaths, that, since

the commencement of the disease in

the United Kingdom, up to Friday

last, the 27th inst., there had been
but thirty-six claims on the score of

deaths from this cause, rather a co-

gent reason for believing that it has
exerted its malignant influence chiefly

on the poor.

New Principle in Cinchona.

M. Van Mons has discovered a

new principle in the bark of the cin-

chona montana, which is white,

crystallizable, and extremely bitter.

The discoverer calls this montanine,

and says he has cured intermittent

fevers in three days with it, in doses

of two grains a day.

—

Buchner Reper-

toriumfur die Pharmacie.

Porrigo larvalis, with ulceration of
the forehead.

Elizabeth Wabdwell, setat sixteen

months, admitted May 22d. 1832,

under Dr. Sigmond ; has been affected

with this disease for eight months

;

it first shewed itself at the period of

dentition ; it commenced on the head,

but in about two months afterwards

it spread to the forehead and upper
part of the face. The child has been
under medical treatment with varying

success. It sleeps very badly at night,

starting and screaming ; bowels tole-

rably regular. There is an extensive

ulceration on the forehead, between
and above the eyebrows, which the

mother attributes to the child scratch-

ing itself, and which she states her-

self unable to prevent.

R U7ig. hyd. nitrat.

Ung. cetacei a a Jss.

Tt\ft. ling. part, affect, applicand.

Pulv. rhei.

Magn. carb. a a. gr. v.

^ Pulv. jalapee, gr. iij. ft. pulv. omni
mane sumend.

24. Improving; sleeps better. Rep.
29. The ulceration is diminished ;

bowels open twice a day, stools dark
and slimy ; the starting and screaming
at night has ceased ; tongue clean

;

a papular eruption has appeared on
the sides ; has cut only eight teeth.

Pergat,

June 2. The scalp and skin clearer;

ulceration continues to diminish ;

bowels regular.

Rep. pulv. et ung. p. capite.

App. farina tritici ulcum.

5. The child appears better on the

whole ; eversion of the upper eyelids

takes place when it is asleep, but ceases

when it "vyakes ; lippitudo.

Rep. pulv.

Sulph. zinci, gr. viij.

Aq. distill, S^'U-

—

Lotio p. ocul.

The application of flour to the ul-

ceration is to be omitted, as it appears

to cause irritation.
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16. The head is nearly clear, but

there appears more eruption on the

face.

Pulv. Decoct, dulcamara pro lotione.

28. Has not attended since last

report, but the mother says she has

had a sufficiency of medicine; the ul-

ceration is nearly healed.

—

Pergat.

July 19. The ulceration has been
healed now for a fortnight ; there are

still a few maculae on the head ; the

medicines last ordered have been per-

sisted in since. Union appears to

have taken place between the tarsi, at

the outer canthus of the left eye. Rep.

ROYAL WESTMINSTER OPHTHAL-
MIC HOSPITAL.

CATARACT.

Of the operations for cataract, two
were for depression.

Joseph Procter, set. 22, Jan. 30th,

1832. Capsular cataract from injury

when he was five years old. Mr.
Guthrie separated the capsule from

its adhesions, and depressed it. Slight

attack of inflammation followed, which
the usual antiphlogistic remedies over-

came ; and, on the 4th of February,

he was discharged, the cataract hav-

ing become almost entirely absorbed,

and since that period has been com-
pletely.

Edward Collins, set. 13 months.

May 21st, 1832, with capsulo-lenti-

cular cataract of the right eye.

Mr. Guthrie depressed the cata-

ract, and the case did well ; was dis-

charged from hospital the following

day, and has since gone on very well.

There have been six patients ope-

rated on for breaking up the cataract.

James Stockman, set. 25, Jan.

27th, 1832. Capsular cataract of

the right eye, first noticed ten months
since.

Mr. Guthrie separated the adhe-

sions of the capsule with the iris, and
broke up the cataract. He was dis-

charged on the 1st Feb. The cap-

sule still seen floating, but it was
ultimately absorbed without further

operation.

Edward Madle, set. 25, Jan. 27th,

1832. Capsulo-lenticular cataract of

the left eye, the right eye being per-

fectly sound. He did not notice the

gradual formation of the cataract.

Mr. Guthrie broke up the cataract

;

partial absorption took place. On
the 29th Feb. he was again operated

upon ; much more of the lens became
absorbed after this ; but. May 20th,

it was necessary again to operate,

and the capsule was more frequently

broken up, and a slight adhesion,

which it still had with the iris, sepa-

rated. The cataract, after this, be-

came so absorbed as not to interfere

with vision.

During this last operation, when
Mr. Guthrie separated the capsule

from the iris, the iris, at that portion,

instantly became changed in colour,

becoming quite green, and this, on
the following day, had spread over

the whole iris ; so that, as to colour,

it had the appearance of acute in-

flammation.

Ellen Mills, set. 15; 1st Feb. 1832.

Soft cataract of both eyes.

Mr. Guthrie operated on the right

eye by breaking up the lens. After

the operation, a considerable portion

was absorbed ; but it required that

the lens should be further broken up,

and, on 29th Feb. the operation was
repeated.

On the 5th March she was dis-

charged, and afterwards attended a
short time as an out-patient; the lens

was completely absorbed.

Thomas Sewiss, set. 10, Feb. 1st,

1832, with congenital cataracts of

both eyes. His father stated that his

sight w^as first affected seven years

ago, but that it was only two years

since he became quite blind. His
mother's father brought him to the

hospital, and was affected in a similar

manner in both eyes.

Mr. Guthrie broke up the cataracts

in both eyes. The cataracts did not

appear to have been much absorbed

after this operation ; therefore, on the

29th of February, the operation was
repeated in both eyes, alter which

much more of the lens in each eye
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became absorbed. But still portions

of the hardened capsule required a

third operation in either eye ; but this

was quite successful, the boy's vision

being restored by the complete ab-

sorption of the cataracts.

Jane Brazier, aetat. five. May 5th,

1832. Congenital cataract of both

eyes.

The operation for breaking up the

lens and capsule was performed in

both eyes. Slight constitutional irri-

tation succeeded the operation, but no
local inflammation ; she was discharg-

ed in a few days, absorption of the

cataracts going on rapidly. {See

W. Hoole's case.)

There were six operations for ex-

traction of the lens.

Mary Sullen, set. 65, 1st February

1823. Hard cataract of the left eye

:

the right lens is also becoming opake.

Mr, Guthrie extracted the lens,

making the section of the cornea up-

wards. Slight inflammation followed

the operation, which was subdued

easily ; and, on the 6th February, the

eye was quite free from inflammation

;

cornea had united smoothly, pupil re-

gular, and can see with tlie eye very

well.

Sophia Williams, set. 60, 29th Feb.

1832, with hard cataracts of both

eyes. Cannot see any thing with

the right, and but faintly with the

left. The cataract was removed
from the right eye, by extracting the

upper section of the cornea. There
was, for several days, some inflam-

mation, but this was subdued, and
the eye became quiet, and she was
discharged 20th ^larch, and could see

pretty well.

Charlotte Richards, set. 45, March
14th, 1832. Cataract of both eyes,

the left more advanced, and Mr,
Guthrie removed the hardened lens

in the usual manner ; the usual after-

treatment was adopted, and she was
discharged 24th March ; but her

sight was rather imperfect, on account

of chronic conjunctival inflammation.

James Stovey, set. 72, April 25th,

1 832. Had cataract of the right eye.

"The operation was performed in the

usual manner ; but on the 2d May,
after having gone on well till then,

great inflammation was set up from

cold; he is now (June 1st) in Hos-
pital, the cornea having sufi'ered from

the inflammation, and being opake,

Hariet Highfield, set. 58, May 4th,

1832. Hard cataract of the right

eye—lens of the left becoming opake.

The right lens extracted in the usual

manner. There Avas very little after-

treatment necessary, the local and
constitutional symptoms being mild,

and on the 13th she was discharged

cured.

David Silver, setat. 68, admitted

19th March, 1832, with hard cata-

ract of the left eye, and incipient ca-

taract of the right.

On the 23d, Mr. Guthrie perform-

ed the operation of extraction in the

usual manner. The operation was
succeeded by violent inflammation,

and although the lancet was freely

used, suppuration ensued. The pa-

tient did not complain of any pain

during the inflammation.

The next case should have been in-

serted with those where the cataract

was broken up.

W. Hoole, xt. 67, March 2, 1832.

Mr. Guthrie broke up a capsular

cataract of the left eye, which the pa-

tient had noticed only for six months

;

then followed considerable fever and
local inflammation, and, on the 28th

of May, the report states there is still

slight conjunctival inflammation ; the

pupil is clear, and his sight improving

daily. He was then discharged.

There was one case of milky cata-

ract. The patient, a man of the

name of Evan Davies, was operated

upon on the 2d March, 1832; but

he will require a further operation be-

fore he recovers the use of that eye.

M. Demiau Crouzilhac, Professor of

Criminal Legislation at the School of

Law, died on Thursday of cholera.

The celebrated chemist Orfila has had

an attack of the cholera, but is better,

and hopes of his recovery are enter-

tained.
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CHOLERA HOSPITAL OF M. BOEHR,
BERLIN.

Transfusion of Blood in Cholera, by

M. DiEFFENBACH ; CasGS recorded

by Dr. Scouttetten.

Case the 1st.—Frederic Muller,

aged 27, well-made. This man had

been ill for seven hours and a quarter

before transfusion was tried. Pre-

vious to the operation, the eyes were

partly open, sunk in the orbits, and

turned up ; nostrils pinched ; cheeks

hollow ; mouth partly open ; tongue

cold, as well as the whole face ; re-

spiration short and hurried ; feet and

hands of a violet colour ; complete

absence of the pulse ; fingers much
shrivelled ; the patient was sensible.

The right jugular vein was then

laid bare for the extent of an inch,

opened longitudinally, and a quill-

tube introduced. The blood was
furnished by a young, robust physi-

cian, 28 years of age, from the me-
dian vein. An ounce and a half

were then injected from a copper

syringe, previously warmed.
At first, almost complete insensi-

bility ; then the patient made two
deep and successive inspirations ; the

eyelids opened, and closed precipi-

tately. Five minutes after the injec-

tion, convulsive motions of the head,

which was drawn strongly backwards,

followed speedily by convulsive ac-

tion of the legs, arms, and of the

whole body ; cries and groans ; fea-

tures rapidly changing. These fear-

ful phenomena lasted rather less than

a minute when they suddenly ceased

;

the patient was dead.

The autopsy merely observed the

alterations met with in other indi-

viduals, who have fallen victims to

the epidemic.

Case the 2nd.— Widow Weber,
aged 65, was admitted into the hos-

pital of M. Boehr, at eight in the

morning, having been taken ill dur-

ing the night. She presented the

following symptoms : eyes sunk, sur-

rounded with a brownish circle

;

cheeks hollow ; tongue cold ; hands

and feet cold
; pulse imperceptible

;

vomiting and purging seldom. She
has vomited only once since her ad-

mittance into the hospital ; is per-

fectly sensible ; has not taken any
active medicine since the attack,

merely a vapour-bath.

Transfusion was performed by M,
DiefFenbach at ten o'clock, the same
day as the preceding case. The me-
dian vein of the left arm was opened
for the extent of half an arm ; very
little blood issued ; a quill-tube was
inserted, which served to inject the

blood of a young student, 23 years

of age. At the first an ounce was
injected without effect, when a se-

cond ounce was introduced. The
patient then made two rather hurried

inspirations, and there seemed to be
a little agitation ; she had some mint-

tea, which she drank readily ; she

was asked if she was in pain, and she
said, no.

The operator, being desirous of in-

troducing a larger quantity of blood,

opened the left jugular vein ; and, in

order to be certain, that there was
not any obstacle to the course of the

blood, a drachm of warm water was
first injected ; two ounces and seven
drachms of blood were then intro-

duced at twice, without producing
any effect. The day passed quietly ;

the pulse did not return. She died

at four in the afternoon, six hours
after the operation.

Case the 3rd.—An old man, 61

years of age, was admitted with all

the symptoms of cholera well marked

;

tongue cold, feet and hands blue,

pulse totally gone ; the disease com-
menced during the night.

At ten the operation was deter-

mined on, but it was deemed neces-

sary to ascertain whether the circu-

lation was going on ; accordingly,

after all necessary precautions against

haemorrhage had been taken, the bra-

chial artery was laid bare for the ex-

tent of an inch in the lower third of

the arm. The artery did not pul-

sate ; and on an incision, five lines

in length, being made in it, it was
found, to the astonishment of all, not
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to contain a single drop of blood,

merely a small clot, like a thread

;

the arterial parietes were quite white.

The patient was perfectly sensible,

spoke of the operation, and answered

all questions properly ; the tissues in-

ternally were as cold as the surface.

Transfusion into the veins was per-

formed immediately after this. The
median and other veins in the fore-

arm were full of black blood. The
median being opened, two ounces

and a half were thrown in at thrice.

The patient did not complain of any
thing, save a slight pain in the wound
made to discover the artery.

After the third injection, the pulse

re-appeared in the axillary artery on

the other side, beating sixty to the

minute, but only for five minutes.

Although blood was introduced into

the veins, none escaped by the open-

ing in the artery. It was supposed

that the iris contracted several times,

and the features were more animated

after transfusion.

This man died at noon, two hours

after the operation, which did not

appear to exercise any influence on
the progress of the disease.

Bulletin des Sciences Medicales.

Umbililicul Hernia, of a remarkable

shape. By Dr. C. G. Carus.
Dr. Carus describes an embryo of

three months, wdth an umbilical her-

nia, the peculiarity of which consists

in the development of a portion of

the umbilical cord, very distinct, and
about three lines long, between the

abdominal parietes and the herniary

sac, which contained the liver and
the intestinal convolutions. This dis-

position is another proof in faA our of

the theory established by Professor

Oken, namely, that the pretended

umbilical herniise in the foetus are not

really such ; that the chylo-poietic

viscera do tiot enter the abdomen
until a certain period, in front of

which is their situation in the first

months of foetal life ; and finally, that

umbilical hernia is only an arrest of

development.

New Method of operating in EvtrO'-

picn, by Dr. Dieffenbach. — The
instruments necessary for this opera-

tion, are a small straight scalpel, with
a narrow one-edged blade, a double-
edged curved scalpel, a pair of for-

ceps, and insect needles.

The operation (we are detailing

that for the lower eyelid,) is com-
menced by a semilunar cutaneous in-

cision, which is made at some lines

distance above the inferior edge of

the orbit, directing the instrument
from right to left, so that for the

right eye the incision is commenced
below the external ; for the left, be-

low the internal angle of the eyelids,

supposing that the operation is per-

formed with the right hand. This
incision, which must be parallel with
the inferior edge of the orbit, should
be about two-thirds of the length of

the eyelid, and exactly in the mid-
dle. When the incision has extended
to the cellular tissue, the skin is to

be detached for a certain extent from
the tarsus, and the conjunctiva is

then to be pierced, and the internal

wound enlarged to the same size as

the external. The conjunctiva and
the tarsus which adheres to it, are

then to be drawn through the exter-

nal opening, a small portion of the

conjunctiva being removed, the lips

of the external opening are to be
brought together, having between
them the conjunctiva and the tarsal

cartilage. This is to be eiFected by
the finest insect needles, and threads

twisted, as in the operation of hare-

lip, after which the ends of the needles

are to be bent, and cut close on the

threads. The operation is the same
for the upper eyelid.

Cold applications are made use of,

and if necessary the antiphlogistic

treatment. The needles may be re-

moved between the third and sixth

day. The method of operating is ex-

plained by plates.

—

Rust. Magazin.

Instance of Longevity.—At Bally-

drach, near Cushendall, Archibald

M'Cambridge, died on the 7th of

June, at the patriarchal age of 123
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years and 4 months. He was an in-

dustrious man, and during his life

scarcely ever suiFered one day's con-

finement from sickness ; his habits

were generally temperate, but by no

means so abstemious as might be in-

ferred by some people, from the great

age he attained.

State of the Blood in Jaundice.—
M. Lecanu states that the blood in

icterus contains, besides the ordinary

principles, 1st, an insoluble combi-

nation of albumen and soda ; 2ndly,

a similar combination, soluble ; 3rdly,

an orange-yellow colouring matter,

combined with an oily substance

;

4thly, a blue colouring principle.

As all these substances exist in the

bile, there is reason to admit their

presence in the blood.— Journ. de

Pharmacie.

The Academy of Medicine gave a

medal, value 500 francs, to the me-
moir in which this fact is contained.

Medical Journal of Brazil, published

at Rio de Janeiro.

The first number of The Semanario

de Sante Publica, a weekly journal of

public health, has recently issued

from the press at Rio, and augurs

well of the zeal and observation of

the medical men there. It is indeed

refreshing to the mind, to mark the

benign influence which liberty dif-

fuses over the intellectual, as well as

over the moral energies of mankind

;

for while the parent countries of

Spain and Portugal are oppressed

with despotism, and sunk in apathy

and indolence, these children of the

New World are animated with a ge-

nerous rivalry of scientific distinction.

France, before the first revolution,

had only one medical journal of any
importance, and now she is the pro-

lific mother of periodicals.— Med.
Chir. Rev.

A Sagacious and Important Reflection.

When we assemble a number of

facts, and endeavour to draw legiti-

mate inferences from them, we must

weigh, not count them. " Non nu-
merandse solum, sed etiam perpen-
dendse sunt observationes. — Med.
Chir. Rev.

Extraordinary Abstinence from Food.

The more that animals enjoy the

qualities of youth, strength and acti-

vity, the greater is the increase and
development of their parts, and the

greater the necessity for an abundant
supply of food. Of many individuals

exposed to an absolute abstinence of

many days, the young are always the

first to perish. Of this the history of

war and shipwreck off'ers in all ages

too many frightful examples. There
are several instances on record of an
almost total abstinence from food for

an extraordinary length of time. Cap-
tain Bligh, of the Bounty, sailed al-

most 4000 miles in an open boat, with
occasionally a single small bird not

many ounces in weight, for the daily

sustenance of seventeen people ; and
it is even alleged, that 14 men and
women of the Juno, having suffered

shipwreck on the coast of Arracan,

lived 23 days without any food. Two
people first died of want on the fifth

day. In the opinion of Rhedi, animals

support want much longer than is

generally believed. A civet cat lived

ten days without food, an antelope 20,

and a very large wild cat also 20 ; an
eagle survived 23 days, a badger one
month, and several dogs 36 days. In
the memoirs of the Academy of

Sciences, there is an account of a bitch,

which having been accidentally shut
up alone in a country house, existed for

40 days without any othernourishment
than the stuff on the wool of a mattras

which she had torn to pieces. A cro-

codile will live two months without
food, a scorpion three, a bear six, a cha-

meleon eight, and a viper ten. Valliant

had a spider that lived nearly a year
without food, and was so far from
being weakened by abstinence, that it

immediately killed another large

spider, equally vigorocis but not so

hungry, which was put in along with
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On Fractures «./ the Lower Extremity of the

Fibula, and Dislocations of the Foot.

Weaker than the tibia, and of the two
bones, more exposed to external violence,

nevertheless fractures of the fibula are less

frequently observed. This may be explained

by the kind of isolation in vvhicli it is placed,

relative to the line in which the weight of

tlie body is transmitted to the foot. The
elasticity which this bone enjoys, even to the

most advanced age, the slight degree ofweight
which it has to support for the greater part of

its length, the protection it receives in front

from the muscles which fill up the inter-os-

seous space and from the tibia itself, behind

from the gastrocnemius and solseus, and ex-

ternally from the lateral peroneal nmscles,

are so many circumstances which tend to

weaken the effect of the violence to which it

is subjected, and to diminish the frequency

of its fractures. It must be added, however,

that many of its injuries have been mistaken,

that in many cases, they have been confound-

ed with luxation of the tibio-tarsal articula-

tion, so that they are, in reality, much more
frequent than most authors say. I consider

simple fractures of the lower extremity of the

fibula to be in relation with other fractures of

the bones in tlie leg as one to three.

Among the powers which cause fractures

of the fibula, some exert an immediate action

on this bone, others act by the intermedium
of the foot ; hence there are two kinds of
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fractures, those which take place towards the

middle and superior part of the bone, and
those which occur near the malleolar extre-

mity ; these two kinds of fractures differ from
each other in the triple relation of cause, ef-

fects, and the curative measures, necessary to

be employed for their treatment.

The situation of the body of the fibula on
the external side of the leg, the slenderness
of this bone, the space which exists between
it and the tibia towards the middle of the leg,

the support which it receives from the tibia

at its extremities, would lead us to believe

that it ought to be more frequently fractured

at the middle, but it does not happen so.

Two causes tend to diminish the frequency
of these fractures ; the protection which the
fibula receives from the lateral peroneal mus-
cles, and the uncommon occurrence of cir-

cumstance capable of producing a solution of
continuity by direct influence.

These fractures then generally follow direct

shocks, such as those which result from blows
on the fibula by contusing or cutting bodies,

wounds from fire-arms, a fall, or the striking

of heavy bodies against the external side of
the leg. These do not require the employ-
ment of muscular force, they conmionly oc-
cur without being preceded or followed by
deviation of the foot, either inwards or out-
wards, and are cured in the majority of cases

by re))ose, without being accompanied by
any of those symptoms which so often com-
plicate those which produce deviation of the
foot. These fractures are remarkably analo-
gous with those of the body of the ulna,

which never occur alone, except under the
influence of force immediately applied to

the point where the fracture occurs.

A solution of continuity of the body or

the superior part of the fibula, the tibia re-

maining uninjured, is not followed by any
displacement in the length of the bone ; the
foot preserves its natural direction, and even
a slight depression can scarcely be felt at the
situation of the fracture. Thus tlie diagnosis

of injuries of this nature may be rendered
very obscure, especially if there has been
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time for considerable tumefaction to form.

The principal signs on whicli tlie Judgment
of the practitioner is to be formed, are the

account given of the injury, the violence with

which the blow was dealt, or the weight of

the body which struck the limb, the existence

of an extensive ecchymosis, of a severe con-

tusion on the part which received the injury,

and the facility with which a finger passed

along the external surface of the fibula, pres-

ses the broken extremities in towards the

tibia. Moving the foot, or the extremities of

the bone, will seldom cause a crepitus, on

account of the thinness of the fragments,

and the exactitude of relation which they

preserve.

Fractures of the body of the fibula are

not accompanied with shortening of the limb,

because the tibia serves in some meastire as

a splint. It very seldom happens that the

case is at all serious, unless the soft parts

.have been much bruised. In simple cases

nature alone is almost sufl^cient to effect a cure.

. The indications presented by a fracture of

the body of the fibula are to keep the limb

motionless by means of the bandage used in

common fractures of the leg, and to treat

, properly the contusions or woimds with which

,it may be accompanied. The fracture be-

comes consolidated in thirty or thirty-five

days, and generally without deformity.

But the solutions of continuity of the mal-

leolar portion ofthe bone, which now claim our

attention, are much more serious in their con-

sequences. They were for a long while con-

founded with dislocations of the foot. Du-
verney and J. L. Petit are the first surgeons

among the moderns who have mentioned it.

Petit especially remarked that lateral luxa-

tions of the tibio-tarsal articulation could not

take place without fracture of one or other of

the malleoli. David, Fabre, Rromfield, Pott,

Pouteau, Boyer, Charles Bell, have since con-

tributed by their observations to increase our

knowledge of fractures of the lower extre

mity of the fibula. Nevertheless, the history

of these lesions was still very incomplete, and

the curative measures employed, were scarcely

ever sufficient to prevent the deformities

which they tended to produce, when I took

up the subject, and rendered their treatment

as efficacious as that of all other fractures.

The inferior extremity of the fibula may
be broken, either by direct causes, similar to

those already mentioned, or by forces acting

on the foot, the effect of which is produced

by contre-coup. The mechanism of fractures

of the first kind does not present any thing

very remarkable ; that of the second, on the

contrary, deserves to fix the attention of the

practitioner, because it is very important to

know the circumstances capable of breaking

the fibula, in order to be aware, in doubtful

cases of the possibility of the existence of

such a lesion.

A stone, an excavation, or even a simple

inequality of the ground, a fall from a more

or less elevated place on the feet, turned
either inwards or outwards, are the most com-
mon causes of these fractures ; they are the

immediate results of the action of the weight
of the body and of the muscular contraction

acting suddenly on the inferior articulation

of the leg, at the moment that the foot, car-

ried inwards or outwards, is turned out of the

vertical direction.

Let us now see by what mechanism frac-

tures of the fibula may take place during the

violent movements of the foot inwards or
outwards. It is evident that in the two cases

it is the change in the line of transmission of
the weight of the body which is the cause of
the rupture. In the first case, this line in-

stead of traversing, as in the ordinary state,

the axis of the tibia, and of falling on the
astragalus, cuts obliquely from within out-
wards the inferior extremity of the tibia, the
articulation of the foot, and is prolonged to

the external side of that limb, after traversing

the peroneal malleolus. The parts thus
obliged to support the weight of the body,
are then the external malleolus and the infe-

rior extremity of the tibia; in this case, it is

the malleolus extcrnus, or rather the lower
extremity of the fibula, which yields to the

traction of the external lateral ligaments, a
traction which is the more powerful, in that

these ligaments arc then in an almost perpen-
dicular direction in regard to the malleolus,

and that this latter rests on the sharp edge of

the astragalus, which is forcibly pushed from
within outwards by the tibia. This last bone,
thicker and stronger than the fibula, generally

resists, and if it happens sometimes that its

malleolus is fractured, it is not primitively

by the direct influence of the blow, but con-
secutively, and by the effect of the displace-

ment of the foot outwards, in which case

sometimes even the extremity of the tibia

itself is fractured.

In the second case, that is to say, in the

movements of the foot outwards, the centre

of gravity of the body, instead of following

the line according to which it is generally
transmitted to that limb and thence to the
ground, traverses obliquely the inferior extre-

mity of the fibula, the articulation of the
foot, the malleolus or the internal lateral li-

gaments, and falls on the ground at a greater
or less distance from the internal side of the

foot. These ligaments, and the malleolus to

which they are attached on the one hand, and
the inferior extremity of the fibula on the
other, are then the parts which ought to sus-

tain the weight of the body and the efforts

of the muscles ; these are either torn or frac-

tured
I
the lateral ligaments and the intei;nal

malleolus primitively, and the external con-
secutively.

There are two orders of symptoms by
which we can recognize the compound injury,

which is at present occupying our attention
;

the one depending on the fracture of the
fibula, the oilier on the luxation of the foot,
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a distiiiciion which should be well attended

to, since the fracture of the fibula may some-

limes occur without dislocation of the foot.

These symptoms are of two kinds, presump-

tive and characteristic.

The presumptive signs are a peculiar sound

or cracking noise, which the patient suffers

at the instant of the injury, a fixed pain

at the lower part of the fibula, difficulty or

even the impossibility of walking, a swelling

more or less great around the articulation of

the foot, and especially around the external

malleolus and the lower extremity of the

fibula. The characteristic signs ate a preter-

natural mobility and inequality at some part

of the lower extremity of the fibula, a crepi-

tus more or less evident by the effect of mo-
tion or pressure, the ease with which the

fibula is brought near the tibia by pressing it

against it, a change in the point of incidence

of the axis of the leg on the foot, the devia-

tion of the latter outwards, inwards, and
sometimes backwards, its rotation on its axis

from within outwards, an angular depression

more or less marked at the external and in-

ferior part of the leg, the projection of the

internal malleolus, the disappearance of al-

most all these signs as soon as efforts at re-

duction are applied to the foot, and their im-

mediate return when these efforts are sus-

pended, especially if the limb is placed in a

state of extension.

Let us now view these different symptoms
in detail, and let us fix our attention espe-

cially on those which are characteristic.

When the fibula is fractured, very remarkable
phenomena supervene in the tibio-tarsal arti-

culation. The external side of the mortise,

which receives the astragalus, having lost its

solidity, cannot offer sufficient resistance to

the action of the muscles which tend to turn

the foot outwards, and which are more pow-
erful than their antagonists. Thus the ex-

ternal side of the foot is raised, the infernal

depressed, tlie dorsum is turned directly up-
wards, and the sole is directed outwards

;

the pulley ofthe aslriigalus is directed towards
the internal malleolus, and sometimes makes
a prominence there, which can be easily re-

cognized through the integuments ; the pero-

neal malleolus undergoes, on the contrary, a

see-saw motion (mouvement de bas-cule) on
the tibia, which raises it, and brings the upper
end of that part of the fibula which it tcrnii-

nates near the axis of the limb. The foot is

then externally to the centre of the inter-

inalleolar space ; on prolonging downwards
the axis of the tibia, it would fall on the in-

ternal side of the tarsus, and the weight of

the body would be supported by the internal

malleolus, and the ligaments which are at-

tached to it. This displacement of the foot

outwards is the only one which necessarily

results from the solution of continuity of the

fibula; the lower the bone is broken, and if

the patient has endeavoured to walk on the

injured limb, this distortion is xnoie evident.

Even in the case in which the fracture was
produced by a violent turn of the foot inwards,
muscular action soon draws it outwards, and
produces those changes in relation to the leg,

already indicated.

When the fracture of the lower portion of
the fibula is mistaken, muscular action con-
tinues gradually drawing the foot outwards,
the astragalus is carried above the malleolus

internus, the corresponding ligaments are put
on the stretch, the distended soft parts be-

come inflamed and diseased, aiul the synovial

capsule being opened, caries attacks and de-
stroys the articular extremities of the bones.

In those cases, which are least unfavourable,
the patients, not daring to trust the weight of
the body to a weak, deformed, and painful

limb, not to rest solely on the tibial malleolus

and the internal side of the foot, are obliged

either to use crutches, or to walk by means
of a wooden leg. I have seen many cases

which prove the unhappy consequences of
mistaking fractures of the fibula.

It is then very important fully to ascertain

the diagnosis of these injuries. When an
accident has happened which is capable of
producing such a fracture, the lower part of
the leg and the tibio-tarsal articulation should
be carefully examined. The presumptive
signs doubtlessly appertain also to a simple
dislocation, or are attended with rupture of
the ligaments ; but they also render probable
the existence of a simple fracture. If there

is any displacement, it is almost always pos-
sible to recognize it, by the inequalities pro-
duced by the broken portions at the situation

of the fracture, and which are the more con-
siderable the more extensive the displacement.
On passing the finger along the whole extent
of the inferior portion of the fibula, you will

find, at the place where the fracture has oc-

curred, an anormal mobility, which may be
readily distinguished from the elastic flexibi-

lity of the bone, and the existence of which
will be rendered manifest by taking hold of
the tibia with the four fingers of each hand,
and making pressure successively with the
two thumbs on each extremity of the broken
bone. Crepitation is generally very slight,

and often indeed it cannot be perceived. On
taking hold of the lower part of the leg with
one hand, and of the foot with the other, if

the fibula is broken, the foot may be com-
pletely turned outwards and inwards alter-

nately.

The first of the motions renders the inter-

nal malleolus projecting, withdraws the ex-
ternal from the centre of the joint, and the
astragalus in some degree from the line ac-

cording to which the weight of the body is

transmitted to it ; the other restores all these

parts to their natural condition. Abandoned
to itself, the foot is, as I have already said,

inclined outwards ; the internal malleolus

makes a considerable projection, the integu-

ments which cover it are stretched and tense;

the axis of the leg falls on the internal ude

»2
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the tarsus, instead of corresponding to its cen-
tre; the space which separates the twomalleoli

is enlarged ; on tlie external side of the arti-

culation the skin is wrinkled transversely

;

the external malleolus seems as it were sunk
in ; ahove it, and in the situation of the fiac-

ture, you may almost always observe a sud-

den depression from before backwards, re-

sembling a coup de hache, which is a patho-

gnomonic sign of fracture of this bone. This

must not be confounded with the depression

which the fibula presents immediately above

the malleolus, and between the tendons of the

anterior and lateral peroneal muscles.

In some cases, the force with which the in-

jury has been inflicted, has turned the foot so

strongly inwards, that it remains so, in spite

of the fracture of the fibula ; but then the

upper end of the lower portion of the bone
raises the skin, and appears as if it would
tear it through ; the inequalities of the frac-

ture can be readily felt with the finger. After

the reduction of the dislocation, the pheno-
mena already indicated become manifest, and
the injury cannot be mistaken. It is also

characterized by the facility with which all

the symptoms can be reproduced, after they

have been made to disappear by placing the

foot in its normal direction.

The prognosis of fracture of the lower

portion of the fibula will depend on the symp-
toms which attend it. A simple fracture,

readily recognized and methodically treated,

seldom gives rise to accidents or leaves any
deformities. Such can only be rendered

dangerous through ignorance in mistaking it,

or unskilfulness in not applying the most
proper measures for its cure.

Species and complications.—Fracture of the

fibula is divided into simple and complicated.

It is simple, when there is merely a solu-

tion of continuity of the bone, without any
other injury. In this form it is exceedingly

rare ; it can only take place at a certain dis-

tance from the lower extremity of the fibula,

and when the cause which has produced it,

exhausted immediately afterwards, has been
incapable of causing other injury, or when
this has not been induced by any cause acting

consecutively. It is very diflicult to recog-

nise so simple a fracture of the fibula ; we can

only be guided by the presumptive signs al-

ready spoken of.

One of the most frequent causes of the

infrequency of this kind of fracture is assur-

edly to be found in the efforts which the

patient makes, immediately after the fall, to

raise himself up, and endeavour to walk. It

has occasionally lost its character of simpli-

citj', a long while after the accident, by the

imprudence of the patient, who, tired of the

bed, rises and walks, supporting himself on

the injured limb. Hence you will readily

perceive the vast importance of perfect quiet

and rest in these cases. By observing these,

with resolving applications, a perfect cure

may be obtained in a short time.

This species of fracture presents two Ta-

rieties ; in the first, the fibula is fractured at

rather more than three inches above the ex-
ternal malleolus ; it is distinguished from all

other species, as it does not and cannot give
rise to distortion of the foot. This impossibi-

lity especially depends on the length of the in-

ferior fragment of the bone, and the integrity

of the tibio-peroneal ligaments. It is gene-
rally met with in fractures from a cause act-

ing directly, and very seldom in those de-
pendent on a cause acting indirectly. The
reason is that the production of this is always
preceded by a more violent movement, and
even a displacement of the foot, either in-

wards or outwards. There is seldom any
danger from this variety, which requires only
repose and semi-flexion of the limb to effect

a cure. The second variety consists of all

the cases in which the fibula has been frac-

tured at less than three inches above the

malleolus, and without displacement of the
foot. It may take place at any part of the

three inches spoken of, but when the limb
has been forcibly carried outwards it is met
with most generally at two inches and a half

above the malleolus, because the fibula,

weaker and more slender at that point than
anywhere else, and bent inward by the weight
of the body, and the action of the muscles,

offers the least resistance. If, on the contrary,

the foot has been bent powerfully inwards, it

takes place ordinarily below this point, and
on the part of the bone which is lodged in

the articulating cavity of the tibia. That
which particularly distinguishes this variety

from the preceding, is the facility with which
the foot can be displaced.

The complications of fracture of the fibula

are numerous, and make it much more se-

rious than it is of itself. For example, let

any cause carry the foot violently outwards,

the efforts of extension and flexion which
fracture the fibula exert their power first on
the soft parts of the internal side of the arti-

culation and of the lower extremity of the

bone, and produce a rupture of the internal

lateral ligaments, and separation, or even a
fracture, of the internal malleolus. If the
fracture take place by a movement of the

foot inwards, and the individual afterwards

endeavours to walk and support himself on
the foot, it will be carried outwards, and the

same accidents may happen. Here we have
one complication. Sometimes, instead of the

lateral ligaments and the internal malleolus,

the inferior extremity of the tibia is frac-

tured. The solution of continuity, whether
it has preceded or followed that of the fibula,

is almost always oblique, and accompanied
with displacement of the foot. A third com-
plication, very generally met with, save in

those very rare cases to which I have already

alluded, of simple fracture, is the luxation of

the foot. This may take place in several

ways—inwards, backwards, outwards, and
finally outwards and upwards. The first i»
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to common, It is «o closely connected with

the existence of fracture of the fibula, that

the one is seldom found without the other,

and it is one of the most certain signs ; it

consists in a dislocation of the head of the

astragalus, which is carried below, and to

the internal side of the tibial malleolus, a

displacement which is only the prolonged

effects of the action of the causes which pro-

duced the fracture, or else a consequence of

the action of the abductor muscles of the

foot The second is owing to the action of

the gastrocnemius and soloeus muscles

;

these, acting on the foot, which is no longer

retained by the resistance of the external

malleolus, make the astragalus glide from

before backwards on the lower extremity of

tibia, and cause the lower end of the fibula

to execute a movement by which its lowest

portion is carried backwards and the other

brought forwards.

The third species of luxation is one of the

most rare, and the most difficult to be ex-

plained. The astragalus is carried to the

side of, and below the peroneal malleolus,

while the external edge of the foot is turned

downwards, the sole inwards, and the inter-

nal edge upwards ; the tibial malleolus dis-

appears between the foot and the leg, and the

peroneal malleolus forms with the astragalus

a projecting angle, rounded externally. Ac-

cording to these dispositions the foot presents

the appearance of a real congenital varus. In

endeavouring to account for the cause of this

extraordinary displacement, I examined suc-

cessively the organization of the lower end
of the inferior extremity, the relative action

of the powers ofantagonism and equilibrium,

and the effects resulting. On the one

hand, in the state of repose and sleep, in vari,

and the majority of the faux pas, and the dis-

locations which are the consequence, the

foot being constantly directed inwards and
the astragalus outwards, the displacement of

these parts appear to take place almost al-

ways in the same direction as a consequence of

fracture of the fibula, and of the lower ex-

tremity of the tibia. On the other hand, it

results from the study of the respective

power of their antagonist muscles, that, in

the majority of cases the abductors are more
powerf.'i (han the adductors ; th;is we perceive

that the external edge is generally turned

outwards and the astragalus inwards, whether
there is fracture of the malleolus and inferior

extremity of the fibula, or of both malleoli at

once and at the same height. Finally, in

fracture of the tibia only, at its extremity,

although the foot has no longer any support

from within, and preserves on the contrary

that which the fibula and its malleolus fur-

nish, there is nevertheless almost always

more or less evident displacement of the

astragalus inwards, which can only be at-

tributed to this superiority of the ab-
ductors over their antagonists. From all

these considerations, we must necessarily

conclude that luxation of the foot outwards
(in which the astragalus is carried outwards
and the foot inwards) can take place only
from a very peculiar and very rare disposi-

tion of the parts. Reason and observation

have taught me that this consists in an ob-

liquity of the fracture of the tibia, or in the

more or less great resistance offered by the

lower fragment of the fibula ; the obliquity

of the first influencing the direction in which
the displacement occurs, and on the muscles
capable of producing it ; the resistance of

the second preventing the foot being carried

outwards, and consequently favouring the

action of the abductors.

The last species of luxation, that of the

foot outwards and upwards, which has never
been described, I have observed only once,

during a practice of fifteen years, out of more
than two hundred cases of fracture of the

fibula, which I have treated. But it was so

well characterized, that it is impossible to

deny its occurrence, or mistake it in future.

In this species the astragalus, at first dislo-

cated outwards, ascends on the external sur-

face of the tibia. In the case to which I have
alluded, the astragalus, the external malleo-

lus, and the foot, were at first dislocated to

the external side of the leg, and after-

wards ascended on it two inches high, with-

out ceasing to form a compound body, firmly

bound together as in the natural state of the

parts. From this it may be readily perceived,

that this luxation cannot take place without
the occurrence of both fracture of the fibula,

and complete tearing of the tibio -peroneal

ligaments.

If the fibula is fractured in several points

and directions at once, which happens prin-

ci^)ally from the effects of a very severe blow
crushing the parts, or from the wheel of a

coach going over the inferior and external

part of the leg, a comminuted fracture will

be the result, with dragging, tearing of the

soft parts, of the nervous, tendinous, aponeu-
rotic, or cutaneous structures, and conse-

quently these injuries will give rise to pains,

inflammation, the formation of abscesses,

eschars, convulsive movements, a tetanic

s*^ate of the muscles, &c. which place the life

of the patient in danger, and render the

treatment long and difficult.

But this species of complication, however
serious it may be, is not to be compared to

that which results from the disorders which
are concealed by the skin. These are such
sometimes, as would tempt us to despair of re-

pairing them, if experience had not taught
us that they can be often perfectly cured,

and in a short time. Thus we find the tibia

and fibula fractured, either both at once or
separately, with numerous sharp splinters

driven into the flesh ; the articulation opened,
and its cavity full of blood, mingled with
synovia ; the internal lateral, the tibio-pero-

neal, a^^d external lateral ligaments, torn

more or less unequally ; the tendinous sheaths
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laid open ; the tendons and nerves distended,

twisted, compressed, displaced, elevated, par-

tially or totally divided ; the arteries and

veins, and especially the internal saphena

vein, compressed, ruptured, and surrounded

with effused blood ; the cellular tissue torn

in every direction, and filled with a reddish

serum, and more frequently with blood,

which is infiltrated to the toes, in one direc-

tion, and as far as the knee in the other.

If to this, you add the displacements to which

the osseous structures are subject, you will

even then have but a feeble idea of the de-

rangements to which a fracture of this spe-

cies may give rise.

The arteries or veins may be injured

alone without the formidable ensemble of

symptoms which I have just enumerated, and

give rise to an infiltration of blood in the

cellular tissue, or to an effusion of this fluid

into pouches, more or less large, formed at

the expense of the ruptured cellular tissue,

which intervene between the soft parts, sur-

round the fragments of bone, extend around

the articulation, and even penetrate into its

cavity. This kind of lesion constitutes a new
species of complication, one of the most

common, besides, of fractures in general, and
of the fibula in particular ; it deserves espe-

cial attention in consequence of the serious

accidents which follow, and the treatment

which is proper for it.

It happens very commonly that the skin

has been removed, or opened in one or more
places, by the extremities of the broken

bone ; these openings, generally irregular,

with torn, contused, and disorganized edges,

sometimes closely surround the bone, and

keep it protruded, sometimes are free, and
allow of the passage of black blood, or

pieces of half disorganized flesh and tendon.

They are produced in several ways; either

primitively, as I have just indicated, or con-

secutively, as the effect of inflammation, the

separation of sloughs, or by a work of elumi-

iiation, by which nature endeavours to get

rid externally of blood, pus, or any thing

else, which has become a foreign body in

the system. These lesions of the integu-

ments are another complication so serious in

their effects, that fractures of the least conse-

quence otherwise, may become exceedingly

dangerous, whilst we ought never to despair

of a cure of internal disorders, however ex-

tensive they may be, while the skin remains

whole. The most dangerous are those which

are produced immediately by the fracture,

on account of the violent inflammation which

ensues, the pain, the fistulse, the denuding of

parts, necroses, and a multitude of other in-

juries, which result from the formation and
infiltration of pus.

The tumefaction, tension, and strangula-

tion which follow fractures, are diflPerent

degrees of the same complication, and the

result of the afflux of blood which takes

place on the nervous, fibrous, and other

parts, which are distended, stretched, or torn

by the bones, and the displacements which
they undergo. When these symptoms are

not dissipated early, the tumefaction and
tension may acquire, in a few hours, a high
degree of intensity, and cause great danger

;

phlyctenae, filled with a reddish serum, may
form here and there, the limb become cold,

livid, and insensible; and if the disease can-

not be arrested at this period, strangulation

takes place ; the excessive distention of the

external, and the no less compression of the

internal, bring on gangrene, and the limb
dies either partially or totally. The develop-

ment of these phenomena becomes complete,

without any of the characters of inflamma-
tion being observed, which is doubtless owing
to the rapidity with which it occurs. But in

other cases inflammation succeeds the afflux

I have mentioned, and then it may take

either of two different coiu'ses—one in which
the symptoms gradually increase the pain,

redness, heat, tumefaction, and tension, the

local and general fever, are carried to their

height, and followed, as in the preceding

case, with numbness, lividity, and icy cold-

ness of the limb, cessation of the pain (at

which the patients, not knowing its cause,

rejoice), and gangrene. The skin, and
sometimes cellular tissue, tendons, nerves,

ligaments, and even occasionally the whole
foot, are deprived of life. Sometimes this

inflammation presents itself under the form
of a slight erysipelas phlegmonodes, which
progresses rather slowly ; but, at the end of a

few days, the symptoms are aggravated, the

fever increases, the tongue dry, diarrhcea su-

pervenes ; an obscure fluctuation may be soon
felt here and there under the skin, crepita-

tion of elastic fluids
;
phlyctenae make their

appearance under these sloughs, which open
and give issue to a mixture of pus and elastic

fluid. The sub-cutaneous cellular tissue dies ;

the skin is detached to a greater or less ex-

tent ; slow fever establishes itself, the strength

wears out, and the patient, exhausted by the

fever, the suppuration, and the diarrhcea,

perishes sooner or later.

The displacement of the bones, the tearing

and distention of the parts, determine and
keep up a secondary, permanent pain, which
the inflammation increases, which is accom-
panied by fever, insomnia, agitation, and
which, by its intensity, or the peculiar sensi-

bility of the individual, or of his constitution,

may cause even convulsions and tetanus.

The first of these accidents disappears as it

were by magic on the reduction of the frac-

ture, according to the proverb, xuhhttd causa,

tollittir effectus. But when tetanus has once
commenced, it resists the most energetic

measures, and amputation even will rarely

remove its effects.

There is another complication of the frac-

tures of the fibula, and of surgical affections in

general, which is too important to pass over

in silence ; it is the nervous delirium. To
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this I have devoted an entire lecture. If, by
the perforation or destruction of tiie flesh,

the bone is exposed immediately to the air,

or if inflammation and suppuration break

through the parts which united the splinters

to the living bone, or separates the perios-

teum from them, they perish, and necrosis

takes place, another complication of fractures

of the fibula. Nevertheless this necrosis is

rare in the fragments of the broken fibula,

but very common, on the contrary, as regards

the tendons at the lower part of the leg.

These tendons are most exposed to the dis-

orders which the fracture causes. It does

not take place immediately, but after a

shorter or longer time. Pain, redness, heat,

tumefaction, tension, and obscure fluctuation

in the course of the affected tendons, super-

vene ; the skin thins and ulcerates ; the pus

escapes by these openings, and filaments

continually pass away until all that has been
destroyed by necrosis has been expelled.

Finally, the last complication of fractures of

the fibula, which frequently occurs, when
they are followed by inflammation, is an

adynamic affection "which, according to whe-
ther it is true or false, essential or sympto-
matic, requires a treatment so different, that

the safety of the patient almost always de-

pends on the distinction which is made.
In my next I shall describe the treatment

of these cases.

ON THE INDUCTION OF

PREMATURE LABOUR,

AS APPLICABLE TO MATERIAL DEFORMI-
TIES OF THE PELVIS.

By J. INGLEBY, Esq .

Lecturer on Midwifery at the Birmingham
School of Medicine.

Improvements in midwifery have advanced

by very tardy steps. Several valid reasons

might be adduced in support of this assertion,

but the present state of the art and its past

defects, may be sufficiently explained by
the little protection which it has hitherto

received from those authorities who preside

over the other branches of medicine, and who
ought to be equally the guardians of this.

That the public weal would be most mate-

rially promoted, by extending to midwifery

a protection equivalent to that which has

been claimed for the other departments of

science, is too plain to admit of controversy.

At one period the practice of midwifery, in

the higher ranks of society, was in a great

measure given up to patronage. At present,

the science seems to be an alien, and men
have actually been found, I think senators

not excepted, who have zealously advocated

the wisdom of consigning the pursuit altoge-

ther to chance, and discountenancing all

kinds of security. In days when medical
practitioners were " few and far apart," this

doctrine had some claims to consideration.

At the present time, when an inadequate

supply of medical men can no longer be

pleaded, opinions s > visionary and untenable

must necessarily yield to the force of argu-

ment. Difficulties, indeed, may be raised

respecting the midwife. But it cannot be

denied that a certain measure of instruction

ought to be imparted to every person, whe-
ther male or female, who professes the art,

otherwise " cui bono"—the good is not even

problematical—the evil most glaring. Far
better to consign a labour altogether to na-

ture, than sanction interference by the most
illiterate and ignorant of human society.

But notwithstanding the prejudices and ob-

stacles which attach to the art, important

improvements have been made from time to

time in its practical parts. On one of these,

viz. the induction of premature labour, I

wish to offer a fevy observations, rather with

a view to an examination of a subject so

deeply interesting, than a mere detail of the

cases upon which the observations are

founded. The communication of two or

three additional instances to those already on

record, can claim but little interest and less

still when it is known that they were unsuc-

cessful. But a man who has the interest of

science in view, will faithfully and impar-

tially report the result of his experience,

whether gratifying or discouraging. The
early history of this operation is short. It

having been observed, that infants born

about the seventh month were enabled to

live, in the case of women who invariably

gave birth to dead children, when gestation

was extended to the full term, and also from

observing the difiiculties and dangers attend-

ant upon the delivery of women having

high degrees of deformity of the pelvis, a

consultation of the most eminent obstetri-

cians was held in London, some years ago,

to determine whether it was justifiable, and
not in opposition to the divine laws, to bring

on premature labour in persons so unhappily

circumstanced. The decision was in the

aflfirmative. This operation is required,

chiefly on account of the contracted state of

the superior strait of the pelvis, and it is

argued as a general rule, that if the promon-
tory of the sacrum is not easily felt when
the finger is passed high into the vagina,

that the deformity cannot be material. This

opinion is not strictly correct. In the second

case, to which I shall presently refer, the

promontory of the sacrum was found to pro-

ject both inwards, and so far obliquely up-

wards, that its apex could not be felt until

the hand was passed into the vagina, and yet

the space which intervened between pubes

and sacrum, does not apparently exceed

two inches and a half in the short diameter

of the brim.
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To the medical attendant this operation i*

inseparable from the deepest responsibility.

The operation, as involving a moral question,

cannot fail to inspire the husband, if he pos-

sesses either an affectionate or a cultivated

mind, vrith feelings of a very peculiar, not to

«ay painful, kind ; and in the instance just

alluded to, the husband adverted to his state

of mind and moral obligations, in a manner
creditable in the highest degree. In the

mind of the patient, the proposal excites

dread on account of its unnatural character.

A woman to whom I was twice called in

labour, to assist in cephalotomy, discarded

her usual medical attendant simply because

he suggested the expedient for her considera-

tion, in the event of her again becoming
pregnant. Something may be urged against

the operation, but still more in its favour.

It has met with objections on three principal

grounds. 1st, That it is contrary to laws

both human and divine. This objection is

easily met. We have no injunction in

Scripture to forbid such a measure, and no
authority to countenance it. If this argu-

ment were allowed to prevail, no operation

whatever could be permitted. To legislate

upon this parti nilar point would be quite out

of the question. 2ndly, That it is not to be

relied upon, either as respects the welfare of

the parent or child, a statement entirely at

variance with the results of experience.

3rdly, On the ground that it may be turned

to the worst of purposes by ignorant or

wicked persons. But surely we cannot re-

cognize an objection proceeding from the

abuse of knowledge only, since the same
argument is equally applicable to every de-

partment of science. And, 4thly, several

minor objections comprising the chance of a

preternatural presentation ; of the child's

limbs being fractured ; of pressure on the

chord; and an incorrect reckoning ; but the

three first apply equally to the full period,

and the last must be provided Vor by allow-

ing the most extended period of time com-
patible with the safety and success of the

measure. It is to be recommended on two
grounds. It prevents much fruitless suffer-

ing to the parent, and occasionally preserves

the life of the infant. In sacred history, as

we have already remarked, nothing is stated

to warrant any important operation in par-

turition. The destruction of a living infant,

though tolerated by custom, and sometimes

justified also by necessity, is an operation

most truly revolting to human nature, and
never to be performed but from the direst

necessity. The main object proposed by the

induction of premature labour is to supersede

FO barbarous an operation.* Of the records

• It would occupy too much space, and be

somewhat irrelevant, to enter into an exami-

nation of the comparative merits of the long

forceps, the perforator, and the Caesarean

pperation. Dr. Ryan, who believes that

of this operation, which furnish us with

about 100 cases, it seems that Dr. Hamilton
succeeded in saving 23 infants out of 27

cases ; of Barlow's 1 7 cases, C children were
horn dead, C survived, and 5 died; of Den-
man's 1 2 cases at least half were preserved

;

of Merriman's 47, 26 were born dead, 5 were
born alive but soon died, and 16 were born

alive and reared. Of this number nearly

one half were preserved, a result very encou-

raging. To justify this operation a combi-

nation of circumstances are essentially requi-

site. Experience must have proved that a

living child cannot pass unmutilated at the

ninth month ; and though much will depend
upon the bulk of the foetus, and the degree

of ossification of the foetal cranium, we can

only act on general principles. Seven full

months must have elapsed, or rather the

operation should be performed early in the

eighth month, or about six or seven weeks
before the full period of pregnancy. The
period might be somewhat influenced by the

degree of contraction of the pelvis, and the

presumed size of the child. According to

Dr. Merriman's table it is inferred, " that

conception is effected soon after the catame-

nial period has intermitted, more commonly
than immediately before the recurrence of

that discharge."

There must also be a clear space of two
inches between pubes and sacrum to warrant
it. The patient's general health and strength

must be adequate to the delivery, and the

presentation natural. A wet nurse should

be provided for the infant. Some remarks
might be made here respecting the induction

of premature labour in cases of very danger-

ous vomitings, or diseases of the viscera ; but

having referred to these points in my re-

cently published work on Uterine Hemor-
rhage, points which were also critically ex-

amined in the Medical and Surgical Journal,

I need not recapitulate what has been so

recently discussed. The varying measure
of success which has attended the induction

of premature labour in the hands of equally

competent practitioners, leads me to ask what
is the cause of this difference ? Is it owing
to the mode in which labour is brought on ?

The object of this proceeding is to provoke
uterine contraction adequate to the expulsion

of the child and secundines. Which then is

when cephalotomy is really necessary the
forceps might be used, coincides with the

French and Americans, (apart, however from
theology, and the question of baptism alto-

gether.) At some convenient opportunity I

may perhaps state the results of my observa-
tions, which are in this instance opposed to

the opinions of Dr. Ryan, contained in his

very excellent and talented Manual. I cor-

dially enter into all the objections to the

perforator, so ably stated by Dr. Beatty in

his paper in vol. i. part i.— Dublin Medical
Transactions, New Series, page 41.
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the mott eligible mode of accomplishing it ?

Two principal plans have been proposed :

the first is to dilate the os uteri and evacuate

the liq. amnii ; the second is in like manner
to dilate the os uteri and detach the mem-
branes from the inferior part of the womb
without risking the discharge of the waters.

.

Haemorrhage is not likely to arise, on ac-

count of the fineness of the vessels ; but in

cither case the mucous plug is necessarily

disturbed. There is another plan which, on

the authority of Dr. Power, is said to pro-

voke uterine action in cases of haemorrhage,

equal to the expulsion of the ovum. Admit-
ting that the tendency of all haemorrhages

before delivery is to promote contraction, the

proceeding can scarcely be considered (caete-

ris paribus) less applicable when the functions

of the womb remain unimpaired. This plan

consists in dilating and irritating the os uteri,

but not disturbing the membranes at all, and
applying strong frictions over the abdomen.
Respecting the first plan, I scarcely need

observe, that whilst it provides for the cer-

tainty of labour ensuing, it has many disad-

vantages which do not attach to the second.

If it be determined to rupture the mem-
branes, I certainly would recommend a gra-

dual dilatation of the os internum, and per-

haps several cautious attempts may be re-

quisite for the purpose. If the os uteri be

well dilated previously to the rupture of the

membranes,* the sudden evacuation of the

waters will be advisable in order that labour

may be rapidly completed when the pain

ensues. If the waters are discharged before

the OS uteri is dilated, the more gradual the

evacuation of the fluid, the less will be the

degree of pressure on the child, and the

more likely it will be to survive. The ad-

vantages of the second plan consist in the

membranes remaining entire, by which the

labour is not only rendered nearly natural,

but the pressure which is exerted upon the

body of the infant is neither so long-con-

tinued, nor yet so closely applied, as to inter-

rupt the circulation. Under contrary cir-

cumstances, the intention of the operation,

as it respects the child, would be entirely

frustrated. Moreover, should the breech or

arm present, the importance of the mem-
branes being entire must be quite obvious.

The third plan I have not yet had an oppor-

tunity of trying, but Dr. Power, in an oblig-

ing communication, assures me that it never

fails to produce uterine contraction, and

supersedes both turning the child and rup-

turing the membranes in those cases of

liaemorrhage which demand the prompt eva-

cuation of the uterus.

As to the second and third plans, one sug-

* I prefer a long probe, knitting pin, or

a silver wire with a rounded head, to the

sharp-pointed instrument which acts with a

spring and is sold for this purpose ; the

female catheter is ineligible.

gestion only can arise ; can they b« relied

upon confidently to promote the intended
contraction ? But admitting their uncer-
tainty, no rational objection can be made
against a trial; and in case of failure, then
the membranes may be ruptured after an
interval of two or three days. The pain of

passing the hand into the vagina, dilating

the OS internum, can scarcely constitute a
serious objection ; and if the os uteri does
not close again, an improbable event (though
I once knew it happen) whilst we can rupture
the membranes with increased facility, we
prepare the uterus for a more speedy expul-
sion of the child. Labour pains will gene-
rally ensue within forty-eight hours ; but
this will be governed very materially by the
state of the os uteri when the waters are

evacuated. If the membranes are simply
detached, the probable time when labour
will ensue can only be surmised.

Case 1st.—I was summoned by the mid-
wife of the dispensary to Mrs. Edes, a stout

but very short woman, somewhat advanced
in years, and in labour of her first child in

consequence of praeternatural presentation.

Very great difficulty! understood had attend-

ed the successive evacuation of the limbs,

breech, and shoulders, but the head remained
immoveably fixed at the brim. As the child

was certainly dead, the head was opened with
the concurrence of my then colleague, Mr.
Vickers (now retired from practice), and after

much exertion its delivery was effected. The
deformity was now found to be such as war-
ranted us in recommending the induction of
premature labour in the event of a subsequent
pregnancy. This recommendation was car-

ried into effect. I punctured the membranes,
and the labour was comparatively easy, but
the child was born dead.

Case 2nd.—This case occurred in a short

and rather stout woman. I rely on her own
testimony for the accuracy of the history of
her case up to the time when I first saw her.

She is 34 years of age, and has had ten chil-

dren. Cephalotomy was performed in the
first labour by Dr. Merriman, in consequence
of deformity of the brim of the pelvis. Pre-
mature labour was brought on by this emi-
nent practitioner after the seventh month.
This child is now living. She went her full

time of the third child, and cephalotomy was
had recourse to by Dr. Henry Davies ; in the

fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh pregnancy,
this gentleman induced premature labour

;

one of the children lived nine days, one
merely breathed, and the rest were still-born.

Premature labour was again induced in the

eighth pregnancy by a surgeon in the coun-
try. This proved to be a breech case, and
the child p?rish3d during the delivery. In

the tenth pregnancy she applied to me to re-

sort to the same expedient, and strengthened

by the above eminent authorities, I did not

hesitate to comply with the request. I hav«
already remarked that the promontory of the
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sacrum was directed inwards, and obliquely

upwards, and the os uteri was not distinguish-

ed witliout some difficulty, being turned up-

wards and inwards, directly opposed to the

sacro-iliac symphisis : these points were also

ascertained by my friend Mr. Middlemore.

Having introduced my hand into the vagina,

and my finger through the os uteri, desirous

of preserving the membranes entire, I merely

detached them about an inch in circumference.

After the lapse of four hours, the membranes
unhappily gave way under a trifling action of

the uterus; the pains continued progressively

increasing, and the child was born dead, forty

hours after the operation. The mother oeased

to feel the foetal movement twelve hours be-

fore delivery. The child was nineteen inches

in length, five pounds and three quarters in

weight, and the head was eleven and three

quarter inches in circumference. If the ope-

ration had been performed eight weeks be-

fore the completion of the full term instead

of six weeks, I think the result might have

been different, and had the membranes not rup-

tured so prematurely and unexpectedly, I have

no doubt the issue would have been success-

ful. I am rather confirmed in the opinion

that the seventh month would have been the

most eligible time, from the circumstance of

the child being small when born, whilst those

which were still-born were of a much larger

size. The third case connected with visceral

disease is detailed in my work.

I again beg to say that my object in send-

ing you this paper is in the hope of drawing

attention to the most approved plan of accom-

plishing the object, so as to afford the child

the best chance of surviving.

THE

ANATOMICAL EXERCITATIONS
OF

WILLIAM HARVEY, M.D.

{^Continuedfrom page 1^9.)

CHAP. VIII.

On the abundance of blood passiyig through

the heart, out of the veins into the arteries,

and 071 the circular motion of the blood.

Thus much of the transfusion of the blood

out of the veins into the arteries, and also

how it is disposed of, and in what manner it

is transmitted by the pulse of the heart, and
how it is disposed of. Some of those that

were perchance moved by the authority of

Galen, Columbus, and others, will yield now
to me. But as concerning the quantity and
increase of this blood, which passes through,

those things which remain to be mentioned,

though they are very considerable, yet when
1 shall speak of them, they are so novel and

unheard of, that I not only fear mischief

which may originate to me from the envy of

some individuals, but I likewise expect that

every man almost will prove to be my enemy,
so much does custom and doctrine once re-

ceived and deeply rooted [as if it were
another nature] prevail with every one, and
the venerable reverence of antiquity enforces

it. Nevertheless my resolution is now fixed,

and my hope is in the candour of those who
love truth, and those who imbibe the learned

doctrines. When I had often and seriously

considered with myself, what great abund-
ance there was for experiment, both by dis-

section, and examination of living things,

and the opening of arteries, and many ways
of searching ; and then from the symmetric
form and magnitude of the ventricles of the

heart, and of the vessels which enter and
debark from it (since nature making nothing
in vain, did not intend that greatness pro-

portionably to no purpose, to those vessels),

as likewise from the continued and careful

artifice of the valves and fibres of the heart,

and the rest of the fabric, and also from
many other things ; when I had, I say, con-

sidered alone all these things, and what a

great abundance of blood was transmitted

through these various organs, and in how
short a time that transmission was completed;
it was then to be determined whether or not
the juice of the nourishment which we re-

ceive could have furnished that process. At
last I perceived that the veins should be
quite emptied, and that the arteries on the

other side would burst with too much blood,

unless it did pass back again by some way
out of the veins into the arteries, and then
return into the right ventricle of the heart.

I began to think the blood might not have a

circular motion, which afterwards I dis-

covered to be the case, and that the blood
was sent forth forcibly and driven out of

the heart by the arteries into the body and
all parts of it, by the pulsation of the left

ventricle of the heart, as it is driven into the

lungs through the vena arteriosa by the pul-

sation of the right ventricle, and that it does
return through the little veins into the vena
cava, and from thence into the right ventri-

cle of the heart, as it does likewise out of the

lungs through the above-mentioned arteria

venosa to the left ventricle, as already
mentioned.

Wliich motion we may call circular, after

the same manner that Aristotle says, that the
air and the rain imitate the motion of
the superior bodies. For the earth being
wet evaporates by the heat of the sun, and
the vapours being raised are condensed and
descend in showers, which makes the earth

wet; and by this means here are generated
tempests, and likewise the beginnings of
meteors, from the circular motion of the sun,
and his access and recess.

It then comes to pass that all the parts in

the body are nourished, cherished, and quick-
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ened with blood, which is warm, perfect, va-

porous, full of spirit, and I may also add
alimeiitutive, or nourishing. In some parts

the blood is refrigerated, coagulated, and
formed, as it were, barren ; from thence it

returns to the heart, as if to the fountain or

reservoir of the body, in order to recover its

perfection ; and there again, by natural heat,

powerful and vehement, it is melted, as it

were, and from thence is dispensed again

through the body, being impregnated or

tinctured with spirits, as with balsam, and
that all the things do certainly depend upon
the motion and pulsation of the heart.

So that the heart is the beginning of life,

the sun of the microcosm, as proportionably

the sun deserves to be called the heart of the

world, by whose virtue and pulsation the

blood is circulated, increases, and is defended
from corruption and grumefaction ; and this

familiar household god (Lar) performs his

duty tothewhole body, by nourishing, cherish-

ing, and vegetating, which is the foundation of

life, and author of all. But we shall speak
more conveniently of these things when we
speculate on the final cause of this motion.

Hence it is, seeing that the veins are cer-

tain ways for the purpose of carrying blood,

there are two sorts of them ; firstly, the cava,

and, secondly, the aorta ; not by reason of

the size (as Aristotle says), but by their

function, and not as it is commonly said, by
their constitution, seeing in many creatures

(as I have said), a vein differs not from an
artery, in the thickness of the tunic, but
easily to be distinguished by their use and
employment. Both a vein and an artery,

not undeservedly called veins by the ancients,

as Galen has observed, because that the

artery is a way which carries the blood from
the heart into the habit of the body, the

other a way of carrying it from the habit of

the body back again into the heart. This is

the way from the heart, the other the way to

the heart ; which blood is newly formed, un-
profitable, and now made unfit for nutrition ;

the former blood being digested, made per-

fect, and alimentative.

CHAP. IX.

That there is a circulation of the blood, from
the first supposition being confirmed.

But lest any one should imagine that we
were wrong in our opinions, and bringing
forward only specious assertions, without any
ground, and made an innovation without just

cause ; first, there come three things to be
confirmed, which being proved, I think the

truth of our assertion must needs follow, and
be apparent to all men.

Firstly, then, that the blood is continually,

and without any intermission, transmitted out
of the vena cava into the arteries, in so great

abundance by the pulsation of the heart, that

it cannot be made stronger by the ingesta,

and therefore that the whole mass of blood
would quickly pass through.

Secondly, the blood is continually, equally,

and without cessation, driven into every part
of the body, and enters by the pulsations of
the arteries, and in a far greater abundance
than is necessary for nourishment, or than
the whole mass of blood is able to furnish.

And, thirdly, that the veins themselves do
perpetually bring back this blood into the
heart, from the limbs. These things, then,

being proved, I think it will be apparent to

all that the blood does go round, is returned,

thrust forward, and comes back from the
heart into the extremities, and from thence
into the heart again, and so makes, as it

were, a circular motion. Let us suppose how
much blood the left ventricle contains in its

dilatation, when it is full, either by our ima-
gination, or by experiment in quantities of
5ij. oriij. of blood, which I have found in a
dead man.

Let us likewise suppose how much less this

is in the contraction, or when it does contract
itself, how much the heart may contain, and
how much less capacious the ventricle is, and
then consider the quantity of blood that is

thrust out into the arteria magna ; for in the
systole there is always some thrust forth,

which was demonstrated in the third chapter,
and all men acknowledged it, being induced
to believe it from the fabric of the vessels

;

by a very probable conjecture then, we may
aver that of this, there is sent into the artery
a fourth, or fifth, or sixth, at least an eighth
part.

So let us imagine that in a man there is

sent forth in every pulsation of the heart, an
oimce and a half, or three drachms, or one
drachm of blood, which by reason of the im-
pediment of the portals cannot return to the
heart.

The heart in one half hour makes above a
thousand pulsations, yea in many, and at
some times, two, three, or four thousand;
now multiply the drachms either a thousand
times, or two drachms, or five hundred ounces,
or such a proportionate quantity of blood,
transfused through the heart into the arteries,
which is a greater quantity than is found in
the whole body. So likewise in a sheep or
a dog, if there happens (which I grant ye)
but one scruple, in one half hour there passes
a thousand scruples, or about three pounds
and a half of blood ; in whose body for the
most part is not contained above four pounds
of blood, for I have tried it in a sheep. Our
account being almost laid, according to which
we may guess the quantity of blood which is

transmitted while counting the pulsations, it

seems that the whole mass of blood does pass
out of the veins into the arteries through the
heart, and likewise through the lungs. But
grant that this is not done in half an hour,,

but in a whole one, or in a day, be it as you
will, it is manifest that more blood is continu-
ally transmitted through the heart, than either

the food which we receive can furnish, or is

possible to be contained in the veins. Nor
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is it to be said that the heart in its contraction

does sometimes thrust out some, oftentimes

nothing, or something imaginary. This I

refuted before, and besides it is against sense

and reason ; for if in the dilatation of the

heart, it must needs come to pass that the

ventricles are filled with blood, it is likewise

necessary that in its contraction it should al-

ways thrust forth some blood, and that not a

little, seeing that the canals are not small,

and the expulsion not seldom. It is likewise

very convenient in every propulsion ; the

proportion of the blood thrust out should be

a third part, or sixth part, or eighth part, in

proportion to that which was contained in the

ventricle, and which filled it in its dilatation,

according as the proportion of the ventricle

being contracted, as also in proportion when
it was not contracted ; and as in its dilatation it

never happens, that it is ever filled with no-

thing or something merely imaginary, so in

its contraction it never expels nothing, or

that which is imaginary ; but it always expels

something according to the proportion of its

contraction.

Wherefore it is then to be concluded, that

if in a man, an ox, or a sheep, the heart doth

•end forth one drachm, and there be a

thousand pulsations in one half hour, that it

shall happen in the same time, that there

shall be ten pounds and five ounces trans-

mitted, if at one pulsation it sends forth two

drachms, twenty pounds, and ten ounces ; if

half an ounce, forty-one pounds and eight

ounces ; if an ounce, eighty-three pounds,

and four ounces will, I say, be transfused

through the body in half an hour out of the

veins into the arteries. But it may perchance

be, that I shall set down here more accu-

rately how much is thrust out at every pul-

sation, when more and when less, and for

what reason, which information I have

gathered from many observations. In the

mean time this I know and declare to all

men, that sometimes the blood passes in less,

sometimes in more abundant quantity, and
the circuit of the blood is performed some-

times quicker, sometimes slower, according

to the age, temperature, external, and inter-

nal causes—things natural and non-natural

—

sleep, rest, food, exercise, passions of the

mind, and the like.

But, truly, the blood does pass through the

lungs and heart in a less quantity ; it is con-

veyed in a far greater abundance into the ar-

teries, and the whole body, than it is possible

the juice which we receive by nourishment

could supply, unless there were a regress

made by its circuit.

This also appears by our sense, when we
look upon the dissection of living things, not

only in opening the greatartery, but (as Galen

aflSrms in man himself,) if any, yea the least

artery be wounded, all the mass of blood will

be drained out of the whole body, as well

out of the veins, as the arteries, in the space

of half an hour.

Likewise, butchers can be well able to attest

this, when in destroying an ox, they cut the

jugular arteries, they then exhaust the whole

mass of blood in less than a quarter of an
hour, and empty all the vessels. This like-

wise comes to pass in excising or removing
limbs, and tumours, by large profusion of

blood, sometimes in a little space.

Nor does it weaken the force of this argu-
ment, when some will say, that in slaughter-

ing, or the removing of limbs, the blood

flows out as much through the veins as the

arteries, seeing the business is far otherwise.

For the veins because they flap down, and
there is no strength in them to propel the

blood, and because their situation is impeded
with valves (as shall afterwards appear) shed
very little ; but the arteries pour out the

blood more profusely and impetuously, by
impulsion, just as if it were ejected from a
spout. But let the experiment be tried,

omitting the vein and cutting the jugular ar-

tery in a sheep, or a dog, it will be wonderful
to see with what a great force the protrusion

will take place, and it will be seen how
quickly all the blood will be drawn from the

whole body, as well from the veins as the ar-

teries.

But it is manifest by what we have said,

that the arteries receive blood no where else

but from the veins by transmission through
the heart, wherefore tying the aorta at the

root of the heart, and opening the jugular or

any other artery, if you see the arteries

empty, and the veins only full, it is not to be

wondered at.

Hence you shall plainly see the cause in

anatomy why so much blood is found in the

veins, and but a little in the arteries ; why
there is a great deal found in the right ven-
tricle, and but a little in the left (which thing

perhaps gave occasion of doubt to the an-
cients, and of believing that air alone were
contained in those cavities, whilst the animal
was alive) the cause of which perchance is,

because there is no passage afforded from the

veins into the arteries, but through the lungs
and the heart ; but when the lungs have ex-
pired and cease to move, the blood is pre-

vented from passing from the little branches
of the vena arteriosa into the arteria venosa,

and so into the left ventricle of the heart, (as

in an embryo it was before observed, that it

was stopped by reason of the want of motion
of the lungs, which open and shut up the

mouths, and also the hidden and invisible por-

osities,) but seeing the heart does not cease

to move at the same time with the lungs, but
does continue to pulsate afterwards, and to

outlive them, it happens then, that the left

ventricles and the arteries do send the blood

into the habit of the body, and that it does

not receive it through the lungs, and conse-

quently they appear empty.

But this also affords no small credit to our
purpose, since there can be no other cause
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g'lTen for thi» but wbat we have alledged as

our supposition.

Besides, from hence it is evident, that hovy

much more, or vehemently, the arteries do

pulsate, it happens in all haemorrhages the

whole body is sooner emptied.

It likewise happens, that in all faintings,

fear, and the like, when the heart pulsates

more weakly, languishingly, and with no

force, that all haemorrhages are stopped and
prevented.

Furthermore, it is that in a dead body, after

the heart hath ceased to beat, you cannot

by any means extract above half the mass of

blood out of the jugular or crural veins, or

from opening arteries ; nor can a butcher,

when he hath struck the ox on the head and
stunned him, draw all the blood from liiui,

unless he cuts his throat before the heart

ceases to pulsate.

Finally, and last of all, we may imagine

that no man has hitherto said anything right

regarding the anastomosis of veins and arte-

ries, where it is, how it is, and for what cause,

in which disquisition I am now searching,

and I am about to touch on it.

(To be continued.)

MR. ANDERSON ON THE CHOLERA.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

As an old contributor to the London Medical
Repository , the new series of which you so

ably conduct, I enclose you three cases of

cholera, if you deem them worthy ofinsertion

in your Journal.

My principal object in laying them before

the profession is, to shew that we must not be
led away by new names, and new remedies,

for diseases that are apparently 07ily different

in degree, and seem still to be under the con-

trol of those remedies we have long been in

the habit of using for the milder form.

I agree with you, and many other talented

physicians, in believing that Sydenham has

described this epidemic, and that it is not

new to this country ; and I also think, that

the alarm is out ofproportion with the danger,

and, as far as my experience goes, it is not

contagious, under ordinary circumstances. I

have seen a great number of cases, of com-
mon cholera during the last eight years, some
of which were very severe, but I have never
lost a patient on the stimulating plan I have
adopted.

Some years since I detailed the case of a
medical gentleman to the Westminster Me-
dical Society, in which there was great col-

lapse, cramps, loss of voice, and other violent

symptoms ; I used brandy and opium very
largely with complete success.

The result of the accompanying cases will,

1 think, prove we are not too hastily to de-

sert our old remedies (the most potent sti-

muli we have) for salt and water, bleeding,

or injection into the veins, which may bo
worthy of trial when the danger is not urgent,

but from all I have seen, heard, and read, lean-
not rely on them in the stage of complete col-

lapse.

It will be seen that in the case of Edmonds,
the attack came on with the usual symptoms
of English Cholera, and as he became worse,

they assumed the character oi Asiatic or ma-
lignant cholera.

I consider his recovery mainly attributable

to my being on the spot early, and not leav-

ing him till I had established reaction. It

appears to be the height of folly and inhu-
manity to think of removing patients to cho-

lera hospitals in the stage of collapse (that is,

as far as their own safety is concerned), and I

have already expressed my opinion on that

subject to our Board of Health, who recom-
mend the practice.

The two other cases presented a malignant
character, but even slight in comparison with

the former.

I remain. Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,

William M. Anderson M.R.C.S.

30, Foley Place, August 1st.

CASE I.

Mrs. G. aged 30, a lady ofspare habit, de-

licate health, and extremely nervous, residing

at Kentish Town, was attacked, on Tuesday
the 17th of July, at five o'clock a. m. with

violent pain in the epigastrium, accompanied
with vomiting, and continued bilious dejec-

tions, which lasted until halfpast seven, when
1 first saw her, and administered a tumbler

of hot brandy and water, with 20 drops of

laudanum, which fortunately staid on the

stomach, and I ordered the following mix-
ture :

R. Tinct. card. co. 5vj.

capsici.

opii. aa. 3j-

Aq. Piment. §v.

Syr. zinzib: 3ij. M. ft. Mist.

two or three table spoonsful to be given every
hour if necessary. I was sent for about 1 p.m.

but being from home, did not arrive until

2 o'clock, when I found she had been attack-

ed with shivering, loss of pulse, cold perspi-

ration, and a general state ofextreme collapse,

the nails and extremities looking blue, the

vomiting and purging incessant, and of that

peculiar character described like rice water :

her husband, whom I had prepared for any
relapse, immediately gave her strong brandy
and water, repeating it every 10 minutes till

she rallied, which I found had partly succeed-

ed when I arrived. I continued the brandy
in arrow root, at longer intervals, applied

warmfomentations to the legs and thighs,which

were violently cramped, and after some hours
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succeeded in producing reaction. I ordered

the mixture to be given every two hours.

Eight P. M. I saw her again this evening ;

found she had had no return of sickness

;

pulse 80, surface warm, and very slight re-

turn ofcramps ; she complained of head ache.

Repeat the mixture every three hours, and

the brandy to be diminished in quantity.

11. A. M. July 18.— Still more improved ;

no sickness, cramps, or further dejections ;

pulse strong, and full. I ordered.

R. Hydr. sub. gr. x.

Pulv. opii, gr.j. m.ft. pull'.

to be given immediately, which produced two

or three healthy evacuations, and from this

time she gradually recovered.

CASE 2.

John Edmonds, setat. 32, was attacked

suddenly about 12 o'clock on the night of

the 22nd of July, with violent fti/ioMs vomit-

ing, that lasted two hours, and was then ac-

companied with excessive bilious dejections,

which continued until eight o'clock the fol-

lowing morning. When I first saw the pa-

tient, I found him with a countenance of

extreme anxiety ; tongue white and furred,

but not cold; skin cool; pulse about 70,

weak and fluttering, vomiting every thing he

took, and the evacuations passing almost in-

voluntarily. I ordered a mixture com-

posed of

Tr. card. co. 3yj.

Tinct. opii. 3J.

Syr. 3ij.

Jqu<e pitnent. Jv. ft. Mist.

having first given him a small timibler of

brandy and water, with 20 drops of laudanum.

This staid on his stomach, and I desired them

to give a dose of the mixture in half an hour,

repeating it every hour, if requisite. I did

not at this visit consider the case an alarming

one, although from the circumstance of his

having lired very low, and not had animal

food more than once a week, I was afraid of

his want of stamina. I was called suddenly

to see him about 1 1 o'clock, by a relative,

who stated he was dying, and I certainly

found him in a very critical state ; the first

and second doses ofmedicine had been reject-

ed, and what he vomited was not bilious as

before, but thin like gruel or rice water, and
exceedingly offensive (smelling like fish in

a state of putrefaction), and the motions

were incessant and ofthe same kind. I could

scarcely discover any pulse ; he had a cold

clammy perspiration ; violent cramps in his

legs and thighs ; his countenance was much
more dejected ; his tongue and breath cold ;

his eyes sunk and dark, and his nails and

whole surface looking blue ; he was in fact

very nearly gone. I succeeded, however, in

producing warmth and re action by friction,

the application of hot bottles to his feet, and

J)y giving him a table spoonful of brandy in

two of hot water, and ten drops of laudanum
every ten minutes. I staid with him till I

had effected this, and added to the f\)rmer

mixture

Tinct. kini. Jss.

Tinct capsici. Jj-

which was to be given every hour. This
fortunately staid on his stomach, and the

patient took a little arrow root, with brandy
in it, with the like success. When I saw
him at two o'clock, hchad rallied, was warmer,
his pulse 80 and full, and he had only a

slight return of the cramps in his legs ; no
motions or sickness ; his voice a little more
audible, and somewhat less alarmed about
himself. Continued his medicine every two
hours, and arrow root frequently with brandy.

When I saw him at six o'clock, he spoke
much better, looked less haggard, and only

complained of slight headache. Nine o'clock,

still improving, pulse good, no return of sick-

ness or cramps ; but as the headache was ra-

ther increased, I desired less brandy to be

given, and the medicine every three hours.

July 24th, nine o'clock a. m. much better,

countenance cheerful, ])ulse 85, full and soft,

and headache gone ; he had slept greater

part of the night, and was in all respects go-
ing on well. Four o'clock p. m. still im-
proving, but appeared a little excited from the
quantity of brandy taken. Five a. m. I was
called suddenly to the patient, who had a re-

turn of sickness and purging, but I succeeded

in again rallying him by the same means as

before, and ordered

Hyd. sub. gr. x.

Pii. opii. gr. j.

to be given immediately.

Eleven o'clock a.m. purging abated ; or-

dered him to be more careful in his diet (find-

ing he had taken rice in his beef tea not half

boiled), and from this time he gradually reco-

vered.

CASE 3.

Mrs. B.'s servant had been suffering some
days from diarrhoea and sickness, and on the

evening of the IGth July these symptoms in-

creased, and she was attacked with shivering

of the whole body, accompanied with great

depression, coldness of the extremities, and
other symptoms of exhaustion. I was sent

for and prescribed a draught, containing

Tinct. card. c. '^ij.

Tinct. opii. 5^8.

^q. pinient. 3x.

Syr. 5j-

which I have found generally stay on the

stomach when all other remedies fail ; but

unfortunately, or rather fortunately as the

result proved, her mistress in the alarm and
confusion, caused by her fright, gave an ounce
of tinct. opii. out of another phial, in mistake

for the draught. She immediately discover-

ed her error, and lost no time in informing
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me, and being on the spot early, I succeeded

in withdrawing it from the stomach without

any bad effects; but, on the contrary, my
patient had no return of the previous symp-
toms, as I consider through the sudden effect

produced in the first place by the laudanum,

and in the second place, by the emetics given

to reject it from the stomach.

The only remark I shall farther make
on these cases is, that I am sure if prac-

titioners will continue to employ their old

remedies, notwithstanding the disease has

assumed a more malignant and fatal aspect,

they will not fail them in producing re-

action ('accompanied by the external means
recommended) if followed up in the manner
suggested by John Hunter, viz. every ten

or fifteen minutes, till they produce their

effect ; and unless I have more satisfac-

tory proof of the efficacy of some of the new
theories, I shall certainly continue my pre-

sent practice, which has hitherto been suc-

cessful.

litbtfluiS.

The American Journal of the Medical
Sciences, February, 1832.

The first Essay in the Number of our

valued cotemporary is headed

—

Remarks on the Autumnal Remitting

Fever, as it appeared in Dallas
county, Alabama, in the months of
September and October, 1831. By
J. Wiggins Heustis, M. D.

The Doctor precedes his account of

the fever very appropriately, by a

description of the state of the vi^eather

for some time previous. The winter

had been very severe, and the spring

tardy; parts of June, and August,
and the whole of July were unusually

dry, which was the more felt in con-

sequence of a plentiful supply of rain

that had previously fallen. About the

1st of August, soon after the rising

and just before the setting of the sun,
" its aspect was singularly striking,

being clear and pale, of a bluish

green complexion, much like a well-

burnished pewter dish. Its beams,
even at noon-day, were peculiarly

faint and pale ; and, as cast upon the

floor through a door or window, of a
sickly blue and greenish hue. This
phenomenon appears to have been

owing to an unusual accumulation of

vapour in the atmosphere." It is ac-

counted for in the following manner
by a gentleman of the name of Hal-
lowell, of Alexandria.

—

" To understand the phenomena
alluded to, it will be necessary to

make a few preliminary observations.

During the great total eclipse of the

sun that had recently taken place, the

moon had just passed its perigee, or

that point of its orbit nearest the earth,

and consequently the combined action

of the sun and moon upon the atmos-

phere produced a great tide in the

equatorial regions, and diminished

the pressure of the air upon the whole
surface of the earth,* This diminu-

tion of pressure upon the surface of

the water would occasion a great in-

crease of evaporation, particularly

when united with the high tempera-

ture that accompanied it. For it is

an established fact, that the amount
of evaporation from an insulated sur-

face of water depends upon the eleva-

tion of temperature and diminution of

pressure. A vast quantity of vapour
thus raised was very observable on the

evening of the twelfth instant, at a

considerable elevation in the western
part of the heavens, and continued to

reflect a very red light for a long time
after the sun had set. The appear-

ance of the heavens on the morning of

the thirteenth I did not observe, but
about mid-day, the sun shining through
this body of vapour had a silvery

appearance, similar to that which it

wears when shining through a vanish-

ing fog ; and I observed it to give an
unusually ghastly appearance to the

countenances of persons. Between
three and four o'clock, the position of
the sun with respect to this body of

vapour becoming changed, it assumed
a greenish-blue appearance, precisely

similar to that produced by the follow-

ing experiment, and which, in my

* It is evident, that as the air is partially

supported by the combined attraction of the
sun and moon, its pressure upon the earth

must be diminished. The greatest effect would
not be at the immediate time of conjunction,

but some days after.
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opinion, was dependant upon the

same cause. Let a screen, upon which
the spectrum produced by the separa-

tion of the solar beam into its jirimitive

colours by a glass prism is thrown, be

perforated so as to let all except the

red i-ay fall upon a double convex lens,

and be converged to a focus, the re-

sult will be a representation of the

sun of a greenish-blue colour, exactly

such as it was observed to have at the

time alluded to. The colour is that

resulting from a combination of all the

primitive colours except the red, and
is denominated in optics the opposite

colour. * * * The greenish-blue co-

lour of the sun, then, I think, de-

pended upon the red rays being re-

flected by the intervening body of

vapour, while the other six passed to

the eye, and produced the observed

appearance. This opinion was
strengthened by one or two facts ob-

served at the time. I passed the sun's

rays through a prism, and while the

yellow, green, blue, indigo, and vio-

let colours appeared with their appro-

priate brightness, the orange was con-

siderably less distinct, and the red

made less than the orange. Another
corroborative fact was, that as the

sun descended below the body of va-

pour, which was about fifteen or

twenty minutes before its setting, the

vapour reflected an intensely red light

;

the light that ])assed through it was,

therefore, separate from the red, and
would have produced the opposite, or

greenish-blue appearance. The spot

that was observed is by no means an
unusual thing upon the sun's disc.

It was visible to the unprotected eye,

merely in consequence of the dimin-

ished brightness of the sun. By aid

of a telescope, a considerable number
of spots were visible. In the summer
of 1816, a spot was visible to the

naked eye for eight or ten days in suc-

cession."

From the 12th of August to the

3rd of September, however, an un-

precedented quantity of rain fell,

far beyond the recollection of an in-

dividual often quoted, " the oldest in-

habitaiit " so much rain was there,

that notwithstanding the heat of the

weather, the rapidity of the evapora-

tion, and the vast expenditure of

moisture in the support and growth
of vegetation, many of the rivers

overflowed their banks, doing con-

siderable injury. The consequence
of this state of the weather was the

autumnal remitting fever, on which
Dr. Heustis has written the present

essay. Notwithstanding the ixiunda-

tions spoken of, many towns, near

the rivers escaped almost or entiiely,

while others at a distance from water-

courses, suffered from disease. " This
difference was owing to local peculi-

arities; for wherever the rain-water

formed ponds and became stagnant,

or met with a rich and fermenting

alluvion, febrile miasmata were ra-

pidly evolved, and diil'using their

poison through the ambient atmos-

phere, became the cause of disease

to such as were constantly exposed to

them. I say constantly, for a tran-

sient exposure to, and continuance

in those infected places, was not

sufKcient to originate the disease.

And, indeed, very few persons visit-

ing them, and remaining all night,

were subsequently affected with
fevers ; and but a small proportion

of the residents themselves became
the subjects of disease."

Dr. Heustis holds the rather pe-

culiar idea, that all who were exposed
to it received the miasm through the

medium of respiration, but that it re-

quired some derangement of the non-
naturals, or a peculiar suscejotibility

of the constitution to bring it into

action. So that according to him, a

person may carry the miasm, or the

effects of the miasm of fever with

him for years, should he happen (not

a very likely thing though) to live

according to the dictates of nature in

the meanwhile, and then some de-

rangement or other is to open the

flood-gates, and overwhelm him at

once ; in other words, when infected

with this miasm, the fever is too mo-
dest to introduce itself, it requires

that some other malady should n".-
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dertake that office.— Some persons

have strange notions :

—

The following account of the fever

itself will be read with interest.

" The fever was mostly of the

double tertian character, with parox-

ysms often protracted, and running

into each other without any distinct

intermission. In other instances, the

single tertian type prevailed, but of

greater severity than the ordinary fe-

ver and ague. In most cases the

sensation of chilliness was slight, and
after the first paroxysm almost imper-

ceptible. In some however the dis-

ease was ushered in with a severe

ague. In the majority of cases the

patients complained of great pain in the

head and back. The pulse was rarely

full and strong, often hard and frequent,

and in many cases small, weak and
easily compressible ; and in persons

advanced in life, intermitting, more
especially under the operation of eva-

cuants. The pain of the head was
confined more especially to the fore-

head, where it was often distressing
;

becoming more aggravated during the

exacerbation of the fever. But not-

withstanding the severity of the pains

in the head and back, the cases in

general did not admit of the fx'ee and
liberal extraction of blood.

" The fever this season was of the

congestive character, with a great

disposition to an unequal distribution

of febrile action and development. In

many cases, the head and particularly

the extremities, would be cold, while

the trunk was hot; whilst at the same
time time there was considei-able pal-

pitation of heart, with a pulse small,

weak, and frequent. In such cases I

have known dangerous, and even fatal

mistakes committed. This weakness
of pulse and coldness of the extremi-

ties having been looked upon as cir-

cumstances of febrile remission, qui-

nine has been exhibited and persevered
in ; but so far from putting a stop to

the progress, or mitigating the dis-

ease, the symptoms have become more
and more aggravated ; the breathing
short, anxious, and laborious, and
interrupted with frequent sighing ; the

Vol. II.

pulse» instead of becoming stronger,

was rendered still more weak and fre--

quent ; the sighing and restlessness

more urgent ; and life was finally

extinguished from over stimulation.

Sickness, restlessness, and feel-

ings of great distress were often the

only, or the principal symptoms by
which an accession or recurrence of

fever could be ascertained. In other

cases a weak and hurried pulse would
be accompanied with an evolution of

general increased temperature, with

heat and dryness in the palms of the

hands and soles of the feet, and an

aggravation of pain in the head and

back.
" Sometimes after a transient state of

febrile excitation, collapse took place

at an early stage of the disease, with

littleimpairment of the general powers

of the system ; this was more especi-

ally the case where depletion had been

too freely practised. It is necessary

to make a distinction between this

state of prostration and that which
takes place at a more advanced period.

The first is generally remediable, the

second is not ; in the former the pros-

tration and collapse are for the most
part confined to the vascular system,

while such is the strength of the mus-
cles of locomotion, that the patient is

able to rise and set up, and even to

walk about. This disparity of

strength and power between the two
sets of organs also sometimes exists in

the collapse which takes place towards

the termination of the higher grades

of bilious fever ; and the more malig-

nant the disease, the sooner is this

state liable to ensue. This appears to

admit of an easy explanation, on the

presumption that as the fluids of the

body are primarily contaminated, the

strength and vitality of the heart and
blood vessels are sooner overpowered

and subdued by the deadly poison that

has been received into them.

"It generally happens that our au-

tumnal fever ceases as an epidemic

about the 10th of October; yet the

sporadic cases that occur subsequent

to that time are of a more obstinate

and malignant character.
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" Early in the season the discharges

from the bowels were mostly of alight

clay-coloured complexion, with very

little black, green, or bilious discolora-

tion so generally remarkable in our au-

tumnal endemics. In the few sporadic

cases that occurred after the com-
mencement of cool weather, the stools

were highly coloured, of a dark green,

olive, and almost black ; becoming in

the progress of the complaint, of a

lighter hue, between an olive and a

brown, and of a gelatinous, sleek, and
oily appearance ; but in no case pe-

culiarly offensive. In one patient the

stools were thin, of a watery, and san-

guinolent, purplish hue, jjroceeding

probably from a rupture of some small

blood vessels of the rectum or colon, oc -

casioned by overaction and morbid sti-

mulation of the bowels, an appear-

ance I have several times observed.

It is not, however, generally a dan-

gerous prognostic, andmay be removed
by anodyne injections."

In regard to the treatment, the

Doctor states that he was very seldom

called in, in the early stage of the

complaint. Emetics or cathartics had
been previously employed, perhaps

even both, and sometimes to too

great an extent, so that in addition

to the fever, the physician had to

cope with irritation of the primse vise

and watery discharges bj' vomiting

and stool. He utters a strong protest

against the use of tartar emetic,

and adds, " the time, however, I

trust and believe, is not far distant,

when this poisonous and dangerous

article, as an emetic, will be discard-

ed from among the medicines em-
ployed in the treatment of the au-

tumnal fevers of our climate." He
employs it only in small doses as a

diaphoretic, and as such he con-

siders it to be valuable.

"Notwithstanding the severity of the

pains in the head and back, the cases

in general did not admit of the fi-ee

and liberal extraction of blood, or it

was seldom that tbe physician saw
the patient at a proper season to avail

himself of its employment; and for the

most part, the loss of four or five

ounces was sufficient to produce a

reduction and softening of the pulse.

If the febrile action was considerable,

with much head-ache, as there gene-
rally was, and a hot skin, bleeding

was highly useful. But the quantity

required at any one operation was
small, seldom exceeding eight or ten

ounces ; if the extraction went much
beyond this, there was danger of

sinking and alarming prostration. In
this there was a peculiarity, different

from what existed in fevers of former
years, when I have known the pulse

to remain firm after the loss of twenty
or thirty ounces of blood. In one
instance, the too frequent operation

of bleeding had nearly proved fatal.

This took place at the commencement
of the sickly season, before the cha-

racter of the epidemic was well under-

stood. The case was that of a young,
stout, athletic negro man, full of

lifeandblood, but in whom the arterial

action was not in proportion to the

habit of body, and the other symptoms
of the fever. The pulse instead of

being full and strong, or hard, vibrat-

ing and elastic, was, on the contrary,

rather small and contracted, indicating

a congestive state of fever. I opened a
vein, though on the third day of the

disease, and without much alteration

of symptoms, permitted the blood to

flow until nearly twenty ounces had
been extracted. Finding that no
disposition to syncope or perspiration

was produced, and that the trunk still

continued preternaturally warm, I

gave him the cold bath, seating him
on a chair, and affusing with a small

pitcher, about four gallons of cold

well water on the naked body. He was
now cool, and being conveyed to bed,

expressed himself much relieved. I

now gave him about twenty grains of

calomel, with directions to exhibit a

dose of castor oil, should not the ca-

lomel operate in the course of three or

four hours ; I then left him to visit

other patients : returning in about

three hours, I was startled to find him
labouring under a state of extreme ar-

terial prostration. His system had
not reacted fromUhe eflfects of the
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cold bath ; and the castor oil, which

had been exhibited too soon, tog-ether

with the calomel, hadalready produced

profuse and repeated dejections from

the bowels. The extremities were cold,

the countenance inanimate, the voice

and consciousness nearly extinct, and

the pulse thread-like, evanescent, and

only perceptible to the most accurate

and delicate touch. Without delay I

applied blistering plasters? to the extre-

mities, made frictions with hot brandy,

gave him an anodyne to check the op-

eration on the bowels, and stimulated

him with quinine, exhibited everyhour

;

sinapisms and poke root poultices

were subsequently applied to the soles

of the feet and to the palms of the

hands. This case remained critical and
doubtful for several days; reaction how-
ever ultimately took place, with an

accession of fever, which was com-
batted by febrifuges and aperients,

and the man recovered. The error in

this case consisted in making too full

and liberal extraction of blood, with-

out as yet being sufficiently acquainted

with the character of the epidemic; the

paying too little attention to the state

of the pulse, which though the patient

was of a strong athletic habit, did not

possess sufficient development and force

to authorize the free use of the lancet.

Yet, here again I was imposed upon
;

for, as the patient was bled sitting ujj,

and as no disposition to syncope took

place, with but little change of the

pulse or other symptoms, the extrac-

tion was considered within the bounds

of prudence. A second error was, in

making too free use of the cold bath ;

and the third in following up these two
Herculean remedies, by exhibiting a

twenty grain dose of calomel ; the

latter, however, might not have been
injurious, had it not, contrary to my
directions, been succeeded too soon by
a large dose of castor oil."

When the physician is of opinion

that blood should be drawn, he should

see it done, as, although the symp-
toms may indicate the necessity of

abstracting a large quantity, the pa-

tient perhaps cannot safely bear the

loss of half the quantity prescribed ;

the physician should therefore be at

hand, and, while the blood is flow-

ing, the finger from time to time
should be applied to the artery, to

ascertain when a change takes place

in the pulse. The feelings of the

patient, the countenance, and the

state of the skin, should also be
watched with great circumspection.

Small bleedings from the foot, re-

peated when indicated, Vv'ere very
useful. In general, the bowels were
readily acted on, indeed, in many
cases, it was necessary to arrest their

undue action ; some persons seem to

have died from hypercatharsis. Ene-
meta were preferred. Dr. Heustis

makes the following remarks on the

use of cold affusion :

—

" Whenever the temperature was
high and generally diffused, I found,

as in former years, the best effect

from the cold bath given by affusion.

In distressing and protracted parox-

ysms, which had perhaps continued

thirty-six or forty-eight hours, on
arriving and finding a general heat and
dryness of the whole surface, pain in the

head, and pulse tense and frequent, I

have without delay, directed the affusion

of four or five gal'ons of cold water on
the naked body, wiping and convey-

ing the patient to bed ; I have then
sometimes given, with signal benefit,

an anodyne sudorific mixture, com-
posed of a teaspoonful or two of spi-

rit of nitre, the same quantity of pare-

goric, of twice the ordinary strength

of the Dispensatories, and fifteen or

twenty drops of antimonial wine. A
warm fluid perspiration, by the use of

these means, soon breaks out, which
being rather encouraged by drinking

freely of cream of tartar and water,

or lemonade, with from ten to fifteen

drops of antimonial wine every two
hours, leaves the system cool and free

from fever, and in a proper situation

for taking quinine. When the arterial

action is strong and hard, I premise

the use of the cold bath by the ex-

traction of a few ounces of blood.

When this circumstance has not been
attended to, I have known the cold

bath administered and repeated with

D 2
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nothing more than temporary relief;

the fever in a few minutes developing

itself with as great intensity as before.

This is more apt to be the case in per-

sons of strong constitutions and san-

guine habits, from northern and

healthy climates. If after the first

exhibition of the cold bath, it is

found that the heat and increased ar-

terial action soon return, it will be

better to have recourse to venesec-

tion, previously to a repetition of the

bath, which may then be given,

should the bleeding not have had the

effect of superseding its necessity, with

every probability of success.

" When the increased temperature

was only partial, as was frequently

the case, being confined to the head

and trunk, whilst the extremities

were colder than natural, the general

cold bath was not admissible : at least

I have never employed it under these

circumstances. In such cases cloths wet

with cold water were beneficially ap-

plied to the head, chest, and abdomen;
for this purj^ose I made use of large

towels, or two or three of them to-

gether, and folded several times, so

as to prevent their becoming too soon

heated. These were renewed every

fifteen or twenty minutes, or as often

as they became warm, until the heat

became permanently reduced to the

natural standard, or a perspiration

made its appearance. This plan is

also advisable in those cases where

the general cold bath might be ob-

jectionable on account of the exist-

ing debility of the patient. When
there was an undue accumulation of

heat in the extremities, as was not

unfrequently the case, great relief and

benefit were derived from sponging or

wetting tliera with cold diluted vine-

gar, or what was preferable, lime juice

and water."

In regard to the use of quinine,

in well marked intermittent fevers,

there could not be a doubt of its

utility ; but the bilious remittent re-

quired circumspection. " It seldom

happens, however, that a remission

more or less considerable does not

take place, at least once in the

twenty-four hours; this is known by
the reduced hardness and frequency
of the pulse, the cessation of head-
ache, and the distressing thirst and
dryness of the mouth, by a state of

comparative ease and composure, and
perhaps by the appearance of a per-

spiration. This, then, is the critical

and important period for exhibiting

quinine. A perfect apyrexia is not to

be expected ; but if, as often happens,

the quinine produces a perspiration,

which it does more effectually if aided

by the exhibition of spirit of nitre

and antimonial wine, with an infusion

of serpentaria or sassafras ; if in this

manner general perspiration is pro-

duced and kept up, we may be satis-

fied that the exhibition is safe and
proper. When the remission is short,

lasting no longer perhaps than one or

two hours, it becomes necessary to

push the remedy with a bold and vi-

gorous hand.

" If after one or two exhibitions

of this medicine, it should be found

that the febrile symptoms become ag-

gravated, without the appearance of

perspiration, we must desist from

its employment for the present, and

watch for a more favourable oppor-

tunity."

In regard to the use of opium. Dr.

Heustis says, "it is often desirable

to procure ease and com])osure, and

a respite from the harassing restless-

ness and vigils of disease. For this

purpose I often prescribe at bed-time,

provided the fever should not be very

considerable, a teaspoonful of pare-

goric, and the same quantity of spirit

of nitre, with fifteen or twenty drops

of antimonial wine, to be repeated, if

necessary. So far from stimulating

the arterial system, and aggravating

the fever, I have found this prescrip-

tion one of the most effectual reme-

dies in subduing the remains of the

febrile restlessness and excitement,

which it appears to accomplish by its

anodyne power, and by promoting

perspiration, which latter property is

possesses in a more eminent degree

than any otlier medicine, or combina-
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tion of medicines, that I have ever

employed."
Whenever irritability of the sto-

mach, which was not very common,
occurred, blistering the epigastrium

was of great service ; abstinence from

all kinds of ingesta, solid and liquid,

was absolutely necessary, and when
this was neglected, the irritability

and vomiting became very obstinate.

Dr. Heustis concludes with the fol-

lowing remarks ; — " In desperate

cases, it will often be necessary for

the physician, in some degree at least,

to become also the officiating nurse

and constant attendant, as no other

person is competent to adjust the

treatment to the various changing

symptoms and necessities of the dis-

ease. In critical circumstances, where

life and death stand almost on an

equal balance, a slight error is suffi-

cient to turn the scale, to the inevit-

able destruction of the patient." We
have been highly pleased with the

perusal of this paper, the substance

of which we have just placed before

our readers. It is followed by ano-

ther, entitled, " Account of the Scar-

latina which prevailed in Deerfield,

Massachusetts, in the years 1830 and

1831. By Stephen W. Williams,
M.D. late Professor of Medical Ju-

risprudence in the Berkshire Medical

Institution.

This essay describes an epidemic

scarlatina, which, in the commence-
ment,was inflammatory, but afterwards
became typhoid. The temperature

w^as exceedingly variable, the ther-

mometer being at the commencement
of the year 1831, 55° above zero,

and by the middle of the month 17°

below it. The paper contains nothing

new, and consequently we shall dis-

miss it without further notice, merely

observing, that the Doctor makes ho-

nourable mention of the belladonna

as a preventive, but does not say

whether he found it of use, nor even

whether he gave it a trial, although

he recommends others to do so.

Next follows a case of spinal dis-

ease, by Professor Sewall, of the

Columbian College, which is in no-

wise remarkable, save from the tem-
porary relief gained from the use of

the spine-cart, and the communica-
tion of the abscess with the large

intestines. " The immediate and
complete relief from pain and other

unfavourable symptoms by the sus-

pension of a spine cart, while a re-

cumbent posture did not abate one

morbid symptom, shews that the state

of entire rest and horizontal position,

so strongly insisted on by the highest

medical authority, is not entitled to

unqualified approbation, and that these

two apparently opposite modes of cure

demand a fuller experimental inves-

tigation." The little patient, a child

about two years old, was, in Octo-

ber, 1830, placed under the care of

Dr. Mitchell, at which time he had
issues open, but, " from a belief that

issues are often injurious in exciting

and keeping up hectic irritation, an
opinion, says Dr. Mitchell, derived

from long observation, they were
closed as soon as possible." The
child was put afterwards under the

care of Professor Sewall, by whose
directions the spine cart was used,

from three to five hours daily, for

several weeks, when the little patient

got cold, all the unfavourable symp-
toms came on again, and the use of

the cart was given up. He lingered

till the 1 2th July, 1831, when he

expired in a state of extreme emacia-

tion. During the greater part of his

illness, he passed more or less puru-

lent matter from the bowels. The
autopsy shewed a communication be-

tween the diseased vertebrae and the

arch of the colon, where it crosses

the spine. The greater part of the

bodies of the two superior lumbar

vertebrae with the intervening car-

tilage was destroyed.

The appearance of the spine is

shewn by a plate, containing two
figures, one giving the spine, as

straightened to its natural condition,

the other as curved, in sustaining the

superincumbent weight of the body.

(To be continued.)
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A Practical Medico-Historical Ac-
count of the Western Coast of
Africa, embracing a Topographical

Description of its Shores, Rivers,

and Settlements, with their Seasons

and comparative Healthiness ; toge-

ther with the Causes, Symptoms, and

Treatment, of the Fevers of West-

ern Africa, and a similar Account

respecting the other Diseases lohich

prevail there. By James Boyle,
M. C. S. L. Colonial Surgeon to

Sierra Leone, Surgeon, R.N. &c.

Highley, London. 1831. pp. 423.

Wa have many apologies to offer the

author of this work for our delay in

completing our review of it, which is

solely owing to the work having been

mislaid. We will now hasten to ful-

fil the promises which we made in

the former notice of Mr. Boyle's work,

by an ample examination of its con-

tents.

Hitherto the fevers which appal

the intended settler on the African

Coast, and, at certain periods of the

year, cause dreadful ravage among
tlie Europeans, have not found an
historian ; they have been classed

with the remittent, yellow, and other

fevers, but their peculiarities have not

been pointed out, unless in essays

which are inaccessible to the majority

of the profession. To know the na-

ture of any disease, is half the battle,

and how far Mr. Boyle will be able to

supply us with this knowledge, we
shall speedily be enabled to ascertain.

" Nor is it only in the immediate
sacrifice of life, fearful and appalling

as it is, that this deficiency in our

medical annals has operated prejudi-

cially to the accomplishment of the

religious, moral, and beneficent de-

signs of our country. The terrors

of the climate have been displayed,

oftentimes too truly, but sometimes
with exaggeration, and no adequate
corresponding effort has been made
to counteract their influence. The
bane has been set forth in all its de-

solating power ; but the antidote, as

far as the public, and even the medical

world in general are concerned, bas

been left in utter obscurity. The
consequence has been, that men of

acquirement and ability, in whatever
calling, have been generally intimi-

dated, by the character of the climate,

from attempting to serve in it, and
even a considerable portion of the few
who have struggled strenuously to

brave the danger, have been hastened

to the grave by the working of fore-

bodings of an impending dissolution,

stamped upon their mind previous to

their quitting England.
" These are important considera-

tions, but there are yet others which
deserve attention. There is an actual

connexionbetween Englandand West-
em Africa ; one from which this coun-

try cannot retire without great and
various losses ; and thousands of our

fellow-countrymen, and a considerable

mass of property, are necessarily em-
ployed in its maintenance.

" With the coast in general an
extensive trade in gold-dust, ivory,

palm-oil, wax, and hides, is carried

on : we have several settlements there,

in some of which an important trade

in timber is prosecuted. In these

settlements a large military force was
stationed during the late war, and
even subsequently ; and it is impos-

sible to say that a necessity for its

re-organization or the establishment

of similar protection may not arise.

Besides, for many years past, the

Western Coast of Africa has been the

cruising ground of a British naval

squadron for the suppression of the

illicit traffic in human beings; and
Freetown, Sierra Leone, is the spot

selected by the Conventional Powers
for the seat of the Mixed Courts, con-

stituted for the adjudication of vessels

charged with the crime of slaving."

It has been said again and again,

that the medical officers either do

not live or remain long enough on
the coast to be enabled to judge ac-

curately of its fatal disorders ; but this

Mr. Boyle denies : and even were it

so, the combined experience of those

who have resided there, as evinced

in their reports, sliould be made
known for the benefit of others, and
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thus such a foundation might be laid,

as to render the labour of future ob-

servers in raising the superstructure

comparatively null. We here take

the opportunity of urging on the gen-

tlemen at the head of the Army and

Navy medical Boards, the evident ne-

cessity, the utility of publishing, not

the whole, but selections from the

numerous, and frequently very valua-

ble, reports which are constantly

transmitted to them. If they are un-

willing to put the country to the ex-

pense of publishing them in the form

of books, the editors of the various

medical periodicals would willingly

devote part of their pages to the dif-

fusion of such practical knowledge

as is contained in many of the reports

alluded to.

To return to the work before us ;

Mr. Boyle has, apparently, every

qualification for the task he has un-

dertaken ; he appears to be a zealous

and industrious observer, and one

who has paid peculiar attention to

the subject under notice. He has

filled the situations of colonial sur-

geon, and surgeon to a king's ship ;

the latter in the year 1822 and 1825,

and the former in 1827, 1828, 1829,

1830, and the commencement of

1831. Hence it will appear, that he

has enjoyed (Qy. suffered) greater

opportunities of investigating the na-

ture of its diseases than almost any

other surgeon who has visited the

coast ; and it should be remembered,

that in the clime of Western Africa

time is rarely given for " much de-

liberation, long choosing, and begin-

ning late." It appears too that Mr.
Boyle, although probably he may
boast of a longer immunity from the

disastrous effects of an African cli-

mate, has not escaped entirely scot-

free, for he remarks, that " since he

has returned to England his health

has been so precarious, and he has

suffered so much from attacks of in-

termittent fever, an acquaintance

made in Sierra Leone, tliat he has

foimd even the labour of compilation

harassing.
" Still he has toiled to the end ;

and he now launches his bark upon
the sea of popular remark, sincerely

conscious of having endeavoured to

do well ; himself again on the eve of

departing for that clime he has

striven to delineate, he is alive to all

the anxious fears and doubts of those

whose friends are sojourners there ;

and it will ever be to him a source of

the proudest gratification to reflect,

that he spent the few months which
might have been devoted to ease and
pleasure, in an humble, but trying

effort to lessen the appalling dangers
and the distressing fears hitherto as-

sociated with the bare mention of

Western Africa." p. xvi.

Mr. Boyle commences the topo-

graphy of the coast with a descrip-

tion of the river Gambia or Gambra,
which is navigable during a certain

season of the year by vessels of 150
tons burden, for 250 miles, its whole
course being computed at 500. It

has several mouths, formed by shoals

and sand-banks. From Macarthy's
Island, about 250 miles from the sea,

the channel of the river is studded
with islands, apparently beautifully

wooded, sand-banks, and shoals.

From December to June, or during
the dry season, the river is safely

navigable, the tides being regular

;

during the remainder of the year, or

the wet season, in consequence of the

swell caused by the rains, it cannot
be passed. The banks of this river

near its mouth are low, in some
places sandy and sterile, although for

the most part marshy and of black

mud, thickly wooded. The stream is

muddy, and the borders swampy,
being, from low water-mark, covered
with mangroves, aquatic shrubs, and
thick reeds. The adjacent country
is so wooded, that it may be called

almost an impenetrable bush ; it is

very marshy ; vegetation is extremely
rapid ; and these circumstances, to-

gether with the climate and rains,

render the Gambia and its neighbour-

hood very unhealthy. Remittent fe-

ver and dysentery are very prevalent

at certain seasons among the Euro-
peans and the natives, especially
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those who come from a distance ; the

natives are more liable to dysentery

in consequence of the difference in

diet. These diseases are generally

most severe at the commencement,

and the end of the rains ; fresh fever-

cases seldom occur when the rains

tire at the full, or during the dry

season.

Bathurst, situate on the isle of St.

Mary, is the most northern British

settlement on the western coast of

Airica ; it commands the navigation

of the river Gambia, but is a most

unhealthy spot. One-third of the

island is barren sand, and the rest

tenacious black mud, overgrown with

mangrove bushes, and those plants

which thrive best in a wet soil. The
houses, built of stone, are well-finish-

ed and convenient ; and the inhabit-

ants can obtain good water at the

depth of three feet. During the

heavy rains, between July and Sep-

tember, it is not rare to see the

streets flooded two feet deep. St.

Mar)''s is low, and when the river is

swelled by the rains, is overflowed

so as to render the houses uninhabit-

able, were it not for the precautions

taken ; when the river subsides, an

immense quantity of vegeto-animal

matter is left behind, which, under

the rays of an almost vertical sun,

fills the air with noxious efBuvia.

The wet season is immediately pre-

ceded by tornadoes or thunder-storms.

The colony during the dry part of the

year is healthy, the only affections

being the sequelae of previous illness ;

or if fever should occur, it is gene-

rally mild, and seldom fatal.

The settlements of the Portuguese

on the San Domingo, or Chacheo
river, are very marshy and unhealthy.

Low land, swamps overgrown with

bush, mangroves, &c. patches of sand,

and occasional acclivities covered with

rank vegetation, are almost the only

features of the coast, the climate re-

sembling that of the Gambia. Rio
Grande is an immense river, with a ra-

pid tide, and is said to be navigable for

150 leagues from its mouth. It has

been occasionally searched bv the

boats of British men of war for the

prevention of the slave trade, a ser-

vice that may be performed with

safety during the dry season. In an
island at the mouth of the Rio Grande,
Capt. Beaver attempted to form a set-

tlement ; the unfortunate result is well

known. Bulara island is swampy and
covered with bush ; it has certainly a

beautiful appearance to the eye, but

under these fascinating allurements lie

lurking the causes of the most vio-

lent remittent fever. A further de-

scription of the coast would be need-

less, as it resembles, in a great mea-

sure, the parts already spoken of j

more inland, the country becomes

elevated, and even mountainous.

The Isles de Los, are six in num-
ber, viz. Tamara, Factory, Rooma,
Whites, Coral, and Kidd. The three

last are insignificant, but Tamara,
Factory, and Rooma, form an exten-

sive and commodious bay, command-
ing the mouths of several great ri-

vers, and are worthy of considera-

tion. Rooma is low, with but little

jungle, and no wood but the puUom,
and upon the whole island there is

only one patch of ground capable of

being converted into a farm. The
water is good, and there appears to

be a sufficiency of animals. Tamara
is more extensive, and very fertile, in

many parts clear, and fit for cultiva-

tion ; its soil is a dark rich loam, with

a sandy intermixture towards the base,

and of small pebbles in the upper

parts. It contains seven native vil-

lages, and one, Charlestown or Free-

town, for pensioned soldiers—the lat-

ter a very pretty place, with planta-

tions of rice, cassava, and yam. The
soil of Factory is similar to that of

Tamara, but better cultivated. There

are three native towns. There is not

a swamp on any of these islands; the

temperature is lower and more equa-

ble than on the main, and the rains

lighter, and of shorter duration.

—

Tumbo point on the coast, but divided

from it at high water, is somewhat
similar, and might be made equally

available with the islands just de-

scribed. From this point to the Sierra
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Leone river, the coast, is low, woody,

marshy, intersected by various rivers,

and considered to be extremely un-

healthy.

The description of the Gambia will

apply to that of Sierra Leone in a

great measure.
" The northern or left bank of the

Sierra Leone, or, as it is more com-
monly called, the Bullom shore, is

low and swampy ; and the creeks

which intersect it form numerous
marshes, the bottoms of which are

mud, teeming with animal life. The
appearance of this shore is extremely

beautiful ; and, in the height of the

dry season, the country is tolerably

free from malaria, but immediately,

and for some time after the rains, the

very air is pregnant with putrid exha-

lations, excited by the heat of the sun

from this extensive tract of swamp
and marsh."

The right bank is somewhat simi-

lar, but the creeks are less frequent,

and the banks hardly so low.

If the traveller makes Sierra Leone
on a fine clear day, it appears to him
as a Paradise, but if he arrive when
the atmosphere is dense, oppressive,

and fraught with deleterious exhala-

tions, the rains deluging the country,

and the ri\er swollen, there is then

nothing to excite a pleasing anticipa-

tion, but every thing to cause appre-

hension and dread. Freetown is si-

tuated on a very gradual acclivity,

and consists of intersecting streets of

good dimensions. Mr. Boyle states,

that the military hospital is of good
dimensions and construction; but a

friend who served at Sierra Leone a

few years back, informs us, that if

such be the ease, a new one must
have been erected lately. The town
is apparently a pretty one, but the

gentleman already alluded lo, says it

is very badly situated.

There are many villages built

around this place, of which, those in

the sea district are decidedly the

healthiest, being protected from the

malaria of the Bullom shore, by the

intervention of the mountains.

The habits of the Europeans who

have settled at Freetown, are gene-
rally loose, careless, and dissipated

;

we know that the troops at Cape
Coast Castle are allowed a quantity

of rum every day as their ordinary

drink by government, which would
be sufficient to destroy ten English-

men even in their own country, and
to which quantity the company add
an extra glass ! Drinking rum Afri-

can fashion, is a common phrase

among those few who have returned

from that coast, by which they mean
drinking out of the bottle. Mr.
Boyle observes, that there is still

abundance of room for amendment,
and of that there cannot be a doubt.

The other inhabitants are Maroons,
settlers, or Nova Scotians, exiles from
Barbadoes, discharged soldiers from
the West India regiments, Mandin-
gos, liberated Africans, and Kroo-
men. The Maroons, who are Afri-

cans by descent, and many of them
by birth, seldom suffer from the cli-

mate, although they are also subject

to continued and remittent fevers

;

the Nova Scotians, although at first

severely affected by the climate, seem
now to be accustomed to it so much,
that they may be said to be acclim-

ated ; the exiles from Barbadoes are

very few in number, and the Man-
dingos are not fixed residents in Free-

town, but rather traders from a neigh-

bouring country. The discharged sol-

diers and liberated Africans may be
looked upon in regard to health, in

the same manner as the Maroons and
settlers. The Kroo-men are labourers

from a country 1 50 miles to the south-

ward and eastward, and are perhaps

the healthiest class in the settlement.

The soil near Freetown is very infe-

rior, yet it appears that there is a very

good supply of the staple commodi-
ties of life, both animal and vege-

table ; water too is abundant, and
very good.

In regard to the climate, it is de-

cidedly unfavourable to the human
constitution in general, and especially

to the European. " Where the coast

is particularly low, marshy, and em-
bayed, as about the mouths of th^
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Mellacoree and Scarcies rivers, mala-

ria and all its consequences are more
active than at points running boldly

into the ocean, and on which a pure

sea breeze may be enjoyed, as Cape
Roxo, and parts of the Isles des Los."
* * * " As a general position, it

should be remembered, that the sea-

sons occur at an earlier period in the

south than they do in the north."

From September to the end of Octo-

ber, the weather is variable ; it then

becomes settled until the end of Jan-

uary, when shifting winds, with dull,

oppressive, cloudy weather, and occa-

sional rains, mists, and terrific storms,

are experienced until May, when the

rains set in, and prevail to September.

The dry season is generally ushered

in with two or three tornadoes, which

clear the atmosphere, and invigorate

the constitution. Mr. Boyle's de-

scription of the tornado is extremely

vivid, but still incomplete. About
Christmas the harmatans set in, and

continue from six to ten weeks.

These winds are generally from the

east ; they impregnate the air with

a quantity of fine sand, which they

take up on the BuUom shore, and,

consequently, are very annoying.

These winds have a peculiar drying

influence, and induce in the native or

the seasoned European, coughs, colds,

and a species of irregular intermit-

tent. The cessation of the har-

matans is generally accompanied by
tornadoes, which announce the ap-

proach of the rains. These may be

said to commence in April, to vary

greatly in frequency and power until

the latter end of June, in July to as-

sume their greatest strength, to con-

tinue at it during August, and to

subside in September. During July

and August, twenty-four hours of un-

interrupted fair weather is rarely ex-

perienced; and, on the other hand, it

is uncommon for the rain to fall for a

longer period than forty- eight hours

without any intermission. At the

commencement, and for some time

after the setting in of the rainy sea-

son, the wind blows ordinarily from

northward and eastward, and it is then

that fever is most frequent and fatal.

As the wet season advances and the

rains attain their height, the wind
gradually veers round to the south-

ward, and for the time being there is

an end to fever.

Mr. Boyle recommends the follow-

ing measures to be adopted, which
he considers would lessen the fatality

of the fevers. " They would consist

chiefly in the manner of constructing

the houses, the planting of trees of

rapid growth (paupas are of this de-

scription) immediately behind the ha-

bitations of the people, facing the

interior, local draining, burning the

bush in every direction, at proper sea-

sons, and the building and burning
of a range of clay kilns at a little dis-

tance (in the rear) from the range of

houses on the beach. These kilns

might be so constructed as to be made
to burn many days, even under light

rains, and would, therefore, be highly

appropriate at the commencement of

the wet season, whilst their ashes

would at all times contribute to afford

richness, dryness, and productiveness

to the soil." Of so much importance
does Mr. Boyle consider the burning
of the bush, that he alludes to it in

various places. " It may be confi-

dently asserted, however, that the

fevers from the Sierra Leone River
and its branches, altogether are much
less fatal, in respect to number, than
they were a few years back ; a cir-

cumstance which must depend upon
the late great increase of factories,

the burning of bush, the clearing and
draining of ground, and the conse-

quent reduction of malaria." " There
is nothing more conducive to health

on the Western Coast of Africa than
the land being thoroughly cleared of

the bush." The Banana Islands, two
in number, are distant about nine

leagues from Freetown, due south of

Cape Sierra Leone, are well situated,

and there do not appear to be any
grounds for dreading malarious influ-

ence : the soil is a deep, rich, dark
loam, with occasional patches of red

clay. They appear on the whole ad-

mirably adapted for settling, and will
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doubtless prove an excellent substitute

for Sierra Leone, should it be deemed
necessary to evacuate that colony.

This concludes the medical topo-

graphy of that part of the coast, and

with it vfQ terminate the present di-

vision of the analysis, to which we
intend submitting this valuable work.

The immense importance of athorough

acquaintance with the topography of

the Western Coast of Africa, has in-

duced us to devote so large a space to

its consideration.

{To he continued.)

Hontron JHelftcaUV^urgi'ral SaurnaT.

Saturday, Aug. 11, 1832.

CHOLERA.

The malignant cholera has assumed a

milder character, and has nearly dis-

appeared in London. We are grieved

to notice the false and exaggerated

reports from the Cold-Bath Fields

Prison, and deeply regret that re-

spectable members of the profession

should be guilty of such conduct.

We have frequently stated that fic-

titious cases of cholera were reported

by unprincipled alarmists, and we

are firmly convinced there is at pre-

sent no correct and accurate record

of the number of persons who have

laboured under the disease. The

public press has just grounds to cen-

sure the profession ; though it ought

to be remembered that the most

eminent of the faculty have not been

cholera hunters or alarmists.

We were highly amused on perus-

ing the document of the fruit venders,

])ublished by the Central Board of

Health. These disinterested persons

assure the Board, that only one man

in 1010 occupied in collecting fruit

has been seized with cholera; and

upon this important fact, the learned

and able conservators of the public

health in White Hall Place, proclaim

to the world that a moderate use of

fruit is not injurious to health, and is

not an exciting cause of cholera. The

opposite opinion has prevailed since

the time of Sydenham, and is that of

the faculty in general, as repeated

observation and experience has at-

tested its validity. The profession in

general caution their patients against

the use of fruits and vegetables; the

advice is followed, but as it injures

the sale of these articles, and as the

Board of Health consists of the wisest

medical men in the world, they op-

pose the general and correct opinion,

and command the aid of the cholera-

medical journals— the stupid para-

siticed Gazette, and the once inde-

pendent and uncompromising Lancet.

It was really ludicrous to see the im-

portance attached by such a critic as

Mr. Wakley, to the document under

notice in the Ballot. Had it been

the production of the College of Phy-

sicians, it could not have been noticed

with greater gravity. Now, it appears

to us that the exemption of gardeners

or other agricultural labourers from

cholera, is to be ascribed to their

mode of life, exercise in pure air, and

rude health. Such persons are not

so much predisposed as the inhabi-

tants of crowded cities, or of filthy

lanes and alleys, where the air is im-

pure, and the constitution impaire4
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by hard labour or dissipation. The

former may take vegetables or other

aliment with impunity ; the latter

cannot do so without inducing dis-

order in the stomach and bowels.

Such being the fact, we agree with

the majority of medical practitioners.

and dissent from the opinion of the

market gardeners and their patrons,

the Central Board of Health.

TRIAL OF MR. HEATH FOR
MANSLAUGHTER.

Of this case we have already, in se-

veral papers, given a full and impar-

tial account ; the greater part of the

medical evidence was detailed in the

last Number, so that we need not

go over that ground again. We then

stated as our perfect conviction, that

a jury of honest men could not find

Mr. Heath guilty, and the result has

proved the justice of our opinion.

The case came on on Tuesday at

Lewes, before Lord Tenterden, who,

in his previous address to the grand

jury, had stated that the death of

the captain was more attributable to

misfortune and accident than to crime,

and, as we have already said, the jury

were also of the same opinion.

Mr. Heath stated in his defence,

that the unfortunate event had arisen

entirely from accident. At the time

Captain Burdett's prescription was

brought into the shop, another per-

son came in and requested ten

drachms of oil of tar. He put it

into a phial, and placed it, unlabelled,

on the counter, in a stand used for

holding medicine made up. After

he had prepared Captain Burdett's

prescription, he placed the phial

on the same stand, and both the

liquids being of the same colour, he

had, by accident, substituted the one

phial for the other, and that contain-

ing the oil of tar was unfortunately

sent to Captain Burdett.

His Lokdship, in summing up, ob-

served to the jury, that there was no

doubt that this lamentable event had

been caused by mistake ; but, at the

same time, if they were of opinion

that the death of Captain Burdett

was occasioned by the oil of tar, they

must consider whether or not the ac-

cused had used due and proper care

in sending out the medicine. If they

considered that he had, they would

acquit him ; if, on the contrary, they

thought he had not, they must then

find him guilty of manslaughter.

After a short time the jury decided

the former, and immediately pro-

nounced a verdict of

—

acquittal.

Mr. Heath was, of course, instantly

discharged.

The court was crowded during the

time of the trial, which appeared to

excite great interest.

CHOLERA AT QUEBEC.

June the 2'drd.—This terrific disease,

which has been very violent, is now
abating ; great alarm at one time

prevailed, which was not altogether

ill-founded, inasmuch as in twelve

days the deaths exceeded 2000,

being one in twenty of the popula-
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tion, including sailors and strangers ;

the mortality consequently has been

much greater than in Europe.

The cholera has reached the Swan-

river settlement, and there have been

six or seven fatal cases, according to

the last report.

SPIRIT OF MEDICAL LITERATURE.

No. 4.

Dr. Spurzheim.

Sir a. Cooper declared, in his lec-

tures at the Royal College of Sur-

geons, that he knew nothing of the

brain before he read Dr. S.'s book;

and both Dr. Barclay and Mr. Aber-

nethy have requested Dr. S. to de-

monstrate the brain in their theatres.

Annals of Medicine.

Cinchona, as an Antiseptic.

The Edinburgh school gave repu-

tation to Peruvian bark, under the

title of the anti-gangrenous medicine.

This novelty was received by a num-
ber of writers, and the prejudice still

exists ; every one flies to cinchona,

and applies it externally, when gan-

grene appears. The error would be

innocent, and even excusable, if it

did not exclude more efficacious

means ; it is now demonstrated that

the external use of this medicine is

nugatory. The internal use of both

it and mineral acids is solely calcu-

lated to combat the effects of the

abijorption of the miasms from the

gangrenous part, by strengthening

every organ.

—

Delpech.

Fractures of the Neck of the Thigh-

Bone.

M. Delpech states, that he has de-

posited m the hands of M. Peridier,

notary at Montpellier, a bond, in vir-

tue of which 2,000 francs will be

paid to the person who shall transmit

two thigh-bones belonging to the

same individual, one of which has

been cured of a fracture of the neck,

without the least deformity.

—

Pre-

CIS elementaire des Maladies r^putdes

Chirurgicales.

Vinous and Alcoholic Liquids.

Vinous and spirituous liquors intro-.

duced into the stomach of a living

animal, have a direct tendency to

stimulate the fibre, and increase its

cohesion. When these liquors are

diluted to a certain degree, the in-

crease of activity and of tone which
they impart are such as can be sus--

tained without injury. But when
ardent spirit is given in considerable

quantity to a young animal, it vio-

lently inflames the fibres of the sto-i

mach ; and it would appear that the

spirit does not possess the power of

communicating an increase of cohe-.

sion to a part which is highly in-

flamed.

—

Dr. Adair Crawford.

The human Mind.

Many, with the purest motives,

have conceived they possess the plas-

tic power to model the human mind
according to the design of their own
fancy. But there is a greater diffi-

culty than they are aware of. A
being thus severely trained might, in

some instances escape the impending

evil, (hereditary madness.) How far

such regimen might contribute to his

mental happiness, I will not venture

to determine. He would be ren-

dered coldly rational, and tam^ely bcr

nevolent ; and his actions would be

regulated by solemn propriety. His

friendship bounded by cautious calcu-

lation, and his affection measured.

Such a man would never be amiable,

nor would the world delight him.

Some experience on this subject,

which is yet nascent, has, however,

informed me, that an early and per-

severing attention to the child, may
superinduce an ameliorated condition,

both of the physical constitution, and

moral character.

—

Haslam.
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Malignant Ulcers of the Lip.

If by the straps, or what are called

the dry suture, we could keep the lip

perfectly stiil, and prevent it from

moving, in the act of speaking, laugh-

ing, swallowing, &c. we should infal-

libly cure malignant ulcers of the lip

without excision. This I put in

practice with success twelve years

ago, and have since uniformly re-

commended it.

—

Sir Charles Bell.

Muscles of the Ureters and Prostate.

In many cases the enlarged portion

of the prostate, which projects into the

bladder, is not the third lobe, but a

more anterior part of the gland. It

appears that where there is a valvular

projection into the bladder, the mus-
cles of the ureters are found to be in-

serted into the root of the tumour.

Vv^herever there is this valvular pro-

jection from the prostate, the muscles

of the ureters are found enlarged.

Shaw.

Examination of Remedies.

Every case ought to be to a phy-
sician an occasion of verifying an old

successful mode of treatment, or of

trying carefully something, either al-

together new, or newly modified.

Every new remedy should be duly

tried by every one, and its appli-

cation extended. Physicians have
golden opportunities, but they do
not, like a great number of surgeons,

make the most of them. I'hey err

fundamentally too in thinking ana-

tomy has less connection with them
than with surgeons. Our old phy-
sicians were all great anatomists.

Annals of Medicine.

Indian curefor the bite of a Snake.

A chicken was caught, the feathers

plucked from the abdomen, and that

part closely applied to the wound.
The chicken instantly grew sick, and
died as quickly as if its head had
been cut off. A second was applied

in a similar manner, it died in about

four minutes. A third also experi-

enced the same fate in nearly eight

minutes. A fourth was applied ; it

discovered some uneasiness, but did

not die. The process was then dis-

continued, the boy was relieved, and
was perfectly well on the second day.

Dr. Madison.

Contagion.

It is not many years ago, that a

contagious ophthalmia, imported horn.

Egypt, was then triumphantly an-

nounced. It was in vain to re2'>re-

sent that this new disease did not

break out until several years after

our communication with Egypt had
ceased, where it was an endemic dis-

ease, and had never been suspected

to possess any contagious quality

;

that in England it was altogether

limited to marching regiments of the

line ; that it did not affect militia re-

giments in the same barracks, nor the

officers, nor the inhabitants of the

same place when in quarters ; and,

moreover, had it been contagious,

there could scarcely have been an
eye left among the medical staff of

the ophthalmic regiment and hospi-

tals, who were constantly employed
in the closest and most intense ex-

amination of their patients, and who.
knowiu':: besides that there was onlj'^

one infectious ophthalmia, the gonoi-
rhoeal, inserted the discharge into

their own eyes with impunity, and.

published the result of the experi-

ment. The disease, nevertheless, kept
its ground under the title of the

ophthalmia pestilence ; its course was
traced, its laws defined, and powers
described, until the detection of a
deeply organized ophthalmia conspi-

racy amongst the soldiers, assisted by
a wise distribution of pensions, and
amelioration of the mistaken discip-

line which then prevailed, jmt this

Egyptian disease to flight, and it has

been no more heard of as a spreading

contagion anywhere, I believe, ex-

cept in our schools of public instruc-

tion ; for it is there that the minds of

our youthful students are imbued
with prejudices which stick to them
through life, and impede their future

progress at every step in the investi-

gation of truth.

—

Dr. Fergusson.
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ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

Taliacotian Operation.

George Douglas, the man who
underwent the Taliacotian operation

at St. Thomas's Hospital (the par-

ticulars of which will be found in No.

20, page 639, of this .Tournal), was
on Friday the 27th of July, brought

into the operating theatre, for the

purpose of having the twisted portion

of the new nose divided. Eight

weeks have now elapsed since the

former operation was performed

;

every part has completely cicatrised,

and his countenance is much improved

in appearance from the operation.

Mr. Green, after dividing the twisted

integument, was obliged, owing to

the haemorrhage that ensued, to secure

two small vessels, and to place some
amadou on the fresh wound ; the

sides and internal, or posterior part

of the new nose, were cut and in-

grafted into a fresh cut surface be-

tween and rather below the super-

ciliary ridges, and retained in that

situation by common sutures. Owing
to the irritation which had been pre-

viously produced by the adhesive

plaister, none was applied at this

time. The vascularity of the part

was remarked by Mr. Green, as

much greater than during the former

operation. It was very remarkable,

that during the time he was cutting

the new nose, the man complained of

experiencing the pain in his fore-

head.

George Moxam, a pie merchant,

aged 35, pale, and of a debilitated con-

stitution, was admitted into Jacob's

Ward, under the care of Dr. Elliot-

son ; states that he has been subject

to dyspncea for the last seven years,

which he concludes was brought on
from his being exposed to all kinds

of weather while selling his pies.

His present complaint has been com-
ing on for the last six months, since

which time the dyspncea has left him

;

previous to and since his present

complaint he has felt very weak,
especially about his joints. His left

leg and foot are covered with ecchy-

moses, one of which is of great ex-

tent ; the muscles at the back part of

the right leg are indurated, and the

leg with the foot of the same side,

have also ecchymoses on them ; he
suffers very little pain, and that only

from stooping ; his gums are spongy,

and often discharge blood ; he has

been in the habit of living well, tak-

ing meat usually three times a-day

;

his pulse is feeble, but rather quick,

bowels regular.

He was ordered by Dr. EUiotson

to take half an ounce of lemon juice

every six hours, and to have me it

daily.

Under this treatment he continuec'

up to 31st of July ; he began to im-
prove soon after taking these medi-
cines, and continued so to the 31st,

when he left the Hospital, cured.

MARY-LE-BONE DISPENSARY.
Dr. Sigmond on the Cholera.

In the course of some clinical obser-

vations at the Mary-le-Bone General
Dispensary, Dr. Sigmond observed,

that the ancients did not always ap-
ply the term cholera to the overflow

of bile, and that Alexander Trallian

distinctly states, that it is not univer-

sally admitted that the word is de-
rived from xoAis bile, but from xoAaSes
the bowels, in consequence of the

immoderate discharge of their con-
tents. Dr. Sigmond further observed,

that the cure of the collapsed stage

of cholera, seems to have been as

little understood by the ancients as

by the moderns. Aretseus, after giv-

ing a very accurate description of the

disease, acquaints us with his mode
of cure, but recommends the medical

man, if he should not be successful,

as soon as his patient becomes cold

and blue, and his pulse scarcely per-
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ceptible, to find some decent excuse

to take himself off as speedily as pos-

sible. The words of the Latin trans-

lation are, " si omnia vomitu rejiciat,

sudor non cohibendus effluat, homo
frigidus fiat ac lividus, pulsusjam pene
sit exstinctus et aeger defecerit, in

his rebus nihil medico magis expedit

quam ut honestam inveniat aufugiendi

causam.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS,
LONDON.

A PETITION has been presented against this

body to the House of Commons by Mr. Hume,
and was ordered to be printed.

It is lamentable that an institution, which,

under proper management, would have con-

ferred honour on the profession, has, by the

selfishness of its rulers, been for centuries

opposed to the best interests of science, and
of the healing art.

NECROLOGY.
Baron Portal, member of the Institute,

formerly physician to Louis XVIII. and
Charles X., professor of anatomy at the Royal
College of France, member of the Council-

'Jeneral of the Hospitals, &c. died of a fever

occasioned by a long-continued affection of

the stone. He wras born at Gaillac (Tarn)

on the 5th of January, 1742, and conse-

quently was in the 91st year of his age.

The celebrated chemist, Count Chaptal, a

peer of France, member of the Institute, and
who, under the Empire, was minister of the

interior, died on Sunday the 29th instant, in

the 77th year of his age.

At Cambridge, of cholera, Mr. Johnson,
surgeon.

At Sheffield, in his 30th year, John Over-
end, M.D.

At Limerick, John Sandes, Esq. medical

guardian of the County Limerick Infirmary.

On Monday last, of cholera. Dr. AUsop, at

Birmingham. The seizure, death, and burial

of this gentleman happened in 14 hours.

The Guide to Knowledge. Edited by
Mr. W. Pin nock. Part I. pp. 48.

*»* We observe that the department of
natural history in this unpretending produc-
tion, is written by Professor Rennie, and is

exceedingly interesting ; the astronomical
portion adds considerably to its value.

BOOKS.

The Anatomy and Physiology of the Organ
of Hearing ; with Remarks on Congenital

Deafness, the Diseases of the Ear, some Im-
perfections o*" the Organ of Speech, and the

proper treai went of those several affections.

B"; David Tod, M.R.C.S. 8vo. pp. 147.

1832. Longman and Co. Plates.

Clinical Reports of the Surgical Practice

of the Glasgow Royal Infirmary. By John
Macfarlane, M.D., Member of the Faculty of

Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, Senior

Surgeon to the Royal Infirmary, Lecturer on
Clinical Surgery, &c. &c. Robertson, Glas-

gow ; Black, Edinburgh ; Highley, London.
1832. pp. 314.

NOTICRS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We have been favoured with the following
hints by correspondents, which shew how far

behind the present race of knowledge some
persons arc :

—

" A Subscriber" complains we give too

much Irish medicine, but assures us he does
not insinuate that it is worse than any other.

" A Well-wisher" thinks we extract too

much from the Edinburgh and Glasgow Jour-

nals and Midland Reporter ; while
" Senex" alleges that we insert too much

from the French, German, and Italian perio-

dicals ; and another suggests we should give

more foreign medicine.

Now to all these charges we plead guilty,

but offer in palliation of our offence, that we
are simple enough to imagine, that a concise

and faithful view of the improvements and
discoveries in medical science, in all countries,

would be most acceptable to readers of the

present day, and that few, if any, of our pro-

fession, would hesitate to receive information,

whether offered by our brethren in Ireland,

Scotland, France, Germany, Italy, or Ame-
rica. We have the best reason to know, that

nine-tenths of our readers approve of our

plan, and this is proved by tlie unprecedented
success of this Journal. Nevertheless, we
thank our correspondents for their suggestions,

but we decline acting upon any of them. We
consider that the medical is an integral part

of the public press, and that it ought to be

conducted on the same broad principles ; and
therefore we shall continue to exhibit the

most complete and comprehensive history of

the progress of medicine in all countries
;

being firmly convinced that this plan of con-

ducting a Journal is best suited to the spirit

of the age in which we live. Other periodi-

cals, conducted on the narrow plan suggested

above, are rapidly progressing to oblivion.

Juvenis has been received ; we cannot help
thinking that he has mistaken our corre-

spondent's intention, who, we feel convinced,

is desirous of ascribing all honour wherever
it is due ; for that reason we have not given

it insertion. Should, however, our corre-

spondent favour us confidentially with his

name, and be still desirous of its insertion, we
will give it due publicity.

Mr. Stone's paper is under consideration.

Mr. Radford's valuable communication in

our next.

*0* The price of the Number is .slightly

increased this week to cover the additional

expense of the Index ; it will only occur

when there is an Index and Title-page given,

consequently it will be but twice a year.
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On the Treatment of Fractures of the Fibula,

and Luxations of the Foot.

There was, perhaps, scarcely any surgical

disease, whose treatment has been, up to the

present day, so uncertain and so ineffica-

cious, as that of fracture of the fibula, with

dislocation of the foot. Nevertheless there is

not one which, on account of its frequency

and the severity of the symptoms with which

it is complicated, more imperiously requires

a fixed treatment, certain in its results, and

founded on principles acknowledged by ex-

perience. This imperfection of therapeutics

depended on two causes ; one, which I shall

call theoretical, consisted in the insufficiency

of the notions which had been acquired on

the disposition and respective uses of the

great variety of organs which constitute the

lower portion of the inferior extremity, and

on the mechanism of the causes which pro-

duced the fracture and luxation. The se-

cond, which may be considered as a conse-

quence of the first, was the imperfection of

our means of reduction, and especially of the

means of maintaining the parts when re-

duced in their proper relations with each

other. In fact, if we compare the ancient

methods with the mode of action of the

powers of motion of the liinb, we shall see

that not one of tViem was capable of keeping
the limb reduced when it has been effected.

Pott, who has alone described a plan by
which it can be reduced without difficulty or

VOL. II.

effort, has not indicated any means by which
the reduction can be preserved. The want
of success, resulting from the preceding
causes, was still exceedingly increased by the

mistaken opinions which had been formed
on the opportunity of reduction according to

the nature of the complications. I employ
the gentle plan of Pott for effecting the re-

duction, and have discovered a measure, cer-

tain in its effects and results, for maintaining
the parts reduced in exact apposition until

perfect consolidation.

Curative indications.—If we look at the

fracture by itself and abstractedly, the first

and only indication which presented itself to

be fulfilled, is to prevent displacement of the

fragment. Repose and immobility of the

limb suffice in fact to attain this end, and
effect a cure, whenever there is only a sim-
ple solution of continuity, whether it takes

place at more or less than three inches above
the inferior extremity of the fibula. These
means, joined with reduction, will also suf-

fice, if the fracture is only complicated with
a simple displacement of the foot, in what-
ever direction it occurs; and then they ought
to be put in action immediately, in order to

prevent the serious accidents and deformities

which may result. But there is a question,

which is very important to be resolved, be-
cause the safety of the patient depends, in

the majority of cases, on the manner in

which it is examined—does there exist any
species of complication of fracture of the

fibula, which counter- indicates reduction?
All the kinds of disorders which we have
already described, are the immediate effect

of the force which has produced the fracture,

or the consecutive effect of the fracture

itself. Going on this principle, conformably
to the nature of things and observation, that,

in every case, the accidents are kept up, ex-
asperated, and carried to the highest degree
of intensity, by the cause which has produced
them, and that they will become more inju-

rious the longer the cause continues, I admit
this as a general rule, that the most certain

and prompt method to arrest them, is to re-
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duce the parts at all periods of the disease.

This was also the opinion of Desault, who
gave the example of eflfecting the reduction

when the inflammatory symptoms were at

their height, but whose apparatus for main-
taining the parts in apposition cannot be

recommended.
Reduction.—There is not any reduction

which can be brought about more easily than

that of fractures of the fibula, with displace-

ment of the foot, when the means of con-

quering the resistance of the muscles has

been discovered. The obstacles arising from

this resistance have exercised the ingenuity

of professional men from the time of Hip-

pocrates to the present day. In order to

effect this object, it is sufficient to flex the

leg on the thigh, and to attract powerfully

the attention of the patients to some other

object. The muscles immediately lose their

state of tension, the resistance ceases as it

were by magic, and the parts retake their

situation and natural relations, almost with-

out eifort, and, as it were, of themselves.

Nevertheless, however exact the reduction

thus obtained may appear, it is always in-

complete, the fragments of the bone remain

driven in by the side of the tibia, the foot

preserves a continual tendency to yield to

the action of the lateral peroneal muscles,

and to be displaced outwards. We, there-

fore, require also an agent by which we can

raise up the fragments, separate them from

the tibia, and bring them in some sort in ap-

position with each other. What is this agent

to be ? In the first place, it is impossible to

act on the superior fragment which is never

driven in, and which on the contrary is

almost always projecting; it can only be

made to act on the inferior portion, and con-

sequently through the medium of the foot.

Now there exists such an intimate connexion

between the latter and the malleoli, that

when it is strongly turned on one side, one

of them is directed upwards, and the other

drawn downwards in the same proportion.

From this you will perceive that you will be

enabled to raise the inferior extremities of

the fibula, only by exercising oblique trac-

tion, that is, by powerfully adducting the

foot. The external lateral ligaments, not

being capable of extending beyond a certain

point, will exercise on this fragment a degree

of traction, which will be more powerful the

more forcibly the internal edge of the foot is

carried inwards. In this manner the infe-

rior extremity of the tibia becomes buried in

the depth of the articulation, the astralagus

is pushed from within outwards, the inferior

fragment of the fibula executes on the former

a see-saw motion in the contrary direction to

that which has displaced it, and it is thus

replaced in apposition with the superior

fragment.

Apparatus for maintaining the parts re-

duced.— It is evident, that the position which

has rendered the reduction of the fracture so

easy, by bringing the muscles into the state

of relaxation, is also the first measure to be

employed to keep the parts reduced. But
you will easily conceive that it would be im-
prudent to abandon thus to itself a fractured

limb, and that it is necessary that some appa-
ratus be made use of to keep the bones in

apposition, until the callus is formed, and
become solid. This must necessarily be
more or less modified, according to the spe-

cies of dislocation which accompanies the

fracture.

A pillow, a splint, and two bandages, con-

stitute the whole apparatus which I have em-
ployed, with so much success for more than

25 years, in cases of fracture of the fibula

complicated with dislocation inwards. The
pillow, made of linen, and two-thirds filled

with balls of oats, ought to be about two feet

and a half long, four or five inches wide, and
three or four thick. The splint, about
eighteen or twenty inches long, two and a
half inches wide, and three or four lines

thick, ought to be made of a firm and very
slightly flexible wood. The bandages, made
of half-worn out linen, ought to be about four

or five ells long.

The pillow, doubled in the form of a cone,

is applied on the internal side of the frac-

tured limb, and extended on the tibia, its

base directed downwards and supported on
the internal malleolus without going beyond
it, its apex upwards and on the internal con-

dyle of the tibia. The splint, applied along

the pillow, ought to go beyond it inferiorly

for about five or six inches, and extend for

three or four inches below the internal edge
of the foot. These parts of the apparatus

are affixed to the upper part of the leg, by
some turns of the bandage, directed from
above downwards.

In this state, the splint, prolonged like an
arrow beyond the base of the pillow, leaves

between it and the foot an interval equal to

the thickness of the pillow, that is to say,

about three or four inches; this extremity of

the splint serves, as a point d'appui, to bring

the foot from without inwards. In order to

effect this, one end of a second bandage is

applied on it, and then successively brought
from the splint over the superior surface of

the foot, under the sole, over the splint, then
from this over the ancle and under the heel,

to return again over the splint, and continu-

ing in the same manner until the whole
bandage has been used. By thus embracing
in the same circles, which can be shortened
at pleasure, the splint and ancle, and the

splint and heel alternately, the foot is brought
into such a state of adduction, that its exter-

rial edge becomes inferior, the sole is directed

inwards, and the internal edge upwards. As
the foot yields to the action of this appara-
tus, the tibia, pressed on by the base of the

wedge which the pillow represents, and on
which the whole mechanism is supported, is

pushed outwards as well as the astragalus.
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The inferior fragment of tlie fibula, rliiveti

upwards by tlie tibia, and drawn downwards

by the external lateral ligaments, executes

on the external edge of the astragalus, the

see-saw motion of which I have spoken, and

by which it is brought into its natural situa-

tion. In order to obtain a complete reduc-

tion, you must not be coatented with bring-

ing the foot under the leg, but, continuing

your efforts at reduction, the apparatus should

bring it as much inwards, as it had been

carried outwards by the fracture.

This apparatus, besides the advantage of

effecting the reduction without force and
almost without pain, and of maintaining the

parts fully reduced, has also another no less

useful. By leaving between the two band-

ages a considerable interval, in which the

articulation and the site of the fracture may
be seen, it allows of the application of what-

ever topical remedies the primitive or conse-

cutive complications may require.

The same apparatus is equally applicable

in all cases of fractures with simple luxation

of the foot outwards. To render it applica-

ble to cases of dislocation outwards and tip-

wards, it is suflBcient to place it outwards,

that is to say, along the fibula, instead of the

tihia.

But the cases of luxation backwards offei"

much greater difiBculties than the preceding,

both as respects the reduction, and the keep-

ing the parts reduced. Tn the first case, the dif-

ficulty arises from the resistance the muscles

oppose to the elongation of the parts, and
the re-establishment of their natural rela-

tions ; in the second, the superior surface of

the astragalus, convex from behind forwards,

is so Slippery, that it is with great difficulty

that the tibia can remain perpendicularly on
the pulky of this bone, and it tends con-

stantly to pass forwards, while the astragalus,

incessantly acted on by the extensor muscles

of the foot, the action of which is much
greater than that of the flexors, has a con-

tinual tendency to be drawn behind the lower

extremity (*f the tibia. To this double ac-

tion, powerful resistance must be offered, if

we are desirous of effecting a cure without

deformity. Tbe means of doing this con-

sists in a simple modification of the apparatus

which I have just described, and of the man-
ner of applying it-

To the pieces already enumerated, a small

pillow, of several inches square, filled with

bran, is to be added. The larger pillow,

folded into a cone, is placed on the posterior

surface of the leg, and extended from the

heel to the bend of the knee, the base down-
wards, the apex upwards. On this pillow

the splint is to be applied, which is to be
fixed to the superior part of the leg by means
of a bandage ; a second bandage embraces
the inferior extremities of the leg and splint

;

this is the part of the apparatus which really

acts. The little pillow is destined to cover
die tibia, to preserve it from compression

from the bandage. This, by exerting pres-

sure on the splint and on the bandage, carry

by the same force, the heel forwards and the

tibia backwards. The energy of this agent

is such, that we have only to fear its acting

too powerfully.

Fractures complicated at once with luxation

of the foot inwards and backwards, are almost

alwayscuredbythe treatmentofthat oneofthe
two displacements which predominates. In

the contrary case, it is easy to combine the

two apparatus which I have described, so a«

to fulfil'this double indication.

In support of the principles which I have
just laid down, I shall detail the history of

some cases, which will enable you to com-
prehend still better the most remarkable cir-

cumstances of this disease, and the most pro-

minent results of the treatment.

Case 1.

—

Presence of presumptive signs only.

Subsequent development of those charac-

teristic of the injury.

M. D. was walking on a narrow path, whea
the earth giving way under the left foot, the

body lost its support on that side ; a rapid

motion immediately threw its weight on the

right limb, but the yielding of the earth con-

tinuing, the body fell down a declivity into

a ditch, on the internal side of the right leg,

which' was bent, and semi-flexed under the

pelvis. Severe pain was experienced at the

moment of the fall, and the patient could
not rise. He was conveyed home without
having made any effort or attempt to walk, or

to support himself on the painful limb.

I was called in about eight or ten hours after

the accident, and found the foot and leg in

their natural situation. The foot did not
offer any traces of preternatural mobility to

one side or the other, nor the malleoli the

slightest indication of a solution of conti-

nuity. The patient did not suffer when in

the state of semi-flexion, which he had in-

stinctively chosen, nor in the movements
which he made with the foot, nor from the

examination which I instituted. Neverthe-
less he could not support himself, however
slightly, on that foot, without suffering severe

pain above the external malleolus ; the finger

could not be pressed on this point, without
renewing this pain each time, which caused
the patient to complain, and withdraw his

limb. There was also an ecchymosis at this

part, which extended up the fibula, and around
and below the external malleolus, as far as

the corresponding side of the foot.

But there was neither mobility, sensible

crepitation, nor deviation of the foot out-

wards nor backwards, the only characteristic

signs of fracture of the fibula. Nevertheless,

I was of opinion that one existed, but with-

out displacement, and directed semi-flexion

of the limb, resolving applications and rest,

measures equally indicated in case of simple

sprain or contusion.

At the end of a few days, at the instigation

F 2
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of a friend, careless of my advice, the patient

got up, taking care scarcely to touch the

ground with the injured limb ; from this at-

tempt he merely experienced a little pain.

Emboldened by this, he determined to try

whether he could not support his body on

tlie limb ; scarcely had he made this dangerous

attempt, than he felt severe pain, accompa-

nied by a cracking and tearing sensation;

he fell, and could not rise again. Called in

again, I found the displacement of the foot

outwards, mobility, and crepitation. I ap-

plied the apparatus which I have described,

and the patient was perfectly cured in six

weeks, in spite of some inflammatory symp-
toms, which disappeared without coming to

suppuration.
'

Case 2.

—

Fracture : luxation of the foot in-

wards : serious si/mptoms : treatinent by the

new plan ; cure complete without defor-

mity,

Jean Trouille, 26 years of age, slipped on

the pavement, and fell on the right side of

the body, the foot being adducted, and the

leg flexed under the pelvis. He immediately

felt a severe pain at theJower part of the leg,

and endeavoured to rise, but not being able

to walk, he was conveyed home, and the next

day carried to the Hotel-Dieu.

Symptoms.— Deviation of the foot out-

wards, such that the axis of the leg, pro-

longed below the inferior extremity of the

tibia, instead of falling on the astragalus,

would leave that bone, and the whole of the

tarsus externally to it ; rotation of the foot

on its axis, by which its internal edge is

directed downwards, the sole outwards, the

external edge and dorsum upwards ; consi-

derable projection of the tibia and internal

malleolus, and in that situation extreme ten-

sion of the skin, and phlyctenae full of a red-

dish serosity. On the other side, a deep de-

pression and wrinkled state of the skin, about

two inches above the external malleolus

;

sudden disappearance of all the symptoms on
the slightest eflfbrt at reduction, and their

spontaneous return as soon as the effort

ceases. Besides, severe pain at the lower
part of the fibula ; inequality, mobility, cre-

pitation, evident displacement of the frag-

ments, and so great a facility of carrying the

foot across, that one would suppose the mal-
leoli and their ligaments destroyed ; these

being all incontestible signs of a fracture of

the fibula, with luxation of the foot inwards.

Occidents.— Ecchymosis, extending from
the point of the fracture and the internal

malleolus to the corresponding surfaces of the

foot and leg; considerable tension and tume-
faction around tlie articulation ; severe pain,

alleviated on placing the foot in its natural

position. The house surgeon merely applied

a poultice ; the next day, an oedematous puf-

fing state of the parts increased still more the

tumefaction. I reduced the limb, and kept

the parts in apposition by my apparatus. He

was also feverish; venesection, demulcent
drinks, sedative draught, and absolute diet.

On the third day, the pain ceased, and he
slept during the night, but the swelling con-
tinued, which was attributed to the tightness

of the bandages, and they were accordingly

loosened ; on the fourth day, the same tume-
faction, darting pains, redness, heat towards
the external malleolus, fever; leeches were
applied the whole length of the fibula. On
the fifth, fluctuation was observed in the cen-

tre of the ecchymosis, and the fever conti-

nued ; leeches were re-applied. On the sixth,

the tumefaction and tension diminish, there

is less fever, fluctuation more apparent; se-

dative resolving applications (acetate of lead)

were employed. On the seventh, the patient

continued improving, but there was evidently

a cavity containing a fluctuating fluid, ex-

tending from near the head of the fibula

towards the situation of the fracture. It was
supposed to contain effused blood ; the same
applicatio\is were made use of, with the addi-

tion of camphorated spirits of wine. On the

ninth, improving, the absorption of the blood

commencing.
On the tenth, in consequence of the patient

inconsiderately moving, the apparatus be-

came deranged, severe pain came on, phlyc-

tenae formed in several parts of the limb,

with pain. On the thirteenth, these symp-
toms disappeared, the phlyctenae being re-

placed by superficial ulcerations ; the tume-
faction being nearly entirely removed, we
were enabled to ascertain that the internal

malleolus was fractured in its base. The ab-

sorption of the blood is no longer doubt-
ful, the extent of the cavity is reduced one
third. On the fifteenth, the limb was placed

alternately on the internal and external side,

in consequence of the patient complaining of

the one position.

On the fortieth day, the fracture is conso-
lidated, without deformity; the apparatus was
removed ; discharged on the sixtieth day.

Case 3.

—

Simultaneous Fracture of the infe-

rior extremities of the Fibula and Tibia

;

serious accidents ; treatment by the new
plan ; cure with very slight deformity.

F. C. Michel, aged 48 years, while descend-
ing a stair-case, suddenly turned his foot

outwards, which was accompanied with
severe pain at the inferior and external part
of the leg. This limb, thrown outwards,
and bearing on the internal malleolus on the
one hand, and on the knee on the other, had
to support the whole weight of the body,
which caused a new pain, more severe than
the other, at its inferior and internal parts.

The patient was immediately taken to the
Hotel Dieu.

There existed pain, tumefaction, preter-

natural mobility, crepitation ; and besides,

1st, deviation of the foot outwards, forming
an obtuse angle, without ecchymosis, mobi-
lity, and manifest crepitation at the inferior
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and external part of the leg, the characteris-

tic signs of fracture of the fibula; 2ndly,

displacement of the foot backwards, extension

of this part on the leg, a projection at an inch

and a half above the articulation, formed by

a fragment belonging to the body of the

tibia ; 3dly, displacement of the inferior ex-

tremity of this bone backwards, which had

accompanied the foot in this motion ; evident

fracture of the tibia.

The house-surgeon merely reduced the

limb, and placed it in the common apparatus

for fractures of the leg. Inflammation, at-

tended with severe pain, supervened, and

phlyctensB formed. The next day the effects

of the reduction were null. I again reduced

it, applied my apparatus, covered the parts

with sedative, resolving applications, and di-

rected venesection to be performed, and the

patient to have refreshing drinks.

On the third day the pain was relieved,

the progress of the tumefaction arrested, the

phlyctenae covered with simple cerate. On
the fourth and fifth, the suppuration of these

latter began to diminish. As it appeared

that the projection of the inferior fragment of

the tibia was on the point of forming again,

attempts were made to push the inferior por-

tion of the foot forwards. On the 8th, eschars

had formed on the prominence of the supe-

rior portion of the tibia, and opposite the

fracture of the fibula ; the patient was agi-

tated ; tonic drinks. 12th. The tumefaction

lessened, the sloughs are beginning to sepa-

rate, the bones do not appear to be denuded,

but the extensor tendons are. 13th. The
pus, which lay under the skin, was expelled

by means of gentle pressure and methodical

dressings ; removal of the fracture apparatus.

On the 16th, the double displacement of the

foot outwards and backwards, and the pro-

minence of the broken portions are repro-

duced ; the apparatus is re-applied, with the

addition of a sous-pied fixed to it, to bring

the inferior portion of the tibia in apposition

with the superior.

From the 16th to the 20th, the dressings

were renewed twice in the twenty-four hours.

To effect this, all that was necessary was to

raise the bandage applied round the foot and
the inferior extremity of the splint. From
the 20th to the 24th, the pus, in spite of

every attention, remained in front between
the tibia and fibula; an abscess formed in

front of and below the fracture of the former

bone. On the 26th, the abscess was opened,

and the pus evacuated. On the 31st, the

skin has united, the swelling has almost en-

tirely disappeared, and the leg is in very

good condition.

The fortieth and following days, pain was
felt on the external side of the leg, opposite

the fracture of the fibula, which was attri-

buted to the weight of the limb, and the

pressure exercised on part of the wound.
The apparatus was removed, and the limb
placed on the opposite side. On the forty-

fifth, deviation of the foot outwards and

backwards again occurred; perfect consoli-

dation has not yet taken place. On the

forty-seventh day, the apparatus was re-

applied as on the sixteenth day. From the

forty-seventh to the fiftieth, the flexion of the

foot became painful, and was diminished.

On the sixty-sixth day, exfoliation of the

extensor tendons, which had been going on

for some time, took place ; the callus appear-

ed to be firm ; the apparatus was removed,

and replaced by pasteboard splints applied

on all the surfaces of the limb, and supported

by a bandage.

On the sixty-ninth day, the foot appeared

still to be turned outwards ; the apparatus

was then applied for the third time, and kept

on for forty days consecutively ; it was not

removed until the 110th day, when the callus

appeared quite firm.

Some time after the patient began to walk

with crutches. A stiffness of the articula-

tion of the foot, very analogous to false an-

chylosis, adheience of the extensor tendons

to the cicatrix, a slight deviation of the foot

backwards and outwards, and a projection

forwards of the superior portion of the frac-

tured tibia, rendered convalescence long and

difficult. It was only after 180 days, treat-

ment and convalescence, that the patient was

able to leave the hospital, and to make usa

of his limb, although it had less motion than

the other, and some deformity existed, which

was incurable.

Case 4.

—

Results of the ancieut methods, in

cases without serious accidents.

M. J. P. F. C. at that time a student in

medicine, running with a comrade, came on

a pit of which they were not aware, and fell

from a height of thirty feet on a dry and
stony ground ; both fell on their feet, but one

had only a sprain, while the other, M. C.

had a. fracture of the fibula with rupture of

the internal malleslus, and double displacement

of the foot inwards and 6acA;warc?«, thus cha-

racterised—first, the fracture of the fibula,

by a depression at the external side and in-

ferior point of the leg above the malleolus,

and by the projection of this outwards

;

secondly, the rupture, by another unequal

and rugged prominence, of the inferior ex-

tremity of the tibia under the skin of the

internal and the inferior part ofthe leg, and by
an unequal and rugged depression, some dis-

tance below the tibia, formed by the malleolus

itself, which was carried downwards and out-

wards; thirdly, the luxation ofthe foot inwards

and backwards, by the deviation of this part

outwards, the direction of itsexternal edge and
dorsum upwards, of its internal edge down-
wards, the sole outwards, and finally by the

projection of the inferior extremity of the

tibia at the anterior part of the articulation.

Assisted by his comrade, M. C. himself re-

duced the dislocations, endeavoured to keep

them reduced by a handkerchief placed in
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figure of S around the articulation of the foot,

and was taken to Paris in a coach. During
the journey considerable tumefaction took

place around the articulation, especially at

its internal surface, and displacement of the

foot, but in a minor degree. On his arrival,

the parts were replaced, and the ordinary

apparatus for fractures of the leg applied,

with this difference, that the lateral splints

descended below the foot, and the bandages,

applied as high as the malleoli, were drawn
very tight. When at his house he was bled

from the arm, nevertheless the tumefaction

increased, fever came on, he became de-

lirious.

The second day, the apparatus was raised

in order to dress the limb, the swelling ex-

tended as high as the knee and thigh ; the

foot appeared in the natural position ; emol-
lient poultice, and re-application of the ap-

paratus ; to be bled twice. On the third day,

spasmodic contractions; syrup of diacodium,
which procured a little rest and sleep. On
the fourth, phlyctense on the anterior and
internal surface of the articulation ; swelling

of the inguinal glands. Fifth and sixth, the

swelling diminishing; the pain at the heel

relieved by the application of a wet compress
to the tendo Achillis. On the seventh, the

pain and inflammation lessened, but com-
presses dipped in camphoretted brandy hav-
ing been substituted for the poultices, excited

the pain anew, and caused an attack of ery-

sipelas. On the eleventh, the phlyctenjE are

replaced by small ulcerations ; resolving and
emollient applications daily. The fifteenth,

the swelling of the foot had diminished so far

as to allow a depression of the fibula, accom-
panied by a projection of the external malleo-

lus, to be perceived. No means were em-
ployed to place the parts in their natural

position, and it was considered suflBcient to

tighten the bandage placed over the fracture.

On the twenty-fourth, the pain in the ancle

continued, and that of the heel diminished

;

the ulcerations cicatrized. On the thirtieth,

the apparatus was renewed ; the parts are in

the same state as before. On the forty-fifth,

it was entirely removed, and replaced by a
figure of 8 bandage around the articulation.

The depression of the fibula towards the

tibia, the projection of the external malleolus
outwards, and of the internal inwards, exist,

the leg is, as it were, atrophied ; the move-
ments of extension and flexion are very limit-

ed, and those of abduction and adduction
still more so.

At the fiftieth day, the patient got up, but
suffered severe pain on putting the foot to

the ground. He exercised himself for a
month in walking with crutches.

On the eightieth day, the movements of
flexion and extension were still constrained,

and progression difficult. Severe pain still

continued in the articulation of the foot with
the leg, in that of the bones of the tarsus

with the metatarsus, at the heel, and espe-

cially at the anterior and internal ligaments

of the tibio-tarsal articulation.

At the end of eighteen months, that is to

say, twenty-one months after the accident,

in spite of continued exercise, and the use of

emollient and sulphurous baths, opiate poul-

tices, liniments of various kinds, motion was
yet very restrained. The patient himself,

who is the anthor of this observation, says,
" If I walk for any time, or remain standing,

I suffer especially in the ligaments of the

tibio-tarsal articulation ; the extremities of

the tibia and fibula are enlarged ; the leg has
only gradually resumed its volume, and is

even now a few lines smaller than the left.

Such was the result of the ancient method
applied to a slightly-complicated fracture of

the fibula, which was treated by one of the

first surgeons of Paris, seconded by the courage

and intelligence of a patient already initiated

in a science which he has since honoured by
his talents.

Case 5.

—

Results of the ancient plan in a case

of Fracture, tmthout any remarkable com'
plication.

Lefevre, being employed working at the

glacis, was thrown down a height of twelve

feet, by a quantity of earth, under which he
lay buried for several minutes. When dis-

engaged, he presented at the inferior part of
the left leg a fracture, accompanied by a

luxation of the foot inwards, and by torsion

of this part on itself, so that the sole was
directed outwards, the external edge upwards,
the internal downwards. A great quantity

of blood was effused and infiltrated around
the articulation ; the skin was intact.

The parts were reduced to their natural

situation by the ordinary efforts of reduction,

and the limb placed in the common appara-
tus for fractures of the leg; the patient being
young and of a sanguine temperament, was
bled several times, and put on absolute diet.

The apparatus was raised at the end of
eight days. A considerable displacement of
the foot, with torsion from within outwards,
had been produced ; a large abscess existed

on a level with the internal malleolus ; it

was opened, and a large quantity of sangui-

nolent and fcetid pus evacuated ; its cavity

was filled with charpie. The apparatus was
replaced by a simple bandage, and the care

of keeping the foot in situation was confined

to splints placed on the sides of the articula-

tion, and to a simple sole of wood. From
this period the displacement had no bounds ;

severe continual pain, enormous tumefaction,

violent fever, with exacerbation and delirium,

were developed ; the skin stretched, inflamed,

thinned, mortified, came away in portions,

exposing the extensor tendons of the toes,

which exfoliated, and the extremities of the

tibia and fibula, both of them fractured, the

first at its base, the second at two inches

above the malleolus. Very abundant sup-

puration set in, the patient lost his sleep and

J
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strength, fever and colliquative sweats set in.

Amputation appeared indispensable, never-

theless it was not performed. Opium, bark,

the multiplied dressings, but especially the

youth and good constitution of the patient,

saved him. At the end of a few months,

the severity of the symptoms abated; splinters

detached from the tibia and fibula at the time

of the accident ; others formed afterwards in

consequence of necrosis, were removed by
suppuration. The actual cautery was several

times applied to the bones to hasten the ex-

foliation.

At the end of a year the suppuration

began to diminish, fleshy and vascular gra-

nulations formed on the bones, and the frac-

tures became consolidated. At the end of

eighteen months the cicatrix was formed,

partly by bringing together the edges of the

skin, and partly by the production of a new
cutis.

The limb was then semi-atrophied, the

foot totally incapable of supporting the body
in any way, and besides, it was as much
everted as at the first day of the accident.

Two years later, after the use of a compres-

sive bandage, a dog's skin stocking, baths,

and douches, the limb became rather fuller

and stronger.

Forty-two years after the accident, when
the patient was upwards of sixty years of

age, he came to consult me for a dartrous

affection. The signs of the fracture were

then so evident, that, although I had several

drawings made of the parts, I could not get

them exactly represented. Besides, progres-

sion was always very difficult, the motions

of flexion and extension of the foot very

weak, and those of adduction and abduction

null ; there were also numerous varices,

considerable tumefaction, increased on walk-

ing, &c. &c.

Case 6.

—

Fracture with luxation inwards, and
wound on the external side of the articula-

tion; treatment by the ancient method; am'
putation ; death.

Madame L. still young, seeing that her

horse would throw her into the river, leaped

from her carriage, fell on the internal edge

of the left foot, experienced severe pain at

the bottom of the leg, and fell at her full

length on the ground.

A displacement of the foot, so that its in-

ternal edge was directed upwards, the sole

inwards, and the astragalus outwards ; a

deep and extensive wound on the external

side of the articulation of the foot, between

the tendons of the lateral peroneal muscles

on the one hand, and of the little peroneal,

and the common extensor muscles of the

toes on the other ; "the passage through this

lacerated wound, of the fractured fibula and
tibia, the first at two inches from its extre-

mity, the second at the base of its malleolus,

were successively recognized ; the pain was
excruciating.

After the reduction, the bandage of Scal-

tetus * was applied, and the limb placed on a
pillow, being in a state of extension on the

thigh. On the second day the apparatus
was raised ; the reduction had not removed
the pain, it still continued ; insomnia and
continual spasms. Amputation was proposed
in consultation, but was rejected by the

friends. The bandage was re-applied, and
the limb placed as on the preceding evening

;

venesection, sedatives.

On the third and fourth days, insomnia,

pain, spasms ; the patient complaining very

much. On the removal of the apparatus, an
elastic tumour was found surrounding the

articulation ; a mixture of foetid pus and
disorganized synovia covered the surface of

the wound. Towards the eighth day the

preceding symptoms had increased consider-

ably, nervous susceptibility being also ex-
ceedingly high.

In the evening of the ninth, north winds
suddenly succeeded those from the south

;

from that time, involuntary, painful, perma-
nent contractions, in the calves, masseters,

pharynx, and posterior part of the neck ; dif-

ficulty of swallowing, continual spitting, in-

clination of the head backwards, painful,

short, unequal, hurried respiration, pulsa-

tions of the heart frequent and tumultuous ;

pulse quick, rapid, and as it were bounding
;

cold sweats on the whole body ; displacement

of the fragments, accompanied by intolerable

pain at each tetanic shock ; cries, continual

agitation, countenance expressive of great

agony
; (liquid laudanum of Sydenham, in

the dose of several drachms during the day;)
no relief.

On the tenth, the tetanic affection extend-
ing over nearly the whole body, which is

curved in a circular arch, and raised, at each
attack, above the bed, being supported on
the occiput and heels

; (narcotics in stronger

doses, but without success). On the eleventh,

the apparatus was raised, and phlegmonous
inflammation was found on the internal side

of the tibia; (emollients, narcotics). Twelfth
and thirteenth, tetanic symptoms continue ;

so great is the susceptibility that the slightest

sound, the most feeble light, the least mo-
tion of the air, the contact of unequal sur-

faces, the slightest emotion, is suflicient to

bring on an attack. The abscess formed by
the side of the tibia was opened, and a great
quantity of pus evacuated. It was decided
in consultation, that the limb should be
abandoned to itself, and the dose of lauda-
num raised to several spoonsful during the

day, as well by the mouth as the rectum.
On the fourteenth and fifteenth days the

foot had been displaced inwards, so as to

form a right angle with the leg. The tibia

and fibula protrude through the wound ; the

tetanus, and the accidents which accompany

* A bandage, somewhat similar to the 18-
tailed bandage Eds.
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it, are carried to the highest degree of inten-

sity ; it seems to have extended to the ali-

mentary canal; the liquid ingcsta are re-

pelled by the stomach, and rejected through

the nares ; the belly is distended, and as hard

as a
I
lank. Sixteenth and seventeenth days,

the opium administered in enormous doses,

which instead of inducing narcotism, does

not give the slightest relief. Attempts were

made, but infructuously, to reduce the extre-

mities of the fractured bones, which form a

projection of several inches externally, and

on which the patient supports herself at every

attack. In this state amputation, which had
been considered insufficient a few days pre-

vious, was decided on, as the sole means of

relieving the pain, and affording any chance

of cure.

It was performed. The muscles appear-

ed hard, strongly stretched, crackling under

the instrument, black and carbonized, as it

were, after being exposed to the air. The
vessels of a certain calibre alone furnished

blood; the others did not yield a single drop,

and left the surface of the wound dry.

The symptoms however persisted. To-
wards the evening of the eighteentli day,

there occurred a temporary relief for some
hours ; the patient died at eight.

Crt.se the Itli.—Reduction deferred on account

of the symptoms; injurious consequences of

this erroneous principle.—A servant of M. T.

having climbed up into a pear tree, the branch

on which he was gave way, and he fell on

the internal edge of the right foot ; he expe-

rienced severe pain at the lower part of the

leg, and in the articulation of the foot, which

soon became considerably tumefied.

A country surgeon being called in, thought

he had merely a sprain to deal with, and was

contented with bleedings and resolving appli-

cations. Another, more skilful, being called

in on the fifth, recognized, in spite of the

swelling, the real state of affairs ; but he was
of opinion that the cessation of these acci-

dents should be waited for ere reduction was

attempted. Diluents internally, topical emol-

lients, and leeches, were directed, and if an

abscess formed, it was to be opened.

The accidents continue, increase, many
parts of the thin and cellular tissue are threat-

ened with gangrene, an abundant suppuration

forms around the articulation, and the life of

the patient being in danger, I was called in.

Struck by the extent of the displacement

of the foot, of the prominence of the internal

malleolus and astragalus inwards, of the de-

viation of the foot outwards, of the depth of

the angle, which resulted from the inferior

portion of the fibula being driven in towards

the tibia (fracture of the fibula with luxation

of the foot inwards), and by the severity of

the existing symptoms, convinced that these

depended entirely on the displacements men-
tioned, and would cease when they were re-

duced, I proposed an immediate reduction.

The surgeon in ordinary of the patient, who

called me in, rejected this advice, considering;

the operation as useless and dangerous; use-

less he said, because it might be done later

without difficulty ; dangerous, according to

him, because the parts were not in a state to

allow of the manoeuvres which it would re-

quire, being performed without injury.

The treatment was then continued as be-
fore ; large eschars formed opposite the pro-
minence of the internal malleolus, others op-

posite those formed by the superior fragment
cf the fibula, which not being in appo»itioii

with the inferior fragment, raised and stretch-

ed the skin very painfully. The whole of
the subcutaneous cellular tissue was in a
state of suppuration.

The violence of symptoms having dimi-
nished somewhat at the end of three weeks,
the moment was judged proper for the reduc-
tion to be performed. It was attempted by
extensions and counter extensions, which were
very painful, and almost ineffectual ; after

which, an ordinary apparatus for fractures of
the leg was applied, so that the internal

splint did not project beyond the malleolus

of that side, while the external passed below
the corresponding edge of the foot, while a
doubled pillow was also pressing this part

from without inwards.

In vain were their efforts, the foot could
not be brought into its proper place, either

because the measures were not sufficiently

efficacious, or because the soft parts still swel-

led by the inflammation, changed in texture,

and incapable of yielding, would not allow
the bones to regain their situation.

These attempts were renewed and sus-

pended several times during the next fifteen

days, but always without success, and were
finally abandoned. Nevertheless, the patient,

after incurring new danger from erysipelas

of the leg, bilious fevers, excessive suppura-
tion, colliquative sweats and fever, got well.

But the limb is nmch deformed, and conse-
quently progression very difficult.

Effects of treatment according to the new
ptan.— 1st. The first and most important, all

the others being merely the consequence of
this, is the return of the foot to its situation,

and natural relations with the leg; 2dly, the

next is not less advantageous, being so exact

a reduction of the fracture, that, in spite of
the extensive displacements of the parts, there

can seldom be found the slightest trace of the

disease, or of the deformities which it had
produced, when the treatment is finished

;

3dly, the almost instantaneous cessation ofthe

severe pain which the displacement caused ;

4thly, the rapid diminution of the tumefac-
tion, tension, and strangling, which supervene
around the articulation of the foot ; and,

5thly, the removal of all causes capable of

giving rise to secondary symptoms. In fact,

it prevents spasms, involuntary contractions,

tetanus ; inflammation and suppuration are

much rarer, and in all cases, much less dan-
gerous ; it prevents the appearance of gan-
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grene ; the infiltrated or effused blood is

iibsorbed with facility ; lacerated wounds of

the skin are not so dangerous, and cicatrize

like ordinary wounds; finally, this plan re-

moves danger from these various conse-

quences, when it has not been able to pre-

vent their coming on.

General results.—The duration of treat-

ment, that is to say, of the application of the

apparatus, is, in general, from twenty-five to

thirty-five days in simple fractures, and in

the most part of those which are complicated

with displacement inwards, outwards or back-

wards, with infiltration or effusion of blood,

rupture of the lateral ligaments, of the apex or

base of the internal malleolus; from forty to

sixty days for those which are complicated with

serious injury to the soft parts, either inter-

nally or externally, splinters, and sometimes

inflammation, suppuration, abscesses, &c.

from sixty, eighty, one hundred, or more

days, for comminuted fractures, or com-

plicated with necrosis of the tendons and

bones. Convalescence generally requires

double the time of the treatment, whatever

.jnay be the nature of the fracture.

In all cases, the foot appears more or less

carried inwards, or in the state of adduction,

after the removal of the apparatus. But the

action of the muscles, or, according to the

case, the application of the apparatus ex-

ternally, suffice ; the first in a few days ;
the

second in a few hours, to bring the foot into

its natural position.

Out of 207 patients, treated by this me-
thod, 202 have been cured ; five only have

died, three from accidents dependant on the

disease itself, and two from complication in-

dependent of it.

Of those cured, the limb has regained its

natural form, excepting two cases, in which

the heel remain a little elongated, and the

inferior extremity of the tibia slightly pro-

jecting forwards. All have recovered a free

use of the foot; one only having anchylosis

of that part with the leg.

Observation led Newton to dis-

cover, that the refractive power of

transparent substances was, in gene-

ral, in the ratio of their density, but,

that of substances of equal density,

those which possessed the refractive

power in a higher degree were in-

flammable. Analogy enabled him
to conclude that, on this account,

water even must contain an inflam-

mable principle. And Experiment
enabled Cavendish and Lavoisier to

demonstrate the surprizing truth of

Newton's induction, in their immor-
tal discovery of the chemical com-
position of this fluid.—J. A. Paris.

ON THE

MEDICAL TOPOGRAPHY OF SOME
PARTS OF PERU,

RELATIVE TO

DYSENTERY AND INTERMITTENT
FEVER.

BY MATHIE HAMILTON, Esq,

FORMERLY SURGEON TO THE POTOSI, PAZ,

AND PERUVIAN MINING COMPANY, &C. *

The distance from the city of Arica to that

of Arequipa, via Tacna, is about three hun-

dred English miles. The road or rather

tract (for in that country roads are few and

far between,) leads the traveller through a

continuous desert, with the exception of the

following narrow strips, or valleys, as they

are called by the natives, where water is to

be found, viz. Tacna, Same, Loqumbo, Mo-
quegna and Tomba. Tacna is distant from

Arica fourteen leagues, to Samo from Tacna,

nine—Loqumbo from Samo, eleven—Mo-
quegua from Loqumbo, sixteen — Tomba
from Moquegua, twenty-five—and to Are-

quipa from Tomba, twenty-five leagues. On
this part, as on other places, along the west

coast of South America, rain is not seen, and

no water is to be found, except where a

mountain torrent from the Andes gives a

passage to tlie melted snow from the Cordil-

lera of the coast, and the rain, which, on

these sublime heights, falls in immense quan-

tity during the rainy season. Several of the

above-mentioned water courses have to be

crossed by the traveller on his route from Ari-

ca to Arequipa, if he go by the way of Tomba.
During the greater part of the year these

channels are easily forded, that of Tomba
alone is at all times of suflicient importance

to excite the curiosity and apprehension of

the traveller advancing towards it, and to

make him inquire at the first one he meets

from Tomba, " Como esta el Rio ?" how is

the river? Arica is situated at about 18J
degrees south latitude. All the above-men-

tioned places are north from Arica, and con-

sequently within the tropic of Capricorn.

Intermittent fever is always to be met
with in Arica; the single tertian is most fre-

quently seen ; dysentery is not at all times

met with—it is most prevalent in the months
of autumn and beginning of winter, viz.

March, April and May. The west coast of

South America, from the northern boundary

* We have copied this interesting paper

from our cotemporary, the Glasgow Medical

Journal, inasmuch as very little is at present

known on a very valuable part of our science,

namely Medical Topography; it is one

which we hope will soon be more fully and

completely studied than heretofore.

—

Eds.
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of Chili, almost to Lima, a space of more
than 1500 miles, is literally a desert, where
there is neither vegetation nor water, and
consequently no inhabitants, except at a few

points, such as above referred to ; but

wherever water is met with, there vegetation

is rank, and vegetable matter is more or less

in a state of decomposition.

From the time of Sir Francis Drake, until

lately, Arica was dreaded by all visiters, as

being extremely noxious to health. The
town is built close to the beach, and one

part of it stands on ground rather more
elevated than that which is next the sea.

Close by the town is the Moro, a bold pro-

montory, or headland, whose front presents a

white appearance, the effect of the dried ex-

crements of myriads of birds that nestle

there, among which the condor* is occa-

•sionally seen ; the base of the Moro is

.washed by the surf of the Pacific. At Arica,

the Seabreeze blows almost constantly from

the south-west. The Moro is on the south

side of the town, and consequently the efflu-

vium from it is wafted over the site of Arica ;

therefore we might expect, that if the in-

salubrity of the place originates in the Moro,
as some have supposed, the to^xn niu^t be

most sickly at the time when the southerly

winds most prevail, and vice versa ; but the

reverse is the fact.

Arica, like all other places similarly situ-

ated that I have seen, is niost unhealthy at

the season when vegetation has come to ma-
turity, and when moisture is most abundant.

The first chain or Cordillera of the Andes,

is distant from the coast of Peru, at the part

now under consideration, about 20 leagues,

and, strange though it may seem to some
who have not witnessed the phenomenon,
the space of about 60 miles is all that sepa-

rates winter from summer. The hot months
of November and the two following are de-

signated the summer months, by the people

who live on the coast ; while the same period

is called winter by the inhabitants who re-

side across the mountains ; and not without

reason, for almost every day after meridian

a tempest of thunder and lightning, accom-
panied with rain, hail, or snow, which gene-

rally continues till sunset, interrupts the

business of life in the Cordillera, and causes

the quebradas or ravines on the mountains

» In September, 1826, Captain W. G. C.

Kent, R.N. shot a condor, near to the Moro
of Arica. That gentleman had it conveyed
on board a vessel in the bay, and wished to

have it preserved, but owing to particular

circumstances it was thrown overboard. I

measured it, and when the wings were held

asunder the length from tip to tip was six-

teen feet. This condor was larger than some
that are to be seen there, but much less than

one with which I had an encounter, one

morning before sunrise, on the summit of

the Moro of Arica.

to convey a flood to the arid plains below

;

which flood in some places reaches the sea,

but in most cases is lost in the desert.

Arica is one of the places that are affected

by the water from these mountains, and it is

experienced that intermittent fever and dy-
sentery most prevail at that season, when,
owing to the heat and a greater supply of

water, vegetation is most exuberant, and in

the state of putrefactive fermentation. The
water from the Andes reaches the coast in

greatest quantity during the months of Fe-
bruary and March, because, in these months,
the heat of the sun is most effective in melt-

ing the snow in the early part of the day ; so

that at this time, the rain which still falls after

midday, combines with the melted snow and
increases the flood below. Now, it is at this

time of the year, when intermittent fevers

and dysentery are most prevalent, in all the

places before mentioned. Of late years,

Arica has not been so unhealthy as it was
formerly in winter and spring. In proof of

this, I may notice, that about one hundred
persons under my charge arrived at Arica in

the month of July, and during a period of

four months subseqvient to that time, not one
death occurred among them, and that too

after they had been nearly five months at sea ;

but had the same individuals been resident

in Arica the four following months, the re-

sult vi'ould have been very different. Now,
however, even at the worst season of the year,

Arica is not so unhealthy as it once was.

The emancipation of the country from the

thraldom of Spain, has operated beneficially.

In former times, the water from the moim-
tains was allowed to find its way to the sea,

by rimning along the almost level ground
in the vicinity of Arica. The consequence

was the formation of a swamp, whence exha-
lations rose, bearing disease, misery and death

to the victims of resistless arbitrary power.
Vfhen the patriots first got possession of

Arica, they cut a considerable ditch, or chan-
nel, on the north side of the town, to let the

water have free course into the sea. The
place was greatly improved, and rendered

much more salubrious during the interval of

time that elapsed, between the period when
the above-mentioned improvement was ef-

fected, and the re-occupation of Arica by the

Spanish loyalists, who, with diabolical inge-

nuity and perseverance, filled up, or other-

wise destroyed the canal, and again Arica

became, what it had been for centuries be-

fore, very unhealthy. The accumulation of

putrid animal matter, which operates so in-

juriously in some of our towns is not known
there, and cannot influence the state ofhealth.

The police establishment of Arica costs no-

thing, and yet the scavengers of that place

are a very numerous and effective body, for

no sooner is any offal, or nuisance of an
animal nature exhibited, than some of these

functionaries pounce on it, turn it into food,

and thus prevent decomposition from being
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effected through the medium of atmospheric

heat and moisture. So convinced are the

people of Arica of the beneficial services of

the gallinass, the black vulture of Linnseus,

that a heavy mulct is exacted from whoever
is so cruel or so inconsiderate as to deprive

one ofthese birds of life. It is not improba-

ble, that, after a short period shall have
elapsed, the town of Arica will be removed to

a short distance from its present site, which is

a bad one ; for the traveller who enters it

towards evening during autumn, when at a

short distance, has his olfactory nerves pow-
erfully affected by a most loathsome stench,

worse than that of animal matter while un-
dergoing the putrefactive fermentation ; a

dense white cloud, or haze, at the same time,

almost obscures the place from his view, and
if he knows the cause of the phenomenon, it

is apt to excite in his mind, emotions of a
melancholy kind.*

It has been observed, that people who are

resident in that part of Arica which is most
elevated, are not so subject to sickness as

those who reside in the lower portion of the

town. I believe this will be found inva-

riably the case, wherever miasmatic influence

exists. Earthquakes are of very frequent

occurrence at Arica, but they are generally

slight ; houses are not often thrown down
there, as they are erected in such a manner
as to withstand shocks, which would have the

effect of involving in ruins elegant and
stately buildings, such as are to be seen in

Glasgow. I have noted that there is always
an increase of sickness subsequent to a smart
shock of an earthquake.

I will not here advert to the symptoms
and treatment of ague. To persons who visit

these remote regions for commercial pur-

poses, and whose residence is to be but tran-

sient, it is of most importance to know, that

disease of the kind alluded to, may, in great

measure, be prevented, by attending to the

following simple rules. Keep within doors

in the morning until at least one hour after

sunrise, and also during two hours subse-

quent to the setting of that luminary ; main-
tain, if [possible, the moderate action of the

cutaneous vessels, together with that of the

biliary system, and nothing that I know is so

effectual in keeping the skin in a healthy

condition there, as bathing in the sea every

morning for a minute or two, say at eight

o'clock. And as a further prophylactic

* I anticipate that Arica is destined to be-

come a place ofgreat commercial importance

—

that a direct trade will ere long be establish-

ed between it and the eastern world—that the

tin of Oruro, the silver of Potosi, and the

copper of Coquimbo, will be carried in ves-

sels of the country to China, and exchanged
for the commodities that are at present ob-

tained through the medium of capital and
shipping, belonging to the United States of
North America.

against intermittent fever, I heartily coincide

with the late Bishop of Arequipa, who, when
asked what he could recommend to prevent
terciana, replied, " good bread, good beef,

and good wine."

Before leaving Arica, it may not be amiss
to notice, that immediately south from the

Moro, about a mile from the town, there is

an ancient burial place of the Peruvians,

said not to hare been used by them since

the time when the Spaniards first came to

that part of the world, where bodies which
were interred more than three hundred years

ago, are, in some cases, found entire. I

examined a number of these relics of former

ages, and found that the phosphate of lime

is all that remains of the bones, which makes
it difficult to remove them without breaking.

Some have the hair on the head entire, and,

in some instances, even the features can be

distinguished. The place has been much
frequented of late years, and the ground
broken up since foreigners have had access

to it. While I was at Arica, a gentleman
belonging to H. M. ship Blanche, succeeded,

after much trouble, in getting one of these

natural mummies taken on board the frigate,

and I have heard that it is now in the mu-
seum of the University of Cambridge. Some
persons have lately destroyed a great num-
ber of these curiosities by digging about

them, expecting to find treasure. I never

saw any thing taken out, except some of

the earthen vessels, which the ancient Pe-
ruvians seem to have been accustomed to

put into the ground with their dead. The
soil consists of sand and nitre, which, with

a total absence of moisture, added to a hot

and dry atmosphere, has had the effect of

drying or extracting the fluids, and thus pre-

venting the establishment of putrefactive fer-

mentation.

Leaving Arica on the route to Tacna, the

traveller, proceeds in a northeastern direction,

having the ocean on his left, and towards the

right the famed valley of Sapo. About a
mile north of Arica, it is necessary to pass

the river San Joseph, and five miles further

on is the river of Chaque Luta, which is only

a brook during the colder months, when
the frost is excessive on the mountains, but,

in the hot seasons, and when the rains have
fallen among the Andes, is often dangerous

to travellers, lives having been lost in it.

In February, 1827, the writer, while on a
professional visit to Arica, was nearly drowned
here, the animal on which he rode having

been baffled in its first attempt to get across.

On the following day, several military re-

cruits were said to be lost at the same place.

They were on foot, and tied one to another

to prevent desertion, and, being overcome

by the impetuosity of the torrent, were

swept away and perished together.

The next thirty-six miles present a per-

fect waste, where there is not a blade of ve-

getation, nor a drop of water ; at some places
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a peculiar hollow sound is produced by the

feet of the horse or mule. On arriving at

the Equesta, a height distant six miles from
Tacna, this town is seen for the first time,

and is a welcome spectacle to the exhausted
traveller, who now can direct his eye from
the pathless sand of the desert to the houses
and evergreens of Tacna, appearing like an
islet amid the immense solitude—another
Tadmore in the wilderness.

Tacna is an Indian town of some antiquity,

situated about midway between the base of

the Cordillera and the sea. The desert here
presents an inclined plane to the eye of an
observer, the town being fourteen hundred
feet above the Pacific. The place is supplied

with water for all purposes by a river, which
issues from the Andes by the great gorge, or

ravine of Palca, the principal pass across the

western Cordillera from Arica to Bolivia, or

Upper Peru. It is obvious that, in such a
place, water from the river is indispensable

to the people in the valley, and must be
highly valued. Accordingly, the water is

apportioned to the proprietors, or holders of

the chaqueries or plantations, with strictness

and punctuality, by persons who are appoint-

ed for that purpose. The course of the river

is changed every other day, so that irrigation

may be effected more completely. Except
in the event of an extraordinary flood, no
portion of the water of this river reaches the

sea. The irrigation of the chaqueries in the

valley takes so much of the stream, that the

remainder is either evaporated or absorbed
by the desert.

The productions of Tacna are a great

variety of culinary vegetables, with a little

maize andlucern, the principal food of horses,

mules, and donkies. Melons, pomegranates,
peaches, and other fruits, are to be had in

abundance. The olive, the fig tree, and the
vine also flourish here. A great part of the
vegetable productions of the place not being
consumed by the people, is allowed to de-
compose, and tiiiasmata, with their usual

concomitants, follow. The climate of Tacna is

delightful, the thermometer ranging between
70" and 90* in the shade, during the greater

part of the year. The proximity of the

Andes is the cause of this moderate heat.

The mountain of Tarcora is situated imme-
diately east of the valley of Tacna; the sum-
mit is a cone covered with everlasting snow,
and elevated nearly nineteen thousand feet

above the level of the ocean.

Intermittent fever is met with in Tacna at

all times, but more in some seasons than
others ; it is generally most prevalent during
autumn. The tertian form is most frequently

experienced. I have seen some very old and
obstinate cases of quartan ague, but, in every

such case, I learnt, on inquiry, that the

patients had been exposed to other miasmata
than those of Tacna. Of several hundred
cases of intermittent fever which came under
my observation at this place, none exhibited

the quartan type of the disease except a few,

the subjects of which had been exposed to

the miasms of other districts. However, it

does not follow as a necessary result, that the

miasms of Tacna cannot produce quartan
ague. Pujos de sangre (dysentery) is often

met with here, as in all other places which
I visited on this coast. In many cases, it

was ascertained to be symptomatic ofan affec-

tion of the hepatic system, in others it was
idiopathic.

The province of Arica includes an extent

of territory greater than one half of Scotland,

and, in the year 1828, the population amount-
ed to fourteen thousand, of which number
five thousand reside in the valley of Tacna.

It is a singular fact, that earthquakes are

neither so frequent here as at Arica, nor are

they so severe when they do occur. The
great earthquake of the SOth March, 1828,
which almost laid the city of Lima in ruins,

was felt at Tacna, but in a slight degree only.*

Samo and Loqumbo are two narrow straths

or valleys, separated from Tacna, and from
one another by a desert of about thirty miles.

At both places there is water from the Andes,
vegetation, and miasms, with their usual con-

comitants, but not meriting further notice,

the population being scanty, amounting to a

few hundreds only.

A few hours after leaving Loqumbo, by the

lower route to Moquegua, the traveller,

while he is advancing over an extensive flat,

all at once sees an immense break, or chasm,
in the ground before him. When at the

edge of the precipice, it is found to shelve

down abruptly, both sides being perpendi-
cular to the horizon, and extending longitu-

dinally in both directions, farther than the

eye can reach.

A stranger, about to cross for the first

time, is apt to fear that further progress on
his journey is impossible ; but, following the

example of the guide, he throws the reins on
the neck of his mule, which soon commences
making its way downwards. Putting one
foot circumspectly before the other, to ascer-

tain that the ground is firm, the animal gets

to the bottom, by a sort of stair or declivity,

which runs slanting along the front of the

precipice. All the rider has to do is to keep
his seat, reclining well back in the saddle ;

if he wish to get down by himself he must
dismount before the mule begins to descend,
because, if he attempt to do so while the ani-

mal is on the stair, which is narrow, it may
be thrown off its balance, and then both must
make a somerset to the bottom. The ascent
on the opposite side is effected with some
difficulty, and after riding the distance of a
musket shot another gap appears in view, to

the no small mortification of a stranger. This
break presents the same general phenomena,

* The city of Arica was totally destroyed

by an earthquake on the 8th of October,

1831.
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but is not quite so deep, though of greater

breadth, and equally wall-sided as the one

already noticed, and has to be crossed in a

similar manner. Some mighty convulsions

of nature must have been the agent by which

these inmiense cavities have been produced.

A few leagues in advance towards Moque-
gua, the route lies over the tops of moun-
tains, some of which seem to be of volcanic

formation ; and then the varied and magni-

ficent scenery of the valley of Moquegua
bursts on the sight, and, if seen when illu-

mined by the rays of the setting sun, the

prospect is picturesque in the extreme.

The city of Moquegua is the capital of the

province, and is situated in the valley of the

same name. It is distant from Arequipa
about fifty leagues, and in 1828 the popula-

tion of the town was 10,000. The vale of

Moquegua has long been celebrated for the

fertility of its soil, the industry of its in-

habitants, and the deadly nature of its cli-

mate. The river which flows through it is

the only water, for irrigation and all other

purposes. The vine, the sugar-cane, and
other tropical productions are very abundant.

Aguardiente (brandy) is made in great quan-
tity. Sugar is also manufactured here.

Formerly one million of dollars was re-

ceived annually by the people of this place

for wine and spirits, sent chiefly to the min-
ing districts. The trade is still considerable.

The town is built in a hollow or pit; so

singularly is it situated, relatively to the ap-

proach to it from the south, that the travel-

ler looks down on it without any previous

intimation of its being so near. The site

• seems to be the very worst that could have
been chosen in the valley, in so far as salu-

brity is concerned.

The Spaniards were very unfoni,:ate in

their choice of sites for some of their towns
in the New World ; either from ignorance,

or motives not now ascertainable, they fre-

quently fixed on spots which are very un-
healthy, and more so than others in the im-
mediate vicinity. Moquegua is a case in point.

According to a tradition, the original Spanish

inhabitants held a meeting, for the purpose of

fixing on a place for the establishment of the

intended city. The major part of the people

present were very desirous to have the town
built on a spot nearer the mountains, which
is much more salubrious ; but a few influen-

tial individuals overruled the general wish,

and insisted on the erection of the city on its

present site, which is truly pestiferous.

Intermittent fever, in all its varieties, is

seen here, and also dysentery. The sickly

aspect of the people in general, is sufficient

proof to a stranger of the insalubrity of the

place, without the evidence that may be de-

rived from seeing the hundreds ofsick persons,

who, in some seasons, are rendered unfit for

locomotion by the poison of miasmata, which
here has a numerous population for its victims.

Persons going from Moquegua to Arequipa,

have the choice of two routes, that by Tambo,
or that by Los Pueblos. By the latter route,

it is necessary to ascend as far as the line of
the Cordillera. This journey is not so dan-
gerous to health, as that by the valley of
Tambo, but is , more fatiguing, and rather
longer. The writer having heard much of
the notoriously pestiferous valley above men-
tioned, it was determined to reach Arequipa
by that way.

The distance from Moquegua to Arequipa
by Tambo, is one hundred and fifty English
miles, and the only halting place between the

two cities, where food for cattle can be pro-

cured, is in the aforesaid valley. On arriving

at the Moro of Moquegua, which is a height
overlooking the sea, and about midway be-

tween the latter place and Tambo, the night

was passed in the open air, and without wa-
ter. There is a small spring of excellent

water, nearly on a level with the sea, but the

descent to it being difficult, and very fatiguing,

the guides kept its existence a secret, and on
the following morning, grapes, which we had
carried from Moquegua, were used as a sub-
stitute for water. From this place the conti-

nent bends, the coast taking a northwesterly
direction ; and the tract towards Tambo
leaving the coast, a considerable elevation

has to be attained. When within a league

of the valley the ground begins to fall gradu-
ally, a narrow pass leading to that part where
it is necessary to cross the river.

The sun had set before our arrival at the

place, where halting for the night was indis-

pensable, and the mules having been two days
and a night without water, first rushed into

the river to quench their thirst, and were
afterwards turned into a small patch of alfalfa

(lucern).

Tambo is much dreaded by travellers, es-

pecially at this season, (Fel)ruary,) both on
account of the river, to cross which is often

extremely hazardous, and also the notoriously

pestiferous climate of the valley. What first

strikes a stranger is the smell, similar to that

experienced at most places where vegetable

matter is being decomposed by putrefaction.

The next fact worthy of notice is, that at

this part of the valley of Tambo, there is no
marsh, but there are several cuts or canals

from the river, for the conveyance of water
to the sugar plantations in the vicinity. The
soil, at the place where we halted, seems to

be composed of decayed vegetable matter,

the accumulation of ages. A dense fog hung
over us, and the musquitoes were very trou-

blesome.

This place is encompassed on all sides by
mountains, and it is probable that the miasms
are in a state of greater condensation, and
the poison more concentrated here than at

other places, where, though the remote cause

of ague exists, yet people may visit them with

greater impunity, than they can cross the

valley of Tambo.
Three or four families of Indians make up
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the population. An Alcalde or Magistrate,

resides in one of the ranchas or wigwams.
He is a pot-bellied Indian, and presents that

bloated appearance sometimes seen where
intermittent fever abounds.

Sugar in considerable quantity is made in

this valley ; the plantations are lower down
nearer the sea than this spot.

It is worthy of notice, that in this country,

wherever sugar grows, there fever prevails to

a greater extent ; and according to the state-

ment of those resident at such places, the dis-

ease is more fatal, than where sugar is not

produced. In the language of these people,
" muy mortal es la Terciana de Tambo."
This may arise either from something more
deleterious in the miasms of places where
sugar grows, or from the people employed in

its cultivation being more exposed to the

poison.

Whatever is the cause, an attack of inter-

mittent fever, is, in most cases, the result of

merely crossing this valley. Our party con-

sisted of eight men, all of whom, except the

writer, were natives of Peru. They slept on
the ground during the night, partially shel-

tered from the open air, and seven of the

party were attacked by the fever, at various

dates from the period of their exposure to the

miasms of Tambo. The time that elapsed

before the symptoms of the disease were de-

veloped, varied in different individuals, from
three days to three weeks. The writer was
not taken ill until the day subsequent to that

of his arrival at Tacna, on his return from
Arequipa. It is observed, that those who
have not previously suffered from ague, are

seldom attacked while travelling in these

countries, though exposed to the exciting

cause.

The disease does not appear until after the

completion of the journey, when the excite-

ment concomitant on travelling has subsided.

This was the case with the writer, who,
though he had been much exposed to mias-
mata in Brazil, Bolivia, and Peru, yet was
not affected with ague, until after his visit to

Tambo.
Persons who are attacked with ague while

on the road, are generally found to have been
previously subjected to the disease. It is

always peculiarly distressing in such cases,

in consequence of the impossibility of giving

the sufferer that aid, which, in more favour-

able circumstances, humanity would dictate.

Sometimes the patient no sooner sees his fin-

ger nails become blue, or touching his nose

with the back of his hand, and finding it

cold, than, knowing what is coming, he slips

from his mule, and prostrates himself on the

earth. On the approach of the shivering fit,

he gives vent to his feelings in murmurings,
or uttering imprecations on his hard fate, he
implores assistance from those around him.

When, owing to the severity of the pa-

roxyms, the sufferer no longer can speak, he

may be seen beating the ground with his

heels, moving them alternately with rapidity.

This last mode of exercise may seem some-
what odd to the unscientific ; but, in such

circumstances, it is not a bad expedient,

for maintaining the circulation in the inferior

extremities, which, as is well known, is a

desideratum during the cold stage of inter-

mittent fever.

The river at Tambo emerges from between
the hills, where, during floods, it is straitened

in its channel. It is now more expanded
and divided into several branches, which, at

this season, are of sufficient magnitude to

excite apprehension in those who attempt to

gain the opposite bank.

Application was made to his sallow Wor-
ship, the Alcalde before noticed, and half a

dozen tall Samboese were procured, who, for

one dollar each, swam, or waded into the

river, and stationed themselves at different

points of the ford across the stream, in the

several limbs of the river in succession. They
served the double purpose of pointing out

the most eligible tract, and also, in the event

of an accident, were ready to give assist-

ance. These people are excellent swimmers,
and are able to stand up to the neck in water

and stem a current, which a mule is often un-
able to withstand. In this way, the river of

Tambo was crossed at four in the after-

noon. The moon being full, it was found

expedient to travel all night. The heat,

during the day, at this time of the year, is

overcoming, especially while ascending the

celebrated defile, or Quebrada de Celsipedes,

a journey of sixty miles up hill, and in the

whole of which neither water, vegetation, nor

any living thing is seen.

This Quebrada is an extraordinary pheno-
menon, even in this extraordinary country.

The ground rises by a gentle ascent from the

Arequipa margin of the river, and, when
distant from it about four hundred yards, the

traveller finds himself on a height, down
which is the way leading into an extensive

natural basin, which is contracted at its fur-

ther extremity into a passage fifty or sixty

yards in width. The sides are hills of a

dark coloured sand, the ground is of the

same, at some places firm, at others so deep
as to cover the fetlock of the animals. The
breadth of the Quebrada varies frequently,

being in some places contracted to twenty

paces, at other parts it is five times that width.

The ground rises gradually, and at the out-

let next Arequipa, which is the highest point,

the elevation is 9,000 feet above the sea.

The length of the Quebrada is twenty-one

leagues, and throughout the extent of twenty

leagues from the river of Tambo there is no
way of escape, except by the two extremities.

The traveller, during this journey of sixty

miles, sees nothing which has the principle

of life, except his fellow-travellers, and the

animal on which he rides. Neither beast,

bird, reptile, nor insect is to be met with ;

not even a sound is heard, except that of the
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occasional snorting of the mules, the voice of

the muleteer encouraging the animals, or the

roll of distant thunder. Hundreds of skele-

tons of horses, mules, and asses, are the only

mementos of animated nature found in this

valley of death. Birds of prey, though not

seen nor heard by the traveller, must visit

the Quebrada, as the carcass of any poor

animal which is so unfortunate as to fall a

victim to the privations incident to the jour-

ney is soon devoured.

The Quebrada is very tortuous. At the

height of about 7,000 feet a little water

issues from the middle of the road. This

wrater is salt, and is a source of great disap-

pointment to the parched and almost worn

out animals, who eagerly draw in the in-

viting, but deceitful, draught,

A few leagues more bring the traveller to

the cabin of an Indian family, where there

is a spring of fresh water, and one league

further on is the extremity of the Quebrada.

We arrived there at nine o'clock a.m., the

morning was fine, and the sky cloudless.

The scene presented to the observation of

those who are alive to such objects is truly

grand. The river Chile, after contributing

to the fertility of the country around Are-

quipa, rolls its impetuous course 2,000 feet

below the outlet of the Quebrada. Beyond
the river are innumerable chaqueries (gar-

dens), amid which the cemetery of the city

appears conspicuous, interspersed with shrub-

bery, and pillars painted white. Further off,

on an inclined plane, the city is seen to great

advantage ; being remarkable for the extent

and solidity of many of its edifices, both pub-

lic and private. It is also interspersed with

trees and shrubs, which, contrasted with the

whitened aspect of its buildings, more par-

ticularly the convents and churches, with

their towers, under the rays of a tropical

sun, presented a novel spectacle. Beyond

all, at the distance of a few miles from the

city, the mountains of the western Cordillera

of the Andes rise like an enormous rampart

shrouded in eternal snow. Immediately be-

hind the city the volcanic towers rise to the

height of 17,000 feet above the ocean, its

arid summit unlike the snow-capped peaks

of the Andes in its immediate vicinity.

The valley of Arequipa includes an im-

mense space, extending towards the north of

the city, further than can be seen by a spec-

tator, when placed at the outlet of the Que-
brada. This valley is bounded on the east

by the Andes, and towards the west by hills

of inferior altitude. It is partially under

cultivation, more especially that part of it in

the vicinity of the city. A river is being

brought from the Andes, for the purpose of

rendering fit for cultivation the northern por-

tion of the valley, which is at present barren

from a want of moisture. This great work
has been carried on during the last six years ;

the expense is defrayed by a joint stock com-

pany, consisting chiefly of natives of the
country.

The city of Arequipa is erected on the
southern part of the above-mentioned valley.

Its population was said to be 60,000, but I

have reason to think that 40,000 is nearer the

number. The great square, where the public

market is held, is 7,500 feet above the ocean.

The ground rises gradually towards the foot

of the volcano, which, at the height of about
1,500 above the plaza, or square, springs up-
wards in one stupendous column to theheight
of 8,000 feet, the summit being 17,000^feet

above the sea. This volcano is allowed to be
the most perfect specimen of a natural cone
yet discovered on the earth. Its sides are

covered by a dark coloured sand, which,
towards the higher region, being loose and
deep, is very annoying to those who attempt
the ascent, a feat hitherto only twice per-

formed. I expected to have been able to

reach the top, along with U. Passmore, Esq.,

his Majesty's Consul in Arequipa—a gentle-

man who, during his residence at that impor-

tant station, has been distinguished not less

by an assiduous attention to the more imme-
diate duties of the Consulate, than by a polite

attention to strangers, and devotion to the in-

terests of science. Through the influence of

Mr. Passmore, the mules and Indians neces-

sary for the ascent ofthe volcano were provid-

ed by the Prefect, General la Fuente ; but

circumstances, over which there was no con-

trol, prevented it.

Dysentery is the prevailing disease in Are-

quipa. In some seasons its ravages are terri-

ble. The number of persons affected js very

great ; and, according to report, the ratio of

mortality is much more than is witnessed by
those who inhabit more temperate climes.

Almost every stranger who visits this place is,

shortly after his arrival, affected more or less

with an attack of diarrhoea, which, if not im-
mediately attended to, commonly ends in an

inveterate attack of dysentery, with great dis-

charge of blood, and excessive tormina. If

the patient be not speedily cut off", the disease

is apt to assume a chronic form, and, in many
cases, is followed by intermittent fever.

Various causes have been assigned for the

prevalence of dysentery in Arequipa. Its

latitude is about 16 degrees south. The days

are generally very hot, and the nights always

cold. The town is distant from the sea 90

miles. During the day time, no Seabreeze

moderates the heat; but, every evening, a

strong current of cold air rushes down from

the snow-covered mountains in the vicinity

ofthe city. During winter and spring, the

cold at night is very severe. The houses

here are more substantially built than in most

other places, whether in the old or the new
world. This is necessary, to enable them to

stand against the earthquakes, which, though

not of such frequent occurrence as on the

coast, yet have five times destroyed the city.

For this reason, no wheeled carriages are al-
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k)wcd to be used within the city, because the

sound of them on paved streets, as heard by
people when within doors, is not dissimilar to

the portentous rumbling noise which is often

heard immediately before a severe earthquake.

In these countries, it is the custom for people

to run from the house to the street on the first

appearance of an earthquake. The houses

here are generally well built, of grey granite,

and the roofs arched with the same, but the

windows are not glazed, and the inmates are

exposed to the great and sudden change of

temperature experienced after sunset. The
comfort of a fire is not known as in Britain,

culinary operations being generally perform-

ed in an out-house. Thus, it is obvious

that in such a place the functions of the cu-

ticular and biliary systems are very much
exposed to derangement.

The city, though standing on a declivity,

and during a part of the year washed by tor-

rents of rain, is not kept so clean as it should

be, nor are those precautions used which
would be enforced by an efficient medical po-

lice. The plaza mayor, or great square, is

the place where the principal market is held

every lawful day. Here an immense quan-
tity of vegetables is exposed for sale ; and the

refuse of these, as also other matters, is per-

mitted to accumulate and emit exhalations.

Therain which falls duringthehottermonthsis

the only means by which the town is cleansed.

The streets are intersected, as are those of

most Spanish towns, by a single ditch, or

canal, and these canals are not kept clean.

While a current of water is passing through
them, all is well ; but when that is not the

case, they are so many sources of malaria.

There is reason for believing, that by
means of the exertions of a well regulated

police, the city of Arequipa might be made
much more salubrious.

Intermittent fever is more fatal in Arequipa
than is generally tlie case in that disease ; for

according to the experience of the writer,

ague was very seldom attended with fatal

consequences, if the disease were checked
early ; and that in most cases is easily done,

by means to be shortly adverted to.

Intermittent fever is to be seen at other

places, not less elevated than Arequipa. I

saw persons suffering under ague on the banks
of the Pilcomyio, near its source, and also in

the valley of the Cachymio, at that part

where it is commonly crossed on the journey
from Potosi to the city of Chuquisaca. When
traversing the profound valley of the Pilco-

myio, near to the remains of the celebrated

bridge of the Incas, I visited a small commu-
nity of the aborigines of the country, and
found that both there, and also in the valley

of the Cachimyio, ague is endemic. Both
these rivers originate among the mountains
of the eastern, or great internal Cordillera of

the Andes of southern Peru. The Pilcomyio,

at the place above referred to, runs with con-
siderable velocity along the eastern slope of

these Alpine regions, and is elevated S,000
feet above the level of the sea. It should no
longer be a question whether ague can be en-
demic in the vicinity of running water.

Intermittent fever, and also dysentery, are
very prevalent on the banks of the Tipuani,
at that part which is so justly celebrated for

the gold found in its channel. This is in tlie

province of Larecaja. The river runs along
the e.istern slope of the eastern Andes, and
ultimately joins tlie great river Amazon. The
gold washings are situated 400 miles from the

coast of the Pacific Ocean. The road from
the Pacific to the Tipuani is one of the worst
in the world ; ninety miles must be clambered
on foot, over precipices and frightful ravines,

which even a mule cannot pass. Fever and
dysentery make sad havoc in this region,

notwithstanding its elevation.

I believe that wherever vegetable matter is

decomposed by atmospheric agency, there

miasmata exist, which, if in sufficient quan-
tity, excite intermittent fever in subjects who
are predisposed for the reception of the

poison.

In so far as my observation extends, mi-
asms do not exist on that immense plane, or

table land, which lies between the western

and eastern Andes of Bolivia ; but what is

called ephemeral ague may be seen. I have
witnessed ephemeral ague in the cities of
Oruro, Potosi, and Chuquisaca (la Plata).

The former city is elevated 12,100 feet above
the sea. The house where I lodged in Potosi,

(Achavel's,) in la Calle de Commercio, is

13,500 feet above the Pacific, aiid in it I have
seen severe ague. But intermittent fever is

not endemic in such places, because there the

climate is such as to prevent the formation of

miasmata. In these situations, the disease

appears in the persons of those only who have
been at other places exposed to their action,

and have previously suffered from intermit-

tent fever. These fits of ephemeral ague are

generally induced by bursts of anger, error in

diet, or in fine by whatever has the effect of

diminishing the energy of the nervous system.

I am of opinion that the intermittent fever

of the south-west coast of America is an affec-

tion of the nervous system—is a disease of

direct debility, originating in the poison of

vegetable miasms. It seems to operate more
especially on the subjects who are predis-

posed to exhaustion, fatigue in travelling, de-

fective nutrition, the depressing passions,

error in diet, or intemperance generally. The
disease is most apt to appear among those

who travel along the coasts of these regions.

The endurance of excessive fatigue and pri-

vation, from deficient nourishment, want of

good water, sleeping on the ground, and other

annoying circumstances, predisposes the sys-

tem for the reception of the poison, which,

unfortunately, is to be met with at the only

places where travellers can, in most cases,

halt during the night.

Troops are peculiarly exposed to ague and
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, dysentery in these countries. They are

obliged to travel on foot, often during the

day, under a tropical sun, carrying arms,

and sometimes baggage, and the commissa-

riat department is not as it should be, which

circumstances, combined with the fact that

in most cases the soldiers have been torn

from home and kindred, in a forcible man-
ner, and without previous notice, produce

the most dismal effects, especially among
recruits.

Europeans, on their arrival from Europe,

are not so liable to be attacked by intermit-

tent fever as they are after a residence of

some time in this country. Before the poi-

son can take effect, it seems necessary that a

debilitating process must have been going on

—that the energy of the system must be re-

duced—and then the effects of the poison of

miasmata are developed.

Ague is seldom met with among the crews

of the vessels of war of various nations that

now frequent the coast of Peru. Were the

poison of miasmata susceptible of heing con-

veyed by wind to even a fraction of the

distance mentioned by a late writer on ma-
laria, we should witness its effects on board

the ships that come to anchor in the road-

stead of Arica, where they, in some cases

remain during months, within one mile of

the land.

However, it is but fair to remark, that

perhaps the want of sufficient moisture in

the air is the reason why the miasmata on this

coast are not more transportable by the land-

breeze. In the treatment of the intermit-

tent fever of these regions, I would recom-
mend the following mixture, which, in seve-

ral hundred cases of ague, I have found to

be what some people would call a specific ; but

I do not like the term specific when applied

to medicine of any kind.

Take of the sulphate of quinine one

drachm ; muriate of ammonia twenty grains
;

concentrated essence of ginger half a drachm

;

pure water thirty ounces. Any adult suf-

fering under ague should take of the above

mixture a wine-glassful, or two ounces, every

half hour, commcncmg two hours before the

time when the cold fit is expected. Of course

it is recommended that four doses of the

medicine should be taken.

If the essence of ginger is not to be had, a

drachm of the powder of the same should be

used in its stead. If the ammonia cannot be

procured, then, in that case, acidum sul-

phuricum may be added to the water and
quinine, in the proportion of a drop of the

acid of the shops to every grain of quinine,

which makes a super-sulphate, which is

more soluble in water.

If quinine cannot be had, a tincture of the

red table bark ought to be used, putting one
ounce of the bark (well bruised) to two
ounces of brandy, or other spirit, as may be
convenient. One ounce of this tincture.

Vol. II.

along with two ounces of water, should be

taken as above advised.

It is necessary to be particularly attentive

to the state of the biliary system and ali-

mentary canal. Where functional derange-

ment of tlie hepatic system exists, the blue

pill is often beneficial ; but if there is an

organic affection, mercury is worse than use-

less. Mercury cannot cure ague, but, in

some cases, it seems to have the eflect of

assisting the operation of other medicines.

It would be out of place to enter here at

length into the treatment of ague. The
writer never gave arsenic ; the disease, when
not complicated, gave way to more safe

modes of cure. In some cases, cinchona in

any form could not be made to remain on
the stomach ; in some surh cases, very strong

doses of a hot preparation of ground coffee

effected a cure. Coffee of most excellent

quality grows in the province of La Paz.

The coffee should not be boiled, as that pro-

cess has the effect of depriving it of the

aroma. Four ounces of coffee, and tbj.

water was the strength of the liquid given.

It was taken as hot as the patient could swal-

low it, without sugar and milk, before the

accession of the cold fit. In all these coim-

tries milk in any form is allov/ed to be ex-

tremely injurious to persons suffering from
ague, and should never be administered.

In some cases of quartan ague, a combina-

tion of the sulphate of quinine, with infusion

of quassia, seemed to be more effective than

the former alone, which might be a result of

its adulteration, which has been done to a

great extent by some unprincipled persons,

the temptation being great a few years ago.

Bleeding in the cold stage of ague, has not

come under the writer's observation. He
would be cautious in having recourse to that

operation in those countries, especially among
the natives on the coast. These people are

generally of a weakly habit of liody, and en-

dure blood-letting very ill ; besides, they en-

tertain notions inimical to the abstraction of

blood for any medical purpose. " La sangre

es la vida;" " the blood is the life," is a com-
mon saying among them.

The writer did not find it necessary to use

the lancet, except* in a few cases, during the

hot stage only. The subjects of these cases

were chiefly Europeans, to whom there was
danger from cerebral congestion ; in such,

the abstraction of more or less blood, accord-

ing to circumstances, proved decidedly useful.

Where sulphate of quinine is not procur-

able, an infusion of cinchona, with carbonate

of potass, is an excellent remedy for ague.

The people in Peru are prejudiced against

the bark in the form of powder, and not

without reason ; for what is imported from
Europe is often adulterated, and wliat is made
in Peru is so often imperfectly pulverized as

to render it unfit for the purpose forwbich It

is administered.

Emetics, opium, and mental emotion sud-
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denly induced, sometimes have the effect of

warding off a fit of ague, but these do not

cure the disease.

Tartar emetic should not be given. Ex-
treme and continued nausea and retelling are

often the result of a dose, and we know that

nausea is, in many cases, a most distressing

symptom attending the first stage of the ma-
lady. Sulphas zinci, or ipecacuanha, are the

best medicines for exciting the action of the

stomach in ague.

I hold that opium should not be given in

the agne of Peru, except before the cold fit,

for the purpose of preventing it, and thus

gaining time ; therefore opium should be

given in the form of tincture only, it being

more prompt in action. If the fit come on

after opium has been taken and retained,

then the hot stage is generally more severe

than if no opium had been taken, and in such

a case, there is greater danger to the cerebral

system.

I consider it worse than useless to give the

cinchona in any form during the paroxysms
of the disease. The grand object which ought

to be kept in view, is to prevent the fits, cure

the disease, and strengthen the system gene-

rally. The two former are, in most cases,

happily accomplished by the same means,

the antiseptic mixture before mentioned.

The strength is best supported by means of

such liquid nourishment, as chicken soup,

or arrow root. It is a good general rule by
which to adhere, in conducting the cure of

the intermittent fever of those regions, not

to allow the patient any solid food, but, if it is

possible, put an embargo on his teeth, until he
be completely convalescent.

—

Glasgow Med.
Journ.

Hantroii iSlrtical &^ ^urflttal ^aurnal.

Saturday, Aug. 18, 1832.

CHOLERA.

We are happy to state, upon the

best authority, that cholera is very

much on the decline in Dublin, where

it is chiefly confined to the poor. It

is to be recollected, that diarrhoea

and dysentery are usually prevalent

at this season in Ireland, in conse-

quence of the aliment of the working

classes consisting principally of the

potatoe in an immature condition.

In addition to this predisposing cause,

there are want of employment, po-

verty, filth, inebriety, and the consti-

tution of the weather. Our coire-

spondents assure us, that there is no

proof whatever of the contagiousness

of cholera, and that, in its worst

form, it defies all remedies. The ex-

hausted air-bath, the saline medi-

cines, have proved equally useless.

A saturated solution of the chloride

of sodium, with an ordinary quantity

of the nitrate of potass, has arrested

the vomiting and diarrhoea in a most

remarkable manner in the Military

Hospital, near the Phoenix Park.

This plan of treatment is followed

up by proper doses of calomel and

rhubarb.

We are as much in the dark in re-

gard to the pathology of the disease

as ever. In some cases, the gastro-

intestinal mucous membrane was

highly vascular, in others inflamed

;

in some the liver was congested, and

again in many others it was remark-

ably pale, and the gall-bladder filled

with a whitish fluid. This latter

fact is of great importance, inasmuch

as considerable stress has been laid on

the circumstance, that the gall-blad-

der has been very frequently found

full of viscid bile. Depletion has

succeeded occasionally, but in other

cases it appeared to hasten the ap-

proaches of death. It should seem,

from the statements before us, that

the pathology and treatment of cho-

lera are involved in as much obscu-

rity as ever.

There is a marvellous story cur-

rent, most convincing to the true
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lover of contagion. A red-hot con-

tagionist, travelling from the North,

heard at an inn on the road-side that

a lady was suflrering from an attack

of cholera. Like a good Samaritan,

he lent her his aid. Determined to

trace it to the source from whence,

in his almost solitary opinion, this

disease springs, he cross-questioned

the unfortunate invalid, as to whether

she had had any communication with

any infected person ; to which she

gave a most decided negative ; she

did not come from any district where

the cholera was raging, neither could

she in any way account for the at-

tack. At length she remembered,

(jnirabile dictu /) that feeling very

cold on the coach on which she had

travelled, a fellow-passenger most

kindly lent her his cloak. This led

to further inquiry, and it was dis-

covered, on circumstantial evidence,

that the owner of the cloak was a

physician who had just left one

of the infected spots, and that

he had occasionally visited his pa-

tients in the identical cloak ! So

that no doubt this part of his dress

had became impregnated with the

infection, and had, in a most marvel-

lous manner, conveyed it to the lady.

All rlsu teneatis ?

The only similar well-authenti-

cated fact on record is that which

occurred to that veracious and intel-

ligent traveller. Baron Munchausen,

whose narratives equal in truth and

simplicity some of the best related of

the cholera-believers, who surround

the Board of Health. We will allow

this sagacious historian to tell his

tale in his own words ; he says, " A
mad dog one day ran after me in a

narrow street at St. Petersburgh.

Run who can, I thought ; and to do

this the better, I threw off my fur-

cloak, and was safe within doors in

an instant. I sent my servant for

the cloak, and he put it in the ward-

robe with my other clothes. The

day after, I was amazed and fright-

ened by Jack's bawling, ' For God's

sake. Sir, your fur-cloak is mad!'

I hastened up to him, and found al-

most all my clothes tossed about, and

torn in pieces. The fellow was per-

fectly right in his apprehensions

about the fur-cloak's madness, I

saw him myself just then falling

upon a fine full-dress suit, which he

took and tossed in an unmerciful

manner."

Ne vaut-il pas antant ?

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS,

DUBLIN.

At a meeting of the Association of

Fellows and Licentiates of the Royal

College of Physicians in Dublin, held

on Monday last, it was unanimously

resolved, that the damages against

Dr. Ryan (one of the members),

lately given in the Court of Com-

mon Pleas in London, appeared to be

excessive ; that he had not exceeded

the duty of an independent editor, in

defending the profession, and that the

faculty ought to assist him, by con-

tributions, to defray the same-. A
subscription was commenced, the

amount of which will be found ia

our last page.

e2
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The American Journal of the Medical

Sciences, February, 1832.

(Continued from page 53.)

The fourth paper is a detail of " Cases

of injuries of the head, treated at the

Pennsylvania Hospital, by G. W.
Norris, M.D. one of the resident phy-

sicians," which we consider of sufti-

cient value to deserve extracting. We
come next to some " Observations

on the remedial powers of the Cimi-

eifuga Racemosa in the treatment of

Chorea, by Jesse Young, M.D. of

Chester County, Penn. This plant is

a common production of the wood-
lands, and is known by the familiar

name of black snake root. The re-

medy was obtained from an old lady,

who directed the powder to be used

a teaspoonful three successive morn-
ings, then omitted for three others,

and thus to be given three mornings
alternately, until it has been admi-

nistered nine times. The doctor nar-

rates about four cases, in which he
considers that it proved effectual ; its

modus operandi is not known. The
following remarks appear just :

—

"The idea of the knowledge of its eifficacy

being derived from an old woman, should not,

in my estimation, operate against the article

so far as to prevent its having a fair trial. I

believe the old lady 'was not a professed doc-

iress ; but if she were, the knowledge if it

prove valuable is none the worse for coming
from such a source. What physician has

not, and does not, derive many ideas from
old women, which are in reality, practically

valuable ? and it cannot but be acknowledged,

that from such sources, and from mere acci-

dent, the knowledge of many of our most
valuable remedies have been derived, which

a,re now engrafted into, and form a part of the

general stock of the science ofour profession.

If I know my own mind, I am not fond of,

nor very prone to, quackery ; and, although I

freely confess this article was used without

any knowledge whatever of its modus ope-

randi, or without knowing v>hat to expect of

it, other than probably a cure, it did not dis-

appoint the latter expectation ; and I now
feel sufficient confidence in it to try it again,

if opportunity occurs, and to hope that others

will do likewise. If this be quackery, and it

be justifiable in any case, it may be so when

applied to the Investigation of the properties

of our indigenous vegetables ; but it is not,

else the therapeutic part ofour profession has
scarcely any other foundation to rest upon,
than a grand system of empiricism ; for the

history of almost the whole materia medica
shows, that from such sources have been de-

rived our most valuable agents. The inves-

tigation of the medical properties of our ve-

getable substances, then, should rather be
considered laudable, when directed with the

view of enlarging the boundaries ofour know-
ledge, and thus adding to our resources, than

condemned, because forsooth, they may have
been the suggestions of vulgar ignorance, or

even of empirical experiments, rather than

the recondite inquiries of professional erudi-

tion. But neither a priori reasoning, nor

professional erudition, can ever direct us to

the peculiar properties or effects of any ofour
vegetable productions ; they can only be-

come known from repeated trials, or experi-

ments."

We have, as the sixth article

—

Observations on those Pathological

states of the system generally de-

sig7iated Asthenia, Adynamia, Debi-

lity, Weakness, &c. By E. Ged-
DiNGS, M.D. Professor of Anatomy
in the University of Maryland ; one

of the Surgeons to the Baltimore

Infirmary, &c.

In this papor, which occupies the

space of 34 pages, the doctor considers

debility under three heads, namely,

direct, indirect, and metastatic. We
cannot enter into an analysis of this

essay, from the length to which this

review already extends, because we
dread the castigating rod of some of

our readers, for giving them too much
American medicine. We accordingly

hasten onwards to the next, being the

seventh article in the Number, en-

titled,—

Observations on the Bilious Remittent

Fever, which prevailed in Burke
County, Georgia, during the summer
andfull of 1831. By A. C. Bald-
win, M.D.

Our American brethren appear to

have had latterly a pretty considerable

number of fever cases to cope with ;

besides the essay of Dr. Heustis, with

which we commenced, that of Dr. Wil-
liams, and the one now under notice,

we find, at the close of the Number,
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an article by the editors, on the in-

fluenza, with which we shall termi-

nate the present notice. The fever,

of which Dr. Baldwin is the historian,

showed itself after the cessation, and

during the evaporation of severe rains,

and was exceedingly prevalent ; in

many places entire families wei'e at-

tacked,

" A chill, preceded by languor andlassitude,

as is common in all febrile affections, and
accompanied with an uneasiness in the head,

generally gave the first notice of an attack.

The duration of the cold stage was various.

With some it was scarcely perceptible, and
disappeared in a short time ; with others, so

great was the oppression, characteristic of the

disease, that reaction was retarded in its ap-

pearance, and a chilly sensation, alternating

with feverishness, continued during the day.

Many complained of having had two and
three chills in twenty-four hours ; and some
asserted that their chill had continued for

several days. By opening a vein, a stop was
put to these symptoms, the pulse, though be-

fore oppressed, became full, hard, and bound-
ing, and the second stage commenced. The
skin was sallow, and the eyes presented a si-

milar appearance. All complained of a bitter

taste in the mouth, and an intolerable thirst

was universally present. The tongue was
covered with a dark brown fur ; and there

was a sense of weight at the pit of the sto-

mach, accompanied with nausea and occa-

sional vomiting, the matter ejected consisting

principally of green bile. Most persons com-
plained of griping, and costiveness was a

common attendant of the disorder. There
was a violent pain in the head and back, and
occasionally a pain in the region of the liver.

The skin, generally speaking, was hot and
dry. In a few cases copious sweats broke out

without being productive of any apparent

benefit, but on the contrary were of manifest

injury. Bleeding at the nose occurred occa-

sionally, and was always followed by an alle-

viation of the disease. Delirium was some-
times present, and some complained of trou-

blesome dreams, though the mind in general

was but little affected during the continuance

of the fever. The remission usually took

place in the morning, although the fever was
in many instances as high in the morning as

it was at any other period of the day. Among
children convulsions were very common, and
among them the disease proved more fatal

than it did among adults. When neglected,

or vfhen the cure was entrusted to inefficient

remedies, or when the sulphate of quinine

was administered before the system had been

properly reduced by evacuating remedies, an
enlargement of the spleen, and frequently to

an enormous size, was the inevitable eonse-

que nee. Relapses were very common, and

were generally, and justly, attributed to too

free an indulgence of the appetite, the desire

for food being so great after a recovery, as to

be almost unmanageable ; and from this cause

only, many suffered two or three attacks of

fever before the commencement of cold

weather."

The treatment consisted in bleed-

ing, which required repetition as the

season advanced, and purging with

calomel and castor oil, or salts and
senna, and occasionally blisters, the

application of sinapisms, followed by
quinine, which generally proved effec-

tual.

" The use of the lancet, and the free ex-

hibition of purgatives, though to be chiefly

depended on, and successful in a majority of

cases, did not in every instance produce the

effect desired, and it became necessary to call

in the aid of other remedies in the manage-
ment of some of the more o))stinate cases

;

and the well-known compound of nitre, tar-

tar-emetic, and calomel, proved of essential

service, by relaxing the skin, and changing
the character of the secretions. Emetics,

though promising much, did not appear to

suit the disease, and the stimulating practice

was death. Opimn in any form appeared
always to be productive of injury, and in my
practice was in all cases forbidden."

Let the reader contrast this with

the statement of Dr. Heustis, regard-

ing a fever which occurred about the

same time, where he states that he

has found opiates " amongst the most
valuable remedies that can be em-
ployed." Doctors differ.

" Influenza.—The influenza iVom which we
are at present suffering in this country, pre-

vailed in China during January, 1830, and
in Manilla in September of the same year.

It preceded the cholera both in Russia and
^Poland, but we do not know the exact period

at which it appeared in those countries ; it

prevailed in France during May and June
last, in England during June and July, and
about November began to prevail in this

country. Mr. Lawson, surgeon of H. C. ship

Inglis, states that in China the symptoms of

the disease were, "pain in the head, more
especially over the frontal sinus, cough, dis-

charge from the nose, sense of rawness in the

throat and chest (rather than severe pain)

great prostration of strength, in some of the

cases there was pain in the epigastrium, as

well as across the loins ; with severe aching

pains in the limbs, pulse frequent, but gene-

rally soft. The febrile symptoms, in most
cases, had entirely subsided on the third or

fourth day, and the cough, in the majority of
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instances, in about the space of a week from
the commencement. There were however
some exceptions, where a troublesome cough
remained for two or three weeks."*

Mr. George Bennet gives the following

description of the disease as it occurred at

Manilla. The commencement of an attack

from this disease was with a general lassi-

tude, followed by pains referable to the lum-
bar region, and in some cases with muscular
pains over the whole body ; an increased se

cretion of mucus in the nose, as also in the

fauces and bronchiae; intense headache,
principally referable to the frontal sinuses ;

tongue white ; eyes suffused with tears ; skin

hot ; much thirst ; a rawness of the throat

;

cough, particularly troublesome at night ; in

some cases a restriction across the chest was
much felt ; appetite impaired ; bowels gene-
rally costive

; quick pulse ; and in those of
very plethoric constitutions, (in whom the

attacks are severer,) a very quick full pulse ;

flushed countenance. The symptoms varied
in intensity in different persons ; some having
tlie fever and concomitants so high, with a
flushed countenance, and a pulse so full,

strong, and quick, as to have almost induced
me to resort to venesection ; othercases again
assumed a very mild character, but in a very
slight degree incapacitating the patient from
pursuing his occupations. The patients were
worse during the night than during the day,
the accession of the fever and cough being
much greater at that period. After the pa-
tients had in some degree recovered, a trou-

blesome cough, attended in most cases with
much expectoration remained, and in delicate

constitutions may be apt to lay the foundation
of pulmonary disease.

In Paris the disease is described as com-
mencing with coryza, headache, lachryma-
tion, and sneezing ; dryness, pain, and tick-

ling of the throat ; difficulty of swallowing
and cough, sometimes dry and at others
accompanied with expectoration of clear or
thick mucus. To this first series of symp-
toms a more or less marked derangement of
the stomach and bowels was added. There
was loss of appetite, and sometimes nausea
and vomiting, but when vomiting occurred,
it was generally after violent fits of coughing.
There was also lassitude and feeling of sore-

ness in the limbs, and more or less depression
of spirits. There was often no fever ; when
it did exist, it was commonly continued, mo-
derately intense, and terminated with abun-
dant sweats. In some plethoric persons the
cerebral symptoms, and those of pulmonary
congestion, were very intense. In one case
delirium continued for four days, and in ano-
ther the headache was extremely violent, and
yielded only to the repeated applications of
ice. In a few cases there were abundant and
obstinate haemoptysis. Previously to the ap-
pearance of this epidemic in Paris, catarrhs

* Medical Gazette, Vol. viii. p. 525.

had become frequent; as the hot weather
came on, the catarrhal state of the respiratory

apparatus almost entirely disappeared, but
vomiting and diarrhoea, which had been ob-
served in a few of the patients who were
affected with the influenza, became more fre-

quent and violent; in many persons there

was no vomiting, but only dysenteric symp-
toms ; in others, a simple bilious flux. Finally,

during the month of August, spasms of the

limbs and body were joined in some patients

to the symptoms just described, constituting

sporadic cholera.f

In England the epidemic is stated to have
commenced like a common cold, but the con-
stitutional disturbance was much more con-
siderable than the catarrhal symptoms seemed
to account for. " Running at the nose and
eyes," says the editor of the London Medical
Gazette, " with racking pain over the brows,
are the most frequent local affections, which,
however, are often accompanied or succeeded
by cough, and sometimes by nausea and an
irritable state of the bowels. The feelings of
languor, oppression, and discomfort, are al-

ways considerable, and sometimes very dis-

tressing; being occasionally attended with
anxiety at the chest and tendency to faint.

Some have severe muscular pains, of a rheu-
matic character, with tenderness of the inte-

guments. The attacks generally last from
two days to a week, passing off with perspi-

ration, and, in the worst cases leaving the pa-
tients considerably reduced."

Dr. Burne says that the head is heavy and
painful, and is jarred distressingly by the

paroxysms of coughing, which give the sen-
sation as if the head was splitting.

In this city the disease has usually come on
with catarrhal symptoms, generally attended
with intense head-ache and gastric derange-
ment. Delirium has been by no means an
uncommon attendant on the disease, and in

some cases the prominent affection has been
that of the head, and even occasionally it has
been a fatal one. Great depression of spirits

has been occasionally present. When the
catarrhal symptoms have predominated, there
has often been much pain in the side, with
rheumatism of the intercostal muscles and
sometimes ofthe loins and limbs. The cough
has been usually dry at the commencement,
and sometimes occurring in paroxysms ; the
efforts to cough cause great racking of the
brain.

We have seen the disease commence with
vomiting and purging, like cholera, followed
by a catarrhal affection of the respiratory

mucous membrane, and rheumatic pains in

the chest and limbs. The tongue has been in

almost all cases exceedingly loaded, but there
has been little or no tenderness of the abdo-
men on pressure.

t Gazette Medicale, June 25th, 1831, and
Sept. 10th, 1831.

Medical Gazette, July, 1831.
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In the treatment, venesection has been

nearly always demanded, and sometimes it

has been necessary to repeat it two or three

times. After general bleeding, local deple-

tion by cups along the dorsal and lumbar

vertebrae, have been exceedingly useful in

relieving oppression of the chest, when it was

present, or the rheumatic affection of the

limbs. Cups to the back of the neck and to

the head, relieved the cerebral symptoms.

Gum water, rice water, lemonade, and the

like, for sole diet, and mild laxatives have, for

the most part, completed the cure.

Treated upon these general principles, pa-

tients have nearly always speedily convalesc-

ed, and their recovery has been complete.

Where, on the contrary, active depletion has

been neglected at the commencement, the case

has frequently terminated fatally ; or en-

gorgements of some of the viscera, particu-

larly of the lungs, have taken place, and the

foundation has been laid for incurable pul-

monary disease.

Illustrations of the Surrey Zoological

Gardens. Drawn from nature on

stone. By J. Kearney. London,

A. Schloss. 1832. Parti.

A TOUNG institution and a young
artist, each devoted to the jiromo-

tion of one of the most interesting

branches of humpn knowledge, pre-

sent themselves before us with the

most delightful associations. The
very undertaking of such an enter-

prize as this, argued the necessary

degree of genius and skill to accom-

plish it in the parties who assumed

it, and the result, at least so far as

this specimen goes, appears to us to

prove that the promise thus given

has been amply and indeed triumph-

antly fulfilled.

The present Number contains three

plates ; one of the Alpaca, the second

of the Magot, the third of the Tiger.

We are ourselves well acquainted

with the originals, and we do not

hesitate to say, that a more perfect

representation of a living animal was
never given by art than we find in

each of these plates. Mr. Kearney
seems to us to take a very original

view of the nature of his duties ; he

does not contemplate his subject

merely as an artist, but he looks

upon it as a judicious physiologist,

who at once discerns the character

which most distinguishes the animal

delineated. If we consider the atti-

tudes, and the diversified scenery in

which the animals are presented to

us by Mr. Kearney, we shall be

struck with the great ingenuity

shown by him in adhering to the

principle just mentioned. Thus the

Alpaca has a beautifully intelligent

expression of the eyes ; Mr. Kearney,

therefore, with great propriety shows
him looking w'istfuUy at a flock

moving in a distant valley ; he is dis-

tinguished too by the great length of

his woolly covering—Mr. Kearney
places him in the erect attitude

which displays, in the most ob-

vious manner, this peculiar character.

Again, the Magot, or Barbary ape, is

made to exercise the prehensile power
of his fore-feet, whilst some notion

of his dental formula may be ac-

quired as he grins a terrible defiance

at his approaching companion. This

is the perfection of art, or rather this

is the quality which raises the artist

from a mere mechanic into a highly

intellectual philosopher, who thus

renders that calling, which was
hitherto merely subservient to the

gratification of sense, a source of

most useful and delightful in^^ellec-

tual improvement.

The reader will understand that

this work is in lithograph ; that it is

executed with unusual delicacy and
grace in that style of drawing ; and
that the letter-press descriptions are

all drawn up in language at once
scientific, popular, and elegant. Upon
these descriptions we must be allowed

to remark, that if much more than is

here given of the personal history of

each animal were furnished, it would
make the work particularly attractive.

The price of the parts is about the

same proportion as to value, with the

well-known Penny Magazine ; and
we are not surprized that, under such

circumstances, the work should be

immediately patronized by His Royal

Highness the Duke of Sussex.
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Rapport et Instruction Pratique sur le

Cholera Morbus, redig^s et publics

d'apres la demande du Gouvernement

.

Pari'AcademieRoyaledeMedecine.

Report and Practical Instructions on

the Cholera Morbus, drawn up and

published at the desire of Govern-

ment. By the Academy of Medi-

cine.

1'he Royal Academy has published a

second Report, containing the result

of the practical information acquired

by tiie Faculty during the prevalence

of cholera in Paris. The Members
of the Commission were Gueneau de

Mussi, Ui.tt.Husson.Chomel, Andral,

Bouillaud, and Double. This docu-

ment is an evidence of the industry

aud the careful attention of the great

chartered body of medicine of Paris ;

and is a proof, if any were wanting,

of the superiority of their establish-

ment over our useless and unpojiular

College of Physicians.

It was about the 22d or 26th of

March that the disease burst forth in

the bosom of the capital. Previous

to that period, some isolated facts^

some doul)tful cases, had been noticed

in Paris, but neither the towns nor

the villages, situated upon the fron-

tiers of any infected state, had exhi-

bited any signs of the epidemic.

The malady burst fojth suddenly

with great power, in a quarter less

than all others in communication with

strangers ; far from the posts, the

messageries, the streets, and the

hotels at which people or merchandize

arrive from the countries where the

disease raged. It seized immediately

the badly lodged, the ill clothed, tlie

badly nourished classes, and those

who were debilitated by excesses. It

attacked sometimes simultaneously,

at other times successively, indivi-

duals living in the same apartments

and belonging to the same family.

Although scientific men were more

exposed to the epidemic influence, it

dues not appear that the physicians

or the students were more attacked

than the rest of the population ; the

same may be said with regard to those

whose duties brought them into con-

tact with the sick, such as nur.-es,

hospital assistants, the clergy, and

the relations of the sufferers.

The attack of the disease was most

sudden, very intense, and very de-

structive : soon afterwards it wore

various aspects, occasionally M^'th j^rc-

monitory symptoms, sometimes with-

out. The great majority of the po-

pulation felt, in different degrees, the

epidemic influence :—lassitud?, sleep-

lessness, heaviness of the head, de-

pression of spirits, loss of appetite,

costiveness, deficiency of urine, were

generall}^ complained of, but not dis-

ease sufficient to prevent them fol-

lowing the ordinary occupations.

The confirmed cholera presented dif-

ferent degrees of intensit}"-, and com-

menced in various ways ; in some
cases, cephalalgia, more or less acute,

cramps of the lower extremities ; in

others, occasionally, vomiting was the

first symptom, but the most common
was diaiThcea. These sym])toras last-

ed occasionally some hours, at others

some days ; they were premonitory

of the disease.

Tlie causes of this malady have

\)2en attentively examined, but with-

out furnishing us with any new facts,

or adding in the slightest degree to

the information we had previously re-

ceived. Of the essential cause, the

Academy of course declares itself in-

capable of speaking; it therefore con-

fines itself to pointing out what are

the causes which predispose, such as

the action of the cold and humid air,

particularly during the niglit ; quick

transitions from heat to cold; damp
low situations ; a residence overrun

with domestic animals ; fatigue, watch-

fulness; debilitating causes of any
kind ; excess : whei'e these have ex-

isted, the disease has occurred, and,

on the contrary, in the schools, the

colleges, the religious houses, where
quiet, temperance, cleanliness, and

equanimity reigned, it has been un-

known.
The remedies are then enumerated,

but they are none of them of a deci-
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sive cliaructcr ; there is nothing be-

yond wliat daily experience has shewn
may occasionally be serviceable, but

they are siu^h as have no specific in-

fluence and afford no certain means
of cure.

The preventive means recommend-
ed are strict attention to diet, and the

moral habits. The Academy has

also made some remarks on pretended

preservatives, many of which, such

as camphor, vinegar, &c. it considers

to be injurious.

This little document, though it

does not throw much light upon the

subject, is not unworthy perusal ; it

shews how much the enlightened me-
dical men of both countries agree

upon the most essential points ; and

is a proof of the honest feeling in the

profession, which makes them state

that they have as yet attained no real

j)ractical knowledge, and that they

will not delude the public by imposing

upon its credulity.

CASE OF TIC DOULOUREUX.

By W. DoBSON, Esq., Pimlico.

Mr. p. set. Co, a tall plethoric man,
had enjoyed uninterrupted good health

until about nine years ago, when he

was attacked with tic douloureux of

the right side of the face. He attri-

buted the accession of this malady to

adverse domestic circumstances. The
affection has gradually increased both

in the intensity of the paroxysms and

the frequency of their occurrence.

Numerous remedies had been employ-

ed and various plans of treatment

adopted, but all equally unsuccessful.

All the pathognomic symptoms ex-

isted, and as violent as imagination

could conceive them. The ordinary

excitants were eating, drinking, speak-

ing, and touching the parts. The
pain resided in both maxillary nerves,

but especially in the superior ; the

whole cheek exceedingly sensible

when touched, particularly around
the emergence of the superior maxil-

lary nerve from the foramen infra-or-

bitarium. During the most urgent

paroxysm, no discolouration of the

integuments was perceptible. The
muscles of that side were flaccid, and
the cheek more prominent than the

other ; restless nights from pain, in-

tense mental anxiety, torpid bowels,

defective appetite, and all the pheno-
mena indicative of severe alimentary

disturbance. After the intestinal ca-

nal had been regidated by aperients,

carb. ferri, in doses of from 3ij- to 5vj.

were exhibited three or four times a

day, and hydr. submur. gr. ij. sing,

noct. until the mouth became slightly

affected ; still after the la])se of some
weeks no relief was obtained. Va-
rious remedies were subsequently

used : ex gr. quinine, carb. ammon.
camphor, opium, hyosciamus, ext.

humuli, and ext. belladon. applied

extensively to the jjained parts ; in

short, every antispasmodic and nar-

cotic medicine was prescribed, without

either removing the disease or alle-

viating its severity.

Liq. arsenicalis was now com-
menced with, and with a full deter-

mination to give it a fair trial, by
pushing it as far as the system would
permit, beginning with the dose of

m. v. and increasing it to m.xxxv.
ter indies ; at the expiration of which
time, decided benefit was obtained

;

the paroxysms were less frequent, of

shorter duration, and less violent; but

the medicine was obliged to be dis-

continued in consequence of the ag-

gression of gastric irritation, muscu-
lar tremors, and twitchings. Gentle
aperients were ia the mean time ad-

ministered. In a few days the arse-

nical solution was resumed, com-
mencing with only m.x. ter indies,

and gradually increased.

In six weeks from the commence-
ment of giving this medicine, every
symptom was decidedly mitigated,

and in two months had entirely va-

nished.

It is now three months since the

drawing up of this case, and as there

has been no return of the disease, we
may presume that it is eradicated^

and by the agency of arsenic.

August 6th, 1832.
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MR. RADFORD ON THE PRACTICE
INCULCATED BY DR. WALLER.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

I HAVE no doubt you will agree with

me, that Dr. Denman's Introduction

to the Practice of Midwifery, was de-

servedly esteemed as the best book

upon this subject at the time it was

first jjublished, and also that it has

maintained a very high character to

the present time. Notwithstanding

the high reputation obtained by this

work, it must be acknowledged that,

" owing to the advancement made
in the obstetrical department of me-
dical science, since the time of the

talented and venerable author," many
parts are defective, and others not

consonant with the rules prescribed

by writers and teachers of the pre-

sent day. In the last edition. Dr.

Waller has attempted to fill up this

chasm, by adding a number of notes,

in the accomplishment of which he

says, " it has been my wish to tread

as much as possible in Dr. Denman's
footsteps, &c."

At page 312, after commenting

upon the superiority of the cranio-

tomy forceps invented by Mr. Holmes,

Dr. Waller proceeds to say, that,

" For cases of extraordinary diffi-

culty, an instrument has been invent-

ed by Dr. Davis, for cutting up the

basis of the cranium, after the frontal,

parietal, temporal, and occipital bones

have been removed. The instru-

ment, however, is a dangerous one,

and in the hands of those not much
accustomed to its use, might inflict

very serious injury to the soft parts of

the mother.
" The editor has never yet witness-

ed a case wherein the steady, cautious,

and patient use of Holmes's forceps

has not succeeded. Should he meet

with so great a degree of distortion as

to prevent the extraction of the child

in the usual manner, he would much
prefer the plan proposed by Dr. Os-

borne, and the following case, re-

corded in his Essays on Midwifery, is

so full of interest, that he feels he

should fail in his duty if he neglected

to transcribe it."

The case referred to in the above

quotation, is that of Elizabeth Sher-

wood, which is fully cited.

We infer from Dr. Waller's state-

ment, that he recommends to his

readers the perforator and crotchet,

in cases of distortion of the pelvis

equal in degree to that of Elizabeth

Sherwood, and a similar conduct to

be pursued in the subsequent parts

of the delivery as was adopted by
Dr. Osborne in that instance. It is

not my intention to enter into an

analysis of the case alluded to, as this

has already been so ably accomplish-

ed by my much esteemed friend Dr.

Hull, by Dr. Hamilton, and by Dr.

Dewees, to whose works I beg to re-

fer your readers.

The rules inculcated by Dr. Os-

borne, as deduced from Sherwood's

case, for the relief of labours pro-

tracted by extreme distortion of the

pelvis, are so much at variance with

those I have been in the habit of

teaching, that I feel anxious to ascer-

tain, if it is the object of Dr. Waller

to recommend obstetricians to open

the head of a child, and attempt de-

livery by the crotchet, in a pelvis

whose dimensions are similar to those

of the case cited by him from Dr.

Osborne's essay.

It is highly important to ascertain,

whether this is intended to stand as

a positive principle of practice, as

Dr. Denman's book is one which is

likely to be consulted by students ; if

correct, it will stand the test of in-

vestigation ; if erroneous, it becomes
the duty of every well-wisher to so-

ciety, to point out immediately the

error of any rules whose foundations

are not based on truth, and especially

such as are involved in the present

question.

In this communication I disdain

all personal feeling, or disposition to

detract from the character and merits

of the individual to whom I have re-

ferred, my object is alone directed to

the inquiry into a rule of practice ;
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and I shall therefore feel obliged if

you will inform me whether I have

misinterpreted the meaning of Dr.

Waller.

I have the honour to be.

Gentlemen,

Your most obedient servant,

Thomas Radford.

King-street, Manchester.

^osipital i^epoi't.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

JAUNDICE.

Edward Manning, aged 40, a sailor

of a spare habit, and short stature, was
admitted, July 19th,into Jacob'sWard,
under the care of Dr. Roots. Has
been home from the East Indies four

months. During the time he was
abroad, a period of several years, he

never suffered from illness ; but on

coming up the river home he got

very wet, and to this he attributed

the foundation of his complaint. It

appears from his account, that since

he got so wet, he has been troubled

with ague, accompanied with pain

about his abdomen. Within the last

three weeks he has become jaun-

diced, and has not had a return of

his aguish fit for a fortnight. At the

present time his abdomen is tense,

and he cannot endure the pressure of

the hand, which gives him more
acute pain when placed on the right

hypochondrium. His eyes, tongue,

and palate, as well as the whole sur-

face of his body, even the finger and

toe nails, are of a deep yellow colour.

He feels sick, weak, and has no ap-

petite ; bowels open once, sometimes

twice a day ; stools very white ; pulse

88, small, but bears some pressure

;

has emaciated considerably since his

return to England.

C. C. hypochond. dext. ad ^x. et pos-

tea emp. canth.

R. Pilul. hydrarg. gr. v. his die c. haust

efferves. t. d,

and to be placed upon a milk diet,

with arrow-root and sago.

23.—Has been very restless since

the 19th; disturbed sleep at night

;

pain about the hypochondrium not

so violent, but still experiences pain

in the abdomen, which remains tense

on pressure. His bowels have be-

come relaxed ; the evacuations of the

same white colour ; urine small in

quantity, and of a saffron hue.

R. Opii gr. j. statim sumend.

25.—Continues much the same.

Rep. opii statim et enema opii vesp.

should the bowels continue relaxed,

26.— Bowels more regular, but

stools of the same colour ; urine the

same ; pulse small and feeble, 70

;

gets no rest at night.

Hydrarg cretd, gr. v. opii gr. ss. bis

die.

28.—Continues the same.

Ung. hydr.fort. 5J- abdom. affricand.

omni node.

31.—Continues very restless; gets

no sleep at night ; complains this

morning of pain in the chest, with

cough.
Emp. canth. sterno.

August 1 .—pain in the chest and
cough better ; the other symptoms
remain the same.

Mutton chop et vin. rub. Jiv. quofidie.

Extract calocynth, comp. gr. x. alt.

node.

4.—Continues the same.

Hydrarg. c. cretd g. v. b. d.

01. ricini ^ss. pro re natd.

5.—Appears almost exhausted for

want of rest ; bowels open twice a
day"; the colour of evacuations remains

the same ; urine the same colour, but

a little more in quantity.

Liq. opii. sed. ITJ^xxx. c. mist, camph.
5x. statim.

6.—Continues to be very restless
;

has scarcely got any rest for this last

week. He is evidently much worse
this morning, and appe ars sinking.

Vin. rub. ^viij- daily.

Suhcarh. ammoii. gr. x.

Sp. eether. nit. 5J-

Mist, camph. '^x.

t(\,ft. haust. 6tis horis sumend.

Morphia acdat, gr. ss. hac nocte.

7.—He has continued to sink since

yesterday, and at half-past three
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o'clock this morning death closed the

scene.

Sectio cadaveris.

Upon opening the abdomen, an

immense quantity of fluid escaped

tinged with bile ; the peritoneal lining

of the liver had become thickened

from chronic inflammation. There

was a small abscess, about the size of

a hazel-nut, situated upon the supe-

rior and anterior part of the right

lobe of the liver ; every other part

was healthy in appearance, but to

the touch the substance of the liver

was harder than usual. The pan-

creashad become schirrous, more espe-

cially the right extremity of it, or

that part which is frequently called

the head, and lies iipon the ductus

communis choledochus. The gall-

bladder was greatly distended, con-

taining nearly a pint of fluid, the

colour of which was darker than

usual, somewhat resembling tar mix-

ed with oil. Its substance was much
thickened, especially about the neck,

fandus, and ductus communis, which

Dr. Roots remarked was owing to

the muscular strength of the bladder,

in its effort to expel the contents,

being overpowered by the pressure

of the scirrhous head of the pancreas

upon the ductus communis choledo-

chus. This canal was pervious, but

considerable pressure on the bladder

was required, owing to its thickened

state, to allow the contents to escape.

The mucous membrane of the stomach
presented several patches of extrava-

sation, it was soft, and easily lacera-

ble with the finger. The left kidney

was found much harder than the

right. On cutting into it, it pre-

sented a schirrhous character, whilst

the right remained healthy ; the

lungs and other viscera were found

healthy. On examining the teeth,

the bony parts were found tinged with

bile. The brain was not examined.

this hospital, in consequence of a

large steatomatous tumour, situated

on the right iliac region, extending

from the eleventh rib to about the

centre of the dorsum of the ilium,

which she stated had been gradually

increasing since she was one year

old, was brought into the operating

theatre for its removal. Mr. Travers,

under whose care she was placed,

performed the operation in the pre-

sence of Mr. Green, and a number
of visitors as well as students. He
commenced by making two semi-

elliptical incisions ; the first on the

anterior part of the tumour, the se-

cond on the posterior, thus forming

an elliptical one. The integuments
were dissected back to form the flaps,

and the tumour then removed ; it

consisted of a large mass of adipose

substance, weighing six pounds four-

teen ounces ; two small vessels were
secured, the integuments then brought
together, and retained in apposition

by three sutures, and adhesive plas-

ter. The patient bore the operation

heroically, and is doing well.

Two other operations were per-

formed by Mr. Travers ; one, ampu-
tation of the thigh for a scrophulous

knee-joint—the other, castration for

a scirrhous testicle, which, it is al-

most needless to say, were performed

in the most skilful and expeditious

manner.

PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL.

Operations.

On Friday, the '2nd of August,

Elizabeth Parsloe, a healthy-looking

girl, 16 years of age, who Mas ad-

mitted July 25th into Dorcas Ward of

INJURIES OF THE HEAD.

CASE 1.

Compression of the Brainfrom effusion

of blood into the Ventricles.

A labouring man was brought into

the hospital in November, 1830, with

an injury of the head. The account

given by the persons who brought

him, was, that two hours before a

large tackle block had fallen from a

height of eight or ten feet and struck

him upon his head—that after a few
-minutes he got up apparently but

little injured, and walked from the
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vessel on board of which the accident

happened to the wharf, where he sat

down and conversed with the persons

around him—that after about an hour

he began to be stupid, which state

increased gradually till it ended in

insensibility.

When admitted lie was completely

insensible, with both pupils strongly

contracted—his pulse was tense and
his breathing slightly stertorous.

His head was shaved and examined,

but there was no external wound, and
no depression of bone could be per-

ceived, but there was great effusion

of blood beneath the skin.

Previous to his admission he had
vomited, and had been bled. A con-

sultation was called, and it was
agreed to cut down upon the bone in

order to ascertain whether or not a

fracture existed—this was at once

done by Dr. Hewson. and it was
found that the bone was uninjured.

It was now determined to treat it in

the same manner as a case of apo-

plexy, and a branch of the occipital

artery which had been divided in

making the incision was allowed to

bleed freely.

A few hours after the incision was
made the patient died.

Examination thirty-six hours after

death.

The vessels of the brain were much
congested, and a large quantity of

clotted blood, thought to amount to

six ounces, was found in the lateral

ventricles. There was also some
effusion of blood at the base of the

brain.

CASE II.

Abscess of the Brain.

John Gribi was admitted on the
fourth of December, for a wound on
the left side of his head, which he had
received five weeks previously.

A few days before he was admitted,
he was attacked with convulsions
which were believed to be caused by
the pressure of pus upon the brain,

and he was sent into the hospital for

the purpose of having an operation

performed upon him. Upon exami-
nation of the wound it was found that

there was a fracture of the bone with
some depression.

He was sensible, his pulse was slow

and regular, his pupils were contract-

ed, the whole of his right side was
paralytic, and there was a great dispo-

sition to sleep. As he had no con-

vulsions after coming into the house,

and as he was sensible, an operation

was not thought of, and a poultice

was applied to the wound. He con-

tinued in this state till the morning
of the 7th, when he became insen-

sible.

A consultation was now called,,

and it was determined to remove the

portion of bone which was fractured,

in order to ascertain whether or not

the compression was produced by pus
between the dura mater and bone.

Dr. HeVson accordingly enlarged the

wound and used the trephine. No
pus was found beneath the bone
which was adherent to the dura
mater.

No change in the symptoms took
place after raising the bone—simple
dressings were applied to the wound
and a large injection and ten grains

of calomel were given to him.
Early on the next morning I found
him with all the symptoms of apo-
plexy—a flushed face, a remarkably
slow pulse, deep breathing and dilat-

ed pupils. He was now bled, sina-

pisms were applied to his extremities,

and another injection was administer-

ed. His pulse rose under the bleed-

ing, his breathing became more na-
tural, and his face less flushed, but
a few hours afterwards he died.

Examination twenty-four hours after

death.

On removing the skull-cap a small
quantity of pus was found between it

and the dura mater, immediately below
where the trephine had been applied.

On cutting into the left hemisphere
of tlie brain an abscess was found,

just below the surface, which extend-
ed upwards of two inches in one di-

rection, and an inch arid a half in the
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other, and contained three or four

drachms of pus. An unusual number
of red dots appeared in the brain, and
the anterior part of its left side was
softened. The vessels of the dura

mater were injected.

CASE III.

Fracture with depression, followed by

inflammation of the Brain.

John M'Quiggen, aged twenty- six,

was admitted January 23rd, with a

wound on the back part of the left

side of his head caused by a blow
which he had received on the previous

night from the sharp end of a spade.

Upon examination it was found that

there was fracture of the bone with

depression.

The skin was cool, and he was
faint from the large quantity of blood

which he had lost, but had no symp-
toms of compression of the brain.

The M'ound was dressed with ad-

hesive plaster, and to guard against

inflammation of the brain, he was
kept perfectly quiet, was purged, and
put on a very low diet.

He had no unpleasant symptom
till the night of the 28th, when he

complained of pain in the head, to re-

lieve which, as it was judged his pulse

would not bear bleeding, cups were
freely applied.

On the morning of the 29th he be-

came delirious, and continued so dur-

ing the afternoon and evening : ten

gi-ains of calomel were now given to

him and repeated in the night.

At 3 o'clock on the morning of the

30th he was insensible, had stertorous

breathing and dilated pupils, and at

4 o'clock he died.

Examination eleven hours after death.

The wound of the scalp was two
inches in length ; the bone was frac-

tured for about the same length, and
driven in upwards of a quarter of an
inch upon the contents of the head

—

the dura mater was cut through, and
the brain itself wounded.

Portions of the posterior and mid-

dle lobes of the left side of the brain,

and a portion of the posterior lobe of

the right side were disorganized.

The membrane lining the lateral

ventricle at their posterior part was
inflamed, and about a table-spoonful

of pus mixed with blood was contain-

ed in it.

There was slight effiision of blood

beneath the dura mater, at the top of

the head, and also eff'usion at the base

of the brain. The dura mater was
inflamed.

CASE IV.

Abscess of the Brain.

F. S. an insane patient in the hos-

pital, was accidentally struck on the

left side of his head by a quoit, on the

12th of April.

Upon examination, it was found

that the skull was fractured and driven

in upon the brain.

No symptoms of compression fol-

lowed the blow, and after allowing

the wound to bleed freely, it was
dressed with lint, spread with simple

cerate, and the usual means for pre-

venting inflammation of the brain

were resorted to.

After a few days he had fever, at-

tended with pain in his head, for

which he was purged with calomel,

had a solution of tartar emetic given

to him, and cups, leeches, and cold

api^lied to his head. His fever gra-

dually left him, but on the 25th lie

appeared more dull than usual, and
on the morning of the 26th had a

chill, which was followed by a state

of insensibility, and on the afternoon

of that day he died.

Examination twenty-four hours after

death.

The fracture was an inch and a

half in length, and the dura mater
beneath it was cut through.

A thin clot of blood was found be-

tween the dura mater and the bone,

and there was also slight efl^usion of

blood beneath the dura mater.

Immediately beneath the fracture

an abscess was found, of the size of a

large walnut. The whole brain pre-

sented fewer red dots thanusual when
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cut into, and with the exception of

that part just around the abscess,

which was much softer than usual,

and of a light yellowish hue, was of

the natural consistence and colour.

The membranes of the brain were

not at all injected, or their structure

in any way altered. There was slight

eiFusion of serum beneath the arach-

noid, but none in the ventricles.

CASE V.

Compression of the Brain from effu-

sion of blood.

Charles Devonport, a coloured man,
fell from a height of twenty-five feet

on the morning of the 13th of August,

and received an injury of his head,

on account of which he was im-

mediately conveyed to the hospital.

When admitted, his skin was cool,

his pulse feeble, and his pupils na-

tural—his attention could be roused

when spoken to loudly, but he was
unable to answer correctly.

Upon shaving his head, it was
found that there was no external

..wound, but that there was great effu-

sion of blood beneath the skin on the

left side of the head.

Sinapisms and heat were applied

to his extremities, and cold to his

head.

In the latter part of the day he

vomited bilious matter twice; his head

was hot ; pulse still feeble, and the

insensibility greater. External sti-

mulants were continued, and in addi-

tion to them, cups were applied to his

temples.

At 4 o'clock on the morning of the

14th he died.

Examination twelve hours after death.

Oncutting through the integuments
a very large quantity of blood was
found effused beneath the skin, and
on removing the skull-cap, about 5ss-

was found between the dura mater
and bone at the back part of the head.

Upon examining the skull a fissure

was seen extending from the side of

the foramen magnum up through the
occipital bone to the sagittal suture.

travelling up that suture about half

its length, and from thence extending

into the parietal bone of the left side

for two inches. The sides of the oc-

cipital bone were separated from each

other to the extent of a line. The
longitudinal sinus of the dura mater
had two wounds in it just above the

torculi herophili, one of which was
large enough for a common-sized quill

to pass through. There was some
effusion of blood beneath the pia

mater on each side of the cerebrum,

and also on the upper and back part

of the cerebellum.

About an ounce and a half of blood

was found under the pia mater at the

base of the brain. The vessels of the

brain were much congested, and a

small quantity of bloody serum was
found in the ventricles.

Compression of the Brain from de-

pressed hone.

Edward Morris, a coloured boy,

aged fourteen, was admitted into the

hospital, August 25th, with compres-
sion of the brain. A few hours be-

fore his admission he had been struck

upon the upper part of the left parietal

bone with a sharp stone, which had
produced a large wound of the scalp

and fracture of the bone.

The persons who brought him to

the hospital stated, that immediately
after the receipt of the injury he
walked a short distance and then fell

in a convulsion : from that time till

brought into the house he had had
several convulsions, and when free

from them he remained in a state of

complete insensibility. Previous to

his admission he had been bled.

Dr. Barton was in the house at

the time of the admission of the pa-
tient, and at once enlarged the wound,
wliich bled very freely, and exposed
the injured bone, which was driven

in, and formed as it were an inverted

arch. As there was no fissure

whereby the elevator might be got
under the bone, the trephine was ap-

plied, and the depressedbone raised.
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Upon raising the bone no pulsation

was seen in the brain, but in the

course of a few minutes the convul-

sion which he had went off, and the

brain began to pulsate. He had three

convulsions after the depressed bone

was raised, and each time during the

continuation of them there was an

entire cessation of pulsation, but upon

their going off the pulsation would

again recommence.

The wound was lightly covered

with a soft poultice, and as his skin

was cold, heat was applied to his

extremities.

After reaction had come on,

thirty-five leeches were put upon his

temples.

Although free from stertor, yet his

insensibility continued till late in the

afternoon.

By night he was completely sen-

sible, and it was discovered that his

whole right side was paralytic.

August 2Qth.—Has no pain irhis

head ;
jjulse good ; skin comfortable ;

is able to use the lower extremity of

the right side ; is not able to raise the

arm, but has the proper feeling in it,

and can move his fingers. His diet

was directed to consist of mucilages,

and a solution of cream of tartar was

given him for drink.

27th. Has complete command of

the right side of his body. Com-
plains of his head feeling hot, but has

no pain in it ;
pulse rather frequent.

Took 5x- of blood from him, and or-

dered Sss. of salts to be given to him.

which operated freely.

58th. No pain in the head ; wound
is suppurating freely and looks well;

pulse good.

30th. Improves ;
pulse natural.

Sept. Sd. Continues to improve.

The dura mater is now covered with

granulations, and the wound is filling

up rapidly. From this time his diet

was gradually increased, he improved

regularly, and by the 20th of October

the wound was entirely healed.

The members of the profession, who con-

sider the damages awarded in the case of

Ramcidge v. Rj'an excessive, have commenced

a subscription to enable the defendant to

apply for a new trial.
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On Fractures of the Patella.

Fractures of the patella offer many interest-

ing points for examination, on which the

opinions of authors are yet divided. Such are

particularly the mechanism by which they
occur, the method of treatment, or the more
appropriate apparatus, the formation of cal-

lus, and especially the possibility of obtain-

ing immediate re-union of the fragments.

Six cases of this kind have been treated at

the Hotel- Dieu, since the commencement of

the present year : the fracture has been in-

variably transverse in the vertical direction
j

five have been perfectly cured, without de-

formity, and have recovered the free use of

the limb; one is yet under treatment. In

the latter, the fracture was the result of a
fall on the left knee ; it was accompanied by
considerable tumefaction, caused by an effu-

sion of blood in the soft parts, and of san-

guinolent synovia in the articular cavity.

Nevertheless it was not difficult to recognize

the injury. On pressing the finger over the

patella, and making a little pressure, rather

a large space could be discovered, separating

the bone into two portions, which could be
moved very distinctly in contrary directions,

brought together by extending the limb, and
crepitation caused by rubbing them together j

in spite of the serious accidents which com-
plicated the case, the patient is rapidly pro-

gressing to a cure. But in this case, as in

many others, it happened that the bandage,

VOL. II.

which had its point d'appui solely on the skin,

cleared it from before backwards, and formed
it into a fold, which interposed between the
fragments, and kept them separate. A new
mode of dressing was accordingly adopted.

Fracture of the patella may be produced
in two ways ; by direct force on the anterior

region of the knee , or by violent efforts of
the extensor muscles of the leg. Neverthe-
less it has occasionally occurred without any
considerable exertion of muscular power;
cases are recorded in which it has happened
from leaping, kicking, or endeavouring to>

avoid falling backwards. In all these cases,

the patella is only supported by a portion of
its posterior surface on the anterior part of
the condyles of the femur, while the inferior

extremity being semi-flexed, the ligamentutrt

patellae, and the tendon of the extensors

drawing its extremities slowly backwards,
during the effort which takes place, the femur
serves as a point d'appui to the forces which
are acting superiorly and inferiorly on the

patella, and a solution of continuity occurs

proceeding from before backwards.

A great number of these fractures have
been wrongly attributed to falls on the knee.
It has not been remarked that in such a case,

almost the whole weight of the body bears

on the proturberance of the tibia, to which
the ligamentum patellae is attached, as the
leg is flexed at right angles; this prominence
of the bone strikes the ground first, and re-

ceives the whole shock, whilst the rotula,

retained above by the rectus femoris, and pre-

serving, in a great measure, its vertical posi-

tion, cannot touch the ground on which the
knee rests, except by its lower extremity.

Falls on the kn«e are then often the result,

and not the cause, of fracture of the patella;

it is because the fracture has occurred that

the man falls, and the fracture is not the

effect of the fall.

Cutting or contusing bodies, acting di-

rectly on the knee, may break the patella into

a greater or less number of fragments ; this

accident may happen in a fall, if the leg is

strongly flexed on the knee, and if the bone
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strikes violently against the inequalities of

the ground. In this case, nevertheless, the

action of the muscles may have a great share

in producing the solution of continuity. It

is known, in fact, that the slightest shock

on the knee is sufficient to excite contractions

of the rectus femoris, and it is not requisite

that these should possess considerable force

to rupture the osseous fibres of the patella

;

it is probably to this cause that the frequency

of'transverse fractures, and the rarity of those

which take place in the vertical direction, are

to be attributed.

Thus, as we have already indicated, there

exists very evident distinctions between frac-

tures of the patella produced by muscular

power, and those which are the effects of

direct force exercised on the knee. The
first are really complicated with contusions,

ruptures of the soft parts of the articulation,

unless the patient fell on the knee and in-

jured it, after the fracture had occurred ; the

second, on the contrary, are often accompa-
nied by severe injury in the surrounding

parts ; sometimes the patella has been crush-

ed, as it were, and reduced into a great

number of fragments, while the articular

capsule has been opened into, and lilood

effused into the cavity. These complications

commonly render tl-.e consequences of the

principal disease very serious.

A patient of advanced age, having a frac-

ture of the patella, the portions being only

slightly separated, but accompanied with se-

vere accidents, sunk, after a certain time,

under cerebral and enteric symptoms. The
limb was examined carefully. At first view,

the fracture could scarcely be distinguished ;

the patella was moveable ; the groove formed
by the separation of the broken portions,

imperceptible to the eye, was scarcely sen-

sible to the touch ; the bone could be moved
from side to side.

The articulation being opened, appeared
internally of a deep red, and contained a san-

guinolent pus. In regard to the presence

of the blood, that may have arisen from the

contusion received at the time of the frac-

ture. The synovial menibrane was very red,

the colour depending on the development of

blood-vessels; the cartilages were also in-

flamed. The state of the joint fully accounted

for the symptoms under which the patient

sunk.

On the internal surface of the patella, the

transverse groove was perceptible, but lower

than externally. The bone had been conse-

quently fractured transversely from below
upwards, and from before backwards. The
two fragments were united ; on the tibial

side, there remained no trace of the solution

of continuity, and very slight on the fibular

side.

A great deal depends on the preservation

or destruction of the fibrous layer which co-

vers the patella, in the facility with which
the fragments can be kept in apposition, and

the solidity of the parts after a cure has been
effected. In fact, this fibrous layer forms a

kind of sheath, which retains the fragments,

prevents an extensive separation, and serves

as a basis, as it were, for the substance which
will unite them at a later period. Hence you
will conceive that it should be treated with

great care, and those extended movements
avoided which are too frequently employed,
in order to ascertain the existence of a frac-

ture.

Although a vertical fracture is less com-
mon than others, yet cases of it are not rare

;

nevertheless, it has scarcely been mentioned
in the most modern treatises on surgery.

The oldest case on record, the only one per-

haps described with any precision, is con-

tained in the treatise of Lamotte. The frac-

ture was the result of a fall from an elevated

situation ; the two portions of the bone were
slightly separated from each other, although

the limb was semi-flexed ; it was placed in a

state of complete extension, the knee covered

with resolving applications, and an appara-

tus moderately tightened, was made use of.

Consolidation was complete at the end of

twenty days, and the patient soon resumed
his ordinary occupations. The callus was
scarcely apparent.

About twenty years ago, I received in

the wards of this hospital, a man of middle

age, who had fractured a great many bones,

in consequence of falling from a great height

;

the right knee was enormously contused and
deformed. The patient died the third day
after the accident. On examining the knee, a

longitudinal fracture of the patella was dis-

covered ; this bone was divided almost equally

into two portions ; the fragments, which were
very moveable, gave manifest crepitus, and
could be displaced in every direction; the

articular capsule contained a great quantity

of sanguinolent fluid.

Scarcely had six months passed, when a

man was brought to the Hotel Dieu ; he was
drunk, and had been knocked down by a

coach ; the marks of the iron of the wheel

were very evident on the left leg, knee, and
thigh ; it had passed from above downwards
on the limb, and the patella was fractured in

the same direction. The existence of the

fracture was proved by crepitus, and the dis-

placement of the fragments in a transverse

direction ; the latter was remedied by posi-

tion and an appropriate bandage. A cure

was nearly effected, when the patient was
carried off twenty days after the accident by
an attack of pleuro-pneumonia, which came
on without any known cause. The injured

parts were examined with great care, and a

well formed callus was found uniting the frag-

ments, and scarcely allowing even very limit-

ed motion. The articular surfaces were in

exact apposition, and every thing tended to

shew that the cure would have been complete

in less than a month.
Three years afterwards a man was admitted
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into the Hotel Dieu for a varicose ulcer of

the leg. On examining the diseased limb, I

perceived that the patella was very thick, and
besides had a very apparent vertical projec-

tion, while the bone on the other side was

natural. On inquiry it was learned that the

patient had had a fall some years before, in

consequence of which the thigh and leg were

broken in many places. The patella had
been also broken, and the increase in its size

proved that the callus had been considerably

developed. The motions of this bone on the

condyles of the femur were easy when the

extensors of the leg were relaxed ; but then

the friction of a projection against the con-

dyles could be perceived. It was evident

that the fracture had been vertical, and that

this irregular consolidation was the result of

the powers of nature alone, or of a bad posi-

tion of the limb.

A female servant, 19 years of age, small,

and of a weak constitution, suffering for a

long while from pulmonary catarrh, with

very abundant mucous expectoration, fell

accidentally from a second story on a sky-

light, which gave way with her, and she fell

into the yard; she received a wound on the

left knee, and another, slighter one, on the

head. She got up, but could not support

herself on the injured limb ; she was carried

in, the lips of the wounds brought together,

and dressed. She was afterwards taken to

the Hotel-Dieu, when it was ascertained, on
removing the dressings, that the wound had
not united, and that the patella was frac-

tured vertically in two unequal portions.

The contused parts were the seat of a very

considerable sanguinolent infiltration ; sup-

puration abundant, and the patient expe-

rienced severe pain throughout the whole
extent of the limb.

The state of the general health was far

from satisfactory ; the tongue was red at the

tip and edges, while in the centre and the

base, the skin hot and dry, thirst extreme,

there was complete anorexia ; insomnia,

which yielded only to opiates ; the cough
frequent and violent, the expectoration abun-
dant, but only mucous, no diarrhoea. The
patient sunk, in consequence of the internal

disease under which she was labouring.

A certain number of fractures of the same
kind have been recently treated at this

hospital. I have then shewn that these frac-

tures, which have not been treated of in

hardly any works, and the existence of

which has been doubted by many authors,

are not rare ; and on the other hand, the

facts which have been observed, prove the

justice of my assertion, that they always
depend on the direct action of external

causes, and are generally accompanied with
more or less serious wounds and contusions,

which require especial attention on the part

of the surgeon.

The diagnosis of fractures of the patella

generally can be readily established. When

this bone is fi-actured transversely, if the
patient was standing, he falls immediately
and cannot rise again, or, if he endeavours
to do so, he perceives at once that the limb
has lost its power and solidity ; he cannot
walk, he can scarcely drag himself along,

the injured leg being extended, and he
using the other limb. These circumstances

already indicate the existence of the frac-

ture ; but, on examining the knee, it is

found deformed, flattened, and, on passing
the finger over the patella, it is easy to dis-

tinguish the separation which exists between
the fragments of the bone ; the superior

portion is drawn upwards by the muscles,

the tendon of which is inserted on it, whilst

the other is retained insitu by the ligamen-
tum patellae. By extending the leg power-
fully, and flexing the limb on the pelvis, the
muscles of the anterior parts of the thigh

are relaxed, and the separation of the frag-

ments becomes almost none. If the broken
portions are then seized, and rubbed against

each other in contrary directions, crepitus

evident to the touch, and sometimes to the

ear, will be produced, and be characteristic

of the injury. The swelling of the knee
which takes place, is scarcely even a com-
plete obstacle to determining the diagnosis.

The little thickness of the integuments, and
softness of the tumour, generally allow the
patella to be examined without very great

difficulty, and its solution of continuity to be
recognized. When it is oblique or longitu-

dinal, it requires a more minute examina-
tion, because of the slight extent of separa-
tion between the fragments, muscular power
not operating on the portions. Nevertheless,

by semi-flexing the leg on the thigh, we can
obtain, as Lamotte did in the case I have
already alluded to, a more marked separa-
tion of the two portions of the bone. In any
case, if serious injury, great tumefaction of
the knee for example, should prevent an
exact appreciation of the injury, we should
not have more inconvenience than in other
fractures ; we must direct proper treatment
against these, before proceeding to reduce
the fracture.

You may now easily conceive on what
basis the treatment of these fractures should
be founded. It consists in the application of
measures proper for combatting the accidents

which complicate it, and procuring re-union
the most exact possible, of the broken por-
tions. Keeping the limb quiet, local and
general bleeding, topical emollients, refresh-

ing drinks, generally suffice to accomplish
the first object. You must thoroughly un-
derstand that you must never lose sight of

the state of general health of your patient,

that of the digestive organs, and especially

of the brain, the functions of which are

often deranged in consequence of a greater

or less violent commotion, or, in consequeni-e

of individual idiosyncrasy, as the effect of

the wound itself

h2
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In regard to the reunion > of the frag-

ments in the transverse fracture, their sepa-

ration being produced and incessantly in-

creasing by the action of the extensor mus-

cles, the tendon of which is inserted on the

superior portion, and by the greater or less

degree of flexion of the leg, the first indica-

tion will be to neutralize this muscular

power, and to place the limb in a proper

position. This position, an absolute immo-
bility until the callus is perfectly consoli-

dated, and the application of a retentive ap-

paratus, to maintain the fragments in exact

apposition on the one hand, and, on the

other, to resist the contractions of the exten-

sors resulting from the inconsiderate or in-

voluntary motions of the patients, are the

conditions essential for obtaining a perfect

reunion. The apparatus of which I make
use, consists of— 1st, an inclined plane

formed of pillows placed one upon the other,

which ought to extend from the heel to the

tuberosity of the ischium, and which has the

double object of opposing the contractions of

the flexors of the leg, and of placing, by the

position which it gives the limb, the exten-

sor muscles in a state of complete relaxation;

2ndly, two compresses, twenty inches long

and four wide, made of new cotton, thick

and resisting ; one having three holes at one

end, and the other three straps at one end ;

3rdly, two bands, three fingers broad, and

eight or ten ells wide; 4thly, some graduated

compresses, six or seven inches long, and
seven or eight lines wide.

I begin by enveloping the foot with some
turn of the bandage ; I then place on the

part of these turns corresponding to the dor-

sal surface of the foot, the extremity of one

of the long compresses ; it is fixed by means
of pins, and two or three new turns of the

bandage, and then extended from below up-

wards on the anterior surface of the leg.

This being done, the bandage is applied

along the leg to the patella, where it is

fastened.

Whilst an assistant supports powerfully

the muscles of the posterior region of the

thigh, the operator then surrounds this,

about the middle, with three turns of the

second bandage ; then places the extremity

of the second long compress on its anterior

surface, which is fixed by two or three new
turns, and then extended from above down-
wards ; two or three circular turns more are

made, and the bandage is applied as far as to

the patella, and what remains is rolled round

the thigh. Graduated compresses are then

placed above and below the patella, and the

straps of one of the long compresses being

passed into the holes of the other, the frag-

ments are brought together by exerting trac-

tion on the two compresses. Finally, the

two extremities of these compresses are

fixed, one on the thigh, and the other on the

leg.

The apparatus being thus applied, the

lower extremity is then placed on the in-

clined plane, of which I have already spoken.

Its inclination is directed from the foot to-

wards the ischiatic tuberosity. In other

words, the most elevated point of the plane

formed by the pillows, corresponds with the

heel and the inferior part of the leg, and the

lowest point to the superior part of the

back of the thigh, so that the heel is much
higher than the knee and thigh.

From this description you will perceive

that the apparatus consists of four distinct

pieces, each exercising an isolated action,

nevertheless connected the one with the

other, and forming a whole concurring to

one end. The first, the inclined plane

formed of pillows, is destined to keep the

limb in a state of extension ; the second

applied to the leg and foot, and the third

on the thigh, are intended to prevent mus-
cular contractions throughout the whole ex-

tent of the Hmb ; finally, the fourth main-
tains the broken portions of bone in exact

and continued apposition. Nevertheless,

although this apparatus presents incontesta-

ble advantages, sanctioned by experience, it

would be insufficient, as well as all that can

be imagined, to produce union without sepa-

ration, unless the patient seconded its ef-

fects by his docility. Thus he should be

especially recommended to keep the limb

perfectly quiet. About three weeks since,

two individuals who had had this accident,

left this hospital cured, but one of them, a

turbulent, indocile young man, was con-

tinually moving his limb, and removed the

apparatus several times during treatment, in

him the parts were separated for about an
inch ; the other, on the contrary, who had
supported patiently and courageously the in-

convenience of repose and the pressure of

the bandage, had only a groove, so slight

that it could scarcely receive the head of a
common pin.

This fact and many others which I have
observed during my practice, leave no doubt

on my mind as to the possibility of obtaining

immediate union of the fragments by the pro-

duction of an osseous callus, if they can be

kept in apposition for the period of time ne-

cessary to effect consolidation.

In the most common cases reunion takes

place by means of a fibro-cellular substance,

which forms between the fragments. Sir

Astley Cooper, and other surgeons have care-

fully observed fractures of the patella and of

the neck of the femur, and after having ex-

posed these bones to the action of turpentine,

have found a transparent, fibrous, or fibro-

cartilaginous substance between the fragments.

When this celebrated English surgeon came
to Paris in 1829, I shewed him specimens in

which an immediate reunion had taken place,

and where this fibro-cartilaginous matter

could not be perceived. This reunion ought
doubtlessly to be attributed to the long space

of time which had passed since the cure ; the
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callus had had time to become osseous. Ob-
serve, in effect, what passes in vertical frac-

tures, and you will be convinced of the jus-

tice of this opinion. In this case, as there is

no separation, the callus is always ossified at

the end of six months or a year. It is then

this separation, produced by the action of

muscles, which prevents ossification, and when
this diverging power can be neutralized, a

transverse reunion will be similar to a longi-

tudinal one.

But however firm and well applied the re-

tentive apparatus may be, its action is conti-

nually weakening, from the relaxation of the

bands which compose it, and the shrinking

of the tissues which it compresses ; whilst the

muscular power is augmenting in equal pro-

portion. On the other hand, the compression

which the bandage causes often becomes in-

supportable to the patient, and it is necessary

to relax it or abandon it altogether. It some-
times produces serious injury ; inflammation,

tumefaction, and excessive tension, and, con-

sequently, gangrene. These results occur the

more readily the earlier after the fracture the

apparatus is applied ; so that at first you
should tighten it moderately, and pay great

attention to the patient, in order to be able to

prevent in time the consequences which I

have just noticed.

In support of these precepts I will narrate

to you a recent fact, which has been published,

and which ought to have inspired the surgeon
with deep regret for not following them.

Facts attract attention more, and are more
likely to be remembered.
A man, 43 years of age, fell on the right

knee and fractured his patella; he was taken
to one of the Parisian hospitals (not the Hotel

Dieu). The next day the joint was very

much swelled and painful ; nevertheless, an

apparatus, somewhat similar to mine, was
applied ; it was so tight that even during the

evening the patient could not support the

pain it caused ; he passsd the night in agita-

tion and uttering continual cries; no attention

was paid to this on the third day, and it was
only at the end of forty-eight hours, four

days after the dressing, that the continued

and violent cries of the patient decided the

surgeon to remove the apparatus. Ecchy-
moses had formed on different parts of the

leg and foot; dark spots were already observ-

able ; nevertheless, a bandage as tight as the

first was reapplied, but the state of health of

the patient caused it to be abandoned the

next day. Numerous dark spots then existed

on the dorsum pedis and on the leg; gan-

grene supervened, with delirium, and hot and
pale skin ; the lower part of the leg became
cold, insensible, and fell into the state of

mortification. The sixteenth day after the

fracture there was scarcely any hope of pre-

serving life, even at the expense of the limb.

Amputation was performed above the knee,

and the patient sunk the next day.

The fracture was transverse ; the two frag-

ments were separated about an inch from
each other ; they preserved relations with
each other by means of the continuity of the

extensor tendon, which had not been divided,

and by small fibrous bands which extended
across, arising from the interior and not the

surfaces of the bone. These bands were at

first taken for new productions, but this opi-

nion was changed when the degree of resist-

ance which they offered was compared with
the date of their formation. The fractured

portions did not present any asperities. They
appeared to have been removed by absorption.

Between the two portions there was a reddish
substance, the consistency of which was
greatest near the fractured bone. In this

part it was almost cartilaginous, and appeared
already to make part with the patella.

The treatment of vertical fractures requires

repose, immobility, and complete relaxation

of the muscles, as much as the other variety.

It has been proposed, on theoretical views,

to excite contraction of the triceps femoris, in

order to approximate the broken portions.

This practice is bad, and experience proves
that by causing the articulation to project,

the fragments are separated from each other,

probably in consequence of the anatomical
disposition of the bony surfaces, and of the
insertion of the articular capsule aroimd these

fragments. Tension of the soft parts is no
more proper for this case, than for the reunion
of longitudinal wounds of muscles. These
purely speculative ideas ^re not justified by
practical results. The better proceeding
would be to maintain in complete relaxation,

and this principle is applicable to all analo-
gous injuries. Besides, a passive state of
the parts is the only one which can be sup-
ported : you must never forget that patients

cannot sustain permanent contraction.

The limb should be kept somewhat elevated

on pillows, and protected by a cradle from
the pressure of the bed clothes. In this po-
sition the fragments cannot separate from
each other, and the process for the formation
of callus goes on regularly.

In these kind of fractures, as in those of
the neck of the femur, the callus becomes
consolidated within sixty, or eighty, or even
more days. At this period, if the state of
the soft parts will allow of it, the patient may
take gentle exercise, for the disposition of the
fragments no longer gives reason to fear elon-

gation or deformity of the callus. Besides,

the knee may be strengthened by the use of
a knee bandage or a roller. Experience and
observation shew that by keeping the patient

longer in bed, the formation of an osseous

cicatrix, almost imperceptible, and very firm,

maybe obtained; in a word, the extent of
the fissure or separation observed after the

formation of callus is in inverse ratio to the

continuance of this measure. A man, having
met with a comminuted fracture of the pa-
tella in a fall, and having likewise broke the

upper part of the femur and the cranium,
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was obliged to remain five niontlis iu bed.

For a month or six weeks the ordinary re-

tentive apparatus was applied, and renewed
as often as it became relaxed. At the end of

the five months the patella was so exactly

and so solidly united, that there did not re-

main any appreciable trace of the solution of

continuity, except some very slight and hard
inequalities on its kurface.

THE

ANATOMICAL EXERCITATIONS
OP

WILLIAM HARVEY, M.D.

{Contlnutdfrom page 44.)

CHAP. X.

The first supposition relative to the quantity of
blood passing through from the veins into

the arteries; and that there is a circulation

of the blood vindicatedfrom abjections, and
further confirmed by experimenta,

Thi;s far the first supposition is confirmed,
whether the thing be referred to calculation,

or whether we try it by experiment and au-
topsic examination, namely, that the blood
continually passes out of the veins into the

arteries, in a much greater abundance than
can be supplied by aliment, so that the whole
mass of blood passing through that way in a
short space of time, it must necessarily follow

that there should be a circulation, and that

the blood should return.

But if any one should say that a greater
abundance is able to pass through, and it is

not necessary a circulation he made, since it

is re-supplied from the ingesta, and take as an
exemplification of this the milk in the mam-
mae, for a cow in one day will give three,

four, or seven, or more gallons of milk ; the
same with a woman nursing one or two in-
fants, who will give two or three pints daily,

or more, which it is manifest arc to be re-

stored from her ingesta. We will answer
that the heart, after a calculation made, sends
out much more in one hour than it does in

another. But if, not as yet satisfied, he shall

still press further and say, that although by
the dissecting of an artery, and thus giving
or opening a way, it comes to pass, besides
the course of nature, that the blood is effused

forth with an impetus
; yet it does not there-

fore happen in an entire body, no outlet being
given, and the arteries being full, and consti-

tuted according to nature, that such a great
quantity should pass through in so short a
space, insomuch that there must necessarily

be made a regress. Ye will answer, tliat by
calculation it appears from a former reckon-
ing, that how much the heart being filled,

does contain more in its dilatation than in its

contraction, so much (for the most part) at

every pulsation Is eniitted, and for what caiue

does there such an abundance pass through,

the body being whole and constituted accord-
ing to nature.

But in serpents and in some fishes, binding
the veins a little beneath the heart, you will

see the distance betwixt the heart and the

ligature emptied, so that you must needs
affirm the course of blood, unless you deny
your eye-sight. The same shall clearly ap-
pear afterwards in the confirmation of the

second supposition.

Let us conclude, confirming all these things
with one example, so that every one may be-
lieve his own eyes ; if any one will dissect a
live adder, he shall see the heart pulsate

calmly and distinctly for a whole hour and
more, and so contract itself (being oblong iu

its construction), accordingly it is longitudinal,

contracts, and propels and thrusts itself out
again like a worm. It is of a whitish colour

in the systole and contrary in the diastole,

together with all the rest, by which I said

this truth was evidently confirmed ; for here
the parts are longer, more distinct, and clearer

than the meridian sun at noon day. The
vena cava enters the inferior part of the heart,

the artery egressing from the superior part

;

now compressing the vena cava with a pair

of pincers, or with your finger and thumb,
and the course of the blood being int*cepted
a little space beneath the heart, you wiljl then
perceive (by means of the pulsation) innne-
diately that place which is betwixt your fin-

gers and the heart to be almost emptied, the

blood being exhausted by the pulsation of
the heart ; and that the heart will be of a

much whiter colour, and also that it is smal-

ler in its dilatation for want of blood, and at

length pulsates more fiiintly, insonmch that

it appears finally to die. As soon as you
untie the vein, both colour and magnitude
return to the heart. Afterwards, if you
leave the veins and bind or grasp the arteries

with ligatures or compresses, like the vein at

a little distance from the heart, you shall on
the contrary see them swell vehemently where
they are grasped, and the heart swell beyond
measure, and acquire a purple colour till it

turns blackish again, and that it is at last op-
pressed with blood, so that you would be led

to suppose that it would be suffocated, but by
untying the ligature it returns to its natural

condition in colour, magnitude and pulsation.

Behold now there are two kinds of death

;

extinction by reason of defect, and suffocation

by too great a quantity. Here you may have
the example of both before your eyes, and
confirm the truth which has been spoken con-
cerning the heart, by your own view.

CHAP XI.

The second supposition is confirmed.

The second is to be confirmed by us, by
which it may appear clearer to our view,

some experiments are to be mentioned, from
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>which it is evident that the blood enters into

every part through the arteries, and returns

by the veins, and that the arteries are the

vessels carrying the blood from the heart,

and that the veins are the vessels and ways

by which the blood is returned to the heart

itself; and that the blood in the limbs and
extremities passes from the arteries into the

veins (either directly by an anastomosis,

or immediately through the porosities of the

flesh, or both ways), as before it did in the

heart and thorax, out of the veins into the

arteries; whence it is manifest that in its cir-

culation it moves thence hither and hence

thither, to wit, from the centre to the extre-

mities, and from the extremities again to the

centre.

But likewise computation being afterwards

made, it appears in the same place, that in

regard of the abundance it can neither be in-

creased by the ingesta, nor is there so much
required for nutrition.

As likewise concerning ligatures, it is clear

how they attract, that they do it not either

by heat, pain, or force of vacuum, nor any
other cause which has been already known
to us ; as likewise what convenience and
use is afforded to physic by ligatures, how
they stop or cause the flow of blood, and how
they cause gangrenes and mortifications of tlie

parts, and by this means how they are of use

in the castration of animals, and in the re-

moval of fleshy tumours and warts.

But truly it comes to pass, that no one
has rightly understood the causes and rea-

sons of all these things, though all almost,

according to antiquated opinions, do pro-

pound and give their consent for ligatures in

the treatment of disease, yet few in the ad-

ministration of them are able to afford any
help in their cures.

One ligature is strict and another mediocre.

I call a strict ligature where a part is so

straightly bound with the band or ligature,

that you cannot perceive the pulsation of

the artery any where beyond the ligature
;

such a one we employ in the excision of

limbs, carefully avoiding haemorrhage, and
such are used in the castration of animals,

and the ablation of limbs, by which ligature

the afflux of aliment and heat being altoge-

ther intercepted, the vessels, and the testi-

cles fade and die, and afterwards we see the

great tumours fall quite away.
I call that a middle sort of ligature, which

does compress the limb every way, but with-

out pain, insomuch that it allows the artery

to pulsate a little beyoud the ligature ; such

a one for instance as is used in the attraction

and emission of blood ; for though you make
the ligature above the elbow, yet you shall

perceive the arteries to pulsate a little in

the wrist if you touch it, if the ligature be

properly applied in phlebotomy.
Now let there be an experiment made in

a man's arm, either taking a band, such as

they use in blood-letting, or by the stronger

grasp of the hand, which is more conveniently

done in a thin person who has large veins,

and when the body being heated the ex-

tremities are warm, and a greater quantity

of blood is consequently propelled into the

extremities, and there will be more vehement
pulsations, for then all things will more evi-

dently appear.

If you do then make a strict ligature,

drawing it as straight as any one can bear it,

you may first observe that beyond that liga-

ture the artery does not beat in the wrist,

nor anywhere else, and then immediately

that the artery begins above the ligature, the

diastole becomes higher, and pulsates more
vehemently, and does as it were with a kind
of tide rise towards the ligature (as if it did

endeavour to penetrate and then open its

flues, which is intercepted) and the passage

which is stopt, and that the artery appears

there to be fuller than usual. In the mean
time the hand retains its colour and consti-

tution, only in process of time it begins to

be a little coldish, but nothing is attracted

into it.

After that this ligature has remained
awhile, and that in a sudden it is loosened

into a middle sort, such I say as is employed
in the abstraction of blood, you will ob-

serve the whole hand is imbued with colour,

and distended, and also its veins become
swelled and varicose ; and that in the space

often or twelve pulsations of the artery, at a
great impulse, the blood is impelled forward,

and you may see the blood cast into the hand
in great quantities, and that a great quantity

of blood is quickly attracted by the ligature,

without either pain, or heat, or voiding of

the vacuum, or any other cause which has
been already mentioned.

But if any one will properly apply his

fingers to the artery, at the very moment of
the loosening near the ligature, he shall feel

as it were the blood passing under his finger.

Moreover, he, in whose arm the experi-

ment is made, upon the change of a tight

ligature into a mediocre or looser one (the

obstacle being as it were removed), he shall

clearly feel the heat and blood enter by pulsa-

tion, and perceive something to be diffused

immediately by the conduct of the artery,

and to be dispersed over his hand, and it be-

comes presently heated and distended. As
in a strict ligature, the arteries above the

ligature are distended, and they do pulsate

not beneath the ligature, and the veins be-

come less, so that in the middle sort of liga-

ture, the veins rise, and become distended,

but not above the ligature, and the arteries

become less. Nay, if you compress the veins,

unless you do it very strongly, you scarcely

see the blood pass above the ligature, or the

veins collapse. So that from these things it is

easy for any man that will diligently observe,

to know that the blood enters through the

arteries, for by a strict ligature nothing is

attracted to them, the hand keeps its colour.
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nor is there any distention ; but being a

little loosened, as in the looser ligature, it is

manifest that the hand is swelled, and that

the blood by the force and impulsion is

abundantly circulated ; for when the arteries

pulsate, as in the middle sort of ligature, the

blood is protruded into the hand ; but when
this is not the case, as in the strict ligature,

there is no pulsation, unless above the liga-

ture. But in the meanwhile, the veins being

compressed, it is impossible for any thing to

flow through them ; of which this is a sign,

that beneath the ligature they become much
more swelled than above, when the ligature

is removed ; hence it is clearly manifest that

the ligature hinders the return of blood,

through the veins into the superior parts, and

makes those beneath the ligature remain

swelled.

But the arteries in this case propel the blood

beyond the ligature by the strength and im-

pulsion of the heart, notwithstanding the ap-

plication of a moderate ligature. The dif-

ference between the tight and the moderate

ligature is, that the former obstructs the pas-

sage of the blood in the veins, but also in the

arteries ; the latter does not hinder pulsation,

but extends itself, and propels the • blood into

the most remote parts of the body.

So that we may reason thus ; when a mo-
derate ligature is applied we see the veins

swelled and distended, and the hand full of

blood ; but whence comes this 1 for the blood

passes either through the veins or arteries

beneath the ligature, or through the hidden
pores, but it cannot pass out of the veins,

much less by the hidden passages, and there-

fore it must be by the arteries, as we have
said. It is apparent that it cannot happen
through the veins, as the blood cannot be

squeezed above the ligature unless you take

this away, when we see the veins collapse

and disburthen themselves into the parts

above the ligature, the hand grows white, and
all the former tumefaction and congestion

disappear. He whose body or arm has been
so tied will more readily perceive it, as his

hands were tumefied and cold ; I say he
shall feel a sensation of cold up the arm to

the axillae with the return of the blood ; which
return of cold blood after venesection, after

the removal of the bandage, I imagined to

be the cause of fainting, which generally

happens to strong men after the removal of
the ligature, and was supposed to be caused
by the return of the blood. Besides, we ob-
serve that upon loosening the tight ligature,

the veins below the ligature, and not the ar-

teries swell by the passage ofthe blood through
the arteries ; this is a proof that the blood
passes from the arteries into the veins, and
not the reverse ; and that there is an anasto-

mosis of vessels, or that the pores of the flesh

or solid parts are pervious to the blood. It

is also a sign that many veins communicate
with.each other, as many swell simultaneously

when a ligature is placed on the arm, and all

collapse if only opened with a lancet.

Hence every body may know the attrac-

tion made by ligature, and perhaps of all the

fluxes, as in the hands when a ligature is ap-

plied, the blood cannot circulate, and if it be

driven at the same time through the arteries

by the force of the heart, the part must ne-

cessarily be filled and distended.

Moreover it so happens, that there is an
attraction made by the ligature, without any
pain, heat, or force of the vacuum. But if

by any pain the blood should happen to be

attracted by any way to the arm, the hands,

and the fingers, and the veins swell, and be-

come varicose, the arm being tied at the

elbow, seeing that by reason of the compres-

sion of the ligature the blood could not come
thither through the veins, and why should

there no sign appear above the ligature,

either of tumour or repletion, neither any
sign of attraction or a flux at all ?

But this is the manifest cause of attraction

beneath the ligature, and of swelling beyond
measure in the hand and fingers, to wit, that

the blood does enter forcibly and abundantly,

but cannot return out again. This is the

cause of swellings, and of all oppressive re-

dundancy in any part, on account of the

ways of ingress, are open, and the passages

of regress shut ; it must then necessarily

follow that the fluid should abound, and the

part be raised with swelling.

Whether may it not be from this cause,

that in tubercles which are inflammatory, so

long as the swelling receives increase, and is

not in its ultimate stage, there is a full pulse

felt in that place, especially in very hot tu-

mours, and in which the increase is made on

a sudden. But this shall form an after dis-

quisition. As likewise whether that happens

from this cause, which casually I had expe-

rience of in myself.

I being thrown from a currir'e, and was
somewhat injured in my forehead, where the

little branch of the artery proceeds from the

temples ; there I perceived a tumour, about

the magnitude of an egg, in the space of

twenty pulsations, without either heat or

much pain ; on account of the vicinity of the

artery, the blood was abundantly and more
swiftly driven into the contused parts.

Hence it appears, for what cause in phle-

botomy we wish the blood sometimes to

gush out further, and with more vehemence,

accordingly we bind it above the section of

the vein, not beneath; but if through the

veins there flows such a quantity, so great

a quantity from the superior parts, that liga-

ture would not only not help, but it will im-

pede it. Then we ought to make the section

beneath the ligature, so that the course of

blood being impeded, it might flow out

more abundantly, if it did traverse thither,

and descend from the superior parts into the

veins, and might flow through them ; but

since by other means it is impelled through
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the arteries into the inferior veins, in whicli

regress it is prevented by tlie ligature, the

veins rise and distend, and with strong im-

pulse they are able to cast and force out the

blood further through the orifice, but the

ligature being made slack, and the way of

regress being thrown open, behold the blood

no longer comes in a stream, but drop by
drop ; and that which every one knows,

namely, if in phlebotomy you either loosen

the ligature, or bind it tightly below, or

compress the limb with too strict a ligature,

then the blood does flow without force, be-

cause the passage by ingress and regress of

the blood is intercepted. Therefore the liga-

ture of the arteries being moderately tight, a

freer egress is afforded by the veins than if

the ligature is loose.

(7*0 he continued.)

NEW DUTIES ON DRUGS.

We have been favoured with a Parliamen-

tary document, which will be read with in-

terest by a large portion of the profession ;

and therefore we have much pleasure in in-

serting it.

NEW DUTIES,

As amended by the Committee.

ARTICLES.

Alkanet Root cwt

Almonds, viz.

. Bitter .... cwt

Jordan .... cwt

any other sort . . cwt

Aloes lb

the produce of, and imported

from any British Possession lb

Amber, rough lb

Ambergris oz

Angelica cwt

Annatto, viz.

m. Flag cwt

Roll cwt

Antimony, viz.

Ore ton

Crude .... cwt
• Regulus .... cwt

Argol cwt

sArrow Root, the produce of, and
imported from any British Pos-

session . cwt

Arsenic cwt

Asphaltum cwt

Balsam, viz.

Canada lb

Capivi cwt

Peru lb

Tolu lb

Bark, viz.

for Tanners' or Dyers'

use cwt

DUTY.
2

4

2

1

8

2

6

6

4

1

8

16

6

1

8

4

8

ARTICLES. DUTY.
imported from any British

Possession lb 1

of other sorts ... lb 1—
: E xtract of, or of other vege-

table substances, to be used only

for tanning Leather, imported
from any British Possession, cwt 1

Basket Rods, the Bundle not ex-

ceeding three feet in circum-

ference at the band 10
Benjamin or Benzoin . . . cwt 4
Berries cwt 2

Bitumen Judaicum .... cwt 040
Boracic Acid .

' . . . . . cwt 4
Borax or Tincal, viz.

Refined . . . . .cwt 10

Unrefined .... cwt 040
Brazil Wood ton 2

Camomile Flowers .... lb 3

Camphor, viz.

Refined .... cwt 2
• Unrefined . . . cwt 10
Camwood ton 5

Cantharides lb 1

Caoutchouc cwt 10
Cardamoms lb 10
Carmine . . . ... . oz 06
Castor lb 6
Chicory, roasted or ground . lb 6
China Root lb 3

Cinnabaris Nativa .... lb 1

Citrat of Lime lb 2

Citric Acid lb 6
Cloves, imported from any British

Possession in Asia, Africa, or

America ....... lb 2
Cobalt cwt 10
Cocoa Nuts lb 6

the produce of, and
imported from any Britisli Pos-
session lb 2

• Husks and Shells lb 1

Paste, the produce of,

and imported from any British

Possession lb 4
Colocynth lb 2

Columbo Root lb 2
Comfits lb 1

Copper Ore, the produce of, and
imported from any British Pos-
session in America . . . ton 1

Cranberries gal 1

Cream of Tartar cwt 2
Cubebs lb 6
Dates cwt 10
Drugs, not particularly charged in

this or any other Act . . cwt 10
Euphorbium cwt 6
Galls cwt 2
Gamboge cwt 4
Gentian cwt 4

Ginseng . cwt 4
Granilla lb 2
Gum, viz.

,Animi, Copal, Arabic, Senegal,

Tragacanth, Lac Dye, Shellac,
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ARTICLES. DUTY.

Storax and other Gum, not other-

wise charged in this Act . . cwt 6

Hair, viz.

Cow, Ox, Bull or Elk Hair, cwt 6

Hellebore lb 1

Hemp, rough and undressed, or any
other vegetable substance of the

nature and quality of undressed

Hemp, and applicable to the same
purposes . . . . . . cwt 1

Hoofs of Cattle, for every IQOl. of

the value .,100
Jalap lb 6

Jet lb 2

Ink for Printing .... cwt. 10

JuiceofLemons, Limes or Oranges, gal. J
Lac, viz.

Stic Lac cwt 10
Lamp Black cwt 1

Latten, viz.

Black ..... cwt 4

Shaven ..... cwt 6

Leaves of Roses .... lb 2

Live Creatures, illustrative of Natu-
ral History Free

Maccaroni - .... ... .lb 02
Mahogany, viz.

— imported from any Bri-

tish Possession .... ton 400
imported from the Bay of

Honduras,ina British Ship, clear-

ed out from the Port of Belize, ton 110
Manganese Ore ton 10

Manna lb 3

Mastic cwt 6

Medlars bushel 1

Moss, viz.

Lichen Islandicus ... lb 1

Rock, for Dyers' use . . ton o 5

not otherwise charged, for

every lOO;. of the value ... 5

Musk oz 6

Myrrh cwt 6

Nicaragua Wood ton 5

Nuts, viz.

Cashew Nuts . . . . cv^t 10

Pistachio Nuts .... cwt 10

Oakum cwt 1

Ochre cwt 1

Oil, viz.

Castor, the produce of, imported

from any British Possession, cwt 2 6

Paran tun 8 8

Chemical, Essential or Per-

fumed, viz.

of Carraways . lb 4

. of Cloves . . lb 14

of Lavender . lb 4

of Mint ... lb 4

— of Peppermint . lb C 4
. of Spike ... lb 4

. — of all other sorts lb 1 4

Olibanum, or Frankincense - cwt 6

Orris, or Iris Root .... cwt 10

Ores, not particularly charged in

ARTICLES. DUTY.
this or any other Act, except Tin
Ore, for every 100/. of the value 5

Painters' Colours, unmanufactured,

not particularly charged in this

or any other Act, for every 100/.

of the value 5

Pink root lb 4

Pitch, Burgundy .... cwt 080
Pomegranates 100 15

Pomegranate, Peels of . . . cwt 10
Quicksilver lb 1

Quinces 1000 1

Radix ; viz.

Contrayerva ... lb 2

Ipecacuanha ... lb 10
Serpentaria .... lb 2

Red Wood or Guinea Wood . ton 5

Rhubarb lb 10
Safflower cwt 1

Sago cwt 1

Sal ; viz.

Ammonia cwt 10
Prunella cwt 1

Salep, or Salop ..... cwt 1

Sanguis Draconis .... cwt 040
Sapan Wood ton 10
Sarsaparilla lb 6

Sassafras cwt 2

Saunders, White or Yellow . cwt 10
Red ton 1

Sausages or Puddings ... lb 4

Scaminony lb 2 6

Seed ; viz.

Aniseed cwt 5

Cummin Seed .... cwt 020
Fennel Seed .... cwt 2

Hemp Seed .... quarter 010
Lettuce Seed . . . quarter 10
Worm Seed .... cwt 2 6

Senna lb 6

Skins, viz. Seal Skins in the Hair,

not tanned, tawed, nor in any
way dressed ; of British taking

doz. skins 1

Smalts lb 4

Spelter, in Cakes .... cwt 20
Sponge lb 6

the produce of, and im-
ported from, any British Pos-

session lb 1

Squills, dried cwt 8

not dried .... cwt 010
Stavesacre cwt 4

Steel, unwrought, prepared in and
imported from any British Pos-

session in Asia, Africa, or Ame-
rica ton 10

Stone, viz.

Marble in Blocks . . . Free
Emery Stones . . . ton 10

Straw for platting .... cwt 001
Succinum lb 6

Tapioca cwt 10
Tartaric Acid lb 4

Teeth, viz.

——^— Sea Cow, Sea Horse, or
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AUTICLES.

Sea Moidc Teeth . . . cwt

Terra, viz.

Japonica, or Catechu . cwt

Sienna cwt

Umbra cwt

Verde cwt

Tortoise-shell, unmanufactured, im-

ported from any British Pos-

session lb

Valonia cwt

Vanelloes lb

Verdigris lb

Vermicelli ........ lb

Vermillion lb

Woad cwt

Wood, fit for Ship-building, im-

ported from any British Posses-

sion within the Limits of the

East India Company's Charter,

the load of fifty cubic feet . .

imported from any other

place within those Limits the load

Zaffre cwt

Goods, Wares and Merchandize,

not being either in part or wholly

manufactured, not being enume-
rated or described, nor otherwise

particularly charged with Duty
in this or any other Act, for every

lOO;. of the value

DUTY.
I

) 1

) 4

) 4

) 1

1

1

5

1

2

1

10

1

5

TJie Effects of Arts, Trades, and Pro-

fessions, and of civic states and ha-

bits of living, on Health and Lon-
gevity ; with suggestions for the

removal ofmany of the agents which

produce disease, and shorten the

duration of life. By C. 1'urner
Thackkah, Esq. Second Edition,

greatly enlarged, London : Long-
man and Co. Leeds : Baines and
Newcome. 1832. pp. 238.

The rapid sale of the first edition of

this work fully proves the immense
interest and importance attached to

the prevention of disease by the

members of our profession ; prevention

is better than cure is an old adage,

and not less old than true. In the

monthly series a very full and ample
review was given of the first edition,

so much so indeed that we do not in-

tend to go over thesame ground again,

but to confine our attention chiefly to

the new matter, which relates to about

120 employments, which were not

examined before. We have often

had occasion to lament that hygene is

not more attended to in this country,

but after the success of Mr. Thackrah,

we hope that other gentlemen will

be induced to exert themselves in the

same, or other departments of that

branch of the science of medicine.

Mr. Thackrah deserves the thanks of

all mankind for what he has done^ and

should he be inclined to prosecute his

inquiries still further, we doubt not

but that he will be seconded by every

one who has the welfare of his fellow-

beings at heart. He has sunk a shaft

in a rich and extensive mine, which
has hitherto been but little explored,

indeed we may almost say, wholly

neglected ; it is, however, one which

will amply repay the zealous and in-

dustrious inquirer, not perhaps by
gratifying the auri sacri fames, but

by procuring him that mens sibi con-

scia recti, that assurance of having

done well, of not having lived in vain,

without M'hich the argent comptant

cannot afford lasting satisfaction. To
a well constituted mind, and one that

has thoroughly imbibed the principles

inculcated by the ethics of our pro-

fession, this inquiry holds out pros-

pects of high satisfaction and pleasure ;

but we fear that as long as Govern-

ment does not take up the affair, until

the ministry shew that paternal affec-

tion to the people they are bound to

do, by establishing a Comite de Senat,

and instituting inquiries on a large

scale, the private zeal of a fewphilan-

throphic individuals will be of but

little advantage ; still, however, we
urge them onwards, for if, by their

efforts, they are enabled to effect even

a slight amelioration, we are certain

they will feel themselves highly re-

warded. It is much to point the

sources of ill health from manufac-

tures ; it is more to suggest mea-
sures for the removal of such sources ;

but the most glorious work of all is,

to effect their abolition. Continued
industry will enable an individual to

discover the sources ; it requires mind
to suggest the measures for their

removal, but it demands long per-

severance, a determination to do good,
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at whatever expense it may be, it de-

mands the whole soul to be devoted

to the cause, as Howard's was, to

carry these measures into practice ;

it requires, as, Gloster observes, al-

though in a different sense, that he

should have " the soul and body on

the action both. " Mr. Thackrah, ob-

serves, that " still much, very much,

remains to be done : and I would
earnestly solicit the profession to aid,

extend, and correct these important

investigations. If any object, that

the cure, not the causes or prevention

of disease, is the business of the me-
dical practitioner, I would reply that

the scientific treatment of a malady
requires a knowledge of its nature,

and the nature of a malady is but

imperfectly understood without a

knowledge of its cause." In every

point of view, the question is one of

the most important of medical police,

and we sincerely hope that it will in

future receive that attention which it

so richly merits. In regard to Mr.
Thackrah, even should he be inclined

to remain on his oars now, there is no
one but will consider him to have

proved himself the friend of his

fellow creatures ; yet we hope that

the work he has so far advanced, he

will be induced to prosecute further ;

he is one of the earliest pioneers into

this terra incognita, and we hope that

he will not cease clearing away the

wood, until not only himself, but

many others may be enabled to effect

a lodgment.

Withthese preliminary remarks, we
now betake ourselves to the grati-

fying and pleasing task of analysis.

For the convenience of inquiry, Mr.
Thackrah divides society into five

great classes, viz.— 1, Operatives;

2, Dealers ; 3, Masters, manufac-

turers and merchants ; 4, Men in-

dependant of business and labour

;

5, Professional men. On examining

the state of these, he adverts to the

atmosphere they breathe—the mus-
cular exercise they take—the postures

of the body they maintain—the va-

riations of temperature and humidity

to which they are exposed—their diet

and habits of life; and, finally, in

some classes, the state of mind—thus

embracing the whole of an interesting

and most extensive theme, one which,

while it is worthy of the deepest at-

tention, is necessarily one of extreme
difficulty, and this arises in a great

measure from the complex nature of

the inquiry, and also from a certain

feeling which tends to induce indivi-

duals to resent what they consider

to be an invasion of theirprivacy, and
renders them unwilling to furnish

details in regard to their own state of

health, &c. We know not whether
Mr. Thackrah has met with any such
obstacles, but we are well assured that

such is the general feeling of the

lower classes to whom the benefit

and utility of such an inquiry are

either altogether unknown, or misun-
derstood.

The first class or operatives, he di-

vides into first

—

Men of active habits,

and whose employments are chiefly in

the open air.—Of tliese, the 1st is the

husbandman, with whom we shallcom-
mence. He is well known to be gene-

rally healthy. The chronic maladies

of towns are almost unknown in the

country, but, on the other hand, epi-

demic fevers, cholera, diarrhoea, and
dysentery, are more severe and per-

haps more frequent ; indeed the agri-

culturist is more subject to epidemics

than the townsman, which Mr. T.
attributes to the purity of the air

;

considering that the disease is de-

pendant on a natural change in the

constitution of the atmosphere, he is

of opinion that its effects will be most
felt whenever the air is most natural,

while in towns it is so largely im-

pregnated with animal effluvia, smoke,

the dust, and gases of manufactures

and arts, that it can be but partially

affected by the addition from without,

consequently the townsman inhales

but a diluted miasm. With the ex-

ception of the labourer's debauch at a

fair or feast, or the master after

market, they are generally temperate.

Longevity is more common than in

any other class ; in one village in the

neighbourhood of the Lincolnshire
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fens, containing not more than 120

inhabitants, there are now eight per-

sons nearly 90 years of age. Mr. T.

states that in the marshy districts,

pulmonary consumption is extremely

rare. In the fens, ague has been

considerably diminished of late years,

by draining ; in one district they are

not now one tenth of the number of

cases there were 20 years ago.

Dray or wherrymen have, in addi-

tion to long-continued walking, great

exertion in lifting weights. Being

well paid, they are generally very in-

temperate. They complain occasi-

onally of uneasiness in the feet and

loins, which appears to depend on the

labour they undergo, andof head-ache,

and disordered state of the urinary

organs, which arise from intempe-

rance. Their habits of early rising

and constant exercise in the open air,

act however as an antidote to disease,

" for they are generally robust, and

attain considerable age." From this

description it seems evident that Mr.
Thackrah cannot allude to the London
draymen, very few of whom, we be-

lieve, ever reach the age of 56.

Carpenters (ship) have full and va-

ried muscular exertion, generally in

exposed situations ; they generally

take grog and ale, when they are to

be got, too liberally. They are not

subject to any marked disease, save

that the hearing is often impaired

from the noise of their employ ; they

are generally long-lived, excepting

those who accompany the fleets.

Quarrymen, or stone-getters, have

strongest muscular labour ; they ge-

nerally attain considerable age, when
they escape accidents so common in

their employ.

Soldiers are generally healthy

;

having good and varied exertion, and
being compelled to regularity, clean-

liness, and early rising, they are sub-

ject to few other diseases than those

of the season, hereditary affections,

and those dependant on excess pre-

vious to enlisting. Drunkenness is

now comparatively rare. Mr. T. ex-

presses his surprize that the surround-

ing townspeople and peasantry are

exempt from the Egyptian ophthal-

mia, which still exists among the

Irish stations, but we think that point

fully cleared up by the discovery of

the ophthalmia conspiracy, mentioned
by Dr. Fergusson. When on actual

service, the duties are more severe,

intemperance, excess greater, and con-

sequently disease is more rife. Her-
nia is frequent in the cavalry regi-

ments, which is attributed to the

style of riding, and the length of the

stirrup-strap ; but our author considers

that another cause may be found in

the weight of the sword, which, in-

stead of being supported from the

shoulder, is solely supported by the

belt, and this makes a partial pressure

on the abdomen. This idea originated

with Dr. Blake of Lenton, Notting-

ham, who pointed out the injurious ef-

fects of the sword belt as now worn in

producing hernia, and the remedy in

a paper headed."

—

On the danger of
the custom so generally adopted of
compressing the abdomen by means of a

belt or stays, as tending to the produc-

tion of Hernia, and published in the

London Medical and Surgical Journal,

vol vi. No 36. p, 484. The capacity

of the chest in soldiers appears to be
considerablymore than in other clasess

.

The following anecdote in regard to

recruits .is exceedingly curious and
interesting in a physiological point of

view. " It is worthy of notice that

those from the poor and iU-fed Irish

or Scotch districts, suffer from the

sudden change to good diet. Few
escape an attack of fever. The lad

when taken ill is aware of the cause,

and often says, to his medical officer.

' O', Sir, it is the mate that is killing

me.' It is observed, that if an Irish

recruit, soon after his enlistment, be
sent, for any trifling complaint, to the

hospital, and there brought gradually

through the scale of diet to the full

barrack allowance, he escapes the

fever." A hint might be obtained

from this, by which the disease might
be avoided in all cases.

Sailors are hardy and enterprising ;

those serving on the coast or home
station, are generally very healthy
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and robust. Life is curtailed by a

variety of circumstances, the most

injurious being intemperance, night

watching ; and restrained sailors are

more intemperate than soldiers.

2nd. Those tvhose emjyloyments are

carried on in an atmosphere confined

and impure.—Mr. Thackrah prefaces

his remarks on individual employments,

by stating the effects of a vitiated

atmosphere generally ; after which

he proceeds to detail his experience

with regard to tailors ; but as these

were dilated on in the first edition, we
must pass them hj for the present.

Sail-makers are not so intemperate as

tailors and shoe-makers, and life is

much longer. They frequently at-

tain the age of 70.

Tobacco-pipe makers, cork-cutters,

and stay and geer-makers, are not

subject to any peculiar agents of dis-

ease. Card- makers have two prin-

cipal departments; doubling the wire,

a duty done by men, who are subject

to indigestion, head-ache, and consti-

pation. Card setting is performed by
children from 8 to 12 years of age,

who suffer from bead-ache and pain

in the back at first ; but they seldom

remain long enough at the work for

it to develop its effects on health.

The rooms in which they work are

often far too much crowded. Scrib-

blers and carders of wool have mode-
rate and varied exertion. The labour

of the power-loom weaver is light,

but the atmosphere of the mill is close,

and the rooms are generally too

crowded ; besides which they are re-

quired to be at work at all seasons at

six in the morning, and have merely

a quarter of an hour allowed them for

breakfast, three-quarters for dinner,

and a quarter for the afternoon meal

;

a space of time which is a great deal

too short. Cotton-weavers are gene-

rally healthy. Silk- weavers are small

in figure, and appear half starved
;

their wages are too low to allow a

tire even in the depth of winter. Pul-

monary consumption is frequent, and
among the females distortion of the pel-

vis. Weavers of worsted handkerchiefs,

fancy goods, and worsted stockings,

are less healthy than cotton weavers,

on account of the dust which affects

the respiration. Weavers of wire have

greater labour than others, and are

more robust and healthy. Raisers of

cloth, blanket-makers, whip-makers,

and stuff and woollen printers, are

generally healthy. Engravers are sub-

ject to affections of the head, and
organs of digestion, but organic dis-

ease is not so frequent as in other

occupations, as they are less intem-

perate. Tlie employment affects vi-

sion. It does not appear that copper-

plate printers are at all injured by
their employ, although neither they

nor engravers present many exam-
ples of old age. Stuff and woollen

printers appear healthy. Book-binders

and pocket-book makers have re-

markably easy work. The latter have

high wages, and not being obliged to

keep houses, are very dissipated, to

which their illness are chiefly attri-

buted. The putrid serum of sheep's

blood, which they use as a cement,

might very well be exchanged for

white of e^^ or albuminous matter,

wi.ich does not offend the senses.

The turning, stoving, and painting,

are the only parts of the work inju-

rious to japanners. Though few die-

sinkers complain of ill health, the

pallor of the countenance indicates a
reduction of vigour in the digestive

and circulatory systems. Of workers

in gold and silver, we learn that they

have good wages, live well, and not

generally intemperate. Some parts

of the work, such as chasing, ham-
pering, moulting, and pumicing, are

more unhealthy than the other. Gold-
beaters are exposed to no injurious

agent, and enjoying good wages, are

healthy and robust. The English-

men at the burning and grinding

factories for plaster of Paris, are gene-

rally long lived, and some attain the

age of eighty ; while the Italians, the

greater part modellers, generally die

young, and usually from pulmonary
consumption. They live chiefly on
vegetables ; there is nothing injurious

in any part of their employ. The
grinding and filing processes in cutlery
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produce the worst effects on health.

Cutlex's are generally intemperate and

short-lived. Shear-grinders are sub-

ject to impaired hearing, from the

noise of the machinery, but their em-
ployment is no otherwise injurious.

Nail-makers are intemperate ; their

occupation resembles that of the smith,

but is more confined. Cabinet-mak-

ers, plane makers, shuttle and bobbin-

makers, patten-makers and clog-mak-

ers, are generally healthy ; house-

servants rarely so—they are subject

to fever ; girls from the country suf-

fer more than the natives of a town ;

kneeling produces the well-known

disease, called the housemaid's knee.

Footmen, who stand long behind car-

riages, are said to be subject to hydro-

cele. Waiters at inns are irregular,

dissipated, and unhealthy. They die

comparatively young.

3rd. Those who pursue employments

which produce dust, odour, or gaseous

exhalations. — These Mr. Thackrah
subdivides into those in which the

vapour, odour, or dust, is not appa

rently noxious ; those in which it

appears to be even beneficial, gene-

rally or partially ; and those in which

it is decidedly injurious. In the first

subdivision we find starch-makers,

wire-drawers, rectifiers of spirit, and

men engaged in spirit and wine-

vaults, who, however, there is reason

to believe suffer from the effects of in-

temperance ; varnish-makers, brick-

layers, their labourers, lime-workers,

leaders of lime, plasterers, white-

washers, stencillers, wool-sorters,

turners, makers of bone and pearl

buttons, bleachers, bronzers, tobacco-

manufacturers, and snuff-making, &c.

The second, or that where the vapour,

&c. is beneficial, we find rape and
mustard - crushers, brush - makers,

grooms and hostlers, who mar the

good effects of their employ by in-

temperance ; glue and size-boilers,

comb -makers, buckram - manufactu-

rers, tallow-chandlers, soap-boilers,

who, during the plague, were re-

markably exempt from it ; tanners,

said to be as fully exempt from con-

sumption ; nightmen, slaughtermen.

butchers, and knackers. We have
next the third subdivision, namely,
those in which the vapour, &c. is de-

cidedly injurious ; and these are,

flock-dressers, who are subject to

considerable dust, which injures both
respiration and digestion ; to obviate

the injury resulting from the dust,

Mr. T. recommends the use of ma-
chinery, or the admittance of free

currents of warm air to the opera-

tives. Shoddy-grinders are likewise

subject to dust, which produces cough
and expectoration ; it causes in be-

ginners, headache, sickness, dryness

of the fauces, and difficulty of breath-

ing, a complaint lasting about six or

eight hours, and termed the " shoddy
fever." Weavers of coverlets, and
of harding, preparers or dressers of

hair, dressers of Spanish or coloured

leather, of hemp, and japanned goods,

and coral-grinders, are more or less

subject to dust, which has a noxious

influence on the respiratory organs,

so much so, that the operatives can-

not continue for any length of time

at some of these employments ; ma-
sons are subject to a similar annoy-

ance from sand and dust, in addition

to which they are addicted to intem-

perance ; consequently they are short-

lived, generally dying before forty.

Colliers are subject to the inhalation

of coal dust and pernicious gases, as

the carbonetted, and sulphuretted

hydrogen, and carbonic acid gas.

They are also subject to sudden out-

breaks of water, and various acci-

dents. They suffer from disorders of

the head, muscular pains, particu-

larly in the back, rheumatism, asth-

matic and other disorders of the re-

spiratory apparatus. Their com-
plexion is sallow and unhealthy ; eyes

affected with chronic inflammation,

and intolerant of full light. The use

of the safety-lamp, examination of

the state of the air, especially in pits

re-opened, and the practice of venti-

lation, would prevent many of those

accidents to which they are liable.

Iron-miners are in nearly similar

condition with colliers. Lead-miners

suffer considerably from their em-
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ploy, and more by working the ore in

sand-stone than in lime-stone, as the

latter allows the water to percolate

through it, and thus lays the parti-

cles of dust. They rarely work more
than six hours a-day, yet seldom at-

tain the age of forty. They are very

intemperate, confessedly to drown
the idea that they are doomed to

premature disease. Last year there

were in the village of Arkendale (in

the heart of the mining district,) not

less than thirty widows under thirty

years of age. Mr. Thackrah in-

quires, " would the inspiration of

dilute chlorine for an hour in an

evening, so invigorate the constitu-

tion as to enable it to resist the in-

vasion of disease ?" Fork-grinders

who use a dry grindstone, die at the

ages of twenty-eight and thirty-two
;

the table-knife grinders, who use a

wet stone, live to forty and fifty.

They fall victims to slow but cer-

tainly fatal consumption. Mr. T.

re-echoes the recommendations of Dr.

Knight on this subject, which are,

1st, dusting the machinery before

the work commences ; 2ndly, great

reduction in the time of labour; 3rdly,

use of wet stones as much as possi-

ble ; 4thly, large flues to be laid on

the floor for ventilation, and currents

of air to be forced through them by
the machines ; 5thly, fork-grinding

to be confined to animals. The em-
ployment of file-cutters is allied to

that of grinders, but not so noxious.

Among the makers of fire-arms we
find the intemperate chiefly sufi^er.

Brass-founders and braziers suff^er

from the inhalation of the volatilized

metal. In founding yellow brass, the

evolutions of oxide of zinc is very

great ; it immediately affects respi-

ration, less directly the digestive or-

gans. Brass-melters are subject to

an intermittent fever, which they

term brass ague. The hair of the

head of the filers turns to green,

which Mr. T. attributes to the oil of

the hair combining with the copper

in the brass particles. The manufac-

turers of white lead are sallow and

thin, and complain frequently of

head-ache, and loss of appetite. The
eff^ects of lead are most perceivable

in the white beds and packing de-

partments. The oldest man known
in a large establishment at Hull, was
found to have attained the age of

fifty-four, when he was unable to

work. He had been employed six-

teen years, and during that time was
laid twenty-eight times from serious

disease ! Each attack worse than
the predecessor. " He has been on
one occasion nineteen weeks in bed,

with scarcely the power of stirring a
limb, and was a month without an
evacuation from the bowels. This
miserable man is now partially para-

lytic ; he has scarcely any motion in

either wrist, and his lower extremi-

ties are so weakened that he can
scarcely trail himself along, even with
the aid of a crutch. His haggard
countenance and emaciated frame
give the appearance of the age of

eighty rather than of fifty-four." No
person can be a month in the worst
department without a serious attack

of disease. Mr. Thackrah recom-
mends great cleanliness, the use of a

linen dress, the rooms to be spacious

and well ventilated, with a strong

draught through tlie furnace, a sub-

sidiary chimney on the plan of Dr.

Christison, and not allowing the men
to take their meals in the workshop,
as means of prevention. Fatty ali-

ments are recommended as preserva-

tives against the poison of lead. Pa-

per-stainers suff^er chiefly from rub-

bing and grinding the paint. There
are few instances of aged paper-

stainers. Several of the occupations

of the makers of military ornaments
are injurious, but the operatives are

not confined to any one process.

They are generally temperate. When
metal spoon-makers are temperate,

they enjoy health, and attain full

age. The metals used do not induce

any form of paralysis. Metal and
iron button-makers suff^er from gas-

tric afi^ections, but chiefly from irri-

tation of the air-tube, and its conse-

quences. The gilt button-makers are

mostly aifected by the mercurial va-
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pour, they seldom live to full age.

Men who silver mirrors are subject

to the mercurial vapour, which pro-

duces difficult enunciation, pain and

constriction at the base of the chest,

emaciation, debility, tremours, and
sfUivation. The gums are often

wasted, and the teeth left loose in

the socket. Few can bear the em-
ploy for a long time. Water-gilders

are also subject to the mercurial va-

pour, but they diminish its effects by
a piece of glass between the mouth
and the material, or a long proboscis

which hangs below the vapour.

When tremours appear, rest, fresh air,

and aperients should be promptly

employed ; and for salivation, iron

is the best remedy. Jewellers and
workers in gold are exposed to the

effects of various gases. They are

very intemperate, and dram-drinking

is especially prevalent. An old jew-

eller is worthless to the art. " A
master observes, that ' the men
drop off from work unperceived, and
disregarded. I am quite at a loss to

know what becomes of them. When
they leave off working, they go and
are seen no more. Some, perhaps,

become applicants for charities ; but

so few have I known of the ages of

60 or 70, that leaving work, they

seem to leave the world as well, a

solitary one appearing at intervals to

claim some trifling pension, or seek

admission to an almshouse.' " Asth-

matic persons cannot bear the em-
ploy of makers of sulphuric and ni-

tric acids, and of sulphate of magne-
sia, as the acid fumes cause cough
and tightness of the chest. Aged
workmen are found in the manufac-
tories. The bleachers of worsted
articles are exposed to the effects of

sulphurous gas ; they are habitually

subject to cough, and their sallow

complexion indicates ill-health.

Mr. Thackrah, on reviewing this

section, adds the following remarks :— 1st, Dust is the great bane of ma-
nufacturers, anri whether it be farina,

animal or vegetable fibre, or evolved

from minerals, stone, lime, coal, or

metal, it injures the respiratory or-

VOL. II.

gans, in proportion to the mechani-
cal irritation it induces on the bron-
chial membrane. 2ndly, The gases

of manufactures affect the respiration

of the men, only when applied in an
extraordinary degree, and seldom do
permanent injury, unless this strong

application be long continued, ^'o

this remark, the volatilization of lead,

mercury, and some other minerals,

form the principal exceptions. 3rdly,

The digestive organs form an arti-

ficial atmosphere, and, except in the

dusty occupations, seem to be sooner
affected than the respiratory. 4thly,

Animal decomj)osition, however dis-

gusting to the senses, does not injure

those who are continually exposed
to it ; but, on the contrary, appears
very considerably to invigorate the
constitution."

4thly . Those who follow occvpations
which injure or annoy by acting on the

skin.—Potters suffer the usual effects

of lead, from immersing their hands
in a strong solution which is used for
" glazing." The intemperate suffer

most. It is very desirable that some
substance be found which can replace
the lead. Its chief recommendation
is said to be its comparative cheap-
ness. Grocers are subject to a variety

of impetigo or eczema, from having-

their hands frequently in sugar

;

bakers to a variety of psoriasis from
the flour. Mr. Thackrah considers
farmers liable to absorb the poison of
glanders from the diseased horse. He
urges the necessity of plastering any
wound on the hand, and when it has
been neglected, washing immediately
after touching the diseased animal,
and applying a drop of nitric acid to
the sore on the hand, will, he thinks,

diminish the chance of absorption.

5thly. Those whose occupations ex-

pose them to wet and steam. These
are scourers of wool, dyers, brushers
of cloth, of steam, fullers or millers of

cloth, giggers, hatters, brewers, and
paper-makers, none of whom appear
to suffer any ill effects from the ex-
posure. In his comments on this,

Mr. I'hackrah says, " I would urge
my conviction that in nine -tenths of
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these diseases (those said to arise from
exposure to cold) wet or cold is no
more the cause, even the exciting

cause, thanTenterden steeple of Good-
win sands."

6thly. Those exposed to a high tem-

perature, or to great variations of tem-

perature.—Sugar-refiners are gene-

rally Germans, Englishmen not being

able to bear the heat ; they work
sometimes in a temperature of 120".

They are healthy, and remarkably

muscular, but are said to be worn out

or die consumptive before the age of

fifty. There are many other occupa-

tions described by Mr. Thackrah, but

they tend to prove that the human
frame can bear a high degree of tem-

perature without injury. Mr. Thack-
rah draws the following inferences

from his observations :

—

1. That operatives habituated to

high temperature daily feel eiFects

similar to those felt by persons who
occasionally place themselves in this

temperature. Habit seems to have
little power in rendering the body
insensible to heat. The men daily

have an excitement of pulse, perspi-

ration proportionate to the degree and
continuance of the heat, and its com-
plication with muscular labour, thirst

and languor. The complexion is ren-

dered pale, and the digestive func-

tions are impaired ; in all, the tongue

is milk white.

2. Persons exposed by their labour

to great and frequent variations of

temperature, are not more subject to

inflammation of the lungs, or of the

bronchial membrane, to pleurisy of

fever, than other men. Even the

founders and dry-house men, who,
many times a day, make sudden tran-

sitions of temperature, equalling often

100° or 120°, are neither sensible of

inconvenience at the time, nor sub-

ject to pulmonic disorders.

3. Affections termed rheumatic

are, I think, frequent in this class. If

the exciting cause of such complaints

be. referred to great and sudden

changes of temperature, may not the

predisposing cause be attributed to

the unhealthy state of the abdominal

viscera, induced by the excessive po-

tation of fermented liquor ?

4. Though the digestive functions

are impaired, and the muscular power
reduced, organic disease does not

speedily result. Men working in

high temperature are not often inca-

pacitated for work.

5. Adults bear heat better than the

young.

6. Do not employments especially

require a nutritious diet } This ap-

pears to be the case in reference to

some of the manufactures lately no-

ticed. Cotton-spinners, for instance,

are said to require more and much
better food than husbandmen.

7. Is life shortened by [habitual

exposure to great heat ? I think not.

Though the operatives of this section

do not live as long as husbandmen,
they do not, on the whole, appear to

be shorter lived than the bulk of

townsmen.
The remedies which may be sug-

gested for the evils referred to in this

section are

—

1. Diminution of the muscular la-

bour which is performed in hot rooms.

Raising the iron tender-frames in the

dry house ought to be eflfected, and
the hot plates of the stuiF-pressers

conveyed by machinery. These, and
similar modes of relief, are more wor-
thy of mechanic ingenuity than most
of the ends to which this ingenuity is

devoted. The men, however, should be
less active, and carry lighter weights.

In other countries, heat is considered

a sufficient cause for the reduction of

labour ; while in England, operatives

employ all their strength, as well in

a temperature equal to that of the

tropics, as in the open air of our
winters. 2. The drinking lemonade,
or other diluents, during the time of

labour, rather than the noxious com-
pound called ale. 3. The use of sti-

mulants with the food, after labour.

4. The reduction of the period of

labour."

{To be continued.)
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Saturday, Aug. 25, 1832.

MEDICAL REFORM.

In no civilized country in the world

is the medical profession so neglected

by the government, its members so

divided amongst themselves, its value

so depreciated, its constitution so im-

perfect, the lavi^s relating to it so con-

tradictory, so oppressive on its legi-

timate members, or so useless for the

conservation of public health, as in

Great Britain and Ireland. The truth

of this position is incontrovertably

proved by reference to the history of

medicine at the present period, and

by the following facts, which no man

can question. In the first place, it is

to be recollected that the study of

aaiatomy, the basis of medical sci-

ence, is now legalized, for the first

time, in this country. In the next

place, the medical profession is unre-

presented in the British legislature,

while the professions of law and di-

vinity constitute a formidable propor-

tion of our Parliament. However ho-

nourable and useful these professions

may be, we must contend that medi-

cine is as dignified, and infinitely more

important to humanity. This has been

admitted by mankind from time imme-

morial ; the opinion is universal that

health is the greatest temporal bles-

sing that has been conferred on man.

"Well might one of our best sentimen-

talists exclaim,—" O blessed health !

thou art above all gold and treasure ;

'tis thou who enlargest the soul—and

openest all its powers to receive in-

struction and to relish virtue. He

that has thee has little more to wish

for ! and he that is so wretched as to

want thee—wants every thing with

thee." The pre-eminence of the

healing art was admitted by the hea-

then and christian philosophers, and

by the greatest orators and moralists.

Cicero said, " in nulla re homines

proprius ad deos appropinquant quam

salutem hominibus dando
;

" while

Seneca observed, " qusedam pluris

esse quam emuntur ; emis a medico

rem inestimabilem vitam ac valetudi-

nem bonam." Medicine was ren-

dered pre-eminent by having been

practised by the Divine Redeemer,

who avoided all other human pur-

suits. It was encouraged, cultivated,

and practised by kings, princes, and

pontiffs, the highest, wisest, and best

of men. All civilized nations con-

ferred the greatest honours and privi-

leges upon its practitioners—theywere

exempt from the performance of civil

duties—the highest rank and the most

ample rewards were bestowed upon

them. In no country has the medi-

cal faculty received more respect than

in this, and at no period of our his-

tory has more patronage been ex-

tended than by our gracious and be-

nevolent Sovereign, whose encou-

ragement of literature, the arts and

sciences have been unequalled by all

his predecessors since the days of

Alfred. Nevertheless the medical pro-

fessipn has. been, and is still, neg-

lected by our government and legis-

I 2
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lature. The laws relating to its prac-

tice are a disgrace to the statute

book— they establish five different

medical corporations in Englsind,

five in Scotland, six in Ireland,

and every one of these with distinct

rights and privileges. We have Uni-

versityopposedto University, Colleges

of Physicians and Surgeons opposed

to rival institutions, and Companies of

Apothecaries as belligerent as may be

'desired; while the public health is

destroyed to an incredible extent by

ignorant pretenders to medicine. It

was truly observed, by one of the

greatest physicians of whom this

country can boast, that " quackery

has destroyed more than the sword,

famine and pestilence united;" and

never was there a period in British

history in which it is so luxuriant as

in this age of intellect. It there-

fore follows that the laws relating to

the practice of the medical profession

in these countries, are not effectual

for the preservation of the public

health. Nevertheless, those laws were

enacted for the restraint and suppres-

sion of empiricism—a species of im-

posture tolerated in no other Euro-

pean nation. The Royal College of

Physicians, and the Apothecaries'

Company of London, and, according

to Willcocks, the Royal College of

Surgeons,* possess ample power to

abate this monstrous evil, but, strange

to say, they neglect the interests of

the profession and of the public. It

k only justice to these bodies to add.

• Treatise on the Laws relating to the

Miedical Profession. 1830.

that the sanction given by the govern-

ment. Whig and Tory, to quackery,

neutralizes their exertions. In proof

of this position, we need only state,

that the stamp duty on patent medi-

cines alone amounted to £.30,000, in

England, in 1831 ; the sum derived

from Ireland and Scotland was not in-

cluded, neither was the immense re-

venue on newspaper advertisements

for quack nostrums and quack puffs

taken into account. The real amount

of revenue on quackery in the United

Kingdom, may be fairly estimated at

£.100,000 a-year. Here then is the

secret influence which paralyzes the

Colleges. It is a great insult to the

educated professors of medicine, and

to the framers of our pharmacopaeias,

to allow ignorant and illiterate persons

to take out patents for what they

allege as infallible cures for incurable

diseases. Quack medicines are dis-

graceful to the profession, injurious

to health, and often destructive to

life. But a preponderating propor-

tion of the public are captivated and

convinced by newspaper advertise-

ments, for the shallow-minded, who

form nine-tenths of society, take

for granted that the most incredible

puffs are true, purchase patent medi-

cines, and commit their health and

lives to the care of ignorant, unprin-

cipled, and desperate empirics. In

former times, when the legitimate

medical practitioners were compara-

tively few, there was some ground

for tolerating empiricism, but heaven

knows there is no lack of the faculty

at present, as we believe there is no

part of this kingdom in which edu-
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cated practitioners cannot be con-

sulted. " But now," says Professor

Cooper, in his excellent and clas-

sic Hunterian Oration, " when this

disadvantage" (the paucity of me-

dical practitioners) " no longer exists,

we find the noble and opulent volun-

tarily coming forward in courts of

justice, as the patrons and dupes of

murderous quackery, and in opposi-

tion to all common sense and deco-

rum, spontaneously selecting the felo-

nious charlatan as the fit object of

their protection and confidence.

" When I join with such occur-

rences the present state of the laws

of this kingdom, as having a decided

tendency to promote the silent, but

extensive havoc of quackery, and to

discourage the study of anatomy

—

the principal foundation of every thing

that is good, safe, and useful in the

practice both of medicine and surgery

—I can hardly bring myself to believe

that such things could have happened

in a country proudly exalted amongst

nations by its love of science, its at-

tachment to truth, and its contempt

of mercenary ignorance. The laws,

which give rise to circumstances,

leading to the robbery of graves, and

even to the murder of the living for

the sale of their bodies, must be bad

indeed; but the laws, which would

totally interdict the study of anatomy,

and leave the whole community a

prey to those all-devouring monsters.

Disease and Quackery, must be infi-

nitely worse."*

The Hunterian Oration, delivered in the

Theatre of the Royal College of Surgeons in

London in 1832. By S. Cooper, Professor of

Surgery in the University of London, &c.

Longman and Co.

If the practice of medicine, as is

generally supposed, consisted merely

of certain prescriptions, more or less

proper to combat, to alleviate, or to

remove diseases, it would not deserve

the high praises bestowed upon it by

society ; but those who understand it

have discovered that its empire is

boundless, and that none of tha hu-

man sciences is so interesting, so im-

portant, or so valuable to mankind.

The science of medicine is vast,

almost beyond the comprehension of

any man ; it comprises nearly all the

branches of natural science, directly

or collaterally ; the study of every one

of which would occupy the life time

of any man ; besides the study of the

most complicated, and perfect ma-

chine in the creation—the body of

man, with its uses, the innumerable

derangements, and remedies afforded

by the various ranges of creation.

Hence the study of medicine requires

a much greater exertion of the intel-

lectual faculties thanany other science.

Innumerable are the causes which de-

range the human body, and innume-

rable our diseases and remedies.

Mille mali species,

Mille salutis erant.

Medicine has been admitted by all

men of learning to be the most ab-

struse and extensive of the sciences,

and yet any illiterate charlatan may

attempt it with impunity, and the

nobility, legislators, and community,

are ready to aver that he, by one re-

medy, can cure all diseases. We, on

the contrary, observe venerated teach-

ers grow old in the study of a single

branch of our science, without ever
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imagining that, they have explored the

whole field, which they have so ar-

dently and so assiduously cultivated.

No, it is the audacious quack who

can comprehend the whole, and who

can procure the nobility and gentry

of the greatest nation on earth in

learning, science, art, and affluence,

to confirm his empty and impudent

pretensions, and to outrage common

sense and reason. But we ought not

to be surprised at this, as the medical

profession wages war with itself, and

is nothing but a rope of sand. Our

physicians are at war with our sur-

geons—the surgeons equally pugna-

cious, and the apothecaries, mindful

of the fable of the oyster, successful

against both. Amid such strife and

discord, we cannot be surprised that

the pretenders to medicine should

reap a golden harvest. Divide and

conquer, is a Machiavelian principle,

which is as fatal to medicine as it has

been to politics. If the difi^erent me-

dical corporations were united in

their eiForts and exertions, empiricism

-wotdd be extinguished, and the noble

science of medicine would be trium-

phant. But every one of our corpo-

rations, medical, surgical, and phar-

maceutical, is highly ctdpable, and

every one of them needs improvement.

Such was the state of medicine in

France when Napoleon became Em-

peror; but he speedily changed the

.entire system, and so modified it, as

to afibrd an example worthy of adop-r

tion by all countries. It is gratifying

to think that a new charter has been

given to the British nation, and that

all defects, abuses, and absurdities in

our laws cannot continue any longer.

It is impossible that the present anti-

quated state of the law, respecting the

practice of medicine, can remain un-

changed, or that a reformed House

of Commons will be so short sighted

as not to perceive that the practitioners

of a science so pre-eminently impor-

tant as our own, shall not have every

facility afforded to them of conferring

upon all classes of society the inesti-

mable advantages of preserving health

and life. The time has arrived when

health and life must be more highly

estimated than property, and when

legislation must be based upon this

princii)le. Every man prefers health

and life to wealth, and these will,

shall, and must be efficiently protected.

We can confidently assure our

readers, on authority which cannot be

doubted, that a complete reform in

the medical profession will very

speedily take place.

THE CHOLERA.

Council Office, WhitehaU, Aug. 22.

New cases, 1,179; died, 104; re-

covered, 580 ; total cases from com-

mencement, 36,235 ; total deaths

from commencement, 13,405.

CENTRAL BOARD OF HEALTH FOR
IRELAND.

Council Office, Dublin Castle, Aug. 17.

Remaining at last report, 359; new

cases, 33 ; died, 5 ; recovered, 37 ;

remaining, 350 ; total cases from

commencement, 9,676; total deaths

from commencement, 2,758.
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COMPARATIVE MORTALITY.

A CURIOUS official paper has been

circulated, ordered by the House of

Commons, shewing the comparative

mortality in many large towns, &c.

of the kingdom, from 1813 up to the

present year. Among the towns in-

cluded in this comparative calcula-

tion of mortality are, Leeds [town],

Bradford, Holbeck, Beeston, Wigan,

Preston, Norwich, Bolton-le-Moors,

London, Bury [Lancashire], Essex,

&c. The result of the investigation

of mortality may be concisely stated

as follows :—Of children born there

die, in Leeds, 53 per cent, under

5 years of age, and 62 per cent, un-

der 20 years of age ; in Bradford, 47

per cent, under 5, and 59 per cent,

under 20 years of age ; in Beeston,

39 per cent, under 5, and 52 per

cent, under 20 years of age ; in Hol-

beck, 50 per cent, under 5, and 62

per cent, under 20 years of age ; in

Norwich, 42 per cent, under 5, and

50 per cent, under 20 years of age ;

in Wigan, 48 per cent, under 5, and

59 per cent, under 20 years of age ;

in London, 38 per cent, under 5, and

46 per cent, under 20 years of age

;

in Rutland, 29 per cent, under 5,

and 37^ per cent, under 20 years of

age, &c. It further appears, that in

Essex, Rutland, and the Metropolis,

persons live to an advanced age in a

greater extent than others.

versity have at length determined

upon establishing a hospital in con-

nexion with their valuable institution.

The munificent donation of £.100 by

that philanthropic and independant

physician Dr. Harrison, while the

Lord Chancellor, the Duke of Somer-

ret, &c. gave but half the sum, affords

the best proof of the disinterestedness

and humanity of our profession.

CROTON OIL IN CHOLERA.

NORTH LONDON HOSPITAL.

We are extremely happy to notice

that the Council of the London Uni-

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

Should the following statement ap-

pear to you of sufficient importance
for a place in your excellent Journal,

you will much oblige me by giving it

insertion ; its object is to recommend
a remedy which has proved decidedly

successful in spasmodic cholera, and
which in conscience I feel myself
bound to make known, although it

brings me reluctantly before the

public.

On Wednesday the 18th July, I

was seized with a slight diarrhoea,

which continued and increased on the

day following ; the matter discharg-

ed was passed without pain, so that

I was thrown off my guard as to the
nature of the complaint ; towards
evening of the second day I became
restless and feverish ; at midnight
my pulse was 120, and very weak;
spasms in my legs and arms led me
to think for the first time that I was
labouring under spasmodic cholera.

On examining the copious flowings

from the bowels, I found them con-
sist of a limpid fluid resembling
chicken broth or barley-water : this

is now understood to be the serous

part of the blood ; when this escapes,

only the thick dark particles remain
in the blood-vessels, which soon be-

come stagnant and occasion death.

This was nearly the case with me, as
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the pulfse had become almost imper-

ceptible, and the dark streaks in the

lines of the veins, and the colour of

the skin, denoted that the state of

collapse was fast approaching. The
question then was, can a new action

be produced in the intestinal canal ?

Yes, I said, it is possible, and I will

try that remedy which I have so

strongly recommended to others in

this disease. I took three drops of

croton oil on a little sugar, and confi-

dently waited the effects. The fol-

lowing took place in succession :—In

20 minutes the stomach was discharg-

ed of an immense quantity of undi-

gested food ; the liver, which had

been distended to a most painful de-

gree with bile, poured its contents

into the intestines ; the gruelly dis-

charge from the bowels was now
succeeded by copious evacuations of

bile and oflfensive matter, the cramps

ceased, and the pulse rose. All those

favourable occurrences took place in

less than an hour after taking the

croton oil, and I pronounced myself

out of danger. This is my case, and
I hope and trust it may prove an im-

portant one to the public, as it may
lead to a more successful mode of

treatment than has hitherto been em-
ployed in this fatal disease.

Ever since the appearance of the

Asiatic cholera in this country, I have

not ceased to urge the employment
of croton oil to my professional bre-

thren, and even to the Central Board
of Health—but in vain, for I have

never yet heard of its being resorted

to. I was induced to recommend it

from the decided success I witnessed

of its utility in yellow fever and other

diseases in the West Indies, bearing a

strong resemblance in many of the

leading symptoms and appearances

after death to those of the epidemic

cholera. My reasoning heretofore

was from analogy ; but the practical

facts detailed in my personal case

confirm the strong impression on my
mind that the croton oil will prove

an invaluable remedy in spasmodic

cholera. I have now discharged a

duty which I owe to the public in

recommending what I conceive may
turn out a benefit to mankind.

I have the honour to be,

Gentlemen,

Your most obedient servant,

Edw. Tegart.
Inspector- General Army Hospitals.

Bryanstone-street, Portman-

square. Aug. 10, 1832.

[We have been informed, on the

most respectable aiithority, that cro-

ton oil and calomel have been found
highly beneficial in cholera.—Ens.]

EXTRAORDINARY CASE
OF

LITHOTOMY.

ONE THOUSAND CALCULI IN THE BLADDER.

In our last Number we stated that the

operation of lithotomy had been per-

formed upon the venerable Chief Jus-

tice of the United States by our

esteemed collaborator. Professor Phy-
sick, and that the patient was doing

well. We have now the gratification

of announcing the complete success

of the operation, and of communicat-
ing the following particulars, with
•which we have been politely furnished,

of the case.

Between two and three years since.

Chief Justice Marshall, whose age at

present is about seventy-six years,

began to experience uneasiness in

voiding his urine, which soon increas-

ed to severe pain whenever he dis-

charged it. Walking quickly, or any
sudden motion of his body, occasioned

him much pain, and riding on horse-

back not only had the same effect,

but caused his urine frequently to be

tinged with blood.

On the 29th of September last he
consulted Dr. P. respecting his com-
plaint, and submitted to the necessary

examinations. A bougie of full size

passed easily into the bladder, which
proved that no obstruction existed

in the urethra. The state of the

prostrate gland was next examined in

the usual way : this was found to be

somewhat enlarged, and three htemor-
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rhoidal tumours were noticed—they

were free from pain, nor had they for

a considerable time caused any incon-

venience. On the following day a

common sound was introduced into

the bladder ; at first no stone could

be felt, but by moving it in such a

way as to cause its extremity to pass

to the left side of the bladder, a

calculus was found, and the noise

from the stroke of the end of the

soun«l against it was distinctly heard

by those present at the time.

As the calculus had only been felt

when the end of the sound was pass-

ed to the left side of the bladder, it

was determined to vary the position

of the patient's body, to ascertain

whether the situation of the stone in

the bladder could be changed in that

way, but in every position it could

only be felt when the end of the sound

was passed to the left side of the

bladder. These trials induced a be-

lief that the stone had in some way
a fixed position in the cavity of the

bladder. On inquiry, it was found

that he had never voided any frag-

ments of a calculus, or any small

stones until the day before his arrival

in Philadelphia, when he noticed a

small, smooth stone discharged with

his urine, of the size of a common pin's

head. This was the only one he had

ever voided with his urine, though

that fluid was always discharged in a

fuU stream.

The operation of lithotomy being

determined on, was performed on the

13th day of October last, in the usual

manner. After dividing the neck of

the bladder with the gorget, a finger

being introduced into the wound, the

body of the prostrate gland was found

considerably enlarged, and the third

lobe projected upwards, forming a

tumour of the size of the end of one

of the fingers.

The finger not being long enough

to reach into the cavity of the bladder

through these tumefied parts, it was
impossible to feel the stone ; a pair

of forceps, moderately curved, were

next introduced, on withdrawing

which, the doctor was surprised to

find that instead of a large stone he
had only removed a number of small

ones, which he at first supposed to be
fragments of a large calculus, broken
by the grasp of the forceps. On exa-

mining attentively the pieces removed,
he found they were not fragments,

but each of them was a separate stone,

with a very smooth, polished surface,

from which a small projection arose,

and on some of them two or more of

these projections, at the extremity of

each of which a small depression or

hole was noticed passing into the

stone a little way. The operation

was completed by extracting these

small calculi with forceps, and by in-

jecting barley water to wash out any
that might escape the forceps. It

was estimated that more than one
thousand of these small calculi were
extracted. They varied much in size

from that of a large pea to that of a
pin's head, and being analyzed by
Professor Hare, were found to be

composed of uric acid. The Chief

Justice bore the operation with un-

common fortitude and patience, not

making any exclamation during the

whole process.

The symptoms consequent to the

operation were mild, and we had the

pleasure to see his cure completed in

less than five weeks, when he was able

to return to Richmond, and to resume
the duties of his exalted station on
the bench. It is believed that each

of these small stones was attached by
a small fibril to the surface of a tu-

mour growing out from the left side

of the neck of the bladder, and enter-

ing the small depression noticed on

the little projections above-mentioned.

Had they been loose in the bladder,

some of them must, we presume,

have passed out with the stream of

urine.

CAPBICES OP THE HUMAN APPETITE.

The human being has been described

as an animal capable of suiting him-

self to every description of climate.
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ranging from the pole to the equator,

and of adapting his habits either to

those of savage life, or the highest

state of refinement. His power of

enduring a temperature which would
freeze the blood of an alligator, or

melt the body of a bear, is not more
remarkable than the variety of food

which he can digest, and the perfect

power which he possesses of suiting

his appetite to the different products

of the animal and vegetable kingdoms.
In the selection of food he is more
governed by caprice and fashion, than

the excellence of the repast ; and the

perversity of taste in this respect is

really astonishing. We are informed

by Tacitus that there was a man at

Colonia Agrippina, whose favourite

dish was spiders, and various tribes

in the ancient world are noticed as

having lived on a species of soup
made of snakes and scorpions. Some
barbarous nations in modern times

feed on locusts, fresh or pickled,

while the inhabitants of Madagascar
are said to prefer them to the finest

fish. But what must we say of the

Cochin Chinese, who esteem rotten

eggs, as one of the greatest delicacies,

and so far do they carry this desire,

that putrid eggs are rated thirty per

cent, higher than fresh ones ? This

taste, however, need not excite so

much surprise, when we recollect

that the upper classes in this country

prefer putrid to fresh game, and
would not taste it till it acquired the

fashionable gout. It is a standing

joke against the French that they

dress and eat frogs, and yet I have

seen Frenchmen, who were partial to

those reptiles, sicken when they saw
rook or crow pies in Scotland.

A story is told of a British sailor

who could swallow and digest clasp

or pen-knives, sometimes pouring

half a dozen into his stomach at a

time ; and by which freak he ulti-

mately killed himself. Perhaps it

will be considered nearly as strange,

when I mention, that the Chinese

gentry are passionately fond of birds'

nests—the real nests of birds of the

swallow species. This fancy for

birds' nests obtains all over China,

but can be followed up only by the
very wealthiest classes. Such is the

extraordinary demand for this de-

scription of food, that its cost is enor-

mous ; and to say in China that a
man eats birds' nests, is equivalent to

saying that he is a grandee or a per-

son of great opulence. The nests

which are thus in such repute are not
formed of clay, like those of our swal-

lows, but are made of a substance re-

sembling isinglass in appearance,

which is understood by some to be
gathered by the animal from certain

marine matter. Mr. Crawfurd, in

his valuable work on the Eastern Ar-
chipelago, presents us with some in-

teresting details relative to these

nests, worthy of notice.

"The birds' nests (says he) are

those obtained in deep damp caves,

and such as are taken before the birds

have laid their eggs. The coarsest are

those obtained after the young have

been fledged. The finest nests are

the whitest, that is, those taken be-

fore the nest has been rendered im-

pure by the food and fcEces of the

young birds. They are taken twice

a- year, and, if regularly collected,

and no unusual injury be offered to

the caverns, will produce, very

equall3^ the same quantity, being very

little, if at all, improved by the caves

being left altogether unmolested for

a year or two. Some of the caverns

are extremely difiicult of access, and
the nests can only be collected by
persons accustomed from their youth
to the office. In one place the caves

are only to be approached by a per-

pendicular descent of many hundred
feet by ladders of bamboo and rattan,

over a sea rolling violently against

the rocks. When the mouth of the

cavern is attained, the perilous office

of taking the nests must often be
performed with torch light, by pene-

trating into the recesses of the rock,

where the slightest trip would be
instantly fatal to the adventurers, who
see nothing below them but the tur-

bulent surf making its way into the

chasms of the rock.
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" The only preparation the birds'

nests undergo is that of simple drying,

without direct exposure to the sun,

after which they are packed in small

boxes. They are assorted for the

Chinese market into three kinds, ac-

cording to their qualities. The com-
mon prices for birds' nests at Canton
are, for the first sort, no less than

3500 Spanish dollars the picul, or

5/. I8s. l^d, per pound ; for the se-

cond, 2800 Spanish dollars for picul

;

and for the third, 1600 Spanish dol-

lars. From these prices it is suffi-

ciently evident that the birds' nests

are no more than an article of expen-

sive luxury. They are consumed
only by the great ; and, indeed, the

best part is sent to the capital for the

consumption of the court. The sen-

sual Chinese use them under the

imagination that they are powerfully

stimulating and tonic ; but it is pro-

bable that their most valuable quality

is their being perfectly harmless.

The people of Japan, who so much
resemble the Chinese in many of their

habits, have no taste for the edible

nests ; and how the latter acquired a

taste for this foreign commodity, is no
less singular than their preseverance

in it. Among the western nations

there is nothing parallel to it, unless

we except the whimsical estimation

in which the Romans held some arti-

cles of luxury, remarkable for their

scarity rather than for any qualities

ascribed to them. The whole quan-

tity of birds' nests exported from the

Indian Archipelago is estimated at

242,400 lbs., worth 234,290/. The
value of this immense property to the

country which produces it, rests upon
the capricious wants of a single

people. It is claimed as the exclu-

sive property of the sovereign, and
everywhere forms a valuable branch
of his income, or of the revenue of the

state."

—

Chamber's Edin. Jour.

A SURGEON CONVICTED

FOR NOT

REPORTING CHOLERA CASES.

On Wednesday last, Mr. Grierson,

of Warrington, surgeon, appeared be-

fore the magistrates at a Petty Ses-

sions on summons, to answer to an
information laid by the Hon. and
Rev. H. Powys, as Chairman of the

Warrington Board of Health, for re-

fusing to make returns of cholera

patients under his care. Only one
charge, that of a person named Smith,
W'as gone into, though there were se-

veral against him. Mr. Grierson de-

fended his conduct on the ground that

he had not been admitted to the same
privileges as the other medical mem-
bers of the Board, and as several medi-
cal gentlemen had seen Smith after he
had, he expected they had reported the

case in question, as they had previ-

ously done so with several others.

Some of the medical men had as-

serted that his cases had all died, and
on that account he wished a scrutiny

into them. He complained of the con-

duct of the Board towards him, which
was his motive for refusing to report

them.
Mr. G. also said that he had attended

gratuitously more poor people than
the rest of the medical men, and he
hoped the Bench would therefore act

leniently towards him. Mr. Glaze-
brook, Secretary to the Board of

Health, and the Rev. H. Powys, de-

fended the conduct of the members
of that Board. The Bench hoped that

Mr. Grierson would promise to re-

port ; the Rev. H. Powys at the same
time stated that he did not wish the

other cases to be brought forward.

The one in question had been entered

into for the benefit of the inhabitants

of the town, and he trusted that

Mr. Grierson would see the necessity

of complying. Mr. G. accordingly

promised to report in future, and the

magistrates convicted him in the full

penalty, £5.

—

Macclesfield Courier.
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ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

Operation for a new Lip, after suc-

cessful Taliacotian Operation.

Geobge Douglass, the undaunted

hero, who our readers will recollect,

underwent the taliacotian opera-

tion, again appeared in the operating

theatre on Friday the 17th of August,

for the purpose of having the lower

part of the countenance improved, viz.

by the formation of a new lip, which

we stated in a former Number was
necessary, in consequence of the

contracted state of his mouth from

disease, the result of which destroyed

his nose. He was apparently regard-

less of the operation he was about to

undergo, or else had been so much
benefitted by the scalpel, that his sen-

sitive system had become habituated

to it. The operation was performed

by Mr. Green, in the presence of

Mr. Travers, Mr. Key, Mr. Adams,
Mr, Mac Murdock, &c. as well as

several students. The lines of de-

marcation were marked out previous

to his entering the theatre, which re-

presented two parabolical figures, one

of which was situated on the lower

lip, the other extending from the

symphisis of the chin, to within an
inch of the os hyoides, the base of the

former being above, the latter below.

Mr. Green commenced by making his

incisions on the marked line of the

chin, before mentioned ; he then dis-

sected out the integuments, taking

care to leave some muscular fibres,

together with as much mucous mem-
brane as possible ; the incisions were
then extended to the angles of the

mouth ; the integuments cut away,
taking the same precaution to leave

the mucous membrane ; several small

arteries which had been divided were
secured by twisting these vessels, then

with a double hooked tenaculum,

pulled forward the mucous membrane
from each comer of the mouth, so as

to place it on these fresh cut surfaces

and retain it there by means of the

plated pin suture. This being done,

the other figure was incised in a simi-

lar way, and the integuments dissect-

ed up, twisted to the left side, and
placed on the former cut surface ; the

haemorrhage that again occurred from
the cut surface, was stopped in the

same manner as before. The edges

of this fresh and last wound were
then approximated, and retained in

that situation by three plated tin su-

tures. The twisted flap, which exactly

corresponded with the first cut surface,

was secured in its new situationby se-

ven of the same sutures, four being on
the right side, and three on the left,

which Mr. Green said were to remain in

for twenty-four hours, providing they

did not produce much irritation before

that time had elapsed ; if they did,

they were to be withdrawn. The
operation, which lasted from half past

one p. M. until twenty minutes to

four, was performed with the usual

coolness, presence of mind, and dex-

terity of the operator, without even a

groan or flinch from the patient, but

who remained the whole time of the

painful operation, almost as if devoid

of feeling. There is no doubt from the

favourable appearance of the parts

since the operation that he will re-

gain, and enjoy the use of those once

destroyed parts, which he so fully

merits for the suffering he has under-

gone.
*^* The new nose looks remarkably

well. It appears by our notices to

correspondents, that this brave fellow,

did not sail with Captain Parry as re •

ported to us.

Pulsation.—The pulse, in the time

of Hippocrates, was probably not

more than sixty beats in a minute ;

from which probably originates our

smallest division of time, denominat-

ed the moment or second, which di-

vides the day into 86,400 parts. As
the human species refine, probably

the pulse quickens ; and so completely

are we machines, that, like a clock,

the faster we go, the sooner we are

down.

—

Gardiner's Music of Nature.
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PAROCHIAL BOARDS OF HEALTH.

Applications being daily made to

tlie Privy Council, requesting infor-

mation as to the proper mode of form-

ing parochial Boards of Health, the

following instructions have been is-

sued upon that subject:

—

" Council Office, Whitehall, Aug. 18.

" Instructions for forming Local

Boards of Health in cities, towns,

and parishes of Great Britain and
Wales.

" When a community supporting

its own poor shall be desirous of es-

tablishing a Board of Health for its

locality, the regular mode of attaining

that object will be to convene a pub-
lic meeting of rate payers, for the

purpose of nominating the members.
" These members should consist

of one or more resident Magistrates,

of the Clergymen, the parochial au-

thorities (and, where the parishes are

incorporated, of a portion of the go-
vernors and directors of the poor),

with a certain number of substantial

householders, one or more medical
practitioners, and an efficient secre-

tary.

" A list of the persons chosen
should be transmitted to this office,

under cover to the Clerk of the Coun-
cil in waiting, for the purpose of being

constituted a legal Board of Health,

by an order of the Lords of the

Council."

We conceive it to be highly desir-

able that the widest circulation should

be given to the above instructions,

through the provincial press, as their

being generally known will save much
valuable time and correspondence.

APOTHECARIES' HALL,

• August 2u^,l?>Z2.

Names of gentlemen, to each of

whom the Court ofExaminers granted
a certificate of qualification this day.

Anthony Allinson, Willington,

Northumberland; Henry Charles At-

kinson, Doncaster; William Martyn
Coates, Salisbury ; Thomas Gibson,
Wing, Rutlandshire ; Charles Under-
wood, Ross, Herefordshire; William
Kelson Wright, Bristol.

August 9th, 1832.

Samuel Hayward Ford, Colceshter

;

William Orton, Narborough; Charles
Greville Ruddock, Bridgewater.
As assistant, Frederick Lamport

ACADEMY OF BESANCON.

On the 7th of June this Academy
voted the erection of a monument to
the celebrated Cuvier, who was one
of its members. An eulogium on
this universal savans is the subject of

the academic concours for 1833. M.
Frederick Cuivier was unanimously
elected in his place, and M. Dupin
has been also elected at the Academic
Francais.

MONUMENT TO THE MEMORY OF
CUVIER.

A commission, composed of M, M.
de Jouy, F. Arago, Geoffi-y St.

Hilaire, Durean de la Malle. de Ge-
rando, David, Villemain, Duparquet,
Ad Brogniart, and Percier, has been
formed for the purpose of receiving

subscriptions for the monument, which
is to be raised in the Jardin de Plantes

in memory of Cuvier, the nature and
importance of which will be deter-

mined by the amount of subsciptions.

In case it is sufficient, an engraving
representing the monument and the

features of the illustrious naturalist,

will be presented to each subscriber.

Le Cercle.

Such are the honours paid by France
to science.

ATTEMPT ON THE LIFE OF BARON
DUPUYTBEN.

We received the following intelli-

gence just as we were going to press

with our last Number. An attempt

was made by a patient at the Hot^l
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Dieu, Paris, on Saturday the 4th inst.

to assassinate the illustrious surgeon,

whose valuable clinical lectures we are

now publishing. The man was in a

state of ner^'ous delirium from awound
in the left leg ; he had no hatred

towards the Baron, who, we are happy

to state, did not receive any injury.

M. Dupuytren was so collected after-

wards, as to make some clinical re-

marks on the case, in regard to the

nature of the affection, and the acts

which persons perform under its in-

fluence.

intermittent.

searches.

-Giles's Woldensian Re-

Accounts from Nismes state that on
the 15th inst. during a violent gale

of wind from the North, the thermo-

meter rose to 37 degrees of Reaumur,

or 115:^ of Fahrenheit. According to

the regular series of obsen'ations kept

for 90 years, no such extraordinary

occurrence had before been recorded.

M. nE Blainville, Member of the

Academy of Sciences, has been ap-

pointed Professor of Comparative

Anatomy at the Garden of Pljtnts, in

the room of the late Baron Cuvier.

Adulteration of Cheese.—Cheese is

coloured red by means of anotto, and
anotto is adulterated with vermilion

and red lead. The route is circuitous

by which lead gets into the cheese,

but it does get there, and, when there,

the cheese is poisonous. It has been
asserted, that ripe old Stilton, and
other sorts of cheese, are greened in

particular parts by means of verdigris.

This method of producing apparent

old age, conveys copper into the

cheese.

Bite of an Eft.—A woman, in the

neighbonrbood of Chelmsford, was
lately bitten in the leg by an eft, in

consequence of which the limb swel-

led excessively, and serious conse-

quences were at one time appre-

hended. It has been hitherto gene-

rally considered that the eft is harm-
less, but this accident shews that

such an idea is merely a common
error.

The Fire Fly.—The brilliant lights

which they emit, their rapid flitting

motion through the air, and the

cheerfulness which they impart to the

spirits, by engaging us to watch for

their playful illumination, are quite

indescribable. There is no difficulty

in catching them ; and I had the sa-

tisfaction of carrying one home with

me, and gazing at its mysterious lamp,

without doing it that injury which

the poor butterfly, and too many other

beautiful insects, experience, as the

penalty they are condemned to pay

for the ephemeral enjoyment of their

splendid exterior. I placed it on a

book in a dark room, and could dis-

tinctly read the words which were

within the rays of its light. But the

light was not so bright as when it was

on the wing and in quick motion ; it

was more mellow, and like that of the

glow-worm in a state of rest ; but I

did not perceive it to be in any degree

NECROLOGY.
Of typhus fever, Mr. Blakey, of Leeds.

Of cholera, John W. Field, Esq. surgeon-

apothecary to the Dantry cholera hospital.

NOTICRS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*0* A few days absence from town left us

in arrear with many of our correspondents.

Dr. G.— It was impossible for us to insert

the valuable communication in this number.
Dr. Harrison.—We could not possibly in-

sert the article tliis week. Press of matter
obliges us to exclude various other commu-
nications.

R.—A surgeon is not entiiled to remune-
ration under the Anatomical Bill for certify-

ing as to tlie cause of death, or for making
an autopsy. He need not attend unless com-
pensated ; neither is he entitled to make any
demand as a witness before a coroner, but he

cannot refuse to act if duly summoned.
The Public Press.—Though we feel proud

of the notices of this Journal by the public

press, we cannot but remonstrate with that

portion of it which quotes from us without

acknowledgment.
Notice to /Authors.—We have never received

a work, large or small, without acknowledg-
ment ; and we make this declaration as we
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have had several letters about volumes which

never reached us. To obviate this state of

things, we advise our bibliographical friends

to indite our address on the title page. We
give this hint, as we and our publishers are

frequently troubled about works said to be

forwarded for review, which never were de-

livered to us or them.

Vindex.—We cannot deign to reply in ade-

quate terms to the writer alluded to ; if we
did, we should shew that we possessed a de-

gree of malignancy equal to his own. Pure
compassion restrains us from flaying a man,
who, Judas like, attacks us while professing

the greatest admiration for what he has re-

peatedly designated our talents and inde-

pendence. Let Castigator beware of irri-

tating us ; he has already felt our lash, and
shall again, if he provoke us.

We have been requested to state that the

patient named George Douglass, on whom the

taliacotian operation was performed by Mr.

Green at St. Thomas's Hospital, did not ac-

company Captain Parry on any occasion.

Appendix to Mr. Ingleby's paper on the

induction of premature labour :

—

Erratum in the first note, which reads as

follows—" Dr. Ryan, who believes that when
cephalotomy is really necessary, the forceps

might be used." It ought to have been " Dr,

Ryan, who believes that when the forceps

cannot possibly be applied, and cephalotomy

is really necessary, that the mother would
sustain less injury if the Caasarean operation

were substituted, coincides," &c. &c.

In this paper I also omitted to put the fol-

lowing question—Can the ergot of rye, when
properly administered, originate uterine con-

traction? Dr. Henry Davies in his commu-
nications respecting the ergot in the Medical

and Physical Journal, for July and August,

1825, remarks—" In cases where premature

labour has been intended to be brought on

by detaching the membranes near the os uteri,

or by puncturing them, it (viz. the ergot) has

not produced anything like a proportionate

effect, unless labour was already going on,

then it has had some effect, but not equal to

that procured in labour at the full period."

This view of the power of the ergot is opposed

to the experience of another obstetric physi-

cian (the present Dr. Rigby), who in a com-
munication obligingly addressed to me, makes
the following observation—" I know of in-

stances where the ergot has been successfully

given to produce premature labour in cases of

pelvic deformity, and where the membranes
were not ruptured artificially."—J. I.

Dr. B. may be assured that the parties of

whom he speaks have not any influence with

the Editors. The articles which appear in

this periodical are not dictated either by

party-spirit or party-feeling, but by a bold

and independant determination to act honour-

ably and justly to all parties.

T. P. W. has been misinformed.

G. G.—The copies were not sent, owing to

an unfortunate mistake, which shall not again
occur.

Mr. W. of Paris. Many thanks for the
offer ; another friend has sent us the valuable
lectures in question.

Mr. S. of Paris.—We are deeply obliged
for both communications.

Erinensis.—Any communication from one
so justly celebrated would be acceptable, but
we are determined henceforth to exclude all

personal attacks, and to treat those levelled

at ourselves with scorn. The insertion of

the strictures on the parasitical editor in

question would be conferring an honourable
notice on him which he can never deserve.

A. Z.—Yes, he is the writer in question.

E- S. C.—The avowed editor is legally

though not morally responsible for several of
the reviews or leading articles in this Journal.

If our correspondent be a judge of style and
composition, he must at once perceive the

truth of this statement.

S. L. T.—We should be most happy to

comply with the request, if any good would
result ; but we can assure our correspondent
that the profession are quite apathetic on
such a subject.

J. V. L.—Will our correspondent favour
us with a specimen?
A Georgian.—We trust the day is not far

distant when we shall have the pleasure of

adducing solid and satisfactory proofs of the

value of the communications.

A chemist cannot prescribe behind his

counter; he violates the Apothecaries' Act
by so doing, as receiving payment for liis

prescriptions.

Captain Burdett's case.—We are gratified

to think that so great a law luminary as

Lord Tenterden entertained precisely our
views on that transaction. Mr. Heath was
honourably acquitted.

War Office, August 17th,

21st. foot, staff-surgeon E. Pilkington, from
half-pay, to be surgeon, vice Barclay, appoint-

ed to 35th; 13th. Surgeon G, Barclay, M.D.
from 21st to be surgeon, vice D. M. Mc. Gib-
bon, who retires upon half-pay, hospital staff.

Hospital staff assistant-surgeon T. La Cloche,

from half- pay 7th Royal Veteran Battalion,

to be assistant- surgeon to the Forces; 83rd
foot, assistant-surgeon David Pitcairn, from
the hospital staff, to be assistant-surgeon, vice

Watson, deceased.

Navy Department.

Appointments.

Mr. G. A. Acheson, surgeon to the Donegal,

vice Bromley ; Mr. Penny, surgeon of the

Wye, convict hospital ship at Sheerness, and
Mr. Beazley, surgeon of the Canada, hospital

ship at Chatham, have been permitted to ex-

change.
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MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.

Dr. A. Frampton has been appointed As-
sistant Physician to the London Hospital.

Mr. Kirby, the eminent surgeon of Dub-
lin, has been appointed Professor of the
Practice of Medicine in the Medical School
at the Royal College of Surgeons, Dublin.

Dr. James Craig Somerville has been ap-
pointed Inspector of Anatomy for London,
Middlesex, Kent, and Surrey, by the Secre-
tary of State for the Home Department.

Dr. Craigie, the able and learned Editor
of the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical
Journal, has been appointed Anatomical
Inspector for Edinburgh.

A Treatise on Cholera; containing the
Author's Experience of the Epidemic known
by that Name, as it prevailed in the City of
Moscow in the Autumn of 1830 and Winter
of 1831. By James Keir, M.D. Professor of
Pathology, Therapeutics, and Clinical Medi-
cine in the Academy of Medicine, &c. &c.
870. pp. 138. Edinburgh, Adam Black.

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

Dr. Carswell is preparing for the press,
Elements of Morbid Anatomy, illustrated by
an immense number of engravings.
We are happy to perceive that Dr. Hope is

on the point of bringing out a work on Mor-
bid Anatomy in parts, to be complete in twelve
or fifteen numbers, each containing four
plates, or about twenty engravings, with half
a sheet of descriptive letter press.

The Principles and Practice of Obstetric
Medicine, in a series of Systematic Disserta-
tions on Midwifery, and on the Diseases of
Women and Children, illustrated by nu-
merous Plates. By David D. Davis, M.D.
M.R.S.L. Professor of Midwifery in the Uni-
versity of London, &c. &c. London, Taylor.
1832. Part X.
*** This valuable work continues to

make its appearance periodically. We per-
ceive that an erratum, which has crept into
the work, has been unwisely corrected on
the cover. We would advise Dr. Davis to

place it in a foot note, or at the end of the
book when complete.

The History of the Contagious Cholera,
with Remarks on its character and treat-
ment in England. By James Kennedy,
Member of the Royal College of Surgeons,
London. Third Edition. London, Moxon
1832. pp.477. With a Map.
The Glasgow Medical Journal, AuKust.

1832.

The Microscopic Cabinet of Select Ani-
mated Objects; with a Description of the
Jewel and Doublet Microscope, Test Objects,
&c. To v/hich are subjoined. Memoirs on
the Verification of Microscopic Phenomena,
and an exact Method of appreciating the
Quality of Microscopes and Engiscopes.
By C. R. Goring, M.D. Illustrated from
Original Drawings, by Thirteen coloured
Plates, and numerous Engravings on Wood.
By Andrew Pritchard. 8vo. pp. 246. Lon-
don, 1832. Whittaker, Treacher & Arnot.

*#* This is a beautiful volume, which
must be deeply interesting to those engaged
in the study of natural history.

The members of the profession, who con-
sider the damages awarded in the case of
Ramadge v. Ryan excessive, have commenced
a subscription to enable the defendant to
apply for a new trial, or defray same.

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED.

£. *.

Dr. James Johnson 10 10
Dr. Uwins 2 2
Dr. Tweedie 5 ,">

W. B. Costello, Esq 6
A. C. Ffutchinson, Esq. ... 2
J. P. Holmes, Esq. ....... 2
Greville Jones, Esq 2— Skey, Esq 2
A Naval Surgeon 2
J. Foote, Esq I

M. W. Henry, Esq 1

Dr. Harrison 10
Dr.Blicke 5
Morgan Austin, Esq. 2
A Dresser of St. Bartholo-
mew's Hospital 2

E. L. Devonald, Esq 1

P. Reillv, Esq 1

Alex. M'Nab, Esq I

M.D 2
Dr. Hood, Brif^h'.ou 5
W. Hujjhes, Esq l

W. F. Crump, Esq 1

A Lady
; 2

J. Ingieby, Esq '.. 1

Professor Cooper 2
E. A 5
A Hospital Surgeon 5
Dr. Sigmond 5
M. Downing Darwin, Esq. .

.

A Country Surgeon
G
Sir Charles Aldis ^
Dr Aldis

G. Jewel, Esq
T. Radford, Esq. Manchester
A
Dr. Graves, Dublin
Dr. Montgomery, ditto

Dr. Leahy ditto

Dr. Harty ditto

Dr. Apjohn . . . .ditto

Dr. Slokes ditto

Dr. Fergusson . . .ditto

Dr. Collins ditto

Dr. Breen ditto

Dr. J. Labatt ditto

Dr. Colles ditto. ...
Dr. Churchill ditto ....
Messrs. Hodges & Smith, ditto

A True Friend
W, D. Mayne, Esq

5
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1
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE TREAT-
MENT OF FRACTURES OF THE

EXTREMITIES.

Description and Mode of Application of the

Bandages.

There is not perhaps any surgical disease

which requires, on the part of the practi-

tioner, the knowledge of a greater number
of details, than fractures in general. It is

not sufficient for him, in fact, to be able to

establish the diagnosis, and to apply the mea-
sures which form the principal basis of the

treatment ; he must also know the rules of

conduct he should adopt according to the

different species of complications, the nature

of the accident, and the various circumstan-

ces of the injury. But if he is really well in-

structed, he will not disdain to employ atten-

tions which are commonly considered too

minute and of too little importance, although

the neglect of such rules, on their being for-

gotten, often give rise to the most dangerous

consequences. Thus the precautions to be

taken in removing the patient's clothes, and
transporting him from one place to another,

in order to save him from suffering, and to

avoid increasing the injury which may exist

in the soft parts, the situation in which he
ought to be placed, the form and degree of

softness or hardness of the bed on which he
is to lie during treatment, the manner in

which the dressings and applicatioa of the

VO , II.

apparatus are to be performed, the measures

to be adopted in order to ascertain the con-

solidation of the callus, the advice to be given

to the patient at that period, are all points,

the utility of which has been fully proved by
experience, and which should pariicularljr

attract attention.

In general, I employ the same apparatus

for all the fractures of the leg and thigh \ in

saying this, I do not include fractures of the

lower portion of the fibula. I make use of

a rolled bandage in preference, whenever the

fracture has occurred on a thoracic extremity,

unaccompanied by a wound. I place some
compresses across the limb, at the situation

of the fracture, and then splints, either of

tin, paste-board, or of wood.
In case of fracture of the humerus, the

patient is seated on a bed ; one, two, or three

compresses are applied, on which some turni

of a bandage are made ; other compresses are

then placed above and below j then splints

are applied on the four surfaces of the limb ;

they ought not to project on the osseous arti-

cular projections ; a bandage should be used
to keep them in their situation.

When the fracture has taken place in the

bones of the fore-arm, the necessary pieces

of the apparatus are, a bandage about four

or five ells long, graduated compresses, two
splints of the length of the fore-arm, or even

a little longer, and certainly wider. The pa-

tient being seated or lying down, an assistant

takes hold of the fingers, while another takes

the arm at its lower portion ; the fore -arm
being kept slightly flexed on the arm, you pro-

ceed to make extension. By means of careful

pressure on the anterior and posterior sur-

faces of the fore-arm, you push the extensor

and flexor muscles into the inter-osseous

space, to which you thus restore its natural

dimensions, by separating the fractured por-

tions of the radius from those of the ulna

;

then the four fingers and the metacarpal

bones are to be enclosed with turns of band-
age as far as the wrist ; it is then to be en-

trusted to an assistant ;
graduated compresses

of a proportionate width, and soaked with a
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vegeto-mineral solution, are to be applied on

the dorsal and palmar surfaces, and ought,

indeed, to project slightly on the carpus,

metacarpus, and humeral tuberosities. The
two splints being then applied over this, the

bandage previously rolled on the hand is

taken from the assistant, and its turns con-

tinued on the fore-arm, from the wrist to the

elbow. You will thus have increased the

antero-posterior diameter, and the inter-os-

seous space necessary for the motions of rota-

tion will be preserved. If tlie fracture of the

fore-arm is complicated by a \vound, the ap-

paratus of Scultetus, or some other analo-

gous to it, should be employed.

In fractures of the radius, I add to my
ordinary apparatus a splint, which I c.ill cu-

bital ; this consists of a plate of iron, curved

at its inferior extremity, its concavity con-

taining several buttons. The superior extre-

mity of this is to be affixed to the cubital

side of the fore-arm ; between the internal

side of the wrist, and the convexity of the

splint, a compress folded several times is to

be placed, so as to separate them from each

other ; the hand is then to be brought to-

wards the splint, by throwing over the radial

side of the hand, a noose formed by a wadded
compress, which is to be placed between the

thumb and base of the index finger, and the

two extremities of which, having riband

attached to them, are to be tied on the splint,

and fastened to one of the projecting but-

tons.

When the olecranon is fractured, I prefer

the uniting bandage for transverse wounds to

the ordinary apparatus ; as, in extension of

the limb, the superior fragment or the ole-

cranon is the only one which tends to be
displaced, graduated compresses are only re-

quired to be placed above the apophysis. I

also make use of an anterior splint, but that

which I employ is a straight one.

The bandage of Scultetus is almost exclu-
sively employed by me, in treating frac-

tures of the leg and thigh, as a roller bandage
could not be kept in its situation, it would
be displaced every instant. It is composed
of the following pieces :

—

1st. Of several pillows ; 2ndly, of several

cloths ; 3dly, bands ; 4thly, a drap fanon ;
*

5thly, the eighteen-tail bandage ; Cthly, trans-

verse compresses ; 7thly, longitudinal com-
presses ; 8thly, graduated compresses, in case
the bones should project ; 9thly, linen with
holes in it, with cerate spread on it, charpie,

or diachylon, if there should be a wound

;

lOthly, cushions stuffed with bran; llthly,

immediate splints; 12thly, mediate splints;

13thly, a body bandage ; 14thly, a sous cuisse

and a ious-picd. We will now examine, suc-
cessively, the uses of each of these pieces.

The pillows are destined to receive the frac-

tured limb ; the first advantage derived from

* The cloth in which the splint is enclos-

ed.—Rcr.

their use is preventing an afflux or stagna-
tion of blood or serum, by keeping the limb
raised; it forms a hollow for itself, which
keeps it in one position, and prevents it rolling

on the bed.

The sheets folded several times, are placed
on the pillows, in order that these may not
be spoiled, either by blood or pus ; this pre-

caution is especially necessary in hospitals,

where, without it, the pillows, soiled and
imbued with pus or blood, would soon be-

come foci of infection.

On these sheets are extended the bands
destined to fix all the pieces of the apparatus,

and to make the whole only one corps de

bandage. There should be three for the leg,

three for the thigh, and six for the thigh and
leg.

The drap fanon ought to have a width
equal to the length of the limb, and be folded

double. It should be placed transversely to

the bands, and is destined to receive the

splints at its extremities, and to give them
support.

On this drapfanon are then to be placed
the small bands, of the bandage with eigh-

teen tails, united together, or separate. If

there is a wound, and pus or blood flow-

ing from it, they should be separate, in order

to allow of their being changed one by one,

when stained. This change may be readily

performed in the followingmanner :—A clean

bandage is attached to the extremity of the

dirty one, by means of a pin, the head of
which is turned towards the side of the

limb, in order that the latter may not be
wounded in drawing away the one which is

soiled ; traction is then to be made on the

opposite extremity of the latter, and as it is

drawn away, the clean one takes its place.

If the fracture is uncomplicated with a
wound, the bandages may be united in the

middle, to the number of 9, 10, 11, or 12;
the first is to be halfcovered by the second, the
second by the third, and so on. In applying
them, you will proceed from below upwards,
for, if you began by the superior part, the
apparatus would be thrown into furrows,

which should be carefully avoided ; the band-
ages should be long enough to go almost
twice round the limb.

The transverse compresses, which should
envelope the limb, should be folded twice

only, as, when folded in three, their appli-

cation is rendered more difficult. They
should be as long as the bandages. If there

is a wound, you ought to be able to renew
the compresses, without changing the appa-
ratus. It is in such cases that the advan-
tages of the longitudinal compress, which
can be withdrawn when it is soiled, are ap-
preciated.

Two, three, four, or more compresses,

varying in form, but generally square, are

then applied around the limb. It is also very
useful to place graduated compresses on the

length and width of the extremity. If the
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tibia, for example, is fractured, and the frag-

ments project outwards, the compresses should

be placed on the sides and along the bone

;

should the superior fragment project forwards,

they will then be placed transversely.

It is also in these kind of cases, that those

splints are necessary, which I have called

immediate, because they act directly on tlie

fragments, through the intermedium solely

of the graduated compresses. These splints

are made of pasteboard or light wood ; if

they were inflexible, they would injure the

parts. It must never be forgotten that they

are not to be placed immediately on the parts,

without interposing between them one or two
graduated compresses.

When all this is disposed, the transverse

compresses are applied, and then the bands

of the eighteen- tailed bandage around the

limb, taking care to direct them rather ob-

liquely forwards, so that they should cover

each other.

Then comes the turn of the mediate

splints, each rolled up in the extremity of

the drapfanon.
Between them and the limb, bran cushions

are placed ; they ought to be rather longer

than the limb, about five or six inclies wide,

and an inch and a half or two inches thick.

They should be carefully modelled to the

form of the limb, by diminishing the thick-

ness at the part corresponding to its con-

vexity, and, on the contrary, increasing those

which answer to its concavity.

The apparatus is then to be made into

one piece by the bands which are to be fast-

ened over the external splint, on the side

where the operator should be placed, by sim-

ple knots, and a bow.

A sous-pied, made with a long compress,

or a sandal having ribbons which are at-

tached to the sides of the drap fanon, will

keep the foot in a fixed position.

Finally, a cradle should be placed over the

extremity, so as to defend it from the weight

of the bed-clothes. But this is not yet all.

In order to prevent the movements of the

whole of the limb, a sheet folded in the

form of a cravat, that is to say, the two
extremities of which have been first folded

towards each other, and then the two sides

refolded on these extremities is fixed on one

side of the bed ; it is then passed over the thigh

or leg, according to which is fractured, and
the other extremity fixed to the opposite side

of the bed. If the fracture is of the femur,

you will also place around the pelvis a body
bandage, which will embrace the two hips

and the superior extremity of the external

splint. By neglecting this precaution, if the

fracture exists at the upper part of tVie bone,

or at the neck, the patient will not be cured
without curvature of the bone.

The bandage, applied in the manner I

have just described, is extremely solid, and
is not disarranged even when the patient

becomes delirious.

Let me add to these details, that the bed
on VFhich the patient lies should not be too

soft; it should be equal every where, for if

convex in any part he might slip ; it should
have a firm mattrass, and a sheet folded

double under the patient, to i-aise him up,

and to prevent the bed being soiled. Finally,

there should be no head-board, neither should

the feet be elevated.

After having described the pieces which
compose the bandages, I ought to call your
attention to the care which the situation of

the patient requires immediately after the

accident. If he is brought on a litter, do not

be in a hurry to remove him from it ; he
should be undressed on it, and the bed and
apparatus first prepared for him. The boots

and stockings should be slit up, and not

drawn off whole, in order to avoid any shock,

or painful dragging ; the limb should be
washed on the litter, in order that it should
not be done when on the bed, which might
be dirtied. This being done, an assistant

takes hold of the patient round the body,
another of the two extremities, while the

operator, or in his absence another person,

supports and carries the fractured limb. In

this manner the patient is carefully raised,

and placed in bed. The pillow should be

but slightly raised, in order that it may not

slip down, and yet sufficiently so that the

head may not fall backwards, and subject

the patient to sanguineous congestions.

When applying the bandage, the operator

should be on the external side of the frac-

tured limb ; an assistant, standing at the in-

ner side, has exclusively the care of present-

ing him with each piece of the apparatus.

Another assistant holds the foot, seizing it

with the left hand forwards on the ancle,

backwards with the right hand between the

thumb and finger, on the sides of the heel.

A third assistant, standing at the knee or

the hip, according to the situation of the

'fracture, places his hands on the sides of the

condyles of the femur or tibia, avoiding

pressure on the popliteal vessels or nerves ;

for, if there be a wound, such pressure would
cause blood^o flow. Then compresses soak-
ed in a vegeto-mineral solution, or other

resolving liquid, are held at either extremi-
ty by the operator and the first assistant,

and then extended on the limb, avoiding
folds. If there is a wound, it should be
covered either with court-plaster, or a com-
press pierced with holes, and spread over
with cerate, and then charpie on that.

Fnially, the respective pieces of the appa-
ratus are to be disposed of successively, as I

have already indicated.

If there is not any wound, the apparat\is

should be raised, and a new dressing applied

the next day ; for considerable tumefaction

and gangrene have taken place in twenty-
four hours. It should then be examined
every five or six days, if the patient does not

suffer pain ; oftener if he does. In regard to

K 2
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the durarion of the treatment, in general,

the apparatus should be kept on for twenty-
eight or thirty days in children, forty in

adults, and a much longer time in old per-

sons. It should not be removed until con-

solidation appears to be complete.

In order to be certain of this consolida-

tion, the operator should carefully seize the

two portions of the fractured bone, and en-

deavour with prudence to make them exe-

cute some movement ; if the callus yields,

the bandage mwst be immediately reapplied ;

if it is resistant, it need not be reapplied, but

it should be left loose by the side of the limb

for three or four days.

The patient, at this period, must not be

allowed to walk immediately, as the callus

may yield to the weight of the body, or the

action of the muscles ; he should remain
quiet in bed still for fen, twelve, or fifteen

days ; he may then sit up in bed, or on an
arm-chair, the limb being placed on a pil-

low, with a bandage rolled round it for at

least three weeks. He may afterwards use

crutches, which should be furni*lied with

cloth, in order that they may not slip on the

ground. He will inhabit, if possible, the

ground-floor, will avoid walking on unequal
pavement, and will prefer sanded paths.

I have thought proper to insist on these

minute and apparently common details, be-

cause experience has taught us how very

necessary it is that a practitioner should

know them, and how often and how gene-
rally nevertheless they are misunderstood,

and still more often misapplied.

REMARKS ON THE ABUSE
OF

ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE FOOD IN

HOT SEASONS;

AND ON THE

USE OF DRIED MEATS, Sfc.

BY

JOHN HANCOCK, M.D.

Amongst the predisposing causes of the pre-

vailing epidemic, the excessive use of fruit

and vegetables have, with reason perhaps,

been much deprecated. We are ever prone
to run into extremes, and there can be no

doubt that too exclusive a use oi fresh animal

food has also contributed to the same evil.

It is observable here, that amongst all ranks

in England, a strong predilection exists for

animal food, reeking ivith the blood, as beef es-

pecially, fresh from the bullock, and it ap-

pears now to be carried to greater excess than

usual.

We know well that such indulgence fre-

quently induces very malignant diarrhcea arid

dysentery amongst persons predisposed, as in
sailors and soldiers in a hot climate ; and the
temperature here, at this season, approaches
nearly to that of the tropics. It is to suck
indulgence that I am inclined chiefly to attri-

bute the recent appearance of cholera among^
the emigrants lately arrived in Canada, wher*
the summers are much warmer than in En-
gland, even more oppressively so indeed than
in the West Indies, where constant ventila-

tions from the sea breeze cools the air, and
renders it genial even both to animal and ve-
getable life.

From considerations above alluded to, we
should not be surprised shortly to learn, that

cither cholera or yellow fever had broke out
in New York, which is likewise of late the
resort of numerous emigrants ; and it might
not be improper to caution them with respect

to their diet, not to indulge too freely on
their arrival in the use of fresh animal, or

vegetable food. I know tVom prolonged ex-
perience, that in the sickly seasons of South
America, dried meats, as the tassajo or tassaou,

are by far the most salutary, that is to say,

beef cut into slips, sprinkled with salt, and
dried in the sun, either hung on a line of
rope, or placed on hardies. By this means
it is divested of the blood and putrescent
juices, rendered more conducive to health,

and affording a greater share of nourishment,
as being of easier digestion ;* it is even more
agreeable to most persons after a little use,

particularly so when preserved with a slight

admixture of saltpetre and sugar with common
salt. It might be prepared with equal facility

here, and would obviate the necessity of using
meat in a half putrescent state, as we know
the poorer sort of people are, during the hot
weather, frequently compelled to do, artd

which, I feel very confident, contributes even
more than the use of vegetables do, to the
putrid diseases that prevail in hot seasons.

The tassaou is by far the best provision for a
sea voyage, and for those especially who are
unable to lay in a supply of fresh stock ; and
moreover, were this practice adopted, it could
not fail to contribute vastly to the health and
comfort of seamen in his Majesty's navy ; to
all indeed, on long voyages, to the East and
West Indies especially, serving at least to

suspend most beneficially the use oi salt junk,
for two or three days in the week. I am
much mistaken if this plan, duly acted on,
would not improve the economy of diet on
shipboard more than all that has yet been de-
vised, allowing at the same time due credit

to lemon juice, sour croiit, 8j-c.

The foregoing is a copy of remarks sent on
Monday morning, the 6th inst. one to The
Times, another to The Morning Herald ; the
same was seen and read three weeks ago by

* Physiologists have tisserted that blood is
totally indigestible in the human stomach ; the
cruor probably is so, for in gastric haemorrhages
we usually see the blood vomited in dense clots.
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tlie very ingenious chemist Mr. Booth, who
•considered it a subject of deep importance.

It has not been inserted in either paper, al-

though the day following (Tuesday the 7th)

The Times took occasion to remark, that no

advices arrived of the cholera having appeared
in any part of the United States : on Thurs-

day it is announced in both these and other

journals, that the disease had entered New
York!
My voyages on the Essequebo, the Rinoke,

nnd amongst the West Indian Islands, have so

fully convinced me of the advantages nt dried

meats over those exclusively preserved with

salt, that I could really wish to see it brought
into general use, and even recommended to

the notice of every wise legislature. We
cannot expect the importance of such a pro-

position will be perceived or appreciated by
any of the fireside travellers of The Times,
The Herald, or wot not. At the same time,

Gentlemen, do not suppose I feel any chagrin
that those sage* have slighted my predication,

that we might shortly expect to learn the

cholera had entered New York ; for none but
the most purblind ignoramus, or abettors of
quarantine, could fail to foresee the probabi-
lity of such an event; notwithstanding their

extraordinary efforts at New York to fence
out or evade by non-intercourse, an epidemic,

propagated by the atmosphere, and not like

small pox, by infection, or the contagion of
human bodies. Experience, however, must
teach the citizens the folly of combatting a
phantom, as it has done in their long and te-

dious warfare, waged against that imaginary
demon, the contagion of yellow fever.

August l<5th, 1S32.

Turner-street, Commercial Road.

DR. HARRISON ON THE LAWS
RELATING TO THE

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
I HAVE the honour to forward to you, ac-

cording to my promise, an abstract of the

Charter of the London College of Physicians,

which will I trust, from the importance of
the subject, be deemed worthy of your atten-

tive consideration, and that of your numer-
ous readers. The few particulars annexed
to it will not, T hope, be thought either irre-

levant or useless. The college was esta-

blished by Act of Parliament in the reign of
King Henry the Eighth, for several highly
important purposes, all of which have for

many years been wholly neglected to promote
others, never contemplated by the Legisla-

ture. According to the petition laid before
the House of Commons, and of which I send

you a copy, the college was founded, 1st, to

restrain empirics ; 2ndJy, not to examine
into the fitness of physicians to practise

medicine, that being done in the Universi-
ties, but to exercise a wholesome control

over their moral and professional conduct;
also, by the sam« means, to secure a con-
stant supply of genuine drugs for the sick;

3rdly, to license practitioners, residing with-
in seven miles of London, who had not ob-
tained medical degrees in some university.

As no branch of the healing art had then
been taught in any part of Great Britain,

the young men were forced to obtain their

medical knowledge upon the continent. Ac-
cordingly, when King Henry granted a
Charter to the College of Physicians, he con-
fided it to six doctors of physic, graduates of
Italian universities. It therefore follows
from the tenor of the charter, and early
practice of the college, that it is equally
open to the graduates of every university,

and that the physicians of Oxford and Cam-
bridge are entitled to no preference over the
rest. The superiority they assume is arro-
gated, illegal, manifestly injurious to medical
science, and hurtful to the sick. The truth
of this statement cannot be doubted, because
the English universities are not, never were,
and from inherent defects cannot be, made
complete schools of medicine.* The phy-
sicians brought up in them must either have
recourse to other sources of information, or
remain through life imperfectly educated and
qualified. By a subsequent enactment, the
college was empowered to examine and ad-
mit, or reject, all persons intending to follow
any branch of the sanative art in the pro-
vinces of England and Wales. Instead of
conforming to these salutary Acts of the
Legislature, the fellows have shamefully vio-
lated them to introduce measures more agree-
able to themselves, and better calculated to
forward their particular objects.

To promote these, the subordinate class of
licentiates was arbitrarily formed about the
middle of last century, to counteract the
rising prosperity of the University of Edin-
burgh ; and is still continued, although de-
clared so long ago as 1767, by Lord Chief
Justice Mansfield, to be illegal.

The college has, by another absurd and
vexatious regulation, actually superseded the
law of the land. It is provided, in an Act
of the 32nd of King Henry the Eighth, that
forasmuch as the " science of physic doth
contain within itself the knowledge of sur-
gery, therefore, any physician may exercise
the science of physic in all its parts." It

would be foreign to my present purpose to
discuss the advantages which physic and
surgery formerly received, or would now
receive from combining the practice of both

* Dr. Baillie, Sir H. Halford, and other presi-
dents of the college, were obliged to repair to
Edinburgh to complete their medical education.
—Eds.
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in the physician. They were so united

from tlie foundation of tlie college, till this

Act of the Legislature was superseded by a

by-law and unauthorized regulation of the

college, which requires its members wholly

to abstain from the practice of surgery.

Having shewn that the charter is in itself

admirably fitted to protect the metropolis

against incompetent and unprincipled pre-

tenders, and to provide the apothecaries'

shops with genuine drugs, I trust you will

be of opinion that the college has suffered in

its usefulness, by the arbitrary and uncon-
stitutional changes, which have from time to

time been introduced, to serve the purposes

of a few acting in dii'ect opposition to the

interests of the people, and of the profession

at large.

These and other illegalities and grievances

are more fully set forth in the petition,

(which has been printed by the House of

Commons, and to which I desire to refer you
for particulars), trusting that you will esteem
it of sufficient importance to be published in

your widely circulated Journal, for the ivfor-

mation of the faculty, and in order to shew
that the by-laws, and other proceedings of

the College of Physicians, are in many ways
highly detrimental to the public health, and
prejudicial to medical science.

The proceedings which gave rise to the

petition, originated with the Lincolnshire

Benevolent Medical Society. The members,
at their annual meeting, held so long since

as the summer of 1805, came to several re-

solutions on the defective state of medical

practice, in the provincial districts of Eng-
land and Wales. I, as their president, was
unanimously requested to lay them before

the late Sir J. Banks, President of the Royal
Society, and to take such other steps in re-

gard to them as he should recommend. In
consequence of my interview with him, at

his country residence near Horncastle, I pro-

ceeded to London, and attended several

meetings at the house of Sir Joseph, in Soho-
sqtiare, with the leading members of the

metropolitan faculty. I also had communi-
cations through the late Sir Walter Far-
quhar, with Mr. Pitt, the First Lord of the

Treasury, who said, " I am friendly to the

measure, and will take it up." Soon after-

wards, he fell into bad health and died. The
present Marquis of Lansdowne, then Lord
Henry Petty, succeeded to the Chancellor-

ship of the Exchequer. I waited upon him
with Sir J. Banks, and was very favourably

received. We had a long conference on me-
dical subjects. After my return into Lin-
colnshire, a correspondence took place be-
tween us, which was continued till he left

office. I afterwards waited upon Mr. Per-
ceval, when he was Minister, accompanied
by Sir Joseph Banks, and the late Mr. Chap-
lin, Member for Lincolnshire. He, like his

predecessors, was forcibly impressed with the

defeetive state of the medical profession, and

the necessity for better regulations. There
was also a strong feeling in the public gene-
rally, which is not abated, that something
was wanted to improve the profession, and
make it more useful to the sirk. I am con-

vinced, that had it not been for the selfish-

ness and persevering hostility of the three

medical corporations, more especially the Col-

lege of Physicians, the object so much de-

sired and so long wanted would then have
been attained.

Soon after my encouraging interview with

Mr. Perceval, he was basely assassinated.

Having encountered so many unexpected ob-

stacles, and being personally very little inte-

rested in the accomplishment of my object, I

determined to retire from the contest, and trou-

ble myself no longer with medical reform.

But in consequence of the brighter prospects

which already present themselves to our
view, I have ventured, at the end of a long

life, to come forward once more in favour of

the public and my brethren, when I trust

that my motives can neither be mistaken nor

misrepresented.

Holies-street, Cavendish-square,

Aug. 20, 1832.

To the Honourable the Commons of the

UnitedKingdomof Great Britainand

Ireland in Parliament assembled.

THE HUMBLE PETITION OF THE UNDER-
SIGNED PHYSICIANS

SHEWETH,
That a college of physicians exists in Lon-

don, assuming powers which your Petitioners

are prepared to prove have an injurious effect

upon the subjects of these realms and the
practice of medicine

:

That the attention of medical men, in every
department of the profession, has at length

been roused to the manifold evils, proceeding
from its defective arrangement, and the sources

from which they respectively spring ; the
great body of British physicians, who are

excluded from their inherent rights in the
College of Physicians, most respectfully sub-
mit, that it is fitting to inquire into the
grounds of their rejection, and to enable
them to assert their just claims to participate

in its honours and emoluments, and to pro-

mote the general interests of the profession :

Your Petitioners beg to state, that the
" College, or Commonalty of the Faculty of

Physic," sometimes denominated the " Royal
College of Physicians," was founded by Act
of Parliament more than three hundred years
ago, for several highly important purposes :

At first its affairs were managed agreeably
to the charter, and it then fulfilled the wise
and benevolent intentions of the founder

;

medical science was assiduously cultivated,

and meritorious practitioners liberally en-
couraged

;
quacks were punished, and the

public health carefully protected :

.^ In the course of time abuses crept in by
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tho rulers being more anxious to promote

private objects than to enlarge the sphere of

professional usefulness ; a new policy was

then introduced ; the most accomplished and

best educated physicians were, to the detri-

ment of medical science, without any just

cause, refused admission into the college, and
subjected to the most refined and persevering

opposition

:

Your Petitioners beg to mention, that

among the proscribed were many of the most

celebrated men—as Doctors Bonham, Levet,

West, Schomberg, Askew, Fothergill, &c.,

even Sydenham, though an Oxford graduate,

was excluded by the college, so indifferent

were they to the most sacred duties, and the

obligations confided to them for public and
private purposes ; but the measure of injus-

tice and selfishness was not complete till the

middle of last century ; at that time the

physicians were in quite an arbitrary man-
ner divided into fellows and licentiates, under

a by-law still acted upon, though declared

to be illegal by Lord Mansfield, Chief Justice,

and his associates on the bench, in 1767, in

the case of the College against Levet, and
in 1768, against Fothergill:

The Fellows of the College have thus veri-

fied the words of Holy Writ—" Very truly

there was never any thing by the wit of man
so well devised, or so sure established, which
in continuance of time hath not been cor-

rupted :"

Your Petitioners submit, that the college

was established to promote medical science,

and discharge and accomplish great and highly

beneficial objects, but the institution has en-

tirely failed in effecting those desirable

results, and the fellows continue to the pre-

sent time to be so unmindful of their engage-

ments to the public, and the great body of

physicians, that a country possessing many
of the most learned, able, and honourable

physicians, is so entirely overrun with rapa-

cious, ignorant, and extortionate quacks, as

to have become the jest and scorn of other

nations ; even to this hour, and in this en-

lightened country, their presumptuous auda-

city fills the newspapers with mendacious

advertisements, and their names are daily

paraded in the crowded streets, and under

the very windows of the college, unresisted

and imnoticed

:

Your honourable House will hardly believe,

that while these enormous abuses pass unre-

dressed, the fellows seek every opportunity

to persecute all physicians, although regu-

larly educated and properly qualified in the

best schools of medicine in the United King-
dom, and in foreign countries, who refuse to

submit to their unwarrantable impositions,

whatever may be their qualifications and
claims to public estimation

:

Your Petitioners complain, that the pos-

session of an university degree, however cele-

brated the school, which ought to procure

confidence, is not only rejected as an incom-

petent qualification, but considered in the
British capital to be the only bar to medical
practice

:

Your Petitioners submit that the truth of

these complaints will more clearly appear on
a careful analysis of the charter under which
they claim to act, but from which they have,

in principle and practice, wholly departed,

insomuch that the charter is not even recog-

nised in any of their Acts

:

Your Petitioners hereby declare, that the

College of Physicians was instituted by Act
of Parliament, in 1523 and 24, for three

specific purposes, which have for a long time

been wholly disregarded by the fellows :

The charter was granted by King Henry
VIII. " To put a seasonable check to the

practices of the wicked, and repress the

audacity of bad men, whereby divers injuries

are done to the ignorant and credulous peo-

ple ; and that the fellows, for their own cre-

dit and the public good, will take care, as

well by their own weight and example, to

discountenance the ignorance and the rash-

ness of the before-mentioned persons, as to

punish them by our laws lately promulgated,

and by the regulations to be made by the

same college :"

Secondly—" To provide for the superin-

tendence and scrutiny, correction, and govern-
ment of all and singular the phrjsicians prac-

tising the faculty of physic in the said city, or

within seven miles round the same, likewise

the punishment of them for their faults in

the improper exercise and practice of the

said faculty
:"

Also to provide for " the superintendence

and examination of all sorts of medicines, to

be given, administered, or applied to the liege-

subjects for the healing and curing of their

infirmities, for the advantage and use of the.

said lieges, so that the punishment to be in-

flicted on any of the said practitioners in

medicine, offending in the premises, shall be

by fine, imprisonment of their bodies, and
other reasonable and proper means:"

Thirdly—" To provide, that no person

not being a physician, shall practise the faculty

of medicine v-ithin the said city, or seven

miles round the' same, unless admitted by the

president and commonalty, or their successors

for the time being, under the penalty of five

pounds for everymonth, in which he shall have
practised the same faculty without such ad-

mission:"

Your Petitioners submit that these were
the principal inducements which led King
Henry the Eighth and the Legislature to esta-

blish the College of Physicians ; while its

affairs were well conducted, and the objects

which were contemplated were effected, har-

mony prevailed throughout the profession,

until a dominent party converted the college

into an engine to oppress a great body of the

faculty, and to promote their own views.

From that time the constitution was entirely

changed, and the college ceased to manage
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its concerna according to the charter,and that

instead of complying with the wishes and

directions of the Legislature, the fellows

either entirely overlooked or grossly abused

all the trusts reposed in them.

So long as they were suffered on their own
authority to fine and imprison empirics and

untitled practitioners, they went on prosper-

ously enough for their own interests, and

seized upon every opportunity to increase

their revenues by arbitrary mulcts

:

These mulcts, which at first were levied

upon quachs only, but the spirit of monopoly

having found a ready admission into the

college, were subsequently levied upon re-

spectable physicians, who were unjustly ex-

cluded by the unlawful and arbitrary limita-

tion of the number of fellows, and they so

treated, became not only the unhappy sub-

jects of the jealousy of their privileged bre-

thren of the college, but degraded in pub-

lic estimation, as far as the college could

effect it

:

The increase of the metropolis requiring

a larger number of physicians than the nar-

row spirit of the College of Physicians

would allow, the original number of twenty

fellows was increased to forty, and afterwards

to sixty, thus establishing an odious and Inju-

rious monopoly equally prejudicial to the

former, and wholly inadequate to the de-

mands of society ; all above that number,

whatever might be their attainments or qua-

lifications, not only being interdicted prac-

tice, but subjected to the most vexatious and

unfeeling persecutions ;

Towards the middle of last century, the

number, however, of excluded physicians

still increasing, and their favour with the

public likewise augmenting, the College of

Physicians discovered the necessity of rely-

ing on some surer aid to preserve their

power :

It was at this period that they devised the

scheme of separating the physicians of Lon-

don into two classes, one of whom, the Gra-

duates of Oxford and Cambridge, were admit-

ted, as matter of right, to the privileges of

fellows, while the other class, consisting of

the physicians of all other universities, were

as unreasonably excluded. Hence the illegal

and arbitrary distinction of fellow and licen-

tiate, which subsists to the present day

:

Your Petitioners submit, that the better to

understand and expose these offensive and

injurious proceedings, a reference to the

charter will shew, that King Henry granted

to six physicians, selected out of a Company
in the City of London, namely, to John

Chambre, Thomas Linacre, Ferdinand de

Victoria, Nicholas Halsewell, John Francis,

and Robert Yaxley, that they and all other

resident physicians, " of and in the afore-

said city, shall become in fact and in name
one body or perpetual commonalty or col-

lege ; and that the same commonalty or col-

lege may for ever elect and make out of that

common(ilty gome man prudent and skilful

in the faculty of medicine for presidetit of
the same college or commonalty, to super-
intend, take cognizance of, and govern for

that year the aforesaid college or common-
alty, and all men of the same faculty and
their business ; and that the same president

and college or commonalty, shall have per-

petual succession, and a common seal to be
used in the affairs of the said commonalty
and president for ever :"

It is hardly credible, and yet it is strictly

true, that these six physicians had all taken
their degrees at Padua, or other Italian Uni-
versity. The College of Physicians was,

therefore, committed both in fact and in

words by the royal foimder, indiscrimi-

nately, to physicians of every university.

Accordingly none had any preference one
over another for many of the first years.

With respect to Oxford and Cambridge
graduates, who have arrogated to themselves

all the advantages of the charter, and subse-

quently contrived, by a series of encroach-
ments, to confine the college to their own
body, they are not even mentioned in the

Charter or Act of Parliament confirming it.

Their usurpation is, therefore, wholly illegal.

Indeed, as medical instructions had never
been delivered at either university, when
the college was founded, it would have been
preposterous, in the highest degree, to have
endowed them with greater privileges than
the universities enjoyed where medicine was
carefully and regularly taught

:

Your Petitioners submit, that it would not

have been more preposterous than the prac-

tice of the college now is to admit them

:

Your Petitioners having brought to the

notice of your honourable House, that the

fellows have entirely disregarded the Char-
ter and Acts of Parliament for many years,

as your Petitioners allege, and broken every
condition under which they were incorpo-

rated, beg also further to observe, that it yet
remains to point out some of the illegal and
vexatious proceedings still in full operation,

and of which your Petitioners, as well as the

other licentiates and independent physicians,

have just cause to complain

:

Your Petitioners are ready to prove at the

bar of your honourable House, that it is not

possible at this time for any person to be
regularly and properly educated, either at

Oxford or Cambridge University, for the

medical profession :

First, That while it can be proved, that

the fellows have in so many ways violated

their duty to the public and the faculty,

they have been ever ready and forward to

promote their own emoluments and aggran-

dizements :

Your Petitioners allege, that a careful

attention to the whole of their proceedings,

for the last two hundred years, will satisfy

your honourable House, that their conduct

has been more for the selfish views and pro-
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fit of the fellows, than the just and important

interests of the rommunity :

Your Petitioners submit further, that

these objects have been artfully promoted by
dividing physicians into fellows and licen-

tiates, in direct opposition to the Acts of

Parliament and Charter of Incorporation

:

By this palpable infringement Oxford and
Cambridge graduates have acquired a pre-

ponderating influence over the rest. Not
satisfied with engrossing all the honours and
advantages of the college, the fellows have
contrived to burthen the degraded phy-
sicians with extravagant fines, and a most
humiliating confession, upon their bended
knees, which both parties know to be false,

of their comparative inferiority and unfitness

to manage the cure of various diseases :

Upon the distribution of physicians into

fellows and licentiates it is worthy of remark
that Lord Mansfield observed in 1768, " the

licences probably took their rise from that

illegal by-law (now at an end) which re-

strained the number of fellows to twenty

;

this was arbitrary and unjustifiable ; they
were obliged to admit all such as came within

the terms of the charter ; yet it is probable
that the practice of licensing was in conse-

quence of their having made that illegal by-
law :"

Your Petitioners submit secondly, that by
another absurd and vexatious regulation, the

college has actually superseded the law of
the land. In an Act of the Legislature,

dated the 32nd of the same reign, it is pro-
vided that, " And forasmuch as the science

of physic doth comprehend, include, and con-
tain the knowledge of surgery as a special

member and part of the same ; therefore be
it enacted, that any of the said company or

fellowship of physicians, being able chosen
and admitted by the said president and fel-

lowship of physicians, may from time to time,

as well within the city of London as else-

where within this realm, practise and exercise

the said science of physic in all its members
and parts, any statute or provision made to

the contrary notwithstanding:"

It would be foreign to the objects of your
Petitioners to discuss the advantages and the

inconveniences which physic and surgery re-

ceived, or would now receive from combining
the practice of both in the physician ; it is

enough for your Petitioners to shew that phy-
sic and surgery were so cultivated from the

foundation of the college, till the above recited

Act of the Legislature was superseded and
defeated by a private regulation of the fellows,

which requires that its members shall wholly
abstain from the practice of surgery

:

It is well known that the greatest orna-
ment of tlie college, the excellent Dr. Harvey,
practised physic, surgery, and midwifery for

many years ; he also gave a course of in-

struction in anatomy and surgery annually at

the college ; these lectures are dearer to

Englishmen, because through them the cir-

culation of the blood was first diseorcred by
our immortal covintryman :

Lord Lumley and Dr. Caldwall had each
of them left a sum of money to the college

for this purpose, and Dr. Harvey was one of
the early professors appointed to deliver these

lectures ; it is therefore desirable to know
who now receives the sinecure emolument,
and why the lectures have been abandoned ?

It is enough for your Petitioners to have
shewn that in preventing physicians from
exercising surgery along with physic, the

fellows have virtually repealed an important
statute of the realm

:

Your Petitioners have, they presume, clearly

proved to your honourable House, in the fore-

going detail, that the charter is in itself ad-
mirably fitted to protect the metropolis against

dangerous and unprincipled pretenders, and
to provide the apothecaries shops with ge-
nuine drugs

:

It would greatly afflict your Petitioners and
distress your honourable House to add to

this statement the probable amount of lives

prematurely destroyed, and the aggregate

mass of affliction which during three hun-
dred years have proceeded from the culpable

inactivity and carelessness of the college

;

but recent calamities, fresh in the minds of

all who pay the slightest attention to passing

events, sufficiently declare the grievous ex-
tent and great frequency of evil arising from
this source alone

:

As the anxiety of your Petitioners is di-

rected more to provide for the future than to

condemn the past, they willingly leave the

charter, without further comment, to consider

the legislative care bestowed upon the country
in the same reign ; they therefore desire to

call the attention of your honourable House
to another enactment, which seems to contain
matter for grave enquiry, if not for severe re-

prehension ;

In the concluding clause of the Act 14th
and 15th of King Henry the Eighth, it is

provided, " And where that in dioceses of
England, out of London, it is not light to find

alway men able sufficiently to examine (after

the statute) such as shall be admitted to ex-
ercise physic in them, that it may be enacted
in this present Parliament that 7io person from
henceforth be suffered to exercise or practice

in physic through England, until such time
as he be examined at London by the said

president and three of the said elects, and to

have from the said president or elects, letters

testimonial of their approving and examina-
tion, except he be a graduate of Oxford or

Cambridge, which hath accomplished all

things for his form without any grace :"

Your Petitioners cannot repress their asto-

nishment that a provision, essential to the

public safety, should have remained to this

time a dead letter in the statute book, and
affirm that the fellows dare not affect to con-

ceal their criminal indifference imder the

garb of ignorance, because they have repeat-
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edly boasted that they possess under it an ef-

fective dominion over all the practitioners in

England. With such exultations, and the

Act of Parliament constantly in view, your

Petitioners may reasonably enquire vrhat

diflSculty hath hitherto prevented them during

so long a period from enforcing their autho-

rity ? Have they been too busily engaged in

subduing the great body of London physi-

cians to cast a thought upon the country ?

Or do they entertain so mean an opinion of

the provincial inhabitants of the kingdom, as

to think them unworthy of protection ?

Whatever may have led them to overlook

their sacred obligations to the people, and to

neglect their most valuable concerns, it is to

be hoped will be no longer tolerated :

And your Petitioners humbly pray your

honourable House will take into considera-

tion the constitution and conduct of the Col-

lege of Physicians, and investigate the nature

of the charter and Acts of Parliament under

which they have claimed to act, and provide

injustice to the community at large, and the

British physicians in particular, as shall in

the wisdom of your honourable House be

deemed best:

And your Petitioners as in duty bound
will ever pray, &c.

[This Petition was signed by some of the

most scientific physicians in London. It was
presented to the House of Commons by that

uncompromising and efficient member Joseph

Hume, Esq. and ordered to be printed.

—

Eds.]

THE LATEST CIRCULAR

OF THE

CENTRAL BOARD OF HEALTH.

When we consider the constitution of the

Central Board, and reflect that Sir W. Pym
and Sir D. Barry (against whose professional

characters, as individuals, we have nothing

to allege), are the only medical practitioners

attached at present to a body which has such
terrific influence upon the health, commerce,
and medical science of this country ; we are

by no means surprised at the tenor of the

singular manifestoes issued by this Board.

If our readers were acquainted with the pub-
lic conduct of these gentlemen, as British

medical commissioners appointed by our
government to investigate the nature of

yellow fever at Gibraltar, 1828, and the de-

gree of estimation in which their opinions

have been, and still are, held in Paris, and by
Dr.O'Halloran, Mr. Frazer,&c. they would re-

ceive all statements made by them with extreme
caution, if not suspicion. We have repeatedly

exposed the unwise and impolitic conduct of

the government in appointing the prior and
the present Boards of Health ; and we have
clearly proved, that the lazy Fellows of the

College of Physicians, or the well-paid Board
surgeons, were unfit to form a National Me-
dical Council for the investigation of a fright-

ful epidemic in the first country in the world.

Our strictures and animadversions have been
completely verified by events ; our predic-

tions literally fulfilled; quarantine has mate-
rially injured commerce, but has not impeded
the progress of cholera ; the excitement of

panic by an interested junto has done irre-

parable mischief, has destroyed thousands of

human beings in the United Kingdom, and
even extended its inhuman and murderous
influence to America, where cholera patients

are now deserted and allowed to die unat-

tended on the highways. Such have been the

disastrous consequences inflicted upon man-
kind by the London Boards of Health. Their

names will be handed down to posterity

among the enemies to medicine and man-
kind that have appeared in the present cen-

tury.

We are compelled to make these remarks

by the perusal of the following ungrammatical
and imperfect document, which would dis-

grace a medical student of a year's standing.

We regret that want of time and space pre-

vent us from dissecting, or rather criticising,

every paragraph of the production before us ;

but we shall content ourselves with a few

illustrations, as every one acquainted with

the rules of English composition must admit

the justice of our sentence. The abuse of

capital letters in this document would not be

committed by a school boy of ten years of

age. The repeated use of the Central Board,

as a singular and plural nominative, as the
" Board have," " strongly deprecates," is be-

neath criticism:

—

(" Circular.)
" Council Office, Whitehall,

9th August, 1832.
" The Central Board of Health have deem-

ed it advisable to re-issue the Sanitary Cir-

culars relating to Spasmodic Cholera, dated

respectively 14th November, 13th December
1831, and 9th May 1832, with the following

Alterations and Additions, which in their

Opinion have been rendered necessary by
the Presence and gradual Spread of the Dis-

ease in this Country since October last."

The reason assigned for publishing the

alterations and additions is worthy of the

Board ;
" the presence and spread! of the

disease in this country since October last."

But why not publish these alterations during

the last eleven months ? We leave the reader

to solve this question.

" Public precautionary Measures."
Against what ?

" 1. In order to ensure the Adoption, and
realize the Benefit of any System of Sanitary

Arrangements in a large Community, the first

essential Point is to divide that Community
into subordinate Sections, and to form Local

Boards of Health ; each Board to consist, if
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possible, of one or more resident Magistrates

and Clergymen, and Parish Authorities, a

certain Number of substantial Householders,

of one or more Medical Men, and an efficient

Secretary.*
" 2. These Boards should appoint District

Inspectors to visit daily, and report upon
such Deficiencies as may be found to exist in

the following primary Elements of Public

Health ; viz. the Food, Clothing, and Bed-
ding of the Poor, the Ventilation of their

Dwellings, Space, Means of Cleanliness, their

Habits as to Temperance,—Prevention of

Panic."

The elements of health I What an abuse

of language ! According to this phraseology

the rich can never be sick, as they are always

supplied in abundance with the said elements.

Transcendent discovery! Allay panic, say

the Board, whilstthey have diffused itthrough-

out the civilized world.
" 3. It would be most desirable that Flan-

nel Clothing, at least Flannel Belts and
Woollen Stockings, should be distributed,

and an improved Diet afforded to those who
may be found most in need of such Supplies,

and who are generally the first attacked in

all Communities, in order that they may the

better resist Infection, and be enabled to op-

pose improved Strength and more comfort-

able Feelings to the Influence of the Disease,

should they be attacked.
" 4. The subordinate Divisions of Dis-

tricts ought to be numbered or lettered, and
the Names of the Medical Men attached to,

and the Visiting Inspectors employed in each

Division and District, should be placarded in

conspicuous Places.

" 5. Efficient Arrangements should be

made by the Local Boards of Health or other

Authorities to obtain the earliest and most

correct Intelligence of every Case of Cholera

which may occur within their Jurisdiction,

and to report the same to the Central Board
in London.

" 6. All unnecessary Communication should

be avoided as far as possible between the in-

fected and the healthy ; and as Space, Clean-

liness, and pure Air are of the most vital

Consequence, both to the Recovery of the

sick Person and to the safety of those about

him, the Patient labouring under Spasmodic

Cholera should either be placed in a separate,

well-ventilated Apartment of his own House,

if it afford such Accommodation, and be at-

tended by as few Persons as the Circum-

stances of his Case will admit, or be induced

" * When a Community supporting its

own Poor wishes to establish a Board of

Health, a Public Meeting of the Rate Payers

must be called to nominate the Members, a

List of whom must be transmitted to this

Office, under Cover, " To the Clerk of the

Council," for the Purpose of being endowed
with the necessary Powers by an Order of

the Lords of the Council."

to consent to an Immediate Removal to the

temporary Hospital ; or the healthy Members
of the Family should be removed to such

Building as may have been provided for the

Reception of Persons whose Circumstances

will not afford the Advantages at Home, of

Space, Air, and Separation from the sick."

Is this advice intended to .allay panic, or

is it not calculated to diffuse it universally,

and to dissever all the bonds of affection

between relations ?

" 7. But the Central Board strongly de-

precates all Measures of Coercion, which,

when tried upon the Continent, have inva-

riably been productive of Evil. The best

Inducements to a prompt Acknowledgment of

the Disease having entered a Family, as well

as to an early and voluntary Separation of

the sick from the healthy, will always be

found in the Readiness and Efficiency with

which public charitable Institutions attend to

the Objects noticed in Par. 2."

The Board no longer sanction the removal

of cholera patients into one situation, or sur-

rounding them by dragoons, as recommended
by the first sagacious Board.

" 8. It is with much Satisfaction that the

Board feel themselves authorized to declare,

and it will no doubt be highly consolatory to

the Public to learn, that under proper Ob-
servances of Cleanliness and Ventilation, this

Disease seldom spreads in Families, and
rarely passes to those about the sick, under
such favourable Circumstances, unless they

happen to be particularly predisposed by
Intemperance, great Exhaustion from Fatigue

or Mental Anxiety; Indisposition ofany kind,

more especially Bowel Complaints."

This paragraph destroys the doctrine of

contagion ; why, therefore, separate the sick

from the healthy ?

" 9. When the Circumstances of any Popu-
lation render it probable that a temporary

Cholera Hospital will soon be required, such

Accommodation upon a limited Scale should

be prepared at once, lest the Want of it should

add to the Panic, which the first Cases, when
they actually occur, are but too apt to pro-

duce.
" 10. The Situations which the Board

wrould recommend for temporary Cholera

Hospitals would be, those most detached, in-

sulated, and thoroughly exposed to free and
open Air ; the Description of House, such as

would admit of the most perfect Ventilation

and Cleanliness, and the largest Space

around the sick.

" 11. When an Individual shall have been

attacked with this Disease, and placed under

the most favourable Conditions, as already

pointed out, both for the Recovery of his

own, and the Safety of the Public Health ;

—

the Room or Apartment where he may have

been attacked, and from which he may have

been removed, should be purified by scrub-

bing, Lime-washing, free Ventilation, and

Fumigation by heated Sulphuric Acid and
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Common Salt, with Black Oxyde of Man-
ganese, or the same Acid with Nitre ; or,

when these Materials cannot be obtained, by
strong Vinegar thrown upon heated Bricks.

The Bed, Bedding, and Clothes should be

immersed in Water and washed with Soap."

It is an undisputed fact, that those engaged

in carrying this recommendation into prac-

tice, have generally escaped the supposed

infection, which is a strong proof that no
contagion exists.

" 12. To correct all offensive Smells, Chlo-

ride of Lime may be applied ; [Query, em-
ployed.—Printer's d—1.] but great Caution

is recommended in the Use of this Material,

its Fumes, continued for any Lengtli of Time,
having been found highly prejudicial to

Health, more particularly in delicate Persons.

"13. A few steady men, proportionate to

the Extent of the District in which they are

to act, should be appointed to lime-wash and
purify, as above recommended, (under the

Direction of Medical Authority,) such Apart-

ments as may be pointed out by the Inspec-

tors of the Local Board."

This is a new duty imposed on medical

practitioners. We should like to see Sir

W. Pym and Sir D. Barry marching at the

head of a corps of plasterers and lime-

washers.
" 14. Those who die of this Disease, should

be buried within Twenty-four Hours, wrap-
ped in Cere Cloth or in a Sheet or Blanket

saturated with Pitch or Coal Tar, and be

attended to the Grave by as few Persons as

posi^ible."

This is a manifest contradiction to para-

graph 8. The recommendation is profound

nonsense. A body of a cholera patient was
buried on the 18th May last, was exhumed
and brought into the medical theatre at the

Westminster Dispensary, on Friday June Ist,

when decomposition had considerably ad-

vanced. A coroner's inquest was held on
Monday, June 5th. The body had remained
in the dispensary for four days ; it was sur-

rounded by a considerable number of medi-

cal students, yet no one was infected. In

addition we may add, that Mr. Dermott pro-

posed to sleep in the apartment with the

body, which astounded the affrighted coro-

ner and his enlightened jury. The Central

Board, on the contrary, advised Lord Dur-
ham to change his clothes, after a momentary
visit to his venerable parent, who died of

cholera, and to make a rapid flight into the

country to escape contagion.

Individual Precautions.

" 15. Diet.—No sudden nor extensive Al-

terations should be made in the usual Modes
of living. All Changes of Food, to be useful,

indeed, not to be absolutely prejudicial,

should tend to render it drier, more nutritive

and concentrated. Moderately costive Bowels,

the almost invariable Consequence of a regu-

lar, invigorating Diet, will be found more

conducive to Exemption from Cholera than
an opposite Habit, every thing tending to

relax the Bowels unduly, being apt to induce
a Predisposition to the Disease.

" 16. Avoid, above all Things, overload-

ing the Stomach. Indigestion, however pro-

duced, disposes the Body to Cholera. If in

easy Circumstances take for Dinner a mode-
rate Quantity of Roast Meat in preference

to Boiled, with stale Bread or good Potato,

Two Glasses of Wine with Water, or an
Equivalent of good Spirits and Water, or of

sound Porter or Ale. Eat Garden Stuff &nd
Fruit sparingly, and avoid fat luscious Meats.

In short, whilst under Apprehension of

Cholera, use a dry, nutritive Diet, sparing

rather than abundant, observe great Caution
as to eating Suppers, for Cholera most fre-

quently attacks about Midnight, or very
early in the Morning.

" 17. Temperance should be most rigidly

observed in every thing. In short, no
Means should be neglected which may tend

to preserve individual Health, for although

the Neglect of any or all of these Cautions

would not of itself produce the specific Dis-

ease called Spasmodic Cholera, yet such
Neglect would most assuredly dispose an
Individual living in an infected Atmosphere
to be attacked by that Disease, who most
probably might otherwise have escaped.

" 18. Exercise.— Moderate Exercise in

the open Air, in fine Weather, is conducive

to Health ; but the greatest Care should be

observed by all, more especially by the

weakly and the aged, not to carry that

Exercise to Fatigue or profuse Perspiration,

nor to sit down with wet Feet or wet
Clothes. Indeed the most particular Atten-
tion should be paid to keeping the Feet dry
and warm.

" 19. Whenever Aperients may become
indispensable, those of a warm aromatic

Kind in moderate Doses, should alone be
resorted to, such as Two of the Pills, No.

1, or a Tea-spoonful of the Powder No. 4.,

taken over Night, followed in the Morning
by the Aperient Draught, No. 7. What is

generally understood by Salts, viz. Glauber's

Salts and Epsom Salts, as well as other cold

Purgatives, should not be taken on any Ac-
count, without the express Prescription of a
Medical Man, when Cholera is prevailing at

the Time.

" 20. The Medical Members of the Bo.inl

beg to state, that no specific Preventive

against Cholera is known to exist, and that

the Drugs hitherto offered with this Preten-

sion, in Places where the greatest Ravages
have been caused by this Disease, not only
did not possess the negative Virtue of doing
no Harm, but were found to be absolutely

injurious. The true Preventives are a
healthy Body, and a cheerful unruffled

Mind, but habitual drugging, at all Times
improper, is to be deprecated in the strongest
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Terms when Epidemic Disease is present or

apprehended."
This is a cutting criticism on the specific

recommendations of the former Board, who
advised certain drugs as preventives.

" Treatment.

"21. No Remedy at all approaching the

Nature of a Specific has been as yet dis-

covered for this Disease in its more aggra-

vated Form. In fact, no one Mode of Cure

can be usefully employed under all the Cir-

cumstances of any Disease. The Symptoms,
and Grades of Intensity with which Spas-

modic Cholera makes its Attacks, vary with

the Conditions of the Subject ; its Treat-

ment, therefore, must vary with these

Grades and Conditions.
" 22. The leading premonitory Symp-

toms are spontaneous Looseness of the

Bowels, with or without griping Pains;

Flatulence, and Distension of the Abdomen,
or slight Spasms of the Extremities ; Apo-
plectic Vertigo, with Nausea, Lassitude,

Weakness, or various Combinations of these

Symptoms.
" 23. When Cholera is prevailing, Loose-

ness of Bowels, however slight, should on no

account be neglected. It is by far the most

usual Forerunner of the Disease, as well as

the most important, because, in its various

Degrees, it constitutes that Stage in which

Life may be most easily saved. When this

premonitory Symptom affords Time for dis-

tinct Treatment, it may be checked, if mild,

by the Draught, No. 8, to be repeated every

Second or Third Hour, if necessary, for

Three or Four Times.
" 24. But if the Purging be severe, a mo-

derate Bleeding of Ten or Twelve Ounces,

or Cupping, or Leeches, if there be local

Pain, should be resorted to, and one of the

Powders, No. 3, should be given forthwith,

to be washed down with the Draught, No. 6.

This Dose to be repeated evey Second Hour
for Three or Four Times, if necessary ; the

Patient being strictly confined to Bed, with a

View to Perspiration.
" 25. A Warm Bath for Half an Hour,

followed by rubbing with Flannel or Flesh

Brushes ; warm Fomentations to the Belly

by means of Bladders half filled with hot

Water, or Flannels soaked in hot spiced

Wine, or in hot Spirit and Water, will afford

much Relief.

" 26. After the Diarrhoea shall have been
fairly arrested, say for Twelve Hours, a Ta-
ble-spoonful of Castor Oil, with Ten Drops
of Laudanum, should be given, in an Ounce
of Peppermint or Cinnamon Water,* or the

Pills, No 1, over Night, to be repeated in the

" * A Dose of Peppermint, or Cinnamon
Water may be made by rubbing down Three
or Four Drops of the essential Oil, with Half
a Tea-spoonful of Sugar, adding Two Table-
spoonfuls of Water by Degrees."

Morning, if necessary, with the Draught,
No. 7.

" 27. When there are Cramps, a Dessert-

spoonful or Two of the Liniment, No. 10,

should be assiduously rubbed on the Part
affected.

" 28. If there be Nausea or Sickness,

without acute Pain at the Pit of the Stomach,

give an Emetic of Twenty-five or Thirty

Grains of Ipecacuanha in Half a Pint of

warm Water.
" 29. When Giddiness and Pain at the

Pit of the Stomach are present, bleed as

above, and give a Tea-spoonful of the Ape-
rient Powder, No. 4.

" 30. Let the Diet during all these pre-

monitory Symptoms consist of light farina-

ceous Preparations—Sago, Tapioca, Panada
;

Chicken Broth and tepid Drinks to promote
Perspiration."

First Stage of the Attaclc,—Treatment.

" 31. When the Motions have lost the

Appearance of feculent Matter, and have put
on that of Rice Water or Gruel, with vomit-

ing of similar Liquids, Spasms, intense Thirst,

irregular, slow and weak Pulse, give an
Emetic of half a Pint of a Solution of Com-
mon Salt, Milk-warm, and as strong as it can
be made, with a Tea-spoonful of Mustard
Powder. Place a Mustard Plaster, No. 11,

or apply the hot Turpentine Fomentation,
No. 12, over the whole Stomach, Belly, and
Front of the Short Ribs. Give one of the

Pills, No. 2, every alternate Half-hour, and
in the Intervals One Table-spoonful of the

Mixture, No. 9. Let the Patient drink cold

Water or iced Water if it can be had, allow-

ing no more than Two or Three Table-spoon-
fuls at a Time, or Bits of Ice the Size of a
Nut may be swallowed whole, to allay the
burning Sensation at the Pit of the Stomach.
Let Bags or Stockings filled with heated Bran
or Sand, or Bladders half full of warm Water,
be placed along the Patient's Spine or Sides,

and to his Feet. Let him be kept still, if

possible, wrapt in warm Blankets, but not
oppressed with Heat or Coverings, particu-

larly over the Chest and Neck."
In many of the local cholera hospitals,

patients in the formidable stage of the dis-

ease have taken several quarts, nay gallons

of cold water, and recovered. The Board
are well aware of this fact. They are also

silent upon other material points of practice,

which we have not time to notice at present.

Second Stage of the Attack.

" 32. If, notwithstanding these Measures,

the Patient should appear to be sinking, the

Pulse becoming weaker, the Skin colder, the

breathing more laborious, the Individual ap-

pearing less anxious about his own Situation,

then, in addition to the steady Application of

the Measures already recommended, let an
Injection be administered, consisting of Two
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or Three Pints of Water, as warm as the
Hand can conveniently bear, with theAddition
of a Wine-glassful of Spirits, to be repeated

if thought necessary, at Intervals of an hour."

Third Stage.

" 33. When the Pulse at the Wrist has
ceased, or become almost imperceptible, with
Coldness of the Extremities, and perhaps
Blueness of the Surface, particularly of the

Lips, Hands, and Feet; irregular breathing,

Loss of Voice, Suppression of Urine, ghastly

Countenance; although under these distres-

sing Appearances there is but little Room
for Hope, our Exertions should not cease.

" 34. At this Stage of the Attack the vo-

miting and purging will generally have ceased,

or at least be much diminished ; the Belly

will be drawn in, and Pain, Sinking, and
Death-like Oppression will be felt about the

Heart.
" 35. Let the hot Water injection be re-

peated, with Three or Four Drachms of the

Tincture of Assafcetida, and retained for

some Minutes by means of a Napkin.
" 30. Let Mustard Plasters be applied to

the Inside of the Thighs and Calves of the

Legs, in addition to that on the Belly, which
may be removed to the Sides of the Chest or

Back ; let the Limbs be diligently rubbed
with warm Cloths ; let small Quantities of
light Cordials be given at Intervals, such as

a Tea-spoonful of Compound Tincture of
Cinnamon, or of Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia,
in a Table-spoonful of Water, and let the
Treatment ordered for the Second Stage be
continued until the Pulse becomes distinctly

perceptible at the Wrist."

There is no mention made of the hot air

bath, exhausted air bath of Dr. Murray, sa-
line injections into the veins, or a variety of
other remedies, well known to those who
have liad actual experience in treating the
disease.

Stage of Re-action, or Fever,

" 37. When the Pulse has begun to rise,

and the Heat and natural Colour to return to

the surface, keep the Patient perfectly quiet,

but let him be carefully watched, for a sud-
den sinking of the Powers of Life not unfre-
quently occurs at this Period of the Disease.
Opiates of all Kinds must now be withheld

;

and Wine, Brandy, and other Stimulants
used very sparingly, and withdrawn altoge-

ther as soon as the Pulse and Heat are stea-

dily re-established ; when mild tepid Drinks
are to be substituted, and the Powder, No. 5,

given every Hour, instead of the Medicines
hitherto used, should the Bowels be torpid.

" 38. Under this Treatment a warm co-
pious Sweat often breaks out, or a more
healthy Discharge takes place from the
Bowels, or some Urine is passed, which of
all others is the most favourable Sign. When
such is the Case, the Patient, with proper
Care, will often pass into a State of Conva-

lescence, without further Difficulty or Dan-
ger.

" 39. It often happens, however, notwith-
standing all our Care, that the Re-establish-
ment of the Pulse and Heat are closely fol-

lowed by Symptoms of Fever, by some
Degree of Stupor, by great Oppression of
breathing, by Distension and Tenderness of
the Belly; all of which indicate Danger.

" 40. The moment such Symptoms appear,
bleed from the Arm, or from the Part most
affected, by Leeches or Cupping, to 10, 12,
or 16 Ounces, according to the Effect pro-
duced by the Bleeding. Reduce the Tem-
perature of the Patient's Room, give cool
Drinks, and apply cold wet Clothes or pound-
ed Ice in Bladders to the Head ; and give
the Powders, No. 5. as already ordered.

"41. When Convalescence has begun, ob-
serve the strictest Care as to Diet. At this

Period a full Meal has in numerous Instances
brought on a Relapse. Indeed, Animal Food,
even in small Quantity, under these critical

Circumstances, has often been attended with
dangerous Consequences to those just re-

covering from Cholera. To such, even the
mildest Articles of Food should be given in

much smaller Quantities and at shorter Inter-
vals than to those in Health ; and their ordi-
nary Diet and Habits should be very cau-
tiously resumed.

" W. Pym, Chairman."

[In consequence of our strictures on the
drastic purgatives advised on a former occa-
sion, the Board have been sagacious enough to

combine aromatics in the following prescrip-
tions.

—

Eds.]

Pills, No. 1.—Each to contain
Blue Pill, Toasted Rhubarb ; of each two and

a half Grains.

Oil of Aniseeds, 1 Drop.

Pills, No. 2.

Calomel, 2 Grains.

Opium, one-sixth Grain.
Camphor, one and a half Grains.
Capsicum, one and a half Grains in each Pill.

Powder, No. 3.

Compound Powder of Kino, 15 Grains; or
Compound Powder of Ipecacuanha, 10
Grains.

Aperient Powder, No. 4.

Calcined Magnesia, Rhubarb in Powder

;

each 2 Drachms.
Ginger in Ditto, 1 Drachm.

A Tea-spoonful for a Dose.
Powder, No. 5.

Calomel, 1 Grain.

James's Powder, 2 Grains.

Nitre in Powder, 3 Grains.

The whole for one Dose.
Draught, No. 6.

Chalk Julep, 5 Drachms.
Compound Tincture of Cardamoms, Minde-

rerus' Spirit ; each one an-l a half Drachms.
Ipecacuanha Wine, 30 Drops.

Oil of Aniseed, 3 Drops.
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Draught, No. 7.

Tincture of Rhubarb and Aloes, Infusion of

Cloves ; of each 3 or 4 Drachms.

Draught, No. 8.

Chalk Julep, 6 Drachms.
Tincture of Catechu, 1 Drachm.
Tincture of Opium, 25 Drops.

Oil of Peppermint, 3 Drops, first rubbed
down with 2 Drachms of Sugar.

Mixture, No. 9.

Mindererus' Spirit, 2 Ounces.
Mint Water, 2 Ounces.

Carbonate of Ammonia, 1 Drachm.
Syrup of Ginger, 3 Drachms.
Sweet Spirit of Nitre, 3 Drachms.

One Table-spoonful for a Dose.

Liniment, No. 10.

Compound Soap Liniment with Opium, 8

Drachms.
Ticture of Cantharides, 2 Drachms.

Mustard Plaster, No. 11.

Two Table-spoonfuls of Flour of Mustard,
with a Dessert-spoonful of Common Salt,

mixed with Water into a thin Paste, to be
spread upon Brown Paper, and applied to

the Part, until Redness, Heat, and Sore-

ness are produced.

Turpentine Fomentation, No. 12.

A Piece of Flannel, large enough, when
doubled into Three Folds, to cover the

whole Front of the Abdomen, tightly wrung
out of very hot Water, and immediately
soaked in Spirit of Turpentine, to be
placed on the Belly, and covered with a
Piece of dry Flannel to prevent Evapora-
tion ; to be left on until a burning Sensa-
tion is felt.

THE

SPIRIT OF MEDICAL LITERATURE.

No. 5.

Importance of Clinical Reports.

It cannot be denied, that the public

at large, by whom our hospitals are

so munificently supported, and espe-

cially the medical world, are entitled

to look to the physicians and sur-

geons of such establishments for the

results of their experience, whether
fortunate or adverse, in the shape of

a periodical publication. "Were such
documents regularly furnished by the
attendants of British hospitals, as is

occasionally done upon the Conti-
nent, and thus made available to tlie

profession, a mass of invaluable ma-

terials would be soon accumulated,
which would far exceed in value and
importance all the isolated papers
and cases wdth which the journals of

the day abound.

—

Dr. Macfarlane.

Extravasation of Urine into the Cor-

pora Cavernosa.

A young gentleman, who had a
stricture torn, after painful priapism,

found the blood flowing from the

urethra next morning. From the

swelling of the parts, he thought he
must have an aneurism of the penis

;

it was the urine which, escaping from
the urethra into the cellular texture,

distended the integuments of the

penis and scrotum.

Sir Charles Bell.

Treatment of Dystocial Convulsions.

After the first convulsions, the

woman falls into a profound stupor,

and every circumstance tends to the

belief that the head is strongly in-

jected, and threatened with extrava-

sation. As we have already remark-
ed, nothing is more necessary than to

terminate such a labour as soon as

possible ; and the only means which
appears to us to afford any chance,

is the section of one or more points

of the circumference of the orifice of

the uterus.

—

Delpech.

Study and Practice of Surgery in the

Tonga Islands.

No native of Tonga undertakes to

practise surgery, unless he has been
at the Fiji islands, where constant
wars afford great opportunities of

becoming skilful ; and no native of

Tonga would employ a surgeon who
had not been thus schooled. Nor
would any of them undertake an im-
portant operation, unless he feels

himself competent to what he is

about to perform ; and it must be
said of them, that they are not rash

in their opinions. When a surgeon

performs an operation, he never fails

to obtain a present from the patient

or his friend.

The three most important opera-

tions are, cawso, or paracentesis tho-
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racis; tocohsi, or an operation for

the cure of tetanus, which consists in

making a seton in the urethra ; and
loca, or castration,

Catvso is an operation which is

performed to allow of the escape of

extravasated blood, which has lodged
in the cavities of the thorax, in con-
sequence of wounds, or for the ex-

traction of a broken arrow. There
are no other instances where they
think of performing it. The instru-

ments they use, are a piece of bam-
boo, and a splinter of shell; some-
times a probe, made of the stem of

the cocoa-nut leaf.

William Mariner.

Emoluments of a Physician.

Dr. Lettsom's professional emolu-
ments were very great. It appears

that in 1783, he received 3,600/. ; in

1784, 3,900/. ; in 1785, 4,015/. ; and
in 1786, 4.500/. Had he at this

time taken all the fees presented to

him, his receipts would have been
nearly doubled. From 1786 to 1800
they increased greatly, amounting to

not less than from 5,000/. to 12,000/.

annually. This was considerably more
than his patron Dr. John Fothergill

ever received ; his highest sum was
5,000/. in one year. Necessitous

authors, and clergymen of all deno-
minations, and their families, were
attended by Dr. Lettsom gratuitously,

and they were often assisted by pe-

cuniary donations.

—

Pettigrew.

Description of a species of Polypus.

This animal was alive and vigor-

ous more than a week after I found

it. It was fixed on the side of a

wooden pipe, which conveyed a small

stream of water into a ditch. As it

hung, its motion excited my atten-

tion, while I was picking some liver-

wort which grew on the spot. I se-

parated it from its lodgment with the

point of my knife, supposing it to be

an aquatic plant, and that its motion

was occasioned by the water which

ran over it. On coming home I

put it in a tea-saucer of water to

spread, when, greatly to my sur*-

prize, the extremities of its branches
or tentacula began to move. The
motion gradually increased, till at

length the whole animal shifted its

place, and frequently extended its

arms to the top of the water, curling

them in a fine spiral form like a cork-

screw. I examined it with a lens of

a moderate power, and the brown
spots seemed to be lamellae of a

stony kind ; hence I concluded it to

be one of the crustaceous polypi. I

then placed it on a thin plate of

glass, and examined it by the fourth

magnifier in Cuifs double micro-

scope, when, to my great surprise, I

found the whole animal to be a con-

geries of innumerable fibres, branch-

ing out into infinitely fine ramifica-

tions, and ending in points. An un-

dulatory motion was visible in all the

principal arms or branches, and in

many of the smaller ramifications.

The brownish spots at each joint,

which I had supposed were crustace-

ous lamellae, I found to be tufts of

fibres, which had other branches

shooting from them, so extremely

fine, that even under the first mag-
nifier they appeared no larger than a
silk-worm's thread to the naked eye.

These tufts of fibres are transparent

in the smaller branches of the ani-

mal, and grew regularly between the

joints in each limb or branch. They
appeared to be hollow, and in some
of the larger ones I could perceive a
motion, which I took to be the circu-

lation of some fluid. The smallest

touch in moving the animal, I found

displaced or broke off some of the

finer fibres. I could not find any
appearance of a mouth, or distension

of the gelatinous parts, as is usual in

other species of the polypi, nor any
fibrillse at the extremities. In every

thing it had the appearance of a ve-

getable, except its frequent and
vigorous motion. I gave it fresh

water frequently ; but going one day
from home, I found the water had
been spilled, and the animal was
hanging dry to the edge of the saucer.

After this accident it never discovered
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eigns of life, although I immediately

put it into water. Rack.

Coagulation of the Blood.

The fibrine which becomes solid,

is so small, as to amount only to

about one-fiftieth of the whole quan-

tity by weight ; and since the coagu-

lation is not instantaneous, but a

slow and gradual effect, it appears to

me as necessarily to follow, that the

heat produced must be too slight

sensibly to affect the thermometer.

Dr. Davy.

Leeches at Jamaica.

Leeches are not to be found in

Jamaica ; and if they are sent there,

they soon grow sickly and perish.

Dr. Williamson.

The Brain, the co:iniing-house of the

Stomach.

When we enter upon the intel-

lectual department of the body, we
enter upon the region where all the

ills, bodily and mental, private and
public, real or imaginary, are regis-

tered. Here the balance is struck

which is to determine the happiness
or misery. The brain is not the re-

gion where happiness and misery is

felt, but is the counting-house of the

stomach, where the intellectual facul-

ties, like so many clerks, are conduct-

ing the business, and writing up the

books of that enterprizing , though too

often speculative concern—the animal

appetites and passions. The stomach
is the region where happiness or

misery is felt. Dr. Cross.

The Physician.

The medical science seems to be
fast degenerating into quackery. The
grave thoughtful physician has sunk

into the busy surgeon with his instru-

ments, and into the smart apothecary

with his apron ; and operations and
doses are without limit and without
discrimination the ruling order of the

present day. Dr. Cross.

Prejudice against Vaccination.

Dr. Rowley introduced to his pu-

pils a poor boy, whose face was swol-

VoL. II.

len and much disfigured by a large
abscess. He requested his auditors

to inspect closely this unparallelled

case. " On his cheek you plainly

perceive a protuberance arising like

a sprouting horn ; another corre-

sponding will shortly spring up on
the other side, for the boy is gra-

dually losing the human lineaments,

and his countenance is transmuting
into the visage of a cow." And the

cause of this was the poor boy's

having been vaccinated. Dr. Row-
ley published a book against vacci-

nation, in which he gave two en-

gravings, one of a mangy girl, and
the other of the ox-faced boy ; but he
candidly ascribed the sole merit of

discovering the metamorphosis to his

friend Dr. Mosely, who, he said, had
often seen negroes distorted into the

appearance of various animals by the

yaws. On the tomb of another strenu-

ous opponent of vaccination, Mr.
Birch, the following is recorded

—

But the practice of cow-poxing,
Which first became general in his day,

Undaunted by the overwhelming influence of
power and prejudice,

And the voice of nations,

He uniformly, and until death, perseveringly

opposed
;

Conscientiously believing it to be a public
infatuation,

Fraught with perils of the most mis-
chievous consequences to mankind.

Annals of Median?.

CHOLERA AT HARTLEPOOL.

The disease in this place has been
very severe. An express arrived for

Dr. Clanny, of Sunderland, early on
Monday morning last, who immedi-
ately obeyed the summons of the Cor-

poration ; and his presence, together

with Dr. Haslewood, and other me-
dical gentlemen of Sunderland, soon
restored confidence, and in some de-

gree dispelled alarm. The corpora-

tion feel the highest obligation to Dr.

Clanny, for his prompt, energetic,

and useful services in the cause of

suffering humanity.
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PROOFS THAT CHOLERA IS NOT
CONTAGIOUS.

There is no disease recorded in the

annals of British medicine about the

nature and treatment of which so

much has been written and spoken,

nor one upon which such a diversity

of opinion exists as the epidemic, very

eiToneously denominated cholera.

—

Nevertheless, there is no authentic

account of the origin of this frightful

malady, and no one who has perused

the various essays on this disease can

place confidence in the statements of

the London Board of Health. We
have no Sydenhams or Meads in this

age of intellect. Heaven knows there

is no lack of WTiters on cholera, but

their statements are so contradictory

as to destroy all confidence in them.

"Without referring to the question of

the origin of cholera, we may allude

to the treatment, which has varied

according to the caprice of the prac-

titioner, and as yet has been useless

in the malignant form of the disease.

The truth is, it has completely baffled

the faculty. The Central Board of

Health believe it to be contagious,

while the great body of those who

have seen the disease hold quite

the opposite opinion. It is a remark-

able fact, that the government of this

country have for many centuries

deemed all epidemic diseases conta-

gious, while in vicinal nations this

notion is exploded. The baneful ef-

fect of proclaiming cholera a conta-

gious, or a communicable disease from

individual to individual, has impeded

our commerce, has excited a univer-

sal panic throughout the nation, has

terrified all classes of society, and

inflicted immense injury upon the

prosperity, health, and happiness of

this and other countries. This mon-

strous evil originated with the first

ridiculous Board, composed of the

Fellows of the College of Physicians,

not one of vihom had seen a single

case of Indian, Russian, or Polish

cholera, but nevertheless sagaciously

assured the government after the

perusal of certain papers submitted

to them, that the disease was conta-

gious, " having no other means of

judging of the nature and symptoms

of the cholera than those furnished

by the documents sent us." The

President and Fellows of the College,

acting on an illegal and insolent by-

law, consider themselves superior to

military physicians and surgeons, and

to the Licentiates of their own body,

who (according to the law of the

land) are their equals, and in talent

their superiors, would not condescend

to obtain information from those who

had observed the disease in India,

Poland, Russia, &c. But the Apollo

of the College is, and has been, so

entwined about royalty during the

last two reigns, and of course about

the nobility and the government, that

he is looked upon by the toad-eating

sycophants about him as a demi-god,

whose influence is little short of being

omnipotent ; and therefore he and his
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grovelling understrappers, who never

saw one case of cholera, pronounce,

ex cathedrd, that it is infectious,

frighten the government out of their

senses, and^in their alarm, quarantine,

the Cholera Act, and the death of

thousands, in consequence of the pro-

mulgation of manifestos on every

wall in the metropolis, and through

the best possible public instructors,

are the results. The ports of London

are closed, commerce is destroyed,

every class of society is terrified,

every disease is suddenly transformed

into cholera, separation of the sick

from the healthy is proposed to be

enforced by the point of the bayonet,

the ties of family and affection are

broken, because men, manifestly in-

competent to form an opinion of the

nature of an epidemic, are, by illega-

lity and corruption, able to mislead a

patriotic and a good government.

Such are a few of the effects re-

sulting from the antiquated constitu-

tion of the medical profession in this

country. The documents referred to

by the College, were—two reports

made to our government by Dr.

Walker, who was sent by our am-

bassador from St. Petersburgh to

Moscow ; a report from the former

city by Dr. Albers, a Russian phy-

sician ; and a report, with Russian

quarantine regulations, by Sir W.
Creighton.

Dr. Walker states, that " by far

the greater number of medical men

think the disease not contagious ; re-

fer it to the atmosphere, as every

person in Moscow felt, during the

time, some inconvenience or other,"

(which lately happened in this coun-

try), " which wanted only the ex-

citing cause of catching cold, or

some irregularity in diet, to bring on

cholera—the opinions in favour of

contagion are not fair ones." One

would think this evidence conclusive,

but it would not suit our national

relish for contagion. Dr. Albers

stated, that almost all (the physi-

cians) at Moscow maintain the cho-

lera " not to be contagious." Again,

" all those who stand up for conta-

gion have not witnessed the disease."

Sir W. Creighton, who had not seen

the disease, declared it to be conta-

gious, though the medical committee

in Russia were non-contagionists.

Such was only a part of the evidence

submitted to the Collegiate Board,

contrary to which they decided on

the 9th of June; but on the 16th they

wished, as well they might, to re-

consider their uawarrantable decision.

They also examined some army sur-

geons who had treated cholera in

India, but as all, except Dr. Daun,

were not contagionists, their evidence

was overlooked. Had the Board

taken the Indian Reports from their

bookshelves, or referred to valuable

Reports of the Army Medical Office,

they would have found nineteen-

twentieths of those who made the

reports, against contagion. But his

Majesty's Most honourable Privy

Council were in favour of contagion,

and the crawling courtiers about the

College found it their interest to

agree to and countenance any notion

issuing from the powers that be.

The Board now published certain
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documents, but suppressed those for-

warded by Dr. Hemmet from: Dant-

zic, because opposed to contagion

;

and that of the British consul at

Riga, because it stated " the fact

of non-contagion being determined.

The statement of fifteen labourers be-

in^ attacked while opening a pack of

hemp is a notorious falsehood." Dr.

Lefevre, of our embassy to Russia,

declared the cholera non-infectious,

and that the contrary reports Mere

decidedly false. Dr. Zoubkoof, of

Moscow, attested, that he observed

with astonishment, the soldiers and

others who handled the sick, held

their heads while vomiting and,

finally, buried them, were never af-

fected. Mr. Searle confirmed this

important fact, in his account of the

disease at Warsaw, and said, that

though there were thirty attendants,

one only, a drunkard, who had been

stripped and compelled to sleep on a

cold floor, was attacked ; while Dr.

Londe and his five colleagues, who

formed the French commission there,

declared the same thing to their own

government, and were unanimous in

opinion that cholera was not conta-

gious. In further proof of the truth

of this conclusion we can add, that,

on the 10th of October, the Emperor

of Austria issued a proclamation to

his subjects, stating, " that he had

committed an error in adopting the

vexatious, and worse than useless,

quarantine and cordon regulations

against cholera, which were more

calamitous than the disease itself,

and that he was obliged to enforce

t/iem in some places in consequence

of the opinions still existing in the

dominions of some of his neighbours,

for otherwise his commercial rela-

tions would be broken off."

—

Austrian

Observer, Oct. 12, Our government

have since removed quarantine, but

continue the doctrine of contagion in

the interior of the kingdom.

The statement of M. Esquirol as

to exemption of insane persons from

cholera attacks, is not verified in

London. At the Bethnal-green lu-

natic establishments, called the " Red

House" and " White House," upM^ards

of one hundred cases of cholera ha^ e

occurred since the 10th of June last.

The history of the progress of cholera

in these establishments is highly illus-

trative of the important fact to society,

and so often brought to the notice of

the public by us, viz. the spontaneous

origin of cholera, and its not possess-

ing the property of being communi-

cated directly or indirectly from the

sick to those who attend them, or are

near them. The two establishments

mentioned, although adjoining, are

completely separate as to officers, at-

tendants, &c. There is a doorway for

communication on particular occasions

only, in the high wall dividing both

houses. In each house there are

males and females of different classes.

The first case was that of a woman
in the Red House, who, from her un-

fortunate state of mind, had been long

confined within the walls, and in

whose case there was no possibility

of tracing the source of the disease

to her communication with any other

person labouring under it. When it

was ascertained that the disease ap •
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peared in the Red House, Mr. Bever-

ley, the medical gentleman in charge of

the White House, felt himself bound

to adopt the " precaution," as it is

termed, of cutting off most perfectly-

all communication with the building

in which the first cases occurred.

Not only was the occasional commu-

nication of officers and attendants,

through the door mentioned inter-

dicted, but this gentleman had even

the windows blocked up which over-

looked the yard of the Red House,

notwithstanding which, cholera ap-

peared among the women under his

charge; in a little time after amongthe

men of theRed House, and lastlyamong

the men of the White House. While

this was going on to the extent

mentioned, not a single medical man

who has been in contact with the cholera

patients—not a single nurse or attend-

ant of any kind in the hospital about

the sick— no burier of the dead, &;c.

8(C. has been attacked with the disease

up to the present time, when only a

patient or two are under treatment.

Here we must notice the curious phy-

siological fact observed at this hos-

pital, of the restoration of reason in

the patients while under grave cho-

lera symptoms. The liberality and

gentleman-like conduct of the zealous

medical men in charge of the Bethnal-

green establishment, are calculated to

advance the interests of science, and

of humanity ; but from the extreme

secrecy obseiTcd in another lunatic

establishment near the metropolis, in

which the cholera has prevailed, we

have no means of ascertaining whether

the germs of the disease had been

carried there in a snufF-box, or other

convenient vehicle.

Of one thing the public may rest

perfectly assured that, as to attend-

ants on cholera patients, a similar

result to that which has been just

stated respecting Bethnal-green, took

place in the Grenadier Guards in

the Tower;—for, among the medical

men in constant attendance on, or

who paid occasional visits to the thirty

cholera patients whose treatment has

been lately referred to, in a medical

journal, by Mr. Harrison, surgeon of

this battalion, not one has been at-

tacked with the disease :— of the

militaiy officers who paid the hospital

visits of duty, or of kindness, towards

their men, not one was attacked :

—

of

the several (indeed we may say many)

men in constant attendance day and

night,—rubbing the patients, &;c., or on

occasional duty only, and whose names

may be obtained, not one has had

cholera. The same immunity of me-

dical men, nurses, &c., in attendance

on cholera patients, has been observed

in another Battalion of the Grenadier

Guards, in which cases have occurred

occasionally since the 15th of Jan-

uary last, the day on which John

Webb, of that regiment, was (as has

been admitted by the gentlemen who

treated him) attacked with the true

cholera ; although, not being able to

couple this guardsman's attack with

a Sunderland ship, the case, like

those of several others, was blinked

by a clique,

" With that low cunning which in fools sup-

plies,

And amply too, the place of beinsj wise."

We could go on enumerating at the
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Aldgate Hospital, and at many other

points, the instances of the total ex-

emption from the disease, of attend-

ants on cholera patients. We could

in private families quote the many

instances of its not going beyond an

individual case, besides those of which

took place in the houses of Lady

Anne Windham—of the Archbishop

of Canterbury — of the Honourable

Mrs. Smith—of the Honourable Mr.

Scot— of Sir James Macdonald—
of Lord Holland, &c. &c. We could

shew the perfect vmtruth of the tale

about a person having taken cholera

in consequence of having worn some

of Lady Blane's clothes, who died of

that disease. Nobody can be fool

enough to suppose that attendants on

cholera patients should remain ex-

empt from the disease, if they hap-

pen, in all respects, to be under

similar circumstances with those who

we see attacked without any com-

munication with those labouring un-

der the malady. If we have either

dissipated persons, the outcasts of so-

ciety, performing the office of nurses,

or if we have but those wretched de-

biUtated persons attempting to per-

form a duty which, in such a disease

as cholera, would tire out four healthy

persons, what, in either case, can be

more probable than that such attend-

ants will be attacked during the

epidemic influence. If these things

be considered fairly for one moment,

and if, along with these things, it be

considered that, according to any con-

ceivable doctrine of chances or pro-

babilities, we must, among many

thousand events of a particular kind,

expect a certain number of coinci-

dences, which it would be utterly

illogical to admit to be the conse-

quences of certain assigned causes

;

and therefore, in the few instances

which can be adduced of healthy,

robust, and temperate persons being

attacked with cholera, though not

over-worked, while in attendance, it

would be bad logic to assign that at-

tack as produced by the attendance

on the patient, when we see so many

thousands attacked who are not near

patients, and, on the other hand,

the whole mass of attendants only

attacked in their due proportion to

the rest of society.

The crooked policy adopted on the

outset of the question of contagion in

this country now recoils upon us, as

is felt in our commerce. This, how-

ever, tliough a matter of high im-

portance, is not the worst of extremely

foolish or extremely wicked council

;

for besides the atrocities occurring in

this country of individuals labouring

under disease being deserted even by

their own relatives—of persons being

suffered to remain unaided in the

streets, and refused, subsequently, ad-

mission into hospitals—of the police

even having, as we are informed,

directions to avoid interfering—of the

clergymen of the land not only de-

clining to administer Christian duties

to the sick, but absolutely, as we see,

most absurdly and injuriously closing

their places of public worship—all

which reduce us to the level of the

most barbarous countries. Add to

this the abandonment, en masse, on

the highways in America, of the emi-
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grants and others afflicted by the dis-

ease, and an idea may be formed of

the steps infamously adopted in this

country to favour a false doctrine,

while the elite of the profession in

Paris adopted the honest, and manly,

and scientific conclusion, after ample

observation, that the disease was not

contagious.

SUGGESTIONS
RESPECTING THE

CAUSE, NATURE, AND TREATMENT
OF CHOLERA.

By John Parkin, Esq. E.I.C.S.

Parageaph 1. From an attentive ob-

servation of the course this epidemic

has taken, in those places and coun-

tries which it has hitherto visited, I

have been induced to draw the con-

clusion, that a noxious matter or

poison, being generated in the earth,

has been diffused in the different

springs* in such situations, and that

this matter, being conveyed into the

stomach with the fluid in question,

produces that train of symptoms
which, commencing in this organ,

afterwards extends, with more or less

rapidity, to the rest of the body.

2. Being thus conveyed into the

system, its primary effect is, I appre-

hend, that of an irritant acting on
the living membrane of the alimentary

canal, with which it is in contact,

and producing those symptoms which
mark the onset of this disease, as

nausea, burning heat, and pain at the

prcecordia, vomiting, diarrhoea, vertigo,

and cramps ; effects which it appears

* According to the view I have taken as

to the source of this disease, it appears rea-
sonable to suppose that the filtration of the
suspected water through charcoal, or exposing
this fluid to the action of carbonic acid gas,

or some other disinfecting agent, might be the
means of neutralizing it of the poison in ques-
tion, and thus prevent its entrance into the
system by this channel.

to me are only to be attributed to a
cause acting directly on this part of

the body.

3. Its secondary action, it may be
presumed, is that of a sedative, ma-
nifesting its influence on the gangli-

onic or sympathetic system of nerves,

and through them on various and
distant organs with which these nerves

communicate, and to which they
belong.

4. I am also led to believe that, at

a period varying in different indivi-

duals, this matter or poison is absorb-

ed, and carried into the circulating

system, and that when so absorbed,

it acts directly on the blood, produc-

ing a change in the usual affinities

that hold the different and component
parts of this fluid together, and, as a
consequence of this change, causing

or allowing a separation of those sub-

stances which afterwards appear to

be eliminated or thrown out from the

circulating mass.

5. It has been ascertained that

no carbonic acid exists in the expired

air of patients labouring under this

disease, and it also appears that

the caloric, which according to the

theory of Dr. Crawford, is given out

by the union of the carbon of the

blood and the oxygen of the atmos-
phere, is not evolved. I would as-

cribe this want of the usual formation

of carbonic acid and non-evolution of

caloric, to the presence of a poison in

the circulating system and its imme-
diate action on the blood itself, as well

as to its influence, direct or sympathe-
tic, on the respiratory nerves, in con-

sequence of which the temperature of

the body becomes lowered in propor-

tion to the intensity of the cause thus

operating on the respiratory process.

6. It being allowed that carbonic

acid is given off from the surface of

the body, and that it exists in consi-

derable quantity in the alimentary

canal : to a secretion from the lining

membrane, its presence, in the latter

situation, ought, I think, to be attri-

buted. If so, to what purpose it may
be asked, has nature destined the gas

thus furnished to this important part
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of the animal economy ? In order

to counteract, I would reply, by its

well kno\\Ti antiseptic qualities, the

injurious effect of any noxious or

poisonous matter that maj'^ be taken

into the stomach, either with the in-

gesta, or by any other means. In

the disease in question, however, I

consider that for want of the usual,

or a sufficient quantity of this agent,

or on account of the direct action of

a poison on the vessels and nerves of

the alimentary canal, preventing the

secretion taking place at all, this

noxious or poisonous matter, being

introduced into the stomach, will be

thus left to exert its baneful influence

•without control, unless carried off

by nature or art ; or unless an anti-

dote is found capable of counteract-

ing its action on the living body.

7. This antidote, I should say, not

only as a consequence of the conclu-

sions to be drawn from the theory

adduced above, but also from the re-

sult of some practical trials, will be

best found in that substance which
nature has herself furnished the sys-

tem with, but which in the disease in

question, appears to be incapable of

performing its allotted offices in the

animal economy, or of counteracting

the noxious effect of this poison on
the human frame.

8. In order therefore to supply the

system with an agent, which, by its

chemical union with this poison, may
render it inert and innocuous, as well

as to furnish an additional quantity

of that substance which will, by its

combination or combustion with the

oxygen of the atmosphere, raise and
restore the diminished and lost tem-

perature of the body, I have been in-

duced to try the employment of car-

bon in this disease, and now recom-

mend it to the attention of the pro-

fession as an agent capable, it is con-

sidered, of fulfilling these several and
various purposes and intentions.

TREATMENT.

The following is a brief outline of

the manner in which I have employ-

ed this remedy in its simple and com-

pound forms.

In cases where there is any irrita-

bility of stomach or vomiting, car-

bonic acid is the form which should

be had recourse to. The aerated

soda water, or saline effervescing

mixture, will offer a ready and con-

venient mode of obtaining it in ordi-

nary circumstances. It should be
given every ten minutes, and repeated,

notwithstanding its rejection by the
stomach, until some benefit is derived

from its use.

When diarrhoea, either fseculent

or serous, is present, in addition to

the above, and as soon as the state

of the stomach will allow of it, re -

cently prepared charcoal, in drachm
and tAvo drachm doses, should be ad-
ministered every half hour, in the
first stage of the disease ; while, in

the collapsed stage, this subs ance
may be given to as great an extent

as the stomach will bear. The ef-

fect observed, in the use of the char-

coal, under these circumstances, has
been its checking the frequency of the

evacuations, and ultimately chang-
ing their character from serous to

faeculent.

In the collapsed stage of the dis-

ease, carbonic acid, in large and fre-

quently repeated doses, is what I

would advise, and for this purpose,

water, artificially impregnated with
the gas, is the most desirable mode
of administering it, possessing, as it

does, advantages of some considera-

tion, being free from the presence of

any purgative or neutral salt ; while
its immediate effect on the stomach
and system is also different, being
more exciting than when given in

the other forms. When it cannot be
obtained in this shape, the saline ef-

fen^escent mixture, made with the

carbonate of ammonia, is what I

should give the preference to, both
in this and the diarrhceal stage of the

disease.

In the consecutive fever, the

above remedy, in either of these

forms, promises to be of peculiar be-

nefit and advantage.

I have now only to state, in con-

clusion, that it is not intended, by
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the above plan of treatment, to pre-

vent, or entirely supersede, the ad-

ministi'ation of all other remedies at

present resorted to in this disease,

still less is it wished to interfere M^ith

the adjuvants employed at the same
time, as warmth, friction, &c. With
regard to stimulants, they will, of

course, be given as the depression of

the vital powers, or loss of nervous

energy, may seem to require. The
addition of an aromatic stimulant to

the carbonic acid will be advisable,

and in general necessary.

REMARKS.
From a consideration of the theory

I have advanced, as to the cause and
nature of this malady, it will be
readily understood how, if this theory

is correct, many of the medicines
now employed may still be found
beneficial adjuvants to the remedy
proposed, at the same time that it

elucidates the modus operandi of what
are sometimes considered opposite and
different plans of treatment.

Thus, in the commencement of the

attack, and before the poison has

passed from the stomach, an emetic,

by dislodging it from this organ,
may, in some cases, prove the means
of arresting the farther progress of

this malady.

After it has entered the intestines,

the administration of a purgative may
not only remove the matter from its

situation there, and with it the local

symptoms and effects, but also pre-

vent its absorption into the system.

When, however, the poison has

been absorbed, then the administra-

tion of mercury, from the well-

known power of this medicine in in-

creasing the different secretions, may
sometimes cause the ejection of this

matter out of the system, by the na-

tural outlets for the discharge of

various substances from the blood.*

• Allowing that cholera is caused by a

poison, and that this poison enters the sys-

tem through the stomach, venesection, from
its acknowledged effect in favouring absorp-

tion, would seem to be a doubtful, if not

hazardous, expedient, so long as this matter

remains in the priniae vius.

Venesection, hot air baths, and other
means resorted to for the promotion
of perspiration, receive a similar elu-

cidation, and may be employed for

the same purpose.

In consequence of the escape of

the serous part of the blood, and with
it the salts which it holds in solution,

alkaline and saline medicines, when
given at this particular stage of the

disease, will, as may be supposed,

prove of benefit, especially when ac-

companied with plentiful dilution.

CASE OF

RETENTION OF A FCETUS, AND

PORTION OF PLACENTA.

By Dr. Tuthill, Medical Staff, Dublin.

[For the particulars of this case, he desires

to acknowledge being indebted to Surgeon
Shorland, 96th Regt. whilst at Halifax,

Nova Scotia.]

Jane Finney, aged 19, the wife of

a Serjeant of the 96th regiment, a

young woman of a nervo-sanguine-

ous temperament, in consecpence of

a sudden fright in the beginning of

January, 1828, began to feel labour

pains about a month before her com-
puted time. Having always enjoyed

good health, except suffering occasi-

onally from slight ailments, attendant

on her pregnancy, she did not apply

for assistance until after four or five

days, when the pains became so vio-

lent, as to induce her to send for

Mr. — of , whom she had en-

gaged to attend her.

Mr.— recommended the adoption

of means to delay the labour to the

regular period, and accordingly bled

her twice on that day, and adminis-

tered medicines to produce the same
effect. By these measures, and the

debility consequent on the large ab-

straction of blood, the pains were

suspended for about forty-eight hours ;

they then recurred with more violence,

and in the course of another forty-

eight hours the labour terminated,

on the 14th January, about ten
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o'clock at night, in the birth of a

small female child. The pelvis being

rather small, though not otherwise

ill-formed, and the breech the pre-

senting part ; the body was excluded,

as she conceived, more than an hour

before the head could be extracted.

At this time Mr. was urgently

required by another patient, and left

Mrs. F. in charge of the nurse, dur-

ing about five or six hours that he

was absent ; the head was extricated

by the return of the pains, and the aid

of the nurse ; the child, from the long

detention of the head, being still-

born. The placenta not following so

soon as was desired, was also rather

forcibly extracted by the nurse, as

was inferred by the violent pain con-

sequent on her pulling at the funis

umbilicalis ; a copious flow of blood

succeeded to this operation, and re-

duced her to almost the lowest state

of debility; she was herself insensible

to what was passing, but has since been
informed, that more than six hours

elapsed before the attendants could

venture to remove her, or to change

the soiled linen. Mr. returned

about the time that she was beginning

to recover, and conceiving that all

was over, he merely recommended
her being kept quiet, and said she

would do very well. Shortly after

his visit the pains returned as violent

as during any period of the labour

;

these being considered by the nurse

as the usual after pains, were par-

tially relieved by the repeated exhi-

bition of opiate medicines during the

first three or four days ; at the expi-

ration of this time, the nurse finding

the body continuing nearly as large

as before the labour, mentioned the

circumstance to Mr. , who, after

examining his patient, said, that pos-

sibly something might have remained

in the uterus, but that it was then too

late to attempt extracting it, and that

it would come away in the course of a

short time. From this time her suffer-

ings were great, from the frequent re-

currence of violent pains, and a con-

stant discharge from the vagina, of a

dark green foetid fluid ; at the end of

four or five months, as nearly as she can
recollect, a large mass, apparently of

flesh, came away ; notwithstanding

this, the pains and discharge con-

tinued, and compelled her to be in

almost constant attendance on Mr.
for relief, until she embarked

with her husband, on the 14th May,
18?9, for Halifax, Nova Scotia,

On board the transport she sufl"ered

greatly from sea sickness ; this, by the

violent straining, had the efi^ect of ex-

pelling from the uterus several large

masses, but from her situation their

nature could not be ascertained. She
arrived at Halifax in a very debili-

tated state on the 5th July, and
shortly after applied to nae for assist-

ance.

After hearing her statements, I ex-

amined the state of the uterus, and
found it enlarged and hard, the os

tincse was rather dilated, and effec-

tually stopped up by a broad bctne,

which could not be removed, nor

would allow of a finger passing it.

She had stated that the discharge,

though still constant, was much di-

minished in quantity, except at the

periods of menstruation, when a large

quantity of fluid accumulated in the

uterus, and frequently from a sudden
motion of the body, or when lying

in bed, would burst forth with vio-

lence, and occasionally bring with it

small pieces of bone. In this man-
ner, after a delay of a few days, this

bone came away, as did subsequently

several smaller ones, with compara-
tively but little pain. By February,

1830, nothing appeared to remain in

the uterus, though, on examination,

its orifice was hard, and apparently

in a scirrhous state. In the month
following she had acute pains in the

uterus, extending to the right side,

for which she required bleeding and
antiphlogistic treatment. Subsequent-

ly, by the use of tonic medicines, a

nutritious diet, and moderate exer-

cise, she regained her strength, and
recovered, in a great manner, her for-

mer healthy appearance. The uterus

must also have returned to its natural

state ; the menstruation did not ap-
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pear to have been regularly esta-

blished, as she proved to be pregnant

in the month of July, 1830, and in

March, 1831, after a labour of about

fifteen hours duration, which pro-

ceeded in the usual manner—she

was delivered of a female child, small,

and apparently not at its full time,

which survived its birth only twelve

hours. Since that time she has had

tolerably good health, and is now
(Sept. 1831) about three months ad-

vanced in her third pregnancy.

ON FEVER IN GENERAL,
BY C. J. B. ALDIS, A.B. M.B.

Fever is the most frequent morbid

condition of the human body, attack-

ing both sexes, and common to every

age and climate ; it has been diA'ided

into idiopathic and symptomatic. The
general symptoms of idiopathic fever

are—preternatural heat, succeeding a

sensation of cold ; increased frequency

of pulse ; languor ; lassitude, with

pain in the head, back, and limbs

;

depraved state of the senses ; ano-

rexia ; alteration in the urine ; skin

discoloured ; frequent and anxious

respiration. These are the usual

symptoms, but others occasionally ap-

pear. It has been stated by some

authors that they have found chilli-

ness, frequency of pulse, and increased

heat always occur during the course

of every fever ; but the frequency of

pulse does not always happen, and

the increased heat, though necessary

to perfect a febrile paroxysm, may be

absent for some time.

It is difficult to define a disease and

give a short account of the character,

which will embrace every variety of

its appearance ; still we must con-

sider a knowledge of the varieties im-

portant, in order to render the diag-

nosis availing. The paroxysm of an

intermittent fever is considered a com-

plete example of febrile action.

SYMPTOMS.
Cold Stage.—Lassitude ; debility ;

frequent yawning ; then sense of cold.

especially along the back ; rigors

;

vomiting ; slow, weak pulse, and fre-

quently irregular ; respiration diflS-

cult, sometimes accompanied with

cough ; urine nearly devoid of colour,

smell, or sediment.

Hot Stage.—Increase of heat ; full

and hard pulse ; restlessness ; thirst

;

dry, furred tongue ; flushed counte-

nance ; occasionally delirium ; urine

high coloured, though without sedi-

ment.

Sweating Stage.—Copious perspi-

ration breaks out over the body

;

abatement of heat ; respiration free

and nearly natural ; less thirst ; urine,

with a lateritious sediment, and fre-

quently sleep, from which the patient

wakes with most of the functions

restored to their ordinary state. Seve-

ral arbitrary terms have been em-
ployed in the division of fevers, which

are certainly useful for the student,

but many of them are too vague to

render the diagnosis certain. Among
the various divisions are— 1. Ende-
mic, epidemic, and sporadic. 2. Marsh
and contagious fevers. 3. Inflam-

matory, bilious, nervous, putrid, and
malignant. 4. Intermittent, remit-

tent, and continued. The last divi-

sion is the most commonly used.

There are also various denominations

of fever, as fever with congestion in

the head, lungs, stomach, or intes-

tines.

The general causes of fever are

divided into remote and proximate.

The remote are also separated into

predisposing, as habit of body, pas-

sions of the mind, &c. ; and exciting,

as intemperance, grief, fear, anxiety,

&c.

The doctrines regarding fevers are

innumerable ; the proximate cause up
to the present time is not well com-
prehended. It was the opinion of

many authors, that " fever was an
effort of nature to expel something

injurious from the body." * This

opinion, though taught for many
years, has fallen into disrepute among

* Febres intermittentes ad longevitatem

disponunt

—

Boerhaave.
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later practitioners. Boerhaave assum-

ed lentor of the blood as a proximate

cause of fever, but afterwards admit-

ted the agency of the nervous system.

The phenomena of this system came
more under the notice of Hoffman
and CuUen, who built their hypotheses

upon it with great ingenuity. HoiF-

man attributed the phenomena of

fever entirely to nervous disturbance,

and Cullen to spasm of the minute
vessels. Dr. Brown's theory was
founded on the idea of increased and
exhausted excitability ; M. Broussais

and Dr. Clutterbuck referred their

proximate cause to increased action

in some particular organ ; the former

to inflammation of the mucous mem-
brane lining the stomach and intes-

tines, but more particularly the sto-

mach ; the latter to inflammation of

the brain. The proximate cause has

also been placed in the liver, spleen,

&c. The liver has been found gorged,

and the gall-bladder full of black bile,

in persons dying from ague ; but this

cannot explain the proximate cause.

The French deny an idiopathic form
of fever, yet in many instances the

fever precedes the local aflfection.

Broussais more particularly states,

that the aj^pearance commonly met
with in the mucous membrane of the

intestines after death from fever is

the cause. Also Louis, Andral, and
Bretonneau, with Cruveilhier, think

that it forms an essential part ol the

fever,

13, Old Burlington-street,

August 25, 1832.

CASE OF CHOLERA.

BY W. DOBSON, PIMLICO.

Mrs. Tyler, setat. 36, residing in

Harrison - street, Vauxhall - road, a
stong, healthy, and temperate woman,
in comfortable circumstances, not sub-

ject to disordered bowels, was attack-

ed on the 1st August, about an hour
after a dinner of beans and bacon,

with griping of the bowels, diarrhoea,

and nausea, but not vomiting. These

symptoms continued progressively in-

creasing until the following morning
at five o'clock, when spasms of the
legs and abdominal muscles super-

vened of the mo«t excruciating kind,

with coldness of the surface, first

commencing in the extremities, then
extending over the trunk. I saw the

patient at seven a.m. ; she was pros-

trate in bed, and unable to move her
hand, the debility was so extreme ;

the countenance was shrunken and
the face of a purple hue ; the eyes
sunk in their orbits, and had a glassy

appearance ; the fingers were remark-
ably shrivelled, and of a dark-colour

;

the surface uniformly cold, " as cold

as marble," with the exception of the
prcEcordial^ region ; the cramps had
ceased ; a gruelly-like fluid of a light

colour was passing from the bowels
involuntarily ; the radial arteries im-
perceptible, and the beat of the caro-

tids exceedingly feeble ; the tongue
cold ; the voice had that character so

peculiar in cholera. Every symptom
indicated that dissolution was at hand,
and would occur unless prompt and
energetic measures were adopted.
Heat was applied to the surface, and
the whole body rubbed constantly

with warm turpentine ; large quan-
tities of warm brandy were given, and
calomel 3j. with opium gr. ij. every
half hour.

Nine a.m. Some warmth on the
surface; cramps had recurred slightly;

vomited once ; pulse at the wrist just

perceptible ; bowels still much relax-

ed ; an enema was administered, com-
posed of two ounces of luke-M^arm
starch-gruel and tincturse opii, Jss.

The breathing being laborious, nitric

acid was freely applied to the cer-

vical portion of the spine ; the respi-

ration was instantly excited. The
cal. et op. to be given every hour.

At eleven still improving ; less dis-

coloration of the skin ; debility in-

tense. Spt. ammon. arom. was given
frequently. The patient was seen

every two hours during the day, and
a gradual amendment was obsen'able

each time.

At ten I'.M. Pulse eighty and small

;
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surface much warmer ; complains of

irritation of the skin from the tur-

pentine. Calomel, gr. x. with opium,

gr. i. every three hours. Farinaceous

substances, with small quantities of

brandy, to be taken frequently during

the night.

3. In a favourable state. Pulse

much improved ; slight ptyalism ; sur-

face warm ; thirst, with dry tongue
;

bowels relaxed ; evacuations bilious ;

powders to be omitted. Ordered a

cretaceous mixture.

4. Mouth fully affected with the

mercury ; great debility. Quinine

and port-wine every four hours ; avoid-

ing too much excitement.

5. Decidedly better.

6. Nearly convalescent.

8, Recovered, with the exception

of soreness of the mouth.

ON INJURIES OF THE BRAIN.

To Ike Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
A FEW years ago my attention was
directed to the subject of wounds of

the dura mater, as they are called ;

and though it is better understood

now than it was at that time, yet as

there has been no corresponding im-

provement in practice, such cases

are not the less fatal. As I do not

now enjoy opportunities of witness-

ing such practice, and moreover have
been disappointed in my expectation

of further opportunities, I beg to

trouble you with my reflections, in

the hope that those more favourably

situated than myself may make some
attempts at improvement in this in-

teresting department of surgery.

The brain is exposed by a sabre

wound, a ball or a piece of bone is

otherwise chipped off, a fatal termi-

nation happens in three ways; 1st,

inflammation, extending from the

wound over the membranes of the

brain, and producing effusion of se-

rum and pus ; •2ndly, inflammation,

suppuration, sloughing, and dissolu-

tion of the brain ; Srdly, hernia cere-

bri. The first is the most frequent

termination, and that about which I

am anxious to direct attention.

Notwithstanding the number of

parts injured, such a case is generally

classed under the head of " wounds
of the dura mater," as if there was
something in the functions or struc-

ture of that membrane to account for

the danger of the case.

This misnomer I apprehend to be

the reason why the subject has been
so long involved in mystery. Pro-

bably this name was first given at a

time when anatomy was not much
cultivated, and has been continued

ever since without examination ; for

the slightest reflection will shew the

relation that such a case bears to

wounds of the pleura, peritoneum,

&c. and that it is the wound of the

arachnoid, the opening made into a

serous bag, in which the danger con-

sists. It was not understood why
some patients recovered, and others

died after wounds of exactly the

same description. Judging from the

instances of the pleura, peritoneum,

&c. I attributed the inflammation to

the non-closure of the wound of the

serous cavity.

For confirmation of my opinion I

performed a rude experiment on a

whelp. I punctured the brain, and
brought away some brainy matter on
the instrument. Pretty confident that

the animal would survive the injury,

if not interfered with, I left it alone,

and found in the course of a week
the wound nearly healed. I now
killed it, and to see the process of

reparation, sliced off a portion of the

cranium around the wound, together

with the corresponding portion of

the brain. The arachnoid covering

the brain was united to that lining

the dura mater by a band of lymph,
by which the portion of brain was
suspended from the bone. There
was a slight increase of vascularity

in the neighbourhood of the wound,
but further than this there Avas no

appearance of inflammation. In this

mauuer then was the cavity of the
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arachnoid closed, and here was to

nie an explanation of certain ascer-

tained facts, viz. that balls or splin-

ters of bone sticking fast in the

wound are better left alone ;—that

recoveries are more numerous when
the brain is implicated. In all these

cases the opposite surfaces of the

arachnoid are placed in contact, and
in the case of the ball or splinter of

bone are so retained during a suffi-

cient length of time for adhesion to

take place. The breach in the mem-
brane is the cause of the inflamma-

tion, and all our means must be

directed to its closure, I have stated

what takes place in recoveries, and
will venture to say, in spite of my
want of experience, that in all fatal

cases the wound in the sac will be
found open ; and this, I repeat, is the

main object to be kept in view
throughout in these cases. If we
suffer our attention to be drawn
away to the prevention of inflamma-
tion by common means, in the same
proportion do we remove the chance
of recovery.

If called to a penetrating wound
of the abdomen, every care by band-
age, compress, position,?&c. is taken

to procure adhesion ; and though the

similarity of the cases is evident, yet

we observe no attempt made towards
closing wounds of the head.

Taking this view, it will appear
that the treatment commonly adopt-

ed, viz. bleeding, raised position of

the head, &c. is positively injurious
;

nay, it is scarcely too much to say,

that the very means in common use
intended to prevent this fatal in-

flammation, are the very best adapt-

ed to insure its occurrence. For the

volume of the brain very much de-

pends upon the quantity of blood
contained in its vessels, and the quan-
tity is variable according to the po-
sition of the head. Then if, in ad-
dition to elevating the head, copious

bleeding be had recourse to, the

brain so far retires within the cra-

nium, that not only are the two sur-

faces of the arachnoid kept from

uniting, but they can scarcely come
in contact, even occasionall3\

It will be objected, that we cannot
by bandage, compress, &c. approxi-

mate the surfaces of the cranium and
brain, as in the case of the abdomen

;

but if we place the head in such a
position that the brain shall gravi-

tate and repose upon the wound—if

we are not too anxious about ele-

vating the head—and I would add,
if we abstain from blood-letting, then
will there not be a greater proba-
bility of adhesion taking place, and
the inflammation so much dreaded in

that way be prevented? A certain

degree of inflammation is necessary
for tlie process of reparation. Bleed-
ing, besides being injurious in the

way already mentioned, would, I

conceive, materially interfere with
this process. If, imfortunately, the

inflammation should spread beyond
the limits of the wound, in my hum-
ble opinion, the case is not one to be
benefitted by blood-letting.

Dr. Stokes has lately recorded
cases of peritoneal inflammation,

caused by the escape of foecal matter,

pus, &c. successfully treated by the
use of opium in large doses ; and
suggests this remedy in a number of

similar cases, as inflammation follow-

ing the operation of tapping in

pneuma thorax, rupture of the blad-

der, the inflammation following the •

operation for hernia, and among
these I would class the inflammation
in question. But, as I have already
stated, I have no opportunity of trying

either this or that method, and must
therefore leave the matter in other

hands. Unaccustomed to writing, if

I have been obscure in any part, or

have advanced any position without
sufficient evidence, I can only say
that I shall be happy to reply to

any notice I may be honoured with
by your correspondents.

GuiIELMUS.
Aug. 21, 1832.
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ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

GASTRODYNIA.

John Winder, aged 30, a muscular

man, and had been, previous to his

present illness, of a good constitu-

tion, was admitted, March 1st, into

Williams's Ward, under the care of

Dr. Elliotson. He was a stoker in a

hrewhouse, and had been in the ha-

bit of drinking a large quantity of

porter ; he states, eighteen months

since he caught cold, and was a pa-

tient in this hospital with rheuma-

tism ; for this last four or five week;:

,

about a quarter of an hour after tak-

ing his food, he is attac;ked with acute

pain in the epigastrium, instantly

followed by vomiting ; the whole of

his abdomen is hard and swollen, but

he experiences no pain from pres-

sure ; appetite good ; tongue, espe-

cially about its posterior aspect, coated

with a yellowish fur ; bowels open ;

pulse small and quick, 96 in a mi-

nute.

March 2. Extract: stramonii, gr.j.

m. n.

6. He fancies himself a little bet-

ter this morning, but feels rather sick;

pulse small, but not so quick, 84 ;

stramonii, gr. iss. m. n.

8. About two hours after dinner,

he was attacked with the usual pain,

which was succeeded by vomiting,

the ejected matter being of a green-

ish yellow colour ; complains of much
thirst.

9. Extract : stramonii, gr. ij. m. n.

10. This morning he vomited about

two hours after breakfast, which was

attended with severe pain; pulse

sharp and quick, 100,

11. Vomited three hours after

eating.

12. Two hours after eating he was
attacked with the usual pain and vo-

miting,

1.3, He vomited two hours after

eating again to day,

14. Although muscular when he

came in, he is now very thin, espe-

cially about his face ; no vomiting to-

day ; extract : stramonii, g, ijss,

20, Has vomited three times since

the 14th ;
pulse small, very quick

;

acid, hydrocyanic, gt. ij. post prand.

21. Emaciation continues; his

cheek bones are very }>rominent, and

a flush may be observed on the upper

part of the cheek, which, when ex-

amined, was found to consist of a

number of small distinct vessels

;

there is no pain over any part of his

abdomen, even with great and sharp

pressure ; tongue clean ; on the 20th

and 22d, he vomited about the same
time after eating ; acid, hydrocyanic,

111. iij- post prandium,

29. The vomiting continues daily at

the usual time, that is, two hours

after eating ; acid, hydrocyanic it]., iv.

30. m. V,

April 2d. Continues the same ; acid

hydrocyanic, ill. vss,

6. From the 2d to the Gth, he has

vomited but twice at the usual time

after taking food ; acid hydro, nx. vi.

10. Has only vomited once since

the 6th; acid hydrocyanic, HI. viij.

post prand ; mutton chop daily.

19. He has vomited three times

since the 10th ; much emaciated ;

vin. rub. "^iv. quotidie; pergat c. hy-

drocyanic acid,

20. Appears very weak.

24. Emaciation continues to in-

crease ;
great prostration of strengtli

;

acid hydrocyanic, trjj. viij.

29. Only vomited once since the

20th ; acid hydrocyanic, "K, viijss.

May 4. The acid was taken after

dinner to day, as it had been before

ordered, but misunderstood ; IJE, ix,

7

,

Vomiting a little on Saturday,

but not since ; he thinks himself ra-

ther better, although weaker,

8. Acid hydrocyanic, KTg. ixss,

June 4. Has vomited but twice

since last report, and makes no com-
plaint but of debility ; he takes meat
daily, with ferri. sulph. gr. v. opii, gr.

ss. vin. rub. 3v. quotidie.

18th. This morning he felt much
weaker and nearly fainted ; has vo-

mited only twice since the 4th. On
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the 20th, he left the hospital for the

purpose of seeing his wife, and died

on the following day.

The examination after death afford-

ed nothing to account for the symp-
toms.

Hemoptysis and hamatemesis.

George Veller, aged 30, of a swar-

thy complexion, who had enjoyed

good health until Christmas last, when
he caught a violent cold, since which
time he has b?en troubled with a
cough, was admitted into Williams's

Wai'd, March 8th ; states that on
Thursday last he brought up a great

quantity of dark blood mixed with

his food, which he had taken a few
minutes previous ; and on Friday

morning be again brought up blood
of the same appearance, and his stools

were of a dark colour.

9. He now gives an account of his

symptoms quite different to the pre-

ceding, for he states the blood which
he coughed up was of a red colour,

and that he never noticed his stools.

He appears however sulky, and un-
willing to give any information ; his

pulse is small, quick, and sharp

;

there is a strong impulse of the heart,

especially over the epigastric region,

and some sonorous rattle over the

chest. Dr. Elliotson, under whose
care he was placed, ordered him to

be bled ad 5x., and to take plumbi
superacet. gr. ij. 4ta quaqua bora.

1 1 . He ~varcely answers when spo-

ken to, find appears in a state of

stupor ; emp. canth. amp. nuchas.

13 and 14. Passes his faeces in bed;
is in a state of stupor, from which he
cannot be roused; pupils contracted
and insensible ; respiration natural

;

breath very offensive
; pulse small

and quick; omit plumbi superacetat.

14. C. C. ad ^xij. nuchfe; et emp.
canth. postea ; hydrarg. submuriat.
gr. iij. 3tis horis, sumend.

15. Remains in the same state;

hirudines xvj. temporibus ; lotio am-
mon; acetat. capiti statim.

Between two and three o'clock he
appeared somewhat sensible, and took

some food and medicine. In this

state he remained until about half

past three o'clock p.m. when he was
suddenly seized with a fit of cough-
ing ; brought up nearly half a pint of

dark clotted blood, and expired.

Sectio cadaveris.

On examining the bead some effu-

sion was observed imder the mem-
branes of the brain, in its surface and
base, and at one part some recent

deposited lymph ; there was also con-

siderable effusion in the lateral ven-
tricles.

The trachea and bronchial tubes

were filled with blood, and there was
some recent tubercular deposits on
the lungs ; a considerable quantity of

blood was found in the stomach and
duodenum ; in the former there were
some marks like incipient ulceration

at the cardiac portion, close to the

termination of the cesojihagus.

The spleen appeared unhealthy,

and there was a scrofulous affection

of the mesenteric glands.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Justice and independence will compel us

to notice a certain act of oppression com-
mitted by some of the medical professors,

which will reflect no credit on the College or

the profession, or on our national character.

We hope and trust we shall be spared this

unpleasant task.

Dr. Murray's reply to Dr. Orpen in our
next.

Dr. A.—We are much obliged, and shall

attend to the matter next week.

A. J. D. on the London University Hos-
pital is unavoidably deferred.

Improved Raw Sugar.—We shall insert this

important communication as soon as possible

The account of the French and Belgian

medical appointments was received too late

for this Number.

J. F.—A pupil will be allowed to attend

lectures under the circvimstances mentioned.

A Georgian.—We have long thought on
the matter, and shall attend to it when con-

venience allows us.

List of Books in our next.
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The Excision of Hemorrhoidal Tumours.

The lower extremity of the rectum is, in

many persons, the seat of bleeding tumours,
to which the name of hemorrhoids is given.

These tumours may exist for life without

occasioning any considerable annoyance, but

they are often the cause of serious injury,

which endangers the life of the patient, and
which infallibly terminates in death, if they

be not combatted. The celebrated Copernicus

and Arius sunk beneath hemorrhage, in con-

sequence ofrupture of the hemorrhoids. Bor-
deau and Benjamin Bell mention cases of

issue equally fatal. This fatal termination has

been noticed by the ancients, and they have,

says M. Dupuytren, proposed different treat-

ments of this affection, and amongst others

that of ligatures. Hippocrates, in his work
De Ratione Victus in Acutis, recommends
binding the hemorrhoids with a thick, strong,

worsted thread. You should tie, added he,

all the tumours, with the exception of one
;

you should not cut them, but you should

hasten their fall by appropriate topical appli-

cations. Paul of Egina has given the same di-

rections. Celsus thought that the tied tumours
ought to be opened with the nail, or the

scalpel. I mention these different opinions,

said the Professor, to prove to you that the

ancients knew very well the danger of hemor-
rhoids. Before we examine the remedies
employed against these tumours, it will not
be irrelevant to describe their nature, to

point out their anatomical structure, and the

VOL. II.

cases in which it veould be proper to apply
the treatment of which I propose speaking
in this lecture. Relating to their nature,

many opinions have been promulgated. Some,
with Montegre, think that the sanguine dis-

charge flows neither from the arteries nor
veins, but from the capillary vessels. Laen-
nec and Abernethy considered them to be the

result of the formation of new vessels. Ac-
cording to Duncan, Le Dran, Cullen, MM.
Recamier and De La Roque, they are formed
by the cysts in which the arterial blood is

poured. Stahl, Alberti, Vesalius, Morgagni,
J. L. Petit, Pinel, Boerhaave, regarded them
as dilated veins, or real varices, and such
also is our opinion. If we examine, says

M. Dupuytren, the composition of hemor-
rhoidal excrescences, we find that they are

divided into external and internal. Internal

tumours, covered with a mucus of a violet

-colour, form in the rectum a sort of partition
;

they present between them furrows which
facilitate their being detached, and which
often disappear by an inflammation. The
tissue of this membrane exhibits tumefied
veins, resembling the heads of pins, whicli,

when an incision is made in them, discharge

venous lilood, and have a spongy appear-
ance. When the mucus is removed there

appear false organized membranes, or cel-

lular tunic, the muscular membrane consti-

tuting the external tissue ; voluminous arte-

rial branches are often seen on them. Ex-
ternal hemorrhoids, which form a sort of
crown around the anus, are composed :— ].

externally of tumour, the greater part by the

rectum, and a small portion of the skin. 2.

By the false membranes which often exist on
the internal tumours, or in the nervous tissue

which seems to extend itself to the fascia

superficialis. 3. By the dilated veins which
constitute the hemorrhoids. 4. By the ex-

ternal sphincter, which encircles the pedi-

cle, and constantly sends fibres to them.

5. By the nervous filaments which extend

on the surface ; and lastly, by fat, which is

sometimes placed between the skin and these

tumours. These dispositions being known,
let us see, continues the Professor, in what

M
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cases the disorder ought to be left to itself,

or when it should be combatted by surgical

means. It is evident that it would be con-

trary to all rules to attempt removing hemor-
rhoidal affections in cases where the patient

is weakened by organic disease of the intes-

tines, of the liver, and especially of the lun^s.

It is a general observation, that in cases

whrch exhibit pathognomonic symptoms of

phthisis, the fatal effects of the disease have
been checked for some time by the appear-

ance of hemorrhoids, and that, in conse-

quence of their untimely suppression, the

disorder returned with energy. In the last

months of pregnancy, or from the efforts of

labour, women often have hemorrhoidal tu-

mours ; they result, in these cases, from an
evident cause, and disappear with it. When
tliese hemorrhoids are not disorganised in

their tissue, when there is no hemorrhage
nor copious discharge of purulent serosity

which would reduce the patient to a state of

profound and characteristic anemia, surgical

means are not advisable in remedying these

accidents, or rather the inconvenience which
they occasion ; antiphlogistics will suffice for

their removal. But when the life of the

patient is endangered remotely or imme-
diately—when the annoyance is so consider-

able as to require prompt assistance, and the

hemorrhoids are disorganized, antiphlogistics

will not be sufficient ; excision is the only
remedy, says M. Dupuytren, which will suc-

ceed. Disorganized hemorrhoids, and those

that require an operation, shall be consider-

ed in the following lecture.

These two kinds of hemorrhoids, internal

and external, may or may not be met with

simultaneously ; they form a reunion of tu-

bercles which encircle the anus, some exter-

nally and some internally ; and this species

has been named by M. Dupuytren external

and internal hemorrhoids. External hemor-
rhoids are formed by a circle of round smooth
tubercles, of a brownish colour on the out-

side, where they are covered by the skin,

and of a bright red inside where the mucous
membrane forms their covering, rarely ulce-

rated on their external surface, they are on
the contrary very frequently on their internal,

and from thence arise hemorrhages more or

less abundant, purulent, or sero-purulent dis-

charges, which tend to debilitate the patient.

Internal hemorrhoids, situated above the anus,

and often strangulated by the sphincter, in

consequence of their engorgement, or by the

prolapsion of the internal membrane of the

rectum (a frequent complication in hemor-
rhoidal tumours) which give rise to the same
accidents, and are known by the bright red
colour of the tubercles. These two species

of hemorrhoids are sometimes present in the

same patient.

The individuals attacked by this malady
walk with difficulty in the street ; stopped

every moment by the intensity of the pain,

they may be seen with their hands behind

their back, or sitting down on the next resting

place, in order to push in their hemorrhoids ;

others, for the same purpose, rub themselves

against walls, but these means only procure
them a momentary relief, and a return of

pain quickly follows the next protrusion of

the hemorrhoids ; more or less exhausted by
the abundance and frequency of the hemor-
rhages or sero-purulent discharges, the pa-

tients become emaciated, their skin becomes
pale, discoloured, wan, like wax ; they have
the aspect of persons exhausted by other he-
morrhages or by abundant suppurations ; they

very often fall into a state of sadness and
deep melancholy ; their intellectual faculties

become weakened, and they are often found

to attempt their lives. Meanwhile the local

disorganization progresses, a scirrhous affec-

tion of the anus and of the inferior part of

the rectum shew themselves, and death will

be the termination of their progress, or the

result of the abundant discharges, if they be
not successfully opposed.

It is then in those cases, says M. Dupuy-
tren, that we must have recourse to operative

proceedings; but to which treatment shall

we give the preference ? To obtain the radi-

cal cure of hemorrhoids, we employ in turn

compression, ligature, cauterisation, recision,

and excision. Let us discuss successively the

use of these different means. We may waste

the hemorrhoids by compression, but the situ-

ation is not favourable for this, and thus it is

given up. The ligature, as we have seen,

has been a very ancient practice ; its incon-

veniences are considerable, since it exposes

the patient to inflammation, insupportable

pain, and sometimes to death, as the cele-

brated J. L. Petit was reported an example.

Cauterisation has been frequently practised.

It is of considerable utility when united to

excision; it causes extreme pain, and may
expose to great danger if it be applied to vo-

luminous and extensive tumours, which would
require the prolonged action of the actual

cautery. Recision has been praised by many
practitioners; it consists ofshaving the hemor-
rhoidal tumours with a pair of scissors ; but

it would seem that a practice that induces

hemorrhage, which lets the tumour remain,

and provokes inflammation, cannot justify

the preference which has been given it. There
remains then excision, said the Professor,

which we employ with the greatest success.

Let us now consider how it ought to be

practised ; we will speak afterwards of its in-

con veniencics, its dangers, and the means of

remedying them. First, the diagnosis being
established, and the operation decided on,

the patient should lie on the edge of the

bed on his side, or on the knees and elbows,

the two legs extended ; or it would be better

to have one bent strongly on the thigh, and
the other extended. If the tumour is in-

ternal, the patient is recommended to make
violent efforts, as if going to stool, in this

manner he will protrude it ; and it should
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be seized with a large kind of forceps, whilst

an assistant raises or separates the thighs,

and with a pair of long scissors, the model of

which has been given by us, the tubercle

will soon be excised. This manoeuvre offers

very little difficulty.

We have for a guide, adds M. Dupuy-
tren, that we should only excise a portion

of the protruding tumour; for if it were

taken completely away, the patient would

be exposed to severe hemorrhage, and to

consecutive contraction of the anus. By this

treatment there remains apparently a con-

siderable mass at the verge of the anus,

which might seem as if there had not been

a sufficient quantity of the hemorrhoids re-

moved ; but when cicatrisation takes place,

the opening will return to its natural state.

This is also the case in excision of the

tonsils. The excision of internal hemor-
rhoidal tumours is more difficult. To in-

duce an external protrusion in order to be

able to seize it, and remove it completely,

the patient should be placed sitting on a

warm hip bath, desired to make expulsa-

tory efforts. As soon as it is protruded he

must lie down immediately on the bed, in

the position before recommended, and the

operator, quickly seizing it, should not give

it time to re-enter, but excise it immediately.

Before the operation, M. Dupuytren is

accustomed to administer a gentle aperient,

and an enema. We will see afterwards what
are the motives of these precautions. The
excision is not without difficulty and danger,

but the difficulties are easily surmounted,
and the dangers can happily be prevented by
the precautions which are now used.

The entire danger is the hemorrhage that

may follow ; where the tumour is external

the blood spouts out ; the hemorrhage is

immediately perceived, and is easily stopped

by cauterisation. It is to actual cautery

that we must have recourse when the tu-

mour is internal ; but in these cases the ap-

plication of the cautery is more difficult, and
the hemorrhage may be easily mistaken.

What reveals it to the eye of an attentive

and enlightened surgeon, is a sensation of

heat which the patient experiences in the

abdomen, and seems to advance by degrees

in proportion as the blood accumulates in

the intestines, or he feels colic pains, and
always a peculiar sort of pain, a sort of te-

nesmus. The abdomen is sore to the touch,

especially towards the groin and the left

iliac fossa. Respiration is difficult ; the

pulse, at first intermittent and irregular, be-

comes small and frequent ; the skin is dis-

coloured ; the face is covered with cold per-

spiration. The restlessness which the pa-

tient at first complains of is quickly succeeded

by despair ; there is an inclination to vomit

or vomiting, with convulsive contractions of

the extremities, vertigo, &c.

This accident once known, we must hasten

to evacuate the blood contained in the intes-

tines, by directing the patient to make ef-

forts as if going to stool, and by administer-

ing a cold enema. These strainings always

bring out the wound ; and by means of a

cautery heated to a white heat, which M.
Dupuytren has expressly cons.tru<;ted, and
which he calls cautdre en haricot, or another

which he call en roseau. The place where

the blood flows from should be cauterised,

this treatment is always sufficient to stop the

hemorrhage ; and I have never seen, says

the Professor, that any dangerous effects fol-

lowed. Whenever I perform these opera-

tions, I take care to have an intelligent as-

sistent with the patient, who, on the first

symptoms of hemorrhage, whether internal

or external, applies the cautery, and prevent*

any danger.

SELECTIONS
FROM THE

LECTURES
OF

SIR GEORGE L. TUTHILL.

(CoHtinued.)

APOPLEXIA APOPLEXY.

This disease is marked by universal priva-

tion of the power of voluntary motion, with

more or less insensibility, whilst the action of

the heart and arteries remains. The attack

of an apoplectic fit may be preceded by symp-
toms by which we may know that it is likely

to occur ; or it may come on suddenly, with-

out giving any previous warning, by which

we may look for its occurrence.

Dr. CuUen has divided this disease into

two species, according to the causes which

produce it :

—

Apoplexia Sanguinea; or Sanguineous

Apoplexy.

This disease is known by symptoms of

universal plethora, and of the vessels of the

head in particular. This disease most com-

monly affects those who are advanced in life,

and in some persons it occurs before the mid-

dle period of life. It is frequently preceded

by symptoms of vascular fulness in the head,

occasional giddiness, and drowsiness ; and

the least thing promoting the flow of blood

to the head, or preventing its return, will

occasion giddiness. After a time the memory
and the imagination are with difficulty ex-,

cited, and many of the senses lose their

acuteness, and the faculties of seeing and

hearing become transiently interrupted and

as quickly return ; dimness of sight, tinnitus

aurium, faltering of the tongue, stertorous

breathing, and night-mare ; these symptoms

m2
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will be present, and will vary in different

persons, and may be either strong or weak,

or combined with one another, or presenting

themselves singly ; it is rare to see them all

together. Sometimes their presence will not

be noticed by the patient, and from having

been previously quite well, or having had

only one or more of the above symptoms,

will be seized with a sudden cessation of

voluntary motion ; the face will become swel-

led, the blood-vessels turgid, the eyelids half

open and rigid, the pupil dilated, the lips

and cheeks thrust out, and foaming at the

mouth ; the hectic will sometimes go off,

the patient is unable to swallow, and con-

vulsions affect some part of the body, whilst

the powers of sensation and voluntary motion

are generally more or less on one side than

on another. The patient seldom survives the

fit more than four or five hours ; where, how-

ever, he does survive for a longer period, the

sphincter muscles of the bladder and rectum

lose their power, and the excrement and the

urine are discharged involuntarily ; the pulse

becomes languid and the breathing shortened ;

at other times these violent symptoms abate,

and the patient survives.

Diagnosis.—This disease may be distin-

guished by the privation of sensible and

voluntary motion, and by the continued ac-

tion of the heart and arteries from paralysis ;

and by the action of the heart and the ab-

sence of convulsions, &c. may be distin-

guished from a fainting fit. Sanguineous

apoplexy generally attacks the young and

robust, where there is great plethora of the

vessels of the head, and strength and full-

ness of the pulse.

Prognosis.—This disease is most danger-

ous, and generally either terminates in death,

or in a defect of the powers of life ; and in

some cases paralysis follows the disease. It

is a rare occurrence if a patient recovers en-

tirely. When the fit lasts long and the symp-
toms are severe, and the patient advanced in

life, recovery is almost impossible. Where
motion in the limbs remain and the pulse is

regular, and a healthful sleep comes on and

the senses return, then it is possible that the

patient will recover and survive the attack.

After death blood is found effused in the

brain. Sometimes at the spot where the

effusion occurs the brain is very soft, and

the vascular part diseased, the cerebral arte-

ries and their branches are generally found

congested; and when the blood flows with

any great force through these diseased vessels

they are likely to become ruptured, espe-

cially in old persons. Sometimes the extra-

vasation is only situated on or between the

membranes of the brain, which will depend

upon their strength to resist pressure. When
the patient is not cut off at first, and the

attack is followed by loss of sensation in a

vertical direction, the extravasation is on the

opposite side of the brain to that on which

the body is affected.

Causes.—The causes of this disease are

divided into remote and proximate, and the

remote causes into predisposing and exciting.

An advanced state of life is more likely to

predispose to this disease, and all forms are

not equally liable to attacks of sanguineous

apoplexy. Those who have large heads

and short necks, and indulge in a full

diet, intoxication, and an indolent habit,

are predisposed to this disease. A copious

discharge of blood from the hemorrhoidal

vessels may occasion a rupture of the vessels

of the brain, long and severe exertion of the

mental faculties ; whatever causes a fullness

of the vascular system. As, for instance,

the act of entering suddenly from private

life. The exciting causes are of two kinds,

those wliich determine the blood to the

head, and those which prevent the return of

the blood from the head ; or, again, those

which promote both of these, as violent exer-

cise, strong passions of the mind, the abuse

of spirituous and fermented liquors, a posi-

tion of the body determining the flow of

blood to the head and preventing its return,

straining to expel the contents of the rectum,

anything worn tight around the neck, im-
peding the return of blood from the head.

Treatment.—As this disease is one of so

dangerous a nature, every thing which pre-

disposes to it should be carefully avoided.

Those who are predisposed to it should pre-

vent the exciting cause, and their plethoric

disposition be obviated by keeping the ali-

mentary canal free by saline purges, and
taking gentle exercise to promote perspira-

tion, without increasing the action of the

heart and arteries, and the reducing a full

diet to a moderate one should be carefully

observed ; all heating and intoxicating liquors

should be shunned. Where the vessels of

the head are turgid, cold should be applied

to them, and warmth to the extremities ; or

cupping glasses may be used. If the symp-
toms denote the approach of an attack, and
the patient should be suddenly seized with

an apoplectic fit, he should be bled immedi-
ately to ^xxx. from the arm or temporal ar-

teries ; if he is unable to swallow, an injection

should be thrown up the rectum, to evacuate

the lower part of the alimentary canal, or a
tube may be passed down the oesophagus,

and a purgative mixture thus passed into the

stomach. The only certain states of apo-

plexy in which we can hope for a cure, are

first, where the quantity extravasated is not

sufficient to suspend the functions of the

brain. If a vessel is ruptured, and a large

quantity of blood be effused upon the brain,

the patient must die. The most favourable

case is where there is no ruptured vessel^ but

only great turgidity. The intermediate cases

are where a blood vessel is ruptured, and ex-

travasation takes place, but insufficient to

cause death if turgidity exists at the same
time. Then if the turgidity be removed, the

brain may adapt itself to the slight extrava-
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sation, and the patient may recover. The
patient should be placed in as erect a position

as circumstances will allow of, as if he is

placed in a horizontal position it will favour

the flow of blood to the head and impede its

return. The head should be reclined a little

backwards, and a free current "of cool air

around him. If he be strong and robust, and
the pulse be strong, the patient should be

bled from the temporal artery or jugular

vein, and if the symptoms be not relieved in

the course of one hour, bleed him again.

Cupping glasses may be applied to the head
and neck, but these should not be relied on
alone. For a purgative injection, you may
give Jss. of oil of turpentine, ^'j- of castor

oil, rubbed down with a little mucilage, and
Jviij. of infusum sennae. Cold wet cloths

should be applied to the head, and warmth
to the extremities. If the purgatives cannot

act upon the bowels, and the bleeding is un-
successful, no remedies will be of any avail.

If the remedies succeed, and loss of motion
remain on one side of the body, we must pro-

mote the re-absorption of the extravasated

blood on the brain ; if the disease occur after

the suppression of an hemorrhoidal discharge,

the hemorrhoidal tumours should be punc-

tured, and bleeding from the temporal artery

should be practised.

DR. ARNOTT'S HYDROSTATIC BED
FOR INVALIDS.

[We are happy that we are enabled to pre-

sent the following extract from the forthcom-

ing edition, the fifth, of Dr. Arnott's Ele-

ments of Physics. Our readers, will at once

perceive the originality ofthejustly-celebrated

author. It would be superfluous to eulogise a

work which is an honour to our country, and
which is highly appreciated throughout the

civilized world.

—

Eds.]

The Hydrostatic Bed for Invalids.

In many of the diseases which afflict huma-
nity, more than half of the suffering and
danger is not really a part of the disease, but

the effect or consequence of the confinement

to which the patient is subjected. Thus a

fracture of the bone of the arm is as serious a

local injury as a fracture of one of the bones

of the leg ; but the former leaves the patient

free to go about and amuse himself, or attend

to business as he wills, and to eat and drink

as usual—in fact, hardly renders him an in-

valid ; while the latter imprisons the patient

closely upon his bed, and brings upon him,
first, the irksomeness of the continued posi-

tion, and then the pains of the unequal pres-

sure borne by the parts on which the body
rests. These, in many cases of confinement,

disturb the sleep and the appetite, and excite

fever, or such constitutional irritation as much
to retard the cure of the original disease, and
not unfrequently to produce new and more
serious disease. That complete inaction

should prove hurtful to the animal system,
may by all be at once conceived ; the opera-
tion of the continued local pressures will be
understood from the following statements.

The health, and even life, of every part of
the animal body, depends on the sufliicient

circulation through it of fresh blood, driven
in by the force ot t!ie heart. Now when a
man is sitting or lying, the parts of his flesh

compressed by the weight of the body, do not
receive the blood so readily as atother times ;

and if from any cause the action of his heart
has become weak, the interruption will both
follow more quickly and be more complete.

A peculiar uneasiness soon arises where the
circulation is thus obstructed, impelling the
person to change of position ; and a healthy
person changes as regularly, and with as

little reflexion, as he winks to wipe and
moisten his eye-balls. A person weakened
by disease, however, while he generally feels

the uneasiness sooner as explained above, and
therefore becomes what is called restless,

makes the changes with much fatigue ; and
should the sensations after a time become in-

distinct, as in the delirium of fever, in palsy,

&c., or should the patient have become too

weak to obey the sensation, the compressed
parts are kept so long without their natural

supply of blood that they lose their vitality,

and become what aie called sloughs or mor-
tified parts. These have afterwards to be

thrown off", if the patient survive, by the pro-

cess of ulceration, and they leave deep holes,

requiring to be filled up by new flesh during
a tedious convalescence. Many a fever, after

a favourable crisis, has terminated fatally

from this occurrence of sloughing on the back
or sacrum ; and the same termination is com-
mon in lingering consumptions, palsies, spine

diseases, &c., and generally in diseases which
confine the patients long to bed.

It is to mitigate all, and entirely to prevent

some of the evils attendant on the necessity

of remaining in a reclining posture, that the

hydrostatic bed is intended. It was first

used under the following circumstances.

A lady after her confinement, which occur-

red prematurely, and when her child had
been for some time dead, passed through a

combination and succession of low fever,

jaundice, and slight phlegmasia dolensof one

leg. In her state of extreme depression of

strength and of sensibility, she rested too

long in one posture, and the parts of the body
on which she had rested all suffered ; a slough

formed on the sacrum, another on the heel ;

and in the left hip, on which she had lain

much, inflammation began, which terminated

in abscess. These evils occurred while she

was using preparations of bark, and other

means, to invigorate the circulation, and

while her ease and comfort were watched
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over by the affectionate assiduity of her

mother, with numerous attendants. After

the occurrence, she was placed upon the bed

contrived for invalids by Mr. Earle, furnish-

ed for this case with pillows of down and of

air of various sizes, and out of its mattress

portions were cut opposite to the sloughing

parts ; and Mr. Earle himself soon afforded

his valuable aid. Such, however was the re-

duction of the powers of life, that in spite of

all endeavours, the mischief advanced, and

about a week later, during one night, the

chief slough on the back was much enlarged,

another had formed near it, and a new abscess

was produced in the right hip. An air pillow

had pressed where these sloughs appeared.

The patient was at that time so weak that she

generally fainted when her wounds were

dressed ; she was passing days and nights of

uninterrupted suffering, and as all known
means aeemed insufficient to relieve her, her

life was in imminent danger.

Under these circumstances, the idea of the

hydrostatic bed occurred to me. Even the

pressure of an air-pillow had killed her flesh,

and it was evident that persons in such a

condition could not be saved unless they

could be supported without sensible inequa-

lity of pressure. I then reflected, that the

support of water to a floating botly is so

uniformly diffused, that every thousandth of

an inch of the inferior surface has as it were

its own separate liquid pillar, and no one

part bears the load of its neighbour—that a

person resting in a bath is nearly thus sup-

ported—that this patient might be laid upon
the surface of a bath over which a large sheet

of the water-proof India-rubber cloth were
previously thrown, she being rendered suf-

ficiently buoyant by a soft mattress placed

beneath her—thus would she repose on the

face of the water, like a swan on its plumage,

without sensible pressure anywhere, and al-

most as if the weight of her body were an-

nihilated. The pressure of the atmosphere

on our bodies is of fifteen pounds per square

inch of its surface, but because uniformly

diffused, is not felt. The pressure of a water

bath of depth to cover the body, is less than

half a pound per inch, and is similarly un-

perceived. A bed such as then planned was
immediately made. A trough of convenient

length and breadth and a foot deep was lined

with metal, to make it water-tight ; it was
about half filled with water, and over it was
thrown a sheet of the India-rubber cloth as

large as would be a complete lining to it if

empty. Of this sheet the edges, touched

with varnish to prevent the water creeping

round by capillary attraction, were afterwards

secured in a water-tight manner all round

to the upper border or top of the trough,

shutting in the water as closely as if it had

been in bottles, the only entrance left being

through an opening at one corner, which

could be perfectly closed. Upon this beauti-

ful di-y sheet a suitable mattress was laid,

and constituted a bed ready to receive its

pillow and bedclothes, and not distinguish-

able from a common bed, but by its most

surpassing softness or yielding. The bed

was carried to the patient's house, and she

was laid upon it ; she was instantly relieved

in a remarkable degree ; sweet sleep came
to her ; she awoke refreshed ; she passed

the next night much better than usual ; and
on the following day, Mr. Earle found that

all the sores had assumed a healthy appear-

ance: the healing from that time went on
rapidly, and no new sloughs were formed.

When the patient was first laid upon the bed,

her mother asked her where the down pil-

lows, which she before had used, were to be

placed ; to which she answered, that she

knew not, for that she felt no pain to direct:

in fact, she needed them no more.

It may be here recalled to mind, that the

human body is nearly of the specific gravity

of water, or of the weight of its bulk of

water, and therefore, as is known to swim-
mers, is just suspended or upheld in water

without exertion, when the swimmer rests

tranquilly on his back with his face upwards.

He then displaces water equal to his own
body in weight as well as in bulk, and is

supported as the displaced water would have

been. If his body be two and a half cubical

feet in bulk (a common size), he will just

displace two and a half cubic feet of water,

equal in weight to his body. If, however,

instead of displacing the water with his mere
body, he choose to have something round or

under him which is bulky with little weight,

as the mattress of the bed above described,

—

when his weight has forced two cubical feet

of that under the level of the water around,

he will float with four-fifths of his body above

the level, and will sink much less into his

floating mattress than a person sinks in an

ordinary feather-bed. It thus appears that

by choosing the thickness of the mattress,

and if unusual positions are required, by
having different thickness in different parts,

or by placing a bulk of folded blanket or of

pillow over or under the mattress in certain

situations, any desired position of the -body

may be easily obtained. If the water be

about six inches deep, which in general will

suffice, the person standing upon any part of

the bed, or sittinj: with the knees raised, will

cause the part ofthe mattress on which he rests

gently to touch the bottom, because a narrow
end of the body cannot displace water equal

to the bulk of the whole, but then the per-

son is standing or sitting on a soft sofa, and
in standing or sitting, he naturally prefers

the fixed to the floating support ; on lying

down, however, he as completely floats as if

the Atlantic were under him.

This bed is a warm bed, owing to water

being nearly an absolute non-conductor of

heat from above downwards, and owing to

its allowing no passage of cold air from be-

low. From this last-mentioned fact, how-
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ever, less of the perspiration, sensible and
insensible, will be carried off by the air than

in a common bed, and unless the patient can

rise, or be lifted daily, to allow the bed to be

aired like a common bed, there will be a ne-

cessity for using some such means as the fol-

lowing, to prevent the condensation of per-

spiration on the water-sheet below :—an
oiled silk laid over the mattress, or a blanket

to be occasionally changed, laid under it, or

a set of flexible tubes of spiral wire laid under

it, with their ends open to the atmosphere,

to ensure a constant ventilation of the mat-
tress ; or similarly placed and producing the

same effect, a layer of cork cut into square

pieces, with spaces left between them to

serve as conduits of air. This bed is in

itself as dry as a bed can be, for the India-

rubber cloth (of which bottles can be made)
is quite impermeable to water, and the maker
is now preparing cloth expressly for this pur-

pose. Then, as Sir Humphrey Davy recom-
mended that his safety lamp should be

double, some persons may prefer a double

sheet, to obviate the possibility of accident.

Unlike any other bed that ever was con-

trived, it allows the patient, when capable of

only feeble efforts, to change his position,

almost like a person swimming, and so, to

take a degree of exercise, affording the kind

of relief which in constrained positions is

obtained by occasional stretching, or which
an invalid seeks by driving out in a soft-

springed carriage. It exceedingly facilitates

turning for the purpose of dressing wounds,
for by raising one side of the mattress or de-

pressing the other, or merely by the patient's

extending a limb to one side, he is gently

rolled over, nearly as if he were simply

suspended in water ; and it is possible even
to dress wounds, apply poultices, or place

vessels under any part of the body, without

moving the body at all ; for there are some
inches of yielding water under the body,

and the elastic mattress may at any part be

pushed down, leaving vacant space there,

without the support being lessened for the

other parts. Then, with all the advantages

which other invalid beds possess, and with

those which are entirely its own, it may yet

be made so cheaply, that even in hospitals,

where economy must prevail, it may at once
be adopted for many of the bed-ridden. Mr.
Earle, within a few days of seeing the first

one, had others made for patients in St.

Bartholomew's Hospital, and has been as

much pleased with the results of them as

of the first. The bed has since been intro-

duced into St. George's Hospital by Mr.
Keate, and elsewhere.—The author has now
seen enough of the effects of this bed to make
him feel it a duty at once to publish a
notice of it. With it evidently, the fatal

termination called sloughing, now so com-
mon, in fevers, and other diseases, need
never occur again. And not only will it

prevent that termination, but by alleviating

the distress through the earlier stages, it

may prevent many cases from even reaching
the degree of danger. Then it is peculiarly

applicable to cases of fractured bones, and
other surgical injuries; to palsies, diseases

of the hip joint, and spine ; and univer-
sally, where persons are obliged to pass
much time in bed. And in all cases of cur-

vature of the spine, either actually existing

or threatened, it affords a means of laying a
patient in any desired position, and with any
degree of pressure incessantly urging any
part of the spine back to its place. If used
without the mattress, it becomes a warm or a
cold bath, not allowing the body however to

be touched by the water ; and in India, it

might be made a cool bed for persons sick or

sound, during the heats which there prevent
sleep and endanger health. There are nume-
rous other professional adaptations and modi-
fications of it, which will readily occur to

practitioners sufficiently versed in the depart-

ment of natural philosophy (hydrostatics) to

which it belongs. Before reflection a person

might suppose a resemblance between it and
an air-bed or pillow, calling this a water-bed
or pillow ; but the principles of the two are

perfectly distinct or opposite. An air pillow

supports by the tension of the surface which
encloses the air, and is therefore like a ham-
mock or the tight sacking under the straw

mattress of a common bed, and really is a
hard pillow ; but in the hydrostatic bed,

there is no tense surface or web at all ; the

patient is floating upon the water, on which a

loose sheet is lying, merely to keep the mat-
tress dry, and every point of his body is sup-

ported by the water immediately beneath it.

To recall the difference here described, and
which is of great importance, thebedis better

described by the appellation of hydrostatic

bed than oi water-bed.

The author has given no exclusive right or

privilege to any person to make this bed. He
has hitherto employed the carpenter nearest

to him, Mr. Smith, 253, Tottenham-court
Road, at the back of Bedford-square, and the

manufacturers of the water-proofcloth. Mack-
intosh and Co. 58, Charing Cross: but any
carpenter or upholsterer may learn to sup-
ply them, and he gives free permission to all.

The preceding paragraphs are intended as

much to direct in the choice and use of com-
mon beds for the sick, as to announce and
describe the hydrostatic bed for the cases in

which it may be required. At present the

medical attendant generally leaves whatever
regards the bed to the judgment of friends or

nurses ; but evidently, he who has been led

to reflect how much the course and event of

a malady may depend on the patient's being

supported, so that no pain shall arise from
local pressure, and as little muscular weari-

ness as possible from constrained position,

will deem the bed-management worthy of

his own attention, and will be able more ju-

diciously both to choose and to use bods.
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There is a bed constructed of spiral springs,

which may be made so as to diffuse the sup-

port more equably than any except tlie hy-

drostatic bed i
and had professional men

generally been acquainted with it, it would
have been more used than it is, and would
have received various modifications, of which

it is susceptible, for medical purposes. It has

long been known, chiefly however as a me-
chanical curiosity, or an object of luxury, and
was introduced into this country about

seventy years ago by Mr. Merlin ; but it has

been so little known, that a few years ago an

English tradesman thought he might appro-

priate the manufacture by taking a patent for

it It is now made by upholsterers generally,

and the same principle is applied in the con-

struction of sofas, chairs, and carriage cush-

ions.

THE CONTAGION OF CHOLERA
VINDICATED;

Addressed to our Brethren of the Board of

Health.

BY CONTAGIOSISSIMUS,

INCREDULOS ODI.

In this age of scepticism and infidelity, it

would have been surprising, if some men
had not denied the contagiousness of the

Asiatic cholera, and thwarted our exertions

to protect the British islands from its poison-

ous influence.

The anti-contagionists allege, that Hip-
pocrates, Galen, Celsus, Rhazes, and all

other ancient physicians, Grecian, Roman,
and Arabian, never speak of epidemic dis-

eases being disseminated by personal conta-

gion, or of their venomous miasmata being

conveyed in articles of merchandise; but this

merely proves how inferior they were in

observation to the great men of modern
times.

Contagion, which entitles medicine to the

name of science, was discovered in the six-

teenth century, illustrious for the birth of

Benedictus, whose sharp eyes detected the

foul fiend in a feather-bed, where, having

lurked five years, it issued forth, and de-

spatched 5,900 persons to the other world!

This achieved, it retired into an old rag

;

and there, having concocted its plans at

leisure for fourteen years, it sallied forth

again on new adventures. The sequel of

the story of the rag is a mystery. What a

pity the Diet at Frankfort does not possess

this precious relic

!

From this eventful period, facts accumu-

lated quite sufficient to convince all but the

incredulous. Virgin after virgin died of

consumption in a certain room of an Italian

nunnery— in vain was the apartment puri-

fied. At length the hitherto neglected bell-

pull was removed, and the dreadful distem-

per ceased ! A ship, commanded by a Cap-
tain Chataud, brought the plague to Mar-
seilles. It came from a healthy port, the

crew were healthy during the voyage, and
the plague had broken out several days be-

fore they arrived. This singularly imported
pestilence was equally singular in its actions

—it spared many hundreds who attended
the sick night and day, and cut off whole
orders of monks, who had shut themselves

up in their convents. Add to these miracu-
lous things the leathern jerkin of Fracasto-

rious, which murdered 10,000.

So much for contagion in general ; and
now for that of cholera, which is equally de-

structive in its effects, and whimsical in its

mode of dissemination. It never reached
England before the year 1831, though ves-

sels were for fourteen years arriving from
the infected places. It preferred the land to

the sea, and had a peculiar predilection for a

portion of the Russian empire, and was at

last imported into Britian from a city where
it did not exist.

Nor did its freaks stop here ; at Hadding-
ton, Mubselburgh, and Tranent, our most
zealous supporters were unable to trace how
or whence it came. In the work of Profes-

sor Lizars on cholera (which is esteemed by
those who foolishly differ from us), we see

it asserted, that the source was also latent of

the first case which appeared in Edinburgh.
This was a happy, a thrice happy case.

Many of our friends here showed their vast

pre-eminence. By declaring it not cholera,

though they never saw the patient, they
proved to the world, that whether they see,

or do not see the person affected, they know
the disease equally well.

At the beginning of this year, Mussel-
burgh was our field of fame, and the focus

of this most subtile agent. There, a woman
looking out at a window was seized with
cholera in consequence of a little blood flow-

ing in a current of water, though the girl

who threw it in received no injury. Upon
equally good authority it is related, that a

blue-bottle fly, which had sipped of the

stream, flew with the contagion into the

quarantine houses, to the destruction of

those healthy persons who had been brought

in for safety, and in defiance of our controul

over preliminary symptoms.
This poison seems to us to be like the

monads of Leibnitz, endowed with intelli-

gence ; it selects its victims, its time, and its

place—it spares the attendants on the sick,

and infants sucking their dying parents ; it

may attack no more than one person in a

populous street, or lay prostrate a whole iso-

lated family. It will prefer one house or one

side of a street, and despise the other ; occa-

sionally it will shun the filthiest places, and
seize upon tliose where all is clean and com-
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fortable ; shuu the cabins of the poor, and
'invade the palaces of the rich and poweful.

It follows no law of contiguity—it will fly at

once to great distances, leaving the inter-

vening towns and villages intact; as from

Newcastle to Haddington, from Edinburgh
to Glasgow, from London to Paris : in its

transitions it observes neither the ratio of

communication, nor any other ascertained

principle of propagation. Sometimes one
individual is seized here, and another there,

at long intervals from each other—sometimes
hundreds or even thousands in the same city

may be struck at once, as by the wand of a

magician.

It is contended that these anomalies are

not explicable, upon the hypothesis of con-

tagion. We answer, that sports of nature,

or lusus natures, may be admitted in physics,

as well as in physiology. Grant us this fact,

which we hold to be unquestionable—grant

us a luszis naturcB, and the explanation will

be easy to the meanest capacity, as is evident

from the sound comprehension which we
have of the subject.

That medical men have escaped, is nothing
remarkable—they are contagion proof—the

very matriculation ticket renders students

impregnable ; yes, a matriculation ticket ren-

ders a raw student fit to undertake the duties

of a cholera hospital ; and a diploma, before

the ink is dry with which it is written, renders

a silly lad fit to ascend an academic chair, or

take charge of a royal infirmary
;
just as a

royal mandate can convert a cunning knave,
or a subservient reptile into a professor of

anything ; but this remark is not made with
any reference to the recently appointed pro-

fessors of pathology and of surgery. The
magical property of tickets, diplomas, and
mandates, was never before pointed out.

The practitioners of India, who have seen

this disease in all its varieties, are almost to

a man anti-contagionists ; but is their opinion

to be put in competition with ours—ours that

emanates from the consecrated rag of Bene-
dictus ?

From these facts, any man will be con-

vinced of the subtlety of this contagion, and
will, no doubt, admire our mental acumen

;

for we alone could demonstrate its existence.

The Russian and French governments
found quarantine laws useless, and abolished

them ; but what is Russia or France to us,

while Britain is our footstool ?

Those who deny personal contagion in

epidemics, maintain that their cause is an
unwholesome state of the atmosphere. Dr.

Sanders, believing that this state ought to be,

and could be, changed by artificial means,
proposed, many months ago, the raising of

chlorine gas in the open air, through our
cities, towns, villages, &c. but we spurned the

proposal. True it is, however, that in Fe-
bruary last, chlorine was diffused in the air

of Fisherrow for eight days successively,

during which the cholera was arrested, be-

came milder, and finally disappeared ; nor
have we since heard of even one case there.

By the same means, the cholera was in one
or two days completely stopped at Portobello,

and notwithstanding its vicinity to, and con-
tinual intercourse with Edinburgh, the popu-
lation of that fine village seems to have been
preserved by the occasional repetition of these

fumigations. Be this as it may, who could

expect us to unite for the purpose of extin-

guishing the cause of a pestilence ? If this

had been done, who could appreciate our
talents and our worth 1 We should indeed
have deprived the profession of an opportu-

nity of becoming acquainted with this malady ;

besides, were we to adopt the advice of an
anti-contagionist, and mistrust the profundity

of our own judgment? Though there have
been petty commotions now and then among
the lower orders, yet we cannot too much
commend the people in general, who patiently

allow the cause of the disease to augment,
and become general, who, in short, will rather

confide in us, than use the most simple and
summary means of delivering themselves from
peril, and their native land from dismay, de-
solation, and mourning 1

From jealousy, our antagonists will not

acknowledge the blessings which we have
conferred on our country. When Jordan
died at Newcastle, we kindly allowed free

communication between his house and the

whole of England, but judiciously made all

the coals ride quarantine for ten days in

Sandgate Creek. We allowed free intercourse

by land between this city and Fisherrow,

but sent two poor fishermen, who came hence
in a boat, to perform quarantine at Margaret's
Hope. Do such measures as these afford the

people no protection 1 Do such measures not
facilitate our commerce ?

When the cholera did not appear in a
place surrounded by an infected district, the
phenomenon was attributable to some inexpli-

cable peculiarity; in like manner, it was
owing to some peculiarity, that ever the dis-

ease raged in spite of our utmost efforts
;

but whenever it became mild, or ceased, we
had a right to claim our meed of praise.

What could men do more than we have
done ? Some of us have obtained handsome
appointments, others receive at least 1000^.

a year. What then ! is disinterested bene-
volence not deserving of its reward ? Some
of us have seldom or never visited a patient,

but this was solely for the sake of our younger
brethren ; we wished them to acquire a know-
ledge of the disease from experience, of which
we had no need ; such being the strength of
our " intellectual powers," that we had a
perfect perception of it by " instinctive con-

viction."

To encourage fair investigation, we, in our
reports, suppressed or retained whatever
pleased or displeased us ; truth is sometimes
dangerous, and falsehood sometimes useful,
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and every wise man would take so much of

either as suited his purpose.

We have promulgated injunctions, regula-

tions, and prescriptions for cholera which
would do honour to the age of the renowned
Attila, and some of us have published trea-

tises of wonderful merit ; take, for example,

the suggestions of his Majesty's physician,

which for elegance of diction, correctness of

grammar, and depth of medical science, will

survive all the works of this immortal author.

Our enemies declare that we know nothing,

either of the disposition of the people or of

the disease. Let our popularity and our

success answer the calumny. Where, through-

out Asia, Africa, and Europe, is the number
of deaths so great in proportion to the num-
ber of sick ? Were not heroes exalted by
the numbers of the dead? Ossian sung with

pride, " numberless were the deaths of his

arm before my hero fell."

As above stated, our adversaries talk of the

ancients, but what were they compared with

us ? Are not the glories of Hippocrates and
Galen thrown into dim eclipse by those of

Abercrombie and Halford 1

Contagion is very accommodating. In the

year 1802, a ship arrived from Egypt, where
the plague raged. Colonel Abercromby and
Sir Sydney Smith, with their suite and lug-

gage, were instantly sent on shore, but all the

rest were kept at sea the full period of the

most rigid quarantine ! and thus Great Bri-

tain was preserved from the plague of Egypt.
Other contagions, however, are not so much

contested as that of cholera, with which at

present we are mainly concerned.

We are told, that in Russia persons were
every where found wearing, with impunity,
the flannels, the furs, in brief, all the clothes

of those who had died of this disease ; that

at Moscow, fifty or sixty of the cadavera
were carefully anatomised during several

weeks ; after the first or second day, no pre-

cautions were taken ; in operating, some were
wounded; others were covered with the

blood ; and hundreds visited the apartments,

but not one experienced the slightest bad
consequence.

The physicians who published this account
of these dissections were highly culpable.

We knew how to deal with Lizars, when he
dared to make such statements.

It is recorded, that from certain cities in

the East, part of the inhabitants fled, and the

dead bodies of those who remained lay above
one another in the streets, and yet the con-

tagion did not increase in the vicinity.

The members of the medical faculty of

Paris assures us, that " the cholera burst

forth in a quarter of the city the most remote

from the places where foreigners and mer-
chandize arrive," &c.

Though we admit these averments, are

they not all readily accounted for upon the

principles assigned by our friend " Conta-
giosissimus ? " The poison of cholera is an
intelligent lusus natura— it remains in

clothes, in dead bodies, or in any other thing,

part, or place, as long as it pleases—conies out
when it feels mischievously disposed, and
alights with destructive fury at any distance
that suits its fancy ; nay, if we add another
law of its motion, which he has not observed,
viz. that its power may increase in the ratio

of the distance from its source, then we are
armed at every point with an irrefutable

answer. What attention, pray, does the
report of the Parisian faculty deserve ? Are
they acquainted with the potency of matri-
culation tickets, diplomas, and royal man-
dates ? Their absurd method of appointment
by concoiirs, or competition, deprives them
of this invaluable knowledge. This is the
reason that our medical institutions are rising

in reputation daily, while theirs are sinking
into contempt.

Of the dissemination of the poison by old
clothes, we have the most surprising proofs

every day. Was it not brought to Stirling by
a broker, who bought old clothes in Glasgow,
and, strange to say, it spared the broker, we
believe, as well as the people in the shop.
In the London Medical and Surgical Journal,
we have a remarkable instance of the insi-

dious malignity of a physician's cloak, and
another of a redoubted Baron's fur surtout,

raging furiously with hydrophobia.

Here arises a question of great interest

—

may not the infected clothes be distinguished

more or less by their having assumed the blue
colour of the stage of collapse ? Let but
Boards be instituted for the investigation, and
I doubt not, that it will be proved by facts as

cogent, and will be as firmly maintained by
all our supporters, as the contagion of cholera

itself.

A plan still more effectual, I would say
radical, if I did not hate the word, might be
adopted. Since clothes are so pestiferous, the

Boards of Health should unite, and petition

Parliament to have them all burned throughout

the three kingdoms, and in the meantime the

inhabitants may display their graceful and
manly naked figures inelegant tatoo.

The regulations and method of treatment
which we published are approved by all those
heads as correct as our own, that " have the

capability of acting, or the susceptibility of
being acted upon," notwithstanding which,
we are assailed with ungrateful clamours and
reports ; such as, that some pronounced dead
have suddenly revived in bed, coffin, or
grave! That the majority perish who use
our prescriptions, while many recover who
throw them away ! What more could we do ?

We borrowed red hot irons from Russia to

apply to their backs, and they blame the heat
of our zeal ! We had the cholera-patients

conducted through the streets in the midst of

the noisy rabble, and the blind creatures do
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not see that this prevented the spreading of

the contagion !

While people decently attired had free

communication, free egress and ingress every

where, the poor, the helpless, pedlars, and

vagrants of all sorts, were interdicted loco-

motion ; and it is not allowed that this afford-

ed any protection ; nay, it is affirmed, that

very many wretched beings were thus de-

prived of bread ; but does the world not

know that we supplied not a few with food,

raiment, ay, and lodging too !

" Saints themselves will often be,

Of gifts that cost them nothing, free."

Your's, &c.
Philo-Contagiosissimus.

Observations on the Healthy and Dis-

eased Properties of the Blood, By
William Stevens, M.D. 8vo.

pp. 504. London, 1832. Murray.

Continued.

Experimental Inquiries in Chemical

Physiology (Part I. complete in one

volume) on the Blood, with an Ap-
pendix, containing Remarks on Cho-

lera Asphyxia. By Horatio Pra-
ter, Svo. pp. 304. London, 1832.

Highley.

CiRCUMSTAXCES, over which we had
no controul, prevented us from con-

tinuing our notice of the first work
on our list ; but we now proceed to

examine it. Before we enter upon
the execution of our duty, we deem
it justice to the author and his oppo-

nents, to give a brief and faithful

statement of the differences between

them. The facts then are these :

—

In May, 1830, Dr. Stevens read a

paper at the Royal College of Phy-

sicians in London, in which he main-

tained, " that fever is produced by a

deranged state of the blood, and that

death in bad fever is often caused by
its dissolution—that the black colour

of the blood is a certain proof of the

entire loss, or at least, of the great

diminution of the saline ingredients

—that the dissolved state of the blood

is the effect and not the cause of

fever—and that the depraved condi-

tion of the vital fluid could be pre-

vented by the employment of certain

saline remedies, such as muriate <rf

soda, nitrate of potass, Rochelle salts.

These substances possess the power
of giving a rich arterial colour to ve-

nous blood, while all the acids give

a dark colour to the colouring matter

of healthy blood. In the yellow fe-

ver, African, typhus, or Bulam fever,

the dissolution or diseased changes of

the blood, are the cause of death

;

and likewise in the typhus of cold

countries, according to the important

experiments of Dr. Clanny, of Sun-

derland."

Dr. Stevens commenced his treat-

ment in the West Indies in 1827,

and succeeded in several hundred

cases observed by his friend Dr.

George Stedman of St. Thomas's. In

August, 1828, the yellow fever pre-

vailed in the garrison at Trinidad,

among the Royals, and our author

was requested by the Governor to

visit the Military Hospital, then under

the care of Mr. Greatrex. He ad-

vised bleedings and purgatives, then

the use of the saline remedies, until

the fever abated, and lastly quinine

during the convalescence.

Dr. S. left the island in a few days,

without ascertaining the results of the

practice ; and in May, 1829, he re-

ceived a letter from Mr. Greatrex,

from which the followiug is an ex-

tract :
—" The above system has been

applied to three hundred and forty

cases or thereabouts, including both

remitting and yellow fevers, admitted

into the hospital, after the fever had
existed variously from six to seventy-

two hours, antecedently to an appli-

cation to the hospital, with such suc-

cess, that during the last seven months
not a case had died." p. 366. But
Mr. Greatrex complains that Dr. S.

garbled his letter, and most assuredly

he did, because in the term " the

above system," the writer expressed

that bleeding and the warm bath, as

recommended by Dr. Jackson, were

employed with the saline medicines

;

and of the latter he says, " but with

what particular effect, I regret to say,

I cannot determine for you, in con-

sequence of its being mixed with the
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effects of several other measures,

which we are in the habit of adopt-

ing." p. 372. Here then is a pal-

pable misrepresentation of Mr. Great-

rex's statements, or that part of them
comprehended in the words " the

above system." It is true that he

also stated the saline medicine was
given after other remedies, and that

remission of the fever followed ; but

this declaration did not warrant Dr.

Stevens to tell the College of Physi-

cians and the medical public, that the

saline medicines alone produced the

success. He however meets this di-

lemma, by observing that the fever

was most fatal when treated after the

Jacksonian method; that 40 in 300
of the Royals were destroyed by it,

but not a patient lost after his prac-

tice was adopted.

Immediately after Dr. Stevens had
read his paper at the College, he

called on us, and went into his views

at great length, which appeared to us

incontrovertible, and of the greatest

benefit to science and mankind. We
hailed this discovery, and gave a full

account of it in the monthly series of

this Journal. Like all new doctrines,

this had a host of admirers, among
whom were Dr. Clanny of Sunder-
land, who had anticipated the author

as to typhus. Dr. Stoker of Dublin,

Avho had antecedently to both, refer-

red the cause of fever to a depraved
condition of the blood. Dr. EUiotson,

and M. Andral of Paris. Such was
the state of matters until December,
1831, when Dr. Johnson declared in

the Westminster Medical Society,

that he had received communications
from Mr. Greatrex and Dr. Hackett
of Trinidad, denying the accuracy of

Dr. Stevens's statements, accusing

him of misrepresentations, and that

these documents should appear in the

Medico-Chirurgical Review for Jan.

1832. They appeared accordingly;

the substance of Mr. G.'s is given

above, while Dr. Hackett charges our

author " with misrepresentation and

want of candour, denies that he had

ever seen ' the watery thin black ink

blood, spoken of so confidently by

Dr. Stevens,' though he had made
thousands of dissections of the bodies

of those who had died of fevers in

the West Indies." ' Again, Dr. H. de-

nies that the blood is black in the

arteries during life, as he repeatedly

observed it possess its scarlet colour

after arteriotomy in the temple, that

the saline medicines were not given

within the first twenty-four or forty-

eight hours, were not looked on as

specifics, and concludes by stating,

" culpable indeed must that practi-

tioners be, who in the West India

fever would place his reliance on such

trumpery."—Med. Chir. Rev. Jan.

1832. p. 293.

To these charges Dr. Stevens re-

plies, that the mortality at Trinidad

was immense before his arrival, but

that no fatal case occurred after-

wards, when the same plan had been

tried within the first twenty-four

hours. He accuses his opponents of

being " piqued for the reputation of

the army," as Corporal Trim has it,

and of attempting to deprive him of

the merit of his discovery. His
comments will be found in this work,

and need not be alluded to further in

this place, as our object is to prepare

the reader to estimate the value of

the doctor's hypothesis ; for, if we
had not adopted this precaution, we
should leave our friends in the po-

sition in which we were placed when
he firstpublished his opinions, namely,

that of being willing converts to his

theory. Candour and an ardent

love for science compel us to state

both sides of this question, and to

leave our readers to draw what con-

clusions they think proper. We re-

frain from offering an opinion on the

contradictory statements of the con-

tending parties.

To resume our narrative. We
have to observe, that Dr. Stevens

promised a reply to his assailants,

which he has given in his work. He
next proposed saline medicines in

cholera, and praised them in the

highest manner. Mr. Wakefield,

surgeon to the Coldbath-fields prison,

published a letter in The Times, May
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5th ult. in which he stated that he had
cured 97 in 100 cases of malignant

cholera in that institution by the use

of Dr. Stevens's saline medicines.

Having felt great interest in studying

the disease, we took pains to ascer-

tain that so many cases of malig-

nant cholera, had not occurred in the

prison at that time. We shall not

offer a comment upon this statement,

our readers will form their own
opinions.

We next had Dr. Stevens's report-

ing 75 cases, attested by Mr. Wake-
field, from the same prison ; while

Sir David Barry, Dr. O'Shaughnessy,

Dr. M'Cann, and others we know,
solemnly declare there were only

three malignant cases the following

day in the hospital of the prison.

Here is gross and wilful falsehood

on some side, and those guilty of it,

whoever they are, deserve the repre-

hension and scorn of an enlightened

profession. Leaving this disreputa-

ble and disgraceful transaction to

be settled by the parties at issue,

we gladly proceed to examine Dr.

Stevens's new doctrines, as set forth

in his work.
The contents of the work are as

follow:—" General Observations on

the Blood ; of Animal Heat ; of

Respii'ation ; of the latent Power of

Attraction ; of Vitality of the Blood
;

of the Modus Operandi of Agents

on the Living Body ; General Ob-
servations on Fever ; Copy of a Pa-

per read before the Royal College of

Physicians in 1830; Observations

and Correspondence relative to the

Fever at Trinidad in 1828 ; and on
Cholera."

The chief endeavour of Dr. Stevens

is to prove, that the solid parts of

the blood, fibrin, albumen, &c. "are
held in solution by a saline fluid

;"

but the chemical composition of the

saline fluid, is not given, nor is there

any experimental proof of the accu-

racy of the statement. It is well

known to those who are practically

acquainted with animal chemistry,

that the albumen in the serum is so-

luble in water, and that fibrin or

coagulated albumen are but very

sparingly dissolved in solutions of

muriate or carbonate soda.

It is also proved by experiment,

that blood is saline after its coagula-

tion ; that albumen contains as much
water and salts after coagulation as

in a fluid state. These facts are at-

tested by Dr. O'Shaughnessy, a gen-

tleman of no mean authority upon
the subject. He found, " that 1,000

grains of crassamentum, immersed in

distilled water for four hours, and
then incencerated, gave 3.37 saline

matter; a second specimen, 3.37 ; a
third, 3.07; so that the crassamen-

tum thus treated yields as much sa-

line matter acid does before the im-

mersion in the distilled water."

—

Lancet, Aug. 25th ult.

Dr. Stevens asserts on the con-

trary, that the immersion of the

crassamentum in distilled water re-

moves the saline matter ; that the

clot becomes black in (consequence,

but resumes its red colour on being

placed in a saline fluid ; and that sa-

line matter causes the red colour, and

n(»t oxygen. In further disproof of

this position, we state, that our scien-

tific and able contemporary. The
Dublin Journal of Medical and Che-

mical Science, (Sept.) off"ers the fol-

lowing observation :
—" A coagulum

of ox blood, weighing probably four

or five pounds, was allowed to drain

for more than twenty-four hours on

a sieve ; the surface had been per-

fectly arterialized ; when no more
serum drained from it was cut in

two, and thus two dark serous sur-

faces exposed to the air. In six

hours they had become nearly as

vividly arterial as the surface which
had been presented to the serum
during coagulation.

" This experiment we cannot re-

concile with the perfect passiveness of

oxygen and the activity of the salts

alone." Again, if blood from a vein

is received in an open vessel, it is

red ; but if allowed to escape into an

exhausted flask, it will be black; and

if the red is placed in the exhausted

receiver of an air pump, bubbles arise.
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and the blood becomes black, though
it has not lost its saline ingredients

;

and on the admission of atmospheric

air assumes a scarlet colour." Lastly,

M. Denis (Recherches Experimentales

sur le Sang Humain, p. 71.), and M.
Thenard (Traite de Chemie, t. \v.)

have proved that venous blood con-

tains as much saline matter as arterial.

Dr. Stevens attempts to overthrow
this conclusion in a most extraordi-

nary manner ; lie says, animal che-

mists differ very much, and we must
draw our conclusions from the com-
mon sense of the argument. In other

words, animal chemists have disproved

by actual experiment my conclusions;

but, gentle and philosophic reader, be
guided by my assertions, based upon
argument. To us it appears obvious

that Dr. Stevens's hypothesis is erro-

neous and unworthy of adoption, and
this is still further proved by the total

failure of his saline medicines in cho-

lera. We speak advisedly when we
assure our readers that the saline plan
advised by Dr. Stevens is now aban-
doned in the Cholera Hospitals of

London, though it was to our per-

sonal knowledge reported as infallible

in the malignant form of the prevail-

ing epidemic, in which it failed ; and
some of these cases were not cholera

at all. We do not make this accusa-

tion against Dr. Stevens, but against

others, whom, if the law allowed us,

we should expose to the severest cen-
sure.

Mr. Prater has published a most
interesting and instructive work on
Animal Chemistry. Though he as-

sents, on many occasions, to Dr.
Stevens's opinions, be concludes
that oxygen is the sole reddening
agent; or, at aU events, the mere
loss of corbonic acid. He likewise

concludes, that the animal matter has
perhaps had some influence in effect-

ing the Vermillion colour of the blood.

The numerous experiments made by
our author prove him to be a dexter-

ous practical chemist, and his work
will be one of reference, and perhaps
authority. There is one great defect

in this and Dr. Stevens's work, that

the conclusions drawn are from ex-
periments made on the blood out of
the body. Now we apprehend that

the influence of vitahty on the blood
is considerable, and that years, per-
haps centuries, must elapse, before
we can duly appreciate this influence.

Nevertheless, the labours of animal
chemists are highly meritorious, but
they appear to us totally unworthy of
implicit confidence.

A Practical Medico -Historical Ac-
count of the Western Coast of
Africa. By Jas. Boyle, M.C.S.L.

(^Continuedfrom page 59.)

We come now to that part of the

work especially devoted to fevers, and
of these the first described is the
Climatorial Bilious Remittent Fever,
which our author first notices, be-

cause it is " less complex in its causes,

more simple in its nature, and less

disastrous in its results and conse-

quences than are the others which
prevail within that region. This
fever, it appears, occurs chiefly in

ships stationed off the coast, the

crews of which have not been at all,

or very slightly, exposed to local in-

fluence. When they have commenced
local labour on the rivers, or when
the wind blows over a swamp, the

disease will assuredly assume a malig-
nant type, the causes of the disease

having lost their mere climatorial

character.

" Sol-lunar influence is poweful in

the production of fever on the western
coast of Africa, and indeed in all parts

between the tropics. Many instances

have been known of men, whilst at

work under the rays of the sun, drop-

ping down, as if shot ; and that, with-

out any previous threatening symp-
tom or habit of indiscretion ; and also

men, who, to avoid the closeness

sometimes experienced in sleeping be-

tween decks, have slept on the upper
deck, without the knowledge of the

officer on watch, thus exposing them-
selves to the apparently harmless
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beams of a brilliant moon, have often

been known to be suddenly affected

with fever. The rapidity of the

latter attacks precludes the thought

that they were attributable to damps

or dews that might be falling in the

night, and which, indeed, are also

common causes of fever, but not so

immediate in their consequences.
" The sea-faring character, as is

well-known, is too frequently prone

to an excessive indulgence in the use

of ardent spirits, and will often elude

the strictest watchfulness, and obtain

that very pernicious cause of fever.

It is astonishing however, to see how
long the habit of inebriation may
sometimes be practised with apparent

immunity ; but a subject addicted to

that habit once attacked, his case ge-

nerally defies all human means, and

proves fatal.

" The converse of the above cha-

racter is not at all exempt from fever

in its most malignant type; if his

observance of abstemiousness has been

adopted through apprehension. How-
ever much the assertion may be at

variance with the conclusion arrived

at by some writers and observers, it

may be confidently stated that the

absolute " water-drinker" is in as

dangerous a predicament when once

seized with fever as is the absolute
" drunkard."

" It is the person who lives as

nearly when abroad as circumstances

will allow, up to his general habits

when at home, that is acting without

fear ; and of the three characters allud-

ed to has infinitely the best chance of

recovery when attacked by fever.

To this position exceptions will, of

course, be found to occur ; but it is

upon general results that general prin-

ciples are to be established, and, so

tried, the rule now recommended will

not be found to be erroneous.
" A want of strict attention to ven-

tilation and to cleanliness are some-
times the fore-runners, or remote
causes, of fever on board of ships,

and when fever is at all induced by
such circumstances, it will be com-
plicated in its character, difficult of

cure, and will not ordinarily cease its

ravages in a short time."

We cannot help considering Mr.
Boyle's declaration concerning the
" water-drinker " as too strong, and

not quite correct. He says the fever

may become contagious in certain cir-

cumstances : this is a disputed point.

" Ordinary Symptoms, Progress,

and Treatment.—This fever is ordina-

rily characterised by severe head-

ache, pain at the pit of the stomach,

retching or vomiting, with a costive

state of the bowels ; sometimes vomit-

ing of green bile, great heat of skin,

suffused eyes, and thirst ; the tongue

being generally more or less furred ;

usually, also, pains in all the joints,

and tottering of the limbs ; the pulse

varies from 90 strokes in a minute to

120 or 140. On minute inquiry it

will generally be found that the pa-

tient is suffering from severe pain in

the back or loins ; and if the face do

not happen to be flushed at the time,

it will have a livid hue, its features

having a downcast appearance, and

there being, in all probability, a dark

areola around the eyes. Under these

latter circumstances the pulse will be

less developed, nor will the skin attain

to so high a temperature. Most at-

tacks will be preceded by a sense of

chilliness, and attended with loss of

appetite ; and, in all, the greater

part of the symptoms described will

soon set in, and establish the true

character of the disorder."

The author next gives the history

of sixteen cases from his own expe-

rience and that of others, one of which
we shall subjoin without any com-
ment of our own, merely remarking
that a military surgeon, who had had
opportunities of seeing and treating

this fever, considers the therapeutics

decidedly wrong, and founded on
false principles. He is of opinion

that the state of the pulse, skin,

tongue, &c. indicated disease of the

mucous membrane of the bowels,

and regrets that the abdomen was
not examined. Mr. B., on the con-

trary, alleges that " it was not deem-
ed necessary to examine the thoracic
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or abdominal viscera, no symptoms

of disease having existed in those

organs previously to death." Our
army friend criticises this paragraph

very strongly, indeed more so than it

requires, in our opinion. He says,

that the absence of thoracic or abdo-

minal symptoms is " impossible in

any warm or tropical climate, and I

would say that such an omission as

this," (not examining the chest or

abdomen) " shews that the author

knows little of pathology, and has

totally forgotten the vast importance

and extent of mucous membrane."
"At sea, 10th August, 1822,

James Jones, seaman, setat 35. Had
been on shore about fourteen days ago

at Sierra Leone, where he slept and

lived freely ; soon after his return on

board he complained of dysenteric

symptoms, of which he was speedily

cured. This morning he complains

of headache, pains in his joints and

lassitude, with nausea and thirst;

pulse full, frequent, and hard ; consi-

derable feverish heat and nervous de-

rangement ; furred tongue, bowels,

as he says, natural. V. S. ad 5xxx.

Subm. hyd.. Ext. Colocynth, c, aa

gr. vj. et postea mistura jalap, c.

doses. At six p. m. still continues

feverish, but expresses himself much
better : medicine operated several

times. Subm. hyd. et Pulvis antim.

aa gr. ij. quaque tertia bora. To di-

lute with barley-water acidulatedwith

lime-juice.
*' Ilth. Headache less severe, pulse

less frequent, yet there is stiU thirst

and heat of skin.—Cont. Medicinse."
" 12th. Had a restless night, owing,

in some measure, perhaps, to great

rolling motion of the ship. Complains

of headache and thirst; pulse and
skin still rather feverish, bowels free,

tongue furred.—Repet. Subm. hyd.

et Pulvis antim. quaque secunda

hora.
" 13th. Complains of an increase

of headache ; bowels open ; skin moist

and not very hot ; pulse about 90 and

soft ; thirst. Cont. Calomel cum
Pulvis antimonialis ; blisters to the

temples. At six p. m. blisters rose

well, pulse soft and regular, skin cool

and covered with perspiration : ex-

presses himself much easier.

" 14th. An unaccountably unfa-

vourable change took place in the

night ; he was delirious ; and this

morning he is in a state of extreme

stupor ; the pulse is soft but languid;

the skin is moderately warm over the

whole surface, yet there is a vacancy
in the eye and countenance, demon-
strative of great danger.—The head

to be completely shaved, its anterior

part to be kept moist and cool by
means of saturine lotions ; a blister

to be applied to the nape of the neck ;

his calomel and antimony, in the quan-

tity previously ordered, to be repeated

every hour, a warm bath as soon as

possible, and a drachm of mercurial

ointment to be rubbed on each thigh

every hour till some appearance of

salivation shall have taken place.

" loth. Had a good night; was
twice purged by salts and senna, ex-

presses himself free from headache or

other pain. The pulse is soft, slow,

and regular in its action ; skin moist

and cool ; no appearance of saliva-

tion.—Continue the mercury inter-

nally and externally, as yesterday.
" 16th. But little alteration in the

symptoms ; bowels free ; great thirst.

Complains of sore mouth, yet there is

no salivation.—To continue the medi-
cine.

" 17th. Occasionally incoherent in

the night ; still, however, the pulse

is tolerably full and soft, and there is

a tolerably uniform perspiraaon—no
ptyalism ; no alvine evacuation for

some hours. Complains of head-

ache.—Infus. sennae cum sulphas

magnesia doses statim sumend.
" 18th. Medicine operated freely;

no thirst ; pulse rathersmall but soft

;

skin cool.—Cont. medicinse. At 6

p. m. perfectly rational, expresses

himself easier
;
pulse pretty full, soft,

and natural ; skin moist.—His diet

limited to tea or gruel, and arrow root

or sago.

"19th. Was incoherent in the night,

and is now very much confused; pulse

small and irregular ; frequent nervous
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twitchings and picking at the bed-

clotlies. The extremities cold.

—

Balneo calid. statira. Decoct, cinch.

Ibss. Ammon. carbonat. et confect.

aromat. aa. 9 ij. M. et habeat coch-

learum unam magnum quaque hora.

The reapplication of blisters to the

temples and bottles of hot water to

the feet ; omitting the pill and conti-

nuing the mercurial friction. The
reaction which followed the use of

these excitants was rapid and asto-

nishing.
" 20th. Expresses himself much

better ; circulation full and regular

;

skin moist and cool.—Ammonia to

be withdrawn, continuing the other

medical measures.

"21st. Was very delirious in the

night, and is so, in a certain degree,

now. Pulse irregular and small, with

a dry skin and parched tongue : no
alvine evacuation for some hours.

—

Infus. sennse cum magnesia sulphatis

doses ; mustard cataplasms to the

feet,

"22nd. Had a tolerable night;

took some refreshment yesterday, and
one large glass of sherry with his me-
dicine : there is still considerable

confusion of ideas, yet the pulse, this

morning, is tolerably full and soft.

—

The mercury not producing any effect

symtomatic of ptyalism, to be alto-

gether discontinued. At 4 p. m.
pulse sinking rapidly; nervous tremor;

convulsive action in the larynx; eyes

fixed and glassy : countenance shrunk

and death-like ; the pulse varying

from 100 to 135, and sometimes 140
in a minute. Still there is general

heat, and the pulse has firmness in its

action ; an enema was administered

;

but the fatal symptoms continued to

increase in intensity until 9 at night,

when the pupils becoming insensible

to light, short breathing, and a gra-

dual cessation of the heart's action,

closed the case.
" Post-mortem examination.—The

brain. On removing the cranium and
duramater, there was not the slightest

unnatural distention in the blood-ves-

sels—every thing, thus far, on the

contmry, had a perfectly healthy ap-

VOL. II.

pearance. On withdrawing the ten-

torium and separating thehemispheres
of the brain, it was seen, that adhe-
sion to the extent of an inch had
taken place between that membrane
and the inner side of the left lobe of

the cerebrum about its middle. The
lateral ventricles contained a consider-

able quantity of water ; and the third

and fourth ventricles were filled with

a pale, yellowish fluid. These were
the only morbid appearances in the

brain ; it was not deemed necessary

to examine the thoracic or abdominal
viscera ; no symptoms of disease

having existed in those organs previ-

ously to death."

In the commencement of the dis-

ease, Mr. Boyle recommends vene-

section with a sparing hand, or local

bleeding ; the use c>f mercury, so as

to produce and keep up gentle ptya-

lism for a few days, and when a re-

mission has taken place, then blue

pill and quinine. The patient, during
convalescence, is to be somewhat re-

stricted in food and drink. If there

be great sickness of stomach, leeches

or blisters are required over the re-

gion of that organ ; bark in substance
is injurious. When the collajise comes
on, ammonia wines, &c. are required.

The prophylactive measures recom-
mended on board for the proper en-

forcement of naval discipline, so feli-

citiously and scientifically advised by
the venerable and distinguished Sir

Gilbert Blane.

The next form of fever to be noticed

is termed the Endemic, or the Local
Bilious Remittent, which we are in-

formed often vary like the climatorial

fever in its appearance, that a young
practitioner might be induced to con-
clude, that the employment of the
different names was a distinction

without a difference.

The great distinction between these

two forms of disease is simply this

—

that, although the same symptoms
may appear in each form, yet the

same treatment will not apply, but
must depend upon the peculiar, or

specific nature of the cause of the

fever, which should be most scrupu-
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lously ascertained, and viewed as the

only safe guide by which the treat-

ment is to be regulated.

It appears that the natives of cold

countries, the English, Irish, Scotch,

North Americans, and especially the

Dutch and Swedes, are more liable

to this disease, which is more fatal

to them than to Spaniards, Portu-

guese, Italians, and Brazilians ; the

French are more liable than the north-

ems, and less so than the southerns.

This is a remark of considerable

importance and interest, and should

be attended to by Government in

making appointments to the various

civil offices on the coast, many of

which could be filled by foreigners.

The topographical description of

the coast, and of Sierra Leone, which
we have placed upon record, will suf-

ficiently account for the prevalence

of destructive fever, at the commence-
ment and termination of the rains.

Intemperance, anxiety of mind, or

fear, over indulgence in the gratifica-

tion of the animal passions, exposure

to sudden transitions in the weather,

and extreme changes in habits and
exercise, such as from an active to a

sedentary life, and vice versd, may be
considered as exciting causes.

In treating this fever, our author

gave blood-letting a very fair trial,

without success, and was forced to

abandon it.

Mercury is to be considered as the

sheet-anchor ; when ptyalism can be
produced, the patient may be con-

sidered out of danger. It may be
observed, that not one case of genuine
Sierra Leone endemic fever recovered,

unless the patient was more or less

salivated, either previously to, or at

the favourable change. Early saliva-

tion, on the second or third day, is

unfavourable ; while, if it occurs on
the fourth, fifth, or sixth, it is to be
regarded as an indication of approach-

ing convalescence.

A warm-bath may be employed in

the commencement of the attack, but

is rarely to be repeated, on account

of the debility it induces. Removal

of the patient from one house to ano-
other, is exceedingly dangerous.

Clysters are of great importance,

and. when the stomach is deranged,

should never be neglected : quinine

is injurious, until a change in the dis-

ease occurs, or until the mercury be-

gins to act; opium should be used
with the greatest caution : vinegar

and water applied to the surface of the

body is generally very useful. The
drink should be farinaceous. After

the ninth, tenth, and eleventh days,

the patient generally requires more
substantial food, and may have a

little wine,—afterwards bitter infu-

sions may be given : fermented liquors

are injurious. The endemic fever

seldom attacks the same individual

twice.

Various interesting cases, and ex-

ti'acts from medical reports, are given

in illustration of the nature and treat-

ment of the disease, for which we
must refer to the instructive volume
before us.

We have next a chapter devoted

to the consideration of the Irregular

Bilious Fever, and intermittents ; the

latter of which is believed to be a
preservative against the invasion of

the more dangerous fevers of the cli-

mate. For the description of both

these fevers we must again refer to

the work.
It is utterly impossible for us as

weekly Journalists to give long ex-

tracts from works, as our matter must
be diversified and very different from
that which ought to be found in

our monthly or quarterly contem-
poraries. We do not regret our in-

capacity in this respect upon the pre-

sent occasion, because Mr. Boyle's

work must be in the hands of all who
visit Sierra Leone. It is replete with
information, highly useful and im-
portant to the public and the pro-

fession, and is the only work of re-

ference and authority on the fright-

fully destructive diseases of which it

treats. There is but one fault in its

execution, and that is with respect to

style ; but this is excusable in one so

situated as Mr. Boyle has been—the
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medical superintendant of the most
unhealthy district in the world, who
had no time to attend to the beauties

of literary composition.

Hantsan JStlfirtcal ^ ^iivQitBX BomnaL

Saturday, Sept. 8, 1832.

MEDICAL LEGISLATION
IRELAND.

FOR

At the close of the last session of

Parliament, a Bill was brought into

the House of Lords, with an intent of

carrying it clandestinely, the proposed

object of which was, to place the ap-

pointments of physicians, surgeons,

and apothecaries, to the county hos-

pitals, or infirmaries and dispensaries

in Ireland, in the hands of the Primate,

the Lord Chancellor, the Bishop of

the diocese, and the Rector in whose

parish such institutions might be si-

tuated, and to erect these persons

into corporations for each county,

with powers to establish such chari-

ties. The mischief of this intended

Act, was making it a clerical job,

" for the church by law and consta-

bles established in Ireland," to the

complete exclusion of the Presbyte-

rian, the Catholic clergy, the Society

of Friends, and all other religious de-

nominations. We cannot find lan-

guage to express our contempt for

such illiberal legislation as this, or

words to describe our regret, that the

present Government, justly famed for

liberality and philanthropy, would

sanction a Bill, replete with injustice

to the governors and subscribers of

these institutions, who, according to

numerous Acts of Parliament, enjoy

the right of voting at the elections of

the medical officers to hospitals, &c.

As the law now stands, grand juries

are authorised to establish one hos-

pital and several dispensaries, in every

county in the sister kingdom; all

persons subscribing a certain annual

sum, are constituted governors, or

subscribers, with a right of voting at

medical elections. We know from

much personal observation, that the

funds of hospitals and dispensaries

were often considerably augmented in

consequence of the right of voting

possessed by contributors to these es-

tablishments ; and that the falling oflF

of income would be ruinous, if the

power of election was vested in the

rector of the parish. Moreover, we
must not forget, that the governors of,

and subscribers to, hospitals and dis-

pensaries, are nearly all of the Pres-

byterian persuasion, in the north of

Ireland, and of the Catholic, in the

south; and these voters were to be

abolished, in order that Protestant par-

sons should obtain a lucrative job, and

distribute the loaves and fishes among

their family connexions and depen-

dants. We begto ask, dare the Govern-

ment propose such a Bill as this for

England, or for Scotland.? We tri-

umphantly answer, no. It is for Ireland

only such an atrocious piece of legisla-

tion was intended. If that ill-fated

country is to remain united to Great

Britain, why not, in the name of wis-

dom, justice, and reason, assimilate, as

speedily as possible, its laws to our

own .' Why propose laws which no

n2
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government could venture to propose

for this country ? Why compel the

many to submit to the few, and thus

reverse the fundamental principle of

national legislation ? Well has the

illustrious bard of Ireland predicted

the effect of laws founded on injustice,

and opposed to the public good :

—

" As long as millions shall kneel down

To ask of thousands for their own,

While thousands proudly turn away,

And to the millions answer ' nay,'

So long the merry reign shall be

Of Captain Rock, and his family."

When we consider that all denomina-

tions of Christians are subscribers to

the Irish county hospitals, dispensa-

ries, &c., and that these are in the

proportion of ten to one to those of

the Established Church, and that these

are to be prevented from exercising

the right of managing and super-

intending the affairs of such institu-

tions, for the purpose of enabling a

greedy, and never satiated clergy, to

increase its intolerable rapacity, we

cannot but doubt the sincerity and

good intentions of Government to-

wards Ireland—of a Government forc-

ed on a late occasion, to act liberally

and honestly by the brave people

of this part of the kingdom ; but when

free from this omnipotent influence,

continue to foster to those heart-

burnings, that discord, and that mo-

nopoly, which have been the bane of

Ireland since she became subject to

this country. But better times have

arrived—a reformed Parliament will

speedily purify all the filthy sotirces

through which partial and unjust

enactments have been hitherto carried.

In conclusion, we have to express our

best thanks to the Dublin Comet, that

really independent and fearless advo-

cate of the people, for its able expo-

sure of this infamous and most illibe-

ral attempt to destroy the hospital

elective right in Ireland, and thereby

to injure the prospects of a large pro-

portion of our profession, whose

claims to public favour, are their sci-

entific attainments, and other proofs

of ability, and not political or clerical

influence. What a monstrous injus-

tice it woidd be, if candidates for me-

dical appointments, in certainly a

thousand instances, could have no

chance of success unless they belong-

ed to a party, or a certain religious

persuasion ; and yet this is the pro-

position of our Whig Government,

the avowed Patrons of the Diffusion

of Useful Knowledge, the venerated

and successful advo cates of Civil

and Religious Liberty, the framers

of a new and an improved constitu-

tion for their country, by which the

elective franchise is extended to all

religious denominations. Yet these

are renowned statesmen who were

proceeding to tarnish the glory they

were achieving by sanctioning the

smuggling of a penal statute into

Parliament against nine -tenths of

the zealous cultivators of Medical

Science in Ireland. We sincerely

hope that the present Government

will henceforth legislate for the pub-

lic good, and not encourage corrupt

personal peculation by their enact-

ments. This intended Act leads us to

notice an attack on the surgeons to

county hospitals in Ireland, by one who

ia obviously ignorant of the course of
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education, required by the Dublin

corporation. It is, however, most

easily answered. The members of

the Dublin College are first examin-

ed in the Roman and Grecian classics

in the same course, as required for

admission into Trinity College, and

are generally students in arts in the

University. They are obliged to at-

tend diligently five winter courses of

six months duration each, of ana-

tomy, surgery, dissections, and hos-

pitals, and are either dressers or house

surgeons, as their masters are inva-

riably hospital surgeons. They at-

tend all other lectures required in

London. They attend all the medi-

cal lectures in the University for the

medical degree; and finally, are ex-

amined publicly in the severest man-

ner, on two separate days, for an

hour each day, in anatomy, physio-

logy, surgery, materia medica, prac-

tice of medicine and midwifery, and

then if approved of, are admitted licen-

tiates of the College. They thus

require a complete knowledge of sur-

gery, and in general obtain a doc-

tor's degree in Edinburgh or Dublin.

Is our Critic such as not to know that

his course of education, is not far

more complete than that required here,

where the students seldom dissect for

three months, where the hospital at-

tendance is a farce, where a student,

after paying his enormous fee, need

never more see the surgeon's face un-

till the end of the year, when he calls

for his certificate, and then he goes up

to the College to be examined by a set

of Octogenarian old women, whose

ignorance of minute anatomy and mo-

dern surgery is a jjassport to the diplo-

ma, forthere is no examination in medi-

cine, midwifery, or materia medica;

and consequently the luckly diplomatist

has the happiness to be excused for

not knowing a dose of jalap from an

equal portion of nux vomica ; as to

classical learning, he may be as in-

nocent of any knowledge of it as Dr.

McLeod himself. Yet exclaimeth the

learned Theban, are not the members

of the London College, as well edu-

cated as the impudent Dublin mem-

bers.

If the members of the Dublin Col-

lege have the exclusive right by law,

to be county hospital surgeons, on

the grounds that their education is

more extensive and complete, than

that of the other members of the Lon-

don College, we can see no injustice

in the matter. Whenever the course

of education becomes the same, then

the members of either college ought

to enjoy the same priveleges in every

part of his Majesty's dominions.

We abhor and detest exclusive laws,

but we admire just ones. We are

the avowed advocates of reform in the

medical profession, and of granting

equal rights and privileges to physi-

cians, surgeons, apothecaries, obs-

tetricians, and general practitioners,

(when legally qualified by any of our

medical institutions), in all parts of

these countries ; but so long as England

and Scotland have exclusive laws, we
cannot perceive why Ireland is to be

deprived of the same advantage. In

declaring our opinions we wish to be

distinctly understood as the advocates

of no particular college.
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We have condemned the by-laws of

the Dublin College of Surgeons and

Physicians, so we have those of Lon-

don and Edinburgh. The truth is that

all of them need a complete reform.

We have neither partiality nor pre-

judice for any college, we have found

medical science precisely the same in

London, Dublin, and Edinburgh ; and

we are as firmly convinced, as we are

of our own existence, that there are

as erudite, and as experienced phy-

sicians, surgeons, apothecaries, and

obstetricians, in one place as in the

other, and therefore that medical prac-

titioners, in each section of the empire,

should have a similar education, and

similar rights and privileges as British

subjects ; but at present the system

of education and privileges differ, and

while these are sanctioned by law, it

is the duty of every enlightened prac-

titioner to yield implicit obedience.

PREDICAMENT OF THE CENTRAL
BOARD,

Bespecting the last Flourish of its

Medical Members to enlighten the

Public on the Treatment of Cholera.

We last week gave a copy of a

document, drawn up with all formality

by those sages, and intended for cir-

culation far and wide; and we took

the liberty of making some com-

ments, which must have placed the

public on their guard. We would

now appeal to the profession, whether

the tone observed throughout the

aforesaid document be not in an ex

cathedra style ? whether, from the

outset, under the head of treatment.

the inost dogmatic expressions be not

employed as to giving so and so, or

doing so and so ? But, lo ! on the

very day on which our remarks ap-

peared, out comes a bustling para-

graph, through the mouth-pieces of

the junta, to the effect that they (the

junta) do not consider themselves re-

sponsible for the papers they for-

warded to the medical press ! ! Re-

sponsible quotha?—no truly,— all the

responsiblity, on this and other points,

lies with those who selected you for

the important public station which

you hold. The truth appears to be,

that (to borrow a term from a con-

temporary) the fiappers of the chair-

man, and his hydrophobic Gibraltar

secretary, being off their posts, they

have been caught napping on the

subject of the treatment of cholera,

by divers persons wide awake to the

importance of the subject. What

was to be done, when they discovered,

on being roused, that they had con-

trary to the practice, for some time

past productive of the best effects in

tliis metropolis, (the practice of giving

very large quantities of cold water,)

been just recommending that it should

only be given in spoonsful? What was
to be done when this discovery was

made ?—why nothing more simple,

—

have a paragraph handed about as

soon as possible, declaring, in a

general way, that no responsibility

was assumed for what had been given

out in such a studied shape. We
saw, not without our risible muscles

being excited, how one of the clique,

while giving to the public the long list

of regulations, ycleped " sanitary,"

I
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felt a little wholesome criticism, as

to our sages having omitted to re-

commend that a medical man should

be called in to a patient labouring

under an attack of cholera. This

hint our paid friend may rest assured

the public did not require, however

necessary it might have been as a

display of his impartiality ; for simple

indeed must be that public, who

should look to any Board of Health

for rules regarding treatment, to the

exclusion of the visits of medical men

;

but in a ten-fold degree more simple

where, as in the present case, it is

well known that the members of the

Board do not occupy themselves in

studying the disease at the bed-sides

of the sick. Indeed we know that

even the Chairman, who signed the

famous document to which we allude,

has not been at all in the habit of

directing the energies of his great

mind to the effects of treatment;

his forte, like that of his friend and

eleve Sir David Barry, lies in the

more profitable line of contagion and

quarantine. But perhaps members

of Boards of Health have no business

to study disease, as the Sydenhams

were wont to do ; this would really

seem to be the case, judging from the

fate of poor Dr. Shiel, of Ballyshan-

non—dismissed from his services on

the Board of Health there, because

(simple man!) he thought it might

be well to know something about the

disease, respecting which he was

called upon to give opinions, and

therefore visited the sick poor with a

remarkable degree of zeal. Such is

the statement to be found in the pa-

per of the 31st ult. printed in that

town. By the way, now that it is

plain the cholera sometimes gets to

the upper classes, in a way only to

be guessed at by the initiated in the

quarantine mysteries, (the " intro-

duction" of the disease into the house

of poor Lady Anne Wyndham, who

never went beyond its walls for three

years previous to the attack, can, no

doubt, be explained by them) the aris-

tocracy might allow, on condition of

ample purifications and ablutions,

those in charge of their valuable lives,

to learn a little about cholera, in the

only way in which a knowledge of

any disease is to be obtained—by

seeing it frequently. Of all the na-

tions of the earth yet visited by cho-

lera, this is the only one in which

the tip-top (reckoning by the weight

of their purses, and the class of per-

sons they usually attend) of the pro-

fession have stood aloof ; and it must

be a curious fact to place on record,

that although an epidemic has raged

for several months in our capital, the

above personages, with very few ex-

ceptions indeed, know no more about

the disease, from personal observation,

than they did when it only reigned

at Jessore : a most gratifying pros-

pect truly for those families who may

have need one day for their services

in its management.

CONTAGION OF CHOLERA!

When speaking last week about cho-

lera in an asylum for insane persons,

we were not without our hopes that

the Esculapius of the Temple might

be able to inform us under what mask
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the contagion had passed the portal.

We have since been relieved from a

state of suspense by the statement,

through a friend, of the surgeon of

" Miles's" establishment at Hoxton,

that, on this occasion, the enemy did

not gain admission through any of

the ordinary modes, not even through

a door in any shape. What way.

then think you, gentle reader ? Hear

it ye men of cordons and quarantines !

by escalade through a window ! and

the gentleman alluded to will be

happy to shew you, we have no doubt,

the precise point from which the

enemy took his departure, disregard-

ing distance, high walls, and so forth.

But to be serious, the force of absurd-

ity can, we think, no further go than

in this story of the Hoxton gentleman.

Make him forthwith. Sir William, a

District Inspector ; he will be of the

greatest use in time of need

—

a very

David.

PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES

AGAINST THE

CONTAGION OF CHOLERA.

Commend us to the " finest peasan-

try" for effectual steps against the

contagion which the Russell and

Barry commission showed us, was of

so subtle a nature as to attach itself

to the ropes and sails of ships, &c.

&c. As people were over and over

informed that "we could not take too

many precautions," the hint has been

duly acted upon in Ireland, and bridges

are broken down, and canals cut

into by the people, as we see by the

public papers. What a hint for the

formation, of a quarantine corps,

under the command of the expe-

rienced officers now idling about

!

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE LONDON
UNIVERSITY.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
Permit me to offer, through the me-
dium of your liberal Journal, a few
brief remarks on the medical depart-

ment of the London University. That
the instruction afforded at the above

institution is of the highest character,

is a fact well known to the profession

at large, and particularly acknow-

ledged by the pupils. But there ap-

pears to be one great defect, which
ought to be rectified as soon as pos-

sible.

Many of your readers will doubt-

less perceive that I am alluding to

the want of an hospital, and will

answer that one is to be built imme-
diately. Of this I am aware. But
some length of time must necessarily

elapse before this can be carried into

execution.

Till then, if no alteration is made,

the pupils will be compelled, while

they hear the valuable lectures of the

learned Professor of Medicine, Dr.

EUiotson, to receive their practical

information at the bed-side, under

other teachers. Surely the bad ef-

fects of this plan must be obvious.

A young man, after one year's

attention to preliminary subjects, ac-

cording to the present regulations,

enters more immediately on the study

of the practice of medicine. He at-

tends the lectures, and hears certain

modes of treatment inculcated. He
also frequents the hospital, and sees

measures adopted totally at variance

with what he has been taught to pur-

sue by his other teachers. Thus, his

ideas become confused, his ardour is

damped, and he too often relinquishes

the active pursuit of practical infor-

mation, because he sees how innu-
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merable and opposed are the various

modes of treatment.

But if, on the contrary, he wit-

nessed the rules inculcated in the

lecture-room by his professors, actu-

ally pursued at the bed-side of the

patient, he would then have an op-

portunity of judging for himself of

the truth of their statements and the

propriety of their precepts. But more
need not be advanced.

The obvious question then is, could

not some means be adopted, pro tern.,

for enabling Dr. Elliotson to afford

to his pupils that excellent clinical

instruction which few are so able to

communicate .'

Trusting you will give insertion to

these observations in an early Number
of your Periodical,

I remain.

Your most obedient servant,

A.J.D.
[We insert the above as it has been

forwarded to us from a remote part of

the country.

—

Eds.]

REMOVAL OF ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
FROM THE BODIES OF PHOLERA
PATIENTS.

To the Editors of the Lojidon Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
Having been absent from Dublin, I

did not see Dr. C. Orpen's letter of

the 4th inst. in your Journal till Mon-
day last. Our distinguished friend

Mr. Carraichael, having at my request

called upon Dr. Orpen, obtained from
that gentleman satisfactory explana-
tions and reference to the time he had
mentioned his ideas respecting the
probable results of removing atmos-
pheric pressure (which was when
cholera appeared in Dublin) but that
he had never made any practical trials

of the suggestion.

After this I wrote Dr. Orpen a let-

ter, expressing the pleasure it gave
me, that the probable utility of the
principle had also occurred to him,
and requesting him to turn bis atten-

tion to aid in reducing the theory to

practice. I pointed out to him my
readiness to prove to his satisfaction,

that I never had a hint of the matter

from any person, that I had been
expensively experimenting on the

subject for some years past, that I

could introduce him to some persons

at Mr. Brophy's, from whose bodies I

had repeatedly removed two tons of

atmospheric pressure, long before the

time mentioned in his letter, that I

could shew him the details of the

whole principle, which long previous

to that period I had submitted to cer-

tain members of the government, and
that I could easily set at rest the

question of priority, both as to theory

and practice, if he had at any time

mentioned the matter to the Central

Board, of which I am a member.
In answer. Dr. Orpen sent me a

very candid reply, concluding |as fol-

lows :

—

" If you wish, I will write to the

Medical Journal, acknowledging that

you have convinced me of your pri-

ority of ideas ; occurring/rs# to your

mind without suggestion, as they did

afterwards to mine without sugges-

tion."

I am, yours truly,

C. E. H. Orpen.

This is so fair as to render further

observations unnecessary.

It may interest your readers to see

the following case, drawn up by Mr.
M'Kenna, of the Cholera Hospital,

by direction of Mr. Hart. The ter-

mination was fatal, but the influence

of the abstraction of air was put be-

yond doubt, if a proper mode of ac-

complishing that procedure could be

easily effected, and continued for a

sufficient time in the horizontal posi-

tion. An artist is now preparing a

bath for that purpose, which can be

seen at No. 3, Dame Court, Dublin.

I remain, Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,

James Murray, M.D.
Mount Joy Square, Dublin,

August 20, 1832.

[We are gratified to notice the
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amicable conclusion of the controversy

between Dr. Murray and Dr. Orpen.

When men of science come in colli-

sion, the shock is not so great as when
those of little minds, and whose views

are interested, wage war. Here is an

example worthy of imitation.—Ens.]

EFFICACY OF DR. MURRAY S EX-

HAUSTED AIR-BATH IN CHOLERA.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
Allow me to lay before you a state-

ment of the case in which I used Dr.

Murray's bath. The patient ap-

peared to me and to the gentlemen

present, Drs. Ferrar and Alcock, ad-

mirably adapted to try the efficacy

of the invention.

Patrick MoUoy (23, South King-
street), of robust frame, entered at

half-past five this morning in col-

lapse, with blue skin; extremities cold

and shrivelled. At twelve o'clock,

noon, was put into the air-bath im-

mediately. Before removal from bed
he had, along with the foregoing

appearances, his respiration at 36

;

pulse' in the subclavian and brachial

arteries 104-8. There was none to

be felt on the most careful examina-
tion at the wrists ; much thirst ; no
vomiting, nor purging.

After being three minutes in the

bath the respiration rose to 46, but
gradually subsided, and did not rise

to above 40 afterwards ; the mercury
was raised at this time about an inch

in the tube, to which height it was
kept as nearly as was possible. He
complained occasionally of faintness,

but improved evidently in the ex-

pression and colour of countenance.

After remaining sixteen minutes

and a half in the bath, he was re-

moved at his own desire, and con-

veyed carefully to bed. The heat in

his body and limbs was very sen-

sibly improved ; the respiration 40.

The pulse (which had become percep-

tible at the wrist) 136 ; the body not

moist ; the limbs covered with a pro-

fuse perspiration ; the improvement
in colour and expression of counte-

nance continuing. At a quarter of an
hour after this he holds the benefits

derived from the bath.

I am bound to add, that the alte-

rations made in the bath were the

greatest improvements, and the ma-
chine gave us no more than un-

avoidable trouble.

Your's, very truly,

J. W. M'Kenna.

DubHn, Aug. 20, 1832.

EFFICACY OF STRYCHNINE IN CHOLERA.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
About three months ago, I was act-

ing as Surgeon to a Cholera Hospital

in the vicinity of Edinburgh, where I

had ample opportunities of observing

the character of that disease, and of

making inquiries into its pathology.

After considerable reflection, I was
led to believe, that an agent, that could

forcibly evert the nervous system ge-

nerally, would prove advantageous,

such an agent being indicated, by the

opinions I held on the proximate

cause of the disease. With this im-

pression I administered strychnine,

aware that it had been, by its exerting

virtues, very efficacious in affections

both local and constitutional, depend-

ing on a diminished energy of the

nervous system. The views on the

pathology of cholera that led to the

administration of strychnine, and a

report of two cases, in which it was
successfully exhibited, are contained

in a small paper, which I drew up on
the spot, and which I shall have much
pleasure in submitting for your Jour-

nal.

I may here mention that its admini-

stration was followed in both cases,

by a most favourable and astonishing

alteration, and that its employment
vyas not a random experiment, but

that it was suggested by deductions
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evidently just, from facts well ascer-

tained.

I am, Gentlemen,

Your most obedient servant,

S. S. A, Surgeon.

Norton-street,

Septembers, 1832.

IMPROVED RAW SUGAR.

A MOST decided improvement has

taken place inthe manufacture of sugar

from the cane juice, and some sam-

ples introduced into the market have

excited the most eager anxiety from

all parties interested in this branch of

colonial and commercial intercourse.

It is pure raw sugar, obtained direct

from the sugar cane, without having

undergone any subsequent process of

decolourization or refining, prepared

by effecting the last stages of the

concentration of the cane juice in

vacuum, at a temperature insufficient

to produce any chemical changes in

its constituent parts. By this im-

proved and scientific process of manu-

facture, no molasses oruncrystallizable

sugar is formed, and there is hence

an increase in the quantity of sugar

obtained of 25 per cent. Whilst

this establishes the philosophical fact,

that molasses are not an educt of the

cane, but were merely a product of

the former operation, from the in-

tense and long continued degree of

heat employed in the processes, this

saving from the vast quantity of de-

teriorated material must be considered

an object of the very first importance

to the planter, in the increased quan-

tity of his production, which is like-

wise obtained in a very far superior

degree of quality and purity; and

readily commands a price of 10/. to

12/. per cwt. additional in the market.

The sugar, thus obtained, is in per-

fect pure transparent granular crys-

tals, developing the true crystalline

form of the sugar, and being entirely

free from the least portion of uncrys-

tallizable sugar or colouring matter.

It cannot fail to ensure a preference

in the market for all purposes of

manufacture, solution, or for domestic

economy, as it is a purer sweet than

even the best refined, and possesses a

rich mellifluous taste, not approached

by that obtained by any other pro-

cess, whilst it is not apt to become

acescent in solution.

In addition to the great advantages

to the planter, in saving from the vast

quantity of deteriorated material, and

that extensive state of partial decom-

position, in which the raw sugar has

uniformly been transmitted to our

hands, the time and labour of the

operation is greatly decreased, the ap-

paratus possesses the power to make
double the quantit)'^ in the same space

of time as the old method; and this

is ready for shipment in four days, in

lieu of three weeks, as heretofore.

In the manufacture of rum, all danger

of deterioration in the production of

empyremua is avoided, and a far

purer spirit is obtained by the use of

the molasses, which are separated by

this process.

The new process is now in com-

plete and successful operation in eight

estates in Demerara. From the re-

sults of the first, trials, the introduc-

tion of the present improved process

cannot fail soon to become general

;

while it is considered by the best

practical judges, to open sure and

certain means of re-vivifying the

spoiled fortunes of the planters, and

to be of the most material influence

in promoting the future prosperity of

our West Indian Colonies.

[We are indebted to Mr. Booth,

the eminent chemist, for the above

information, and we can bear our tes-

timony in corroboration of the excel-

lence of sugar produced by the new
method.—Ens.]

DIFFUSION OF TEMPERANCE SOCIETIES,

A TEMPERANCE socicty has been

formed in Saxe Weimer under the

protection of the Grand Duke. It is

the first that has been formed in Ger-

many. It is pleasing to observe the

rapid progress of societies so beneficial

to health and happiness.
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ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

SYNOCHUS.

Richard Maddox, aged 46, a shoe-

maker, of a spare habit, and irritable

disposition, was admitted, June 7,

into Luke's Ward of this hospital, by
Dr. Roots. His friends stated, that

he was at first taken with cold shiver-

ings, great pain in his head, succeeded

by heat and delirium ; for the first

few weeks he had not much heat of

skin, but great prostration of strength

with languidness. It also appeared,

from their statement, that ten days

had elapsed since the fever com-
menced ; and, for the last four days,

he had been in a constant state of

stupor. "When brought to this hos-

pital he was nearly senseless, but
upon being spoken to he seemed
conscious of what was said. He had
an anxious countenance ; bowels re-

laxed, six or seven times in the 24
hours, and his alvine dejections were
of a light colour, and very watery ;

he suffered much from pressure over

the whole abdomen ; but more espe-

cially in the tract of the colon ; his

tongue, which he could protrude but

a little distance from his mouth, was
glazed, and chapped, brownish fur

covering the centre and base, having

a morbid redness at the tip and edges

;

urine scanty, but of a high colour,

and after remaining some time de-

posits a sediment; skin hot, and rather

dry ;
pulse quick, small, and teeble,

100 in a minute ; complains of being

very thirsty.

Cataplas sinap. ahdomini—Emp. lyttce

nucha, lottofrigida. capiii.

R. Mist crates comp. ^]. post singulas sedes

liquidas. Milk, arrow-root, sago,

beef-tea, oj. quotidie.

Hot bottles to his feet, tepid sponging.

8.—Passed a very restless night

;

his bowels have not been open since

he took the chalk mixture. He was
delirious the greater part of the night

;

in other respects he is much the same
as yesterday.

Rep. cataplasma sinap. abdomini.

8, P.M.—His bowels have not been
open, the pain about his abdomen
very severe, and he is unable to pass

his water.

Injiciatur enema statim.

Water drawn oflf by the cathetlier.

Rep. cataplas sinap abdomini.^

June 9.—The pain in his abdomen
continues still. He complains this

morning of sharp pains flying across

his head. His bowels have not been
open ; still unable to pass his water
without the aid of the catheter.

Skin, tongue, and countenance much
in the same state ; pulse small and
feeble, 80. Tepid sponging con-

tinued.

Hirudines xij. abdomiiii statim.

8, P. M.^—Has been a little relieved

from the leeches ; the pain still severe

;

bowels not open.

Emp. hjttte amp. abdom.

R. Pulv. rhai gr. x. statim si alvus non solut

fuerit hor. un. spat, injiciatur enema.

10.—Continues to be very deli-

rious ; does not take notice of any
thing ; passed his water this morning
without the use of the catheter ; it is

of a high colour and copious ; after

standing for some time deposits a

sediment, although not so much as

before ; pulse small and feeble, 86

;

bowels open once since last report;

the pain about the abdomen a little

relieved from the blister.

R. 01. ricini ^ss. statim—si alv. non solut

fuerit hor. du. spat. inj. enem.

1 1 .—Hisbowels became open about

2 o'clock, A. M. ; since then, he has

not felt so much pain about the ab-

domen, neither has he been so de-

lirious ; still complains of darting

pains in his head. His tongue does

not appear this morning so glossy as

yesterday ; but there is a collection of

sordes about his teeth and gums ; the

tongue having the same appearance

in other respects. He has been very

sick this morning, every thing he has

taken was soon vomited; skin hot
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and dry, more so than it has been
since his admission

; pulse small, 110.

11. Puh. rliai. c creta gr. xij. statini c

haust efferves 4 th. Tep'd sponging
continued. Diet—beef tea, milk,

and arrow root.

13.—The sickness has nearly sub-
sided ; his skin is a great deal cooler

;

urine of a much lighter colour
; pulse

small, feeble. 80 ; tongue of a better

colour and moist ; delirium continues

;

countenance anxious ; bowels open.

R. Sulph. qttininte gr. v. e.r inf. ros<B comp.
Jiss. ^tis horis sumend. vin. rub. ^ss.

bis die.

Rep. Pulv. rlicei gr. x. omni nocte.

14.—Has passed a much better
night than he has since his admis-
sion : he appears this morning more
sensible; countenance improved; skin
moist and comfortable; tongue clean;
sordes left the gums ; bowels open
once; urine of a natural colour.
Pergat.

16.—Continues to improve. His
head however is still affected, and he
appears very low in spirits. His
daughter, who was with him to day,
told me, that he had been in the
habit of beating and ill-treating his
wife, who had died about a month
ago, almost broken hearted ; which,
she said, appeared to affect him so
much, that he had not appeared like
the same person since : this she sus-
pected was principally the cause of
his present illness.

Pergat in usu msdicamentorum
Vin. rub. Jj. daily. Milk increased to.

Ibij. daily.

17.—His bowels have not been
open since the day before yesterday

;

in other respects he appears much
better

; tongue clear and moist ; skin
comfortable

; pulse small but irregu-
lar, 70 ; complains of pain in his epi-

gastrium and head; his spirits con-
tinue very low, and he cannot bear to
be spoken to.

R Pulv. rhei statim. hac noct. rep. si opus
sit. quinine continued.

20.—He does nothing but fret and
grumble night and day for fear he
should not get well; complains of
pain in his forehead; this morning

his bowels became open from the me-
dicine once, and have not b'feen open
since.

11 Pulv. rhei gr. x. statim. et rep. omni
nocte si opus sit.

Emp. canth. fronti.

23.—Remains much the same.

Pulv. rhei gr. x. v. quotidie. Quinine
continued.

Tinct. hyosciami nj, xx. Gtis. h. Mut-
ton chop daily.

July 8.—He has continued to gra-
dually improve since last report, suf-
fering occasionally from pain in his
head, which this morning is rather
violent ; he feels very weak, especially
about his loins, knees, and ankles.

Hirudines xij. temp,

Emp. hjttee aur sing.

July 1 4.—He has experienced great
relief from the leeches and blisters,

and feels himself much better ; his
mind appears more calm.

Rep. mist, quinin. c. hyoscyam. Por-
ter Ibj. vin. rub. %\v. quotidie.

18-—He improves very gradually
;

he has begun to fret again since yes-
terday, when he saw one of his chil-

dren.

R Sp. ammon. aromat. 5J. soda carb. 9jss.
c mist, camph. Jiss. omni nocte.

26.—Since last report he has been
able to get up, although he cannot
walk, owing to extreme weakness

;

appears to suffer a good deal from
pain in his loins and joints ; tongue
healthy

; pulse small, 76 ; has shoot-
ing pains in his head at times.

Bain. cald. hac nocte. et alt. vesper.
Pergat in usu. medicamentorum.

29.—Continues to feel very weak,
but gradually improves.

Sp. amnion, aromat. 5]. ex mist. camp.
6tis. horis sumend.

Aug. 1 .

—

Conf. rutce 5ij . decoct, avert-
da Ibj

. sit enema quo injiciendum.
2.—His bowels are confined.

01. Ricini ^ss. statim.

4.—His bowels have been open
from the castor oil; feels sick, and
complains of pains in the epigastrium.

Catap. sinap. epigastrio.

Acid hydrocyanic m. ij. Gtis. h. haust
efferves. Meat daily; porter Ibj.

continued.
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9.—Finding himself much better,

and gaining a Uttle strength, he fan-

cied fresh air would be beneficial to

him ; he therefore left the hospital,

with permission to take some medi-

cines with him.

HOPITAL DE LA PITIE.

Purulent Ophthalmia.— Supervention

of Cholera in Intermittent Fever.

A SHORT time since an asylum had

been opened for receiving the orphans

of those who had fallen victims to

the ravages of the cholera in this

capital. The house already contained

300 children, who, by the aid of the

funds subscribed by all classes for this

object, were to be supported, educat-

ed, and subsequently apprenticed to

various trades, according to their

capacities. During the last three

weeks the measles attacked a large

majority of the children in this esta-

blishment, but had nearly disappeared,

when, at the commencement of the

present week, and just at the period

when the cholera was beginning once

more to abate in this city, another

epidemic, not so violent, but equally

general, broke out amongst the or-

phans of the asylum above-mentioned.

The disease is no other than a violent

and purulent ophthalmia, and so in-

discriminate has been its attack, that

out of the 300 children in the insti-

tution, 299 have been seized with the

malady, and the sufferings of those

little creatures are in many instances

extremely severe. As you may well

imagine, the appearance of this second

epidemic is attributed to a variety of

causes, but the only rational one is

the atmospheric influence, for during

the last ten days the changes of at-

mosphere, the sudden transitions from

heat to cold, have been so trying, that

even an immense number of adults

have been seized with catarrhal and
pulmonary complaints, and therefore

it is not to be wondered at that chil-

dren should suffer in some way from

the same morbific cause ; besides, the

purulent character of the ophthalmia

in question would account for its

spreading to the whole of the inmates

of the asylum. In consequence of

the crowded state of tlie dormitory in

that establishment, several of the chil-

dren have been removed to some of

the hospitals. I had an opportunity

of seeing thirteen of them to day at

the Hopital de la Pitie ; they seem to

suffer extreme pain from the local

inflammation, which, although violent,

is unattended by the least symptoms
of fever ; the discharge from the tunica

conjunctiva is most abundant, and
similar in colour to that of gonorrhoea.

The transparent cornea does not seem
to share in the inflammation so appa-

rent in the other external appendages

of the eye, and this circumstance has

furnished a favourable prognostic as

to the march of the disease. With
respect to the treatment, it is as yet

purely French (with some exceptions);

for the last two days the efficacy of

the medicine expectante has been tried

without producing any particular

change in the symptoms ; no active

measures have been attempted, at

least at the Hopital de la Pitie, ex-

cept in the case of one girl, aged ten

years, from whom a small quantity of

blood was taken by the lancet, and

with marked improvement. The other

treatment consists of injections of

tepid distilled water, or of an infu-

sion of marsh-mallows root ; applica-

tion of a mild cerate to the eyelids to

prevent agglutination ; mucilaginous

drinks, and strict diet. A few days
will suffice to prove the inefficacy or

benefit of this lenient method, and
when obtained I shall put you in pos-

session of the results. Before closing

this communication, it may not be
amiss to inform you of the effect

which has almost immediately follow-

ed the exhibition of the sulphate of

quinine in cases of intermittent fever,

at the Hopital de la Pitie, since the

invasion of cholera. I have seen three

cases of this description ; in the two
first, the attack of cholera occurred

on the day following the exhibition of

the quinine, and in one proved fatal.

The physician was so much surprised
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at the immediate appearance of cho-

lera in the second case, after the

quinine had been taken, and espe-

cially as both patients had not the

slightest symptoms of cholera on their

admission, that he came to the reso-

lution of not ordering it again during

the continuance of that formidable

disease. However, for reasons best

known to himself, and probably upon

mature deliberation, he again ordered

the sulphate of quinine for a female

patient, who came in on Monday last,

labouring under intermittent fever,

but on the following morning he found

that she had been attacked with cho-

lera during the night. This third

case seems to have removed all doubt

as to the singular effect of quinine

under these circumstances, and its

use has been altogether abandoned,

in cases of intermittent in the

wards, in which these accidents have

occurred. What renders the above

cases more singular is the fact, that M.
Alibert has been prescribing sulphate

of quinine and ipecacuanha with much
success in cholera, at the Hopital St.

Louis.

Of the ophthalmia at the Hopital

de la Pitie, which has more of the

character of an endemic than an epi-

demic disease, I cannot as yet afford

you any satisfactory details. Several

methods have been tried, but an effi-

cacious one has not, up to the pre-

sent moment, been resorted to ; the

milk and water method produced lit-

tle benefit, no more than the lotions

with infusion of marsh-mallows, ap-

plication of cerates, and mercurial

lotions. Within the last few days,

M. Piorry, the physician, has been

trying the effect of pressure upon the

diseased organ, but this does not seem

to lead to any marked improvement.

This morning blisters had been order-

ed in some of the cases, and although

the light has been carefully excluded

by curtains, the little sufferers seem
in as much torture as ever.

The cholera is diminishing steadily,

but not rapidly ; it is the opinion of

some here, that its total disappearance

will not take place for some time.

NECROLOGY.

M. Meiraux, M. D. professor of natural
history at the College, Charlemagne.
On board his Majesty's ship Beagle, on

the 19th May last, off Batavia, Charles
Musters, M.D. of Colwick Hall, Notts.

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.

Dr. Charles Price, of Brighton, has been
appointed by the Lord Chamberlain of his

Majesty's household, physician extraordinary

to the king.

M. Lecanu has been appointed professor

adjoint, at the School of Pharmacy in Paris,

in the place of M. Bourrial.

Professor Guillery, of Brussels, has been
elected member of the Society of the Chemi-
cal, Physical, and Natural Sciences, in Paris.

M. de Blainville, memberof the Academic
des Sciences, Paris, the successor of the cele-

brated Cuvier, has been elected foreign

associate of the Royal Society.

M. Achille Comte, author of the " Ta-
bleaux Methodiques du Regne Animal," has
been appointed by the Minister of the Inte-

rior, professor of natural history at the Col-
lege, Charlemagne, in the room of Dr. Mei-
raux, lately deceased.

M. Dumas has been appointed professor

of chemistry at the Jardin des Plantes, in

the place of M. Seroullas, deceased. MM.
Robiquet, Pelletier, Bussy, and Caventon,
were the other candidates.

M. Elie de Beaumont has been appointed
to the chair of geology, at the College of

France, in the room of M. Cuvier.

NAVY APPOINTMENTS.

Assistant-surgeon C. J. Fox to tlie Dryad,
as surgeon ; assistant-surgeon H. D. R.
Heming, to the Meteor; assistant-surgeon

A. Kilroy, to the Alban; assistant-surgeon J.

M. Valence, to the Mutine ; Mr. D. Thomp-
son, supernumerary assistant-surgeon to the

Victory.

FRENCH PROFESSORS.

MM. Broussais, Breschet, and Esquirol,

are candidates for the seat vacant in the

Academie des Sciences by the death of

Baron Portal.

MM. Berard, Flourens, and Serres, are

candidates for the professorship of anatomy
at the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle, which
is likewise vacant, in consequence of the

death of M. Portal. The vacant professor-

ship of anatomy at the College de France
(lately held by the Baron,) will not be filled

up.

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

The late Epidemic Cholera at Danzick.

In the press, and shortly will be published,

by authority of, and dedicated by permission

to his Majesty's most Honourable Privy

Council, the Substance of the Medical Re-
ports upon the Cholera Morbus, which pre-
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vailed at Danzick between the end of May
and first part of September, 1831; founded

on actual Observation and accurate Inquiry,

and transmitted to their Lordships. By John
Harnett, M.D. &c. &c. R.N.

In presenting the Substance of his Re-
ports to the public, the object of the writer

is to record the actual progress of the dis-

ease, its real nature in as far as it has been

ascertained from actual observation, the pre-

ventive means, the general principles and
most essential particulars of the treatment

;

and above all to remove by a series of incon-

trovertible facts those ungroinided fears

which are entertained of its being communi-
cated either from person to person, or by tlie

clothes and bedding or other effects of those

attacked with it.

*4j* We recommend this forthcoming

Work as one of the most graphic, and able,

and honest hitherto published.

—

Eds.

Bulletin des Sciences Medicales. Par M.
Fermon. Dec. 1831.

We regret to observe the discontinuation

of this highly instructive and valuable pe-
riodical.

The Dublin Journal of Medicine and Che-
mical Science. No. iv., vol. 11, Sept.

This periodical promises to become the

most scientific in this empire. The present

number contains original essays by Cramp-
ton (Surgeon-General), Drs. Graves, Stokes,

Montgomery, Lendrick, Fergusson, Law,
Churchill, &c. &c.

Observations on Spasmodic Cholera; its

Origin, Nature, and Treatment, with Re-
marks on Epidemic Diseases generally.

Second Edition ; with Additions and Altera-

tions. By Henry M'Cormac, M.D., &c. &c.
London, 1832. Longman and Co.

This is an able and scientific essay, which
shews the author to possess much experience
and judgment.

Letters on the Cholera Morbus ; containing

ample Evidence that this Disease cannot be
communicated from the Persons of those la-

bouring under it to others by contact, through
the Medium of Tnanimate Substances, or

through the Medium of the Atmosphere, and
that M Restrictions by Cordon and Quaran-
tine Regulations are useless or injurious to

Society. By a Professional Man of Thirty

Years Experience.

We recommend this pamphlet as one of

the best we have seen on the question of

contagion of cholera. Whoever reads it must
be convinced that cholera is not contagious,

and that the prior and present Boards of

Health have declared the disease to be in-

fectious contrary to the clearest evidence.

A Lecture, delivered in King's College,

London, on the 14th March, 1832 (intro-

ductory to the Second Course). By Gilbert

T. Burnett, F.L.S. Professor of Botany to the

College, and to the Medico-Botanical Society,

London, 1832. Adlard, Batholomew-close.

This is a well-written, classical and deeply

interesting Lecture.

The members of the profession, who con-
sider the damages awarded in the case of

Ramadge v. Ryan excessive, have commenced
a subscription to enable the defendant to

apply for a new trial, or defray same.
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SE LECTIONS
FROM THE

CLINICAL LECTURES,
DELIVERED AT THE

HOTEL-DIEU IN PARIS,

During the Session of 1831-32;

BY BARON DUPUYTREN,
PRINCIPAL SURGEON OF THAT HOSPITAL.

The Excision of Hemorrhoidal Tumours.

Dr. Marx, adds M. Dupuytren, inquired of

me, if we should not always, and in every

case, cauterize immediately after the operation,

rather than run the chance of internal he-

morrhage, wliich presents the serious dangers

we have already explained. I agree witli

him, for it results from the recapitulation of

a great number of hemorrlioidal extirpations,

wliich I have performed at the hospital, as

well as in the city, that this consecutive in-

ternal hemorrhage came on unexpectedly in

two fifths of the cases of operations which

have not been cauterized ; never on the con-

trary has it taken place in cases where cau-

tery has been used. The question then to be

decided is, are not the inconveniences of cau-

terization preferable to the dangers to which
the patient is exposed from hemorrhage?
Now it may be remarked to me, that no

comparison can be made between them, that

the inflammation and tumefaction which oc-

cur after cauterization, the irritation which
extends to tlie rectum and urinary organs,

generally yield to the simple treatment which
I have before pointed out, and have never
been followed by fatal effects; while on the

contrary internal hemorrhage puts the pa-
tient's life into the most imminent danger.
Let us suppose a case where some circum-
stance would not permit assistance to be
given in time to the patient attacked by in-

ternal hemorrhage, he will perish, and the

operator will feel the greatest regret for not
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having prevented this accident by using cau-

terization. Finally, it may be said to me,
that since this hemorrhage occurs in a great

majority of cases, and that it is impossible to

know a priori, if tlie patient that is to be

operated on may be one of the few who es-

cape this accident, why not admit it as a prin-

ciple that cauterization should always be used.

I acknowledge that these considerations ap-

peared to me to be just, and they will lead us

without doubt to modify the treatment whicli

we have used to this day in these cases. A
treatment as certain in stopping hemorrhage,

is the introduction of a pig's bladder stuffed

with charpie into the anus. Though it suc-

ceeded in the first operation of this kind that

I performed, says M. Dupuytren, I perceived

tliat it was very annoying to the patient, and
that it was almost always expelled involun-

tarily by spontaneous efforts, which were in-

duced by its presence. The other conse-

quences of the excision of hemorrhoidal
tumours are much less dangerous and less

unpleasant. There frequently appears a con-

siderable tumefaction of the cellular and
adipose tissue of the anus; the principal in-

convenience attending this tumefaction is the

severe irritation of the rectum, in conse-

quence of which the patient, during four or

five days after tlie operation, feels it quite

impossible to go to stool : but the aperient

and the enema being again administered,

strict regimen being observed, this want will

be very much moderated, and will remove a
constipation of some days, which would be
otherwise annoying. This tumefaction may
also cause a retention of urine, but we pos-

sess most efficacious means of removing thisj

as for the tumefaction, it yields quickly td

the application of leeches, emollient fomen-
tations, baths, &c. The pain attendant on
excision is intense, but almost instantaneous,

and this annoyance, which is inseparable from
the slightest operation, should not be weighed
against the pain and danger caused by the

disease. After the operation the patient is

liable to different affections, which ought to

be the special objects of the surgeon's atten-

tion, and which it is in his power to prevent.
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It must be acknowledged that persons af-

fected with disorganized hemorrhoids, are

reduced to a state of profound anemia, to

asthenia, brought on by the abundance and
frequency of hemorrhages or sero-purulent

discharges. These evacuations, to which the

patient has for a long period been subject,

cannot be suddenly stopped without causing a

reaction in the whole system ; a general state

of artificial plethora is induced, sanguine

congestions take place in the lungs, liver, and
brain, and affections of these organs may
follow. The patient is often seized with

syncope, spasms, giddiness, and falls into a

state of alarming insensibility ; the arteries

pulsate with such violence that one would
think that there was aneurismal diathesis,

if these anormal pulsations were not chang-

ing every instant their seat and form ; and it

is a remarkable fact, that this plethora coin-

cides with a pale complexion, the skin gene-
rally yellow, or earthy coloured, especially

the face, and with great weakness. Repeated
bleeding for some time, and at short intervals,

if the patient is young, vigorous, and robust

;

and if the discharge from the anus has been
sanguine, the introduction of a seton and of

a cautery, if the discharges were of a puru-
lent nature ; these two remedies combined, if

the case require them, gentle laxatives fre-

quently administered. These are the most
approved remedies, and this is the most ra-

tional prophylactic treatment we can make
use of to prevent a plethora, the existence of

which would lead to the most serious danger.

When the excision of the external tumour is

performed, the cicatrix which remains, either

from constriction of the sphincter, or from
the tension of the teguments and of the

anus, is sufficient in the greater number of

cases to oppose efficiently the protrusion of
the internal tumour, and we can then dispense
with having recourse to the excision of the

latter. Beside, the second excision, like that

of the external tumour, is generally without
injury, and the patient is completely cured of
the disease. Excision may sometimes be
followed by contraction of the anus. J. L.
Petit has reported a case where the contrac-

tion was such, that the pipe of a syringe
could scarcely be introduced ; and this acci-

dent can be prevented by introducing into the
intestines large wicks, and by renewing them
until the cure is perfect. Let us now apply the
directions given by M. Dupuytren, his parti-

cular practice, and that of his hospital will

furnish us with a number of cases. 1st ob-
servation.—A shoemaker, about thirty years
of age, came some time since for advice for

hemorrhoidal tumours, which weakened him
very much ; his trade obliged him to sit con-
tinually bent ; but he attributed his disease

to a visit he made in Champagne, where he
indulged in numerous excesses in the wine
of that province. It was at that time in fact

he first perceived that tumours had formed at

the verge of the anus. They were at first

small, very slightly painful, and only pro-

truded when the patient went to stool ; they
afterwards increased considerably in size.

These tumours, as in many other cases, pre-

sented two stages, one which may be called

inert, during which time the hemorrhoids did

not discharge, or the discharge was a slight

serous oozing, without any inflammatory

symptoms; the other stage, designated he-

morrhoidal crisis, is perceived by swelling

inflammation, severe darting pains, a consi-

derable discharge of blood, afterward of san-

guineous serosity. These crises returned more
frequently, their duration increased, the suf-

ferings of the patient became more violent,

and his health suffered great injury. When
he came to the hospital he was weak, ema-
ciated, and yellow; he walked quite bent,

and could not straighten himself. This po-

sition resulted from a considerable protrusion

of the hemorrhoids, which was at least as

large as the fist of a child of seven or eight

years old, and was composed of two tumours,

one internal, the other external. The patient

was besides affected with obstinate constipa-

tion, which is often the consequence of an
irritation, which extends itself to the rectum,

and of a retention of urine, a complication

not less common than the preceding. M. Du-
puytren recommended the administration of

enemas, and the use of baths ; by these

means the retention of the urine was removed,
but the faecal matter remained. The swel-

ling of the hemorrhoids was much diminished,

there was less redness, the patient suffered

much less. There is no doubt that leeches,

emollient fomentations, baths, enemas, rest,

and proper drink, will not cure the actual

crisis, but it is evident that such treatment
will palliate it, and that accidents will repro-

duce this affection at an epoch more or less

distant, according to the hygienic state of the
patient.

We may be asked perhaps what inconve-
nience would result from the use of this pal-

liative treatment at each return of the crisis ?

It is the treatment adopted by many physi-
cians ; it is also preferred by many patients

who dread the operation. It sometimes hap-
pens that this temporary relief retards the

return of the crises, and renders them more
unusual; but more frequently they reappear,

and the health of the patient visibly alters.

This motive, however allowable it may be,

should not be put in comparison to the dread-
ful effects whicli the continuance of the dis-

ease would bring on ; the tumours, external

as well as internal, often become scirrhus

;

sometimes, the latter, on its development,

recedes up the rectum, to a height which we
cannot attain, and the disorganization ex-

tends itself in the inside of the intestines.

If to these disagreeable consequences you
add the general state of the patient, who pre-

sents a severe affection of the system, you
will think with me, says M. Dupuytren, that

it is necessary to practise excision in the ac-
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tual crisis. But again, do not think tliat in

giving this opinion, I mean that the extirpa-

tion of the hemorrhoids should always be

practised; I have pointed out before in what
circumstances they sliould be left to nature,

and when they should be removed by cutting

instruments. After these preliminary consi-

derations, M. Dupuytren directed that the

patient should be brought. He lay on the

bed on his knees and elbows, his thighs se-

parated, and with the scissors before men-
tioned, the professor excised the hemorrhoidal

tumours ; after the excision the wound was
not cauterized. Cauterization, though cer-

tain in its results, has something appalling to

the spectators. I have seen you shudder
more than once at the sight of the red iron,

and at the cloud of smoke which rises from
the cauterized part; you may judge what an
impression sucli a preparation would produce

on the friends and relations of the patient,

who are not, like you, accustomed to such

scenes.

Meanwhile, fearing that the hemorrhage
would supervene, we recommended to the

surgeon of the ward to watcli the patient with

the greatest care, and to apply the cautery if

the blood began to flow in the rectum. It

was also to avoid this disastrous occurrence,

that we make it a rule not to apply the dres-

sings for some hours after the operation, be-

cause it is to be feared that the dressings

would only hinder the blood from flowing

out, and thus cause it to flow back into the

superior intestines.

What we apprehended, continued M. Du-
puytren, happened the next day, an internal

hemorrliage manifested itself; the pupil of

the ward was not mistaken, from the symp-
toms we had so plainly pointed out; he had
recourse to the means that have always suc-

ceeded with us. He gave him an enema,
which brought away a great quantity of

blood, a second enema brought a considerable

clot ; he then made the patient strain, first

to expel any blood that might remain, and
secondly, to cause relaxation of the sphincter,

and exhibit the surface of the divided arte-

ries ; then he applied to the bleeding parts

two red hot iron instruments. The hemor-
rhage did not reappear, and from this period

the patient no longer experienced colic pains,

nor syncope.

The quantity of blood lost in this opera-

tion has been estimated to be three, four, and
five pounds. It flows into the descending
colon, also the transverse and ascending, and
as far as the ccecum, but never beyond this.

The patient, whose case we are describing,

presented a complete assemblage of the symp-
toms of the disease, and the consequences of

the operation. From the effects of cauteri-

zation he experienced a retention of urine,

when it was necessary to use the catheter

;

after the evacuation of a great quantity of
urine, he felt violent pain, which did not
cease until the organ returned to its usual

o 2

state. But the inflammation and swelling
caused by cauterization are already diminish-
ed, the patient is going on well, and in about
fifteen days he will be cured.

Finally, we know that persons affected

with hemorrhoids are subject to obstinate

constipation ; in this case it lasted for several

days ; excision, as it often happens, had
increased it. We have already remarked,
that we should not induce stool until the in-

flammation and swelling have decreased or
even disappeared ; because before that time,

the faecal matter cannot be expelled without
causing violent pain, augmenting the irrita-

tion, and tearing the parts. It was not until

after this time that enemas and gentle ape-
rients were administered. The sixth day
after the operation, all these accidents were
dissipated, he went with ease to stool, he
had no pain, and wished to be discharged.

SELECTIONS
FROM THE

LECTURES
OF

SIR GEORGE L. TUTHILL.

{^Continuedfrom page 1G5.)

APOPLEXIA SEROSA, OR SEROUS APOPLEXY.

This disease agrees with the former one in

there being a complete and universal priva-

tion of sensation and voluntary motion,
whilst the action of the heart and arteries

remains. Sanguineous apoplexy makes its

attack more suddenly than serous. It gene-
rally attacks persons who are advanced in

life, and who have been previously much
weakened by disease. Here there is a ple-

thoric state of the veins of the head ; and the

gradual drowsiness at first becomes habitual,

and excessive ; the operations of the mind
become torpid, and the natural functions of
the body are imperfect. The secretions from
the blood are diminished by the morbid
fullness of the veins, and anasarca gene-
rally comes on in old persons of a leuco-

phlegmatic temperament. A leuco-phleg-

matic temperament is one in which the blood
contains a larger quantity of serum than is

natural, and consequently greatly predis-

poses to apoplexia serosa, and who are sub-
ject to dropsical diseases; and this may, in-

deed, be considered as one variety of drop-
sical disease. Where this disease comes on
gradually, the patient becomes drowsy, and
the powers of the understanding seem ex-
cited with difficulty, and the faculties of

memory and imagination seem suspended.

At length all these symptoms increase great-

ly, and all voluntary motion seems lost.
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The face becomes pale, and the features

swell; the pulse is small, weak, and irregu-

lar ; respiration is oppressed and stertorous;

the extremities are cold and placid ; and if

the sudden loss of power be great, the other

symptoms will resemble those of sanguine-

ous apoplexy. There is generally some fal-

tering of the voice and impediment of the

speech before the attack comes on.

Diagnosis.—Serous apoplexy may be dis-

tinguished from paralysis, by the loss of

power and voluntary motion ; from epilepsy,

by there being no convulsions ; from apo-

plexia-sanguinea, by the pale countenance

and disordered health; and from syncope, by
the action of the heart and arteries.

Prognosis.—This is highly unfavourable,

more so than in the other form of apoplexia-

sanguinea ; it is unfavourable in proportion

as the symptoms are violent and well

marked. After death the secreted fluid is

found effused in the ventricles of the brain,

and sometimes under the pia mater, and into

the cellular structure of the membranes of

the brain. Sometimes there is a larger quan-
tity effused into the ventricles, and some-
times cavities are found in the hemispheres
filled with fluid, around which cavities the

substance of the brain is tough like mem-
brane.

Causes.—The causes of serous apoplexy
are divided into remote and proximate ; and
the proximate cause is pressure upon the

brain from fluid effused between the hemi-
spheres or the membranes, or into the sub-

stance of the brain itself.

The remote causes are divided into pre-

disposing and exciting ; and with regard to

predisposition, different states of the vascu-

lar system will favour the production of this

disease. Great tenuity of the blood, ple-

thora in the veins of the head, relaxation of

the exhalent vessels within the cranium

;

and if the disease arose from venous ple-

thora, the quantity of blood poured from the

arteries into the veins would cause the ex-
halents to secrete a large quantity of serum ;

and if the absorbents did not take it up in

proportion as it was formed, it would cause
effusion upon the brain. This disease may
occur from tenuity of blood, where the pa-
tient is of a leuco-phlegmatic habit. An
accumulation of serum may take place in

each cavity of the body ; and a relaxation of
the exhalent arteries of the cranium, suffer-

ing a large quantity of fluid to pass through
them, collecting faster than the absorbents

can take it up ; or, on the other hand, if

there be a want of action in the absorbent
vessels themselves, the result would be the

same. If in this disease the absorbents do
not take up the same quantity of serum that

the exhalents pour out, the consequence will

•be, that a collection of serum will take
place upon the cranium ; and, under such
circumstances, the exciting causes of san-

guineous apoplexy will also produce this.

Treatment.—Your principal object in the

treatment of this disease will be to remove
the secreted fluid collected in the cranium

.

The process of absorption in the cranium is

very tedious, and the patient cannot suffer

under this disease for many hours without
death. And here the patient is unable to

swallow ; and if any substance should even
enter the stomach, it may not produce the

usual effects which it does when the patient

is in health. If the quantity of effused se-

rum be sufficient to suspend the functions of

the brain, the patient will die. The most
favourable case is, where the quantity effused

is not sufficient to suspend the functions of

the brain, but assisted by a plethoric state of

the veins of the head. You can then re-

move the plethora by bleeding, and when
that has been done, if the quantity of effused

serum remaining be insufficient to do harm,
the patient will recover. This is the only

case favourable to recovery. As this disease

attacks those of a debilitated habit, and
occurs where a leuco-phlegmatic tempera-
ment prevails, it has been said by some that

bleeding is hurtful. If bleeding does not

succeed, nothing else will. The better way
to proceed is as if the disease were occa-

sioned by vascular fullness in the cranium ;

and by taking a moderate quantity of blood

from the jugular vein, great benefit may re-

sult to the patient. Purgatives may then be

administered freely. A pill of

Hydrarg. suhmuriat, gr. v.

Extract colocynth comp. gr. x.

may be given ; and three or four hours
afterwards give a common black draught,

which may be repeated every hour or two
until it operates freely. If the patient is

unable to swallow, a purgative injection may
be given him, or a flexible tube may be
passed down the oesophagus ; and a purga-
tive dra>ight given, as in sanguineous apo-
plexy. If, after the bleeding, the patient is

still unable to swallow, the case becomes a
hopeless one. Mercury is sometimes rubbed
on the absorbent ; but if the patient can
swallow it is better to give him calomel in-

ternally, as it may then serve the purposes
both of an alterative and a purgative. If

the patient be sufficiently relieved by the
bleeding, diuretics are sometimes given to

promote the secretion of urine.

R. Hydrarg submuriat, gr. ss.

Pulvis digitalis, gr. 1.

Pulvis scilla, gr. ij. Misce fiat pvlvis

ter in die sumendus.

Whilst taking these powders the patient
may drink a saturated solution of supertar-
trate of potass, with a little spiritus sumperi.
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THE

ANATOMICAL EXERCITATIONS
OF

WILLIAM HARVEY, M.D.

(^Continuedfrom page 45.)

CHAP. XII.

That there is a circulation of the Blood, being

confirmedfrom the second supposition.

Since these things are so, it is also certain

that another thing which I said before is

likewise confirmed, that the blood con-
tinually passes through the heart. For we
see that the blood flows from the arteries

into the veins, not from the veins into the
arteries. We likewise see that from one
arm the whole mass of blood may be ex-
hausted, and that too by opening one cuticu-

lar vein with a lancet, if the ligature be
properly applied. We see, besides, that it

is so impetuously and abundantly effused,

that not only that which was comprehended
in the arm, beneath the ligature, before the
section, is quickly and in a little time eva-
cuated, but likewise the blood from the whole
body, as well from the arteries as from the
veins.

Wherefore it is necessary, in the first

place, to be confessed, that by strength and
impetus it is supplied, and by force it is

driven beneath the ligature (for with power
and impetus it disappears therefore by the
strength and pulsation of the heart) ; for the

force and impulsion of the blood is solely

from the heart.

Then it is also to be confessed that this

flux proceeds from the heart, and that it

flows by a passage made through the heart
out of the great veins, as below the ligature

the blood enters through the arteries, not
through the veins ; and that the arteries

never receive blood from the veins, unless
from the left ventricle of the heart.

Nor could there be in any other manner
so much blood exhausted from one vein, so

abundantly and impetuously, so easily and
so suddenly, a ligature having been made
alone, unless the consequences were achieved
by the force and impulsion of the heart, as is

stated.

And if these things be so, we may openly
make a computation of the quantity, and
argue concerning the motion of the blood.

For if any one (the blood breaking out ac-
cording to its usual effusion and impetus,)
allow this to happen in phlebotomy for half
an hour, there is no doubt, but that the
greatest part being exhausted, syncope and
lypothymia would follow, and not only the
arteries, but the greatest veins would also
be emptied. Therefore it stands to reason,
that in the space of half an hour there passes

so much out of the great vein through the
heart into the aorta.

Further, if you should estimate how many
ounces flow through one arm, or how many
ounces are propelled below the gentle or
lower ligature in twenty or thirty pulsations,
truly it would be worth thinking how much
may pass through the other arm, both the
legs, and through the neck, also through all

the other veins and arteries of the body ; in
all of which, in the meanwhile, the flow
which is made through the lungs and ven-
tricles of the heart, must continually suggest
the necessity of new blood, and that from
the veins, and so to make a circuit about the
veins ; it is, therefore, necessary that there
should be a circulation, since it is not pos-
sible for so great a quantity to be supplied
from the food we take, and that it is far

greater than is convenient for the nutrition
of the parts. It is to be observed further,

that in the administration of phlebotomy
this assertion happens sometimes to be con-
firmed. For though you bind the right arm
with a ligature, and lance it as it should be
with a convenient orifice, and administer all

things rightly, yet if fear, lipopsychia
(through the passion of the mind), or any
other cause supervene, so that the heart
pulsates more languidly, the blood will by
no means pass through, unless drop by
drop, particularly if the ligature be made a
little more strict or tight. The reason is,

because the pulse is more languid on account
of the artery being compressed, the impel-
ling power is enfeebled, is not able to open
the passage, and thrust out the blood below
the ligature

; yea, the enervated and languid
heart is not able to draw it through the
lungs, or to remove it plentifully from the
veins into the arteries. In the same manner
it happens by these causes that the men-
struation of women, and all hemorrhages,
are obstructed. You also observe this from
the contrary ; for fear being removed, and
the spirit recollected, when they return to
themselves, the pulsific strength being now
increased, you shall behold the arteries to
beat more vehemently in that heart where
they are compressed and move in the wrist,

and the blood to gush out further through
the orifice.

The third supposition is confirmed, and that

there is a circulation of the blood from it.

Hitherto we have spoken of the quantity
of blood which passes through the heart and
lungs in the centre of the body, and likewise

from the arteries into the veins and habit of
the body ; it remains that we explain in what
manner the blood returns from the extremi-
ties to the heart, and how the veins convey it

from the extreme parts to the centre : this

being done, we consider that the three funda-
mental propositions concerning the circular-
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tion of the blood will be clear, true, stable,

and sufficient to obtain confidence.

But this shall be explicit enough from tlie

yalves which are found in the concavities of

these veins, their use, and from ocular proofs.

The most famous Hieronymus Faber. ab

Aquapendente, a most learned anatomist,

and venerable old man; or as the most

learned Riolanus wished it, Jac Sylvius first

delineated the membranal valves in the veins

being of a sigmoid figure, or semilunary, as

the most projecting and thinnest parts of the

inward tunicles of the veins. They are situ-

ated in distant places, after a various manner,

in different individuals ; they are connate at

the sides of the veins, looking upwards to-

wards the roots of them, and in the middle

capacity both of them (for they are mostly

two) looking towards and equally and duly

touching one another, so much so as often to

approximate at the extremities, and to be

joined, that they should prevent anything to

return from the roots of the veins into the

little branches, or from the greater into the

lesser.

The discoverer of these valves did not un-

derstand their use, nor did others, for it is

not so that the blood by its weight should

pull downwards, for the valves look down-
wards in the jugular veins, and they prevent

the blood to be carried upwards. They look

backwards every where, but always towards

the roots of the veins and towards the heart.

I, as also others, have found the emulgent
veins and branches of the mesenteric, those

• which looked towards the vena cava and vena
porta ; and likewise that there are no such

alves in the arteries. And it is to be noticed,

that dogs and oxen have all their valves in

the division of the crural veins, at the com-
mencement of the OS sacrum, or in the iliac

branches adjacent to the coccyx, in which
there is nothing to be dreaded, on account of

the upright stature of the human body.

Nor are there valves in the jugulars, as

asserted by some, for fear of apoplexy, be-

cause the matter is apt in sleep to flow into

the head through the carotid arteries. Nor,

also, that the blood may stand still in divari-

cations, and also that the mass of blood

should not break into the small branches, or

those which are more capacious ; for they are

also placed where there are no divarications,

though I confess they are more frequent

where divarications are to be found. Nor,

finally, that the motion of the blood may
be retarded from the centre of the body ; for

it is likely that it is sent in leisurely of its

own accord out of the greater into the lesser

branches, and in this manner is separated

from the mass and fountain of the blood.

But the valves were made for this purpose,

lest the blood should move from the greater

into the lesser veins, and lacerate or distend

them, and, consequently, that it could not go
from the centre of the body to the extremi-

ties, but rather from the extremities to the

centre. Therefore by this motion the small

valves are easily closed, and prevent any fo-

reign body from entering into them ; for they
are so situated and ordained, that if anything
should not be sufficiently hindered in the pas-

sage by the apex of the foremost, but should

escape as it were through a chink, the con-

vexity or vault of the next might receive it,

and so prevent it from passing any further.

I have often tried that in dissection, if

beginning at the roots of the veins I advanced
a probe towards the small branches with all

the skill I could, it could not be further

driven by reason of the hindrance of the

valves. On the contrary, if I advanced it in,

outwardly from the branches towards the root,

it passed very freely. In many places two
valves are so intercliangeably placed and fit-

ted, that when they are elevated in the mid-
dle of the concavity of the vein, they closely

approximate, and in their extremities and
concavities are united so interchangeably,

that you can neither see with your eyesight,

nor any way discern any crevice or conjunc-

tion. On the contrary, from introducing a

probe outwards, they readily give way, and
like those gates or sluices by which the course

of rivers are stopped, they are easily turned

back to intercept the motion of the blood

from the vena cava and the heart, and being

closely lifted up in many places whilst they

are interchangeably shut, they do quite

hinder and suppress, nor by any means per-

mit the blood to move either upwards to the

heart or downwards to the feet, nor to the

sides or arms, but prevent and resist all man-
ner of motion of the blood, which is begun
in the greater veins and terminates in the
lesser, yet do obey any which is begun in the

small veins, and ends in the greater, and does
provide a free and open way for it.

But that this truth may more clearly ap-
pear, let the arm of a man be tied with a
ligature above the elbow, as for venesection,

there will appear a, a, at some distance, es-

pecially in rustics and the varicosed, small

nodes or tubercles b, c, d, d, e, f, not only
at the divarication at e, f, but also where
there is none at c, d, d ; and these nodes are
formed by the valves, they appearing in the

exterior part of the hand and arm, if you
move the blood with your finger and thumb,
from the node or valve o, to h, in the second
figure, you shall see that none can follow,

the valves preventing it, and that the part of

the vein h, o, of the second figure, drawn
down between the swelling and the finger is

quite obliterated, and yet full enough above
the node or valve o, G, is distended ; nay, if

you retain the blood driven down, and the

blood be removed at h, with the pressure of

the finger, and press down with the other

hand at the valve o, (fig. 3) being full, you
cannot drive or force the blood beyond the

valve o, and by so much the more you en-

deavour to do this, by so much the more you
will see the vein distended at the valve or tu-
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bercle at o, and yet that there is a vacuum
at H, o.

Hence, as .any one can make an experi-

ment in many places, that the functions of

the valves in the veins is similar to that of

the sigmoid valves of the aorta, and pulmo-

nary veins ; that they may be closed up, lest

they permit the blood to flow backwards, or

retrograde. Besides, the arm being tied as

before in A, a, the veins swelling, if you
press below the tubercle or valve for some
space L, (fig. 4.), and if afterwards you drive

up the blood with your finger above the

valve N, you will observe that the part of the

vein between l and m, remains empty, and
that the blood cannot return through the

valve H, o, (fig. 2.), but the finger being re-

moved at H, you shall see it fill again from
the inferior veins, as in d, c. (fig. 1.) Hence
it appears plainly, that the blood is moved
from the inferior to the superior parts, and
to the heart, and not on the contrary. And
in some places, where there is one, or where
there are many valves not sufficiently closed,

the passage of the blood, from the centre to

the extremities, does not seem to be im-
peded, though for the most part it appears

so ; or at least that which is carelessly per-

formed in some places, appears to be com-
pensated for in the following manner, either

by the order, frequency, or diligence of the

alves, so as the passages of the veins are

open to the ingress of blood to the heart, but
they are shut to the egress.

Moreover you will find, that if you bind
thf arm as already described, the veins being
turgid, the nodes or valves appearing, if you
apply your finger below any valve, firm the

vein with the thumb, that no blood will flow

upwards, then squeeze with your finger the

blood from that portion of the vein above

the valve t, n, as was before stated ; then

taking away your finger L, the vein will be

filled from the inferior parts D, c, and again

apply the finger and press the blood l, n,

and H, o ; . epeat these experiments a thou-

sand times in a very short period of time,

then imagine how much moves upwards by
compression beyond the valve, and multiply-

ing by a thousand, you shall find so much
blood passed through a small portion of the

vein, that you will suppose yourself per-

suaded of the circulation of the blood, and of

its rapid motion.

But lest you should say that nature is

forced by this experiment, perform it in

valves far distant, and observe, your thumb
being removed, how quickly the blood circu-

lates and fills the vein from the inferior part;

nor do I doubt but that you will find this to

be so on investigation.

CHAPTER XIV.

The conclusion of the demonstration of tlie

circulation of the Blood.

Now, in fine, it is right for us to bring our

opinion of the circulation of the blood, and

to propound it to all men. As all these
things may be confirmed by reasons and
ocular experiments, that the blood passes
through the lungs and heart by the pulse of
the ventricles, and is impelled and emitted
into the whole body, creeps into the veins

and the porosities of the flesh, and through
these returns as if from a circumference to

the centre from the small into the large

veins, thence into the vena cava, and at

length comes to the auricle of the heart in

such abundance, with so great flux and re-

flux ; hence through the arteries thither,

hence through the veins hither, so that it

cannot be furnished by those things we take
in, but in a far greater abundance than nu-
trition requires. When, I say, all these

things are confirmed, it must be concluded,

of necessity, that the blood is moved with a
kind of circular motion in animals, and is in

perpetual motion, that the action or function

of the heart belongs to this, which it per-

forms by pulsation ; lastly, that these only

are one cause of the motion and pulse of the

heart.

OBSERVATIONS

ON THE

BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF EXTER-
NAL STIMULANTS IN INTERNAL

INFLAMMATIONS.

By JOHN HANCOCK, M.D.

Nature, it may be observed, has wisely or-

dered that the stomach and intestinal canal

are incomparably less susceptible of being
irritated by the contact of stimulants, than the

external skin. I am not aware whether or not

this fact has been observed by physiologists
;

but it seems worthy of consideration and ca-

pable of affording important deductions.

—

Thus capsicum so potent on the skin, is not

sensibly felt in passing through the body, ex-

cepting at the mouth and fauces, and at the

verge of the rectum. If indeed, the primce vice

were equally obnoxious to acrid matters as the

skin, our lives would be in constant jeopardy

from the ingesta taken by the mouth, espe-

cially as regards those who are fond of spices,

spirits, &c. It is perhaps, the mucous mem-
brane alone, which furnishes this defence

against the irritation ; and hence the dangers

of continuing purgatives in dysentery. From
this, it is evident, that remedies taken inter-

nally are not in general calculated to produce

a very signal, or decided impression on the

animal economy—not with safety at least.

High stimulants taken inwardly, exert their

effects more immediately on the viscera, or

parts most essential to life, and therefore tend

to increase internal congestion. This is pe-
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ealiary the case with respect to the alcoholic

and the diffusible stimuli.

But supposing for a moment (what how-
ever is not true), that the intestines had a

susceptibility to the impression of irritants,

like that of the skin, and that such impression

were equally innocuous, still it should be

considered how comparatively small would
be the surface to be acted on, contrasted with

the whole exterior surface of the body ; and
admitting the susceptibility or excitability to

be proportionate to the surface, the amount of

excitement produced on the intestines could

be but trivral, compared with that of a sti-

mulus, acting upon the whole superficies.

If then it be admitted, that an extensive and
potent impression upon the whole animal eco-

nomy may afford the most probable means
of effecting a revulsive evolution, changing
morbid determination and driving the blood

from interaal congested parts, it will naturally

follow, I presume, that the forgoing method is

that which, independent of proofs derived

from experience, may hold forth the greatest

chance of arresting the progress of inflamma-
tion, by driving the blood and humours from
internal congested parts, equalizing the cir-

culation, restoring a mutual balance between
the powers of the heart and the external ca-

pillaries, and so ultimately obtaining the de-

sired resolution.

The superior effects of general applications

(or those acting through the medium of the

whole dermoid system) over the use of inward
remedies are exemplified in the decisive results

of cold affusion in the high state offevers, and
in cases of over-doses of opium. When the

torpor, congestion of brain, and insensibility,

have occurred from an excessive dose of

opium, when medicines cannot be swallow-
ed, (and where if, they could, would be

useless) it is surprising to see how the pa-
tient is roused and restored to sense and mus-
cular motion, bydashingthe naked body with
cold water.

This brings to mind an interesting and in-

structive case which occurred in my practice

four years ago, and called forth a combination
of two potent remedies under consideration.

It was a case of lockjaw, in a black man,
named Dan, at Plantation Coffee Grove, Essi-

quebo. The disease was violent ; and very
large doses of opium and camphor were ad-
ministered, till at length, during my absence,

the administration of these remedies was
carried to such an extent as not only to re-

move all tetanic symptoms, but also to produce
the most deadly insensibility and apoplectic

stupor. He was so far exhausted, that the

cold affusion produced but a transient effect,

although it roused him for a moment from the

deepest lethargy. He was then rubbed over
smartly with pepper, salt, and lime juice,

which caused no signs of sensation. Again,
however, dashing the body with cold water,

it had more effect; by repeating the friction,

and the cold affusion alternately, he was suc-

cessively more excited, tiH able to swallow an
emetic, which brought up much opium and
camphor. He regained his senses, had no
recurrence of the spasms, and has since been-

tolerably healthy.

Mr. Campbell, proprietor of Sparta Estate,

will he says ever remember so- extraordinary

a discovery, and has more than once brought
it into my reccllection ; it bears however no-

comparison with another case, to which I

shall refer in the course of this paper.

It is much to be lamented, that the di-

rections we meet with in books, for counteract-

ing the results of excessive doses of opiurn^

rtfer, in genei-al, only to the methods of re-

moving opium from the stomach, whilst nc
efficient means are proposed for counteracting

the deleterious effects of the poison already

absorbed into the system. The stomach
pump is certainly an important instrument
in those cases, where the torpor and the

insensibility which ensue prevent vomiting;

but in such cases, unless speedily resorted to,

it will seldom prove effectual, although the

stomach be completely emptied, instances of

which are of frequent occurrence. In a re-

cent medical publication, containing a case

related by a learned and doubtless skilful

physician, in Edinburgh, a case of the sort is

mentioned, in which the stomach was entirely

emptied, but the patient expired from the

sedative effects of the poison already absor-

bed. It is not stated whether any means
were adopted for this purpose ; but cold affu-

sion is not mentioned, either in this case or

the general directions.

I may here observe, that the same means
have proved equally effectual in restoring

persons in the most advanced state of inebria-

tion from excessive drinking of spirituous

liquors ; and any person suffering in a morn-
ing from the effects of inordinate potations>

may prove the efficacy of this remedy by
causing a pailful of cold water to be dashed
over his head and naked body. There can

be little doubt (although the trials have not

to my knowledge been made) that the

same remedy might prove equally saccessful

against the effects of all other narcotic poisons

as well as opium and alcohol, as, when over

doses of hemlock, digitalis, hyosciamus, &c.

have been taken.

Mere friction alone has considerable pow-
ers; the irritation of a mosqueto, bite for

instance, or the pain of a slight bruise, will

cease immediately by smartly rubbing the

part. This simple fact may afford a hint of

some importance in the treatment of inflam-

mations, bites of insects, contusions and
bruises of all kinds, or whatever may cause

a morbid irritation in any part, as tending to

produce revulsions even from internal or

deep seated congestions. Lime juice is ap-

plied to these bites with advantage: its stim-

ulus counteracts the morbid irritation, per-

haps by some chemical action. Alkalies, and

even comon salt, have similar effect. The
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use of baths and frictions, then, is pro-

bably among the most efficient of all reme-

dial means for restoring a due balance of the

humours, promoting the circulation, and re-

producing that harmonic movement in the

whole of the nervous fibrilla and vascular

system, which is required for a healthy state

of the body.

With respect to pepper frictions, the mode
of operation in giving relief may be the same

perhaps as that of blistering with cantha-

rides. It may be considered perhaps as ex-

erting both a mechanical and chemical ac-

tion, by stimulating the nerves and exhalent

vessels, and attracting the blood to the sur-

face, increasing its celerity and its stimulus

on the solids, and exciting the vital functions,

and doubtless also by absorption of the lym-

phatics, modifying in some degree the con-

dition of the blood.

According to the common acceptation, its

operations may be referred to its revulsive and
equalizing effect on the circulation. The
value of blisters is proved by daily! experi-

ence, but (being confined to a comparatively

small and circumscribed surface) their effects

are too limited and transient to produce any

decided impression on the whole system.

Those who have duly observed the effects

of blistering, need not be told, that its bene-

ficial effects, in violent inflammations, arise

not from the discharge, but from its exciting

or stimulating action ; and this too, slight and
superficial as it is, ceases in a great measure,

when the vesication is produced and the blis-

ter is removed; when the cause is removed,

the effect may cease ; and I would submit that

the effects of blisters are not only partial but

very transient, and not only so but that by
concentrating the energy of the patient's mind
to A particular ^diXt, they cause more sensible

pain and anguish than when a stimulant is

diffused over the whole body.

The object then is to draw the blood from

the inward parts, to interrupt the local deter-

mination, and relieve the pressure on the

suffering part, by diffusing the circulating

fluids more equally throughout the whole

system. This is in some measure an imita-

tion of the natural effort, which in local in-

flammations induces fever, the effect of which

is to generalize the circulating fluids. This

natural effect, fever, is much less efficient

however than when assisted by strong stimu-

lants over the whole surface, which as it were
attract the blood and heat from the inward

congested parts, and at the same time rouse

the nervous energy and the vital functions.

Such appears to be in part the rationale of

the action of general stimulants applied over

the whole body, in their tending to restore

that natural sympathy and reciprocal move-
ments of the system of nerves and blood

vessels, which is more compatible with a state

of health.

The instances in which its success has

proved so evident and remarkable have all

been in the stage of great exhaustion, when
the vital powers, from the ravages of the
disease, were faultering, and when it appeared
very certain that no ordinary .remedy could

be of any avail. I have tried it indeed in

but few cases excepting the most desperate

;

although it would undoubtedly be prudent to

resort to its use at an earlier period, when,
however, the advantages might net be pro-

portionably evident.

It behoves every one to reflect how Kttle

can be expected from the exhibition of inter-

nal remedies, or any of the usual means, in

cases where, from the ravages of violent and
unabatihg internal inflammations, the patient

is sinking, when blisters have proved insuf-

ficient, when bleeding can only hasten disso-

lution, and when internal remedies have
proved quite a nullity. In such cases it still

behoves the physician to leave no means
untried which can offer a shadow^ of hope
towards arresting the fatal catastrophe. If

anything can, in such a direful climax, afford

a glimpse of hope, I may, with the confidence

founded on experience, earnestly recommend
the frictions of pepper and lime juice, or

vinegar with sal ammoniac, or of common
salt, as the means best calculated to bring the

whole system to act in one great effort against

the enemy ; to rub the body of the patient

all over with it, and repeat the process every

three, four, or six hours, more or less fre-

quently, according to the apparent urgency

of the case.

The bird pepper (capsicum fructescens) is

the kind I have always used, it being more
hot and pungent than the other kinds in ge-

neral. A small handful should be well

bruised in a mortar, so as to reduce the seeds

and other parts to a fine powder or mass.

The powder sold in the shops should not be
trusted, it is shamefully sophisticated, like

most other articles. Let the former be mixed
with an equal quantity of table salt, and add
a pint of lime juice or good vinegar. With
this composition the body is to be rubbed
entirely over, until it shall produce a sufl[i-

cient demonstration of excitement and pain.

In a case on Plantation Anna Regina,

which I propose to annex to this paper, the

patient was so far advanced as to be quite

insensible to the stimulus until the second

day of the application, and shewed no sensi-

bility till after at least five or six repetitions

of the process.

Another instance of the value of frictions

with pepper and lime juice, is that of a boy,

George, belonging to Mr. Evans, one amongst
several unexpected recoveries from violent

inflammation, in which early bleeding had
been neglected, or in which it had failed or

proved insufficient, although accompanied by
blisters and the usual treatment.

Several other instances occurred in my
practice, giving further proofs of the efficacy

of the pepper frictions in vehement inflam-

mation of the lungs, as two at Exmouth, aji
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African and a Creole, who had each a violent

attack of peripneumony about the same time,

and in botli of whom a relapse occurred, or

an aggravation of symptoms from exposure

to air, by opening the windows of their apart-

ments during bad weather.

The effects of the remedy were most
strikingly manifested on the Creole. My
attendance was required at 9 P. M. when I

found him labouring under an excessive ag-

gravation of his disorder, with difficult respi-

ration, cough, anxiety, hot dry skin, and small

jerking pulse.* The frictions had been used

some days previously, but were discontinued,

owing to the great and decided relief they

had aflForded. I stood by and assisted in

performing the operation effectually by smart
frictions over the whole body with a small

handful of capsicum, bruised down with
some table salt and lime juice (we used no
weights or measures for this composition).

He said it burnt his skin very much, but
most readily submitted however, as he knew,
he said, it would help him, as it had done
some days before. On the following day he
told me he had not slept much from the
burning of the skin, but felt quite relieved of

the inward pain. His skin was moist, pulse

soft, expectoration free, and he experienced
no difficulty in breathing. The application

was afterwards repeated a few times more
moderately. He had no further symptoms
of complaint of the chest, except cough and
expectoration, which gradually declined ; but
the severity of the disease had been such as

to cause a serious effusion or anasarcous swel-
ling at the feet, and puffed belly, for which
we directed bark, wine, and gentle exercise,

and he recovered, f
Soon after this the man named Gilbert, also

of Exmouth, was taken with the same com-
plaint (a very severe peripneumony), but short-

ly recovered under the same regimen, which
the sick nurse said caused him to perspire

very freely ; and indeed I always found it

wonderfully to remove the constriction of
the skin in cases where bleeding was inad-
missible, and when all hope from this, or
other means, were gone by.

The man Mars, on the same estate, re-

covered from pneumonia, under the same
remedy, the year ensuing, and that from an
almost hopeless condition. Another case of
the same kind, Richard, at Hampton Court,

rapidly recovered from a severe attack of
peripneumony, under the use of the pepper
frictions. I was absent, and the hospital

* Tongue not dry however, as in the case

of Benjamin, at Sparta.

f Mr, W. Brummell, the proprietor, was
then on the estate, and doubtless would re-

collect these cases, such was his constant

solicitude for his people, being far more like a

father than a master. I am happy to say
indeed, that such a character is due to very
many of the planters.

attendants commenced it of their own ac-

cord, on the second or third day of the dis-

ease, as from having seen its benefits, in so
many previous cases, they considered it a
certain remedy. This was stated to me by
Mr. M'Leman, a very careful and excellent

young man, who superintended the sick

house.

I must not fail to note here a previous

case, in a Creole boy, called Wellington, on
the same estate, in a vehement attack of

pleurisy. He came into the hospital, and
was bled twice the same day, and blistered

on the next, with a smaller bleeding and
blister repeated, and glysters, nitre, and an-
timony, from the first, with barley water,^

&c. On the third day his respiration was
difficult and painful ; the fever and all the

symptoms were greatly aggravated ; his ap-

pearance was ghastly, his tongue dry, and
he swooned on sitting up in bed. This

afternoon I directed frictions with bruised

pepper (capsicum fructescens), and lime

juice.* It was faithfully executed by the

sick nurse, who, following up this idea, had
withal bound up his feet, legs and arms,

with the same composition, as a cataplasm.

I found him now, to my surprize, sitting up,

and free from complaint, with composed,
easy respiration, and no fever, and saying he
felt no pain. The sick nurse said he ap-
peared to derive sensible relief at about
eleven o'clock the preceding night, the hour
in which the fever and other symptoms had
been aggravated on each preceding night.

In this case, I remarked that the sick nurse
seized the idea, and commenced the process

with alacrity, owing to her having witness-

ed its success in two former similar cases of

forlorn hope, in which I had prescribed the

pepper friction, and in each of which it was
applied over the whole body, and often re-

peated. I accordingly found powdered pep-
per now sticking all over the boy's skin

;

and I was told that he complained of nothing
the next day but hunger and the heat of
the pepper. This early, sudden, and de-
cisive resolution cannot be accounted for

from the use of the common remedies, nor
from the effort of nature.

A still more surprizing recovery was ef-

fected last year (1824,) by the same means,
in the boy called Christmas, at Anna Regina.

This lad (about fifteen years of age) recovered

from the most hopeless state of inflammation
which I ever knew, or which it is possible to

conceive one to escape from. The patient

was in the latter stage of measles, and the

inflammation of the pulmonary organs was

* Lime or lemon juice was more often

employed, as being near at hand ; but com-
mon vinegar is in all respects equal, and is

free from that unpleasant clamminess on the

skin, which gathers from the mucilage of

the lime juice, and forming, with the salt

commonly used, an adhesive substance.
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in this case so excessive, that the patient

could scarcely breathe, and was nearly suffo-

cated ; had constant fever, dry skin, parched

tongue, and such a metastasis on the brain

as rendered him delirious and perfectly in-

sensible for about two days. Both the pulse

and respiration were nearly extinct. His

eye was glassy, and covered with a film ; his

appearance, in short, was most cadaverous ;

he was totally unable to swallow, and the

rancum or rattle in the throat withal an-

nounced a speedy dissolution.

Mr. Gordon, the hospital attendant, ob-

serving that I had omitted this patient in the

prescription-book, inquired if any attempt

should be made to give him anything, as

cold water, his mouth being dry and parch-

ed. I told him, that would only add to his

distress by impeding respiration, as we
had just witnessed, that nothing could pos-

sibly be of any avail ; but if he pleased he

could try the rubbing with pepper and lime-

juice. Having seen its effects at Hampton
Court, he commenced instantly (having two

assistants employed), and diligently repeated

it over the whole body. The patient was

entirely insensible to its stimulus until many
applications had been made, but the follow-

ing day he began to shew signs of pain, and

soon afterwards he spoke, and complained of

the smarting over all his skin. From this

period the fever abated, the tongue became
moist, and perspiration ensued. On visiting

him the next day he was sensible, and raised

himself in bed, and said he must have some
soup and wine, which were instantly brought

him; he actually appeared like one risen

from the grave. Tlie fever and all other

signs of inflammation had vanished ; he

complained of no pain ; coughed, with a co-

pious expectoration, which at first was dark

and foetid. The rubbing was still repeated

two or three times a day, and, although re-

duced almost to a skeleton, his recovery was

rapid and perfect. Mr. Frost, the manager,

and Ml-. Gordon and others, can attest the

truth of this extraordinary recovery. It was,

however, only by the most diligent and per-

severing application of the remedy, that the

patient was saved.

Soon after this, George, a servant of Mr.

Evans, in a desperate peripneumony, re-

covered under the same treatment. Bleed-

ing and various medicines had been used

without effect ; both the nurse and patient

scouted all other remedies, and boldly as-

serted that nothing but the rubbing saved

him. I was called away for some days, but

learned on my return that in this case, as in

the others I had witnessed, the free expecto-

ration and perspiration came on, and fever

abated, together with freedom of respiration

and cessation of pain, in a short lime after the

frictions were commenced. The patient also

soon acquired a remarkable craving for food.

Another most striking case occurred on
Sparta estate. The man Benjamin was at-

tacked with pleurisy, or rather peripneumopy.

He was bled four or five times during the first

four days, with blisters and the usual reme-

dies. On the fourth evening, finding hira

much worse, with dry tongue, great pain in the

chest, suffocative breathing, and all the symp-
toms pointing to a speedy termination, the

pepper frictions being resolved on, as the only

hope remaining, were promptly applied and

repeated several times during the night. He
took nothing but barley water, with a little

nitre and an opiate pill. On the morning

following he was quite tranquil ; the tongue

was moist, heat gone, and skin soft and moist.

Mr. Campbell saw him well rubbed again yes-

terday, (Oct. 14th.) He is now out of danger.

I have passed unnoticed many other cases

of less importance, or of less severity.

In similar cases, when remedial treatment

can be applied early, the lancet should be em-
ployed and the usual auxiliaries, as laxatives,

antimonials, diluents, blisters, &c. We ought

not to fritter the time and life of a patient

under the use of single remedies, as, when a

formidable enemy is within the walls, we
should not put forward a force in single file,

to repel his approach, and thus trifle till he

gets possession of the castle. Yet, how com-

mon is it in physic to trust, as we may say,

to a single piquet guard, until the breach has

become irreparable.

In fine, I have found the above practice

most effectual and decisive, altogether I may
say, without a parallel, not having been dis-

appointed in a single instance; and ithasbeen

to me a source of high gratification to see pa-

tients brought round under its use, from the

most desperate conditions, and such as I had
before considered to be past recovery.

To the preceding, I may add the following

letter of an impartial and intelligent observer,

Mr. Grove, who, for a short time, had charge

of the hospital, and took great interest in all

improvements. In answer to a note of mine,

he says

—

"In regard to the effects of friction with

lime juice and pepper, which I have often

known you to prescribe, nothing could more
plainly show its great efficacy than the case

of the woman Louisa at Plantation Coffee

Grove. She was taken with fever, which,

although not of aviolent kind,soon reduced her

almost to a skeleton, and rendered her com-
pletely stupid. Blisters had been applied

to the back of the neck and over the head

;

but they failed to rouse her in the smallest

degree. You then ordered the frictions to be
used over the whole body, and and a cat-

aplasm of the same to be applied to the back

of the neck. She did not appear to be affec-

ted by it until after several repetitions. This

was the first thing that seemed to rouse her

attention ; her infant was frequently shown
her, but she did not notice it. She gradually

recovered her faculties, although very slowly ;

and, long after she was moving about, the

same vacant stare continued as when in
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the greatest state of insensibility. This
wore off; it was nearly four months how-
ever, before she completely recovered her
strength.

" Estequibo, Uth,Feb. 1827."

The foregoing was one of those severe and
advanced cases of typhoid fever most fatal in

hot climates.

It may seem strange that I have confined

my observations chiefly to thoracic inflam-

mations ; such however is the case, although,

the same means may perhaps be equally bene-
ficial in other inflammations of the viscera.

I may however observe that, pneumonia is

in Guiana, of much more frequent occur-

rence, and is more violent and destructive

than any other disorder, especially amongst
the black population. Yet enteritis, which
is not unfrequent, is the most rapid of all in

its progress to dissolution, and, I am inclined

to think that no remedy can be more strong-
ly indicated in this very fatal malady, than
the energetic employment of pepper frictions

;

it is a measure I shall not lose sight of, when-
ever opportunity presents.

It was about the year 1820, when I first

began to theorize on the use of such a prac-
tice, and tried it at the Hospital of Hampton
Court Estate, with a success which far sur-

passed my expectations. The patient's name
I have forgot, but the two sick nurses, Fris-

cilla and Jane Bull (whose leg I afterwards
amputated), will recollect the first as being a
most forlorn case of pneumonia.

I have found similar success to attend the
practice in some prolonged cases of the same
disorder, or what is often denominated co7i-

sumption ; but a consumption arising from
pneumonia has very little analogy, I conceive,

with true phthisis, or tubercular consumption;
the latter is constitutional, the other accidental.

I have never seen it before stated, but it is a
curious fact, and one deserving the serious
consideration of physiologists, that, in a coun-
try where pulmonary consumption is scarcely
known, pneumonia is the most destructive of
all diseases. Whatever be their analogies or
distinctions however, I should not be sur-
prized to find the same method (with the use
of Rio negro sarsa) prove more beneficial than
any other practice in true tubercular con-
sumption.

I trust that these observations may tend to

draw the attention of the profession generally,

towards what may perhaps be considered an
entirely new application of a remedial agent,
as I do not recollect, in the course of my me-
dical reading, to have met with its similar

adaptation. The success and beneficial re-

sults of the mode of treatment laid down,
have however been so marked and well de-
fined, that 1 can confidently recommend it as

a subject worthy of general attention, and
am convinced that a repetition of trials must
establish its characters to a high rank amongst
our medical agents or adjuvantia.

AN ACT FOR REGULATING SCHOOLS
OF ANATOMY.

[1st August, 1832.]

Whereas a knowledge of the causes and
nature of sundry diseases which affect the

body, and of the best methods of treating and
curing such diseases, and of healing and re-

pairing divers wounds and injuries to which
the human frame is liable, cannot be acquired

without the aid of anatomical examination :

And whereas the legal supply of human
bodies for such anatomical examination is

insufficient fully to provide the means of such

knowledge : And whereas, in order further

to supply human bodies for such purposes,

divers great and grievous crimes have been
committed, and lately murder, for the single

object of selling for such purposes the bodies

of the persons so murdered : And wliereas

therefore it is highly expedient to give pro-

tection, under certain regulations, to the

study and practice of anatomy, and to pre-

vent, as far as may be, such great and grievous

crimes and murder as aforesaid ; be it there-

fore enacted, by the King's most Excellent

Majesty, by and with the advice and consent

of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and
Commons, in this present Parliament assem-
bled, and by the authority of the same, That
it shall be lawful for his Majesty's Principal

Secretary of State for the time being for the

Home Department in that part of the United
Kingdom called Great Britain, and for the

Chief Secretary for Ireland in that part of
the United Kingdom called Ireland, imme-
diately on the passing of this Act, or so soon
thereafter as may be required, to grant a
licence to practise anatomy to any fellow or

member of any college of physicians or sur-

geons, or to any graduate or licentiate in

medicine, or to any person lawfully qualified

to practise medicine in any part of the United
Kingdom, or to any professor or teacher of

anatomy, medicine, or surgery, or to any
student attending any school of anatomy, on
application from such party for such pur-
poses, countersigned by two of his Majesty's

justices of the peace acting for the county,

city, borough, or place wherein such party

resides, certifying that, to their knowledge
or belief, such party so applying is about to

carry on the practice of anatomy.

II. And be it enacted. That it shall be
lawful for liis Majesty's said Principal Secre-

tary of State, or Chief Secretary, as the case

may be, immediately on the passing of tliis

Act, or as soon thereafter as may be neces-

sary, to appoint respectively not fewer than

three persons to be inspectorsof places where
anatomy is carried on, and at any time after

such first appointment to appoint, if they

shall see fit, one or more other person or per-

sons to be an inspector or inspectors as afore-

said ; and every such inspector shall con-
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tjnue in office fw one year, or until he be

removed by the said Secretary of State or

Chief Secretary, as the case may be, or until

some other person shall be appointed in his

place ; and as often as any inspector appoint-

ed as aforesaid shall die, or shall be removed
from his said office, or shall refuse or become
unable to act, it shall be lawful for the said

Secretary of State or Chief Secretary, as the

case may be, to appoint another person to be

inspector in his room.

III. And be it enacted, That it shall be

lawful for the said Secretary of State or Chief

Secretary, as the case may be, to direct what
district of town or country, or of both, and
what places where anatomy is carried on,

situate within such district, every such in-

spector shall be appointed to superintend,

and in what manner every such inspector

shall transact the duties of his office.

IV. And be it enacted. That every inspec-

tor to be appointed by virtue of this Act shall

make a quarterly return to the said Secretary

of State or Chief Secretary, as the case may
be, of every deceased person's body that

during the preceding quarter has been re-

moved for anatomical examination to every

separate place in his district where anatomy
is carried on, distinguishing the sex, and as

far as is known at the time, the name and
age of each person whose body was so re-

moved as aforesaid.

V. And be it enacted. That it shall be

lawful for every such inspector to visit and
inspect, at any time, any place within his

district, notice of which place has been given,

as is herein-after directed, that it is intended

there to practise anatomy.

VI. And be it enacted. That it shall be

lawful for his Majesty to grant to every such

inspector such an annual salary, not exceed-

ing one hundred pounds, for his trouble, and
to allow such a sum of money for the ex-

penses of his office as may appear reasonable;

such salaries and allowances to be charged

on the Consolidated Fund of the United

Kingdom, and to be payable quarterly ; and
that an annual return of all such salaries and
allowances shall be made to Parliament.

VII. And be it enacted. That it shall be

lawful for any executor or other party hav-

ing lawful possession of the body of any de-

ceased person, and not being an undertaker

or other party intrusted with the body for the

purpose only of interment, to permit the body
of such deceased person to undergo anato-

mical examination, unless, to the knowledge
of such executor or other party, such person

shall have expressed his desire, either in

writing at any time during his life, or ver-

bally in the presence of two or more wit-

nesses during the illness whereof he died,

that his body after death might not undergo
such examination, or unless the surviving

husband or wife, or any known relative of the

deceased person, shall require the body to be
interred without such examination.

VIII. And be it enacted, That if any
person, either in writing at any time during
his life, or verbally in the presence of two or
more witnesses during the illness whereof he
died, shall direct that his body after death be
examined anatomically, or shall nominate any
party by this act authorized to examine bodies
anatomically to make such examination, and
if, before the burial of the body of such
person, such direction or nomination shall be
made known to the party having lawful pos-
session of the dead body, then such last-men-
tioned party shall direct such examination to

be made, and, in case ofany such nomination
as aforesaid, shall request and permit any
party so authorized and nominated as afore-

said to make such examination, unless the

deceased person's surviving husband or wife,

or nearest known relative, orany one or more
of such person's nearest known relatives, be-
ing of kin in the same degree, shall require

the body to be interred without such exami-
nation.

IX. Provided always, and be it enacted,

That in no case shall the body of any person
be removed for anatomical examination from
any place where such person may have died,

until after forty-eight hours from the time of
such person's decease, nor until after twenty-
four hours notice, to be reckoned from the
time of such decease, to the inspector of the

district, of the intended removal of the body,
or, if no such inspector have been appointed,
to some physician, surgeon, or apothecary
residing at or near the place of death, nor
unless a certificate stating in what manner
such person came by his death shall previ-
ously to the removal of the body have been
signed by the physician, surgeon, or apothe-
cary who attended such person during the
illness whereof he died, or if no such medical
man attended such person during such ill-

ness, then by some physician, surgeon, or
apothecary who shall be called in after the
death of such person to view his body, and
who shall state the manner or cause of death
according to the best of his knowledge and
belief, but who shall not be concerned in ex-
amining the body after removal ; and that in

case of such removal, such certificate shall be
delivered, together with the body, to the party
receiving the same for anatomical examina-
tion.

X. And be it enacted. That it shall be law-
ful for any Member or Fellow of any College
of Physicians or Surgeons, orany graduate or
licentiate in medicine, or any person lawfully
qualified to practise medicine in any part of
the united kingdom, or any professor, teacher,
or student of anatomy, medicine, or surgery,
having a licence from his Majesty's principal

secretary of state or chief secretary as afore-

said, to receive or possess for anatomical ex-
amination, or to examine anatomically, the
body of any person deceased, if permtited or

directed so to do by a party who had at the

time of giving such permission or direction
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lawful possession of the body, and who had

power, in pursuance of the provisions of this

Act, to permit or cause the body to be so ex-

amined, and provided such certificate as

aforesaid were delivered by such party toge-

ther with the body.

XI. And be it enacted, That every party so

receiving a body for anatomical examination

after removal shall demand and receive, toge-

ther with the body, a certificate as aforesaid,

and shall, within twenty-four hours nextafter

such removal, transmit to the inspector of the

district such certificate, and also a return stat-

ing at what day and hour and from whom
the body was received, the date and place of

death, the sex, and (as far as is known at the

time) the christian and surname, age, and

last place of abode of such person, or, if no

such inspector have been appointed, to some
physician, surgeon, or apothecary residing at

or near the place to which the body is remov-

ed, and shall enter or cause to be entered the

aforesaid particulars relating thereto, and a

copy of the certificate he received therewith,

in a book to be kept by him for that piu'pose,

and shall produce suchbook wheneverrequir-

ed so to do by any inspector so appointed as

aforesaid.

XII. And be it enacted. That it shall not be

lawful for any party to carry on or teach ana-

tomy at any place, or at any place to receive

or possess for anatomical examination, or ex-

amine anatomically, any deceased person's

body after removal of the same, unless such

party, or the owner or occupier of such place,

or some party by this Act authorized to exa-

mine bodies anatomically, shall, at least one

week before the first receipt or possession of

a body for such purpose at such place, have

given notice to the said secretary of state or

chief secretary, as the case may be, of the

place where it is intended to practise ana-

tomy.
XIII. Provided always, and be it enacted.

That every such body so removed as aforesaid

for the purpose of examination shall, before

such removal, be placed in a decent coffin or

shell, and be removed therein ; and that the

party removing the same, or causing the same
to be removed as aforesaid, shall make provi-

sion that such body, after undergoing anato-

mical examination, be decently interred in

consecrated ground, or in some public burial

ground in use for persons of that religious

persuasion to which the person whose body
was so removed belonged; and that a certi-

ficate of the interment of such body shall be

transmitted to the inspector of the district

within six weeks after the day on which such

body was received as aforesaid.

XIV. And be it enacted. That no member
or fellow of any college of physicians or sur-

geons, nor any graduate or licentiate in me-
dicine, nor any person lawfully qualified to

practise medicine in any part of the united

kingdom, nor any professor, teacher, or stu-

dent of anatomy, medicine, or surgery, having

a licence from his Majesty's principal secre-

tary of state or chief secretary as aforesaid,

shall be liable to any prosecution, penalty,

forfeiture, or punishment for receiving or
having in his possession for anatomical exa-
mination, or for examining anatomically, any
dead human body, according to the provisions

of this act.

XV. And be it enacted. That nothing in

this act contained shall be construed to ex-
tend to or to prohibit any post-mortem exa-
mination of any human body required or di-

rected to be made by any competent legal

authority.

XVI. And whereas an Act was passed in

the ninth year of the reign of his late Ma-
jesty, for consolidating and amending the
statutes in England relative to offences against

the person, by which latter Act it is enacted,

that the body of every person convicted of
murder shall, after execution, either be dis-

sected or hung in chains, as to the court

which tried the offender shall seem meet;
and that the sentence to be pronounced by
the court shall express that the body of the

offender shall be dissected or hung in chains,

whichsoever of the two the court shall order

;

be it enacted. That so much of the said last-

recited Act as authorizes the court, if it shall

see fit, to direct that the body of a person
convicted of murder shall, after execution, be
dissected, be and the same is hereby repeal-

ed ; and that in every case of conviction of
any prisoner for murder the court before

which such prisoner shall have been tried

shall direct such prisoner either to be hung
in chains, or to be buried within the precincts

of the prison in which such prisoner shall

have been confined after conviction, as to

such court shall seem meet; and that the

sentence to be pronounced by the court shall

express that the body of such prisoner shall

be hung in chains, or buried within the pre-

cincts of the prison, whichever of the two the

court shall express that the body of such
prisoner shall be hung in chains, or buried
within the precincts of the prison, whichever
of the two the court shall order.

XVII. And be it enacted. That if any
action or suit shall be commenced or brought
against any person for any thing done in

pursurnce of this Act, the same shall be com-
menced within six calendar months next after

the cause of action accrued ; and the defend-
ant in every such action or suit may, at his

election, plead the matter especially, or the

general issue not guilty, and give this Act
and the special matter in evidence at any
trial to be had thereupon.

XVIII. And be it enacted. That any per-

son offending against the provisions of this

Act in England or Ireland shall be deemed
and taken to be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, being duly convicted thereof, shall be
punished by imprisonment for a term not

exceeding three months, or by a fine not ex-

ceeding fifty pounds, at the discretion of the
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court before which he shall be tried ; and any

person offending against the provisions of

this Act in Scotland shall, upon being duly-

convicted o? such offence, be punished by

imprisonment for a term not exceeding three

months, or by a fine not exceeding fifty

pounds, at the discretion of the court before

which he shall be tried.

XIX. And in order to remove doubts as

to the meaning of certain words in this Act,

be it enacted. That the words " person and

party " shall be respectively deemed to in-

clude any number of persons, or any society,

whether by charter or otherwise ; and that

the meaning of the aforesaid words shall not

be restricted although the same may be sub-

sequently referred to in the singular number
and masculine gender only.

XX. And be it enacted. That this Act shall

commence and take effect from and after the

first day of August in the present year.

XXI. And be it enacted. That this Act

may be altered or amended during the pre-

sent session of Parliament.

they have undergone anatomical exa-
mination.

I have only to add that I shall he
anxious to receive such advice and
information as your knowledge and
experience may suggest, and to assure

you that any such communications,

as well as the returns, shall be consi-

dered by me strictly secret and confi-

dential, and shall only be reported to

the public authorities as directed and
required by the Act of Parliament.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant.

James C. Somerville, M.D.

Office of Inspector of Anatomy,

5, Saville Row,

30th, Aug. 1832.

DIRECTIONS

OF THE

LONDON INSPECTORS of ANATOMY,

UNDER THE

NEW ANATOMICAL BILL.

Sir,

I AM desirous, on being appointed in-

spectorpursuant to the Act for regulat-

ing the schools of anatomy, to solicit

your co-operation in carrying into ex-

ecution the enactments of the legis-

lature.

In order to facilitate this object,

and to secure uniformity and regula-

rity of proceeding, I beg leave to sub-

mit to you a general form of return,

as required by the statute, together

with an abstract of the duties which
appear to me to be imposed by it upon
teachers of anatomy. It is unneces-

sary for me to point out how impor-

tant it is, for the satisfaction of the

public mind, that the natural feelings

of human nature should be consulted

by a strict attention to the thirteenth

section of the Act, which provides for

the decent interment of bodies after

FORM OF APPLICATION.

The party applying for a licence to

practise anatomy must make a written

application to the secretary of state,

signed by him with his christian and
surname at length, in which applica-

tion he must state, he applies for a
licence to practise anatomy, in pursu-

ance of the Act passed for regulating

schools of anatomy. He must state

also the place of his residence, and
the place where he is about to carry

on the practice of anatomy, and must
further state, that he is, according as

the case may be, [a fellow or a mem-
ber of a College of Physicians or Sur-

geons] , or [a graduate or licentiate in

medicine], or [a person lawfully qua-
lified to practise medicine in England,
Scotland, or Ireland], or [a professor

or teacher of anatomy, medicine, or

surgery] , or [a student attending a
school of anatomy]

.

This application is to be counter-

signed by two justices of the peace
acting for the county, city, orborough
wherein the party applying resides,

and so describing themselves, certify-

ing the place of residence ofthe party,

and also the place where they believe

him to be about to carry on the prac-

tice of anatomy.
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DUTIES OF TBACHEES OF ANATOMY,

According to tJie Act for regulatitig Schoah of

Aihatomy.

To obtain a licence according to the

provisions of the Act 2d & 3d Will. IV.

c. 75.

Upon receiving a body for anato-

mical examination, to demand and

receive with the body a certificate

from the physician, surgeon, or apo-

thecary -who attended the person dur-

ing the illness of which he died, or

from some surgeon, physician, or apo-

thecary who shall have been called in

after the death of such person to view

the body, stating the manner or cause

of the death, and to transmit, within

twenty-four hours next after the re-

moval of the body, such certificate to

the inspector of the district ; and also

a return stating at what day and hour

and for whom the body was received,

the date and place of death, the sex,

and, as far as is known at the time,

the christian and surname, age, and

last place of abode of such person ; or

if no such inspector shall have been

appointed, to some physician, surgeon,

or apothecary residing at or near the

place to which the body is removed ;

and to enter or cause to be entered

tlie aforesaid particulars, and a copy

of the certificate, in a book to be kept

by him for that purpose, and to pro-

duce such book whenever required by
the inspector.

To give notice to the secretary of

state of every place where it is in-

tended to practise anatomy at least

one week before the first receipt or

possession of a dead body for such

purpose at such place.

To take care that every body re-

moved for examination shall be re-

moved in a decent and fitting manner.

and to make provision that such body,

after undergoing anatomical exami-

nation, be decently interred, accord-

ing to the thirteeth clause of the said

Act ; and that a certificate of the in-

terment of such body he transmitted

to the inspector of the district within

six weeks after the day of the recep-

tion of such body.

DBTIES OF THE INSPECTOR.

He shall keep an account of all the

schools of anatomy licensed by the

secretary of state within the district

for which he shall be appointed, with

the names and residences of the

teachers.

He shall make a quarterly return

to the secretary of state of the body
of every deceased person that during

the preceding quarter has been remov-
edfor anatomical examination to every

separate place in his district where
anatomy is carried on; distinguishing

the sex, and, as far as is known at the

time, the name and age of each person

whose body has been so removed as

aforesaid.

He shall visit and inspect from time

to time every place within hisdistrict,

of which place notice has been given

that it is intended there to practise

anatomy ; he shall take care that the

provisions of the Act of Parliament are

enforced, and shall report to the secre-

tary of state any irregularities or of-

fences against the Act which he shall

observe.

He shall enter in a register kept

for the purpose the returns from each
school separately, and shall keep co-

pies of all his returns and reports to

the secretary of state, and shall enter

all the correspondence relating to the

duties of his office in a letter book :

—
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CONFIDENTIAL RETURN from the School of Anatomy at

As required by the 2nd and 3rd Will, IV. c. 75.

"d
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of beef tea, made with all spices, up
the rectum, as often as the bowels

are open ; you will not only find part

of the beef tea absorbed, but the eva-

cuations will gradually decrease, and

after several repetitions entirely stop-

ped; the pulse you will find also gradu-

ally rise; after thisdesirable object is ef-

fected, I usually have recourse to calo-

mel to restore the secretions, followed

by castor oil. This plan. Gentlemen, I

have adopted, which from its simpli-

city, and also from the success that

has attended it, has induced me to

send the following cases to your

valuable publication. Should any of

your readers think it worthy of a trial,

let me strongly recommend them not

to be satisfied by giving their directions

once to the nurse, but repeat them,

almost as often as they would have

the injections given ; one ,'patient

that was under my care, had as many
as 160, another had 100, as you mtU
perceive by perusing the following

cases.

I am. Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant

E. L. Devonald.

Great Titchfield-street.

Case 1.—Mary Cornish, aged 9,

of light complexion, living in Caven-
dish Mews, Devonshire-street, was
attacked with a slight diarrhoea on
the evening of August the 21st,

which the mother thought nothing
of; about 5 o'clock a. m. the diarrhoea

came on with increased violence ; the

evacuation, according to the mother's

account, had before that time been
but few, the colour of which was a

dark yellow, but after that what came
from her was like whey. This symp-
tom continued all day with excessive

sickness and cramp about the stom-
ach and lower extremities. The mo-
ther, who herself had been accustom-

ed to wait upon the sick, was not

much alarmed, but expected the symp-
toms would subside, to facilitate which
she administered a little brandy and
water. Tlie disease however became
more aggravated; about 8 o'clock p.m.

she sent for me, and begged my
assistance as speedily as possible ; Mr.
Rush, a gentleman who is staying

with me,obeyed immediately the sum-
mons. Upon his arrival, he found

the child in a collapsed state, the eyes

had sunk in their sockets, tongue
cold and shrivelled, the surface of her

body had become cold ; sickness, and
purging continued, the latter passed

involuntarily in bed ; hands, feet, and
face blue ; there was no perceptible

pulse in the radial arteiy, that of

carotids was not much more than
perceptible, and the heart laboured

with difficulty. He immediately or-

dered hot bottles to the feet, and the

extremities, as well as the whole sur-

face of the body, to be covered with
hot flannels ; he then left her, for the

purpose of communicating to me the

dangerous state she was in ; upon his

coming back, I immediately went to

visit this unfortunate little patient.

Upon my examining the child I found

her exactly in the state he had de-

scribed her to me ; I ordered her some
beef tea instantly, to be made with
all spices, and to continue the use of

hot flannels and bottles ordered by
Mr. Rush. In the mean time of

their making the beef tea, I went
home to order the following mixture

at the same time desiring them to

give the child cold water to drink;

the only thing she appeared to wish
for. Potass carb. 5ij aquje purse

Bx. three table spoonsful of which,

with one table spoonful of lemon
juice to be given the child whenever
she felt sick. The contents which
came from the stomach and rectum
were those denominated the rice M'a-

ter evacuations.

After I had sent the mixture, toge-

ther with a pint pewter lavement
syringe, I went back to administer

the medicine myself, and to give

proper directions what to do with the

beef tea. I gave the first efFei-vescing

draught myself,which came up; I then

repeated it, \\ath better success. I

ordered the mother to inject about

half a pint of the beef tea up the

rectum, after every evacuation, and »
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when the sickness abated, to give

small quantities by the mouth ; at the

same time she was to continue to take

cold water if she liked it. I now
left her, having very little hope of

her recovery. At midnight I again

returned, taking Mr. Rush with me

;

I now found, I may say to my utmost

surprize, the pulse had returned at

the wrist, the sickness had somewhat
abated, and the bowels had become
a little more controulable. A gentle

moisture was now over the surface of

the body, and the tongue had become
warm, and comfortable ; we then left

her, giving strict orders to continue

the same remedies as before directed.

The next morning I again visited

my little patient, found her much
improved; gave strict directions to

persevere in the same remedy; at 4
o'clock p. M. I visited her again ; I

now found her more comfortable than

in the morning; the mother now in-

formed me that the vomiting and
relaxation had ceased since 10 o'clock

A. M. but that she had continued to

use the beef tea occasionally ; and at

the same time had given a little by
the mouth ; she also told me that the

cramp had gradually decreased since

about the fourth injection; at the

present time the child was entirely

free from it, and perfectly sensible;

pulse strong and full, tongue clear

and moist; had passed her water

several times since two this morning ;

she appeared to me to be recovering

as fast as possible, but still retained

the peculiar sunken countenance. The
only unfavourable symptom remain-

ing, was convulsive respiration, which
was performed with more difficulty

than usual. I told the mother to

give her as much cold water and
beef tea as she might require. On
my visit on the morning of the 26th,

I found her much in the same state

as the previous day ; her bowels how-
ever had been open once, and the

dejection was tinged with bile ; I

now ordered hydrarg. submuriat. gr.

iij, every six hours, to be followed by a

dose of castor oil. From this time
the child gradually began to improve,

p 2

and in the course of a few days re-

gained her former strength. The num-
ber of injections were 160.

Case 2.—Mrs. Cornish, the mother
of the above child, aged 46, a healthy

looking woman, was seized on 27th

August A. M. with violent vomiting
and purging, accompanied with ex-

cessive cramp about the stomach and
extremities. I visited her about one
hour after the attack, and found her

in the most excruciating agony ; her

countenance, which was healthy the

previous day, was so much altered

from the sunken eye and livid coun-
tenance, that I scarcely knew her ; her

tongue v/as cold and partly shrivelled^

pulse very weak and hardly percep-

tible ; has not made water since 10
o'clock p. M. yesterday ; I treated her

exactly in the same way as her daugh-
ter, viz. beef tea injections, together

with cold water and effervescing mix-
ture, to allay the sickness ; hot bot-

tles to feet, at the same time, hot
flannels to the surface of the body.
Under this treatment the symptoms
gradually abated ; as the pulse rose,

the cramp gradually decreased. The
2nd day I had recourse to calomel
to restore the secretions, which was
followed by castor oil ; and in a
short time she perfectly recovered.

The number of injections 100.

Case 3.—Mrs. H. Senior, of Oxford-
market, aged 76. I was requested to

attend at 6 o'clock a. m. on the first

morning of September ; she was at-

tacked with every symptom of cho-
lera, which was preceded by diar-

rhoea. The same plan of treatment
was adopted, and in the course of a
few days she was restored to her
former health.

Several other cases equally success-

ful, I could enumerate, if it was not
for occupying too much space in ycur
valuable pages. The diarrhoea in most
cases subsided within eight hours after

the injection was first used; in some
of the other cases I have placed ice

in the cold water before I gave it to

my patients, with success.
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Saturday, Sept. 15, 1832.

PROGRESS AND FATALITY OF
CHOLERA.

We are happy to state that cholera

has been on the decline during the

last week. We have seen several

cases of common cholera, which are

of frequent occurrence at this period

of the year, and which yielded to

ordinary treatment. We were called

to a case of the epidemic when our

last Number was going to press, which

from its violent and sudden fatality

deserves notice. A gentleman, aged

28, who had lived very freely for

three weeks previously, and laboured

under chronic diaiThoea was returning

through Piccadilly at eleven o'clock

in the morning of Thursday week.

He arrived at his residence, in the

neighbourhood of Covent Garden, at

a quarter to twelve. He was then

very ill, and a young medical friend

prescribed very judiciously for him.

Mr. Kenny, of the Strand, was called

in, and we saw him at half-past three

p. M. He had every symptom of the

malignant cholera ; every thing pos-

sible was done for him, but he ex-

pired at half-past four p. m. Dr.

Kerrison was also called, but arrived

after life was extinct. Such is a me-

lancholy example of the uncertainty

of life, and of the mortality of cholera.

Progress and Fatality of Cholera.

Board of Health had been too much

occupiedwith cordons and quarantines,

to find time to witness at the bed-

side, the symptoms and treatment of

a disease which has turned out a

golden harvest to them. But as it is

lawful to be instructed by an oppo-

nent, our sagacious friends have issued

a circular, with a copy of which we

have been duly favoured, couched in

much humbler strains, and requesting

all who have had practical experience

in treating cholera, to communicate

what they consider the best plan of

treatment. This piece of wise conde-

scension reminds us of the old adage

—

Nunquam sera est, ad bonos mores via.

We are highly flattered by the re-

commendation of the oracle of the

Board, that a Travelling Medical

Commission should be appointed by

Government for the investigation of

the nature and treatment of cholera.

O! Apollo, Esculapius, and Hippo-

crates, what a compliment to the

Central Board of Health.

THE CENTRAL BOARD OF HEALTH.
Fas est ab hoste doceri.

In our last we observed, that the

Medical Members of our renowned

PHENOMENA OF CHOLERA

COMPARED TO THOSE

PRODUCED BY ELECTRICITY.

Dr. Hakveng, of Manheim, has ad-

dressedalettertoourvalued contempo-

rary la Gazette Medicate, in which he

endeavours to establish the connexion

between the effects produced by epide-

mic choleraand electricity. The effects

of both bear the closest resemblance.

In the commencement of cholera the

patients feel a pricking sensation

in the extremities, such as is pro-

duced by electricity ; spasmodic con-
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tractions in different parts, as if caused

by an electrical machine ; shocks,

like those produced by the discharge

of a Leyden jar; muscular cramps,

such as are excited by galvanism.

The electrical effects may be the re-

sult of an unequal change in the dis-

tribution of the blood. "We also re-

mark, that the secreted fluids in

cholera contain whitish flakes; and

that grl^^nism will induce such flakes

in the aqueous parts of the blood.

This is an ingenious hypothesis ;

but we are surprized that the author

omitted to consider the state of elec-

tricity in the atmosphere and earth,

and to describe its influence on the hu-

man body. The facts he adduces are

strongly in favour of the almost uni-

versal opinion of the faculty, that

cholera is epidemic or communicable

through the atmosphere, and not by

contagion, or personal contact.

THE ANATOMY BILL.

In a preceding page will be found a

copy of the Anatomy Bill, by which

it appears that serious and formidable

difficulties are thrown in the way of

those engaged in the study of anato-

mical science. It is enacted, that a

medical certificate as to the cause of

the death of the person whose body

is to be removed for anatomical ex-

amination must be obtained ; but it

seems to be forgotten that the prac-

titioner giving this certificate will

naturally expect compensation ; but

who is to remunerate him the Act

saith not. Now, if the person so cer-

tifying violates any clause in the Act,

he is liable to confinement for three

months, or to a fine of any sum less

than £.50 ; and it is expected he will

run this risk without the slightest ad-

vantage. In the next place, no one

can dissect without a licence from

the Secretary of State for the Home
Department, or the Chief Secretary

for Ireland, as the case may be, under

like penalties. We can perceive no

reason in this clause, for surely if a

body be obtained as directed by the

Act, this ought to be enough.

Another piece of legislative wis-

dom is manifested in compelling the

decent interment of the body, after

anatomical examination, in conse-

crated ground, or "in the burial-

place belonging to the religious persua-

sion of deceased." This duty is im-

posed on the lecturer of anatomy,

who will of course be responsible for

funeral expenses and burial fees,

which will amount on the lowest

calculation to from £.3 to £.5 in every

instance ; and if we add to this the

sum which must be paid to relatives,

it will appear to all conversant with

procuring bodies, that the price will

be considerably increased; and, there-

fore, the study of anatomy rendered

much more expensive than before the

passing of this Act. The progress of

medical science is materially injured

by this piece of legislation. The

horrible crimes of Burking and Bish-

oping, and resurrectionists are com-

pletely prevented ; and no one more

sincerely rejoices at this than we do,

but we'contend that this laudable ob-

ject could have been as effectually

obtained by adopting theJaws relat-
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ing to anatomy now in force in France

and America, which contain no such

clauses as those on which we have

commented. There is no doubt on

our minds, but this Act must be

speedily modified and amended.

flogpttal Bcpott^.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

CHRONIC PEttlCARDITIS.

John Gillis, aged 21, a shipwright,

of pale complexion, but previous to

his present illness of good constitu-

tion, came into William's Ward of

this hospital, under the care of Dr.

Elliotson, June 1st. He had, from
his own account, been subject to

rheumatism, and for six months pre-

vious to his admission had experienced

darting pains about the heart, with
violent palpitation ; which was greatly

increased either by moving about, or

lying upon his left side. At the

time of his admission, the lancinating

pains were present, there was violent

action of the heart, irregular, but no
unnatural sound ; he had no appetite

;

bowels regular : he felt no other pain

except in the region of the heart.

C. C. ad 3xx. reg. cordis.

8.—^The action of the heart is less,

but the darting pains continue.

Rep. c. c. ad ^vj.

12.—Remains much the same.

Rep. c. c. ad ^vj-

R. Vin. colchici 5ss- ter die.

22.—The action of the heart has

been less since last visit ; the medi-

cines have excited no other sensible

eflfect.

R. Fin. colchici lTl_xxxx. ter in die.

27.—The pain returned during

the night as bad as ever. This morn-

ing, the action of the heart was more

violent than it hitherto had been.

Rep. vin. colchici tit anica. v. s. ad Jx.

July 10.—The pains have nearly

left him ;
palpitation continues much

the same. He is sadly troubled this

morning with pain in the epigastrium.

Pergat in usu vin colchici. Catap. sitiap.

abdom.

13.—Pain in the epigastrium re-

lieved by the mustard poultice ; the

action of the heart not so great as

yesterday, beats about 80 in a minute;

pulse the same, but not synchronously

with the heart ; rather irregular.

R. Hydro-sulph. ammon n].iij. ter in die.

16.—The action of the heart less

violent, 80 in a minute; more regular;

has been very quiet all the morning.

Does not complain of the medicines

making him sick.

—

Pergat.

17.—His bowels, which had been

regular up to the time of his taking

this medicine, are now confined ; the

darting pains which he complains of

have entirely left him; pulse 92,

more regular, does not beat simulta-

neously with the heart, which is less

violent, but from the slightest exer-

tion it increases. Milk diet.

Pergat in tisu medicamentorum.

To have house medicine.

18.—Complains of slight head-

ache ; pulse 88, hard and full ; action

of the heart less ; bowels open from

house physic.

—

Pergat.

21.—Pulse 80 ; action of the heart

continues to subside, but is not simul- fl
taneous with that of the pulse. 9

Hydro sulph. ammon X\\ v. ter de die.

23.—His pulse this morning beats

synchronously with the action of the

heart, which continues to decrease in

violence ; but from the least exertion,

or lying upon his left side, it increases;

bowels kept open by house medicine.

Pergat.

25.—Action of the heart continues

synchronously with the pulse ; appe-

tite good, which was not the case be-

fore he took this medicine.

Pergat in usu med.

29.—Continues to improve; com-

plains this morning of pain about his

loins.

Hydro sulph. ammon. IIX vj. t. d.
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31,—Rep. med. ad. in viij. t. d.

August I .—The action of the heart

is not much more violent than usual

;

it beats simultaneously with the pulse,

which is 96 ; has no pain ; appetite

good ; still obliged to have recourse

to house medicine, to open his bowels.

Hydro sulph. amnion m. x. t. d.

10—^The medicine has been gra-

dually increased up to this time, from
which he appears to find great bene-

fit ; he caix now bear a little exertion,

without bringing on the action of the

heart more than ordinary.

Hydro siilph. ammon m. xv. t. d.

Cold shower hath daily.

18.—Since last report, the medi-

cine has been gradually increased up
to m. XX. three times a day ; his ap-

petite remains good ; has got very

stout since he began to take this

medicine. Dr. EUiotson finding him
quite well, discharged him.

HOPITAL D^ LA PITIE.

Endemic Purulent Ophthalmia,

(From our Special Reporter,)

In the communication which I sent

you some time since, relative to the

endemic purulent ophthalmia which
had attacked 299 out of 300 children

at the Asylum for the Orphans of those

who had diedof cholera, I omittedmen-
tioning, that the opinion of the medical

men here was most favourable as to

the mildness of the former disease,

in fact their prognosis was that " la

marchedelamaladieneseraitpasgrave."
This flattering anticipation I am sorry

to say has not been verified ; on the
contrary, the affection has been ex-

tremely malignant, obstinate and fatal,

if not to life, at least to that which
renders it of paramount enjoyment,viz

.

the blessing of sight, which in many
instances has been totally or partially

destroyed. One of these little sufferers

at the Hopital de la Piti6, a girl 9 years
old, a short time since, it can not posi-

tively be said from the effects of the
ophthalmia, asupon the autopsic exam-

ination an extensive development oif tu-

bercles was found in the left lung, and
the existence of which had been ascer-

tained a few days previously by means
of percussion of the chest, which
yielded a dull sound, (la matite) on
the side of the affected, although the

little girl upon admission into the hos-

pital exhibited not the slightest of ph-
thisis pulmonalis, and seemed in per-

fect health, with the exception of the

ophthalmic affection. It should how-
ever be observed, that about four or

five days before her decease, the sight

of both eyes was totally destroyed.

Two of the thirteen girls, brought to

the above named establishment on the

31st July, have lost the sight of one
eye each, eight have been discharged

cured, and there remain four still in the

hospital, labouring under the chronic

form of the disease, I understand that

several of the other children belonging

to the asylum, and who had been
placed in various hospitals, have also

permanently lost the use of their sight.

With respect to the methods adopted
for combating this severe malady, M,
Piory, one of the physicians at the

Hopital de la Pitie, came to the con-
clusion, that both the antiphlogistic

and stimtdating plans were of no uti-

lity in the present instance ; and that

the milk and water and mild, that is

to say purely hygienic remedies, were
the best. He subsequently had re-

course to compression upon the eyes,

and which in his opinion had been at-

tended with the most success ; it must
however be remarked, that from the
numerous methods adopted in rapid

succession, it would be unsafe to at-

tach to the last named mode, a curative

character at a period when the dis-

ease might be said to have worn it-

self out, or got under by the single

or combined effects of some of the
other applications. From what I

have seen of these cases, and several

others, I am rather inclined to think

that the medical men of this country

have not as yet fixed upon any cer-

tain theory as to the nature of ophthal-

mia in its various forms, or arrived at

any successful mode of treatment.
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Polypus Uteri cured hy excision.

PiKVAL, aged 40, dress-maker, of a

pallid yellowish complexion, was ad-

mitted at la Pitie, under the care of

M. Valpeau,the 21st of March, 1832 ;

states she has heen suhject to a san-

guinulent discharge from the vagina,

the last 16 months, which she attri-

butes to cold and exposure to rain,

during the last four months ; coagu-

lated blood has escaped from time to

time, and she has lost flesh consider-

ably.

On examination, a large hard some-
what elastic pyriform tumour was
detected in the vagina, it had much
dilated the os tincae, and covJd be

traced into the uterus from the poste-

rior parietes, of which organ it seemed
to arise ; the pedicle was much harder

to the touch anteriorly, and to the

right, than posteriorly, and to the

left, it seemed to prolong itself

most.

24.—Yesterday had complained of

tenesmus, and states that a large coa-

gulum of blood had escaped, feels

much weaker than on her admission

;

she was ordered a mixture of ext.

ratanhise and infus. of peppermint;

and a mixture, containing a gr. of

acetate of morphine, to be taker in

divided doses during the day.—Three
soups.

25. & 26.—Slight amelioration,

medicines continued.

27.—To-day, after examination,

M. Valpeau seized hold of the poly-

pus as near as possible to its attach-

ment with the pinces de museux, then

giving it to an assistant, ordered slight

traction to be made, in order to

bring down the pedicle as low as

possible, whilst he divided the neck
with a bistoury, guarded to near its

point by an envelope of linen ; scarce

any blood was lost, and the patient

suffered but little.

The tumour has the size and shape

of an adult uterus ; on dissection, is

found to contain two cavities filled

with a thickish brown fluid ; the tissue

pf the polypus is fibrous, or rather

fibro-cartilaginous ; the parietes of

the cysts, are thickest.

28.—Slight fever, and discharge

by vagina; diet and mint mixture

continued; no untoward symptoms
arose ; the discbarge ceased under an

injection of honied barley water, and

on the 10th of April, the patient was
discharged, cured.

Fambour, — aged 40, a dress-

maker, admitted under the care of

M. Valpeau, July 3 1st, states, that she

has had four children ; the first at 30,

the other three at intervals of two
years, who are since dead ; was ever

regular; never been the subject of

any malady. After her last confine-

ment, experienced difliculty during

coition ; evacuations passed without

diificulty, and bowels regular ; a mid-

wife informed her that she laboured

under inversion of the uterus, and
that in time it would resume its pro-

per situation ; the last 22 months
has had a continual bloody discharge,

sometimes a quantity of blood sud-

denly escapes, at others, the discharge

presents divers colours. Since three

months the polypus has protruded on
going to stool ; complains of weight

at epigastrium, and bearing down;
shortly before admission had diarrhoea,

which has ceased.

On examination, an enormous mass,

the size of the fist, is found to pro-

trude from the os tincse, which it has

dilated, and made its way into the va-

gina. The mouth of the womb can

be felt surrounding the neck of the

tumour, but the pedicle cannot be

reached.

August 10.—After palliative treat-

ment, which afforded little relief, M.
Valpeau examined the patient this

morning, and performed the operation

of excision as in the former case ; on
cutting through the pedicle, a slight

crackling noise was produced.

The shape of the tumour is that of

a compressed or baked apple ; on sec-

tion it is found to consist of two
parts, one the envelope, a fibrous

membrane inadherent to the con-

tained body, which is elastic and

fibrous, smd of a tissue analagous to
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that of the uterus, and emits a crack-

ling noise under the scalpel. The
pedicle is of nine lines diameter, con-

tains no perceptible vessels, scarce

any bleeding during the operation.

M. Valpeau thinks these tumours

are primitively an effusion of blood in

the tissue of the uterus ; the fluid

part becomes absorbed, the fibrine

organized, and commencing its in-

crease, envelopes itself with a por-

tion of the structure of the womb,
which forms a kind of cyst accord-

ing as the effusion occurs to the

internal or external surface of the

organ, a fibrous tumour is developed

towards the abdomen, or a fibrous

polypus, as in the case nari'ated.

M. V. uses section to all polypi,

even to the vesicular, except when
vessels of magnitude are detected

around the pedicle.

The patient experienced no incon-

venience after the operation, and
gradually mending, left the hospital

on the 29th well.

HOPITAL DES VENERIENS.

New and Certain Method of Diagnosis

in Syphilis.

(From our Special Reporter.)

M. RicoED, one of the visiting Sur-

geons at the Venereal Hospital, has

lately adopted a novel mode of diag-

nosis in supposed cases of syphilis,

which must form a new era in the

history and treatment of that for-

midable disease. His plan is nothing

more or less than inoculation of the

supposed venereal virus, taken from

the part affected with chancre &c. &c.

and introduced into the cellular tissue,

at a short distance from the seat of the

disease, and in the same manner as

vaccination is performed. He con-

siders this by no means an unjustifia-

ble or dangerous; experiment, inas-

much as it is tried upon the patient

himself; and in case of the absence of

a venereal taint, no development of

disease can follow; if, on the contrary,

the affection is of a truly syphilitic

type, in the course of a few days a
well marked venereal chancre or sore

will make its appearance, which does
not add much to the patient's suffer-

ings or disease, as its progress and
cure wiU not be more prolonged than
the original affection, but with the

decided advantage of removing all

uncertainty from the practitioner's

mind, and either in the one case of

relieving the patient from an awful
anxiety, or in the other letting him
know the worst at once, and making
him submit to a proper line of treat-

ment. This new method was tried

about a week ago upon a female in

one of the wards, and in whose case

doubts were entertained as to the sy-

philitic character of the disease. Tlie

matter from an apparent chancre, was
introduced upon the point of a lancet

into the cellular tissue upon the in-

side of the thigh, about two inches

from the groin, and in the course of

five days, a sore presenting all the

standard characters of venereal chan-
cre made its appearance at the ino-

culated part ; this removed all doubts,

and a mild mercurial treatment was
instantly commenced, the results of
which, and the course of other ex-

periments of a similar object, I shall

forward to your valuable and indepen-
dent Journal at a future period.

CHOLERA HOSPITAL AT ST.

HILIER'S.

Jersey, Sept. 7tk. 1832.

[We have been favoured with the
following facts by Mr. Foote, Sur-
geon, of Tavistock-street, Covent
Garden, which were forwarded by his

son, Mr. Foote, jun. who is one of
the medical officers of the above hos-

pital.—Eds.]

The cholera broke out on 10th
August, and on the 12th, the hos-

pital was capable of receiving pa-

tients. Though the Cholera Act does

not extend to this island, its provi-

sions are adopted, and the sick are

separated from the healthy. Of 110
patients in this hospital, 1 was under
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2 years of age, 3 between 2 and 5,

15 between 5 and 15, 31 between 15

and 25, 11 between 25 and 35, 25

between 35 and 45, 13 between 45

and 55, 7 between 55 and 65, 3

between 65 and 80, and 1 at 84.

Of 58 deaths from cholera, or

sequelae, one patient was between 2

and 5 years of age, 4 between 5 and

15, 13 between 15 and 25, 7 between

25 and 35, 15 between 35 and 45,

7 between 45 and 55, 2 between 65

and SO, and one at 84.

The hot air bath has been tried

with partial success ; it caused re-

action, but collapse supervened on
the removal of the patient. There

is no premonitory diarrhoea, the cho-

lera comes on suddenly, is more rapid

and violent than in London.

Dr. Streuve asserts that there were

three cases of the disease before the

10th of August. The lower classes

are very intemperate here, as some
of them take 20 or 30 glasses of

brandy every day, in consequence of

the cheapness of ardent spirit. The
mortality is about the same as in

Londoi;!.

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

Domestic Economy—Dietetic Gelatine.

M. D'arcet addressed the following

letter to the Academy. The atten-

tion with which the meeting listened

at its last sitting, to the extempore
lecture of M. Edwards on the gela-

tine, makes me hope that it will not

receive with indifference the informa-

tion which follows, and which gives

an exact idea of the points to which
the practical part of the question of

the dietetic employment of the gela-

tine, procured from the fat of the

bones, has reached. To this present

date the apparatus of the Hopital

St. Louis, which has been in use for

two years and a half, without inter-

ruption, has furnished the dietetic

department of this hospital with

819,000 rations of gelatinous solution,

and 1,688 kilogrammes of the fat of

bones. This great quantity of nou-

rishing food, obtained at little ex-

pense, has considerably decreased

the expense of food for the Hopital

of St. Louis, and has even permitted

the gratuitous distribution of soup

^ la gelatine, every Sunday to the

poor in the quarter. The long pe-

riod of time (two years and a half),

during which this apparatus of the

Hopital St. Louis has been in use,

the very favourable reports which its

use has procured, and the eagerness

with which the poor participate in

its distribution, show the manner in

which it is conducted, and proves,

methinks, without reply, the advant-

age which would result from this

mode of diet where it is well appre-

ciated and well conducted.

M. Magendie was desirous that the

Academy should make analysis of

the air taken at different points of

Paris, in order to discover whether

the atmosphere had experienced for

some time an alteration in its chemi-

cal composition, an alteration which
certain physicians admit, and which
may furnish them with the cause of

the present epidemic.

The Academy, agreeably to this de-

mand, nominated a commission, com-
posed of Messrs. Th^nard, Gay Lus-

sac, and Serullas. At the demand
of these three academicians, M. Ma-
gendie was added to the commission.

NEW THEORY OF HEARING.

Sitting of August ISth, 1832.

(From our Paris Correspondent.)

M. Breschet read an abstract of three

elaborate memoirs, two of which were
relative to the organ of hearing.

This gentleman has for a long time

been engaged on an anatomical and
physiological history of the organs of

sense, and has already presented to

the Academy, one memoir on the

nerves of the tympanum in mammi-
ferous animals, birds, and reptiles;

and another on the structure of the

ear of fishes. The first of those now
read treats of the internal ear, and of

the sense of hearing in man and the

vertebrated animals ; and.
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1. He shows the distinction be-

tween the osseous and the membra-

neous labyrinth.

2. He divides what we confound

together under the name of semicir-

cular canals into semicircular tubes,

the membraneous lining, and the semi-

circular canals properly so called,

consisting of the osseous part which

encloses the tubes,

3. In the vestibule also he distin-

guishes the median or cetricular sinus,

from the sac or sacculus ; and shews

the existence of two other pouches

besides these, which he calls respec-

tively aysticule and utricule.

4. He proves that the labyrinth

contains two kinds of liquids, the one

external to the membraneous tubes and
pouches of the vestibule, the lymph
of Cotunnius, the perilymph of the

author ; the other enclosed in the in-

terior of the membraneous pouches,

the vitrine auditive of M. de Blanville.

Neitherthesimultaneous existence, nor

the distinct nature of these two liquids

had been before sufficiently esta-

blished.

5. He points out that in this vitrine

auditive are suspended in reptiles,

birds, mammiferce, and even in man
himself, little pulverulent masses, ana-

lagous to the calculous concretions

(otolithes) of osseousfishes and to the

pulverulent masses (otoconies) of

cartilaginous fishes. These calculous

substances, which itwould seem ought

to fulfil some important office in

hearing, have not been hitherto de-

monstrated, except in the ears of

fishes. M. Breschet is the first who
has ascertained that this state of

things exists in all vertebral animals.

6. The author shews that the mem-
braneous labyrinth does not touch the

osseous walls, the sac being prevented

coming in contact with the inner side

of the membrane of the fenestrum

ovale.

7. He points out as a necessary

consequence of this disposition, that

it is by the intervention of a layer of

liquid (the perilymph) that the sonor-

ous midulations are transmitted to th^

membraneous labyrinth, to the vitrine

auditive, and to the pulverulent con-

cretions.

8. He demonstrates that it is always

in points corresponding to these

masses, (which are calculous [lithoid^

in the osseous fishes only, and pulve-

rulent in all the other vertebrata) that

the filaments of the portio mollis ter-

minate. We will speak farther on of

the opinions he had been lead to form

relative to the reason of this fact.

9. The author proves that the aque-

ducts Sixe not diverticula, or canals des-

tined to admit of the reflux of the

perilymph, occasioned, as one would
suppose, by the reflux of the too

powerful sonorous undulations, and
he conceives that they are for the

purpose of containing the blood-ves-

sels, in the same manner as the um-
bilical vessels of the foetus are con-

tained in membraneous canals. The
truth of this is more evidently exem-
plified in those animals in whom the

substance of the labyrinth constitutes

a distinct mass, which is separate

from and formed by an entirely diff'e-

rent structure from the osseous tissue

of the temporal bone, as for example,

in the cetacea.

10. He considers that the infundi-

bulum is not a distinct cavity, but is

formed solely by the tall-turn of the

lamina spiralis at the top of the coch-

lea, which there inclines towards a

central orifice.

11. M. Breschet describes the au-

ditory nerve as divided into two fasci-

culi, one anterior, which is accom-

panied by the facial, and which gives

filaments to the two anterior am-
pullge, in the situation of the calca-

reous concretion ; and one posterior,

which after furnishing a filament to

the posterior ampulla, supplies the

sac and cochlea.

The author has deduced the follow-

ing physiological conclusions from his

researches :

—

1. That the vestibule is the most

important part of the organ.

2. That the other parts of the ear

are formed either for the better recep-

tion of sounds, or for their more iper-

iectjperception.
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3. That from the circumstance of

there being two kinds of liquids from

the situation of the membraneous laby-

rinth, and of the terminal filaments

of the auditory nerve, it results that

the sonorous undulations can only

produce an impression on these nen'es

through the intervention of the sur-

rounding liquids.

4. That the perilymph is for the

purpose of stopping the vibrations of

the walls of the membraneous vestibule

itself, and ofthe semicircular tubes, and

that the concretionswhichwe findin the

vitrine auditive arrest in the same
manner the vibrations of this liquid.

5. That from the presence and dis-

position of these concretions, as well

as that of the two liquids and of the

membraneous labyrinth, the reverber-

ation, prolongation, and hence the

confusion of sounds in the ear is pre-

vented in consequence of an action

similar to that of the damper of a

piano-forte.

The other memoirs treat also of

the organ of hearing, but they relate

to its structure in fishes only.

It may be necessary here to state,

that anatomists have been divided in

opinion relative to the existence of

an opening communicating externally

in these animals. Geofirey St. Hi-

laire and Monro speak in the affirma-

tive on this point, Comparetti doubt-

ed their existence, and Scarpa for-

mally denies it. The great Cuvier,

not having time himself to make the

necessary researches, engaged M.
Breschet to undertake them. This
anatomist has assured himself, by
careful dissections, that in many of

the chondropterigia there exists an
opening towards the upper and back
part of the head, which is closed by
a membrane, and this again by the

common integument. This opening
has been accurately described by seve-

ral authors. It communicates inter-

nally with that part of the labyrinth

which contains the perilymph; that is

to say, it terminates on the outside

of the membraneous labyrinth. Some
have considered it to be analagous to

the fenestrum ovale, or the fenestrum

oi the vestibule, others to the fenes-
trum rotundum, or that of the coclilea.

There exist also several other aper-

tures with which the author has en-

deavoured to make us acquainted, and
of which the following is a descrip-

tion :

—

From the membraneous labyrinth,

and more especially from the sac

containing the concretions, a canal

ascends traversing the cartilaginous

walls in its way to the skin, beneath
which it is embraced by a small mus-
cular apparatus, and having pierced

the ligaments, terminates externally

by one or more openings. This canal
exists in the chimacrse, and more espe-

cially in the antarctic chimera

—

chi-

mera callorinchus, but he has also

found it in the rays, the torpedo, the

cramp-fish, &c.

M. Breschet describes also a little

pouch that the esoces, and more par-

ticularly the esox-lucius, present at

the posterior part of the sac contain-

ing the concretions. And he endea-
vours to prove that this pouch is the
rudiment of a canal of communica-
tion which exists in many other fishes

between the membraneous labyrinth

and the swimming bladder, as in the

caprini (carps), the despea (herrings),

the cobites (loaches), and the siluri.

This little pouch of the membra-
neous labyrinth has been considered

by some anatomists as the rudiment
of a cochlea, but M. Breschet regards

this opinion as untenable—first, be-

cause the cochlea is placed anteriorly,

whilst this pouch is found posteriorly;

and secondly, because the cochlea

exists only in those animals which
are provided with a vocal apparatus,

and consequently with one fitted for

the respiration of air, which it is

unnecessary to say does not exist in

fishes.

Besides having rendered the de-

scription of the organ of hearing in

fishes more complete, and the recti-

fication of many erroneous opinions

which were in existence respecting

the structure of this part, M. Breschet

has shewn, in these memoirs, that the

form of the auditory apparatus in this
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class of animals is more liable to vari-

ation than in the mammiferae and

birds. He arranges these modifica-

tions into five principal types.

1. ITie first type, which is pecu-

liar to the cyclostomes, has been de-

scribed by our author in another me-

moir on the ear of the lamprey. It

consists of a simple sac, containing a

liquid and a calculous concretion. In

this there is neither division, nor any

appearance of canals, or semicircular

tubes.

2. The second form is that which

we find in the rays, the chimera, &c.

Here we have a sac containing a li-

thoid concretion, and several aper-

tures, some of which are closed by a

simple membrane, others are con-

stantly open and communicate with

the exterior.

3. The third includes the ear of the

squalcB, lamnce, mormyri, lepidolepri,8(C.

It presents some simple openings, or

fenestra vestibuli, closed by membra-

neous expansions, or by the rudiments

of a chain of ossicula, two sacs con-

taining concretions, and somemembra-

neous semicircular tubes. Tlie prin-

cipal characteristic of this type, is the

existence of openings, closed by mem-
branes, which establish mediums of

communication between the external

surface and the labyrinth.

4. The fourth variety, is at the

same time the most simple and of the

greatest extent; it belongs almost

exclusively to the osseous fishes, and

consists of two vestibular sacs and

three semicircular tubes, but up to

the present time we have been una-

ble to discover here any external

opening, whether closed or other-

wise.

3. Lastly, in the fifth type, we
place all those fishes whose membra-

neous labyrinth communicates more or

less directly with the swimming
bladder; oi this the herring, the carp,

the loach and the silurus afford us un-

deniable examples.

EFFICACY OF HYDROCYANIC ACID
IN CHOLERA.

By John Jones, Esq. Surgeon,

Kidderminster.

So many remedies have been pro-

posed for cholera, that I should not

think of calling your attention to a

new one, if I were not convinced of

its great eflScacy in this dreadful

malady. The remedy I allude to, is

the hydrocyanic acid. Having had

considerable experience in the disease,

since its appearance in Kidderminster,

as an epidemic, I have no hesitation

in saying that it is by far the most

beneficial medicine that has yet been

made use of in this complaint. It

has been for some time known to the

profession, that hydrocyanic acid will

stop vomiting ; whether it arise from

an affection of the stomach itself, or

from sympathy with some other

diseased organ ; but I um not aware

that it has been generally used in

cholera. All the symptoms of this

epidemic, prove in my opinion, that

the poison acts primarily upon the

nervous system, and through it upon

the blood and all the secretions ; and

it is reasonable to imagine, that the

remedy most likely to be of service,

should also act through the nerves

;

and we know that the prussic acid

does so act. But, whatever theory

may be formed of its action, expe-

rience and observation have proved to

me, that it has the eflFect of immedi-

ately arresting vomiting in cholera, as

well as in other diseases. This action

of the prussic acid is certain; but I

am inclined to believe that it has

other powers of a more extensive

nature ; as in some cases, patients

have recovered from its use alone ;

this of course, is a matter of specu-

lation, and open to further investiga-

tion. By arresting the vomiting in

cholera, the most important results

are obtained :— 1st, the further loss

of the serous part of the blood is
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prevented ; 2ndly, we are enabled to

make use of other remedies without

any danger of their being rejected by
the stomach ; 3rdly, we can, if occa-

sion require, administer a due pro-

portion of nutriment with advantage.

The plan of treatment which I adopt,

is, for adults, as follows:— I prescribe

from two to four drops of Gardener's

medicinal prussic acid every half or

quarter of an hour, till the vomiting

ceases, and then from four to five

grains of calomel every three or four

hours till the mouth becomes sore.

The following enema, recommended in

the Cyclopcedia of Medicine, will usu-

ally check the purging ; laudanum a

drachm and a half; brandy four ounces

;

gruel a pint and a half : prussic acid

does not preclude the necessity of

bleeding, where the patient is seen at

the commencement of the attack.

In children the prussic acid is as effica-

cious as with adults, and perhaps

more so, as they will always take it

on account of its not possessing a

disagreeable taste.

Had I been acquainted with the

use of prussic acid in cholera, when
the disease first broke out in Kidder-

minster, I feel no doubt, but that I

should have saved the lives of many,
who, as it was, fell victims to it. It

is for this reason that I am ex-

tremely desirous that its efl&cacy

should be made known, through the

medium of your Journal.

ON THE EFFICACY

OF THE

HOT AIR BATH IN CHOLERA,

By John James Hallett, Esq.

Yoxford, Suffolk.

The meeting with your remark in the

last Number of your valuable period-

ical that " there is no mention made"
by the Central Board of Health of

the " hot air bath," &c. &c. well

known to many who have had actual

experience in treating cholera, has

induced me to forward to you a sketch

of a case which occurred in my prac-

tice within the last month, and in the

treatment of which, I think the first

remedy you have enumerated, proved,

in a most marked manner, efficacious

in conjunction with others.

I was called on Wednesday, Au-
gust 15, at half-past nine a.m. to

I. Andrews, of Middleton, at about a

mile from me, whom I found dressed,

but unable to support himself in his

chair from pain. The countenance
was so altered, from shrinking of the

features and extreme blueness, that

his employer could scarcely recognize

him. He complained of violent cramps
in the arms and legs, and the left side

of the thorax, which with diarrhoea,

had been present since half-past four

in the morning. The extremities

were all semiflexed, while the cramps
continued (for there were short in-

tervals of ease), and the gastrocnemii

might plainly be felt contracted into

a form almost spherical. The eyes

were shrunk within the orbits ; the

expression of the countenance betray-

ed the greatest anxiety; pulse, a mere
thread, and 106; voice lost; secretion

of urine suspended; inspirations fif-

teen in the minute, and laborious

;

breath unnaturally cold. There was
universal cold of the surface without
any difference of temperature, even
in the femoral or cardiac regions

;

nails buried in the palms, and fingers

incapable of extension.

On my reaching him he had had
about twelve stools of a transparent

inodurous fluid, passed without pain,

and very like chicken broth in appear-

ance, with an entire absence of bile ;

vomiting not violent; slight tender-

ness in the region of the stomach;
secretion of urine suspended. I rode

home as fast as possible, and on my
return, which was within the half

hour, found that he had passed four

more liquid evacuations of the same
character as the former, and that the

cramps of the extremities, &c. were
more frequent and violent.
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I immediately employed a hot air

bath, which I had had constructed

under my own eye, and on my own
plan, a few days before ; and within

ten minutes, had the satisfaction of

seeing the perspiration flow down my
patient's cheeks, with the thermo-

meter in the bed at 110° Fahr.

During the operation of the bath, 1

gave a draught, composed of seth.

sulph. solutio camphor saturat. in

alcohol ; tr. opii. ammoniat. and tr.

valerian ammoniat. a. gtt. xxx. This

I repeated every hour, until the pulse

had become strong, and at 96, which

was established at two p.m. Alter-

nately with the draught I gave a

bolus every hour, of hyd. protoxyd.

gr. iv. and pulv. g. opii. gr. j. The
boluses I continued, until the gums
were affected, and that occurring at

noon on the Friday, they were dis-

continued. On Thursday, at four,

p. M. I gave p. rhei. gr. x. and conti-

nued it every eight hours till the

same time on Friday, when a very

copious, bilious, faeculent evacuation

was passed, and another the next

morning, after which all went on
well ; my patient gradually recovered

his strength, so as to be able to leave

his house within the week from the

day of the attack.

This I conceive to be a case in

which the hot air was of the most

signal service, and as my apparatus

for its application cost me but half a

guinea, I think no practitioner should

be without one. Doubtless the sti-

mulus taken internally contributed

much to the establishment of reaction,

and I am of opinion, that the action

of the mercury once secured, any
case of cholera may be considered

safe.

NECROLOGY.

Sir Everard Home, whose death is an-

nounced as having taken place on Friday,

at his apartments in Chelsea College, was
one of the most eminent medical men of his

day. He was of ancient Scottish lineage,

and at an early age embraced the profession

of physic, which he practised with the great-

est success in the metropolis for more than

forty years. His late Majesty, when Prince
Regent, raised him (Jan. 2, 1813) to the dig-

nity of a baronet, by the title of Sir Everard
Home, of Well Manor Farm, in the county
of Southampton, and also conferred on him
the appointment of Serjeant Surgeon, in

which office he was continued by the present

King. Sir Everard was also Surgeon to

Chelsea Hospital, Honorary Professor of Ana-
tomy and Surgery to the Royal College of

Surgeons ; for many years he was elected to

the Presidentship of the College. Sir Eve-
rard was in his 77th year, having been born

in 1756. He is succeeded in the baronetcy

by his eldest son James Everard (now Sir

James Everard Home) a Commander in the

Royal Navy.

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS. .

Mr. Brodie is appointed Serjeant Surgeon,

in the room of Sir E. ; and Mr. Keate suc-

ceeds to the Chelsea Hospital.

Mr. Stanley has been elected one of the

Council of the Royal College of Surgeons,

in the place of Mr. Hawkins, who has

resigned.

Practical Observations in Midwifery, with
a Selection of Cases. Part II. By John
Ramsbotham, M. D. Consulting Physician

;

Accoucheur to the Royal Maternity Charity,

&c. &c. 8vo. pp. 507. 1832. London,
Highley.

This is one of the best practical works, so

far as it extends, hitherto published.

Pestilence Disarmed ; an Essay Physical
and Moral, on the Means best adapted for

the preservation of public health in times of
national calamity. 8vo. pp. 31. 1832. Lon-
don. Longman and Co.

Five Minutes Advice on the Care of the

Teeth, and on the best Means of preserving,

rocovering, and when lost, restoring them.
12mo. pp. 40. 1832. London. Renshaw
and Rush.

The Principles and Practice of Obstetric

Medicine, in "a series of Systematic Disserta-

tions on Midwifery, and on the Diseases of
Women and Children, illustrated by nu-
merous Plates. By David D. Davis, M.D.
M.R.S.L. Professor of Midwifery in the Uni-
versty of London, &c. &c. London, Taylor.
1832. Part XL

Die Gebarmutter und das Ei des Menschen
in den ersten Schwangerschaftsmonaten nach
der Natur dargestellt, von Dr. Burkhard
Wilhelm Seller, mit gwolf kupefertafeln.

Dresden, 1832.—The Uterus and Ovum of
Woman, in the First Months of Pregnancy

;

drawn from Nature. By Dr. B. W. Seller.

Twelve Engravings. Dresden, 1832. Folio,

Twelve Coloured Engravings. London, 1832,
A. Schloss, St. Martin's Lane.
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The drawings of the first four and of the

tenth plates were laid before the Assembly of

tlie German Naturalists at Berlin in 1828,

where they were received with particular

approbation by Professors Rudolphi and
Tiedemann. These plates are splendidly

engraved, and supply the deficiency of those

of Dr. William Hunter. Lecturers on obste-

tricy will find them extremely valuable. The
zeal which Mr. Schloss evinces in importing

all new foreign works, and a variety of the

best anatomical models, entitles him to the

patronage of the profession.

Further Observations on Spontaneous Am-
putation of the Limbs of the Foetus in Utero.

By William F. Montgomery, M.D. M.R.LA.,
Professor of Midwifery to the King and
Queen's College of Physicians in Ireland.

Illustrated with a Plate.

This is the second case of the kind observed

by the Learned Professor, and examined by
other medical friends. During a late visit

to Dublin, we were favoured with an inspec-

tion of both preparations, and can add with

perfect truth, that we have never seen so

complete and so extensive a collection of ob-

stetric specimens as in the museum of Dr.

Montgomery. It is gratifying to add, that

all were collected and arranged by himself.

Experimental Inquiries in Chemical Phi-
losophy. Part I. (complete in one volume.)

On the Blood, with an Appendix, contain-

ing Remarks on the Nature and Treatment
of Cholera Asphyxia. By Horatio Prater.

8vo. pp. 304. London, 1832. Highley.
La Junte des Xiij contre 1, Petite Con-

spiration, contre la Bourse des Malades, ou
le System de Remise, devoile' an Profit de la

Sante. 18mo, pp. 33. Paris, 1832.

This is a despicable lampoon on certain

English physicians in Paris.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Thomas a Becket.—We regret that Mr.
Sheldrake has not kept his promise to con-
clude his paper on the treatment of distortions.
His omission is no fault of ours.

A Falmouth Correspondent.—If our corres-
pondent will refer us to some one in town,
his name shall appear. We are much flatter-

ed by his favourable opinion of our writings.

A Georgian.—Our esteemed correspondent
will oblige us with a personal interview, any
morning before 12.

A Country Assistant.—Richard's Botany,
Castle's Manual. The other work referred
to is an imperfect abstract.

J. V. L.—A personal interview is desirable.

Mr. J.—We are much obliged by the offer,

and shall accept it.

Dr. Hancock's communication will appear
in our next ; several other articles are too
late for this Number.

The members of the profession, who con-

sider the damages awarded in the case of

Ramadge v. Ryan excessive, have commenced
a subscription to enable the defendant to

apply for a new trial, or defray same.
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The Excision of Hemorrhoidal Tumours.

Second Observation.—About fifteen years

ago, a very wealthy banker, about 45 years

of age, of a bilious temperament, consulted

the Baron Dupuytren for hemorrhoids that

were constantly in a state of hemorrhage.
These sanguineous discharges had reduced
him to a state of great debility and anemia.

Pale and debilitated, he visibly emaciated; he
was unable to attend in his counting house

;

to write a letter was very fatiguing, and al-

most impossible to him. M. Dupuytren, after

examining him, recognised the existence of

internal hemorrhoids, and proposed excision,

which was quickly agreed to. Some days
after he proceeded in the following man-
ner :—The patient having taken an enema
and a hip bath, lay on the edge of the bed,

the thighs separated ; violent strainings pro-
truded the hemorrhoids, which were imme-
diately seized with a forceps with large blades

and excised, not without much trouble ; no
external hemorrhage manifested itself. M.
Dupuytren did not leave the patient ; at the
end of a quarter of an hour he perceived
him become pale, fall into a state of weak-
ness more and more decided, the pulse be-
came small and hard, a cold perspiration
covered his body, he felt a sensation of heat
in the abdomen, which was continually as-

cending. From these signs the Professor
could not doubt that internal hemorrhage
had ensued. He immediately recommended
the patient to make expulsitory efforts, and
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a great quantity of scarcely coagulated blood

was discharged ; cold injections were useless,

the hemorrhage was not stopped : then a

pig's bladder stuffed with charpie was intro-

duced ; this succeeded completely, but it was
not without great difficulty that it could be
kept in its place, involuntary expulsitory

efforts tended incessantly to displace it, and
actually did so several times. This hemor-
rhage weakened the patient very much, and
would undoubtedly have been fatal if it had
not been arrested so promptly ; in a short

time tlie cure of the patient was completed.

Third Observation.— The banker, whose
case we have just considered, had a brother

at Berlin, who had almost the same symp-
toms ; this person heard of his brother's cure,

and wrote to M. Dupuytren. After the re-

port of a celebrated surgeon of Berlin who
attended him, M. Dupuytren was quite con-

vinced of the existence of similar internal

hemorrhoids, and recommended excision.

But the accident that happened to the first

brother had suggested to him a means of

effectually stopping the hemorrhage, and,
consequently, obviating the greatest danger
attendant on this operation. He gave writ-

ten directions, and advised cauterization,

with a cauterie en haricot if the hemorrhage
manifested itself. The surgeon at Berlin did
not follow these directions ; immediately after

the operation he quitted the patient. Not long
after his departure, symptoms of internal

hemorrhage presented themselves ; the pa-
tient became faint, pale, and covered with cold

perspiration. One of his younger brothers,

who had been present at the first operation,

discovered the cause of the malady, and sent

after the surgeon immediately, without being
able to find him ; time was lost, and the

danger was imminent ; this young brother

had the presence of mind to introduce the

bladder, as he had seen it done, into the anus,

and stuff it with lint, and succeeded in stop-

ping the hemorrhage, but the loss of blood

was so great, that the patient was a long

time before he recovered.

Fourth Observation.—A broker, the father

of a numerous family, suffered for somb years
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from internal and external hemorrhoids, by
which he was more and more incommoded

;

he was in such a state as to be unable to walk

more than sixty paces without stopping to

lean against a stone stud, to gain a raomeu-

tary relief from his sufferings. Finding that

he was obliged to give up his business, and

wishing at any price to preserve the power of

providing for the wants of his children, he

came to M. Dupuytren, who examined him,

and perceived a double hemorrhoidal tumour,

being in every way two inches and a half in

diameter ; blood and pus were discharged

frequently, and the scirrhous disorganization

appeared very great. M. Dupuytren pro-

posed excision to him. Some fatal cases

which recently happened under other sur-

geons, having made great noise, and this

man having heard of them, the proposal

made him shudder. M. Dupuytren had great

trouble to convince him that cauterization of

the vessels was sufficient to obviate all fatal

consequences. At length the patient con-

sented to allow the operation ; but he wished

to go to the Hotel Dieu, as he would be

better watched, and in order that at the first

appearance the hemorrhage might be com-
batted. The excision was made, some of the

vessels were cauterized, and on the twelfth

day the patient was perfectly cured.

Fifth Observation.—M. Ex a Scotchman,

a cavalry officer in the service of the King of

England, unmarried, about forty years of age,

of a sanguine temperament, experienced, for

more than three years, great sufferings, caus-

ed by internal hemorroidal tumours, which

protruded on the least attempt to go to stool.

As the fatigues of his profession considerably

augmented the annoyance, he came to Paris

to consult M. Dupuytren. In compliance

with his advice went into a Maison de Sante,

where he was operated on by this celebrated

surgeon, in the following manner :—The pa-

tient lay on his side, and made efforts as if at

stool ; the upper thigh was raised up by an

assistant; the operator seized each tumour
with a large indented forceps, and with a

very sharp bent scissors, excised them succes-

sively. There were three tumours, not very

voluminous, and as there was but a trifling

effusion of blood, M. Dupuytren thought that

cauterization might be dispensed with. An
assistant was charged to remain with the pa-

tient, who was perfectly calm. About five

hours after the excision, all the characteristic

symptoms of hemorrhage in the rectum were

manifested ; anxiety, rigors, inclination to

vomit, cold perspiration, sinking of the pulse,

convulsive contraction of the limbs, inexpli-

cable agony, vertigo, syncope ; tenesmus in-

creasing the patient went to stool, and the

expulsion of a considerable quantity of partly

coagulated blood gave him visible relief. A
cold enema was administered, as M. Dupuy-
tren had directed in such cases ; it was re-

turned immediately, and replaced by another

that was longer retained. Nevertheless,

at the expiration of about an hour, the symp-
toms returned with increased intensity ; they
produced complete collapse. The patient

requested a notary would be sent for, and
hastened to arrange his affairs, preferring

death, which he thought was inevitable, ra-

ther than submit to cauterization. Dr. Cail-

lard and Dr. Marx took the responsibility on
themselves ; they endeavoured to tranquillize

him ; and it may readily be imagined that it

was not easy to cauterize under these circum-
stances. With the aid of a speculum, the

place from whence the blood flowed was
easily found, and the effusion stopped by the

application of a bent caiiterie en haricot, heat-

ed to a white heat. The hemorrhage
ceased ; the alarming symptoms were dissi-

pated ; the inflammation which results from
the cauterization, and the dysuria that usu-
ally accompanies it, yielded very soon to the
use of cataplasms, enemata, and baths ; a
wick was kept in the rectum, and at the end
of a few days the patient was perfectly cured.

Sixth Observation.—Mr. Joseph Cur—of
Polish origin, a singer at Amsterdam, forty

eight years of age, for several years suflTered

great pain in expelling the faecal matter. This
difficulty was caused by the presence of in-

ternal hemorrhoids, which all together were
about the size of a hen's egg. During the

act of defecation they protruded, and caused a
very painful strangulation, which was very
difficult to reduce.

These tumours were not accompanied by
habitual nor periodical discharges, only when
the patient had a constipation ; the hardened
excrements, occasioned by their pressure, an
erosion that gave rise to a slight discharge of
blood. Forced by his profession to long
standing, and to exertions of the voice that

augmented his disease, and his sufferings, he
resolved to travel to Paris, in hopes of being
cured. M. Dupuytren made him go into a
Maison de Sante, where, two days after, he
was operated on. The patient lay in a con-
venient posture

J
the tumours, three in num-

ber, being protruded, were immediately ex-
cised. What is remarkable in this case, is,

that notwithstanding the large volume of the
tumours, the excision caused but a slight

effusion of blood, and did not require the
cautery. A year after his cure we had occa-
sion to see this patient, when there was no
failure in the success obtained with an asto- ^1
nishing promtitude. These observations we U
owe to the complaisance of Doctor Marx ; we
will, in conclusion, add one communicated by
our benevolent colleague. Doctor Paillard.

Seventh Observation.—A man, about forty-

seven years of age, of low stature and san-
guine temperament, came to the Hotel Dieu,
to be treated for internal and external he-
morrhoids, with which he had been afflicted Xk
for fifteen years. These tumours were so II
painful that he could take very little exer- "'
cise, or run for any distance, without causing

protrusion of the internal hemorrhoids, which

d
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became irritated immediately by the friction

of the dress. Repeated inflammation caused

a discharge, sometimes sanguine, sometimes

purulent, sometimes both one and the other.

The act of defecation was a continual torture

to the unhappy patient. Should the fear of

those accidents that may result from the

excision induce us to leave the patient a

prey to this disastrous infirmity ? The fre-

quent- returns of inflammation of the hemor-

rhoidal tubercles will bring on disorganiza-

tion. Besides, it is almost certain that the

sanguine and purulent discharges would un-

dermine the patient's constitution, and the

sufferings he would undergo would hasten

this fatal termination. We did not hesitate
;

the operation was decided on, for the danger

was not inevitable, whilst disorganization

would produce certain death. The patient

was prepared for the operation by every

means likely to Insure success. General

bleeding was practised, in order to prevent

the violence of the inflammation which
usually follows the excision of hemorrhoids.

A blister was applied to the arm, to prevent

the danger which sometimes follows the too

sudden suppression of a natural discharge.

The patient was kept on lo«r diet, and the

day before the operation the intestinal canal

was emptied by an aperient. A tumour,

composed of seven or eight tubercles, brown-
ish on the outside, but of a brighter colour

inside, encircled externally the verge of the

rectum. When the patient was lying down,
without making any effort, all the tubercles

were grouped, so as to form a brownish rug-

ged tumour, about the size of a large walnut.

When, on the contrary, the patient contracted

the abdominal muscles, or strained as if at

stool, the external tumour opened and ex-

posed a second circular hemorrhoid, also

composed of seven or eight tubercles, but of

a different colour, for they were uniformly of

a roseate colour, and covered in all their

extent by the internal membrane of the rec-

tum. After having pointed out these dif-

ferent circumstances, M. Dupuytren ordered

the patient to lie down on his abdomen, and
to make efforts as if at stool. This caused

the protrusion of the internal hemorrhoids,

which were seized with a dissecting forceps,

and each of the tubercles that composed it

were excised. The same was done with the

external tumour, and immediately after a

cautery, heated to a white heat, was applied

to the bleeding parts of the wound ; some
hours after a small wick was introduced into

the anus, and afterwards a cerate. He could

retain them but a very short time. During
the day he complained of transient colic

pains, (diet, diluting drink, &c.) The next
day the colic pains were more violent and
more prolonged, the verge of the anus was
tumefied and painful, the patient felt diffi-

culty in voiding urine, feverish symptoms,
(bled in the arm, diluting drink, &c.) The
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth days after the

operation, the pains decreased, the urine was
freely evacuated, and the feverish symptoms
disappeared ; the appetite returned, and he
was allowed some aliments. The seventh
day, as the patient had not been at stool

from the day of the operation, an ounce of
castor oil was administered to him, and some
hours after the bowels were opened five or

six stools occurred during the day ; they
were all accompanied by great pain at the
anus, nevertheless, after each of them, the

patient felt considerable relief. The follow-

ing day he went freely and naturally to

stool, the colic pains became less and less

frequent, but the twelfth day they returned
with violence, and were followed by diar-

rhoea, the cause of which was unknown,
(mucilaginous drinks, &c.) The next day
he was in the same state, (treacle one ounce.)

The fourteenth day the diarrhoea ceased, and
with it the colic pains, (rice gruel.) On the

fifteenth day the patient was quite well. He
was allowed a moderate portion of food, he
was radically cured of the hemorrhoids, and
the anus remained free in whatever posture

he placed himself; defecation caused no pain,

and he quitted the hospital completely cured.

SELECTIONS
FROM THE

LECTURES
OF

SIR GEORGE L. TUTHILL.

( Continued from page 165.)

APOPLKXIA HYDROCEPHALICA, OR WATER
IN THE HEAD.

This disease arises slowly, and affects infants

and children only. It comes on with lassi-

tude, fever, and headache, pulse slow, pupils

of the eye dilated, and sopor supervenes
;

these go on until the apoplectic state is fully

established. This disease is named by some
as acute hydrocephalus, and is very common
and fatal, generally occurring between the

time of teething and the third or fourth year,

although sometimes it appears later. It is

very insidious and slow in its progress, and
the first symptoms are irritability, languor,
and drowsiness, want of appetite and chilli-

ness, skin dry and hot towards the evening,
and the pulse accelerated. These may con-
tinue for a day or two ; there will be then
thirst and pain in the forehead, and on the

top of the head ; and if the infant be unable
to speak, it will carry its hand to the top of

its head, thereby evincing pain, and it

screams suddenly ; the breathing will be in-

terrupted by sighing ; there will be indif-

ference to all surrounding objects. On the

Q 2
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next night the sleep will be either quiet, or

the child will start in his sleep, and awake

bewildered. The pain and fever will return

in the course of the next day with nausea,

vomiting, and a small pulse. In the evening

there will be an increase of all these symp-

toms ; the eyes will look wild, the bowels

will be confined; there will be increased

pain in the head ; the urine will be scanty

and high-coloured, with violent pulsation in

the carotid and temporal arteries ; the ex-

ternal senses will be very acute ; the pupil

will contract if taken to the light ; the child

will start, and convulsions will come on.

These symptoms denote inflammation, and

generally last for some days. The sudden

awakening from perfect sleep, and the

screaming of the little patient, are the eftects

of considerable pain, and are a constant pre-

cursor of the symptoms of apoplexy. After

the screaming the child drops into a coma-

tose state, and on awakening the pupil is

found dilated, the sight is weakened, and

the senses blunted. During the comatose

state the stupor is great, and the limbs

are motionless. Strabismus comes on, and

the pupils of the eye are generally drawn

towards the nose ; the pulse becomes slow,

convulsions supervene, and death follows.

Sometimes these symptoms last for several

days. Then the fever is more acute; the

pulse frequent and quick ; the eyes bloody

and stertor ; hurried respiration ; livid circle

around the mouth ; relaxed state of the

sphincters ; and, under these circumstances,

death will speedily take place. In the early

stage of this disease, it is difficult to distin-

guish it from other diseases to which chil-

dren are liable. Irritation of the alimentary

canal from worms may produce the same

symptoms very nearly as those of acute hy-

drocephalus ; but then there is no head-

ache or contraction of the pupils, and the

bowels are relaxed. Irritation from teeth-

ing may also produce the same effects, but

the bowels are then open, and there is no

contraction of the pupils. When the second

Stage of acute hydrocephalus comes on, it is

easy to be distinguished. During the first

stage, the symptoms are those of inflamma-

tion, and during the second stage, the symp-

toms are those of compression.

Prognosis.—In this disease your progno-

sis is always unfavourable, and from the

second stage none ever recovers. In the

first stage of the disease the danger will

vary with the inflammation; and in the

second stage with the danger of compression.

Upon examining the body after death, an

accumulation of water is found collected in

the ventricles of the brain, varying in quan-

tity. When this is considerable the ante-

rior part of the fornix is raised, so that it

passes on through the ventricles. The water

effused in this disease is more livid than in

ascites. When the quantity effused into the

yentricles i« large, the lateral and superior

portions of the brain are of a pulpy consist-

ence, the head enlarges, and chronic hydro-

cephalus is established. After a time the

skull enlarges, projecting greatly at the cen-

tre of ossification, and the membraneous di-

visions between the bones become very wide

and stretched. WHien after death the scalp

is removed, the bones are found very thin,

with membrane runningacross them,supposed,

by Dr. Baillie, to be the remains of unbssi-

fied matter ; or sometimes, when during the

second stage the ossification is not complete,

the bones are lifted up.

Causes.—The causes of this disease are

divided into remote and proximate, and the

proximate cause is inflammation of the pia

mater the lining membrane of the brain, fol-

lowed by serous effusion ; the remote causes

are divided into predisposing and exciting ;

the predisposing causes are great flow of

blood to the head during teething, feeding

children too much upon animal food, thereby

causing a morbid increase of strength, and a

larger quantity of blood to flow to the head.

When the cuspidati only remain to be formed,

the blood not being occupied in the formation

of the teeth, a large quantity of it flows to

the head. Hereditary predisposition to it

exists in children of parents of a scrofulous

diathesis: those children who are disposed

to it hereditarily are generally of a fine fair

skin, large and full head and forehead, joints

large, &c. ; debility may also predispose to it.

The exciting causes of this disease are the

same as those of phrenitis, diflicuU dentition,

certain positions of the body, as holding the

child down, and also the abuse of opiates by
nurses, will predispose to this disease.

Treatment.—As the proximate cause of
this disease is inflammation terminating in

serous effusion, our great object must be the

removal of inflammation and the prevention

of effusion and compression. The first stage

is the only one in which we can hope to suc-

ceed with our remedies, and here we must
employ general and local bleeding, in order

to overcome the inflammation, conjoined with
blisters and purgatives. If the child be two
years old, you may begin by taking

J^'j-
of

blood from the jugular vein and temporal
artery, and as in this disease the bowels are

usually costive, the common purgative doses

will not suffice.

If the child be two years old, he will re-

quire gr. vj. of calomel, and ^ss. of the com-
mon black draught every hour until it ope-
rates freely. The diet should consist of bar-

ley water only. Cloths wetted with a cold

solution may be applied to the head, and a
blister to the outside of each leg, and warmth
to the extremities ; the bowels to be kept open
by calomel and saline purgatives. Sometimes
when the blood is taken suddenly, and the

bowels are rapidly opened, the inflammation

subsides, and the patient recovers. If you
cannot get the purgatives to act upon the

bowels, great danger will always be present.
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and if you trust to purgatives only without
bleeding, you will never cure your patient.

If you arc called to the patient early, and the
disease is slight, purgatives alone may suffice.

After the screaming of the child, and the

apoplectic fit have come on, you must employ
remedies to take up the effused fluid, and
reduce the turgidity of the vessels

; gij. of
blood may be taken from the jugular vein,

and gr. j. of calomel every three or four hours,

the action of the bowels must be kept up,

and the absorbent system also, in order to

take up the serum. If the child be two
years old, 5j. of unguent hydrarg. fortius.

may be rubbed on the back and thighs every
two hours. In chronic cases, sometimes the
mouth will never be affected by the mercury.
Squills may be added to the calomel as a
diuretic, in order to promote the secretion of
urine, and a saturated solution of supertar-
trate of potash may be drunk as in the other
species of apoplexy. If the brain gradually
adapts itself to the pressure and chronic dis-

ease comes on, the child may live for months
and years, but he can never recover, unless
by paracentesis cranii. Some have lauded
digitalis and oxymuriate of mercury, and if

you employ these, you must carefully watch
their effects.

Apoplexia Atrahiliaria.—Atrabilious.

Apoplexy.

This disease occurs in those of a melan-
cholic temperament. It is true that congestion
of blood in the liver may produce such
changes as will bring on atrabilious apoplexy,
affecting the head, and producing a dejection

of the spirits—yet it is doubtful whether we
ought to admit this disease as one of apo-
plexy. It is a species of apoplexy superven-
ing upon a bilious temperament.

Apoplexia Traumutica.—Traumatie
Apoplexy.

This species of apoplexy arises from vio-

lence done to the head, and is a common case

of compression. When a blow is received

on the head, that part of the bone on which
it falls is broken, and presses upon the brain,

causing compression, and suspending the

nervous energy, whilst the action of the

heart and arteries remains. If the bone be,

or be not fractured, a blood vessel maybe
ruptured, and the effused blood press upon
the brain. The fracture of the bone, and
the rupture of the blood vessel, may both be
present in one case. When called to the

patient, the cranium should be examined,
and if a portion of bone be depressed, the
head should be trepanned, and the elevator
applied, in order to raise the depressed por-
tion of bone. If after trepanning the patient
is not better, extravasation will, in all pro-
bability, have taken place, and the patient
will not recover.

Apoplexia Venenata.—Apoplexy from
Sedatives.

This species of apoplexy arises from the
action of powerful sedatives, either inter-
nally taken or externally applied. A state
very similar to apoplexy may be produced
by opium and powerful sedatives, when
convulsions and stupor supervene, and the
patient dies. Ohjections have been raised
to the term given to this species of apo-
plexy, as it does not arise from compression
within the brain.

Apoplexia Mentalis.

This species arises from affection of the
mind, by which sometimes true compression
may be produced by rupture of some blood
vessel, or by serous effusion. In this species
of apoplexy, Dr. Cullen does not mean apo-
plexy produced by compression, but suspen-
sion of the functions of the brain produced
by an affection of the mind.

Apoplexia Cataleptica.

If this species, the muscles of the body
contract only when aided by external force,

and the patient has no power over the vo-
luntary muscles of the body. If the patient
be put into any position, he will remain fixed
in that position, until moved from it by ex-
ternal force. There is a real state of body
resembling this, arising from the suspension
of nervous energy, independant of mecha-
nical compression, or produced by mecha-
nical compression. After an attack of phre-
nitis has lasted for some days or weeks, and
the patient has yet recovered, the second
stage of the disease may have produced
serous effusion, sufficient to suspend the finer
operations of the brain ; and the patient may
remain in a degree of stupor, and lose all

power over the voluntary muscles, and over
the understanding, and is insensible to the
wants of nature, and remains either sitting
or standing, in the posture in which he was
placed, and is insensible to any thing passing
around him. If this disease occurs after
phrenitis, it may arise from nervous debility,

independant of mechanical causes or com-
pression.

Apoplexia Suffoeata.

This species of apoplexy arises from some
external suffocating cause, and this is the
apoplexy of the hanged or drowned,
A person who is either hanged or drowned,

does not die from apoplexy or compression
of the brain, but from interruption to the
action of the lungs, and therefore this dis-

ease is not, properly speaking, apoplexy.
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ANATOMICAL EXERCITATIONS

OF

WILLIAM HARVEY, M.D.

(^Continuedfrom page 197.)

That the circulation of (he Blood is confirmed

by probable reasons.

But it will not be foreign to our purpose to

add, that according to some common reasons

it is convenient and necessary. First, (as

according to Aristotle de Respirat. et lib. 2,

ac. 3, on the Parts of Animals, and else-

where,) seeing that death, or corruption,

happens by reason of the defect of heat (and

all living things are hot, and dead are cold),

there must necessarily be some place and

origin of heat, as if a fire and hearth, by

which the nursery of nature, and the com-

mencement of innate fire may be contained

and preserved ; from which heat and life may
flow, as if from their origin, into all parts

from which aliment may come ; and, finally,

on which all concoction, and nutrition, and

vegetation may depend ; but that this place

is the heart, and this is the principle of life,

and this by that way which, I have said, I

wish no one to doubt.

There is, therefore, a motion necessary to

the blood, and such as that it may return

again to the heart ; for being distributed far

from its source into the external parts of the

body (as Aristotle attests, 2 part, de Anim) ;

immoveable, it would coagulate, as it does

when destitute of spirits, as in the dead, by

the cold of the extreme parts. For we see

that by motion, heat and spirit are engen-

dered and preserved, that they disappear by

rest, wherefore, lest this should happen to

the blood, it is necessary, that it always by
returning from its origin and fountain should

renew, and both heat, spirits, and entirely

its own constitution.

We see that by the exterior cold the ex-

tremities sometimes become chilled ; the

nose, hands, and cheeks, appear livid, re-

sembling those of the dead, because blood in

them is black, wont to flow, (as it does also

and is accustomed to be directed in the

dependant parts of the dead body.) The
limbs are so numbed or torpid, and hardly

moveable, that they seem to have almost lost

life. They could certainly by no means

(especially so soon) regain their colour, and

heat, and life, unless they were, by a new
origin, afflux, and appulsion of heat, again

cherished. For how can they attract in

those in whom life and heat are almost ex-

tinct; or in those that have their passages

condensed and Impacted with congealed

blood, how could they receive the coming

nourishment and blood, unless they did dis-

miss that which they before contained, and
unless the heart was really that beginning

from whence heat and life (as Arist. lib. de

Respirat. cap. 2. says), and from whence new
blood being passed through the arteries, and
warm and imbued with spirit, that which is

enfeebled and chilled might be driven out,

and all the parts might repair their lan-

guishing heat and vital nourishment, almost

extinct ?

Hence it is, the heart being untouched, life

may be restored to all the other parts, and
health recovered. But the heart being refri-

gerated, or affiected with serious disease, the

whole animal must necessarily suffer, and
finally putrify, because when the beginning

is unhealthy and suffers, (as Arist. 3. de

part. Anim.) says, there is nothing which
can afford it aid as those things which do
depend upon it.

And hence, probably, the reason may be

sought, why in those that are attacked with

a consumption, or attenuation, from love,

grief, cares, and the like, or cacochymia, or

abundance of crudities, which may cause all

diseases, and destroy men. For every passion

of the mind which perplexes the human
spirits, as grief, joy, hope, or anxiety, and
approaching the heart, there making it to

change from its natural constitution, by dis-

temperature, pulsation, and the rest. If it

inquinates the nourishment and first debili-

tates the constitution, which is the fact,

and there ought to appear less wonder that

it afterwards produces various genera of in-

curable diseases, in the limbs, and in the

body ; when in that case the whole body,

the aliment being vitiated, labours under the

want of natural heat.

Besides all this, as all creatures live by
nourishment inwardly concocted, it is neces-

sary that the concoction and distribution be

perfect, and for that cause the place and re-

ceptacle exist where the nourishment is per-

fected, and from whence it is supplied to

every limb. But this place is the heart,

since it alone, of all the parts (though for its

own use it has the coronal vein and artery,)

contains in its concavities, as in cisterns, or a

reservoir ; for instance, auricles or ventri-

cles, blood for the use of the whole body, but

the rest of the parts have it only in vessels

for their own private use.

Moreover, the heart only is so placed and
appointed, that by its pulsation it may equally

distribute and disperse (and that according

to measure and the concavities of the arte-

ries, which are to supply every part,) to

those which stand in need, and distribute it

after this manner, as out of a treasure and
fountain.

Moreover, in this distribution and motion

of the blood there is need of violence and an

impulse, or such as the heart enjoys. Also

add to this, that the blood does easily con-

centrate and Join of its own accord, to its
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beginning (as a part to the whole, or as a

drop of water spilt upon the table, to the

whole mass), as it does very swiftly, from

slight causes, such as fear, cold, horror, and
the like. It is pressed out of the capillary

veins into the smaller branches, and thence

into the larger, by the motion of the limbs

and muscles. Likewise the blood is apter to

move from the circumference to the centre,

than otherwise, though the valves did not

hinder. Whence it follows, that if it leaves

its origin or course, and moves against its

will, and enters into places narrower and
colder, that it requires violence and an
impulsion, such as that of the heart, as I

have already mentioned in a preceding

paragraph. Then the blood has need of vio-

lence and impulsion, such as the heart alone,

as has been already said, possesses.

CHAPTER XVI.

The circulation of the Blood is proved from
consequences.

Moreover there are some problems, which,

from this supposed truth, appear as conse-

quences, and are not useless to excite a be-

lief as if a posteriori ; and these, though they

seem involved in much ambiguity and ob-

scurity, yet they readily suffer both reason

and causes to be assigned.

Why do we see that in contagion, in poi-

soned wounds, in the bites of serpents and
mad dogs, in lues venerea, and such like

diseases, the part being injured, it happens
that the whole body is vitiated. Thus a

lues, the genitals being injured, is wont to

shew itself first of all by pain in the head or

scapulae, or other symptoms ; and a wound
being made by the bite of a rabid dog,

and this being cured, we know that fever

and the other horrid symptoms super-

vene. Is it because the contagion im-
pressed on the part is carried with the

returning blood to the heart, and thence

returning, it inquinates the whole body ?

Hence it is evident, that a paroxysm will be

established. In the beginning of a tertian

fever the morbific cause seeking the heart, is

delayed about this organ and the lungs, and
causes difficulty of respiration, sighing, and
lassitude, because the vital origin is oppres-

sed, and the blood forced into the lungs is

thickened, and cannot return ; and this I

can state from dissection of those who have

died in the accession. Hence the pulsations

are generally frequent and small, and some-
times inordinate ; but the heat being in-

creased, the matter attenuated, the passages

being open, the whole body begins to grow
warm, the pulsations are rendered greater

and more vehement, and a febrile paroxysm
is established ; to wit, when the preternatu-
ral heat arises in the heart, it is thence dif-

fused through the arteries into the whole
body, together with the morbific matter,
which in this manner is overcome and dis-

solved by nature.

Why also do remedies, applied externally,
exert their powers internally, as if they had
been taken inwardly ? For it is evident that
colocynth and aloes loosen the bowels ; can-
tharides promote urine ; garlic, applied to

the soles of the feet, increases expectoration
;

cordials strengthen ; and a great variety of
other medicines act in this manner. Be-
cause the veins, by their orifices, absorb
some part of those things applied externally,

carry it internally with the blood, in the
same way that they take up chyle in the
mesentery from the intestines, and convey it

with the blood to the liver. It is not, per-
haps, irrational to say this. For the blood
in the mesentery passes through the cceliac

arteries into the superior and inferior me-
senteric, and proceeds to the intestines, from
which, with the chyle attracted by the veins,

returns by the numerous ramifications of
these vessels into the porta of the liver, and
through it into the cava. Thus it happens,
that this blood is imbued in these veins with
colour and that consistence, which is in the
rest contrary to what many believe. Nor is

it necessary to esteem it improbable, that the
two contrary motions in the capillaries,

namely, that of the chyle upwards, and that

of the blood downwards, can be inconve-

niently effected. But is not this accom-
plished by the consummate providence of

nature ? But if crude chyle were mixed in

equal proportions with concocted blood, no
concoction, transmutation, or sanguification

could arise ; but as they are active and pas-

sive, from the union of both, a mixture or

third substance is formed, as in the perfusion

of wine with water and oxycrate. But when
a small portion of chyle is mixed with a
great quantity of blood, the latter preserves
its nature, which more clearly appears, as

Aristotle says, if you add one drop of water
to a hogshead of wine ; or, on the contrary,

the whole is not mixed, but is either wine
or water.

In the mesenteric veins, when dissected,

there is not found a chyme nor a chyle sepa-
rated from the blood, but the same blood in

colour and consistence as in the other veins

appears to our senses ; in which blood, be-
cause, nevertheless, there is chyle inconcocted
and insensible, nature has placed the liver, in

whose meanders it is delayed and receives a
fuller transmutation, lest coming crude to the

heart it obstructs the origin of life.

Hence in the embryo there is almost no
use of the liver, as the umbilical vein passes

through it, and a foramen or an anastomosis

is formed by it with the porta, so that the

blood returning from the intestines of the

foetus, passing not through the liver, but the

above mentioned umbilical vein, goes to the

heart, together with the maternal blood re-

turning from the placenta of the womb.
Hence also in the first formation of the foetus

the liver is formed last. We have observed

in the human foetus, all the members perfectly
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delineated, even the genitals distinct, but the

rudiments of the liver scarcely placed. And
truly all the members and heart appear at

first white, and besides nothing of red is

contained in the veins, you will observe

nothing but a rude mass in place of the liver,

as if a collection of extravasated blood, which
you would consider a contusion or a rup-

tured vein.

There are found in the egg two umbilical

vessels, one passing from the white through

the whole liver, and going directly to the

heart, the other from the yolk, and termi-

nating in the vena porta ; for a chick is

first formed and nourished by the white, and
after its perfection and exclusion by the yolk;

for the yolk is found contained in the belly

of the chick after many days incubation, and
it answers for the nutriment of milk of other

animals, but we shall speak of these things

more conveniently in our observations on
problems of this kind, on the time of forma-

tion and precedence of members, why one is

formed and perfected before another, of the

principality of members, the cause of this.

Also we shall speak of the heart, as why,
according to Aristotle, (lib. 3, de Part Ani-
mal) it is first formed, and appears to have
in itself life, motion, and sense, before any
other part is perfected. And likewise of the

blood, why before all things, and how it has

in it the origin of life and heat, and why it

requires to be moved and impelled here and
there, and is it on this account the heart seems
to be needed. In the same way in the spe-

culation of the pulses, why some are lethal,

others salutary, what are the genera and
their causes, and what do these indicate and
presage ; likewise in the crises and expurga-
tions of nature; in nutrition, especially in

the distribution of nutriment, and likewise

in all the fluxes : finally, in every part of

medicine, physiological, pathological, semei-
otic, and therapeutic ; when I consider with
myself how many questions may be deter-

mined from this truth and light, how many
doubts may be solved, how many obscure
things made clear, I find a most extensive

field of inquiry, where I might run out so

far, and enlarge so widely, that it would not

only swell into a large volume, which is not

my intention, but to me perhaps, life itself

might be insufficient to accomplish it.

Therefore I shall endeavour to refer those

things to their proper uses and causes, which
are comprehended in the anatomy of the

heart and arteries. For there are found
many things which receive light from this

truth, and render it more clear, which I wish
to confirm by anatomical arguments in pre-

ference to all other things. There is one
thing which ought to have a place in our
observations on the use of the spleen ; ne-

vertheless it will not be irrelavent to notice

it in this place.

From the superior part of the splenic

branch, passing off at the pancreas, arise the

posterior gastric and gastrico-epiploic veins,

all of which, with many sulci and ramifica-

tions, are disseminated into the ventricle, as

the mesenteric in the intestines : in the same
manner from the inferior part of the same
splenic branch towards the colon and rectum,
the hemorrhoidal vein is deduced. The
blood regressing through these veins both
ways, and carrying with it a crude juice, the

chylification being incomplete, hence from
the ventricle aqueous and thin, and thence
crude and terrestrial as if received from the

faeces ; by the mixture of these contraries in

the splenic branch it is conveniently temper-
ed, and nature mixing both juices, of more
difficult concoction, on account of their con-
trary indispositions with a copious supply of
warm blood, which by reason of the many
arteries, flows profusely from the spleen,

it leads them, being now prepared, to the

porta of the liver, so that it abundantly sup-

plies and recompences the defect of both, by
such a fabric of the veins.
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Botany is a grand division of natural know-
ledge, distinguished as a separate science : it

consists of three subordinate departments, all

of them intimately allied with each other,

and closely connected with the correlative

general sciences, of which indeed, under
another view, they severally form parts.

Thus philosophic botany, or the true science

of plants, consists not merely either of an
account of their structure and their functions,

or in a detail of their names, their characters,

and their arrangement, or in a history oftheir

habitudes and uses, but comprises all ; and
hence the three great subdivisions of the

science into organic botany, or vegetable

physics; systematic botany, or vegetable

diagnosis ; and economic botany, or vegeta-

ble utilities ; and these several topics, each

in itself important, but too often disconnect-

edly pursued, lose much by disunion both of

interest and value : this should never be for-

gotten by those who wish to study philoso-

phically the principles, the relations, and the

purposes of botany.

As the most notorious of the external attri-

butes of plants, I select their size and figure
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for in both the difference is extreme. With

respect to size, we have plants on the one

hand almost, and others altogether, invisible

to the naked eye, and not improbably some

that even elude the vigilance of the doublet

lens; while, as contrasts to these infinitesi-

mals of vitality, we have palms, and pines,

and oaks, from one to two and three, or even,

as some report, four hundred feet in height,

and of proportionable thickness. " Miracula

fngiunt" often forms a comment to the rela-

tion of marvels such as these, and true enough

it is that wonders, like the visible horizon,

do frequently recede as we journey towards

them, and often evade our practical researches;

but of the above the evidences are within our

reach, and in fact are always before us.

A knowledge of the internal structure of

the vegetable body assists greatly in explain-

ing the modifications of its external form;

but not only this, they reciprocally become
indexes to each other, as certain internal

structures only, can assume certain external

configurations ; at least, we so conclude from

the circumstance of their always being foiuid

in combination.

From the positive characters discovered

by an investigation of the external and inter-

nal structure of plants, are deduced the com-
parative or diagnostic signs which enable the

systematic botanist to distinguish plants

from each other, and give rise to the second
department of our science.

The functions of plants are either special,

as relating to their own well-being, or ge-

neral, as having an equally extensive impor-

tance to other co-ordinate existences. Thus,

the absorption of nutritious fluid by the roots,

its ascent through the stem to the leaves, its

circulation and assimilation to the substance

of the vegetable, although perhaps not wholly

designed to benefit the individual alone, are

chiefly and primarily so : while the transpi-

ration of plants, and their action on atmo-

spheric air, are functions of equal, if not

greater importance to animals, than they are

to the plants themselves.

The respiration of plants seems to have

been generally misunderstood from this func-

tion having been confounded with their diges-

tion, both being parts, in fact, of one great

process, that of assimilation ; although re-

spiration would seem to perform some other

important duty, perhaps in maintaining the

irritability of the vegetable. Plants always

deteriorate atmospheric air by their respira-

tion, but by their digestion they much more
than compensate for this deterioration ; and,

on the whole, they tend to preserve the equi-

librium which combustion and the respiration

of animals have a tendency to disturb.

Of the light which modern chemistry has

thrown on some intricate parts of botany, I

cannot speak in too grateful terms, however
warm my acknowledgments may seem ; for

by its means we are enabled to explain

many physiological phenomena which, with-

out its aid, were utterly inexplicable: e. gi

it has been a constant theme of wonder (and
remember that it is not the less a miracle
now that we can trace back one further link

in the chain of events, for physical causes are

but effects ; it has been, I repeat, a constant

theme of wonder) that from the same soil

plants should elaborate such different prin-

ciples ; that, fed, sustained, supported by the

same earth, air, and water, one should pro-

duce starch, another gum, a third sugar, and
so on ; that some should abound with bland,

others with highly aromatic essential oils,

such as the olive, the almond, cinnamon,

cajeput, and so on. That here we should find

the most useful medicines, and there the most
deadly poisons ; as, for example, bark, opium,

and rhubarb, contrasted with prussic acid,

the upas tieute, and woorara.

But not only is it strange that by different

plants such different products should be

formed from the same materials, or that the

same plant, in its different parts, should ela-

borate many of these varieties ; as, for exam-
ple, a tasteless, harmless oil in the kernel of

the bitter almond, and a destructive poison

in its outer skin, and so forth, as in the cas-

sava, poppy, and many other similar cases

;

but it is passing strange that the same parts

of the same plant should be at different times

so very different in their sensible qualities

;

at one time consisting almost wholly of insi-

pid lignin, at another being as sour as ver-

juice, and anon abounding with sugar, im-

pregnated with some delicious aroma.

The stings of the nettle are alsomost cu-

riously constructed : each stimulus being a

hollow stilet, something like the fang of a rat-

tlesnake, the channel through which com-
municates with a reservoir, into which a gland

at its base, pours an acrid fluid, which, when
any thing touches the leaf, is compressed, and
the fluid, rising through the duct, escapes

through an opening at the side-ofthe style

near its point, and thus is lodged in the punc-
ture the instrument has made. The Valis-

neria, the Cyclamen the Utricularia, and a
variety of other plants, exhibit mechanical

contrivances equally beautiful, and eqally well

adapted to fulfil the purposes for which they

were evidently designed.

Botanical geography, the next point of

consideration, is a topic replete with interest;

for here we learn how much plants affect and
are affected by climate, both physical and
geographical, and how they vary according to

latitude, longitude, and altitude ; for different

countries, even in the same or similar paral*

lels, often have vegetations of entirely differ-

ent characters.

This is a study of such recent date, that

the present generation may almost esteem it

a science of their own. To the naturalist the

truths thus learned are very valuable; and

to the medical philosopher it is a study pe-

culiarly important, as the presence or absence

of certain plants will often reveal to the eye
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of science the healthiness or insalubrity of

untried or suspected districts; and hence bo-

tanical topography not unfrequently becomes

one of the surest guides to the local presence

or absence of various diseases.

Thus, the colonist should never bivouac

nor fix his residence where the Arundo
Phragmites flourishes ; as it and the Glyceria

fluitans and G. aquatica are infallible indica-

tions of svfampy, marshy districts, and of the

probable presence of malaria, even although

the tract, as in summer, may seem dry, and

be apparently salubrious. A late traveller in

Syria thus was warned by the natives not to

pitch his tent on the spot that he had selected

on account of the luxuriance of the herbage,

if he valued his life, or wished to escape a

severe attack of fever ; this malign influence,

however, they seemed erroneously to attribute

to the growth of the plants, but of which, in

truth, the luxuriant herbage was the index

only. Thus also was the indigenous origin

of remittents proved in Gibraltar ; and thus

the absence of the Laurustinus from the gar-

dens of Switzerland shews the severity of the

winter there, as the luxuriance of the vintage

proves the warmth of the Swiss summer.
Again, the barrenness of the apricots and the

vines, while the myrtles and the camellias

flourish in the open air, will attest the equa-
bility of the temperature in Devonshire and
Cornwall throughout the year ; the heat of

the summer being as insufficient to perfect

those, as the mildness of the winter is favour-

able to these : but of examples there would
be no end.

Botanical Topography, which treats of the

station as well as the habitation of vegetables,

includes much knowld^ije of extreme inr:por-

tance ; and even the more special topography
of parasitic plants is not wholly destitute of

interest or of value; e. g. many of our li-

chens, fungi, &c. will grow only on certain

plants and trees, or often on only especial

parts of them, just as many insects inhabit

only one genus or species, or only particular

parts of the selected habitat : on the oak there

are four or five different sorts of g.ills formed
on different parts by different insects, one on
the bud, one on the branch, one on the root,

one on the leaf-stalk, one on the flower-stalk,

one on the leaf itself, &c. : and we are even
told that the gall of the upper side ofthe oak-
leaf is the work of a different species of cynips

from that which makes the gall upon the

under. However that may be, whether the

variety is quite so great or not, I do not by
experience know ; but this I can from ob-

servation state, that there are several, pro-

bably four or five different galls, apparently

produced by different insects. Now, this is

not true of the oak only, or of insects alone,

the same thing is observable with regard to

the parasitic protophytes ; and a German
botanist has pointed out a very useful appli-

cation of this knowledge to aid in the dis-

erimination of the true Cinchona from the

spurious barks which in commerce are, either

from accident or fraud, frequently commin-
gled with it ; for he has shown that one spe-

cies of lichen is peculiar to and only found
on the true officinal Cinchona, while the

false barks with which it is adulterated,

although often covered with other lichens,

never bear any of this diagnostic species.

Again, I recollect reading that, some years

since, in America, a mortal distemper raged
with much severity among the people, and
was found to be owing to their feeding upon
the Zea mays, or Indian corn, as those who
did not eat this bread escaped : but why a
grain, in general fit for food, should that

season have proved so injurious, no one
could tell, until a botanist, on look-

ing at the subject by the light of science,

found that on each grain of corn, just where
it had been torn from the ear, a small poison-

ous fungus grew, to which the fatal influence

had all been owing
;
just as the deleterious

effects of cheese are often attributable to a

similar plant. But how was the fungus to

be prevented from growing ? How was the

farmer or the miller to avoid the pest,

although its source had been detected ? They
knew not ; they were as impotent as before.

But the head of him whose eye discovered

the bane revealed the antidote ; for, as it was
found that this fungus only grew on the

parts where the grains had been attached to

the stalks of the ears, nothing was more easy

than to leave the corn unthreshed until it

was wanted to be ground into flour. This

accordingly was done, and so the plague was
stayed ; and, in consequence of such a simple

application of science to the common pur-

poses of life, large quantities of food were
redeemed from destruction, and much human
misery providentially averted.

One more illustration, and I have done.

The lichens, or aerial algae, never grow sub-

merged ; the fuci, or aquatic algte, never"

grow emerged : the same may be said of

other plants which are the living demarca-
tions of land and sea; e.g. the samphire
(Crithmum maritimum) never grows but on
the sea shore, and yet it never grows within

reach of the waves ; that is to say, it is never

so near as to be covered by the water. It

happened not long since that a knowledge
of this fact was useful in a way and at a time

when botanic knowledge might a priori have
been expected to be of little practical import-

ance. During a violent storm, in Novem-
ber 1821, a vessel, passing through the

English Channel, was driven on shore near

Beachey Head, and the whole crew being

washed over-board, four escaped from the

wreck, only to be delivered, as they thought,

to a more lingering and fearful, from its

being a more gradual and equally inevitable

death ; for having, in the darkness of the

night, been cast upon the breakers, they

found, when they had climbed upon these

low rocks, that the waves were rapidly en-
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croaching, and they doubted not that, when
the tide should be at its height, the whole

range would be entirely submerged. The
darkness of the night prevented any thing

being seen beyond the spot upon which they

stood, and which was continually decreasing

by the successive encroachments of each suc-

cessive wave. The violence of the storm

left no hope that their feeble voices, even if

raised to the uttermost, could be heard on

shore ; and they knew that, amidst the howl-

ing of the blast, they could reach no other

ear than that ofGod. Man could afford them

no assistance in such a situation, even if their

distress were known. The circle of their

existence here seemed gradually lessening

before their eyes, their little span of earth

gradually contracting to their destruction

;

already they had receded to the highest

points, and already the infuriated waters fol-

lowed them, flinging over their devoted heads

the foremost waves, as heralds of their spee-

dily approaching dissolution. At this mo-
ment one of these wretched men,—while

they were debating whether they should not

in this extremity throw themselves upon the

mercy of the waves, hoping to be cast upon

some higher ground, as, even if they failed to

reach it, a sudden would be better than a

lingering death,—in this extremity, one of

these despairing creatures, to hold himself

more firmly to the rock, grasped a weed,

which, even wet as it was, he well knew, as

the lightning's sudden flash afforded a mo-
mentary glare, was not a fucus, but a root of

samphire : samphire is a plant which never

grows submerged. This then became more
than an olive branch of peace, a messenger of

mercy; they knew that He who alone can

calm the raging of the seas, at whose voice

the winds and the waves are still, had placed

his landmark, had planted his standard here ;

and by this sign they were assured that He
had said to the wild waste of waters, Hither

shalt thou come, and no further. Trusting,

then, to the promise of this child of earth,

they remained stationary during a dreadful

yet then comparatively happy night, and in

the morning they were seen from the cliffs

above, and conveyed in safety to the shore.

[We regret that want of space prevents

us from continuing our extracts from this

classic and scientific lecture. We have given

enough to convince our readers of the ability

of the learned Professor.

—

Eds.]

The Effects of Arts, Trades, and Pro-

fessions, and of civic states and ha-

bits of living, on Health and Lon-
gevity ; with suggestions for the

removal of many of the agents which

produce disease, and shorten the

duration of life. By C. Turner
Thackrah, Esq. Second Edition,

greatly enlarged. London : Long-
man and Co. Leeds : Baines and
Newcome. 1832. pp. 238.

( Continued from p. 114.)

We come next to the second great

class, dealers ; these are shop-keep-

ers, inn-keepers, and commercial tra-

vellers. The first and third having

been noticed in the first edition, we
shall now merely allude to the inn-

keeper. He is generally intemperate

and unhealthy. " Often bulky and
plethoric ;" he has that appearance

which ignorant persons mistake for

health, but which is known to the

medical eye as the foundation of dis-

ease. Sometimes gastric disorder in-

troduces serious aflfections of the

brain, but more frequently abdominal
congestion, with diseases of the liver

and stomach, are first established,

and apoplexy or dropsy closes the

scene.

We proceed next to the class of

merchants and master manufacturers.

In the fourth class are included men
who are independent of business and
labour, and bon vivants. Professional

men, and persons engaged in litera-

ture, form the last class. On these

different sections a deal of highly

interesting and valuable matter is

contained.

Practitioners of medicine and sur-

gery stand third on the list of pro-

fessional men in the fifth section, and
already mentioned in the first edition.

We cannot avoid extracting the part

relating to them, influenced, as we
must confess we are, by that feeling

of selfishness which is inherent in the

human race.
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" Practitioners in medicine and
surgery must next be noticed. Our
office requires that a considerable

portion of time be daily devoted to

study, and the rest to professional

visits. These, of comse, afford ex-

ercise in the open air, and thus tend

to invigorate health ; while, on the

contrar}^ the application of mind to

study and research, serves to impair

it. Night calls are generally thought

to be very injurious. I think the evil

less than the public and the profes-

sion suppose ; for, if we observe

those who have for thirty or forty

years been much engaged as accou-

cheurs, we shall find them as robust

as others. Anxiety of mind does

more, I conceive, to impair health

than want of sleep, nocturnal expo-

sure, or irregularity in meals. The
body suffers from the mind. That
sense of responsibility, which every

conscientious practitioner must feel,

the anxious zeal, which makes him
throw his mindand feelings, into cases

of especial danger or difficulty,

—

break down the frame, change the

face of hilarity to that of seriousness

and care, and bring on premature
age. Patissier aptly quotes the adage,
* aliis inserviendo consumantur, aliis

medendo moriuntur.' Indigestion is

general among medical men, and dis-

eases of the lungs and blood-vessels

are frequent. Surgeons and accou-

cheurs, moreover, are liable, in the

discharge of their professional duties,

to the absorption of syphilitic poison,

and a consequent train of distressing,

and sometimes fatal effects. Does the

profession, as a body, attain the full

duration of life ? I am not acquainted
with any satisfactory statements on
the subject. Instances, however, of

considerable age will be immediately
remembered ; but while referring to

such cases, we forget the number who
die in middle age and youth. In-

quiring occasionally after those whom
I knew as students, I have been often

surprised at the number of deaUis.

Pupils sent to distant medical schools

at the end of their apprenticeship,

and thus placed suddenly in a scene

of dissipation, without governor or

adviser, mixing, too, with a large

mass of young men similarly situated,

suffer from the evils and disease

which irregularity produces. While
the steady youths, attending the hos-

pitals, dissecting, hearing various lec-

tures, and preparing for examination,

often also obliged to acquire, in a
couple of winters, that various know-
ledge, to which triple the time ought
to be devoted, are severely injured

by the great application of mind.

Hence, the students who come out of

the lecture-room at the end of the

session, we should recognize as the

healthy young men who entered it

a few months before. Complaints of

the stomach and bowels are common,
and pulmonary consumptions by no
means unfrequent. The effects of

wounds in dissection are well known
to be very serious, and often fatal.

A remedy might be provided for most
of the evils to which the medical

student is exposed. Scientific edu-

cation might be conducted in a great

measure in the country, and under
the eye of masters ; and youths might
obtain the knowledge necessary for

the practice of their profession, more
fully, more slowly, and therefore

more securely."

The remarks on schools are de-

serving the utmost attention. We
shall conclude by quoting Mr. Thack-
rah's general summary or recapitula-

tion.

" I. In this summary we first no-

tice the agents, which our examina-
tion leads us to believe are compa-
ratively harmless.

1. The chief are wet, vapour,

and changes in the humidity of the

local atmosphere. In pages 125, 133,

we have adduced proof that the

agents, in temperate persons, produce

little injury.

2. Neither have changes of tem-
perature a marked effect in the pro-

duction of acute disorders.

3. The exhalations from vegetable

matter we have not found injurious
;

but we had not the opportunity of

making observations sufficiently nu-
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merous and correct, to warrant a de-

cided opinion.

4. The natura lodours of manufac-

tured vegetables, with the exception

of coffee, appear to be little noxious.

Tobacco-workers (snuff-makers are

not included) do not sensibly suffer

from the fumes of their material

;

and the crushers of rape and mustard

seem even benefited by the odours

which these seeds exhale.

5. The influence of a change in the

period of sleep is less than we should

have expected. We do not find that

millers, watchmen, and coachmen,

are sensibly affected by night-work.

II. We next refer to certain agents

or circumstances connected with our

employments, which appear to be

directly or indirectly heneficial.

1. Animal exhalations, even the

most offensive to the senses, and ge-

nerally supposed to be very preju-

dicial, our examination shows to be

really useful. We refer to tlie health

of glue -makers, buckram-stiffeners,

tanners, slaughter-men. tallow-chan-

dlers, curriers, leather - dressers,

grooms, &c.

2. Oil or grease applied to the skin,

appears to have a beneficial effect.

We refer to several branches of the

woollen manufacture, as stubbing,

carding, and the children's employ-

ment of ' piecening.'

III. We last recapitulate the agents,

which our examination leads us to

believe are decidedly injurious. These,

varying in the organs or systems they

affect, require us to attempt an ac-

cordant arrangement.

1. Agents injurious to the di-

gestive ORGANS.

a Excess of food, absolute or rela-

tive, in butchers, gentlemens' ser-

vants, gourmands, many professional

and literary men.
Result .—Plethora

.

(3 Defect ofproper food, in men on
the roads, cart- drivers, labourers in

husbandry (at the present time),

weavers, wool-combers, and other

persons employed in manufactures,

when trade is reduced ; children at

school.

Results.—Certain painful affections

of the stomach ; reduction of strength

and flesh ; change, I believe, in the

state of the blood.

y Bent sitting posture, in tailors,

shoe-makers, watch-makers, milli-

ners, weavers, saddlers, cork-cutters,

&c. ; in all persons engaged in read-

ing and writing.

Results.—Defect in the blood and
general circulation ; congestion, espe-

cially of the system of the vena por-

tcB ; functional disorder of the liver
;

indigestion ; diarrhoea, and other dis-

eases of the mucous membrane, of

the intestines, piles, fistula in ano.

5 Long standing, in the bulk of

active employments.
Result.—By keeping the stomach

pensile, it has been thought to affect

digestion.

e Pressure of the chest on the sto-

mach, in weavers.

Result.—Painful affections of this

organ.

^ Great muscular efforts, in lifting

weights, &c. in porters, millers, &c.

Result.—Hernia.

n Steam, in brushers of cloth.

Result—Bowel complaints, indi-

gestion.

If such be the common effects, how
are they produced ?

6 High temperature, in bakers,

cloth- pressers, glass-men, and in all

operations mentioned at pages 128,

et seq.

Result.—Impaired appetite.

* Common atmospheric impurity, af-

fecting of course, all townsmen, but

especially shopkeepers, artizans, and
those working late at night, and who
burn oil for light.

Result.—Impaired digestion.

\ Dust and gaseous impurity of the

atmosphere, in millers, flax-spinners,

miners, workers in metal, &c.

Results.—Vomiting, loss of appe-

tite, impaired digestion.

IX Anxiety, and mental application,

in merchants, professional men, stu-

dents, &c.

Result.—Disease of the stomach

and liver.
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2. Agents injurious to the
urinary organs.

a Long sitting, and delay of mictu-

rition, in literary and scientific men,

and in many artizans.

3. Agents or states injurious

TO THE respiratory ORGANS.

a Dust, in corn-millers, malsters,

snufF-makers, flax-spinners, some

dressers of cloth, rag-sorters, willyers,

miners, grinders, masons, machine-

makers, workers in certain kinds of

•wood, &c.

Results. — Inflammation of the

bronchial membrane, inflammation

of the pulmonary substance, con-

sumption, asthma.

6 Steam, in cloth- brushers.

Result.— Difiiculty of breathing,

(temporary ?)

y Lifting great weights, in ware-

housemen, porters, &c.

Result.—Haemoptysis ?

S Confined state of the chest, in

females from wearing tight stays.

Result.—Defect of respiration and
circulation, with its effects on the

whole economy.
e Confinement in a had atmosphere,

and in a posture which induces vascular

congestion of the lungs and heart, in

tailors, shoe-makers, weavers, printers,

&c.

Result.—Pulmonary consumption.
* * * * * *

4. Agents injurious to the cir-

culatory SYSTEM.

a Posture in hackney-coachmen,

postillions, &c.

Result.—Aneurism.

P Bent sitting posture.—See I. y.

7 Long standing, with great muscu-

lar exertion, in various operatives.

Result.—Varicose veins, particu-

larly of the legs.

5 General excitement from high

temperature.

5. Agents affecting the nerv-

ous SYSTEM IN general.

a. Peculiar atmospheric impurity,

or the addition of noxious gases or

vapour in the air respired, as the

fumes of lead, to plumbers, painters,

&c. fumes of zinc to brass-founders

;

fumes of muriate of ammonia, 8(c. to

tin-workers; of sulphur> to straw-

bonnet-makers ; sulphuretted hydro-
gen, &c. to gas-workers ; fumes from
coke ; carbonic acid gas, to wool-
combers, &c.

Results.—Difiiculty of breathing,

debility, headache, consumption, in

some classes, debUity in others,

/3 Poisonous substances, tvhich act

through the medium of the skin, as so-

lution of lead applied to the hands
and arms of potters ; the types, to

printers ; mercury, to the makers of

looking-glasses, &c.

Results.—Constipation, palsy, sa-

livation from the action of mercury.

7- High temperature of the atmo-
sphere, in stuff-pressers, glossers of

cloth, founders, smiths, tobacco-ma-
nufacturers, bakers, men in dry-

houses, cloth-singers, wool-combers,
cotton-spinners, glass-workers, &c.

Result.—Debility.

5 Anxiety and mental application,

to merchants, professional men, stu-

dents, &c.

Results.—Disease of the brain, of

the liver and stomach, of the heart.

• Cerebral congestion, induced by
that congestion of the system of the

vena portse, noticed under the agents
acting on the digestive organs.

Results.— Oppressive headache,
apoplexy, palsy, &c.

I Declination of the headfor long

periods, in carvers and gilders, shoe-

makers, clerks, &c.

Result.—Congestion of the vessels

of the head.

6. Agents injurious to vision.

o Close application to minute objects,

in watch-makers, workers for linen

repositories, milliners, burlers, engra-

vers, literary men, &c.

Results. Ophthalmia (slight);

short-sightedness, palsy of the nerves

of the eye.

3 Application of the eyes to scarlet

colours, as by weavers of certain ar-

ticles, printers of woollen and stuff

cloths, drawers, &c.

y Mechanical annoyance to the eyes,

as lime-dust to lime-burners, brick-

layer's labourers, coal-dust to colliers,

soot to chimney-sweeps, &c.
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Result.—Inflammation of the con-

junctiva.

7. Agent injurious to hearing.

a Noise of Machinery, as in frizers,

cotton-spinners, corn-millers, &c.

8. Agents injurious to the bones.

« Wet to the lower extremities of

colliers, &c.

Result.—Necrosis

.

9. Agents affecting the muscu-

lar SYSTEM.

a Posture and great muscular exer-

tion, in pavers, coopers, quarry-men,

&c.

Result.—Pain in the loins, &c.

10. Agents injurious to the skin.

« As flour in bakers, sugar in

grocers, sulphuretic acid in hatters,

lime in bricklayers, &c.

Result.—Cutaneous diseases."

Of this work but one opinion can

be formed ; it is one of the most va-

luable and interesting productions we
have seen for a long period ; every

page is replete with information ; we
need scarcely add that it ought to be

in the library of every medical man.
The author's avowed object is to

be useful to his fellow-creatures, and
he has fully succeeded. He has

pointed out to the merchant the folly

of acquiring riches at the expense of

health ; to the man of independence,

the necessity of employment, and the

baneful effects of indulging in the

luxuries of the table ; and to the me-
chanic he has shewn that health is

incompatible with the intemperate

use of ardent spirits, in which this

class are but too apt to indulge. We
recommend this work to every one

who values his health and wishes for

longevity, as it will point out what
would be injurious to him, and what
would counteract the deleterious in-

fluence to which most persons are

unavoidably exposed.

REMARKS ON THE BLOOD

By C. J. B. Aldis, A. B. M. B.

In consequence of the great im-
portance of the blood in the animal
ceconomy, we cannot be surprized,

that it has at various times attracted

the observation of mankind; occa-

sionally as an object of curiosity, from
which some have instituted a more
minute analysis, in order to eluci-

date its properties. Medical men
have urged these inquiries from the

idea, that therapeutical knowledge
might be advanced, and the necessity

of resorting to venesection has given

them frequent opportunities of study-

ing its appearances.

Some chemists have attributed the

redness of the blood to an admixture
of saline, subacid, and sulphureous

juices, others to impregnation of the

air in the lungs, others grant this no
further than to account for the differ-

ence of redness between the venous
and arterial blood ; on the supposition,

that after its colour has been rendered

more vivid by admixture of air in the

lungs, this vivid colour is retained

in the arteries, but is subsequently
changed into a darker hue in the
venous circulation. * Mr. Hewson
is of opinion, that air in the lungs
causes the florid colour of the blood,

t The investigations of Dr. Priestley

demonstrate that the florid red appear-

ance of the blood is produced by air

and from experiments on atmospheric
air, which he has stated to consist of

earth and spirit of nitre ; he imagines
that a nitrous quality is conveyed to

the blood in its course through the

lungs. From the experiments of Sir

Humphrey Davy, it seems, that a
large portion of inspired oxygen and
a small portion of inspired nitrogen

are retained in the system, and a dis-

charge of carbonic acid gas from the

system occurs. Other celebratedchem-
ists, who have pursued their inquiries

* Experimental Inquiry into the Properties of
tlie Blood.

t Experiments and Observations on Air.
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on this subject, were unable to disco-

ver that any part of the inhaled nitro-

gen was retained. Much contra-

dictory evidence has been brought

forward respecting the question,

whether the carbonic acid is formed

within the vessels or without them?

The blood is susceptible of changes;

it is usually attended with coagulation

when out of the body and dissolution,

in which case, it is indisposed to

separate into cruor and serum. This

has been remarked to be the result of

some malignant fevers. In some
cases of typhus, where the tongue

was glazed, dry, and brown, and the

lips and cheeks of a purple hue. Dr.

Armstrong has seen the blood from

the temporal artery of a venous cha-

racter. This state of the blood, in

the arteries, appears to the same
author, to be connected with the ad-

vanced stages of typhus fever, and
dependent upon a specific bronchitis,

where the mucous coating of the

bronchia is loaded with dark blood,

and tenacious secretion. The pre-

vailing epidemic has been attributed

to a darkened appearance of the

blood; venous congestion has been

observed in all the vessels of the brain,

and the lungs have been found loaded

with much dark blood. In many
cases the intestines presented nume-
rous arborescent patches of vessels,

having a salmon tint, and the mucous
membrane lining them exhibited a

similar dye. In some the intestines

were paler than natural.

TRANSFUSION AND INJECTION.

Among the different experiments on

the blood, the operations of transfu-

sion and injection have been hailed as

means of restoring health. It has

been shewn by the experiments of

various physiologists, that a more
powerful effect is produced by inject-

ing medicated substances immediately

into the circulation, than by exhibit-

ing them in the usual method. Seve-

ral years ago transfusion was aban-

doned as useless, but since M, M.
Prevost and Dumas have recalled the

attention of the profession to the sub-

ject, several instances of success have

happened in this country. In trans-

fusion, the blood of an animal of the

same species must be employed. It

was found, that if the blood of a dif-

ferent animal was transfused, great

disorder of the functions was occasion-

ed, and death generally ensued. The
operation of injecting liquids into the

blood of different animals, is said to

have been first performed by Sir

Christopher Wren.* Mr. Boyle also

injected infusions of opium, &c. In-

jecting different medicines, was for-

merly recommended in apoplexy,

hydrophobia, and lately in cholera.f

For Hales in his Essays has related

various experiments on the blood, and

blood vessels of animals, and by suit-

able observations inquired into the na-

ture of the motions of the animal

fluids. t He observed in one of his

experiments that dogs constantly died

when the blood grew very dUute with

water. It was observable, that the

dogs constantly evinced great uneasi-

ness instantly as soon as the blood

warm water entered the arteries, and
mixed with the blood. This warm
water usually made the dogs vomit,

especially when the column of water

was 9 X ^ feet high; hence we see that

warm water in the blood has the same
effect in giving a convulsive motion to

the muscular fibres of the stomach as

when taken inwardly, in which case

it is well known to cause a nausea and

vomiting; and he further states that it

has a like effect upon all the muscles

of the body, for when the water enters

the muscles, two or three minutes

after the dog is manifestly dead.

Old Burlington-street,

Sep. 10th, 1832.

* Usefulness of Exporiiiiental Phylosophy. Part II

Essay 2.

t Vol II. Papim.

t Exp. XIV. Vol. II.

n
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The following concluding part of Dr. Han-
cock's paper on stimulant frictions, and on

the alternate use of cold and warm water

in cases of poisoning hy opium, was omitted

last week for want of room.

Tins, mode of treatment was sub-

sequently employed in several severe

and longcontinued fevers in ciiildren,*

depending on latent inflammations,

which cases are common in the co-

lonies ; one of these being a daughter

of the writer, then near five years

old—a hopeless case of seventeen

days standing. It was used in the

most grave complaints only, being

thought a severe application. Its se-

verity however is by no means such

as one would imagine, not even with

patients in their senses, and no one

will consider it to be so in those ad-

vanced stages of disease, when stupor

and insensibility have supervened.

It has been a source of deep regret

with the writer, that this method
was not employed on a beloved child

(his eldest son) who died in 1824, of

a most tedious disease, of twenty days

duration, of the same type as those

above noticed.

In 1827, an infant of Mrs. H. on

the fourth day after its birth, was
seized with lock-jaw ; about twenty-

five drops of laudanum, intended for

divided doses, were given at once ; the

spasms continued still to recur how-
ever, with intervals of somnolency,

for about twelve hours, and then

ceased entirely ; the child fell into a

torpid state and a death-like sleep,

gasping, the respiration, at times,

ceasing for some minutes. It was
shaken and rubbed occasionally, to

rouse it from its lethargy, with the

use of ammonia, aromatic vinegar, &c.

The respiration was thus excited for

some time; these means however, after

an hour or two, no longer had effect

;

the blood stagnated in the extremities,

the lips and finger-nedls became blue,

the pulse extinct, face and neck livid.

and the infant appeared to be totally

exanimate. It was rubbed smartly

with bruised capsicum, salt and lime

juice, then dashed with cold water,

which now produced a deep inspira-

tion, and by repeating the friction it

was kept awake for some minutes,

but again relapsed into a breathless

sleep : again it was resuscitated by
the cold affusion, and this, alternately

with the pepper frictions, and occa-

sionally the warm bath, roused the

infant from its deadly torpor, and no
other means produced the smallest

effect, till the lethal effects of the

opium wore off, which continued

however for nearly twenty- four hours

from the time the dose was taken.

The frictions were applied to all parts

of the surface, and the water dashed

over the whole body, for it was found
to have no effect when partially ap-

plied, nor would either of these agents

act alone, or unless used in succession,

the case was so extreme : these too

would have failed, but for the warm
bath, which, after some hours was
also found necessary to give excitabi-

lity, and to restore the vital heat.

During this process, our excellent

neighbours and a kind physician, who
was present, consoled its mother,

saying, the Lord had taken the little

innocent to himself, and they often

intreated of me to desist in my efforts

to restore the dead infant. I enter

into these details to shew what may,
with God's help, be effected in such

cases by patient perseverance in a
proper method, and because there are

many who assert that trismus infantum

is incurable. The effects of the re-

medy (the opiate) however, proved in

this case, more formidable even than

the tetanic disease. We therefore

named th(j child Theodosia. In

this case it was expected that the

whole surface would be blistered ; but

owing perhaps to the torpor, a slight

redness only was induced.

* Especially on Lima, Batave, and Devon-
shire Castle, amongst the largest estates in

South America.

vol,. II,
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OBSERVATIONS
ON THE

USE OF ENEMATA IN VARIOUS

DISEASES.

By Dr. Hancock.

The following obsen^ations were sug-

gested, in part, by some remarks

which appeared in a contemporary

of Saturday, and which I had in-

tended to forward to that Journal;

but further on observing it noticed

in a manner extremely illiberal, or

at the best bombastic, the purport

of which could not be mistaken, that

a contemporary was often filled with

papers which in that had been re-

fused ;* and lest mine should fall

amongst the rejected addresses, I

deemed it best to oiFer them at once

to your very valuable Journal, not

being compromised or controlled by

a preference for any. At the same

time 1 should wish to see peace and a

liberal feeling manifested by all who

are engaged in the cause of science.

The world is wide enough for all,

and there is no occasion to compro-

mise the dignity of the profession

by inviting the satire of the vulgar,

to apply to us their remark, that

•' two of a trade can never agree."

But to the subject in point ; you will

will pardon this episode.

In so dire a malady as at present

prevails, it is most essential to guard

against malpractices, that the reme-

dies employed may not be worse than

the disease. I have long considered

that the excessive use of alcoholic

stimuli destroys more lives than are

saved by their employment, espe-

cially as the stage of reaction often

proves more difficult of management

than that of collapse, although this

may vary at different times, and un-

der diflferent circumstances. I am

• Our valued correspondent must be aware,

that some journalists liave no object in view

but acquiring pelf; the interests of science

are of no value with them.

—

Eds.

not alone, however, in the opinion

just expressed. A very able and up-

right physician, a member of the

Central Board of Health, who has

studied the disease in Russia, and

has been likewise £in attentive ob-

server here, lately expressed himself

to me, that the multiplied remedies

and means employed were manifestly,

on the whole, attended with the most

serious and injurious consequences,

and that the recent exposition of the

cold water treatment, which appears

better verified than most others, is a

satire on the healing art ; and in the

opinion that our remedies have been

too numerous, I believe that every

liberal minded physician will concur.

Many reports have been circulated

lately in the public prints, of persons

being immolated ! or buried alive !

whilst in the ultimate stage of col-

lapse, or when stupified by oppres-

sive quantities of alcohol or opium.

It is painful to reflect, that the public

have some ground on which to rest

their surmises.

A very erroneous idea, it appears

to me, prevails in regard to the ac-

tion and power of remedies adminis-

tered by enemata. Authors, in gene-

ral, direct that when given in thia

way the usual dose should be doubled.

Now whether this be correct with

respect to simple purgatives, diu-

retics, &c. I am not prepared to say

;

but I know that narcotics act with

equal force, in the same dose, whether

exhibited by the mouth or by glys-

ter. I am certain that such is the ef-

fect with regard to opium, &.nd

have every reason to believe that it

obtains equally with all other sopo-

riferous or narcotic substances.* I

have found that the effects of the

elaterium of South America (momor-

dica operculata), are nearly the same,

whether employed by the mouth or

by glyster, excepting that in the lat

ter mode it is less apt to occasion

nausea. The like I presume may be

* Baron Dupuytren entertains a similar

opinion, and advises the same dose as by the

mouth in enemata.

—

Eds.
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asserted of croton oil (one of the

most nauseous of all substances taken

into the stomach), and of various ex-

citing, narcotic purgatives, as colo-

cynth, hellebore, colchicum, tobacco,

and probably most others which act

in a small dose, provided in all cases

that the injection be retained, as

those agents which occasion emesis,

are also liable to be expelled from

their stimulus on the rectum, before

they are talcen up by the absorbent

system.

I consider, that it is much to be

regretted that the use of glysters is

so little appreciated, and badly un-

derstood, that the methods pursued

often defeat the purposes intended,

and cause it to obtain bad repute,

being conveyed into the intestines in

such quantities, both of the remedy
and vehicle, as often to cause its cer-

tain and sudden expulsion. Twelve
to sixteen ounces, or much more, is

not unfrequently given for a purga-

tive, or anodyne glyster, but the

quantity should not exceed six or

eight ounces, if intended to have due

effect. The pressure in the former

case excites the rectum to contract,

before the enema can affect the sys-

tem. This renders the effect alto-

gether uncertain, and hence, re-

peated enemata of gruel, with half

an ounce of tincture of opium in each,

might be given with results altoge-

ther equivocal; but should one of

these be retained for an hour or tM'o

(and opiates are seldom expelled un-

less given in a very large vehicle),

it would require no very extraor-

dinary aid of the cholera to do the

patient's business for him ; and espe-

cially, were he drenched with pure

brandy by the half pint, and wine-

glassfuUs every three or five minu-
tes afterwards ! Is it not rather

discreditable to the medical press

that such practices should have the

sanction of print, in a journal too,

which lays claim to such capabilities

of selection, as that in which these

exposures have recently appeared .•'

If this work however, like all others,

be occasionally obnoxious to censure,

it must be allow^ed to have been the
promulgator of many excellent funda-
mental measures, and stood forth the

champion of medical reform with
great effect; so that we must " render
unto Caesar the tribute that is due."

I consider it the imperious duty of

every friend to humanity, to join in

the pathetic call of the last number
of the Lancet, for a most critical in-

vestigation of the merits of the innu-

merable methods announced as cures

for cholera, by a government or na-

tional commission, as the only means
of unveiling the truth, and tracing

the lines of demarcation between
useful science and empiricism. This
is a measure that ought to be urged
by every periodical. I'o what have
the Herculean powers of the British

press been devoted for years past,

but to the all-important measure of

reform ? Has then the mountain so

long in labour brought forth a mole ?

Would not the results of the present

proposition, judiciously conducted, be
of infinitely more real importance to

mankind, than all the senseless squab-

bles between Whig and Tory, re-

formers, conservators, anti-slavery

societies, and all such state quackery
and humbug ?

London, 10th Sept. 1832.

P. S. The quackery of clysmaducts

and engines, for forcing vast quanti-

ties of water into the bowels, has
almost supplanted the useful purposes
of enemata, which are infinitely more
useful and conveniently administered

by means of a simple India-rubber

bottle and pipe, such as to hold
nearly half a pint (and which are to

be obtained at a trifling cost), an
article that no family should be
without. This offers a resort when
nothing can be retained on the sto-

mach, or when the power of deglu-

tition is arrested, circumstances of

frequent occurrence in cholera, vo-

mito, and in divers disorders ; and
thus may the full powers of the most
nauseous medicines be availed of,

when, in delicate habits, they could

not be otherwise employed. But the

R 2 -
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great error, in respect to the use of

glysters, is that in general they are

considered, not only as feeble auxilia-

ries, but rather as simple mechanical

agents, as exerting no considerable

impression on the system ; and, in

the common misusage, they scarcely

do more than cause a momentary
stimulus and distention of the lower

intestine.

EFFICACY OF COPIOUS LIBATIONS

OF COLD WATER IN CHOLERA.

Dr. Gilkrest has lately publish-

ed a letter in the Times, in which he

comments upon the sagacious advice

of the Central Board, that no more
than two or three tablespoonsful of

cold water should be given at a time

to cholera patients. There is not,

perhaps, a medical man in this metro-

polis who has so zealously and inde-

fatigably visited various cholera hos-

pitals as this gentleman, nor one in

whose statement more perfect confi-

dence can be placed. We, therefore,

extract his comment, which is by the

bye a repetition of our own, on the

sanitary circular of the Central Board,

as it shews that our strictures were

just.

" But it should be known that, at

certain points in this capital, the prac-

tice for some time has been, in the

malignant form of the disease, when
the thirst is usually very great, to

suffer the patient to drink enormous
quantities of cold water,—perhaps

20, 30, 40, or even more pints (ac-

cording to tables kept) within 24
hours ; while, in the course of many
hours, considerable vomiting has been
kept up by preparations, of which
common salt formed the base, and to

which, in some cases, a stimulant has

been added ; and, under this manage-
ment, the recovery of patients from a

most perilous state, has taken place

to an extent which certainly merits

the particular attention of the profes-

" It may be admissible perhaps to

state here, in order to show how far

my statements may be worthy of no-

tice, that, since writing some letters

on cholera in the early part of the

epidemic, and which you did me the

favour to insert in your columns, I

have unceasingly continued to visit

those parts of the metropolis and
neighbourhood where I believed most
information Avas to be obtained on the

subject of the prevailing disease. By
the liberality of many gentlemen, I

have been admitted freely, and at all

hours, to their hospitals, and have

thus become acquainted with various

plans of treatment adopted. I have,

indeed, been requested by some of the

gentlemen who have given the water

in such quantities, to watch closely

the effect of their plan,—to examine
minutely the patients in whose cases

it was adopted, &c., and with this

view, besides making visits, sometimes

of long duration, throughout the day,

I have gone to an hospital at a late

hour at night, when it became an ob-

ject to verify a particular point. My
having no patients under my own
charge during the epidemic, rendered

me, in the eyes of those gentlemen,

more likely to be free from a bias

supposed to influence medical men
sometimes in favour of particular

plans of treatment. Under these cir-

cumstances, then, and without for a
moment wishing it to be understood

that I am urging anything which
should supersede other steps recom-
mended by judicious bed-side practi-

tioners, I feel strongly impelled, by a

sense of duty towards the public, to

declare that, under the above treat-

ment, I have been most agreeably

surprised by the recovery of patients

whose state gave, from what I had
seen of the disease, but little hope of

a favourable issue by the employment
of any remedies. To be as in duty

bound, extremely precise on the pre-

sent occasion, I would say that, ex-

cluding from our consideration those

cases so frequently received in cholera

hospitals, and in which, from the du-

ration of the attack, or the age of the
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patient, we are precluded from che-

rishing the remotest \\o^q, fortunate

results, in attacks of great severity,

seem to me to have taken place in a

larger proportion lohere the above

plan has been adopted, than from any

other mode of treatment which has

been followed under my observation.

It would be quite idle to theorise here

upon the matter ; and it may be suffi-

cient to say, that, in the fortunate

cases, the discharge of bile seemed to

be forced, as it were, under the above

treatment ; soon after which the pulse

became more perceptible, and a gra-

dual return of warmth, with an ame-
lioration in all the other symptoms,

followed. Until the appearance of

bile and the improvements in the

symptoms, it is far from being the

object of the gentlemen to whom I

allude to allay the irritability of the

stomach, in the stage of collapse,—

a

very tranquil stomach being often

among the worst signs we can have

when other very characteristic symp-
toms exist. From Dr. Pinkard, the

zealous gentleman in charge of the

parish cholera hospital of St. Giles's,

and from Mr. Marsden, another very

zealous gentleman, who is in charge

of the Free Hospital in Greville-

street, and who first, I believe, adopt-

ed systematically the use of large

draughts of water, every information

will, I am sure, be readily obtained

respecting what I have alluded to.
'

' It may be of imijortance to draw
the attention of the public to a circum-

stance, which I do not find has been
previously remarked by authors,

which is, that in a state of collapse

reaction does not usually commence,
be the treatment what it may, except-

ing where injection of a fluid into the

veins has been employed, before a
certain round of time or a cycle,

which is seldom under 24 hours, and
in some cases protracted to double
that time. It is also deserving remark,
that since the day I saw the first case
of malignant cholera in London, (John
Webb, of the Grenadier Guards,
taken ill on the 15th of January) up
to the present time, I have not seen,

out of several hundreds, or heard of,

any males attacked but one, between
the ages of 12 and 24—and of females

between the ages of 12 and 17, but

ttvo—curious enough for a ' conta-

gious' disease
!"

J, GlLKREST, M. D.
Deputy Ins. Gen. of Hospitals.

London, Aug. 31, 1832.

THE USE OF STRYCHNINE
INDICATED IN CHOLERA.

A REPORT OF TWO CASES IN WHICH
IT WAS EMPLOYED.

By SOMERVILLE ScoTT Alison, Esq.

From an attentive observation of the

phenomena of cholera, and from rea-

soning on its pathology, I was in-

duced to exhibit strychnine, with a

view of removing that state which
appeared to me to be the proximate

cause of the disease, a diminished

energy of action of the ganglionic

system of nerves. The general cha-

racter, and a rational theory of the

disease, warranted the trial, and pre-

sented well grounded prospects of

success.

From the symptoms and the gene-

ral features of the disease alone, are

we enabled to draw conclusions re-

garding its proximate cause, for after

death, dissection discovers no con-

stant morbid alteration capable of

giving a satisfactory explanation. In

our examination of the dead, we inva-

riably find congestion of unarterial-

ized blood, in the great venous trunks

of the chest and abdomen, but it will

be more in accordance with our know-
ledge of cause and effect, to regard

this state, rather as the consequence,

than as the cause of the disease.

From the invasion of the disease,

after the vomiting and diarrhoea have

continued for a time, we constantly

observe that the circulating system

loses vigour, lags and gradually fails.

Every symptom occurs, that we
would apprehend from a failure of the

circulation, and these symptoms ap-
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pear to be the essential features of

the disease. The coldness, the livi-

dity, and shrinking of the body, and
the stoppage of the secretions, ai^e the

consequences of a faltering circulation.

Seeing that the failure of the circula-

tion is the immediate cause of the

most alarming and conspicuous symp-
toms of the disease, we should inquire

into its cause, and to that direct our

operations with energy and persever-

ance. The failure of the circulation

seems to depend on a diminished en-

ergy of those nerves distributed to the

circulating apparatus, whose existence

in a sound state is indispensible,

for the discharge of its momentous
function, the circulation of the blood

Without this assumption it will be in

vain to endeavour to account for the

failure of the circulation : the heart

remains imaltered in its structure ; no
mechanical obstruction can be found
in any part of the vascular system,

and no change of blood can be detect-

ed, till an advanced stage of the dis-

ease.

The vascular and nervous systems
are most intimately connected, and
mutually dependant on each other, so

much so, that when one is so far mor-
bidly affected as to interfere with the

due discharge of its functions, the

other also becomes affected in a pro-

portionate degree.

It appears.that it is in consequence of

this mutual dependance of the nervous
and vascular systems, that the circula-

tion fails in cholera, a disease in

which I am inclined to believe the

ganglionic nerves discharge their

functions imperfectly. This dimin-
ished action, from whatever cause or

concurrence of causes arising, will,

reasoning a priori, produce those

very symptoms that occur in cholera.

Anatomy demonstrates that the cir-

culating apparatus is abundantly sup-

plied with nerves from the ganglionic

system, which it is but reasonable to

suppose, perform a function indispen-

sible for the circulation of the blood,

if otherwise they would not be present.

If then those parts serve an end, in-

dispensible for the maintenance of

the circulation in its healthy state, it

is obvious that if they (the nerves)

cease to perform their functions, or

discharge them imperfectly, the cir-

culation also will cease or be carried

on imperfectly, and be productive of

those very symptoms that characterize

the collapsed stage of cholera.

Many circumstances tend to sup-

port the opinion, that the ganglionic

system of nerves is morbidly affected,

the failure of those functions, which
it is all but proved it discharges ; the

sudden invasion of the disease, and
its being almost without exception

confined to those in whom a general

nervous debility may be traced.

It will perhaps be urged in opposi-

tion to this opinion, that post mortem
examinations almost constantly fail to

detect any morbid alteration of tliese

nerves, but because we cannot find

changes of structure, it does not fol-

low that they have duly discharged

their functions, for it is established,

that nerves may be affected by very
serious functional derangements,

without presenting morbid appear-

ances, sufficiently extensive to be

obvious to our senses, a point demon-
strated by actual examinations of the

retina and optic nerve, in some forms

of amaurosis, where not even the

slightest inclination to morbid altera-

tion could be observed.

Having shewn that it is possible the

ganglionic system may have ceased

to perform its wonted functions, with-

out discovering morbid alterations of

structure appreciable to our senses,

and that the whole train of symptoms
in cholera are such as we might ex-

pect from that affection, I presume
we are warranted in concluding, that

it is extremely that that state really

exists, and is the proximate cause of

the disease. The treatment goes far

in confirmation of this view, for it is

invariably found that those remedies

that have been most successful in ex-

citing the nervous system generally,

have been most efficacious, while on
the contrary those of an opposite ten-

dency have constantly been injurious.

The excitement of the ganglionic

Jl
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system of the healthy discharge of

its functions appeared to me to be the

primary indication in the treatment,

and it was with this impression that

I was led to administer strychnine, a

remedy that I was aware had been

successfully used in diseases depend-

ing on a diminished energy of the

nervous system, where no organic

change was yet present, as in what
has been termed functional amaurosis,

and in some forms of palsy. Of the

first cases in which it was used, I

shall give the following brief report.

Case 1st.—At Edinburgh, on or

about the 10th April last, I visited

Mrs. C. at 2 p. m. ; she was about 50

years of age, and in indigent circum-

stances. I was informed she had

been seized early in the morning with

severe vomiting and purging, and
that she had gradually sunk into the

almost hopeless condition in which
she then lay. Her aspect was cada-

verous; her eyes much sunk; her

features contracted and anxious. She
was extremely restless, complained

of dreadful oppression in the chest, and
called importunately for cold water.

Pulse at wrist was imperceptible.

Her body cold and damp; her voice

much altered; her breath cold, and

her lips blue. In short, she was so

far gone in the collapsed stage of cho-

lera, that a gentleman who had seen

much of the disease, said there were

now no hopes of her recovery. I

immediately applied sinapisms to the

abdomen, warm irons to the extremi-

ties, and gave internally a little wine.

Large doses of colomel, with a small

portion of opium and capsicum, were

frequently given. A copious warm
stimulating enema was administered.

A very little wine was administered

every half hour. Three hours had

now elapsed, no improvement took

place, and after ordering the wine to

be continued, and the warm irons to

be renewed, I left. I now reflected

on what more could be done, con-

vinced that unless some very vigorous

measures were immediately adopted,

dissolution would very soon take

place. I resolved to exhibit an agent

capable of exciting forcibly the ner-

vous system, and for that purpose

procured some strychnine. I re-

turned, found her worse, bathed in a

cold clammy exudation. The carotid

arteries were extremely small. As
her case appeared now altogether

hopeless, I even hesitated to give the

strychnine, but as a last effort gave

the twelfth part of a grain about seven

p. M. I remained till nine p. m. at

which time no improvement was per-

ceptible. After ordering the wine

and warm irons to be continued, I

left for the night, with the impression

that she would shortly expired. In

the morning I returned, and was truly

astonished to find her much improved.

Her pulse at wrist was beating dis-

tinctly, and her body of good heat.

She continued to improve rapidly,

the pulse rising, and the secretions

returning. Symptoms of vascular

excitement in the head supervened,

but were speedily removed by the

immediate application of leeches to

the temples. She ultimately reco-

vered.

I cannot regard the recovery of

this woman, but as most extraordin-

ary, and as deserving the attention

of the profession. From the time,

two p. M, that I first saw her, till seven

p. M. when the strychnine was ad-

ministered, she continued to sink,

notwithstanding the powerful and
reiterated eiForts made to bring about

reaction, including sinapisms, wine,

ether,ammonia, various aromatics, and
colomel and opium. It would there-

fore appear that the improvement that

took place in the course of the night

could not be produced by these re-

medies, when we know they were
employed for so many hours without

the slightest appearance of benefit.

It can scarcely be supposed that those

means, many of which were omitted

after the strychnine was given, could

exert the whole system so much, at

a time when the body was much less

sensible and consequently much less

capable of being acted on than it was
in the course of the day, when as

has been already observed, they were
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of no avail. As it seems so very im-

probable that the reaction should have

been effected by the means that were
adopted before the strychnine was
given, it appears extremely probable

that it depended on the known ex-

citing properties of that principle,

nothing else being administered that

could possibly effect the change.

The result of my experiment ap-

peared to me most important, and to

warrant a repetition.

Case 2nd. — On the 1 Gth April,

about nine a. m. I visited Mrs. J. at

Davidson's Mains, a village in the

vicinity of Edinburgh. She was
about 30 years of age, and of a good
constitution. She was in the col-

lapsed stage of cholera. Her body
and breath were cold, her features

much shrunk.and her eyes much sunk.

Complained of great oppression in

the region of the heart, and was
occasionally extremely restless. The
pulse at wrist was imperceptible.

Had occasionally cramp in the legs.

The vomiting and purging, before

violent, had now much abated. The
means used in the foregoing case

were immediately put in practice with

repeated warm enemata ; but no im-

provement being evident at the end

of an hour, the eighth part of a grain

of strychnine was given; dry warm
cloths were applied to the chest and
extremities, and the wine, colomel,

opium, and aromatics were continued.

The strychnine was administered in

the same dose every four hours, but

she continued in a very hopless state

till four p. M. when I was gratified to

find the pulse at wrist quite percept-

ible. The heat of the body gradually

returned, and the pulse became more
and more distinct in the course of the

evening. She daily improved in

strength, and ultimately recovered in

the course of three weeks, not how-
ever without suffering much from

some gangrenous spots that appeared

where the sinapisms were applied.

It may be proper to state here,

that the treatment of these two cases,

exclusive of the strychnine, was much
the same, as had been unsucccssfullv

adopted in about twenty-five cases, in

many of which the collapse was less

severe when first seen, than in the two
which I have reported.

87, Norton-street, London.

Saturday, September 22, 1832.

INTERESTING DETAILS, SHEWING THAT MA-
LIGNANT CHOLERA DOES NOT SPREAD
FROM THE PERSONS OF THE SICK.

We have been handed a paper con-

taining some extremely interesting

details, drawn up by a gentlemanwho

arrived in this country from India

some months ago. The subjoined

copy is, furnished to our readers as

being admirably calculated to shew

how deplorably this nation has been

used by a joint-stock company of Con-

tagionists, who, with their cads and

branch concerns, have been suffered

to mystify most shamefully things of

the highest importance to every fa-

mily throughout the land :

—

"Towards the close of the year

1827, the right and left wings of the

41st. Regt., serving in the Presidency

of Madras, and stationed—the first at

Ballgary, in the ceded districts,—the

latter in Belgaum, in the southern

Mahuratta Dooab, about 200 miles

asunder,—received orders to take the

field with a large force, against the

Raja of Kholapore, a refractory Ma-

haratta Chief. The left wing, under

my medical charge, marched from

Belgaum on the 21st. Sept. ; the

right wing from Bellgary about the

I
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same time ; and the whole force,

amounting to six or seven thousand

men, became concentrated on the

Plains of Khottaboggie, before the

middle of October.

During the first three weeks of our

march from Belgaum, scarcely a man

was reported sick in my division ; and

the whole of the troops, native as

well as European, continued remar-

kably healthy, until cholera made its

appearance among the camp-followers,

and some of the native regiments. At

this time we were encamped in an

open, undulating country, in the

neighbourhood of a deep and muddy

river, (the Dhood Gunga) and the

ground allotted for the 41st Regt.

was a valley, through which ran a

small and shallow nulla, the water of

which trickled slowly over a sedgy

bottom. The whole of the ground

too was composed of that rich alluvial

soil known commonly by the appella-

tion of " cotton ground" ; deep, black,

almost swampy, and peculiarly fertile.

The whole country, however, for

many miles round, was free from

jungle," and, with the exception of

this spot, appeared well chosen for

the encampment of an army. On

first reaching our ground, I represent-

ed tlie impropriety of placing a regi-

ment in so dangerous a situation ; and

recommended that we should be ad-

vanced upon the brow of an adjoin-

ing hill ; but, from a disinclination, I

presume, to break up the uniformity

of the line, we were allowed to remain

three days on the spot first marked

out for us.

On the third day of our halt here,
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the right wing of our regiment

marched in ; and, on that moniing

the first case of cholera was reported

in the corps. Three others occurred

during that day, all of which proved

fatal ; the two first within the short

space of three hours.

From the moment the head-quarter

wing joined us, the men of both

wings (no apprehension of contagion

having ever arisen) became mixed up

as usual : sleeping in the same tents,

messing together, and having, indeed,

amongst each other, an intercourse

more than ordinarily free, from hav-

ing been many months separated at

remote stations. Yet, although the

disease, with us, lasted about a fort-

night, (during which time 64 cases

occurred) and continued, even longer,

to spread^ its devastating influence

around us, it is a singular fact that

not a single individual belonging to

the right wing was attacked with the

disease, which confined itself entirely

to the men of the left.

In addition to this, I may mention

that a corps of Madras Native Infan-

try (the 49th) brigaded with us, and

encamped beside us daily, during the

period of our service in the field,

suiFered from the disease to a very

frightful extent, having lost nearly

one-half of its numbers ; so that the

men of the right wing of the 41 st were

on all sides surrounded by sources of

contagion, if such a cause for the pro-

pagation of the disease had existed.

It is necessary to mention, that the

day after the wings of the regiment

became united, and that cholera show-

ed itself in our camp, we broke ground
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in advance, and continued for some

days to march eight or ten miles

daily, as it was found that the fre-

quent changing of scene, exercising

the men, and keeping them actively

employed, appeared to exert a bene-

ficial influence upon them.

" Geo. R. Dartnell,

" Assist. Surg. 41st Welsh Regt.

" London, 12th April, 1832."

Be it recorded, to the eternal dis-

grace of that part of the profession in

this country which had been unfortu-

nately consulted on the question of

the contagious property of malignant

cholera, that while an official opinion,

on the most vague grounds, was given

in the affirmative, volumes of details

from India, perfectly at their com-

mand, shewing, like the above, that

the contrary was actually the case

—

were totally rejected, or, to use the ex-

pression admitted to have been adopt-

ed by those sages—were " thrown

overboard
!

"

On one point, certainly, has the

Government of this country shown

wisdom during our epidemic

—

they

did not adopt the fiendish recommen-

dation of cordons, of marking the

houses of the sick, &c. &c. which

would have, along with other hor-

rors, produced anarchy and confusion

from one end of the country to the

other. Although (monstrous to say)

the prime mover and suggestor of

these abominations is still suffered to

have sway in matters of vital import-

ance to society.

CONTAGIONISTS CONFOUNDED.

We lately adverted to the imposi-

tion attempted to be practised on the

public by some of the joint-stock com-

pany, who, with that art for which

they had been so scouted by all honest

men at Gibraltar, in an epidemic

season, stifled all accounts of cases of

cholera in London, until a case could

be one way or another coupled with

a ship from an infected port. We
can now state positively, on the au-

thority of Mr. Watson, Surgeon-

Major, and Mr. Johnson, Battahon-

Surgeon of the Grenadier Guards,

that the case of John Webb, of that

regiment, which occurred in Tothill-

fields Barrack, on the 17th ofJanuary

last, was a most perfect case of spas-

modic cholera, and identical with

those esses which have occurred under

their charge during the epidemic

;

so that, without going farther back,

we have now enough to place at rest

for ever the alleged first case in Lon-

don in the person of a man on the 6th

of February, who had been scraping

the bottom of a Sunderland trader.

Additional facts are daily coming

to light upon this point. We are

enabled to state from authority, that

Dr. Ridgeway, of the Rifle Corps,

who has this year seen, in London
and elsewhere, cases of spasmodic

cholera, declares, after having given

the fullest consideration to the point,

that several cases which occurred in

his regiment at Dover, so far back

as August, 1831, were identical in

character with the former. This it

may be recollected was about the

time when poor Dr. Marshall's cases

«
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occurred at Port Glasgow, about

which that gentleman got into so

much trouble, no ship having then

arrived to which contagion could, with

any plausibility, be traced. Dr.Thack-

rah, of Leeds, has observed the dis-

ease in 1 825, and describes it in his

graphic work on the subject.

DYSENTERY SUCCEEDING
CHOLERA IN PARIS.

We find, by an article in the Ga-

zette Medicale of the 11th inst., that

within the last fortnight, during which

the number of cholera cases has been

trifling, dysentery, well-marked in its

symptoms, has been prevalent. Al-

though the influence of the " con-

stitution cholerique" has been observ-

ed in some of these cases, especially

the coldness of the tongue for a day

or so, the reporter had not seen any

of them pass into cholera.

The cholera has re-appeared in Pe-

tersburgh, Cronstadt, and other parts

of Russia. It has also reappeared at

Pest. In spite of quarantine, we find

it has appeared at Milan.

CHOLERA AMONG THE LUNATICS

OF HASLAR HOSPITAL.

In our remarks on the cholera

among the lunatics in the Bethnal

Green establishments, which we gave

in our Number for the 1st September,

we noticed the fact of not a single

attendant on the cholera patients

having been attacked. We can now

state the following facts, on the au-

thority of Sir Wm. Burnett. This

gentleman found, on a late visit of

inspection, as Physician- General to

the Navy, that a sudden explosion of

cholera took place among the lunatics

occupying a particular wing of the

establishment in question ;—that of

twenty-five cases (chiefly old persons),

thirteen died ;—that the source of the

disease could not be traced to con-

tagion ;—that in two other ranges of

the building no case occurred ; and,

finally, for the information of the

curious in contagion, that, through-

out, not a single attendant on the

cholera cases was attacked.

RAMADGE v. RYAN.

In reply to numerous correspondents,

we state, that an application to set

aside the verdict against Dr. Ryan

will be made next term ; but the re-

sult may or may not be successful.

It is impossible to say, in what way
the Judges will decide, though we
have strong reason to anticipate that

the verdicts for the Farthing and the

£.400, for the same libel will be re-

versed, and new trials ordered in one

or both cases. We are informed that

it is almost unprecedented to grant a

new trial on the grounds of smallness

of damages, and therefore the first

verdict will most probably be con-

firmed. If this should be the deci-

sion of the full Court, or four Judges,

the second verdict cannot stand. In

the event of a new trial, new costs

will be incurred, but then the £.400

damages will dwindle to one farthing.

As the law stands, there must be a

verdict for the plaintiflf, and though

he is awarded the smallest coin in
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the kingdom for the injury done his

reputation, the defendant will have

to pay heavy costs ; in fact, " the li-

tigants for the oyster are awarded a

shell each, and the lawyers the fish."

Is it law or justice, that a party who

is defendant must incur £.200 or

£.300 costs, because he has injured

his neighbour to the amount of a

farthing ? Nevertheless, this is the

law of England, said to be founded

on the law of nature, on reason, and

on justice. We are, however, so

stupid, as to maintain that a law

which compels a man to pay such

a large sum for an injury estimated

at a farthing's value, is not natural,

reasonable, or just. It is only cal-

culated to enrich lawyers and to

fleece the public. But it must be

obeyed.

There is one thing certain, that

Dr. Ryan is solely responsible for

costs, though he may succeed in set-

ting aside the verdict for £.400 da*

mages, and these he has incurred by

defending the character and dignity

of his profession. A few independent

physicians and surgeons in London

and Dublin have confirmed the truth

of this position, as they resolved "that

Dr. Ryan was actuated entirely in

the publication of the alleged libeli

by a strong feeling for the honour of

his profession, that in their opinion

the damages were excessive, and that

the expenses incurred by him ought

to be defrayed by the profession at

large." It must, however, be ob-

served, that these resolutions seem

to have had little effect upon the me-

dical profession—a body of enlight-

ened men, which amounts to 10,000

individuals at least, in Great Britain

and Ireland, and of these, about 50

have as yet felt the insult offered

them by being associated with a

notorious empiric, whose intuitive

knowledge of medicine was said to

be equal, and indeed, superior to that

of the brightest ornaments of the

faculty.

We make these observations, to

shew our opponent at the trial, that

the whole profession have not con-

spired Avith us to ruin Dr. Ramadge,

as was most falsely stated by his

counsel at the late investigation.

l^oKpttal S^epovtd.

WELBECK DISPENSARY.

PERICARDITIS.

John Griffin, setat. 15, admitted

under Dr. Bartlett, August 17, 1832,

residing at 7, little Chesterfield-

street, is an errand-boy, consequently

much exposed in the open air, but

has not, according to the mother's

report, caught cold in any way lately.

He complains of severe pain in the

region of the heart, which has con-

tinued for six days, but is not at

present to so great a degree as when
it commenced ; short, hacking cough

;

pulse rapid and small, 130 ; great

languor emd depression ; countenance

quite characteristic of the complaint,

livid appearance of the li])S, and an
areola around the eyes ; constant

dyspnoea to a great extent, increased

on the slightest exertion ; palpitation

and excessive action of the heart, as

shewn by auscultation ; no tendency

to syncope ; tongue clean ; bowels

perfectly regular, although much
purged when first attacked.
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The pain in the region of the heart

was preceded, the night before, by-

nausea and sickness ; attributes the

affection to taking a (pantity of spi-

rituous liquors in the course of that

day ; is not aware of any other cause

;

has not had rheumatism. He has

been under medical treatment ; was
bled, leeched, and had had medicine,

the nature of which cannot be ascer-

tained ; four leeches were applied yes-

terday to the region of the heart.

-^pp. Hirndines, xij. regioni cordis.

R. Hyd. stthmur. gr. iij.

Pulv. opii. gr. \.

Conf. ft. pU. node maneque sumend.

tales vj.

R. Tinct. digitalis. 5J-

Mist, demulcent. Jbss.

M.ft. mist. capt. cochlear, maj. ij. Atd .

qudqne hard ;

low diet, perfect rest, and to pre-

serve the horizontal position.

28. The pain was diminished, less

constant, and more diffused over the

chest by the application of the

leeches ; pulse smaller, frequent and

irregular every tenth beat, 110;
tongue covered with a brownish fur ;

bowels regular; dyspnoea less; the

languor not so great ; palpitations

diminished. Is evidently better ; pain

not increased on inspiration, or on

pressing on the parietes of the chest.

The mother states now that, pre-

vious to the attack, the boy had

slept in damp sheets, and had also

taken large quantities of cold water

while hot, on the day immediately

preceding the attack.

Rep. pil. et mist.

29. Is considerably improved

;

pulse smaller, 1 10 ; complains still of

pain in the chest and region of the

heart ; dyspnoea less urgent ; bowels

regular.

Applicentar hirud. xij. pectori.

Hyd. submur. gr. ij.

P. opii. gr. l-6th. M.ft. pil. Gtis

horis sumend.
R. Tinct. digital. 3J-

yint. tart. gr. iss.

Liq. amm. acet. 5J-
Acid. tart. 9ij.

Potass, curb. 3J.
Aqxice. Ib.ss. M. cock. mcd. Gtis. koris.

30. Is nearly free from pain ; pulse

small. Rep.

31. Is quite free from pain or un-

easiness ; breathes easily
;
pulse very

small, 80; bowels regular.

Rep. pil.

Mist, ut aiifea. coch. ampl. ij.

Bis die tuntum.

Sept. 1. Nearly well.

ST THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

SYNOCHUS.
John Louch, a policeman, aged 30,

of a plethoric habit, came into Jacob's

ward of this hospital, under the care

of Dr Elliotson, on the 21st August
last. States that he was at Epsom
races, where he had the charge of

some men, and after becoming greatly

heated from exertion, he went into

a public house, and sat in a room
with the door open until he felt quite

chilly, the next day he found that he

had taken cold ; on the Friday fol-

lowing he was stationed at St. James's

palace, from nine in the evening un-

til two the following morning with-

out his great coat ; after he had been
on duty about three hours, he expe-

rienced cold chills succeeded by heat.

The next day (Saturday) he became
worse, felt pain in his limbs, which
continued Sunday and Monday, with

great depression of spirits. He con-

tinued nevertheless his employment
up to Tuesday morning, when he felt

sick with a shooting pain in the head

and eyes ; at the time of his admission

these symptoms were present, his

countenance flushed, pupils rather

dilated ; tongue coated with fur,

about the centre and base, its tip and
edges being very red ; has pain in his

chest with cough, skin nearly natural,

feet cold, pulse full and hard, 9& ;

bow^els not open for two days.

V. S. ad. 3 xix R, Hydrarg. suhmuriat. gr. i»

omni node.

Hot bottles to hisfeet.

22.—Has been very restless the

whole night ; his bowels were open
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early this morning, since then the

sickness has left him ;
pain in head,

relieved from the bleeding; from

pressure he experiences pain in the

epigastrium ; urine scanty, of a high

colour, and after standing deposits a

sediment, it also possesses an acid

property ;
pulse hard and full, 90 in

a minute ; tongue the same as yester-

day, fever of an intermitting charac-

ter, the paroxysms come on every

hour, countenance anxious ; feels

very low during the absence of the

fever. Pergat.

23.—The exacerbations come on

with greater severity in the evening,

with delirium, since two o'clock a.m.

his bowels have become relaxed ; has

slight pain from pressure upon the

abdomen ; cough troublesome ; does

not expectorate much ; urine not of

so high a colour, nor does it deposit

so much sediment as before, still

however it retains its acid property.

Tongue tremulous, cannot protrude it

far from his mouth, it appears broad,

and a little swollen, in other respects

the same ; countenance more anxious

than yesterday.

R. mist, creta comp. 5 'ss. post singulas

sedes liquidas.

24.—Diarrhoea nearly subsided ; he

was delirious the whole of the night,

complains this morning of pain in his

head, there is also great heat about his

forehead and temples, dimness of sight,

feels sick and is troubled with an un-

pleasant taste in his mouth, which is

dry and clammy, skin hot and dry,

tongue has a varnished appearance

;

in other respects the same as yester-

day ; sordes collected about his teeth

and gums, urine more copious, it does

not deposit so much sediment, neither

does it redden litmus paper; pulse

100.

Tepid sponging. R. mist, citric sextis

horis.

9. p. M.—He is very delirious, and
suffers much from pain in the epigas-

trium.

Catiplas sinap. amp. epigastrio.

25.—Exacerbations continue, was

delirious the whole night, takes little

notice of anything except when spoken

to. At my visit the paroxysm was
coming on ; pulse at this time 112,

full and hard, pain in abdomen better,

countenance flushed, tongue glossy,

less parched, darting pains in his

head ; cough troublesome, respira-

tion affected ; sonorous rattle in chest,

evidently a slight attack of bronchitis.

Emp. Lyitee Sterno.

Hair to be cut close, and cold cloths to

his head.

26.—Respiration and cough better,

has no pain in his abdomen, bowels
regular, stools of a good colour, tongue

remains glossy ; lips parched ; coun-

tenance still anxious, and of a dusky
brown colour; urine natural, does not

deposit much sediment, delirium con-

tinues, with pain in the head, accom-
panied with heat about the forehead

and temples ; exacerbations continue

;

pulse 110.

Hirudines xij. temporibus. Tepid bath-

ing continued.

27.—Has been delirious the whole
night ; he remains almost senseless.

The centre of the tongue, which was
covered with brownish fur, is now
red and glazed, its base retaining the

same appearance as yesterday ; at my
visit the exacerbation was going off;

complains of pain in forehead, and
temples. He was seen this morning
by Dr. Roots, for Dr. EUiotson.

Abradalur. capil. Rep. lotio frig,

capiti.

Hirudines xvj. temporibus.

28.—Delirium continues, although

not so violent as yesterday, pain in

the headbetter;coughrathermore trou-

blesome ; expectorates a little ; tongue
the same ; bowels regular ; urine na-

tural; pulse 108, rather hard; coun-

tenance anxious. Dr. Roots visited

him to day.

Hirudines xij. temporibus. Rep. lotio

capiti.

30.—Still continues delirious ; gets

little rest at night; lips, gums and

skin remain the same ; urine na-

tural ; it has a very slight deposit »<"•
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ter standing; pulse rather hard, 110

;

countenance retains the same brown-

ish appearance. He was visited again

by Dr. Roots.

Hirudines \nj.temporibus.Emp. eanthr.

nucha.

July, 1.—Remains much in the

same state ;
paroxysms continue ; has

not been quite so delirious ; should the

delirium continue, another blister to be

applied to the neck.

2.—The delirium was not so bad,

therefore the blister was omitted

:

tongue remains glossy ; lips parched

;

sordes continue about the gums ; coun-

tenance the same ; viz. anxious, and

of that brownish cast ; bowels costive ;

\irine less in quantity, and of a high

colour; pulse small, 100; Dr. Roots

saw him to day, and found him in the

state described.

R. Pulv. Rhei grx. statim et grv. rep.

5tis horis.

R. Sulph. quinince. g j. absenii fibre.

3.—Bowels open, in other respects

the same. Dr. Elliotson saw him this

morning, and ordered the quinine to

be increased to two grains every four

hours, and to take

Milk, beef tea aa lb. ij. quotidie.

July 5.—Dr. Elliotson saw him

again to-day, delirum continued the

whole night; paroxysms continue the

same; pulse small, 112; bowels kept

open by rhubarb; tongue, lips and

gums as yesterday. Pergat in usu

medicameutorum

.

6. — At my visit this morning,

8 o'clock A. M. I observed a great

chan2;e. His countenance indicated

the greatest distress; about every three

or four minutes, he was seized with

a sudden chill, which appeared to

shake his whole frame. Urine, and

fseces passed involuntarily ; pulse flur-

ried, not countable, subsultus had

come on, his lower jaw dropped,

tongue was now nearly black, so

likewise was the collection of sordes

about his gums; he became all over

in a cold clammy sweat, the drops

falHng from his cold skin on the bed;

his feet, I must add at the same time
were warm, and of a gentle mois-

ture, the only favourable symp-
tom presenting itself; he appeared

to me in articulo mortis. I now left,

and returned at one o'cock p. m. and
found him remarkably changed for

the better upon my advancing to the

bed side, he opened his eyes. His

skin, instead of being cold and wet,

had become warm and moist, I could

actually observe the black fur covering

his tongue and gums, crack, and a

kind of moisture poured itself between
them; his whole countenance much
changed; pulse small and feeble, 86;

has had no paroxysm since two o'clock

this morning.
7.—Has not been delirious since

the change took place, tongue moist,

and nearly clear, sordes left the

gums; lips moist; countenance im-

proved; bowels not open since yester-

day morning; his back has become
sore.

Continue beef tea, milk and quinine

Injicieter enuma statim.

8.—He was very restless the whole

of last evening, until about two
o'clock, when his bowels became
open ; after that he slept soundly

;

this morning he awoke quite hungry

;

tongue moist, does not complain of

thirst, which I should have named
has been a constant symptom through-

out ; skin comfortable ; since the fever

turned there has been a greater sedi-

ment in his urine which is nearly of

a natural colour; complains of his

back being vory sore. Pergat. Back
Poulticed.

Eight p. M. his bowels have not

been open to-day.

Injicietur enema statim.

9.—Continues to mend; there is

great discharge from his back ; bow-
els open this morning from injection.

10.—Early this morning diarrhoea

came on, succeeded by great prostra-

tion of strength ; cough, which had

been pretty easy for some time, now
began to trouble him, with pain across

the upper part of his chest; a returi;i
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of his old complaint, bronchitis;

tongue red, and rather dry; pulse

small and quick, 100 ; countenance

again anxious ; thirst ; skin moist.

E. Inf. ralechu 5 iss part singulas sedes

Uquidas.

11.—Bowels much better; slept

well during the night ; cough and res-

piration the same ; urine natural; pulse

small, 76.

Emp. lytee pcctor. pergat in usii mcde-

camentorum.

12.—Bowels regular; tongue moist

;

appetite good ; skin and urine natural

;

great discharge from his back, which

is veiy sore ; cough, and respirations

better.

Pergat in usu mcdk anientorurn sine.

Inf. catechu.

Beef tea. milk aa. lb. iij quotidie. Two
eggs daily.

13.—Continues to improve, feels

very hungry.

Four eggs daily— beef tea. Vin. rub,

5 iv quotidie.

25.—Has continued gradually to

mend since last report; back better;

bowels confined.

Extract colocynili comp. gr. vj. omnijiocte

Mutton chop daily, porter lb. iij.

27.—Continues to gain strength.

Milk di-crea.^ed Ibj. quotidie.

Aug. 14.—Has continued to gain

strength up to this time, left off taking

medicines since the 1 2th of August

;

this morning diarrhoea came on, with

slight febrile symptoms.

R. I'if. catechu 5 iss. post singnlas scdes

Uquidas.

Sep. 4.— After taking two doses

of the inf. catechu, the diarrhoea was
checked ; since then his back has got

quite well; and he appears to have

regained his former strength. Dr.

Elliotson therefore presented him, for

Thursday, but detained him another

week, owing to a return of the

diarrhoea, when the man left the

hospital, being very thankful for what
had been done for him.

The members of the profession, wlio con-

sider the damages awarded in the case of

Ramadge v. Ryan excessive, have commenced

a subscription to enable the defendant to

apply for a new trial, or defray his exi>ences.
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On Luxations of the Fertebrce and the diseases

they simulate.

The displacement of the bones has been so

well observed, and so accurately described,

this portion of the healing art has arrived at

so high a degree of perfection, that it would
seem as if from henceforth we should only

attend to the facts collected, and the princi-

ples established by authors. Nevertheless,

says M. Dupuytren, is it not with this part

of medicine as with all the other branches of

science, the real extent of which is very

often not perceived until the difficulties are

surmounted that conceal these from the eyes

of the observer. The articulations of the

vertebrsB, placed, on account of the limited

extent of their movements, and from the na-

ture of the ligaments, that unite the bones of

which they are composed, at the bottom of

the column of moveable articulations, have
always appeared very little subject to luxa-

tions, so frequently observed in articulations

of greater motion and contiguous surfaces

;

and with the exception of luxations of the

first cervical vertebra on the second, the

others, either have not been observed, or

completely denied by the greater number of

writers. Several ancient authors, continues

M. Dupuytren, have spoken, it is true, of

this displacement ; but as they could not join

to the observations, they have transmitted to

us the results of dissection, their opinion re-

mains without weight, or else is entirely re-

jected ; and especially since the culture of
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pathologic anatomy permits us to trace the

effects of disease to their causes, the idea of

the possibility of this displacement has been

renounced. In short, the number and

strength of the ligaments that unite these

bones, the vertical or slightly oblique direc-

tion of the articular apophsyes, the recipro-

cal reception of these processes, the extent

of surface by which these vertebrae support

each other, and the very little motion they

have, ought, at least, to render this luxation

very difficult ; and if, on the other part, we
consider the facility with which the bodies

of the vertebrse are ruptured during life, in

consequence of the exertions that the verte-

bral column supports, or else, after death, in

the experiments a thousand times made on

this subject, we shall be a little astonished at

the opinion that the greater number of the

moderns have advanced on this disease. The
disposition of the articular apophyses of the

vertebrae causes difficulties so great to luxa-

tions of these bones, that it appeared very

difficult to some authors to conceive that it

could take place while they existed. This

opinion, which appears very well founded,

says M. Dupuytren, gives additional weight

to the observations that I am about to cite

;

and yet, the luxation of the bodies of the

vertebrae, which the preliminary fracture of

the articular apophyses had facilitated in two

of these observations, may likewise take

place without this fracture ; and this will I e

proved by the third observation, the most

important of those I have collected on
this subject. These reflections apply parti-

ciUarly to the vertebrae of the dorsal region,

and still more to the lumbar region, which

have a much larger body than the others,

and the articular apophyses vertically elon-

gated.

Besides, the greater number of prac-

titioners now think, that cases of luxation of

the lumbar and dorsal column, characterised

by a sharp, angular curve (sometimes a right

angle), and a permanent bending of the loins

or back, with or without paralysis of the in-

ferior members, coming on in consequence

of a violent blow on the trunk, from turn-
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bling, from a fall off a height on the neck,

from which some patients have recovered,

subject always to a vicious direction of the

spine, were from fractures of these parts.

But if authors have rejected luxation of the

bodies of the vertebrae as impossible, they

admit, on the contrary, those of the articular

apophyses, and especially that of the atlas

with the axis. In order to understand the

mechanism of this last luxation, we will,

adds M. Dupuytren, give some information

about these vertebrae.

The atlas articulates by its anterior arch,

with the odontoid process of the axis, and by

its lateral masses, which offer a large and

almost smooth surface with the lateral masses

of the same vertebrae, which present articu-

lated surfaces. The means of union of these

two bones, bound by a capsule and a trans-

verse ligament, intended to complete the

ring in which the odontoid process is re-

ceived, would expose them to injury if they

were not subject to a particular ligamentous

apparatus, extending from the occipital to

the axis, and composed of two lateral, the

accessory, the suspensory, the transverse, and
above all, the great ligament itself, from

basilary apophyses to the posterior surface

of the body of the fifth vertebra.

It is this apparatus that causes all the so-

lidity of these articulations ; it is this that

restrains the rotation of the head within pro-

per limits ; and it is this also that, by its

plasticity, opposes these articulations which

alone participate in the flexion of the head,

from which result the partial motion that the

cervical vertebrae execute. Luxation of the

atlas on the axis may be produced by vio-

lent flexion of the head, or by the effects of

a forced rotation of this part; always ac-

companied by compression or rupture of the

spinal marrow by the odontoid process, and

the body of the axis ; it is immediately mor-

tal, and is beyond the assistance of art. The
cases of cure of this disease that is to be

found in some books, were cases of luxation,

limited to the articulation of the articular

apophyses of some of the other cervical ver-

tebTae.

Luxation of the other cervical vertebrae is

usually limited to one of the articular pro-

cesses ; it is often produced by too sudden a

movement, made to look backwards ; or it has

likewise occurred in children from the effects

of tumbling on the head, when the neck, too

feeble to support the weight of the body, has

been sprained and turned on one side, a ne-

cessary circumstance in the production of

this sort of luxation. The reduction of these

luxations is very dangerous ; the patient is

often found to perish from the effects of

compression and extension of the spinal mar-
row, which are inseparable results of these

attempts.

Petit Radel has seen a case of a child who
expired during the manoeuvres requisite for

its reduction. At present it is generally re-

commended to leave the disease to itself.

The pains subside by degrees ; but the indi-

vidual ever after has an inclination of the

head. The details which we have just entered

into, continues M. Dupuytren, will make us

comprehend better the different diagnosis of

false luxations, of which we shall mention
several cases in the second part of this lec-

ture. Let us now relate some observations

relative to luxation of the body of the ver-

tebrae. First observation, rupture of the liga-

ments of the body of the vertebrae, without

displacement. A man, fifty years of age,

waiting at the back of a cart, the body set,

the head and neck inclined forward, while

there was a quarter of beef placed on, when
the burden slipt from the hands of the man
that was holding it ; it fell with force on the

butcher's neck, and crushed him to the earth.

He was immediately removed to the Hotel Dieii,

where we saw him the next day, deprived of

motion and feeling, in all the inferior mem-
bers of the body. The posterior and in-

ferior parts of the neck, painful to the touch,

and on the least motion, presented a large

ecchymoses without swelling, and a manifest

crepitation was felt in this place, when the

patient's head was turned or even raised.

Motion and feeling were extinct in the arm,

in the parietes of the thorax and abdomen,
and in the inferior members ; there was pa-

ralysis of the bladder and retention of urine.

The diaphragm, the muscles of the face and
neck were alone capable of contraction ; re-

spiration was difficult, and nevertheless, the

voice was scarcely altered. The patient re-

mained for two or three days in this state.

At the end of this time, the respiration be-

came on a sudden extremely difiicult, labori-

ous, and embarrassed; the pulse irregular,

the eyes projecting, the skin red and livid;

at last the patient expired, with all the symp-
toms of actual suffocation. On opening the

body, we found a very large ecchymoses
around the lower cervical vertebrae. The in-

tervertebral substance that unites the fifth and
sixth vertebrae of this region, was com-
pletely torn, and the body of the latter per-

fectly untouched. The transverse and arti-

cular spinal apophyses of the fifth, sixth, and
seventh cervical vertebra were broken, and it

was possible to cause a displacement from
the front to the back of the superior part

of the vertebral column on the inferior. The
spinal marrow at first seemed untouched,
notwithstanding the disorder of the sur-

rounding parts, except that they were a little

more voluminous than usual ; but scarcely

was it longitudinally divided when the cen-

tre was found reduced to a sort of decom-
position, and mixed with blood.

1
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ANATOMICAL EXERCITATIONS
OF

WILLIAM HARVEY, M.D.

{^Continuedfrom page 197.)

CHAP. XVII.

Tlie motion and circulation of the Blood are

confirmed by those things which are appa-

rent in the Heart, and from those things

which appearfrom anatomicul dissection.

I DO not discover the heart in all animals to

be a distinct and separate part ; for some
animals have not a heart, as the zoophytes or

plant animals, and animals which are of a

colder habit of body, of a softer texture, of

small bulk, and of a similar constitution, as

in the genus of round worms and snails,

and those which originate from putrefaction,

and preserve no species. This species have
not a heart, as they have no need of impulsion

by which the aliment is driven into the

extremities ; for they have a body con-

nate, and one whole and indistinct with-

out limbs, so that by the contraction and
relaxation of the whole body, they receive

and expel, move and remove the aliment.

They are called plant-animals, such as oys-
ters, muscles, sponges, and all genera of
zoophytes, have no heart, because they use
their whole body for a heart, and as if the
whole body was a heart in these animals.

In very many, and almost all genera of in-

sects, on account ofthe smallnessof their body,
we are not able to discern rightly every part

;

yet in bees, flies, wasps, and the like, we
may do so sometimes by the aid of a micro-

scope. Something pulsating is to be seen
also in lice, in which we see the passage of

the aliment through the intestines (this ani-

mal being transparent) ; you will be able

clearly to behold it like a black spot, and
that will be enlarged with the assistance of

the microscope. But in those that have no
blood, and are cold blooded, as in snails,

sliell fish, crusted-shrimps, and the like, there

is a little part which pulsates (like a little

vesicle, or an auricle without a heart) making
its contractions, but which contracts itself

rarely, and puts forth its pulse, and which
cannot be discerned unless it be in summer,
or a very warm season. In these creatures

this particle is ordained so, because there is a
necessity of some impulsion for the distri-

bution of the aliment, on account of the

variety of the organic parts, or the density of
their substance, but their pulsations become
rare, and oftentimes not at all, arising from
their coldness, natural to them, which are of a
doubtful nature ; so that sometimes they
seem to live, sometimes they appear to

die, and sometimes to possess the life of

an animal, and sometimes that of a plant.

This likewise seems to be the case in insects,

when they are torpid, in winter, and are se-
cluded, as if they were dead, or only veget-
able. But whether this likewise happens to

some animals that have blood, as to frogs,

snails, serpents, swallows, it is not lawful for

us here to doubt.

But in the great animals, and those which
are warm-blooded, there is an impulsion of

the aliment required, and this perhaps with
greater force; therefore, in serpents, fishes,

snakes, frogs, snails, and the like, there ia

but one auricle, and one ventricle of the

heart given to them, from whence arises that

most true axiom of Aris. de part. Anim. that

no animal possessing blood wants a heart, by
the impulsion of which it is made stronger

and more robust, and the aliment is not only
agitated by the auricle, but it likewise pro-

trudes out farther and more swiftly.

That in animals yet greater, warmer, and
more perfect (as filled with a great deal of

warm blood, and full of spirits), there is

a stronger and more muscular heart required,

by which the aliment may be protruded mora
strongly, more swiftly, or with greater force,

by reason of the great magnitude of the body,
and density of the habit.

Likewise, because that more perfect ani^

mals require more perfect aliment, and 4
more abundant natural heat, that the nutri-

ment of them may be concocted, and acquire

a further perfection. It was fit that these

creatures should have lungs, and another
ventricle, which would drive the nutriment
through them. So that in whatever animaU
there are lungs, there are likewise in them
two ventricles of the heart, the right and the

left, and wheresoever there is a right ventricle,

it happens also that there is a left ; not from
the contrary, that wjiere there i§ a left, there

is also a right.

I call that the left ventricle which is dis-

tinguished by place, not by use, which dif-

fuses the blood into the whole body, not into

the lungs only ; hence the ventricle seems
to make up the heart by itself, placed in the

middle, and so fenced by the superior cavi-

ties, and framed with greater diligence, that

the heart seems to have been made on ac-

count of the left ventricle, and the right ven-
tricle appears, as it were, a servant to the

left, and does not reach to the summit of it, so

that its parietes are threefold thinner (as

Aristotle says), has a kind of articulation

above the left, and is more capacious as ad-
ministering, not only matter tp the left, but
giving aliment to the lungs. But it is to be
observed, that in the embryo, these things

are otherwise, and that there is not so great a
difference of the ventricles, but like two
kernels in a nut, they are almost equal ; the
corner of the right reaches the summit of
the left, so that in them the heart hath, as it

were, a double apex. These things come to

pass, because in them, whilst the blood does
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not pass through the lungs, as it does from
the right sinus of the heart to the left ; both

the ventricles do perform alike their office,

bringing the blood from the vena cava into

the arteria magna, through the foramen
ovale and ductus arteriosus, as it is called,

and equally impel it into the whole body,

whence proceeds an equal constitution. But
when the lungs are used, and the unions

already mentioned become stopped, then the

difference of the ventricles commences in their

strength, as likewise in the rest, for the right

drives through the whole lungs, and the left

through the whole body.

Beyond these things there are also found
in the heart, tendons, as I may so call them,

or fleshy twigs, and very many fibrous con-

nexions, [which Arist. in his book de. respir.

and depart. anim.Z, calls nerves] which partly

are stretched with a variety of motions, and
are partly hidden in the parietes, the sinuses

and mediastinum being elevated, as if smalt,

muscles which are contracted. But these

are superadded to the heart ; as auxiliaries,

for the further expulsion of blood, (that like

the diligent and artificialapparatus oftackling

in a ship,) they might help the heart con-

tracting itself every way, and might squeeze

the blood more fully and forcibly out of the

ventricles.

But it is manifest from this, because some
animals have them ; in some they are very

small ; and all which have them are stronger

in the left ventricle, than in the right ; some
animals have them in the left ; and none
whatever in the right. But in man there are

more of them in the left than in the right,

and more in the ventricles than in the auri-

cles and in some auricles almost none ; tliere

are more of them in brawny, muscular agri-

culturists, and such as are of fuller habit

of body, in all these animals in which the

ventricles are small entirely without fibres,

tendons, or sinuses ; as in almost all smaller

birds, serpents, frogs, snails, and the like,

also in the partridge, hen, and greater part of

fishes, in these neither nerves, nor as they are

called fibres, nor tricuspid valves, are found

in the ventricles. In some animals the right

ventricle is small, but the left possesses those

fibrous connexions, as in the goose, swan,

and larger birds ; in these the reason is the

same, as in all, for as the lungs are spongy,

fine and soft, they do not want such force for

the protrusion of the blood through them, and
therefore these fibres are not or are fewer and
weaker ; nor so fl eshy or muscular in the

right ventricle, because the left ventricle has

need ofmore force and strength as it ought to

pursue the blood throughout the whole body.

And hence also the left ventricle occupies

the middle of the heart, and is three fold

thicker and stronger in its parietes than the

right. Hence not only among all animals,

but likewise among men, by so much the

habit ofbody is denser, harder and more solid,

and by so much as they have the extremities,

more fleshy and tendinous, and more remote
from the heart, by so much they have the
heart more fibrous, hard, robust, and mus-
cular.

And this is manrfest and necessary by so

much on the contrary as the structure is finer

and the habit more delicate, and corpulence

less, by so much they have the heart more
flaccid, soft, and scarcely fibrous and cur-

vated.

Consider likewise the use of the sigmi-

forra and tricuspid valves, which are so form-

ed lest the blood once sent forth, should re-

turn into the ventricles of the heart ; these are

constituted in the orifice of the pulmonary
vein and aorta, that while they are elevated

and joined by turns, they form a triangular

line, such as isleftby thebiteofaswnllow, and
which they are shut more closely that they
may more promptly prevent the reflux of the

blood. The tricuspid valves are janitors in

the entry of the vena cava and pulmonary
artery lest that when the blood is forcibly

impelled should regurgitate, and for that cause

they are not in all animals, as I have said,

nor in those in which they are do they ap-
pear to be made by the same care of nature,

but in others more exactly, in others more
carelessly and negligently, that they may be
closed, for the greater or less impulsion

caused by the constriction of the ventricles;

so in the left ventricle, that there may be a
more diligent occlusion according to the

greater impulsion, there are only two mitral

valves, that they may close more tightly,

and these extend through the middle to the

apex. This, perhaps, imposed on Aristotle,

as he believed the ventricle was double. A
section being made transversely, lest the

blood should flow back into the artery, and
by that means the strength of the left ven-
tricle, in propelling the blood throughout the

whole body, should be destroyed, therefore

these mitral valves much surpass those

placed in the right in size, strength, and in

exact closure. Hence it necessarily follows,

that no heart is seen without a ventricle, as

it ought to be the spring, fountain, and re-

ceptacle of the blood. This does not always
happen in the brain. For almost all genera
of birds have no ventricle in the brain, as

appears in the goose and swan, whose brains

equal nearly in size that of a rabbit. But
the rabbit has ventricles in the brain, and the

goose has not. Likewise where there is one
ventricle, there also is appended an auricle,

flaccid, cuticular, hollow, and full of blood;

and where there are two ventricles there are

likewise two auricles. But on the other

hand, there is only one auricle in certain

animals (but not a ventricle) or at least, a

sac analagous to an auricle or the vein itself

dilated, making the pulse as in hornets, bees,

and other insects, which I believe I can
demonstrate by some experiments, to have
not only pulse, but also a respiration in that

place which is called the tail.

d
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE,

The Lectures commence on the 1st of Octo-

ber, and continue to the beginning of May.
For the convenience of students, some of the

courses may be divided into two parts, and
a separate payment be made for each.

The payments stated below for each class

are made by students nominated by proprie-

tors : those not nominated pay 5s. additional

for every pound until this extra payment
amounts to U. 10s.

An University fee of 10s. for one class,

and 1/. for two or more classes, is paid by
each student every session : where, however,
the course is of short duration, this fee is

diminished. The Matriculation fee of 21.

relieves the student, during the whole course

of his study, from the University fee.

All fees are paid at the office of the Uni-
versity, where the student receives his tickets,

which he afterwards takes to be counter-

signed by the professor. The office is open
from nine o'clock till five, except on Satur-

day, when it closes at two.

The payment of the fee for the first di-

vision, and double the fee for the second di-

vision, gives in most classes perpetual ad-

mission, provided the student is matriculated.

Weekly examinations are held in every

class ; and those pupils only who have regu-

larly attended these examinations will be

admitted to contend for honours at the close

of the session.

LECTURES.

Anatomy and Physiology ; Professor, Dr.

Q.uain ; every day, except Saturday, from
two to three. Payment to the University

for the entire course, 11. ; or for the first

division, 4/. ; for the second, 3^. Perpetual,

10/.

The object of these lectures is—to lead the

stHdent, by a methodical system of instruc-

tion, to a correct knowledge of human ana-
tomy and physiology,—and to make him
familiar with the applications which should
be made of the facts and principles set forth,

as well as their subservience to the practical

business of medicine and surgery.

The course is divided into three sections.

In theirs/ will be considered the solid and
fluid constituents of the body, their characters

and properties; the division of the solids

into their primary tissues—the classification

of these,—their conformation and structure,

physical and vital properties. This part of
the course embraces the subjects usually in-'

eluded under the head " General Anatomy,^'

and serves as an introduction to the others,

as it affijrds an opportunity for the expla-

nation of the principles on,which the nomen-
clature ofanatomy has been constructed; and
of exhibiting some general views of the ani-

mal oeconomy.

Descriptive and Structural Anatomy forms

the subject of the sccwjd section. The osse-

ous system with its connecting media (liga-

ments and cartilages,) will be fully described,

and then successively, each in its proper

order, the muscular system, the vessels and
nerves, and the varioiis organs contained

within the skull, thorax and abdomen. The
description will include not only all that re-

lates to the topography and relations of or-

gans, but to their intimate composition and
structure.

The third section will be devoted to Phy-
siology, and exhibit general views of the

functions and uses of the different parts and
organs previously described, considering them
in their various adaptations to the support

and well-being of the individual, the main-

tenance of his relations with the external

world, and the continuance of the species.

Morbid Anatomy ; Professor, Dr. Carswell

;

Tuesday and Friday, from ten to eleven.

Fee 3/.

The object of this course is to make the

student acquainted with the modifications of

organization which constitute a state of dis-

ease, or a deviation either of the normal

composition or conformation of organs. Con-
sidered individually, the physical, anatomi-

cal, chemical, and physiological characters of

each will be described first ; and afterwards

the phenomena by which they are charac-

terized, and the modifications which they

undergo in the different tissues, systems and

organs of the body, will be pointed out and
explained. And as this branch of medicine

is intimately connected with the practical

study of diseases, the modifications of organi-

zation of which it treats will also be con-

sidered in relation to the causes by which

they are produced, the effects to which they

give rise, and the remedial means which may
be employed for their cure or prevention.

Independently of the facilities which the

specimens of organic diseases, preserved in

the museum of the University, afford for the

illustration of these lectures, great additional

advantage will be derived by the student,

from the use which will be made of a 1 irge

collection of coloured delineations, represent-

ing many of the more important organic

phenomena which these diseases present

during life or after death. Every effort will

likewise be made to obtain recent specimens

of disease, that the practical knowledge ne-

cessary to be acquired by the student on this
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subject may be made as complete and useful

as possible.

Practical AiMtomy ; Richard Quain, Esq.

;

eleven to twelve. Payment to the Univer-

sity for the whole course, 5^. ; first division,

Zl. ; second division, 21. Perpetual, 8/.

The demonstrations are intended to form

a complete course of instruction in practical

anatomy. With this view the body will be

considered as divisible into a series of sec-

tions or regions, each to be made the subject

of separate examination. The several con-

stituents (bones, muscles, vessels, &c.) of

every such region will be fully described be-

fore the consideration of any other part is

entered on—and after concluding its descrip-

tion, the mode of conducting the preparation

or dissection will be indicated. By pursuing

this plan, descriptive anatomy is presented to

the pupil in a manner different from that

adopted in the professor's lectures, at the

sune time that the demonstrations are made
subservient to the business of the dissecting-

room ; namely, the study of practical anatomy.

Surgical Anatomy will form a separate sec-

tion of the spring course. The different re-

gions of the body which most frequently

become the scat of accidents or diseases,

requiring surgical operations, will be de-

scribed, the various operations performed,

and the relative merits of different methods
of operation discussed.

In the dissecting rooms the pupils will be

assisted and directed in their studies during

several hours daily.

Principles and Practice of Medicine ;

Professor, Dr. Elliotson, daily, except Satur-

day, five to six. Payment to the Univerjity

for the entire course, 5/. ; first division, 3/.

;

second division 21. ; perpetual, 7/.

These lectures are illustrated by prepara-

tions from the Museum of Anatomy and a

large collection of coloured drawings, exhi-

biting the various structural changes which

disease occasions ; and whenever it is prac-

ticable, recent morbid specimens will be

presented to the class.

Principles and Practice of Surgery ; Pro-

fessor, Samuel Cooper, Esq. Monday, Wed-
nesday, and Thursday, half-past seven to

half-past eight ; examinations from half-past

eight till nine, every Thursday evening.

Payment to the University for the entire

course, 4/.; perpetual, 5/. 10s.

First division. Injuries and diseases, com-
mon to the whole, or several parts of the

body.

Second division. Injuries and diseases of

individual organs and regions.

Third division. The operations of sur-

gery explained, and demonstrated on the

dead subject.

Midwifery and Diseases of Women and

Children ; Professor, Dr. Davis, every morn-

ing, nine to ten. Payment to the University

for the entire cotirse, HI. ; first division, 3/.;

«econd divisioii» 2/.; perpetual, 7L

The subjects of this course w ill be included

under three principal departments, viz. ana-

tomical, pliysiological, and pathological or

practical ; the two former treat of the struc-

tures and functions of the parts and organs

concerned in the practice of midwifery ; the

latter, of the actual practice of the art itself.

Under this principal division of the course

will be given instructions for the obstetric

and medical treatment of all varieties of

labours, natural, preternatural, complex, and
instrumental, together with ample histories of

the most important diseases incident to the

human female during the several epochs of

her life, but most especially during preg-

nancy, and in the puerperal state.

The last section of the course will treat of

the principal ailments of infants during the

month ; of eruptive and other diseases of the

skin ; of diseases of the alimentary organs ;

of the morbid phenomena incident to the

process of dentition ; of convulsions, and of

hydrocephalus.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics ; Profes-

sor, Dr. Thomson, daily, except Saturday,

three to four. Payment to the University

for the entire course, 6/.; first division, 3/.;

second division, 'M; perpetual, 9/.

This course is intended to render the me-
dical student familiar not only with the mate-

rials which he is to employ in combating

disease ; but to teach him also what parts of

these materials are active, what inert ; and
how they operate on the animal eeconomy in

the treatment of diseases. For this purpose

the various substances employed as medicine

are exhibited and described, both in their

natural state, and in the form of the dif-

ferent preparations into which they enter.

The active principles of each are separated

and described ; and in many instances the

operations necessary for this purpose are

performed before the students.

One object of this course is to demonstrate

to the pupils the circumstances which modify

the effects of medicinal agents on the dis-

eased habit. Every part of the course is

intended to have a strict reference to practice 1

utility.

A museum has been formed by the pro-

fessor of this department for the illustration

of his lectures, to which the students of his

class have access under certain regulations.

Instruction in pharmaceutical chemistry

will be given to private pupils in the pro-

fessor's laboratory, which contains a steam

apparatus, and facilities for vegetable ana- jai

lysis. «
Chemistry ; Professor, Dr. Turner, daily,

except Saturday, ten to eleven. Payment
to the University for the entire course, 71.

;

first division, il. ; second division, 3/. ; per-

petual, 10^.

The fiist two weeks will be employed in

taking a general view of tlie whole science j

the following subjects will then be discus-

sed ;-«•
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1. Heat ; its properties, and its employ-

ment in the arts in domestic oeconomy, and

in chemistry.

2. Light, chiefly in its chemical relations.

3. Electricity and galvanism.

4. Chemical affinity, doctrine of definite

proportions, and the atomic theory.

During the months of January, February,

and March, the professor will give the history

of the elementary substances, and their more

immediate compounds, in the following

order :

—

1. History and properties of the twelve

non-metallic bodies, such as oxygen, hydro-

gen, &c. and of their binary compounds,

such as sulphuric and nitric acids, ammonia,
carburetted hydrogen, &c.

2. History and property of the metals,

and their compounds

—

a. With the non-metallic bodies ; such as

oxides, chlorides, &c.

b. With each other ; such as brass, pinch-

beck, and other alloys.

- 3. History of the salts, or the compounds
formed by the union of acids and alkaline

substances.

4. The nature, properties, and analysis of

mineral waters.

The description of organic substances will

then be entered on, divided into the two de-

partments of animal and vegetable che-

mistry.

The subjects discussed in the lectures will

be illustrated by experiments, diagrams, and
preparations ; a,nd a proper course of reading

on chemistry wfiU be indicated.

It is an essential part of this course to point

out the useful application of the facts and
doctrines of chemistry. Accordingly, the

processes of the chemical arts, such as bleach-

ing, dyeing, brewing, distilling, &c. will be

described and illustrated. The operations of

metallurgy and assaying, by which metals are

extracted from their ores, and the value of

such ores determined, will likewise be con-

sidered. The connexion of chemistry with

medicine will be traced:—by teaching how
lo detect the presence of poisonous substances,

and to destroy their energy; by discussing

those departments ofphysiologyand pathology

which admit of being elucidated by che-

mistry;—and by explaining the nature of

those pharmaceutical preparations which may
be regarded as pure chemical compounds, or

are produced by complex chemical processes.

The chemical phenomena of the material

world will also be described ;—as for example,

meteorological appearances,—the formation

and composition of minerals, — and the

changes produced on the surface of the earth

by chemical agency.

During the course of the session there will

he a class of practical chemistry, which will

commence towards the close of January.
The professor will receive a few private

pupils, who may work daily in the laboratory

in the study of experimental and analytical

chemistry. He will give information on the

subject to those who apply to him.

Comparative Anatomy ; Professor, Dr.

Grant. Daily, except Saturday, three to

four. Payment to the University il., com-
mencing the 1st of October, and continuing to

the 1st of January.

In his course the organization of the

whole animal kingdom is considered. The
varieties presented by the internal organs,

and the modifications of their functions, are

examined in every class of animals. The
lectures and demonstrations are illustrated by

recent dissections, by an extensive series of

zootomical preparations, and by drawings, &c.

The osseous and muscular systems are first

examined, from the highest to the lowest

classes, and the nervous system and organs

of the senses are treated of in the same de-

scending order. The various organs connect-

ed with digestion, circulation, and respiration,

the structure of the secreting and excreting

organs, the structure and development of the

generative organs, and the various modes of

reproduction, are examined in all the classes

of the animal kingdom.

The physiological details connected with

the structure and development of the different

systems of organs, and the applications of the

facts of comparative anatomy to the structure

and physiology of man, and to zoology, geo-

logy, and other sciences, are pointed out

while demonstrating the various forms of in-

ternal organization presented by the inferior

animals.

A second course of comparative anatomy
will commence on the 1st of January, 1833,

and will continue to the 1st of April.

Medical Jurisprudence; Professors, Dr.

Thompson, and A. Amos, Esq. Professor of

English Law. Medical part, Wednesday and
Friday, four to five; legal part, Wednesday, half

past eight to half past nine. Fee 4Z. \0$.

This subject is now prescribed as a branch

ofmedical education by the regulations of the

Society of Apothecaries.

In Dr. Thompson's part of the course the

medical and toxicological departments of the

subject will be fully treated ; and the appli-

cation of tests, and the various manipulations

for the discovery of poisons, will be rendered

familiar to the student : whilst the physiolo-

gical effects of poisons on the animal system,

and the treatment of the symptoms induced

by them, with the appearances which they

leave on the body, when they prove fatal,

will be indicated.

In the legal part, Mr. Amos's lectures will

commence early in November ; and they will

be delivered occasionally, on Wednesday
evenings, at half-past eight o'clock. The
object of this part of the course will be to

point out the description of medical informa-

tion required in different judicial investiga-

tions, and to show, by examples, from actual

trials, the proper conduct to be adopted by
medical men under various circunjstances.
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with a view to the admissibility and value

of the testimony that may be expected from

them. It will be endeavoured to give the

student as practical a notion as possible of the

situations in which he may be placed, whether

in respect of the receiving or the preparing of

medical evidence, or afterwards of communi-

cating it in the presence of a court ofjustice.

Botany; Professor Liudley. The course

for the medical school will commence early

in October, and will continue for about six

weeks four times a week ; after which there

will be a suspension of the lectures till the

1st of April, when they will be resumed for

six weeks more.

The autumn course will consist ofbotanical

demonstrations, and an explanation of the

principlesby which the properties and internal

organization of plants are to be judged of by

their external characters. The spring course

will be occupied in considering the physiology

and comparative anatomy of vegetation, and

will comprehend the application of these

branches ofscience to agriculture, horticulture,

and systematic arrangement.

Payment to the University, 3/. Perpetual,

6/.

The course is subdivided in this manner in

order to enable the students in the medical

school to complete their course of botany

along with the medical classes, and to meet

the regulations of the society of apothecaries,

and those under which the University diploma

is granted. But it would be highly to the

advantage of students if they were to extend

their attendance to a second spring course,

terminating in the end of June. Although it

answers nominally to that of the autumn, yet

the subjects employed in illustration will -be

60 diiferent, that the student will not only

have a second opportunity of gaining a prac-

tical knowledge of botany, but may do so

upon new grounds.

Payment to the University for the autumn
and spring courses, 41,

The lectures are abundantly supplied with

specimens, and are illustrated by drawings,

and the occasional use of the microscope.

DISPENSARY ATTENDANCE.

The Council have established a dispensary

in George-street, Euston-square, which is

attended by four of the medical officers of

the University. The method of investigat-

ing and prescribing for diseases is explained

and illustrated, and the pupils have opportu-

nities of attending patients at their own
houses, and of becoming practically acquaint-

ed with the management of cases, under the

superintendence of their teachers. Fee for

twelve months' attendance, 6/. 6*. Surgeon

in ordinary, J. Hogg, M.D.

So soon, however, as the hospital which

the Council is occupied in founding is open-

ed, the dispensary will merge in the hospital.

Dr. Thomson delivers clinical lectures at

tbp Dispensary, which students entered there

may attend without paying an additional

fee.

The Museum of Anatomy, and a Medical

and General Library, are open to the medical

students every day from nine in the morn-
ing till nine in the evening.

The Council give a certificate of proficiency,

which, in the medical faculty, is called " The
Diploma of Master of Medicine and Surgery

in the University of London," under condi-

tions which may be learnt at the office.

Feteri7iary Medicine and Surgery ; Lec-

turer, William Youatt, Esq. These lectures

commence on the 1st of November, and will

be continued until the 1st of July, with a

division at the end of February. Monday
and Friday from six to seven ; Tuesday and

Thursday, from half-past four to half-past

five. Fee for the whole course, 5/. ; or, for

the first division, 3;. ; second division, 21.

Perpetual, 7/.

In these lectures the structure of the horse,

the ox, the sheep, and the dog, will be de-

scribed, with an especial relation to their use-

fulness ; the diseases to which they are liable,

the nature and causes of those diseases, and

the medical and general treatment of all

domesticated animals, will be taught. To
the medical student these lectures will show

the difference of disease as depending on dif-

ference in the structure of animals, and the

greater difference in the treatment of the

same disease, and the effects of the same

medicine. To the agriculturist they will

unfold the principles on which the usefulness

and health of the horse and cattle depend,

and they will prepare the veterinary pupil

for the practice of his profession. The whole

will be illustrated by an extensive veterinary

museum.
(By order of the Council.)

Thomas Coaxes, Secretary.

July, 1832.

KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.

The medical classes in King's College

open on the 1st of October, and the session

closes early in May.
The session is divided into two terms, of

which the second begins on the 21st of Jan.

Students of medicine and surgery have the

option either of attending one or more courses

of lectures, as occasional students; or of en-

tering upon a complete course of professional

instruction as King's College medical students.

Terms of attendance upon the lectures for

occasional students.

Anatomy, Physiology, and Morbid Jna-

tomy, by Herbert Mayo, F.R.S. surgeon to

the Middlesex Hospital. First course, bl. 5s. ;

second course, 4i. 4s. ; third course, 3/. 3*.

Perpetual, 10/. \Qs.

Anatomical Demonstrations, by Richard

Partridge, Esq. Every course, 3/, 3s. Per-

petual, lo;, 10«,
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Botany, by Gilbert Burnett, Esq. First

course, 21. 2s. ; second course, 21. 2s. Per-

petual, SI. 2s.

Chemistry, by J. F. Daniell, F.R.S. First

course, 41. 4s. ; second course, 31. 3s. ; third

course, 3/. 3*. Perpetual, 8/. 8*.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics, by Bis-

set Hawkins, M.D. First course, 31. 3s. ;

second course, 21. 2s. ; third course, 21. 2s.

Perpetual 61. 6s.

Medicine, Principles and Practice of, by
Francis Hawkins, M.D., physician to the

Middlesex Hospital. First course, 31. 3s. ;

second course, 21. 2s. ; third course, 21. 2s.

Perpetual, 6/. 6*.

Medicine, Forensic, by Thomas Watson,

M.D., physician to the Middlesex Hospital.

First course, 3/. 3s. ; second course, 21. 2s. ;

third course, 21. 2s. ; fourth course, 2/. 2s.

Perpetual, Al. 4«.

Midwifery and Diseases of Women and
Children, by Robert Ferguson, M.D. First

course, 31. 3s. ; second course, 21. 2s. ; third

course, 21. 2s. ; fourth course, 21. 2s. Per-

petual, 6^. 6s.

Surgery, Principles aiid Practice of, by J.

H. Green, F.R.S., surgeon to St. Thomas's
Hospital. First course, U. is. ; second course,

3;. 3s. Perpetual, 8;. 8s.

Terms of attendance for King's College Me-
dical Studeiits,— The terms of attendance

upon the course of study required of King's

College medical students are, to those no-

minated by a proprietor, 52/. 10s. ; to those

not so nominated, 561. 14s. Half of the

payment is to be made at the commencement
of the first term j the remainder at the com-
mencement of the following term.

Students may begin their attendance either

in the October or January term.

The demonstrator of anatomy is present

in the dissecting room daily, from eleven

o'clock till three.

W. Otter, Principal.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL.

LECTURES.

Medicine, by Clement Hue, M.D., Fellow

of the Royal College of Physicians, and Phy-
sician to St. Bartholomew's and the Found-
ling Hospitals ; on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Saturdays, at ten o'clock in the morning.

Terms -r- One course, four guineas ; two
courses, six guineas; perpetual, seven guineas.

Clinical Lectures on Medicine, by Clement
Hue, M.D.

Surgery, by William Lawrence, F. R. S.,

Surgeon to the Hospital ; on Mondays, Wed-
nesdays, and Fridays, at seven o'clock in the

evening. Terms—One course, five guineas;

unlimited, eight guineas.

Clinical Lectures on Surgery (gratuitously),

by Henry Earle, F.R.S., Surgeon to the Hos-
pital.

Chemistry, by Clement Hue, M.D., on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, at ten

o'clock in the morning. Terms—One course,

four guineas ; two courses, seven guineas

;

perpetual, eight guineas.

Materia Medica and Pharmacy, by Cle-
ment Hue, M.D., on Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays, at a quarter past eleven in the

morning. Terms—One course, two guineas

;

two courses, three guineas
; perpetual, four

guineas.

N.B. Gentlemen entering as perpetual pu-
pils to both the lectures on medicine and
chemistry, are considered as perpetual also

to materia medica and clinical lectures.

Anatomy, Physiology, and Morbid Anatomy,
by Edward Stanley, F.R.S., Assistant Sur-
geon to the Hospital, daily, at half-past two
o'clock. Terms—First course, five guineas

;

second course, four guineas ; third course,

three guineas ; unlimited, ten guineas.

Anatomical Demonstrations and Superin-

tendence of Practicul Anatomy, by Mr. Skey,
Assistant Surgeon to the Hospital, and Mr.
Wormald. Terms—One course, three guineas

;

unlimited, ten guineas. The demonstrations
daily, at nine in the morning.

Midwifery, and the Diseases of Women and
Children, by John T. Conquest, M.D. F.L.S.,

on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, at

seven o'clock in the evening. Terms—One
course, three guineas; two courses, five

guineas ; perpetual, eight guineas.

Forensic Medicine, by George Leith Rou-
pell, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of

Physicians, and Physician to the Foundling
and Seamen's Hospitals, and George Bur-
rows, M.D., Fellow of Caius College, Cam-
bridge, and Candidate of the Royal College

of Physicians, London; on Mondays and
Thursdays, at six o'clock in the evening.

Terms—One course, three guineas; perpe-
tual, four guineas.

Botany, by Frederic John Farre, M.A., on
Mondays and Thursdays, at eleven o'clock in

the morning. Terms— One course, two
guineas ; perpetual, three guineas. Herbo-
rizing excursions during the summer.

Morbid Inspections, as opportunities occur,

at one o'clock.

The Museum of the Hospital is open every
day, for the use of the students.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.

Theory and Practice of Medicine; Dr.

Bright and Dr. Addison, Mondays, Wednes-
days, and Fridays, at half-past three o'clock.

First course, 41. 4s. ; second course, 3/. 3s. ;

third, and to be perpetual, 21. 2s. Two
courses, paid for at once, 61. 6s. ; to be perpe-

tual, 3/. 3s. ; three courses, ditto, 11. 7s. ; to

be perpetual, 21. 2s. Perpetual, at one pay-

ment, 8/. 8s.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics; Dr.

Addison, Tuesdays and Fridays, at seven in

the evening ; and Wednesday mornings, at

half- past nine. First course, 3/. 3*. ; second
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course, and to be perpetual, 21. 2s. Perpe-

tual, at one payment, 41. 4s.

Morbid Anatomy ; Dr, Hodgkin, Curator of

the Museum ; demonstrations at one o'clock.

Lectures, perpetual, 21. 2s.

Clinical Lectures will be given by the phy-
sicians.

Midwifery and Diseases of Women and
Children ; Dr. Blundell, daily, at a quarter

before eight in the morni-ng. By single

courses, each 31. 3s. ; two courses, paid for at

once, 51. 5s. ; third, fourth, and fifth, each

21. 2s. Perpetual, after four single courses,

or at one payment, 10/. 10*.

Physiology or Laws of the Animal (Economy ;

Dr. Blundell, Mondays and Wednesdays, at

6j in the evening. Single course, 21. 2s.

;

second course, and to be perpetual, 21. 2s. ;

perpetual, at one payment, 3/. 3s. Pupils of

two or more courses of midwifery become
perpetual to this by entering for one course.

Botany and Entomology ; Mr. C. Johnson,

Thursdays, at half-past three, Tuesdays and
Fridays, at six. Perpetual, 2L 2s.

Principles and Practice of Chemistry;
Mr. Arthur Aikin and Mr. Alexander Barry,

Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, at a
quarter before ten o'clock. First course,

4/. 4*. ; second course, 31. 3s. , third, and to

be perpetual, 21. 2«. ; two courses paid for at

once, 6/. 6*. ; to be perpetual, 3/. 3$. ; three

courses ditto, 71. 7s. ; to be perpetual, 21. 2s.

;

perpetual, at one payment, 8/. 8*.

Medical Jurisprudence; Mr. A. Taylor,

Tuesdays and Saturdays, at half past three.

Single course, 3/. 3s. ; perpetual, 4/. 4s.

Physicians' Pupils ; perpetual, 241. 4s.

;

one year, 17/. 18s.; nine months, 12/. I3s.

Anatomy and Operations of Surgery ;" Mr.
Bransby Cooper, daily, at two o'clock. The
lectures on the anatomy and diseases of the

teeth will be given by Mr. Thomas Bell.

LECTURES.

One course, 5/. 5s. ; two courses, at one
payment, 9Z. 9s. ; a third course, and to be

perpetual, 21. 2s. ; perpetual, at one payment,
10/. 10s.

DISSECTIONS.

Single courses, each 3/. 3s.; perpetual,

after four single courses, or at one payment,
10/. 10s.

Demonstrators; Mr. Edward Cock and
Mr. Hilton.

Principles, Practice, and Operations of Sur-

gery ; Mr. Key and Mr. Morgan, Tuesdays,
Thursdays, and Fridays, at eight in the even-
ing. Single course (extending from October
to April inclusive), 3/. 3s. ; perpetual, after

two single courses, or at one payment, 6/. 5s.

Comparative Anatomy ; Mr. Thomas Bell,

Saturdays, at six. Perpetual. 21. 2s.

Eye Infirmary ; Mr. Morgan, clinical lec-

tures on Saturdays, at twelve.

Sir Astley Cooper, Bart. Consulting Sur-
geon.

Clinical Instructions will be given by the
surgeons, and on the diseases of women by
Dr. Blundell, assisted by Mr. Ashwell.

Surgeon's Dresser; one year, 51/. 2s. ; six

months, 32/. 12s.

Surgeon's Pupil; twelve months, 26/. 6s.

;

six months, 20/. ; a second entry within two
months, 61. lis. Pupils entering to the surgi-
cal practice of Guy's Hospital, are allowed to

attend that of St. Thomas's.
Experimental Philosophy ; Mr. Alexander

Barry, Wednesdays, at five, and Thursdays,
at six in the evening. Single course, 21. 2s. ;

perpetual, 3/. 3s.

Pupils will be permitted the use of the
library, reading room, and botanic garden,
subject to regulations.

N. B. The above lectures are so arranged,
as not to interfere with each other, nor with
the physician's and surgeon's practice.

Mr. Stoker, Apothecary to Guy's Hospi-
tal, is authorized to enter to any of these

lectures, &c.

Catalogues of the museum may be had by
the pupils at the Steward's Office.

No certificate will be given for the Au-
tumnal courses before January, nor for the

Spring courses before May.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

LECTURES.

Theory and Practice of Medicine; Dr.

Williams; Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Satur-
days, at eleven o'clock. First course, 3/. 3s.

;

second course, 21. 2s.; perpetual, 6/, 6s.

Principles and Practice of General and
Pharmaceutical Chemistry ; Mr. R. Phillips,

F.R.S. Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

at eleven o'clock. First course, 41. 4$. ; se-

cond course, 21. 2s. ; perpetual, 6/. 6s.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics; Dr.
Burton ; Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

at four o'clock. First course, 3/. 3s. ; second
course, 21. 2s. ; perpetual, 41. 4s.

N.B. The specimens of the materia medica
will be open for the inspection of his pupils.

Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and
Children; Dr. Ashburner and Dr. Rigby;
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, at four

o'clock. First course, 3/. 3s. ; second course,

21. 2s.; perpetual, 5/. 5s.; labors free of ex-

pence.

Medical Jurisprudence; Dr. Lister and Mr.
R. Phillips, F.R.S. First course, ; per-

petual, . _.

Botany. First course, 1/. Is. ;
perpetual, fll

21. 2s. V
Medical Practice; physician's pupil, two

years, 24/. 3s.; one year, 15/. 15s. The phy-
sicians make their visits daily, atone o'clock-;

Dr. Williams on Mondays and Thursdays

;

Dr. EUiotson on Tuesdays and Fridays; Dr.

Roots on Wednesdays and Saturdays ; Dr.

Burton sees the out-patients on Thursdays
and Saturdays at eleven. Clinical lectures
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wiU be dcliverpJ to the physicians' pupils, by

Dr. Elliotson and Dr. Roots.

N.B. Tlie Apothecaries' Hall require can-

didates to attend the following courses of

lectures:

—

Chemistry, two courses, each course con-

sisting of not less than forty-five lectures.

Materia Medico and Therapeutics, two

courses, each course consisting of not less than

forty-five lectures.

Anatomy and Physiology, ) m
'xlions, )

, ^wo courses,
Anatomical Ucmonstraiwns, )

of the same extent as required by the Royal
College of Surgeons, of London.

Principles and Practice of Medicine, two
courses, each course consisting of not less

than forty-five lectures, to be attended subse-

quently to the first course of lectures on che-

mistry, materia medica, and anatomy and
physiology.

Botany, one course.

Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and
Children, two courses ; Forensic Medicine,

one course ; to be attended during the second

year.

And twelve months, at least, the Physicians'

Practice at a hospital, (containing not less than

sixty beds), such attendance to commence the

second year.

Students are moreover recommended dili-

gently to avail themselves of instruction in

Morbid Anatomy, and to attend Clinical Lec-

tures.

Anatomy, Physiology, and Operations of
Surgery ; Mr. Tyrrell and Mr. John F. South;

daily, at half-past nine o'clock. Lectures

;

first course, 51. 5s. ; second course, il. 4s. ;

perpetual, 10/. 10s. Dissections and Demon-
strations; first course, 51. 5s.; second course,

4/. is.; perpetual, 10/. 10*.

Anatomical Demmistrations ; Mr. S. Solly ;

daily.

Principles and Practice of Surgery; Mr.
Tyrrell; Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

at eight in the evening. Single course, 3/. 3*.

;

perpetual, 5/. 5*.

Surgical Practice ; dresser, one year,

51/. 2s. i
six months, 32/. 12s.; surgeon's

pupil, one year, 26/. 6s.; six months, 20/. ; a

second entry, if within two months, 6/. 12s.

The surgeons make their visits daily ; Mr.

Travers on Mondays and Thursdays at one

o'clock ; Mr. Green on Tuesdays and Fridays

at one o'clock ; Mr. Tyrrell on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at half-past eight o'clock, a.m.;

Mr. Tyrrell sees the out-patients on Wednes-
days at eight o'clock ; on Friday operations

are performed.

Clinical lectures will be given to the dres-

sers, and surgeons' pupils by Mr. Green and
Mr. Tyrrell. Pupils entering to the surgical

practice of St. Thomas's Hospital, are allowed

to attend that of Guy's.

N. B. The College of Surgeons require

candidates to bring proof, 1, of being twenty-
two years of age ; 2, of having been engaged
six years in the acquirement of professional

knowledge; 3, of having studied anatomy
and physiology, by attendance on lectures

and demonstrations, and by dissections, during
two anatomical seasons* ; 4, of having at-

tended at least two courses of lectures on
surgery, delivered in two distinct periods or

seasons, each course to comprise not less than
sixty lectures ; 5, of having attended lectures

on the practice of physic, on chemistry, and
on midwifery during six months, and on bo-

tany and materia medica during three months

;

6, of having attended during twelve months
the surgical practice of a recognised hospital

in London, Dublin, Edinburgh, Glasgow, or

Aberdeen ; or for six months in any one of

such hospitals, and twelve months in any
recognised provincial hospital.

Mr. Whitfield, apothecary to St. Thomas's
Hospital, is empowered to enter gentlemen
who may wish to attend any of the above
lectures, or the practice of the hospital.

Library. Gentlemen who enter to the

practice or the lectures at this hospital are

allowed the use of the library and of the

reading room, so long as they continue at-

tending as pupils, on the payment of one
guinea.

LONDON HOSPITAL.

LECTURES.

Principles and Practice of Medicine ; Dr.

Billing and Dr. Davis. Winter division,

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays, at half-

past 3 ; spring division, Tuesdays, Thurs-
days and Saturdays, at eight, p. m. One
course, 4/. 4s. ; two courses, 6/. 6s. Perpetual,

11. Is.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics : Dr.

Cobb ; Wednesdays and Fridays, at nine

A. M. One course, 3/. 3s. ; two courses,

4/. 4s. Perpetual, 4/. 4s.

Midwifery, and Diseases of Women and
Children ; Dr. F. H. Ramsbotham ; Tues-
days, Thursdays and Saturdays, at ten a. m.

One course, 3/. 3s. ; two courses, 5/. 5s. Per-

petual, 11. 7s.

Chemistry, General and Pharmaceutic; Mr.
Pereira ; Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,

at ten a.m. One course, 4/. 4s. ; two courses,

7/. 7s. Perpetual, 8/. 8s.

Medical Jurisprudence ; Dr. Cobb, Dr. F.

H. Ramsbotham, and Mr. Pereira; Saturdays

at half-past three. One course, 3/. 3s. ; two
courses, 4.1. 4s. Perpetual, 41. 4s.

* An anatomical season is understood to

extend from October to April inclusive, and
to comprise at least 140 lectures on anatomy
and physiology, occupying not less than one

hour each, given on separate days; and at

least 100 demonstrations of the like duration,

given in a similar manner, exclusive of dis-

sections, of which distinct certificates are re-

quired.
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Anatomy, Physiology Sf Operations of Sitr-

oery ; Mr. Luke, Mr. Hamilton, and Mr.

Adams ; daily, at half-past two. One course,

51. 5s.; two courses, 9^ 9s. Perpetual,

lOZ. 10s.

Surgery, Principles ^ Practice of; Mr. John

Scott ; Mondays and Wednesdays, at seven

P.M. One course, U. 3s. ; two courses, bl. 5s.

Anatomy, Practical, with Demonstrations ;

Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Adams; daily, at a

quarter past eleven. One course, 3/. 3s. ;

two courses, 61. 6s. Perpetual, lO;. 10s.

One of the demonstrators daily attends in

the dissecting room from eleven to four.

Botany, Medical and General; Mr. Pereira.

One course, 21. 2s. ; two courses, 31. 3s. Per-

petual, 3/. 3s.

General fee for attendance upon all the

above lectures, qualifying for Royal College

of Surgeons, and Apothecaries' Hall, 50/.

Hospital Practice ; Physicians, Dr. Framp-

ton. Dr. Billing, Dr. Gordon ; surgeons, Sir

William Blizard, Mr. Andrews, Mr. John

Scott
Physicians' pupil; twelve months, lOZ. 10s.;

perpetual, 21/.; apothecary's fee, H. Is. ;

—

surgeon's pupil ; twelve months, 21/.; ditto

as dressing pupil, 31/. 10s ; six ditto ditto,

21/.; library, 1/. Is.

Clinical Lectures by the physicians and

surgeons.

Lectures on Natural Philosophy by Mr. C.

F. Partington, F.L.S. &c. on Tuesday even-

ings, at six o'clock.

Botany, by Dr. Dickson; on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,

at a quarter to four, in the early part of the

season, and in the spring. One course 3/. 3s.

;

perpetual, 4/. 4s.

Physicians' pupils admitted to attend the

practice of the physicians ; for nine months,

to pay 12/. 12s. ; for one year, 16/. 16s. ; per-

petual pupils, 25/. 4s. Every pupil on ad-

mission is to pay one guinea to the apothe-

cary. Clinical lectures are given gratuitously

to the pupils of the hospital by Dr. Hewett

and Dr. Seymour ; and lectures on pathology

by Dr. Wilson, of which notice will be given.

Surgeons' pupils admitted to attend the

practice of the surgeons ; for six months, to

pay 15/. 15s. ; for one year, 21/.; perpetual,

52/. 10s.; pupils entering for twelve months

are allowed to dress the patients for three

months without additional fee ; the perpetual

pupils are entitled to dress twice, and also to

be House Surgeons, when properly qualified

for the office. Clinical lectures are given

gratuitously to the pupils of the hospital, by
Mr. Brodie, Mr. Hawkins, and Mr. Babington,

of which notice will be given. Reception of

patients on Wednesdays ; operations on

Thursdays at one o'clock. The physicians

and surgeons attend almost daily, at half-past

twelve o'clock.

ST. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.

The following courses of lectures,, which

are not restricted to the pupils of the hospi-

tal, will be given during the winter season,

commencing October 1st.

Theory and Practice of Physic, by Dr.

Chambers and Dr. Macleod ; Monday, Wed-
nesday, and Friday, at half-past eleven. Each

course, separately, 3/. 3s.; two courses, at

one payment, 5l. 5s. ;
perpetual, 6l. 6s.

Theory and Practice of Surgery, by Mr.

Caesar Hawkins and Mr. G. Babington ; Mon-
day, Wednesday, and Friday, at eight in the

evening. Each course, 3/. 3s. ;
perpetual,

51. 5s.

Materia Medica, by Dr. Macleod and Dr.

Seymour; on Tuesday, Thursday, and Sa-

turday, at half-past eleven. Each course,

separately, 3/. 3s. : two courses, at one pay-

ment, 5/. 5s. ;
perpetual, 6/. 6s.

Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and

Children, by Mr. Stone, conjointly with Dr.

Henry Davies ; on Monday, Wednesday, and

Friday, at nine. Each course, 3/. 3s. ;
per-

petual, 51. 5s.

Medical Jurisprudence, by Dr. Seymour
and Mr. Cssar Hawkins; on Tuesday and
Thursday, at eight in the evening, in the

middle of the season. Each course, 3/. 3j.

;

perpetual, 4/. 4s.

THEATRE OF ANATOMY AND
MEDICINE,

Webb Street, Maze Pond, Borough.

The following courses of lectures commence
on Monday, October 1st, 1832.

Anatomy and Physiology; Mr. Grainger

and Mr. Pilcher; daily, at half-past two

o'clock.

Mr. Grainger will deliver the introductory

lecture at a quarter past eleven o'clock on

Monday, October 1st.

Demonstrations on Anatomy, Mondays,

Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, at eleven,

A. M. ; Mr. C. Millard. Lectures and demon-
strations ; single course, 51. 5s. ; two courses,

8/. 8s.; perpetual, 10/. 10s.; dissections as

usual by the lecturers and demonstrator.

Principles and Practice of Surgery; Mr.

Grainger and Mr. Pilcher ; Mondays, Wed-
nesdays, and Fridays, at half-past seven in

the evening.

Mr. Pilcher will deliver the introductory

lecture on Monday, October 1st. One course,

3/. 3s. ;
perpetual, 5/. 5s.

Chemistry ; Mr. Cooper ; Mondays, Wed-
nesdays, and Fridays, at a quarter before ten

in the morning. Single course, 4/. 4s. ; se-

cond and every succeeding course, 21. 2s. ;

two courses entered together, 51, 5s. ;
perpe-

tual, 61. 6s.

Principles and Practice of Midwifery, and

the Diseases of Women and Children ; Dr.

Robert Lee, F.R.S.; Tuesdays, Thursdays,

and Saturdays, at five o'clock in the afternoon.
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The introductory lecture will be delivered

on Tuesday the 2d of October. Single course,

3/. 3s. ; two courses entered together, 51. 5s. ;

perpetual, 61. 6s.

The great advantage to be derived from
these lectures will be the extensive field of

practical instruction which Dr. Lee has it in

his power to lay open to his students, and
the very frequent opportunities each of them
will have of attending cases under his own
superintendence.

The museum will be open several hours

every day for the admission of students.

Theory and Practice of Medicine; Dr.

Whiting ; Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fri-

days, at a quarter past five o'clock in the af-

ternoon. The introductory lecture will be
delivered on Monday, October 1st. One
course, 41. 4s. ; second course, 31. 3s. ; perpe-

tual, 61. 6s.

Materia Medica, Pharmacy, and Therapeu-
tics; Dr. Whiting and Mr. Everitt; Tuesdays,
Thursdays, and Saturdays, at a quarter be-

fore ten in the morning.
The introductory lecture will be delivered

on Tuesday, October 2d. One course, 3/. 3s.;

perpetual, 41. 4s.

The lectures on materia medica, &c. will

be illustrated by chemical experiments, by
specimens of drugs, and by dried plants and
botanical plates. A cabinet is likewise fitted

up with good and bad specimens of every
medicine now in use, which will be open to

the inspection of those students who attend
these lectures.

Botany ; Dr. Robert Dickson, F. L. S.

;

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays,

and Saturdays, at a quarter before nine, a.m.

One course, 31. 3s. ;
perpetual, 4l. 4s. The

introductory lecture will be delivered on
Tuesday, October 2d.

Medical Jurisprudence ; Dr. Southwood
Smith and Mr. Cooper ; Tuesdays and Thurs-
days, at seven in the evening. One course,

3/. 3*. ; two courses, 41. 4s. ;
perpetual 5l. 5s.

Periodical examinations will be given by
the different lecturers in their various depart-

ments.

N.B. The regulations of the Court of Ex-
aminers of the Apothecaries' Hall require

candidates for examination to have attended
the following lectures :—

Chemistry, two courses.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics, two
courses.

Anatomy a7id Physiology, two courses.

Anatomical Demonstrations, two courses.

Principles and Practice of Medicine, two
courses. The first course on this subject, to

be attended subsequently to the termination
of the first course of lectures on chemistry,
materia medica, and anatomy and physiology.

Botany, one course.

Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and
Children, two courses ; to be attended during
the second year.

Forensic Medicine, one course ; to be at-

tended during the second year. Students are
moreover recommended diligently to avail
themselves of instruction in morbid anatomy.

N. B. The regulations of the Council of
the Royal College of Surgeons require can-
didates for examination to have attended the
following lectures :

—

Anatomy and Demonstrations, during two
anatomical seasons.

An anatomical season is understood to ex-
tend from October to April inclusive.

Principles and Practice of Surgery, two
courses.

Practice of Physic, two courses.

Chemistry, two courses.

Midwifery, two courses.

Botany, one course.

Materia Medica, one course.

The candidate must also have attended
during twelve months the surgical practice of
a recognized hospital in London, Dublin,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, or Aberdeen ; or for

six months in any one of such hospitals, and
twelve months in any properly constituted

provincial hospital, acknowledged by the
Council as competent for the purposes of in-
struction.

It is earnestly recommended that candi-
dates shall have studied anatomy, by attend-

ance on lectures and demonstrations, and by
dissections, for one anatomical season prior

to their attendance on the surgical practice of
an hospital.

The candidate must also have attended for

twelve months, at least, the physicians' prac-
tice at an hospital containing not less than
sixty beds, and where a course of clinical

lectures is given ; or for fifteen months at an
hospital wherein clinical lectures are not
given; or for fifteen months at a dispensary
connected with some medical school recog-
nized by the Court. The whole of such at-

tendance to be subsequent to the first year
of attendance on lectures.

For further information apply at the The-
atre ; to Mr. Grainger, at Mr. Highley's Me-
dical Library, adjoining the Theatre; Mr.
Pilcher, 5, Union-street, Borough ; Mr. Coo-
per. 9, Paradise-street, Lambeth ; Dr. Lee,
14, Golden-square ; Dr. Whiting, 163, High-
street, Borough, or at the Rectory House,
Newington Butts; Mr. Everitt, No. I, Dean-
street, Borough ; Dr. Southwood Smith, No.
36, New Broad-street ; Dr. Dickson, No. 47,
Finsbury-square ; Mr. Millard, 28, Dean-
street, Borough ; or Mr. Highley, Medical
Bookseller, No. 32, Fleet-street, opposite St.

Dunstan's Church.
*»* Mr. Highley is authorized to enter

gentlemen to the above lectures.

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL,
MEDICAL PRACTICE.

• During six months, 10/. 10s.; nine months,
12/. 12i-. ; twelve months, 15/. 15*. ; unlimited
atteudance, 21/.
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A Clinical Lecture will be given twice a

week (luring tlie winter months.

Oil the 1st of November, and 1st of May,
in each year, a clinical assistant to the phy-

sicians will be elected, by examination, for

the ensuing six months ; for this office, which

affords many advantages, any pupil may be-

come a candidate after he has diligently

attended the physicians' practice for three

months. If a physician's pupil should not

offer, or be properly qualitied, a preference

will be given to the surgeons' pupil of the

hospital.

MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL.

surgeons' dressers and pupils.

Dresser for twelve months, 3U. 10«. ; for

six months, 21/.

Pupil for twelve months, 21/.; for six

months, 15/. I5s. ; for three months, 10/. 10«.

From the dressers the house surgeon is

elected, agreeably to his date of entrance.

A pupil may be allowed three months'

dressings, during the time of his pupilage, by
paying 10/. 10«.

MEDICAL PRACTICE.
During three months, 6/. 6s. ; six months,

10/. lOi. ; nine months, 12/. 12«. ; twelve

months, 13/. 15;. ; unlimited attendance,

22/. Is. Apothecary's fee, 1/. 1«.

Clinical Lectures are delivered gratuitously

to the physicians' pupils.

ALDERSGATE STREET MEDICAL
SCHOOL.

Anatomy and Physiology, by Robert B.

Todd, M. A. A lecture will be delivered

daily at half-past two o'clock. A single

course, 3/. 3$. ; two courses, 5/. 5«. ; perpe-

tual, 6/ 6s.

Demonstrations and Dissections, by C.

Brooke, M. B. and Mr. J. H. Walsh. A de-

monstration will de delivered daily, except

Wednesdays, at nine, A. m. A single course,

3/. 3s. ; two courses, 4/. 4s. ; perpetual,

6/. 6s. Perpetual entry to the anatomical

lectures, demonstrations, and dissections,

10/. 10s.

Principles and Practice of Medicine, by
John Burne, M. D. Physician to the Public

Dispensary, Chancery-lane, Tuesdays, Thurs-
days, and Saturdays, at eight o'clock in the

evening. A single course, 3/. 3s. ; two courses,

5/. 5s.; perpetual, 61. 6s.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics, by Ro-
bert Dixon, M. D. F. L.S. Mondays, Wed-
nesdays, and Fridays, at eleven, A. M. A sin-

gle course, 3/. 3s. ; perpetual, 4/. 4s.

Chemistry, by Richard Phillips, F.R.S.L.
and E. Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays,

at eleven, a. m. A single course, 4/. 4s. j two
courses, 5/. 5s. ;

perpetual, 6/. 6s.

Forensic Medicine, by Edmund Clark, M.D.
F.L.S. and William Cummin, M.D. Wednes-
days, at nine, a.m. A single course, 21. 2s. ;

perpetual, 3/. 3s.

Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and
Children, by F. H. Ramsbotham, M.D. Phy-
sician Accoucheur to the Royal Maternity

Charity, &c. Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Sa-

turdays, at a quarter before seven, p. m. A
single course, 3/. 3s. ; two courses, 5/. 5s. ;

perpetual, 6/. 6s. Pupils, when duly quali-

fied, will have ample opportunities of attend-

ing labours, free of expense.

Botany, by Robert Dickson, M.D. F.L.S.

Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thurs-
days, and Fridays, at six, p. m. A single

course, 3/. 3s. ; perpetual, 4/. 4s.

Mr. Brooke will deliver a course of lec-

tures, illustrated by experiments, on those

branches of natural philosophy which are

applicable to anatomy and pliysiology, free

to the pupils of the school , to all others,

1/. Is. for the course.

Perpetual entry to all the above lectures,

37/. 10s.

Perpetual entry to anatomy and dissection,

materia medica, and chemistry, 19/. 10s.

Perpetual entry to medicine, materia me-
dica, and chemistry, 14/.

N. B. The Apothecaries' Hall require can-

didates to attend the following courses of

lectures :

—

Chemistry ; two courses, each course con-

sisting of not less than forty-five lectures.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics ; two
courses ; each course consisting of not less

than forty-five lectures.

Anatomy and Physiology.—Anatomical De-
m,onstralions ; two courses, of the same ex-

tent as required by the Royal College of

Surgeons of London.
Principles and Practice of Medicine; two

courses ; each course, consisting of not less

than forty-five lectures, to be attended sub-

sequently to the first course of lectures on
chemistry, materia medica, and anatomy and
physiology.

Botany ; one course.

Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and
Children ; two courses, to be attended dur-

ing the second year.

Forensic Medicine ; one course, to be at-

tended during the second year.

The candidate must also have attended for

twelve months, at least, the physician's prac-

tice at an hospital containing not less than

60 beds, and where a course of clinical lectures

is given ; or for fifteen months at an hospital

wherein clinical lectures are not given ; or

for fifteen months at a dispensary connected

with some medical school recognized by the

court.* The whole of such attendance to be

subsequent to the first year of attendance on
lectures.

* This is repealed. Attendance on any W
recognised dispensary will be allowed.

—

Eds.
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N. B. The College of Surgeons require

candidates to bring proof,

1. Of being twenty-two years of age.

2. Of having been engaged six years in

the acquirement of professional knowledge.

3. Of having studied anatomy and phy-

siology, by attendance on lectures and de-

monstrations, and by dissections, during two

anatomical seasons.

*,,* An anatomical season is understood

to extend from October to April inclusive,

and to comprise at least 140 lectures on ana-

tomy and physiology, occupying not less

than one hour each, given on separate days

;

and at least 100 demonstrations of the like

duration, given in a similar manner ; exclu-

sive of dissections, of which distinct certifi-

cates are required.

4. Of having attended at least two courses

of lectures on surgery, delivered in two dis-

tinct periods or seasons ; each course to com-
prise not less than sixty lectures.

5. Of having attended lectures on the

practice of physic, on chemistry, and on

midwifery, during six months ; and on bo-

tany and materia medica, during three

months.

6. Of having attended during twelve

months to the surgical practice of a recog-

nized hospital in London, Dublin, Edinburgh,

Glasgow, or Aberdeen ; or for six months in

any one of such hospitals, and twelve months
in any recognized provincial hospital.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION,

Albemarle Street.

LECTURES ON CHEMISTRY,

Delivered in the laboratory of the Royal

Institution, by William Thomas Brande,

F.R.S., and M. Faraday, F.R.S. These lec-

tures commence on the first Tuesday in Oc-

tober, at nine in the morning, and are con-

tinued every Tuesday, Thursday, and Satur-

day. Two courses are given during the

season, which begins in October, and termi-

nates in May. The subjects comprehended

in the courses are treated of in the following

order.

Division I.—Of the Powers and Properties

of Matter, and the general laws of Chemical

Changes. 1. Attraction, crystallization, che-

mical affinity, laws of combination and de-

composition. 2. Heat, its influence as a

chemical agent in art and nature. 3. Elec-

tricity, its laws and connection with chemical

phenomena. 4. Radiant matter.

Division II.—Of Undecompounded Sub-

stances, and their mutual Combinations. 1.

Substances that support combustion : oxygen,

chlorine, iodine, fluorine, bromine. 2. In-

flammable and acidifiable subtances : hydro-

gen, nitrogen, sulphur, selenium, phosphorus,

carbon, boron. 3. Metals, and their combi-

nations with the various substances described
in the early part of the course.

Division III.— Vegetable Chemistry. 1.

Chemical physiology of vegetables, 2. Modes
of analysis, ultimate and proximate elements.

3. Processes of fermentation, and their pro^

ducts.

Division IV.—Chemistry of the Animal
Kingdom. 1. General views connected with

this department of the science. 2. Com-
position and properties of the solids and
fluids of animals. 3. Products of disease

4. Animal functions.

In the first division of each course, the

principles and objects of chemical science,

and the general laws of chemical changes,

are explained, and the phenomena of attrac-

tion, and of light, heat, and electricity de-

veloped, and illustrated by numerous expe-

riments.

In the second division, the undecom-
pounded bodies are examined, and the modes
of procuring them in a pure form, and of

ascertaining their chemical characters, ex«

hibited upon an extended scale.—The lec-

tures on the metals include a succint account

of mineralogy, and of the methods of analyz-

ing and assaying ores.

This part of the course will also contain a

full examination of pharmaceutical chemis-

try ; the chemical process of the pharmaco-

poeia will be particularly described, and

compared with those adopted by the manufac-

turer.

The third and fourth divisions relate to

organic substances. The chemical changes

induced by vegetation are here inquired into;

the principles of vegetables, the theory of

fermentation, and the character of its pro-

ducts are then examined.

The chemical history of animals is the

next object of inquiry—it is illustrated by an

examination of their component parts, in

health and in disease ; by an inquiry into the

chemistry of animal functions, and into the

application of chemical principles to the treat-

ment of diseases.

The application of chemistry to the arts

and manufactures, and to economical pur-

poses, are discussed at some length in various

parts of the courses ; and the most important

of them are experimentally exhibited. The
various operations of analysis are also shewn
and explained.

The admission fee to each course is four

guineas; or, by paying eight guineas, gentle*-

men are intitled to attend for an unlimited

time. Gentlemen, who are in actual attend-

ance at the medical and anatomical schools

in London, are admitted to attend two

courses of the above lectures, upon the pay-

ment of six guineas. Life and annual sub-

scribers to the Royal Institution are admitted

to the above lectures on payment of two

guineas for each course ; or, by paying six

guineas, are entitled to attend for an un-

limited time.
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THEATRE OF ANATOMY,

No. 8, Hatton Garden.

Lectures on Anatomy and Physiology, and

on the application of these sciences to patho-

logy and surgery, by Mr. Greville Jones.

The course will consist of two divisions :

—

1. General anatomy, or the analysis, of

structures, physiology, the principles of pa-

thology, and medical surgery. These lec-

tures will be illustrated by drawings, prepa-

rations, &c.

2. Special anatomy, or the analysis of

particular regions ; with the manual depart-

ment of surgery, operations, &c. This divi-

sion will be illustrated by dissections of the

recent subject, on which also the surgical

operations will be performed.

*,* There will be daily examinations on

each division of the course, and the lecturer

will constantly attend in the dissecting room.

This theatre is situate conveniently for the

attendance of students on the practice of St.

Bartholomew's Hospital, the Central Dispen-

sary, and the courses of several eminent

medical, chemical, and obstetric lecturers.

One course of lectures, 4/. 4s. ; one course

of demonstrations, 3/. 3«. ;
perpetual, to lec-

tures and demonstrations, and to examina-

tions until the student is qualified to pass the

College of Surgeons, IQl. IQs.

Private instruction is also afforded, and

arrangements are made for the reception of a

limited number of students in the house ; for

terms apply to the lecturer.

These lectures are formally acknowledged

by the examiners of the College of Sur-

geons, and of the Apothecaries' Company,

vrhose acknowledgments may be seen, toge-

ther with several testimonials from very

eminent professional men as to the qualifica-

tions of the lecturer.

Commencement, Tuesday, October 2, 1832,

at half-past two.

3/. 3s. ; two courses, '5/. 5s. ; perpetual.

6/. 6s.

Midwifery, and the Diseases of Women and

Children, by Mr. Jewell. Each course,

3/. 3s. ;
perpetual, 5^. 5s.

*3»* This Theatre is situated about a quar-

ter of an hour's walk from St. George's, the

Middlesex, and Westminster Hospitals.

THEATRE OF ANATOMY AND
MEDICINE,

No. 18, Giltspur-street, adjoining St. Bar-

tholomew's Hospital.

The winter courses of lectures commence

on Monday, October 1st, 1832.

Theory and Practice of Medicine, by Dr.

Tweedie, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,

at half-past five o'clock in the evening.

Chemistry, by Mr. James L. Wheeler,

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, at half-

past three o'clock in the afternoon.

Materia Medica, by Mr. James L. VHieeler,

Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, at half-

past three o'clock in the afternoon.

Demonstrations and Dissections, by Mr.

Lowe Wheeler, at eleven o'clock.

Midwifery, by Dr. Samuel Millar, Tues-

day, Thursday, and Saturday, at seven

o'clock in the evening.

Apply to Mr. Wheeler, at the lecture

room ; Dr. Tweedie, 40, Ely-place ; or to Dr.

Millar, 3, New Basinghall-street.

THEATRE OF ANATOMY,

Little Windmill Street, Golden Square.

The Autumnal course to commence October

the 1st; Spring course, January the 20th.

A7iatomy, Physiology, with Demonstrations

and Dissections ; by Mr. E. W. Tuson. Each
course, 5^. 5s. ;

perpetual, 15Z. 15s.

The Principles, Practice, and Operations

of Surgery ; by Mr. Guthrie. Each course,

Clinical lectures on surgery will be deli-

vered occasionally by Mr. Guthrie, at the

Westminster Hospital, and on the diseases

of the eye, at the Royal Westminster Oph-

thalmic Hospital.

Practice of Physic, and Materia Medica,

by Dr. Sigmond. Each course, 3^. 3s. ; per-

petual, 8/. 8s.

Chemistry, by Mr. Everitt. Each course,

I

THEATRE OF ANATOMY,

No. 1, Grosvenor-place, adjoining St. George's

Hospital.

Two courses of lectures will be delivered

during the winter and spring seasons at the

above theatre, by James Arthur Wilson,

M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of Phy-

sicians, and one of the Physicians to St.

George's Hospital ; and by Mr. Samuel Lane,

Member of the Royal College of Surgeons.

The first course will commence on Mon-

day the 1st of October, and will terminate in

the middle of January ; the second course

will commence on the 20th of January, and

terminate early in May.
These lectures will embrace a complete

system of Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology,

and Surgical Anatomy.

Further particulars may be obtained by

applying to Dr. Wilson, No. 38, Curzon-

street, and from Mr. Lane, No. 1, Grosvenor-

place. The lectures on Pathology will be

delivered gratuitously to the medical and

surgical pupils of St. George's Hospital.

HUNTERIAN THEATRE of ANATOMY,

Great Windmill-street, Haymarket.

Lectures on Anatomy, Physiology, and

Surgical Anatomy, by Mr. John Gregory
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Smith, and Mr. Richard Bushell, formerly

House Surgeons of St. George's Hospital.

Two courses of lectures are delivered dur-

ing the winter and spring seasons ; the first

course will commence on Tuesday, the 2nd
of October.

Mr. Bushell and Mr. Smith will constantly

attend in the dissecting room to afford as-

sistance to the students. A demonstration

will be given daily, and examinations held

twice a week.

Terms of the Lectures.—First course, 31. 3s.

Perpetual, 61. 6s.

Terms of the Dissections and Demonstra-

tiotis.—First course, 31. 3s. Perpetual, 6/. 6s.

Further particulars may be known on ap-

plication to Mr. Smith or Mr. Bushell, at the

Anatomical Theatre, Great Windmill-street.

LECTURES ON MIDWIFERY AND THE DIS-

EASES OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

Dr. Chowne will commence a course of

lectures on midwifery and the diseases of wo-
men and children, on Monday, the 1st of

October.

The lectures will be delivered at his own
house. No. 11, South Crescent, Bedford-
square, every Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, at from nine to ten o'clock in the

morning.
For further particulars apply to George

Harrison, No. 4, Great Marlborough-street,

Oxford-street.

LECTURES ON DISEASES OF THE HEART
AND LUNGS.

A course will be given by J. Hope, M.D.
F.R.S. physician to the St. Mary-le-bone

Infirmary, on Monday the 8th of October,

and each succeeding Friday and Monday, at

eleven o'clock a.m.

The lectures will be illustrated by experi-

ments, specimens, original drawings, and pa-

tients ; and it will be an especial object to

communicate in a brief space, a practical

knowledge of the mode of diagnosis by aus-

cultation, percussion, &c. They will be gra-

tuitous to practitioners.

For particulars apply to Dr. Hope, 13,

Lower Seymour-street, or at Lloyd's library,

57, Harley-street.

GENERAL DISPENSARY,

36, Aldersgate-street.

The following courses of lectures will be
delivered in this institution during the win-
ter season :

—

Materia Medico, by Mr. Pereira, to com-
mence Monday, October 1, at ten o'clock.

Practice of Physic, by Dr. Roberts, on
Tuesday, October 2, at eleven o'clock.

VOL. II.

Chemistry, by Mr. Pereira, on Saturday
October 6, at ten o'clock.

Botany, by Mr. Pereira, on Tuesday, June
5, at a quarter past eleven.

Prospectuses and particulars may be had
on application at the Dispensary.

MEDICAL SCHOOL,

Westminster Disp.- iry, Gerrard-street,

vsoho.

The following lectures commence Tuesday,
October 2nd.

Anatomy, including daily lectures, demon-
strations, and dissections, by Mr. Dermott

;

perpetual, 11 Is; Medicine, by Dr. Ryan,
5^. 5.5. ; Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Bo-
tany, by Dr. Epps, assisted by Mr. Crump,
61. 6s. ; Surgery, by Mr. Dermott, 3/. 3s.

;

Midwifery, by Dr. Ryan, bl. 5s. ; Medical
Jurisprudence, Dr. Ryan and Mr. Crump,
3/. 3*.

A good supply of subjects as usual.

For further particulars apply at the Thea-
tre ; to Mr. Dermott, 40, Gower-place, Eus-
ton-square; Dr. Epps, 11, Berners-street,

Oxford-street; or to Dr. Ryan, 61, Hatton
Garden ; or to Mr. Crump, 6, Bernard-street,

Russel-square.

MEDICAL SCHOOL, FINSBURY DISPENSARY,

29, St. John-Street, West Smithfield.

The following Lectures will be given at this

Institution during the ensuing Winter Session,

commencing on the 1st of October, 1832.

Theory and Practice of Medicine ; by J.

S. Campbell, M.D. On Mondays and Thurs-
days, at six o'clock in the evening.—One
Course, 31. 3s.; Two Courses, 5/. 5*.; Per-
petual, 6l. 6s.

Therapeutics and Materia Medica ; by
John Thomson, M.D. F.L.S. On Tuesdays
and Fridays, at six o'clock in the evening.

—

One Course 31. 3s. ; Two Courses, 5/. 5*.

;

Perpetual, 61. 6s.

Midwifery and Diseases of Women and
Children ; by George S. Lilburn, M.D On
Wednesdays and Saturdays, at six o'clock in

the evening.— One Course, 3/. 3*.; Two
Courses, 5/. 5s. ; Perpetual, 6/. 6s.

Physician's Pupil to the Dispensary Prac-

tice, Nine Months, 71. 7s.; Twelve Months,
91. 9s.; Perpetual, 12/. 12s.

Clinical Lectures will be given on all im-
portant cases.

At this Dispensary upwards of 5000 pa-

tients are annually treated, and frequent

opportunities will be afforded for prosecuting

Morbid Anatomy.
For further particulars apply to the re-

spective Lecturers, or to Mr. Bartlett, at the

Dispensary.
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TliEORY AND PRACTICE OF PHYSIC AND
MATERIA MEDICA.

Dr. Collier, 32, Spring Gardens.

Theory and Practice of Physic. One course,

4/. 4i'. ; two courses, &l. Gs. ; Monday, Wed-
nesday, and Friday, at seven in the moruing.

Materia Medica. One course, 4Z. 4«.; two
courses, 6^. 6s. ; Tuesday and Thursday, at

eleven o'clock, A.M.; private tutorage, perpe-

tual, 10/. 10s.; perpetual to all the lectures,

and to private tutorage, 21/. N.B. House
pupils are received.

MEDICAL THEATRE,

WESTMINSTER DISPENSARY,

Gerrard Street, Soho, and at 61, Hatton
Garden.

Dr. Ryan commences his Lectures on the

Practice of Medicine, Midwifery, and Me-
dicalJurisprudence, in October, January, and
May. Principles and Practice of Medicine,

one course, 3/. 3s. ;
perpetual, 5/. 5s. ; Mid-

wifery, and Diseases of Women and Children,

one course, Zl. 3s. ;
perpetual, 5/. 5s. ; Me-

dical Jurisprudence, one course, 2l. 2s. ; per-

petual, 3^. 3s. ; perpetual to all the lectures,

if entered to at once, 10/. 10s. Dr. Ryan lec-

tures every evening atfive o'clock, at the Dis-

pensary ; and every morning at eight o'clock,

at his residence, Hatton Garden, contiguous

o St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

MIDWIFERY.

Dr. Waller, consulting accoucheur to the

London and Southwark Midwifery Institu-

tion, will commence his Winter Course of

Lectures on Midwifery and Diseases of Wo-
men and Children, on Tuesday, October 2d,

at nine o'clock in the morning, at his resi-

dence, 93, Bartholomew Close, near the east-

ern gate of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

Prospectuses may be obtained at 93, Bartho-
lomew Close, at the General Dispensary,

Aldersgate Street, and at Mr. Ferguson's,
Instrument Maker, Smifhfield.

ROYAL WESTMINSTER OPHTHAL-
MIC HOSPITAL,

CHARING CROSS.

Physician, , Surgeon, Mr.
Guthrie. This Hospital is open to students

on Tuesdays and Thursdays at twelve o'clock.

Terms of attendance, 5/. 5s. The lectures

on the anatomy, diseases, and operations of

the eye, although forming a part of the lec-

tures on surgery delivered by Mr. Guthrie

every Monday and Friday evenings, are free

to students attending the practice of th e Oph-
thalmic Hospital.

LONDON INFIRMARY FOR CURING DISEASES
OF THE EYE,

Moorfields.

Physician, Dr. Farre ; Surgeons, Messrs-

Tyrrell and Scott. Three months, 5/. 5s. >

six months, 8/. 8s.
;
perpetual, 10/. 10s. Days

of operating, Thursdays, at one o'clock.

THE GENERAL DISPENSARY, 36, ALDERS-
GATE STREET.

Consulting Physician, Dr. Birkbeck ; Phy-
sicians, Drs. Clutterbuck, Lamb, and Roberts

;

Sursfeons, Messrs. Salmon and Coulson ; Apo-
thecary, Mr. Pereira. Nine months, 7/. 7s.

;

twelve months, 9/. 9s. ; perpetual, 12/. 12s.

PIJBLIC DISPENSARY,
Bishop's Court, Chancery Lane.

Medical Pr-actice.—Physicians, Dr. Burne»
Mondays and Thursdays, at a quarter after

twelve o'clock ; Dr. Waterfield, Tuesdays
and Fridays, at a quarter after twelve o'clock.

For six months, 4/. 4s. ; for fifteen months,
61. 6s.; perpetual, 10/. 10s.

Observations will be made upon the cases

as they present themselves, and clinical lec-

tures will be delivered occasionally, so as to

form a course of practical medicine in the
twelve months.

Certificates qualify for the Apothecaries'
Hall.

ROYAL DISPENSARY FOR DISEASES OF THE
EAR,

Dean-Street.

Mr. Curtis, Aurist to his Majesty and their

Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of

Gloucester, and Surgeon to this Institution,

will commence his next Course of Lectures

on the Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology
of the Ear, and the Medical Treatment of
the Deaf and Dumb, on Monday, October
5th. For particulars apply to Mr. Curtis, at

his house. No. 2, Soho-square.
The Royal Dispensary is open to pupils.

Physician, Dr. Sims ; surgeon, Mr. Curtis.

Three months, 51. 5s. ; six months, 8/. 8s.

;

perpetual, 10/. 10s.

Anatomy, Physiology, and Diseases of the

Ear. Mr. Curtis, commencing October 2, at

ten o'clock. Single course, 21. 2s. ; two ditto,

31. 3s. ; perpetual, 5/. 5s.

Clinical lectures will be given on the most
important cases that occur at the Dispen-
sary.

I

VETERINARY COLLEGE,
St. Pancras.

Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology of
ike Horse; Mr. Coleman. A Course of Lec-
tures on the Anatomy, Physiology, and
Pathology of the Horse, cominehces on Mon-
day, the 13th of November, at. Eleven
o'clock in the Morning. Terms, 362I

I

d
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ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS IN
LONDON.

Regulations ofthe Council, respecting the

professional education of candidates for the

diploma.

1. Candidates will be required to bring

proof,

\. Of being twenty-two years ofage.

2. Of having been engaged six years in the

acquirement of professional know-
ledge.

3. Of having studied anatomy and physio-

logy, by attendanceon lectures and de-

monstrations, and by dissections, dur-
ing two anatomical seasons.

4. Of having attended at least two courses

of lectures on surgery, delivered in

two distinct periods or seasons, each
course to comprise not less than sixty

lectures.

5. Of having attended lectures on the prac-

tice of physic, on chemistry and on
midwifery during six months ; and on
botany and materia niedica during
three months.

6. Ofhaving attended duringtwelve months
the surgical practice of a recognized
hospital in London, Dublin, Edin-
burgh, Glasgow, or Aberdeen ; or for

six months in any one of such hospi-

tals and twelve months in any recog-

nized provincial hospital.

If. Members and licentiates in surgery of
any legally constituted College of Surgeons
in the united kingdom, and graduates in

surgery of any university requiring residence
to obtain degrees, will be admitted for exa-
mination on producing their diploma, licence,

or degree, together with proofs of being
twenty-two years ofage, and of having been
occupied five years in the gtcquirement of pro-
fessional knowledge.

N. B. Certificates will not be recognized,
from any hospital unless the surgeons thereto,

or a majority of them be members of one of
the legally constituted Colleges of Surgeons in

the United Kingdom, nor from any school of
anatomy, physiology, surgery or midwifery,
unless the respective teachers be members
of some legally constituted College of Phy-
sicians or Surgeons in the United Kingdom.

Certificates will not be received oi) more
than two branches of science from one and
the same lecturer, but

Anatomy and Physiology,

Demonstrations and Dissections,

Materia Medica and Botany,
will be respectively considered as one branch
of science.

In the certificates of attendance on hospital
practice, and on lectures, the dates of com-
mencement and termination are to be inserted
in words at full length.

All the required certificates are to be deli-
vered at the College ten days before the can-
didate can be admitted to examination.

By order of the Council,
April 27, 1831. Edmuxd Bklfour, Sec

REOULATiONS TO BE OBSERVED JIY STUDENTS
INTENDING TO QUALIFY THEMSELVES TO
PRACTISE AS APOTHECARIES, iN ENGLAND
AND WALES.

Every candidate for a certificate to practise
as an apothecary, will be required to produce
testimonials,

Of having served an apprenticeship* of not
less than five years to an apothecary :

Ofhaving attained the full agef of twenty-
one years :

And of good moral conduct.*
Students whose attendance on lectures

commenced on or after January, 1831, must,
in addition to these testimonials, adduce
proof of having devoted at least two years
to an attendance on lectures and hospital
practice ; and of having attended the follow-
ing courses of lectures§:

—

Chemistry ; two courses ; each course con-
sisting of not less than forty-five lectures.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics; two
courses : each course consisting of not less

than forty-five years.

Anatoimj and Physiology.—Anatomical De-
monstratioiis ; two courses ; of the same ex-
tent as required by the Royal College of
Surgeons of London.

Principles and Practice of Medicine ; two
courses; each course consisting of not less

than forty-five lectures, to be attended sub-
sequently to the termination of the first

course of lectures on chemistry, materia me-
dica, and anatomy and physiology.
Botany : one course.

Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and
Children ; two courses ; to be attended dur-
ing the second year.

Forensic Medicine ; one course ; to be at-

tended during the second year.

Students are likewise recommended to

avail themselves of instruction of morbid
anatomy.

The candidate must also have attended for

twelve months, at least, the physician's prac-
tice at an hospital containing not less than
sixty beds, and where a course of clinical

lectures is given ; or for fifteen months at an
hospital wherein clinical lectures are not

* The apprenticeship must have been serv-
ed with a person legally qualified to practise

as an apothecary, either by having been in

practice prior to or on the 1st of August,
1815, or by having received a certificate of
his qualification from the Court of Exam-
iners.

I As evidence of age, a copy of the bap-
tismal register will be required in every case

where it can possibly be procured.

X A testimonial of moral character from
the gentleman to whom the candidate ha?
been an apprentice, will always be more sa-

tisfactory than from any other person.

§ The lectures required in each course rer

spectively, must be giv?n on separate days,

T 2
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given ; or for fifteen months at a dispensary*

Connected with some medical school recog-

nized by the Court. The whole of such at-

tendance to be subsequent to the first year of

attendance on lectures.

Students whose lectures commenced prior

to the 1st of February, 1828, will be ad-

mitted to examination in conformity with the

regulations published in September, 1826,

viz. after an attendance on,

One course of lectures on chemistry.

One course of lectures on materia me-
dica.

Two courses of lectures on anatomy and
physiology.

Two courses of lectures on the theory and

practice of medicine;

And six months' physician's practice at a

hospital, or nine months at a dispensary.

Those who began to attend lectures sub-

sequently to the 1st of February, 1828, and
previously to the 1st of October of the same
year, in conformity with the regulations of

September, 1827, viz. after the attendance

on
One course of lectures on chemistry.

. One course of lectures on materia medica
and botany.

Two courses of lectures on anatomy and
physiology.

Two courses of lectures on the theory and
practice of medicine ; these last having been

attended subsequently to the lectures on che-

mistry and materia medica, and to one course

at least of anatomy ;

And six months at least, physician's prac-

tice at an hospital, or nine months at a dis-

pensary ; such attendance having commenc-
ed subsequently to the terminatiem of the

first course of lectures on the principles and
practice of medicine.

Those wliose attendance on lectures com-
menced in October, 1828, must have com-
plied with the regulations of September,

1828, viz. by having attended

Two courses of lectures on chemistry.

Two courses of lectures on materia me-
dica and botany.

Two courses of lectures on anatomy and
physiology.

Two courses of anatomical demonstra-

tions.

Two courses of lectures on the theory and
practice of medicine ; these last having been

attended subsequently to one course of lec-

tures on chemistry, materia medica, and
botany ;

And six months at least, the physician's

practice at a hospital, containing not less

than sixty beds, or nine months at a dispen-

sary ; such attendance Jiaving commenced
subsequently to the termination of the first

* By a new' regulation, every dispensary

recognized at any time is allowed. It is not

necessary that there should be a medical

school attached,.

—

Eds.

course of lectures on the principles and prac-

tice of medicine.

All students who began to attend lectures

in January, 1829, are required to have at-

tended the physician's practice at a hospi-

tal for nine months, or at a dispensary for

twelve months, and also to have attended

Two courses of lectures on midwifery and
the diseases of women and children.

The testimonials of attendance on lectures

and hospital practice, must be given on a
printed form, with which students may be
supplied, on application, at the under-men-
tioned places:

—

In London, at the Beadle's Office, at this

Hall.

In Edinburgh, at Messrs. Mac Lachlan and
Stewart's, booksellers.

In Dublin, at Messrs. Hodges and Smith's,

booksellers.

In the provincial towns, where there are

medical schools, from the gentlemen who
keep the register of the school.

No other form of testimonial will be re-

ceived ; and no attendance on lectures will

qualify a candidate for examination, unless

the lecturer is recognized by the Court.

The names of the lecturers recognized by
the Court, may be seen on application to the

several gentlemen acting as registrars in the

provincial schools, and at the Beadle's Office

at the Hall.

The teachers in Dublin, Edinburgh, Glas-

gow, and Aberdeen, recognized by the con-

stituted medical authorities in these places

respectively, are recognized by the Court.

RECOGNITION OF LECTURERS.

Gentlemen wishing to be recognized as

lecturers, are referred to the following reso-

lutions of the Court, passed on the 18th of

November, 1830, viz.

Resolved,

That a member of the Court of Examin-
ers shall not bs recognized as a lecturer on
any branch of medical science.

That the Court will not recognize any
new teacher who may give lectures on more
than two branches of medical science ; nor
will they sanction a teacher already recog-

nized in giving lectures on any new branch

of the science, if already he gives lectures on
two.

That the Court will not recognize a teacher

until he has given a public course of lectures

on the subject he purposes to teach ; but if,

after such preliminary course of lectures, ths

teacher should be recognized, the student's

certificate of attendance on that course will

be received.

That the Court will not recognize a teacher

until he has produced very satisfactory testi-

monials of his attainments in the science he
purposes to teach, and also_ of his ability as

a teacher of it, from persons of acknow-
legded talents and of distinguished acquire-
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merits in the particular brancli of science in

question.

Tliat satisfactory assurance shall also be

given that the teacher is in possession of the

means requisite for the full illustration of his

lectures, viz. that he has, if lecturing

—

On chemistry, a laboratory and competent

apparatus.

On materia medica, a museum suflRciently

extensive.

On anatomy and physiology, a museum
sufficiently well furnished with preparations,

and the means of procuring recent subjects for

demonstration.

On botany, a hortus siccus, plates or draw-

ings, and the means of procuring fresh spe-

cimens.

On midwifery, a museum, and such an
appointment in a public midwifery institution

as may enable him to give his pupils practi-

cal instructions.

That the lecturer on the principles and
practice of medicine must be, if he lectures

in London, or within seven miles thereof, a
fellow, candidate, or licentiate of the Royal
College of Physicians of London, and if he lec-

tures beyond seven miles from London, and
not be thus qualified, he must be a graduated
doctor of medicine of the British University
of four years' standing (unless previously to

his graduation he had been for four years a
licentiate of this Court).

That the lecturer on materia medica and
therapeutics must be a fellow, candidate, or
lecentiate of the Royal College of Physi-
cians of London, a graduated doctor of me-
dicine of a British University of four years'

standing (unless previously to his graduation

he had been for the same length of time a

licentiate of this Court, or he must be a licen-

tiate of this Court of four years' standing.

That the lecturer on anatomy and physi-
ology must either be recognized by the

Royal College of Surgeons of London, or

must be a member of that College of four

years' standing.

That the demonstrator of anatomy must
either be recognized by the Royal College of
Surgeons of London, or must be a member
of that College.

EXAMINATION.

Every person offering himself for ex-
amination must give notice in writing to the

clerk of the society on or before the Monday
previously to the day of examination ; and
must also at the same time deposit all the re-

quired testimonials at the office of the Bea-
dle, where attendance is given every day,
except Sunday, from nine until two o'clock.

Candidates will be admitted to examina-
tion in the order in which their names stand
on the notice paper ; and those neglecting to

attend agreeably to their notice, will, upon a
subsequent application, be placed at the bot-
tom of the list.

The examination of the candidate will be
as follows : —

1. In translating parts of Celsus de Medi-
cina, or Gregory's Conspectus MedieinfE
Theoreticse, the Pharmccopaiia Londinensis,
and Physicians' prescriptions.

2. In chemistry.

3. In materia medica and therapeutics.

4. In botany.

5. In anatomy and physiology.

6. In the practice of medicine.

By the 22d section of the Act of Parlia-

ment, no rejected candidate can be readmit-

ted to be examined until the expiration of six

months from his former examination.

The Court meet in the Hall every Thurs-
day, where candidates are required to attend

at a quarter before four o'clocli.

The Aet directs the following sums to be

paid for certificates :

—

For London, and within ten miles thereof,

ten guineas.

For all other parts of England and Wales,

six guineas.

Persons having paid the latter sum become
entitled to practise in London, and within

ten miles thereof, by paying four guineas

in addition.

For an assistant's certificate, two guineas.

By order of the Court,

John Watson,
Secretary.

Apothecaries' Hall,

Sept. 22, 1832.

REGULATIONS OF THE NAVY MEDICAL
BOARD.

Victualling- Office.

The Right Honorable the Lords Com-
missioners of the Admiralty having

been pleased to direct, "that no per-

son be admitted to be a candidate for

the situation of Assistant Surgeon in

the Royal Navy, who shall not pro-

duce a certificate from one of the

Royal Colleges of Surgeons of Lon-
don, Edinburgh, or Dublin, of his

fitness for that office; nor, for that of

Surgeon, unless he shall produce a
diploma, or certificate, from one of

the said Royal Colleges, founded on an
examination to be passed subsequent-

ly to his appointment ofAssistant Sur-

geon, as to the candidate's fitness for

the situation of Surgeon in the Navy

:

and that in every case the candidate

producing such certificate, or diplo-

ma, shall also undergo a further ex-

amination before the Medical Com-
missioners of the Victualling Board,
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touching his qualifications in all the fession, such as Botany, Medical
necessary branches and points of Me- Jurisprudence, Natural Pliilcsophy,

dicine and Surgery for each of the &c. appear to be more pecuHarly

steps in the Naval Medical Ser\'ice.

"

eligible for admission into the ser-

The commissioners for victualling vice.

His Majesty's Navy, &c. do hereby It is also to be obseri'ed that, by
signify, for the imformation of those the rules of the service, no Assistant

persons to whom it may relate, that Surgeon can he promoted to the rank

these regulations and directions will of Surgeon until he shall have been
be strictly adhered to in future: and three years in the former capacity;

further, that previously to the ad- and the Board have resolved that not

mission of Assistant Surgeons into the any diploma or certificate of examin-

Navy, it will be required that they ation from either of the aforesaid

should have received a classical edu- Royal Colleges, shall be admitted

cation, and possess in particular a towards the qualification for Surgeon,

competent knowledge of Latin ; also unless the diploma or certificate shall

That they should have served an be obtained on an examination passed

apprenticeship, or have been employ- after a period of not less than three

ed in an apothecary's shop for not years from the date of the party's

less than two years. admission into the service.

That their a"e should not be less _, j /• i t. j

than twenty years, nor more than By command of the Board,

twenty six years; and that they
^^ Waj^lkk Clifton.

should be unmarried.

That they should have attended

an Hospital in London, Edinburgh,
"

Dublin, or Glasgow, for twelve

months; and l^e&tclu.

That they should have attended

Lectures, &c. on the following sub-

jects, for periods not less than here- Alphabet of Insects for the Use of
under stated; observing, however. Beginners. By James Rknnie,
that such Lectures will not be ad- ma. Professor of Zoology, King's
mitted for more than two different College, London. 12mo. pp. 108.
branches of science, by one individual, Numerous wood-cuts. London :

viz.— 1832. W. Orr.
MONTHS.

A .

1 q We turn from the more serious sub-

q y * ,o jects which usually occupy us, to

Theor7of Medicine '.'. '.'. 12 *^ ]^S^\^^
^^*J^.^"? f''''' «Vjll

'

T» 4-- r j-4.^ lo tural history. 1 his interesting little
Practice of ditto 12 j ..• u • ^^ ^ 4. a
p. . „ production has especially attracted

A^t
^"^ M fi'

6 our attention, and we must, in jus-

Ti/TA^^'f fi
^^^^' recommend it to all desirous of

Actual dissections of the ^ \- i r \i wt v, n
T , , n structive work for youth. We shall
human body b

proceed forthwith to make a few ex-

Although the above are the only tracts, as we are well aware that

qualifications which are absolutely they will prove far more agreeable

required in candidates for the ap- than mere assertion. As a good ex-

pointment of Assistant Surgeon, a ample of the style in which the wood-

preference will be given to those cuts are executed, we take the vig-

who, by possessing a knowledge of nette, which gives an excellent view

diseases of tlie eye, and of any branch of " the queen butterfly in its various

of science connected with the pro* stages."

i
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At page 36, we find the following

curious plate of the muscles of the

caterpillar of the goat-moth.

Musclesof the caterpillar of the goat moth

{Cossus ligniperda) ; with the two main air-

pipes running along each side, and the heart

with its six pairs of pramidiae wings in the

middle.

At page 59, we have a very good

account of the organs of digestion,

which we shall tranfer to our pages,

together with the illustrative wood-

cut.

ORGANS OF DIGESTION.

It is remarkable that the length of the

organs of digestion in insects, measuring

from the mouth to the vent, is, as in the

larger animals, proportioned to the sort of

food. Vegetable food, being more crude, or

not so like the properties of the animal

body, requires more preparation to turn it

into nourishment; and hence, insects, and

other animals which feed on vegetables, have

their organs of digestion of great length,

much longer, indeed, than the body, in

which they wind in many folds. Animal

food requiring less preparation, the insects

which feed on it have their organs of diges-

tion short, and of the same length as the

body. In all cases they consist of three layers,

the outer membranous, the middle muscular,

and the inner raucous.

When the food has been taken into the

mouth and bruised, or chewed by the jaws-

when those are moveable, or sucked up when
they form a sucking tube, it passes on to the

haus or entrance of the gullet, and thence to

the stomach and intestines as in the larger

animals.

In man, the food is mixed, during the

process of chewing, with a peculiar fluid

supplied from several glands or fountains

situated near the mouth. In insects, similar

fountains have been described by Ramdohr,
Leon Dufour, and others. They are most

obvious in sucking insects, and when a fly

cannot suck a bit of dry sugar, it has been

observed to moisten it with this fluid.

The organs which furnish the silk, spun

by the silk-worm and other caterpillars, are

similarly situated with the preceding, and

perhaps are the same organs.
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The most complicated organs of digestion

(found, of course, in insects feeding on vege-
table matter), may be described under six

divisions, the gullet, the crop, the gizzard
the stomach, the intestines, and the vent.

The organs of digestion in two diSerent

beetles. Fig. 1, a garden beetle {Carabus);

Fig. 2, a churchyard beetle (Blaps). a, The
jaws and feelers ; b, the head ; c, c, Uie saliva

vessels; d, the gullet, very short in Fig. 1.

e, the crop, wanting in Fig. 1 ; /, the gizzard,

wanting in Fig. 1 ; ^, the stomach, large and
convoluted in Fig. 1 ; /(, h, h, the bile vessels

long, and numerous ; i, the small intestine

;

k, the blind gut ; /, the vent ; m, m, the ex-

crementary vessels.

The gullet varies much in length, being

sometimes very short, and sometimes reaching

to the abdomen, or even within it, but it is

more generally the length of the fore corselet

within which it is lodged. When there is no

crop or gizzard, it ends in the stomach. At
its upper end, it is surrounded by a nervous

ring, from which two branches go off and
unite at tlie lower part ofthe body.

The crop or craw is a bulging out of the

gullet into a sort of pouch, which, on the out-

side, can seldom be distinguished from the

gizzard ; but, on the inside, it is found des-

titute of horny projections, and its texture

more membranous than muscular. When
large, it is often seen with folds or plaits. It

constitutes what is called the honey bag ofthe

bee, audit is in it that insects have the fluids,

often offensive, which they discharge when
eaught, as is observed in many beetles. In

butterflies and other sucking insects, it is

placed on one side of the gullet, and not in

the line of the stomach. Its contents have,

therefore, to be returned into the mouth be-

fore they can reach the stomach. The crop

is not found at all in many instances.

The gizzard succeeds the crop, and is more
muscular in structure, and furnished on the

inside with moveable horny projections,

most probably employed in bruising the food.

These horny pieces are ofvarious figures, and
placed in various directions, sometimes like a

brush, sometimes like a comb ; andjust above

the entrance of the stomach they nearly close

the passage, forming a sort of valve, which
will only permit minute portions of the food

to pass. Swammerdam and Cuvier are mis-

taken in thinking insects which have a giz-

zard, such as grasshoppers, chew the cud.

The chewing motion which deceived them, I

have found to be the process of cleaning the

feet and the ears. The gizzard is not found

in all insects.

The stomach is composed of thin, soft, ex-

tensible, membranes, usually cylyndrical in

form, but sometimes with bulgings and con-

tractions, and sometimes forked, the entrance

being at one of the forks. One remarkable

circumstance is, that, in many insects, the

outer surface is covered with a number of

teat-like points, similar to the finger of a
glove, containing fluid, which (.hey dis-

charge into the stomach. These may be

termed vessels. They vary much in size

and number, and are not found in all instcts;
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Different opinions are held respecting them
by Cuvier, Marcel de Serres, and Leon Du-
four.

In all insects, we believe, there are vessels

called bile vessels, consisting of several mem-
branous tubes, filled with a peculiar fluid,

bitter, and usually brown or yellow, but

sometimes limpid, supposed to be similar to

bile, though we find nothing like the liver for

preparing this bile, which is probably, there-

fore, as M. Gaede thinks, prepared in the

vessels themselves. These vessels float in

many convolutions in the abdomen, one end
being sometimes free and the other fixed, and
sometimes both ends fixed, and giving rise to

a sort of arch or curve. Sometimes these are

inserted into the stomach near its outlet ; in

others, one end goes into the stomach, and
the other into the blind gut. Their number
varies from two, which are found in the rose-

chafer ; to four, found in beetles and common
flies ; to six, found in butterflies, and to even

one hundred and fifty (probably mere branches

of two fundamental ones), found in bees,

wasps, and dragon-flies.

It is in the stomach that the food is con-

verted, by means of the digestive fluid, from
the gastric vessels and the bile, into a pulpy
mass, called chyle, if we may follow the ana-

logy of other animals.

The outlet of the stomach is in insects,

furnished with a valve to prevent the too

rapid passage of the chyle into the in-

testines.

The intestines form an extended portion

of the organs of digestion, which may be

divided into four parts, the chyle gut, the

small gut, the blind gut, and the vent gut.

The chyle gut, which is always found in

large animals, is seldom, in insects, different

from the small gut. When it is distinguish-

able, as in the glow-worm, it is very smooth.

It receives the chyle from the stomach.

The small gut is usually strait, smooth, and

of equal size through its whole length, though

there are bulgings in some species ; and, for

the most part, it has many convolutions. The
chyle, in passing along, has its nutritire por-

tions taken up by the inner membrane of this

intestine, through which it passes into the

cavity of the abdomen, and not, as in other

animals, into lacteals, in order to be convert-

ed into red blood, which is not found in in-

sects.

The blind gvit consists usually of an egg-

shaped cavity, formed by the bulging out of

the lower end of the small intestine. It is

often covered with plaits or bands ; sometimes
the bile vessels open into it, and it always
contains the crude parts of the chyle rejected

by the small gut as unfit for nourishment.
Insects have no gut precisely similar to the

colon of other animals.

The vent gut is very muscular, and usually
short. It ends in the vent, through which
the crude parts of the chyle, collected in the

blind gut, are thrown out of the body.

The singular discharges of offensive matter,
such as the poison of the bee, and the vapour
of the bombardier beetle, are prepared near
the vent gut by a particular apparatus, and
stored up in a sort of bladder, from which
they are discharged.

In the abdomen of a certain class of bees in

the common hive, called wax workers, are

cells between the rings, in which wax appears

to be prepared by secretion from the food

within, and not collected, as is supposed,

directly from flowers ; as the pollen is well

known to be upon the thighs for the purposes

of food. This opinion, however, which I

have not myself verified by observation, is

contrary to that popularly held. It was first

stated by Hornbostel, a clergyman at Ham-
burgh, in 1744, and republished as his own
discovery, by Reim, in 1769. Mr. John
Hunter, evidently without being aware of

these, published it as his own discovery in

1793; and Huber, assisted by the clever

daughter of Professor Jurine, made experi-

ments and dissections, all confirmatory of

the same view. Recently G. R. Treviranus,

one of the best living experimental physiolo-

gists, has repeated the investigations, and has

come to the same conclusion. I think these

high authorities must outweigh that of Mr.
Huish, who decides that they are all wrong,
and that the popular notion is right.

The nutritive part of the chyle, which is

(if the term may be used) filtered through
the sides of the small gut, is not then received

into any vessel, as has already been said, but
spreads about through the interior of the

body, taking the form of an irregular mass of
soft pulpy fat, greenish or whitish in colour,

which surrounds the organs of digestion, and
fills up every vacant place in the body, par-

ticularly in caterpillars, of which it forms a
very large proportion of the whole bulk.

The more fluid portions appear to be taken
up through the membranes of the several

organs, probably in a similar way to that by-

which they previously passed through the

mambranes of the small intestine. On this

subject, however, we are still very much in

the dark : though it is certjjin the fat is em-
ployed for the purposes of nutrition ; for it is

always stored up in great quantity before an
insect passes into the state of chrysalis, when
it ceases to eat, and often remains torpid for

many months ; and is also found similarly

stored up in the female before the eggs are
laid, but after this disappears.

The nutritive matter, whether it be fat or

fluid, not being carried through the body in

arteries and veins as the blood is in other

animals, to nourish the several parts, lies

around and upon the parts to be nourished,

which absorb the peculiar portions they re-

quire, rejecting the rest; and this may be

required by other parts for a diff"erent pur-

pose.

The more solid portions may be required

by the muscles, the layers of the intestines.
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the homy skin, and perhaps by the nerves ;

while the more fluid portion may be taken

up by the gastric vessels, the bile vessels, and

the peculiar vessel, which is the only organ

found in insects in the least resembling a

heart.

The last extract which we shall

ifiake from this interesting little book,

is the description of the organs of

respiration.

The spiracles convey the air which they

inspire from without to a corresponding num-
ber of air pipes, to be carried into the body,

as the air inspired by man is carried into the

windpipe and the lungs. The several air

pipes which go from the spiracles end in a

common pipe on each side, and these two

common pipes may be termed the main air-

pipes. They run lengthways from the head

towards the vent, and send off innumerable

small branches to convey the air to the dif-

ferent parts of the body, somewhat like the

branches of certain shrubs ; the branchlets

interlace the membranes, penetrate the mus-
cles, and extend through the legs and the

wings.

Two sorts of these air organs have been

distinguished, the one tubular or pipe-like,

as those we have just described, and another

vesicular or cell-like.

The first sort, or air-pipes, are composed

of three distinct membranes, the outer and

inner of which are thick, extensible, and of a

cellular texture, while the middle one is

formed of a gristly thread rolled spirally

round in the manner of a corkscrew, and

very similar to the spiral air pipe's of plants.

This gristly spiral thread is very elastic, in

consequence of which the pipe is kept uni-

formly open, for even when it is compressed

by the muscles, it immediately expands

again. There is a similar mechanism of

gristle in the human wind pipe.

These air pipes have also been distinguish-

ed, from their situations, into arterial and
pulmonary, the arterial being those which

come directly from the spiracles ; and the

pulmonary, the two large pipes on each side

of the body, (not always traceable), from

which other arterial pipes branch off. The
structure of both these is similar.

The second sort, or air-cells, are without

the spiral gristle, being composed only of an

outer and inner membrane. Consequently,

those air cells, when not filled with air, must
become flaccid by their sides collapsing. They
are not in the form of pipes, but like cells or

pouches, mutually communicating with each

other through very short and simple canals.

They nevercommunicate directly with the spi-

racles, but receive their air from the air tubes.

They are not found in all insects ; but, when
they occur, they appear to serve the purpose

of reservoirs for air.

They vary also in number and in size. In

the rose chafer, for exampl*, they are very

small and very numerous ; but comparatively

large in grasshoppers and crickets. In these

insects, the air cells can be easily counted. It

would be a diflicult matter to inflate them
^

with air, had there not been an ingenious

contrivance to facilitate this, in a sort of ribs

with which their sides are provided, discover-

ed by Marcel de Serres, and consisting of

small projections from the edge of each ring

of the belly, and not distinct jointed members.

The breathing apparatus in the Praying
Mantis, showing the numerous air tubes and
air cells on each side.

The air then is breathed by means of these
various organs, and acts on the blood, or the
fluid similar to blood, somewhat, it may be
presumed, in the same way as it acts on the

human blood, in the lungs, oxygen being
abstracted, and carbonaceous matter carried

off.

The insects which live under water con-
stantly or partially, have peculiar organs for

decomposing the water of the air it contains
in order to procure oxygen, which appears to

be indispensable to life. Some of these water
insects, indeed, come ever and anon to the
surface, in the same manner as the water eft

and the whale, to breath the air. Others re-

main always under water.

We are happy to perceive that

Mr. Rennie intends pursuing the
same plan in regard to other sub-
jects in this branch of science. We
wish him success, which he richly

merits.
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The Dublin Journal of Medical and

Chemical Science, exhibiting a com-

prehensive view of the latest dis-

coveries in Medicine, Surgeij, Chem-

istry, and the collatreal Sciences.

Dublin, Sep. Hodges and Smith.

This excellent Journal is consider-

ably enlarged, and gives an extraor-

dinary quantity of matter at a small

price. It contains as usual several

articles of great interest, and these

we shall briefly notice, recommending

the work as worthy of a place in

every medical library. The original

communications are ten in number.

Art. I.

—

Metastasis of Rheumatism to

the Heart. By Robert Law, M.D.
This was a case of rheumatism in an

unmarried girl, set 19, accompanied by
swellings of the legs which resembled

phlegmasia dolens. Her disease was
iattended by fever. The remedies

were venesection, diaphoretics, col-

chicum, digitalis, tartarized antimo-

ny, and elaterium. Diuretics, calo-

mel and opium were also adminis-

tered.

The respiration became laborious,

the action of the heart violent and

diffused, the pulse rapid, and the in-

ferior half of the left lung evinced the

absence of respiration inferiorly, and

yielded a dull sound on percussion.

These symptoms however had not

been preceded by the rale crepitant,

invariable precursor of hepatization,

and might depend upon the pressure

of fluid in the pericardium, gravita-

ting towards this part of the chest,

when the patient assumed the sitting

posture. In order to ascertain this,

the patient was placed on her face,

and then auscultation proved the lung

to be jjcrvious, and hence the nar-

rator concluded there was extensive

effusion into the pericardium. He
ordered squill, calomel, acetate of

potass, digitalis, nitrous aether, and
elaterium, with blisters to the region

of the heart. A complete cure was
effected. In this case auscultation

was of great value, and enabled a

judicious physician to save the life of

his patient. The accurate judgment
shown in the detection of the real

disease in this instance, proves Dr.
Law to be well versed in stethoscopy,

and to be a good and skilful prac-

titioner.

Art. II.

—

Practical Remarks on De-
lirium Tremens. By Chas. Len-
DRicK, M.D. T.C.D.

Dr. Lendrick very correctly states,

that delirium tremens is common to

all ranks, though the middle and
lower classes are most commonly af-

fected, and also that it is not confined

to the male sex. He has observed it

a frequent attendant on local injuries,

and he inculcates the necessity df

employing the patient's usual stimu-

lus, a point for which Dr. Ryan has

long contended in this Journal, (vid.

Vol. 3, 1830). Dr. L. divides the

disease the disease into sthenic and
asthenic, and considers the diagnosis

easy, an opinion to which we can by
no means assent in many cases. He
strongly advises the acetate of mor-
phine as the best opiate. He states

that the copious administration of

spirituous liquors, amongst other evils,

causes the recurrence of the parox-

ysms ; but when the patient is broken
down by dram drinking, a small

quantity of brandy is necessary, or

of mulled wine, if the patient is one
of the upper classes. Repeated ex-

perience has convinced us, that the

habitual stimulus is most decidedly

the best and most efficacious remedy
in the asthenic form of the disease.

We have found ardent spirits, wine,

porter, and cyder, superior to all me-
dicines, according to the previous

predilection of the patient. We have
cured the spirit drinker by his usual

beverage, so also the porter, cyder,

and gin drinker. We might narrate

several successful cases in proof of

the correctness of this opinion. Our
firm conviction is, that the habitual

or usual beverage of the patient is

the best remedy in pure nervous or

asthenic delirium.

The sthenic form is combined with

inflammation of the brain, according
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to our author, and here he recommends
arteriotomy from the temple, tartar-

ized antimony, and a moderate use of

the acetum opium, with cold or tepid

shower bath. When exhaustion is

produced, he would use stimulants.

Dr. Lendrick concludes by narrating

a case of mania combined with deli-

rium tremens, and induced by the

abuse of whiskey, which was cured

by arteriotomy from the temple. This

paper affords satisfactory evidence

that its author is a cautious and suc-

cessful physician, one who does not

confound both forms of the disorder,

and who erroneously recommends co-

pious depletion in every instance.

Art. III.—A new Method of gradu-

ating Glass Beads, for the purpose

of ascertaining the specific gravity

offluids. By William Ferguson,

Operative Chemist to the Apothe-

caries' Hall.

This paper will be perused with

deep interest by the practical chemist.

Art. IV.

—

Observations on the Treat-

ment of various Diseases. By J.

R. Graves, M.D. King's Professor

of the Institutes of Medicine,

Convulsions in Chronic Dropsies.—
Four cases are detailed by the erudite

and experienced professor, in which
convulsions occurred without any ob-

vious cause during the ordinary treat-

ment for dropsy. This combination

of diseases is not mentioned by mo-
nographers on hydrophic maladies. In

three of the cases the dropsy was
rapidly cured, and in the four the

cerebral symptoms entirely disap-

peared, " a fact," says Dr. Graves,
•" which forms a striking contrast with

the invariable fatality of convulsions

when they supervene on jaundice."

Tincture of Cantharides in Hooping
Cough.—In the catarrhal or first stage

of the disease. Dr. G. agrees with

Dr. Mackintosh in advising the anti-

phlogistic treatment, leeches to the

larynx, antimonials and nauseating

doses of ipecacuanha. When the

febrile symptoms subside after the

second or third week, and the cough

continues violent, defying all reme-
dies, our author has found the follow-

ing formula, which was prescribed by
the late Dr. Beatty, productive of

great benefit, and often an effectual

remedy.

R. Tinct. cincliorue, c. Jv,
Tinct. cantkaridis.

Tinct. opii. camphorat, j ' * 3 •

Dose—a drachm three times a day
in linseed tea or barley-water, and
after the fifth or sixth year, the quan-

tity may be steadily increased to four

drachms. This has proved effectual

in several cases.

Cold dash in convulsions of infants.

Dr. Graves very candidly informs us,

that since the publication of hispaper in

the second Number of the Journal be-

fore us, he has discovered in Richter's

Specielle Therapie, the recommend-
ation of a similar practice to his own

—

the application of a small stream of ice

cold water to the head, with great suc-

cess both in the convulsions and coma
of hydrocephalus. This practice is

pursued by Dr, Heim of Berlin, and re-

peated so long as fits or insensibility

continues. The neck and shoulders

ought to be covered with oiled silk,

and the body kept warm. We had
lately an opportunity of employing
the cold affusion according to this

plan ; but though it was repeated for

nearly two hours, it did not stop the

convulsions, but certainly diminished

them.

Hydrosulphuret of Ammonia in Dis-

eases of the Heart.

In the second volume of the work
under notice, Mr. Newton stated that

Dr. Marsh and himself had found
this hydrosulphuret of ammonia pos-

sessed a powerful effect in lowering

the pulse. Dr. Graves has tried this

remedy in several cases, some of hy-

pertrophy, with increased action of

the heart, and in others the heart's

action was natural. The remedy was
increased to 25 or 30 drops four times

a day, largely diluted, as recom-

mended by Dr. Marsh. Behold the

results. "In no one instance did it

exert th slightest effect upon the
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heart's action or the pulse." The
medicine was genuine, and adminis-

tered by the apothecary of the hos-

pital.

Evacuations of hlood from the sto-

mach and bowels, caused by chlo-

rine.

A woman, who was exposed to

chlorine gas, which was employed as

a fumigation in a house in which a

gentleman died of spasmodic cho-

lera, was seized with difficulty of

respiration, pains in the praecordia,

chest, and head. These were suc-

ceeded by vomiting of dark liver-like

blood, which also passed by the

bowels. Under ordinary remedies re-

covery took place.

Efficacy of assafoetidea in hysteria.

Dr. Graves is convinced that assa-

foetidea in large doses, is the best re-

medy in hysteria. He prefers it to

counter-irritation, even the actual

cautery appUed to the spine. An ob-

stinate case yielded to this remedy
in seven days, during which twelve
grains were given.

{To be co7itinverl.)

ILontrnu :^rlftraT&^^urfltraI Siotirnal.

Saturday, September 29, 1832.

MORE HORRORS CAUSED
BY THE

SUPPORTERS OF A FALSE
DOCTRINE!

"We intreat all those members of the

profession who have been observers

of the many extraordinary events

which have been for some time

passing, not to overlook the report

of a Coronor's inquest held at Exeter

last month, on the body of an un-

fortunate man of the name of John

Vicary, who it appears had, while

labouring under a most severe attack

of cholera in Dawlish, been put into

a cart at night, by force, and sent

off to Exeter, a distance of ten miles,

where he died soon after his arrival.

Look over the details, gentle reader

—

it is desirable that you shotdd. You

will find it in evidence that the poor

wretch was carried, in this improper

manner, even without straw, at night

;

his feet hanging over the tail of the

cart, and his " icy" limbs found to

have been bruised and otherwise

injured by the jolting, on his arrival

about day-break. You will find that

at Dawlish, a poor man who was

anxious to procure him better assist-

ance was— " hissed"— yes, hissed

by some monsters,— hissed ! ! All

this you will find detailed very mi-

nutely in the True Sun of the 31st

of August, where you will find what

will give you some comfort however,

a verdict " that John Vicary came

by his death by the culpable and

wilful conduct of Robert Leeson,

William Hall, and Richard Terris,

and that they are all guilty of man-

slaughter." These are persons in

authority at Dawlish.

When you have read the above,

gentle reader, try to get a peep at

the Ayr Advertiser for the 20th inst.

where you will find abominations re-

corded, regarding a poor woman

labouring under cholera at the village

of Slateford, and the like of which

never before appeared in the cata-

logue of the iniquitous crimes of

mankind. Not only was the poor

being, in this instance, refused the
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shelter of a hovel, and exposed on a

wheel-harrow, " the canopy of the

heavens for a roof" to her hard bed,

but the medical man absolutely

obliged to withdraw from affording

further aid, under the imprecations

of brutes, " insane from terror

of contagion ;" who threatened to

burn him or throw him into a

pond ! ! Look on this picture,—
and on that, and " then to sup, with

what appetite you may." "We could

fill a volume with accounts of the

atrocities which have occurred in this

kingdom, arising out of the fear of

contagion,—of that principle which

our wise missionaries told the people

of England was so subtile, so dif-

fusible, so liable to vary its plan of

attack, that people could seldom say

how or whence it came, but which,

nevertheless, the best observers every

where tell us only exists in mens'

imaginations. — Magendie, indeed,

openly declares, in his splendid lec-

tures on cholera, that the idea that

this disease possesses a contagious

property is utterly * absurd.'

CrfOLERA MEDALS.

A COMMISSION appointed in Paris to

superintend the issuing of medals to

those who have distinguished them-

selves by their zeal during the pre-

valence of the cholera, have directed

the issue of 596, to residents in the

different quarters of the city; 404

are held in reserve for subsequent

distribution. The intention of the

Belgian government, to appropriate

a certain sum to the same purpose.

has been announced. This is ay very

proper and very laudable, but there

is not the smallest chance of such

distinctions being bestowed in this

country, where it so happens that

those who shamefully stood aloof at

so awful a period of public calamity,

are precisely those who, from their

station, have the power of intriguing

to prevent any such line being drawn

between themselves and those who

have honourably fulfilled their duly

towards society, we are sure we may

add, to their own great prejudice

in most cases.

MORTALITY CAUSED BY CHOLERA
IN PARIS DURING THE EPIDEMIC.

The sanitary commission of Paris,

aware that material inaccuracies had

crept into former tables of mortality

which had been drawn up, resolved,

lately, to submit the whole to fur-

ther revision ; and the result gives

nearly 18,000 as the number of

deaths, from the 26th of March to

the 31st of August, being much un-

der former statements.

CHOLERA IN LONDON AND THE
VICINITY.

It is extremely gratifying to us to be

able to say that, according to state-

ments made to us by a gentleman in

whom we can place every confidence,

and who has made it his business to

obtain information personally at a

great many points, the epidemic in-

fluence which had existed for several

months past in this metropolis and

neighbourhood, and in the course of
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which some very remarkable oscilla-

tions took place, may now be consi-

dered as having worn itself out. By

inquiries made on Thursday and Fri-

day last, on one side of the river from

Kensington to Bethnal Green, St.

George's in the East, and Shadwell,

and on the other from Lambeth to

Bermondsey, it appears that scarcely

aiiy recent cases existed in the dif-

ferent hospitals, the greater part of

the cases remaining under treatment

being convalescent. Some practiti-

oners have not indeed had a case of

cholera in or out of hospital for three

or foxir weeks past.

CASE OF IDIOSYNCRACY—EFFECTS OF
OPIUM DANGER OF POISONING BY
THE MISTAKE OF A CHEMISt's AP-
PRENTICE.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

In transmitting to you the following

brief account, I am able to vouch for

its authenticity.

I am Gentlemen,

Yours truly.

Gordon Smith.

' Q. * * * * *^ aged 42, never ac-

customed to the use of opium, in

whatever form, labouring under a re-

laxation of the bowels (being a med-
ical man of considerable experience,)

prescribed for himself.

He had repeatedly sent for Aa?/^-5rram
pills of solid opium, from which he de-

rived so much benefit, thathe general-

ly kept a few by him, and marked the

top of the pill box thus, opii gr. iij . pil,

vj. in order to prevent mistakes. On
Wednesday last, the 19th instant, the

Doctor sent this box to the shop of a
general practitioner, or chemist and

druggist (he does not exactly know
which) conceiving that the inscription

thereupon was sufficient to direct the

compounder properly. The box was
brought with six things as large as

swan shot, instead of pins heads, and
an exorbitant price was demanded.
The prescriber sent back the box with

its contents, saying that there must
be a mistake, for a few days before

he had sent to and received from the

same shop pills of opium, or pills of

opium ^ grain each ought to be at

one fourth of the price charged.

The messenger returned and report-

ed, "that the man or boy in the

shop was exceedingly surprised at Dr.

's objections, that the pills were
all right; and that knowing (which

Dr does not know) the price of

opium he could not imagine, &c. &c.''

This was impertinent enough; but

half the jirice was abated.

Hereupon the Doctor wrote a note

to this fellow's master, in which he
complained only of the impertinence

of the shop-boy. Relying upon the

assurance that the pills were right,

and supposing that a clumsy dispen-

ser had taken powder opium and mixed

5 grains thereof with magensia mica

panvis, or gum-acacia, \\e in the course

of five hours i. e. from seven in the

evening till midnight, swallowed three

of the swan shot sized pills, each com-
posed of three grains of solid opium ! !

!

It was the mercy of Providence that he
did not swallow the other three; for

he was not aware, till the shopman's
master called next day, and told him
what had taken place ! !

!

It is not the lest singular part of

the aflfair that the only effect this

strong dose of opium took upon a

system unaccustomed to its influence

was that of spoiling the gentleman's

night's rest. He never felt any in-

fluence whatever from it other than
this.

I decline giving the apothecary's

name; but had there been a Coro-

ner's inquest, perhaps the most ex-

traordinary medical story of modern
times must have become matter of

publicity.
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accident, sometimes vising a crutch
from weakness.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.

A case in which dislocation of the

femur on the dorsum Hit occurred a

second time.

Sbpt. 4.—Eliza Goddard, set. 25, a
young woman of lax muscular fibre

and sickly constitution, was brought

into Esther Ward, Guy's Hospital,

under the care of Mr. Callaway, with

a dislocation of the right femur on

the dorsum ilii. She was walking

in her garden, when she stooped down
to pick a flower, and felt the head of

the bone slip from its socket, she fell,

and was then brought to the hospital.

Symptoms.—Tlie leg was one inch

and a half or two inches shorter than

the other, the foot and knee inverted,

the great toe resting on the head of

the tarszd bone of the great toe, the

knee inverted and projecting for-

wards, the natural roundness of the

hip had disappeared, foot easily turned

more inwards, but to turn it outwards

was impossible, and gave consider-

able pain.

Reduction.— Previous to her re-

moval to the theatre, tartarised anti-

mony gr. ij. were administered in

divided doses. After the adjustment

of the pulleys in the usual way, no
tendency to faintness or sickness

having occurred, ij. grains of anti-

mony were given, and extension

having been kept up six minutes and

a half, the head of the bone was felt,

not heard, to slip in ; she was put to

bed, a belt being placed round the

pelvis. On the 19th of May last, a
dislocation of the same femur took

place, but she did not come into the

hospital (on account of menstruation)

till the 29th of May, ten days after-

wards. It was then very much short-

er than usual, being thrown very far

upwards and backwards. It was re-

duced in the usual manner (previously

having been made to smoke a pipe

and take some antim. tart,) in forty-

five minutes ; she had perfect use of

the limb up to the time of the second

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.

Doubtful Dislocation of the Femur.

A LAD has been in this hospital for

several days, who is supposed to la-

bour under dislocation of the femur ;

some of the surgeons being of opi-

nion that the head of the bone is to-

wards the pubes, others that it is on
the dorsum of the ilium. Accord-
ingly extension has been tried suc-

cessively for each supposed displace-

ment, but without success. This
difference of opinion and practice has

been highly edifying to the pupils,

and has afforded them the consolation

of observing sound chirurgical know-
ledge in one of the favoured and un-
equalled London hospitals.

Popliteal Aneurism.

A case of this disease has been so

much benefited by pressure and cold,

as to remove all pulsation, and lead

to the belief that a cure may be ef-

fected without an operation.

MARCH OF INTELLECT.

A Bavarian physician had been de-

prived of his rank, in consequence of

his having written in a work on the

cholera, that those persons who did

not possess a good constitution, were
certain to be attacked.

—

Le Cercle.

If this be true, it is a strange com-
ment on the intellect of those, who
could not distinguish between the con-

stitution of the body, and the consti-

tution of the state,

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.
In our next Number will be a Lecture of

Dr. Epps', the first, of a Series of three, being

an examination of the operation of blood

—

letting, to be delivered at the Gerrard-street

School, at the commencement of the Session.

Dr. E. will give the first lecture on Tuesday
next Oct. 2, at half-past nine in the morning,

at the Westminster Dispensary, 9, Gerrard-

street, Soho.

Errata in Dr. Aldis's paper.—Instead of

" For Hales," read" Dr. Hales;" for " 9 x J"

read " 9 + ^ ;" for " papim" read " passim."

I
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lecture i. introduction.

Gentlemen,
When I ventured last year to undertake a

course of surgical lectures at this University,

the circumstances of the moment placed me
under the necessity of commencing the duty

of professor, almost as soon as the appoint-

ment had been conferred upon me :—with

little opportunity, therefore, for preparation

and arrangement, and without the slightest ac-

quaintance willi what tlie museum might con-

tain for the illustration of the subject. Not-
withstanding these disadvantages, I succeeded
in bringing under the consideration of tlie gen-
tlemanly and intelligent students, who honoured
me with their attendance, such information as

was listened to with unremitting and respectful

attention, and such, a.s I trust, will prove of es-

sential service to them in the difficult career of

practice. With the obliging assistance of the

Conservator of the Museum, I was also enabled
to show them all the preparations in it, most
calculated to throw light upon those injuries

and diseases, which are usually treated of by
lecturers on surgery. Select plates and drawings
were occasionally employed to render certain

subjects more easy of comprehension, and many
cases, exemplifying points of interest, faithfully

recited, whatever might be their termination.

I may add, that few subjects were quitted,

without the student having had the opportunity

VOL. ir.

of gaining further information about them,

either on the nights chosen for examination, or

directly after the regidar lecture hours.

Throughout the session, I was gratified to

find my efforts to communicate knowledge well

received, the class in every respect orderly, and
desirous of information ; and the whole tenor

of its conduct such as fully to account, in my
mind, for the remarkable proficiency, which
many of its members evinced in the compe-
tition for the prizes and honours distributed last

May.
Now, gentlemen, the plan which was adopt-

ed in the last course with success and conve-

nience, is that which will be generally pursued
in the present one •, but the greater facilities,

with which these lectures will now be under-

taken, will, I hope, enable me to make some
parts of them more worthy of attention, and
more worthy ofan institution destined to be the

seat of one of the best regulated medical schools

in Europe.

Gentlemen, surgery, the subject which lam
appointed to teach, belongs to that department
of knowledge, which is devoted to the consider-

ation of the diseases and derangements of the

human body, the circumstances giving rise to

them, their appearances, symptoms, and con-

sequences; and tlie means of preventing, re-

lieving, or curing them. It is a part, therefore,

of tlie "healing art," or of that extensive

business, or duty, which is divided amongst
the members of the whole medical profession,

in their respective capacities of physicians, sur-

geons, accoucheurs, general practitioners, ocu-

lists, and other labourers, whom I need not

here particularly specify. Physic and surgery
may be regarded as the principal divisions of

the subject, because, properly speaking, mid-
wifery, in its manual parts, may be looked upon
as a subdivision of surgery, and, in the rest of

it, as a branch of the practice of physic ; while

the employments of the oculist and dentist are,

in every sense of the expression, surgical. As
for the diseases of the eye, they are now studied

as a regular and important part of surgery ; a

plan that is tending very fast to extinguish the

superfluous race of mere oculists, who, whatever
may sometimes be their manual skill, are by no
means well qualified to put in practice the prin-

U
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ciples, which a more enlarged view of disease

would indicate, as proper for various morbid
conditions of the organs of sight.

Now although, as I shall presently more
particularly explain, physic and surgery cannot

be completely disjoined, and the foundation,

science, and common principles of both are the

same; yet, by the custom of the profession,

some diseases are allotted to the physician, and
others to the surgeon, while particular cases

form a sort of neutral ground, over which both

parties travel, and where they occasionally meet,

not always, I am sorrj^ to say, in very good
humour with one another. But, besides the

efficiency, which surgery displays in checking,

assuaging, or curing many forms of disease,

thus put under her especial care, she lends a

welcome assistance to nature in the repair of

various mechanical and chemical injuries, which
are entirely out of the province of the physician.

The many skilful, scientific, and diversified

plans adopted to promote the healing of wounds
and burns ; the union of fractures ; the reduc-

tion of dislocated bones, or of other displaced

f)arts ; the liberation of entangled and strangu-

ated bowels ; the extraction of foreign bodies

;

tlie discharge and cure of abscesses ; tlie stop-

page of hemorrhage; and all the bold and
clever operations performed for the removal of

numerous states of urgent danger, or severe in-

convenience, brought on by disease or accident,

afford so many examples of ample portions of

practice, where surgery alone prevails.

Gentlemen, our profession seems to have had
an origin, which well deserves to be called

noble ; for the first practice of it arose from
one of the most generous sentiments which
nature has implanted in the heart of man,
namely, from that sympathetic lucnevolcnce,

which leads him to pity the misfortunes and
sufferings of others, and inspires liim with an
anxious desire to alleviate them. Opportunities

of gratifying tliis fine and virtuous disposition

were never wanting. In the first ages of the

world, man, in his destitute condition, was
compelled to earn a truly precarious sub-

sistence, eitlier by force or stratagem, and, in

the struggles, into which this sort of life un-
avoidably drew him, how was it possible for

him always to have escaped wounds and other

dangerous accidents ? Wherever the chace was
in vogue, as a source either of livelihood or

amusement, wherever broils and contests oc-

casionally arose, and man was the same ani-

mal which he now is, possessing a constitution

and an organization liable to be impaired by
the influence of a thousand causes perpetually

near and around him, and as constantly in

operation, there must have existed a necessity

both for medicine and surgery.

Although in tlie remote times of antiquity,

these avocations must have been very inferior,

in point of science and efficacy, to what they
now are, they seem to have commanded a high
degree of respect. In one particular, indeed,

the dignity of the profession then had a support,

which it now neitlier enjoys nor requires ; a

support, derived from the illustrious birth and

rank of those, who took a distinguished part in

the practice and cultivation of it. Our nobility

have the merit of most liberally promoting the

advancement of surgery with their purses, and
of doing honour to human nature by the mu-
nificence with which they contribute to tlie

foundation and endowment of hospitals; but

none of them, I believe, handle the probe
themselves, or aim at a practical knowledge of

the subject, as one of their favourite accom-
plishments. What pleases them in this matter

ought to please us also, and as they are very

good patients, and might not make equally good
surgeons, it is better, perhaps, that the present

order of things should stand. We have me-
dical and surgical baronets, but no lords or dukes,

like the two other learned, and the military

and naval j)rofessions. But, in the early periods

of history, things were very different ; for persons

of the most elevated ranks then deemed it no
degradation to apply themselves to medicine
and surgery, and to administer, with their own
hands, the succour, which an attention to these

branches of knowledge enabled tliem to give;

and such was tlie reverence, entertained for

superior skill of this description, that the pos-

sessors of it received far greater honours than

those which appertain to the modern peerage,

the honours of being thought to be descended
from the Gods, and of being allied to, or put
upon an equality with Kings. Thus, Chiron,

one of tlie earliest and most immortal charac-

ters in our profession, who flourished in the first

ages of Greece, tefore the conquest of the

golden fleece and the commencement of tlie

Trojan war, was reputed to be the son of Saturn.

Tlipii the two renowned brothers, Machaon and
Podalirius, who now have no other employ-
ment, than that of being the supporters of the

arms of tlie Royal College in Lincoln's Inn
Fields, were anciently very busy characters,

both in war and surgery, and reputed to be sons

of the god .^sculapius. Machaon married the

daughter of Diodes, King of Messenia, and is

sometimes conjectured to have been a king him-
self, either in his own right or that of his wife

;

for Homer, in two or three places, styles him
" Pastor of the people," {roi/mia kecav,) a title

which he gives to Agamemnon and other kings.

At all events, Machaon was of exalted rank,

and, what is equally important, beloved and
honoured by the whole Grecian army, as much
for his medical and surgical skill as his martial

virtues. Hence, when he was wounded, the

greatest solicitude was expressed about his fate,

and es|)ecial commands given for his immediate
removal to a place of safety.

If, then, surgery, in its earliest and quite

unimproved state, had recommendations enough
to gain the kind of notice and consideration to

which I have alluded, what claims to public

favour and confidence does it not now possess,

when every part of it is cultivated with the

most minute care, and every subject, which it

embraces, teems with science and improve-

ment? Is there an individual, whether the

most powerful and wealthy, or the humblest
pauper, that is not indebted to it, at some
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period or another of his existence, for essential

service, without which his hfe could not be

preserved, or preserved only in a painful,

crippled, disfi<^ured, and valueless condition?

Under these circumstances, what pleasure could

the monarch have in his crown, or the rich

man in his wealth ? And would not the one
be glad to exchange all his power and mag-
nificence, and the other all his hoarded gold,

for simple health ? Many years ago, I heard

this preference of health to wealth most feel-

ingly expressed by a gentleman who returned

from India with a fortune of 200,000/., but a

shattered constitution. " Give me back,"

said he, " my youth and health, with only a
clean shirt on my back, and one guinea in my
pocket, and I will cheerfully resign all the

rest of my fortune."

Gentlemen, the sterling usefulness of sur-

gery,—its plain truths and obvious facts,—its

freedom from mystery and deception, are re-

cognized by all capacities and all conditions;

hence those who truly excel in it will be in

little danger of not finding admirers and pa-
trons in every country and in every clime.

Shall I remind you, that, while distinguished

skill in surgery has frequently been rewarded
with the friendship of wise and powerful mon-
archs, even tyrants and savages have some-
times shrunk from the idea of hurting the
possessor of so valuable a qualification ? Those
who have been most venturesome in the mis-
sionary service, and in the exploration of un-
civihzed regions, will attest the truth of some
part of this statement, and history confirm the

rest. We learn from Sully, that when that

bigoted, weak, and bloodthirsty tyrant, Charles
the Ninth, king of France, gave directions for

the massacre of his protestant subjects, on St.

Bartholomew eve, in the year 1572, the only

person, professing the reformed religion, singled

out by him for mercy, was Pare, the celebrated

surgeon, who was ordered to be brought into

the palace, and concealed, during the carnage,

in the king's own water-closet. Now, whether
this sanguinary monster considered to spare

Pare, as is pretended, on account of his use-

fulness to the community at large, or, what is

more probable, on account of his services being
wanted for tlie tyrant himself, one thing is

clear, Pare was saved in consideration of his

professional merit, and the value of surgery
remembered in the midst of all the ungovern-
able phrensy of the blackest superstition.

Louis XIV., who had experienced on his

own person, the difference between good and
bad surgery, and nearly lost his life from the

mismanagement of an abscess, always felt grate-
ful to the skilful practitioner by whom he was
extricated from danger, and, at whose death,
he was heard to say, with some emotion, " I

have not only lost a good surgeon, but a valued
friend."

The late emperor Napoleon, like all other
warriors, knew that the company of a surgeon
was often very desirable ; he therefore always
looked upon our profession with favour ; and
patronized every thing tending to improve the

hospitals, to which he would sometimes pay a
personal and friendly visit. Thus, in Syria,

when the plague was raging amongst his

troops, and the medical officers scarcely dared

approach the sick. Napoleon went into the

h )spital himself, where he conversed and shook

hands with several of the patients ; nay, on the

same occasion, he actually assisted in the re-

moval of the corpse of a gigantic soldier from

one of the wards, copiously smeared as it was
with the discharge from a gangrenous pesti-

lential bubo. But, gentlemen, his estimation

of the usefulne:5s of our profession is shown,

not more in his attention to hospitals, than in

his long and steady friendship for his srugeon

Larrey, whom he remembered with extraordi-

nary kindness and gratitude in his will.

Having now noticed the antiquity and im-

portance of surgery, and the respect which it

commands from all classes of society, I may
next solicit your attention more particularly

to the meaning of the term, which, according

to its etymology, must be set down as the

method of curing the diseases, injuries, and de-

formities of the body by manual proceedings,

or things done with the hand. But, to have

so narrow a view of the duties of a modern
surgeon,—to define surgery, as some writers

have done, the " mechanical part of physic,"—
and to imagine, that a surgeon ought to be
prohibited from prescribing internal remedies,

are absurd and false notions, arising from ig-

norance of the nature of the animal economy,
and of various important circumstances in the

history of disease. Such ideas, I am almost

ashamed to say, have existed within the period

of my own recollection, and were once so far

acted upon in one of the hospitals of this me-
tropolis, that the apothecary dared not com-
pound the surgeon's prescriptions, without the

consent of the physician. Indeed, at St. Bar-
tholomew's hospital, when I was a student,

the surgeons were considered as trespassing,

most sinfully, against the prerogative of the

physicians, if they directed any internal medi-
cines but mercury, bark, opium, and the house-
physic ! Such days have passed away, and
similar events are not likely to return. Every
man of common intelligence and liberality now
recognises surgery, not merely as an art, in

which mechanical skill is often necessary, but
as a science, founded, like the other branch of

medicine, upon the knowledge of the structure

and functions of the human body ; upon the

right comprehension of the laws of the animal
economy, as a whole system or combination of

organs, acting in union for the maintenance of

life ; upon the observation of the causes, which
bring about changes of structure, or impair-

ment of function ; and, upon a just estimate

of the power and fitness of every description of

therapeutic means.
Even the portions of surgery, which are in

some respects mechanical, ought to be under
the guidance of scientific principles, generally

deduced from anatomical, physiological, and
pathological considerations. The reduction of

dislocations is frequently deemed a true speci-

u2
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men of the meclianical nature of snrfrery ; and
so was the treatment of fractures not Ncry Ion"

ago ; for Percival Pott once heard a judge on
the bench express his decided belief, tliat an
ignorant country bone-setter understood the

management of a broken leg fidly as well as

the best surgeon in England. This judge, we
must have the charity to suppose, was a better

judge of law matters than surger\'. Now, I

do not admit, that the reduction of a dislocation

is simply a mechanical proceeding:—at all

events, it is not so, when any difiiculties occur.

In this case, we consider what produces these

difficulties. We probably find, that they arise

from the number, strength, and resistance of

the nmscles, and we try to overcome the par-

ticular muscles concerned ; sometimes by re-

laxing the most powerful of them, sometimes
by tiring them out by means of gradual, mode-
rate, but unremitting, extension, made in a
direction dictated by anatomical science, and
assisted by employing the shaft, or body, of

the bone as a lever for moving the head of it

back into its right place again. These plans

not ansA^'ering, we have recourse to measures,

by which the whole muscular system is ren-

dered weak and incapable of resistance, and the

bone is then e.xsily reduced. We see, then,

that the operation of reducing a dislocation is

not always a simple mechanical business, but
that it requires attention to other principles,

tvithout which the attempt would fail, whatever
mechanical force were employed. But, though
sur<rery may be maintained to be a science as

well as an art, it is not a science that can flourish

or e%-en exist independently of the rest of medi-

cal knowledge. Immediately you detach it

fVom the mass of diversified infiirmation, upon
which every sound and well-established doctrine

in our profession is founded, it withers and
decays, like the branch of a tree that has been
severed from the trunk. It becomes, at once,

the contemptible barber-surgery of the dark
ages, no longer meriting the name ofa scientific

and rational pursuit.

Gentlemen, you will understand from what
has been already said, that anatomy and />Ay-

smlos^ must constitute a principal, and an in-

dispensat)le portion, of that foundation, to

which I have alluded. The first, sometimes
denominated the science of organization, makes
us acquainted with the external qualities, the

situation, connexions, and inward texture of

the organs composing the human body. The
second, or physiology, contemplates these

same parts, as they present themselves in

action, and under the influence of life, display-

ing to us their functions, and revealing, as far

as these interesting secrets can be disclosed, all

the vital phenomena. Anatomy and physio-

logy may be considered then as the two sci-

ences, showing the structure and functions of

the body in the healthy and natural state.

Without the light of these sciences, all would
be obscurity, confusion, and pell-mell work,
both in medicine and surgery ; and to expect

any other result, would not be less presump-

tuous, than to fancy it possible to repair the

most complicated machinery, like that of a
watch or steam-engine, without any knowledge
of the arrangement and uses of the various

contrivances in those beautiful specimens of

human ingenuity. In fact, with respect to

complexity, no work of art is at all equal to

the animal machine. Without the light of

anatomy, gentlemen, I caimot conceive how
you could advantageously begin the study of

surgery, or find it interesting and intelligible.

Yet I have sometimes heard of gentlemen

paying heavy fees for hospital attendance,

who had never been in a dissecting-room, or at

an anatomical lecture, in their lives. Under
this disadvantage, they must have Ijeen quite

unprepared to collect any desirable kind of in-

formation from what was before them ; and
their plan, as beginning the profession at the

wrong end, was positively a waste both of time

and money. Let me caution you, gentlemen,

to avoid this serious mistake, and let me advise

you to direct all your zeal, in the first instance,

to the study of anatomy, as an indispensable

step to be taken, before you can enter upon
the consideration of either medicine, or sur-

gery, with any prospect of success. But, if

your time and arrangements will not permit

this wLse course to be followed, be sure to take

the next best road, and let the study of ana-

tomy, at all events, accompany that of sur-

gery.

Besides anatomy and phymlogy, which
are branches of the natural history of man,
absolutely essential to the very existence of

medical and surgical science, I must recom-

mend to your attention, gentlemen, the im-

portant suijject of pathology, or the study of

the human body under disease. To pathology

belong tiie examination and consideration of

the various alterations produced by disease in

the texture, consistence, form, relations, con-

nexions, functions, and even in the existence

of organs, which sometimes disapjjear, or are

destroyed. Morbid anatomy, one of the most

important subjects to which you can pay at-

tention, on account of the light which it has

thrown, and is continuing to throw, on the

nature, causes, and effects of disease in gene-

ral, forms one branch of pathology, but is by
no means synonymous with it, because patho-

logy relates to diseases of every kind, whether

involving structure, or function, or both;

whereas morbid anatomy is concerned only

with those diseases which are accompanied by
a perceptible alteration of structure.

Medical science, besides directing her ad-

mirable power to the relief and cure of disease,

does all she can to prevent its occurrence.

She combines, therefore, with her other valu-

able attributes, the art of preserving health ;

which implies the faculty of making an accu-

rate calculation of the effects of every sur-

rounding influence upon the organization,

functions, and constitution of the human body.

This study directs us to the most likely means

of keeping every part of the system free from

disease, and thus of prolonging our existence.

In particular, it leads us to comprehend how
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tiie great animal and vital functions, whose
united, regular, and free continuation is the

" sine qua non" of health, are most likely to

be preserved from derangement and interrup-

tion. I need not inform you, gentlemen, that,

as surgeons, you will often be consulted about

the most advisable plans for the jjrevention

of some apprehended complaint, to which
there may be a predisposition ; and not to be
able to answer questions put to you upon the

subject, would be seriously detrimental to

yonr professional reputation and interest.

Finally, one other fundamental recjuisite in

medical and surgical science is the knowledge
of therapeutics, or of all those plans and
means which are adapted to the relief, or cure,

of the injuries and diseases of the human
body. It takes into consideration, therefore,

the subjects of diet and regimen, the virtues

and peculiar effects of different medicines, and
the doses and forms in which they ought to

be prescribed. Therapeutics also necessarily

comprise manual operations and local treat-

ment.
Now, when I add to the foregoing state-

ments, that much progress cannot be made in

physiology and therapeutics, without tlie aid

oi chemistry, lota7)y,comparative anatomy, and
natural history in general, it must be granted,

that an accomplished physician, or surgeon,

ought to have a head ofextraordinary capacity

;

in truth, he ought to be such a man as is not
frequently met with.

Besides all this mass of knowledge, which
it is either desirable or absolutely necessary
for him to possess, he can never shine as a
practitioner, unless he have likewise the ad-
vantages of genius and experience. Genius
alone, without ex[)erience, would only be as a
wild and unprofitable fertility—mer« expe-
rience, without genius, absolutely a barren

possession. Opportunity without talents, and
an aptness to take advantage of it, is really

not of more use than light to a blind man.
On the other hand, splendid abilities, without
experience, can never make a consummate
surgeon, any more than a man, with the

greatest genius for painting, can excel in this

particular art, without having examined and
studied the real objects which he wishes to

,
delineate.

With the numerous qualifications which I

have specified, the surgeon should possess a
steady hand, a good eyesight, and a firmness

of nerve not likely to be shaken by sudden
and unforeseen difiiculties, nor by the cries

and unavoidalile sufferings of the patient.

Whatever may be the state of things, the sur-

geon's want of coolness and composure cannot
fail to render them worse.

This undisturbed coolness, which is even
more rare than skill and talents, is a most
valuable quality in practice. Dexterity may
be acquired by exercise, but firmness of mind
is the gift of nature. Haller, to whom slio

was so bountiful in other respects, was denied
this advantage, as he candidly confesses:

—

" Although," says he, " I have taught sur-

gery seventeen years, and exhibited the most
difficult operations upon the dead subject, I
have never ventured to apply the knife to a
living i^rson, through the fear of giving
pain."

Gentlemen, medicine and surgery are so

rigorously parts of one and the same science,

that no criterion has yet been suggested by
which their hne of separation can be unequi-
vocally determined. This kind of division,

recognised by physicians and surgeons, is

quite an artificial one, which, though it may
serve purposes of convenience in practice and
the teaching department, can never extend to

the science itself. Arbitrary custom may give

one class of patients to the physician, and
another to the surgeon, or midwifery prac-

titioner ; one lecturer may explain this case,

and another that ; but the right treatment of
all diseases will ever be conducted according

to the same general rules, and every man who
understands them, and the broad foundation

upon which they are established, is in posses-

sion of knowledge applicable to the whole
field of practice.

Is it then at all surprising, that the legi-

timate subjects of surgery should remain un-
settled, and the boundary between it and
physic continue a matter of endless dispute ?

As long as the world exists, this matter, I think,

will never be decided. The attempt seems
to me as impracticable, as the proposal made
by Lapeyronie to one of the French ministers,

in the reign of Louis XV. " There ought,"
says he, " to be a wall of brass erected between
physic and surgery." Now this Lapeyronie
was really a character of great and distinguish-

ed merit, a man, in whom you would not have
expected such a prejudice : he signalized him-
self, not only as an eminent practitioner, but
as one of the founders of the Royal Academy
of Surgery in France, which he endowed witli

his own private fortune. Possibly, the idea of
a brazen wall, between physic and surgery,

might have been dictated by his zealous feel-

ings—a sort of esprit du co^ps ; be this as it

may, the wise statesman, to whom he addressed

himself, was more cool-headed, for he imme-
diately inquired, " On which side of the wall

it was intended to [)lace tlie patients?"

According to the crude notions of some
writers, the object of physic is the cure of

internal diseases, and that of surgery, the cure
of external ones ; but do we find this sugges-
tion acted upon in practice, and, if it were so,

would it be rational and useful ? In answer
to this question, I may remark, tliat it is not
acted upon, and that if the attempt were made,
it would not promote the improvement of the

profession, but have quite the contrary result,

bringing back the dark ages of physic and sur-

gery and extinguishing the sunshine, which,
at present, sheds its salutary influence over
every part of medical science. Neither would
such a division be consonant to reason, inas-

much as no essential difference prevails between
the internal and the external parts of the body,
in relation either to their general organization.
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or their general pathology. We are to re-

member, gentlemen, that, notwithstanding the

considerable number of organs, the elementary

tissues composing them are few, and that all

living parts contain arteries, veins, ner\es, and
absort)ents, in various proportions, connected

together by cellular membrane, wliich is, as it

were, the anatomical thread, that sews and
binds every fibre in its right place. The pecu-

liarities of different structures depend, then,

not so much upon varieties in their supply of

vessels, ner\'es, and their connecting medium,
as upon the addition of some elementary con-

stituent substance of less general distribution.

As the animal machine presents only one
system of anatomy, so it has in it only one

regular and intimately-connected sjsfem of

physiology. Each individual organ performs

the particular office allottetl to it by nature

;

but, its functions are not independent of those

of other parts. Sometimes different organs

are associated, or mutually connected, by con-

tributing to the same purpose in the animal

economy. Thus the heart and lungs are asso-

ciated in the function of respiration ; the liver

and stomach in that of digestion ; the womb
and breast in tliat of continuing the species.

But, besides this reciprocal connexion and feel-

ing between different parte, united in and
contributing to the same function, we find

other sympathies existing between organs, not

referrible to any such principle. These won-
derful and mutual influences of parts of the

body over one another; this reciprocal con-

nexion, and as it were, intelligence between
them, are chiefly brought about through the

action of the nervous system. But, we know
not, nor probably shall we ever know, the

rationale of these curious and secret operations

in the animal economy.
As long as the human constitution is of this

nature, the proposed division of diseases into

external and internal, can neither be useful

nor scientific, and, in the words of Richerand,
it would not be less absurd than giving the

disorders of the right half of the body to the

physician, and those of tlie left half to the

surgeon ; for there are not two pathologies,

one for the superficial and another for the

deep-seated parts.

Yet it is curious that in France, the very
country in which these just sentiments were
first promulgated, we still hear of the pompous
and nonsensical titles of professors of external

and internal pathologj'. These would be fine

appellations for Dr. Elliotson and myself, at

this University, and well calculated to imply
something extraordinary; the very sound of
them, I think, would make me send in my
resignation.

As might have been anticipated, these pro-
fessors of external pathology often dive pretty

deeply into the body ; in fact, quite as deeply
as the professors of internal pathology, who,
oddly enough, sometimes exercise their skill

on its surface. Who can regard, as external
' diseases, stone in the bladder, retention of
• urine, disease of the prostate gland, extraneous

cartilaginous formations in the joints, necrosis

of the humerus or femur, extravasation of

blood in the head from external violence,

cancer and poly[)i of the womb, and all ab-

scesses, however deeply placed '. Yet custom

puts all these examples under the care of the

surgeon, and, in opposition to common sense,

they are called, in French phraseology, a part

of fhe domain of external pathology.

These examples prove, that the internal si-

tuation of a disease is a circumstance which,

abstractedly considered, does not necessarily

withdraw the patient from the surgeon's list,

and transfer him to that of the physician, any
more than certain cutaneous diseases, and cer-

tain painful nervous affections, must always

be taken out of the hands of the physician,

merely because the surface of the body is the

seat of disorder.

Many cases, attended with external swelling,

cutaneous affections, ulceration, and other

changes on the surface of the body, arise

either from disorder of internal organs, or from
diseases which depend ui)on some particular

state, or derangement of the whole constitution.

Thus, the well-known gangrenous tumour
of the cellular membrane, called carbuncle

;

the rapidly spreading redness of the skin, term-

ed erysipelas ; and the inflammation of the

fibrous textures about the joints, the effect of

rheumatism and gout ; have a deeper and far

more extensive source, than the parts in which
they actually present themselves.

In a lumbar abscess, the matter is originally

formed in a very deep situation in the cellular

membrane behind the peritoneum, and it is

not till a certain quantity of it lias been pro-

duced, that a swelling is observable above or

below Poupart's ligament. Here, then, we
see an internal disease with an external swell-

ing ; but, though the affection be originally

an inward and a deeply-seated disorder, and
one likewise generally connected with disease

of the constitution, the case belongs, by the

agreement of the profession, to the surgeon,

and not to the physician. Similar reflection

apply to aneurisms and ruptures, which,

though they lead to the formation of external

dwellings, commence with disease, injury, or

sisplacement of internal organs.

In some of these cases, no doubt, another

principle has the chief influence in referring

them to the surgeon, namely, the frequent ne-

cessity for manual proceedings, or an operation

for their cure. As if, however, nothing were
to be consistent in the decrees of custom upon
this subject, some other cases, accompanied by
external swelling in a remarkable degree, and
generally, too, requiring an operation, are,

with the exception of what relates to this ma-
nual interference, usually regarded as belonging
to physic. Need I remind you, gentlemen, of

several forms of dropsy, as illustrations of what
has been observed ?

After these explanations, I may be brief on
the scheme of letting the arrangement be
founded on the consideration, whether a disease

be a general or a local one. In numberless
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instances, general diseases, which it is proposed
to refer to the department of physic, com-
mence as local ones, and afterwards extend to

the whole system, only because they have not

been efficiently treated in their early stages.

The venereal disease is at first completely local

;

and often, when it is well treated in its com-
mencement, the original sore heals up favour-

ably, and we may never afterwards notice in

the patient's condition any proofs of the syphi-

litic poison having extended its influence over
the system ; but, under less successful manage-
ment, it becomes a terrible constitutional dis-

ease. Now, let the internal and external pa-
thologists remember, that the complaint, in all

its forms, belongs invariably to the province of
surgery. Syphilis, in truth, would have been
quite as eligible a supporter for the College
arms, as either Machaon or PodaUrius. Gen-
tlemen, the s\nnpathies existing between the

numerous organs of the human body will rarely
suffer any disease to remain long a strictly local

affection.

I have always felt a just contempt for in-

vidious comparisons ; it is impossible for me,
therefore, to admire the occasional attempts to

raise surgery, by decrying physic. Will it be
credited, that some enthusiastic men have ven-
tured to define surgery, "quod in medicina
certum," as if the rest of practice were all

random work, performed in the dark? This
spirit can only be entertained by those who
know nothing of physic, and of course, little of
scientific surgery. In operations, it is true, tlie

knife may be employed, so as to do what is

intended, with almost mathematical precision
and success. But, surgery does not consist

merely in operative proceedings; and, amongst
other things which come within its scope, is

the duty of ascertaining the nature and real

condition of a considerable number of diseases

and accidental injuries. Here (he surgical

practitioner will often find himself surrounded
with doubts and difficulties, all certainty being
sometimes out of the question. On the other
liand, the physician who prescril>es quinine for

the cure of an ague, is generally as sure of
success, as the surgeon who practises a manual
operation.

One of the surgeons of St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, at the time when I was student there,

used to take pleasure in saying, particularly if

any of the doctors hapiiened to be near him,
that, if his son turned out to be a clever fellow,

he would bring him up to surgery, if a block-
head, to phjsic. I believe in the end he was
brought up to nothing. Now the man, who
made this invidious remark, though a surgeon
of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, was entirely

destitute of medical science ; and how could we
expect the fact to be otherwise, his own sar-

castic estimate of the little talent necessary in

a j)hysician being a full proof of his ignorance.
In ancient times, no division of practice was

attempted. The same men, who practised what
is now understood by physic, devoted them-
selves equally to surgery. The writings of

Hippocrates, Galen, Celsus, Albucasis, and

others, comprehend, promiscuously, matters re-

lating to both subjects. These venerable au-
thorities had no conception that practice could

be divided into two departments, the prepara-

tion for one of which required different studies

from those called for by the other. In times

of antiquity, then, the followers of our noble and
useful profession corresponded to what are now
called general practitioners; a class, who, for

various reasons, will always have under tlieir

care the largest share of disease. From the

year 640, the period, when the standard of Ma-
homet was planted on the walls of tiie capital

of Egypt, until the close of the 14th century,

the progress of all tiie arts and sciences was
suspended, and a great district of the world in-

volved in darkness and ignorance. Such records

of learning, however, as could be preserved from
the fury of the Saracens and other barbarians,

were examined and studied by tlie members of
the ecclesiastical profession, the only persons,

who, in those dismal times, knew any thing of

languages or literature. In this manner, tlie

priests obtained a superficial knowledge of

physic, the practice and emoluments of which
they very cheerfully combined with the advan-
tages of "their holy calling.

Gentlemen, these historical facts deserve your
particular notice, because it was the accidental

connexion of tlie church with physic, that

afterwards led to the detachment of surgery
from the other branch of medical practice, and
the division of the profession into phjsicians

and surgeons, as at present established in this

and other civilized countries.

Under the pretext, that tlie church abliorred
the shedding of blood, (Ecclesia abhorret a san-
guine,) a maxim never acted upon, except in

tliis instance, by the Church of Rome, the
Council of Tours, in the year 116-3, prohibited
the clergy, who then shared with the Jews the
practice of medicine and surgery, from under-
taking any bloody operation. The immediate
result was, that surgery was transferred to the
laity, the generality of whom, in those times
of barbarism, were plunged in the lowest
ignorance.

The surgical knife was now handled by a set

of menials, acting under the direction of tlieir

masters, the priest-physicians, who generally
selected, for such duty, the keepers of batlis

and others, whose proper instrument was the
razor. Here then we see the origin of physic
and surgery as distinct avocations, and the first

cause of the disgraceful association of the latter

profession with the barbers ; a connexion that

was kept up in this kingdom as late as the year
1745. The church not only had a tender con-
science about the shedding of blood, and a relish

for clean hands, but also a becoming squeam-
ishness about female disorders and lues venerea.

The surgeons have ever since been fortunate

to keep i^st hold of Syphilis ; but, witli respect

to tlie ladies, I am sorry to say, we do not mo-
nopolize them entirely, the physicians of the

present day being, it is to be presumed, a
smarter and more gallant race than the demure
medical priests of the dark ages.
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An interestin<r question now presents itself

—has the division of the profession, into phy-

sicians and surgeons, assisted or retarded, its

improvement? This is a point, on which it

maybe difficult to give a ready answer. Perhaps

I should be justified in saying, that the division

of practice, the division of labour, has had good
effects, particularly when such division was ex-

ercised by men, who had the same foundations,

and began their respective careers, enriched

from the same stores of science ; for, gentle-

men, if I am certain of any thing, relative to

professional education, it is that medical and
surgical practitioners should all go throuojh pre-

cisely the same elementary studies. Thus far

I concur with many enlightened members of

the profession ; because, in whatever way the

question, about the divbion of practice, may be

disposed of, the unity and indivisibility of

tlie science itself must continue. But I com-
pletely disagree with those who seem to

desire nothing less than the annihilation of

the physician and regular surgeon altogether.

Human life is not long enough, and human
faculties are not powerful enough, for any one
man to attain, in both departments of the pro-

fession, tlie point of perfection, to which t)ie

talents and industry of many generations have
nnw brought them. Had he the longevity of a

patriarch, his time would yet be insufficient for

so ambitious a purpose.

I calculate, that the young physician and the

young surgeon, who mean to reach the temple

of fame, ought to commence their journey and
travel together many miles along the same
road; but that, when they have proceeded a

certain distance, they must diverge a little,

each taking the^path leading to the summit of

that branch of practice to which he is particu-

larly devoted. Each carries along witli him,

however, the knowledge both of physic and
of surgery ; and each is endowed with all tliat

variety of information, which I have represented

as forming the basis of medical science. For
my own part, I should never have any con-

fidence in a physician ignorant of surgery ; nor

is it possible to suppose any man, entitled to

the name of a surgeon, who knows nothing of

physic. Gentlemen, there are a few other

topics which 1 intended to bring into this Lec-
ture ; but as I have already encroached a great

deal on your time, I will reserve them for the

lecture to-morrow evening.

PROFESSOR LIZARS ON THE EXCI-

SION OF HEMORRHOIDAL TUMOURS.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
As the clinical lectures of Dupuytren, given
in your independent Journal, present views on
the nature and treatment of piles, differing

somewhat from the results of my own expe-
rience and research, I request you to insert the
following remarks.

The veins of the rectum, destitute of valves,

and constantly exposed to have their circula-

tion deranged by the evacuation of hardened
feces, frecjuently become dilated or varicose

;

and this, in the opinion of the celebrated Pa-

risian professor, constitutes the hemorrhoidal

tumour. But from numerous pathological in-

vestigations, from injections of the veins, &.C.,

I have been led to the conclusion, that venous

dilatation is merely a primary part, and that

though the blood is sometimes foinid coagu-

lated and fibrinous in the veins, yet in general

Uie process of nature in the forming of such a
tumour seems to be—vein or veins swollen and
ruptured, blood effused and coagulated, and
the cellular tissue distended and indurated.

The tumour is readily reducible as long as

the blood remains fluid within its vessels ; but

it is no longer so, nay it is even scarcely re-

moveable by absorption, when coagulation has
taken place.

The neglect of this stage is attended with

very troublesome results; the neighbouring

vessels become excited, the cellular tissue is

indurated, forming a distinct cyst, and the de-

licate mucous tissue of the rectum is converted

into a highly vascular and irritable membrane,
which bleeds on the slightest excitement. Nor
are degenerations of the mucous and other

glands, stricture of the gut, abscesses or fis-

tulpe, uncommon sequences.

Though the treatmeiit proposed by tlie Ba-
ron, viz. excision of the diseased mass, is not

a new practice, yet, as far as he is concerned,

it has undoubtedly all the merit of originality.

It is noticed by several of the older anatomists

and surgeons, is minutely described by Hey of

Leeds, John Bell of Edinburgh, Salmon of

London, Kirby of Dublin, and Fletcher of

Gloucester. I myself have, for many years,

practised it with the hapj)iest results, as can be
testified by Dr. Sanders and other distinguished

medical friends, who have called upon me to

operate in such complaints.

My plan of performing the excision differs,

however, from that of the Baron ; and I think

that the modifications which I have introduced

so simplify the operation, that any young prac-

titioner may perform it with perfect confidence.

As a preparatory step, the bowels are opened
by some gentle aperient, and next morning we
proceed, provided with the following appara-

tus :—a straight bistoury, a quadruple hooked
forceps, and a piece of sponge of conical shape,

and about three inches long, covered with lint

well larded, and having a piece of tape fixed

to its base.

The patient is placed in a reclining posture

on a bed or sofa, with his nates on the margin,

and a pillow between his knees. The surgeon

having cautiously introduced one limb of the

forceps into the anus, in order to obtain a firm

hold, secures the tumours on the one side of

it ; he next grasps those on the other side, and
drawing the whole towards him, applies the

bistoury at the exterior of the swellings, and,

by a circular incision, insulates the extremity

of the rectum from its cutaneous attachments

;
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tlien gently elongating tlie gut, he takes away

the morbid structure. In the female, it is ad-

vantageous to begin the incision at the peri-

neum, to avoid injuring the support of the

vagina.

The diseased mass being removed, he intro-

duces the sponge into the rectum. A towel is

now applied as a compress, and a couple of

handkerchiefs in the form of a T bandage.

The patient being put to bed, has an opiate

administered to him, and a nurse appointed

to watch, lest hiemorrhage should ensue ; but

this has never happened where the compress

just described was employed, althouffh I have

performed the operation on young and old, of

either sex, and in some so like the exangues

umbra;, that the small quantity of blood neces-

sarily lost in the operation might seem to en-

danger life. Even they, however, by the

stopping of the habitual bloody discharge,

quickly rallied, and were soon restored to the

best of health.

Dupuytren and others, who to prevent

hfcmorrhage had recourse to the actual cau-

tery, employed an exceedingly painful, and,

according to their own showing, a much less

successful method: ligatures on the arteries

have not proved more effectual^ nor is this

remarkable ; it is not the loss of arterial, but

of venous, blood that is to be dreaded.

Retention of urine may come on imme-

diately after the operation, and continue till

the sponge be discharged ; but this is not a

frequent occurrence, even where it might be

expected, as when the prostate gland is dis-

eased. The prepared sponge comes away

easily within sixty hours after its insertion,

and the bowels mav be then opened by a little

castor oil; after which the diet, necessarily

low from the time of the operation, may be

made more liberal-

The subsequent treatment is very simple.

Nothing more is requisite than a little lint

oiled or spread with cerate, applied to the

wound, a T bandage, and washing with tepid

water after every alvine evacuation. In a few

cases, constriction of the anus is threatened,

which is removed, or rather prevented, by the

occasional introduction (once or twice a week

will suffice) of a rectum bougie, or common
candle. This is to be continued till the aper-

ture becomes of its normal size. Where pro-

lapsus ani is conjoined, the diminution of the

orifice is favourable ; it forms part of the radi-

cal cure.

The ingenious Baron will receive these

observations as amicably as they are offered ;

I trust that such will long be the only kind of

contention between France and Britain; in

this field victory gives life, and enriches both

the conijuered and the conqueror.

I am, Gentlemen,

Your very obedient servant,

John Lizaus,

Professor of Surgery to the Royal College

of Surgeons, and Surgeon to the Royal

Infirmary, &c. Edinburgh.

OrkJH-r 2'/, 1832.

A LECTURE

AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE COURSE ON

MATERIA ME Die A,

BY JOHN EPPS, M D.

At the V/estminsler Dispensary, 9, Gerrard

Street, Soko, being an Examination of the

Operathm of

BLOOD-LETTING,

Delivered October Id, 1832.

It is usual to give what is called an Introduc-

tory Lecture at the commencement to the

course; and the lecture, thus particularized, is

generally a mass of grandiloquent expressions,

adorned"now and then with scraps of poetry,

seasoned occasionally with a little Attic salt,

and enlivened at intervals with some jokes,

good, bad, or indiflferent. The result has been

that an introductory lecture is looked upon

as a species of quack advertisement. This

association is, unfortunately, too well founded;

and from this, and also from the conviction,

that such a lecture is best introductory that

sets the student at once at work, I feel it most

consonant to proceed, after a very few prefatory

observations, to the examination ofblood-letting

as a therapeutic agent.

Materia Medica is a term tliat a little re-

flection will show is relative. It implies the

existence of certain deviations from that con-

dition, or those conditions, constituting health

;

these deviations, as manifested by symptoms,

being commonly called diseases. The Creator

has kindly provided us with means by which

we are enabled to alleviate, if not to overcome,

-these diseases, which means we call remedies,

and these remedies, taken in the aggregate,

form what is called the science of materia me-

dica. These means are also called therapeutic

agents. They are peculiarly our province, and,

during the course to be delivered here, I shall

endeavour to communicate all the information

regarding them, necessary for their proper use.

Among these, blood-letting stands pre-emi-

nent, and to this first I propose to draw your

attention, as affording me an opportunity to

exhibit some views which, being understood

at the outset, will save much time to us during

the course, by rendering unnecessary frequently

repeated explanations. The remarks I shall

now make may, with propriety, be entitled

" An Examination of the Operation of Blood-

letting."

In developing the nature of this remedial

agent, it will be my duty to advance opinions,

which may be considered in opf)osition to the

generally "received tenets ujion the operation

of blood-letting. In advocating my own o\n-

nions, I trust that I know the boundary that

modesty aflixes; and, at the same time, feel

encouraged by the belief, that tlie day has now
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arrived when long antiquity will no longer

give credit, or great names give credence, to

opinions, not bearing in themselves marks of

their intrinsic accuracy. And let me intreat

you to remember, that it is as much our duty

to throw off the yoke of prejudice and errone-

ously founded opinions, as to put on the yoke,

implied in true and sincere ooedience, to the

great natural truths, written for our instruction,

upon the fair volume of creation. Indeed, I

trust that every student here will cultivate that

philosophic spirit, which has been so beauti-

fully described by Dr. Thomas Brown : "which
knows how to distinguish what is just in itself

from what is merely accredited by illustrious

names, adopting a truth which no one has

sanctioned, and rejecting an error of which all

approve, with the same calmness as if no judg-

ment were opposed to its own ; but which, at

the same time, alive, with congenial feeling, to

every intellectual excellence, and candid to the

weakness, from which no excellence is wholly
privileged, can dissent and confute witliout

triumph, as it advances without envy, applaud-

ing gladly whatever is worthy of applause in

a rival system, and venerating the very genius

which it demonstrates to have erred."

—

Phi-
losophy of the Human Mind, Lecture I.

Cherishing such a spirit, gentlemen, let us

enter upon the consideration of blood-letting.

It is- hardly necessary to specify the im[)ortance

of every practitioner having correct views on
the operation of this powerful remedial agent.

The blood itself is, in itself, so important, being

so intimately connected with the life of the

individual, as to cause every reflecting mind
earnestly to desire a knowledge of the cir-

cumstances under which its removal will, as

being necessary, be beneficial.

In considering blood-letting, the following

plan will be adopted ; first, to enumerate and
define the different modes under which blood-

letting is performed, and to justify the terms

used ; second, to show the im{)ortance of the

nervous system, and the necessity of looking to

it principally for a solution of the effects arising

from blood-letting, (and, under this head, an
attempt will be made to demonstrate that a
modification of the nervous system always pre-

cedes the inflammation of any part ; and, also,

that the common mechanical explanations of

the effects of blood-letting will not account for

the phenomena;) third, to consider the differ-

ent modes of blood-letting, their individual and
relative advantages ; fourth, to conclude with
some general remarks.

In reference to the first subject, the different

modes of blood-letting, I shall adopt the ar-

rangement of M. Latour, to whom for many
interesting views I am much indebted, namely,
venous blood-letting, commonly phlebotomy;
arterial blood-letting, or artcriotomy; and
capillary blood-letting. This arrangement I

consider scientific and consequently useful.

Each differs much from the rest; one being
applicable where the others are not, and vice

versa, as will be hereafter fully seen.

It may be a cause of wonder, that the com-

mon phrases of " general" and " local" blood-

letting have found no place in this arrange-

ment. And it may still more increase your

wonder, when I state, that the reason why I

have excluded the same, is that I do not believe

in the existence of the states expressed by these

phrases, or, rather, I should say, commonly
understood and indicated by them. My reasons

for this disbelief will appear hereafter, or rather,

I should say, the reasons of my belief, that the

one is not more general and local than the

other, will be stated.

Phlebotomy I need hardly intimate refers to

blood-letting obtained by cutting a vein, artcri-

otomy to blood obtained by cutting an arterj',

and capillary blood-letting to blood obtained

by cutting or wounding the small vessels, calletl

capillaries. Scarifications and cupping may
be considered as modifications of the whole.

These few remarks lead me to the second

subject, namely, the importance of the nervous

system, and the necessity of looking to it prin-

cipally for a solution of the effects arising from

blood-letting.

The nervous system is that which forms the

grand distinctive feature of man. It is that

which, to adopt rather an unusual expression,

mans him. The otiier systems, the vascular,

the muscular, and the lymphatic are merely

forms for the developemcnt of the important

functions of the nervous ; they arc the servants

to fulfil its high behests, and the comparative

and superior complications in these systems,

as possessed by tlie human being, are merely
to brintj them into the condition suited to fulfil

the duties connected with the superior com-
plexities of the nervous system. They are de-

pendents u}X)n the bounty of the latter. The
heart cannot beat, the lungs cannot expand,

the ribs cannot be raised, the diaphragm cannot

contract, the stomach cannot digest, the lacteal

vessels cannot absorb, the limbs cannot move,
the blood vessels cannot carry forward their

contents, in fact, nothing in the human machine
can be done unless the contributor, the nervous
system, bestows the necessary supply ofnervous
energy. In fact, it is the vis a tergo that puts

into action the inertia of dormant life.

These are undisputed facts; yet, strange to

say, the im{)ortance of the nervous system heis

been much overlooked by practitioners, in the

treatment and pathological examination of dis-

eases. I do not mean to say that we do not
hear a great deal about the " nervous system ;"

far from it. Indeed, I am sorry to be obliged

to acknowledge that many, too many, talk of
it, who know it not ; and, what is worse, look

to it as one of the principal loopholes of retreat

for ignorance to escape at. The only excuse
that can be pleaded for this overlooking of the

nervous system, is the vagueness, till' of late

years, connected with it.

The day of vagueness has now passed. The
discoveries of Bell and Magendie have esta-

blished the existence, in reference to the parts

now strictly called nerves, of three classes of
nervous fibres, the motor, the sensitive, and the

respiratory. And the still grander discoveries
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of Gall and Spurzheim have demonstrated, that

the different parts of the cerebral system have

functions widely different, associated with the

individual parts, its components.

In conclusion, let us remember, that to un-

derstand the agency of blood-letting, we must
not forget the nervous system.

It is in inflammatory states of the system

that blood-letting is principally employed. It

will be hence necessary to view these states, in

reference to the nervous system.

In inflammation, almost all allow that there

is a congestion of blood in the vessels of the

part inflamed: the said congestion being the

result, according to one class of medical philo-

sophers, of increased action ; according to an-

other, of diminished action. But here, in the

"warmth of the disputation, an error has crept

in. It is the supposition that this congestion

is the first consequent from the application of

the body applied antecedent to the diseased

effects, called a cause. Now, gentlemen, a
little reflection will convince any one that this

congestion must be, and is, preceded by a

modification of the nerves of the part, ofwhich
the inflammation is the seat; a modification,

in most cases, indicated by pain. I say this

modification takes place in the first instance;

for what can determine the flow of blood to a

part, one of the phenomena coincident with
inflammation, without the nervous system, as-

sociated with that part, being previously modi-
fied by the application of the exciting cause 1

Ask the physiologist what is the object of the

inflammation set up in the part. He will state

tliat it is an attempt of nature to rid herself of

some foreign body, or to resist some noxious

influence. But do the vessels, or does the

vascular tissue tell that a foreign body or a

noxious influence is or has been intruding or

applied? Are not the nerves the informants ?

surely. Then, gentlemen, if a modification of

the nerves of a part, afterwards brought into

a state of inflammation, is the first invariable

consequent of the antecedent body or influence

applied, the cause ; and if a flow of fluids to

the part thus affected is dependent upon this

modification of the nerves, it must be necessary,

in order that we may properly appreciate the

principles upon which the beneficial eflfects of

blood-letting are dependant, that we should

look, and that continually, to the nervous

system for a solution. We must, in other

words, understand how blood-letting acts upon
the nerves in the way necessary for the re-

moval of the inflammation. And, gentlemen,

when to this we add the additional fact, that

as the relief produced by bleedings must be,

not from the mere emptying the vessels, but
from the removal of the condition occasioning

the 'congestion, we must be more and more
convinced of the necessity of not looking, in

our therapeutic studies and proceedings, upon
the nervous system, either as a terra incognita,

or as a land of mysteries. This modification

I shall, in future, designate as the organic

cause.

In order still more fully to establish this

view, I shall now draw your attention, gentle-

men, to the different explanations that have

been given of the agency of blood-letting;

explanations connected, in a great measure,

with the mechanical principle, the removal of

the congestion, the inaccuracy of which will

be pointed out in our progress.

There are four explanations that have had
each one its own advocates of the beneficial

effects of blood-letting; these are deru'ation,,

revulsion, depletvm, and giving a shock to the

system By derivation, is meant the effect

produced when, for instance, in an affbction of

the head, we bleed in the jugular vein. Re-
vulsion, when, for the same affection, we bleed

in the vena saphena at the foot ; the former is

bleeding near to, the latter distant from, the

part affected. Depletion is the mere emptying

the vessels, of blood.

The three first of these are conceived funda-

mentally to act mechanically, by relieving the

congestion, by emptying the vessels of the

part. The vessels considered to be relieved

are the capillaries, or those small vessels situ-

ated between the terminations of arteries and
the beginnings of veins. They are considered

to be directly emptied by opening the vein

having origin from them ; and that, when thus

emptied, a quantity of blood is drawn to these

vessels to supply the blood evacuated. A cur-

rent being thus established, the blood destined

for other parts of the system is drawn to that

to which the lancet is applied. In this explana-

tion, you perceive that the nervous system is

totally left out; and even allowing the ex-

planation to be so far, as the emptying of the

capillaries, correct, which, however, I dispute,

its complete accuracy is invalidated by the

circumstance of the disregard of the nervous

system.

Let us now examine the process of phlebo-

tomical blood-letting with the view of showing
that mere derivation, mere revulsion, or mere
depletion, cannot account for the phenomena
connected with the beneficial operation of

blood-letting. A ligature is applied, we will

say, round the arm. What happens? The
superficial veins, the deep-seated veins, and
the brachial artery, are compressed. The
blood in the veins is prevented a free return

to the heart ; the blood from the heart is pre-

vented a free ingress into the fore-arm. The
fore-arm swells ; the vessels become distended.

We open the vein, one of the medians; the

blood flows ; a current, say the mechanists, is

established, and a derivation from the diseased

part is occasioned. This, however, does not

follow ; for previously to this conclusion being

justified, it must be proved, that the quickness

with which the fluid circulates in the brachial

artery has augmented not only in the direct

ratio of the diminution of diameter occasioned

by the ligature, and also, that the quantity of

blood which leaves, by tlie opening reunited

to that proceeding to the heart by the deep-

seated veins, was, in a given time, more than

that which, without the operation, would in

the same time have traversed the fore-arm.
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Yet tliis is called derivation, and this deriva-

tion is promulgated as the state produced
which causes the benefit. But is it not evident

that the capillaries remain in the same state as

they were before? They are filled as soon as

they are emptied ; and, what is more, we find

that benefit is derived during the operation,

even when the ligature is applied.

And, indeed, the question occurs. Do not

the capillaries remain congested after the bleed-

ing as before? Does the swelling vanish di-

rectly the bleeding is done, or does it diminish

as it is going on ?

As illustrative of the idea connected with

the operation of revulsion, its advocates urge

the greater advantages derived in cephalic dis-

eases from bleeding in the vena saphena than

from the median cephalic or median basilic

;

and also (what they assert to be a fact), tliat

bleeding in the foot produces abortion sooner

than bleeding in the arm. Though the idea

of revulsion is introduced here, you perceive,

gentlemen, that the mechanical idea of empty-
ing the vessels is still carried on. Witii re-

gard, moreover, to the superior advantages in

cephalic diseases obtained by bleeding from
the foot, there exists some doubt ; and, witii

regard to abortion being produced by bleeding

in the foot more than by bleeding in the arm,
the fact is disputed by many.

But taking the fact for granted that bleed-

ing from the jugular is beneficial, and supe-

riorly beneficial, in affections of the iicad, let

us examine the process of bleeding from the

jugulars, and we shall find, that from the pres-

sure applied there must be an impeded flow

of blood : and, that, previous to opening the

vein in the process of applying the ligature,

we actually, if bleeding to obviate the effects

of congestion, increase the danger of the pa-

tient by increasing the congestion
;
you impede

by your ligature the blood returning to the

heart ; you impede also the flow of blood into

the head, and hence the congested status in

which the vessels exist must be rendered more
congested still.

Besides, gentlemen, we are to bear in mind,

that there is a modification of the nervous

system which occasioned the congestion, and,

until this modification is removed, it is quite

evident, that no blood-letting can be efficacious

in preventing a fresh congestion. Those who
bleed to relieve the congestion, attack a result

;

those who bleed with the view of removing the

modification of the nervous system, attack the

organic cause.

The remaining view advocated is tliat of

depletion. The advantage derived from de-

pletion is considered to be exhibited in cases

of bleeding in the jugulars in inflammation of

the brain, and by M. Poliniere in every case,

as he thinks all the benefits of blood-letting

are derived from the mere depletion. But is

it not quite evident, that, as soon as the bundle

of capillaries from which the vein receives its

supply is emptied, the current that is thus

established must necessarily occasion the same
capillaries to be again engaged, more particu-

larly unless the modification of the nervous

system is removed ? You see, gentlemen, the

absurdity of tliis view. The mechanists pre-

scribe, in inflammation of the brain, bleeding

in the foot as revulsive, and bleeding in the

jugular as depletive. Now, examine this for a

moment : if phlebotomy, practised in the foot,

is revulsive of the head, then phlebotomy in

tlie neck is revulsive ofthe inferior extremities,

and ought to draw towards the head the blood

of which the extremities have been deprived.

How, then, according to the mechanical no-

tions, can bleeding in the neck be useful in

cephalic diseases ? Again ; if phlebotomy,

practised in the saphena, is not revulsive of the

iiead, why recommend it so much in preference

to other bleedings ?

M. Poliniere, who rejects entirely deriva-

tion and revulsion, refers all the benefits of

bleeding, as was before noticed, to depletion.

He thinks that thus having delivered himself

from every bondage, he is under no yoke but

that of truth. He errs as much in referring

the benefits to depletion as the others erred

in referring the benefits to derivation and
revulsion. Mere depletion, every one who
believes that disease is in the vital solids, in

most cases can never be looked upon as ca-

dable of curing any disease.

In rejecting the ideas of derivation, repul-

sion, and depletion, as satisfactory explana-

tions of the phenomena connected with the

beneficial operation of blood-letting, I am far

from denying that the topical application of

bleeding is not peculiarly beneficial in reliev-

ing inflannnations of the parts adjacent : facts

prove this. Stahl says, " Mirum est quan-
tum ven.x sectio topica prope locum aflFgctum

instituta possit." But then I explain these

facts on a different principle from mere deri-

vation, as I shall hereafter state. The other

explanation, an a{)proximation to the correct

one, because recognising the agency of the

nervous system, is that bleeding gives a shock
to the system, and thereby breaks that cate-

nation of symptoms constituting the course of

the disease ; in the same manner that in ague
we frighten a person, and stop the progress

of the intermittent. However, this phrase,

and the explanation, are not sufficiently satis-

factory.

Having thus pointed out the various ex-

planations which have been given of the

agency of blood-letting, I proceed to notice

the principle upon which its beneficial agency
is really to be considered as dependant. It

must be well known to every student, that

an organ executes its functions by the aid of

nerves with which it is supplied; and that

this organ is called into functional activity by
the ])resentation of a stimulus ; when this sti-

mulus is absent, the organ is in a state of

repose. To illustrate :—The stomach receives

food ; this acts as a stimulus upon the nerves

of that organ ; they are immediately called

into action, and give to the stomach the power
of digesting the food thus introduced ; the

food passes into the duodenum, and no new
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sliitiulns bointj ap[)lie(l, the stouiach falls into

a stiite of repose. In inflammation, we con-

sider that the stimulus has acted in a way so

as to induce an irritated state of the nerves

;

and our object is So ^\ve to these nerves, thus

irritated, an opportunity of repose ; aiid this

we effect by blood-letting, which, diminishing

the action of the organ inflamed, by acting

upon the nervous system, enables the irritated

nerves to acquire the desired state of qui-

escence. And in reference to the influence

of derivation and revulsion, as aiding in bring-

ing about this effect, we consider that, in some
cases, we gain a benefit b)- drawing from the

vessels connected with the diseased part at

first, instead of at last. Thus, in bleeding in

the jugular for tracheal inflammation. In re-

gard to revulsion, we think that if this does

aid, it is principally in reference to capillary

bleeding, had recourse to when, and produced
where, a spontaneous haemorrhage has been
stopped.

To repeat, gentlemen, it is maintained, that

for the cure of an inflamed organ, it should

be allowed to pass into a state of repose.

What do we in gastritis, or inflammation of

the stomach ? Do we order food to be taken ?

No, we forbid it, because we wish the stomach
to have rest. What do we in acute rheuma-
tism ? Do we not command perfect rest l

Bearing the views in mind just stated, let

Us, gentlemen, consider the action of blood-

letting in cases of inflammation of the heart and
the lungs. We bleed freely in both these

cases; some will say to produce a derivation

—

others, to produce a depletion—others, a shock
to the nervous system ; but what else is to be
said ? We answer by asking. What are the

duties of the heart and lungs ? These parts

are endowed with peculiar vessels, and re-

ceive, in a given time, all the blood destined

to traverse the whole machine, and they ex-

ercise thereon a continual action. The blood

is the stimulus to these organs. We bleed.

What happens ? We diminish the quantity of

fluid exerting these organs to action ; and, in

diminishing this, we, of necessity, render the

action of these organs less ; that modification

of the nerves, connected with the inflammation,

is removed by this partial state of repose.

But it may be said. Why should the blood-

letting in the arm cure the carditis, or the

•pneumonia, unless it were from the derivation

occasioned by the bleeding? In reply to this,

we discard the view published by Bichat, as

explanatory, namely, that " parenchymatous
organs are best treated by phlebotomy, and
membranous organs by capillary bleedings ;

"

and the lungs and the heart being, according

to him, parenchymatous organs—hence the

benefit. But, in addition to the previous ex-

planation, referring to the organ being brought
into a state of repose, I beg to state, that one
principle which I have advocated for several

years, and of which I am more and more con-
vinced, namely, that a remedial agent is di-

rected in its agency to the diseased parts by
the existence of disease at that part, will serve

to explain the benefit of bleeding in the arm
aflfecting the pulmonary or the cardiac organs

;

or rather, I should say, will explain the lo-

cality of effect produced by bleeding in the arm
in such as well as in other diseases.

I have thus endeavoured, gentlemen, to

explain to you the ground on which, in my
opinion, the beneficial operation of blood-

letting is dependent ; I have endeavoured to

establish the importance of the nervous sys-

tem ; I have given a brief explanation of the

different views promulgated upon the opera-

tion of blood-letting ; and having thus done, I

now, gentlemen, beg to draw your attention to

the third part of our investigation, namely,
the (different modes of blood-letting, their in-

dividual and relative advantages in different

diseases.

Venesection is that which will first claim

our attention. Veins are, very conveniently

for those who wage the medical warfare with
the lancet, divided into the superficial and
deep-seated ; and the former have not been at

all misnamed. Of these we make use in the

process of phlebotomy, and we shall notice

some of the results of the use.

In inflammations of the lungs and of the

heart, of the pleura and of the pericardium,

venesection is particularly useful ; it may be
advantageous, as illustrative of our principle,

and as affording an opportunity of exhibiting

the nature of this therapeutic agent, to point

out the mode and the degree of its utility ia

these various affections.

It is generally allowed, that in carditis, or

inflammation of the heart, bleeding may and
must be carried farther than in pneumonia.
The medical philosopher will inquire why?
The reasons seem to be the following: The
lung throughout its whole extent performs but
one function, and that one function is such,

that, under certain circumstances, a very small

portion of the lung will perform it in a way
and to an extent consistent with the vital func-

tions being preserved. This one function is

the purification of the blood. The function

being attached in its manifestation to so large

a surface, the patient labouring under inflam-

mation of the lung is not in imminent danger,

unless when the whole pulmonary organ is

affected—then asphyxia must occur. In most
cases, happily, the inflammation is more or less

limited, as is seen in local hepatization of the
lungs, the eflTect of inflammation. The inflamed

part seeks and may obtain repose, and by a
little aid, by venesection, which relieves

diseased condition, by the alteration of the con-
dition of the nerves connected with the con-

gestion, the patient speedily recovers. But
why does the inflammation of the heart require

more active bleeding ? The heart differs from
the lungs in this respect, of one part obtaining

relief by the kindly aid of another, for all the

mass of blood must pass through each one of

the heart's cavities, and, in passing, impart its

stimulating influence, and receive an impulse

from the heart's contraction, (an effect my
friend, Mr. Dobson, whose character as a phy-
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siologist stands high, thinks depends upon
another cause,) and this stimulation, when tlie

viscus is diseased, must increase the rapidity

and the power of contraction, and thereby in-

crease the disease, however circumscribed the

inflammation may have been at first. There
is no part on which the human burden can,

for the mean time, be thrown. The contrac-

tions, dependent upon the stimulation, must

continue. Every systole increases tlie danjjer.

What then must the practitioner do? It is his

duty to diminish the action by removin"; a

quantity of blood, sufficiently considerable to

obtain for the organ a comparative repose, to

gain the removal of that state of the nervous

.system, the organic cause ofthe evil. (To pre-

vent a return of the complaint a discharge from

a blistered surface is always useful.)

You will thus perceive, I presume, gentle-

men, that a more considefable withdrawal of

blood, and more rapid, is necessary in inflam-

mation of the heart than in inflammation of the

lungs, because the heart, from its functions,

being subjected to no exemption from duty in

any one of its parts, requires to be more speedily

relieved, and its state of organic repose to be
more immediately brought on than is necessary

in regard to the lungs.

The pericardium and the pleura, two mem-
branes, per se, not very important, become of

considerable importance, when viewed in re-

lation to the organs with which they are con-

nected. The inflamed pericardium necessarily

increases the actions of the heart, and has again

its diseased state augmented by the increased

action of the heart by itself induced. Our
duty, then, in such a case, is to bleed freely

;

and thereby we, diminishing the force and the

frequency of the heart's action, give an oppor-

tunity to the membrane to recover itself, to be

released from the modification of the nervous

system, the organic cause, during this tem-

porary suspension of the violence of the heart's

action.

In inflammation of the pleura phlebotomy

is highly useful, by diminishing the expansion

of the lung, and, in consequence, the exten-

sion of the pleura, which produces the severe

pain during an inspiration, so characteristic of

this disease. However, I may here remark,

that I have greater confidence in a blister,

when not much fever is associated with the

pleurisy ; where very much fever, I put my
trust in the lancet.

A French practitioner, named Priller, records

several cases of pneumonia and of pleurisy,

which led him to the conclusion, that bleeding

in the arm of the side affected is more bene-

ficial than bleeding in the arm of the opposite

side. Tills conclusion we must look upon as

arrived at by him, as a disciple of the doctrine

of derivation. Upon this point I shall speedily

oflfer two or three remarks.

In bronchitis, when the respiration is very

laborious, phlebotomy is often very useful,

and itmay be performed in very young children.

It prevents those chronic cases of this disease

so often terminating in pulmonary consump-

tion. The principle upon which blood-letting

is useful in this disease will be apparent to

you upon a little reffertion, in regard to the

physiological condition of the bronchial tubes
and trachea. The air passes along these tubes,

which, in a healthy state, are sheathed with
mucus. This air irritates the inflamed sur-

face ; and this irritation is constant, because
the air is and must be continually applied.

The quantity of the air introduced is in pro-
portion to the quantity of blood to be changed
in the lungs. By bleeding you diminish the

quantity of the two fluids, and you thereby
obtain for the organ inflamed a state of organic
repose, in which the modification of the nervous
system, constituting the organic cause of the
state of inflammation, can be removed or re-

lieved by the operation of the vital powers of
tlie system. And here, I feel it my duty to

state, than in the severest forms of tracheal as

well as bronchial inflammation, I have found
much benefit from bleeding in the jugular vein.

My pupil and friend, Mr. Phillips of Bays-
water, has experienced similar beneficial re-

sults. Now this may seem to favour the idea

of derivation. Well, gentlemen, as I said

before, I have no objection to derivation, as

expressing merely this, that if we bleed near
to the part affected, so as to relieve the vessels

of the part, we thereby produce a state of

organic repose more speedily, so as to allow
the modification of the nervous system to be
removed. To this derivation I have not the

slightest objection, but I object to the making
the circumstance of mere derivation the sole

cause, the final cause of the relief of the in-

flammation.

In inflammation of the brain, phlebotomy is

useful. To understand the grounds on which
its benefit rests, it is necessary that we should

remember, first, that the brain receives a larger

quantity of blood than any other individual

organ in the body, four arteries going along

its base; secondly, that the impulsive pulsa-

tions imparted by these arteries to the brain

are, according to Bichat, the means of its

stimulation. Now, it is evident, that the sti-

mulation must be less if the impulsive pulsa-

tions are fewer and less powerful ; and the most
effectual means by which we can effect this

diminution, is the prompt depletion of the

sanguiferous system. We thus obtain a state

of organic repose ; and thus, as has been re-

peated so often, give an opportunity for the

operation of the vital principle to get rid of

the modification of the nervous system, the

organic cause of the inflammation.

One very interesting fact, partially connected

with this subject, is related by M. Freteau, in

his Treatise on Blood-lettings, as illustrative

of the doctrine of derivation, I shall relate.

" A female, aged 18, suffered from considerable

cerebral injuries, so as entirely to lose her

sight. Two bleedings in the foot (with the

view of revulsion, 1 suppose,) were practised

without success. After this she was bled in

the right arm, and the sight was immediately

established in the rig/it eye ; she was bled
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afterwards in the left arm, and the same result

lia[)pened to the left as to tlie right eye. The
blindness, however, again returned, and was re-

moved again by the same means. This return

and this removal by the same means occurred,

in the whole, a dozen times." In meningilis,

or inflammation of the membranes of the brain,

the same remarks, as made in reference to

pleuritis, are applicable here. The membranes
are continually subject to the impulses to which
the brain is exposed, and the acute sense of

the cerebral pulsations in meningitic disease,

every practitioner must know. The increased

sensibility of the membranes occasions them
to be more powerfully stimulated by these

pulsations. The brain sympathises; the one
re-acts upon the other ; and thus the evil is

increased. We bleed ; we diminish the pulsa-

tive impulses ; we gain a state of organic re-

pose, and the patient is relieved.

Another mode of blood-letting is artertotomy,

or the section of an artery. This is principally

had recourse to in inflammation of the brain.

The ideas on which its advocates rest for their

conclusion on its beneficial agency are, that a
derivation from the internal carotid is occa-

sioned by its drawing to the facial branches a
larger supply, to supply that which is removed

;

and that the arterial blood thus removed being
more oxygenated is more stimulating than the

venous, we take away that which would have
excited the cerebral system most.

On this subject I may otFer a few more
remarks on another occasion ; but as the hour
has expired, I have merely to express my
acknowledgments for your kind attention, and
to state, that I hoj)e that those gentlemen who
may honour me with the attendance will find

that by a mutual adherence to duty, they and
I shall experience much benefit from having
met. I have merely to add, that punctuality

in attendance is highly important ; and, with-

out exalting too highly the value of lectures,

I beg to state that one lecture lost where a

lecturer does his duty, is the loss of a link in

a chain, which may, and often does, incon-

venience the loser very much.

EXTINCTION OF CHOLERA.

The following communication, con-

taining directions for conducting a

process of fumigation, with a view to

the extinction of the cholera, has been
sent us by a medical correspondent in

Edinburgh :—
Formula I.

—

For extracting the

Chlorine Gas.—Four parts common
sea salt ; one part deutoxyde of man-
ganese, called in the shops manganese :

mix these two together with a stick

or staffj add water to moisten this

mixture thoroughly, then pour in

strong sulphuric acid, commonly call-

ed oil of vitriol, and stir the mass as

above directed. The steam will in-

stantly fly up, and in like manner,
from time to time, let the acid be
added till the fuming shall have
ceased, and let water also be added, if

the mixture have become too con-

sistent.

A common herring-barrel, sawed
through the middle, will make two
excellent tubs : put the materials into

them, and proceed as above directed

;

place one in each narrow lane or close,

and let the inhabitants open their

windows. In houses where the dis-

ease is, a common porter tumbler will

do very well ; and if the smell be dis-

tinctly perceived, that is enough to

be kept up.

For each street, let one or more tubs
containing the salt and manganese
mixed, be put upon a cart, along with
a jar full of the oil of vitriol, and a
man with a rod in his hand, and his

back to the wind, and while he is

pouring in the acid, and the steams
are rising, let the cart move slowly

along, just as carts do when streets

are watered, and at a cheaper rate

than streets are watered, will cities

be saved.

Formula II.

—

For extractingMu-
riatic Acid Gas.—Put common sea

salt into any wooden or earthenware
vessel, moisten the salt with water,

and pour in the sulphuric acid, or oil

of vitriol, and stir as long as the fumes
are disengaged.

The above should be done in half

hogsheads, or very large vessels, to be
placed east, west, south, and north of
cities, towns, and villages. If, indeed,

one such vessel were kept with the
fumes rising at each end of any vil-

lage, the cholera would never enter
it. This would have such an effect as

never was attained by armed bands,

sanitary cordons, and quarantine laws,

with all their costly appendage of hire-

lings.

This process should be persevered
in for eight, ten, or fourteen days suc-

cessively according to the obstinacy or

severity of the epidemic.
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Clinical Reports of the Surgical

Practice ofthe Glasgow Royal In-

firmary. By John Macfarlane,

M.D. I>Ieml)er of the Faculty of

Physicians and Surgeons of Glas-

gow, Senior Surgeon to the Royal

infirmary. Lecturer on Clinical

Surgery, &c. &c. &c. Robertson,

Glasgow ; Black, Edinburgh ; and

Highley, London, 1832. pp. 314.

We are now fully inclined to hope

and believe that a new era in sursjical

science is on the point of taking- place

;

instead of fanciful theories and tine-

drawn distinctions witliout a tliffor-

ence, we are arriving at details of

sober practical experience. The ex-

ample, which was set by JVIr. Hey, is

now being followed by men of ample

experience and threat acquirement;

Dr. Bardsley's Hospital llcports were

succeeded by Mr. Fletcher's Medico-

ChirurgicarHhistrations-; these again

by Mr. Clement's Observations on

iSurgery and Pathology, and we have

pr. Macfiirlane next in the field. We
are happy to see this ; the experience

which has been acquired by constant

application and extensive practice can

never be better employed, than when

its fruits are widely disseminated for

the benefit of the rising generation,

and indeed we are far from thinking,

that the younger members of the pro-

fession are the only persons who are

likely tp benefit from the perusal of

such w"rks ; when cases, successful

and unsuccessful, are clearly, fairly,

suid honestly detailed, there cannot be

a doubt but that every person in the

profession, from Sir Astley Cooper

down to the merest tyro, would gain

some knowledge from their perusal.

We objected, at the time of review-

ing Mr. Fletcher's work, to the high

price at which it was published ; this

was not exactly the case witli Mr.

Clement's production, but its pages

were too much spaced and small, and

ought to have been filled up with

useful matter. In the work before

us we perceive none of these faults

;

it is got up neatly, closely printed, and

is of a portable size. So much for the

typography, and arrangement, and its

matter. In truth, this book is the

best record of surgical practice which

we have seen for a long period ; the

author is evidently a man who has

had great practice, and he has fur-

nished us with a report of the most

interesting cases. It is impossible for

us to enter upon the subjects which

Dr. JMacfarlane treats of, on account

of the great variety : we must content

ourselves with stating the heads of the

different departments of the work,

promising, however, (and with the

full intention of redeeming our pro-

mise), that we will extract, at different

times, some of the more valuable cases.

The first is on Aneurism, of which

nine cases are narrated, including se-

veral of its forms ; next, twenty-seven

cases of Tumours, including the va-

rieties of Sarcoma, Cancer, &c. ; then

follow nine cases of Hernia, which are

succeeded by fifteen cases of Lithoto-

my, two of'Wounds of the Bladder,

three of Contusion of the Urethra,

two of Urinary Abscess, three of Ab-
scess of the Prostate, three of Pro-

lapsus Recti, three of Morbid Enlarge-

ment of the Clitoris and Nymphae,

one of Imperforate Vagina, sixteen of

Fractures, five of Dislocations, six of

Injuries of the Head, three of Injuries

of" the Spine, five of Tetanus, eleven

of Burns, seven of Erysipelas, ten of

Diseases ofthe Bones and Joints, three

of Lupus, three of Lumbar Abscess,

and ten of Diseases of the Testis, the

whole containing altogether 156 im-

portant surgical cases, well detailed,

and to many of which remarks are

attached. The book is worth double

its price to any medical man.
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The Microscopic Cabinet of Select

Animated Objects, with a Descrip-

tion of the Jewel and Doublet Mi-
croscope, Test Objects, 4"^- / ^o

which are subjoined Memoirs on

the Verijication of Microscopic

Phenomena, and an exact Method

of appreciating the quality of Mi-
croscopes and Engiscopes. By C.

A. Goring, M.D. Illustrated, from

Original Drawings, by Thirteen

Coloured Plates, and numerous En-
gravings on Wood. By Andrew
Pritchard. 8vo. pp. 240, plates.

London, 1832, Wliittaker & Co.

This interesting work is intended to

illustrate a branch of natural history

hitherto almost overlooked, the de-

scription and representation ofAquatic
Larvae of Insects, Crustacess, and
Animalcules. The descriptions may
be considered popular outlines of the

general character of these insects.

The next section of the work is di-

rected to an account of the construc-

tion, management, and applicability

of the Microscope, with a memoir on

an exact method of ascertaining the

quality of Microscopes and Engiscopes

by Dr. Goring. There is another me-
moir by the same scientific writer,

" On the Verification of Microscopic

Phenomena," which contains the sum
and substance of microscopic science.

This is arranged in aphorisms. The
authors observe, that their united

labours have been great and their ex-

penses considerable, and that, if the

public favour this production, it is

their intention to publish another

work, comprehending all the disco-

veries in microscopic science. We
trust the public will patronize this

work and encourage the authors, as

there is no perfect practical treatise

on Optical instruments in our lan-

guage. We can recommend this work,

both for the accuracy of its design and
the elegance of its execution. The
plates are well delineated, beautifully

coloured, and afforded at a reasonable

rate. It is impossible to speak in too

high terms of its execution.

The Dublin Journal of Medical and
Chemical Science, exhibiting a com-
prehensive View of the latest Dis-
coveriesin Medicine, Surgery, Che-
mistry, and the collateral Sciences.

Dublin, Sept. Hodges and Smith.

{Continued from, J)- 285.)

We have much pleasure in continuing

our extracts from our valued contem-
porary, and more especially on the

present occasion, as the sentiments of

one of the first surgeons in Dublin so

fully accord with our own. It is

highly gratifying to us to observe,

that the surgeon-general of Ireland,

who has long and justly arrived at the

highest eminence, approves of tlie

identical plan upon which we conduct

this periodical. The approval of one
such authority as this is more than
sufficient to console us for the mali-

cious and paltry snarlings of our un-
principled assailants. But we pity

their impotent attacks, we forgive

them, as it is natural for the vanquished
to feel resentment.

On certain Injuries of the Head,
with Remarks on the Utility of
reporting Cases in Medical and
Surgical Practice. By Philip
Crampton, M.D., F.R.S.

" It has often been objected to

medical men who are extensively en-
gaged in practice, that they seldom
communicate the result of their ex-

perience in such a way as to make it

as available as it might be to the junior

part of the profession. That they oc-

casionally put forth large and valuable
works on particular departments of the
healing art, and communicate through
the periodical press the particulars of

some remarkable case or brilliant oper-

ation, is not to be denied ; but this is

not precisely the kind of information,

or I should rather say, it is not the

only information which the younger
part of the profession are most anxious

to obtain from them. They would,
above all things, desire to learn in the

shortest, simplest, and least expensive

way, how a professional man of expe-

X
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rience would manage certain cases

which are of almost daily occurrence,

but with respect to which the greatest

diversity of opinion and practice pre-

vails among the highest authorities.

" They read, for example, that in

France amputation is performed while

the gangrene (from external injury)

is rapidly extending up the limb ; in

Great Britain, on the other hand, this

practice is reprobated hy i\\Q generalily

of teachers and of systematic writers *.

Again, amputation of the thigh is

performed in one m.anner in London,
in another in Edinburgh, and in a

third in Dublin ; the same may be
said of lithotomy. In England I be-

lieve it is the general practice to open
large chronic abscesses by a small

valvular puncture, and to draw off the

tiuid in portions from time to time.

In Paris and in Berlin, on the contrary,

the abscess is opened by an exten-

sive incision, so as to give issue to the

whole of the contained matter at once.

Again, in the treatment of compound
fracture of the skull, the trephine is

much more generally employed in

London than in Dublin. But with-

out multiplying examples, I am war-
ranted in stating broadly, that the

modes of practice in London, Dublin,

Edinburgh, Paris, and Berlin, are on
some of the most important points of

surgery, not only different from, but
often absolutely opposite to each other.

How useful then must it be to the

practitioner to be enabled to examine
and compare the facts and the reason-

ings on which this diversity of opinion

and practice is founded, and how noble

a task for an enlightened criticism,

uninfluenced by prejudices, either

national or personal, to enable the
inquirer after truth to view those

various modes of practice by the clear

light of science and experience. It

may at the first view seem strange,

that at a time when a greater inter-

* It would appear, however, that opinion
on this point has undergone a considerable al-

teration within the last few years in England.
.

—

See Sir A. Cooper's Lectures, Guthrie on
Gun-shot Wounds, and Hennai's Military
Surgery.

course exists between the different

capitals of Europe than a few years

since existed between different pai'ts

of the same kingdom, and when, by
means of a weekly periodical press,

the opinions and practice of one coun-

try are scarcely announced, when they

are known in every other, that there

should be not merely a national but
almost a provincial surgery. It would
be foreign to my present purpose to

investigate the causes of this diver-

sity, although the inquiry might not

be devoid of interest or even of utility,

but I may observe in passing, that the

causes lie deep among the most im-
mutable principles of human nature.

Uniformity of practice in an art which
mainly rests on human opinion is

plainly impossible; and, if possible,

would not be desirable, unless the art

were brought to the utmost degree of

perfection of which it is susceptible

;

but, as this can never hapj)en, so long

as the human mind is progressive in

improvement, all that can be done for

the advancement of knowledge, is to

engage the greatest possible number
of intelligent, active, and independent
spirits in the pursuit, and to bring

the result of their separate labours

into juxta-position, in order that they
may be examined and compared, and
their relative merits experimentally

ascertained. In this way there Avill

be a gradual, and therefore safe, ap-
proximation to uniformity of practice,

and a pro tanto advance towards the
perfection of the art. That the publi-

cation of clinical lectures, and of (what
is perhaps of still more value) the inci-

dental clinical remarks of the hospital

surgeon while "going his rounds," has
done much towards the advancement
of surgical knowledge, is not to be
denied ; but u?iiil the jJractice becomes
more general than it is at present^ I
believe that hospital surgeons cannot
perform a better or more acceptable
service to the profession and to the
public, than by becoming their own
" reporters," and communicating from
time to time, through the medium of
the periodical press, the results of their
experience, without waiting until they
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have time to give them the form of a

regular treatise, or, what is still more
deplorable, to expand them into a book;

and surely if the practice of adulter-

ating valuable medicines by the ad-

dition of some nauseous, or, at best,

useless ingredient, be a punishable of-

fence, those authors should not escape

with impunity, who overlay some useful

practical observation with the rubbish

of a library. It may be objected to the

plan of self-reporting, that it affords

too wide a field for the exercise of

vanity or of self interest, and that

even if the public had a sufficient gua-

rantee for the integrity of the reporter,

the influence of previous opinion, and
a variety of other motives, might in-

duce him to view his own case in a

very different light from that in which
it might appear to a mere looker-on

;

and this, to a certain extent, is true,

but it is equally true, that a per-

fect corrective is at hand, and should

always be applied. Let no case be

reported on the authority of any in-

dividual, however trustworthy. Let
every possible security be given
against error as well as fraud ; if the

case occur in hospital practice, mis-

representation will scarcely be ven-

tured upon, and error will easily be
detected and exposed. If in private

practice, let some medical practitioner,

who is acquainted with all the cir-

cumstances of the case, be referred to

by name. As a further security, the

name and residence of the jxitients

(whenever it can be done with pro-

priety) should be inserted in the case ;

for want of this attention, surgical

cases in particular (however faithfully

recorded), are deprived of the greater

part of their value; for it is not
enough that an operation should be
Avell and successfully performed : the

great point to be ascertained is, how
far it has been ijermanently useful,

and this may be known by a re-ex-

amination of the patient after tJie

lapse of a considerable time. We
have read of the cutting out " with
success," of large portions of the ribs,

when affected by cancer, and the cut-
ting off one half of the face, when

affected by the same disease ;—of re-

moving a tumour of such dimensions,
that it was difhcult to say whether
the tumour was cut away from the
man, or the man from the tumour.
But how far the subjects of these pro-

ceedings were compensated for the

immediate pain and danger attendant

on the operation, by a prolongation of

life, or an abatement of suffering, can
be learned only by following them
from tlie hospital to their homes, if,

indeed, they ever reach them after

such " successful operations."
" A periodical medical journal, then,

if conducted on the plan to which I

have alluded, would faithfully reflect

the state of medical opinion and prac-

tice in the country in which it was
published, it would be, in a manner,

the auto-biography of the healing art,

the only kind of biography which,

perhaps, has a claim to implicit credit

;

for it has been well remarked by a

great writer, himself the best of bio-

graphers, that whatever desire the

auto-biographer may entertain of ap-

pearing in a different character from
his own, the man, as he is, will appear
through every disguise he may assume.

And so it is with medicine: the clinical

cases, lectures, and remarks, which
are published in the weekly medical

journals of London and Paris, have
given us not onlv a professional, but

almost a personal acquaintance with
the distinguished men whose modes of
practice, and even whose modes of

thinking avid of speaking, they so gra-

phically describe.

" The peculiarities which distin-

guish British from French surgery are

now as well known to the students in

the Dublin hospitals, as to those who
group round Mr. Brodie, IMr. Law-
rence, M. Dupuytren, or M. Roux,
in St. George's, St. Bartholomew's,

the Hotel Dieu, or the Charite. They
can clearly perceive, that while the

distinguishing character of the one is

simplicity of practice, that of the other

is complexity ; and, perhaps, they

may be disposed to think that, on
some occasions, a medium might, with

advantage, be found between "the
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dose of house-physic and keeping

quiet," and the saignee, and sangsues,

the boissons adoucissantes and delay-

entes, the potion calmante, the hive-

inents and the demi-hivements, every

third or fourth hour, and a variety of

other remedies, which can leave the

subject of so much skill and attention

but little time for needful repose.

" I intimated at the beginning of

this paper, that the modes of practice

in certain severe injuries of the head,

were somewhat different in London
and in Dublin. The chief difference

appears to consist in this, that in

fracture of the skull with depression

of the bone, the trephine is less fre-

quently employed in Dublin than in

London. In Dublin, we conform in

general with the rule of ]iractice as

originally laid down by Mr. Dease,

(who preceded Desault by many
years''^,) namely, " in fractures of the

skull with dejiressed bone, whether
complicated with wound of the scalp

or otherwise, no attempt should be

made to raise the depressed bone,

unless very decided symptoms he pre-

se?it ofcompressed or irritated brain,"

In London, on the contrary, the rule

of practice seems to be, " that if the

depressed bone be expuged in conse-

quence of a wound of the scalp, the

trephine is to be applied to elevate

the depressed bone, whether symp-
toms of injury of the brain CAist or

not \ ;" either practice may be sup-
ported by the most specious argu-
ments, and each has the sanction of

the highest authority. It is plain,

however, that in this case the ques-
tion cannot be decided either by argu-
ment or authority, but solely by com-
parative experiments and observations

* Mr. Abernethy is not correct in placing
Desault before Dease. Mr. Dease's work on
wounds of the head was published in 1778:
Desault's thesis on his becoming a member of
the College of Surgeons, is dated 1776, and
he was not appointed a surgeon to the Hotel
Dieu, until the year 1788

—

Ehge de Desaidt,
par Bichat.

t See Sir Astley Cooper's Surgical Lectures
in The Lancet. Mr. Brodie's Paper on Inju-
ries of the Head

—

Med. Chirurg. Trans-
actions, vol. xiv. p. 412.

^
conducted on a very extensive scale.

I doubt, however, whether any indi-

vidual, no matter how extensive his

experience may have been, has insti-

tuted a sufficient number of experi-

ments, or observed a sufficient number
of facts, to establish definitively either

of the opposite doctrines. In surgery,

as in every thing else, extreme opi-

nions, or opinions which are not qua-
lified by exceptions and limitations,

are seldom safe. I own, therefore,

that the opinion of Mr. Dease*, qua-

lified as it is by the exception in

respect to those cases in which there

are symptoms of compressed or irri-

tated brain, has ever exercised a

strong influence over my mind, and I

may add, over the minds of all those

Avho, like myself, received their ear-

liest surgical impressions from the

lessons and practice of Mr. Dease.

I am quite aware that early impres-

sions in favour of any particular mode
of practice, are extremely apt to in-

fluence our opinions in after life, and
that " to seek the testimonies of

truth," (as Cicero beautifully ex-

presses it), " ex animis consuetudine

imhutis," is neither philosophical nor

safe ; but, on the other hand, those

who received their first impressions

from the lessons and practice of Mr.
Pott, are liable to a similar imputa-

tion of undue influence, operating in

an opposite direction. We can only,

therefore, approach to a solution of

the problem, by placing in juxta-posi-

tion, the practice of those who, in

difl\jrent countries, cultivate the same
field of inquiry on a great scale,

although by difl^erent means. The
advantage of this method is well illus-

trated by what has happened within

these very few years, with respect to

the treatment of syphilis.

" It was long received as an unques-
tionable truth, that no true syphilitic

* " The more eligible and rational method
of treatment in all those cases (fracture with

depressed bone), I believe will be, that of not

being precipitate in applying the trepan, as.

long as the patient remains free from symp-
toms that would indicate the necessity of it,

&c."
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sore (as it was called) could be cured
without merciir^v ; tiiat left to itself,

it was (to use the langunge of JMr.

HuHter and Mr. Adams) "invariably
progressive." Every sore, whatever
ttiight be its origin or character, that
did not obey this law, and either

healed without mercury, and would
not heal with it, was pseudo syphilis,

or the result of some newly-developed
morbid poison. When our army-sur-
geons, however, observed, that in

Spain and Portugal all sorts of sores

of syphilitic origin were curable with-
out mercury, we began to think that
it might be as well to try the experi-
ment in England : the result is well
known. Now I think it is quite plain
that nothing short of this great com-
parative experiment, tried not on a
few individuals, but on nations, could
have effected so great and so impor-
tant a change in the opinions of men
in so short a time. Before I conclude
this part of the subject, I think it but
fair to observe, that the practice of
abstaining from the use of the tre-

phine, unless there were decided
symptoms of compressed or irritated

brain, was adopted by Dease in Dub-
lin, O'Halloran in Limerick, Desault
in Paris, Callisen in Stockholm, Aber-
nethy in London, at a time when
Mr, Pott's authority, backed by the
authority of all antiquity, exercised
the utmost influence over the minds
of surgeons in every country in Eu-
rope*. There is strong ground, there-
fore, for concluding, that those ex-
perienced surgeons did not depart
from the established practice, until a
constant experience had convinced
them of its dangers ; and it is strongly

corroborative of the justness of their

views, that the negative practice (as

it may be called) has been adopted
by those surgeons, who have, beyond

* I have often heard Mr. Dease say, that
at tlie coininencement of his [)rofessional life

(between fjO and 60 years since), it was the
duty of the senior apprentices to go to the
hospital at an early hour on every Monday
morning, and have all the persons who had
suffered fractures of the skull during the festi-

vities of the preceding Sunday evening, scalp-
ed, and ready for trephine at the visiting hour.

all comparison, enjoyed the greatest

opportunities for observation*."

The Anatomy and Physiology of the

Organ ofHearing, with Researches
OH Congenital Deafness, the Dis-
eases ofthe Ear, somelmperfectiois
in the Organ of Speech, and the

proper Treatment of these several

Operations. By David Tod,
M.R.C.S. 8vo. p. 147. Plates.

Longman & Co.

The author of this work has devoted
many years to the study of the ana-
tomy and functions of the organ of
hearing ; and he has discovered many
tissues which were not described in

the best ancient or modern works on
the subject. The existence of the
newly discovered parts he is prepared
to demonstrate by preparations in his

possession. It is a curious coincidence,

that Mr. Tod, in this country, and
M. Breschet in France, should simul-
taneously publish new views on the
anatomy and physiology of the ear.

In our Journal, No. 33, the opinions

of the latter will be found. The work
before us is certainly the best in our
language, and will be perused with
advantage and interest by every man
engaged generally in the practice of
medicine. The author should have
enumerated his peculiar views, as ha
has so intermingled them with the
ordinary description, that it would re-

quire more time to separate them than
we can spare at present. We advise
him to attend to this hint, and to

compile a comprehensive treatise on
diseases of the Ear, which is a great

desideratum in British medicine.

CROTON OIL IN CHOI.EUA.
Dr. Chisholm, of Beauly, has

succeeded in (.mring a malignant case

of epidemic cholera with croton oil,

on the recommendation of JMr. Tegart,

deputy-inspector of hospitals. This
valuable medicine is very much adul-

terated of late, and can be procured
genuine of Mr. Short, the patentee

and original importer of this powerful
remedy.

* Larrey, Campagne de Russie, p. 140.

Hennen, p. 308.
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STATE OF THE MEDICAL SCHOOLS
IN LONDON.

In our last we gave a full account of

the medical schools of this metropolis,

and we considered it just towards all

the teachers, Avhose names were pub-

lished, to refrain from offering com-

ments upon their respective merits or

demerits. We shall now proceed to

make a few remarks upon the compa-

rative advantages of the public and

private schools ; and in doing so, we

totally disclaim partiality and preju-

dice, our object being to give a fair

and true description of all these insti-

tutions, so as to enable students to

form correct notions upon a subject

which is of vital interest to their

future prospects and success. We
shall begin with the public schools.

In all the large medical schools in

London, as well as in Dublin and

Edinburgh, the professors or lecturers

are almost invariably appointed

through private interest, and not on

the grounds of superior erudition and

scientific attainments. In most of our

hospital schools there are teachers, who

liave no claim whatever to superior

acquirements, whose talents are un-

known beyond the walls of the theatres

to which they belong, and who have

given no proofs of competency as in-

structors. Nevertheless, it is most

erroneously supposed, that medical

science can only be inculcated in these

schools, as if the principles and practice

of our art were not as well understood

and as easily explained by private

teachers—as if science was not open

to all. It is also a fact, that the most

popular of our public teachers have

acquired their reputation in private

schools, where indefiitigable industry,

umvearied attention, and ardent zeal

can alone insure any degree of success.

But so soon as these teachers are trans-

planted into public schools, we see

them become indolent, careless, and

indifferent to the interests and progress

of students ; they cannot spare a few

minutes after lecture to explain doubt-

ful points ; the very moment the hour

of lecture terminates, they bow and

retire, and leave their pupils to solve

doubts and difficulties as they may.

Moreover, these lecturers are quite in-

different whether pupils attend or not;

and the fact is notorious, that students,

after having entered and paid extra-

vagant fees, frequently leave town and

return at the end of the session, to

claim and obtain their certificates '^'for

diligent attendance," and these docu-

ments are given by many of the Court

ofExaminers and Council of the Royal

College of Surgeons. In the private

schools, the conduct of lecturers is

totally different. Here the teacher

must exert his abilities, must be at-

tentive to his pupils, will remain after

his hour of instruction has terminated,

and explain any doubtful point. He
must use every effort to serve his ^
pupils, both for his own and their

interests, as his remuneration is de- m
rived from those who in general have 9
slender means, and must necessarily

obtain the fullest information, to en-
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tiWe tilem to commencepractice as soon

as possible. In a word, there is much

more exertion made both on the part

of the teacher and the pupil in the

private than in the public schools.

It is needless to observe^ that the

vulgar error of supposing medicine is

inculcated better in the large schools,

is unfounded and preposterous. Can

any rational student be so stupid as

to suppose, that a hospital, or an uni-

versity, or a college professor, is

endowed with more wisdom or ability

by those trappings and gewgaws called

caps and goAvns, than when he, as a

private teacher, despised such anti-

quated habiliments.-* If there be a

student so silly, we pity him. If fur-

ther proof were required in support

of our position, we could adduce it in

abundance, but we content ourselves

with a single illustration. We say,

turn to the published lectures of the

teachers in the large schools, and

compare them with similar instruc-

tions in standard works, and you will

find the most deplorable deficiencies,

exclusive of badness of taste and

style, such as would disgrace a well-

informed school-boy, and. that the

information inculcated is at least fifty

years behind the present state of

science. But in reply it has been

urged, must not students be initiat-

ed— must not first principles be

taught ? We answer, most assuredly

;

but when the students are on the eve

of leaving their instructors they ought

to be initiated somewhat further into

physic than Thomas's Practice or

Cooper's Dictionary. When we pe-

ruse the published lectures of some of

our most popular teachers, we blush

at the puerilities and shallowness

which characterize them, and for the

want of reference to the exact state

of science in other countries. We
look in vain for the opinions of

celebrated foreigners, and are almost

disposed to imagine that we reside

in one of the Lilliputian islands, or

in the celestial empire, beyond the

precincts of which all mankind are

supposed to be fools. If we turn to

hospital practice, what a felicitous

caricature of the correct mode of ac-

quiring clinical, or bed-side, inform-

ation ! We see the physicians and

surgeons running from bed to bed,

whispering some clinical clerk or

dresser, rapidly passing through the

wards, giving each patient less than

five seconds' attention, and leaving the

bewildered students to learn the na-

ture and treatment of each disease,

either by intuition or inspiration. If

the student be desirous of acquiring

instruction, he is naturally dejected

and disappointed by this system, and

reflects upon the large fee that has

been abstracted from his pocket for

the privilege of " walking the hos-

pital"—he should have said " gallop-

ing," from which, in general, he re-

ceives no information, except from his

fellow pupils. But our hospital sur-

geons, who exact these fees, are " the

powers that be " at the college, and

there is no redress.

If, on the other hand, the student

enter to a dispensary, he will find

the physicians and surgeons much

more communicative and attentivej;

there he will in general receive in-
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formation, though the fee is not more

than a fifth of what is paid for hospital

attendance. Here we must state,

that we alone, unaided by our con-

temporaries, have so exposed and

shamed the Apothecaries' Company,

as to compel them to rescind their by-

law, which required all dispensaries

to be attached to medical schools—

a

sinister mandate, that abolished nine-

tenths ofthese establishments; thereby

obliging the students to enter to hos-

pitals, and depriving the physicians

of the former institutions of tlie only

insignificant emolument which tliev

received for their immense labours.

This iniquitous law was passed to

favour the hospital physicians, who

are generally fellows of the college—to

injure and insult the licentiates—and

to aid the laudable system of plunder-

ing the student. However, we have

fearlessly exposed this piece of chi-

canery, and brought their worships at

Rhubarb Row to their senses. We
contend, that the student who enters

to a private school and attends a

dispensary, Avill obtain much more

information than at large schools, and

for about one half the expense. But

there is a class of students who prefer

the University, the King's College,

and the large hospital schools; who

are influenced by a name, and by the

many judicious stratagems laid by the

conductors of these establishments, to

dazzle unsuspecting youth ; while ex-

p^ience has proved that students of

the private schools are equally suc-

cessful at the Royal College of Sur-

geons and Apothecaries Hall.

It would be invidious and unfair to

institute a comparison between the

merits of lecturers in the large insti-

tutions ; there are able teachers in

each ; though every school in this

metropolis is defective. There is not

a single medical school, nor a single

hospital, in which the only basis of

sound and judicious practice is taught

properly; or. in other words, in which

clinictd instruction is given as it ought

to be. Baglivi has well observed,

" tota medicina est in ohservationi-

hus ;" but our students are left un-

aided in the only rational and safe

mode of learning the nature and treat-

ment of diseases. There is no hos-

pital in London in which the history

of diseases is correctly and fully taken

down, or where students can acquire

a correct knowledge of practical me-

dicine or surgery.

It is true, that in some hospitals

notes of cases are taken by the phy-

sician, surgeon, or their assistant ; but

these jwles are an outrage and disgrace

to medical science ; and lest students

should derive any advantages from

them, the books in which they are

indited are locked up, like the myste-

rious leaves of the Sybils. In Edin-

burgh, Dublin, Glasgow, Paris, and

Vienna, full and accurate reports of

all important diseases are made ; the

professor prescribes, the student copies

the history of each disease and its re-

medies, and the teachers explain the

symptoms, the diagnosis, prognosis,

and treatment, while the sick are

under cure. Besides, in many of the

foreign schools, the older students are

allowed to treat cases under the eyes
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of the professors^ and thus acquire a

rational knowledge of disease.

In pointing out the defects and

abuses in the metropolitan schools and

hospitals, we know we shall incur the

displeasure of functionaries^ whose

culpable negligence we expose ; but

this we despise. Our ardent and sin-

cere desire is, that this country should

be second to none in medical science ;

and that it should equal, if not excel,

other nations in this particular, as it

does in power, wealth, and happiness.

We are well aware, that great allow-

ance must be made for hospital phy-

sicians and surgeons who are exten-

sively engaged in private practice, in

this great metropolis ; but we are

grieved that they should be so far

behind their contemporaries in the

inarch of medical science.

An outcry has been vainly at-

tempted to be raised against the ne-

cessity and utility of attending lec-

tures; but this is manifestly ridiculous

in the eyes of all who are properly

acquainted with the science of medi-

cine. The unanimous opinion of all

the faculties of physic and surgery

in the civilized world is opposed to

this gratuitous and most erroneous

assertion. It is said that lectures are

useless, because the information con-

tained in them can be procured in

systematic works ; but we deny the

premises and conclusion of our oppo-

nents. We do not know any works,

either national or foreign, which con-

tain the principles and practice of the

healing art; and all the heads of

universities and colleges are of our

opinion. Hence the universal en-

forcement of the courses of study for

qualification in medicine and surgery.

The idea of supposing that any stu-

dent, however intelligent, possesses a

library sufficient for the acquisition of

a proper knowledge of medicine and

surgery, and such as enables him to

excel his respective teachers, whose

research and ability have obtained the

privilege they enjoy, is one of the most

insane ideas that ever entered the head

of one who professes to guide the

stream of medical science. It will be

swallowed by all unacquainted with

the difficulties of acquiring competent

information for the safe and scientific

practice of the healing art, but it will

be universally scouted by all who are

able to form a correct opinion on the

subject.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

Monday, Oct. 1, 1832.

Dr. Bubne, President, in the Chair.

A VOTE of thanks was unanimously

passed to Mr. Field, the late Re-
gistrar, for the zeal and ability he

displayed in the discharge of his

duties.

Mr. Roberts related an interesting

case of neuralgia in a lady, which
gave rise to a discussion, whether the

fascial kind was in general functional

or organic.

Dr. Whiting related a case, in which
the disease was organic. Sir Charles

Bell was consulted in this case, and
had predicted the nerves involved,

which were found disorganized on

dissection.

Mr Kingdom described another case

of a lady, in which the pain was most

excruciating in the anus, in which a

cure was eitected by carbonate of iron,

after other forms of this medicine had

failed, as also various other medicines.
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Dr. Whiting mentioned the parti-

culars of a complicated case of disease

of the heart, in which there was con-

siderable enlargement of the organ,

and the pulse only thirty in a minute.

The sufferer was a man aged about

thirty.

INIr. Kingdom then adverted to the

influence of gymnastic exercises on

young and delicate persons, in refer-

ence to inducing organic disease of the

heart, and to the notion that young
persons have their muscular powers of

the system.

MANCEUVRES OF BOARDS OF
HEALTH.

We perceive, by a printed paper

which has been handed to us, that tlie

substance of the official reports from

Dantzic, drawn up and forwarded to

this country by Dr. Hamet, during

the epidemic there last year, are at

length to be laid before the public, by
permission of government. To most
of our readers it must appear passing

strange that, wliile the curious reports

from our Russian missionaries were
blazoned forth, at the public expense,

in every possible direction, the pub-

lication of details anxiously looked

for, from a gentleman who had been
sent, about the same time, to another

point, should only 7ioiv be about to

appear under permission. For our-

selves, we cannot say that we have
been at all surprised at this, nor are

we surprised that Dr. Hamet is un-
dertaking the publication himself,

with a certainty of losing by it, see-

ing, as we did, that instead of (to UvSe

a /Mr/" phrase) riding to o?'der, he pre-

ferred adopting the honourable line

followed by all the medical men sent

from France on similar investigations;

and that he showed our wise men of

colleges and quarantines that con-

tagion, as far as regarded cholera, was
a mere bugbear ;—for which, most as-

suredly, there is no pardon for him
from thosewho made the atrocious pro-

posal that the houses of the sick should

be MARKED WITH A BLACK MARK ; a

proposal which so clearly proved the

fitness of those who made it to be the

inmates of a lunatic asylum, or that

they should be consigned to the di-

rector of a tread-mill. Dr. Hamet
must feel, we are sure, that he has

been all this time under a cloud which
it is his bounden duty to his depart-

ment, and the profession at large, to

remove now, by proper explanations.

Dr. Hamet had not been, when called

upon, one of those accused of entering

on an investigation with foul hands

;

and if he has not received honours

and promotion, we feel persuaded

he will make it appear that were such

the rewards always of zeal and pro-

fessional integrity, he would not have

failed to obtain them.

THE SUPPRESSED PARAGRAPH
Wk should but ill perform our

duty towards the public were we to

omit placing on record a specimen of

the foul play which has been practised

by the getters up of documents proving

cholera to be a highly communicable
disease : the circumstance took place

last year, when the public looked,

with intense anxiety, for authentic

information upon whatever related to

that disease.—In what are entitled

the " Papers," published on the sub-

ject of cholera in August, 1831, by the

first board of health, a copy is given,

at p. 27, of a document stated to be
" Second Report from Drs. Russell

and Barry,"hut inwhich the following

paragraph is not to be found, though

contained in the original manuscript

:

"A Dr. Blank 2dus, who was sent

by the government, some weeks before

the breaking out of the present epi-

demic, to inspect tlie barks then ap-

proaching this city (Petersburg), had
his windows broken. We have been

just informed by a most respectable

physician, that he is said to have de-

stroyed himself by poison, having been

threatened with arrest, under an ac-

cusation of having taken money to

allow the infected barks to pass. The
facts of his mission and his death are

quite certain; the other particulars

may or may not be true."—Then it is
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stated, in a note

—

" Dr. Blank was a,

Jew. The leading particulars have
since been communicated to us by high
authority."—Here was sufficient, in

the manuscript copy, to induce our
government to believe in the reality

of such a thing as contagion ; but lo !

it is suppressed in the printed re-

ports :—why ?—because it would not
bear the light, there not being any
truth in this bribery story of letting

infected vessels pass; and, if pub-
lished, it was well known that it must
quickly have been contradicted. Not
a word of this statement is to be found
in the excellent work of Dr. Lefevre,
physician, during the epidemic at

Petersburg, to our embassy there :—

a

gentleman, by the way, who declares

that he ascertained many of the state-

ments made relative to the contagion
of cholera in the above city to have
been " designedly false." We
wish that he had entered a little into

particulars as to who the culprits

were.

THE SECRETION OF MILK FROM THE
BREASTS NOT SUSPENDED DURING
THE ALGID STAGE OF CHOLERA,
AS THE OTHER SECRETIONS ARE.

We believe that it has been ob-

served in this country that, in nurses,

milk seemed to be supplied from the
breasts during an attack of "cholera

in sufficient quantity for the sup-
port of the infant. In Paris a paper
on the subject has been lately read at

the Academy of Medicine, and more
facts have since been brought forward
showing that lactation may go on
freely, during a very severe attack of

cholera, and when there is little or no
pulsation at the wrist.

THE BLOOD OF PATIENTS IN THE
ALGID STAGE OF CHOLERA.

We have been disappointed in not
finding that M. Lecanu of Paris, so

celebrated for his researches in animal
chemistry, has not been able to carry his

experiments on the] blood of cholera

patients to a satisfactory extent : this

gentleman has as yet only been able

to satisfy himself as to the fact that the
blood taken from a patient in the cold

stage contains double the quantity of

matieres fixes which that fluid con-

tains in its normal state.

PREFACE
TO THE

REGULATIONS of the APOTHECARIES,
Published since our last Number.

Apothecariea' Hall, London,
August, 1832.

ThS: Court of Examiners of the So-

ciety of Apothecaries of London have

not found it requisite to extend, or

materially to alter, the course of study

laid down for observance last year,

but have contented themselves with

making some few additional prefatory

remarks, and with again earnestly re-

questing especial attention to several

important points that are but too fre-

quently overlooked by the student, as

well as by those whose duty it is to

direct his studies.

It can need no argument to prove

that the Apothecary should have a

sound and liberal education, and be
practically acquainted with the duties

of his profession, when it is considered

that he ministers to the great mass of

the people in the function of the phy-
sician, and by the usage of society has

the immediate superintendence of the

public health entrusted to him. In
the metropolis and in the large pro-

vincial towns, he can be aided in cases

of difficulty by the learning of the

physician ; elsewhere he cannot avail

himself of sxich valuable assistance ;

but in cases of danger, which are of

frequent occurrence, he is obliged to

rely exclusively upon his own re-

sources, and can therefore alone be

sustained under this awful responsi-

bility, by a well-founded reliance on a

knowledge of his profession.

The medical education of the apo-

thecary was heretofore conducted in

the most desultory manner ; no sys-

tematic course of study was enjoined

by authority, or established by usage

;
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some subjects were attended to super-

ficially, and others of great importance
were neglected altogether. In their

endeavours to remedy these defects,

the court of examiners have beoji so-

licitous to proceed with the utmost
circumspection, advancing progres-

sively to the end in view, guided by
their own experience, and aided by
suggestions offered for their consider-

ation.

Before the student enters upon his

professional studies, it is indispensably
necessary that he should have received
a classical education, as in addition to
the advantages which result from the
mental discipline such an education
affords, he will find a familiar know-
ledge of Greek and Latin imperatively
requisite, to enable him to understand
the terms of art employed in medicine
and its associated sciences, derived
almost exclusively from those lan-
guages, and to comprehend and also
retain the information imparted to
him by his teachers.

An acquaintance with the mathe-
matical sciences, also, is scarcely less

necessary to enable the student to un-
derstand the admirable structure and
functions of the human body, and to

acquire habits of correct reasoning on
the complicated phenomena of life and
disease ; and since many valuable con-
tributions to professional literature

have been made in the French and
German languages, it is desirable,

when opportunity offers, or circum-
stances will permit, that he should
likewise be instructed in those lan-

guages, so as to be enabled to read
and translate them with facility.

It is obvious that an education of
this extent Cannot be obtained in the
limited time usually devoted to scho-
lastic studies. The court therefore

advise that the apprenticeship, re-

quired by the act of parliament, should
not be entered on till the age of se-

venteen, and that during the two suc-

ceeding years, especial care should be
taken to keep up and improve, by daily

reading, the knowledge previously

acquired.

Pareuts, in selecting a practitioner

with whom to place their sons, should
ascertain that he is legally qualijied

to practise as an apothecary, and also

satisfy themselves that the nature of
his engagements will permit him to

regulate and superintend the studies

of his pupil. A systematic course of

, study should be arranged, by which
the pupil may be conducted progres-

sively from elementary princi])les to

the observance of disease, neither

wasting his time by exclusive atten-

tion to practical pharmacy, nor em-
ploying it with as little profit in a
premature attendance on the sick.

He will thus be enabled, at the age
of twenty-two or twenty-three, to

{)resent himself for examination. The
aw certainly allows him to undergo
his examination at twenty-one, but
considering the nature, variety, and
extent of his studies, and that he is

not likely, at that early period of life,

to have an opportunity of commencing
practice, a little further delay will be
no present sacrifice, and cannot fail to

be productive of great eventual advan-
tage to him.

In his attendance on lectures and
at the hospital, the student requires

the guidance and aid of his teachers ;

nor can it be doubted that the learn-

ed individuals, who occupy the public

chairs as lecturers, will be always
ready to afford their assistance by
pointing out to their classes the course

of reading which will best illustrate

their respective lectures, and also by
ascertaining, in periodical examina-
tions, the progress each pupil is making
in his studies. Tlie teachers of che-

mistry likewise would most essentially

benefit their pnpils by devoting some
portion of each course of lectures to

their instruction in chemical manipu-
lation and practical analysis, thereby

enabling them to carry on with facility

and accuracy such chemical inquiries

and investigations as in their subse-

quent professional life they may either

be desirous, or be called upon, to make.
The court are aware that in large

classes some difficulties will be at-

tended upon a compliance with these

suggestions, yet they do not hesitate
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to press them tipon the serious atten-

tion of the teachers, from the well-

grounded conviction they entertain,

that great advantage to the student

Avould result from their being acted

upon.

There is another most important
point to which the Court of Exami-
ners solicit the especial attention of

the physicians connected with hospi-

tals and recognized dispensaries.

Under their instruction, at the bed-
side of the patient, the student ought
to learn the practical duties of his

profession, by becoming acquainted

with disease not merely as described

by authors, but as it actually appears
in nature under all the various modi-
fications of sex, age, and temperament.
The clear, distinct, and vivid impres-
sion made upon the student's mind by
clinical teaching efficiently conducted,
renders such instruction especially va-

luable, and the court are most earnest

in their desire that students should
be encouraged to avail themselves of it

with the utmost diligence ; in fur-

therance of this object they have now
taken measures to place the recogni-

tion of dispensaries upon such a foun-
dation as will afford to the pupil the
benefit of sound practical instruction.

The Court of Examiners have too

much reason to know and lament,

that notwithstanding all their precau-

tions, the attendance upon lectures,

but more especially that upon hospital

practice, is often grossly eluded or

neglected ; and they deem it their duty
to express a hope that the teachers,

with whom the correction of this

abuse must principally rest, will turn
their attention to the removal of an
evil of such magnitude. It would be
competent for them to insist upon
periodical signatures from their re-

pective classes, proving that the pu-
pils are actually in attendance ; and
it would be equally in their power,
entirely to withhold certificates from
those who have neglected their at-

tendance, or to qualify the testimo-
nial in such a manner, that the court
may apply to those who have been
negligent, that degree of rigid scru-

tiny, which the justice of the case

might appear to demand.
By defining the extent of a course

of botanical lectures, and by requiring

them to be attended during the only

season when this science can be prac-

tically studied, the court have had in

view not only the more efficient in-

struction of the student in this sub-

ject, but also the advantage of sepa-

rating it from those studies which the

pupil must necessarily pursue during

the winter session : and although the

court have been induced to leave the

time of attendance upon midwifery

lectures optional, they, nevertheless,

hope, that during the comparatively

leisure period of summer, the student

will devote himself to the study of

midwifery, and of forensic medicine^

as well as botany.

Although a bill, regulating the

study of anatomy, and legalising the

dissection of the human body, has

lately received the sanction of the

legislature, the court have deemed it

premature to enforce upon the pupil

the practice of dissection by any new
and positive regulation, both because

they are aware that students in gene-

ral have not neglected to acquire as

much knowledge of anatomy, through

thistsource, as the difficulties hitherto

exis ing permitted, and because they

are desirous of first observing the

operation of this new enactment.

Among the regulations of 1830,
the court deemed it expedient to en-

deavour, by periodical registration, to

secure a consecutive and regular at-

tendance on the several courses of

lectures required by them. This im-

portant regulation the Hall of the

Society afforded them the ready

means of carrying into effect with

students of the schools in London

;

but without the assistance of gentle-

men attached to those in the provin-

cial towns, it could not have been

adopted in them ; the court are anx-
ious, therefore, to avail themselves of

this opportunity of returning their

thanks to those gentlemen at the

several schools who so readily and
cheerfuUv entered into their views.
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and who now give them their kind
assistance by superintending the pro-

vincial regulations.

^The following changes are made
in the regulations of last year :

—
Two courses of materia medica, or

three courses delivered by the Pro-
fessor at the Hall (candidates being

apprentices to the members of the

same)j each course consisting of thirty

lectures.

Botany, to be attended between
the 1st of April and 31st of August,
or two courses delivered at the So-
ciety's Garden, will suffice.

Dispensaries, properly conducted,

on or before 1831, will be recognized ;

and it is not necessary that medical

schools should be attached.

—

Eds.]

I^ospital mtports.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

ANEURISM OF THE AORTA.

John Shaw, a scrofulous-looking

subject, aged 36, states that he has

been ill for four months, and came
into Jacob's Ward, of this hospital,

July 5th, under Dr. EUiotson. His
chief occupation was carrying heavy
loads, such as sacks of corn, &c., &c.
When first attacked, he experienced

a pain on the right side of the ster-

num, darting upwards, which, at the

present, extends along the whole
breadth of the thorax. This is ac-

companied with cough and dyspncea,

increased from the slightest exertion.

He experiences a pain in the back
part of his head occasionally, which
he states is of a throbbing character,

and troubles him most when lying

down. When he coughs, especially

if rising from his bed, he feels a pul-

sation just above and below the ster-

nal end of the right clavicle. No
pulsating tumour can be felt by the

fingers ; but, by auscultation, there is

an impulse heard, much stronger than

that of the heart, opposite to the first

bone of the sternum ; and from per-

cussion, a dull sound is heard on the

top of the sternum : a bellows sound,

also, is heard over the region of the
heart, when in the erect position.

He cannot lie long on either side,

but lies best upon the left. At the

commencement of his disease he could
not lie at all on the riglit side. The
sound communicated to the ear, from
the stethoscope, is that of air passing

through compressed tubes. Pulse
strong, and of a vibrating character.

V. S. ad fbj.

7- Pain in the chest relieved from
the bleeding. Dyspncea remains
much the same, which appears owing
to the pressure caused by the aneu-
rismal sac upon the trachea; blood
much bufljed.

13. Has been much troubled from
dyspnoea and cough; rest disturbed

at night.

F. S. ad ibj.

8 p. M. Blood buffed ; other symp-
toms the same.

11. Appears this morning a little

easier; can get no rest, owing to

dyspnoea and cough. His voice, all

along, has had a peculiar harsh thrill,

but this morning it is more evident.

When dyspnoea comes on, his breath-

ing is of a stertorous nature; his

veins appear much larger than usual r

those on the left side larger than the
right ; pulse small, 76.

From this period, until the 21st,

his symptoms remained stationary.

R. Ti7icl. lobelia'. 3j.

Misi. camph. Jiss. haiisitts. 4« qud-
que hora, vel urgeriti dyspncea su-

inendus.

24. He cannot lie down without
feeling a suffocating sensation, bring-

ing on dyspnoea, with cough. Two
hours after taking the medicine, gid-

diness, with slight pain in the head,

came on.

Habeat.—Hijdro-sidph. ammon. \\\y]. ter

die.

V.S.adVo].

27. The symptoms remain the
same.

Habeat.—Hydro-sulph. amnion. X\\yV]. ter

die.

31. He fancies himself a little
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easier to-day ; complains of a slight

piiiu in his chest.

Habeat Hydro-stUph. amnion. )||x. lei-

die.

V. S. ad 3xij.

August 3.— Continues much the

same ; blood buffed and cupped.

Hydro-mlph. ammon. ntxij. ter die.

7. His cough and dyspncEa have

become worse since last visit. He
has felt very sick since he has taken

the last dose.

Hydro-su/j}h. ammon. mxiv. ter die.

Should the medicine make him
sick;, Dr. Elliotson ordered the sister

to decrease it.

Hiriid. xij. stenio.

10. Has been sick several times

since last visit; the other symptoms
remain the same ; bowels continue

regular.

Habeat.—Hydro-sulph. ammon. tt^xij. ter

die.

14. Has been obliged to discon-

tinue the medicine, owing to constant

sickness. He appears gradually to

lose flesh ; finds himself very weak.

Pulse small and feeble, 80.

Habeat.— Vin. rub. Jij. quotidie.

16. Appears very much exhausted,

owing to excessive fatigue. He is

obliged to get up several times in the

night, to relieve a suffocating sen-

sation, brought on by lying down.

R. Mist, campho. ^iss.

Tinct. opii. rr^xxxx.

Sp. aether, nit. 5ij. pat kaustits singula

7iocte sumendus.

28. The symptoms have continued

much the same since last report ; still

* continues to lose flesh ; his cheek-

bones become very prominent; rest

continually disturbed at night.

Solut. muriat. morphia! 3iss. s. n.

V. S. ad 3x.

30. His rest continues to be broken,

but in other respects he fancies him-

self a little better. Has felt very

sleepy all day.

8 o'clock. This evening, as he was
walking about the ward, he was taken

with a sudden fit of coughing, when.

as he approached his bed, he fell on
the ground : at the same time blood

issued from his mouth and nose.

Three minutes had scarcely elapsed,

when death put an end to his suffer-

ings.

Sectio Cadaveris.—Upon opening

of the thorax, an aneurism was found

at the junction of the arteria innomi-

nata with the aorta, about the size

of a pullet's egg. The walls of the

sac were very thin. The posterior

part of the first bone of the sternum
had become partly crooked from the

pressure of the aneurismal sac upon

it. The trachea, upon being opened,

presented a large lacerated orifice,

through which the finger might be

passed, which communicated with the

aneurismal sac. Upon puncturing

the vena innominata of the left side,

and introducing a probe, it was found

completely obliterated, owing to con-

stant pressure from the aneurism.

That part of the aorta which is con-

tained within the pericardium was
found enlarged, and its walls thick-

ened. The posterior lobes of the

lungs were diseased, whilst the ante-

rior remained healthy, which Dr.
Elliotson remarked was a singular

fact. The vena azygos was found
considerably enlarged; so likewise

was the superior intercostal vein

:

these, together with the thyroidal, no
doubt assisted materially in carrying

on the circulation. The use of the

stethoscope, Dr. Elliotson remarked,

was the only means of forming a true

diagnosis of this disease, when no pul-

sation presented itself, or could be felt

externally ; and it was from the vio-

lent impulse conveyed by this instru-

ment, together with the other symp-
toms, that satisfied him it was aneu-
rism. The other viscera were healthy,

HOPITAL DE LA PITIE.

(from our special corhespondent.)

Case ofHydrocele successfully treated

by the Hydriodate of Potassa.

About the commencement of August
a patient was received into the Vene-
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real Hospital, labouring under the

above complaint. M. Ricord, the

surgeon, in one of whose wards? he
was placed, considered this a fit case

for adopting a new mode of treatment,

instead of tapping with the trocar

and injection of wine and water as

heretofore generally pursued. The
patient had been ill for some time,

and, on his admission into the hospital,

the hydrocele had already acquired an
extensive size. M. Ricord ordered

him to take a solution of the hydrio-

date of potassa in distilled water, one
grain of the former in four ounces of

the latter three times a-day, gradually

and cautiously increasing the dose of

the hydriodate to fifteen grains in the

twenty-four hours, and by this treat-

ment the patient was effectually cured
of the hydrocele in the course of live

weeks. The same method is being

adopted in another case, the details of

which shall be forwarded for your
Journal as soon as the result shall be
known.

BOOKS.
Animal Mechanics, applied to the Pre-

vention and Cure of Spinal Curvature, and
other personal Deformities. By T. Sheldrake.

Part I. 8vo. pp. 347. Several wood-cuts.
London, 1832. Renshaw and. Rush.
The Anatomy of the Horse, embracing the

Structure of the Foot. By William Percival,

M.R.C.S., Veterinary Surgeon in the 1st Lite

Guards. 8vo. pp. 1832. Longman
and Co.

XOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
All works intended for our list of books

must be received on or before Wednesday;
and all conununications, from Thursday to

Tuesday : both must be forwarded free of

expense.

To our advertimig Friends.—Our terms
for advertisements are 25 per cent, less tlian

those of similar journals; and all communi-
cations of this description should be forwarded
on Wednesday. We have to apologise for

some ludicrous, though provoking typogra-
phical errors in our last, and these arose in

consequence of the Editor not having seen a
proof sheet of the advertisements. Such un-
pardonable blunders shall not occur in future.

A line (" Medical Agency Office,") belongin,"-

to another advertisement, was appended to Dr.
Collier's. We need not inform our readers in

town, that the Doctor is more profitably em-
ployed than as a medical agent. The line aikided

to belonged to Mr. Lane, the respectable medi-
cal agent, whose anger must have been excited,
had he not the happiness to be possessed of an
abundant stock of good humour. We can
assure our friends that such mistakes cannot
occur hereafter, as this Journal will be printed
henceforth by the old and justly famed press
of Davison, Simmons, and Co.

Dr. Blake.—We shall be happy to comply
with the request.

Mr. Jackson.—We find it impracticable to
avail ourselves of the generous offer, for which
we are much obhged.
Mr. Drury—Numerous other gentlemen

have expressed a similar desire that the pro-
fession should assist Dr. Ryan, but we have
declined inserting their communications, as
they would occupy our whole publication.

W. H.—There is no remedy. The parish
is not legally bound to pay any surgeon for
attendance on the poor, except the gentleman
employed by them. We have known instances,
however, in which remuneration was given.

Fair Play—We have noticed the unblush-
ing piracy of some of the weekly newspapers,
and cheap publications, in which whole pages
of our original matter are given without ac-
knowledgement, and sometimes placed under
the title of a contemporary. This unprincipled
conduct must arise from prejudice or disho-
cesty.

Mr. S—The reply is no answer to the
complaint of our Correspondent. Articles
should not be promised and withheld. The
omission alluded to arose from press of matter.

-<4n Independent Practitioner Though
we look upon the institution as a complete
failure, it is certainly well intended, but it

cannot succeed.

G,—Should he do so, he would be most
assuredly prosecuted by the Apothecaries'
Company. The penalty will be a year's im-
prisonment, at least.

Paid Pry—We do not care a farthing if

500 « Penny Lancets, " " Doctors," and me-
dical catch-pennies, were published daily or
hourly. Sucli tilings can never be interesting
to well-educated members of the profession,
nor to the enlightened part of the public.

y4 Student.—We shall not advise our cor-
respondent. We refer him to the list of
medical schools in our last Number.
An Eye-witness It shows great weak-

ness on the part of a public medical school,
one that professes extraordinary liberality, to

call in the aid of the police to prevent the
distribution of cards and syllabuses of private
ecturei-s.

A reformed Bat.—Many thanks for the
information; we shall turn it to account.

A Friend to Justice.—The attacks on Sir
Wm. Blizard and Mr. Stanley are too flagrant

to require serious notice.

Dr. Gordon Smith's communications will

be duly attended to.

Crinis—The letter with tliis signature is

under consideration-
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lecture ii.

Gentlemen,
The time did not allow me, yesterday evenins^,

to offer you any advice concerning the books

which I should recommend you to consult, as

a means of promoting your advancement in the

knowledge of surgery. One thing I am quite

assured of, and all men of experience know it,

that the only work to be entirely depended
upon, is the book of nature : this is always

correct. You must not, therefore, place entire

confidence in any written accounts of surgery,

nor in any lectui-es, however great the abilities

of the author or lecturer ; but you must study

the diseases and injuries of the human body,

as they display themselves in the wards of an

hospital : the valuable kind of book, which this

University has not at present, but which, ac-

cording to all appearances, it will possess in

tlie course of the ensuing year. In such a

book, gentlemen, you may read the lessons of

experience, and then compare those lessons

with what you find in common books, and what
you hear at lectures. Those lessons are en-

titled to implicit belief, and tlie statements of

lecturers and writers frequently require to I)e

corrected by them.
However, on account of the "ars longa, vita

brevis," no man, great as his diligence might
be, would be able to glean all the valuable in-

struction now in existence concerning surgery,

were he only to collect what his own personal

experience reveals to him. The ])ractice of

the largest hospital, during the short space of

VOL. II.

time it is usually attended,—nay, during a
man's longest existence, is a mere drop in that

immense ocean of experience, which has been
accumulating for ages. You must avail your-
selves, therefore, gentlemen, of all the facts,

observations, and improvements brought to

light by the genius and labour of the past and
present generations. Now, the principal store-

houses of such information are books, in which
the accumulated knowledge of many ages is

preserved. If you should have an idea, tliat

you can attain the character of well-informed

surgeons, without taking the trouble to consult

all the sources of instruction at hand, amongst
which are good practical books, you will cer-

tainly be baffled. The Dictionary of Practical

Surgery, a book on which I have expended
immense labour, will inform you of the best

publications upon every subject interesting to

the surgical student or practitioner; and, as

tlie copyright does not belong to me, I may
venture to say, without exposing myself to the
suspicion of being covetous, that you will find

it the greatest storehouse of the collective sur-

gical wisdom of our ancestors and of the living

generation that has ever been built. The
midnight oil that was consumed in the labour,

I imagine, would freight a Greenland ship of

moderate tonnage, and the ink expended be
almost enough to float it.

As an elementary book, 1 should like Dr.
John Thomson's work on Inflammation, if it

were corrected down to the present time ; but
many of the most important parts of surgery
are omitted in it, and, I believe, it is now so

scarce, that you will have difficulty in getting

a copy of it. The First Lines of the Practice of

Surgery, which I wrote and designed as an in-

troduction, now stands in need of some revision
;

thoughinany parts of it, 1 believe, are not affected

by any observations, or improvements, made
subsequently to the date of the last edition, and
so far it willbe found useful by beginners.

John Hunter's Treatise on the Blood, In-

flammation, and Gun-shot Wounds, should be
studied by those, who have made a little more
progress ; for novices will be rather perplexed

than enlightened, by some of the doctrines ex-

pounded by that very original and penetrating

observer, who may be said to have surpassed

Y
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every other labourer, in giving to modern
surgery a truly scientific character. Gentle-

men, it would be a disgrace to me if I were not

to say, that, if you do not study the writings of

John Hunter, and have not a spirit to admire
his talents and discoveries, you cannot have the

disposition requisite to make you pursue sur-

gery rightly, that is to say, not merely as a

source of emolument, but as a subject abound-
ing in tlie most interesting and philosophical

information.

Gentlemen, the very practical lectures of

Sir Astley Cooper, and the still more elaborate

ones of Mr. Lawrence, all of which are pub-
lished in one form or another, may be consulted

with advantage. I may say the same thing of

Harrison's Surgical Anatomy of the Arteries,

and of some parts of Hargrave's Operative

Surgery.

Besides hospital attendance, and good prac-

tical books, I must not forget to recommend,
as a principal means of improvement, the em-
bracing ofevery opportunity to examine morbid
parts in the dead body, or after their removal
from the living subject by operation. For the

sake of extending your knowledge of disease, I

also refer you to the rich collections of patholo-

gical preparations in the Royal College of Sur-
geons, in this University, and in various other
museums in the metropolis. As for the patho-
logical drawings at this institution, how can I

sufficiently praise them, or do justice to their

merit? I believe they are not surpassed by
any in the world ; their size, their correctness,

their number, the labour and skill bestowed,
not only on their execution, but on the dissec-

tions required for them, are circumstances

filling me with greater and greater admiration

the more I think of them. These performances
are enough to place Dr. CarsweH amongst the

most successM labourers in pathology, who
have yet appeared.

Gentlemen, when you attend hospital prac-
tice, which it is not advisable to do until you
have made some progress in anatomy, che-
mistry, and physiology, be sure to take notes of
every interesting case. This plan will ac-

custom you to make observations yourself, and
the memoranda, thus collected, will be of use
to you as long as you live. I also recommend
you to press the surgeon for clinical instruc-

tion, which is of great value, when given
by a man of experience, observation, and judg-
ment. Strictly, all clinical remarks should be
made while the patient and the disease are
before the students; for it is only in this man-
ner that they will be completely able to judge
of the truth of the observations, by comparing
them with the facts, which the cases exemplify.

Many lectures, now termed clinical, scarcely

deserve the name, as they are rather formal and
prepared discourses on chosen subjects, with
more or less reference to cases not actually

before the class.

Gentlemen, besides the introductory matter,

which I have now delivered, some preliminary

subjects yet require to be explained, before tlie

consideration of any particular part of surgery

can be entered upon. Those subjects, I know,
are treated of by the professor of medicine, and
in a much better manner than it will be in my
power to do ; but, as certain views of them
materially facilitate the comprehension of the

doctrines of surgery, I cannot altogether omit
tliem.

Gentlemen, all the injuries and diseases of

the human body are sometimes distributed into

three great classes, physical, organic, and
pcnctianal. This division of the subject I par-

ticularly recommend you to keep in mind, as

resting on the basis of truth, and opening to

you at once a very extensive view.

Physical Injuries and Diseases arise

from mechanical causes. We see them exem-
plified in wounds, produced by a cutting, pier-

cing, or contusing weapon ; in fractures, arising

from blows, or the forcible elongation of the

texture of bones; in dislocations, caused by
violence ; in herniae, or protrusions of the
bowels, occasioned by the compression of them
by the diaphragm and abdominal muscles, and
the want of adequate resistance at certain

points of the abdomen.
The generality of physical injuries are caused

by the action of external bodies, but some de-
pend upon the action of parts situated within
the animal machine itself. Thus, the violent

contraction of the muscles may break the bones
and tendons, and even lacerate their own fibres

;

still the injury is produced by a mechanical
effort, and it makes no material difference in

the nature of the case, whether the agent that

produces the mischief be witliin the body, or
external to it.

In the instance of extraneous bodies, lodged
in different parts, it is of little consequence, in

this respect, whether they are introduced from
without, or formed within the organs them-
selves, by the operation of some physical or

chemical law. Their lodgment leads equally,

in both instances, to the mechanical irritation

and disturbance of the parts which they touch.

Physical injuries are not essentially connected
with life, for they may be imitated, or rather

produced, in the dead body, parts of which may
be divided, or displaced, just like those of the
living subject. Physical injuries and diseases

may be said, indeed, to be generally produced
independently of life, the ojjerations of which
are only concerned in the production of certain

changes and effects, originating subsequently
to those of a mechanical nature.

With respect to an orffatnc disease, the ex-

pression is generally received, in this country,

as synonymous with disease of structure ; but,

on the Continent, many pathologists do not

apply the term to every impairment of texture,

but only to those in which the change of

organization—the alteration of structure—is

so complete, that the original nature of the
part affected is irreparably lost,—sometimes
not even capable of being recognized again

;

or there is actually a formation of new sub-

stances—new tissues in it, which have nothing
analogous to them in the healthy living sys-

tem. A mere alteration in the colour, volume.
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density, and arrangement of the elementary

tissues, does not seem to all pathologists suf-

ficient to constitute an organic affection; for

common inflammation may give rise to changes
of this kind, which may only be of temporary
duration, and by no means incapable of re-

moval. In every organic disease, correspond-

ing to the view which I have mentioned, the

action of those capillary arteries, whose office

is to deposit the elementary constituent atoms
of the part, must be totally changed and per-

verted ; but the nature of the circumstances,

conducive to the origin of such disorder, is

often a complete mystery, and, in particular,

we are frequently in the dark concerning the

causes which determine the specific character of

the aff^ection, and which decide whether it is to

be one of tubercles, fungus hsematodes, cancer,

melanosis, encysted tumour, bony deposit, or

some other modification of organic disease.

One feature, then, of organic diseases, as de-

fined according to the principles which I have
explained, is their general incurability. This
is particularly the case when they occupy deep
situations, out of the reach of any surgical

operation ; and even when they are superficial,

they can hardly be said to admit of cure, as

the part affected must be in some mode or

another extirpated or destroyed.

All organic diseases consist either in an
alteration of natural textures, or in the spon-
taneous production of new substances, some-
times having no likeness to anything in the
human body, and sometimes bearing more or

less resemblance to some of its primitive struc-

tures. Frequently a cancerous tubercle is

formed in the cellular substance between the

different portions of the mammary gland : it

is an adventitious production, quite foreign to

the texture of the gland itself—a new forma-

tion. In other instances, the structure of the

gland itself is deeply affected; its nature is

completely altered; and it is itself converted

into the cancerous tissue. Or, it might be
more correct to say, that a new substance being
formed, the natural structure is absorbed, seem-
ingly in consequence of the pressure of the

adventitious matter around or within it.

Now, gentlemen, if we employ the term
organic, in the sense which I have explained,

the epithet structural might be convenient to

denote those alterations of structure which are

only temporary, or not absolutely incurable.

Gentlemen, allow me next to offer a few
general remarks on Functional Diseasks.
If health is to be defined the free, easy, and
regular performance of the several functions,
which serve for the muintenance of life, for
keeping up the relations of the individual with
the external world, and for the continuance

of the species

;

—Disease, as the reverse of this

state, may be said to be a palpable alleratio7i,

either in the position, size, or texture of parts,
so as to interfere with some of the functions in

question, or else an imperfect or irregular
execution of one or more of those functions,

independently of any visible change in the

position, size, or texture of the organs, which
naturally perform them.

I lay an emphasis on the expression visible

change of texture, because the doctrine is some-

times broached, that, when there is anything

wrong in function, there must always be some
defect or change in structure. The action of

a steam-engine, or the movement of a watch,

is certainly never interrupted or deranged

without some fault in its machinery. Hence,
it is inferred, that if no imperfection existed

in the structure and mechanism of the human
body, its functions would suffer no disorder.

But, gentlemen, we are to recollect, that the

human body is a living machine, and the

watch or steam-engine a dead one ; tliat every

organ in the animal economy is connected

with other parts of the system, not only through

the medium of vessels, but tlirough that of

nervous actions or sympathies, to which there

is nothing analogous in any work of art. This

consideration alone must make an important

difference in every estimate of the respective

derangements of the human body, and of any
inanimate piece of mechanism.

Every organ has its own duty to perform
;

yet its efficiency depends not altogether upon
itself, but partly, and sometimes very mate-

rially, upon the condition of other organs, with

which it naturally sympathises. If each indi-

vidual organ were independent of the rest of

the system, we should have as many lives as a

cat, and perhaps scarcely ever be quite dead.

One organ might become diseased and perish

;

but this would not affect the others, whose
functions would go on as quietly and perfectly

as they did when the system had sustained no
impairment or loss in any part of it.

Things are destined, however, to be other-

wise ; and hence the functions of no organ can
be rightly comprehended, if studied without

reference to the action of the whole system of

fianctions, exhibited in the living animal eco-

nomy. Neither is it possible to understand

the nature of disease in general, without the

constant recollection of the same series of con-

nected operations.

These reflections, and a few facts, to which
I shall briefly advert, make me, then, a be-

liever in the doctrine of the possibility of

functional disease, without any disorder of

structure.

In amaurosis, or loss of sensibility in the

nerves of vision, sometimes caused by the

presence of worms in the intestinal canal, or

by gastric disorder ; in convulsions from a
similar cause; and in sj-ncope, from the im-

pression of certain odours on the olfactory

nerves ; do we not recognize facts which bear

upon this disputed point? But, gentlemen, if

there were not these and various other cases

which might be quoted, one familiar example,

often adverted to, would keep me from re-

nouncing the doctrine of functional disease,

independent of change of structure. A person

sits down to dinner with a good appetite,

—

some afllicting news is brought to him,—in a

Y 2
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moment his appetite ceases, and perhaps what

has been already eaten, is rejected. Tlie di-

gestive organs arc in an instant completely

disordered. Here no time is afforded for any

change of structure, and the disorder can only

be one of function, produced by nervous actions

or symj)athies.

Gentlemen,—the Causes of Disease are of

two kinds, prnximale and remote, which last

are subdivided into predisposing' and exciting.

In books you will read a great deal about what
is termed tlie proximate cause ; but, after you

have gleaned all that is said or argued about

it, you will be surprised to find, that tJie phrase

really means, in general, not the cause of a

disease, but the essential changes constituting

the disease itself. In medical language, how-
ever, a great want of precision of meaning may
be noticed; and sometimes an assemblage of

symptoms is referred to as the disease itself;

and then, whatever circumstance is the imme-
diate occasion of them, is regarded in the liglit

of the proximate cause of the disease itself.

In hernia, the predisposing cause is a weak-
ness in the conformation of certain parts of the

boundary of the abdomen ; the exciting cause,

the action of the muscles of respiration on tlie

viscera ; the proximate cause, the protrusion

of the bowels themselves, which is, in truth,

the disease itself ; but, if the case be a strangu-

lated one, the proximate cause of the assem-

blage of urgent symptoms is then the entangled

or pinched state of the protruded bowels.

Some predisposing causes extmd their ac-

tion to a great number of persotis at once;
as, for instance, to all the inhabitants of a large

city, province, or empire; or to a numerous
body of men, crowded together in barracks,

fleets, or hospitals, preparing the ^ay for the

origin of diseases, which are always of a similar

or analogous nature, in all the individuals

attacked.

These are sometimes called general pre-
disposing causes ; and most of them are dif-

fused in the atmosphere, or depend upon tlie

situations in which we reside. Every person,

whether of ttie medical profession or not. Is

fully aware that residence in town or country,

in hospitals, in barracks, in prisons, or on board
of ship, change of dwelling, kind of diet, and
state of the mind, are circumstances powerfully

affecting the human constitution.

Another class of predisposing causes of dis-

ease comprises certain states or peculiarities

restricted to individuals, as parentage, sex,

age, constitution, habits, professioti, and con-

dition in life. These have been named indi-

vidual predisposing causes. With respect to

extraction, an origin from parents labouring

under certain diseases, has a remarkable effect in

giving a predisposition to the same diseases.

Much dispute has existed about the doctrine of

hereditary diseases ; because the constitutional

disorders of parents are not invariably trans-

mitted to
. their children ; because healthy

parents frequently have an unhealthy off-

spring; and unhealthy ones sometimes fine

sound -robust children. Yet, as parents, labour-

ing under certain diseases, are much more
likely than healthy parents to have children

predisposed to similar afflictions, the doctrine

cannot be said to be destitute of foundation.

Hereditary disorders sometimes skip over one
generation, and then assail the grandchildren,

apparently proving the long duration of the

propensity to them in the race. Some diseases

are notorious for their frequency in particular

families, as scrofula, tubercles in the lungs,

gout, stone in the bladder, cataracts, deafness,

encysted tumours, and hernia.

Then, gentlemen, the influence of the dif-

ferent stages of life—infancy, youth, man-
hood, and old age, as predisposing causes of

disease, is an interesting subject, deserving your
particular attention. Diseases may begin at

any period of life, from that of fetal existence

to that of extreme age ; but every age has a pre-

disposition to particular diseases, which seem
sometimes to belong to it almost exclusively,

and, at all events, show themselves mucli more
frequently in it than in the other stages of our
existence. Thus, hydrocephalus, s[)ina bifida,

hare-lip, congenital hernia, and najvi, fi-e-

quently accompany the fa'tus into the world.

From the first until the seventh year, a child

is particularly liable to rickets, porrigo, croup,

scrofula, stone in the bladder, prolapsus of the

rectum, incontinence of urine, worms, and all

the ailments connected with dentition. After

this age, or between eight and twelve, is the

ordinary time for the commencement of bron-

cliocele. Puberty brings with it a predispo-

sition to inflammation of the chest, htemop-
tysis, pulmonary consumption, and, in females,

to all the disorders depending upon the com-
mencement of menstruation. In the middle
periods of life, and especially l)etween the

ages of forty and fifty, the tendency to disease

of the abdominal viscera increases, and hemor-
rhoids, cancer, and several organic affections

are more common. Lastly, in old age, we
meet with chronic catarrh, softening of the

brain (the ramolissement of French patholo-

gists), apoplexy, palsy, mental decay, greater

fulness of the venous than of the arterial sys-

tem, deafness, cataracts, mortifications, disease

of the prostate gland, and various complahits

of the urinary passages.

Gentlemen, allow me now to notice the pre-

dispositions depending upon sex. To the

generality of diseases, both sexes are equally

liable. However, on account of diversities in

their organization, habits of hfe, and employ-

ments, men are most exposed to wounds, con-

tusions, fractures, dislocations, stone in the

bladder, retention of urine, gout, and rheu-

matism ; while women are oftener than men
the subjects of cancer, bronchocele, and various

nervous disorders. Males are more liable than

females to inguinal hernia; while these more fre-

quently suffer from umbilical and femoral ones.

Some diseases must necessarily be restricted

to one sex alone, as is plainly the case with

several affecting the organs of generation.
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Thus sarcocele, hydrocele, and varicocele, must
be diseases confined to the male sex, just in

the same way as cancer and prolapsus of the

uterus, diseases of the mammary f^land, and

dropsy of the ovary, are exclusively affections

of women.
The structure, situation, and vscs of each

jiart of the body have also considerable in-

fluence, as predisposinjj causes of disease.

Thus, the lower extremities are much more
subject than tlie upper to varicose veins, ulcers,

and fractures. The weakness at certain points

of the abdominal parietes, as I have already-

noticed, communicates a tendency to hernia.

In children, the imperfect ossification of the

skeleton facilitates the separation of certain

parts of the bones, termed the epiphyses, a

kind of accident hardly possible in the adult

subject. The skin, mucous membranes, and
{glandular structures (excludinc;, however, the

lymphatic g;lands) are i)articularly often the

primary seat of cancer. The short, thick,

spongy bones are much more frequently at-

tacked by scrofula and caries than the lonj^

cylindrical ones, the shafts of which are often

the seat of necrosis.

The empty, or distended, state of some
orjjans, as the bowels or bladder, makes a vast

difference in the chances of their bcino; injured

by external violence. Their full state j)re-

disposes them to be burst or lacerated. We
have, in the museum, two bladders, which
were burst by bloM's on the hypogastric rcfjion

;

one of them was taken from a patient of my
own, a fine youngr man, who, in wrestling with

another man, that threw him and fell upon
him, met with the accident, which proved
liital, in consequence of effusion of urine, peri-

tonitis, and gangrene of the rectum. If the

bladder had not been full at the moment of

the tall, no doubt it would have escaped in-

jury.

Certain professions and trades are well

known to create a tendency to particular dis-

eases. The sedentary life of the studious ren-

ders them very liable to disorder of the diges-

tive organs, nervous complaints, apoplexy,

obstinate constipation, and hemorrhoidal affec-

tions. Coachmen, postillions, and others, who
are almost continually exposed to rough horse

exercise, form a large proportion of the sub-

jects who have herniae, diseases of the testicle,

or aneurisms in the ham.
Washerwomen, door-porters, and others,

who are habitually in a standing position,

abound in the class of individuals affected

with varicose veins, and the ulcers of tlie legs

connected with them.
Painters are liable to a particular species of

colic, and to paralytic affections, from the ab-

sorption of lead; and chimney-sweepers are

almost the only persons who are ever attacked

by a cancerous disease, beginning on the scro-

tum, from the lodgment of soot in the rugae of

that organ.

High and lotv stations in life, with all the

habits commonly associated witli them, have
also vast influence, as predis[)osing causes of

disease and accidental injuries. Thus, in the

poor, we notice with greater fi-equency, con-
tusions, wounds, sprains, fractures, dislocations,

scrofula, psora, porrigo, and some other

cutaneous diseases ; and tlioiigh they suffer so

much from rheumatism, few of them are af-

flicted with gout, which is the scourge ofthe rich,

indolent, and too highly-fed classes of society.

With respect to pregnancy, though it some-

times suspends the progress of organic diseases,

as is occasionally exemplified in cases of tuber-

cles of the lungs, it is a predisposing cause of

other complaints, as of hemorrhoids, varicose

veins, and many dangers likely to arise in this

state from an accidental fall, or blow, or mental y
alarm. Pregnancy is sometimes stated to pro-

duce a condition of the system, in which frac-

tures either will not unite at all, or not without

considerable slowness and ditficulty, but, I once

attended a pregnant female, who broke both

bones of her leg, and they united in the course

of five or six weeks, in a perfectly firm manner.
From tliis sut)ject, which might be much

extended by reflections on the effects of inju-

dicious clothing, bad diet, and intemperance,
in creating a predisposition to disease, and
especially on the influence of overfeeding, in-

dolence, and plethora, in promoting the acces-

sion of inflammatory complaints, I pass to

the consideration of exciting causes, which are

divided into comnum, or specific.

With regard to the common ones, they may
be diffused in the atmosphere, be applied di-

rectly to the surface of the body, or be intro-

duced into its cavities and tissues. As those

which exist in the atmosphere chiefly concern
the physician, T shall proceed at once to

otheis, which are applied directly to the body
itself. Surgery, indeed, abounds in examples
of them ; they are illustrated in every descrip-

tion of wound, whether cuts, stabs, lacerations,

or gun-shot injuries; in every derangement in

the situation, relations and texture of organs,

produced by external violence ; in the inflam-

mation, ulceration, or mortification excited by
pressure in a variety of forms ; and in the

cliemical action of different agents u|)on the

textures of the human body. To this class

of exciting causes may be referred the i^enom

naturally secreted by certain aniinals, and
which, when they inflict a wound, is deposited

in the injured part. The venom of an animal
constantly gives rise to its peculiar effects upon
the animal economy, and might, in this sense,

be looked upon as a specific exciting cause

;

but its nature is very different from that of a
specific morbid, or rather morbific animal

poison; for it is a natural, and not an acci-

dental production—never dependent upon dis-

ease, and never reproduced, like these other

poisons, in the affections of the system brought
on by it. Here you may observe the dis-

tinctions are very strongly marked.

Disease is fretjuently excited by substances

introduced into the cavities of the body ; this

is shown in cases of poison,' and of foreign

bodies lodged under the eyelids, in the meatus

auditorius, larynx, or oesophagus.
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The retention of various matters, which
oiig;ht naturally to be voided, is another fre-

quent exciting cause of disease. Tlius reten-

tion of urine may produce paralysis, or inflam-

niation and rupture of the bladder. The ac-

cumulation of tlie menses in the womb may
bring on a painful distention of that orijan and

vast disturbance of the health. Retention of

fecal matter in the rectum or colon may ex-

cite inflammation, swelling, vomiting, and
fever.

Powerful efforts of the muscular si/stem

often give rise to hernisc, prolapsus of the

uterus, and the rupture of blood-vessels Even
tlie air-cells of the lungs may be lacerateil by
violent exertion, and a particular kind of

emphysema produced. I have already men-
tioned, that tlie violent action of muscles will

often tear their own fibres, break tlieir tendons,

or fracture the bones, in which tiiey are in-

serted, as is illustrated in fractures of the knee-

pan, OS calcis, and olecranon.

One disease is frequently theexciting cause

of another. Thus, the pressure of an aneurism

will cause absorption of Uie neighbouring

bones, a wasting and disorganization of the

mascles—an obliteration of large veins—and a

total change ofstructure in considerable nerves.

Ruptures and wounds of the stomach, bowels,

or bladder, sometim s let the contents of these

parts get in contact with tlie peritoneum, and
a fatal inflaiiiination of the whole cavity of the

abdomen, the diseases called peritonitis and
enteritis, are excited.

Gentlemen, the preparation which I now
show you, is an aneurism of the aorta, the

principal artery in tlie body. But this, tlie

original disease, is not Uie only oae, for you
may observe, that the tumour has led to

disease of otlier parts—to a destruction of a great

porUon of several of the ribs—to that ofone side

of the spine, so as to expose the medulla spi-

nalis, and to ulceration of the trachea, in which
the tumour ultimately burst. This preliminary

matter will be resumed, gentlemen, on Monday
evening.

SELECTIONS
FROM THE

LECTURES
OF

SIR GEORGE L. TUTHILL.

HYSTERIA HYSTERICS.

This disease generally begins with a rumbling

noise in the abdomen, and a sensation like the

rising of a ball from the intestines up to the

stomach, and thence to the fauces, where it

produces a sense of suffocation, and the patient

soon aftenvards becomes insensible and con-

vulsed. There is also frequently a copious

secretion of limpid urine, and the spirits of

tilt; patient are very irritable, being sometimes

elevated and at oilier times depressed, with

alternate fits of laughter and crying, which
come on scarcely spontaneously, and more in

a convulsive manner. Every case of hysteria

has not the same symptoms. It generally,

however, comes on by [)aroxysms, and is pro-

duced by an une(iual flow of tlie spirits, and
is accompanied by transient giddiness, fits of

weeping and laughter, fulness in the chest

and palpitation of the heart, and a sense of

fulness in the descending part of the colon

;

this gradually ascends, accompanied with dis-

tention, like a ball rising from the abdominal
viscera into the stomach, and thence into the

fauces, termedG/o6jm Hystericus. This remains

pressing upon the larynx for a short time,

when the patient becomes faint, and the body
becomes agitated ; the trunk is contracted, and
the limbs are affected with clonic spasm.

There is often a constant motion of one arm,

or the patient strikes the breast with the hand
closed; a temporary delirium is present, and a

frothy saliva oozes from the mouth. Sometimes
there are remissions, when the spasms abate,

and the patient seems in a profound sleep,

during which there is frequent sighing and
eructation of wind, and thus the patient gra-

dually recovers, having no recollection what-

ever of the fit. Sometimes there is no clonic

spasm, and the patient merely remains insen-

sible ; at other times, there is no insensibility

;

occasionally, however, all the symptoms named
are present ; at other times only a few. The
duration of the fit is variable from one minute

to one hour. Sometimes before the fit there

comes on a sudden and copious flow of urine.

There is sometimes a pain in the back or epi-

gastrium; and when violent, the pulse be-

comes feeble, and a cold, clammy sweat be-

dews the surface of the skin ; at other times,

the pain is situated in the head, accompanied

with hiccup and vomiting. There is some-

times a sensation of stricture across the

chest, and tonic spasm occurs during the fit,

and the navel is retracted. Before and after

the fit, there are slight symptoms of deli-

rium ; and during its continuance, there is

sometimes fever, with a quick pulse, and a hot

and dry skin ; but all these symptoms disap-

pear with the paroxysm. Sometimes there is

pain in a particular spot of the head, termed

Claris Hystericus, which increases and de-

creases with the systole and diastole of the

heart. Between the regular paroxysms, the

system becomes very irritable ; and sometimes

there is the irritability of the system only,

without the actual paroxysm. There may be

other great pain, with convulsions in different

parts of the body; cold shiverings, palpitation

of the heart, frightful dreams ancl imaginations,

which distress the patient. After the fit has

gone off, there is pain in the head, and general

soreness over the whole body.

Diagnom This disease has been some-
times confounded with hypochondriasis ; but it

may be distinguished by hypochondriasis arising

in men, and hysteria in women ; and these

diseases iilso attack persons at different periods

of life. Hysteria occurs at puberty, or the
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middle period, and liypochondriasis towards the

advanced period of life. When hysteria comes
on after puberty, it is sudden and violent, but

soon declines ; and hypochondriasis always in-

creases as age advances. Hysteria cannot be
confounded with .syncope, as, during an hys-

teric paroxysm, the heart still continues to

beat; and it may be distinguished from epi-

lepsy by the alternate laughing and crying.

Sometimes, however, an hysteric paroxysm will

resemble epilepsy so accurately, as only to be

distinguished by its history.

Prognosis.—This disease frequently occurs

in a very frightfuf form, so as to seem to

threaten the life of the patient. It is never

fatal but in those cases where it induces, or

brings on, other diseases, as mania, epilepsy,

paralysis, tetanus, &c.

Causes.—The causes of this disease are di-

vided into remote and proximate, and the

remote causes into predisposing and exciting
;

the predisposing cause is supposed to be a

morbid irritability of the nervous system of the

arteries. It is said by some to be confined to

women, and generally to occur after puberty ;

and after it has occurred once, it is liable to recur,

but has a tendency to diminish as age advances,

and seldom occurs beyond the age of 35 years.

It generally begins at 25 years ; jt may go on
to e.xtend beyond .35. It frequently comes on
at the time of menstruation, and many females

have it then and at no other period. A san-

guine and plethoric habit in young persons
favours its occurrence, and a single life also.

In married persons, it is more common where
there are no children ; and it sometimes,
though rarely, happens during pregnancy.
General constitutional irritability ofthe nervous
system, extreme anxiety in those afflicted with
this disease, and previous attacks will also pre-

dispose to future ones. The exciting causes

are grief, joy, fear, surprise, and if the person
is predisposed to it, the sight of a person in a
fit ; menorrhagia, leucorrhoea, affections of

the stomach and intestinal canal, and any
sudden causes of debility.

Treatment—The causes producing the dis-

ease should be removed, and the fit or pa-
roxysm should be relieved whilst it exists.

After it is over, bleeding is sometimes effec-

tual, but not in every case. Where, however,
there are evident marks of plethora, bleeding
is useful, as it not only relieves the vascular

system, but at the same time prevents any im-
portant changes occurring in the brain. If

this treatment be pursued, epilepsy will be
less likely to occur ; but bleeding should never
be employed where there are any marks of

debility. In order to rouse the patient during
the fit, stimuli, (as the ammoniae carbonas)
may be applied to the nose, and the temples
rubbed with aether, &c. ; cold water may be
dashed on the face or extremities. Opium is

the grand remedy to shorten the duration of
the fit. Just before you know that the pa-
roxysm is coming on, 3i. of spirit, ammon.
arom. may be given in camphor mixture :

opium should not be given where plethora

prevails ; there, bloodletting is more useful.

iEther, opium, castor, valerian, assafcetida,

may be given ; and tinct. Valeriana; ammon. 3i.

Tinct. opii, gr. x. to xv. may be taken when
the patient can swallow.

When the fit has passed, the primse viae

should be evacuated, and the vascular irritation

kept off by decreasing the ingesta, and increas-

ing the excreta. Where there is debility,

chalybeates, combined with antispasmodics,

may" be given : cold bathing, the shower bath,

and sometimes the warm bath are useful. Pil.

ferri with myrrha gr. v. ter in die, as a tonic, may
be given ; or castor gr. v. ter in die, or pulvis

valerian, gr. v. ter in die. The mind of the

patient should be calmed, and all gloomy ap-

prehensions chased away by some active em-
ployment. Where any spasm exists af'.er the

fit, the tinct. assafoetidse, or the pilul. galban.

comp. may be given, and the warm bath used.

If the exciting cause should be in defective

menstruation, the proper remedies must then

be resorted to, according to the indications of

cure and the liabit and temperament of the

patient. The zinci sulphas is sometimes given

as a tonic with advantage.

THE PLAGUE OF 16G5 NOT CON-

TAGIOUS.

Among the manuscripts of Sir Hans Sloane,

preserved in the British Museum, is one en-

titled "An Experimental Relation ofthe Plague,

principally as it appeared in 1665, by William
Boghurst, Apothecary, in St. Giles's in the

Fields."

—

MS. Sloaii. 349. It is a thin quarto

volume, and was intended for publication by
its author as a general treatise on the disease.

It contains numerous particulars, however,

which, at a moment when an epidemic is de-

populating some parts of Europe, may have an
interest, more especially as it details facts which
fell under the personal notice of the writer.

De Foe's History of the Plague, published in

1772, as most readers are aware, was a pure
fiction, though quoted as wonderful authority

by the modern contagionists.

Speaking of the " evil signs or presages of

the plague," the writer says, " Among these

were spots of different colours, hiccough, vo-

miting, carbuncles, or buboes, shortness of

breath, stoppage of urine, drowsiness and
thirstiness, contraction of the jaws, and large

and extended tumours. Although, all that

caught the disease with fear, died with tokens

in two or three days. About the beginning,

most men got the disease with fuddling, sur-

feiting, over-heating themselves, and disorderly

living.

" Tokens appeared not much till about the

middle of June, and carbuncles not till the

latter end of July, but were very rife in the fall

about September and October, and seized most
on old people, adult choleric and melancholy

people, and generally on dry and lean bodies.
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" If very hot weather followed a shower of

rain, the disease increased.

" Those that married in the heat of this dis-

ease (if they had not had it before) almost all

fell into it in a week or fortnight after it, both

in city and country, of which most died, espe-

cially the men.
'• Black men, of thin and lean constitutions,

were heavy laden with this disease, and died,

all that I saw, in two or three days. People

of the best complexions and merry dispositions

had least of the dise;ise, and, if they had it,

fared the best under it. Strength of consti-

tution was no safely. Death made the strongest

assault upon strong bodies. All that I saw,

that were let blood in ttie disease, if they had

.

been sick two, three, four, five days, or more,

died the same day. More of the good died

than of the bad ; more men than women ; and
more of dull complexion than fair.

" In tlie summer before the plague, in I6G4,
there was such a multitude of flies, that they
lined the insides of houses ; and ifany thread or

string did hang down in any place, it was pre-

sently thick set with flies, like a rope of onions,

and swarms of ants covered the highways, that

you might have taken a handful at a time.

Also, the small-pox was so rife in our parish,

that betwixt the church and the pound in St.

Giles's, which is not above six score paces,

above forty families had the small-pox.

"The plague was ushered in with seven
months' dry weather and westerly winds.
" The plague put itself in St. Giles's, St.

Clement's, St. Paul's, Covent-garden, and St.

Martin's, these three or four years, as I have
been informed by the people themselves, who
had it in their houses in these parishes.

" The plague fell first upon ' the hi<;hest

grounds, for our parish is the highest ground
about London, and the best air, yet was first

infected. Higligate, Hampstead, and Acton,
also, shared in it.

"Many people, aftera violent sweat, or taking

a strong cordial, presently had the tokens come
out; so that every nurse could say, cochineal

was a fine thing to bring out the tokens.
" Those that died of the plague, died a very

easy death generally:—first, because it was
speedy; secondly, because they died without
convulsions. They did but of a sudden fetch

llieir breath a little thick and short, and were
presently gone. So that I have heard some
say, 'how much am I bound to God, who takes

me away by such an easy death
!'

" One friend gi-owing melancholy for another

was one main cause of its going through a fa-

mily, especially when they were shut uj), which
bred a sad apprehension and consternation on
their spirits.

" Many women giving suck freed themselves

of the plague by their children sucking it from
them; but some continued well some days,

sometimes weeks, and then fell into the disease

after their children were dead.
" The wind blowing westward so long together

from before Christmas until July, about seven

mouths, was the cause the plague begun first

at the west-end of the city, as at St. Giles's, and

St. Martin's, Westminster. Afterwards it gra-

dually insinuated and crept down Holborn and

the Strand, and then into the city, and at last

to the east-end of the suburbs ; so that it was

half a year at the west-end of the city before

the east-end and Stepney were infected, which

was about the middle of July. Southwark,

being the south suburb, was infected almost as

soon as the west-end.
" The disease spread not altogether by conta-

gion at first, nor began at only one place, and

spread further and further, as an eating,

spreading sore doth all over the body, but fell

upon several places of the city and suburbs

like rain even at the first, as St. Giles's, St.

Martin's, Chancery Lane, Soutliwark, Hounds-
ditch, and some places within the city, as at

Procter's Houses."

At page 26, the author states himself to have

been bold and courageous in the exercise of his

profession during the plague. He says, he

rendered himself familiar with the disease,

knowing that to do good he must be neither

nice nor fearful. He says he dressed forty

sores a day : and held the pulses of some pa-

tients sweating in the bed half a quarter of an

hour together, to give judgment, and inform

himself of variations. He let blood, gave

glysters, though but to few, held them up in

tlieir beds, to keep them from strangling and
choking half an hour together ; conunonly

suffered their breathing in his face several

times when they were dying ; ate luid drank

with them ; sat down by their bed-sides, and

upon their beds, discoursing with them an
hour together when he had time, and stayed

by them to see them die, and the manner of

their death, and closed up their mouths and

eyes ; " then," he adds, " if people had no-

body to help them (for help was scarce at such

a time and place), I helped to lay them forth

out ofthebed, and afterwards into the coffin,

and, last of all, accompanied them to the

grave."

At page 86, he says, " Old people that had
the disease, many of them were not sick at all

;

but they that were sick almost all died. I had
one patient four-score and six years old."

" Of all the common hackney prostitutes ofLu-
tener's Lane, Dog Yard, Cross Lane, Baldwin's

Garden, and other places, the common criers

of oranges, oysters, fruit, &c.; all the impudent,

drunken, drabbing bayles and fellows, and

many others of the rouge route, there are but

few missing.
" Authors speak of several kinds of plagues,

which took only children, others maids, others

young people under thirty : but this of ours

took all sorts, yet it fell not very thick upon old

people till about the middle or slack of the

disease, and most in the decrease and declining

of tlie disease.
" Cats, dogs, oxen, horses, sheep, hogs, conies,

all wildbeasts, hens, geese, pigeons, turkeys,&c.,

and all wild-fowl, were free from infection.

" G real doubting and disputing there is in the

world," says this author, " whether the plague
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be infectious or catchin<jor not ; because some
tliink if it were infectious, it would infect all

;

as the tire heats, and heats all it comes near

;

but the plague leaves as many as it takes : thus

are thej' gravelled at such arjjuments, and
cannot solve their doubts : and Van Hehnont
thinks all people catch it by fear : and <,'ene-

Fidly every one is apt to jud<^e by his experi-

ence : for if they have been in never so little

dan<jers, and yet have escaped without catching-

it, they presently think the disease not infec-

tious ; and if any one may draw his conclu-

sion from this, I have as much reason almost as

any to think it is not infectious, having passed

through a multitude of continual dangers aim
sitmmo viice pericido, being employed all day
till ten o'clock at night, out of one house into

another, dressing sores, and being always in the

breath and sweat of patients, without catching

tlie disease of any, through God's protection

;

and so did many nurses who were in the like

danger
; yet I count it to be the most subtle

infectious disease of any, and that all catch it

not by fear neither, (though this doeth much,
as Helmont thinks,) for then children and
confident people would not have the disease

;

but we see many also have it, and children

especially, most of any."

A general flux, with vomiting and griping,

followed next summer after the plague. Anno
1066. The flux seized on all sorts of people.

FRENCH POPULAR INSTRUCTIONS

FOR THE

TREATMENT OF CHOLERA.
(From our Special Correspondent.)

Popular directioiis on the principal measures

to be employed as preventives of the Cholera,

and on the conduct to hepursued xohen this

disease appears. Drawn up at the com-

mand of the French Government.

The cholera is a dangerous disease ; never-

theless it is more frightening when it is ex-

pected than it is dangerous when it exists.

Other epidemic diseases, such as small -pox,

scarlatina, certain nervous fevers, have made
greater ravages than the cholera, since in

those parts of Europe where it has shown
itself, and where there are the greater number
of circumstances favourable to its propagation,

it has scarcely attacked one individual in 75,

and, in some towns, even scarcely one in 200
have been seized.

Conduct to bepursued as prevetitive to Cholera.

1st. The little danger that any one runs of

being attacked by the cholera, ought to re-

assure all minds. It is necessary not to be
alarmed, and to think no further of the disease

than by taking proper precautions against it

:

the less fear, the less danger ; but as tranquillity

of mind is a great preventive, all that can

excite the passions, such as anger, fear, too

lively pleasures, &c., should be avoided.

2dly. It has been observed, tliat the purer
the air is that is breathed, the less is the ex-
posure to cholera.

Too much attention, therefore, cannot be
paid to the healthiness of habitations. Thus
care should be had that too many should not
dress, and still less sleep, in the same room

;

to have it well aired in the morning, and
again in the day, by opening the doors and
windows frequently. It will also be advisable

to place a large vessel, containnig a solution

of the chlorurets, in the rooms that are occu-
pied. The renewal of the air may be favoured

by making a very clear and flaming fire in the
chimney for a short time.

,
It must be especially remembered, that the

opening of the doors and windows must not
take place before the individual is fully dressed,

in order to avoid catching cold. It would be
better, when it can be done, to go into another
room while this is being done.

Beds without curtains should be used, and
the urine and fecal matters should never be
allowed to remain in the night-vessels; they
ought to be cleaned as soon as they are dirtied,

ancl should always have a little water in them.
The humid air of habitations, unhealthy at

all times, is particularly dangei-ous when the

cholera is prevalent. Linen, therefore, should
not be dried in an inhabited room, especially

if it is slept in. Not only bed-rooms should
be well-aired, but the houses should be kept
as healthy as possible. Thus it is necessary to

pay very great attention to the state of the
leads and water-closets, which should be
cleansed at least once a day with the chloruret
solution, or with water; these places should
be kept constantly covered, except when about
to be used. The water used in the house
should be thrown away as soon as done with,
and if the declivity in the street is not suffi-

cient to carry it away, a quantity of water
should be thrown with it, to assist in carryin"
it away. The windows should be cleaned once
a week, at least ; for the action of light is ad-
vantageous to the health of man. The accu-
mulation of dunghills, excrements, decompos-
ing animal and vegetable matter, should be
prevented, and such matter removed as fre-

quently as possible. Useless domestic animals
should be dismissed. Pigs, rabbits, hens,
pigeons, &c., ought not to be kept in close and
ill-ventilated places.

The inhabitants of houses, especially in po-
pulous quarters, ought to watch each other
mutually in this respect; they ought, besides,
each in pai-t to contribute towards cleaning the
streets, especially when they are narrow : it is

the interest of all.

3rdly. Exposure to cold is considered by
those physicians who have seen the disease, as
one of the causes the most favourable to the
supervention of cholera ; it is, therefore, neces-
sary to be avoided by warm clothing, and
especially guarding the abdomen and feet from
the action of cold; it would be advisable,

therefore, to wear a flannel girdle, a flannel
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waistcoat, and woollen stockings. These clothes

should be chan<jcd and waslied wlien wet or

dirty ; the feet should be often waslied with

hot water
;
galoshes should be worn when in

the cold; in a word, exposure to cold and
humidity should be carefully guarded against.

Many persons, especially among the poorer

classes, have a very bad habit, on going to bed
and rising, of placing the naked feet on the

cold ground, and even walking. This custom

cannot be too much blamed, and it becomes
particularly dangerous during the prevalence

of cholera. The windows should not be kept

open during the hours of rest. A temperate

heat should be kept up in the room, but too

high a temperature renders those who live in

it more liable to be affected by the cold when
they go out. For this reason, it is necessary

to avoid being out at night, or passing part of

it in walking, at assemblies, in coffee-houses,

public-houses, &c., especially if the night be
cold or wet.

4thly. Leading an active life, avoiding as

much as possible great fatigue, is an excellent

measure to prevent inf[uietude. Those occu-

pations which require great exertion of the

mind, or an unaccustomed deprivation of sleep,

are improper.

5thly. The utility of girdles and woollen
stockings have been already mentioned, but
they must be kept clean ; cleanliness is always
very necessary to health. Those who can take

warm-baths from time to time should do so,

but only remain in a sufficient time to clean

the body; great care should be had to dry
ourselves well with warm linen, and not to

expose ourselves to the cold air immediately
on leaving the bath. This precaution is espe-

cially useful in cold weather. ' Dry friction is

very useful ; it should be practised at night,

or night and morning, on the body, arms,
thighs, and legs, with a soft brush, or a piece

of flannel. The nature of the clothing will

depend on the season, but it must never be too

light.

6thly. When the cholera is prevalent, it is

very important to attend to the description of
food taken. Sobriety cannot be too much re-

commended. A great number of cases have
happened in which cholera has declared itself

after excesses at table ; and it is well known
that drunkards are particularly subject to this

disease. Roast meat, we!! cooked, and not too fat,

and fresh fish of easy digestion, eggs, bread duly
fermented (hien leve) and well baked, should
form the chief nourishment. Salt meats and
fish are not proper; heavy and fat pastry

should be avoided, and likewise la charcuterie.

Among vegetables, the lighter and least

aqueous * should be preferred. Potatoes of a
good quality may be used ; haricot beans, peas.

* By watery vegetables, is meant those

which contain a great quantity of water of ve-

getation, as, for example, cucumbers, beet-root,

lettuce, &c.

lentils with their skin off*, may be taken.

Those taken raw, sucli as salads, radishes, &c.,

are not proper. In the season of fruits,

great precautions are necessary, especially if

they are not quite ripe, as they may then be-

come very dangerous. Fruits, when cooked,

are less injurious, but they ou^ht never to be

taken in great quantity ; still less ought they

to form the great part of a meal. There are

certain kinds of food generally heahhy, but

which, by a peculiar disposition of the stomach

in some persons, are witli difficulty digested ;

these, therefore, should be avoided. It is bet-

ter, during the presence of clioiera, to eat less

at a time, and to make an additional meal. The
drink requires no less attention : cold drink,

taken when the body is hot, is dangerous ; it

should not be taken until perspiration has

ceased ; the consequences are more injurious the

coider the liquid, and the more the individual

is lieated. The water ought to be clear ; when
filtered, it is preferable to all others. A little

vinegar or brandy, (two spoonfuls of the latter

or one of the former), may be added, espe-

cially if the weather is hot, and the individual

is oljliged to perform corporeal labour, which,

by exciting perspiration, causes thirst, and he
consequently recjuires to drink frequently. He
shoulcl, in that case, take little at a time.

Water, with a little good wine, is equally

proper. Water made aromatic with a stimu-

lant infusion, as that of peppermint or camo-

mile, (a pinch of the mint, or six camomile
flowers, to a pint of boiling water, to which,

when it has cooled, may be added a pint of

coldwaterf), may also be used advantageously.

Nothing is more pernicious than the abuse

of strong licjuors. It has been proved, by a

great number of examples, that the cholera

attacks in preference, as has been already said,

drunkards, and even those who, without habi-

tually abusing strong Hquors, commit a single

excess of that kind occasionally. The use of

brandy taken pure and fasting, a custom so

common among the working classes, and so in-

jurious at all times, is especially hurtful during
the prevalence of cholera. Those persons who
have this habit should eat something, at least

a bit of bread, before swallowing the brandy.
White wine sliould never be taken fasting,

without the same precaution ; and it should be
in small quantities. In times of cholera, bitter

brandy,—that is to say, brandy in which bitter

or aromatic plants have been infused, or reau-
de-vie d'absynthe, is preferable to common
brandy. Wine, taken in moderate quantity,

is a proper drink during and at the end of a
repast, but it ought to be good. It is better to

drink less wine, and have it of a superior qua-

* The pellicle of these dry or green vege-

tables does n(}t contribute anything to nutri-

tion, and it is not digestible.

t It is necessary to add water which has not

boiled, because ebullition deprives it of its air,

and renders it less easy of digestion.
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lity. New and acid wines arc more hurtful

tliaii useful. The red wine is preferable to

llie wliite. Those who have it in their power
to mix it with a water inipre<ifnated with g^as,

such as the natural or factitious Seltz water,

would do well to use this sakibrious and agree-
al)le drink. Beer and cider, especially when
they are too new, when they have not been
well fermented, or wiien they are acid, dispose

to colics and diarrhcea, and thus become very
dangerous. This applies also to mild or mulled
wine.

Conduct to be pursued tvhen the Cholera
attacks an individual.

Tt is evident, from a great number of facts

obser\'cd in places where the cholera has
reigned, that the cases of cure are in relation

to the promptitude with which assistance is

afforded. It is therefore necessary that every
one should be acquainted with the first signs

that indicate that an individual will be, or is

actually attacked with cholera. These signs,

which generally show themselves in the night

or in the morning, are as follow :—
Sudden lassitude or feeling of fatigue in all

the limbs ; feeling of weight in the head, as

after exposure to the vapour of charcoal

;

vertigo; giddiness; slight deafness; often a
leaden or bluish paleness of the face, with a
peculiar alteration of the features; the look

has something extraordinary, and the eyes lose

their brilliancy; diminished appetite; thirst,

and desire to relieve it by cold drinks ; feeling

of oppression and anxiety about the chest, and
of heat and a burning sensation at the pit of

the stomach ; transitory flying pains under the

false ribs,—that is to say, under the ribs from
the hollow of the stomach, reckoning from
above downwards; borborygmi (rumblings)

in the intestines, accompanied especially with
colic, to which succeeds diarrhoea, or purging.

This seems sometimes to diminish the pain

;

the skin becomes cold and dry ; sometimes a
cold perspiration breaks out. Some patients

have shivering down the spine of the back,

and a sensation among the hair as if cold air

was blown on it. These various signs of the

invasion of the disease do not always present

themselves in the order in whicli they have
been traced, neither are all present in every
case. However that may be, when several of

them, especially the alteration of the features,

commencing deafness, lassitude, sensation of

burning heat at the pit of the stomach, borbo-
rygmi, coldness of the surface of the body,
are present, a medical man should be imme-
diately summoned.

Measures to be employed before a Medical
Man arrives.

The skin should be strongly excited, and
heat recalled to it. With this view, the patient

should be placed naked between two blankets

j)reviously warmed, and hot irons or bed-pans

should be passed over the whole surface of the

body over the blankets. The irons should be
kept longer over the pit of the stomach, in the
arm-pits, over tlie heart, and especially under
the feet. Friction should be applied strongly
and for a long while to the limbs with a dry
brusli or an irritant liniment, using a piece of
woollen cloth or flannel. This should be done
as much as possible by two persons, each
rubbing half the body at the same time,

taking care to uncover the patient as little as

possible.

The liniment, the formula of which is as

follows, according to various statements, ap-
pears to have been used with great success

Take of Brandy . . . one pint,

Strong vinegar . half a pint.

Flour of mustard half an ounce.

Camphor . . two drachms,
Pej)per . . . two drachms,
A clove of peeled garlic.

Put the whole in a well-corked flask, and let

it infuse for three days in the sun, or in a
warm place. Friction should be continued for

a long while, and the patient should remain
lying down, wrapped up in flannel. Hot
sinapisms may also be applied on the back
and abdomen, or very hot linseed poultices,

sprinkled over with the oil of turpentine. Ad-
vantage has been drawn from the application

of small bags, filled with hot ashes or hot
sand, on the body. Experience has proved,
in many places where the cholera prevailed,

that baths of vinegar, or vinegar and camphor
vapour, were of great utility. Thus, while en-
deavours are made to warm the patient by the
use of the hot irons and friction, a vapour-bath
may be prepared in the following manner :

Stones, or pieces of brick or iron, are to be
made red-hot; then earthen vessels containing
vinegar, to which some recommend camphor
to be added (two drachms of camphor, dis-

solved in a sufficient quantity of spirits of wine,
to a quart of vinegar) is to be placed under an
arm-chair, or one made of cane. This being
done, the patient is made to sit down on the
chair undressed, and covered, with the excep-
tion of the head, with blankets which descend
to the feet, and surround the chair : the feet

should be placed on flannel or some other
warm substance. The stones or bits of brick
or iron are then to be thrown into the vinegar,
one after the other, at intervals of a few
seconds; the vinegar by this means becomes
heated, and is soon reduced to vapour. This
bath ought to continue ten or fifteen minutes.
When the patient leaves it, he ought to re-

main lying down between very dry and warm
blankets, and left quiet, if a moderate perspira-

tion breaks out. In the contrary case, the
frictions should be continued, always under
the coverings, until the arrival of the medical
ma7i.

But it is not sufficient to warm the body
externally, it must be warmed internally. With
this view, half a cujiful of very hot aromatic in-
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fusion (one made with peppermint or melissa,

prepared like tea) may be jriven every quarter

of an hour ; and every lialf hour, immediately

before the infusion, twelve or fifteen drops of

aniseed and camphorated ammoniacal solution*

in a tea-spoonful of gum-water (with a little

water or syrup of gum). Hapjiy effects have

also been obtained, in many places, from the

liquid volatile alkali, given in doses of fifteen

or twenty drops every half hour or hour, in a

cup of strong hot decoction of the pearl-barley,

or, if that cannot be obtained, of hot water.

This, however, ought never to be given more

than twice before the arrival of the physician.

If these things cannot be obtained, pure water

as hot as possible, and taken a little at a time,

may be given with advantage.

Although these different measures should

be employed as soon as possible, tliey should

nevertheless be administered with order and

without precipitation. It will be advisable,

as often as it can be done, to place the patient

in a room apart from those occupied by tlie

rest of the family. It will be as well also to

throw the clothes of the patient in very hot

soap-suds.

Convalescence requires precautions whidi
the medical man must point out. Neverthe-

less, convalescents cannot be too strongly re-

commended to adhere rigidly to the rules of

preservation already detailed, for those who
have been attacked by cholera are sometimes

liable to a relapse.

It becomes our duty to conclude these in-

structions, by earnestly recommending tlie

public to place no faith in the measures said to

be preservative and curative, the properties of

which avaricious quacks have puffed in the

journals, or which they announce by bills

placarded against the walls of the capital. If

any remedy of that nature were known, it

would soon be rendered public, and recom-

mended by authority.

(Signed)

JuGE, Pariset, Esquipol, Che-
VALLiER, Leroux, Lk<;rani),

Desc;enettes Marc, Re-
porter.

The President of the Central Board,

(Signed) Le Due de Choiseul.

Petit, Secretary.

Approved,

(Signed) Gisquet, Prefet de Police.
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* Take of

Alcohol
Liquid ammonia at 18°

Essential oil of aniseed

Camphor .

Keep it in a sealed flask

. twelve ounces,

. three ounces,

. half an ounce,

. drachm & a half-

Consolidation of Fractures duriiig

Pregnancy.

It has been said, that fractures will

not unite in pregnant women ; that

they remain ununited until the period

of utero-gestation is at an end, and
that then the fracture becomes con-

solidated by osseous union. It is not «
common to meet with fractures in 51
pregnant females ; so that, perhaps,

one cannot say from experience wliat

is the fact. In many instances, how-
ever, it may be safely stated, that

fractures in pregnant women have

united just as they have been repaired

in females under other circumstances;

so that I doubt altogether, for my own
j)art, the accuracy of that common
notion. I have never seen an instance

of fracture occurring in a pregnant

w(mian wliore bone has remained

ununited.

—

Lawrence.

Pay of an Army Surgeon in the reign

of Henry the Fifth.

The field surgeon of Henry the

Fifth of England (Nicholas Colnet)

received a yearly sum of forty marks,

in addition to his share of pluuder;

but Nicholas had to furnish three

archers, and, if his booty exceeded

twenty pounds, he was to give up
one-third to his majesty.

—

Hennen.

Pay of Army Surgeons in the reign

of Qiieen Elizabeth.

Every captain of 100 footmen doth

receive weekly, upon every Saturday,

his full entertainment of twenty- eight

shillings ; in like case, every lieute-

nant fourteen, and ensign seven ; our

sergeant, surgeon, drum, and fife, five

shillings pay, by way o ' i^nprest ; and
every common soldier three shillings,

delivered to all by the poll, weekly,

7'o the four last lofver officers two
shillings weekljr, and for every com-

mon soldier, twenty pence weekly is
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to be answered, to the full vnhie

thereof, in good apparel of different

kinds.—ImuKM.

Iiifreqtieticy of ITijdrophohia.—Sin-

gular Slatemciil.

In eighty years' practice, that is,

from the time of my father beginning
nntil now, May 2{iih, 1830, (in Avhich

period we have ])rubably seen among
US 4(X),()00 sick persons), seven cases

only have fallen nnder the observation

of my f\ither, my brothers, and myself,

and of these we had only, one each

under onr own immediate care. In
the Birmingham Hospital, established

fifty years, 112,725 patients have been
admitted, and among tliem there has
been oidy one case of hydrophobia.
On these data, the average occurrence
of hydrophobia is one in 120,000 cases.

— Dii. John Johnstone.

Effects of Alum.

Very large doses of alum, even two
ounces of it, may be given to dogs
without producing any effect but vo-
mitingand purging ; after afew hours,
the animals appear to be perfectly

well. If a ligature is applied to the
oesophagus subsequent to the admini-
stration of it, so that the alum cannot
be rejected, death ensues within a few
hours.

The external application of an ounce
of alum, between the skin and muscles,

j)roduces a deep gangrenous ulcer,

with profuse suppuration, and death
within fifteen or twenty days. It is

more than probable that an adult may
take a very large quantity of alum,
amounting perhaps to some ounces,

without any decidedly injurious effect.—Okp'ila.

Dr. Biessy's Treatment of Inverted

Nails.

Dr. Biessy, of Lyons, scrapes with
a bistoury the healthy portion of the
nail, till it is reduced to an exceed-
ingly thin layer, which is then re-

peatedly touched with nitrate of silver,

till the anterior portion shrivels up
and s(!parates spontaneously from the

flesh beneath; small pieces of lint are

then ])laced between tlic nail and the
flesh, till the new nail has become suf-
ficiently large, which is generally the
case within twenty or thirty-five days
after the operation.

Use ()f Tobacco i?i Spasmodic Asthma.

In spasmodic asthma the tobacco
has been productive of the greatest

advantage, when given in small doses

every five or ten minutes, until the

jjatientshavebecomeaffected byit with
faintness, vomiting, and free evacua-
tion of the bowels ; relief from the
" embarrassment," followed by free

expectoration, has been the almost in-

variable effect in these cases.

Preparation of the Chloride of Gold
and Soda.

Dissolve ninety-six grains of pure
gold in nitro-muriatic acid ; evaporate

and crystallize ; dissolve the crystals

of the chloride of gold obtained, in

pure v/ater, and thirty grains of preci-

pitated chloride of soda. Evaporate
the solution and crystallize. This salt

is slightly deliquescent, and must,
therefore, be kept in a stoppered phial.

FORSTER.

Climate or Season not the Cause of
Fever.

To climate or season being a cause
of fever, the answer is given in the

facts, that each epidemic has raged

through beat and cold, through sum-
mer and winter, spring and autumn.
The vulgar opinion, that cold has

power in checking epidemic fever, is

totally without foundation. In the

two last visitations, of 1817-1818
and 1826-1827, the epidemics were
at their height in the middle of

Avinter, and began to decline in warm
weather.

—

Dr. Corrigan.

Cause of Epidemic Fever in Ireland.

Epidemic fever in Ireland cannot

depend on climate or season, for I

have shown that it has raged un-
changed through every variation,

through heat and through cold, through

wet and through drought ; it cannot

depend on changes in the condition of
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the poor, as regards cleanliness, ven-

tilation, or temperance, for their

habits in these respects never vary

much ; it cannot depend on contagion,

for contagion must first have been ge-

nerated by fever, or being once gene-

rated must have never ceased to spread,

until it perished from a want of

subjects.

Epidemic fever may be attributed

to a mysterious something, an occult

quality in the atmosphere ; but it

would be bad philosophy to pass by
a visible and palpable cause, and
ascribe an occurrence to an agent, of

the very existence of which we have

no proof. We find famine invariably

preceding or accompanying epidemic

fever, (it matters not how other cir-

cumstances vary), and famine, there-

fore, we are justified in marking out

as its grand cause.

—

Ibidem.

Salubrity dependent on Industry.

It is only by constant eflbrts of in-

dustry that the salubrity of any spot

is maintained: when these are relaxed,

or when prosperity and civilization

decline, the seeds of disease are im-

mediately deposited in the earth.

The aguish disposition has been ob-

served to increase in Rome, in the

same proportion that its population has

diminished. On the other hand, it

is well known, that the climate of the

United States has been remarkably

improved by draining, cutting down
trees, and the operations of agriculture;

and that spots which were uninhabit-

able, or fatal to the early settlers, at

present afi^ord a comfortable residence.

—Dr. B. Hawkins.

On Iodine.

Respecting the use of iodine, the

good eifects which have followed its

administration in cases of bronchocele,

have led to its use in a variety of

other aifections, under the idea that

it is capable of exciting the action of

the absorbents, and so removing dis-

ease ; thus it has become a fashionable

remedy in scrofulous and enlarged

glands. Now I cannot say, that I

have seen such effects from it in other

1
pose mcases, as would induce me to repose

any particular confidence in it as a

general means of reducing those swell-

ings. I think it right, however, to

mention to you, that there are cir-

cumstances which have led some
persons to place more reliance on it,

in this respect, than I do myself. I

have heard of one, the relation of

which may, perhaps, lead you to en-

tertain some opinion of its efiicacy
;

it is this, the ladies in Switzerland

will not take the iodine internally,

because they think it reduces the size

of their breasts ; if that be really the

case, it would seem to be true, that

the remedy has some efix?ct in exciting

the absorbent vessels.

—

Lawrence.
[The most extensive experience has

incontrovertibly proved, that iodine is

one of the most powerful and valuable

medicines ever discovered.

—

Eds.]]

Short-sightedness.

A near-sighted individual cannot

see the countenances of persons in a

large room, he cannot distinguish the

features of players on a stage, he can-

not describe pictures in a room ; fur™
all these purposes he requires concave !
glasses. This is a defect of vision

found in young persons ; perhaps at

from fourteen to eighteen years of age

they begin to detect it.

Young persons do not like the idea

of using glasses, and they want to

know whether or not they may safely

do so—whether the employment of

glasses is likely to assist them perma-
nently. You may say, certainly, in

such a case, that they are absolutely

necessary for the purpose of vision,

that their use is not attended with
any injury to the eye, that the em-
ployment of glasses is not likely to

render the eye worse, or to make
vision more imperfect. It is better

that a person so circumstanced should

use such glasses as will enable him to

see objects without any unpleasant

effort of the eye ; he will do better

with assistance of that kind, than by
attemptingtosti'ainthe eycAvithout it.

It should be observed, that he ought

to use a glass that will just enable
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him to sec easily find clearly, and not

to employ one that will occasion any

fatigue to the eye. With a glass of

the latter kind he may be enabled to

see objects better than with one of

more power, bnt if it produce any
uneasiness about the eye, it is a clear

proof that the instrument is too

powerful, and would certainly injure

the sight.

—

Ibidem.

The Judgynent.

Judgment is the analysis of the

relation between cause and effect,

—

a balancing of motives, or of things,

as it regards the inward man or the

external world. All things that are

not cognizable to the senses become
known to us by their effects ; there-

fore, judgment is a mode of observa-

tion. Bacon, Locke, and Condillac,

meant by observation, the employ-
ment of the faculties with which
nature has endowed us, to study the

object with which we wish to become
acquainted ; and in this sense judg-

ment is also as much a faculty of ob-

servation as perception. The philo-

sophers of the modern French school

say, that the method of observation is

given to us by the spirit of the time,

which is in itself the work of the

spirit of the world. I suspect the

determination is meant here, and not

the method.

—

Ainsworth.

Effects of Civilization.

IMan is, without his will, the con-

stant means of disseminatingthe germs
of life as well as of disease. The pro-

gress of the settlers in the plains and
forests of America has every where
been accompanied by the development
of new forms of vegetable life; the

plantain was called by the Indians
'' Englishman's foot," as if it sprang
from their footsteps. (Li/all's GeoL
vol. ii. p. 82.) Ramond observed, that

the common nettle was constantly to

be found growing in the vicinity of

the chalets of the Pyrennees. Dr.
Knox told me, that in returning from
the interior of South Africa, the places

of rest on the advance of the expedi-

tion were characterized by their pecu-

liar vegetation. Lichtenstadt, the na-
turalist, has mentioned sohtc curious
facts of this kind ; and the geogra-
phical distribution of many insects is

connected with the same phenome-
non.

—

Ibid,

Non-extension of the Itch.

If the itch be contracted among
those who are cleanly, it will be con-
fined, perhaps, to a small part of the

body. Where persons are in the habit

of changing their linen and cleaning

it regularly, it will be limited to

a small part, and it does not extend
in decent families, where they all at-

tend to cleanliness. I have kno\v'n

several instances of one member of a
family having it, without any other

persons in the house catching it, who
have been in free intercourse with the
affected individual. I remember, very
well, a clergyman calling on me with
two daughters, one of whom, he said,

had got a very obstinate affection of
the skin ; very handsomely-dressed
young ladies they were ; and I begged
to see it. She opened one arm, and
showed me a specimen of it. I could
not help supposing, at once, what was
the nature of the complaint. The
father said that a great variety of
means had been employed to get rid
of it ; in fact, he said, that some per-
sons had thought it was the itch, and
they had used a great many remedies
with a view of curing it, but they had
not succeeded in doing so. I said,

that in my opinion it was the itch,

and that I could not entertain a doubt
that if a certain kind of treatment
were adopted, the lady would get per-
fectly well. He said it was impossible
it could be the itch, for she had been
in the habit of sleeping with her sister

during the whole of the time she had
been ill, which was then nearly a year,

and that she had not affected her sister

with it. I said, however, that I could
only recommend a certain course of
treatment, and if that did not do, some
other means should be tried. This was
put in practice, and accordingly the
result was, that the complaint was
speedily cured.

—

Lawrence.
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Hcemorrhage.

It is to be remembered, however,

that haemorrliage ia\z.y occur, both from

the stomach and intestines, which may
demand astringents, from the great

amount of the discharge, the absence

of inflammatory symptoms, and the

debility of the patient, as these are

parts to Avhich astringents can be di-

rectly applied, exactly as to the ex-

ternal surface. All astringents are

useful ; but one of the most effectual

medicines is the oil of turpentine, ex-

hibited not in large but small doses,

as from ten to thirty drops every four,

six, or eight hours. Its utility in

passive ej)istaxis, applied with lint up
the nostrils, and in hcemorrhage from
ulcers and sloughing parts, is well

known to surgeons. With the excep-

tion of turpentine and superacetate of

lead, I may state, that I altogether

doubt the utility of all astringents

given internally in any lucmorrhages

except those of the alimentary canal,

to which, as I have just said, they

may be applied, not by means of ab-

sorption, but directly.

—

Elliotson.

Periodicals a Cause of Suicide.

There is another and still more in-

fluential cause, though .unnoticed, of

the increase of suicide, and that is,

the rapid and immense increase of

periodical journals. There are few
persons now, comparatively, in this

country who cannot read ; and the

means of so doing is amply supplied

by a teeming and cheap press. As the

eagerness for this species of gratifica-

tion has augmented, the public taste

has become more vitiated and de-

based ; and hence nothing is found so

attractive as tales of horror and of

wonder.

—

Dr. Geo. Man Burrows.

Travellifig (Edema.

In cedematous inflammation, the

part or habit is unhealthy and debili-

tated. Hence, while there is neces-

sarily less tendency to suppuration,

there is less power of recovery. In
some instances the disorder is migra-

tory, of which the following singular

case occurred. The patient was a ro-

bust sanguineous man, of fifty-five

years of age, who had for many years

laboured under paroxysms of gout,

which had returned after certain in-

tervals, but who, at the time, had
been free from attack for a longer

term than usual The oedema first

suddenly showed itself in the eyelids,

and disappeared on the second day,

when he complained of pain and
swelling in the fauces, with difficult

deglutition. Some months afterwards
the same erythema returned, travelled

in the same direction, and at last fixed

on the feet, which, in like manner, _.
inflamed, ulcerated, and healed, with fl
a speedy return of general salubrity. "
—SwEDiAUR—Mason Good.

Protraction of vegetable Life.

A bulbous root, which was found
in the hand of an Egyptian mummy,
and in which situation it had probably

been for more than two thousand years,

germinated on exposure to the atmo-
sphere, though, when discovered, it

was apparently in a state of perfect

dryness. The root was subsequently

put into the ground, where it grew
with readiness and vigour.—HouL-
TON.

Change of Climate.

Too much is generally expected

from the simple change of climate.

From the moment the invalid has de-

cided upon making such a change, his

hopes are often solely fixed upon it,

while other circumstances not less

conducive or necessary to liis recovery

are considered of secondary import-

ance, and are sometimes totally ne-

glected. Nor is this fault always

confined to the patient : his medical

adviser frequently falls into the same
error, and it is not difficult to accoiuit

for this. The cases hitherto sent

abroad have been, for the most part,

consumptive or chronic diseases of

long standing, in which the ordinary

resources of our art have been usually

exerted in vain, before such a measure
is recommended. Therefore, when
change of climate is determined upon,

the physician as well as the patient
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is disposed to look upon it as the sole

remedy. The former generally ad-

vises all medicines to be laid aside

except such as are requisite to keep

the bowels regular ; and with this

counsel ho leaves the patient to his

fate, encouraging liim to place his

confidence in change of nir, of scene,

&c., and in these alone.

Sach,| generally speaking, is the

sum of medical advice with which I

have found most invalids sent abroad.

And as I have witnessed, on a pretty

extensive scale, the injury arising from

this kind of over-conlideuce in the un-

aided effects of climate, and the con-

sequent neglect of other things of no
less importance, I particularly request

the attention of invalids (and I hope
I may be allowed to add, of phy-
sicians) to the following remarks :—

In the first place, I would strongly

advise every person who goes abroad

for the recovery of his health, what-
ever may be his disease, or to what-
ever climate he may go, to consider

the change as merely placing him in

a situation the most favourable for

the removal of his disease; and to

bear constantly in mind, that the

beneficial influence of travelling, of

sailing, and of climate, requires to be

aided by such a regimen and mode of

living, and by such remedial measures,

as would have been requisite in his

case, had he remained in his own
country. All the circumstances re-

quiring attention from the invalid at

home, require to be equally attended

to when he is abroad. The necessity

for such attention may differ some-
what in degree,—but that is all. The
same care as to exercise, regimen, &c.,

that would have been necessary at

home, will be equally so abroad. If

in some things greater latitude may
be permitted, others will demand even
a more rigid attention. It is, in truth,

only by a due regard to all these cir-

cumstances that the powers of the

constitution can be enabled to re-

move, or even materially alleviate, a
disease of long standing, even in the

best possible climate. — Dr. James
dliARK.

vol.. ir.

Dropsy attendant on Diseases of the

Chest.

In cases of dropsy succeeding winter

cough, chronic bronchitis, and asthma,

there is, for the most part, more or less

of disease in the heart and its mem-
branes,—as general dilatation of the

cavities of the heart, ossification of the

valves, thickened pericardium, and ef-

fusion either of a sero-purulent, sero-

sanguinolent, or serous nature, into

the sac of the pericardium.

—

Dr.
Hastings.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
OF AN

ARMY MEDICAL OFFICER.

In undertaking a series of communi-
cations which will, probably, be en-

titled to the distinction of Mejnoirs,

or Reminiscences, the writer imitates

an example which has, in numerous
instances, been adopted with success.

His object is not of any mercenary,

much less of an interested nature.

He expects to refresh the memory of

the veteran, and hopes to excite the

laudable emulation of the juvenile

medical—he would add the word man,
but for the circumstance of his never

having met with a medical woman.
He has seen much, both medical

and general ; but he has always looked

upon events with a medical, if not a

philosophic eye. The scenes wliicii

he has had the opportunity of behold-

ing will, in all probability, never

again be presented to mortal scru-

tiny. The times in which he acted

are past ; but what is uistoky.? We
live after our predecessors, but do we
owe them nothing ? Did Ccesar,

and Horace, and Virgil, and Hip-
pocrates, and Galen, and Celsus, and
Rhases, and Albucasis, and Avenzoar,

and Harvey, and Sydenham, and
Monro, and Cnllen, and Hunter, and
Gregory (though last, by no means
least)— all of whom are gathered to

THEIR fathers—Did these, 1 say, in-

vestigate and communicate the bril-

liant results of their splendid inves-

tigations for no purpose? Shame!
z
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shame upon the somniferous race with

which, in the middle of the 19th

century, and in the very focus of

light, we are compelled to grope in

the dark.

I dare inquiry either into my moral ox

my professional character ; the sequel

will prove that, in the latter respect,

at least, I am as invulnerable as a

medical man can be. As regards the

former, I take the liberty of thinking

for myself, and of so acting ;—as well

as the fools among mankind will per-

mit me, and these unfortunately far

outnumber the wise. I have also

done the state some service, and they

know and acknowledge it, though

the hand which has the benefit knows

it, or recognises it, not. I have been

a medical editor, too ; and the medical

world did not despise or neglect my
journal. I am, in consequence, per-

haps, of all this, now the subject of

persecution ; but I am determined it

shall not make me its victim. Thanks

to the Ruler over all, I possess energy,

and can command means sufficient to

repel the enemy from the gate.

In 1807, having previously taken

the degree of A.M. in the regular

way, I repaired to Edinburgh ; and,

during the first session, studied ana-

tomy and surgery under the Monros.

The anatomical part of the course was

given by the present Dr. M. ; the

surgical (which occupied the last six

weeks of the session) was delivered by

his father. Dr. Monro Secundus; and

this was the last course of lectures

which this learned and celebrated gen-

tleman ever gave. His last lecture

I shall hereafter have occasion to

allude to. I also attended, this ses-

sion. Dr. Hope's course of chemistry.

These were considered, by competent

judges, to be sufficient occupation for

a commencement in medical studies.

In the ensuing summer of 1808, I

attended Dr. Hamilton, the Professor

of Midwifery, &c., and wrote his lec-

tures fairly out. These I have pre-

served amid the wreck of much lite-

rary property; and they have been

copied by some of his pupils, who,

at the distance of several years from

attending this valuable course of in-

struction, regretted that they had
been less diligent than myself.

I also, this season, began to attend

the Royal Infirmary, and had a par-

tiality for the surgeon's ward.

It was almost a splendid sight to

see the clinical professor accompanied
by two or three hundred men in his

visits ;—not all youths, be it under-
stood,—many of his followers being
men of mature years and understand-
ing,—men of Oxford and Cambridge,
graduates in the arts, &c , whose
names were yet inscribed on the Uni-
versity boards for the degree of M.D.,
while they were obtaining their medi-
cal knowledge in Auld Reekie ; whose
doctors are unfit for theJellorvship of

our Royal Physicians!! One of my
cotemporaries was the late Dr. Richard
Harrison ; and Dr. Haviland, the

able Professor at Cambridge, was
another. If I am not mistaken, both

these gentlemen graduated before my
eyes ; but whether my recollection be
imperfect or not, this I am sure of,

that no two men were more diligent

in their attendance upon the lecture,

or more respectful towards the Pro-

fessors, more observant of College

rules (though the Edinburgh disci-

pline is almost vox et nihil prcetered),

or more active in advancing the in-

terests of the students, one remark-

able instance of which I shall, in my
next, relate.

OfXlKpOV.

Further Observations on spontaneous

Amputation of the Limbs of the

Foetus in Utero. By Willam F,

Montgomery, M.D,, M.R.I.A.

(From the Dublin Journal of Medical and
Chemical Science.)

" Since the publication ofsomeobser-
vations on thiscurioussubject, inserted

in a former number of this Journal,

another example of this extraordinary

process has been brought under my
inspection, by my friend Dr. John
Labatt, one of the assistant physicians
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to the Lying-in Hospital of this city,

to whose love of scientific investiga-

tion, and polite attention, I have to

acknowledge myself, on this and many
other occasions, much indebted.

"A healthy woman was delivered

of a still-born child in the eighth

month of utero gestation ; the atten-

tion of those present was attracted by

a tumour attached to the abdomen of

the child, which, on examination, was
found to be an umbilical hernia of

great size, and formed by the protru-

sion of the liver, stomach, and small

intestines, through the umbilical

opening into the sheath of the funis,

which was distended so as to accom-
modate them, while the umbilical

vessels were a good deal displaced

from their natural contiguity to each

other, but in other respects observed

their usual course and connexions

;

the opening through which the viscera

protruded was of a diameter of about

two inches.

" On this part of the description, I

propose only to observe, that, liad the

child lived, however unpromising such
a condition of the parts might be, it

appears that the result might not be
altogether hopeless, since we find re-

corded a case very nearly similar, in

which the intestines were reduced,

the sac tied, and the child recovered*.
'' But, to return from this digres-

sion to the condition of the lower

limbs, both of which preseiit some
degree of deformity, and imperfect

development. The right leg is

curved inwards, so that when the

child is held erect, the outer edge of

the right foot is the part on which it

rests ; a particular, in which, I may
observe, it resembles the same part in

Mr. Watkinson's case ; and, as hap-
pened in his case also, the left leg

is the seat of the remarkable patholo-

gical change, and exactly in the same
situation: just above the ankle there
is a deep depression surrounding the
limb, and sinking to such a depth as

to leave only the bones and skin un-

affected by it, the diameter of the
undivided part being less than half
an inch, while that of the leg, just

above the depression, is an inch and
quarter ; the appearance of the groove
is exactly such as would be made by
tying a string with great force round
the plump limb of a child, and in-

deed is such as, in my opinion, could

not be produced by any other means.
The woman was attended by a pupil,

and the child was very much handled
and examined by several before I saw
it, so that I was not surprised at not

finding any ligature on the limb ; but
the markof where it had been was so

distinct in the bottom of the depres-

sion as to leave no doubt of its pre-

vious existence there.

" It is important also to observe, as

confirmatory of this view, that the

integuments are not at all broken or

divided, but carried in with the con-

stricting agent, so that had separation

of the limb taken place, each stump
would appear skinned over, except at

the bones, and so present the appear-

ance of being partially healed, as de-

scribed by both Watkinson and
Chaussier ; the foot was a little

swollen, and somewhat discoloured;

it seemed as if turgid with blood, but
was without any appearance whatever
of gangrene ; the toes were very im-
perfectly developed.

" Under such circumstances, few,

I suppose, will be inclined to doubt
the great probability, that, had the

child not been prematurely expelled,

but arrived at its full term of uterine

existence, it would have been found
at birth deprived of the lower portion

of the limb, as happened in the in-

stances related by the authors already

referred to.

" An accurate cast of the whole
subject was taken, and another of the

afl^ected limb, which, together with
the parts themselves, are preserved in

my museum."

* Bitllelin des Sciences Med. Janvier, 1828,
p. 74.
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OURSELVES AND OUR CONTEM-
PORARIES.

Wk have lately completed the first

volume of this periodical, and chal-

lenge a comparison of its contents

with those of any journal in existence.

In accordance with the spirit of the

age, in favour of cheap literature, we

commenced this work at two-thirds

of the expense of rival publications,

though we embarked a large sum in

effecting arrangements which afforded

ns the ablest assistance which this

country possessed, and valuable con-

tributions from our foreign contempo-

raries. Our object was to exhibit a

concise yet comprehensive view of the

progress of the medical sciences in all

countries, and to support, maintain,

and protect the rights and interests

of every legitimate member of our

profession. We determined to act

upon the broad principles of truth,

honour, and independence, and to do

unto others as we would wish they

should do unto us. Belonging to no

party in the profession, we cannot be

influenced by any, and are free to

comment upon all. We are among

those who think medical reform, in

all our corporations, imperiously ne-

cessary ; and we are the avowed and

unflinching advocates of that mea-

sure. We also think, that the educa-

tion required for admission into the

profession exceedingly imperfect ; and

that the expense attending it is ex-

orbitantly extravagant. We therefore

befriend the student on every occa-

sion ; we expose and denounce the

impediments thrown in his way,

whether in the form of new and vacil-

lating regulations, enormous fees, or

the inattention of his teachers. We
afford him the Elements of Medicine

on the lowest terms ever offered, and

from the most eminent lectures of the

dav. To those, whose names are

placed on the honourable roll of qua-

lified practitioners, we supply a con-

densed account of the progress and

improvements in Practical Medicine,

and enable them to obtain the most

valuable information. In proof of the

truth of our statements, we subjoin

the contents of our first and second

volumes.

Volume I. contains—1st. Selections

from the lectures of Professors Bell,

Cooper, Green, Guthrie, Burnett,

'

Elliotson, Good, Smith, Rennie, Far-

raday, Clendenning, Brodie, Everett,

Ryan ; of Messrs. Lawrence, Earle,

Tyrrell, Aston Key, Morgan, Epps,

Hetling, and Sir G. W. Tuthill.

2. A course of clinical surgery, de-

livered by Baron Dupuytren, on the

most important surgical cases which

have been observed at the Hotel Dieu

of Paris, during the last Winter,

Spring, and Summer, illustrating the

original opinions and practice of one

of the first surgeons in the world.

3. Sir Charles Bell's views on the

physiology of the nervous system, as

delivered during the last spring in

his lectures at the Royal College of

Surgeons in London.

4 Professor Guthrie's course of

lectures on the diseases of the eye,

delivered last spring at the Royal

College of Surgeons ; containing his

original opinions on the nature and

treatment of ophthalmic diseases.
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5. Selections from the lectures of

Professor Cooper, delivered dt the

University of London, on disputed

points in Surgery ; and also those

delivered on the same subjects by

Professor Green, at the King's Col-

lege.

6. Professor Elliotson's clinical lec-

tures at St. Thomas's Hospital, Pro-

fessor Guthrie's at the Westminster
Hospital, and Mr. Earle's clinical

lectures at St. Eartholomew's Hos-
pital.

7. A selection from the surgical

lectures of B. Brodie, Esq., F.R.S.,

delivered at St. George's Hospital;

of William Lawrence, Esq., F.R.S.,

delivered at St. Bartholomew's Hos-
pital ; of C. A. Key, Esq., F.R.S.

and John Morgan, Esq., at Guy's
Hospital ; of F. Tyrrell, Esq., at St.

Thomas's Hospital ; and John Het-
ling, Esq., at the Bristol Infirmary,

8. Various lectures delivered by
Drs. Sir G. Tuthill, Clendenning,

Burrows, Epps, Ryan, &c.

9. Clinical reports from the metro-

politan and provincial hospitals.

10. Various original communica-
tions from all parts of the kingdom,
impartial reviews, and analyses of all

the valuable works published during

the last six months.

IL Numerous extracts from the

European and American medical jour-

nals.

12. A critical review of the best

works on cholera, and of the debates

of the Medical Societies of London
on the disease, with exposures on the

imbecility, incompetency, and bad
policy of the Central Board of Health ;

and of medical abuses in the colleges,

hospitals, dispensaries, &c.

13. A translation of Dr. Harvey's
immortal work on the Circulation of

the Blood.

14. A digested abridgment, in

English, of the celebrated Diction-

7iaire de Medecine et Chirurgie Pra-
tiques, now in course of publication

at Paris, edited by the most renowned
physicians and surgeons of France,

and amounting to 104 pages, which
may be detached from the journal,

and form a separate volume of the

latest Cyclopaedia of French medicine

and surgery. ( Gratis.)

Volume II, just commenced, will

contain three complete courses of

lectures, now being delivered this ses-

sion, October, 1832:

—

Professor Cooper's Surgical Lec-

tures, delivered at the London Uni-

versity ;

Dr. Graves's Lectures on Clinical

Medicine, at the Meath Hospital in

Dublin, and various other lectures

from all the metropolitan and many
provincial hospitals ;

Baron Dupuytren's Surgical Lec-

tures, at the Hotel Dieu of Paris;

together with occasional lectures on

clinical medicine and the practice of

physic, by Drs. EUiotson, Roots, Sig-

mond, and other distinguished lec-

turers.

Weekly Reports of the Proceed-

ings of the various medical societies,

and from all the hospitals in London.

Reviews of all new medical works.

Extracts from the British, French,

German, Italian, and American jour-

nals; and, lastly. Literary Intelli-

gence.

This Journal is published every

Friday, at twelve o'clock, each num-
ber containing thirty-six pages, 8vo.,

in small type, double columns, fully

as much as an ordinary half guinea

volume. Price 6d.

It is also published in monthly and

quarterly parts, and half yearly vo-

lumes, and may be had of all book-

sellers and newsmen, or through the

general post offices in London, Edin-

burgh, and Dublin.

MORTALITY FROM CHOLERA,
IN PARIS.

Thr actual mortality from cholera in

Paris to the end of September last,

according to the official report just

published, is 18,373. One of our

contemporaries makes some hundreds

more, on the authority of M. de
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Jonnes, which, in Paris, is consider-

ed no authority Avhatever. This per-

son gives the deaths in Paris last

year, subtracts the deaths since Ja-

nuary last, and it is gravely inferred

that the remainder is to be ascribed

to cholera. He stated, some time ago,

that two physicians had died of cho-

lera at Sunderland ; to which ]M. Ma-

gendie replied, he had dined with both

a month after the reported time of

their death. Such is a specimen of

the veracity of the contagionists.

THE GENERAL MEDICAL PRACTI-
TIONERS' SOCIETY OF SOUTH-
WARK AND ITS VICINITY.

A numerous and highly respectable

meeting of the members of the Gene-

ral Practitioners' Society of South-

wark, took place at the Society's

Rooms, Chester-place, Borough-road,

on Friday the 5th instant, when some

excellent laws for their regulation

were submitted by the Committee,

and adopted by the meeting.

We are happy to state, that this

society is formed for the protection

of good feeling among medical men,

including physicians and consulting

surgeons, and every branch of the

profession. We wish the society every

success, and we trust it will excite

that attention to medical ethics and

etiquette, which ouglit to characterize

the conduct of every member of the

faculty.

IMPROVED MODE OF HEATING
HOT-HOUSES, &c.

A RECENT number of the Gardener s

Magazine contains a plan for heating

hot-houses by the circulation of hut

water in hermetically sealed tubes, of

small diameter, by Mr. A. M. Perkins.

After giving some instances of the be-

neficial results of Mr. Perkins's plan,

in reference to the purpose for which

it was originally intended, the con-

ductor of the ]Magazine says :
—" But

however favourable this plan may be

for heating hot-houses, the advantages

for that class of structures are as no-

thing compared to those which it offers

for heating dwelling-houses and all

kinds of manufactories. This will be

understood at once, when it is stated,

that the water may be circulated,

under ordinary circumstances of at-

tention to the fire, at from 300 deg.

to 600 deg. ; and, with extraordinary

strength of pipe, and application of

fuel, to a still higher degree. It is

found, that 400 deg. will roast meat.

The workmen, in the bank-note print-

ing-office of Perkins and Bacon, have

dressed a beef-steak at the farther ex-

tremity of the pipe of hot water, used

for heating the steel-plates ; and Mr.
Perkins is constructing for himself an
oven for roasting by water. It is easy

to see that, in a very short time, this

will lead to extraordinary and most
beneficial changes in domestic arrange-

ments ; and that, if we could get rid

of our prejudices, in favour of open
fires, the smoky atmospheres of our

great towns would be got rid of at the

same time. Water at 500 deg., or at

least water at 330 deg., for the purposes

of cookery, and for heating reserve

cisterns of cold water, or masses of

metal or masonry, for various domestic

purposes, including warming rooms,

heating baths, laundries, &c., may, at

no distant time, be circulated by com-
panies, in the same manner as gas

;

and, in London, instead of one fire for

every room, as at present, there may
be only one in a parish or in every

square of an acre in area."

Perkins' newly invented process for

generating steam, is accomplished by
so placing a lining within the boiler,

that a thin sheet of the fluid which
it contains, may be carried constantly

over those portions of the side of the

I

J
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vessel which are in immediate contact

with the heat from the fire, formed

upon the discovery of the circulation

of the fluid under the operation of

heat, from that part of the boiler sub-

jected to the immediate action of the

fire upwards. It is found that, as the

heat is increased, the ascending cur-

rent becomes more rapid, that the

agitation is more violent, and a re-

hitively augmented proportion of steam

is produced ; whilst the metal, of

Avhich the boiler is composed, is pre-

served from that destruction which
would act upon it with more than

ordinary violence. A receiver is also

placed in the centre of the boiler, into

which, by the circulation of the heated

fluid from the bottom and sides of the

boiler, all dirt or other sediment is

thrown ; by which another cause of

the destruction of the boiler is

removed.

BOARD OF HEALTH
OF THE PARISHES OF

WELLINGTON, WRACKWARDINE,
WOMBRIDGE, AND EYETON.

Importation of Asiatic Cholera in a Pair of
Stays Fabrication of Cholera Cases.

In consequence of two persons having

died at a place called Mannerly-lane,

Ketley, adjacent to the town of Wel-
lington, and those deaths being attri-

buted to spasmodic cholera, a meeting

of the board was called on Wednesday
the 19th ult.

The gentlemen present were Colonel

Charlton, of Apply Castle, Edward
Clud, Esq. of Orton, the Rev. Mr.
Owen, Vicarage, James Oliver, Esq.,

Spring Hill, Abraham Phillips, Esq.,

Wellington, William Turner, Esq , of

Doth ill, Mr. Beeston, Surgeon, Mr.
Baycott, Surgeon, Mr. Bucknell, Sur-
geon, Mr. Henry, Surgeon, Mr. Jones,

Surgeon, the Rev. Mr. Cameron, with
other reverend gentlemen and squires,

and Doctor Malherv Webb of Ketley,

Colonel Charlton in the chair.

The Rev. Mr. Owen said, that re-

ports were prevalent iu Wellington,

that those persons who died at Ketley
did not die of cholera, and he called

on Mr. Webb, who reported them as

such, to satisfy the meeting on the

subject, before other business was
entered on.

Mr. Webb said, if he ever saw the

disease in London, the persons alluded

to had had cholera ; the man he did

not see till five hours after his decease,

but he was convinced, from the ap-

pearance of the body, he died of the

disease ! ! ! and if they doubted his

word, he would take his oath he died

of cholera ! !

!

The female caught the disease from

wearing a pair of stays, left her as a
legacy by a woman at Bilston, who
died of cholera ! ! ! He further stated,

that three other persons at Ketley were

then ill from the disease, their names
are Rebecca Parton, Rosanna Parton,

and a female relative of the deceased,

who assisted in putting the body into

the coflin, in consequence of which she

got cholera, from which she then

suffered.

These assertions were too unques-

tionable to leave room for doubt. The
conversation then turned to the subject

of providing convenient and detached

places for burying the dead, for pro-

curing suitable vehicles to bear the

bodies to their final destination, and
employingpersons whowould be ready,

at a call, to put them into coffins : the

surviving friends, fearing coJitagion,

might possibly object to perform this

duty, &c. &c. &c,

Mr. Henry claimed the indulgence

of the meeting ; he stated, that having

resided in London, during the pre-

valence of the epidemic cholera, he

had had ample opportunity of observ-

ing the disease in its various forms,

both in public institutions and private

practice. He attended the several

medical societies of London, where
the question of cholera was discussed

in all its bearings by the most emi-

nent men in the profession, many of

whom witnessed its progress in India^

&c. &c. &c. On hearing that cholera

was approaching the town of Wel-
lington, a desire of ascertaining the
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truth led him to inquire into the facts.

On Monday the 17th instant, the day
on which these bodies were interred,

he went to Ketley, the late residence

of the deceased. From the statements
there and then made to him, he could
produce circumstantial evidence, that

the deaths referred to had occurred
from ordinary causes. One of those
dead was a very old man, for some
time past of infirm health, worn down
with years of hard labour and indi-

gence ; a few days before his death he
worked in a damp coal-pit, his clothes

got wet, he caught a cold and shivering,

and some time afterwards died. He
(Mr. H.) did not see the necessity of
calling in the assistance of Asiatic
cholera to account for that event.
The female was known to have

given birth to a child less than five

weeks before her decease; she was
exposed to much hardship, her husband
had little employment, and was at

'work only two or three days in a fort-

night : their means were not sufficient

to supply a moderate proportion of
-food, and this little possibly of inferior

quality ; she was compelled to go into

the corn-fields leasing, before her
strength was re-established, collected

some corn, which she carfied to a mill

to get ground ; she was detained from
an early hour in the morning till six

o'clock in the evening, exposed to cold,

sitting on the stone steps of the mill

;

she felt exhausted, Avas scarcely able to

bear home her burden : she conse-
quently fell ill, the parish surgeon was

' sent for, but did not attend; remaining
in this condition for a considerable time,

her disease became more aggraA'^ated

:

Dr. Webb ultimately arrived, just in

time to find her past recovery. He
pronounced the disease cholera.

Mr. H., in this case, saw no reason

for such a conclusion:—this Avoman's

death was produced by a very common
cause, under such circumstances. Ad-
mitting she suflFered from vomiting
and purging, which Avas not stated,

there are not sufficient diagnostic

marks of spasmodic cholera : it Avas
• Avcll knoAvn, that in attacks ofcommon
fever, in almost all general diseases.

there Avas a disordered action of the
stomach and boAvels. She fell a victim

to disease, arising as an ordinary con-

sequence from exposure to cold, in

her debilitated state, Avhich timely and
appropriate medical treatment might
possibly remove.

iMr. H. here read from his note-

book the folloAving cases, represented

as spasmodic cholera.

Rebecca Parton, set. 19, generally

enjoyed good health, Avith the excep-
tion of being aflfected Avith dysme-
norrhcea for the last five months : her
legs are somewhat sAvollen and hard,

complexion florid, and occasionally she
is troubled Avith a cough. Notwith-
standing, she attended her usual em-
ployment at the coal-pit, had a good
appetite, good spirits, and did not

appear to suffijr materially from the

uterine disorder. About three days

aa;o there was a slight return of the

menses, attended with pains in the

loins, &c. This morning, Monday,
17th instant, Avhilst engaged at work,

she states, that she Avas suddenly taken
ill, fell doAvn, was incapable of Avalk-

ing; in this condition she Avas conveyed
home. Doctor Webb Avas sent for, his

apprentice saw her ; sent her an
emetic. Mr. H. saAv her at one o'clock

p. M., she had taken the emetic

about three hours before, it had not

the intended effect, but appeared to

have acted on the skin, as she Avas

warm, and disposed to a free perspi-

ration, the tongue moist, and slightly

furred. She complained of great pain

in the head ; her eyes suffused ; pulse

84 in a minute, and full ; cough fre-

quent and distressing; breathing

rather laborious and hurried ; boAvels

not open since yesterday morning.

Mr. H. did not see Avhy this case

should be mistaken for cholera.

Rosanna Parton, aged 7? always

enjoyed good health. She had yester-

day, about twelve o'clock a. m , an
apple-pudding to dinner, of which she

partook freely. At half-past one p. m.

she Avas seized Avith vomiting and
purging, Avhich continued unabated

till this morning. The doctor Avas

sent for; his apprentice arriA'^ed be-
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tween ten and eleven A. m. ; he sent

her an emetic (from a portion remain-

ing in a tea-cup Mr. H. thinks a so-

lution of tartar emetic). From the

combined action of this medicine, and
the exhaustion induced by vomiting

a?i(l purging for upwards of twenty

hours, before, the little patient greatly

suffered ; the extremities were cold,

pulse scarcely perceptible, vital power
much depressed, great thirst, &c. &c.
She complained of no particular pain.

She had neither cramps nor spasms

;

her tongue moist and warm ; action

of the heart regular but feeble. Mr,
H. ordered bottles of warm water to

the feet, warm flannels, &c. &c. ; di-

rected a woman present to use friction

to the arms, &c., and gave her a tea-

spoonful of brandy. JBefore he left,

there was a partial re-action excited ;

the little patient recovered. He did

not discover Asiatic cholera here. No
medical man could suspect this case

as any other than common English
autumnal cholera, induced by the
ordinary exciting cause of that disease.

With regard to the relative of the
deceased female, Mr. H. saw her ; she
attended on the above little patient

;

she appeared to be in good health

;

there were no symptoms of any cho-

lera about her. Subsequent facts

prove the truth of this statement.

This woman had no disease whatever
either on Monday or I'uesday. It is

said she was somewhat frightened

when she was told she would get the

cholera in assisting to put her friend

into the coffin. Several days are now
elapsed, but no more deaths are au-
thenticated to have arisen from cho-

lera. We remain free from the dis-

ease but not from those whose object

is to turn its presence to some account.

You shall hear again from this

quarter.

Alethes.

Wellington, Shropshire.

Sept. 27, 1832.

I^ospital l^tports.

CHOLERA HOSPITAL, ST. HILIER'S,
JERSEY.

Surgeons—Charles Yolng, M.D.
John Foote, jun. Esq.

Ass-iiitant Surgeons—William Francis, Esq.

John Morris, Esq.

Diarrhoea ofafortnight's duration—
complete Collapse—Parturition—
use ofthe Secale Cornutum—Dell-

very—Death.

Mrs. Thrash, setat. 40, residing on

the Parade, St. Hiliers, a woman of a

sanguineous temperament, and intem-

perate habits, nine months pregnant,

expecting to be put to bed every clay,

was admitted in the cholera hospital,

on the 21st of August, 1832. Her
bowels had been relaxed for a fortnight

previous to admission. She was then

in a state of complete collapse ; pulse-

less, cold skin, tongue cold, fingers

and nails blue, &c. She had a stimu-

lating mixture, to take a dose every

hour, which, however, did not pro-

duce any effect. Labour-pains came
on, probably induced by the spasms
of the abdominal muscles ; in about

six hours, it was deemed necessary to

give two scruples of the secale cornu-

tum, which were administered in two
doses, with the interval of half an
hour. Six hours after the superven-

tion of pains, she was delivered, the

case being natural. The child was a
male, fully formed, born alive, but

died in two minutes ; it was put into

a mustard bath, in the hope of saving

it, but without avail. She died seven

hours after her admission in the hos-

pital.

It is to be regretted that the exist-

ing prejudices of the people against

the hospital, prevented an autopsy of

the child, as it would have been an

interesting fact to have ascertained,

whether the disease were communi-
cated to the foetus in utero. The ex-

ternal appearances of the child were
natural ; it had one or two ecchymoses

on the head. Had an examination

been attempted, it is probable that
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the same results would have taken
place as at Manchester, As it was,
the indefatigable assistants, IMessrs.

Francis and Morris, made every en-

deavour possible to obtain permission,

but without success.

Extreme Collapse—no Vomiti/ig—
Death.

Benjamin Grainger, setat. 52, a
man of intemperate habits, admitted
at one p. m. the 6th September,
1832. Is a sawyer, a hard-working
and a hard-drinking man ; will take
from 12 to 15 glasses of brandy daily.

He was taken ill during the night of
the 15th with purging of a watery
fluid, to which, however, he paid little

attention, but went to work in the
morning ; this he was shortly obliged

to quit, and to return home, from the
supervention of severe spasm in the
gastrocnemii. When admitted, the
purging continued ; he was in a state

of great collapse. Severe spasms,
extremities cold, pulse nearly imper-
ceptible, tongue cool, skin cold,

clammy sweats, * no vomiting, and has
not had any, eyes sunk, with a dark
areola around.

Hot sand-bags to the extremities

;

frictions to the legs.

R Hi/d. submur. gr. X.

Pulv. opii, gr. j. \\Y ft. pitli\ statim sii-

mend. et repetend. quarla hora, si

opiis sit.

R Tinct. opii, "^ss.

Aqucp tcpidce,, Ibss. \)\ft. enema statim
adhibenda.

To be retained by a T bandage and
compress.

The first enema was immediately
returned, when a second was given,

in three ounces of gruel, which was
retained.

Two P.M. The cramps continue

;

has not been purged since the last

report ; has not vomited ; the skin

remains cold ; pulse perceptible : is

bedewed with a cold, clammy perspi-

ration.

* It is a very curious fact, that there is

sometimes profuse perspiration, when the

pulse at the wrist is extremely small, or alto-

gotlier im()erceptible—G. Hamilton Bell,
Second Edit.

Rep. pidv. statim. adhibenda hyd. submur.
gr. ij. omn. decern mimit.

Brandy and water for drink.

Three p.m. The cramps continue ;

is apparently sinking. Rep. medic.

11 P.M. The purging and cramps
have entirely ceased ; is very restless,

in continued jactitation ; voice fail-

ing ; extremities cold.

Died at three in the morning.

Failure of the Cold Water Treat-
ment—Extreme Collapse—Death.

Edward Bulgin, setat. four, ad-
mitted Sept. 10th, at nine at night.

He was taken ill the day before, and
assistance obtained from the Central
Station. He was seen by Dr. H. and
IVIr. R., when in the state of collapse;

the former of whom observed, that

nothing could be done for him. An
emetic of ten grains of ipecacuanha

was administered, and acted; shortly

afterwards, the child had a feculent

motion. The cold water plan was
tried, with sinapisms to the epiga-

strium ; it is said, that under this

treatment, reaction came on, but
collapse again occurred : this is stated

to have taken place twice or thrice,

the collapse constantly ensuing, in con-

sequence of the misery of the friends

and the want of proper necessaries.

The sinapism was applied four diffe-

rent times, and the water treatment
persisted in, until all hope of saving

the child was abandoned, when it was
sent into the hospital.

When admitted, the vomiting and
purging had entirely ceased ; no
spasms ; was pulseless at the wrist^

almost so at the carotids ; skin cold

;

eyes half closed, and glazed ; and the

extremities cold. The cuticle was
found to be removed over the epiga-

strium, by the action of the previous

sinapisms ; others were applied along

the spine, and on the hands and arms :

with hot sand bags to the feet. Ca-
lomel and aromatic powders were
given, but the child could not

swallow.

Ten p.:m. Is very restless ; conti-

nues in the same state, without re-
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action. The hot-air bath was applied ;

it (lid not produce any effect on the

child, notwithstanding the evolution

ofgreat heat. The little sufferer died

at one in the morning.

Failure of the Cold Water Treat-

ment— Collapse—Death.

Thomas Anderson, aetat. 39, la-

bourer, admitted the 11th Sep-

tember, at twelve a.m. was sixteen

hours ill previous to admission. Is a

man of intemperate habits. Was
seized during the night with vomiting

and purging of a rice-water fluid, and

was immediately attended by one of

the surgeons of the Central Station,

who directed sinapisms to the region

of the stomach, and ordered him to

drink plentifully of cold water. He
was admitted into the hospital at noon,

in a state of complete collapse ; with-

out pulse, quite cold, skin com-

pletely blue, eyes sunk, countenance

cadaverous, great thirst, extreme rest-

lessness, laborious breathing, spasms

in the region of the epigastrium and
lower extremities ; the skin of the

hands and feet much corrugated.

Two v.M. Sinapisms with stimu-

lants, and the hot air bath, have been

employed, but without producing re-

action, either on the skin or pnlse ;

his respiration gradually became
worse until he died.

Mild Cholera.

Modeste Hovey, aetat. thirty, mar-
ried, has just weaned her child, ad-

mitted during the night of the 9th

September, 1832, with purging and
vomiting of three days' continuance,

unattended with much pain or spasm ;

these evacuations take place very fre-

quently ; skin cool ; pulse small.

Half past six a.m. :

—

R Acid, hydrocyan. (formulce Domini
Scheelii) gtt. j.

Mucil. acacice, 3j. statim. sumend. et

repetend. in hnra si vomuerel.

R: Tinct. capsici, Jss.

Tincl. opii, 3ij.

Misl. Cretan, Jviij. ttl /'• mis(. de qua
sumal. cochlearia ampla duo ^wst
sedes singtdas liqtndas.

Half past seven. Neither the vo-

miting nor purging have recurred

;

tongue foul, warm ;
pulse small. To

take a dose of the mixture, preceding

it by his powder,

—

K Hyd. submur. g^. x.

Pidv. zinzib. gr. v. fiat pulv.

Nine A.M. Is free from pain or un-

easiness ; complains merely of weak-
ness.

Two P.M. She vomited soon after

the date of the last report, when she

had two drops of the acid, which pre-

vented its recurrence. Pulse very

full, quick, 80 ; skin warm ; face

rather flushed ; tongue very furred.

R. Hyd. submur. gr. ij.

Pulv. aromat. gr. iv. Wy. Pulv. bis in

die sumend.

Seven p.m.
Rep. pul. 6tis horis.

11. Seven A M. It was necessary

to draw the left breast during the

night, on account of its being much
tumefied ; the irritation it induced

caused an increase in the frequency

of the pulse. Has taken her medi-

cines regularly ; no mercurial action.

Rep.
12. Seven a.m. The stools are very

black ; she is otherwise well.

R Hyd. c. crelat. gr. x.

Ptdv. aromat. gr. v. Pulv. statim et

repetend. in itis horis.

The stools gradually changed their

appearance and became healthy, when
she was dismissed, after remaining a

short time in the convalescent ward.

Collapse—Stimulant Treatment—i2e-

covery—Presence ofthe Menstrua.
Secretion—Sanguineous Tempera-
ment, S^c.

Jane Tobin, aetat. 35, formerly a

nurse in this hospital, a woman of

intemperate habits, was seized with

vomiting and purging on the 8th, of

a fluid apparently bilious : she also

suffered from cramps. She is now
nearly pulseless at the wrist ; extre-

mities cold; eyes sunk, with a dark

areola around ; skin of the hand
wrinkled ; vomiting and purging of a

watery fluid ; has no spasm, but com-

plains of severe pain in the abdomen.
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She says she has not lived irregularly

since she left the hospital, but this

statement has been ascertained to be

false. She came in on the 10th Sep-
tember, at nine in the morning.

Sinapisms to the spine, epigastrium,

and feet; hot sand-bags to the liands

and arms.

R Sp. ammon.. aromat. ^j.

Tinct. capnici, 5vi.

Tinct. opii, 3iii-

y/7. cinnam. ^vj. t\\ ft. mist, sitmat.

cochlear. ar,ipl. diio bis in hora.

11 A.M. As soon as the sinapisms

excited even a slight degree of pain,

she tore them off. She complains of

severe pain in the abdomen ; pulse

nearly imperceptible ; skin warm

;

perspiration
; great thirst ; has taken

two doses of the mixture. Pergat.

Repeat the poultices, and keep them
on by bandages.

Two P.M. The pulse has returned

at the wrist, and the skin is warm :

the cataplasms are still on the chest

and spine, but have been removed
from the feet.

To drink plentifully (if she will)

of cold water.

Five P.M. Reaction has taken place ;

the pulse has risen, 90, and full ; is

free from pain or uneasiness ; body
warm ; has made water ; complains

of slight pain and giddiness in the

head ; eyes rather suffused. The
menstrual secretion came on last night,

and she says it generally continues for

a week. This circumstance prevents

the application of leeches to the head,

which are otherwise indicated.

R Hyd. submur. gr. ij.

Pulv. aromat. gr. ij. pvlo. quater in

die siimend.

Ten P.M. The head-ache is dimi-

nished, and likewise the giddiness;

she feels easy, but says she has an
unpleasant copperish taste in the

mouth. Pergat.

11. Seven A.M. Feels some degree

of headache and uneasiness ; skin

warm
;
pulse quick ; tongue coated,

and covered with a brown fur; the

bowels have not been opened.

Ten V M. Savs that she is goinjj on

well : headache not so great ; bowels

not been open to-day.

R 01. ricini, 5j statim.

12. Seven a.m. Could not retain

the oil on the stomach ; bowels not

open
J
pulse quick ; head-ache.

R Hyd. submur. gr. v.

Pidii. rhei, 5ss.

Pulv. zinzib. ^r.V]. X)ift.puln statim

sitmend.

Five P.M. The powder has operat-

ed well, and she feels relieved.

Nine p.m. Is going on well ; head-

ache slight.

13. Headache still continues ; mer-

curial taste in the mouth.

R Hyd. c. creta, gr. x.

Pulv. aromat. gr. v. pidv. statim, el

repetpiid in poineridiand.

14 . Headache continues ; bowels

constipated.

01. rici)ii, 5j. tinct. cardam. c. 3j. statim.

15. The oil operated freely; head-

ache still continues.

Pil. aper. comm. ?iocte sitmend.

16. The pill brought away a quan-

tity of offensive bile ; she feels free

from headache, and expresses herself

as much relieved ; she wishes for

another pill to-night. Pergat.

1 7- Is going on well. Discharged.

Second Irruption of the Disease—

•

Collapse—Snpervenlion of Deli-

rium Tremens—Death.

Patrick Henning, eetat. 45, for-

merly a soldier, a man of intemperate

habits, was admitted Sept. the 11th,

at half past eleven p m., in conse-

quence of relapse. This man was
discharged from the hospital a week
previous, having been cured, by the

stimulant plan, of a severe attack of

the epidemic.

The locality where he resides. Pa-
rade-place, has already furnished nu-
merous victims to this disease. The
room in which he lived presents a

picture of filth and misery. The
poor wretch was lying on a mattress,

covered by a rug, in a corner of the

room, while a large black dog ken-

nelled by the bedside ; two wretched-
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looking objects were crouching down
in one corner, on and under what ap-

peared to be a lieap of clothes; there

was only one bed in the room, which
was occupied by Henning; the apart-

ment was in a most dirty condition.

The man is in complete collapse ;

extremities cold ; face and lips blue ;

nearly pulseless ; tongue cold ; no
cramps ; neck warm, face cold ; labo-

rious breathing
; great thirst ; cada-

veric countenance. He was taken ill

at ten this morning, with vomiting
and purging of the rice-water fluid

;

he has not had cramps.

Sinapisms to the spine, stomach,

and feet ; hot sand-bags to the hands.

R Ti?ict. opii, 3iij.

Tinci. capsici, 5vi.

Sp. ammon. arom. 3vi.

^q. Jvi- »l/'- mist, capiat cochlearia

ampla duo bin in hord.

To drink plentifully of cold water.

Two A AX The face is rather warmer,
btit the pulse has not risen ; he com-
plains very much of the sinapisms,

which are directed to be removed
from the feet, and sand-bags applied.

Continue the mixture.

Five A M. Reaction has taken place

to a certain extent ; the skin is

^varmer, the pulse fuller, the thirst

diminished, and he feels easier. Per-

gat.

Seven a.m. The voniiting has en-

tirely ceased ; the whole body is

warmer ; pulse rising ; tongue M'arm,

very much furred ; is free from pain ;

has taken all the mixture.

R Titlet. opii, 3ij-

Tinct. capsici, 5vi.

Sp. ammmi. arom. 5vi.

Aq. men th. pip. ^vi. \\\^ft. mist, capiat

cochlearia ampla dm sing. hora.

Nine a m. Is going on well. Pergat.

Five P.M. Reaction has continued

until the present date, but the pulse

is now beginning to flag, and the ex-

tremities to become cold.

Hot sand bags to the extremities.

Rep. mist.
" Nine p.m. Extremities cold

; pulse
feeble ; says he is free from pain.

Continue the mixture.

13. 7 A.»i. Has been vomiting the

greater part of the night, but emesis

has ceased for the present ; he is free

from pain ; hands rather cold ; pulse

moderate, about 65.

To have brandy and water for

drink.

Twelve Mer. The symptoms of

delirium tremens are coming on ; he

is extremely loquacious, wandering
j

skin hot : tongue dry and furred

;

tremors of the hands, &c. He slept

a little after his brandy and water.

He is directed to have it ad lihilum, it

being the liquor to which he is most

accustomed.

Convulsions came on, in the course

of the afternoon, and he died at four.

The death of this man should rather

be attributed to the delirium tremens

than to the cholera, from the cold

stage of which he had most certainly

recovered, and the disease had not

existed a sufficient length of time for

death to have occurred from the con-

secutive fever. The delirium was
induced, in all probability, as the con-

sequence of one or two fits of de-

bauchery, which occurred immediately

prior to the second attack, and the

abstinence from the ardent spirit

while under treatment ; the very

rapidly fatal termination was owing
to the constitution being exceedingly

debilitated by penury, and also by the

two very severe attacks of the epi-

demic which he experienced.

Mild Cholera.

Elizabeth Porter, setat. 28, a nurse
in the female hospital ward, has been
labouring for several days under un-
easiness and pain in the bowels, with
a foul tongue, for which she was di-

rected to take

Pulv. rhei, 3ss. ; magn. carb. 9j.

which relieved her. During the after-

noon of the 8th, she partook of some
fruit (pears), and, in the evening,

took too much grog. In the course

of the night she was seized with vo-

miting and purging of bilious matter,

unattended with cramps; skin cool ;

pulse small, hurried.

^
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Half-past six a.m. :

—

R Acid, hydrocyan. (formulcB Scheelii),

git.j. ; tnucil. acacia', 5'}- statim su-

mmdns, et repetendus in hord, si

apvs sit.

R Mist. cretcB, [^viij.

Tinct. capsici, jss.

Tinct. opii, 5ij. W\,ft- mist, dequa stimat

cochlearia ampla duo post sedes sin-

gidas liquidas.

Half past seven a.m. The vomit-

ing and purging have not recurred

;

she complains of severe pain at the

pit of the stomach ; tongue coated,

warm ; pulse small ; skin warm ;

slight head-ache ; has not yet taken a

dose of the mixture ; to take some
presently.

Nine A M. The pain in the epiga-

strium has been removed by the

mixture ; has not vomited or purged.

Pergat.

Two P.M. Remains free from pain;

pulse full, quick, 80 ; tongue furred ;

has made water.

H: Hyd. suhtnur. gr. ij.

Pulv. aromat. gr. iv. //. pil. c. confec-

tione sitmat ; bis in die.

Seven p.m. Has had a yellowish

stool. Continue.

10. Is going on well.

Capiat pilulas 4tis horis.

11. Complains merely of debility,

and soreness of the mouth with a me-
tallic taste.

Capiat pilulas 8 tis horis.

The effects of mercury were fully

manifested ; she perfectly recovered,

and resumed her duties. Had this

case been neglected in the beginning,

there cannot be a doubt but that col-

lapse would have come on, and she

would have had a hard struggle for

her life.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.

Amputation.

October 2. Tuesday was the first

operating day of the session. Three
operations were performed before a

very large class ofpupils^

1st. Ail amputation by Mr. Morgan
above the knee, for a waterman
(chronic inflammation of ten years'

standing) act. 32, strong constitution

and regular habits. The operation

was performed with the double flap.

Mr. M., on passing the knife through,

turned it suddenly out on both sides,

making it (when the leg was removed)
appear almost like a circular. The
usual vessels were tied. He was put
to-bed, and is doing well. No bad
symptoms since.

Excision of a Tumour.

The second operation was performed

by Mr. B Cooper, on a woman, a^tat.

63, strong and healthy. About ten

years ago she felt a small, round, and
hard tumour, about the size of a nut,

on the lower part of the spine, which
gave her no pain ; it continued the

same size till November last, when it

rapidly increased, and she came into

the hospital : it is now about the size

of an egg. An incision being made
on each side, it was carefully dissected

out. She was put to bed, a piece of

dry lint being ]daced over the wound
without any other dressing, and the

wound allowed to granulate. Is also

doing well.

Amputation.

The third operation was an ampu-
tation above the knee, for a disease of

the bone in the stump. Mr. Key
removed the leg tln*ee years ago ; she

came in under Mr. Key, with a frac-

tured tibia and fibula, united at a

right angle. She says that after Mr.
Key performed the operation she quite

recovered ; the stump healed well,

and she could walk about very well.

About ten months since she had a

small abscess, which broke, and the

stump never healed since. This ope-

ration was performed the same as the

first; the vessels being secured, she

was removed to bed, is doing well,

bowels open, tongue clean, &c.
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COUNTY LIMERICK INFIRMARY.

BRONCIIOTOMV.

(From our Correspondent.)

Patrick Glynn, a gardener of Mr.

IMaunsell, of Mitford, was admitted

into the County Limerick Infirmary,

on 1st of August, in consequence of

having a difficulty of breathing from

a violent inflammation of the throat,

which occurred several weeks before ;

his respiration became so difficult that,

in consultation with the professional

men of both hospitals, he being a city

patient, it was determined to have

recourse to the operation of broncho-

tomy, which was performed the same

day by Dr. Thwaites with immediate

relief. This is the third time it has

fallen to the lot of that gentleman to

perform this rare and difficult oper-

ation ; in the two former cases with

complete success, and, in this instance,

it is likely to terminate favourably, as

he is this day free from difficulty of

breathing as lonsr as the canula remains

in the opening.

HOPITAL DE LA PITIE.

(From our Corre-ipondent.)

Gonorrhceal Ophthalminin anerv-horn

Infant successfully treated by

powerful antiphlogistic Means.

The following case must be the

more instructive as it strongly con-

trasts with the line of treatment

adopted in the endemic purulent oph-

thalmia, which attacked 299 of 300
children in an orphan asylum in this

capital, and of which I sent you the

details in a former communication.

About a month since, a female, received

into the Venereal Hospital, to be

treated for a gonorrhcea, gave birth

to a child, which in a few days ex-

hibited all the symptoms of gonor-

rhoea! ophthalmia. M. Ricord is of

opinion that no time ought to be lost

in instituting a most active treatment

in this disease ; he, therefore, directed

that two leeches should be applied to

each of the temples on the first day,

effective purgatives on the second,

followed by blisters behind each ear,

and sinapisms to the feet on the third

:

by this method the violence of the dis-

ease was abated, and in the space of

three weeks the infant was free from
the slightest symptom of ophthalmia.

M. Ricord expressed his firm convic-

tion, that unless the most energetic

measures are pursued on the first three

days, it will be afterwards almost im-
possible to check the virulence of this

disease, or bring it to a favourable

termination. L.

NECROLOGY.
It is with regret, that we have to add Mr.
Power's name to the number of victims to the

epidemic ; he was employed as assistant in the

Cholera Hospital, St. Hilier's, Jersey, and was
unwell for two or three days, but had so much
recovered on the 7 th instant as to be able to

walk out ; a relapse unfortunately took place

in the afternoon, and its progress was so rapid,

that, in spite of the exertions of several medical

gentlemen, he died at 7 in the morning of the

8th. The announcement of Mr. Power's death

caused a great sensation throughout the town,

and an universal feeling of regret ; the most
absurd reports were rife, it was even stated

that the whole medical staff were dying or

dead. He was buried at the public expense,

with due respect. His remains were accom-
panied to the grave by His Excellency the

Lieutenant-Governor, the very Reverend the

Dean, most of the Faculty, the Presidents of

Districts, several private friends, and the Com-
mittee of Management of the Cholera Hospital.

His interment took place necessarily within
twenty-four hours, as a law exists to that effect.

The alarm caused by his death was at one
time so great at the Cholera Hos[)ital, that the

orderlies, and even the assistants, were all send-

ing in their resignations, as, they said, " they

considered their health far more valuable than
any emolument they could receive." It soon
abated, however. We regret to observe, that

the Cholera Hospital is closed, prematurely in

our opinion.

Of the sequelae of cholera. Dr. Martin, of

St. Hilier's, Jersey.

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.
A NEW edition of Dr. Hooper's Physicians'

Vademecum, brought down to the present

time, will be published in a few days.

We are happy to learn, that Mr. Radford,

of Manchester, is preparing for publication
" Practical Observations on Uterine Haemor-
rhage," with Remarks on the Mode of Con-
nexion between the Mother and the Child in

Utero.
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BOOKS.
Lectures on Anatomy, interspersed with
Practical Remarks, vol. iV. By B. B. Cooper,
F.R.S., Surgeon to Guy's Hospital, Lecturer
on Anatomy, &c. &c. ' Royal 8vo. pp. 382.
Plates. London : 1832. Longman and Co.

This volume concludes the lectures of Mr.
Bransby Cooper ; and we are convinced that
a more graphic and useful work on anatomy,
physiology, and most points of surgery is not
to be found in our language. It embraces
every recent view on the important subjects of
which it treats, and while it instructs the stu-
dent in first principles, it places before the
practitioner scientific and accurate views of
surgical anatomy and operations.

New Theory of the Influence of Variety in

Diet in Health and Disease, accounting for

obscure AfTcctions, hitherto but little under-
stood, and tending to elucidate the nature and
requisite Treatment of existing Epidemic
Cholera. Bv Charles Cameron, Surgeon, R.N.
8vo. pp. 104. London : 1832. Highley.

This is an interesting production. The
author is evidently a gentleman of observation
and original mind. We like his motto, that
of his native country, Nemo me impune la-
cessit. There is a bold, independent tone
evinced in this work, which proves the author
to be one who thinks for himself.

The Address and Laws of the General Practi-
tioners' Society of Southwark and its Vicinity.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Alethei.-'\\\G^ second communication, though

an able defence of the dignity of the profession,

is clearly libellous, and should be changed
before insertion. Experience has taught us,
that we must dip into our purses very deeply
for our defence of the whole proitssion ; and,
as the constituted authorities tolerate empirics
and humbugs, we shall in future leave these
gentry to fight their own battles. If the state-

ment of our valued correspondent be true, that
country bone-setters, blacksmiths, and horse-
leeches are allowed to associate with legally

qualified practitioners on Cholera Boards, he
has just reason to complain of such an insult

to the respectability of the profession.. We
are not surprised, however, at such an occur-
rence, for many unqualified persons were
cholera hunters and puffers in London. If

he knew as much of the policy of the profes-

sion as we do, he would not be surprised at
this, as we could prove that fully one-half of
the practitioners in London are neither phv-
sicians, nor surgeons, nor apothecaries ; but
quacks, who may slay his Majesty's lieges with
perfect impunity. We shall expose this nefa-
rious system as far as the law allows us ; but
must decline another visit to the Court of
Common Pleas, so long as we can avoid it.

Ramadge v. Ryan excessive, have commenced
a subscription to enable the defend
for a new trial, or defray his expe
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Dr. James Johnson
Dr. Uwins .

Dr. Tweedie
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Professor Cooper
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Dr. Stokes .
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Dr. J. Labatt
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ditto
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ditto
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The members of the profession, who con-
sider the damages awarded in the case of
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Gentlemen,
To-NioHT 1 will finish what may be called

the preliminary matter of the course. In the

concluding part of the lecture on Thursday
eveninf^, I was considering the common ex-
citing causes of disease, and was noticing the

fact of some diseases being frequently the

exciting causes of others.

The aneurism of the aorta, which was then
upon the table, showed that the original disease

of the great artery had subsequently excited,

by its pressure, disease of the ribs—-disease of

the spine, so as to have denuded the medulla
spinalis—and disease of the muscles of the

back, and disease of the trachea, into which the

aneurism had made its way by ulceration, near
the bifurcation of that tube. How frequently

do we see the origin of scrofula excited by the

effects of small-pox, measles, and other dis-

orders incident to children. How often do we
find the irritation of scalled head exciting

swelling of the lymphatic glands of the neck in

scrofulous children. A fracture, a dislocation,

a wound, or any mechanical injury, may ex-
cite tetanus, profuse abscesses, necrosis, and
other forms of subsequent disease. The depo-
sition of the phosphate of lime, between the
internal and middle coats of the arteries, some-
times leads to the formation of aneurism, and
sometimes, in old persons, to chronic mortifi-

cation of the lower extremities.

Injuries of the spine sometimes Viecome an
exciting cause of disease of the bladder. The

VOL. ir.

urine assumes a strongly ammoniacal quality,

and the coats of that organ are apt to inflame,

ulcerate, and become softened in an extraor-

dinary degree. In the preparation which I

now show you, taken from a patient who had
a fracture of the spine, these morbid changes in

the bladder are well illustrated.

Disease of the prostate gland is often the

exciting cause of thickening and disease of the

coats of the bladder, and of that change which
is called the sacculated bladder, where pouches
are formed between the fibres of the detrusor

urinse muscle, in which pouclies stones may also

be formed. In the preparation to which I

now request your attention, these circumstances

are all plainly shown. From one of the
pouches, a calculus had been extracted.

Strictures in the urethra frequently excite,

likewise, disease of other parts, as thickening
of the coats of the bladder, the formation of

sacculi in it, and ulceration and fistula; in the

perinreum. In the preparation which I now
exhibit to you, all these facts are illustrated : the

openings of the fistula; by the side of the caput
gallinaginis are wide enough to admit the
largest catheter.

Specific exciting causes, comprising the
subjects cfcontagion and morbid animal poisons,

are another inquiry of deep interest ; but as

much of it belongs more properly to the medi-
cal lectures, and we shall hereafter have to

devote some time to the consideration of the
effects of the venereal, hydrophobic, and some
other poisons, I shall now merely observe, that

contagion and infection are termed direct, when
communicated immediately from the patient

himself to a healthy subject; but indirect

when transmitted through the medium of ar-

ticles which have been in contact with the

patient's body, as his clothes and bedding.

Some infectious diseases can be propagated

only in the first mode—others in both.

Gentlemen, your ideas cannot be too precise

respecting the sense attached by every well-

informed practitioner to the term symptoms.

Symptoms mean every change perceptible in

an organ, or function, and, at the same time,

really connected with the existence of the dis-

ease. This latter specification is essential ; for

an aheration, not depending upon the disease

A A
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itself, is no symptom, but only an accidental

circumstance, or complication.

In strict lanj^uage, a symptom is not exactly

the same thins^ as a sign of a disease ; the lat-

ter term bein^ applied to whatever leads to the

discovery of hidden, and not immediately ob-

vious, circumstances respecting the past, pre-

sent,, or future state of the complaint.

Gentlemen, a symptom is manifest to the

external senses; a sign is what the judgment
deduces from the consideration of various par-

ticulai'S concerning the causes and progress of

the disease, and tlie effect of the treatment

upon it. By making due inquiry into these

circumstances, tlie practitioner becomes en-

abled to make himself master of what is termed

the diagnosis of the disease, and to foresee the

probable duration and termination of it ; in

technical langua4^e, to deliver a correct prog-
nosis. Attention to all these points qualify

him to be a good judge of the requisite mode
of treatment.

Pathologists lay down some very useful dis-

tinctions in the signs and symptoms of diseases,

which are termed common, when they attend

several disorders, as pain and difficulty, or im-

possibility of motion, noticed equally in cases of

fi"acture, contusion, dislocation, and rheuma-
tbm ; and proper, or essential, when they in-

variably accompany a disease, as the noise

or sensation, the crepitus, the grating, of the

ends of the injured part of a bone against one
another, when they are moved, and the par-

ticular changes in the shape and length of the

limb produced by the action of its muscles, or

its own weight, in the instance of an oblique

fracture of the thigh, or of both bones of tlie

leg.

Pathognomonic s-igns are those which pre-

sent themselves in one disease, and in no other

;

consequently they afford a formal indication of

its nature, as in the collision of tlie steel in-

strument, called a sound, against a stone, or

other extraneous body, in the bladder.

Diagnosis, gentlemen, has for its object the

discrimination of a disease from all others,

which may have some analogy, or resemblance,

to it. A proficiency in this important part of

pathology can only be acquired by the most
careful examination of all circumstances aj)per-

taining to the disorder, and especially by a

judicious inquiry into its causes and different

symptoms, which are to be compared with
those of other affections, likely to be con-
founded with it.

Diagnosis is at once the most useful and
difficult part of our profession; for it is by
ascertaining the exact character of each form
of disease, that we learn the right things to

be aimed at in the treatment, or the curalice

indications, as medical practitioners express

themselves.

Mistakes in the diagnosis are frequently

productive of the most deplorable conse-

quences to the health and life nf the patient,

and of ruin to the practitioner's reputation and
prospects. In such cases, a murderous im-

postor and quack will sometimes be shielded

by his dupes, the public ; but a regular mem-
ber of the profession will receive no commis-

seration, and be inevitably left to his fate.

One mistake generally leads to another, and
if the cause of a disease be misapprehended,

an erroneous diagnosis, prognosis, and treat-

ment, are the usual consequences^.

How frequently are mistakes made in the

diagnosis of pregnancy and diseases of the

womb I How often are limbs amputated which
might be saved ! How common is it to hear

of hydroceles being mistaken for sarcoceles,

and the testicle unnecessarily removed ! How
frequently are hernire confounded with glan-

dular swellings ! Dislocations with fractures,

and simple bruises of the hip with fractures

of the neck of the thigh-bone !

I have seen more than one case, in which

the penis was amputated for disease imagined

to be carcinomatous, and to affect the glans and »

deeper textures of that organ, as well as the '\

skin, but which proved afterwards to be con-

fined to the prepuce, the extirpation of which

alone would have been sufficient.

I know of cases, in which patients were cut

for the stone, though none was present in the

bladder, or had ever been in it.

Having alluded to the mistakes of others, I

ought not to conceal my own. I once cut into

the bladder when there was no calculus in it.

However, one of small size was lodged in

the perinaeum, and just as I was about to

send the child to bed, my finger detected it in

tlie upper part of the incision. In this example,

as soon as a sound, or staff, entered the bladder,

its convexity rubbed against the calculus, which
projected a little way into the urethra, and the

sensation, communicated to the fingers, was so

much like that produced by an instrument

touching a stone in the bladder, that a decep-

tion was produced. I am happy to say, the

patient very speedily recovered, without a
single bad symptom.

Professor Beclard used to relate a case, in

which a man had a fistulous ulcer in the cheek,

in consequence of a wound. The surgeon,

who dressed it for three months, was surprised

to find the dressings, when they were taken

off, always of a beautiful green colour. BSclard,

having probed the fistula, detected an extra-

neous body in it, which proved to be the

copper-head of a walking-stick. It was taken

out, and the part soon healed.

Here one of the first principles in the treat-

ment of wounds had been neglected, viz. the '''^

search for extraneous substances and their

prompt removal.

Prognosis, gentlemen, is an opinion, or

judgment, given on the changes likely to

happen in the course of a disease, or the be-

nefit to be expected from the ti-eatment, and
on the issue of the case.

In the practice of surgery, the prognosis is

founded upon the consideration of the causes,

nature, intensity, and situation of diseases;

the patient's age, sex, and profession ; the ge-
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ueral condition of his strength; the simj)licity,

or complications, of liis disorder; the efficacy,

or inefficacy, of the resources of medicine and
surgery ; and the degree of severity and danger
of any operation which may be required. On
the subject of prognosis, a surgeon ought ge-

nerally to be reserved. Instructed, by expe-

rience, of the many circumstances, which may
alter the natural and usual course of a disease,

a wise practitioner will always speak in a

guarded manner, little as the uncertainty may
really be in his own mind about the event.

Young, inexperienced beginners are generally

much bolder in delivering a prognosis, than
those who have seen more of business. The
foretelling of the event of a disease correctly

certainly raises a surgeon very much in the

estimation of the public ; but, on the other

hand, if his opinion should be contradicted by
the result, he loses even more reputation, than

he would have acquired, had his prognosis

turned out to be well-founded.

Patients sometimes recover under the most
hopeless circumstances ; and, in other instances,

are carried off by the most trivial complaints

and operations. A waterman was under the

care of M. Dubois, of Paris, who, by mistake,

had let the blade of a sword, about twenty
inches in length, slip down the oesophagus into

the stomach. An abscess having formed in

the right groin, this enormous foreign body
was extracted, and the patient got well. Gen-
tlemen, as you may have some dilBculty in

crediting this statement, I may mention, that

Professor Cloquet assures us he saw the case

himself. A French soldier, at the battle of

Talaveira, was struck by a grape-shot, which
broke the os pubis, penetrated the bladder and
rectum, and passed out through the sacrum.

From all these injuries he recovered, but soon

afterwards had symptoms of stone, and under-

went lithotomy. Each ofthe calculi extracted

was found to have in its centre a fragment of

the OS pubis as its nucleus.

In the museum at Leyden, an enormous
piece ofa bombshell is preserved, which entered

the perinseum of an artilleryman, and made its

exit through the parictes of the abdomen
; yet

this poor soldier recovered.

As instances of the fatality of very slight

injuries, I may mention several examples,

which liave occurred within the circle of my
own observation, where patients died of cry-

\ sipelas of the head and face, excited by the

removal of tumours not exceeding a pea in

size. A lady, the wife of an eminent stock-

broker, consulted me, about three years ago,

for a small tumour on the nose, which was
certainly not larger than a pea. As it had
shown a disposition to increase, and was no
ornament to the countenance, I recommended
its removal, but advised her, ifshe had any doubt
about tlie propriety of the operation, to take

the opinion of another surgeon. She went to

Sir Astley Cooper, who not only approved of

the advice I had given her, but put it in exe-

cution on the lady's first visit to him. In

about a week, she died of erysipelas, excited

by this trivial operation. Cloquet saw two .

cases, in which the extraction of the incurvated A
nail of the great toe was followed by death.

In one of these patients, chronic mortification

ensued; in the other, phlegmonous erysipelas.

The same gentleman* tells us of two jiatients,

who died immediately after the trivial opera-

tion of dividing the prepuce. Another fell a

victim to tetanus, brought on by merely making
a seton in the side of the chest.

Termination of Diseases—Diseases end

in different ways.

1st. In a perfect cure, or complete re-esta-

blishment of health.

2d. In an imperfect cure, as is exeinpUfied

in fractures, united with much deformity, and
a shortened state of the limb ; and also in the

operation for cataract, which always leaves the

eyesight defective.

3d. In a cure, with loss of certain organs,

as we notice after amputation of limbs, and
the removal of the eye, testicle, or breast.

4th. Diseases of an acute kind may termi-

nate by becoming chronic or by changing into

others. Thus a retention of urine may termi-

nate in an urinary abscess, followed by urinary

fistulee ; and a strangulated hernia, after be-

coming gangrenous, may give rise to an ar-

tificial anus.

Lastly. Many diseases are incurable : such

are the generality of organic affections.

Classification of Diseases—Plan of the
Course, &c.

Gentlemen, I next request your atlention, for

a little while, to the classification of those dis-

eases, which are reputed to be surgical.

The plan of the present course of lectures

will then be explained ; after which, we shall

be prepared to enter upon the subject of in-

flammation, the first usually treated of by all

writers and lecturers on surgery, and one of the

most important.

That the adoption of a plan materially faci-

litates the task, both of the teacher and the

student, cannot be doubted ; for surgical dis-

eases, as they are not very scientifically called,

including the different accidental injuries and
their consequences, amount to a vast number,
attended with such diversity as would create

extreme confusion, if some attempt at arrange-

ment were not made.
It is not for me to pronounce positively,

whether it be possible to invent an unobjec-

tionable nosology of surgery ; but I may safely

declare, that no endeavours to produce one

have hitherto succeeded, nor is there at present

any great probability of success. The obser-

vations, made in the first lecture, will lead us

to foresee some difficulties in the very begin-

ning of such an undertaking ; medical and sur-

gical cases not always admitting of a precise

separation, and the whole science, on which

the comprehension and treatment of them are

founded, being absolutely indivisible.

A a2
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A complete nosology, or nomenclature and

classification of diseases, ought of course to

include all of them ; but, when the scheme is

to divide it into two portions, one allotted to

physic, the other to surgery, we find the sug-

gestion of the thing more easy than its per-

formance. Supposing, however, that it were

executed, we should have at best only a muti-

lated system, little corresponding to nature.

Perhaps the opinion of a learned professor

in France may be perfectly true, tliat, strictly

speaking, there are no diseases to which the

epithet surgical should be applied : we have

surgical means of cure, a surgical division of

--N therapeutics, the importance and efficacy of

which are generally acknowledged, but no dis-

eases meriting the name of surgical, as con-

trasted with medical. The great reason fortius

opinion is, that the same principles of phy-
siology and pathology apply to the whole of

practice.

Classifications in natural history, as, for ex-

ample, in mineralogy, zoology, and botany, ex-

tend to all known minerals, animals, and plants.

This is as it ought to be ; and we must entirely

agree with one just remark, on the subject of

classifications, namely, that Linnseus would
. never have succeeded in raising an imperisli-

^ able monument to his own fame, in the science

of the vegetable kingdom, had he excluded

from his system cultivated plants, under the

pretext, that they were only things of interest

to those who cultivated them.

With respect to diseases, they certainly do

not present any natural features, or differences,

half so strongly marked and half so free from

deception, as those upon which the classifica-

tions of naturalists are founded. The distin-

guishing marks of animals are permanent
objects, but those of diseases are transient, and
always undergoing silent and gradual muta-

tions. The zoologist, in his division of animals

into those which have red blood, and into

others whose vessels contain a limpid colour-

less fluid, or into warm and cold-blooded ani-

mals, has a criterion, which is plain and free

from all ambiguity. We may say the same
thing of another great division of animals into

those with vertebrap, and into others without

them. The criterion consists of an anatomical

fact, which will remain immutable as long as

nature herself has an existence.

When, in natural history, classifications are

also founded upon certain habits and modifi-

cations of function, necessarily implying pecu-

liarities of organization, the ground of arrange-

ment is what will never yield. Thus, the

division into herbivorous and carnivorous

animals, and the subdivision of the former into

those which chew the cud, or ruminate, as it

is termed, will stand for ever.

The botanist, likewise, in the classification

of plants, has principles for his guidance, on

which a rational dependence can be placed.

Thus, the absence, presence, and number of

cotyledons; the relative position of the stamina;

and the absence, presence, and form of the

corolla ; constitute permanent marks of distinc-

tion, which have been proposed as the basis

of Jussieu's classification.

But, gentlemen, in composing a nosology,

or a system of arrangement and nomenclature

for diseases, you will find that these are not

always so strongly marked from one another,

by the hand of nature, that their essential dif-

ference can be recognized with much certainty.

There is even no abrupt line between health

and disease ; one being shaded off into the

other ; and this is not only the case with re-

spect to health and disease, but also with dis-

eases in relation to one another.

The opinion of Laennec on this subject may
not be incorrect ; namely, that the arrangement
of diseases into genera and species is incom-
patible with the nature of medical science.

The zoological and botanical specimens are

distinct beings ; while diseases are merely mo-
difications in the texture of tiie animal organs,

in the composition of tlieir fluids, or in the

order of their functions. However, notwith-

standing the radical imperfection of nosologies,

which contemplate diseases as genera and
species, such works may abound in valuable

matter, and be, on this account, deserving of

our study.

One common mistake into which the gene-

rality of nosologists fall, is that of representing

what may be only the symptom of a disease,

as a separate and independent disease itself.

Strictly speaking, dropsy, paralysis, convul-

sions, dyspepsia, and many kinds of ulcers,

are only symptomatic affections. In the noso-

logies which I have looked over, at least one-

third of the catalogue is made up of diseases,

which ought, properly, to be regarded as the

symptoms, or consequences, of another original

affection.

After these explanations, how can we won-
der that every system of nosology, however
admired at first, seems, after a time, to display

defects and incorrectness, which bring it into

neglect or oblivion? The principles of ar-

rangement, followed even by the great CuUen,
lead only to errors, confusion, and absurdity

;

and if his writings had not merit of a more
sterling quality than what belongs to his clas.-

sification, they might be thrown into the river

Lethe, without any detriment to medical
science.

The immortal Bichat, who was, beyond all

comparison, the greatest physiologist that

France ever produced, rendered an infinite

service to medical science, when he explored a
the nature of the elementary tissues of the *

body. As already remarked, in the Intro-

ductory Lecture, although the organs are nu-
merous, the textures which enter into their

formation are few. Thus, we have cellular,

osseous, mucous, serous, glandular, muscular,
dermoid, and two or three other tissues, con-
stituting the whole diversity and assemblage
of them.

Now, gentlemen, one arrangement of sur-

gical diseases might be formed by describing
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tliose of each tissue in succession. The prin-

ciple of classification might thus be anatomical

;

but, unfortunately, we do not always know
with precision, whether a disease commence
in one texture or another; and, in its progress,

it frequently involves several. Thus, phlegm-
onous inflammation and abscesses are not

I
simply affections of the cellular membl-ane, as

sometimes represented, but often implicate

other textures, and, in some instances, perhaps
commence in them. When I have a phlegm-
onous inflammation on the surface of thebodv,
following a slight abrasion of the cuticle, can
it be said to begin in the cellular membrane?

Professor Richerand classes sarcomatous tu-

mours as diseases of the cellular tissue; yet,

according to the views taken of the subject by
other pathologists, such swellings are abso-
lutely new formations altogether. The same
remark applies to encysted tumours, sometimes
arranged also as diseases of the cellular tissue.

I believe them to be, in many situations, com-
pletely new productions. One most expe-
rienced surgeon, who has paid a great deal of
attention to the nature of those which occur on
the surface of the body (I mean Sir Astley
Cooper), believes that they arise from obstruc-
tion, and enlargement of the cutaneous follicles.

An arrangement of a course of surgical lec-

tures, on the principle of elementary tissues,

is, then, decidedly objectionable ; for it i)lungcs
us directly in hypothesis, inasmuch as it always
compels us to pronounce whether a disease

originate in one texture or another, which
may be a very doubtful point.

Another disadvantage of the plan is, that it

brings together various aflfections, which have
not the slightest analogy to one another. Thus

:

suppose we decide to treat of the diseases of
the glandular tissue, is it not a strange con-
fusion to bring into the same chapter, or lec-

ture, diseases of the tonsils, prostate gland,
mammary gland, thyroid gland, testicle, sali-

vary glands, and other parts, whose structure,

functions, diseases, and position in the body,
are so different ?

In whatever arrangement we adopt, I be-
lieve, we cannot avoid bringing together the
diflTerent diseases of the same part; but here
we add to the confusion, by blending together
the different diseases of several parts, merely
because they are called glandular.

On account of these and other difficulties,

no surgical writer, or lecturer, has been able
to complete an arrangement on the foundation
of elementary tissues. Partial attempts are

occasionally made; but they invariably termi-
nate in a leap from this ground to some other.

As far as I can judge, the principle will apply
very conveniently to morbid anatomy, but not
to "surgery.

Instead of a classification of diseases, then,
founded upon the consideration of the particu-
lar tis.sue affected, or supposed to be aflf^ctcd,

I decidedly prefer the arrangement whicli
lakes a separate view of the diseases of each
particular organ, or system of organs, con-
cerned in one function.

In France, Professor Richerand's classifica-

tion of surgical diseases is partly constructed

on this foundation ; and, in this country. Dr.
Mason Good's "Study of Medicine," which
enjoys high reputation, is wholly a physio-

logical arrangement of diseases, built upon a
review of the great animal and vital functions,

the diseases of the organs of each function

being considered in succession.

Gentlemen, when you commence hospital

attendance, and begin to make your own ob-
servations on diseases, you will soon discover,

that by far the greater number of those which
usually fall under the care of surgeons, are

attended with inflammation, suppuration, ab-

scesses, sores, mortification, erysipelas, wounds,
hemorrhage, fractures, and other mechanical
or chemical injuries of the textures of the body.

You will also soon find out, that the knowledge
of these subjects, combined with correct ana-

tomical information, and some acquaintance

with therapeutics, will quahfy you, at all events,

to make a beginning in practice. Hence, it

used to be an observation of the late Dr. Arm-
strong, that, if we add to inflammation and
its consequences a few organic affections, as ,

tubercle, fungus, cancer, and melanosis, we '

have, at once, a bird's-eye view of disease.

All writers and lecturers on surgery com-
monly begin with inflammation and its effects,

widely as they may diverge from one another

afterwards. The usefulness of this plan cannot
be doubted ; and it is that which I mean to

pursue in these lectures.

Inflammation, with its common effects and
occasional consequences, suppuration, mor-
tification, and ulceration,—and then wounds,
hemorrhage, and a few other topics, will be
first introduced to your consideration, as com-
posing what we may call riidimental subjects

of surgery. I shall then proceed with the rest

of the mechanical injuries; and afterwards with
diseases of bones, arteries, veins, and other

organs of extensive distribution in the animal
machine. Next, the different kinds of tumours
will be noticed ; and these will be followed by
certain specific diseases.

For the sake of order and method, however,
the course will be divided into three parts.

The First Part will treat of General Surgical
Subjects, or of those injuries and diseases which
are common to the whole or several parts pf
the body, or are not confined to any one situa-

tion in it.

The Second Part will treat of Particular

Surgical Subjects, or of the Injuries and Dis-
eases of Individual Organs and Regions.

The Third Part will comprise the Operations

of Surgery, which will be exhibited on the

Dead Subject.

As I proceed through the course, the re-

quisite instruments, bandages, and apparatus
will be shown.

I am of opinion, that a very good account of

all the leading things in surgery may be com-
prised in about ninety or a hundred lectures.

But the lecturer must aim rather at the ex-

planation of principles, and the facts on which
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they are founded, than at lengthened details

;

neither must he spend time on the considera-

tion of topics which belong, by the agreement
of the profession, to physic. Were I to occupy
your attention with gout, rheumatism, and
several cutaneous diseases, which the professor

of physic will describe with his usual persj)i-

cuity, the copiousness of these lectures might
be increased by it, but not, I think, their value.

Some subjects, however, it will be impossible

for me to be very brief upon, without failing to

make you understand even the common prin-

ciples which regulate the practice of surgery.

For instance :—If I were to be too concise in

my description of inflammation, a process so

extensively concerned in diseases in general,

how could I hope to see you attain that pro-

ficiency in surgery which would qualify you
to become eminent members of the profession?

If I were to offer but a superficial account of

suppuration, mortification, ulceration, wounds,
hemorrhage, aneurism, fractures, dislocations,

cancer, the venereal disease, scrofula, injuries

of the brain, diseases of the eye, affections of

the urinary organs. Sec, I should not, gentle-

men, be doing you justice, nor serving my own
reputation.

The course delivered here last season con-

sisted of about one hundred lectures; but, in

order to be able to give so many, I was obliged

to lecture in the spring sometimes as often as

five times a week. This was occasioned by
the examinations, which took up nearly an hour
every week. Now, if these lectures could keep
your attention alive three hours a week, free

from interruption, and you would devote half an
hour on Thursday evenings to examinations,

you would have a better course, arjd it might
be finished very well by the end of April,

without requiring you to attend so often in the

week as 1 did last April and May. 1 propose,

therefore, to lecture three hours a week, and
to examine after the lecture-hour on Thursday
evenings.

NOTES FROM THE INTERESTING
LECTURES OF

PROFESSOR MAGENDIE,
ON CHOLERA.

Dr. Magendie proposed to himself, in inves-

tigating the cholera, during the epidemic in

Paris, the application of the same rigorous plan

which, during twenty years, he has been in the

habit of adopting in his other investigations
;

by this method only, which is calculated to

keep in check the workings of the imagination,

can science be benefited, however it may show
that much must still remain unexplained.

Many important questions connected with the

epidemic must, in short, be considered still as

inexplicable.

One glance at a patient labouring under
cholera in its severe form will give an impres-

sion which the most energetic language must
£dl far short of conveying.

With regard to cholerine, it may be consi-

dered more as an indisposition than as an
actual disease, and may be rendered serious by
the exhibition of violent remedies, or by tlie

patient being induced to consider it of a dan-

gerous nature. It is of high importance to

consider that cholerine assumes different forms,

proving, he thinks, that " the cause of the epi-

demic was not transported, or imparted, but

a general cause acting on a whole population."

Cholerine, or petit cholera, is to be considered,

in consequence of its various shades and forms,

of the highest interest, for it is not possible to

speak of it as an imported disease, or to bring

forward after the consideration of it, tlie absurd
idea of contagion.

It must be observed, that "when speaking of

the epidemic called cholera, it must not be
supposed that one form only ofdisease is every

where to be met with." It has been observed,

that differences so striking have existed between
cases, that "one may be induced to believe that,

during the cholera, several epidemics arc reign-

ing at the same time. Whether the symptoms
of the disease, its rapidity, fatal termination, or

the different pathological alterations, &c., be
considered, the most opposite tilings present

themselves."

Many cases have occurred in the hospitals

proving gradually worse, from a state of sim-

ple indisposition, and in which death, by a sort

of aneantissement, took place on the seventh or

eighth day ; the last symptoms inducing you
to believe that pressure on the brain" existed.

These die without those symptoms of purging,

blue skin, sunken pulse, &c. taking place in the

progress of the disease, which arc so remarkable
in the more ordinary severe forms. An en-

tirely different form of disease may be said to

exist. The patients seem to be carried off like

persons dying of old age.

Even in the algid form, many shades take

place : some will be tranquil, desiring only to

be suffered to remain so; while others are

highly excited, and refuse all treatment pro-

posed. Unless many cholera cases are seen,

the different shades which occur in the disease

cannot be noticed.

A particular grade ofthe disease is when an
acute pain in the stomach takes place, which
resists every thing, and hurries the patient to

the grave without any abatement of intensity.

In the blue, or algid form, prodromes are

common, not ofinvariable occurrence, however;
more common among the poorer classes than

in those of easy circumstances.
" The blue cholera is composed of various

phenomena; the most remarkable are—1st,

the absence of the circulation of the blood ; 2d,

the existence of cramps ; 3d, abundant evacua-

tions by stool and from the stomach." These
comprise others to be hereafter noticed. Some
of the phenomena admit of explanation, ac-

cording to physiology founded on experiments,

while others remain inexplicable.

The fundamental phenomenon of the algid

cholera is the suspension of the circulation,

arising, principally, from the diminished power
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of contraction in the ventricles of tlie heart.

But there are cxses in wliich the circulation

continues ; so that if you turn away your head,

you fancy that you are feeling the pulse of a

person in health.

The cholera asphyxia has sometimes proved

so rapidly fatal, as to have been named fou-

droyante. In other instances, as at the Hotel

Dieu, it has been prolonged to three or four

days, without reaction having been produced

by any of the various methods employed.

By a practised eye, the first degrees of cho-

lera have been observed in the countenances of

persons during the epidemic ; the debility in

the action of the left ventricle being displayed

by a slight change of colour.

The lividity, in a case of cholera asphyxia,

is produced by the simple stagnation of the

blood in the venous system, the arteries being

empty; far from being of an inflammatory

nature, which would imply obstruction to the

communication between the arteries and veins,

the redness, or lividity, in the intestines, &c.,

after death, may be made to disappear by inject-

ing warm water into the arteries, which will

pass into the veins.

In cholera patients, arteries have, in some in-

stances, been opened and found quite empty

;

even where their recovery afterwards has been
known to take place.

Dr. Magendie thinks that considerable mo-
dification must take place regarding the re-

ceived doctrine of the influence of the blood

or the contraction of muscles, seeing that indi-

viduals, without pulsation in the limbs, &c.,

for many hours, or even for days, have been
able to execute movements as freely and ra-

pidly as in health. How, he asks, does it

happen that muscles, which do not receive

blood, should contract? On dividing the

principal branches of the temporal artery, with

the muscle also, a few drops of venous blood

only flowed, the whole giving the appearance

of parts in a dead subject ; muscular contraction,

nevertheless, was going on.

Do the cerebral functions often maintain

their integrity in those cases where arterial

blood is not sent to the brain? Dr. M. thinks

that this is established too in cholera. Itj in

the algid state, any blood be received by the

brain, it is at least certain that it is not red

oxys^enated blood.

Dr. M. seems to favour the idea, that, in

those cases, the integrity of the mental facul-

ties does sometimes exist for many hours

before death, without any circulation whatever

of blood in the brain.

The suppression of urine would seem to l)c

sufficiently accounted for on the principle of a

diminished circulation in the vessels of the

kidneys ; so also in regard to the liver.

Does the continuation of the mammary se-

cretion in nurses depend on the vicinity of the

parts to the heart, and consequent probability

of circulation being maintained? It is still

curious that, as shown at the Hotel Dieu, this

secretion should have been freely carried on

during two days of collapse, and when dark
blood was shown to have been circulating.

[We shall continue to give notes from tliesc

valuable lectures as soon as they reach us.

—

Eds.]

A SLIGHT SKETCH

OF THE

CHOLERA,
As it appeared at St. Hiliers, Jersey, in the

months of August and SeiHember, 1832,

trith a Topographical Description of ihe

Island.

By JOHN FOOTE, Jun., Esq.,

Late Surgeon to the Cholera Hospital.

The island of Jersey lies in 49" 16' north lati-

tude, and 2" 22'' longitude west of London.
Its extreme length, from the north-west to the

south-west, is twelve miles, and its greatest

width about seven, with a population of

36,000 individuals, of which about 20,000 are

inhabitants of St. Hiliers. The land on the

north-eastern coast, which is abrupt and rocky,

rises to a considerable height, and with a gra-

dual but unequal inclination, slopes towards

the south, where its elevation above the sea is

trifling. It is nearly surrounded by long

ridges of rocks, broken by several bays, and, on
this account, the approach to the island is very
dangerous to the stranger. Of these bays, St.

Aubin's is of the most importance, as the towns
of St. Hiliers and St. Aubin's lie on the

eastern and western sides. It is about three

miles wide at its mouth, sweeping above two
miles into the land; it opens exactly to the

south.

The country appears in many places ex-

ceedingly well wooded, and in nearly all very-

fertile, the only part forming an exception to

this rule being the Quenvais, a waste of 700
acres, absolutely barren, situated in the parishes

of St. Peter and St. Brelade. The soil is very
productive, light and occasionally sandy on the

higher grounds, but rich and deep in the

valleys and lower lands. Water is every where
plentiful, there being numerous small streams

running through the valleys, and various me-
dicinal springs, principally chalybeate, which,
however, are not had in great esteem. The
principal produce of the island is the apple,

from which large quantities of cyder are made.
The lower classes of inhabitants are generally

industrious, but, from the extreme cheapness of

spirituous liquors, are nearly, if not quite, as

generally intemperate.

St. Hiliers is apparently a good situation : it

is defended by a range of hills from the nor-

therly winds, and has a good supply of water.

The streets, which have been lately erected,

are tolerably wide, but can scarcelv be s.iid to
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be regular. The older part of tlie town is

irregular, close, dirty, and ill ventilated; in

some parts very thickly inhabited, especially

by the lower classes ; in Parade-place, for

instance, tlie houses are as dirty, as crowded,

and as ill ventilated as in any part of Saffron-

hill or St. Giles's. The filth of the town is

removed by several common sewers, which
traverse it, but being very generally in a dilapi-

dated condition at present, new and larger are

being constructed. It is protected, in a military

point of view, by Fort Regent on the Mont de

la Ville and Elizabeth Castle, which is tliree-

cjuarters of a mile distant from the town, si-

tuate in the bay of St. Aubin's, on the rocks,

and nearer the harbour of St. Hiliers than the

town of St. Aubin's. The whole line of coast

is defended by martello towers.

St. Aubin's, the nearest town to St. Hiliers,

situated in the parish of St. Brelade, lies nearly

at the extremity of the bay. Tt is a neat pretty

town, but irregularly built; it is not of much
commercial importance at present. This town,

although scarcely three miles from St. Hiliers,

and in constant communication with it during

the prevalence of the epidemic, never had more
than three cases, a strong argument against the

doctrine of contagion. Between St. Aubin's
and St. Hiliers, or rather near the first mar-
tello tower between the two towns, is Gallow's-

hill, where tents were pitched as a temporary
residence for those who, being born on the

island, were ejected from their homes, on ac-

count of the density of the population in their

quarters. Gorey, a village situate in Gran-
ville, about four miles to the left of St. Hilier's,

is fast increasing in size and importance; its

population is greatest during the time of the

oyster-fishery, by which the inhabitanfs are

almost entirely supported. This village suf-

fered severely from the ravages of cholera.

It is said, that the winters are mild, and com-
mence late ; they are attended with a good deal

of rain, and often with gales of wind, which
occasionally blow with great violence from the

south-west, the prevailing quarter during that

season. Snow seldom remains many days on
the ground, and frost is rarely known to con-
tinue longer than is necessary to check prema-
ture vegetation. Having thus given a short

account of the topography of the island, as far

as lay in my power, I shall now proceed with
the real subject of my paper.

SKETCH OF CHOLERA AT ST. HILIERS.

According to the information which I re-

ceived on my arrival at St. Hiliers, the cholera

first appeared as an epidemic in that town, on
the 10th August, 1832, although I may state,

on the authority of Dr. Struve, a practitioner

residing in the island, that he had observed

several sporadic cases throughout the preced-

ing summer. When it first appeared, the town
was divided into twelve districts, having each a
medical man, a president, and examining com-
mittee (non-medical) attached. The duties of

the medical men may be readily defined ; they

visited the sick whenever called on, and fol-

lowed up the case, if cholera; if not, they

handed it to the surgeon for the parochial or

island poor, as the case might require ; those

of the presidents and examining committee were
to visit daily all the liouses in the district al-

lotted to them, to ascertain whether illness were
in any house, to report suspicious cases to the

medical attendant, to clear out, and caused to

be cleansed, all the common sewers and places

which were offensive, to have all nuisances

removed, to require houses to be white-washed
and fumigated when they thought it necessary,

to have clothes, furniture, &c. burnt, when a

medical certificate declared it needful, and to

report on all these various duties to the Central

Board of Healtli at Jersey. About the same
time apartments were taken at the guard-house

in the Royal-square, which were fitted up as a

dispensary, and to which two medical gentle-

men (the number afterwards increased to four)

were attached. This place was called the

Central Station, and the duty of its medical

officers was to attend to all calls ; and, after the

hospital was established, to send such patients

to it as were willing to be treated there, for

which purpose there were men and convey-

ances always at the station. The store-rooms,

adjacent to George-street, on the shore, and
nearly opposite to Elizabeth Castle, occupied

by M. Nicolle, were given up by him forth-

with as an hospital, for which purpose they

were fitted up, and got ready in two days, so

as to be capable of receivmg patients. Two
of the medical men of the districts did duty,

week about, at the hospital ; in addition to

which there were two gentlemen appointed to

act as dispensers (afterwards increased to

three), with a complete hospital staff, consist-

ing of hospital-serjeant, steward, surgery-man,
orderlies, and nurses. In a short time it was
found necessary to establish other places in the

neighbourhood of the building, for the purpose
of receiving patients convalescent from the

cholera, as the hospital itselfwas not sufficiently

large to contain all those who were brought to

it. In consequence, two houses at the lower
end of George-street were taken, as female

convalescent wards, and a large and convenient

shed, built on the premises, as a male ward.
While speaking of the hospital, it may be as

well to remark, that it was found exceedingly-

difficult to get individuals to act in the capa-

city of orderlies or nurses, on account of the

dread which the disease inspired; those ob-
tained, with a few exceptions, were generally

persons of intemperate habits and bad repute.

A committee of management for the hospital,

with a president, Mr. Turner, who also per-

formed the duties of president of a district, and
to whose kindness I am, personally, much in-

debted, was also formed, having occasionally

to act as hospital visitors. As the disease

spread in the country parts, similar precautions

and sanitory measures were adopted. The
hospital and the sick were alternately visited

by the clergjTnen ofthe island. Measures were
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also taken at the general hospital for removin{»

tlieir sick to tiie cliolera estabhshment, as soon

as affected ; althougfh, from the want of nit^ht-

watchers, who mij^ht ascertain the attack as

soon as it commenced, many were not sent in

until nearly moribund.

These were the chief measures resorted to

by the Central Board of Health, aUhough

others of great importance were subsecjuently

adopted : to wit, the expulsion of great num-
bers of the poor from the island, the establish-

ment of tents on Gallow's-hill, the adoption of

the provisions of the Cholera Act, &c. This

latter measure appears to have been followed

up in its full force; medical men were com-
pelled to send in reports of cases; and this

farce was kept up for some time, such reports

being required even from those who had de-

clared tliat they were not in practice at all

;

consequently, were obliged daily to report that

they had no cholera patients ! Indeed, to such

a pitch had this spirit at one time arisen, that

prosecutions were threatened against a medical

man, for refusing to send them in. The Board

likewise republished the popular directions

drawn up by order of the French government,

and these were distributed over the island.

As they have appeared in this Journal, the

profession at large are enabled to form an
opinion on their relative value. A measure,

to which 1 have already alluded, was earnestly

and strongly recommended, as likely to conduce

materially to the healthy condition of the town
of St. Hiliers, and of the island generally ;—

I

mean the expulsion of the English and French
poor from the island, and the establishment of

tents on Gallow's-hill for the Jersey poor.

When this determination was put in practice,

the Board was abused for doing so, and peti-

tions presented to the British government, com-
plaining of it, as an act of extreme injustice :

and so, at first sight, it really appears to be ;

but it must be remembered, that it was done
under peculiar circumstances ; indeed, I am of

opinion, that it has not been done sufficiently

extensively, for I firmly believe, that until the

narrow, close, and thickly-inhabited streets are

thoroughly cleared out, the cholera will con-

tinue its ravages, either as an epidemic or a

sporadic disease. The States may not be jus-

tified legally in expelling so many persons

from the island, and in transporting others

from their residences to the tents pitched on the

hill ; but it is certain that it was a measure of

the utmost importance, and had it not been
practised, there cannot be a doubt but that the

disease would have been more extensive in its

ravages, and far more fatal in its effects. Whole
families have been swept away by this pesti-

lence, from the grandfather of ninety, to the
infant of a year old ; entire houses have been
cleared out by it; and is it not better that

these individuals, unfortunate as they are
called, should be sent to their own country,
and that, too, at the expense of the States,

in preference to remaining in the island, to be
carried off by a dreadful and a rapid death ?

The injury inflicted is not great ;—the benefit

derived immense. The majority of those at-

tacked were not natives of the island.

It was very difficult to obtain authentic state-

ments concerning the previous history of the

malady ; but it was ai)parent that its course was
similar to that pursued elsewhere by it. The
sloth, the drunkard, and the prostitute, were

generally marked out as its victims. In George
Street, there are about half a dozen houses at

that part nearest the sea, which, at the break-

ing out of the epidemic, were brothels : those

at the upper part being inhabited by a more
respectable class. About thirty or forty per-

sons lived in these half dozen houses ; they

were nearly all attacked, and with one or two
exceptions, all died, while but two or three

sporadic cases occurred at the upper end of

the street. This fact needs no comment. When
the cholera broke out, the first cases were ex-

ceedingly severe, without any previous symp-
toms, and comparatively few recoveries were
announced. In time, however, its malignity

appeared to wear out ; milder cases occurred ;

diarrhoea or other premonitory symptoms ex-

isted ; and it became evidently more tractable,

although, to the last, cases were admitted into

the hospital of a most malignant character.

It was unfortunate, that here, as elsewhere,

the cholera hospital had a very bad name
among the poor; the report went, that as

soon as a patient was admitted, a coffin was
placed by the bed-side. The consequence was,

that the poor vi'ere unwilling to enter it, until

all hope was lost, and then being received and
dying there, they swelled out the death-list,

and added thus to its ill repute. -

The first appearance of the cholera at Jersey
was attributed to the importation of infected

clothes from Plymouth, but there are in

reality no grounds whatever for such a sus-

picion. I repeat the word suspicion, for the

most ardent contagionist in the whole island

can only say that " it was supposed that such
was the cause

;

" and it never has been proved
to be the case ; indeed it would be an endless

task to attempt it. It should be shown that

these clothes had been worn by cholera patients

—that they were brouglit from Plymouth by
(to keep up the doctrine of contagion) indi-

viduals who caught the disease from them,^
and that they were sold or otherwise distri-

buted to the persons who were first attacked,

namely, those living in Cabot's-yard ; nothing
of all this has been, and, I believe, no part of
it can be, proved; consequently, a jury of im-
partial and unprejudiced men must return a
verdict of '•' not proven." Besides that, the
cases mentioned by Dr. Struve totally dis-

prove any such statement. Tlie clothes from
Plymoutli could not have given rise to a dis-

ease which already existed in the island ; and,
I may add, that the evidences of contagion

could not be traced in the cases which occurred

afterwards. There are only two circumstances

which tend to support this doctrine:— the

deaths of Messrs. Power and Martin, and se-
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veral orderlies and nurses liaving fallen victims

to the pestilence. But for these, evident and

palpable causes can be detailed, without having

recourse to an absurd and nearly exploded doc-

trine, especially one whicli tends to sever the

finest feelings of humanity, and which, in its

operation, would ruin the commerce of the

whole country- Mr. Power, who was the

third dispenser at the hospital, liad only joined

the staff a week, when he was taken ill. On
the Sunday previous, he had dined with a

friend, and had taken rather too much wine,

and, I understand, suffered from the usual

consequences the next day. On the Monday
evening he had, at the Club, eight or nine

rummers of brandy and water, and next day
he was taken ill, as the result of such irregular

proceedings. He had also committed various

debauches in the fields of Venus. I saw him
on the Thursday, when he was evidently labour-

ing under hepatic and gastric derangement;
on the Friday morning he found himself well

enough to go out ; but whether lie took any
thing more than ordinary then or not, I have
been unable to learn. He returned in the

afternoon, feeling much worse, and laid down

;

in a short time the symptoms of an exceedingly

severe attack of the cholera manifested them-
selves, and terminated in death on the follow-

ing morning. During all this time he was
residing in the hospital, and, until he went out

on the Friday, had not left his bed.

Dr. Martin was a weakly individual, and,

at the period of his attack, was labouring under
a disease of the chest, said to be consumption,

which is hereditary in the family. He died of

the sequelae of cholera, or rather of a worn-out
constitution. He attended the Qases as district-

surgeon, but had, I believe, done duty at the

hospital. In regard to the orderlies and nurses,

I have already stated that they were intemperate
and dissipated, and such were more readily

engaged, as two active and attentive superin-

tendents had been obtained, by whom these in-

dividuals could be in some measure controlled.

They had constant fatigue, were highly fed,

drank hard, committed les exces du table, ne-

glected their bowels, frequently remained con-

stipated, or " caustic," as they called it, for days
together, many of them, also, being afraid of the

disease ; and, under such circumstances, is it

to be wondered at, that they should be attacked,

and, being attacked, that several should die?

It is really astonishing that more did not fall

victims, considering the variety and intensity

of the predisposing and exciting causes whicli

were in operation. There can hardly be a

doubt but that they would have been seized

any where.

From a review of the symptoms of cholera,

it would appear that the nervous system is the

first acted upon by some poison, the nature of

which we are ignorant of, and by the suspen-

sion, partial or com[)lete, of the nervous in-

fluence, the circulation and the secretions are

arrested or greatly impeded. That such is the

case, has been clearly demonstrated by Bell and

others ; and, from the fact, that the powers of

mind in the sufferer are generally perfect to

the last, it would appear that it is not the cere-

bro-spinal system, but rather the tri-splanchnic

which is affected. Of this, however, I had no

means ofjudging, other than by the semeiology,

as autopsic examinations were not allowed, on
account of the prejudices of the populace; and
as they would interfere with the carrying into

effect of a law that had been recently enacted,

that every person dying of cholera should be
buried in twenty-four hours.

I shall not occupy your space by a detail of
the symptoms, as these must now be known
to every student of even a year's standing,

having been repeated vsque ad navseam, but
shall rather proceed to notice one or two pecu-
liarities which occurred under my own eye.

It has been generally remarked, that the secre-

tions are suppressed in the algid, or cold

stage, ofcholera ; but the French medical men
have placed the non-suppression of the milk
on record, and I have met with a case (that of
Jane Tobin) in which the menstrual secretion

was flowing, and that abundantly, during the
cold stage, and this fluid I myself saw, as did

also my colleague. Dr. Young; I should not
otherwise have believed it, the fact is so ex-

traordinary, in my opinion. Another very
curious fact was, that relating to Mrs. Thrash,
who was delivered of a living child during
the period of collapse. These are instances

which do not often occur, and especially claim
the attention of the physician. The con-
tinuance of the catamenia can only be account-

ed for by the supposition, that the secretion

of the uterus taking place periodically, and the

uterus being free from this excitement during
a certain period, the poison of the cholera was
less able to interrupt its effusion than those to

which, occurring constantly, the body is more
accustomed : the same explanation, if the right

one, will hold good in regard to the lacteous

secretion. I have not met, any where, with
cases of a nature similar to those which I have
now placed on record. It was also rather

peculiar, that almost every case that was ad-
mitted, in collapse, came in with a very foul

and loaded tongue, which continued for seve-

ral days after, and gradually cleaned as the
case improved. When the patients were re-

covering from the collapse, the watery eva-

cuations gradually changed in colour, became
of a black hue, then dark-brown, finally green
and yellow. This would be the case when the

disease proceeded happily, but when typhoid

symptoms set in, then the stools remained
dark, and the other characteristics of typhus
ensued. When the patients died after re-

covering from collapse, it was generally from
head affection, as the sequence, not the cause

of the disease, as an ingenious correspondent

assumes it to be. Five cxses, however, ter-

minated in delirium tremens, of which two
recovered and three proved fatal.

Mr. Bell, in his valuable work on cholera,

highly recommends bleeding, and from his
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reasoning, I thoufjht well of the plan ; but

vvhcti 1 received the appointment to the hos-

pital, I was warned by Dr. Lecoq, that the

inhabitants of Jersey could not bear even such
bleeding as a Londoner could support with

ease, in the ordinary maladies, and a plus

forli' rainon, not in cholera. From the com-
parative cheapness with which spirituous and
vinous liquors can be obtained there, the lower

classes indul<];e habitually in di-inkinof, several

of them taking immense quantities of brandy
in the course of the day; the consequence is,

that their families are neglected, filth and
misery reign in their habitations, and while
they thus so debilitate themselves, as to render
it impossible to put the antiphlogistic plan into

practice on the extensive scale, which is occa-
sionally necessary, they also fall speedy vic-

tims to any epidemic which visits their shores.

Such liave been very generally the persons
who have been attacked by cholera, and have
perished. It has rarely happened that indi-

viduals of " correct" habits have been seized,

although a few cases have taken place ; but
even then the subject was of a debilitated con-
stitution, or was predisposed by fear. In one
case, venesection was largely tried, veins being
opened in both arms, but the black, half-

dissolved blood, only could be obtained; it

appeared to afford relief to the oppression at

the chest, but the patient sunk, and I am half

inclined to attribute his death to the bleeding;

at least, I thhik it was hastened by it; he was
in collapse, I should say, when it was per-

formed. On the whole, I consider, reasoning
only from the symptoms (for that was the only

ca^e in which I tried it), that bleeding may
and will prove highly advantageous before

collapse ; but when tlie patient is in that con-

dition, I believe it would be injurious in the

extreme ; it may be again employed mode-
rately when reaction has set in, to prevent

congestion. I regret that the condition in

which the cases generally entered the hospital

was such as to preclude a fair trial being given

to this potent remedy; they were generally

admitted in complete collapse, of wliich the

following is a fair example :

—

Michael Killaly, fetat. 40, a porter at the

Central Station, a man much afraid of the dis-

ease, and of very intemperate habits, was ad-

mitted, September the 21st, at twenty minutes

1)ast three p.m. He came in complete col-

apse ; hands, arms, face, lips, legs, and thighs,

completely blue; no pulse at the wrist, or

carotids ; heart beating slowly, and with great

diflBculty; chest cool, extremities cold; eyes

sunk, fixed, and glazed ; tongue furred, cold

;

no spasms at present ; extreme thirst ; skin of

the hands and feet shrivelled; diflSculty of

breathing extreme, and rapidly increasing;

vomiting, and purging of a watery fluid. The
state of the heart's action, and the oppression

at the chest, here, one would think, would in-

dicate bleeding, but it would have been mad-
ness to attempt such a thing ; I say attempt,

because I do not believe a drop of blood

would flow ; in such a case one recognises the

futility of the proverbs, '•' dum vita est, sprs

est," " nil desperandum," The unfortunate

individual died in about an hour after ad-
mission.

The treatment generally found most suc-

cessful in our hospital practice was, stimulants;

sinapisms to the spine, epigastrium, and extre-

mities, kept on for an hour or two, with cap-
sicum and ammonia, or brandy and ammonia,
with occasionally a little opium, given until

reaction took place, with toast and water, or

cold water to allay thirst, in small quantities

only, was the general course, modified accord-

ing to existing circumstances. I have placed

the direcfions, " in small quantities," in italics,

as I am particularly desirous of calling atten-

tion to that point. The Central Board of Health,

in London, has been much abused, and very
unjustly, for that recommendation, on the au-
thority of individuals, who have visited the

London Cholera Hospitals, and who aver that

there is constant craving for fluid, and that it

should be indulged. It is true that there is

extreme thirst ; but if large quantities of fluid

are given, or even so much as an ounce, they

are immediately rejected. It was found ne-

cessary in the Cholera Hospital at St. Hiliers

to give all liquids in very small quantities, and
tl'.e drinks which were given to allay thirst

were administered in that manner ; and every
five minutes, or oftener, if required. The con-
trary plan has been much cried up of late, but
when reduced to practice has been found in-

effectual, at least at St. Hiliers. But, indeed,

no one plan of treatment can be laid down to

be followed in all cases ; the remedies to be
given must be adapted to existing circum-
stances ; and hence the folly of trusting to pa-
nacea, formulae, and quack remedies, with which
every place abounds, and which followed so

rapidly in tlie wake of the cholera at Jersey.

The indications appear to be, to relieve con-
gestion, to draw the blood to the surface, to

restore the secretions, and then to guard against

excessive reaction, and its consequences. Va-
rious remedies and plans of treatment have
been tried with this view, but a case of col-

lapse, or in the algid condition, is, in my opi-

nion, so utterly hopeless, that I look on every
patient recovered from it as, in one sense, a
brand snatched from the burning. For this

purpose, the hot-air-bath, the vapour-bath,

sinapisms, hot sand-bags, stomach-warmers,
lint moistened with liquor ammonioe fortis, dry
friction, stimulating frictions on the spine and
limbs, hot irons passed over the spine, or linen

dipped in liquor ammonise and spirits of tur-

pentine, hot turpentine to the abdomen, and
warm clothing,—all of these various measures
have had a fair trial, either singly or together

with others. Neither of the baths have been
found very useful in any cases; the vapour
bath is decidedly injurious, as the patients are

necessarily wetted by the condensing steam,

which, collecting in the bed-clothes and ren-

dering them damp, makes it necessary to
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change them; thus exposing the patient to a

current of cold air, doing more injury than the

heat can do good. On that point also I shall

make a remark : the spirit air-bath could be

applied and kept up for an indefinite length

of time ; the heat obtained from it could be
raised or diminished at pleasure, and yet I can-

not say that I ever saw any benefit from it

;

tlie pulse in one or two cases rose for an in-

stant or two, but it speedily fell on the removal

of the instrument. It was curious enough
that while in the bath, and when on intro-

ducing my hand I found the heat so intense

I could not bear it, the patients have com-
plained that it was too great, but at the same
tune the body was almost of a cadaverous cold,

and the pulse imperceptible ; in short, while

the patient was suffering from great external

heat, it had not produced any other sensible

effects- I am inclined, therefore, to believe,

that these kind of baths will prove unavailing

in a Efreat majority of cases. The other mea-
sures which I have mentioned have proved

usefid in single cases, but I am sorry to say

not one (save the poultices) in so many cases

as to warrant their recommendation, exclusive

of others. The cold water system was freely

essayed in the town ; but, if I am to judge

from the cases sent into the hospital, 1 should

say, decidedly, without success. The saline

treatment was tried in one case, in the hos-

pital, apparently with advantage ; but, I should

add, that the man had been previously roused

from the algid condition in which he lay. In

treating individual symptoms, my colleague

and myself have used various medicines. The
hydrocyanic acid has succeeded in a few cases

in arresting the vomiting, ami in others has

entirely failed. I may say tlie same of the

acetate of morphia, which has been tried in-

ternally, and by the endermic method ; opiate

enemata, with Dr. Clanny's plug, have stop-

ped the purging in one or two instances, when,
without the plug, and in large c(uantities (half

a pint of fluid), the clyster was instantly re-

turned. Musk and croton oil have been em-
ployed, but I cannot speak in their favour.

When the patient is recovering from the

cold stage, and the stools were becoming of the

black colour I have already alluded to, mer-

cury, in some one or other of its forms, was
generally given, at first as a mercurial and
purgative, and latterly, chiefly, as a purgative,

combined with an aromatic. I do not recollect

a single case which terminated fatally, after

the mercurial eflPect was produced ; it has been

said, that it is tolly to trust to such a sign, as

patients have been attacked while under sali-

vation ; but this I must consider as bad reason-

ing; patients may get cholera while in a state

of ptyalism, because that is merely a secretion

going on at the time of the attack, and can no

more prevent it, than the secretion of milk or

of the catamenia can ; but when, after the cold

stage, ptyalism is induced, then we have an

evidence that the secretions are restored, that

the mercury is exerting its proper action, and

that the powers of life have sufliciently rallied.

Besides, the effect of mercury beuig thus pro-

duced, may and will tend to prevent those af-

fections of the head, which generally terminate

life in the consecutive stage. Under such cir-

cumstances, I think we are warranted in de-

claring a patient convalescing from the cold

stage, and salivated, as out of danger, except

such as may arise from accidental imprudence
;

and the contrary opinion has been formed, in

all probability, from regarding the action of

mercury as specific, and not as a mere counter-

irritant, setting up a new action in a different

part, and thus getting rid of the prior malady,
on the old principle, "no two diseases can
exist at the same time."

A CLINICAL LECTURE

Delivered by

DR. ELLIOTSON,
Friday, October I'ith, 1832.

LECTURE I.

Riiptureofthe Aorta—Pathology of Aneurism—Hysteria cured by Depletion—Asthma
cured by Lobelia—Acute Dropsy— Vertigo.

Gentlemen,
Ji'sT before coming to the Hospital, a gentle-

man was kind enough to furnish me witli an
instance of rupture of the aorta, of which I

shall speak before proceeding with my general

lectiire. A young woman, in the seventh

month of utero-gestation, was suddenly seized

with pain in the neck, chest, and epigastrium,

extending to the womb and kidneys. As the

pain increased in the womb and kidneys, it

diminished in the neck and chest
;
pulse good.

Six hours after the attack, she was bled, and,

while in the act of stooping, she suddenly

dropped dead. After death, the aorta was
found ruptured, and if you look here {shoumig
the diseased heart and vessels) yon will at once

see a good reason for its being ruptured. The
left ventricle, you will perceive, is perfectly

healthy; after the origin of the aorta, from the

left ventricle, you will find it ruptured ; the

inner and micldle coats are lacerated across.

In all probability this part of the rupture took

place when she was first seized with the pain

in her chest, but the blood did not escape at

this time ; for the internal and middle coats

being ruptured, the blood poured through the

orifice, and pushed the external coat from them

;

consequently prevented the blood from escaping

further ; for the external coat was not rujrtured

longitudinally but vertically, and gave way
from the pressure caused by so great an accu-

mulation of blood, which passed under the

])ulmonary artery into the pericardium. In

the course of five hours, then, the external coat

gave way from distension. This is a common
although an intcrestin? case.

A similar case is delineated {showing the
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plates) in Mr. Allcock's plates, which are in

this hbrary, therefore you can examine them
at your leisure.

Another case was that of a woman who came
into this Hospital with pain in the left side of

her chest, face, and epigastrium, for which

leeches were applied, and she suddenly feU

back and died. On examination after death,

the aorta was found split in a similar manner.

The internal and middle coats first became la-

cerated, and the rush of blood forced the ex-

ternal from the middle, which at last became
so thin, that it was also ruptured. The dif-

ference between my case and the one I have
been speaking of is this : the external coat of

mine was rent horizontally, and the other ver-

tically. The middle and internal coats might
have been lacerated for sometime, because the

blood became coagulated upon the external

coat, layer of fibrin formed upon layer, whi(-h

was entirely deprived of its red particles, and
prevented laceration from taking place before.

This is the history of true aneurism, and you
will at once understand the nature of aneurism
from it ; there is either dilatation of the three

coats, or of the internal and middle coats, and
sometimes of one only : by the force of the

blood, the external coat is raised from them.
In this way every aneurism is formed, either

from dilatation of the three coats, or from la-

ceration of the internal and middle coats : when
the latter is the case, the fibrin of the blood is

found layer upon layer, which strengthens the

external coat ; this coat becomes much dilated,

and at last gives way, as in this case, and the
patient dies instantly ; then if the internal and
middle coats become lacerated, and the ex-
ternal remains entire for a few days, layers of

fibrin are successively deposited, and thus

aneurism is produced. This drawing {showing
it) shows you what aneurism is, when the

middle and internal coats separate from the

external. There is a man in Williams's Ward,
whom you saw on going round, with a tumour
situated on the left side of the sternum, between
the third and fourth ribs. Here 1 have no
doubt the internal and middle coats are rup-
tured, the force of blood pushing offthe external

coat of the aorta from them, and thus dilating

it ; layers of fibrin have taken place, and in

this way the large tumour is formed by the ex-

ternal coat, precisely in the same way as those

I have spokjn to you of, in which the external

coat gave way. In him, I have no doubt, this

will take place, and he will die suddenly.

Aneurism may either take place from accident

or from disease.

If aneurism does not arise from a blow, it

takes place, what is called, spontaneously ; or
if from slight accident, the aorta is generally
diseased, as in this case. Then we either find

the coats become very thin before aneurism
takes place, or the coats themselves are dis-

eased. A deposit of caseous matter or bone has
taken place in the aorta, or else, as in this case

(pointing to the diseased aorta on the table),

it is studded with white deposits. This causes

the internal and middle caats to crack ; then
the external, as I have before mentioned, be-
comes pushed from them, and aneurism is pro-
duced.

At my last lecture, I gave you a short ac-

count of the cases in my wards, and arranged
them according to the diseases,—those of the

head together, chest, pelvis, &c., &c. ; then,

having given you an account of the contents of

my wards, I shall, for the future, proceed by
giving you an account of those that die or

leave the hospital from each of our meetings.

Since my last lecture, I have presented seven
cases, four of which were men and three

women. I will consider them in the order I

spoke to you of then, namely, diseases of the

head, chest, abdomen, &c. One of the female

cases was that of hysteria, a very striking case

of that complaint, which did well. Hysteria

occurs in women from puberty to the end of
their lives; but more frequently in young
females from the time of puberty to forty-four

or forty -five years of age, when the uterus is

in action We find it occurring more com-
monly in young subjects than in the aged,

because there is more excitability in the former
than the latter. This was a young female,

aged eighteen, who went to a place of worship,

where she heard of the death of Mr. Paas, who
was killed, and burnt bit by bit, so minutely
described by the preacher, which so much ex-
cited her feelings, that she went home, and was
suddenly seized with pain in the abdomen,
which was very severe, and at first mistaken
for enteritis. After this, she was taken with
hysterical fits, laughed, cried, and barked.
Writers on hysteria saj-, that when a woman
barks, if in the presence of others, it brings on
the same complaint, and they imitate one an-
other. I know several medical men who were
sent for to a village ;—there was a girl that

was taken with hysteria, and barked ; nearly
all the women were taken with the same com-
plaint, and barked in a similar manner; and
set up such a howUng as to frighten the people
in the village. This girl, up to the time ofher
coming here, complained of great pain of the

surface of her body. I found the surface of
her body very tender, and from so slight a
pressure, that I at once made up my mind as
to the nature of the disease. If the pain, on
so slight a pressure, had been the result of in-

flammation, we should have had general dis-

turbance of the whole system. In general, in

this disease, we find the tenderness on the
anterior surface of the body, on the chest,

the abdomen, and I have even seen it in the
extremities : but it, in general, is confined to

the body. These symptoms frequently lead

people into error; but when there is inflam-

mation of the peritoneum, or pleura, in the

former the inflammation is seldom so severe as

to be so painful from such slight pressure;

but when it is, there is always gi-eat disturb-

ance of the whole system accompanying it.

In the latter, there is not any pain produced,

but from severe pressure ; but in hysteria the
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pain is increased from the least pressure made
either upon the abdomen or thorax. In peri-

tonitis, tliere is always constitutional symptoms
with it ; and in pleuritis, there is scarcely any
pain from pressure on the chest.

This is not the only disease that is produced

by terror ; for at the present time, in my wards,

there is a case of epilepsy, which was produced

by the boiling over of a tar copper, the man
being nearly suffocated ; and in the same ward,

another of pai-alysis agitans, produced by the

man's falling into the water. Many other dis-

eases of the nervous system may also be pro-

duced by fright. When any of these diseases

arise from tliis cause, your prognosis may gene-

rally be favourable. Tliis girl had fits before

she came in, accompanied with pain in the head.

She had been accustomed to bark when in

the fits ; and when I requested her to repeat

the barking, she said " bow, wow, wow," very

prettily {laughter), and exactly in the same
tone she had previously made it in a fit. The
treatment adopted was cupping on the occi-

put, active purgation, and tlie cold shower-

bath daily, which I did not hesitate to em-
ploy, being quite certain, from the symiptoms,

that there was no inflammation present. She
took gtt. J of croton oil every day ; and for

the tenderness about the stomach and chest, I

ordered a scruple of croton oil to be rubbed
upon them twice, which brought out a thick

eruption upon those parts. The cold shower-
bath braced her up. She came into Mary's
Ward on tlie 10th of September, and left the

hospital on the 11th of October, quite well.

The next case was that of spasmodic iisthma,

which occurred in a man in Williams's Ward,
to whom I gave some of the tincture of lobelia

inflata. He was subject to difficulty of breath-

ing; there was a slight chirping sound, to-

gether with a sibilous rattle, heard in the

chest ; respiration heard in every part of the

thorax. In that part where the chirping sound
was heard merely, there was thickening of the

smaller tubes, or an inflammatory state of the

mucous membrane lining them. Inflammation

sometimes exists without asthma, and the

breathing is not much affected. Sudden in-

flammation may come on, and be relieved by
bloodletting. Bleeding might relieve the in-

flammation, and the spasmodic asthma remain
the same; at other times inflammation may
exist with the spasmodic asthma, and scarcely

be noticed. In this man the difliculty of

breathing came on by spasms. I gave 3j. tinct.

lobelia inf. three times a day, which speedily

removed the affection when the paroxysm
came on ; this is the best medicine I ha\ e ever

tried for this disease. In one case in particular

its effects were manifested : it was in a young
medical gentleman, who had suffered for a

long time from these violent spasms. He had
been leeched and put upon a low diet. The
dyspnoea sometimes came on so violently that

he was obliged to get bled for relief. When
I saw him, I begged him to leave off his former

treatment, and to take some of the tinct. lobel.

inf. which he took. In a short time afterwards

I saw him, when he assured me that it had
done him a great deal of good, the paroxysm
becoming relieved almost instantly after tak-

ing it.

There was a man, a short time ago, in

Jacob's Ward of this hospital, who had aneu-
rism of the aorta, which burst into the trachea.*

I gave him some of the lobeha inflat. which
made him sick, therefore I left it off. Some
people cannot take tliis medicine ; I have seen

a few drops produce sickness ; but I have no
doubt if it was given after a few drops of

hydrocyanic acid, the sickness would be allayed.

There is a case of neuralgia in Williams's

Ward, produced by cold ; he is taking a large

dose of the liquor arsenicalis, which was given
in small doses, and uses before it a few drops
of the hydrocyanic acid. The man left the

hospital quite well. He had taken 3j. of tinct.

lobeUa three times a day.

The next case was a man who was labour-

ing under acute dropsy ; had swelling of the
face, abdomen, and legs ; the swelling of the

face appeared as soon as that ofany other part.

The dropsy came on suddenly, and was jjro-

duced by cold from getting wet. He had
been bled, which was a proper remedy He
was troubled also with bronchitis ; there was
a sonorous rattle heard in his chest ; his urine
was albuminous, which is frequently the case;

albuminous urine does not always indicate

disease of the kidneys, although in diseased

kidneys there is generally albuminous urine.

This man was bled to twelve ounces; the
blood was buffed and cupped; he was also

cupped to twelve ounces, and took ^ss. of the

supertartrate of potass daily. If I had given
this man tonics, and put him upon a good diet,

he would not have got well. When dropsy
comes on suddenly, or from wet and cold, it is

an inflammatory complaint, aiid requires

active antiphlogistic treatment. This man left

the hospital quite well.

The next case was that of vertigo. This
comes on sometimes as a symptom of vomiting

;

also as a symptom of hysteria and paralysis,

congestion of the head, and many other diseases.

We frequently find this symptom come on
among a number of others ; but in this case

there was nothing but giddiness. These cases,

that arise from inflammation, speedily give
way to bleeding. There was a man some
time ago in the hospital, who complained of
nothing but giddiness ; he could not walk
straight, but rolled about like a drunken man.
Venesection was had recourse to, three or four

times, and he quickly got well. This man,
who had nothing but giddiness, was bled to a
pint ; in a few days he got perfectly well and
left the hospital.

There is another case, gentlemen, which I

have presented since our last meeting; but un-
fortunately in going round I left my notes in

* This case has already appeared in our
pages

—

Eds.
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one of the wards ; but as our time has expired,

I will speak of it in my next lecture.

[ The diseases were described in this lecture

from memory, and therefore not in the order

intended by the learned Professor ofthose of the

head, chest, and abdomen, as he had mislaid

some of his notes.]

2R£l)i>h)S.

Praclicnl Ohservalions in Midivrfe?'?/,

with a Selection of Cases. Part II.

By John Ramsbotham, M.D. 8vo.

London, 1832. Highley.

We have not perused a practical work
on Obstetricy for a long time which
afforded us more interest than the pro-

duction before us. There is a degree

of candour about the author that is

highly creditable to him, while his

details of numerous cases, successful

and unsuccessful, bear the stamp of

truth throughout

Some years ago, Dr, Ramsbotham
published Part I. of this work, which
was found so valuable as to be re-

printed in America ; and so highly

esteemed by our distinguished corre-

spondent, Professor Dewees, that he
declared it to be one of the best prac-

tical works, so far as it extended. It

was a Clinical Report of difficult ob-

stetric cases, and was a valuable work
to those engaged in this branch of

practice. Part II., now under notice,

is the completion of the author's ob-

servations ; and his chief object is, to

elucidate practical points of difficulty.

Among these we find cases illustrative

of the practice of Dr. Douglas, of

Dublin, in long-impacted shoulder

presentations, namely, the diminution

of the body by perforation and evisce-

ration of the thoracic and abdominal
cavities; an operation which facili-

tates the flexion of the body, and its

expulsion by spontaneous evolution,

or extraction by the breech. Dr.
Ramsbotham has related several cases

showing the practicability and utility

of this mode ofmanagement. We have
repeatedly performed it with success

;

and were not a little surprised, a short

time since, to hear an experienced,

and one of the oldest, obstetricians in

London, relate a case which was aban-
doned to nature by six practitioners,

and the woman allowed to perish.

The next point of interest described

by our experienced and judicious au-

thor is, the separation of the placenta

in utero, and its expulsion before the

foetal head, with its consequences.

The facts narrated in this section cor-

roborate the statements of the older

obstetric writers, and will be perused
with much interest. Eighteen cases

of placental presentation are given.

The observations on the practice in

such cases is judicious and excellent.

Our author is of opinion, that " before

delivery can be attempted with any
degree of propriety, the os uteri should

be already so far opened, or in such a

state of relaxation, as to admit the in-

troduction of the hand without much
difficulty. If delivery be attempted

very prematurely, that attempt may
be defeated by rigidity of the parts

;

* * * and if the rigidity be over-

come, the woman will be made to

undergo a greater share of suffering,

and will incur some risk of laceration

of the parts." Now, it appears to us,

after the gravest consideration of pla-

cental cases, that the chances are ten

to one against success, when we wait
for such dilatation of the os uteri as

will admit the hand. We have known
death occur in cases in which the rigid

OS uteri was not dilated more than the

disc of a shilling; and, according to

all obstetric writers, the forcible dila-

tation would be impracticable. Re-
flecting much upon such cases, and
upon the lamentable fact, that the

woman and infant are sacrificed, and
upon the dilatability of the uterus at

all periods ofgestation, we are inclined

to entertain the opinion, that it would
be much better, and more in accord-

ance with science, to dilate the os uteri

gradually, though forcibly, even at the

risk of laceration, than allow the de-

struction of two lives for the want of

interference. It is needless to argue.
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that laceration of the uterus, however
extensive, is not necessarily fatal, as

our author and numerous other obste-

tricians of the highest eminence have
attested, as well as ourselves. Sad
and ample experience has taught us

the difficulties and dangers of placental

presentations ; and we throw out the

above suggestion for the consideration

of those whose practical observations

enable them to form a correct estimate

of its value. We by no means advise

forcible dilatation in every case ; but
those engaged in the practice of obste-

tricy can find no difficulty in distin-

guishing the cases in which the ope-

ration affords the only cliance of suc-

cess. After the above was written,

we observed, in a further part of the

valuable work under notice, nearly a

reiteration of our sentiments :
" If the

OS uteri be found but little dilated,

and be somewhat rigid, it must be
carefully and gradually opened with
one or more fingers, afterwards by the

thicker part of the hand, until the

entire hand gradually slides within

the uterine cavity."

When there is great exhaustion.

Dr. Ramsbotham frequently fancied

that delivery only expedited the fatal

result ; and in such cases, he proposes

to puncture the membranes through

the placenta; but he candidly acknow-
ledges that he has not had an oppor-

tunity of trying it since it occurred

to his mind. In a case of this de-

scription, published in Vol. I. of this

Journal, No. 15, it will be found

that Dr. Ryan perforated the placenta

with the effect of arresting the haemor-

rhage, but that the powers of life were
so low, it was deemed necessary, in

consultation with Dr. Blundell, to

perform transfusion. So far as the

issue of a single case is valuable, it is

in favour of the suggestion of Dr.

Ramsbotham, which is, by the by,

by no means original. The doctor

has observed, that in fatal cases death

seemed to be accelerated " by too

quick an extraction of the child, and
too sudden an evacuation of the ute-

rus." When the heemorrhage has

ceased, our author thinks it the best

practice to leave the expulsion of the

foetus to nature ; and not to have

recourse to a forced delivery, when
the " woman is reduced to the lowest

state by the previous flooding." But
suppose we leave her in this state,

and that flooding again recurs, are we
warranted in allowing her to die with-

out artificial aid ? We have been con-

sulted in such cases, and waited until

the woman rallied from the greatest

prostration, until the pulse was only

80
;
yet after delivery, by the most

cautious and dexterous version em-
ployed by the attendant, the uterus

rapidly dilated, haemorrhage recurred,

transfusion became necessary, but

death ensued.

This occurred in the case referred

to in vol. i., and was witnessed by
Dr. Blundell and Mr. Austin. If

the case be left to nature, and flooding

recur, when the vital powers are in

the lowest state, we should like to

know the practice to be employed.

Our author seems to agree with us,

that it would be preferable to incur

the imputation of rashness than of

protracted delay. We are much
pleased with his remarks of the ne-

cessity of proper aid in this class of

cases, and of his exposure of the fal-

lacy of those ignorant and stupid fools,

who would confide the treatment

of such cases to the management of old

women, or hospital surgeons, persons

as competent to attend such cases as

the inmates of Bedlam.

We must pause here for the present,

but shall and must resume our re-

view of this truly valuable work in

our next number. We have said

enough to show our readers the in-

trinsic value of this production to the

practical obstetrician. We can con-

scientiously recommend it as a va-

luable addition to the library of every

man engaged in the practice of the

important branch of medicine of which

it treats.
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A Diclioiiari/ of Practical Medicine,

comprising the General Pathology,

the Nature and 7'reatment of Dis-

eases, Morbid Structures, and the

Disorders especially incidental to

Climates, to the Sex, and to the

different Epochs of Life ; with nu-

merous Prescriptionsfor the Medi-

cines recommended : a Classifica.

iion of Diseases, according to Pa-
thological Principles ; a copious Bi-

bliography, with References ; and
an Appendix ofapproved Formulae,

the whole formiiig a Library of
Pathology and Practical Medicine,

and a Digest of Medical Litera-

ture. By James Copi^and, M.D.
8vo. London, 1832. Longman and
Co.

This is decidedly the most learned,

compreliensive, and valuable Medical
Dictionary in our language. It is

evidently the production of a physician
profoundly acquainted with the me-
dical literature of all countries, and
one practically acquainted with the
immense class of diseases usually

consigned to that order of the pro-

fession to which he belongs. We
liesitate not to declare, that Copland's

Medical Dictionary will have a place

in every select library in the king-

dom. It evinces the most laborious

research, the best arrangement, and
the fullest information of any work of

the kind in the English language.

When complete, it will be the most
perfect exposition of the nature and
treatment of the diseases consigned

to the physician, hitherto published
in this country. Such is our decided

opinion ; but we, by no means, think
it a perfect dictionary of medicine.
It does not contain an explanation of

technical terms, nor a description of
the articles of the materia medica, nor
an explanation of the terms in anato-
my, botany, chemistry, mineralogy,
obstetrics, pharmacy, physiology, prac-
tice of medicine, or surgery, or the
various sciences connected with mc-

VOL. II.

dicine. Here it is inferior to IIooj)er"s

IMedical Dictionary, the only English
work containing an explanation of
technology in the medical and col-

lateral sciences, with a valuable ac-

count of what are termed medical
diseases. As a technical dictionary.

Hooper's is superior; as a medical dic-

tionary, in the lowest degree, equal.

Both are, therefore, indispensably ne-

cessary to the medical practitioner.

We have now to describe the intrinsic

merits of Copland's Medical Diction-

ary and the Cyclopaedia of Practical

JMedicine. These works are assuredly

rivals. The latter is a compilation,

arranged by some of the first physicians

in the British dominions, and, there-

fore, a v/ork of reference and authority.

We need not declare, that it ought to

be in the library of every medical prac-

titioner in the United Kingdom. But,
in our opinion and judgment, it is far

inferior to Copland's Dictionary. It

wants bibliographical references, re-

search, and comprehensiveness of the

exact state of the progression of me-
dicine in the different countries. Some
of the articles, written by men of
fame, are an absolute disgrace to the
medical literature of this kingdom. In
this country we possess as able and
scientific medical practitioners as in
the world, but also a great proportion
of men who assume titles without any
legal testimonial.

Upon the whole, we are of opinion,

that Copland's and Hooper's Medical
Dictionaries, as well as the Cyclo-
paedia of Practical Medicine, each
possessing peculiar features of great

value, will be favourably received by
t!ie profession, and be considered
%vorks of reference and authority.

We ir.ay also state, that the Diction-

ary of Practical JMedicine, edited by
the most eminent of our Gallic con-

temporaries, and now publishing in

Paris, and translated in this Journal,

has been highly esteemed by our nu-
merous readers, and, when complete,

will be in the possession of every man
engaged in the practice of the healing

art. One part of this splendid work,

containing 150 pages Svo., has been
£ B
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presented to our readers gratuitously,

as we print it as an appendix to this

periodical, thereby exceeding the

quantity of matter given in rival pub-
lications.

CASK OF GHEAT DISTRESS.

To the Editors of the London Medical and

Surgical Jom-nal.

Gentlemen,
In August last I forwarded a com-
munication to you, through the hands
of a friend in London, stating tlie

distressed situation of myself and
family from pecuniary difficulties, and
asking the favour of your having my
distressing case inserted in the work
of which you are the editor. Having
given you in that letter the full par-

ticulars of my unfortunate situation,

with references to gentlemen of the

first respedtability in the medical

profession, both at Dorchester and
Weymouth, as to my professional cha-

racter, and also to the respectable

gentry of the village in which I reside,

as to my moral character, I had hoped,

ere this, to have received a favourable

communication from you. I trust if

you have not as yet inserted the par-

ticulars of my former letter, you will

do me the favour to do so now on the

receipt of this. I have resided in

Upway about five years and a half,

and for the last three years have been
surgeon to five different parishes, but
the united salaries of which do not

amount but to 31/. per annum. Hav-
ing at present no income but what
results from my practice, and having
a large family of ten children, nine of

whom are at home with me (the eldest

I have at home being in her fifteenth

year, and the youngest about six

months). In consequence of the ex-

penses attendant on the maintenance
of so large a family, I have been
obliged to contract debts to the amount
of about 50/. more than my means will

meet ; and having made my medical

friends acquainted with my situation,

they have advised my making my
case known to you, and to solicit the

favour of your inserting it in the pub-
lication of which you are the editor.

I have recapitulated part of the con-

tents of my former letter, lest it shotild

have miscarried, or have been mislaid,

Trusting to your kind attention to this

request,

I remain yours respectfully,

S. L. TowNSEND, Surgeon.

Upmay, Dorset, Oct. 9, 1832.

[Wc declined inserting the first

letter, because we have so frequently

appealed to the profession on similar

occasions, and in general without suc-

cess. We trust, however, that all

fraternal feeling is not as yet annihi-

lated in the breasts of the afiluent

members of the fixculty, and that the

lamentable condition of the author of

the above letter will excite sympathy
and obtain amelioration.

—

Eds.]

MILK AS A REMEDY IN ASCITES.

A MEMOIR was presented lately to

the Academy of Sciences in Paris,

from M. Chrestien, in proof of the
efficacy of milk in large quantities in

ascites. M. Legrand, who presented
the memoir, explained how, in his ex-
perience, the most marked proofs of
the efficacy of milk had been ob-
tained in two cases, one of which was
complicated with hydro-thorax and
hydro-pericarditis.

M. Broussais, who is a candidate

for the chair vacant at the Academy
of Sciences, by the death of tlie cele-

brated Portal, has been lately per-

mitted to read a second memoir before

that body, illustrative of his cherished

doctrines. Reading memoirs on such
an occasion is quite an innovation.

The admissions and deaths of cho-

lera cases in Paris amount nov/ to

two or three daily.

Dr. RosTAN is appointed physician

to the Hotel Dieu.
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Saturday, October 20, 1832.

THE CONTAGIOUSNESS OF CHOLERA.

We call the especial attention of our

readers to Professor Magendie's Lec-

ture on Cholera, which will be found

in a former page, and which we have

exclusively obtained from Paris. This

renowned physiologist emphatically

declares, that " the notion of cholera

being contagious is absurd." The

whole of the French physicians and

surgeons, connected with the hospitals

in Paris, are of the same opinion

;

while nine-tenths of the profession in

this country have long since arrived

at this conclusion. The opinion of

such a distinguished professor as M.

Magendie is more than sufficient to

silence the whole of the interested

cholera alarmists of this kingdom.

However much the contagionists

have injured the interests of our

science, and outraged the feelings of

humanity, it is consoling to reflect,

that, in the event of another epidemic

visiting this country, our Public

Boards wiU be more cautious in ex-

posing themselves to the well-merited

censure of the public and medical

press, and to the contempt of all

nations in the civilised world. The

recollection of the thousands of human

beings whom they have mainly con-

tributed to destroy, by sounding

alarm from one corner of the world

to the other, as well as those reduced to

misery and want—of the injury done

to trade, commerce, and national pros-

perity in all countries influenced by

this—are topics that cannot cease to

interest every thinking individual,

and excite in his mind the highest

disrespect for the profession, which

entailed such misery upon society.

THE CAUSE RAMADGE v. RYAN.

In reply to several correspondents,

we beg to state, that an application

to set aside the verdict in this case

will be made next term, and on such

grounds as will excite no small share

of public attention, when published.

The decision was so extraordinary

and unprecedented, that the whole

public press commented upon it ; and

we have no hesitation in thinking will

again have occasion to expatiate on

the extraordinary conduct of jurors in

civil cases. What could be more re-

markable, than a verdict for a farthing

on Monday, and a verdict for 400^.

and costs on Tuesday, for a minor

oflTence, and more especially after the

plaintiflf had ofi^ered to take a verdict

for 40.y. to ensure his costs. Had the

second trial terminated as the first,

the judges would, most probably, have

refused to certify for costs, and hence

the offer to take a verdict for 40.y.

It may be said, that it was unfor-

tunate this oflfer was not accepted

;

but it was refused on several grounds :

first, it was probable that a verdict

might be given for the defendant;

secondly, the case might be stopped by

the court after the preceding decision,

and the plaintiff would have to pay

his own costs, not only in this case,

bb2
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but also in the former one. It was

the general opinion that the action

would be withdrawn, but it proceeded

and terminated in a manner that sur-

prised the profession and the public.

But it is not finally disposed of; it is

yet to be decided whether the verdict

will be confirmed. There ar-e unan-

swerable reasons, as we are advised,

why it should not, and these will

appear on the first day of November.

Some good-natured friends think it a

wiser plan on the part of the de-

fendant, to let the present verdict

stand ; but perhaps were they in his

situation they would probably set it

aside, if they could. Few, indeed,

are of a contrary opinion. Whatever

may be the final issue of the case, the

defendant has been made the victim

of the profession, in whose defence

he unconsciously committed himself,

withoTit ever intending to depreciate

the plaintiflF's reputation as.a practical

physician, for every one knows tliis

would be libellous ; but in censuring

his conduct in setting up an audacious

emperic as the equal, if not the supe-

rior of the brightest ornaments of the

profession. Had Sir Henry Halford,

or any other physician of eminence,

played the part of Dr. Ramadge in

advocating St. John Long, he would

be equally censured for such an un-

precedented and unprofessional course.

This was the opinion of the London

Medical Society, and of the other

eminent individuals, who would prove

it, if allowed to do so, at the trial.

There is nothing remarkable in this,

after all ; for any member of this or

any of the learned professions, who

chose to violate the etiquette of the

faculty to which he belonged, would

incur the displeasure of his brethren.

Suppose a barrister wrote a letter for

a tipstaff of one of the Courts, and

maintained that he knew as much

about law as all the judges, Serjeants,

and barristers, would not such a bar-

rister be censured by his profession }

Most assuredly he would ; and yet it

is for an analogous case, that the de-

fendant, in the cause at the head of

these remarks, has been subjected to

tedious and expensive litigation, to

an immense loss of time, and to a fine

unprecedented for its excessiveness in

the annals of English Courts of Jus-

tice.

In this number we afford our nume-

rous readers a specimen of the un-

equalled advantages we offer them, in

commencing the publication of such

valuable lectures, and of the nume-

rous Hospital Reports, as we now

place before them. Our intention is,

to publish a London, Dublin, and

Paris Course of Lectures, delivered by

the most eminent professors in those

capitals, together with various lec-

tures of distinguished individuals.

Our rivals may defame us as long as

they please ; but while we can supply

the information of such celebrated

professors as Cooper, Magendie, El-

liotson, and Graves, we can despise

their impotent and unprincipled ma-

lignity. We are among those who

consider the world sufficiently capa-

cious for its inhabitants, and that fair

competition and decided superiority

are justifiable. Our anxious endea-
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vour is, to diffuse scientific know-

ledge ; to place in view the progress

of the medical sciences in all coun-

tries; and if our contemporaries are

unable to do so, the fault is not ours.

In conclusion, we owe it to ourselves

to observe, that we should have pub-

lished a Course of Lectures delivered

at King's College, and at the Edin-

burgh University, had the professors

in the Institutions assented.

NEW PROOFS OF THE FOUL FLAY
OF CONTAGIONISTS.

Among the many attempts made in

this country by a knot of self-con-

demned contagion ists, with their em-

ployes, to cover the mischief inflicted

on humanity by false doctrines, we
have seldom, perhaps, seen anything

more barefaced than the statement

made in a Journal last week, that

when practitioners are sent from a

distance to a place where cholera pre-

vails, with the object of watching its

progress, &c., they are almost inva-

riably contagionists. This is utterly

false, as has been amply proved on

the Continent, and, indeed, in this

country. What, we would ask, has

been the nature of the reports made
to the Academies, &c., of Paris, by
the various distinguished men sent

to study the cholera in Russia, in

Poland, in Prussia, Austria, &c. ?—
to a man, we think we may safely

assert, aga'mst contagion. What was

the report made to the Academy of

Sciences by the illustrious Magendie,

when he returned to Paris from his

visit to Sunderland?—that the idea

of contagion was a mere chimera. And
happily was the truth thus honestly

declared in France ; for anarchy, if

not a revolution, would, considering

the extent of the explosion in Paris,

have infallibly followed the shutting

out of the sick from public hospitals,

and their total destitution, in many
instances, in the way we have wit-

nessed here, as the natural conse-

quences of employing persons who
had, by their former conduct, forfeited

all claims to confidence on matters of

this sort. Has, we would ask. Dr.
Hamet, commissioned from this coun-

try to Dantzic during the epidemic
there,—has he warned us against cho-

lera as a contagious disease ?—quite

the contrary, unfortunately for his

own interests, his advancement, ho-

nours, &c. This gentleman, indeed,

warned the government (and our Con-
sul at Dantzic fully supported him in

this) against the fatal consequences

to the communitv of the adoption of

measures, founded on a belief in what
was shown, under their observation,

to have been utterly without founda-

tion. Yes, Dr. Hamet did all this,

in a manner highly creditable to his

professional integrity ; and, therefore,

it was that a clique intrigued, so as to

keep him in the back ground : all

which will, no doubt, be brought into

full daylight in his book, which, as

we lately stated, may be expected to

appear forthwith.

We could go on furnishing instances

of the fallacy (indeed inleniional

falsehood it must have been) of
the observation, to which we alluded

at the commencement of these re-

marks ; but shall confine ourselves for

the present to the published opinions

of an American gentleman,— Dr.
Ashbel Smith, who was attached to

the service of the Hospital Necker
during the greater part of the epi-

demic in Paris. This gentleman
states, in a work just published at

New York, that " the cholera is not
contagious ;" that he considers this

"now put beyond controversy;" that

his opportunities for observation have
been very great, as he collected a
vast mass of facts, not one of which
" goes to establish the contagiousness

of cholera." He says, that this

was, in fact, the only point regarding
the disease upon which almost all

the medical men of Paris agreed

;

that the disease appeared there first

" in a part of the city least in commu-
nication with strangers, and before the
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disease existed in any other part of the
kingdom :"—finally, instead of telling

his government to adopt quarantines,
he declares, that " nothing can be ex-

pected from quarantine regulations."

By the extract of a letter from a
physician of Philadelphia, published in

theNo. for the 6th inst. of iheLancetie
Fran^aise, we see that there is scarcely

a contagionist among the practitioners

of that city, or New York ; so that

it would appear that the honest re-

ports of Dr. Ashbel Smith, as well as

of a commission sent to Canada, pre-

vented the faculty in America from
being inaccessible to the evidence
passing before their eyes ; however
unavailing any thing of the kind may
now be towards dissipating popular
prejudices, occasioned there or any-
where else BY THE FALSE DETAILS
PKOPAGATED FROM THIS COUNTRY
BY A PARTY.

That some Italian physicians, who
had been at Paris during the cholera,

published opinions favourable to con-
tagion, is quite true enough, and the
secret of this is, that MM. Pariset

and Adouard, two physicians of Paris,

who have long, like some of our Lon-
don medical men, been fattening upon
quarantine systems, got up a little

coterie in Paris during the epidemic,
in the hope of making head against
the elite of the profession, who had
determined to do their duty towards
society in a straight-forward way. To
this little party a few foreigners only
could be induced to attach themselves,
and, among others, were Drs. Trompeo
and Rolandis, of Turin, who, on their

return to Italy, have adduced, in
proof of contagion, a story of many
persons employed in cleaning mat-
tresses of cholera patients having been
attacked with the disease, which has
been formally contradicted in the
Lancette Franpaise of the (ith inst.

I^ospital lUeports.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

DIABETES.

John Shaw, aged 40, admitted into
Jacob's Ward, of this hospital, under
Dr. EUiotson, a robust man, who had
never suffered from illness, until fif-

teen months since, when he was at-
tacked with his present complaint ;

for twenty years he has lived very
freely, and for the last twelve has ha-
bituated himself to drink a large quan-
tity of gin and ale daily ; of the former
his usual quantity was eighteen to
twenty glasses, and of the latter seven
pints. At the commencement of his
complaint, his skin was hot and dry,
mouth also dry and parched, depraved
taste, thirst urgent, urine very copious;
cold shiverings : these symptoms con-
tinued, and, as the disease advanced,
so his body decreased. His muscles
at the present time are very flaccid.

Symptoms are, pain in the loins,

course of ureters, and extremities ; for

the last six months has had numbness
of the same, which is much aggravated
by cold, disagreeable taste in mouth,
which is dry and clammy ; voracious
appetite and thirst, skin moist : some-
times perspires profusely. States that
his thirst has been so urgent, that he
has been obliged to drink from the
kennel in the street. Tongue very
white, countenance rather depressed.
•Has made thirty pints of urine in
twenty- four hours before his admis-
sion. At present his urine is of a
light colour, and contains much sac-
charine matter; feels an unpleasant
sensation in the stomach after meals ;

complains of weakness, great aversion
to exercise, and loss of power ; bowels
not open for ten days ; breath has a
peculiar odour

;
pulse small, 80.

21. R. Strychnin gr. \ ter die.

JMeat twice daily.

24 to 25. Drank 18 pints, and passed
20 pints of urine.

25 to 26. Drank 18 pints, and
passed 20 pints of urine.
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28. Remains much in the same
state. The medicine has not excited

any sensible effect; complains of the

numbness.
26 to 27. Drank 19 pints, urine

21 pints.

28 to 29. Drank 15 pints, urine

10 pints.

29 to 30. Drank \Q pints, urine

18 pints.

31. Fancies himself a little better,

does not perspire so much ; still, how-
ever, complains of all the symptoms.

Has a great wish for bread, which he

appears to relish better than any thing

else. To have double quantity.

R. Strychnin gr. -^ ter die.

30 to 31. Drank 12 pints, urine

12 pints.

31 to Sept. 1. Drank 11 pints,

urine 14 pints.

1 to 2. Drank 11 pints, urine 13

pints.

2 to 3. Drank 11 pints, urine 12

pints.

3 to 4. Drank 11 pints, urine 12

pints.

Sept. 4. All the symptoms, except

the numbness, have abated, this con-

tinues as bad as ever ; bowels regular

since the use of strychnine.

R. Strychnin gr. * ter in die.

4 to 5. Drank 11 pints, urine 12

pints.

5 to 6. Drank 11 pints, urine 12

pints.

7 to 8. Drank 11 pints, urine 12

pints.

7. Continues to improve ; more

{)ower, tongue redder, pains about

oins, ureters, and extremities better.

R. Strychnin gr. ^ ter die.

12. Improves fast ; the numbness,

however, remains the same.

R. Strychnin gr. -^ ter die.

From 11 to 17. Drank 11 pints,

made of urine 12. Meat twice daily,

and double allowance of bread con-

tinued.

18. Since the 12th has complained

of slight giddiness. On Sunday the

ICtli, these symptoms increased, so

much so that he fell down going up

stairs to the ward. Giddiness con-

tinues, more some days than others :

appetite left him since yesterday,

thirst not so urgent, still, however,

this symptom continues, feels very

weak, with lassitude, tongue not eo

Avhite, disagreeable taste in mouth,
pulse rather hard, 70, numbness worse.

18 to 19. Drank 9 pints, made of

urine 10 pints,

19. 10 o'clock p. M. This evening

he was taken with a pricking sensa-

tion, accompanied with a burning

heat over the whole surface of his

body ; this sensation lasted one hour,

during the paroxysm he felt quite

stupid.

St^-ychnin e discontinued.

22. The poor fellow appears very

weak; vomiting came on this morning,

which harassed him much ; bowels

rather confined, feels continually sick,

no appetite, thirst diminished, com-
plains of great pain about his abdomen.

19 to 22. Drank 2 quarts a-day,

made of urine 3 quarts.

22. Hyd. submuriat. 9j. statim. Magn.
sulph. Sij. sing^id. dimid. hor. donee ahus so-

luta fuerit. V. S. ad tb. j.

23. Vomiting continues this morn-
ing with purging ; has pain from

pressure on the abdomen, which ap-

pears much distended.

Cataplas. sinap. amp. abdomini.

R. Acid. hydrocyanic uj^ij. tincl. opii n\x.

Sp. ammon. aromut. 3j. ex aqua
menth. pip.

Four o'clock p. m. Bowels much
relaxed.

R. Inf. catechu. 5iss. pro re nata.

24. Ten o'clock a. m. Vomiting and
purging nearly abated ; made about

two pints of water in the night, which
passed involuntarily in bed ; weakness

excessive, pulse 1 10, small and quick,

countenance anxious, insensible at

times.

R. Sp. ammon. aromat. 3j-

Staiim ex aquce menth. pip.

Has a great wish for some brandy.

Seven o'clock p. m.

Fin. rub. Jj. 2da qu&que hord.

25. Sickness subsided. Has been

insensible all night, and .thus con-
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tinned until two o'clock, when death

terminated his sufferings. Had not

made any water for twenty-six hours.

Sectio Cadaveris.—Upon examin-

ing the abdomen, the whole of the

intestinal canal was much distended

with flatus ; it contained, also, a great

deal of bilious secretion. The Avhole

of the mucous membrane, from the

stomach to the rectum, was very soft,

and easily lacerable with the linger.

In some ptats there were several

patches of extravasation, the whole

l)eing much injected ; liver healthy

;

kidneys very large, almost double the

usual size : rather redder than usual

;

bladder contracted, and healthy ; but

the inner coat of the ureters presented

a patch of extravasation in the centre.

Thoracic contents healthy. A quan-

tity of serous fluid was found between

the aracnoid and pia mater; ventricles

also distended with fluid, the vessels

of aracnoid lining them being much
injected; the walls of the ventricles

had become softer to a considerable

extent than the other parts of the

brain. The arachnoid, in some places,

had become nearly opaque, and ad-

hered firmly to the pia mater.

ANASARCA ET MORBUS CORDIS.

Anne West, aged QQ, admitted

into JNIay Ward of this hospital,

March 29th, ia32, under Dr. Elliot-

son, affected with general anasarca,

especially the lower extremities, which

are greatly distended with fluid.

States that she first observed these

swellings five weeks ago ; and before

their appearance she was troubled with

pains in the limbs. Her general health

has been pretty good ; complains of no

other symptoms. Appetite not very

good. In referring to the chest. Dr.

Elliotson discovered some sibilous and

sonorous rattle ; also a loud bellows

sound in the region of the left ven-

triclcj at the moment of its contrac-

tion.

V. S. ad Jviij. Elaterii gr. \ qitotidie.

April 4. This morning her feet and

ankles are inflamed. Cold water to

be applied constantly to them;

6. Was not much purged by ela-

terium.
Elatetium gr. 1 quotidie.

9. About 12 o'clock on the pre-

ceding night she complained of great

pains in the legs, continuing until

about seven, when Mr. Stone saw her,

and ordered warm fomentations to be

applied. Between 8 and 9 in the

morning she becamei speechless, and
continued in the same state until a

quarter before 12, when she died.

Sectio Cadaveris.—There appeared

to be some slight inflammaticm in the

smaller ramifications of the bronchial

tubes. On examining the heart, the

aortic opening was contracted in some

degree by bony or cartilaginous forma-

tions, below the valves ; but the last

appeared sound. The arch, indeed

the whole of the aorta, was in a mor-

bid state ; the inner membrane being

partially destroyed and studded with

these bony formations. Liver was of

a singular form, but healthy. The
intestines were remarkably small,

scarcely larger than those of a fowl

or goose. The brain was not ex-

amined.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.

Tuesday, the 16/A of October, 1832.

AMPUTATION EXCISION OF A CHRO-
NIC TU3I0UR, AND OF FUNGOUS
EXCRESCENCES OF THE TESTIS

LITHOTOMY ON A CHILD.

The operations last reported arc all

doing well. This day Mr. Key had
three operations : an amputation, a

chronic tumour, and removal of fun-

goid granulations of the right testis.

Mr. Morgan cut a child for stone.

Henry Brumwell, aet. 21, had a

severe blow on his right testicle about

four months ago, which caused him
great pain in the loins and in the

course of the spermatic cord ; much
inflammation, which was reduced by
cold washes, &c. About two months
ago, when all the inflammation and
pain had subsided, the testicle (as he

states) grew to the upper part of the
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scrotum, which burst, and, after dis-

cliarging some matter, granulations

sprung up which could not be kept

down, and the skin surrounding the

granulations not being healthy, Mr.
Key removed the fungoid growth

(which was rather larger than a wal-

nut), tied two small vessels, and,

placing a small piece of lint, wetted

in cold water, over the wound, he was
put to bed.

Mary Anne Broomfield, setat. 28,

states that she has been a healthy

girl. When a child, about eight

years old, she hurt her foot in a grat-

ing, and from that time she has ob-

served an oval swelling on the instep,

which has not troubled her till lately.

She came as an out-patient, and had
the emp. amm. c. hyd. applied to it,

which did no good; her health has

been suffering lately on account of the

pain in the tumour.

The situation of the tumour was
over the metatarsal bones of the first

and second toe. Mr. Key made an
incision, and dissected the tumour out,

which was attached to the tendon of

the great toe. A vein ran through

the tumour, which vs^as partly oblite-

rated by pressure. The tumour was a

chronic cellular-membranous tumour,

neither encysted nor steatomatous.

Mr. Key next amputated above the

knee with a double flap, for a child,

setat. 4, for chronic inflammation of the

knee-joint. About nine months ago he

had a fall and hurt his knee ; no notice

or attention was paid to it. The child

has been very much out of health, and
Mr. Key has been giving him

Fern carb. gr. v.

Pulv. rhei. gr. ij.

The usual vessels having been taken
up, he was removed to bed.

Mr. Morgan operated on a boy for

stone. Charles Eaton, set. 4, was
brought to the hospital nine months
ago, and sounded. A stone was found,

but his mother would not consent that

he should stay in the hospital. He
has all the usual symptoms of stone.

He was brought to the hospital on

the 24th of September, and has taken

occasional doses of

Pulv. r/iei. col. gr. viij. bis in heb.

When he came to the hospital, he made
very little water, and excessively high

coloured. Since taking the powders,

his water is more natural, and he

makes more of it. The operation

lasted two minutes and ten seconds.

It was performed in the usual man-
ner ; a very large stone.

ST. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.

SURGICAL REMARKS BY MR. HAWKINS.

September 27.

HYSTERIA H/EMATEMESIS COM-
PRESSION OF THE BRAIN—COM-
rOUND FRACTURE OF THE LEG,

WITH COMMINUTED FRACTURE OF
THE PATELLA SIMPLE AND
HOUR-GLASS HYDROCELE.

I SHALL call your attention to-day,

gentlemen, to some of the accidents

which have been admitted into the

hospital during the last week, under
my care. The first of these is the

woman named Sedgewick, who was
admitted at half past one a.m., having
at half past nine fallen off a quay into

the river; luckily for her, at low
water time. When brought into the
hospital, she made a great disturbance

by her noise , and, on the following

day, on visiting her, she complained
of great distress and suffering. I ex-

amined her, but could detect no frac-

ture of any bone, or any symptom de-

noting external disorganization. She
had violent pain in the head, and had
been sick and vomited blood ; and on
the following day, she was likewise

sick again, and had brought up a good
deal of greenish fluid from the sto-

mach. I could not detect any cause

for all these anomalous symptoms

;

and eventually I found that they were
all referrible to hysteria, which is a

very common thing, and is well known
to those who are conversant with the

symptoms of this multiform disease.

The hvsterical affection had, as it
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were, lain dormant in her system
until roused by the shock given to it

by the accident of her fall.

The next case is that of a man who
had fallen from a high ladder, and
pitched on his head on the curb-stone.

He was brought to the hospital soon

after the accident happened, and was
then found to be in the following

state :—He was perfectly apoplectic ;

the breathing was stertorous, from
paralysis of the muscles of the throat ;

the pupils scarcely dilated to the

strongest light ; was only sensible to

pain when pinched ; the upper ex-
tremities were paralysed, and, of the
lower ones, the left leg had lost all

power, and the right one was only

sensible to involuntary motion. Now,
this was evidently a case of compres-
sion of the brain, arising from ex-
travasation of blood upon its surface

;

but, upon examination, neither the

house-surgeon or myself could detect

any evidence of fractured bone. There
was a great quantity of effused blood

under the scalp, behind the left ear,

but this did not warrant me in tre-

panning the patient, for I believed

that there was a blood-vessel of the

brain ruptured under the tunics of

the brain, and that there was pressure

over the medulla oblongata, causing

the paralysis; and therefore, with
these views of the case before me, I

did not feel myself warranted in ap-
plying the trephine to this man.
Besides, nothing was lost hy the de-

lay (?) the man's pulse rose slightly

about one o'clock, but not sufficiently,

so as to warrant his being bled, and
at two o'clock he died. I have said,

that it was upon the left side of the
head that I could feel the puffy ecchy-

mosed swelling behind the ear ; but
it was not at this spot that the injury

was inflicted upon the brain, but on
the opposite side of the head, for the

blood-vessels of the brain had been
ruptured there evidently by the vio-

lence of what the French term the
contre-coup, and you know that if

the brain is injured on the right side,

that the left side of the body will be
the one affected by it ; and this phy-

siological principle was, as you all

saw, fully made out in this case. Upon
examining the head after death, there

was effusion of blood found under the

dura mater upon the brain, at the

posterior part of the right lobe of the

cerebrum, and at the inferior part of

the right lobe of the cerebellum at

the same side 3 and there was also

found a fracture of the base of the

skull near that spot. There was one

remarkable fact connected with this

case, that there was no bleeding from
the ears, plainly showing (as the

post - mortem examination showed)
that the injury inflicted was behind
the median line formed by the petrous

portions of the temporal bones and
sphenoid bones.

The next case is one of compound
fracture, admitted the day before yes-

terday. A woman, aged 63, was
brought in, having a few hours before

fallen from a ladder whilst cleaning

some paint ; the ladder slipped, and
her right leg got in between the steps

and broke. Whilst in striving to save

herself she struck her left patella,

which was broken in two larger por-

tions and several smaller ones. On
her admission, there was a compound
fracture of the right tibia, about one
inch and a half above the ankle-joint,

and a simple fracture of the fibula

upon a nearly even line with this.

The external wound was about an
inch in length, and a sharp portion of

bone protruded through it ; this I took

off with a pair of bone forceps, or if

these had not been sufficient, I should

have used Hey's saw, and by making
extension and flexing the knee, so as

to relax the gastrocnemeus muscle, the

bones were easily brought again into

contact. I dressed the external wound
with lint, for that is better than ad-

hesive plaster in these cases, for the

latter, by the moisture of the blood,

seldom will stick. I put up the

whole limb in one of Assalini's frac-

ture-boxes, which is a very convenient

improvement, and, in these cases, of

much greater utility than the junks,

from the circumstance, that when you
use the latter, apd Avant to examine
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the limb, you are obliged, in untying
the tapes, to take away all support

from the limb, and with the fracture-

box this inconvenience does not occur.

The other leg, where the patella was
broken into two larger portions, and
several smaller ones, I had put on an
inclined plane. The woman's mind
was extremely calm, her tongue was
clean, and her pulse good. Now a

question as to the treatment of this

case naturally arises. This woman's
age is 63, which is against her ; but
her mind was so calm, and the sys-

tem apparently so little disturbed,

that I determined upon giving her

the chance of going through and bear-

ing up against the suppuration which
will ensue from the wound. It is

true that in so doing I give up all

chance of amputation at any future

period being of any use to her, but
so very few cases of primary ampu-
tation in hospital surgical practice do
succeed, that I am determined to give

the woman the chance of saving the

limb, and the result will be seen in

the course of a few days.

QWe are very happy to add, that

up to the present period this latter

patient referred to by Mr. Hawkins,
has continued to go on remarkably
well, thus fully justifying the correct

diagnosis made of the case by Mr.
Hawkins.

—

-Rep.]

HYDROCELE.
Nimms, admitted Sept. 20,

under the care of Mr. Brodie. He
states, that thirteen years ago a swell-

ing formed in the right testicle,

which has been gradually increasing

in size ever since, but more rapidly

so within the last twelvemonth, and
it has now attained a very large size,

and the folds of the prepuce over the

glans penis are barely discernible.

The man is a gardener by trade, has

been much exposed to the vicissitudes

of the weather, and much accustomed
to the confined air of hot-houses. He
has never been in India, though his

complexion is quite the sallow one so

common to those who have been in

that climate. He has evidently vis-

ceral disease; pressure over the re-

gion of the liver causes pain, and six

weeks ago he had an affection of the

kidneys, when he voided blood with

his urine, &c. He has now, however,

got the better of these symptoms. Mr.
Brodie was in the country at the

time of his admittance, and IMr,

Walker, who saw Mr. Brodie's pa-

tients, ordered him

Pit. hydrarg.. gr. v.

Pulv. ipecac. 9grj

.

omni node sumend.

R Infus. gentian, c.

Aq. menth. piperit. aa 3vj.

Extract taraxaci, 3ss.

Potassce tart. 3j. tie die sumend.

Sept. 28. There being two hydro-

celes in this case, Mr. Walker tapped
them both, but injected only the left

one, on the supposition that the one
injection would excite a sufficient de-

gree of inflammation in both to cure

them. The injection remained in ten

minutes and the man was sent to bed.

Oct. 1. This day Mr. Brodie saw
him, and ordered the one grain of

pulv. ipecac, c. to be discontinued,

and one grain of calomel to be given

in its stead.

5. Hydrocele nearly well ; the

bowels remain obstinately costive,

notwithstanding the one grain of ca-

lomel at night and 5j- of tart, potassaj

three times in the day. His visceral

affection being his most permanent
one, and the surgical disease for which
he was admitted going on well, he
was transferred to the care of Dr,
Hewett.

Shatighnessey. This man
was admitted on the same day as the

former patient, under the care of Mr.
Brodie, with hydrocele of only one
testicle, but that hydrocele being di-

vided by a thickened middle band
into two chambers, a superior and an
inferior one, forming a very good
specimen of what is termed " hour-

glass hydrocele." A few days after

the man's admission, the inferior

chamber of the hydrocele was tapped

by Mr. Walker, and the fluid let out

of both cavities, but it was not in-

jected. On Mr. Brodie's return -to

town he saw this patient, and re-
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marked to the pupils, who were pre-

fient, that it was an hour-glass hydro-

cele, and saidj that if that structure

bandj which divided the hydrocele

were allowed to remain, and the hy-

drocele not cured, that in process of

time it would effectually separate the

tunica vaginalis into two cavities, and

that then a puncture would have to

be made in them both, to let out the

fluid ; M'hereas now, one puncture in

the lower cavity was sufficient to eva-

cuate the fluid from both.

Oct. 11. The water having again

accumulated, Mr. Brodie drew it off

by a trocar and canula, and injected

it, and the man was sent to bed.

12. Going on tolerably well ; slight

inflammation of the scrotum, for which

he was ordered 12 leeches.

CURE OF PHTHISIS PULMONALIS.

TnK following interesting paper is

from the pen of Dr. William Stokes,

a gentleman whose various contribu-

tions on thoracic pathologyhave already

excited considerable attention. Dr.

Stokes's work on the Stethoscope is

one of the best extant, and his exact

diagnosis in the obscure diseases, de-

tailed in the last number of our

Dublin contemporary, proves him to

be one of the best stethoscopists in

this country.
" For a considerable time before I

had becomefamiliar with the use of the

stethoscope, I felt convinced that pul-

monary consumption was more often

cured than I had been taught to be-

lieve. I had known of so many cases

where individuals recovered from all

the symptoms of phthisis, that it be-

came probable that all of these cases

were not merely bronchitis, but pro-

bably, in some instances at least, the

effect oftubercular disease of the lung,

and I was extremely anxious to meet
with cases in which the doubt would
be removed by a stethoscopic obser-

vation. Within the last three years

I have had the good fortune of wit-

nessing several cases, in all of which

the most unequivociU indications of

tubercle existed, and in which a re-

covery, more or less perfect, has oc-

curred. The first to which I shall

allude is that of a gentleman of a de-

licate frame, with light hair and fair

skin, who consulted me when he was
labouring under symptoms ofadvanced

phthisis, the result of neglected cold.

He had had haemoptysis, pain of the

side, severe cough, purulent expecto-

ration, and hectic fever ; he was con-

siderably emaciated, but had no diar-

rhoea, nor were his digestive functions

materially altered. His symptoms
had been of some months' standing.

Percussion elicited a very dull sound,

so as to be perceptible to the patient,

over the left sub-clavicular region, and
here all the signs of a cavity existed.

The rest of the thorax sounded clear,

with a large sonoro-mucous rale.

" I determined to try the effect of

the seton in the neighbourhood of the

cavity, and to treat the patient for the

bronchitis. Country air and horse

exercise were ordered, and the follow-

ing remedy, which I have found of

great utility in many cases of chronic

bronchitis, with copious secretion

:

R. Resin CB Balsam. Copaiccn 3i.

Extract Hyosciami pr. xxiv.

Sulph. Quimnce fjr. xii.

Ft. pit. xxiv.

Capiat ii. ter die.

" These measures were carried into

full effect, and I saw my patient in

the course of two months. The ex-

pectoration was much less copious,

and the checking of the secretion was
not followed by any increase of pul-

monary irritation. The respiration

had become healthy over the whole
chest, except in the situation of the

cavity, where the signs of an abscess

still continued. He complained still

of harassing cough, which 1 found I

could relieve by an anti-spasmodic

mixture of camphor, ether, ammonia,
and tincture of valerian. In the course

of a year his general health improved
decidedly, and at the end of about

fifteen months from the commence-
ment of the treatment, all signs of a

cavity had disappeared, leaving, in its
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situation, notliing but a slight dulness

on percussion, and some feebleness of

respiration. It is now three years

since I first saw this gentleman, whose
case at first appeared hopeless. He
enjoys very tolerable health, but is

subject to attacks of catarrh, which
have been sometimes severe, but of

which he recovers under ordinary

treatment.
" The next case I shall mention is

that of a young gentleman of spare

habit, with dark hair and eyes, who
consulted me in August, 1830. He
had suffered during the previous year

from an attack of pleuritis, followed

by empyema of the right side, of

which he had recovered by absorption,

and consequent contraction of the side,

Avhen he was attacked by cough, hae-

moptysis, and pain of the left side.

I saw him soon after the supervention

of these symptoms, and found that the

upper part of the left lung sounded
dull, and presented a decidedly tuber-

culous rale. His respiration was hur-

ried, and pulse quick, and his general

appearance that of a patient in a rapid

consumption. He had spent the for-

mer winter in Guernsey, to which I

advised him to return. However,
previous to his going thither, he went
to the country, and on his way re-

turned to Dublin in a month ; he then

had a violent haemoptysis, after which
the signs of a tuberculous cavity be-

came unequivocal, and the symptoms
greatly aggravated ; but there was no

diarrhoea, and the functions of the

stomach were but little impaired. He
returned to Guernsey, and I certainly

never expected to see him again. In

the June following, however, I was
summoned to visit him, and was most

agreeably surprised to see him greatly

improved in his appearance ;—he had
gained flesh and strength ; and on ex-

amination by the stethoscope, I could

find no trace of a cavity ; he had still

some cough, and for some time pre-

viously had expectorated calculi, evi-

dently the result of the cretaceous

transformation of the tubercle. During
the summer he continued to improve.
He hcus now left this country, but my

last accounts of him were, that he
was enjoying good health.

" 111 this case, the chief treatment

consisted in keeping up the discharge

of an issue, established after the for-

mation of the empyema. I beg to

add that, throughout the case, I had
the benefit of my friend Mr. Wod-
ward's assistance.

" A Roman Catholic clergyman

consulted me, during the last year, for

symptoms of phthisis, which, in his

zeal to discharge the arduous duties

of his profession, he had neglected for

several months. He was emaciated

to a degree, had severe hectic fever,

and presented the signs of an exten-

sive anfractuous cavity in the upper
part of the left lung. His hair and
complexion were dark, and no stru-

mous taint existed in his family. In
this case, as in those just recorded,

the digestive functions had escaped

alteration.

" This gentleman was possessed of a

strong mind, and insisted on knowing
the actual state of his case, of which
I felt it my duty to inform him with-

out any equivocation. He then said,

' My case appears incurable ; but,

supposing the disease not so far ad-

vanced, what would you recommend
for the restoration of my health }' I

answered, that I would recommend
constant counter-irritation, the giving

up of his sacred duties, and the dili-

gent use of horse exercise. Six months
after this, he again called on me, so

altered for the better, that I did not

recognise him, so that he had to in-

troduce himself to me. From being a

living skeleton he had become corpu-

lent, and his strength was completely

re-established. About two months
before this, he had become decidedly

better ; soon after which, he expecto-

rated a calculus, many of which were
subsequently ejected ; and after each

expectoration of this matter, the pa-

tient felt a corresponding improve-

ment. He had followed all my direc-

tions to the letter. On examination by
the stethoscope, I could find no trace

of disease, except a slight feebleness of

respiration in the upper part ofthe left
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lung, a circumstance fully explicable

by the cicatrization of the abscess.
" I might mention three other cases

almost completely analogous to those

already described. In all, the pheno-
mena of a cavity existed, and subse-

quently disappeared^ after a lapse of

months, with the recovery of the

patient.
" On comparing these cases, there

appear certain points of resemblance

between them, the consideration of

which throws light on the question

of the curability of consumption.

None of these patients, with the ex-

ception of the first, presented that

general appearance called the stru-

mous diathesis. Tlieir hair, eyes, and
complexion were dark ; their mus-
cular fibre was originally strong;

they presented no marks of external

glandular disease ; their family was
not consumptive ; the disease had
supervened on an inflammatory attack

of the lungj and in none was there

diarrhoea, or other signs of gastro-

enteric complication. I shall again

allude to this last circumstance, as I

look on it as one of essential import-

ance.
" Although, perhaps, the division

may not be found to stand ^ critical

investigation, yet I think we may
separate cases of phthisis into two
classes, the constitutional and acci-

dental phthisis. The first, where the

tubercular development supervenes,

either with or without some precur-

sory irritation in persons strongly pre-

disposed to it from original conform-

ation. In these the disease generally

runs a rapid course, invades both
lungs, and is commonly complicated

with gastro-enteric disease. In the

second variety, we meet the disease

in persons not of the strumous dia-

thesis, and who have no hereditary

disposition to the affection. In them
the exciting cause is generally an in-

flammatory attack of the lung. The
disease proceeds slowly, is long con-

fined to one lung, the hectic is slight,

and often wanting, and the liability

to enteric disease is much less. These
are the cases in which it appears to

me rational to hope for a cure, and
justifiable to adopt decided measures,

even after extensive lesions have been

formed in the lung. With a single

exception, these were the cases in

which I have witnessed a cure, either

by cicatrization of the abscess, the

cretaceous transformation of the tu-

bercle, or by both of these modes
together.

" The influence which gastro-en-

teric disease exerts in accelerating the

fatal termination of phthisis, has been

long recognized, but systematic au-

thors have been in error in describing

this latter complication as a necessary

part of the disease. I feel satisfied.,

that under a different mode of treat-

ment from that ordinarily employed,

this complication would be much less

frequently observed, as in numerous
instances I have known it to be in-

duced clearly by the use of purgative

medicines. If ever there was a case

in which we should be cautious in

giving medicines of this description, it

is in incipient, or threatened phtliisis,

on account of the great liability that

exists to inflammation and ulceration

of the digestive tube ; yet, in all

those cases, which in conformity with
the prejudice of the day, are supposed

to arise from a disordered state of the

stomach—of the digestive apparatus—

•

a depraved state of the biliary organs—
atony of the chylopoietic viscera, &c.

&c., a set of terms invented to cloke

ignorance, and conveying no single

clear idea to the mind, this practice

is constantly pursued— a diarrhoea is

established, and the digestive appa-

ratus becomes indeed disordered, more
from the remedies than the disease.

Once the enteritis of phthisis is esta-

blished, I believe we may look on the

case as hopeless, the patient rapidly

sinks from the lesion of nutrition;

but this is not the sole cause, as nu-
merous stethoscopic observations have

satisfied me, that from this period, the

tubercular development advances with

redoubled rapidity, a circumstance

explicable in a certain degree by the

sympathetic irritation of the lung.

" There is another case nearly
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equally common, where the life of the

patient is shortened, and the chance

of cure removed, by the same prac-

tice. A young female, Avith symp-
toms of incipient phthisis, ceases to

menstruate. To this, which is the

effect and not the cause of the disease,

all the symptoms are attributed, and
the efforts of the practitioner are di-

rected not to remove the irritation of

the lung, but to force the uterine

action. Emmenagogues, which in

British practice means cathartics, are

lavished, and the consequences are

such as might be expected from this

unphysiological and barbarous prac-

tice The pulmonary disease advances

rapidlv ; first, because it is neglected

;

secondly, because the lung is stimu-

lated by the enteritis induced by the

remedies ; diarrhoea sets in, and the

delicate and amiable patient dies of a

'galloping consumption.'
" The remedies from which I have

seen decided advantage, are few and
simple ; they may be enumerated as

follows :—Long - continued counter-

irritation by the tartar-emetic oint-

ment ; the use of the seton or issue

on some part of the chest ; constant

exercise ; a bland, but nutritious diet

;

travelling. When there is thirst,

anorexia, epigastric pain, or vomiting,

tonics and expectorants will do harm.

Purgatives must be inhibited, and
enemata and the mildest laxatives

used when necessary. Wine was not

allowed in any of the cases which re-

covered under my care.

" So long as there is any prospect

of cure, we should be extremely cau-

tious in using astringents to check the

night perspirations ; great injury is

done by the faith in specifics, which
still disgrace the practice of medicine.

Thus I have often seen patients taking

large doses of sulphuric acid, when
they lay constantly in bed, enveloped
in flannel, and breathing the at-

mosphere of a heated room. By re-

moving the flannel next the skin, and
substituting a cotton waistcoat, by
bringing these patients into the open
air, sponging the chest, and using fre-

quent changes of linen, they will be

really benefited, and the chance of

diarrhoea, which is so great from the

use of sulphuric acid, will be much
diminished.

" In a future communication, I

hope to lay before the profession the

result of trials of the chlorine inhala-

tion, in cases of phthisis, a mode of

treatment so strongly recommended
by Coutterau. As yet, I regret to

say, I have not been able to verify

the statements of this author."

CONTAGIOUSNESS OF CHOLERA.
To the Editors of the London Medical and

Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

As you have, on various occasions in

the progress of your Journal, asserted,

in terms of a positive nature, the non-

contagiousness of cholera, permit me
to offer to your notice, and to that of

your numerous readers, the following

remarkable instances of that disease.

The cases I subjoin all occurred within

a few miles of this town, and so re-

cently as at the commencement of the

present month.
Thos. TomlinsoiTi aetat. 44, a boat-

man, in pursuing Ms avocation, on his

return from within two or three miles

of Gainsborough to Borrowasp, near

Derby, arrived by the boat, as usual,

at his house in the above-named vil-

lage, on Sunday, Sept. 30, where his

wife and her mother also resided.

The day after his arrival (Monday,
Oct. 1 ) he was seized Avith spasms of

the extremities, abdomen, vomiting,

and dejections of the usual appear-

ance, with other symptoms denoting

the presence of spasmodic cholera.

IMedical assistance was obtained with-

out delay, within a mile of his home,
as well as from Derby, and every

effort made use of to avert the

fatal result, which each succeeding

hour gave assurance was impend-
ing over him. lie died on the

Wednesday following. His wife,

who had administered to the wants of

her husband during his illness, be-

came ill the day after his death

(Thursday) in the same manner, and
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died the nojct day. Her mother, a

few hours subsequent to this period,

was destined to the same suffering,

and died in the night of the Saturday

following. The woman who had been

engaged to wait upon this case, per-

formed the last offices, as regards

the laying her out, &c. about seven

o'clock on the Sunday morning. The
duties required towards the dead had

scarcely terminated, before the proba-

bility arose, that another victim to

this appalling disease was closely at

hand. The nurse sickened, symptoms

of cholera followed in rapid succession

and increased violence. The medical

attendants visited her before noon,

but the powers of vitality were fast

sinking under the aggravation of her

sufferings, and a state of collapse was

rapidly approaching. She died within

twenty hours from the commence-

ment of the attack. The above is the

order in which these unfortunate cases

occurred. I do not narrate them as

being determinate on the subject of

cholera contagion^ but as instances

which, among others in this neigh-

bourhood, afford sufficient evidence of

the propriety of pausing before we
assert, or consider for granted, the

non-communicability of spasmodic

cholera.

Thomas Harwood.
Derby, Oct. 16.
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NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A Student and Subscriber is too pugna-

cious.

Ehlanesis Professor Graves's Lectures

have been received.

A Student at Bartholomew's—The affair is

too insignificant for public notice.

A Medical Student.—Professor Cooper's

course will be published in this Journal.

An Apprentice.—It is a great hardship to

be examined in Celsus and Gregory ; but as

lectures were not attended before 1831, it is

inevitable. The classical examination ought

to take place before the apprenticeship ; for it

is unjust and tyrannical to reject a candidate for

his Latin, who may be well informed as a me-

dical practitioner.

A Member of the College of Sttra-eons

has no remedy : such is the happy state of the

profession, that a tinker may style himself sur-

geon in this enlightened kingdom.

A Dispensary Student.—It is mere palaver

to the general practitioner. Any one acquainted

with hospitals and dispensaries is well aware,

that the student derives more advantage in the

latter.

A Persecuted General Practitioner.—We
are most unfortunately too well aware of the

innumerable instances in which actions or pro-

secutions, or rather persecutions, are instituted

by the Worshipful Company of Apothecaries

against practitioners, now engaged in jjrose-

cuting their studies, while ignorant chemists are

allowed to compound and prescribe with im-

punity. The attorney to their worships must

have fine times of it.

Euphemiron.—We recognise the bold and

nervous style ofa quondam preceptor (in 1821),

in the communication with which we have

been favoured. We regret that it reached us

only on Wednesday morning, and too late for

this number. It shall of course appear in our

next.

Reminiscences of an Army Medical Officer

in our next.

/. C. S.—Foreign Lectures will not be al-

lowed at the College.

A West-end Hospital and Dispensary Pupil

has written so hastily, that several of his sen-

tences are illegible.

List of Subscriptions will be given in our

next Number.
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Gentlemen,
The subject, which I wish to brin<;f under your
consideration next, isinflannnation. Wlien I last

had the {)leasure of meeting^ you, I mentioned
to you an observation, made by the late Dr.
Armstron":, that as soon as a student had gained

some correct ideas about the nature of inflam-

mation, and all its effects, and occasional con-

sequences, and then united to such information

some acquaintance with the character of a few
organic diseases, he might be said to command
a bird's-eye view of disease in general. Now,
gentlemen, I remind you of this simile, not

because it is hterally true, but because it must
give you a notion of the importance, assigned

by that eminent physician, to the study of the

phenomena of inflammation.

When a part is affected with redness, swell-

ing, and pain, the state of it is called inflam-
mation ; a figurative expression, implying a
condition, as if the part affected were on fire,

or seemed to be so to the patient's feelings.

In a coui-se of lectures on surgery, inflam-

mation is naturally the first subject for con-
sideration, though one of the most difficult to

comprehend fully and minutely. It is the key
to the understanding of the nature of the ge-
nerality of other diseases— Ijeing connected
with tliem as a cause, a symptom, an effect, or
even as a means of cure—hence, it is frequently
to be considered rather as a salutary process,
than as a disease.

VOL. ir.

Gentlemen, I will mentioii a few illustrations

of its usefulness, as a mode of cure. Surgeons

accomplish the radical cure of hydrocele by
letting out the fluid collected in the tunica

vaginalis of the testicle, and then exciting in-

flammation of that membrane by means of a

stimulating injection, a seton, or other plans,

acting on the same principle. Lym[)h is

effused, and the cavity, in which the water haeif

accumulated, is obliterated. Wens, or encysteil

tumours, warts, and some other extraneous

growths, may be cured by purposely exciting

a brisk degree of inflammation in them, when
they either undergo a gradual removal, or

ulcerate, or slough away. The presence of

sufficient inflammation, to produce an effusion

of lymph, is useful in promoting the cure of

wounds without suppuration, and this in the

quickest possible manner, as we see exemplified

after the operation for hare-lip.

Gentlemen, that inflammation is often a sa-

lutary operation in the animal economy, is

proved by its influence in preventing evils,

which would occasion either serious or fatal

consequences. Let me bring to your notice

the following illustrations of its usefulness in

preventing dangerous circumstances. Wc fre-

quently find it giving strength and thickness to

serous membranes, when they arc the only
parts intervening between large collections of

matter and the cavities of the chest and belly,

into which such abscesses would otherwise pass

and occasion perilous consequences. We know,
also, that it is of vast service in filling the ca-

vities of the cellular tissue with coagulating

lymph, so as to hinder the matter of abscesses

from spreading so extensively as would happen
without this provident disposition of things.

Again, we recognise the utility of inflamma-
tion, when it forms a boundary for extraneous

bodies, accidentally lodged in the flesh, sur-

rounding them with a kind of cyst, in whicli

they lie a considerable time, excluded, as it were,

from the rest of the system and without disturb-

ance of it. Lastly, gentjonien, I may specify,

as aproof of the salutary effects of inflammation,

its general efficiency in preventing effusion of

the contents of the bowels, which, without it,

would always follow wounds of those organs,

c c
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so as to bring on fatal inflammation of the pe-

ritoneum. Here it has a most desirable etTect,

either by gluing the wounded bowel to the

neighbourhig ones, so as to hinder etfusion of

the fecal matter, or to the part of the perito-

neum close to the inner orifice of the wound in

the parietes of the abdomen, so that whatever

matter escapes from the intestine does not pass

into the cavity of the belly, where it would
cause a rapid and often fatal inflammation, but

is transmitted outwards, through the external

wound itself.

Inflammation is only to be regarded as a sa-

lutary process, when moderate in degree ; for,

if it occur with violence, many severe and dan-

gerous consef[uences may follo'*(r, as will be ex-

plained in due time.

Inflammation is generally defined to be an

increased action of the arteries, attended with

redness, swelling, increased heat, pain, and
sometimes throbbing in the part affected. In

addition to these sym|)toms, we frequently

obsei"ve tension, induration, loss, or diminution

of transparency, and other changes, which will

be hereafter more particularly considered.

The term inflammation is often employed
rather vaguely, and seldom with a sufhc.iently

precise meaning attached to it, with reference

either to the symptoms which denote it, or the

changes in the part which are characteristic of

it, or its intimate nature. Hence, one distin-

guished pathologist, Professor Andral, is in-

clined to reject the term inflammation altogether,

because it is the expression of a complex pro-

cess, involving several others, the dependence of

which upon it is neither necessary nor constant.

Nothing, in fact, is more difficult than to offer

an unobjectionable definition 'of iuflanuua-

tion.

The expression, increased action of the ar-

teries, is rather vague, when employed witliout

any further explanation of its meaning; but

this is a point to which we shall more conve-

niently devote attention, when we have ad-

vanced further into the subject.

The rest of the definition seems to me only

applicable to certain forms of inflammation

;

for one or more of the symptoms enumerated
in it may be absent. Thus, gentlemen, in

the efflorescence, or superficial redness of the

skin, termed erythema, you will perceive no
swelling, tension, or throbbing accompanying
the red blush seen upon the integuments.

On the other hand, in chronic inflammation,

or the slow varieties of this aflTection, you will

frequently notice considerable swelling, but
never any heat or throbbing, and sometimes
neither pain nor redness.

Redness, though a common effect of inflam-

mation, is far from being one of its essential

characters ; for, notwithstanding the size and
function of the minute arteries may be altered,

their dilatation may not be such as will enable

them to receive the red globules. This is

exemplified in inflammation of the arachnoid

coat of the brain,' and in slight inflammation

of the cornea. Such absence of redness, how-

ever, is principally remarked in chronic in-

flammation.

Then, gentlemen, you should understand,

that inflammation is a process liable to con-

siderable differences hi its character and eflTects.

These varieties chiefly depend upon the nature

of the exciting cause ; upon the state of the

constitution ; upon the patient's age ; and upon
the situation, structure, and functions of the

part aflTected.

The differences, dependent upon the kind

of exciting cause, we find illustrated

a. In the influence produced by morbific

poisons.

Each gives rise to an inflammation

of a specific character, regulated by
certain laws or principles, which are

not manifested in any other instance of

this afltction.

b. In the peculiarities of the inflammation,

ulceration, and gangrenous comfjlaiuts

of the fingers, toes, and other extreme

parts of the body, arisin? from exposure

to cold, and well known by the name
of chilblains. These peculiarities are

such as to demand treatment not at all

suited to the generality of other inflam-

mations.

The influence of the state of the constitution

in determining the kind of inflammation is

well illustrated in the history of

a. Scrofula;

b. Erysipelas;

c. Scurvy;

d. And the disease called carbuncle.

Several important divisions of inflammation,

gentlemen, are recognized by all medical prac-

titioners.

1. The first, and as useful and well-founded

a distinction as any proposed, is that into acute

and chronic ;

'I. The second is into healthy and unhealthy

inflammation

;

3. The third into simple and complicated ;

4. And another into idiopathic and sympa-
thetic.

Acute inflammation produces all its eflTects

quickly ; if it is to recede, it generally does so

in a few days ; if it is to produce an abscess, a

similar space of time brings about the event.

The varieties of acute inflammation are nu-

merous, comprehending not only every instance

of healthy inflammation, but many other cases

justly regarded as unhealthy, or complicated.

Chronic inflammation signifies that which is

slow in its progress, and of a more or less indo-

lent nature, being frequently accompanied by
little or no pain, and no perceptible increase in

the temperature of the part affected ; and
often no redness.

In many instances, it begins with so little

disturbance, that its origin is completely over-

looked.

To this progress of chronic inflammation, it

is not unusual to refer all the slow thickenings

of various textures, and even the formation

of several descriptions of indolent tumours.
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It sccins to inc, however, tliat the latter doc-

trine is carried too far, inasmuch as it is some-

times extended to orfjanic diseases and new
formations, between which and tlie simple

effects of clironic inflammation—the mere
thickening of parts—or their ulceration, there

must exist some essential differences.

Gentlemen, one striking illustration of the

nature and consequences of chronic inflamma-

tion is afforded in the ravages of scrofula, one
of the most common diseases met with in this

climate. I would not have you suppose, how-
ever, that all the inflammation, exemplified in

scrofulous diseases, is of a chronic nature ; for

sometimes it assumes a very acute form ; but
you will find that the generality of scrofulous

inflammations are more or less indolent.

Gentlemen, we may saj', healthy injlamma-
tion signifies that form of the complaint which
is not modified by, nor at all under the in-

fluence of, any particular disease in the part

or constitution. Hence it does not evince any
of those dispositions and peculiarities which
accompany erysipelas, the venereal disease,

carbuncular inflammation, or that which arises

from cow-pox, small-pox, or any other specific

disease.

Healthy inflammation, near the surface of

the body, often receives the na.me of phleg'tnon,

orphlegmonous injianimutiwi, which, by some
writers and lecturers, indeed, is defined to be
common inflammation of tlie cellular mem-
brane. This was the view taken of it by Dr.
Carmichael Smith. But, certainly, it is not
restricted to this texture, as we see that the
cutis, fascia;, and other organs may be affected

b\- it, and even be destroyed by it, when its

violence goes beyond a certain degree.

With respect to iinheallhy ivjlammatkm, it

may be defined to be tliat form of the com-
plaint wliose appearances, progress, and ter-

mination, are under the influence of some spe-

cific or determinate disease in the parts affected,

or the system at large.

Its varieties may be said to be as number-
less as diseases themselves : venereal, scrofu-

lous, gouty, rheumatic, scorbutic, erysipelatous,

carbuncular, &c.
Simple injiammation means not only that

the process is of a healthy character, but
unconnected with any complicated mischief^

—

does not surround any cancerous or medullary
tumour—is not kept up by the lodgment of
any extraneous substances, or any dead por-
tions of bone, which cannot be immediately
removed.

When these, or any other analogous cir-

cumstances, attend the inflammation, it is said
to be complicated.

When inflammation is brought on by any
causes which act directly on the part, it is said
to be idiopathic or primary ; but when it

proceeds trom some disturbance in another
part of the system, or from any cause not im-
mediately in the seat of the local affection

itself, and preceding it, the inflammation is

called sympathetic, or secondary.

Gentlemen, these latter distinctions are

highly important in practice, because the cure

of a sympathetic, or secondary inflammation,

depends very essentially upon quieting the

primary disorder, or disturbance, operating as

an exciting cause, and often remotely situated

from the inflammation itself.

In inflammation, we may often notice four

remarkable effects:

—

1. Adhesion of parts to one another.

2. Suppuration; or the production of a
peculiar fluid, called pus.

3. Ulceration, or the removal of portions of

various textures back into the system, so as to

leave an open chasm, or broken surface in

them, from which pus is generally soon se-

creted.

4. The death of them, expressed, with re-

ference to the soft parts, by the terms morti-

fication and gangrene ; and, with reference

to the bones, by the word necrosis.

Mr. Hunter's views of inflammation were
particularly directed to this process in its ad-
hesive, suppxiratipe, tdcerative, and gangre-
nous stages, and he certainly conducted the

inquiry in the very luminous, original, and
philosophical manner, which characterised all

his investigations.

Every sort of inflammation has not an equal

tendency to each of these stages, or conse-

quences. That attending boils and whitlows
is remarkable for its propensity to suppurate

;

that attending carbuncles, the malignant pus-
tule, the severe kinds of erysipelas, the bites

of certain snakes, and pricks in dissection,

for its disposition to produce gangrene of the

cellular membrane.
Certain inflammations rarely or never bring

on either abscesses, ulceration, or sloughing.

This may be said to be the case with the in-

flammatory swelling, well known by the name
of mumps, and also with tlie inflammation

peculiar to gout and rheumatism.

Gentlemen, I deem it a fact worthy of your
recollection, that whether the inflammation of

parts is to be followed by adhesions, suppu- .

ration, ulceration, or mortification, will often ^
be considerably influenced by two circum-
stiinces, namely, the nature of the structure

affected, and its remote or near situation to the

surface of the body. This is a principle which
was first well explained by the celebrated

John Hunter.

As illustrations of it, we may notice, that in

the cellular tissue, in all the circumscribed

cavities of the body, in all deeply-seated or-

gans, and in tliose membranes which are called

serous, the adhesive inflammation more rea-

dily takes plai^ than either suppuration, ulcer-

ation, or mt^i^cation.

On the other hand, nearness to the surface

of the body and the texture of a mucous mem-
brane, give a decided disposition to suppura-

tion and ulceration. This is illustrated by
what happens hi the progress of extraneous

substances from deep to superficial situations;

as long as they lie deeply, they often create

cc2
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no tendency to suppuration ; but directly they

fret near the skin, they excite inflammation, and
an abscess follows, which, by burstino^, forms

an outlet for them. Slij^ht inflammation of the

mucous membrane of the urethra brings on a

discharge of matter, but violent inflammation

is requisite to produce adhesions in this texture.

Generally speaking, when the inflammation

is described as being suppurative, you are not

to understand that it is exclusively so, or not

accomj>anied with the adhesive in a greater or

less degree; in fact, we often see adhesive,

suppurative, ulcerative inflammation, and gan-

grenous mischief, blended together in one dis-

ease. As for abscesses, they may be said to

\ie constantly attended with more or less ad-

hesive inflammation at their circumference.

Gentlemen, you will find that in parts of

inferior vascularity and powers of life, slough-

ing and ulceration are readily excited. This
fact is illustrated

a. In the mortification oftendons and fascia;.

b. In caries and necrosis of bones.

f. In the greater frequency of ulceration and
mortification of the feet and legs, on
account of their distance from the source

of the circulation, than of the upper
extremities.

d. In the disposition of new-formed parts to

ulcerate and slough, when attacked with
inflammation ; for they are known to

be weaker than original ones, and less

capable of bearing inflammation and
disease, without ill consequences.

Every inflammation of much extent or vio-

lence, or affecting parts of high importance in

the animal economy, is attended with a gene-

ral disturbance of the whole constitution, called

by practitioners the sympathetic, or sympto-
matic inflammatory fever. The symptoms are

generally of the following kind :

—

Pulse frequent, strong, and full ; secretions

for the most part diminished, or suppressed

;

hence dryness and heat of the skin, a parched

state of the mouth and fauces, and oppressive

thirst ; urine scanty and high coloured ; bowels
confined ; appetite lost.

Not only are the sanguiferous and digestive

systems disturbed, the nervous is also disor-

dered. The patient is anxious, restless, and
sleepless; suffers headache ; and is sometimes

. affected with twitches of the muscles, wander-
ing of the intellect, and delirium.

This fever is an illustration of what Mr.
Hunter used to call an universal sympathy of

the whole body with the disturbed condition

of a part of it.

Gentlemen, the symptoms of the preceding

fever are always modified by the extent and
violence of the inflammation, and its situation

in common parts, or in others of the first-rate

importance to life. According to Mr. Hunter,

when the latter are affected, the pulse is quicker

and weaker than when skin, muscle, cellular

membrane, or any other ordinary parts are in-

flamed.

The symptoms are also modified by the

nature of the constitution, in which the inflam-

mation has occurred. Hence, the sympatlietic

fever rises to a greater height, the pulse is

quicker and weaker, and the nervous disorder

more strongly manifested, in irritable subjects,

and females, than in other individuals. Fat

persons, who are not in the habit of taking

exercise, bear inflannnation, as well as disease

in general, but very indifferently ; and hence,

in them, the sympathetic inflammatory fever

often prevails with extraordinary severity.

But, there is a particularly irritable tem-
perament, frequently accompanying a counte-

nance, in which the cheeks exhibit a peculiar

ruddiness, terminating almost abruptly at its

circumference. In it minute vessels may be
seen ramifying more distinctly, than in the-

fine complexion of youth and health.

Individuals presenting these appearances

frequently bear disease badly ; and inflamma-

tion, in particular, is in them much disposed

to take an unfavourable course, and to be at-

tended with constitutional disturbance of un-
usual severity. The fever is sometimes at-

tended, indeed, with spasm of the muscles,

delirium, and a great deal of danger.

Gentlemen, after having been informed that

diseases are not restricted in their consequences

to changes in the solids, but that alterations

occur in the fluids likewise, you will not be
surprised to hear, that the effects of inflam-

mation extend to the blood itself. In truth,

its natural qualities undergo considerable and
manifest alterations. Thus, when it is taken

from the vein of a person labouring under an
attack of inflammation, it coagulates in the

basin more slowly and firmly than usual; and
when the coagulation is completed, a stratum

of fibrine, of a yellowish buff colour, or very

similar in appearance to glue, and of greater

or less consistence, is left upon the surface of

the crassamentum, which itself floats in an
extraordinary quantity of serum. This yellow

substance, Hke glue, left ui)on the surface of

the crassamentum, is termed the inflammaUn-y
crust, or huffy coat. It is a circumstance

which merits your particular consideration

;

and I shall, therefore, make some further ob-

servations upon it at our next meeting.

NOTES FROM THE INTERESTING

LECTURES OF

PROFESSOR MAGENDIE,
ON CHOLERA.

In a state of health the dilation of the ven-
tricles has been shown by Dr. M. to be ac-

companied by a distinct, or full sound, {bruit

clair), while a dull (sourd) sound accompanies

their contraction; the true cause ofthese sounds

being that the heart itself strikes against the

chest with its point, during the bruit sound,

and with a portion of its general surface during
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llie bruit clair. In the advanced stage of cho-

lera the last only can be heard, and as tlie

symptoms become more intense, neither sounds

can be detected, even by the stetlioscope. Con-
traction of the ventricles may still, however,

exist, to a certain extent, and circulation in

the larg;e vessels, in the nei<2;]ibourliood, may
be maintained, thou<jh in an irref;;u}ar manner;
a sort of floating of the blood, sometimes, in the

arterv, rather than regular impulsion.

Of whatever part we speak, stagnation of

the blood is of much more frequent occurrence

than congestion in this disease ; and the dis-

tinction is important, as, in the former, there

is an absence of arterial impulse. In the algid

period, congestion in a part is indeed scarcely

possible.

The diminution of heat is a physical effect

of the diminished vigour of the action of the

heart, and is not so observable about the centre

of the arterial system.

The viscid moisture, observed on the surface,

in extreme cases, is to be considered as merely
an exudation, and not the result of a special

vital action.

In place of gangrene being common in cho-

lera, as, from the long suspended secretion in

parts, people might be induced to think would
take place, it seems extremely rare. Of 300
cases, under Dr. M., at the Hotel Dieu, it only

took place in one. No explanation of this can

be offered. In the case at Hotel Dieu, the

patient had portions of the fingers in a state

resembling senile gangrene. At the Hospital

St. Louis the point of the nose bpcame gan-
grenous in a cholera patient,

" L'etat cadaverique est, dans quelqve cos,

plus protionce chez un choleriqiie que dans le

cadavre lui-mtme.'''

Besides the usual changes, noticed by authors,

in the countenance of the patient, a most re-

markable alteration takes place sometimes in

the opaque cornea, which becomes more or

less transparent, dry, and rendering the visage

liideous. The shrunken state of tlie organ de-

monstrates the interruption to the circulation,

and the evaporation of a portion of its aqueous

parts. The lids, in those cases, remaining

open, constantly ceased to furnish the glolje

with the natural secretion. Such an apjiear-

ance lias been only observed previously in

dissecting rooms, several days after the death

of persons.

Dr. Magendie repeats his inability to ex-

plain, satisfactorily, the occurrence of cramps
in cholera, and which may take place with or

without suspended circulation.

In one instance of a female, Dr. M., with

others, remained for two hours near the patient,

without being able to discover, by the stetho-

scope, &c., pulsation in any of the chief arteries

;

yet, in this case, the woman was able to rise

up, to take her drinking-glass in her hand, and
to speak.

The nature of the discharges from the

stomach and bowels, in cholera spasinodica,

differs from those of all known maladies. This

fluid, instead of a feculent, has an intestinal

odour. If the existence of gas be indicated, on
feeling the abdomen of a cholera i)atient, it

may be considered as indicative of a favourable

change, especially if accompanied with the par-

ticular odour of the healtliy state.

Berzelius has remarked, that an acid can,

in the healthy state, be detected in all the se-

cretions, having external communication ; as

the secretion from the intestines, theurine,

perspiration, milk ; while the interior secretions

are alkaline : in cholera patients, tlie intesti-

nal secretions become alkaline. Chemists have
also detected albumen and mucus, or fibrine

;

these two substances Dr. M. believing not

easily distinguishable by tests. The salts, con-

tained in the serous part, are considered as

corresponding in their nature with those fouiyl

in the blood.

A layer of opaque diffluent mucus, on tlio

surface of the alimentary canal, has been
noticed ; but as this secretion has been noticed

also in the autopsies of persons, who had been
suddenly deprived of life by accidents, &c.,

much importance should not, perhaps, be at-

tached to it. If this mucus be taken away by
the scalpel from a portion of the membrane,
the latter will, in four or five hours after, be
again covered with another layer.

The liquid thrown out by the intestines is

not always such as has been described (ap-

pearance of rice water), being sometimes tinged

red, and in other cases it is found to be dark

;

in other cases, again, it resembles the washings
of meat.

Dr. Magendie ridicules the idea of this fluid

being the product of inflammation or irritation

of the intestinal mucous membrane ; thinks it

probable that it is not secreted from the mucous
surface of the stomach ; is led to believe, in

consequence of his ineffectual endeavours to

discover, in some cases of collapse, the pul-

sations of the ventral aorta, that a total sus-

pension of circulation in tlie abdomen, as well
as in the extremities, takes place, and henc.e,

probably, the prodigious discharge of fluid

from the veins, and not from the arteries. The
manner in which the mesenteric veins minutely
ramify, so as to form numberless villosities on
the mucous surface of the intestines, is highly
favourable to this view. It must be granttil

that the whole of the phenomena connected
with the intestinal secretion in cholera do not

admit of a satisfactory explanation :—is confi-

dent, however, that the mucous follicles have
but a limited share in the production of the

discharge. Dr. Magendie has, indeed, often

been unable to detect the development of the

glands of Brunner or Peyer. Besides, they are

observed to be enlarged in otlier diseases, es-

pecially in scarlatina.

There is a striking analogy between the

appearances which present themselves in the

intestines of persons suddenly deprived of life

by violence, and those to be found in the in-

testines of persons carried off quickly by cho-

lera : viewed externallv no difference is to be
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observed. In protracted forms of the disease,

the intestines become reddened ; so that those

not greatly versed in observations of tliis kind

may be induced to believe that inflammation

existed, but which, nevertheless, only proves

to have been a state of congestion. In inflam-

mation of a part, the communication between

veins and arteries ceases, in consequence of

alteration in the tissue of the connecting

tubes ; but this is not the case respecting cho-

lera, in which the redness can be made dis-

appear by injecting water into an artery be-

longing to the portion of intestine in which it

exists.

With respect to the power of absorption

possessed, during the algid stage, by the ali-

mentary canal, there seems reason to suppose,

from experiments made by Dr. M. that it does

usually take place tvhile pulsation can be de-

tected in the principal arteries; but, in stages

beyond this, there seems reason to suppose

that absorption of liquids by the veins, in the

usual manner, ceases.

The chyliferous system is always found

without lesion, though invariably free from a

trace of chyle.

In examinations after death by cholera, the

most perfect integrity of the lungs has been

found. Water injected into the pulmonary

artery, has passed freely into the pulmonary

vein. By observations made on the colour of

blood drawn from the arteries of cholera pa-

tients, it appears to be established, that the

natural change of colour does not take place

in the blood in its passage through the lungs

;

though it has been observed to brighten on

exposure to air in a vessel. MM. Leroy and

Bareul of Paris, having examined nir breathed

by cholera patients, have found it unaltered in

its properties. This part of the subject seems

however to require farther attention.

Dr. Magendie, as well as those who attend-

ed the patients with him, often inhaled the

breath of cholera patients without having ex-

perienced any ill effects.

In the algid state, the respiration of the pa-

tient is sometimes natural in number and fulness

of movements; while, at other times, there is

extreme rapidity, with efforts, and convulsions

in the muscles of respiration. Where the

latter takes place, the prognostic is most unfa-

vourable. It has been tully ascertained that

this disturbance in the respiration is not occa-

sioned by obstruction to the passage of the air

to the remotest ramifications. This violent

action of the lungs has produced emphysema of

the pulmonary lobules, where death has been

protracted.

( To be continued.)

A LECTURE
ON THE PHYSIOLOGY OF THE

NERVOUS SYSTEM,

DELIVERED BY

DR. GRAVES, M.R.I.A.,

Kino's Professor of the Institutes of Medi-

°cine in the School of Physic, Dublin.

Gentlemen,
In conformity with the plan I have adopted

for the ensuing course of lectures, I shall com-

mence with the physiology of the nervous

system. It is well known, and you all arc fa-

miliar with the fact, that upon the nerves de-

pend sensation and motion. If a nerve be cut,

the parts it supplies cease to feel, and can no

longer be moved; and the same thing happens

if a^nerve be tied or compressed.

The texture of the nervous substance ex-

hibits no marks ofsuperior organization, affords

no indication of the wonderful j)ropertiesjust

mentioned, properties we could scarcely believe

it exclusively possessed, were not the proofs so

easy and convincing. Were the power of re-

ceiving and transmitting impressions, shared

in com'inon by every part of the body, it would,

perhaps, excite less surprise, and this property

would be ranked among the numerous results

of vitality, among the mysterious qualities con-

ferred by life upon matter; but when we find

particular cords appropriated to the discharge

of this function, when we observe that we can

with facility, trace and insulate, from the rest

of the living mass, the very filaments which

convey intelligence to and from, and as it were

commune with the mind, we at once perceive

a special physical agency which converts our

general admiration into the conviction, that

the nervous influence depends upon a pecuUar

arrangement of matter.

But here we become at once aware of the

weakness of our intellects, and, at this stage of

the inquiry, we must pause, arrested by the

curious fact, that this most wonderful of all

functions is carried on by means of materials

comparatively gross, for many other tissues are

more highly animalized in their chemical com-

position, and several exhibit, to our feeble

senses, marks of more complicated and more

delicate construction. Is there a part in the

body that seems to approach, in its palpable

qualities, so closely to an unorganized mass, as

the matter of the brain? Can any thing appear

more homogeneous, more unwrought, more

uninteresting in its structure than the cerebral

substance ? Can any thing be apparently woi-se

adapted for supporting the connexion between

mnid and matter? I say apparently, for did

we possess faculties capable of penetrating the

secrets of nature, we could be at no loss to

discover the adaptation of the means to the

end, and every circumstance connected witli

the organization of the brain; its chemical
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composition, consistency, texture, and other

physical quahties would, no doubt, be as ex-

])licable as why bone is made hard, H^aments
toufjh, and the intervertebral substance elastic:

but, as our senses and intellect are at present

constituted, the nature of the principle of lil'e

itself is not more inscrutably involved in dark-

ness, than is the structure of tlie brain con-

sidered as an organ of perception and volition.

But because, to use an expression of Locke's,

we can neither understand how matter can be
capable of thinking, or how an immaterial

thinking being can possibly be connected with

matter ; are we, therefore, to desist from study-

ing the laws which regulate the nervous sjs-

tem, so far as they come within the cognizance

of our senses? Certainly not; and, proceeding

in this inquiry, we shall find, that here, as in

other departments of science, what is useful

terminates where what is unattainable com-
mences; for it may be regarded as established,

that nothing conducive to the well-being of

man has been placed lieyond his reach, pro-

vided he use sufficient perseverance and in-

dustry to attain it.

The fact, that the division of a nerve de-

stroys the sensibility of the parts below the

j)iace of division, while the parts above and
nearer to the brain retain then- sensibility un-
injured, proves beyond all doubt, that the sen-

tient j)rincii)le, that which perceives, is resident

neither in the nervous ramifications nor their

trunks ; for if it were, sensation would not be
destroyed by mere section, nor would insulation

of a portion of the nerve, and its separation

from the brain, prevent it from retaining its

power of perception.

That the spinal marrow is not the immediate
seat of perception is proved exactly as in the

case of the nervous trunks ; for when the spinal

cord is divided, feeling ceases in the parts below
the division, but remains in those above it.

As the same remark applies to every part of

all the nerves, and to every portion of the spinal

marrow, it follows that the powers of percep-
tion, or of volition, are not resident in either.

Now, as perception and volition are evidently

functions of the nervous system, we must look

for the organ on which they more particularly

depend, in tliat portion of the nervous system

of which we have not yet spoken, I mean the

contents of the cranium, hicluding the medulla
oblongata, brain, and cerebellum. In some of

these separately, or in all conjointly, must these

faculties reside.

So far, gentlemen, we have proceeded in

this investigation without difficulty, our con-
clusions being drawn from unobjectionable ex-

periments, easily made, and not involving

conditions liable to confuse the results. But,

say the objectors to such experiments, in order
to solve the present question, what are we to

do, for we cannot divide or remove portions

of the brain, without, at the same time, inflict-

ing such an injury on all the vital functions of the

animal, as renders us enable to determine with

precision what functions have been destroyed ?

This objection is rather plausible than substan-

tial ; for there are certain mammalia, particularly

when just born, in which considcrab e portions

of the brain and cerebellum can be removed
with facility, and, so far as regards the general

functions essential to life, ahnostwith impunity.

In birds, too, life may be preserved by pro])er

care, not only for days, but e\"en weeks, after

the removal of very large portions of the en-

ceplialic mass; and the same observation ap-

plies, with still greater force, to reptiles. It is

not denied, that such experiments require pe-

culiar attention, and are accompanied by nu-
merous difficulties: but, nevertheless, when
conducted with proper precaution and judg-

ment, they liave led to very important con-

clusions, supported by observations made on
monsters, and by deductions derived from
comparative anatomj'. Flourens has made
many experiments on this subject, and speaks

very confidently of having proved, that the

cerebellum has nothing to do with the faculty

of sensation, no more than the spinal marrow
or nerves. He says, that when the cerebellum

is removed, the animal does not appear to lose

the power of perceiving impressions made by-

irritating the nerves of the extremities and
other parts; and in this he is confirmed by
the experiments of Magendie himself,—cxpe-

nients we can place the most implicit reliance

on, because, as is well remarked by Lund,
they lead to conclusions altogetlier o[)poscd to

Magendie's favourite theory, tliat the anterior

portions of the spinal marrow are destined for

motion, and the posterior for sensation ; for it

unluckily happens that the posterior portions of

the spinal cord, which, according to Magendie
and Bell, serve for sensation, are exactly the

portions of the spinal marrow which are con-

tinuous with the cerebellum, and yet the cere-

bellum may be removed without destroying

sensation ! This is scarcely reconcileable with

Magendie's hypothesis; or rather, this fact

alone is nearly suificient to prove that it is

destitute of foundation.

The cerebellum, then, cannot, any more
than the nerves or spinal marrow, be regarded

as the seat of perception. Let us next con-

sider this question with regard to the brain itself.

In the lirst place, it is well known, that the

brain is itself destitute of feeling. In the ope-

rations rendered necessary by disease or acci-

dent, portions of cerebral matter have been

removed, without causing pain or any feeling

whatsoever ; and numerous experiments prove

that it may be perforated by a nail, or re-

moved, slice by slice with a knife, without

the least perception of the injury on the part

of the animal operated on. This fact, appa-

rently so paradoxical, is nevertheless well esta-

blished, and is now generally acknowledged.

But to this it may be fairly answered, that

although the brain'itself perceives not impres-

sions made directly on its oum substance, it

may still be calculated to receive the notices

conveyed to it by the nerves and spinal cord,

and so may be the seal of perception.
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The latest and most extensive series of ex-

jieriments made on this subject are those of

my friend Dr. Bouillard of Paris, and which
exjjerinients were verified by Magendie, and,

to a cci-tain extent, are confirmed by those of

Schoeps of Jena. Accordint; to Bouillard,

when an animal is deprived of its brain, it still

retains its faculty of feelin<j: for althou<ih it

falls asleep immediately after the operation,

yet a very slight irritation is sufficient to awake
it. An animal thus deprived of brain, with-

draws its feet when pinched, can walk about,

and attem[)ts to escape when seized. The
animal cries when a hair of its whisker is

plucked, or if vines^r be held to its nose, and
strives to rid itself of the object which incom-

modes it. Thus, a hen deprived of its cerebral

lobes by Dr. Bouillard, passed the gjrcater part

of its time in sleep. It awoke, however, spon-

taneously at intervals, then shook itself, flapped

its wings, and again fell asleep, turning its

head to one side and thrusting it under its

wing. The slightest irritation of the skin was
sufficient to awaken it, but upon the irritation

ceasing, it returned to sleep. It walked spon-

taneously, fluttered and cried, and when seized

endeavoured to escape. All these facts prove,

beyond a possibility of doubt, that the power
which enables an animal both to receive im-
pressions, through the medium of the nervous
system, and to communicate to the muscles
the power of motion, is not resident in the

cerebral hemispheres. [Dr. Graves here men-
tioned, that Dr. Craigie had observed, in a

late number of Jamieson's Journal, that Goiter,

a native of Groningen, had obtained similar

results, and w^s acquainted with most of the

facts since ascertained by Haller, Zinn, Flou-

rens, Magendie, and others, although it is

now near three hundred years since he wrote
on this obscure subject, and had remarked the

fact, that portions of the brain can be removed
without serious injury to its functions.] The
result thus obtained by experiments, is con-
firmed by the fact, that human infants have
been born destitute of either brain or spinal

marrow, but nevertheless evidently possessed
of sensation, and able to move briskly, cry, &c.
In a case of this kind, mentioned by Mr.
Lawrence, there was no trace of either cere-

brum or cerebellum ; but the medulla oblon-
gata formed a small bulb, with which all the
nerves, from the fifth to the ninth pairs, were
connected. It is remarkable enough, that this

monster possessed exacdy so much of the
contents of the cranium, as our experiments
on warm-blooded animals indicate to be the
smallest possible portion of the nervous system
actually necessary for the sup{)ort of life ; for

we may remove the cerebrum and cerebellum
without causing death ; but if we injure or

remove that portion of the medulla oblongata

to which the fifth, seventh, and eighth pairs of

nerves are attached, life immediately ceases.

In reptiles, these experiments are very easy

in their execution, and very decisive in their

results, for in them life lasts much longer after

the removal of the brain and cerebellum

Thus, a frog, says Mayo, preserves its vitality

for a considerable time after this mutilation :

its muscles act in concert: and when the

animal is left at rest, he may be observed to

draw up his legs, sit in the usual attitude, and
retain consciousness and feeling.

But while we thus arrive at the fact, that

motion and feeling, the most obvious and tlie

most generally diffused of the nervous func-

tions *, may continue after the removal of the

cerebellum and brain, we must not conse-

quently infer, that these organs are uncon-

nected with the power of perception, or the

principle of muscular action. In the sys-

tem of nature, addition is synonymous with

im[)rovement, and therefore the more com-
plicated we find any particular organization,

the more perfect we may conclude it to be.

Voluntary motion and sensation are enjoyed,

in common with man, not only by the whole
class of vertebrated animals, like him possessed

of brain and spinal marrow, but by that whole
host of inferior beings in whom this portion of

the nervous system is totally wanting. We
are not, however, to conclude that sensation in

these animals is of the same kind as that na-

tural to man. It may, so far as the actual

impression is concerned, be as delicate and
fine, of which there can be no doubt on the

mind of any one familiar with the habits and
operations of insects; but then this impression,

or sensation, is only momentary ; what is felt

is not recollected, becomes not the object of

reflection, is not stored up by the mind. In

vertebrated animals, the addition to the ner-

vous system at once exalts and increases the

intensity of this function, so that the sphere

of its influence is augmented, and its character

almost changed, in consequence of the addi-

tional energy acquired by the co-operation of

the spinal cord and its cerebral appendages.

In other words, there can be no doubt, that

* In Ehrenberg's Researches on the Struc-

ture of Infusory Animalcules, in which the

only recognized symptom of vitality is volun-

tary motion, it has been shown, that even the

smallest of these monads, not exceeding t^^^
of a line in diameter, are not, as supposed, a

homogeneous jelly, but are organized animals,

distinctly provided with a mouth and an in-

ternal nutritive apparatus. Ehrenberg has

discovered in these animalcules a distinct mus-
cular, and probably a nervous, tissue; and
"what is of great importance, he hcis completely

decided the question of eqitimcal generation,

by showing the great principle of Harvey,
" Onme vivum ex ovo," applies to infusory

animalcules, all of which are either viviparous,

oviparous,' or gemmiparous. Dr. Graves stated,

that as he had hitherto taught the doctrines

of Treviranus and Oken on this subject, he
gladly availed himself of this opportunity of

professing himself a convert to the doctrine of

Harvey.
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;iUli<)u<,rli the brain and cerebellum do not

confer on us any one new sense, yet by being'

the seat, the instrument of intellectual powers,

animal instincts, and propensities, they ope-

rate on the information derived from the senses

in such a manner as to reduce the transient

impressions into permanent ideas ; and hence

the common notion, that the brain is the seat

of sensation may be received as true in a

general sense. In fact, sensation and the in-

tellectual powers are essentially distinct, though
they concur to a common end ; m man, the

medulla oblongata is sufficient for the former

;

but brain and cerebellum are necessary for the

latter.

This principle being acknowledged, the

next step in the inquiry is to determine,

whether these portions of the nervous system
all co-operate in producing a combined effect,

or whether various parts of these organs have
not some particular function allotted to them.

This is a most interesting and important ques-

tion, and, if considered in all its details, would
lead to a discussion concerning the validity of

the doctrines taught by the phrenologists ; but
at present not intending to enter on this much
controverted subject, I will merely advert to it

in a few general observations.

As animals possessed of neither brain nor
cerebellum are nevertheless endowed with per-

ception, volition, propensities, and instincts

(the latter often to a wonderful extent), we
must presume that the addition of such pre-

ponderating organs as the brain and cerebel-

lum in the class of vertebrates, is meant not
merely to augment intellectual powers already

in existence, but also to increase their positive

number. Accordingly we find, that exactly

in proportion as the encephalic portion of the

nervous system is developed in the vertebrated

animals, we can trace the appearance of new
faculties, which, few and obscure in the lower

species, become, as we ascend, more numerous
and more distinct, until we arrive at man, in

whom the brain attains, as it were, per saltutn,

a degree of pre-eminence sufficient to place

him far above all other species of mammalia.
And has the Creator conferred on man this

gift in vain 1 Certainly not ; for his wisdom
has attached to this superiority of cerebral de-

velopment a corresponding exaltation of intel-

lectual faculties ; so that of his fellow species,

man alone is dignified by the possession of

reason. (Dr. Graves here remarked the mul-

tiplication of nerves, and the improvement in

structure and augmentation in volume of the

brain, in proportion as we ascend the scale,

until we arrive at man, and find a nervous

system possessing some parts of which animals

are destitute, and wanting none which they

possess. He cited a passage from Mr. Combe's
work, in which it is stated, " That whenever
a will, a rational will, so to speak, depending
on a choice between diiFerent impulses or

motives, exists, there a brain exists also, which
becomes complicated and perfect in proportion

to the number of instincts and faculties with

which the animal has been endowed." He
(Dr. G.) agreed with Mr. Combe in attribut-

ing a certain degree of reasoning power to

animals ; but he, at the same time, preferred

confining the term reason to the agjrregate of
the intellectual powers of man, which, partly

by the addition of faculties not possessed by
animals, and partly by the just harmony and
proportion of its constituent parts, form an
intellectual whole, to which the ennobling
term reason ought alone to be appropriated.

Dr. Alison had stated, that brutes " evince

some exertion of the faculty of reasoning," but
it is obvious that this includes not the power
of forming or dwelling on general abstract

notions.) It would be presumptuous, indeed,

to assert, that the Omnipotent Author of Life

was unable to confer this boon without adding
the matter of our nervous system. It would
be idle to suppose, that an increase of cerebral

development was the only expedient by which
the Deity could infuse into the mind of man
this invaluable blessing. No doubt had he
passed his almighty fiat, matter much ruder
in its organization, and much inferior in quan-
tity, might have been made the instrument of
thought, and might have enjoyed the same
high prerogative of reason ; but such is not
the plan adopted in the construction of the
animal kingdom, where we always find the

laws of life conforming to the qualities of mat-
ter. He who constructed the eye was the

fabricator of light, and he who fashioned the

ear ordained also that air should communicate
vibrations. Such has been his will ; for the
idea of Omnipotence forbids us to believe that

it was impossible for him to give us vision

without eyes, or hearing without ears ; and so

it is with the nervous system and its combi-
nation with intellect. The same principle of
adaptation of corporeal structure to the attain-

ment of a specific end, the same observance
of an uniform plan, in obedience to which,
from the first dawn of sensation and percep-

tion that distinguish the lower animals from
plants, through the various degrees of instinct

and intelligence observable in the ditferent

classes of the animal kingdom, we perceive an
uninterrupted gradation, an unbroken chain,

until we arrive at man, when the nei-vous sys-

tem and the intellect receive a simultaneous

improvement, so great as to place man far above
the rest of his fellow creatures. But man does
not only differ from other animals in the con-

figuration of his brain and tlie capacity of his

mind, but also exhibits the singular fact of a
great difference, in these respects, between in-

dividuals of the same species : it being an
obvious fact, that different men exhibit as much
disparity in their intellectual powers as if they

were animals of a different genus. In all such

cases (that is, where the difference between

the intellectual powers is extreme), there also

we invariably find a striking difference be-

tween the form and size of their skulls ; the

most highly-gifted always presenting a greater

relative proportion of brain. So far then must
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every reflecting man be a phrenologist—so far

must all concede, that cerebral development
and mental power are mutually proportioned

to each other. But can we advance tarther

than this <;eneral proposition, and may we not

affirm, with considerable certainty, that tlie

anterior portion of the brain is, ccpterisparibus,

proportioned in size to the capacity of the

mind—to the intellectual faculties, properly so

called? Experiments on animals, and ob-

servations on man, afford very strons: reasons

for arrivinjj at such a conclusion, whicli tends

to establish the leading; principle of the ])}ire-

nologist, " That different portions of the brain

perform different intellectual functions." Now
this is a principle in support of which many
arjinments from analojjy misht be adduced.

We find that the brain is divided into different

lobes; that it consists of different structures;

that it is composed of cerebrum, cerebellum,

and medulla oblon^fata, and the same variety

of structure, &c. is to be found in the spinal

cord. It would appear, certainly, that the

anterior portion of tlie brain is devoted to the

intellectual faculties, but that the stren^'th of

the moral feelings and animal propensities is

re<julated by the develoi)ment of the remain-
in<j portions of the encepiialic mass.

But while I thus accord to the phrenolog^ists

the general principles of their science, I cannot

avoid expressiuf^ stron^j doubts concernin<j the

correctness of many of their particular conclu-

sions ; for althoujjh they {)rotess to liave esta-

blished these conclusions on facts, and arrived

at them by a le<^itimate process of induction,

yet many reasons, with which I shall not now
detain you, compel me to suspect that, in this,

as in many other instances, the interests of sci-

ence have been retarded by an over anxiety to

arrive at positive results. The tjeneral tem-

perament of the body, which is supposed to

afford the means of estimatin^j the qita/iti/ of
the brain, is, I fear, but an uncertain guide in

this case; and I am inclined to think, that the

absence of any standard by which we can
compare together the qualities, or, what is tlie

same, the nervmis energies, of different brains,

will ever prevent phrenology from ranking

among the accurate sciences. Another source

of error arises from our not being able to ap-

preciate the size ofthe different parts of the base

of the brain, parts as likely as any others to

discharge the functions of particular organs.

It might be added, that in proportion to its

size and connexion with the rest of the nervous

system, the cerebellum has but few functions

assigned to it. The very number of organs

which liave been established, the rapidity witli

which the different portions of the brain have

had a se[)arate function assigned to eacii, the

total absence of any terra incognita in a world

so recently explored, the importance and va-

riety of the truths revealed in such quick suc-

cession by the disciples of Spurzheim, the

uniformity of results obtained by so many dif-

f'rent observers, the total alisence of errors

during the progress and growth of their systems.

are all circumstances calculated to awaken
sus{)icion. They accord very little with tlie

slow and vaccilatory pace ofthe human uitellect,

struggling towards the attainment of knowledge
in otheraiul less rlifhcult departments of science.

I say loss difficult, for can any thing present

elements more stubborn to analysis tlian are

the component parts of the luiuian character?

How many actions ofany jjarticular individual

must escape the notice of the most scrutinizing

observer, and how many motives, without a
knowledge of which actions cannot be rightly

interpreted, must remain concealed ?

But let me not be misunderstood, or reck-

oned among the oj)ponents of phrenology ; for

I have but Httle doubt that new observations,

selected witii more care and interpreted with

more accuracy, will lead to very instructive

and curious results, althougii certain conside-

rations prevent me from ho[)ing tliat the most

diligent and candid examination of the human
head will ever be capable of conveying so

extensive an d accurate a series of inclications

of the human character, as the professors of

phrenology now claim for their science.

ON THE

EXTERMINATION or ANNIHILATION

OF THE

ASIATIC CHOLERA.
BY EUPHEMIZON,

TRANSMiTTED TO THE

li-T. HON. VISCOUNT MELBOURNE,
Secretarij for the Home Department, Sfc.

A WHOLE year has elapsed since tlie cholera

entered Britain, and it still proceeds, quitting

one place and attacking another ; nor, from
any thing hitherto done, have we reason yet

to ho])e, that its malignity will be diminished,

its course resisted, or its duration terminated.

We are now sensible, that the cholera resjiects

nor age, nor sex, nor rank, nor power. The
suffering of its ravages once, is no security

against its return: since the year 181 7 it has

visited Calcutta, I believe, twelve times. Com-
merce interrupted, general impoverishment,

the treasury exhausted, the lower orders starv-

ing, costly Boards of Health, and thousands

perishing, form the picture of our state.

Man is an indolent creature, and would
rather endin-e a great deal than deviate from
his wonted habits. This natural at)athy, as-

sisted perhaps by a little self-sufficiency, will

account for attachment to antiquated systems.

But, after a plan has been acted on over the

greater part of the civilized world for fifteen

years, attended only with wide-spreading mor-
tality, it is surely time to jiause, and consider,

whether some change might not be made for
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the better. It will be admitted, I think, that

the end here proposed is of such importance,

that tlie attempt ought to be encouraged, did

its attainment even seem possible. If you
concur, and are unprejudiced, candid, and be-

nevolent, read on attentively, and judge for

yourself.

That we may be guided by a fixed princi-

ple, take this proposition : that endemic and

epidemic diseases, whether contagious or not,

depend chiefly on the state of the atmosphere

for their mildness or malignity, and for the fa-

cility and extent of their propagation; and
further, that this state being changed, they

undergo a corresponding change, or disappear.

Let us begin with that part of our proposition

which respects contagion. A simple reference

to the histories of small-pox, measles, scarlet

fever, or any other fever held to be unques-

tionably contagious, is all that is requisite to

convince you, that such maladies correspond

with the atmospherical constitution, whether
they are characteristically mild or malignant,

whether they spread slowly or rapidly, whether
they remain within a determinate enclosure, or

involve nations in succession.

The second part of our argument, concern-

ing endemic diseases, though it cannot be so

compendiously settled, will, we trust, afford

equal satislaction.

Every locality displays the power which it

possesses over the li\'ing structures and func-

tions of plants and animals : health at one time

seeks the city, and at another the fields ; at one
time the land, at another the sea : there is not

an open street, or a narrow lane; not an ele-

vated ground, or extended plain ; there is no
variety of position, situation, or circumstance,

which does not modify the phenomena, and
not one which is not more or less under the

dominion of human ingenuity.

Every year, every portion of the year, has

its peculiar temperament and ruling influences,

which co-operate with, or repress the disposition

of every spot on the surface of our earth, in

relation to the health of its inhabitants. The
whole history, in effect, of endemic diseases

teaches, that they are generated from local

causes, and that these causes are almost inert

without the aid of certain seasons, or certain

states of the weather ; hence it is, that inter-

mittent fevers, for example, prevail at particu-

lar seasons; but in each, they arc mild or

malignant, according to the reigning constitu-

tion of the atmosphere.
Is it not evident, that fevers remotely in-

duced from a marshy soil, or that any other

endemic disorders caused by effluvia acting in

conjunction with the external air, are neither

to be confined nor overcome by any means,

however good or wise, employed within se-

cluded apartments 1 Such means can Iiave but
little control over a subtile fluid, which enters

by every aperture, and is inhaled with every

breath ! Besides, though they may do good
to my neighbour who is sick, they cannot de-

fend me who am well ; to put me in safety.

you must purify that wliich I respire, and in
which I must perform all the offices of a living

being.

The ancients suffered from these evils, de-
tected their causes, and discovered the reme-
dies. In order to avert agues, putrid fevers,

and other diseases originating in local contin-

gencies, they improved their cities and dwell-

ings, felled forests, drained marshes, supplied

valleys with lakes and running streams ; in

fine, they destroyed the source, or, in other

words, they rendered portions of the air salu-

brious. Does this not prove that a contami-
nated portion can be corrected? Does it not
lead us naturally to expect, that if one kind of
effluvia vitiate the air partially, another kind
may be found to correct that vitiation 1 We
request these observations to be kept in mind,
while you peruse the next, which is the most
important division of this essay.

Certain distempers received the epithet epi-

demic, from their being referred to a cause, so

diffusive, that it did not affect individuals

merely, but the million ; and no medium
seemed commensurate, except the common air,

the sovereignty of which is maintained by all

the writers on epidemic diseases ; even those
on the plague and yellow fever, in which the
existence of contagion is warmly disputed
confirm the doctrine by well-accredited state-

ments. They inform us, that in Egypt, Italy,

&c., the plague has instantly abated or disap-

peared upon the falling of a heavy rain, or the
sudden supervention of heat or cold ; and to

persons, not medical, the thought has often in-

cidentally occurred, that a similar alteration

might be effected by artificial means. Hume,
vol. vii., p. 416, speaking of the great fire in

London, says :
" The plague, which used to

break out with great fury twice or thrice every
century, indeed was always lurking in some
corner or other of the city, has scarcely ever
appeared since that calamity."

It was a maxim with the Peripatetic philo-
sophers, " that the air is the universal cause,

modified in its effects by subordinate causes ;"

nor, as we learn from the eradication of the
endemic diseases, is the conception modern,
that the air, corrupted by physical agents, may
be divested of its deleterious qualities by agents
of the same class ; but if any one contends that

a limited insalubrity can supply no argument
applicable to an unbounded noxiousness, I

answer, that the air encircling our globe never
either was, or was ever imagined to be, totally

and simultaneously in such a predicament; the

endemic and epidemic poisons coincide in hav-
ing each a topical origin; the most sensible

difference between them is, that the one is sta-

tionary and the other migratory. The epide-

miferous air leaves the attacked places sound,

at least for a time ; so that at every stage of its

journey it assumes the circumscribed character

of an endemic ; therefore whatever removes
this intemperies, at any one stage, will afford

the best chance of its interception ; and were
the same means employed, wherever it has
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been, is, or shall be, there could be no doubt
of its complete extinction.

With these truths, likewise, the ancients

were thoroughly acquainted, and we shall see

tliat tliey made the proper application of them.
Hippocrates, in his cases, narrates succinctly

the situation and circumstances of the place

and house in which each patient lived; he
notes, also, the season and the prevalent mala-
dies, never neglecting the atmosphere, of which
he well knew the supremacy. He gave warn-
ing of the approach of epidemics ; and when
a plague from Ethiopia, remarkable in history

for the devastation which attended its progress,

had taken possession of the Grecian territories,

lie, by immense conflagrations, delivered his

country.

But this man had his adversaries ; what he
proposed, they condemned ! No medical fra-

ternity lent him aid ; he had what was infi-

nitely better, the support of his independent,

. discerning, and energetic countrymen ; they
did not choose to be swept from the land of
the living, rather than adopt the measures de-
vised for their preservation

!

More ancient still than the times of the
father of Grecian medicine;—Acronof Agri-
gentum gained great glory by kindling fires to

expel a plague which ravaged Athens. Sul-

.
phurous purifying is described by Homer;
and, going f;irther, we find the merits of fumi-
gation transferred to the Egyptian priesthood.

The facts above detailed prove, that the idea
of a necessary connexion between certain dis-

ea.ses, and certain states of the air, and of tlieir

being removable by art, is of a date equally

remote with the history of the human race;

and, considering the deeply-rooted impression,

it is astonishing how little advancement was
made in this very interesting branch of physics.

The atmosphere seems to have been forgotten,

or the attempts to purify it remembered only
as one of the curiosities of literature. Con-
tagiim became the terror of men ; and, except
for the chambers of the affected, the means of
protection were scarcely ever dreamed of.

These consisted of the burning of resinous

woods, and a confusion ofaromatics: to which,
in later times, were added cinnabar, arsenic,

and explosions of gunpowder.
It does not appear that any improvement

was thought of till the year 1758, when Dr.
James Johnstone, of Worcester, published a
treatise, entitled " An Historical Dissertation

on the Malignant and Epidemical Fever which
prevailed at Kidderminster in 1766 ; " in which
he proposed the employment of muriatic acid

for the purification of vitiated air ; but it was
M. Guyton Morveau who, nineteen years after-

wards, " established its efficacy by a variety of

well-conducted and decisive experiments." In
the year 1773, the Cathedral of Dijon was in-

fected to such a degree by exhalations from the

vaults, that it became necessary to shut it up

;

and towards the end of the same year a putri(l

fever burst forth in the jails of Dijon. In the

cathedral and the jails, M. Guyton Morveau

happily practised the muriatic acid fumigation,

and afterwards France was relievctl, by the

same means, from a terror greater than that

inspired by the arms of Europe combined
against her.

Immediately after this decisive result, his

method was adopted by individuals in divers

countries, with equal success. In the second

year of the Republic, 1794, a malignant fever

prevailed in France; in conseciuence of which
the Convention decreed, " That detailed in-

structions respecting the mechanical and che-

mical means of preventing the progress of in-

fection, and of purifying the air, should be
printed and sent to the military, naval, and
civil hospitals;" and, seemingly aware that

the intention might be frustrated by the in-

trigues of envy,Guyton Morveau was "charged
with the su])crintendence of this matter."

In 1800, the yellow fever committed dread-

ful liavock in Andalusia. The Spanish go-

vernment sent two physicians to practise the

new method vigorously. The official report

soon returned, stating, " It is to the acid fu-

migations we owe the extinction of a malady
which threatened to throw the whole nation

into mourning."
While acid fumigation was spreading over

the Continent, it could not fail to attract atten-

tion in Britain. In the year 1780, a putrid

fever, called the jail distemper, appeared

amongst the Spanish prisoners at Winchester.

Dr. James Carmichael Smith, physician of the

Middlesex hospital, repaired thither at the

request of the commissioners of the sick and
wounded : and, by means of acid fumigation,

he had such success, that the House of Com-
mons resolved, nem. con., " That an humble
address be presented to his Majesty, that he
will be graciously pleased to take the merits

of the said Dr. James Carmichael Smith into

his royal consideration, and to confer upon him
such mark of his Majesty's favour as his Ma-
jesty in his royal goodness may think fit."

In the year 1795, a most pernicious fever

threatened the British navy, and the Russian

squadron then lying at Shecrness. Earl Spen-
cer, with the concurrence of the rest of the

Lords Connnissioners of the Admiralty, order-

ed, that the plan proposed by Dr. C. Smith,

of fumigating with nitric acid gas, should be

put into practice forthwitli. The trial was
made first in his Majesty's hospital-ship,

Union, and subsequently in all the infected

British and Russian ships of war ; success sur-

passed expectation. It were superfluous here,

however, to detail the various trials made in

prisons, liospitals, and ships :—it is enough for

us, that they all had the most happy results.

We shall content ourselves with the notice of

one conducted by Sir James M'Grigor, to

whose exertions the army and the nation are

much indebted. When at Jersey with the

88th regiment, in 1797, a low typhus fever

had broken out, and he determined to give tlie

nitric fumigation a fair trial. After detailing

the process, &c., he proceeds,—" The effect of
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tiie nitrous fumij^ations is evident, not only in

the diminished number of cases, but also in

their degree of virulence. The cases that have

of late appeared have been gradually becoming
milder, and are now what a late writer would
call c;ises of simple fever, having nehher pe-

techiac nor any dangerous symptom."
To do good is a most arduous enterprise.

In the year 1800, a pestilential fever desolated

Genoa, and the yellow fever Cadiz. Morveau
exerted himself, in vain, to introduce his plan

;

the population of these cities suffered severely

;

but Andalusia was saved,—not with the con-

sent of the medical practitioners—they hate

innovation, it disturbs their tranquillity,—but
by the command of the Spanish government
When the yellow fever broke out in the Penin-
sula, apprehensions were entertained, that it

would thence diffuse itself in every direction

;

and it is more than probable, that our hemi-
sphere was rescued from this dreadful invasion

solely by the acid fumigation.

I do not recollect, in the whole history of

medicine, one solitary instance of any united

party or body of medical men passing beyond
the precincts of blind routine. Jealousy para-

lyzed their minds, or shut up the avenues of

their understanding ; so that any new means
of alleviating or averting human misery, seemed
to them more terrible than famine and pesti-

lence, with all their concomitant horrors

!

Be these reflections well founded or not,

tills 1 predict, that unless the government in-

ferpose its fiat, or the people consult for them-
selves, we must continue, as we shall well
deserve to be, the apprehensive spectators of

woful depopulation, or the passive victims of
the inexorable cholera.

It may be said, that the government appointed
persons invested with proper authority ; but,

I ask, if a fleet were sent upon an expedition

which proved a total failure, would no inquiry

be made ?

Let us now review the proceedings of our
Boards.

To recommend and enforce cleanliness, and
provide for the necessitous, was most praise-

worthy; this is just what has ever been at-

tended to on such emergencies : it was most
munificently done in the year 1665 and 1666,
but it neither stayed the plague nor assuaged
its fury.

If we examine the directions given for the

treatment of the cholera, we find a congeries

of rules, drugs, and practices, a transcript of
those originally advised in the plague, a little

modified by modern pharmacy and chemistry.

The same precautionary measures, the same
injunctions, prescriptions, and profusion of

chlorides, that have been chosen here, together
with the burning of clothes and furniture, had
been put into operation throughout the Rus-
sian empire, with all the rigorous punctuality
of the autocracy ; still the foe marched on un-
impeded. Our medical dictators, however, did
not relinquish a system which had proved un-
availing, and, in many respects, worse than

useless ! Is it not unaccountable, even upon
their own contagious fancy, that they trusted

to lime and chlorides, which, whatever may lie

their virtues on otiier occasions, had every
where proved ineffectual against the present
calamity? while facts, which everyone of them
should know, demonstrated that the mineral
acids were the only agents which ever had
overcome putrid, pestilential, and epidemic
fevers

!

It is not necessary for a physician to lie of

an inventive genius, endowed with the faculty

of producing original ideas; but if his attain-

ments are not on a level with those of the age
in which he lives, if other pursuits have made
him neglect that information which his public

duty requires, he certainly is no ornament
to the profession, no benefactor of mankind.
From the transactions of our committees of

public safety, it might be believed that the

labours of Morveau, Smith, and others, atid

the benefits of their ardent perseverance, had
neither made any impression upon their con-
temporaries, nor left any trace to their succes-

sors : it is not so ; many practitioners, when-
ever occasion offered during the last thirty-

years, have availed themselves of the know-
ledge with which our art was then enriched

;

but those men, who treasure up every fact of
utility, more anxious to deserve than to seem
deserving, cannot descend to that low ground
where lies the short, and perhaps the only
broad, way to the favour of those who have at

their disposal the countenance of fools and the
gifts of fortune.

Dr. Sanders, during his professional career,

never lost any opportunity of using fumigations,

with such of the acids as he judged most suit-

able to the particular case ; and while he
taught the practice of medicine, he never for-

got to instruct his pupils when and how they
ought to be administered. In connexion with
his continued observation of the efficiency of
these agents, he was in the habit of reflecting

on the relations which subsisted between the
atmosphere and epidemic diseases, and had
long entertained the opinion, that should our
country be invaded by any pestilential disease,

the effecting of a change in the surrounding
air would furnish our only sure weapons,
offensive and defensive, and speedily reward
us with victory. The principle seemed to him
so rational and obvious, that it had just to be
mentioned to ensure its being acted upon.

Accordingly, in a letter on the subject of
cholera, of date 16th November, 1831, ad-
dressed to Sir Henry Hal ford, M.D., Presi-

dent of the Central Board of Health, he intro-

duced the topic of purifying the air, and he
expressed a wish that measures should be
taken to accomplish this purpose.

" Whether the cases said to have recently

appeared in Sunderland, Newcastle, and Lon-
don, are, or are not, of the Asiatic description,

a visitation may be apprehended in contempt
of all guards, quarantines, and sanatory cor-

dons; tlie relics of barbarism ; but if a meliora-
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tion could be effected in the constitution of the

atmosphere, this would be at once a universal

preventive and remedy. Takings a hint from
antiipiity, might we not have fires on our hills,

and discharges of artillery throughout the

land ? " *

Copies of this letter were sent to Drs. Rus-
sell and Barry, but their views were not aerial.

The return made to the doctor, though not

avowed, was very flattering. Drs. Russell and

Barry presented a Report, which was publislied

by the Board on the 13th of December last,

containing, almost verbatim, the pathological

part of this letter. Now, that man who appro-

priates to himself your ideas, sets the highest

value upon them ; he prefers your reputation,

and pays you the greatest possible complhnent;
nevertheless, as Dr. Abercromby knows, such

compliments are not rare.

The object of Dr. Sanders was, that the

invader should be expelled by a cmip de main ;

but such was not the will of the Board. This

attempt having failed, he thought, that those

concerned—and who was not concerned?

—

would unite with him to destroy tlie enemy's
forces in detail; wherefore, in the beginning

of January last, when the first well-ascertained

case of cholera otcurrcd in this city, he wrote

to the Lord Provost

:

" January 5, 1832.
" My Lord,—In medicine it is not words,

but deeds, that save the lives of men ; it is

now time to act. The case of Leech, which
occurred yesterday, is of a decisive character

;

it is an unequivocal example of the spasmodic
cholera. By the prompt measures taken, the

patient is in a favourable way ; but there would
have been little or no danger, had assistance

been called during the first stage. Every
apartment in that house No 4, West Adam
Street, ought to be instantly fumigated, and the

floors sprinkled with the solution of the chlo-

ride of lime or soda. I would advise also to

raise the fumes of muriatic or oxy muriatic acid

(chlorine), throughout the open street, which
would add much to the protection of the neigh-

bourhood, nay, even of the whole city," &c.t
The only answer made him was vituperative

paragraphs in several journals. After this

second repulse, he resolved on doing all he
could within his own sphere. Since that time

not a few experiments have been made, and
with the racst complete success. In no in-

stance, where the chlorine gas was used, has the

disease attacked any one in the same family, in

tiie same tenement, or even in the same range
of buildings : in fine, wherever the chlorine

has been assiduously extricated within and
without the dwellings of the patients, the dis-

ease went no further: and wherever, in the

open ar, near any uninfected house, that house
enjoyed perfect security.

" In February last, chlorine was diffused in

the air of Fisherrow for eight days succes-

* New North Briton, 16th November, 1831.

t Edinburgh Observer, January 6, 1832.

sively, during which th.e cholera was arrested,

became milder, and finally disappeared ; nor

have we since heard of even one case there.

By the same means the cholera was in one or

two days completely stopped at Portobello;

and notwitlistanding its vicinity to, and con-
tinual intercourse with Edinburgh, the popu-
lation of that fine village seems to have been
preserved by the occasional repetition of these

fumigations."

Acid fumigations of various kinds have been
employed, and all of them have been bene-
ficial ; but those most approved, are the chlo-

rine, the muriatic ticid, and the nitric acid.

The chlorine is best adapted for streets, lanes,

and confined places ; the muriatic acid, for open
spaces ; and the nitric acid for a[)artments in

which tliere are putrid fevers and ulcerations

;

nor should we omit vinegar, which serves

every purpose on ordinary occasions.

In the cholera, however, we must rely

principally upon the chlorine and muriatic

acid. (For the mode of procuring these, see

No. 36, p. 303.)

To sum up

—

It would be difiicult, I believe, to produce,
within the wliole compass of those observations

upon which medical practice is founded, a more
complete combination of facts bearing upon
one point. I deny, that there is any article in

the materia medica, any prescription, or even
after grave consultation, any decision given,

better sustained than the acid fumigations.

Is it not established upon the solid foundatioa

of experience and experiment 1

1. That endemic and epidemic diseases,

whether contagious or not, are changed, or dis-

appear, when the state of the atmosphere is

changed or corrected.

2. That such epidemics, as the yelljw fever,

the putrid fever, and the cholera, have been,
may be again, and consequenth', upon every
recurrence, ought to be, promptly exterminated.

3. That the acid fumigations are the means,
and as yet the only well-ascertained means, by
which this end can be attained.

I have here laid before you, with the facts

and arguments by which it is supported, that

plan which, carried into vigorous execution,

would, in my humble judgment, free us from
the Asiatic cholera. Had it been adopted when
suggested twelve months ago, that scourge of
our race would scarcely have been felt in the
British Islands. How much injury to our
commerce, how much loss of capital, how
much distress, would have been prevented

!

How many thoiisands, who are now widows
and orphans, and a melancholy burden upon
the overburdened community, would have still

had their natural protectors

!

Though brought forward by one who had
nothing save advice to offer, it is extremely to

be lamented that this subject did not obtain
due consideration ; but it was little to be ex-
pected, seeing

" The fashion of these times,

Where none will sweat, but for promotion."
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Coiicliulin<r, I fci^ni no apoloszy : convinced

indeed, as I am, that an overwheiininj,' evil

nii<:fht be anniliilalcd, silence on my part were

unpardonable. It will be with this as with the

other atflictions superinduced upon the ordi-

nary lot of humanity ; let the cause be removed

and the effect will cease, just as darkness va-

nishes before the rising sun.

Eli'hemizon.
• Edinburgh, October, 1832.

REMINISCENCES
OF AN

ARMY MEDICAL OFFICER.

PART I. CIIAPTKR II.

Having, in the preceding chapter,

niade alhision to Dr. Richard Har-

rison, it may he proj)er to add, that

this accomplished and industrious

physician became a Fellow of the

Koyal College of Physicians, and was

the nephew of Dr. Harrison, of Holies-

street, Cavendish-square, who himself

was the intimate of Sir Joseph Banks,

Dr. ]\Iatthew Baillie, Major Cart-

wright, and many others (some de-

parted), who did good in their day and

generation, and would have done more
had prevailing wickedness and adul-

teration permitted them. Dr. R. H.
was a graduate of Oxford, and in high

repute among his brethren of the Royal

College ; nor can there be the slightest

doubt, that he would have rapidly

risen to well-merited eminence had it

been the will of Providence to extend

the period of his earthly career.

The instance, in which this gentle-

man distinguished himself, on behalf

of the medical students, at the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, appears, even at

this distance of time, to be worthy of

record. When he and I, and all who
were of our epoch, commenced the

course of education, which is re-

quired of those who propose to take

the highest honours {siimmos honorca)

in medicina, it was clearly understood^

that the expense would be a certain

established simi ; and we, therefore,

engaged in tlie covenant with open
eyes. But, after having proceeded
(for my own part a full year) in our

studies, we ascertained that an addi-

tional burden of 20/. sterling was to

be laid ujion the doctorate. Up<m
this, considerable alarm arose ; and

some of those, whom the new tariff

was likely to affect, forwarded a sort

of remonstrance to the medical faculty,

the members of which (the medical

professors in the University and, it

grieves me to add, the parties who
were to profit most by the imposition)

declined to aid in redressing the evil

complained of.

Whereupon the students at large

were invited to a sort of public meet-

ing, for the ])urpose of sanctioning

some ulterior measure. At this Dr,

H. attended, and took a leading part.

The case was clearly explained in a

striking and forcible manner ; and the

sum of 20/. being an affair of great

consideration to the majority of the

assembly, the propositions of the more
wealthy were carried by acclamation.

The result of this meeting was, the

preparation and transmission of a pe-

tition to the same effect as the former,

but addressed to the whole body of

the professors assembled in pleno Se-

naiu Accuhviico. It fell to the ground,

as the former had done, an event

which was not to be wondered at : but

this was not all.

Some of the college authorities—

I

shall not attempt to fix the odium upon
any particular person or persons—re-

paired to the chief magistrate of the

city (a remarkably vain and ignorant

man), and denounced the students as

holding unlawful meetings for sedi-

tious purposes, under the secrecy

afforded by the precautionary con-

struction of a masonic lodge. It is

true we did meet in a lodge, but not

in the character of masons, or of con-

spirators of any other sort than that

which I have attempted to describe.

The lodge, however, not being re-

quired for the purposes of the mys-
terious craft at the time, was regularly

hired for the occasion, as might have

been an auction room, or a meadow.
Dr. R. Harrison and Dr. Turner

{7iot the ])rofessor in the London Uni-

versity) were denounced to my lord as

the heads of this awful and most dan-
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gcroiis conspiracy:— that of Venice

dramatized by Otway was nothing to

it. These gentlemen were forthwith

summoned before his Right Honour-
ableness ; and 1 have been informed

that a dialogue to the following effect

took place among them.

Lo?-d Provost.—(/?? a violent pas-

sion, real, or moreprobably assumed )

So ! ]Mr. What's-your-name, and you,

Mr. Thingumbob, what's all this

you 're about .''

Harrison.— Really, my lord, we
do not know for what purpose you
have summoned us before your lord-

ship.

L. P.—Don't know !—Don't care,

neither, I dare for to say; but, de-

pend upon it, there's room enough in

the Tolbooth for all of you, if you
break the laws of the King's Majesty's

Parliament,—I can tell you that ; so

mind your eye !

Turner.—IMay it please your lord-

ship, to inform us whether we are

brought hither upon any charge .''

L. P.— Charge! Charge! yes, to

be sure. Ma certie, chairge eneuch !

Deevils— conspirators !— what's the

maiter ?

Harrison.—We are about, my lord,

to obtain redress for a breach of cove-

nant on the part of the University.

They want to raise the Graduation

Fee ; and there are hundreds of stu-

dents who will be disappointed in

their expectations, if this alteration

in the expense of education be per-

mitted.

L. P.—Wha the deevil are you .?

Harrison.—I am a student of me-
dicine in the University here ; a gen-
tleman by birth ; one of fortune suf-

ficient to carry me through all the

expenditure which may be laid upon
me; but I advocate the cause of

poorer men.
L. P.—And wha (speaking to the

other) may ye be—freen ?

Turner.—I am also a student of

medicine, like the other gentleman,

and am anxious to protect my fellow

students and myself from oppression.

L. P.—Sit doon, lads, and be

douce.

Loquitur Harrison.—My Lord !

The associated students have no de-

sire or design to break the peace
;

but, were your Lordship fully ac-

quainted with the circumstances

which have called us together, we are

very sure that your Lordship would
approve of all the steps we have taken.

Our only remaining resort is to the

Town Council, of which your Lord-
ship is the head, they being the pa-

trons of the University.

L. P.—And what then ?

Turner.—Your Lordship's power-
ful influence will obtain redress for

us aggrieved students.

L. P.— But, suppose the Town
Council cannot accomplish your ob-

ject ?

Harr.—Then the students will go
in a body to Glasgow, and graduate

there.

L. P.—Don't go ! ! Ma certie !
.'

Think o' that!! Na, weel than .>

Lard pity 's a' ! Are ye in eernist .''

H.—Quite so, my Lord; it is a

settled point.

L. P.—God be here!!
7'.—Will your Lordship permit us

to hold another meeting for the pur-

pose of petitioning the Town Coun-
cil, and give us the benefit of your

authority and influence ?

L. P.—Ony thing ye like !

Harrison.—Then, my Lord, we will

call a meeting, by advertisement, un-

der your Lordship's sanction, and
communicate the proceedings, as well

as the result.

L. p.—Good morning, &c. Szc.

The dialogue, now related, termi-

nated in a manner which resounded

highly to the credit and dexterity of

our ringleaders, as the gentlemen

were called. Finding they had made
a mollifying impression upon the head

of the Town Council, they availed

themselves of the turn the tide had
taken in favour of their case, and,

most respectfully, besought permis-

sion to hold another meeting for the

purpose of petitioning, or memorial-

izing the patrons of the University.

This his Lordship condescended to

grant ; and hand-bills were printed.
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announcing that, " by authority of

the Right Hon. the Lokd Provost,
the associated students of medicine

would meet in such a place, at a cer-

tain hour, &c." The meeting was
held, and at it a most ludicrous cir-

cumstance occurred.

I cannot recollect who was chair-

man ; but there were three or four

hundred assistants, as the French
term it. Of course, there was some
speechifying,—upon the whole, per-

haps, to the purpose,—with the ex-

ception of a certain gentleman, whose
name has disappeared, for several

years, from the list of the officials at-

tached to a celebrated and illustrious

institution, still flourishing, and cer-

tain to flourish, in London. This
oratorical flourish er stepped to the

centre of the apartment, and de-

claimed, in evidently concocted terms,

with a centigrade of violence more
than I and many others thought ne-

cessary on the occasion. As soon as

he had concluded, (for every body was
afraid to call him to order), a very
genteel and intelligent person rose,

and informed the meeting, that he had
good reason to believe there was a
person present, whose business it was
to watch the proceedings, and inform
the enemy who might take any part

in them ; adding, that, as he knew
this person by sight, if he did not
withdraw, he would point him out to

the indignation of the assembly.

Hereupon, a tall, gaunt, shabby-
looking spectre, whom I had certainly

seen attending some of the medical
lectures, but whom I understood to

be also a student of divinity, gathered
himself together and stalked off, amid
shouts of laughter.

When the writer visited Edin-
burgh^ at the distance of about twelve
years after these occurrences, he
found that " the spy'' was still there,

and had risen into eminent celebrity.

By what means, do my readers
suppose }

Prepare to hear something ! He
was the original of the most ineifable

of characters ever drawn by a graphic
VOIi. II.

pen, and the subject of many happy
efforts of the pencil, and will be known
till the end of time by the immortal
name of Dominie Sampson ! " Pro-
DI-GIOUS !

!"

To cut this digressive passage in

our history as short as possible, let

me add, that our petition was suc-

cessful, and our object was accom-
plished. But—the petitionwas handed
over to the professors by the Council,

with all our names attached to it. This
(there was reason to believe) had its

effect, when some of the petitioners

went up for examination The plucked
were unusually numerous about this

time, and one of these was the little

gentleman in knee - buckles, silk

stockings, shoes, black clothes, very

whitely poAvdered hair, and a tie over

the nape of his coat collar, whom I

have spoken of as theJlourisher. For
my own part, I saw (when my turn

came) no indications of displeasure

—

but more of this anon.

Ofiiicpov.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO PHYSIOLOGY.

By Du. Tqthill,

Medical Staff, Dublin.

A CASE OF PTOSIS, WITH STRABISMUS
AND AMAUROSIS.

Private Samuel Fleming, 1st bat-

talion 60th Rifles, aitat. 26, an Irish-

man, labourer, tall, proper stoutness

and muscularity, nervo-sanguineous

temperament, live years seven months
in the service, during which period he
has been once in hospital with bowel
complaint, and three times with pain

of head shooting from one side to the

other, parallel to a line drawn from
above one ear, or anterior portion of

one parietal bone, to that of another.

Says he enjoyed good health previously

to enlisting in the service. In Nov,

1830, whilst marching from Clare

town to Limerick, a distance of 18
miles, caught a severe cold, which
affected the whole frame, inducing a

rheumatic attack, with fever. He
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was admitted into the regimental hos-

pital two days afterwards ; the head

and shoulders were very much af-

fected, the muscles of tlie face espe-

cially: those of the jaws were in a

state of tonic spasm, so as to render

it impossible for him to open the

mouth, or to admit any thing thicker

than a spatula to pass between tlie

teeth. He was two months under

treatment, and sr.ys, that though he

was enabled to return to his duty, he

lias never since been quite free from

cephalic uneasiness. Consciousness

and memory do not seem to have suf-

fered : his association of ideas is cor-

rect. Cupping, venesection, blistering

the head, and mercurial salivation,

constituted the essential part of the

treatment. In October, 1831, he was
admitted again, for cephalic pains,

into the regimental hospital, and had
been treated for three weeks, during

which period three or four blisters

were applied to the head.

Whilst on duty in one of the hulks

at Kingston in the same month, and
two or three days previously to being

admitted into hospital, he suddenly

experienced a total loss of sight and
confusion of ideas; every object ap-

peared double. A lightness of the

head preceded this optical defect

During a winter's residence in that

village, he suffered a good deal from
pain and throbbing at each temple,

and uneasiness all over the forehead.

The defect of vision went away as

rapidly as it came. He experienced

a temporary relief from the pain of

the head, by the application of blisters.

Two days after, being discharged from
the hospital, he lost his sight again

;

every object appeared double, and he

was unable to read ; the right eyelid

became gradually closed, and as gra-

dually elevated ; and whilst this last

effect was accomplishing, the left also

closed. Objects upon his right and
left appeared as if directly opposite

;

and to correct this optical delusion,

he closed one eyelid when he wanted
to view the object correctly. What-
ever was placed upon his right ap-

peared upon the left, and vice versd.

This defect he, however, could not

correct. The palpebrse became insen-

sibly approximated, and incapable of

voluntary action. The right palpebrse

continued closed for three weeks, and
a month afterwards the left began to

close. The lids of each eye have been

alternately closing and opening insen-

sibly since the 19th Oct. 1831.

When I first noticed his case, the

20th ]March last, I perceived the right

lids were almost quite closed, an ob-

lique opening was only perceptible

:

its shape conical ; the apex internal,

beginning about two and a half lines

from the internal angular process

;

the base, which was not above two
lines in width, terminated within a

line of the external angular process.

He says, that for three weeks before

he felt these lids gradually opening
and becoming strong ; whereas the

left palpebrse were insensibly closing

and becoming weaker ; each pupil was
considerably dilated. The iris of each

eye was then inactive, not naturally

influenced by light ; but was brought
into action by desiring him to look

suddenly at objects, near and at a

distance. The axis of vision of each

eye was very much altered from the

natural state, looking from without

iuAvards, parallel to a wire fixed in

about the anterior third of the orbi-

tal plate of the ethmoid bone. The
eyeball was generally turned outwards,

and with difficulty he could look to

his nose. When he was admitted into

the Royal Infirmary, the left palpebrae

were closed without a wrinkle, as if

they were pasted upon the eye])all ;

sensation was perfect all round the

palpebrae, but motion impaired.

Looking into the eye with a magni-
fying glass, a little fringed-like mem-
brane was very perceptible, hanging
from half the upper edge of the float-

ing margin of the iris, resembling

what is to be seen in the horse's eye

:

this is nothing more than a fold of

the membrane of the aqueous humour
in the latter ; but whether it were a

reflection of it or an adventitious mem-
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brane of the same character, in this

patient, is questionable. This case

is of peculiar interest to the physio-

lofjist, as affording him an example of

different functions existing in different

organs ; and also of an affection of

one existing independent of the least

impediment in the other. We have,

in this case, the ocular branches of

the fifth and seventh nerves of sensa-

tion and motion quite healthy : the

fourth and sixth are also unimpaired ;

but the third is affected in the per-

formance of its functions. This is

evident from the difficulty there is

in bringing the pupil to bear upon
the tip of the nose The pupil is a

little above the horizontal line, and
always looking outwards.

Dr. Jacob, Professor of Anatomy
in the College of Surgeons, Dublin,

saw the patient, and examined his

case very minutely ; and to some of

his remarks I am indebted for making
a more minute detail than I otherwise

might have done.

It is difficult to say whether the

symptoms are attributable to an aneu-

rismal or medullary tumour, or soft-

ening of the brain. It is evident that

the trunk of the third nerve is pressed

upon, from the following reasons : 1st.

The ptosis ; 2d. The conical surface

of the eyeball being turned upwards
and outwards by the superior oblique

and the rectus ; 3d. The dilated and
irregular condition of the pupil from

paralysis of the iris.

A solution of iodine with hydriodate

of potass was given internally, and an

ointment of the same medicines was
applied to each temple, and around

the palpebrae, for some time, but

without any marked benefit. The
stomach became so irritable, from the

mixture, that it had to be omitted.

The spirit of rosemary was also dropt

into each eye, without any relief being

obtained. He was discharged to his

regiment without the least improve-
ment havin<i been effected.

NOTES FROM PROFESSOR MAYO'S
PHYSIOLOGICAL LECTURES,

AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

Sound.—Sounds are propagated more
feebly through water than through

air. and the size of the ear in fishes

is therefore on a proportionately large

scale. Sound will travel to a very

great distance on the same level as

that on which it starts ; and therefore

in this way every sound and intona-

tion of a musical festival at York,

might be borne on to London through

a wire tube, with proper sounding-

boards at each end.

The Laryn^r.—In vertebrated ani-

mals, respiration is performed through

the posterior fauces, for the purpose

of improving the taste. The orifice

of the larynx is to protect the tra-

chea, and to produce vocal sounds.

In birds, the smaller aperture of the

larynx is uppermost, for the purpose

of closing the trachea ; the lower aper-

ture is where the bronchi divide, and
is for the purpose of producing sound.

The Skin.—The skin in human
beings consists of the chorion, or true

skin ; the pigmentum nigrum, on
which the colour of the skin depends

;

and the thin elastic cuticle. In the

mucous membrane of the alimentary

canal, some subdivision into these is

formed. The cutis vera is the most
internal coat, and is found to be of

the greatest thickness in the back,

whilst in the other parts of the body
it is thinner ; it varies in thickness

from i to ^ of an inch ; it has little

vascularity, but is fibrous and gela-

tinous in its texture. In reptiles it

is dense and thick, and in birds it is

thin. In reptiles without scales, and
in frogs, it only adheres slightly at

different parts. In fish and serpents

it adheres very strongly ; the papillae

of the skin are most prominent where
the sense of touch is most perfect. In

animals inferior to man, as in the ele-

phant, they are most prominent at the

extremities of the trunk ; in aquatic

birds, as in the duck, in the web of

the feet ; they are also found in

lizards, chameleons, &c. The colour-

D 1)2
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ing matter, or pigmentum nigrum, is

most perfectly seen in the darker

races of mankind, and is more fre-

quently found in the mucous state

than in the state of membrane, being

very rare in the latter. In animals

this pigment is found of every variety

of colour, as in the mandril and the

feet of the crow and swan ; in the

moor-hen it is grey—in the eagle,

orange. In reptiles it is also found,

as in the colour of the shell of the

tortoise ; in the lizard and chameleon;

in the mackarel, and in the dying co-

lours of the dolphin, it is also found.

Upon and above this pigmentum is

placed the outer cuticle, which seems

to possess little or no structure in

man ; it is very elastic, prevents the

evaporation of moisture from the body,

and contagion from being carried to

the delicate skin beneath, and thus

prevents its absorption. Cuticle may
thicken into horn, which is generally

supposed (and this support receives the

high sanction of Baron Cuvier) to be

found upon cows ; there is, however,

an exception to this rule in the horn

of the rhinoceros, which, on a section,

is found to consist of many horns

growing together. The inner coat of

the stomach of the ostrich is found

to be of a fibrous character ; in an-

other part of the body the cuticle may
thicken into hoof. As another strong

and admirable proof of the adaptation

by nature of the means to an end, it

is found that the same type in struc-

ture is kept up in the gizzard or

stomach of the ostrich, as in the horn
of animals, where occasional force and
pressure only are wanted, whilst an-

other type of structure is observed,

where co7istant or continued pressure

is wanted or required, as in the skin

of the whale or the hoof of the horse.

The skin of the porcupine, towards

the tail, is converted into an arm of

defence ; the quills are not thrown
out from the animal, as is commonly
supposed, but they are fixed with so

slight an attachment, that any sub-

stance or body which they pierce will

readily tear them away from the por-

cupine's back. The tail of the ani-

mal is formed in a hollow cup, which
will contain the urine, and through
which the animal frequently propels

it upon his pursuers. In the tortoise

there is a thin skin, interspersed be-

tween the shell and the outer skin,

which outer skin is formed by this

thin skin. In the alligator, calcareous

matter is frequently found in the skin.

The platysma myoides is the only

cutaneous muscle in man. The cu-

taneous muscles of the skin of ani-

mals are all generally attached to the

OS humeri. The disk of the hedge-

hog is afHxed by bands to all the bony
parts around, and in this manner it

can fold itself up, as it were, in a ball.

The skin is a sentient and an absorb-

ing surface likewise, as by it we feel

and know the surface, size, and tem-
perature of bodies. It is through the

medium of the muscles that we judge
of the hardness and weight of bodies

;

but the roughness and smoothness of

them is judged of by the sentient

surface of the skin. Air, when in

contact with the skin, undergoes the

same changes that it does when in

contact with the lungs. The outer

skin prevents rapid evaporation, and
the contact of contagious matter ; but

it may be made to absorb by friction

upon the skin, or by chemically de-

comj)osing it ; or, lastly, by removing
the outer cuticle, when absorption is

found to begin immediately. Poisons

may find their way from a vascular

surface into the constitution through

the blood, by the veins, but they are

not the primary absorbents. In some
animals the skin is defended by an
unctuous substance, which is most
commonly found in the cetaceous

mammalia. The animal perspiration

is divided into sensible and insensible:

the insensible is at about the rate of

eleven grains per minute, and is in

much greater quantity than the sen-

sible. The insensible perspiration is

generally most abundant just before

noon, in a dry air, and during sleep.

The sensible perspiration is increased

by temperature and exercise ; but

increased temperature does little by

itself if not combined with exercise.
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WORKING OF THE ANATOMICAL
BILL.

It is impossible to decide as yet on

the advantages conferred upon the

profession by the Bill for fiicilitating

tlie Study of Anatomy, or rather the

science of medicine ; but we can state

xvith pleasure, that the government

and magistrates seem disposed to throw

as few difficulties in the way as possi-

ble. Enlightened men could not act

otherwise. It is consoling to reflect,

that the violation of the tomb is ef-

fectually prevented, and that the pro-

fession have no longer any occasion to

treat with resurrectionists. From all

we have heard, we are sorry to state

that many of the parishes have pro-

mised to supply the large medical

schools exclusively, while they forget

the interests of those in their own

districts. They should recollect the

old adage, that " charity begins at

hpnie ;" and therefore we cannot but

suggest the propriety of supplying

the parochial, as well as the extra-

parochial, schools of medicine. It

must be recollected, that every legi-

timate member of the profession is

entitled to an equal claim, according

to the Act, and therefore his rights

should not be invaded.

MEDICAL EDUCATION.

We have been highly amused at the

strenuous advocacy of the present

system of education, urged by a con-

temporary, while every member of the

profession, competent to form an

opinion on the subject, condemns and

censures it. According to this writer,

hospital attendance, hospital fees,

broken promises, and, in a word, every

system of abuse, are incomparably ex-

cellent ; while Professor Elliotson de-

nounces the whole in most energetic

terms. He truly and boldly declares,

'' that there was, at the beginning of

the nineteenth century, in Great Bri-

tain, no full and complete school of

medicine, no university affording a

perfect medical education, and also

capable of conferring privileges and

honours, within four hundred miles

of the metropolis, will never cease to

excite wonder as long as it is re-

membered. The necessity of going

from London to Edinburgh for the

purpose of obtaining both a full me-

dical education and a degree, is an

absurdity which, a century hence, will

scarcely be credited." But our poor

benighted contemporary is so far in the

rear of the spirit of the times, that he

sees the present system of education

in London transcendently superior to

every other. No one, however, can

be surprised at his obliquity of vision,

who recollects that an hireling of those,

interested in the present defective and

absurd system, must advocate a cause

which every enlightened member ofthe

profession acknowledges to be bad,

and requires improvement. This me-

dical tory would wisely stand still,

while all the rest of the world is ra-

pidly progressing, and would en-

deavour to uphold not only a defective
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but a peculating plan of education,

which, Ave rejoice to say, will be

speedily destroyed by the wise and

liberal system proposed by the Lon-

don University.

We leave our contemporary to con-

dole with his masters on the imme-

diate loss of exorbitant hospital fees,

careless and irregular attendance on

sick, imperious taciturnity to stu-

dents, and on all those happy privi-

leges they so long and so unjustly

possessed. Better times are about to

come. The plan proposed for admis-

sion to, and attendance at, the Uni-

versity Hospital, must be adopted

throughout the kingdom, and the mo-

nopoly enjoyed by the Examiners and

Council of the Royal College of Sur-

geons can no longer continue. The

result of this change will be, the re-

cognition ofprovincial hospitals, which

will enable students to acquire pro-

fessional education at half the present

expense. Such will be a few of the be-

nefits conferred upon medicnl students

by the Faculty of JMedicine of the Lon-

don University, while the punctual

attendance upon suffering humanity

will confer the greatest advantages

on the largest portion of the com-

munity. When we looked to the

Professors of the University as a body,

and considered the liberal spirit with

which their school was founded, we

always expected the adoption of every

improvement of which medical edu-

cation was capable ; but we could not

but regret that London, the queen of

cities and empress of the world, should

even to this hour possess no legally

constituted university, but be com-

pelled to send her sons four or five

hundred miles to obtain a degree in

medicine. Yet this is the state of

things so strenuously advocated by

our luminous contemporary.

Practical Observations in Midwifery,
with a Selection of Cases. Part II.

By John Ramsbotham, M.D. 8vo.

London, 1832. Highley.

In our last we promised another

notice of the valuable work before

us, and now proceed to submit it to

our readers. The next subject that

claims consideration is, the pathology

of parturient convulsions. This for-

midable and fatal disease has long en-

gaged the attention of obstetricians;

was generally ascribed to congestion,

or effusion of blood, in the brain, and
therefore copious depletion was re-

commended. In 1828, Dr. Ryan and
]Mr. Ashwell stated, in their respec-

tive works, that one form of convul-

sions was purely nervous or eclampsic,

and was to be cured by sedatives,

though many celebrated teachers had
declared that opiates were destructive

in all cases of this disease. Most of

the French obstetricians maintain the

opinion, that the disease may depend
on disorder of the nervous energy, as

well as on cerebral congestion, or in-

flammation. Dr. Ramsbotham is also

of this opinion, for he thinks, in many
instances, the brain is affected by
sympathetic irritation, " because, upon
very minute investigation after death,

little or no change in cerebral struc-

ture has been detected." He thinks

the patliology of the disease unknown

;

but inclines to the belief, that gravidity

is connected with the exciting cause.

He advises copious depletion in the

majority of instances. When the

disease occurred after delivery, he has

observed it more fatal than before or

during parturition. Copious deple-

tion, arteriotomy, clysters with assa-
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fcetida, and oil of turpentine, are the

chief remedies. The exhibition of

opiates, or stimulants, is justly ex-

ploded ; unless, we beg to add, the

disease is nervous or eclampsic, when
these only, and not depletion, will

remove the disorder. Several cases

are related in which bleeding and

artificial delivery secured the patients,

and several in which death took place.

In speaking of twin labours, our

author advises the membranes of the

second foetus to be ruptured in an

hour or two, when no uterine action

occurs, either with the finger or a sti-

lette, and if the uterus do not act after

the escape of the liquor amnii. Dr. R.
recommends the operation of version

or turning. We cannot assent to

this practice when the presentation is

natural, because the judicious use of

the secale cornutum will excite labour

and eflFect delivery. If even the

feet or breech presented, the same
remedy might be given ; but if the

foetus were in a transverse position,

then version Avould be indispensable.

The other diseases described are retro-

version and polypus of the uterus, with
cases in which we find nothing novel.

This volume contains reports of

many dangerous cases which will be

perused with interest by every prac-

tical obstetrician.

IMMEDIATE RELIEF OF TOOTH-
ACHE.

An effectual remedy for Tooth-ache ivhen the

disease is caused by caries or decay.

By Dr. Ryan.

It is now some months since I pub-
lished, in this Journal, that the appli-

cation of pure nitric acid to a carious

tooth procured almost immediate re-

lief of tooth-ache and face-ache, with-

out producing the slightest pain. The
acid must be applied to every part of

the decayed surface, and care taken
not to suffer it to touch the gum,
cheek, lips, or apparel. The mouth
should be washed after the application

with tepid water. It is much easier

to touch the teeth in the lower than
in the upper jaw ; and I have never

known a single instance in which the

acid was fairly tried, and completely

applied to the decayed surface, with-

out procuring almost immediate relief,

and without any pain. When the

upper teeth are diseased, it is very

difficult to touch the nerve in a small

opening, and this is the cause of

failure. The remedy may be employed,

however delicate the patient, even to

children and pregnant women. My
object in reminding the profession of

it, is the frequency of the tooth-ache

at present.

THE INDEPENDENT PHYSICIAN S PE-
TITION TO THE HOUSE OF COMMONS,

Asking for and certain to obtain Medical

Reform.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlkmen,
Permit me to claim a small space in

the columns of your Journal to repel

a charge, which has, I am informed,

been repeatedly preferred against me
and mv brother petitioners in some
infiuential circles. Whatever indif-

ference I may feel, on my own ac-

count, towards the authors of such un-
founded charges, I cannot, in justice

to my generous colleagues, sutler the

accusations wholly to escape notice.

It has been insinuated, that we mis-

represent facts, and have, moreover,

shown a want of proper respect to the

Fellows of the College of Physicians,

by applying in the first instance to

the House of Commons. Instead of

taking this uncourteous method to

obtain redress, we ought (they say) to

have submitted our petition to the

college, and waited tlieir reply, before

ulterior measures were resorted to.

These, and even greater attentions, it

is asserted, were due to an ancient

corporation, established by law, for

the honour of the medical profession,

and benefit of society. Waving these

common-place endeavours to bolster
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up a bad cause, declining also to inquire

into the pretended obligations of the

faculty and the public, to rulers,

whom neither the law nor their own
superior merit placed over their bre-

thren, I shall confine iny observa-

tions to the asserted indelicacy of our

course in neglecting the fellows, and
proceeding at once to lay our grievances

before the legislature. To me, the

House of Commons appears to be the

eligible tribunal, and the opinion is in

strict accordance with all that I have

heard from gentlemen learned in the

law. Therefore, in preferring our

complaints, and submitting our wrongs
directly, and at once, to the most com-
petent courts I cannot bring myself to

believe, that we have acted uncoiir-

teously to the fellows, or laid our-

selves open to the charges that have

been advanced against us. Surely it

might have been reasonably expected,

that the injured would seek for re-

dress where they were most likely to

obtain it. While advocating their

pretensions, in a constitutional and

becoming manner, the opposing party

have no just cause to complain. As
subjects, entitled to equal protection,

in the eye of the law, with the fellows

themselves, the sufferers, in bringing

forward their grievances, only exer-

cised an inherent privilege, the un-

disputed right of every Briton. With
theoc few remarks I might safely

close the discussion, leaving its ulti-

mate decision to the good sense and
unbiassed judgment of your readers :

but even this thin veil, this flimsy

covering, is torn asunder, by the dis-

closure in the subjoined letter.

After waiting a long time, the trial

being over, for some liberal move-
ment, some prospect of relief to my
o|)pressed order, I endeavoured to

rouse the fellows to a sense of their

perilous situation, by sending to them
the following letter. As they suffered

it to remain unanswered to the present

time, their silence has more than re-

leased the petitioners from every obli-

gation, even supposing, that some-

thing could really be due to men, who
not only usurped their places, but

have ever since set at nought the

rights of the complaining party.

" Holies-street, Cai^endish-sqiiare,

Sept. 2Slh, 1830.

" Gentlemen.— I desire to ap-

prise you, that ever since the complete

failure of your prosecution against me,
so long ago as the 3d of Julv, 1828,

1

have anxiously expected the voluntary

repeal of your illegal and oppressive

by-laws. As they now stand, they

are equally injurious to medical science,

and prejudicial to the highest grade

of medical practitioners.

" The object of this address is to

inform you, that Unless your charter,

received from King Henry the Eighth,

(the only source of your authority) be
speedily restored to its original purity

and usefulness, applications will be

preferred in the approaching winter,

either to the courts of law, or to the

legislature, or to both of them, for the

purpose of obliging you to amend your

by-laws, and make them agree with

the letter and spirit of your charter.

" I have the honour to be,

" Gentlemen,
" Your obedient humble servant,

(Signed) " Edw. Harrison."

To the President and College, or Com-
tnonality of the Faculty of Phytic in

London, Pall Mall East.

I shall conclude this liasty letter

with the above remarks, and have the

honour to be, Gentlemen, yours, &c.

Edw. Harrison.

EFFICACY OF CROTON OIL IN

CHOLERA.
BY S. DOUGLASS, M.D., DIEPPE.

To the Editors of the London Medical and

Surgical Journal.

Gentlf.mkn,

I OBSERVED in the London Medical
and Surgical Journal, which you
were so kind as to send me last week,

a letter from the Inspector-General

Tegart to the editors of that perio-

dical, on the use of croton oil in cho-

lera, in which he says, he has never
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heard of that medicine having been

resorted to, notwithstanding his re-

peated recommendations of it to his

])rofessional brethren, as well as to

the Central Board of Health in Lon-
don. I have not the pleasure of know-
ing ]\Ir. Tegart personally, but I think

it fair to assure him, that " croton

oil " has been used in this country,

and with great benefit, in cholera ;

but I am sorry to say not in the stage

(tf the disease in which he took it ; on
the contrary, in the only case in which
I saw that medicine used whilst the

irritability of the stomach existed, it

was injurious. The instance Mr.
Tegart speaks of, in which the oil was
given, Avas his own ; he recommend-
ed it " from the decided success I

witnessed of its utility in yellow
fever, and other diseases in the West
Indies, bearing a strong resemblance,

in many of its leading symptoms and
appearances after death, to those of

the epidemic cholera." I spent some
years of my life in the West Indies,

and saw very many cases of bilious

remittent fever, which I suppose he
means when he speaks of "yellow
fever" (the typhus icterodes) being
a very rare form of the disease ; and
I must say, I cannot recognise the
slightest resemblance between the two
diseases. And I very much fear, if

the public are induced to use " croton

oil " in bilious affections, which they

may be taught to believe resemble
epidemic cholera, they will find the

remedy unsuccessful. Mr. Tegart was
successful in his own case, but it is

remarkable that the " croton oil " is

the only medicine had recourse to, at

least no other is mentioned. I con-

fess I see danger in the publication

of such a case : coming from such
authority, it must have great weight
w'th the public, who, in their terror

of the disease, fly eagerly to any re-

medy, however ridiculous or however
violent, which they imagine may save
them ; and I think it would be a
most acceptable service if you, who
have paid so much attention to it,

were to place the value of the croton
oil in its proper light before the pub-

lic. It is melancholy to see the effect

of fear about this disease ; every dis-

agreeable sensation arising from in-

digestion—every slight bilious diar-

rhoea, which last year would have

been regulated by abstinence and mild

aperients—now presents itself to the

minds of the patients as the first in-

road of this dreaded disease ; and if

they believe that " croton oil" will

cut the matter short, they will try

it themselves without any refer-

ence to a medical adviser, and the

consequences will be fatal.

Four months before IVIr. Tegart's

case occurred, I had exhibited croton

oil in spasmodic cholera, with decided

success, in Paris. I was attached by
the French government, immediately

on the breaking out of the disease, to

the 11th arrondissement. Whilst in

attendance there at eleven o'clock, on

the 21st April, I was requested, by
two young professional friends, to

visit a Mr. F., residing at No 26,

Rue des Brodeurs. This case, in which
the croton oil was successfully used,

was published by one of the gentle-

men, an intelligent pupil of the Ecole

de Medecine, in the Gazelle des

Hopitaux of the 29th of ]May last.

Perhaps it would be as well briefly

to recapitulate it to you. The patient

presented the following symptoms :

—

His eyes were sunk ; the extremities

and tongue cold; the pulse at the

wrist tremulous ; his face, hands, and
forearms were of the bluish hue ; he
complained of violent cramps in the

abdominal muscles, and in those of

the inferior extremities, and as if a

bar of iron was pressing heavily across

his chest ; he had vomited a quantity

of greenish matter, but his evacua-

tions, of which he had had ten from
eight o'clock, Avere like rice-water, and
he spoke with a dry whispering voice.

The violence of the vomiting was
alleviated by laudanum, and the di-

arrha?a completely stopped by an

enema containing ten drops of the

laudanum of Rousseau. Mustard si-

napisms were applied to the calves of

his legs, and bottles, containing hot

water, were placed round him. To-
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wards evening he was becoming coma-
tose, and was then ordered a table-

spoonful of punch, with three drops of

spirits of ammonia every ten minutes
;

re-action was brought about, and he

was bled to eight ounces: he relapsed.

At seven. Professor Chomel, of the

HO.tel Dieu, one of the most scientific

physicians in Paris, met me in con-

sultation ; he considered the case hope-

less, but thought the application of

the " vesicatoire rachidicu " to the

spine might be tried. In addition,

five grains of calomel and camphor
were given, and he was put into a

hot bath. Whilst in the bath, he

passed a little urine, the first time

since the commencement of the attack.

On his being taken from the bath, an
enema of castor oil was administered,

and he was ordered two grains of

calomel and two grains of capsicum
every hour. His night was restless

and disturbed. On visiting him next

morning, I learned no evacuation had
been proctired. Those parts of the

body where the stimulating apj)lica-

tions had been applied, had their tem-
perature somewhat increased, but the

rest was cold ; the pulse at the wrist

was imperceptible ; at thp axilla, very

feeble ; the breathing more and more
laboured ; he was quite comatose.

Finding the abdomen disturbed, I

determined, as a " dernier ressort," to

give him two drops of the croton oil

by the mouth, and a teribinthinate

enema ; the result was most happy.

In about fifteen minutes after the oil

had been given, he vomited a quantity

of greenish matter, and shortly after

a copious evacuation was passed. The
heat quickly rose, and the pulse at the

wrist became perceptible ; in two
hours perspiration broke out. He
subsequently exhibited typhoid symp-
toms, which I left to the management
of my young friends, and Mr. F. is

now attending the duties of his

office.

I shall relate another case to you.

Passing over the " Pont Royale," I

observed a middle-aged woman, re-

spectably dressed, being assisted by
two men to rise from the ground. A

crowd had collected, but they stood at

a respectful distance. The poor

woman had been seized with violent

vomiting and cramps, and had fallen ;

the attack was instantaneous, like a

clap of thunder ; she v/as nearly bent

double from the torture ; the colour

of the face and hands had already

changed. I begged her to go to the

hospital, but she refused, and re-

quested to be taken home. Whilst they

were preparing a chair to carry her in,

I went to an apothecary's and pro-

cured a draught of laudanum, cam-
phor, and spirits of ammonia, which
I gave her before she was removed.

I atteided her home, and had her

surrounded with bottles of hot water,

and well rubbed with mustard on the

abdomen, and inside of the legs and
thighs. The vomiting and j)urging

were soon stopped, but she sank ra-

pidly. All the strongest marked
symptoms of cholera were present

;

she was ordered calomel and capsicum

every hour, but without effect. At
six P.M., I believed her minutes to

be numbered : the pulse was imper-

ceptible and she was insensible. I

then put two drops of the croton oil

on her tongue ; in ten minutes she

was seized with convulsions, and vio-

lent vomiting and purging of green

bilious matter
;

perspiration, with
but little heat, broke out, but the

pulse at the wrist could be felt ;

small, but frequent doses of hot

brandy and water were given ; re-

action was fully established by mid-
night, and she recovered.

In addition to these, I have given

the croton oil with the same advan-
tage in four cases, but always in the

last stage, when the powers of life

were but glimmering, never when the

stomach showed great irritability.

The case where the croton oil did

harm, was one in which the vomiting

and purging had not been stopped

;

the effect was extremely violent, and
the patient died almost in the act of

vomiting.

I am convinced that croton oil is a

valuable " dernier ressort, " but it

should not be given till everything
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else lias failed ; certainly not whilst

there is either vomitinf; or purging.

A great deal of terror still exists both

in France and England about this

disease. There is no doubt greater

cause for alarm in France than in our

own country, from the nature of the

diet of the people, which is on vege-

tableSj fruit, and sour wines. The
value of the roast-beef-diet was never

more conspicuous than in Paris during

the rage of the cholera. Whilst the

French were dying at the rate of 1000
a day, scarcely an Englishman was
attacked ; I believe not more than

from 25 to 30 died of the disease in

Paris. I can attribute the difference

to nothing but the different mode of

living, and perhaps of medical treat-

ment. The practice of the French
physicians is too inert for our coun-

trymen, and I must confess that our

doses must be moderated to meet the

systems of the French. The physical

powers, however, of the two people

are different ; there is more strength

of constitution in the English.

I think you will agree with me in

saying, the public may be assured,

from experience, that when moderate
care and attention is paid in the early

stage, there is very little danger to be
apprehended ; but they should be

cautioned, in every possible way,
against the belief in specifics ; there

are no such things ; we have none

such ; the symptoms must be treated

as they present themselves. I have

seldom seen the case of a person of

regular and temperate habits, who
called in advice upon the appearance

of the premonitory symptoms^ termi-

nate fatally. I have found, in the

early stages, leeches to the pit of the

stomach, small doses of calomel, cap-

sicum, and opium, alternating with
Gregory's mixture, very service-

able.

As to the question of contagion, I

think it worse than useless to moot it.

If the disease is communicable, free

air, cleanliness, and good wholesome
diet, with a fearless mind, are the

best guardians against it ; in propor-

tion as any of these are wanting, the

predisposition to any epidemic may
arise.

You are very Avelcome to make
what use you please of the cases.

Dieppe, October 7, 1832.

SURGICAL OPERATIONS.

By Mr. Brodie.

TREPANNING.

When blood is effused underneath
the bones of the cranium, between
them and the dura mater, the oper-

ation of trepanning is requisite, and
also when there is a simple fissure of

one of the bones without depression,

and when there is depression ; when
matter is between the bone and dura

mater, this being shown by the peri-

cranium being raised over the part of

the bone, beneath which the matter

is situated. The cases, in which tre-

panning is required without any per-

sonal injury, are very rare. In per-

forming this operation, first make an
incision through the skin and occi-

pita frontalis muscle, down to the

bone, either of a crucial or semi-lunar

shape, or if there is a wound already,

it may be enlarged ; examine and see

if there are any splinters of bone, and
if there are remove them. There are

two different kinds of saw used in the

operation of trepanning. The cir-

cular saw, or trephine, and the straight

saw, or Hey's saw. The trephine

consists of two parts, the centre pin,

and the circular saw surrounding the

centre pin ; the teeth of the saw of

the trephine should be wide, turning

alternately inward and outward ; the
use of the centre pin is to keep the

trephine fixed until the saw has made
a sufficient groove for itself in the

bone. The centre pin ought always
to be fixed on a sound ])iece of the

bone, as otherwise, if fixed on the de-

pressed portion of bone, you may de-

press it still more.

The patient should be in bed, with
his head raised by a pillow, and a
board placed under the pillow; the
surgeon should be at the head of the
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bed, and an assistant should steady

the head. Do not touch the dura

mater, as it may cause the death of

the patient; for if only scratched, it

will slough, and if it is perforated,

ten to one but the patient dies. Frac-

ture of the outer table of the bone is

never even with fracture of the inner

table. The fracture goes off in an

oblique direction ; and the fracture

of the inner table is more extensive

than that of the outer table. When
y<»u saw through the outer table,

saw boldly, but when you search

the inner table of bone be more
cautious, as here and there it is thinner

than at other parts, owing to the

pressure of the convolutions of the

brain, and at one part of the circum-

ference of the saw, the trephine may
be nearer the dura mater than at

another.

When the bone is dead, and the

dura mater is separated from it, there

is in general no haemorrhage, but in

some cases great haemorrhage occurs.

The operation of trephining should

not be hurried, as there is always

plenty of time for it. Do not wait

for the bone being perforated all

round the circumference, 'as at one

part it may be perforated and at an-

other part not ; where it is not per-

forated, the elevator may be used.

There are splinters sometimes left on
the inner margin of the bone ; some
surgeons remove these, but JMr.

Brodie does not : if there is any de-

pressed portion of bone around the

circumference, it may be raised by the

elevator.

Blood is in general effused under
the bone in the neighbourhood of the

middle meningeal artery. Wherever
there is suppuration under the bone
there is in general a puffy tumour above

the scalp, marking its place and si-

tuation. You should not trephine

over the frontal sinuses, but if the

ijperation be necessary or requisite,

expose the interior of the sinuses by
sawing through the outer table, and
afterwards saw through the inner table

down to the dura mater. You should

not trephine over the longitudinal

sinus, nor over the logitudinal or

transverse sinuses of the occipital

bone. Where there is much extra-

vasation under the bone, you should

trephine in three or four distinct

places. After the application of the

trephine, the dura mater may slough,

and the brain may push out, thus

forming a hernia cerebri, and this is

one reason why the operation of tre-

phining should be very cautiously

performed. After trephining, you
should treat the dura mater very

mildly, and not touch it by any means.
Approximate the edges of the wound
together, but not quite close together,

in order to aHow for the escape of any
matter that may form.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

HYDROPS OVARII.

Ulceration of the Rectum.— Fuuc~
tional Disorder of the Heart.

Elizabeth Mvston, aged 52, a ser-

vant, was admitted into Elizabeth's

Ward, of this hospital, Sept. 20th,

under Dr. Roots, for an enlargement
of the abdomen, which she states she

has had for five or six years. It began
to increase in size first at the lower

part of the right side, and gradually

extended over the whole abdomen.
At the present time it is about the size

of that of a woman in the last month of

utero-gestation. Has never experi-

enced any pain or uneasiness, but only

occasionally a sensation of weight. A
month ago, she was seized with rigors,

or shiverings, and purging, accompa-
nied by pain in her loins, extending

to the right thigh, which was numb.
There is considerable pain, caused by
pressure over the whole abdomen, espe-

cially the lower part of the right side,

and a tumour, which has a cartilagi-

nous feel. There is vomiting after

the ingestion of aliment. Previously

to the swelling, menstruation had not

occurred for six years and a half.

About six months since, the cata-
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menia re-appeared. Has no appe-

tite ; bowels relaxed ; alvine dejec-

tions yellow ; pulse small, and rather

sliarp ; urine scanty, and high colour-

ed, also albuminous ; tongue red, and

glazed. Sometime ago, she states she

had ague, succeeded by a severe at-

tack of rheumatism.

20. Hirudines xxiv. ahdomi?ii et postea

cataplas. fiirfuris. Acid, hydro-

cyanic Hl.ij- ^tis horis. Opii gr. ss.

6tis.

Milk diet,—arrow-root and sago,

21. Slept rather better; vomiting

still continues ; pain in the abdomen
but little relieved by the leeches.

Hirudi?ies xiv. abdomiiii.

22. Scarcely got any rest the whole

of the night ; vomits every thing

;

pain in the abdomen relieved by the

leeches ; purgation continues ; every

thing she attempts to take upon her

stomach aggravates the diarrhcea.

Cataplas. sinap. epigastric. Acid, hydro-

cyanic. \X\}]. &tis. Mist. cretcE comp. Jij.

dlis. Emp. caiith. lateri dextro abdo-

minis.

Beef tea Ibj . daily

23. Sickness continues ; excessive

languor, with prostration ; diarrhoea

better ; mouth very dry , slept pretty

comfortable.

24. Feels very sick and faint; ejects

every thing from the stomach ; diar-

rhoea continues.

Pulv. kino comp. gr. v. Atis vel sextis horis

u^genti diarrhce&.

Fin. rubri Jiv. quotidie.

25. Countenance much improved

;

feels in every respect much better,

which she attributes to the wine

;

mouth continues rather dry ; vomit-

ing and diarrhoea better ; bowels open

once since yesterday ; complains of

pain at the inferior part of the right

side of the abdomen.
26. Much the same as yesterday

;

the wine continues upon her stomach

better than anything else.

Vin. rubri Jvj quotidie.

29. Vomiting worse ; pain again

present in the abdomen.

R Acid, hydrocyanic n\}V. Q>tis ex haust.

efferves. e tinct. opii XY[y.

Cataplas. sinap. epigastrio, quotidie.

The kino to be continued^ if neces-

sary.

Oct. 1. Has incessant vomiting;
complains of pain all over the abdo-
men. Bowels open twice in the 24
hours ; rest disturbed ; tongue very

red ; great emaciation of the body has

taken place ; weakness excessive.

Pergat. in vsu haust. efferves. pulv. kino

gr. V. in pil. pro re nata, si diarrhoea

urget. Brandy, ^ij. daily.

2. Vomiting a little better ; bowels

more comfortable ; eyes appear sunk ;

restlessness continues.

3. Has a good deal of uneasiness

and pain down the right side.

Hirudines xij. abdom. et postea emp. canlh.

Vomiting subsided. The efferves-

cing draught to be discontinued; two
eggs daily.

4. The blister and leeches acted

well, but has experienced but little

benefit from them ; diarrhcea worse ;

cannot sleep. As soon as the diarrhoea

came on, she took one of the kino pills.

The abdomen appears less and more
flaccid than it has hitherto been since

her admission.

6. Has been very restless since

yesterday afternoon ; did not close her

eyes the whole of the night, which
appear very much sunk in their sock-

ets ; diarrhcea better ; she appears
sinking fast.

Four o'clock p. m. Constantly call-

ing out for assistance, her voice being
scarcely audible. She has continued
to sink, and at half-past six o'clock

death terminated her sufferings.

Sectio Cadavcris—Contents of the
thoracic viscera healthy, except some
apparently old adhesions about the
pericardium. Upon opening of the

abdomen, about a quart of fluid was
found in that cavity. The peritoneum
was found every where thickened

;

stomach, duodenum, and small intes-

tines healthy ,• the ascending portion

of the colon much diseased, and firmly

adhered to the right ov;iry. The coats

were so thin that they could not be
separated without laceration. Both
ovaries were much diseased, the right

larger than the left, and consisted of
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several cells ; tlie anterior cells of the

right ovary were much the largest,

and contained about a quart of fluid.

The other cells were of different sizes,

and each contained a different kind of

fluid. The left ovary contained about

two pints of a sero-purulent fluid,

which had a considerable quantity of

oil swimming upon its surface ; and

flakes of matter somewhat resembling

that which is deposited in scrofulous

abscesses ; coats of ovaries much thick-

ened : that of tiie right was nearly

cartilaginous ; kidneys healthy. An
abscess was situated between the ute-

rus and rectum, but the latter was too

far decomposed to ascertain whether

it communicated with the former or

not.

James Hyde, a phthisical-looking

boy, aged 16, of dimunitive stature,

a felt maker, who also had been ac-

customed to carry heavy loads, states

that he has been ill for three months,

admitted, September 13th, in Jacob's

Ward, under Dr. Elliotson, Was first

attacked with cold shiverings, suc-

ceeded by slight heat of skin. About

two months since was seized with

acute pain in the region of the heart,

accompanied by violent palpitation,

from which he has suffered ever since,

as also with dyspnoea. States also,

that he has been troubled with a

cough, and used to expectorate a good

deal of mucus, which was thick and

of a yellow colour. Has, at the pre-

sent time, slight cough, and expecto-

rates a little in the morning. The

action of the heart may be heard all

over the chest, especially the sound of

the left ventricle, action of which is

very strong and loud. A fine sawing

sound can be heard opposite the ensi-

form cartilage. Has also dyspnoea,

which is greatly increased on going

up stairs; pulse rather strong, beats

simultaneously with the left ventricle.

Lies best upon the right side. Appe-

tite pretty good; bowels regular;

tongue rather redder at the tip than

natural.

V. S. ad 5viij. hydrarg. submuriat gr. ij.

bis die.

18. Feels much easier. Has not

felt any pain since the 1 5th. Dyspnoea

and palpitation less ; mouth not af-

fected with the medicine.

22. Continues to improve; pulse

small and feeble, 80 ; mouth very

sore ; breath rather short. Calomel

discontinued.

Hirudines xij . regio cordis.

25. Has much improved since he

came into the hospital. Pain entirely

left his chest; dyspnoea better; mouth
nearly well. Still, however, there is

greater action of the heart than natu-

ral. The left side of his chest appears

more prominent than the right ; pulse

small, irregular, GO ; countenance im-

proved. Medicines discontinued; milk

diet.

28. Cough nearly gone
;
palpitation

decreased ; feels himself in every re-

spect much better.

Hirudines xij. reg. cordis allernis diebus.

Oct. 3. Has continued to improve

since last report. At the present time

he feels himself perfectly well in

health; but if he walks quick, or

runs, he then finds his complaint

much aggravated.

5. Still improving.

8. Erysipelas came on this morn-

ing in the left side, after the leeches

had been applied, consequently they

were discontinued ; in other respects

he appears much the same as on the

5th.

12. The erysipelatous inflammation

has subsided ; action of heart less

;

feels perfectly well in health ; house

diet.

15. The action of the heart still

diminishes. He continues perfectly

well in health. The medicines have

been discontinued since the 12th.

18. Impulse of the heart rather

stronger than natural. The boy, find-

ing himself perfectly well, wished to

go home : therefore he was discharged.

[This was one of those anomalous

aflfections alluded to by the illustrious

Laennec, and was termed " Morbus

Cordis" in the Clinical Report.]
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NEW REMEDY FOR CHOLERA.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Jijurnal.

Gentlemkn,
Amongst the various remedial agents

that liave been proposed in cholera, in

its most fearful stage, the state of

collapse, one has been suggested by
my worthy and intelligent friend. Dr.

Hancock, in his scientific and able

treatise on that disorder, which is

worthy of particular attention, and
cannot be too generally made known
to the profession. I allude to the ad-

ministration of nitrous oxide gas,

which from its peculiar power in ex-

citing involuntary muscular action, is

very satisfactorily indicated when all

other means of restoring the vital

energy have been found inefficient.

It is a matter of satisfaction, that

this opinion, which Dr. 11. was led

to form, from his successful experi-

ments in the resuscitation of rats and
other animals from a state of asphyxia,

induced by drowning and carbonic

acid gas, has been borne out by actual

experiments on patients in the fearful

state of collapse in this dreadful dis-

order, as appears by the following

extracts from a report, delivered to

the Central Board of Health, from the

medical officers of the Cholera Hos-
pital at Portobello. " In two cases

of collapse, inlialation of nitrous oxide

gas was tried, and, from the flushed

state of the countenance and increase

of the pulse, it was thought well of,

but want of sufficient means prevent-

ed a continuance of the remedy, and
the patients sank. We, nevertheless,

felt convinced, that a perseverance in

this practice would have been attended

with the most beneficial result, and
we can recommend no remedy so

likely to resuscitate the patient from
the collapse stage."

The only difficulty that can mili-

tate against the enijiloyment of this

remedy is, that from the time required
in its preparation, it could not be
always available ; but this objection
would rather apply to its administra-
tion by the private practitioner, than
where the available resources of a

public hospital are at command ; and
in this case, Avhere there is every fa-

cility for trial, it is worthy the espe-

cial notice of the medical officers. It

is best obtained by the decomposition

of nitrate of ammonia ; and where this

is carefully effected by a well-regu-

lated heat, there is no necessity for it

to remain longer than one hour over

water, as there is, in this case, little

fear of the formation of any portion

of nitrous acid. The liquefaction of

the gases, by pressure, discovered by
Dr. Faraday, has, however, opened a

source by which it may be rendered

still more available, should its efficacy

as a remedial agent be established

;

as, by having it in a liquid state,

readily volatile on a slight increase

of temperature, it would easily admit

of general application. I trust shortly

to be enabled to submit to the notice

of the profession the successful results

of experiments, in which I have for

some time been engaged, by which
this, as well as various other gases,

may be obtained in a condensed form,

eligible for medical purposes, and
available as articles of commerce.

Should trials prove the utility of

this remedy, not only in cases of col-

lapse, but also in others of suspended
animation, this may tend to revive

the unjustly exploded practice of

pneumatic medicine, which, notwith-

standing it has almost sunk into ob-

livion, nevertheless presents a series

of remedial agents, capable of exten-

sive application, when this shall not

be founded upon emperical practice,

but based upon the more refined vievA's

which chemical pathology must dis-

close. The able treatises of Dr. Ste-

vens and INlr. Prater, and the re-

searches of Dr.O'Shaughnessy, already

fill up a considerable hiatus in that

chasm ; and when the concatenated

energies of men of scientific exercises

are devoted to the subject, there is

little doubt but much more may be
eventually accomplished.

I am. Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,

Abm. Booth.
London, October 22, 1832.
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INTELLIGENCE.

The University of Erlangen has conferred an

Honorary Degree in Medicine on Dr. Signiond,

as Secretary to the Medico-Botanical Society

of London.

BOOKS.

Address delivered at the Opening of the Me-
dical Session, in the University of London,

October 1, 1832. Bv John Elliotson, M.D.
Cantab. F.R.S., &c. &c. 8vo. pp. 16. Long-

man & Co.

A candid, liberal, and independent Address.

Observations on the Powers and Effects of

Cold as a Cause of Disease ; with some Re-

marks on the best means of preventing its

Morbid Effects, &c. By John Clendinning,

M.D. Edin. and Oxford, Fellow and Censor of

the Royal College of Physicians, &c. (From
the London Medical and Physical Journal.)

pp. 39.

This is an elaborate, scientific, and instruc-

tive essay. We shall notice it at our earliest

convenience.

An Essay on the Nature and Treatment of

Asiatic Cholera. By George Erving Winslow,

M.D., Master of Surgery of the University of

Glasgow, Fellow of the Royal College of Sur-

geons, London, &c. New York, 1832. 8vo.

pp. 70.

A sensible, candid, and correct account of

the nature and treatment of cholera.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Tanjorensis in our next.

Crisis is too personal, and his production

libellous.

J. 0. E.—If our correspondent wishes to

favour us with communications, we beg him
to furnish his manuscript in a form that some
one or other can decypher it.

A Student of St. Bartholomew's has no
reason to complain.

Dr. Hancock.—The manly and noble sen-

timents contained in our correspondent's letter,

on the absurdity of holding truth to be a libel,

are too strong and political for insertion. They
are in accordance with the spirit of Trans-
Atlantic liberty ; and in this spirit the follow-

ing passage is penned—" I consider that the

profession, and all honest men, are deeply
indebted to your bold and meritorious exer-

tions for the correction of abuses, and for the

common weal; and we are bound to support

you in a manner very differently from what
has been hitherto done."

The members of the profession, who con-
sider the damages awarded in the case of

Ramadge v. Ryan excessive, have commenced
a subscription to enable the defendant to apply
for a new trial, or defray his expenses.
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Gentlemen,
Towards the end of the last lecture, I spoke

of the buffy coat, or inflammatory crust, an
appearance commonly noticed on the surface

of blood taken away for the relief of disorders

accompanied by inflammation ; but a few

things, connected with the subject, were left

unexplained. The buffy coat looks like size,

or glue, spread over the surface of the crassa-

mentum ; and the blood in this state is there-

fore sometimes called sizy. Another peculi-

arity is frequently observed : the surface of

the crassamentum is often concave, and, in

technical language, the blood is then said to

be cupped ; that is, the centre of its surface is

depressed, and the edges, or circmnference,

drawn inwards from the sides of the basin.

We find, gentlemen, that when the buffy coat

is thick and compact, there is always a pro-

portional diminution in the firmness of the

crassamentum. It would seem in inflamma-

tion as if there were a disposition in the

blood to throw off its albuminous matter; and
this is exemplified, as well in the body as out

of it, considerable masses of coagulating lymph
being thrown out on the surfaces of inflamed

serous membranes, in the living subject, or

into the cellular texture of other parts, which
become swelled and distended by it. It has

been ascertained that, in inflammation, the

formation of the buffy coat is not confined to

venous blood, but is formed, also, upon any
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arterial blood that happens to be taken from

the system for the relief of inflammation.

Thus, when in inflammatory diseases, on

account of the youth of the patient, or the

smallness of tlie veins, it is considered neces-

sary to open the temporal artery, instead of

a \-ein in the arm, the blood taken away will

present the buffy appearance, just like what is

seen on blood "drawn, under similar circum-

stances, from the venous system. This fact

was ascertained by Dr. Tweedie many years

ago ; and, in the case which brought it under

his notice, the stratum of coagulating lymph
formed so tough a layer, that it was preserved

and exhibited for several winters to one of the

medical classes at Edinburgh. In fact, when
dried, it was like horn, so tough and compact
TKas its consistence. The cause of the forma-

tion of the buffy coat is not well understood.

Even Mr. Hunter's explanation is attended

with difficulties. He says, that, in inflamma-

tion, the blood coagulates more slowly, and
that consequently the red globules, which are

the heaviest part of it, have more time to sink

ftirther from the surface, so as to leave the

upper part of the crassamentum free from
tnem : however, there is an objection to the

receipt of this doctrine; because, if it were true

that the globules descended from the surface

of the crassamentum, merely by their own
gravity, there would always be something like

a buffy coat on the blood, in a minor degree,

in its healthy natural state, inasmuch as time

is always requisite for the completion of its

coagulation. Also, when the blood does not

coagulate at all, as is the case with that of

animals chased to death, or killed by elec-

tricity or lightning, there is no buffy coat ; so

that the mere consideration of the descent of

the red globules, by their own weight, in blood

that is slow in coagulating, does not offer a

satisfactory explanation of the fact.

Gentlemen, whether you are to practise in

physic or surgery, the buffy coat merits your

particular consideration; because it is, to a

certain extent, a criterion of the existence cf

inflammation, and a vindication of the employ-

ment of means calculated to subdue it. You
may be surprised to hear, that there should
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ever be any difficulty in being; sure of the exist-

ence of inflammation, after having been told,

that it is accompanied by redness, swelling; in-

creased heat, and paiti ; but the detection of it

in all cases is not so simple a business as yoii

may imagine ; because inflammation occui-s as

frequently in deep-seated as in superficial parts.

In many examples, it is completely out of the

reach of ocular and manual examination ; and

then, if we should mistake the disease for some
other requiring opposite treatment, the event

might be serious : indeed, in numerous in-

stances, the decision to bleed, or not, makes all

the difference between life and death. Tliis is

a fact, which experience will soon convince

you of.

Gentlemen, I wish now to explain how far

the doctrine is to be received, that the buffy

coat is a sign of inflammation ; and, when you
begin practice, and feel all the anxiety which
is sometimes felt, respecting the question of

blood-letting, you will then know the value of

any information that will serve as a guide in

the matter. This doctrine, then, is to be re-

ceived with some limitation ; for, though it be

true, that the blood of persons suffering under
inflammatory complaints, Ls generally sizy, yet

experience fully proves, that the buffy coat

sometimes occurs when no inflammation exists.

Some kinds of fever and certain nervous disor-

ders, attended with no traces of inflammation,

and with a pulse not above 60, are accompanied
by sizy blood. Again, the buffy coat is some-
times absent, when inflammation is unequivo-
cally present. To establish the diagnosis, then,

we must consider the concomitant sjonptoms;

the degree of fever, the state of the pulse, the

situation and kind of pain experienced, and
the nature of the functional distiirbance. These
considerations, joined with that of the presence,

or absence, of the buffy coat, will commonly en-

able us to form a correctjudgment ofthe state and
nature of the disorder. I must mention, how-
ever, one circumstance, which is highly im-
portant, if true, as is asserted by one of the

professors at Edinburgh, namely, that though
the blood may not always be buffy in inflam-

mation, its surface is constantly excavated, that

is, cupped, or, to speak more correctly, we
might say, there is rarely excavation of the

surface of the crassamentum, without inflam-

mation. I saw something like a confirmation

of this fact a few days ago, in the case of a
young gentleman, at an academy a few miles

from town, who had been accidentally stabbed
in the back by one of his school-fellows. The
first blood taken away by the lancet had the

excavated surface, but no buffy coat, yet the

pulse was 132, with severe symptomatic fever,

so as to give rise to a strong suspicion of in-

flammation in the chest ; but, as there was no
cough, no pain in the side, and little oppression

of the breathing, I considered, that all these

severe symptoms might depend on inflammation

of parts on the outside of the pleura. Now,
at a subsequent bleeding, a thick buffy coat was
formed on the crassamentum, though none

occurred on the blood which was fii-st drawn.

A concavity of the crassamentum, therefore,

must be looked upon as a circumstance in favour

of the existence of inflammation, though there

may be no buffy coat. In doubtfid cases, gentle-

men, it is best to take away a few ovmces of blood,

in order to ascertain its condition : you may do
this generally without risk, and thus acquire in-

formation of the greatest possible importance.

In some cases of inflammation, the symp-
toms are either obscure or essentially altered,

especially in inflammations of deep-seated parts,

where the redness and swelling are not mani-
fest. The nature of the affection may then be
correctly judged of by a consideration of the

degree and kind of symptomatic fever present,

by observing what functions are disturbed, by
noticing whether there is a sizy, or buffy state

of the blood, or whether it is cupped. Thus,
in the case which I have just mentioned, I con-

sidered, that there was no inflammation of the

lungs, or of the pleura, because there was no
cough, no pain in the side, and not much dis-

turbance of the breathing. Inflammations of
deep-seated parts, like those of superficial ones,

frequently produce swelling, redness, indura-

tion, suppuration, gangrene, &c. We may
not be able to see all these things in tlie living

subject ; but we trace them in the body after

death.

Gentlemen, in the last lecture, I specified

redness, swelling, increased heat, and pain, as

forming the most remarkable symptoms of in-

flammation ; but you will remember, that these

symptoms are not all constantly present, one or

more of them being occasionally absent. A
student, who pursues surgical knowledge with
proper zeal and curiosity, will not be content

with a simple knowledge of the fact, tliat these

symptoms constitute inflammation ; he will wish
to know the cause of their appearance, and the
manner of their production. The redness de-

pends chiefly on the dilatation of the small
vessels ofthe part, which become large enough to

admit the red globules of the blood ; but they
are not merely dilated, they are forcibly in-

jected,—there is a preternatural tui-gescence, a
va.scular congestion, or, as Andral chooses to

call it, hyperimie. Some theorists suppose,
that the extremities of the arteries, so far from
being dilated, are affected with constriction and
spasm, and that the increased redness depends
on the small veins being distended with florid

blood ; but this is diflacult to determine, for who
is able to demonstrate where the capillary ai--

teries terminate and the minute veins begin?
Hunter supposed, that new vessels were some-
times produced, and that this circumstance had
some share in causing the redness, which he
did not ascribe entirely to the enlarged and
turgid state of the old ones; but this cannot
generally be the case. It is certain, that fric-

tion and heat will produce inflammation in a
few seconds, and, in such cases, there is not
time for the production of new vessels.

Many parts, naturally colourless, may be
made red by fine anatomical injection ; a fact
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clearly proving, tliat the injection of the small

vessels, already existinfr, with a greater quantity

of blood than natural, will account for much
of the redness. Inflammation reddens some
parts which naturally have no appearance of

vessels. This preparation, gentlemen, is an

inflamed tendon, (the learned Professor

shoived the preparation) ; now, if this tendon

had not been inflamed, the injection would not

have penetrated its vessels, and reddened it in

the manner you now see. Another prepar-

ation before us is a portion of inflamed intes-

tine. Its vessels are vastly increased in size,

and the dilatation of them renders some visible,

which were not so previously ; so that the num-
ber appears as if it were augmented. You can
see enlarged vessels, in a common case of

ophthalmia, quite as well a.s in any preparation

which I can show you. Tlie fact of the di-

latation of the arteries of inflamed parts is

clearly proved by examination with the mi-
croscope. One effect of inflammation is to de-

eive parts of their natural transparency,

ere, gentlemen, is a preparation in wliich the

tunica arachnoides, one of the membranes of

the brain, has been inflamed ; in those places,

where it passes over the convolutions of the

brain, it may be plainly observed to be not

only opaque, but much thicker than natural.

The whole of it, however, is really in the same
condition. Here is a portion of the pleura,

which is considerably thickened, and has,

moreover, on its inner surface, large quantities

of coagulating lymph. These circumstances,
viz. the dilatation of vessels, the loss of tran-

sparency, and the increased thickness of parts

from inflammation, are well illustrated in a
preparation in the Hunterian Museum, one put
up by Mr. Hunter himself. He froze the ear

of a rabbit and thawed it again ; it became, of

course, considerably inflamed. While the ear

was in this state, the animal was killed : and the

vessels of the head were injected. Now, the in-

flamed ear, after having been dried, was found to

be opaque, and vastly thickened, and its vessels

were considerably enlarged ; but the other ear,

when dried, retained its transparency, and its

vessels were of the natural size.

Swelling is occasioned partly by the dila-

tation of the vessels, partly by the greater

quantity of blood in those vessels, and partly

by the extravasation of coagulating lymph.
It seems also that the action of the absorbents
in inflamed parts is retarded and interrupted,

a circumstance that must have some effect in

increasing the swelling. With regard to the

increased heat, the thermometer does not

always show it to be so high as the patient's

description of his own sensations would lead

us to suppose. By artificial means, Mr. Hun-
ter excited inflammation in the chest of a
dog, and in the abdomen, rectum, and va-
gina of an ass, without being able to detect
any increased heat. However, in a patient
who had been operated on for hydrocele, the
temperature of the part, which on the first

day w;is 92°, was, on the following dav, 98|o,

which was as great a difference as could possi-
bly have been anticipatetl. The heat of the
body is generally in proportion to the velor
city of the circulation ; and on tliis principle
attempts have been made to account for the
increased heat in inflammation ; but modern
obsei'vers occasionally find a difference in their

relative proportions, for, in a person whose
pulse was so slow, as only forty-five beats in

the minute, there was an increase of tempera-
ture all over the body ; and moreover it is

declared, by Dr. W. Phillip, Dr. Hastings, and
others, who have examined the vessels of in-

flamed parts with the microscope, that the cur-
rent of the blood in them is sometimes even
rendered slower. Perhaps, therefore, we are
not justified in supposing increased velocity of
the circulation to be essential to the process, by
which an increase of temperature is produced.

Gentlemen, we now come to the cause of
the pain. Is it owing to increased sensibility

of the nerves of the part, or the unnatural cir-

cumstances in which they are placed,—the
change in the parts to wliich they are dis-

tributed,—or because they are themselves in-

flamed 1 These are abstruse points, on which
I shall not waste your time with speculations.

The throbbing is sometimes said to depend on
the strong pulsation of the arteries. John
Hunter says, that not only the small vessels
of the inflamed part, but also the large ones
leading to it, have an increased action. Thus,
in whitlows, the ulnar and radial arteries fre-

quently beat with more than ordinary vio-

lence. These facts were laid hold of, by some
reasoners, as proofs that the arteries dilated

and contracted preternaturally ; but Mr. Hun-
ter never ventured to make this inference
himself; for all he presumes to say is, that
where there is throbbing, it is not from in-

creased contraction of the arteries, but from
their undergoing a dilatation—an increase in

their diameter. He compares the first act of
the vessels in inflammation to a blush ; after-

wards there is a new action established, pro-
ducing a separation of coagulating lymph, and
also of serum, which is the cause of the soft

swelling often noticed in the circumference of
an inflamed part. I have already remarked,
that serous membranes take on the adhesive
inflammation more readily than mucous mem-
branes. Serous membranes, when stimulated,

readily throw out coagulating lymph, which
frequently becomes organized. This takes

place in the radical cure of hydrocele ; the
coagulating lymph, which glues the opposed
sides of the tunica vaginalis to each other,

becoming vascular. Adliesions of the pleura

pulmonalis to the pleura costalis—of the heart

to the pericardium—of the intestines to one
another, or to the peritoneum—are likewise

caused by this same process. Here, gentle-

men, is a preparation of a heart, which is

covered by a great quantity of coagulating

lymph, a complete layer of it; and in this

other specimen, the pericardium is seen to be
universally adherent to the heart. In both
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these instances, the pericardium may be ob-

served to be much thickened. In the prepa-

ration which I now exhibit, you may obscive

a portion of lung, to which the pleura is ad-

herent. Lymph has been effused, and it has

become organized. The interesting prepara-

tion, to which I now invite your attention,

exhibits a complete membrane-like layer of

coagulating lymph, deiJosited on the inner

surface of the dura mater, one of the fibrous

membranes, as they are termed. In tlie pre-

paration which I next present to you, is a

layer of lymph on the inside of the trachea—

a

mucous membrane; it occurred in a case of

scarlet fever, whore laryngitis was combined
with the other disorder. The preparation was
taken from a patient who, I remember, was
under the care of Dr. Pinckard at the Blooms-

bury Dispensary. The next specimen before

us shows thickening of the pericardium, and
in another you may notice, that extensive ad-

hesions liave taken place between two por-

tions of the intestinal canal.

Inflammation frequently renders parts more
solid; here is a portion of lung changed in

this manner ; it is more Ukc liver ; or, in the

language of medical writers, it is hepatized.

Another preparation before us is rather curious

—a tumour, having the character of fungus
hsematodes, has made its way through the pa-

rietes of the chest, and the pleura is vastly tliick-

ened ; but I do not know whether it is in con-

sequence of the irritation of the tumour or not.

The next [)reparation which I come to, shows
the great length of some adhesions between the

pleura costalLs and pleura pulmonalis. The
vessels which pass into these adiiesions, pro-

ceed from the intercostal arteries, and therefore

are not new vessels, but continuations of the

old ones.

Gentlemen, I have already shown you prepara-

tions, in which mucous membranes have thrown
out fibrine, or coagulating lymph ; but, for this

purpose, the inflammation must have been
very high, and of a peculiar kind, like that of
croup. Here is another example to prove the

fact : you will observe in the interior of this

bladder, that lymph is thrown out over the

whole of it, owing to great irritation brought
on by strictures and retention of urine. The
lymph, thrown out by serous membranes, is

disposed soon to become vascular and orga-

nized, and then it is not absorbed again, as

takes place with that thrown out in the

cellular tissue, which is in general quickly re-

moved. When vessels are produced in the

lymph, they are not new formations, they are

not generated, as it were, in the lymph, but
are prolongations of the old vessels, as I have
already explained ; and they extend into the

Ijmph, like the roots of plants into the soil.

One curious principle in inflammation, is,

that it is always most violent next the external

surface : it seems as if it had a constant ten-

dency to spread outwards. The irritation of a

bad tooth, producing inflammation about the

alveolary process, causes great pain and swelling

on the side towards the cheek, but little or

none on the inside of the alveolary process.

This seems then to be one of the laws of in-

flammation, that it is always disposed to spread
outwards, that is, towards the nearest part of the

surface of the body, and the usefulness of this

principle is frequently very evident ; for when
extraneous substances, or collections of matter,

are lodged in the body, if the inflammation
were to spread inwards, the mischiefwould be
rendered worse, and a cure more remote : but,

the inflammation, taking the direction towards
the surface, is followed by changes, by means
of which the extraneous matter is ultimately

discharged.

I now invite your attention, gentlemen, to

the causes of mftammation. They are divided

into remote and proximate ; the first being
subdivided into predisposing and exciting.

The human body is naturally susceptible of
inflammation : if this were not the case, we
should never recover from certain injuries and
diseases : in this light it is to be regarded as a
salutary process. In addition to this natural

tendency, some constitutions have a greater

propensity to inflammation tlian others; such
disposition being often termed an mjlammalory
or2)lil(igistic diathesis, which may be innate, but
is much more frequently acquired by tlie habits

of the individual, or by the influence of pre-

disposing causes. The most powerful predis-

posing cause of inflammation is plethora, pro-

duced, in plain terms, by eating and drinking

more than nature can well Ijear. This practice

of living above par, and often at the same time
in indolence, causes extraordinary fulness of

the vessels, and renders the individual more
subject to inflammation, and his inflammations

more difficult of cure. The prodigious quantity

of gin and porter which certain classes of per-

sons, in this metropolis, drink, makes them
bad subjects for inflammation : this is well

known; indeed my own experience justifies

me in sajing, that draymen, coal-heavers, and
other strong-looking, but intemperate, la-

bourers, frequently die of slight injuries, from
which other persons of more delicate consti-

tutions, but less guilty of excess, would recover

with facility and expedition.

CLINICAL LECTURES
DELIVERED BY

DR. ELLIOTSON,
Monday, October 2'2d, 1832.

lecture ii.

hypochondriasis onanism temporary
impotence: cold bath in this disease,

and in h/emoptysis chorea large
doses 01' c. iron obesity evanescent
cephalalgia cutaneous diseases cured
by arsenic efficacy of croton oil

chronic gastritis'— diseases of the
heart bellows and whistling sound
dysentery and rheumatism.

In my last lecture I omitted to speak of one

case that I had presented (or discharged). It
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was that of a young man, admitted into Wil-
liam's Ward for hy[)Ochondriasis, and, as lie

stated, with slight ha>moptysis. Wlien he came
in, he complained of a number of diseases : a
pain in one part one day, and a thousand others

the next; his tongue was healthy, pulse natu-
ral, skin moist and comfortable. I could not
discover any disease about him ; in fact, I was
not able to make up my mind whether he was
shamming or not. But, although I could not
find any thing the matter with him, I was in-

clined to think that he was not an imjjostor.

W'hen you are called to patients suffering from
this disease, you will find, they will tell you,
that they feel an extremely unpleasant sensa-
tion all over them, besides giving you a num-
ber of painful symptoms. It is ridiculous for

you to think of curing this disease by giving a
number of remedies, for they only create that

alarm which will tend to aggravate the disease.

The young man here, the other day, told me
that one of his testicles did not roll over the
otlier as formerly, and that they botli hun'>-

down more than formerly. A great number
of young men have this disease ; and they
generally complain to you of their sexual or-

gans ; some say tliey have too frequent emis-

sions, and have not any desire to go with a
female ; others say they have great desire for

coition, but during the coition can do nothing.

Whether this arises from any unnatural grati-

fication or not, I will not pretend to say. There
are a great number of young men affected in

this way, who cannot give any reason for it

;

others will be more candid, and tell you they

have done something of this description.

The treatment to be adopted is, to remedy
any severe symptom tliat may present itself.

If there is heaviness, or giddiness in the head,

bleed them ; if tlie bowels are confined, give

them a gentle cathartic; besides this give

tonics : the sulphate of quinine I have found

an excellent remedy. Iron, also, is beneficial;

but the cold shower-bath I have always found

to do the most good. There are a number of

cases that require no medicine ;—they have no

sickness, or any pain about them
; pulse good,

and their tongue healthy. In such cases I

liave always found the cold shower-bath cure

everv one." This man said he had spit blood :

whether he had or not I was in doubt. I con-

tinued the use of the shower-bath just the

same. A short time afterwards he did spit a

little blood; there was no sibilous, sonorous,

or crepitous rattle heard in the chest, there-

fore the cold shower-batli was continued. He
had no return of the spitting of blood, but got

quite well.

If there is not any pain or inflammation

present, you generally have recourse to cold

shower-bath, with a beneficial result.

A very remarkable instance of this kind

occurred to me in private practice. A young
man came to me for spitting of blood ; he was
much frightened, and told me that his brother

also had been similarly affected for some time :

boUi were consumptive; one, however, was

worse than tlie other, and died. The other,

who had also an abdominal disease, used the
cold shower-bath, both winter and summer,
and even continued it during the hardest frost

last winter*. This one has not spit blood
since, but at the present time enjoys good
health.

If you have a patient who is suffering from
stitch in his side, pleuritis, or any other acute

inflammation, the bath, then, must not be had
recourse to. Again ; if from using the bath
the person should become debilitated as not

to feel that glow of heat which he should do
after it, it must be discontinued; but you
should then begin it tepid, and cool it by de-

grees, until he can bear the cold well. Under
this treatment the young man got rid of his

disease. He was admitted on the •26th Sept.,

and left the hospital on the 10th October.

Then, for a tonic, I gave tlie sulpliate of qui-

nine, and, to regulate his bowels, gtti of croton
oil every night. I believe at the present time

there is not another case of this disease in the

hospital ; but you will find it very common in

young men, and I have no doubt see plenty in

the course of the winter here. During the

presence of the disease, I have observed that

young men very frequently become impotent,
but as the disease goes off this symptom leaves

theiu.

Respecting the other cases that have been
discharg.ed, there are, first, two of St. Vitus's

dance. This is a very common disease, and
one which most frequently affects women and
young people. The cases which I am going
to speak of are both females, one nine years
of age, and the other sixteen—the former, as

you will observe, quite a child, tlie latter a very-

young woman. It is a disease entirely free

from danger ; I have never seen but one case

that has died of it, and that was during my
pupilage. It was a young woman who had
been affected with it for two months, and then
died of apoplexy. This disease is generally

united with other diseases of the nervous sys-

tem. If in the adult, and combined witli

paralysis, which sometimes is the case, or in

the local form of the disease there are twitch-

ings of the muscles of the neck and face,

the disease scarcely or ever gets well. But
when it arises constitutionally, or heredi-

tarily, which sometimes we find the case, more
especially in females, they generally get well.

I have only seen one case of this kind that did

not get well; this had existed two or tliree

* [We know a man, aged thirty-five, who
has been spitting blood for ten years ; and,
nevertheless, goes into a cold bath daily

throughout the year. He resides in the coun-
try at present ; and assures us, that he always
feels uncomfortable should any thing prevent
him from taking his bath; and further, that

he has frequently broken the ice on the pond
which he frequents, in order to enjoy his fa-

vourite remedy.

—

Eds.]
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years, and was marked by violent involuntary

motion of tlie muscles of the neck, so much so,

that from the constant drawin<T up and down of

the chin upon the neck, tlie skin of the latter

was entirely raw, wliere the chin rubbed against

it. In severe cases, the patient cannot speak.

I have even had three or four cases in this hos-

pital, that required two or three to hold them,

during the time they have been taking food,

and then have been obliged to watch an op-

portunity to throw it into their mouths. I

have been obliged to have other cases strapped

to the bed, to prevent them from rolling off.

This disease might get well without remedies,

but it would continue a much longer time than

if they were had recourse to. In any disease,

if you have a remedy that would shorten it,

you should alwa\s make it a rule to employ it,

for j'ou can never tell where it will end.

The predisposition to this disease is not

obvious, for all children are liable to it. We
sometimes find it affect a strong liealthy cliild,

and again, at other times, a debilitated one.

It arises sometimes from friglit, at other times

it may arise without our being able to trace it

to a cause. Neither can you discover what
constitution it will affect, for, as I have before

said, it sometimes affects the healthy, and some-
times the sickly *. It is not a symptom of disease,

but a disease itself; for, generallj-, in those

affected with it, we can find no disease in the

head, in the chest, or abdomen. The bowels
are regular, and the stools healthy. The most
frequent symptom of this disease is the twitch-

ings of some of tlie muscles. The appetite is

generally good, and there is every sign of

health.

Of these two cases, one had no other symp-
tom but the convulsive twitchings of her
muscles; in other respects she was in good
health. The other, who was sixteen years of

age, had pain in her head, with drowsiness,

which, in the first place, I removed by bleeding

;

afterwards I gave her some of the carbonate of

iron, a remedy which, for this last three or
four years, I have found very successful in this

disease ; after a short time the pain in the head
returned, but the disease was not worse. I

will not take upon myself to say, that this me-
dicine has a specific power in this disease. The
form that I generally give it in, is with treacle.

I add double the quantity of treacle to the

carbonate of iron, this makes it sweet, and
much more palatable than taking it either in

powder or pills, which is a very inconvenient
mode of giving it ; besides, children, we ge-
nerally find, a e fond of sweet things, and we
can get them to take it in this way when we
cannot get them to take it in any other form.

This is a very harmless remedy, and you can
never do any injury by administering it, pro-
viding you keep the bowels open. However,
I generally find the treacle sufficiently purga-

* [It often attacks children in schools, from

the impression made by the affected.—Eds.]

tive to act upon tliem regularly. If it should

produce any bad effect, from idiosyncrasj-,

or peculiarity of constipation, it is always

owing to the folly of the patient, in not speak-

ing of it when there is any pain in tlie head
with heaviness. I have always found it give

way to bleeding, low diet, and giving some
purgative medicine. I took twelve ounces
of blood from this girl, which_ relieved her.

A short time afterwards I gave her half an
ounce of the carbonate of iron three times a-

day. A fortnight afterwards she again com-
plained of pain in her head, which I did not

take any notice of^ but let her continue the

carbonate of iron, and in a very short time
the pain in the head ceased, which I have no
doubt would not have disappeared if I had not
bled her. But I knew I could make it go
away, which I did by bleeding.

You must not trust to a spontaneous cure of

any disease; if you have a remedy that will

check it, you had always better have recourse
to it than trust to nature. Many diseases may
be remedied in the first place, which if 3'ou let

them run on, may baffle your skill, and for

ever after plague your patient ; therefore it is

right to remedy a disease immediately, if you
can, or else you may be much disappointed

from neglect, and the disease become incurable.

I have continually seen pain in the head go
away under the use of the carbonate of iron.

This girl's pulse was rather full: she took tss.

of the carbonate of iron three times a-day;
was admitted into the hospital the 28th "of

August. On the 21st of September she was a
great deal better ; after she had been in three
weeks, she had a return of the pain in her
head, and continued the use of the iron. On
the 2Ist it had entirely left her, as also had the
disease itself. On the 18th of October I sent

her out quite well. She took half an ounce of
the carbonate of iron with one ounce of treacle,

upon which she appeared to get fat.

The other case was that of the child, eight

years of age, who liad merely convulsive

twitchings. I gave her immediately two
drachms of the carbonate of iron every six

hours. I admitted her on the 13th of Sep-
tember, and sent her out on the 18th of Oc-
tober perfectly well. This child also got fat

upon taking the carbonate of iron. Now,
whether the carbonate of iron fattens them or

not, 1 cannot say, but if they have lost flesh,

and in fact become emaciated, after taking the

iron, they soon become fat. It has been ob-
served, that the negroes become fat during tlie

sugar season. It may be that the treacle had
some effect, but the improvement may also re-

sult from the powerful tonic effect of the iron,

by assisting the digestive organs, and rendering
them more active in digesting the food.

The next case that I shall speak of, is that of

a j'oung woman, sixteen years of age, who had
had lepra for seven years. This case is par-

ticularly worthy of your attention. The disease

is a scaly disease, characterized by a spot of

inflammation of the skin, covered by a scale.
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and not by a watery vesicle, or pus. This dis-

ease generally occurs in young women, the

cause of which I cannot trace, but we find it

frequently broufjlit on by drinking cold water,

when the patient is hi a perspiration. Again, it

sometimes comes on witliout any obvious cause,

it may appear six or seven times in the same in-

dividual, and last for different periods of time.

This girl had it for seven years ; she was a large

stout girl, IG years of age, as developed as an
ordinary woman of thirty. When she came in

her pulse was strong and full, skin hot, and
she felt thirsty. Although she had it for

seven years, it was in an active inflammatory
condition. We find rheumatism in an active

inflammatory condition after a long duration
;

so also we find cutaneous diseases. I bled her
to twenty ounces; the blood was buffed and
cupped. Her bowels being confined, I gave
her half a drop of croton oil every night, and
put her upon a diet of beef tea, milk, and bread.
The licjuor arsenicalis 1 have found the best

remedy to give internally ; I gave her m. iij.

three times a day ; it is always best to begin
witli a small quantity, about m. ij. or m. iij.

for a dose, and gradually increase it, provid-
ing it does not create any sickness or un-
easiness about the stomach. In this case I in-

creased it up to ni. ix. ; there was no sickness,

but she complained of pain about the epigas-

trium, for which symptom I bled her again to

twenty ounces. This entirely relieved it ; her
thirst diminished, the irritation about the skin
left her, and 1 presented her the 18th of October
nearly well : so much so, that she thought it

was useless to stay in the hospital any longer.

I do not suppose the use of the arsenic would
have done her any good without the bleeding,

therefore I could not rely upon the arsenic

by itself. The arsenic, however, appears to

have a specific effect upon this disease, the

same way as mercury acts upon syphilis; but
here mercury will not cure the disease if any
inflammatory symptoms be present, unless

bleeding be had recourse to. So in cutaneous
diseases, the arsenic will not act as a specific

when the patient is in an active inflammatory
condition, unless you destroy that condition

by bleeding.

Another case, in the same ward, was that

of a young woman labouring under chronic
gastritis. We usually have two or three cases

of this disease together in the hospital. At
the present time there are two other young
females suffering from the same complaint.

There is pain and tenderness about the pit of

the stomach ; heat also internally about the

stomach and throat, increased from the indi-

gestion of any food ; tongue white and red at

the tip. These are the symptoms generally
present in chronic gastritis. Besides this there
is sometimes headache and pain in various
parts of the body ; bowels usually costive, and
the menstrual secretion frequently checked.
The treatment is very simple,and mostly success-
ful : tliat is, starve them, by putting them upon
slops, and reduce the system by blood-letting.

I bled this girl to a pint, ordered twenty leeches

to be applied to the abdomen every other day,

and put her upon a low diet. We frequently

find spasms accompanying this disease ; when
this is the case, the patients will get, if they

can, some kind of stimulant to relieve them,

which will increase the chronic affection and
lessen the spasmodic pain. I frequently find niy

cases, in private practice, labouring under this

disease, taking wine, or some other stimulating

drink, and cram down their throats all kind of

stimulating food. Of course I can do them no
good until they leave off taking such things

as these. If their bowels are confined, the best

remedy is rhubarb, or castor oil. If the in-

flammation is severe, I give them small doses

of calomel ; but if the stomach is in a very

irritated condition, I trust to the local bleeding,

without the aid of mercury : under this treat-

ment, the cases that are at present in the hos-

pital are getting quite well. If you find pain

in the stomach from pressure, then there is

-inflammation ; but if there is pain relieved by
pressure, it generally arises irom spasm.

When a patient suffers from violent spasms,

the part remains tender for two or three days,

which goes off without remedies ; but in in-

flammation, the pain yields to treatment.

There also exists heat about the throat, and
the patient cannot take any warm fluids. These
then are all the cases in the women's ward.

One of the men went out with diseased

heart ; he said he should like to go home, to

die by his wife. He was the last patient on
the right-hand side, in William's Ward. He
had a swelling situated rather to the right of

the sternum, between the two heads of the

sterno-cleido mastoideus muscle. It had
pushed the right carotid from its situation, both

of which were much dilated. Upon placing

the finger upon the top of the sternum, the

arch of the aorta might easily be felt, which
was also enlarged. There was a very dull

sound heard over the region of the heart ; this

was owing to its being much dilated ; when the

heart is enlarged, the dullness of the sound

will be increased in proportion to its size;

when there is a strong impulse, the heart is

also hypertrophied. Upon using the stetho-

scope, just at the moment of the contraction of

the left ventricle, you could hear what is called

the bellows sound. It takes place as the blood

is passing from the left ventricle into the aorta

;

the blood meets with some obstruction in its pas-

sage through the valves, which can easily be

perceived ; but if you reduce the circulation,

the bellows sound will scarcely be heard.

There was also another sound heard imme-
diately upon the contraction of the auricle ; I

compare it to the whistling of the wind. I

have never heard the sound before, nor have

I seen it spoken of in any work. The bellows

sound is produced in general from the valves

of the aorta being diseased ; the blood be-

comes partly obstructed in its passage through

them ; and the l;ist sound, which I compare to

whistling of the wind, is in consequence of the
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valves allowing the blood to pass back again

into the heart. In this man the blood was
partly obstructed in passing from the ventricle

into the aorta; then tlie valves, being slightly

contracted, allowed a portion ,to regurgitate

into the ventricle. (Here the learned professor

made some observations on the opinion of La-
ennec.) The man was kept upon low diet,

and bled occasionally, as the symptoms re-

([uired it, from which he found himself much
benefited. By some means or other he found
out that he was gohig to die ; therefore, pre-

ferring to die at home, he left the hospital to

go to his wife.

I have now to speak of two other cases,

which were discharged last week. One of

them was a case of dysentervj the other rheu-

matism. The former was very slight, wliich

speedily got well under the use of the sul[)hatc

of copper. It appeared that this man ha(lbeen

laid up in the East Indies with the yellow fever,

and also with dysentery. On coming home
lie had a return of dysentery, arising from
taking cold. After a person has once had this

disease, he is very liable to a return of it.

When he was admitted into the hospital, he
had a frequent desire to go to stool, accompa-
nied by tenesmus, and a quantity of matter

was discharged with the alvine evacuations.

He had no pain from pressure about his ab-

domen ; I gave him one grain of the sulphate

of c()p[)er every six hours. He was admit led

Oct. 4, and went out quite well October 18th.

The other was a case of rheumatism. Whether
he was shamming or not I cannot say ; he
left the hospital a week after his admission

quite well. When he came in, he said he had
pain in his back and loins, also in his lower

extremities, which wore relieved by heat, and
unattended bj any other disease. This being

a proper case for acupuncturation, I had the

needles stuck into his back for two hours every

day. Whether he did not like the needles, or

they cured him, I do not know, but ho went
out appau-ently quite well.

NATURE AND TREATMENT OF THE
DISEASE

PRODUCED BY THE BITE OF A

VENOMOUS SERPBNT.

By JOHN GORRIE, M.D.

There is an ingenious intermixture of truth

and table in the history of the serpent, which
has made it, throughout all ages, one of the

most remarkable objects of nature. Placed in

the sacred writings before all the beasts of the

field, the emblem of wisdom, and the subject

of adoration among some of the most cultivated

nations of unti(juity, it was long cou'^idoicd as

endued with properties which could produce

tlie most wonderful effects, and calculated to

excite the greatest astonishment. And, al-

though it has ceased to be an object of religious

worship, or even of admiration in the civilized

world, such is the proneness of our nature to

indulge in the exaggerations of the fancy, that

it is still, from its association with many re-

mains of ancient credulity, the source of more
terror than any other enemy of man. Apart
from the malignant effects the bite of the

poisonous species induces, there is a horror

arising from the origin of a disease in a wound
inflicted by an animal, whose form and habits

an early prejudice make us consider ex-

tremely disgusting. Producing such effects on
the body and mind of man, it is hardly to be
considered surprising, that, like the bohon upas
of Eastern fable, it should be clothed in terrors

far exceeding the reality, or that its assaults

should be considered more injurious to animal
life than any thing else witliin the range of

creation.

It is certainly to be regretted, that a subject,

capable of exerting a material influence over the

happiness of mankind, should be obscured by the

relations of the creihdous, or the vain opinions

of the ignorant and superstitious. The coun-
tries, in which the serpent exists, are replete

with narrations, most of which are but shghtly
founded on fact, of its dreadful powers over
human life. These idle fictions have also dis-

figured the |)ages of natural history, and the

records of medicine, and have led to mischief,

by exciting in the unfortunate sufferer from its

attack an unnecessary solicitude, and even
preventing the employment, by his attendants,

of those judicious remedies which an unalarmed
reason would suggest. So predominant is tlie

dread of this re|)tile, that I have known, in the

wilds of America, sinister reports of its unusual
prevalence on certain tracts of land, to over-
come the cupidity of shrewd people, and pre-
vent the acceptance of advantageous offers for

their sale. To divest the subject of the mar-
vellous characteristics, with which an imper-
fect examination has clouded it, to present, in

a prominent point of view, the probable pa-
thology of the disease, and to deduce from it

those principles on which its treatment should
be based, will constitute the chief objects of
this communication. The conclusions to wliich

I may be led, I shall submit with great defer-

ence, as the result of the best information 1 can

f)rocure, some personal experience (derived

rom a long residence in the " back wootls" of
America), and all the reflection I can bring to

the examination of the subject.

An animal that has furnished so fertile a
theme of exaggeration, and capable of such
really alarming effects, must have been always
an object of great curiosity ; and, indeed, any
thing relating to it has ever excited an intense

interest. Naturalists have displayed much in-

genuity in the endeavour to distinguish, by the

outward appearance, whether a snake be ve-

nomous or not ; and certain ariangcmenls of

scales, the size of head, length of tail, and
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colour of skin, have formed the basis of a divi-

sion into the two classes. But a distinction,

founded upon these properties, must be falla-

cious, because they are either not peculiar to

any variety, or change with the different

periods of the snake's age. However desirable

it might be, in a scientific point of view, to be

al)le to ascertain, from the external appearance,

this difference, it is not, as far as therapeutics

are concerned, a matter of consequence, be-

cause the effects of a bite, where venomous,

are manifested so speedily, that all grounds of

doubt are obviated before the snake can be

examined. The only difference between the

two kinds, that we know with certainty, is

that the poisonous, by means of two hollow

glands, situated at the exterior part of the base

ofthe upperjaw, secrete a venom, which is trans-

mitted through two (sometimes four or six)

moveable hollow fangs, whose bases originate

in the glands, into the wound, which the latter

make in the act of biting.

" The effects of poisons of different snakes

appear from the symptoms much alike, and
the order of progression is usually the same,

though the rapidity, as well as the commence-
ment, is varied." In some instances, the first

sensation produced by a bite is not different

from the prick of a thorn, or any other pointed

substance ; while, in others, and in all when
the action of the virus is taking effect, it is a

burning pungent sensation, not unlike the sting

of a hornet. This is soon followed by severe

|)ains, generally described as lancinating, ex-

tending towards the origin of the nerves bitten,

and a rapid swelling of the wounded part.

Coetaneously with this state of the wound, the

patient feels a pain in the region of the stomach
with nausea, a dull pain with sense of heavi-

ness in the head, dejection of spirits, with great

faintness. The pulse is usually quickened,

feeble, and interrupted, but in some instances

is not accelerated, and the breathing is short

and laboured.

In a severe case of the disease, or in a more
advanced period from the bite, the preceding

symptoms will be found increased. The part

bitten will have assumed a shining, livid, or

black appearance, and the skin around it, and
sometimes of the whole body, takes a yellow

hue, and, ifin a hmb, the swelling may have ex-

tended through it, and into the body. The
face, tongue, and salivary glandsbecomeswelled,

the secretion of saliva is checked, and deglu-

tition is difficult. Pain at the praicordia is

greatly increased, respiration is much embar-
rassed, and there is a vomiting of ponacious

bile. Sanious matter is discharged from the

wound, cold sweats and convulsions come on,

and the patient may sink in an hour or two,
but the fatal period is commonly at the end of

two or three days.

This is the ordinary course and appearance
of the symptoms, but their character is some-
limes materially different. Thus it has happened,
that there was no swelling or much pain about
Ihc j)art bitten, while a severe local irritation,

with swelling, has manifested itself in some other
part of tlie system *. In other instances, the

effects discover themselves in a sudden and
general j)rostration of the vital and animal
powers, exhibited in a suspension or loss of

the sensorial and motorial faculties, a weak
thready pulse, cold clammy sweats, hiccup,

and death.

Occurring in these forms, no trace of py-
rexial excitement of the circulation can be dis-

cerned ; and, indeed, in some cases, no other

effect on the vascular system can be found
than the effusion of fluid, from the excitement

of the exhalents, which the pain and irritation

produces, while, in other instances, a quick,

full, and even hard pulse, accompanied with
fever, have decidedly prevailed.

In the progress of the disease towards re-

covery, there is generally a sloughing of the

bitten place, leaving an ulcer of greater or less

size. And there remains very commonly,
throughout life, a diminution of sensation in

the bitten part, which is considerably increased

under great changes of temperature.

In the speculations on the manner in which
the venom of the serpent operates, to produce
its terrible effects on the animal system, a great

number of crude conjectures have been offered,

all of which have given way to the two hypo-
theses of absorption, and its action on the

nervous system. The difficulties attending a
division between these two veins may be in-

ferred from the facts, that Mead, in his first

publication on this subject, thought it acted

upon the blood, and in subsequent editions re-

ferred its operation to the nerves, while Fon-
tana changed opinion the opposite way f

.

The importance, to the enlightened phy-
sician, of a correct knowledge of the proximate
cause of disease is so great, that upon it only
can he direct his endeavours with a reasonable

certainty of removing the lesions of the parts

diseased. It must, then, be regarded as un-
fortunate, that each of the above views is sup-
ported by facts and reasoning that make both
seem equally, or nearly equally, tenable. The
recent discoveries in the anatomy and physi-

ology of the vascular and nervous systems
have advanced with so equal a pace, thatwhile,

in reference to the present subject, they
enable us to explain either hypotheses more
satisfactorily than formerly, they leave us in

as great a dilemma as embarrassed our pre-

decessors.

From the time of Mead, till very recently,

the opinion that the disease was one of nervous
irritation, received the general suffrage. The
facility with which this view of its nature ex-

plained a great difficulty of the other hypo-
thesis, namely—the speed with which the dis-

ease, after the accident, became apparent

—

was about to give it universal adoption, when

* American Medical Recorder, No. 21,

p. 620.

t Pair's Medical Dictionary, arlicic, Serpml.
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Magfendie, by the revival of tlie ancient doc-

trine of venous absorption, gave it a shock

from which it has never recovered. The cele-

brated experiment of the latter, in v;hich a dog

was killed by the insertion of poison into its

paw, after its communication with the body was
entirely cut off, except by quills introduced into

the divided femoral artery and vein, has been
regarded as ample proof that the virus of the

serpent must act through the circulation. In-

ferences so important and so contrary to re-

ceived opinions as were deduced from this

experiment could not be silently acquiesced

in, but gave rise to inquiries which have re-

sulted in the proof, that the assumption of the

function of absorption for the veins was gra-

tuitous ; for as it was found tliat their origins

were continuous with the termination of the

arteries, they could possess the faculty by
transudation only. The discovery which M.
Dutrochet has named endasmnsemiA e.rasmose,

shows, that a function analogous to transu-

dation is generally prevalent in the animal
system

; yet it is altogether too limited to

supply the place of general absorption, and
too tardy to account for the rapid efTects pro-
duced by the bite of a serpent.

But though the promptitude with which the
poison of serpents manifests itself on the sys-

tem fails to be explained by any action the
veins possess, still, a speedy appearance of it

in the circulation may be accounted for by the
recent discovery, that the lymphatics send
branches, which terminate directly in the veins
of different parts of the body. In this way the
fluid may be absorbed by the lymphatics, and
be transmitted to the circulation almost as

quickly as if taken up by the veinS themselves.
The advocates of the sanguineous hypothesis

reason, further, upon the analogy supposed to

subsist between the effects produced by the
bite of a snake, and those found to proceed
from the injection cf an extraneous fluid into

a vein. Diverse as these effects are represented
by different experimenters, it may be inferred
from the general result, that foreign matters
introduced into the circulation exert a dele-

terious agency on the system. It must be ad-
mitted, however, that substances in much
greater quantities, and much less assimilated

to the blood, in sensible properties at least,

than the virus of a serpent, have been injected

without producing a single serious conse-
quence; while affections, similar to that pro-
duced by the bite of a snake, have existed

where there could not possibly have been an
absorption of foreign matters. It is stated,

that " foreign substances injected into the
blood, however divei-sified their character, pro-
duce, almost uniformly, the effects of evacu-
ating the stomach and bowels*;" while, in a
number of cases of snake bite, I have not seen
an instance of preternatural looseness of the
bowels.

But, in far the greater number of cases, the

disease affords evidence of its exclusive de-

pendence on nervous irritation. Reasoning
a posteriori on the rapidity with which the

effects of a serpent's bite are always produced,
the minute quantity of poison inserted into a
wound, and this frequently in parts in which
the circulating mass can be reached only by a
very circuitous route, we are constrained to

adopt the nervous hypothesis. This view of
its mode of operation is supported by the cha-
racter of the symptoms. Throughout the dis-

ease, the symptom that most forcibly presses

itself on our attention is, a peculiar depression
of the mental and voluntary powers, indicating

tiiat the general nervous system is deeplv af-

fected. The dejection of spirits, and great

anxiety in the early, with the loss of volition

and motion of the advanced stages of a fatal

attack, manifest cerebral, and probably spinal,

disorder. The affection of the stomach, its

nausea and vomiting, with the stricture of the
thorax, and laboured breathing, indicating

congestion of the lungs, equally prove that

the ganglionic system participates in the gene-
ral derangement. Besides, the disease is con-
fined, for a short time after its commencement,
to the nervous system, and, in mild cases, has
run its career without bringing the circulation

into participation, an unity of action peculiar

to the nervous system ; or, at any rate, never
exhibited in a primarily diseased action of the

heai-t and arteries.

Considering the operation of the virus on
the nervous system as the position that is the
least disputable, it will still be difficult to ex-
plain the manner in which all its effects are

produced; if, indeed, we can expect to ap-
])roach a satisfactory solution. The local af-

fection may be readily accounted for by the
primary action of the poison on the nerves of
the part bitten, producing irritation and pain,

and, according to the maxim " ubi irritatio," &c.
congestion, swelling, or inflammation. As
easily may we explain the manner in which
the system becomes affected. Commencing at

a point, the irritation is extended around it by
contiguity, till the general source of nervous
influence becomes affected, and, as a necessary
consequence, a derangement of the whole sys-

tem *. That peculiarity of the disease by
which an organ, situated remotely from the
primary source of irritation, becomes more
severely affected than the bitten part, is a con-
clusive proof of the nervous nature of the affec-

tion. It is manifest to all acquainted with the
structure and functions of the body, that it

must be through the nervous system that any
organ can be suddenly influenced by a distant

partf. But why one remote organ should
be more severely affected than others is less

clearly understood, if it be not absolutely

mysterious. That property, however, of the

Chapman's Therapeutics, vol. i.

* Chapman's Therapeutics, vol. i.

t Phihp on Indigestion.
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nervous system called sympalhij, determined

by some circumstance, and particularly by the

circumstance of " a nerve or set of nerves

being more liable to disease than usual," or

the termination of the nervous chain, in which
the morbid action commenced, in the organ

affected, affords us some means of developing

its obscurity. Thus we find the pain of the

shoulder accompanymg affections of tlie liver;

the head-ache arising from a deranged stomach

;

and the pain in the testicle from the passing of

a calculus down the ureter ; all which can be

traced to derangement of common nerves, and
which in their commencement are so clearly

sj-mpathetic, become, after some time, real dis-

eases, having ali ihc symptoms of primary affec-

tions*. This comprehensive principle, tliough,

from the complicated structure of the nervous
sj-stem, it may not enable us to demonstrate

"why one organ, or termination of a line of

nervous communication, suffers, while otliers

remain unaffected," affords us, in the present

state of our knowledge, the most satisfactory

clue to the nature of this singular and terrible

disorder f.
In assigning to the nervous system the ordi-

nai-y agency by which the virus of the serpent

affects the system, it is not my intention to

deny, altogether, that it may act through the

circulation. To contend that it uniformly and
universally acts upon the nervous principle

alone, would be not less conti-adictory to reason

and facts, than the exclusive advocacy of the

other hypothesis. Medical logic cannot be
limited by the axioms of the exact sciences;

and that one, " to assign no more causes than

are sufficient to explain the phenomena," is

peculiarly inapplicable to our science. In the

disease before us we are warranted in the

belief that there are two causes—the one act-

ing through the sentient extremities of the

nerves, the other through the absorbents—
each sufficient to produce all the deleterious

effects of the serpent's virus. Nor is this

double mode of action a peculiarity of this

virus. Mr. Brodie has shown that vegetable

poisons affect life both by nervous sympathy
and the medium of the circulation j. It is

only upon the view that the disease can arise

from the instillation ofthe serpent's poison into

the mass of blood, that we are able to account

satisfactorily for the almost instantaneous death

of a young woman, who was bitten by a rattle-

snake over the plexus of veins on the instep,

and into one of which a fang was clearly-

traced.

Admitting, then, that the virus of the ser-

pent may act through the circulation, the

question recurs, how does it, through this

means, produce its terrible effects ? Mr. Boag,
according to Dr. Thomas, supposes that it acts

* Good's Study of Medicine, vol. iii.

+ Ibid. vol. iii.

X Paris's Pharmacologia, vol. i. p. 168.

{American edilkm.')

by subtracting the oxygen which the blood, in

its passage tlirough the lungs, receives from
the atmosphere, and uj)on which its vitality

depends*. Mead thought it coagulated the

blood. Neither of these positions is tenable.

Mr. Brodie's experiments, in relation to the

operation of poisons, afford us the most satis-

factory evidence that the subject, at present,

admits ; and show, with litde room for doubt,

that its influence must depend upon its trans-

mission through the circulation to the common
sensorium.

The uniform fatality to the smaller qua-

drupeds which attends this terrible disease, and
its occasional mortality to man, have created

credulous fears, with regard to its effects, very

unfavourable to its successful termination

;

and, indeed, so alarming is the state into which
the patient is often and rapidly thrown, so

unmanageable is the character of the symp-
toms, particularly in a delicate nervous habit,

that they afford a just occasion for a guarded
opinion as to the result. But in a disease

characterised by so great mental and physical

depression, nothing xan be of greater import-

ance to the patient than a freedom from anx-
ious apprehension ; and all possible means
ought studiously to be taken, where his situa-

tion will warrant it, to inspire him with con-

fidence m his security. This we can com-
monly attempt without danger of giving an
erroneous judgment; for, happily, the bite of

the most malignant serpent has seldom a fatal

effect on so large an animal as man, even when
left to the ordinary domestic remedies, and
under a judicious treatment, the patient very
frequently escapes from the most dangerous
concourse of symptoms. So general is this the

result, that of some dozens of snake-bites I

have seen or heard, several of which were
inflicted by the terrible banded rattlesnake

(the crotalus horrida), 1 have known but two
to terminate fatally. The season affords some
ground for a prognosis, for it is an old remark,
and elegantly alluded to by Virgil

—

" Postquam exhaustte palus terraeque ardore

dehiscunt,

Exilit in siccum, et flammantia lumina
torquens

Ssevit agris, asperque siti, atque exterritus

aestu,"

that the serpent's virulence increases with the
advance of the summer. But the surest basis for

a correct opinion is founded on the symptoms.
Where the bite is followed by swelling, and
is not near to an organ of vital importance, the

danger is not imminent, and a favourable issue

should be expected. On the contrary, if there

should be no local swelling of any kind, with
great depression of the vital powers, indepen-
dent of mental alarm, we must be prepared for

a fatal termination.

The influence of high nervous irritation over

* Thomas's Practice, page 858. {American
edition.)
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the circulatory system is so extensive and mi-

nute, that the fluids become broken down in

texture, and, involving the semi-solids, the

whole proceeds, after death, rapidly to putre-

faction. This is the chief reason why, in fatal

cases of this disease, post-mortem examinations

have been rarely practised, and consetjuently

our information as to its effects on the different

tissues is very limited. In the only dissection

that I have witnessed (which was at an early

period of my medical education), the viscera

of the thorax and abdomen were extensively

engorp^ed ; so much so, that the curiosity of the

bystanders was greatly excited to know whence
the mass of fluids came : there was also some
efl'usion within the cranium.

The next consideration is tlie treatment of

the disease. This may be divided into the

local, or means of preventing the effects of the

virus on the system; and constitutional, or

plan of counteracting it after it has produced
a general complaint. In meeting the first in-

dication, the faith of mankind in noxious and
effete antidotes, has been as extravagantly ex-

ercised as perhaps on any other subject. The
course of the physician, however, is simple and
obvious, and admits of no substantial improve-
ment on the practice that has subsisted for

nearly two thousand years; and should con-
sist, as expressed by Celsus, " quo plus vitiati

jam sanguinis extraliatur," in endeavouring,
by the promptest and most efficacious means,
to prevent the spread of the original irritation,

by extracting the virus. Although no mate-
rial advance has been made on the practice of

the ancients, yet modern discoveries in science

enable us to explain the operation of remedies
much more -satisfactorily. The interesting

phenomena in relation to the function of ab-
sorption, discovered by Dr. Barry, and the

investigations of Dr. Pennock* of Philadelphia,

who repeated some of the experiments of tlie

former physiologist, and added some new ones
to tliose he performed in Paris, have elucidated

the agency of the vital principle in the pro-
duction of this disease, and enabled them to

apply the results of their observations with
some success to therapeutics. They differ in

their conclusions; the former referring the
effects he saw to the pressure of the atmosphere
on the veins ; the latter, to the production of
torpor in the nervous system ; but agree in the

value of the application. Could we, on either

principle, apply a cupping-glass to the wound,
immediately after the receipt of the injury,

reason, as well as the result of their experi-

ments, assure us it would, in every instance,

suspend the operation of the virus. But as

the orifice of the wound may be too small to

allow tlie escape of the vitiated fluids, and the

operation of the cupping-glass is but temporary,

it will be advisable to attempt the extraction

of the poison, as recommended by the former

of the above-named gentlemen, by free scari-

fications, and re-applications of the cupping-

* American Medical Journal.

glass. If too long a time has intervened be-
tween the bite and the arrival of the surgeon
to admit of the extraction of the poison before

the mischief is done, still advantage may be
derived from scarifying and cupping, in the

neighbourhood of the bite, by the local relief

it will afford to tlie turgid part.

There will be but few cases in which the

cupping-glass can be applied so quickly as to

produce its utmost remedial effects ; and it

will be, therefore, necessary to stop the com-
munication between the bitten part and the
rest of the system, by sometiiing more gene-
rally at hand. This may be done by a liga-

ture, if the wounded part admits of its appli-

cation. The salutary operation of this remedy
consisting, in my view, like that of the cup-
ping-glass, on the production of torpor of the

nerves, it need not be tied so tightly as to

check entirely the circulation; nor should it

be continued so long as to induce mortification.

Inattention to these considerations has been
the source of much mischief; for it has come
within my observation to see a limb ampu-
tated from their neglect. The point at which
tlie continuance of the ligature becomes un-
necessary, is when the effused fluids have
formed a tense swelling, which, by its mecha-
nical pressure, acts like a ligature in torpify-

ing the nerves.

The employment of the cupping-glass, or

ligature, may not be universally admissible

;

the bite may be on a part—as on the ear, nose,

and various parts of the face and body, &c.,

to which neither can be applied. In this con-
tingency, a good substitute is suction with
the lips, as practised by the ancient Psylli,

and the Indians of North America; though,
from our not being able to make it act with a
force sufficient to paralyse the nerves, it is not

so effective as the instruments for which it is

substituted.

In every case of the disease, and in its va-
rious stages, copious ablutions of warm water
may be employed with advantage.

Of the immense variety of topical applica-

tions that have been imposed upon the credu-

lity of mankind, as specifics in the cure of this

disease, the above are all from wliich a rational

view of its nature would lead us to expect a
check of its extension. In the advanced stage

of the complaint, when the wound has assumed
the inflammatory character that it might have
from other causes, many of the herbs that have
been recommended, and are so popularly con-

sidered, as specifics, may be of service in the

forms of poultices and fomentations ; but he
who, in the outset, uses them with the expecr

tation of a specific operation, will probably be
cruelly disappointed.

If, however, the period for tlie local plan of

treatment should have passed, or, if it should

prove ineffective, and the poison should have
manifested itself on the system, it may be
safely said there is no specific means ofchecking

its progress, and, therefore, the symptoms must
be combated on general principles, for which
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no precise rule can be laid down. But in a

disease which, in a majority of cases, is so

purely nervous, it is apparent, that while the

effects are peculiarly those of the bite, the sti-

mulant must be the proper basis of treatment.

And from the extent of this nervous irritation,

as characterised by the depressed state of the

vital functions, "the grand object must be to

stimulate the system so as to support it in the

severe conflict to which it is exposed." The
insensibility to the influence of stimulants is,

in this disease, so great, that they must be
given in doses which, in few other complaints,

ought to be hazarded, thereby giving it a
striking analogy to tetanus and certain other

complaints of high nervous irritation. At a
subsequent period of the complaint, when the

circulation is brought into participation, or

becomes the chief seat ofdisease, the treatment

must be modified or altered, so as to remove
the preternatural accumulations which may
have taken place in various organs.

Among the remedies which have been given
on the stimulant plan, or which at least act

upon that principle, the suffrage, in all parts

of the world, is by far the most considerable in

favour of the volatile alkali. A free use of
some stimulant being, perhaps, in every case,

indispensable ; and in the state of depression

which is ordinarily induced, common means
not being sufficient to support the system, am-
monia, from its prompt and powerful nature,

is the best adapted of the class. The suppo-
sition which has been frequently advanced,
that it can exert, through the circulation, a
neutralizing power over the virus, I consider
unworthy of a serious examination.

Upon the stimulating principle, alcohol has
been given, and in quantities so large that its

beneficial operation can only be explained by
supposing that great sensorial exhaustion was
present, and must have been continually

taking place. Wine might be an effectual

substitute in mild forms of the disease, but in

the severer cases it would be too feeble a sti-

mulant ; and as the object must be " to keep
the patient alive, and prevent a fatal torpitude

in the brain, till the irritation is rendered ne-
gative, or the poison eliminated from the
system, it must be done at any expense of
stimulus or of subsequent debility." To this

class of remedies, either camphor and the
cordials, all ofwhich have been depended upon
in the treatment of the complaint, and with
good report of their remedial powers, must be
considered as belonging.

In a disease which may be so distinctly

referred to, and which appears to try so se-

verely the nervous system, it is not surprising

that, in the treatment, anodynes should have
been had recourse to ; or that they should have
obtained some popularity. Indeed, it is quite
probable, that the benefit derived from ammo-
nia, camphor, and even alcohol, may be at-

tributed as much to their secondary quieting
effects on the nervous irritation, as to their

primary stimulant mode of action. To this

principle may be attributed the remedial
powers, where they possess any, of the great

majority of American specifics—as some of
the so called snake roots, the asclepias verticil-

lata, alisma plantago, agavi Virginiana, uvula-

ria perfoliata, pedicularis Canadensis, &c.

;

and the Asiatic antidotes, the ophronhiza mun-
gos, nux vomica, belladonna, &c.—most, if

not all, ofwhich are found to possess narcotic

qualities ofmore or less energy.

It must be regarded as singular, that to coun-

teract a poison whose nature is decidedly se-

dative, opium, another sedative poison, should

be, of the class of anodynes, the one chiefly

depended upon by physicians. It has some-
times succeeded alone in large doses; but

there is more evidence for its decided salutary

effect when conjoined with alcohol. Under
the use of this compound, I have seen the

strength become quickly invigorated, the dis-

tressing nausea subside, and the patient resume
his cheerfulness; and so prompt and effica-

cious have been its operation that, in my opi-

nion, it presents the most powerful means we
are acquainted with, of subduing all the con-

stitutional symptoms of this terrible disease.

Emetics have been recommended in this

complaint, and, in the hands of Fontana, the

tartrate of antimony, it is said, was used with

success ; but how far they are to be depended
upon as general remedies, sufficient trial has

not been made by others to determine. When
the system is sufficiently roused from its torpor

to allow an intermission of the use of stimu-

lants, mild emetics will no doubt be useful in

removing the effete matter collected in the

stomach, and thus refitting it for the more
prompt action of stimulants. It is probable,

also, that they may exert a salutary effect in

the latter stages of the disease, in breaking up
the morbid concatenation by which it is coa-

tinued, after the exciting cause has ceased to

act. In this way we may account for a part of

the beneficial effect derived from many of the

popular remedies, the general prescription

being to give them till vomiting be produced,

which, from their character, they may, in many
instances, excite by the stimulus of quantity,

though, no doubt, some good must be attri-

buted, in other instances, to their previous

stimulant and sedative effects.

From the preceding survey, I deem it suffi-

ciently apparent that the disease consists in a

poison of a peculiar but sedative kind, capable

of affecting the vital functions, by a general

nervous connexion with an incipient point of

irritation, or through the circulation. It ap-

pears, likewise, from the history 'of the symp-
toms, that these effects will continue increasing

in violence till those functions are destroyed,

unless the source of irritation is cut off, the

nervous system is enabled to re-act upon its

torpor, or the poison becomes assimilated to

the nervous or other secretions of the system.

In this essay, my chief endeavour has been to

remove a mistaken confidence in specifics, by
pointing out, that, besides the extraction of
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the virus, there is no direct cure for the bite

of a venomous serpent ; and, hence, wliatever

other plan be employed, must be on the o^e-

neral principles of medicine. It is manifest

that this disease is one of the most alarming

to which the human frame can be subjected ;

but from which, it must be acknowledn:ed, pa-

tients have recovered under a great variety of

modes of treatment, however incongruous and
contradictory ; and, hence, it may reasonably

be inferred, that an early subjection to a rational

course of remedies may be considered as in-

suring recovery from almost every instance of

this much dreaded malady.

No. 10, Howland-sireei.

ANATOMICAL DESCRIPTION

OF THE

ORGANS OF GENERATION

IN A

HOTTENTOT FEMALE.

The interest that has been excited in the pro-

fession by the nature and pecuUarity of the

parts, as represented by a model in wax, just

imported from Germany, exhibiting the organs

of generation in a Female Hottentot, has in-

duced Mr. Schloss to print the subjoined de-

scription, translated from Dr. Adolph Wilheim
Otto's " Neue Seltene Beobachtungen zur Ana-
tomie, Physiologie, und Pathologie Gehorig,"

and which he lias much pleasure in offering,

gratuitously, to purcliasers.

The labia majora are rather full, but not

larger than in a European ; superiorly there is

no commissure. The labia are about three-

quarters of an inch separate from each other,

tlie interspace being filled up with a cutaneous

prolongation ; they pass downwards for about

two inches, and then terminate, without form-

ing any inferior commissure. There is no pe-

culiar prominence of the nymphfe, but they

extend considerably downwards, being so much
longer than the labia majora as to be continued

below the opening of the rectum, which they

surround. The anterior margin of both nym-
pha3 (but particularly the right one) is large,

notched, and unequal; the portion near and
posterior to the anus consists of individual

membranous lobes, separated by deep in-

cisures.

It is very remarkable, that the vaginal and
rectal openings are not merely close to each other,

but included in a common circumscribed space,

as in many of the mammalia. The i)erin<icum

lies deep and unexposed, is scarcely a quarter

of an inch in thickness, not flat, but rounded,

and covered with a true mucous membrane.

This is a congenital peculiarity, and has not

arisen from a laceration of the perinasum, or

from disease. The most curious anomaly,

however, remains to be described : this is, an

extraordinary fleshy appendage, which descends

before the \ailva like a valve, and which really,

in some respects, deserves the suitable name
of a flesh apron. The fleshy apron is by no

means a mere enlargement of the clitoris, as is

seen in the structure of the genitals of herma-

phrodites ; but it is cleaily a sort of valve, or

curtain of integument, which, only inasmuch
as the corpora cavernosa terminate ni it, and
may render it capable of some erection, can be

regarded as partaking of the herniai)hroditic

character. This membranous valve arises from
the inferior part of tlie mons veneris, and at

the superior part of the interlabial space by a

stalk half an inch in thickness and in breadth

;

the integument of it passes into the mons ve-

neris without forming any fold, and gi-adually

increases in breadth, so that its transverse

measurement in the middle is about an inch

and a half, becomes again small and rounded
at its extremity, and hangs down to the anus,

its whole length being four inches, and cover-

ing the entire vulva as a valve. The superior

or dorsal surface of this flesh apron is convex,

and divided into numerous tubercular promi-
nences by small grooves, wliich decussate each

other; the integument is thick, tough, and
black, and similar to that of the mons veneris;

the edge is notclied, but the extremity even

;

the inferior surface is flat, or rather slightly

concave, and clothed with a delicate bright

membrane, assuming gradually from the mar-
gins the character of a mucous membrane.
The thickness of 'this very peculiar lobe of

flesh measures in the middle, from the supe-

rior to the inferior side, half an inch ; the ex-

tremity, which is tongue-shaped, is thinner, as

also are the edges, which are sharp and de-

fined. The whole lobe is not unhke, in form,

colour, and warty surface, to a black slug

{Lima.ratet-), except that this fleshy appendage
is broader and thinner.

The origin of this organ is above the clitoris

;

there is no appearance of glans or prepuce,

hence it cannot be called an enlarged clitoris.

Considered generally, the lobe is flaccid and
membranous, somewhat tougher at its neck

;

the corpora cavernosa, rather large, are trace-

able into tlie inferior part of the neck, in which,

perhaps, they gradually cease, and were capable

of producing a slight turgescence and erection.

The inferior surface of the neck, or peduncle,

passes laterally into the nymphse, and medially

into the rima vulva, which is perfectly well

formed. There is an interesting deviation ob-

servable on this inferior surface : at the usual

place of opening of the urethra a groove arises,

which becomes deep, and bounded by defined

margins, and is continued down the lobe on
the sides and centre about two inches, when it

is no longer to be distinguished. The urine

is directed in this way along the inferior con-

cave surface.

The entrance into the vagina is rather wide

;

the hymen is certainly no longer complete,

but, on the right side, assumes a somewhat
prominent semilunar form, thick, fleshy, and
notched at the side, and perforated by four

I
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rounded openings. On the left side, there are

many large carunculpc myrtifonnes, one of

which contains a round foramen, three lines

in diameter. The plicae in the short portion

of the vagina are rather strong, the canal of

the vagina itself is wide.

There is a small but peculiar anomaly ob-

servable in the left nympha ; this is a canal in

the superior part of it, passing obliquely from

above downwards, and from without inwards,

and is continued superiorly under the mem-
brane for some lines, and is covered with a fine

velvet-like membrane ; in my opinion, refer-

rible to the sebaceous gland system ; at least,

several of the large sebaceous glands in the

vicinity open into tliis canal : this may be de-

monstrated by the introduction of a bristle.

It cannot be denied that this structure of the

female organs of generation is very similar to

that of the Hottentot flesh-apron of the an-
cients, which has been lately contradicted with
so much incorrectness, and which presents a

new interesting form, which beautifully corre-

sponds with that already known. On an accu-

rate consideration of the various differences of

the external organs of generation in negresses,

there is not only seen, in almost all, a certain

fullness and fleshiness, (Torosity,) but also a
peculiar formation occurring in many families

and branches of the iEthiopic race, on which
the name of flesh-apron, or Hottentot apron,

has been bestowed. The differences are so

various as to enable us, by considering them,
to reconcile the opposing statements of travel-

lers. If I do not err, the several structures

are reducible to the three following principal

forms :

—

1st. The labia minora, or nymphee, are un-
usually large and prominent; they are also

notched, and they form, in their junction, a

praepuce of more or less projection : this ap-

pears to be the most common formation. The
observations of Sonnerat, Barrow, Somerville,

and Cuvier, made on many female Hottentots,

particularly on those ofthe Bushman tribe, agree

in this respect.

2d. The labia majora are very much elon-

gated, and form broad cutaneous lobes, which
hang down some six or nine inches; others

have smaller digitated processes, such as those

dehneated and described by Vaillant. They
are also represented in sketches, made at the

Cape, which I have had an opportunity of

seeing tlirough the kindness of Sir Joseph
Banks. I have obtained a copy of them from
Professor Blumenbach.

3d. An extraordinary fleshy process, which
arises by a peduncle, or neck, from the inferior

part of the mons veneris, between the supe-
rior terminations of the greater labia, and
which hangs down as a valve, or small apron,
before the otherwise normally formed vulva

;

this valve, however, is by no means merely an
enlarged cUtoris, but a pecuhar structure con-
fined to the natives of the south only. The
last degree of this structure seems to me to be
that described by Clark, which he observed in

many negresses of the Mandingo and Ibbo
nation, in the West Indies. The following is

his description:—" The clitoris was two inches

long, and might be compared in size to that

of a well-formed thumb; when viewed at a

little distance, the extremity of the organ aj)-

peared to be round, and of a red colour ; ou
a nearer approach, however, it seemed to be

more pointed than a penis, not flat interiorly

;

no prepuce or opening was present ; when
touched, the organ became somewhat erect

and much larger, and then measured three

inches in length. When the individual re-

quired to evacuate the bladder, it was found

necessary to raise up this body, as the opening

of the urethra was entirely covered by it."

[The colossal representations of the human
body l)y Professor Seerig, are now nearly com-
pleted, and ought to be in the possession of

every surgeon.

—

Eds.]

LOSS OF VISION CAUSED BY LEU-
CORRHGEA.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

Through your valuable periodical, I

wish the following case to appear

before the medical profession ; as^, in

the first place, I conceive it to be

new ; secondly, that others may be
relieved, as the subject of it has been ;

and also to prove the very severe

shock the nervous system receives

from a deranged state of the female

reproductive system.

I am, Gentlemen,
Your obed. servant,

Robert Wells, M.R.C.S.

Sloiv Mai'liet, Stiffolk,

Sept. 26th, 1832.

Elizabeth Firman, aged 20 years,

applied to me on the 28th Jan.

1832, with total loss of vision, para-

lysis of the left eyelid, and the right

partially so. After questioning her

for some time as to the origin of her

blindness, symptoms since, &c. &c., I

was suddenly struck with the idea*,

from the leucophlegmatic appearance

* For which I am indebted to that distin-

guished lecturer, Dr. Addison, whose valuable

lectures, both clinical and medical, I had the

good fortune to attend.
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of her countenance, together with

want of the natural healthy contrac-

tility of fibre, that leucorrhcea was
the principal or exciting cause. Upon
minutely examining both herself and
mother, I learned that at the age of

16 years, or thereabouts, she first

menstruated and continued to do so

regularly for upwards of 18 months,

since which time she became very ir-

regular, and has had an excessive dis-

charge of white mucus, which greatly

impaired her constitution.

About two years since, she had a

severe ophthalmia, which, as I am
informed by her medical attendant,

was treated in the usual way and
quickly got \vell. Shortly after that

time, paralysis of the eyelids, as be-

fore mentioned, supervened, and the

power of vision gradually became very

obscure, until it was wholly lost in the

left eye; and the right very quickly

afterwards shared the same fate.

When the eyelid was lifted up, and
rays of light allowed to pass on the re-

tina, neither dilatation nor contraction

of the pupil, which hadan oval appear-

ance with uneven edges ; but com-
plained of great pain at the posterior

part of the orbit ; in fact, the iris and
retina appeared to me also paralysed.

During the time the unfortunate

girl was in this state, she obtained

admission into the Bury Hospital,

where she remained eleven weeks

;

and, as she tells me, was cupped,

blistered, and took medicine, which
caused her to spit for upwards of a

month, all which produced no bene-

ficial effect ; but, on the contrary,

was much worse when she came out

than when she was admitted. She
applied also to various medical men
in the neighbourhood, but to no pur-

pose; the left eye becoming totally

insensible to the strongest light. Elec-

tricity had also been tried. During
the last 12 or 18 months she had pain

in the left side, behind and below the

false ribs; also great pain in the

lumbar region.

The treatment which I pursued

was as follows ; believing the whole

to arise from leucorrhcea, and the

other ailments merely symptomatic of

the same, to relieve congestion, which
I felt certain existed,

R Ciicurhitulfe crtimta ad ^xx. nuchce.

Hydrarg. subnmr. gr. iv. hord. som. sum.
et mane Seqiiente pidv. jalap, 9j.

which acted briskly on the bowels.

Feb. 1. Skin being dry, and tongue

furred, ordered

H Pulv. potasscE nil. gr. x. ier indies.

Extr. hjos. extr. col. comp. a. fji". v.

Fil. hydr. gr. \]. ft. pit. ij.o.n.sumoidce.

To inject the vagina, with a mode-
rate degree of force, by means of the

common vagina syringe, with curved
pipe, the

Lotio alum. c. zinci, ier die,

which, with occasional purgatives,

she persevered in for upwards of a

month, with but little alteration more
than trifling irritability at the pos-

terior part of the orbit, and pain at

the back of the head, when

Fence sectio ad Jxviij.

was considered advisable, with a re-

petition of the first purgative, and
desired strictly to attend to the in-

jection, and take the night pills for

another month, which she did, and
with a very pleasing result, as, at

that time, she could raise one eyelid,

and was able, with one eye, to dis-

tinguish objects. Eleven weeks from
the time I first saw her, she felt a

sharp pain, explained to me as some-
thing suddenly parting at the back
part of the head, and at that moment
a slight glimmer of light was first

experienced with the other eye. I

then bled her to 12 ounces; since

then the power of vision has been
gradually returning.

It is now four months since she

first used the injection, and is able to

read, work, or do any thing she may
require ; her health has also greatly

improved, and" is at the present

(Sept. 26th) as well as ever she was
in her life.

The leucorrhceal discharge having

ceased, she now menstruates regularly.

I must also say, that, upon the

return of vision, she took ferri car-

bonas, 5ss. ter die, with the pills first
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prescribetl, every night, and continues

using the lotion. It is my intention

to request her persevering in the same

for some months k)nger,

I am induced to alhide the whole

to morbid action of the uterus, as she

so rapidly improved upon the dis-

charge diminishing.

WONDERFUL FExMALE PRECOCltV,

EFFICACYAND MODE OF PULVERIZING
SECALE CORNL'TUM.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
In the course of my obstetric prac-

tice, I have often had occasion to

administer the secale cornutum, and
from its horny texture experienced the

very great difficulty of bruising it

sufficiently fine for use in a mortar.

This led me to make trial of the com-
mon domestic coffee-mill, and it com-
pletely answered the purpose, with

comparatively little or no trouble at

all. I have continued to use it suc-

cessfully ever since. It will enable

those who employ it to have, at all

times at command, the article fresh

and genuine; qualities not always to

be relied upon when procured in

powder ; and it may be supposed that

the ordinary process of drying previous

to the usual mode of pulverizing

dissipates some of its virtues, and the

long keeping of it in a state of powder
may perhaps sometimes entirely de-

.stroy them ; but by the mode recom-

mended an extemporaneous powder
may be obtained, quite fine enough
for the preparation of decoction, or

even for giving in the form of powder,

when that mode is preferred ; and it

is my belief, that if those of my me-
dical brethren who are now sceptical

ais to its highly useful qualities will

but try the plan here recommended,
they will certainly have their doubts

removed.

I send this very trifling communi-
cation for the benefit of the readers of

your valuable Journal, should you
deem it worthy of a place therein.

Yours obediently, W. T.
London, October 25, 1832.

VOL. II.

In addition to the instances of female
precocity on record, the following

seems worthy of particular notice. A
communication was lately made to

M. Geoffroy Saint Hillaire, by Dr.
Lebau ofNew Orleans, to thefollowing

effect :

—

'•' Matilda H., born, of poor

white parents, on the 31st Dec, 1827,
having the breasts well formed, and
le mons veneris garnu de pcils

comme celui d'une fiUe fc?e 13 a 14
ans. At the age of three years the

menses appeared, and have continued
regularly every month up to the pre-

sent time : they have been as abun-
dant as those of grown-up women,
and on each occasion have continued

for four days. At present she is aged
five years and six months ; her height

is 42 f inches, French measure ; her

features are regular, her complexion
rosy, her hair chestnut, her eyes greyish

blue. She is really pretty, well form-

ed, and enjoying perfect health. Her
breasts are now each the size of a
large orange, and the dimensions of

her pelvis such that I am of opinion

she might become a mother at the

age of eight or sooner." All this is

certified by four physicians, whose
signatures are verified by the INIayor

of New Orleans and the French
Consul.

A SENSATION has been lately created

at Paris, by an Italian pastrycook,

who sells a particular kind of bread

["pain Griccini"), which has been

considered of particularly easy diges-

tion. A specimen of it has been

submitted to the sage investigations

of the Academy of Medicine, and a

reportJ giving it the superiority

over all other kinds, had been

actually proposed ; but, lest a patent

should be claimed, the opinion was
qualified down to simple approval of

its good quality. We have no doubt

of the exhibition of the pain Griccini

soon in our city of luxuries.

F P
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Saturday, November 3, 1832.

THE APOTHECARIES' COMPANY

—

MORTALITY CAUSED BY EMPIRICISM.

Though we highly approve of the

strenuous and judicious exertions

made by the Society of Apothecaries

for the improvement of medical edu-

cation, yet we cannot but condemn

some of their regulations. We fully

agree as to the necessity of enforcing

attendance upon all the branches of

Medical Science ; but we must con-

demn the ex post facto law, which

obliges a vast number of students, who

have completed their apprenticeship

and education, to submit to a school-

boy examination in classics, which was

not required when they entered the

profession. This kind of legislation is

condemned in all countries, and is

not tolerated in the Imperial Parlia-

ment of the United Kingdom.

In saying this, our readers must

not for a moment suppose that we

object to classical knowledge ; but we

think it impolitic and unjust to reject

students on account of their deficiency

in a language which was not required

when they commenced their studies,

though they may be able to make up

prescriptions, and be fully entitled to

the licence of the Apothecaries' Com-

pany. We cannot help thinking that

the Court of Examiners are acting un-

justly in pursuing this course. They

well know that a great majority of the

older practitioners, men in extensive

practice, could not pass the ordeal of

the Latin examination now instituted

at the Hall, though they can prescribe

and practise with judgment and suc-

cess. It is cruel and tyrannical to blast

the prospects of those entering on the

theatre of life ; to distress their rela-

tions and acquaintances, on account

of deficiency in classical erudition,

though their medical information is

all that can be expected. This evil

can be corrected by enforcing the

regulation, or by-law, to which we

allude, after a year or two; but to

have it take eflFect suddenly is as op-

pressive as it is unjust. The candi-

date for examination at the Hall has

quite enough to think of besides

translating abridged and ill-written

prescriptions ; and if he be able to

translate the ingredients, combine

them, and give directions, it matters

not to the patient or the public

whether he is or is not a classical

scholar.

In urging these arguments in favour

of those who pursued their studies

previously to the obnoxious by-law

under consideration, we by no means

dissent from the spirit of this regu-

lation, provided it affected those who

may henceforth become apprentices.

We fully agree with the general opi-

nion of the profession in this country,

that a knowledge of Greek, Latin,

French, German, and Italian, is in-

dispensably necessary to medical prac-

titioners, but let it be required io^

future.

Though we often find it necessary

to censure the Apothecaries' Company

for their bungling legislation, and

their oppressive and unwarrantable

I
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conduct towards individuals, we fairly

admit, that they have done much

more good in promoting the interests

of science and of the public, than their

antiquated and useless contemporaries

in Pall Mall East and Lincoln's Inn

Fields. But we should like them to

commence law proceedings against

chemists, druggists, and quacks, as

well as against those general prac-

titioners who are now pursuing their

studies, and whose xdtimate object is

the acquisition of the diploma from

the Society. We know several in-

stances, at the present moment, of

gentlemen whose families are seriously

injured by the expensive law proceed-

ings imposed by the Hall, while

chemists and druggists, who receive

no medical education, are allowed to

prescribe, visit, and poison the sick

with impunity. We ask any dispas-

sionate man, can any thing be more

unjust than the toleration of this

system ? The general practitioner

who qualifies, or intends to qualify,

spends the best part of his youth,

and incurs great expense, has no pro-

tection whatever from the Apotheca-

ries' Hall ; for every illiterate plebeian

may commence practice next doortothe

former, style himself chemist, surgeon,

and accoucheur, impose on the public,

and destroy the health or lives of his

Majesty's liegeswith perfect impunity.

Nevertheless, one of our luminous

contemporaries lauds the Apothecaries'

regulations to the stars, and by a pe-

culiar obliquity of vision in his en-

lightened mind's eye, can perceive no

defect in the wisdom, equity, and

policy of the proceedings of the Hall.

Let it not be supposed that this

branch of the profession is less wise

or consistent than the others. The

fact is, that in no part of the world, in

which medicine is practised, are the

laws relating to it so absurd, anti-

quated, and defective, as in this

kingdom. The country is overrun

with empirics. These vermin sup-

plant the faculty ; the different

grades of the profession are infringing

on each other ; it is perfectly impos-

sible to depend on the medicines pre-

pared in one house in a hundred ; the

character of the faculty is depreciated;

and the health and lives of any class

of society are sacrificed every hour by

the defective state of the laws relating

to the practice of the profession.

In stating the impossibility of pro-

curing genuine medicines in London,

we are aware that surgeon apothe-

caries have all the drugs ordered by

the London Pharmacopoeia ; but this

code does not include the most power-

ful and valuable remedies, as quinine,

morphine, strychnine, iodine, &c., nor

the iimumerable preparations employ-

ed by foreign practitioners, many of

which are extremely valuable. Every

scientific and learned practitioner will

prescribe those remedies which expe-

rience has proved to be the bestj and

will be totally indiflferent whether

they are sanctioned by the pharma-

copoeia or not. But they can only

be procured from the trading chemist

or druggist, who is not a medical man,

and whose only object is the accumu-

lation of wealth, and not the interests

of science or humanity.

The consequence is, tl at medicines

F F 2
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are adulterated and often rendered

inert, or useless ; the character of the

prescriber is xinjustly aspersed ; the

welfare of the sick is injured ; dis-

eases are aggravated—are allowed to

distress the sufferers, very frequently

to the great injury of their families

—

and even life itself is sacrificed. In

proof of this statement we shall ad-

duce a single fact, though we might a

thousand.—It was lately stated at the

Medical Society of London, that the

hydriodate of potass was not genuine

in any shop in the Metropolis, but

one ; and that, in most instances, two-

thirds of it were common carbonate

of potass. The same thing may be

said of iodine ; so that the only re-

medy known for the cure of every

form of scrofula, and for numerous

other diseases, cannot be procured

genuine, and thousands of individuals

are doomed to suffer from a painful

and disgusting malady.

Again : we cannot order acetate,

morphia, or any of its preparations,

but must employ a substitute, a nos-

trum, whose composition is concealed.

When we order any of the new re-

medics, they cannot be procured, and

the usual reply is
—" O ! it is not in

the London Pharmacopoeia," ergo, a

man is to have scrofula destroy him,

because its remedy is not in the Lon-

don code of drugs.

When we consider the injury done

to the public, and to the profession,

by the neglected and degraded state

of pharmacy—by the adulteration of

drugs—by quacks, chemists, drug-

gists, pretended surgeons and accou-

cheurs—we are astonished that the

press does not take up the subject.

When we daily observe the magni-

ficent power of the press in exposing

abuses, and mainly effecting their cor-

rection, we deeply regret that it can

afford no space for the exposure of

abuses in medical practice, which in-

flict such extensive injury upon every

rank of society, and mainly contri-

bute to swell the bills of mortality.

The protection of the public health is

the sovereign law in most countries,

and it is so with us, in theory, but not

in practice.

In our next Number we confidently

expect to submit the successful issue

of our application to the Court of

Common Pleas, toset aside the verdict

against the avowed Editor of this

Journal. The grounds upon which

we apply will astonish the public as

much as the extraordinary decision

has already done. We trust that this

cause will lead to many important re-

sults^ not only to ourselves but to the

public.

LIBEL ON MR. BRODIE.

In the Legal Examiner of last week
is a shallow, lame defence of that en-

lightened " physician," Mr. Sj;. John
Long, in which Mr. Brodie's profes-

sional character is most unjustly at-

tacked and libelled. The writer ac-

cuses this gentleman of having formed
a conspiracy to ruin the scientific Ga-
lileo, as Long is ycleped, and asserts

that his evidence, at the inquest of the

slaughtered Miss Cashin, was false.

Mr. Brodie is too eminent an indivi-

dual to notice this foolish piece of

nonsense of our sagacious contempo-
rary, or to condescend to reply to Mr.
St. John Long, though a second Galileo.

That distinguished paper, the Sunday
Times, puffs off the affair, no doubt

from purely disinterested motives

J
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CHOLERA NON-CONTAGIOUS.

To the Eililors of the Londmt Medical and
Surgical Jijurnal.

Gentlemen,

As every well-authenticated record,

carrying back our knowledge of Asia-

tic cholera to a period considerably

earlier than 1817, must, at the present

time, be valuable, as showing, or tend-

ing to show, that it is not, in its ori-

ginal character, a contagious disease,

I send you enclosed an extract from
a letter containing, in my opinion,

the most graphic description of the

disease I have yet met with. The
letter was written at Tranquebar, a

town in the province of Tanjore, in

1782, by Konig, I believe, a phy-
jsician, but much better known as a

botanist ; and addressed to Ritzius, a

botanical friend in Germany, who pub-
lished it in a note to the preface of

the fourth fasciculus of his " Obser-
vationes Botanicse," a very scarce book,
printed at Leipsic in 1786. Konig was
at that time travelling in India, en-
gaged in the study of the rich and
curious flora of that country. To
the accuracy of the description of the

disease, as it appears in that part of

India, I can bear ample testimony, as

it prevails to a greater or less extent,

I may say, annually ; and I resided
nearly three years within a few miles
of Tranquebar. The cause of its fre-

quency there admits, I think, of an
easy explanation. In the province of

Tanjore, owing to the facility of irri-

/?ation, rice is the principal produce.
The whole of the low grounds, amount-
ing to nearly four-fifthsoftheprovince,

are, on this account, laid under water
in the course of July and August,
•and continue so till January. In Oc-
tober the monsoon sets in, usually
accompanied with heavy rains and a
cold damp atmospliere. This con-
tinues, at intervals, till December,
when the weather b(!comes dry, with
a clear cold atmosphere, which con-
tinues, with the exception of occa-
sional falls of rain, nearly the whole

of February. It is during the rainy

season, when the atmosphere, natu-

rally raw and cold, is rendered still

more so by the vast quantity of water

spread over the country for irrigation,

and which is carried even to the walls

of the houses of the villages, that the

disease makes its appearance. During
some seasons it is scarcely observed,

while in others it prevails to a most
appalling extent. Such appears to

have been the case in 1782. In 1829
it was nearly as bad among the native

population, and carried off immense
numbers. Tranquebar, from standing

on the surface of a rich and highly

cultivated soil, the rice fields of

which extend to within a few yards

of the walls of the town, and contain-

ing besides a dense population, is as

liable to these visitations as any other

town in the province, and suffers as

severely in unhealthy seasons. The
disease, then, is cndemial in Tanjore,

and has been known there from time

immemorial ; yet I have no doubt
that, if we could only scud a few
determined contagionists there, to in-

vestigate its nature and mode of pro-

pagation, they would prove, that it

spread by contagion only. Instances,

in abundance, of that indubitable

proof of contagion, " the disease run-

ning through families," would soon

be found ; many such I have both
seen and heard of, but consider of no
value either one way or another

;

since, for one family that the disease

so runs through, there are, perhaps,

fifty that it does not ; and what may
be considered still more in point is^

the unexplained fact in the spread of

all the so called contagious diseases,

that they often, nay, generally, stop

suddenly, at the acme both of their

extent and intensity.

If you think these observations and
the accompanying Latin description

from the jien of a sufferer worthy of

a corner in your Journal, you will

much oblige by their insertion.

Your obedient servant,

Tanjokensis.
London,

22d Oct: 1832.
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EXTRACT.

Scribit (K ni^) in ultimis litteris

(1. 16 October, 1782, Tranquibanee

datls,—" Nuper iterum morti proxi-

mus fui, morbo enim diro quern dy-

senteria apoplectica appellare fas est,

tenebar, quo me mortuum jam in urbe

rumor spargebat. Sanitatem redidit

clementissimus Deus. Integer tamen

mensis ante perfectam restitutionem

transiit morbi cursus hic est. iJVdT-

rhcea corripitur aeger, cum elastica

quasi excrementorum ejectione, dum

frequuntur ejusmodi dejectiones, quje

nihil nisi humorem lymphaticum cla-

rum continent. INIanus mox fngent

cum pedibus. Manum musculi con-

trahuntur et bse seque cum facies fla-

vidum glutinosum mucum transudant.

Pulmonis angustantur, vox rauca vix

adstantibus percipienda. Alu timore

percutiuntur, alii indolentes videntur,

pulsus in omnibus extremitatibus de-

ficit et tantum ad arteriam carotidem

observatur, quamvis irregularis. Non-

nulli jam voment unques lividi hunt,

et diri spasmi brachia, et suras cor-

ripiunt, cum clamore aegroti. Hsec

mors sequitur sine insigno convulsivo

motu cursum hunc sequitur morbus,

qui swpe intra semihoram terminatur,

nonnunquam sex ad octo horarum

spatio absolvitur. Qui remediis sub-

levantur idoniis nychthemi spatium

ilium protrabere possunt. Pauci sibi

relecti convalescunt. Hunc ego mor-

bum periculosissimum vici et sospes

prolixe descripsit.
^

(True Copy.) T.

ST. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.

October 18.

This day Mr. Brodie extirpated a

fatty tumour from the shoulder of a

woman; and, after the operation,

which was performed with that dex-

terity for which the operator is so

famed, Mr. Brodie addressed the pu-

^^"^Gentlemen, I shall take this oppor-

tunity to make a few remarks to you

upon the nature of fatty tumours,

one of which you have just now seen

me operate on. There are three kinds

of fatty tumours : one, such as we

have had here to-day, consists ot a

collection of fatty lobules, rather more

vascular, and of a firmer consistence,

than common fat, connected together

by cellular substance, and inclosed m
a membranous cyst, wliich you see 1

can strip oif into layers (exhibiting it

to the class). Such tumours you will

meet with at any period of life
;
but

I believe, however, that during the

middle years of life, they are met with

more commonly ; and they sometimes

reach to a very large size, to the weight

of 25 or 30 'pounds; they are, how-

ever, easily cured, and may be very

simply extirpated by the knife. You

saw to-day how I operated; 1 cut

through the skin the whole length ot

the tumour, right into its substance,

aud then separated it, membranous

cyst and all, from the surrounding

cellular substance. This you saw I

did very easily with my fingers ; 1, m
fact, turned it out, and it was only at

its neck, where the blood-vessels sup-

plying it ran into it, that you saw 1

was obliged to use the knife. AU
these kinds of fatty tumours are re-

moved in the same way. They never

return again when once cut out, at

least I never knew of a case but one,

and that occurred to me in private

practice, when some unforeseen cir-

cumstance prevented my extirpating

the whole. I left a portion of it be-

hind, and it grew again to a tumour.

This is the only instance of the kind

that I know of. The next species of

fatty tumour is that where the tu-

mour has no regularly defined edge or

margin, and when you feel it under the

skinT you cannot say—here is one side

of it, "and here is another. In tlie one

that you have just seen, there was

a clear circumscribed boundary line

separating it from the adjacent cellu-

lar mombranc, But in the one that
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I am now speaking to you of, the fat

of the tumour and the fat of the ccl-

luhir membrane are so intermixed

together, that you cannot separate the

one from the other. It must there-

fore be quite clear that an operation

in these cases is totally out of the

question. What are you to do, then ?

Why, you may do a great deal in these

eases by giving medicine internally

;

and the best medicine you can give

in these cases is the liquor potassse

in small-beer or compound infusion

of gentian. There is another species

of fatty tumour :—when the tumour
is enclosed in a reflected membranous
cyst, in the same way that the head
is enclosed in the pericardium. Now,
these tumours you may also rid your

patient of by a surgical operation

;

but, as in the former case, I told you
to cut through the sac into the centre

of the tumour, and dissect it out, so

here you must be very careful to dis-

sect out the tumour with the sac

entire."

Oct. 19. A patient was admitted the

day before yesterday (the 17th) with
piles, and Mr.Brodie tied them to-day.

They were very large, and Mr. Brodie
took the opportunity to explain to the

pupils who were present the theory

of hemorrhoids, their cause, diagnosis,

&c., and to illustrate to them practi-

cally, the mode of curing them by
ligature. The patient having brought

down the hemorrhoids by sitting over

the steam of warm water, was ordered

to lean forward on a table. Mr. Brodie,

then, having a curved needle armed
with a long and strong double liga-

ture, passed it through the middle of

the hemorrhoid, and thus tied a single

ligature on each side of it ; the liga-

tures, when tightened, forming nearly

a figure of 8 ; they were drawn very

tight, for this is essential, and then

that portion of the pile on the outside

of the tightened ligature was cut off

with the scissars. In this way three

internal piles were tied and cut, and
one external one was simply cut Avith-

out being tied. After the man was
sent to bed, IMr. Brodie addressed the

pupils.

" Piles, you know, gentlemen, are

dilated veins— so I was taught when
I was studying the profession—so I

saw them by means of preparations in

the College of Surgeons—and so I

find now by my every-day experience.

Well, then, piles are dilated veins

;

but how do these veins become di-

lated } Why, they become dilated by
the bowels falling into a costive state,

and the hard faeces press upon the veins

which return the blood into the me-
senteric veins, and thus the veins of

the rectum become dilated, or en-

larged, and form piles. You saw, as

I showed you, that in those piles that

I cut off that way, one of them had a

large dilated vein in the centre.

Well, then, in the early stage, piles

are only dilated veins ; but you saw
that in the case that I operated on to-

day, that there was something more
than simply the enlarged vein—that

there was a great deal of thickening

around it. Well, what is this

thickening ? why, it is coagulated

lymph, and that is what you have
in all advanced and bad cases of

hemorrhoids ; the vein is first en-

larged and dilated, from its contain-

ing a larger quantity of blood than
natural ; this brings on inflammation,

and coagulated lymph is thrown out
as a consequence of that inflammation.

You have precisely the same train of

symptoms in varicose veins of the leg.

Well, how are you to cure piles ?

Why, in the early stage, injections of

cold water up the rectum ; taking the

Ward's paste, the confectio piperis

nigri of the Pharmacopoeia, with a
dose of the confection of senna, with a

little sulphur occasionally, will ge-

nerally suffice. But, in the more ad-

vanced stage, you must tie them, as

you have seen me do. But this is not

all ; in performing this operation, you
must remember an important caution,

you are to tie internal piles, but not

external. Internal piles are those si-

tuated up the gut, and above the

sphincter ani muscle. External piles

are those situated more externally,

and below the sphincter ani. Internal

piles, then, you should tie, and then
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cut them off; and why? because, if

you cut them off without tying them,

and they are returned into the gut,

bleeding may come on, and this is a

very aAvkward thing, for the bleeding

vessel is out of sight, you cannot see

it, and you cannot apply pressure to

stop the bleeding ; therefore, re-

member that internal piles should

always be tied. External piles, how-
ever, you may cut off with the scissors

without tying them, as you saw me
do in this case. Here, if bleeding

occurs, you can always see from whence
it comes, and can therefore stop it.

There is not an easier or simpler oper-

ation in surgery than tying piles, and
it is seldom or ever followed by any

bad results. I know there are many
surgeons who say, that the tying of

piles is very dangerous, but I am sure,

that those who say so must be mis-

taken, and must have tied internal piles

instead of external ones, and, in that

case, I dare to say they arc correct

when they speak of the bad conse-

quences resulting from it.

CHOLERA HOSPITAL, ST. HILIERS.

Cholera— Consecutive Fever— Vene-

section—Mal-apropos— Delirium
Tremens—Death.

Tho.ma9 Prevot, aetat. 30, a shoe-

maker, of imtemperate habits, was
admitted into the hospital on the 17th

September, at one p.m. He was suf-

fering from severe and general spasms,

and had the watery evacuations from
the stomach and bowels ; pulse good

;

tongue foul ; extremities not cold, nor

the eyes sunk.

Sinapisms to the spine, epigastrium,

and legs ; sand-bags to the hands

;

ether and ammonia mixture.

Two P.M. The spasms are not so

severe ; has vomited and purged once

or twice since last report^ passing the

characteristic fluid.

Three p.m. The spasms are con-

siderally diminished; body Avarm

;

tongue warm and foul j complains of

pain in the abdomen.

R Hyd. submur. 9j. statim sumend.

Eight P.M. Says he is free from
pain, or any uneasy sensation ; the

spasms have not recurred
; pulse mo-

derate ; body warm ; has had two or

three watery evacuations, and vomits

all he drinks ; has made water this

evening.

R: Hyd. submur. 9j statim sumend.

Repeat the mixture.

Ten P.M. Is very thirsty ; pulse

maintains its character ; face covered

with a cold perspiration.— Continue.

Half-past Ten p.m. Continues very

thirsty ; has tremors of the hands.

R Brandy, ,'^ij. ; sp. ammon. aromat. 5J.

;

aquce, lb. ij.

to take some every half hour.

18. One A.M. The tremors are les-

sened, though still evident ; skin

warm
;
pulse full and frequent, 75.

—

Continue.

Seven a.m. Is bedewed with a warm
perspiration ; body generally warm ;

pulse full and strong ; has not been
purged since the last report.

Ten A.M. Is still very thirsty

;

pulse as at last report ; is free from
pain ; toast and water as drink, as

often as he desires it, Omit the brandy
and ammonia mixture.

Four P.M. Pulse full and strong

;

tongue foul ; no head-ache ; bowels

not open.

Hyd. submur. ^r. v. fiat pulv. statim

sumendus, et in duabus horis repeten-

dus, si opus sit.

Seven p.m. Has had a dark stool.

Repeat the powder.

Nine p.m. Has again passed a dark-

green stool.

Haust. niger statim sumendus.

19. Nine a.m. Has slept well;

bowels open; pulse full and strong;

tongue still furred; has a good ap-

petite.

R Hyd. submur. <jr. v.

Pulveris zinziberis, gr. v. M. fiat pid-

vis statim sumendus.

Eight P.M. Bowels open ; stools

more natural in appearance ; tongue

cleaner.

Haustus niger mane.
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20. Is apparently going on well

;

tongue cleaner ; no head -ache.

R Hydragyri submuriatis, ^. ij.

Pidveris aromatici, gr. iij. wyfiat pul-

iris his in diesumendn^.

Eight P.M. Says he has not any

head-ache, but he appears rather wild

and flighty ; eyes very bright, and
apparently suffused ; pulse full and

strong, 100 ; scalp hot ; temporal

arteries beating powerfully; bowels

open several times to-day; stools

dark ; tongue furred.

AppUceniur hirudines duodecim tem-

poribus.

R Hydragyri cum cretd, gr. v.

Pidveris aromatici, gr- ij. Xt\_ fiat pulvis

ter in die summdus.

21. Has been furiously delirious

the whole night, and it is necessary

to strap him to his bed ; he would
not allow of the application of leeches,

and was consequently bled from the

arm, and 18 ounces taken ; scalp hot

;

pulse not so strong, but still full

;

tongue furred ; delirium strong

;

wanders much.
\_0n the question being agitated

respecting the propriety of further

bleeding, the following opinion was
expressed : — The man's previous

habits being considered, and the

bleeding of last night taken into the

account, it was to be feared that,

should a further abstraction of blood

be practised, delirium tremens would
set in, and, as his constitution Avas

much debilitated, carry him off in a

short time. Anodynes to allay irri-

tation, and induce sleep, if possible,

were considered as more especially

indicated.]

Abradatur capillitium.

H JEtheris rectificati, ^j.

Liquoris ammmicB acetatis, Jiv.

Aqucp, Oij. n\^fiat lotio evaporans, ca-

piti frequenter applicanda.

R Misturce camphorce, ^vij-

TincturcB hyosciami, 3j. tn fiat mistura,

capiat cochlearia ampla duo sextis

koris.

Five p.Ji. Is calmer ; pulse not so

strong ; head cooler ; tongue furred.

Continuetur applicatin lotionis.

Repetatur dosis una misturce quartis horis-

The bowels not having been opened

eince the morning, Avas ordered a black
draught to take immediately.

Nine p.m. Bowels moved once by the

draught ; is very restless, but not so

much so as before ; is very loquacious;

eyes wild ; tongue rather cleaner

;

pulse not so frequent, nor so full.

R Extracti hyosciami, gr x.

Camphorcp, gr. ij.

Sp. vin. red. q.s ut reducetur in pul-
verem fi.at pilulce duo noctce sum.

Continuetur dosis una mistiira terliis

koris.

22. Is very turbulent and restless

;

did not sleep at all during the night

;

tongue still furred ; an appearance of

sordes about the lips ; eyes still wild

;

scalp not so hot; stools dark-brown;
pulse frequent, not so full, about 90.

Repetaiur. mistura cum tinchird,

Hyosciami, 3iss. sumat dosis una lertiis

horis.

Seven p.m. While the hospital sur-

geon was absent, a physician of the

town called in, and being of opinion

that active inflammation was going

on, bled the man to 24 ounces. The
consequence was a rapid sinking of

the vital powers—muttering and
moaning ; eyes turned up, whites of

the eyes only visible ; muscine voli*

tantes ; picking at the bed-clothes

;

complete unconsciousness of what is

passing before him ; involuntary stools;

pulse small and intermittent.

Brandy and water ad libitum.

Nine p m. 'I he pulse has risen a
little, and he appears more sensible ;

he puts his tongue out when desired,

which he could not do before ; tongue
furred ; has purged considerably

;

says he sees various objects, and de-

sires the door to be closed on certain

imaginary beings ; is rather more lo-

quacious.

Continue the brandy and water.

Eleven p.m. Is again running down
very fast ; pulse very small and tre-

mulous; extreme agitation and trem-
bling ; wanders continually ; low
muttering delirium.

Sinapisms to the spine and epigas-

trium. Continue the brandy and
water.

23. Nine A.M. The sinapisms caused
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considerable irritation, but reaction

did not occur. He continued pro-

gressively to sink, and died this morn-
in<; two minutes after the visit.

Collapse—Reaction— Use of Salines
—No co7isecntive Fever—Recovery.

John Screenor, setat. 40, a man of

intemperate habits, residing in Queen-
street, was admitted September the

16th, at eight a.m. He Avas taken ill

the day preceding, and was attended

during the night from the Central

Station. He complains of cramps in

the legs and stomach ; has not had
vomiting ; slight purging ; extremi-

ties cold ; skin of the hands shrivel-

led ; pulse nearly imperceptible ;

tongue cool, and very foul ; eyes sunk,

lips blue, extreme thirst.

He has been hitherto allowed

merely cold water to allay the thirst,

but he says he prefers toast and water,

which he was accordingly ordered,

ad libitum.

Sinapisms to the spine and feet ;

hot bottles to the stomach ; and sand-

bags to the hands.

Nine A.M. Extremities rather

warmer ; other symptoms the same.

Ten A.iW. Extremities warm ; is

covered with a cold perspiration

;

tremors of the hands.

Directions were given to remove
the sinapisms, as they had been ap-

plied two hours, and one was ordered

for the epigastrium. Wine and water

as a drink, as he prefers it.

Eleven a.m. No pulse at the wrist,

slightly at the carotids ; is bedewed
with a cold perspiration ; spasms re-

cur occasionally.

R Carhonatis sodce, Bj.

Hydrochloratis sodce,, 3ss.

Chloratis potassce, gr. v. X)\ fiat jMlris

omni hard sumeiidus.

One P.M. The pulse has returned

at the wrist, and is rising rapidly

;

his shirt has been changed, the one

he had on being soaked with perspi-

ration ; has had a gruelly motion

;

has taken some brandy and water.

—

Continue.

Three p.m. Has not had any brandy

and water lately. He says the pulse

is again failing, but says he feels

comfortable ; no perspiration ; skin

dry and warm ; countenance cheerful.

Repeat the brandy and water and
salines.

Five p M. Pulse good ; extremi-

ties not very warm ; tongue warm ;

feels easy.—Continue.

Seven p. m. The pulse is occasion-

ally flagging ; extremities warm ; has

been free from spasm since tlie morn-
ing ; says he feels 20/. better ;

has not been purged lately ; not made
water.

Mustard and salt foot-bath.

Frictions were directed to the cer-

vical spine, with a liniment of liquor

ammoniac and oleum terebinthinae.

R. Hydragyri suh7nuriatis, gr. v.

Ptdveris scammonii, gr. x.

Pulveris zinziberis, gr. v.

W^fiatpidvis statim sumendus ex aqua
et saccharo.

17. Nine a. m. Had a gruel-like

stool during the night ; vomited once ;

has not made water ; slight spasms
of the legs occasionally; pulse'small;

body warm ; tongue moist, warm^ very

furred. Took

Hydragyri submuriatis, gr. x.

Pidveris zinziberis, gr. x.

in a powder at 8, without effect.

Frictions to the cervical spine to be
repeated.

Enema c olei terebinthinoi, ^ij. slatim
adhibendum.

R Hydrargyri submuriatis, gr. v.

Pulveris opii, gr. \ conf. q. s.

\tl fiat pilula bis in hard.

brandy and water as drink.

Eleven a.m. Is going on well;
pulse a little fuller ; has only had one
pill ; complains of hiccough.

R JEtheris rectificati, 3ss.

Spiritus ammonice aromatica;, 3ss.

aqucT; 3x. M. fiat haustus statim
sumendus.

Continue the pills and the brandy and
water.

One p. M. Remains free from pain

;

hiccough continues ; has made water,

and had another gruelly evacuation.

Rpp. omnia.
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Three p. M. Is easy and comfort-

able ; hiccough gone ;
pulse rising

;

continue.

Eight p. M. Pulse small and fre-

quent, readily perceptible ; is warm,

and free from' pain ; tongue very foul

and black ; has not vomited or purged

since the morning.

R Hydrargyri mbinuriatii, gr. x.

Pidveris scammonii comp. gi". xv.

M. fiat pulvis statim sumendus.

Ten p. M. Complains of great drow-

siness. Medicines have not acted.

Pulse strong and quick, 80. Face and

neck warm ; temperature not much
above the natural standard. Tongue
very foul.

18. Seven a.m. Has slept well

during the night. Pulse strong and

full ; bowels not open.

Repetatiir pulvis.

Four p. M. Pulse full and strong.

Has had a senna draught, and the

bowels are open ; stools black.

R Hydrargyri suhmuriatis, gr. x. Fiat

pulvis statim sumendus.
HauMus niger c. tiuct. cardam. comp.

3iij. duabiis horis sumendus.

Nine p. m . Has had another very

dark stool ;
pulse full and frequent

;

tongue foul ; very much coated.

19 Nine A. m. Has slept during

the night ; bowels have been freely

opened ; the evacuations are of a more

healthy appearance.

Eight p. M. No head-ache; is less

inclined to sleep ; bowels open four

or five times to-day ; tongue cleaner,

but still covered with a brown fur in

the centre.

20. Is going on well.

R Hydrarg. submur. gr. ij.

Pulv. aromat. gr. iv.

M. Fiat pulvis bis in die sumetidus.

21. Improving; complains merely

of borborygmi.

R Hydrarg. c. creta, gr. x.

Pulv. aromat. gr. iij.

M. Fiat pidvis bis in die sumendus.

22. Pergat.

23. Convalescent.

In the course of four or five days

after the last report, Scrcenor v/as

discharged cured.

STEVENS'S HOSPITAL, DUBLIN.

Case of Co7npound Fracttire of the

Skull treated by Mr. Cusack.

James Fagan, aged 23, a tall and
powerful man, rather full than other-

wise, admitted into Stevens's Hospi-

tal at 12 o'clock of the night of the

17th of March, 1832, received a severe

wound, five inches long, from a dra-

goon's sword (convex on its cutting

edge), over the right parietal bone.

The sword had cut through the bone

and membranes of the brain, as some
cerebral substance appeared on the

lips of the wound. When admitted,

he was violent and incoherent, roared

very much while being dressed, an-

swered questions with reluctance, and

then incoherently ; vomited twice,

skin warm, pulse 92, and weak. The
wound was inflicted about half an hour

before his admission. When struck,

he fell forwards, and lay insensible

for five minutes, then leaped up, made
a rush at the door, as if to escape, but

fell again. He had been drinking for

some hours when he received the

wound.
March 1 8. Present state. He lies

on his side as if asleep ; his eyes

closed ; when roused and asked a

question, he moans and answers peev-

ishly, but often intelligibly. His
whole aspect and manner is that of

a person oppressed with drink and
sleep. When much roused, he can

tell where he received the injury, but

not how. Says he has a pain in his

head, points to the wound with his

hand, and immediately relapses into

a state resembling tranquil sleep.

Surface of the body warmer than na-

tural ; pulse 88, small and variable,

becoming rapid when he moves, or is

raised in the bed ; tongue moist, but

brown in the centre. Pupils of equal

size, contract on exposure to light

;

has some cough, which seems to dis-

tress him very much, for when it at-

tacks him, he grasps the bed with

both hands, and groans with agony

;

has vomited four or five times during
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the night. On removing the dressing

this morning, a good deal of cerebral

substance mixed with blood escaped

from the wound.

^xvi. of blood were taken from the arm.

Ordered a bolus of calomel andjalap.
Fever diet.

March 19. The bolus has not oper-

ated, was probably rejected by vomit-

ing. A pint and a half of urine

drawn off by the catheter last even-

ing. Got some sleep ; did not rave ;

is more sensible; answers when spoken

to, but still with reluctance ; would
not allow the catheter to be passed

this morning, but about a pint of high-

coloured urine voluntarily passed after-

wards. Pulse 75, soft and regular.

Tongue brown at the centre.

Ordered apurging enema.

March 20. More torpid to-day ;

moans frequently ; complains of pain

in the head
;
pulse 55, when he lies

quietly, but when he is disturbed, it

rises to 80. Pupils natural ; no stool

;

he will not show his tongue.

^^xx. of blood taken from the arm.
Pills ivith calomel and colocynth, and a

cathartic enema.

Wound glued together by lymph and
pus.

March 21. Bowels well freed;

stupor not so great ; pulse 68 ; puts

out his tongue when desired ; passes

his urine voluntarily ; wound looks

clean.

xxiv leeches to the head ; a cathartic enema
2 gr. of calomel every 3 hours.

He continued much in the same state,

but gradually becoming more sensi-

ble, until the 24th, when he appeared
more torpid, and at four o'clock p. m.

he had a violent convulsive attack,

four men could scarcely keep him in

bed ; three hours afterwards he had
another fit equally severe, which was
followed by great stupor. As there

were now evident symptoms of irri-

tated and probably compressed brain,

it was determined, in consultation, by
Mr. Crampton, Mr. Peile, Mr. Collis,

Mr. Wilmot, and Mr. Cusack, to lay

bare the wound in the skull freely, and
then to act according to circumstances

respecting the removal of a portion of

the bone. As a considerable quantity

of brain had escaped from the wound
in the first instance, it was obvious

that both tables of the skull, the mem-
branes of the brain, and the brain

itself, had been divided by the sword,

and it was probable that the inner

table of the skull had been separated

from the outer, and driven in upon
the brain : and such, upon a careful

examination with the probe, seemed
to be the case. A slip of bone, about

\ of an inch broad and three inches

long, was removed from the upper

edge of the divided bone, by means of

a straight saw, about four inches in

length ; the operation was performed

by Mr. Cusack, and was effected in a

A^ery few minutes, and with great ease.

On removing the slip of bone, it was
ascertained that the inner table was
detached, so as to form an acute angle

with the outer table. Some softened

cerebral substance escaped from the

wound ; he had one slight convulsive

attack after the operation, but he soon

became much more sensible, and now
(four hours after the operation) he

lies tranquilly with his eyes open.

March 25. Had a convulsive attack

at 10 o'clock last night, but is quite

free from stupor this morning ; an-

swers questions freely ; pulse 76>

small and weak ; complains of his

head. Every thing Avent on favour-

ably until the 27th of IMarch, when a

small red pulsating tumour, about the

size of a pea, appeared in the centre

of the wound.

Ordered 31. of infusion of cinchona three times

a day.

March 28. The fungus has doubled

its size ; is of a light purple colour,

and pulsates slightly ; wound granu-

lating
;
general symptoms favourable

;

no material change occurred in the

local or general symptoms, until the

13th of April, when the fungus began

to enlarge considerably, and he became
more torpid and irritable ; complained

of pain in the head ; the fungus pul-

sates strongly, and is as large as a

small walnut. About the 16th of
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April the fungus began to decline

rapidly in size ; the general symptoms

at the same time became more favour-

able. On the 20th the fungus had

disappeared, and about the 1st of May
the wound was completely healed.

Fagan was discharged from the

hospital on the 15th, in good health,

but his memory was much impaired ;

he was able, however, to resume his

work as a pipe-maker. I saw him
this 20th of July, 1832 ; his health

is excellent, but his memory of words

but not of things is greatly impaired

;

he told me, "he knew every thing as

well as ever he did, but he could not

put a name on any thing." I showed
him a button, he laughed, and said,

" I know what it is very well, it is a

ba, ba, ba,—Och ! I can't say it, but

there it is," pointing to a button on

his own coat.

Observations.—I think it probable,

that had the portion of depressed bone

been removed in this case in the first

instance, namely, the 17th of March
—or had the operation been delayed

until the 25th or 26th of March, the

result would not have been so favour-

able. The operation, in the first in-

stance, would have been an additional

violence to parts already severely irri-

tated, and consequently an additional

source of inflammation; it would be-

sides have removed all support from

the wounded brain, a great part of

which would, it is probable, have es-

caped through the opened dura mater.

If the patient escaped these first

dangers, then came the danger of

hernia, or rather fungus cerebri—one

of the most frequent and dangerous

consequences of wounds of the dura

mater. Had the operation been post-

poned even for a few hours after de-

cided symptoms of cerebral irritation

(as evinced by the convulsions) had
set in, it would have but aggravated

the mischief, by irritating parts al-

ready in a state of incipient inflam-

mation *. That operation may be re-

* The convulsions which are caused by irri-

tation of the brain, and which, not unire-

quently, appear shortly after a severe injury of

the head, are of a very different character from

sorted to with advantage, even after

the appearance of symptoms, which,
if not relieved, almost invariably pro-

ceed to a fatal termination, is an im-
portant fact which has not perhaps
been sufliciently insisted upon ; there

are some most interesting cases which
illustrate this point of practice, re-

ported by Mr. O'Halloran, in the 4th
volume of the Transactions of the

Royal Irish Academy. As the work
is not usually to be found in medical

libraries, I shall give the substance of

two of the cases in as few words as

may be.

Pat. Kelly received repeated blows
on the left parietal bone, which pro-

duced a very extensive fracture, with
a contused wound of the integuments.

He went on tolerably well for about

ten days ; he then became heavy and
drowsy ; the complaints increased, and
when I was sent for, he was comatose,

and so much oppressed, that I appre-

hended an operation would be useless,

and had some thoughts of immediately

returning ; but reflecting on the great

resources of nature, 1 removed the in-

teguments, applied the trephine, and
elevated the depressed bone. Imme-
diately after the operation, he opened
his eyes, knew me, and spoke. Eight
days afterwards I removed a loose

piece of bone of considerable size.

The next day he had paralysis of

the opposite side ; he laboured under
this partial paralysis for fifteen days,

and then gradually recovered.

I visited Pat Hayes, who, thirteen

days before, had received a blow which
made a profound depression on the

posterior superior part of the right

parietal bone ; the pulse was slow and

those which are causal by the disorganization

of the brain, consequent on inflammation. The
first a})pear to be an epileptic character, and are

probably connected with a disordered state of

the fractures, rather than of the structure of the

brain, and are comparatively attended with but
little danger.

The second usually appear in connexion with
strabismus and coma at the termination of the

train of symptoms called "secondary," from
their occurring several days, or even weeks,
after the injury has been inflicted, and it is

scarcely necessary to add, that they are almost
invariably the forerunners of death.
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weak, but regular ; he was quite co-

matose, and could not articulate. The
bone was crushed into bits, and was
driven in upon the brain, wounding
the dura mater in some places. By
means of the probe, forceps, and ele-

vator, (without the trephine,) I re-

lieved the dura mater of all incum-
brance. In some time the dura mater
rose to its natural height ; the dis-

eased parts sloughed off, and he re-

covered.

If there be any rule of surgical

practice more dogmatically laid down
than another, it is that which incul-

cates the necessity of removing all ex-

traneous matters, including splinters

of the fractured skull, which being

driven inwards, wound the brain, or

its membranes ; even Desault, who
carried his repugnance to the use of

the trephine beyond what most sur-

geons would even now think reason-

able, considered this an excepted case.

He advises " the fragments to be ex-

tracted by the means of forceps, and
if this cannot be effected, recourse

must be had to the trephine." It

would appear, however, from the fol-

lowing case, that even this rule is

liable to exceptions.

In the month of September, 1818,

Mr. Henry Brougham, a fine, intelli-

gent, and active youth, about 18 years

of age, received the contents of a

fowling-piece, loaded with snipe-shot,

in the centre of his forehead, by the

following extraordinary accident.

Holding his gun by the upper part of

the barrel, he struck the stock obliquely

downwards against the bar of a gate,

which he wished to push open. The
hammer was resting on the copper cap,

which it compressed with the whole
force of the spring ; this pressure,

aided by the vibration communicated
by the stroke of the stock against the

gate, was sufficient to make the deto-

nating powder explode. From the

oblique direction of the barrel up-
wards, the shot did not strike point

blank against the forehead, but some-

what obliquely ; it was, however, suf-

ficiently direct to carry away an oblong

piece of the integument of the fore-

head, nearly three inches in diameter,

to fracture the os-frontis into small

pieces, and to drive the greater num-
ber of them deep into the substance

of the brain. Mr. B. was carried, in

a stateof insensibility, by some country

people, to a cottage, where he was soon

visited by a medical practitioner who
resided in the neighbourhood, who
took some blood from his arm, but did

not meddle ^^'ith the wound. I saw
Mr. B. on the following day : he was
perfectly sensible, his pulse about 80,

small and regular. He distinctly de-

scribed to me every thing that had
occurred previously to the going off of

the gun ; he told me, that when he
felt the shock, he had a vague kind of

consciousness of what had happened ;

he raised his hand to his forehead, and
feeling so great a wound, he concluded
that the shot must have passed through
his head. In order to ascertain if it

were so, he remembered having passed

his hand to the back of his head,

where, finding the hair clotted with
blood, he concluded that the shot had
passed through, and that he had but
a few moments to live, " and then (he

added in a voice, Avhich for the first

time was tremulous) I thought of my
mother *." The head and face pre-

sented a frightful spectacle. The eyes

were closed by the great swelling of

the eyelids and cheeks. The skin of

the face, which was perforated in many
places by the shot, was covered with
coagulated blood, rendered blacker by
being mixed with gunpowder. The
principal wound occupied the centre

of the forehead, exactly where phren-

ologists place the organs of eventuality

and comparison ; here there was a
wound of a circular form, above two
inches in diameter, and nearly an inch

in depth ; the bottom of the wound,
which rose and fell with every pulsa-

tion of the heart, was covered with a

mixture of coagulated blood, disorga-

nized brain, fragments of bone, and
some of the wadding of the gun.

* Mr. B. was the only son of a widowed
motlicr ; his father was brother to the present

Lord Broiijjham.
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Having cleared the face and head of

the coagnhated blood, in which they

were in a manner incased, I jirocecded

to clear the wound of the extraneous

matters which were lodged in it ; but

scarcely had I touched, with the

forceps, a large fragment of bone,

which was buried in the brain, when
the whole body was shaken by a con-

vulsive movement, and he moaned
deeply. Of course I desisted from all

further attempts to extract the

splinters, and determined merely to

cleanse the wound, with tepid water,

of the wadding and gunpowder which
lay on its surface : but scarcely had
three drops of Avater fallen on the

part, when he cried out in a voice

more expressive of terror than of pain,

—"Oh, don't! Oh, what's that?"

I asked him if I had hurt him. lie

said, " I do not know, but the sensa-

tion is dreadful." I now gave up all

further attempts at even washing the

wound, and merely covered it with a

piece of soft lint. The rest of the

treatment may be described in a few
words. Leeches were applied in large

numbers daily to the forehead and
temples ; iced water to the head, ge-

nerally ; attention was paid to the

bowels ; iced water and iced lemonade

was the only sustenance which was
allowed for six days ; and, at the ex-

piration of this time, he was conveyed

( eight or nine miles) on a litter from

the miserable hovel in which he lay,

to his mother's house in Sandymount.

The local treatment was equally sim-

ple. The discharge from the wound
was gently wiped away from the face

as often as was necessary. This dis-

charge contained for several days a

large proportion of softened brain,

mixed with blood ; but the wound
itself was not so much as washed for

twenty-two days, and even then, no-

thing more was done than to lift off

the small fragments of bone, as they

became detached by the process of

nature *. This great wound was com-

* Mr. CoUes, with his usual sagacity, warns
the surgeon from removing fragments of bone
from the brain for a few days after the wound
has been inflicted, " in order to give time for

pletely healed in two months, although
small spiculse of bone were discharged

from time to time, for more than a
year afterwards. The cicatrix, when
healed, was deeply depressed, and
pulsated like the fontenelle in the

head of an infant. Mr. Brougham
resumed his studies in Trinity Col-

lege, and graduated at the end of the

year. I met him by accident, six or

eight years afterwards, and recognized

in my old patient one of the most
amiable and valuable clergymen in

Ireland. How far the mental pheno-

mena recorded in either of those cases

may be consistent with that part of

phrenology which gives " a local habi-

tation and a name" to each faculty of

the mind, I do not pretend to decide

;

but I take it for granted, that those

who are deeply versed in the science

will find no difficulty in offering an

explanation of the facts.

BOOKS.

The Dublin Journal of Medical and Che-
mical Science, No. V., for November.

A Critical Inquiry respecting a New Mem-
brane of the Eye, discovered by Mr. George
H. Fielding, and described by him in a Lec-

ture delivered at Oxford, before the late Meet-
ing of the British Association for the advance-

ment of Science. By William Gordon, F.L.S.

M.R.C.S. Edinburgh. 1832. 8vo. pp. 42. Lon-
don : Simpkin and Marshall ; S. Highley, &
John Taylor.

This Essay is a refutation of an alleged dis-

covery, and is temperately written. It proves

its author well versed in the anatomy of the

eye.

Published by the Authority of, and dedicated

by Permission to. His Majesty's Most Honour-
able Privy Council—The Substance of the

OflBcial Medical Reports upon the Epidemic
called Cholera, which prevailed at Dantzic,

between the end of May and the beginning of

September, 1831, as translated to their Lord-

ships; being an Analysis of the epidemic

founded on actual observation and accurate

inquiry ; with important and well-authenticated

Facts relative to the Disease in other parts of

Europe. By John Hamett, M.D. 18.32,

8v. pp. 180, with a Map. London : S. Highley.

When we state that the first Board of Health,

the adhesive inflammation to take place ; this

circumscribes the depressed piece, hardens the

surface of the brain, and thus enables us more

readily to lay hold of the fragment of bone."

—Practical Precepts, p. 20.
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composed of the Royal College of Physicians,

not one of whom had seen a single case of

cholera, compared this work to that of Are-
teseiis, the reader can form a correct opinion

of it. It is unquestionablj' the best, most
graphic, and scientific account of cholera

liitherto published, and is worth the whole of

the volumes on the subject. Every statement

made in it relative to the appearance of the

disease in Dantzic is authenticated by the

autograph of the British Consul there, and
every page of it bears the clearest marks of

truth, candour, and science. Nevertheless, it

has ruined the prospects held out to the au-

thor by the government, because he is a non-
contagionist, and because, like an honest man,
a true philosopher, and really scientific phy-
sician, he preferred truth to place, title, and
self-interest. He was not to be bribed or

purchased ; and, like Hippocrates, he despised

the enemies of his country and of his species.

He shall have his case submitted to the pro-

fession ; and we only regret tliat the absurd,

or humbug law of libel prevents us from
speaking the truth, and exposing to derision,

and the utter contempt of the profession, tlie

base and rascally conduct of those who
induced the government to violate tlieir pro-

mise of promotion and reward should his re-

ports be approved of. In our next we shall

expose knavery, so far as the law allows us to

venture. " O ! that we had the power to

whip such rascals naked through the world."

Let none imagine that we mean, or allude to,

our renowned contemporaries of the present

Board of Health, worthies now extravagantly

jjaid by our unequalled Whig Ministry for

doing nothing. With all their folly and chi-

canery, they had their equals in the field.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A Surgeon.—We should be happy to in-

sert our Correspondent's Query to the Professor,

but we really do not comprehend how we could

with propriety put the question publicly.

Reminiscences of an Army Medical Officer

in our next.

Medicus.—The Letterwill appear next week.
A Geors^ian.—Press of matter obliges us to

decline inserting the last communications.
Good Lectures on Materia Medica would be
acceptable.

The members of the profession who con-
sider the damages awarded in the case of
Ramadge v. Ryan excessive, have commenced
a subscription to enable the defendant to apply
for a new trial, or defray his expenses.
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Gentlemen,
In the last lecture, I was considering the causes
of inflammation, and in what manner they are
influenced by various circumstances. Excesses
in diet, indolence, and the porter, brandy, and
gin-drinking propensities of certain individuals,

generally communicate a strong predisposition

to inflammation. Persons of these habits not
only become predisposed to inflammation, but
they bear it and get through it very unfavour-
bly; in fact, they are bad subjects for disease

in general, which usually makes them its vic-

tims without much difficulty. Every surgeon
of experience knows, that they do not recover
well from operations, unless prepared for them
by bleeding, low diet, and a suitable regimen.
Without some kind of preparatory treatment,

trivial operations on such persons often have
an unsuccessful result. Unfortunately for them,
circumstances do not always atFord an oppor-
tunity for preparation, or previous measures :

perhaps a bad compound fracture, or some
other severe accident, is met with, rendering
immediate amputation necessary ; the limbs
are so shattered, that the patients must submit,
as the only chance, and, in the language of
the poet, they may be said to be

" sent to their account
With all their imperfections on their heads."

A sedentary, studious life, united with ha-
bitual indulgence at table, invariably creates a
strong predisposition to inflammatory atfections,

and sometimes either communicates a gouty

VOL. II.

diathesis, or, if such already exist from he-
reditary causes, brings it into action, so as
then to become actually an exciting cause.
Amongst the predisposing causes of inflam-
mation, we should ever remember such pe-
culiarities of constitution, because they ex-
plain to us why some individuals are afl'ected

with gouty inflammation, some with rheu-
matic, and others with scrofulous inflammation,
though all of them may be living, perhaps,
nearly in the same manner.
We come now, gentlemen, to the considera-

tion of the exciting causes of inflammation,
which are frequently mechanical injuries of
one description or another, as wounds, frac-
tures, bruises, sprains, friction, pressure, or
irritation, caused by the presence in the body
of extraneous substances, as bullets, pieces of
wood, glass, &c. Various stimulating appli-
cations, and things which have a chemical
action on the textures of parts, must likewise be
enumerated among the exciting causes ; such
as caustics, fire, and heated substances ; but,
perhaps, the most common of all the exciting
causes of inflammation is cold, which seems to
act sometimes directly on the part, and, at
other times, indirectly. Examples of the first

mode of operation are afforded us in cases
where the direct application of cold air to the
mucous membrane of the larynx, trachea, or
lungs, excites inflammation of* it. But, some-
times we find the action of cold indirect, as
when it gives rise to an inflammation not in the
part immediately exposed to it, but in some dis-
tant part. Thus, in one person the application
of cold to the feet will cause inflammation of
the chest, in another, inflammation of the
throat, and, in a third, inflammation of the
bowels. In such cases, gentlemen, it must be
manifest to you, that cold acts as an indirect,
and not as a direct exciting cause of the dis-
order. But there is yet another way, in which
cold acts as a cause of inflammation : if any
part of the body be exposed for some time to
the influence of a very low temperature, and
be afterwards suddenly warmed, a violent in-
flammation will generally be produced, which
it is very difficult to check or control. We
see this fact exemplified in chilblains. In this

G G
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manner, even a considerable portion of the

body, as, for instance, a whole limb, may be

destroyed by a rapid form of mortirication.

Here, gentlemen, cold acts only as the pre-

disposing cause of inflammation, the sudden

apphcation of warmth being in this particular

example the true exciting cause. Gentlemen,

we see other inflammations, which are ascrib-

able to another principle, namely, the sym-

I)athy of the part affected with some other

part that is in some way or another disordered,

or irritated. Thus particular kinds of food

and medicine, introduced into the stomach,

will produce pecuhar inflammations of the

skin : for example, in some constitutions, the

employment of mercurj- will bring out what

is called the mercurial ei~ythema, and certain

kinds of foods will induce an eruption on the

skin, resembling urticaria, or nettle-rash. In

the Memoirs of the French Academy, nu-

merous facts are stated, illustrating tiiis species

of sympathy. There, gentlemen, you will find

the history of cases, where inflammation and

abscesses took place in parts of tlie body
sometimes exceedingly distant from tliose

which had been originally injured. The late

Mr. Rose, in an interesting paper contained

in one of the volumes of the Medico-Chirur-

gical Transactions of London, has related se-

veral instances, in which persons with gun-shot

wounds died, not immediately of these wounds,

but of mischief subsequently produced in other

parts, which were at a distance from those

which had been originally injured, and in no
way connected with them, but by some inex-

plicable sympathy. In consequence of ordi-

nary wounds and operations, large abscesses

will sometimes form in the lungs, liver, peri-

cardium, or synovial membranes. Arnott,

Cruveilhier, Cloquet, Mareschal, and others,

have devoted considerable attention to this sub-

ject, the facts relating to which are of great

practical importance, though not yet suflS-

ciently understood. The subject attracted some
notice about the middle of the last century,

when injuries of the head were observed by
Bertrandi to be sometimes followed by ab-

scesses in the liver ; but no notice was taken

of the frequency of the consequence in other

organs, nor was any attempt made to explain

the reason of such occurrences. In the in-

flammation of veins, called phlebitis, deposi-

tions of pus in distant parts are also frequently

noticed. Now, the gi-eater number of modern
surgeons would attempt to account for facts

of this kind, by referring them to sympathy,
but others incline to the doctrine, that these dis-

tant inflammations and suppurations are owing
to the absorption of some deleterious matter

from the seat of the original injury or disease.

Fevers are sometimes the predisposing

cause of inflammation, and as the patients

often get better about the time when such

inflammation suppurates, the abscesses were
supposed, by the old practitioners, to give rise

to a favourable crisis in tlie malady, and were,

on that account, denominated cnftca/ abscesses.

Gentlemen, it is now my duty to consider

what is by far the most difficult part of the

subject before us—I allude to the pmximate
cause of inflammation. This, I may venture

to say, has puzzled all physicians and surgeons

from tlie earliest ages to the present day.

The proximate cause of inflammation may be
said to be that on which the characteristic and
essential phenomena of the process depend

—

that particular change or action which consti-

tutes the very commencement of inflamma-

tion, and invariably accompanies all its stages.

It is then the essential part of the disease, or

disorder, whichever you may choose to call it.

Boerhaave imagined that it consisted in a

particular state of the blood^a viscidity, and a

lentor of it, and that its globules took a wrong
course, being forced into vessels not naturally

intended to contain them. These circumstances,

if they could be proved to be true, which the

latter one really is, would have no claim to be
considered as the proximate cause of inflam-

mation ; at most, they could only rank as

predisposing or exciting causes. Whatever
effect the condition ofthe blood may have on the

plienomena of inflammation, it cannot be the

proximate cause. This must be very manifest

;

because if inflammation essentially depended
on the state of the whole mass of the circulating

fluid, every part of the system ought to be in-

flamed ; but we find that this is not the case,

inflammation being restricted to particular

parts, or only occupying a certain extent.

Gentlemen, it is certain, that a larger quantity

of blood than natural is sent to inflamed parts.

This fact is universally admitted. If an inci-

sion be made in a part while it is inflamed, the

flow of blood from it is more profuse, than it

would be were the wound made in it at another

period. This cannot be explained by reference

to the action of the heart, because the heart

propels the blood equally into all parts of the

arterial system. The fact cannot be attributed

to any peculiarity in the action of the heart;

but must depend either on some increase in

the diameter of the arteries leading to the

part, or to some new power in them of pro-

pelling a greater quantity of blood towards the

parts which are inflamed, and to which they
are distributed.

There is certainly a great determination of

blood to parts affected with inflammation;

this we know, not merely from circumstances

already mentioned, but from what takes place

on other occasions. Amputation of the thigh

is sometimes performed for disease of the knee,

attended with considerable abscesses and inflam-

mation, or for a very bad compound fracture

of the leg, accompanied by profuse suppura-
tion and extensive inflammation, common or

erysipelatous In such examples, the bleeding

from the stump is unusually copious, and, as

all surgeons of experience know, the number
of vessels requiring ligatures is sometimes

treble what it is in other cases. Many of the

smaller vessels have acquired a vast increase

of size. It is by the capillary vessels that the
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principal phenomena of inflammation are ac-

complished. By the word phenomena, I wish

to be understood to signify the increased red-

ness and heat of an inflamed part ; the extra-

vasation of coajTulating lymph in it or on its

surface ; the swelling and the suppuration.

The diameter of these vessels is increased, so

that they admit the red globules, though, in

their natural state, they circulated only a co-

lourless fluid, and were consequently not then

visible. I showed you, in my last lecture, two

inflamed tendons, and you saw numei-ous red

vessels in them ; but if these tendons had not

been inflamed, you would have seen no vessels

at all, for the injection would not have filled

them, and given them the appearance which
they exhibited.

But, in inflammation, you may ask, does not

increased action, or the action by which red-

ness, heat, swelling, and pain, are produced,

imply something more than dilatation and tur-

gescence of the vessels ? It does not mean that

these vessels are undergoing alternate con-

tractions and dilatations ; for, with the naked
eye, we can see sufficient to prove that the

phenomena may be produced by enlargement

alone; neither, if we can trust to micro-

scopical observations, are we to suppose that

there is an increased velocity in the circu-

lation of the blood through these capillaries,

at least not constantly, for the experiments and
observations of Dr. John Thomson, Dr. Wilson
Phillip, and Dr. Hastings, tend to prove, that,

so far from increased velocity of the flow of

blood in the part being essential to the process,

no sooner is inflammation established, than the

velocity of the blood is frequently diminished.

Some stimulants appear to quicken the circu-

lation in the minute vessels of an inflamed

part, and others to retard it. Hence Dr.

VV. Phillip supposed, that the proximate cause

of inflammation consisted in a debilitated stale

of the capillaries, and an increased action of
the larger arteries leading to them. Many
surgeons do not give implicit credit to micro-

scopical observations: however, as far as we
can trust to them, we must admit, that the ve-

locity of the circulation in the capillaries is

not always increased in inflammation. It is

curious to notice the opposite conclusions,which

different persons deduce from the same facts.

Thus, several ancient and modern authors admit
the doctrine of obstruction in tlie capillaries

;

some, with Boerhaave, refer it to viscidity of

the blood, and the error loci, or the entrance

into small vessels of globules too large to be
naturally contained in them ; some, with Cullen,

ascribe the obstruction to spasm and constric-

tion of the capillaries ; and others, with Wilson
Phillip, to debility of these vessels. The doc-
trine of increased contractions and dilatations

must, I believe, be renounced. John Hunter
sa3's, that, in inflammation, the muscular coat
of the arteries does not contract : he, therefore,

could not have been an advocate for such theory.

By increased action, he rather meant, if I un-
derstand him rightly, dilatation of the arteries,

and great determination of blood to the in-

flamed part, the strong injection of its arteries

with blood, the effusion of coagulating lymph,
and other operations.

We are not to suppose, however, that simple

determination of blood to a part constitutes the

proximate cause of inflammation, or will neces-

sarily induce it ; the spermatic arteries of cer-

tain animals, which copulate at particular sea-

sons, are then found to be much enlarged ; and
there is an increased determination of blood to

the organs of generation. During the growth
of stags' horns, the carotids are also vastly en-

larged
;

yet, in both these cases, there is no
inflammation ; there is neither redness, nor

swelling, nor pain. A simple increased flow

of blood may render vessels fuller and larger,

constituting what is termed co^igestion ; this

may be a predisposing cause of inflammation,

but it is not inflammation itself. All we can

safely conclude is, tliat inflammation is at-

tended by a great determination of blood to

the parts affected ; that the diameters of the

large arteries, leading to them, is increased

;

that, in this respect, such vessels are concerned
in the process ; and that the blood does not

ahvays pass with increased velocitv through the

capillaries of the part affected, at lea'-t through
many of them; for, through some of those

which end in the veins, it probably flows rapidly,

because, when we open a vein in the arm, the

lower part of which is inflamed, it is found that

the blood flows fi-om the puncture with greater

quickness than under ordinary circumstances.

With regard, then, to some of the caj)illaries,

we are to suppose, from the microscopical ex-

periments of the several gentlemen whom I

have mentioned, Ihat although the flow in

them may be quickened, it is not always so,

and occasionally is even retarded.

Gentlemen, you must perceive, that the

proximate cause of inflammation is at best very
imperfectly understood. The subject is so ob-
scure, that I am afraid to trust myself any
further into it. The remarks which I have
been making apply only to acvte inflamma-
tion, from which I will now pass to chronic

inflammation. The vessels, in this form of
the process, are by no means in the state

described in the acute kind ; there is not such
turgescence and redness. Chronic inflam-

mation is rather a perverted action of the

secerning capillaries, or, as the French call it,

a disorder of nutrition. There is sometimes an
increased deposition of new matter into the

part ; and, in other instances, there is an aug-
mented secretion from its surface, especially

if it be a mucous membrane. Parts become,
Ukewise, thickened and enlarged by chronic

inflammation, which may be considered as a

process requiring an increased flow of blood

to them. In chronic disease of the testicle, the

spermatic artery sometimes becomes as large

as the brachial ; a fact which has fallen under
my own observation in several cases where
castration was performed.

In the language of surgerv, inflammation is

G G 2
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said to have several terminations. Persons
unaccustomed to professional phraseoloo;y

would naturally think, that the word termi-

nation here meant the conclusion or end of the

inflammation ; but the meaning of the expres-

sion is not always so precise, or agreeable to

common sense. Perhaps, after having existed

a certain time, inflammation either subsides

entirely, and the part returns to its natural and
healthy state again, which may rightly be
called a termination of the disorder, or a change
of action in the vessels of the inflamed part is

then induced, occasioning the production of a

peculiar fluid, called />(M. Now suppuration, or

the process by which this pus is formed, is usu-

ally reckoned one of the termitiations of inflam-

mation ; but this expression is incorrect, inas-

much as the inflammation does not always
end when suppuration takes place, though con-

siderably modified. Then another termination

of inflammation, as it is technically called, is in

mortification, or the death of the part, or parts,

affected. When the inflammation is about to

end in the first manner, which is indeed a ter-

mination, and always the most desirable issue

of the case, the pain becomes less, the eff'used

coagulating lymph and serum are, by degrees,

absorbed ; the swelling, tension, and throbbing

subside ; the fever and other symptoms en-

tirely cease; the parts recover their natural

size and functions, without any formation of

pus, or any permanent injury of structure.

This is not only the most favourable but the

most common way in which inflammation ter-

minates : and such an end of the disorder (for

it may, on every account, be regarded as an
end) is termed resolutimi. The accomplish-

ment of it is generally what the surgeon prin-

cipally wishes and aims at, whenever the in-

flammation is in a state to afford any chances
of it.

Gentlemen, one termination of inflammation,

characterized by an unusually sudden de-

crease of pain, and disappearance ofall the local

symptoms, and by a rapid and almost unac-
countable shrinking and shrivelling up of the

part affected, is termed, by the French surgeons,

delitescence. It is only a modification of the

kind of termination usually denominated by
us, resolution ; and the other phrase, which is

not commonly employed by English surgeons,

may be superfluous. Another termination

of inflammation is in suppuration, which,

as already noticed, should rather be called an
occasional consequence of inflammation, than a
termination of it. In this process of suppura-

tion, the vessels acquire the power of producing

pus, which either collects in the texture or

substance of the inflamed part, so as to con-

stitute an abscess, or is poured from the sur-

faces of ulcers, wounds, and mucous mem-
branes, in the form of discharges. It is rather

a modification of the inflammatory action, than

a cessation of it: indeed, in acute inflamma-

tion, the parts around the matter first pro-

duced are generally most violently inflamed;

and we know, that, in the circumference of the

abscess, there is more or less of the adhesive

inflammation going on, by which the cells of

the cellular tissue are filled with coagulating

lymph, and the pus prevented from becoming
diffiised.

Another manner in which inflammation is

said to terminate, is that in which the vessels

of the part lose all power of action : they no
longer, therefore, circulate the blood ; and the

part is converted into a cold, insensible, black,

or dark-coloured mass. This termination is

mortification, which is the most unfavourable

and dangerous issue; but it only takes place

when the inflammatory symptoms are exceed-

ingly violent, or when the patient's constitu-

tion is under the influence of some remarkably
disadvantageous circumstances ; or when the

inflammation has been attended by some pecu-

liarity in its nature. This is always the case

in carbuncle, and, on a smaller scale, in boils.

In carbuncle, an extensive mortification of the

cellular membiane under the skin takes place;

and in boils, we observe the same fact, for

there is always a core in them, as it is called,

which is only a portion of sloughy cellular

substance. The old surgical writei-s mention

other terminations of inflammation, as, for ex-

ample, scirrhus, though by this term they
meant nothi-ng more than a simple induration,

and not, as according to the modern sense of
the word, that condition of a part which pre-

cedes cancerous ulceration, and exhibits the

texture of a well-marked organic disease. But,

gentlemen, this occurrence oi simple induration

does not deserve the name of a termination, any
more than some of the other consequences

which I have noticed. Almost all inflamma-

tions produce a degree of hardness in the parts

alFected, which continues sometimes a long

time after the cessation of the acute stage of

the disorder.

Another so called termination is where acute

inflammation becomes chronic: after the pro-

cess has continued tor some time, the symp-
toms abate considerably, the redness, swelling,

tension, pain, throbbing, and heat, subside, or,

if the redness and swelling should still con-

tinue, they go on unaccompanied by much
heat, throbbing, and pain. The vessels ap-

pear to be dilated, as it were, from simple

relaxation and loss of tone, and one might
almost be inclined to adopt, with Dr. Wilson
Phillip, the supposition of debility in the ca-

pillary system. In inflammations of the eye,

the patient, after a time, is able to bear the

light, and does not complain of much pain;

yet the redness may still remain, and the con- MX
junctiva and its vessels seem considerably re- w
laxed. Gentlemen, another fact relative to "'

inflammation is, that when parts have once

suffered from it, they are more disposed to fall

into the same state afterwards from slight

causes : there remains behind a greater ten-

dency to inflammation. Hence, some persons

are repeatedly annoyed with inflammations of

their eyes ; some with inflammations of their

joints; some with inflammation of their a
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throats ; and others with inflammations of their

chests.

Now, {gentlemen, the next thinpf to be con-
sidered is tlie treatment of inflammaticm.
Resolnlion being the most favourable termina-
tion of it, is of course the object to be held in

view. Dr. Wilson Phillip's theory leads him
to believe, tliat inflammation is attended with
debility of the capillaries, and that resolution

is brought about by the increased action of the
larger arteries removing this supposed con-
dition of the minute ones ; but I am humbly
of opinion, that this hypothesis is by no means
satisfactory. On the contrary, if the capillaries

be already too much distended by the deter-

mination of blood to them, I should conceive
that tlie increased action of the larger arteries,

by sending a greater quantity of blood to them,
mighthave the effect of gorging them still more.
Again : if this theory were correct, it would
follow that our principal aim in the treatment of

inflammation would be to promote the increased

action of the arteries, which is represented to

be so desirable and useful; yet such practice

is contrary to experience. The fact being once
established, that inflammation is kept up by an
increased flow of blood to the part, one main
indication, which immediately presents itself,

is that of lessening this determination of blood.

Such indication cannot indeed be affected by
any consideration of the state of the capillaries,

or of the rate of the blood's motion in them.
Nay, were it right to be altogether influenced
by the condition of these vessels, I should
argue, that the same indication would still be
a most rational one, namely, that of diminish-
ing the flow of blood to them. But, gentlemen,
were we to be exclusively guided by the con-
sideration of an occasional retardation, or ab-
solute stagnation of the blood in inflamed parts,

as is alleged to happen on the authority of
microscopical observations, then, gentlemen, we
might be inchned to act in the contrary man-
ner, and encourage the flow of blood to the
parts. But experience is the best arbitrator

in this matter; and if we are unable to detect
the proximate cause of inflammation in a satis-

factory manner, or to reconcile all our theories

about it with what we observe ourselves, or is

observed by others, we have it in our power,
at all events, to dismiss the influence of un-
certain hypotheses from practice, and then
trust alone to the dictates of plain experience.

Here, gentlemen, as in all other parts of
surgery, first inquire into the exciting cause
of the disorder, because if this can be removed,
I need hardly say, it is the first mdication.
Indeed, until this be done, little good can be
expected. Thus, where the exciting cause
consists in the lodgment of extraneous sub-
stances in the part: for example, where there
is a thorn or fragment of glass in the finger,

the obvious indication—one which would im-
mediately present itself even to persons out of
the profession—would be to remove the irri-

tating substance. Where the eye is inflamed
from exposure to cold, of course this cause is

to be avoided. But, gentlemen, the removal
of the exciting cause will not, in all cases, stop

the progress of inflammation ; for living parts,

when injured, are ca[)able of reaction, as dis-

played in the inflammation itself, which is

often a salutary process, and necessary to re-

store the parts to their natural state. Thus,
when a limb has been severely wounded by a
bullet, or has sustained a compound fracture,

a blow, or a fall, by which a solution of con-
tinuity in the parts has been occasioned, cer-

tain processes are requisite for the restoration

of them to their original condition again, or as

nearl)' to it as circumstances will allow. Now,
for the completion of these processes, inflam-

mation is absolutely essential, and here it is a
salutary operation. This fact, gentlemen, will

bring to your recollection what I stated on a
former evening, namely, that inflammation is

the most important subject for a surgeon to

study, since it is connected with almost all

diseases, either as a symptom, an effect, a cause,

a complication, or even as a means or mode of
cure. However difficult it may be to settle

theories, the rule of practice, I think, will

always remain the same, that is, to lessen the

determination of blood to an inflamed part by
bleeding, and other means calculated to reduce
the force of the circulation.

Gentlemen, as I have now arrived at a part

of the subject which requires more time for

its explanation, than what remains to us this

evening, we will, for Uie present, conclude.

SELECTIONS
FROM THE

CLINICAL LECTURES
DELIVERED AT THE

HOTEL DIEU, IN PARIS,

During the Session of 1831-2;

BY BARON DUPUYTREN,
PRINCIPAL SURGEON OF THAT HOSPITAL.

LUXATIONS OF THE VERTEBRiE.-

OBSERVATION.
-SECOND

Rupture of the Ligaments of the body of the

Vertebrce, ivith displacement.

A MAN, between forty and forty-five years of

age, a labourer in a quarry, being in a recum- .

bent posture, received a quantity of earth on «'

his loins, and sunk beneath the weight of the

falling heap, after having made useless efforts

to extricate himself. The patient was first

carried to his own house, where he remained

for three days, deprived of motion and feeling

in the lower extremities. He was removed to

the Hotel Dieu on the fourth day. The supe-

rior part of the loins presented a large tumour,

soft in the circumference, hard and raised in

the centre, where manifest crepitation was
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to be felt. On the side of the abdomen there

was another tumour, resistant at all points,

extending along the vertebral column, and
placed on its course. The height of the

abdomen was evidently diminished, and the

base of the chest almost touched the ilium.

There was, at the same time, complete para-

lysis of the lower extremities, and of the pa-
rietes of the abdomen. The bladder was dis-

tended, and also paralysed, letting the urine

flow involuntarily, and by regorgement. The
ffecal matter was retained, and the abdomen
was large and soft ; the pulse was, however,

small and contracted, the respiration short and
difficult. The patient complained of dull pain

in the dorsal region. The intellectual faculties

had not sustained any alteration. The tumour
of the loins, and that of the abdomen ; the

crepitation that was heard at the back, and the

approximation of the chest and the pelvis

;

the paraUsis of the lower extremities and of

the bladder, clearly indicated that there existed

a solution of continuity of the vertebral column
with displacement. The fifth and sixth days
after the accident, the paralysis extended to the

left superior member ; the motion of the right

side became slow and uncertain. The seventh

day the respiration became more difficult, and
was no longer executed except by the dia-

phragm, and tile patient perished by asphyxia,

from the continued interruption of the mecha-
nical and chemical phenomena of respiration.

On opening of the body, soon after death, under
our observation, the trans\'erse and articular

a{)ophyses of the last dorsal vertebra, and the

first two lumbar vertebrae were found to have
been broken. The body of the last dorsal

vertebra and the first lumbar vertebra were
separated from their apophyses, and from the

body of the second lumbar vertebra, having
passed before this last, and made a projection

of more than an inch. The spinal marrow
was lacerated and the pillars of the diaphragm
torn ; a large ecchymosis enveloped all the

circumference of the vertebral column, but a

rupture of the inter-vertebral substance which,
ui only one corner, had torn a very thin layer

of the lumbar ^•ertebr3e.

THIRD OnSEIiVATION.

A woman, about fifty-six years of age,

cf tall stature and great embonpoint, in

going down stairs, tumbled headlong, and
with great violence, on the posterior and
inferior part of the neck, which was dashed
against the edge of one of the steps. The
'patient was raised at the bottom, after having
fallen twenty steps, without motion and feeling

in almost all the parts situated below the neck.

She sufTered much all the night in the inferior

part of this region, and was tormented with

great thirst; she had not had any evacuation.

The next morning she was moved to the Hotel

Dieu, and complained of violent pain at the

base of the cervical region, which was aug-

mented by the slightest touch, or the least

movement that was attempted. The head and

neck were inclined forward, and a little to the

right side, the posterior part of this last region

being depressed and the superior part, towards

the back, protruded. There was total loss of

sensibility in the inferior members; the rectum,

the bladder, the parietes of the abdomen, all

seemed dead as far as the diaphragm. Above
this point, the thoracic members were affected

by imperfect paralysis of motion and feel-

ing ; respiration was hurried and laborious

;

but tiie voice, senses, muscles of the face,

and intellectual faculties, had not undergone
any alteration, and seemed as if belongingf to

a different individual. The pulse v/as full and
soft, the tongtie dry and slightly brownish, the

skin in a natural state, under the relation of

exhalation and vital heat. It was easy to

judge from there symptoms that there was
serious injury of the spinal marrow, caused by
a solution of continuity of the vertebral co-

lumn with displacement. The patient was
bled in the arm, and at four o'clock in the

eveniilg the respiration seemed easier, the thirst

less intense, and the tongue less parched ; ne-

vertheless, there was no doubt but the woman
would soon expire ; and during the following

night, the respiration became stertorous, with
difficulty of speech, the face became livid and
convulsed, and the patient, whose intellectual

faculties remained unimpaired during all the

time, sunk in the morning.

Tliirty-four hours after the accident hap-
pened, at a post-mortem examination, made
by Doctor Pouqueville, under our inspection,

an ecchymosis and bluish sugillations of the

posterior part of the neck were observed ; a
posterior projection of the superior part of the

dorsal column, and another in the opposite

direction of the cervical region. The cellular

tissue, and the subjacent muscles, were bathed
with blood. The parts immediately adjoining

the vertebral column were destroyed, and ex-

posed to view the superior articular apophyses
of the seventh cervical vertebra, whilst the

sixth vertebra of this region was pushed half

an inch before the last. In the interval be-
tween these bones the spinal marrow was to

be seen drawing forward from behind, and from
above downwards, compressed and flattened

on the body of the seventh cervical vertebra.

The vertebral column, examined anteriorly,

presented a very remarkable protrusion of all

the thickness of the sixth cervical vertebra;

this protrusion was surrounded with blood. The
anterior ligaments of the rachis were destroyed,

and the pharynx ruptured. The cervical por-

tion having been carefully removed, the yellow

ligaments were found torn, as well as the in-

ter-vertebral substance that unites the sixth and
seventh cervical vertebrae. This substance was
ruptured in such a manner that two-thirds ad-

hered to the seventh vertebra, while one-

third remained to the sixth. On a particular

examination of the vertebrae that had suffered

displacement, it was perceived that the seventh

cervical vertebra was entire in all parts ; that

the top of the sixth spinal apophysis was
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sli^'htly cut, as well as the edge of the inferior

articular apo()hysis ; all the articulations of the

cervical vertebrae, situated above the luxation,

were in the usual state ; the seventh cervical

vertebra, with the first dorsal, presented a

mobihty much greater than is usually observed.

A LECTURE
ON

MATERIA ME Die J,

BY JOHN EPPS, M.D.

At the Westminster Dispoisari/, 9, Gerrard

Street, Soho, being an Examination of the

Operation of

BLOOD-LETTING.

lecture h.

Gentlemen, •

I HAVE, in continuation of the subject of blood-

letting, to draw your attention this morning to

the peculiarities and adva?itages of capil-

lary blood-letting.

Leeches are the most common instruments

by which we effect capillary blood-letting. It

is, therefore, to these agents that the following

remarks will principally relate.

It is a fact well known to practitioners, and
even to the public generally, that the occur-

rence of a spontaneous hsemorrhage cures a
disease. Such discharges are, therefore, often

called critical discharges, and their importance
has been appreciated. The benefits connected

with such discharges have been more particu-

larly manifested in cases of inflammatory
disease.

It seems rather extraordinary, that, with this

fact continually present, no means should have
been adopted, with the view of producing ar-

tificial heemorrhages. It may be imagined by
some, that phlebotomy corresponds thereto,

but this is not the fact ; for, by phlebotomy, a

large quantity of blood is drawn rapidly from
the great vessels; whereas, in a hsemorrhage,

the blood generally trickles or flows gently,

and it flows from the extreme vessels. But there

is a still greater and more important point of

difference between a haemorrhage and phle-

botomy, or arteriotomy. In every spontaneous

hajmorrhage there occurs a determiyiation, a
tntal determinatirm, of blood, what the French
call a Jliixionary movement. There is a pe-

culiar agency of the vital power in the extreme
vessels. But there is nothing like this in phle-

botomy, or arteriotomy.

In illustration of the first point, the pro-

duction of a vital irritation, and, in the produc-
tion of this, the approximation of the effects

from the leech-bite to the spontaneous he-
morrhage, I may remind you 1st. that the

leech-bite is triangular, produced by a triple

tooth ; 2d. that the animal draws the blood by
suction, which still further stimulates the part

;

3d. that, after the bleeding ceases from the

leech -bites, swelling, redness, pain occur

round and at the places bitten ; 4th. tliat the

application of leeches to a part in a state of

active inflammation very often occasions most
distressing symptoms, the swelling being ex-

cessive in many cases.

In illustration of the third point of shni-

larity, namely, the difficulty of staying the

bleeding and its frequent cessatvm of itself,

we may remark, how often are we called to

patients, to whom we ordered the application

of leeches, whose friends are in great terror

because the bleeding will not stop. The linens

are soaked, every plan has been tried, but

without success. Nature would not be inter-

fered with. At last (there is something ma-
gical, so patients think, in the medical man's
touch) he stops the bleeding, but why 1 because,

by the time he arrives, the bleeding- has eflfected

its purpose.

I need hardly intimate, that, in some cases,

the bleeding may depend, for its continuance,

not upon the cause just noticed, but upon the

circumstance that the leech has bitten a small

vessel. Then it will be necessary, in many
cases, to use means to stay the flow of blood.

It would be almost an insult, even to the

youngest member of our profession, to teii

him, that he is not to let his patient bleed to

death, because he may imagine that the bleed-

ing from a leech-bite is, in many cases, highly
useful.

I think that I have thus fully established the

view, that there is a very great similarity

between the agency of leeches and of a spon-
taneous haemorrhage.

Before mentioning the cases in which leeches

can be, as thus acting, beneficially employed,
it seems proper to make some remark upon
the phrase local bleedi77g, frequently applied

to the bleeding by leeches. This phrase is

applied because it is imagined, that by the ap-

plication of leeches the blood is drawn directly

from the diseased organ. But this is not the

fact. A current of blood is established by the

leech-bite and the suction, so that though the

blood first taken might be that existing, at the

time of application, in the part, it soon ceases

so to be. Besides, we find that leeches, ap-
plied distant from the part affected, produce,

in a great many cases, much greater effect

than when applied to the part itself. In
France, leeches are very often applied under
the clavicles to relieve bronchitis. We apply
leeches to the epigastrium in gastritis ; to the

abdominal surface, generally, in enteritis, and
also in peritonitis. It surely will not be said,

that the vessels of the skin, covering these

parts, have any direct communication with

the vessels of the organs relieved by their ap-

plication. We find, moreover, that when
leeches are applied to the part itself, they in-

crease the inflammation of the part, and in-

crease the flow of blood to the part. The
reasons of this, and the precautions connected

with the use of leeches, will be noticed here-
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after : at present, the fact is mentioned merely
to show that the local operatmi of leeches, as

connected with their depletive character, is

not the source of the benefit derived from
them. In fact, why should we not consider

bleeding from a vein as much local, as bleeding

from any particular part of the bodily surface.

The only difference between the one and the

other is, that we take the blood from a large

orifice, in the other from a small : in the one,

we take from a vessel formed by the union of
capillaries, in the otlier, directly from the ca-

pillaries themselves.

Bearing in mind, gentlemen, the similarity

between a spontaneous haemorrhage and capil-

lary blood-letting, as effected by leeches, and,

also, that, in curing inflammation in an organ,

we must obtain for it a state of repose, I

shall now direct your attention to the use of

leeches in the treatment of morbid affections.

We bled in pneumonia to diminish the action

of tlie diseased lung, in the same manner as,

in gastritis, we refrain from giving food. But
as abstinence from food, as bringing quiet to

the diseased stomach, is not sufficiently effi-

cacious in removing the disease, as nature, in

other words, requires assistance, so, in many
inflammatory diseases, as in pneumonia, phle-

botomy is not always sufficient to effect a

cure. Medical practitioners often find that,

in spite of the most active treatment by phle-

botomy, the pneumonia continues, the respi-

ration is still constrained, the skin is still livid.

Very often we find that, under such circum-

stances, an epistaxis takes place, and witli

great benefit. Does not this indicate to us the

application of leeches, which produce an effect

so very similar to the haemorrhage .' So that,

gentlemen, I trust you now see tlie reason why
capillary blood-letting will not cure pneumo-
nia ; why phlebotomy alleviates the disease

most rapidl}" ; and why the combination in the

treatment of the disease of phlebotomical and
capillary blood-letting is so useful.

The same relative effects of phlebotomy and
capillary blood-letting, in other inflammatory
diseases, are to be traced ; and, in the treatment

of them, ought to be regarded.

Having thus explained the peculiarities in

the operation of capillary blood-letting, having
pointed out some of the differences between it

and phlebotomy, I shall {)roceed to notice some
of the diseases in which leeches can be employed
with success.

It is principally in affections of the stomach
and bowels, and parts therewith connected, that

leeches have been found particularly useful.

We shall consider the use thereof in such affec-

tions, and then notice the applications in which,
under certain circumstances, they can be ad-

vantageously employed.

It may be necessary to remark, that very
often do we find that the sudden disappearance

of piles, or the causing suddenly the bleeding

from piles to be stayed, has been attended with

the supervention of gastritis or enteritis. What
does this teach us ? The French practitioners

say, the lesson to be learnt is tlie strong and
powerful sympathy existing between the vessels

at and about the anus and the intestinal mu-
cous membrane. And it also teaches us, they

maintain, that in these diseases and in inflam-

mation of the liver (with which gastritis or gas-

tro-enteritis is often associated), the application

of leeches to the anus is the most efficient mode
of treatment. They carry this practice very

far, and, in the opinion of some, unnecessarily-

far. Few practitioners have tried the plan in

this country ; the ideas on delicacy being some-

what different in Britain and in France ; ideas

which, in diseases of the rectum, constitute a
source of great injury to the patient. When,
liowever, gastritis or enteritis arise after the

suppression of a ha-morrhoidal discharge, the

application of leeches to the aiius is one of the

most effectual and the least exhausting of the

means of cure. Relief is afforded by one-third

the number of leeches that would be necessary

to relieve the disease, if applied to the epi-

gastrium. This application acts, as will be

understood from what has been already stated

in reference to the haemorrhagic character of

the discharge of leeches, very nearly as a re-

production of the discharge itself.

In cases of gastritis, occurring from other

causes 'than the suppression of a hremorrhagic

discharge, leeches are to be applied to tlie ejji-

gastrium ; in cases of enteritis, around the

navel ; in cases of peritonitis, all over the ab-

dominal surface. In cases of severe colitis, or

inflammation of the colon, to the rectum; in

cases of cystitis, to the perineum ; in cases of

urethritis, the effect is much more powerful

when the leeches are applied to the orifice of
the gland than to the perineum. In cases of

affections of the head, to the temjiles, and to

the upper part of the neck, where the supply

of blood is considerable.

It may be advantageous to enlarge a little

upon each of these applications. In gastritis,

in enteritis, and peritonitis, we ap{)ly to the

surface the leeches ; and we excite, by the irri-

tation produced by the bite, a degree of coun-
teraction on the surface, which counteraction

acts for a considerable time ; and, also, when
we add to this the powerful sympathy existing

between the intestinal organs and the skin (for

examples I refer you, gentlemen, to my work
on Counteraction, a coi)y of which I believe I

have had, or shall have, tlie pleasure of pre-

senting to each of you), we can readily under-
stand how the peculiar modification of the

nervous system, connected with the develop-

ment of the gastritis, the enteritis, and the

peritonitis, is relieved by the application of

these useful animal beings.

There is another circumstance to which we
should particularly attend, and it more espe-

cially refers to peritonitis. It is, that we
should not cease to apply the leeches till the

pain is subdued. I shall mention two cases

as illustrative. They occurred to me when
engaged graduating in Edinburgh, and, as oc-

curring then, perhaps impressed my mind moreaorc
Jii

J
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than such cases would now. A lady, who was
delivered after a difficult parturition, was, on
the eighth day, exposed to causes which in-

duced inflammation of the womb. She was
exceedingly ill. Bleeding by the arm had
been practised ; leeching also ; fomentations

also; but with no effect. I was called in ; and
I stated my opinion, that nothing but leeches

would cure her. She had had leeches, and
these had done no good ; and this constituted

a great objection to a second employment in

the opinion of those busy bodies who haunt a
female under such circumstances. However,
after much persuasion, I induced her husband
(by explaining to him that the non-effect of

the leeches, previously applied, was, because
an insufficient number was applied) to apply
thirty to the hypogastrium, the part having
been previously deprived of hair. The leeches

had not been applied more than a quarter of
an hour, when the patient exclaimed, " I am
in heaven !

" so great was the relief afforded

Another case of enteritis in conjunction with
peritonitis occurred. The patient was scream-
ing faintly, or rather moaning, from the ago-
nies she endured. I applied fifty leeches

;

they did not relieve. I ordered thirty more
;

in fact, I applied them myself, and she was
relieved ; and by diligent care she became well
in about six weeks, although her medical at-

tendants had stated that nothing more could
be done for her; and one, a chief practitioner

in Edinburgh, on hearing of her cure, said,
" It is a miracle !

"

In peritonitis, in particular, the cessatioti of
the pain ought to be our guide in regard to

the number applied. We can easily remove
the leeches when the effect is produced. Each
bite is a centre-point of irritation : it draws the
diseased action to the surface.

The French practitioners see colitis where
we, perhaps, should not ; and they treat the
disease with great success by leeches to the
anus ; and they consider that, in this affection

more particularly, the application of leeches

is servicable ; for, although maintaining that

leeches to the rectum are servicable in en-
teritis, they consider the ilio-coecal valve forms
a kind of boundary to the agency of the leeches

applied to the rectum.

As a general rule, also, we may add, that

chronic inflammaiiuDis are more beneficially

treated by leeches than by phlebotomy. In
gastric and intestinal chronic inflammatory af-

fections, the hebdomadal use of leeches forms
one of the best modes of treatment, as has
been fully established byDr. Pemberton,in his

valuable work on Diseases of the Abdominal
Viscera ; a work second to none on the subject

in excellence.

In cases of bronchitis, the French use leeches
to the inside of the nostrils, and with great suc-

cess. In cesophagial inflammation, they apply
leeches to the gums; and it has often struck
me that, in cases of inflamed spleen, the same
local application of leeches would be very
servicable ; for Celsus rcmai-ks, « Ubi lien

morbosum est, gingivse sanguinem emittunt."

There is one prejudice against their use, and
that is, the fear patients have of swallowing
them ; and another objection against their use
is, the leech will not bite if the saliva comes
near him. In all such ajjplications the leech-

glass must be used. You will take care, how-
ever, not to put the leech in so that the head
is situated where the tail should be, an occur-

rence which I have seen to happen with the

members of the Royal College of Surgeons.

Leeches have been employed, and have been
condemned, in erysipelas. Some say that they
have derived the greatest advantages from
their use ; others have maintained that they
always increased the inflammation. The solu-

tion of this contrariety of opinion is easily

obtained by him who understands what has
been already stated in regard to the operation

of leeches

In erysipelas, the skin is inflamed. What
then do we when we apply leeches 1 We ap-
ply bodies which will produce so many centres
of irritation. They excite, by their bites, an
increased action in the skin, and thereby, al-

though doing good in one way, effect a greater

harm in another, by increasing the determina-
tion to the inflamed part. It is quite evident,

therefore, that if we do apply leeches in ery-

sipelas, we should not apply them directly to

the inflamed part, but in the neighbourhood.
The neglect of this simple regulation has been
the cause of the use of leeches being condemned
in this disease ; and many, very many in-

stances have I seen of severe tumefaction being
occasioned by their application to the already
tumefied erysipelatous surface.

In cases of ophthalmia, leeches are praised
by some and condemned by others. Some
maintain that they should be applied directly

to the diseased conjunctiva ; others, to the
neighbourhood of the eye. How often does
the swelling augment from the application ?

M. Lateno gives, as his opinion, that when
the disease occupies only the ocular conjunc-
tiva, the leeches should be applied to the pal-
pehra ; but when the disease occupies the
palpebral as well as the ocular conjunctiva,

then the application should be made in some
healthy neighbouring part. Indeed, any one
who understands what has been stated regard-
ing the peculiarity of leeches, will find but
little difficulty in the proper application in this

as well as almost in every other disease. A
correct general principle is invaluable.

In cases of inflamed testicle, arising from
the sudden suppression of the gonorrhoeal dis-

charge, I know no means so efficacious as the

application of leeches abundantly to the scro-

tum, and, at the same time, burying the penis

in a poultice, so as to excite the discharge.

The weakness produced is very great, but the

good effect is very decided.

In sciatica, if relief is not obtained by proper
evacuations from the bowels, I know no appli-

cation, in full habits of body, more beneficial

than leeches down the course of the sciatic
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nerve. Tlie reason is most likely apparent.

The state occasioning the congestion affecting

the nerve is removed, and its return is pre-

vented by the counteraction induced by the

leech-bites. I say in full habits of body, be-

cause in persons of a nervous temperament

the apjjlication of a plaster, composed of the

emplastrum ammoniaci cum hydrargyro, with

the ext. hamuli lupuli, is the best mode for

obtaining relief.

Such are some of many of the beneficial

applications of leeches : an enumeration which,

1 think, will be quite sufficient to impress us

with the importance of the leech as anau.xiliary

in the treatment of many diseased states.

Before leaving the subject of capillary bleed-

ing, it may be proper to consider whether

scurificatiotin, or bleeding obtained by the

means of cupjnng, bear an analogy to cajiil-

lary blood-letting, as obtained by leeches?

This question is important, because it must be

evident to every medical man, that the ob-

taining a substitute for leeches is very desir-

able, because it often happens, that when
these valuable agents are wanted, they are not

easily to be obtained; and when to this is

added their price is so considerable as to ex-

clude their use in many instances, more par-

ticularly in the diseases of the poor.

Some individuals have advocated, that bleed-

ing by cupping is similar, or very nearly

similar, to that by leeches. The points of

similarity we shall first notice; then the points

of difference :

—

First, Blood is drawn in both from the ca-

pillaries; in cupping, however, large vessels

are often wounded.
Second, The pressure of the atmosphere is

taken off the part both by the cupping-glasses

and the leech ; for you are aware that the

leech sucks similarly to the infant in making

a vacuum.
Third, A slight irritation is produced by

the numerous incisions.

These two modes of bleeding differ in the

following respects :—

•

First, The pressure of the atmosphere is

taken off by the leech by suction; in tlie other,

by the vacuum in the glass : the one is an ac-

tive agent ; the other, a passive.

Second, The vacuum occurs only where
the leech-bites are; the puffing of the skin

takes place not onl)- at the incisions made by
the cupping instrument, but also between the

incisions.

Third, After the fall of leeches, the flow of

blood often continues ; after the removal of the

glasses employed in cupping, the bleeding stops

Fourth, The inflammation forming an areola

round eacli leech-bite is a more permanent coun-

teraction than that produced by the incisions.

These differences, I think, sufficiently esta-

blish, that there is a great difference between

the effects produced by leeches and those pro-

duced by scarifications.

Having thus noticed the uses of each mode
of blood-letting, the remaining part of my

duty is to institute a comparison between their

operation collectively.

The objections to the use of leeches are three-

fold : first, the difficulty of ascertaining the

exact quantity of blood ; second, the increase

of congestion occasioned by their application

;

cUid thu-d, the great degree of weakness pro-

duced.

In reference to the difficulty of ascertaining

the quantity of blood obtained by their 0[)era-

tion, little need be said ; the fact must be evi-

dent to any one who has seen their application.

Now this does not hold good as an objection

against phlebotomy ; because, in the blood-

letting by this operation, we can tell the exact

quantity. This will always be an advan-
tageous feature in the latter operation.

In regard to the increase of congestion, this

is an advantage when the leeches are applied

in suitable circumstances, and it is one of these

operations, which renders the application of

leeches so peculiarly beneficial. A counter-

action is thus exerted on the surface ; each

point is a centre of inflammation, and the

action is not short-lived, but continues a con-

siderable period of time. In some cases we
find that the leech-bites will not heal. When
this is the case, I very seldom endeavour to

hasten their healing, but apply emollient ap-

plications, and find much benefit to arise from
promoting a discharge from them. This also

constitutes one point of superiority of the leech

over the lancet. The vein soon heals ; little

or no counteraction is produced by the incision,

and the effect produced is, therefore, but very
temporary.

In regard to the degree of weakness pro-

duced, it is very distressing, especially if the

leeches be improperly applied ; the degree of

weakness is not proportioned to the quantity of

blood : for the same quantity of blood, taken

from the system by opening a vein, does not

produce a degree of weakness at all proportion-

ed to that produced when, so far as we can

guess, the same quantity is taken by leeches.

I stated, when the leeches are improperly ap-

plied ; for it is a curious fact, in reference to

the application of these remedial agents, that,

when applied for the relief of a disease, which
they are suited to relieve, they produce little

weakness. In the same manner as opium can

be given in doses under disease, which, under
a healthy operation of the system, would be
destructive to life.

There is another circumstance, tending to

increase the v^feakness from the leeches them-
selves, and this is the delay occasioned by the

unwillingness to bite. This vexes the patient,

and the best way to obviate this is to put the

leeches in a tumbler, or wine-glass, and hold

it tight to the part, so as to exclude the air.

This is more effectual than putting honey, or

any other plan of which I have heard.

There is also another circumstance tending

to increase the weakness from the application

of leeches, and that is, the want of care in

previously dressing the [)aticnt, whence it
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hap])cns that when one leech falls off before its

neifrhbours (wiiicli is often the case), the blood

trickles down on the bed, the bed clothes are

wetted, and afterwards the patient is obliged to

be removed from bed. Thus the benefits from

the state of ([uioscence produced by the leeches

are, in a g;reat measure, lost.

By phlebotomy we obtain immediate repose

to an orpran. By capillary blood-letting we
perpetuate that repose.

Arteriotomy is attended with one inconve-

nience which is very prominent, and that is,

the difficulty of applying the pressure so as to

stay the flow of blood. The temporal artery

is that to which pressure can be most easily

applied : and from this circumstance, in part,

we may ascril)e the frequency with which it

is opened. Still the pressure must be itself

injurious, and must tend to obviate the benefits

that have been previously obtained.

Having thus finished my comparison, I shall

make a few concluding observations at the com-

mencement of my next lecture.

CLINICAL LECTURES

DELIVERED BY

DR. ELLIOTSON,

Monday, October 29th, 1832.

LECTURE III.

HEMIPLEGIA ^BRONCHITIS HYPERTROPHY OF

THE HEART ICTERUS.

Gentlemen,
At my first lecture I gave you a list of the

patients, then in the hospital, under my care,

classing them according to the situation of the

disease, and, in my succeeding lectures, I shall

still continue to follow the same arrangement.

I shall now state to you the cases that have

been admitted since then. First, of the nervous

system there have been admitted one of hemi-

plegia, one paralysis of the hands and feet, two

of paralysis of the upper extremities, and three

of epilepsy. Then, going to diseases of the

chest, there was one asthma, two of disease of

the heart, and one of chronic bronchitis. Then,

of visceral disease, two of the liver, one of the

spleen, two of jaundice, one of chronic gastritis,

one of colic, and one of dysentery. And,
proceeding lower still, we have three diseases

of the uterus. Of tliose affections which are

not confined to any particular part of the body,

there are six of rheumatism, one of intlam-

matory dropsy, three of syphihs, and Uiree of

shamming.
Since I last had the pleasure of addressing

you, there have been two deaths, both of which
occurred after chronic affections, one of the

nervous system, and the other of the chest.

The case of hemiplegia proved fatal after nine

years' standing. The man being unable to

speak, and no one coming with him, I was un-
able exactly to ascertain the previous history

of his disease, except that he had been bad
nine years. About three years ago, he was in

the hospital, under Dr. Roots, for the same
complaint, and was then taken with erysipelas,

but went out cured of this, though the original

disease still remained. A month ago, I ad-

mitted him with the same complaint, butcould

not learn his exact state: whether he had
giddiness, or pain in the head ; whether it arose

from an inflammatory affection, or from some
tumour, or induration of the brain, I could not

find out. I, therefore, put him upon iodine,

trusting to the chance of the symptoms being

caused by effusion, chronic thickening of the

membranes, or any alteration of structure.

Iodine will frequently cause absorption, if

there be any effusion or indurated tumour;
but if there be any softening it will be injurious,

for it will only be promoting absorption where
it is already taking place,—no one remedy will

do good in every case. Antiphlogistic mea-
sures are generally beneficial in cases of effusion,

by assisting in promoting absorption ; and
many of these diseases are of an inflammatory

nature. When there is congestion, whether
attended with organic disease or not, anti-

jjhlogistic remedies will do good by retarding

the progress of the disease, and lessening the

fullness of the vessels ; but if the pulse is

small and feeble, and tJie patient is debilitated,

then the antiphlogistic treatment would be
injurious.

(Here the learned Professor made a few ob-
servations respecting a case of hemiplegia now
in William's Ward, which bore him out in the

opinion he had just stated.)

Some people recommend strychnine in these

affections ; but what good can be expected from
it in organic disease? It is a stimulant and a
deadly narcotic, consequently must be a useless

remedy in these diseases. I have never seen it

do any good, except when the paralysis arises

from cold or lead, which affects the muscles of
any particular part, without producing any dis-

ease of the brain. I have seen it do good in

one case of paralysis arising from lead, and in

one from cold, but never saw it do the least

good where there was any organic disease of

the brain. If paralysis arises from softening,

or from inflammation, iodine will increase the

mischief: it is only useful where there is

something required to be absorbed. In this

man I could not tell exactly upon what the

disease depended ; but as it had been of so long

standing, and the pulse not being full, I pre-

sumed that there was not any slow inflam-

mation going on, but possibly there might be
some induration : effusion might have occurred,

and the parts grown together, and become
indurated, forming a sort of cicatrix; this is a
very common process. After hemiplegia, we
often find a part of the brain of a dark brown
colour, and quite hard, having the appearance

of a cicatrix. In this case I was quite at a loss*
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to know what to do for it. I gave the patient

the hydriodate of potass internally, and rubbed
the iodine into the scalp. It did no good, but

I took care that no harm should result from it.

Latterly he grew very weak, which is a com-
mon occurrence in this disease, and was sud-
denly seized, as he had been three years ago,

with erysipelas of the head and face. As he
had no power I could not bleed him, but,

on the contrary, I gave him sulphate of qui-

nine, and stopped the progress of the erysipelas

by the nitrate of silver, making a margin round
his scalp, and another round his neck, about
an inch wide. This practice was introduced

by Mr. Higginbottom, a surgeon of Notting-

ham. It is a very great improvement both in

medicine and surgery ; I say surgery, but my
observations must here be confined to medicine.

If nitrate of silver be rubbed around the part

inflamed, it will, in the greater number ofcases,

stop the erysipelas. In erysipelas of tlie arm,
I have applied it about half an inch in breadth,

above and below the inflammation, and by this

means quite stopped the progress of it. I have
adopted the same plan in erysipelas of the
body, making a margin around tJie body,
both above and below the inflamed part. In
this man's case the inflammation was checked
in its progress down the neck, but in the upper
part, I believe, it extended in one spot. I did
not see it myself, but one of the gentlemen
told me that it spread a little; therefore, in

this case, I may say it prevented it from
spreading. If rubbed upon the inflamed part,

nitrate of silver is said to stop it, and I do
not doubt that such is the case ; but if

rubbed round the margin of the inflammation,

I can safely say, that it will produce this effect.

Since so many die of this complaint in the
hospitals, it is of the utmost importance to

stop it quickly, and nitrate of silver will do it.

Blisters will sometimes answer this purpose,
although not always; but the nitrate of silver

may generally be depended upon. This man's
was a curious case, the disease having existed

so many years before he sank. After death,

I found effusion in the head, which I always
find in those who die of erysipelas of the face

and head. From irritation of the arachnoid
there is great effusion of serum, more or less

turbid, upon the surface of the brain, or in the
ventricles, which are lined by the arachnoid,
and sometimes it takes place in both together.

In this man's case, it is very curious that we
examined the brain carefully, cutting it slice

by slice, yet we found no cause of the paralysis.

I examined a private patient a week ago,

who died of hemiplegia, and found a small
firm tumour in the head ; the paralysis

had come on suddenly, probably owing to a
sudden effusion, and the fibrin had not been
absorbed, but had become organized. In the

present case nothing of this kind was found.

There is, in most cases of this sort, something
discovered after death, either effusion or an
indurated tumour. Sometimes fibrin becomes
organized, or part of the brain may be disor-

ganized ; again—sometimes part of the brain

becomes softened, so soft as to resemble pap.

In this case nothing preternatural was found,

although every part was carefully incised. In

the plexus choroides there were two firmish

substances : in one, very firm ; less so in the

other. These bodies were about the size of

two large peas ; but I cannot think that they

could cause sufficient pressure to account for

the symptoms. Possibly we were not suffici-

ently careful, and no examination of the spinal

marrow was allowed ; therefore I will not ven-
ture to say, that there were no other morbid
appearances, or that the tumours did not pro-

duce the disease. In this case, I doubt if any
thing could have done good.

The other, which proved fatal, was a case of

chronic bronchitis. This man had been ill

some months. The symptoms were swelling

of the ankles, difficulty of breathing, great

cough, and expectoration. He had also a firm,

full, pulse ; the respiration was heard all over

the chest, and also the sonorous rattle, or a

loud snoring sound. This man was a sailor,

fifty-eight years of age, and had been ill for

three months. His pulse was hard and inter-

mitting ; there was pain on pressure in the

region of the heart, with palpitation ; there was
strong action of the left ventricle, but no pre-

ternatural sound. I had him cupped on the

back two or three times, from which he found

no benefit. I made his mouth tender by giving

him only two grains of calomel three times

a-day, which produced salivation in two days.

His cough left him, the bronchitis became
better, and tlie sonorous rattle decreased, when
his mouth became very sore. After a time the

mouth became better, and the bronchitis was
entirely cured. On examination, after death,

the lungs were found pretty healthy, so were
the small bronchial tubes; but the mucous
membrane of the larger bronchise was so much
softened, as to be easily rubbed off with the

finger. This was a case of severe bronchial

inflammation subdued by mercury. It is com-
mon to find the mucous membrane of the

stomach and small intestine thus softened.

In the large bronchiae, when there has been
no sign of inflammation during life, there is

sometimes found, after death, an abrasion of

the mucous membrane. When the mucous
membrane of the stomach and intestines be-

come softened, the system sinks rapidly; and
I have no doubt that this softening occurred

in the bronchial tubes of this man. This is

a curious disease, and has only of late attracted

attention. It is sometimes combined with in-

flammation of the membrane; but sometimes

it occurs without inflammation, or discoverable

cause. I have frequently found parts become
softened suddenly without inflammation, the

surrounding parts being red, and often ex-

treme paleness of the remainder of the mucous
membrane of the stomach. I have known
persons, tolerably well before, suddenly lose

strength, obscure symptoms set in, and they

have died suddenly. I have seen this soften-
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in<» take place in the liver. A lady of a

bilious habit was suddenly seized with obscure

symptoms referable to this organ, and in three

days died. The whole of the liver was found

in a softened state; the peritoneal coat was
very soft, and appeared as if worm-eaten, and
a reddish Huid was oozing through the open-

ings, which was, in tact, the liver itself very

much softened. I cannot believe that in this

man's case the mucous membrane became soft

more than a week before his death, at which
time his pulse became feeble, and, I may say,

much to mj' astonishment, he soon afterwards

sank. The heart was found much hypertro-

phied.

If a part be not altered in structure, but

merely becomes more healthy than natural, it

is called hypertrophy . In this case, the calibre

of the heart is reduced in size (showing it),

constituting what is called concentric hyper-
trophy ; when the walls of the ventricles be-

come thickened, whilst its calibre remains

natural, the disease is called simple hyper-
trophy ; and if the walls are thickened, and
the cavity dilated, it constitutes eccentric hy-

pertrophy. In these affections there is more
or less pain; the coronary arteries become
enlarged in consequence of the heart's re-

quiring a larger supply of blood. When hy-
pertrophy occurs at any part, there is great

activity, approaching to inflammation. In
pregnant women, too, where something ana-

lagous to hypertrophy is going on, there is

greater activity of the circulation, and the

blood is found buffed and cupped. This dis-

ease is connected with inflammation. The
vessels are larger, and carry more red particles,

consequently the part is redder than natural.

Now and then we find the part softened ; in

general it arises from an inflammatory affec-

tion. The right ventricle in this heart is but

little changed. In nine cases out of ten the

left side only is affected. Hypertrophy is a
very common disease. This man's pulse was
full and hard, and appeared as if there was a

thickening of the coats of the artery, which I

have no doubt was the case, since the aorta,

and all these large vessels {showing the heart

and vessels) were larger than natural. We
continually find chronic bronchitis connected

with diseased heart ; one spreads to the other.

Congestion of the lungs causes an accumula-

tion in the right side of the heart, and the

right auricle is found dilated after death.

There was a case discharged which I in-

tended to have spoken to you of at my last

lecture, but the time would not permit. There
was violent action of the heart, which struck

strongly against the ribs ; the pulse was strong,

firm, and sharp, and there was pain in the

precordial region. This affection is common
in young girls and boys ; is of an inflammatory

character, and is unconnected with any affec-

tion of the lungs. In men it is usually com-
bined with rheumatism, either subsequent to,

or during an attack. The treatment is the

same as that for chronic inflammation, viz..

bleeding, low diet, &c. &c. The sigriS afforded

by auscultation are not remarkable ; the breath-

ing becomes very short on moving about. The
heart gives a strong stroke, raising the head of

the auscultator at each pulsation; and if the

case be severe, there is strong impulse at the

sternum to a great extent. There is no preter-

natural sound, but merely great impulse. The
extent over which the impulse is felt, of course

depends upon the degree of enlargement, and
over the extent a dull sound is given upon
percussion. Although the chronic inflamma-

tion may not be extensive, still I keep the

patient upon low diet, and take away blood.

I have found that cupping, or applying leeches,

over the region of the heart, is more beneficial

than bleeding from the arm. If there is much
pain, I give calomel, just to affect the mouth ;

purgatives should not be given, unless enough
to keep the bowels open. Under this treat-

ment, by applying leeches every other day,

the impulse gradually got less. This boy*
was 16 years of age, and I perceive has been
accustomed to carry heavy loads. If this dis-

ease does not arise from fever or rheumatism,

it is generally caused by carrying heavy loads,

or by walking or running quickly. His dis-

ease was decidedly of an inflammatory charac-

ter, since it came on by shivering, succeeded

by heat, acute pain in the region of the heart,

and palpitations, and he had suffered three

months with much dyspnoea and palpitations.

I bled him to eight ounces, and applied leeches

over the region of the heart every other day.

The next case that went out with diseased

heart was of a more severe character, there

being much thickening and dilatation. He
was a young man, 20 years of age, an age at

which inflammation of the heart most fre-

quently occurs. There was extreme difficulty

of breathing, so that he could not lie upon his

left side, indeed upon either side, long together.

The pulse was rapid, 120 in the minute; there

was strong impulse of the heart, which com-
municated with the vessels of the neck, as if

there was dilatation and thickening, with great

addition of substance. The bellows sound is

now heard when the blood finds a difficulty in

passing from the heart into the aorta, or re-

gurgitates into the heart. If the valves be so

diseased that the whole of the blood returns,

there is no bellows sound; it is when only

part of the blood returns into the heart that

the sound is heard. It is particularly neces-

sary to observe, whether the sound occurs

during the dilatation or contraction of the heart.

This symptom is only relative, for it depends

upon the difficulty which the blood finds in its

egress from the heart. If the mouth of the

aorta is diminished whilst the heart remains

natural, the bellows sound is heard ; and, on the

other hand, if the heart is enlarged, whilst

the orifice is of its natural size, it is heard

* The report of this case will be found in

the pages of this Journal, No. 39.

—

Rep.
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also ; it occurs when the size of the heart is

out of proportion with the vessels leadings from
it. This is often the case ; and if you lessen

the action of the heart, the bellows sound g'oes

away, and this you can do by antiphlogistic

treatment. This patient was cupped, and the

heart, from acting with great rapidity, was
reduced to the natural standard, and became
nearly regular ; the bellows sound, which he
was troubled with, quite or nearly left him.

He was not perfectly well, but yet so well

that he would go out. It is however, pro-

bable, that the disease will return again,

when he attempts to work, which he is

obliged to do, for he has no other means of

getting his living. By keeping down arterial

action, and lessening the quantity of blood, he
so far recovered, and is now able to lie down
on either side ; the action of the heart lessened,

the impulse and bellows sound ceased. Now,
diseased heart ought not to be considered as

mere pathologiccd curiosity, for many ca.ses

may be entirely cured, and a great many re-

lieved.

Respecting the other patients, one with epi-

lepsy, and one with hemiplegia, went out,

without being cured, of their own accord, and
also one with a horrid disease of the rectum, as

she expressed it, " to die amongst her friends."

A patient with consumption went out also

for the same reason. There were three cases

in which there was nothing the matter. A
case of jaundice was also discharged. This
is an affection which you will continually have
to treat. It may be either acute, subacute, or

chronic. The acute jaundice comes on sud-

denly, and is for the most part an inflammatory

disease : inflammation of the liver will in

most cases bring on jaundice, by producing a
swelUng and obstruction of the biliary duct.

There ara various shades of the disease: it

sometimes is of a bright yellow, which may be
considered the most favourable ; sometimes it

is of a greenish-yellow, and then is less favour-

able ; when it is of a dark-green, it indicates a
diseased liver, as Dr. Baillie has pointed out.

This man, Robert Davidson, 34 years of age,

of a bilious temperament, had been ill for

some months, with pain in the epigastrium,

weakness, and loss of power ; there was also

pain in the right hypochondrium and epigas-

trium, increased by pressure, clearly showing
that there was inflammation ; the stools were
white ; urine like porter, and he had a pricking

sensation all over the body. This is a common
sensation in jaundice. He was cupped to

twenty ounces, and took five grains of calomel

every night, and a dose ofsalts and senna every

morning. The pain soon left him, and he

expressed himself as being quite well, though

the yellowness still continued. After removing

the proximate cause of this disease, the jaun-

dice still remains for some time, till the bile is

removed which causes it. Hence this man
said he was quite well, although the yellowness

remained. After a few days, it gradually left

him. Now observe this man did not see every

thing yellow, and only twice have T ever known
tins to occur. It is only when there is inflam-

mation of the cornea, and much blood is sent

there, containing bile, that this symptom oc-

curs. A gentleman related to me the case of

a person who could see objects yellow with one

eye only, in which he saw nothing but yellow

objects, and after death the humours of the

eye were found to be of that colour. I do

not know that this has ever been observed

before.

REMINISCENCES

ARMY MEDICAL OFFICER.

PART I. CHAPTER III. 1
It is matter of great satisfaction to

the writer, that he can recall the em-
bryo days of many professional men
of great eminence and high respect-

ability to his recollection. With
some of these he formed a personal ac-

quaintance ; while of others he (at

the time) had knowledge only by
report, or of that sort which may be

picked up among cotemporarics in a

celebrated school.

In the former chapter, my elemen-

tary history was broken in upon by
a digression; for transgressions of a si- «
milar nature the reader must be pre- H
pared, it being my design to commit
not a few of them in the course of

time.

But, with regard to cotempo-

rarics, I beg permission to say, that

I had the honour, for such I indu-

bitably consider it, to have been

nurtured with J.Gregory; i\dam
Black ; Alison, now Professor of Mat,
Med. in his native alma ; Lizars, who
requires none of my praise ; Lyall,

who has distinguished himself both as

a medical and otherwise intelligent

author ; Oudney, who died like a

hero, with his head upon the knees

of the enterprising Clapperton, upon
the burning sands of Africa, on the

borders of which he had received the

confidential appointment of Consul

from the British government, for the

express purpose of facilitating the

penetration of unknown regions

d
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Copland, whom I have been proud to

rank among my staunch and steadfast

friends * ; and, I think, Tweedie,

the judicious and indefatigable phy-

sician to one of the London charitable

institutions, was, I believe, of my
time, though not of my acquaintance.

The late Dr. J. B. Davis, founder of

the Royal Infirmary for Children in

the Waterloo Road, graduated during

the period of my residence, though he

was my senior both in years and pro-

fessional standing ; having, indeed,

ere this distinguished himself by his

writings, both at home and abroad.

Not a few gentlemen, who have, since

these days, highly distinguished them-
selves by their valuable and talented

exertions in the advancement of pro-

fessional knowledge, resorted to Edin-
burgh from distant colonies, and from
foreign countries : thus, we had the

sons of English nabobs from the East,

as well as aspirers after medical ap-

pointments in the Company's service

;

sons of coffee and sugar planters from
the West Indies ; men of North Ame-
rica in abundance ; one large house full

of wealthy Portuguese; and crowds
from the Emerald Isle. There was not

a single Frencliman, however, nor a

German ; there were a few Russians,

or rather sons of Englishmen, em-
ployed in the Russian service ; but
unhappy England, and the whole
world, being at the time by the ears

together, the resort of what may be
termed foreigners was reciprocally

very limited, as much so, mutatis mu-
tandis, as was that of British subjects

to the continent of Europe.
The West India and Irish gentle-

men somehow went to war about this

period; and bloody work there was
among them while hostilities lasted.

What was the cause of this status

* The eminent and learned author of the
recently produced Dictionary arrived at Edin-
burgh at the same time as myself, but did not,

till three or four years afterwards, commence
the study of a profession, to which he has been,
and will continue to be, so valuable a contri-
butor, having devoted the intervening period
to the cultivation of the arts, sciences, liter-

ature, and philosophy, for a competent know-
ledge of which he is justly distinguished.

hellicosus, if I ever knew, I have for-

gotten ; but I had the fortune (good
or bad) to hear a great deal of what
both parties had to say, being myself
in statu neulro. None of the English-

men, and very few of any other nation,

concerned themselves in the merits or

management of the grievance. Fight-
ing in the streets and upon the public

promenades with fists and cudgels, and
at dinner tables with chairs and bottles,

terminated at length in the more serious

warfare of pens, ink, paper, pamphlets,

and PISTOLS ! ! Yea, verily, the morn-
ing subsequent to the creation of a

batch of doctors, half a dozen gentle-

men crossed the Frith of Forth, and
amused themselves by firing at and
wounding one another. I was passing

through that well-known place of re-

sort called The Meadows, one sum-
mer evening, when a regiment of vo-

lunteers was marching from their drill-

ground ; the Montagues and the Ca-
pulets met. An Irish candidate for

the sumnii honores roared from the

centre of his partizans, upon seeing a
brother candidate bearing something
of a swarthy aspect, " There goes my
Thesis !"—he having written his ten-

tamen inaugurate de rachitide,
and the name of the other being Rick-
etts. This was war-whoop enough

;

and Donnybrook fair only could fur-

nish a realization of the scene which
immediately took place. Even the
gallant soldiers of Parliament-house
square could not continue their march
on account of the contested affairwhich

was going on in their front.

During the second winter, I at-

tended Dr. Home's lectures on ma-
teria medica. Dr. Gregory's practice of

physic, Mr. Murray's chemistry. Dr.
Barclay's anatomy, the practice and
the clinical lectures at the Royal In-

firmary, it being considered that my
mind was by this time strengthened
sufticiently to enable me to take a

wider range than had been thought
advisable the year before.

This winter I booked Dr. Gregory's

admirable, though unfinished, course ;

and have preserved it in six closely-

written volumes. I have never met
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with any thing upon medical suhjects

of so interesting a nature^ or of such
vahiable practical use ; nor have I

been able to find that (with the ex-

ception, perhaps, of some more recent

discoveries) he left out much of what
it is requisite to know. Often have

I been agreeably surprised at finding,

on turning over the leaves of these

books, that Gregory had told his pupils

(and myself among the rest) what
many more voluminous, though less

felicitous, authors seem to have been

at considerable pains to become pos-

sessed of. To describe the spirit, the

taste, the composition, much less the

matter, of these prelections being a

task far beyond my ability. I shall

endeavour to amuse the reader, but
more particularly to convey a useful

hint to the student, by attempting an
infinitely humbler one ; namely, by
describing the plan by which I con-

trived to preserve these lectures for

subsequent reference.

Although, during the same season

I attended several courses of lectures,

I committed one only of these to book ;

and, acting under the direction of

excellent counsel, I wrote very scanty

if any notes of devionstralive lectures

—such as those upon chemistry, ana-

tomy, and operative surgery. The
sense of sight, at least, as well as that

of hearing, was then in request, for

purely didactic instruction, that is to

say, for the mere reception thereof,

hearing was the only channel of per-

ception on the part of the sensorium in

immediate request. I was not a steno-

grapher, but M'rote rapidly, in a way
practised by many of the best parlia-

mentary reporters, wrote short, i. e.

abbreviated both words and sentences,

condensed elucidations, and even
abridged upon the spot. I made it

an inviolable rule to transcribe fairly,

and at greater length, the lecture

thus taken from the mouth of the

professor in the class-room, every

evening (or in the course of the cur-

rent day) before I went to bed. This
occupation filled up my time both

profitably and agreeably. Generally

I had the interval of an hour after

attending the lecture thus carried off,

and my resort to the next ; and this

hour was in general diligently em-
ployed in extending my notes, upon
uniform paper, so as to make the

binding up, at the close of the course,

a very simple matter.

This is the plan I would recom-
mend, after my own experience, to

students who propose to be note-

takers. Let them take as copious
abstracts of what may be said by
their teachers as possible ; transfer to

fair paper, and in as legible a hand as

they can write, the whole while it is

yet fresh in their memories ; even a
night's rest upon this is hazardous to

accuracy, and an evening's dissipation,

even if of so innocent a nature as to

be worthy to be designed relaxation

only, is next to fatal. It is very
likely to double the work of the en-
suing day, to fatigue, and to disgust

the youth in his ardent pursuit.

Habits of authorship (habits which
comprehend whatever constitutes the

highest excellence of a learned cha-

racter) are thereby early formed, in-

delibly fixed, and rendered matters of

mere common-place. The possessor

of such monuments of early industry

will look upon them until the latest

hour of life with an indescribable sa-

tisfaction ; he depasits them among
the heir-looms of his family, furnishes

his sons (or other followers in his own
path) with them when they enter

upon the career of medical study ; or

bequeaths them as an invaluable ii

legacy to some industrious youth, '«
who may bid fair, in his opinion, to

appreciate their value.

A coincidence, (not, perhaps, very

remarkable, but one) which I cannot

forget, occurred in the course of my
attendance upon Dr. Gregory, Avhich,

(being in a conversational mood) I

shall cursorily relate, sans apologie.

I had made up my mind, and the

directors of my education had sanc-

tioned the scheme, of re-attending the

truly philosophical lectures delivered

by the professor of materia medica,

therapeutics, and pharmacy, the fol-

loAving winter. As they were delivcr-

J
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ed at too early an hour for me to pre-

sent myself with necessary regularity,

labouring at the time under a formid-

able diarrhoea, \v'hich debilitated me
much, and was particularly severe

during the night, as well as the early

part of the day, I continued, never-

theless, to reach Dr. Gregory's class-

room in time to obtain a seat in the

front row, just under the professor's

desk ; and there were two friends who
flanked me, one on either side, in

order to insure for me as much space

as possible, and to whisper a word
now and then for which I might per-

haps be at a loss.

One morning, after having been

disturl>ed by my malady upwards of

thirty times, I continued to find my
way to the college (which was at no

great distance from my residence),

and to take my seat in the accustomed

place in good time, having abandoned,

as I have already stated, the idea of

attending upon the eight o'clock lec-

ture until the next session, although

I had taken my ticket. There, be-

fore the arrival of the professor, I was
seized with syncope, and my friends

removed me to the open air. I found
myself so extenuated that I resolved

to go home ; and, much as I had set

my heart upon completing my MS.
copy of these inestimable instructions,

to trust to a future session for the

supply of the hiatus, which this ne-

cessitous occurrence seemed destined

inevitably to cause. On my way
along the street, however, I rallied,

returned, was in time, and wrote the

lecture as usual.

Dr. Gregory had a sound regard for

the contract entered into on the part

of a teacher with his pupils. In con-

sequence of this he considered the

duties of the chair to hold claims upon
his attendance paramount to all others.

He, therefore, steadfestly refused all

visits to patients, however profitable,

which might interfere with his busi-

ness at the University. As strictly

adhering to this principle, as it was
possible for a man of such eminence
and in such request to do, he, in al-

most every instance, refused to attejid

VOL. II.

patients at a distance during the ses-

sion of college ; sometimes, though
rarely, however, he had it not in his

power to decline, and I think about
twice, in the course of my attend-

ance, he was called into the country.

One morning I found myself so ill

that I was absolutely unable to attend

the lecture, and accordingly remained
at home. This was on a Saturday,

and the more vexatious because the

course of lectures was drawing to a
close, and my JVISS. were near com-
pletion, without having been inter-

rupted by attacks of sickness, strong

as these had been. I spent a doleful

couple of days lamenting, with all

the bitterness of heart consequent to

a juvenile disappointment, the sad
blank which would now infallibly be
left among my leaves j but remedy
there was none : and on the Monday
I repaired to the lecture-room, for-

tified with all possible resignation.

Having taken my usual seat, and my
ordinary associates being seated by
me, I began to deplore my misfortune.
" What misfortune.''" was the reply.
" Why, that of not having taken
Saturday's lecture." " Saturday's

lecture ! There was none." " You
don't say so !

" " Yes, we do. Dr.
Gregory was obliged to go to the

country, and so you are just in time."

This was the most agreeable piece of
intelligence I had ever received, and
I drove the quill with accelerated

rapidity.

PLAGUE AT BUSHIR.

The accounts of the ravages of the

plague at Bushir, in the Persian Gulf,

are frightful. The mortality is so

great, that robbers pillage the town
with impunity. At Constantinople

the disease is also making ravages.

In this last city the cholera has not

caused such mortality as in other

places.

The cholera has made its appearance,

we believe for the first time, at Hesse-

Cassel.

H H
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ABUSES IN THE MEDICAL PRO-

FESSION.

In our last we noticed a few of the

numerous abuses in the medical pro-

fession of this country, and we called

upon the public press to aid us iu

correcting them. If these abuses

were exaggerated, or if they were not

highly injurious to the greatest in-

terests of society, the preservation of

public and ofpersonal health,we should

not have called on that mighty engine,

the press, to co-operate with us in pro-

moting the welfare of humanity and

the beneficence of the healing art.

Though we are the feeble but honest

advocates of humanity and medical

science, yet our cause is that of every

man in society, from the king to the

peasant. It has often surprised us

that the profession of medicine is

totally overlooked by the public press.

All the other sciences, arts, and pur-

suits of mankind are attended to, and

that which is dearest to every one is

neglected. If the practice of medi-

cine be the most abstruse, delightful,

and extensive study that can occupy

human attention, and the most im-

portant to man—forwhat is man with-

out health?—it assuredly ought to be

patronized and protected. If it con-

sisted in the application of a few

certain remedies, and did not com-

prise almost all the branches of

natural science, besides those called

medical, then it might be practised

with safety by every person of

ordinary comprehension. But those

conversant with it declare its em-

pire boundless, and that the study of

one of its elementary branches oc-

cupies the lifetime of the ablest

men before they can have a perfect

knowledge of it. When we consider

the wise co-ordination, the concatena-

tion, and respective relations of the

numerous organs in the human body,

to which is confided the mysterious

exercise of life, we find nothing de-

fective, nothing superfluous, all con-

structed with consummate perfection.

But when we study the actions or

functions of these organs, such as the

circulation of the blood, sensation, di-

gestion, respiration, vision, audition,

olfiiction, gustation, &c., and the in-

timate connexion between the imma-

terial and material principles in the

livin<T body, we feel the mind elevated

to the sublime Author of man. When

we consider the innumerable derange-

ments of the human frame, induced

by surrounding bodies, and the innu-

merable remedies bounteously afforded

for their alleviation and removal, we

must at once conclude that the pre-

tensions of unprincipled and unini-

tiated persons to the healing art are

unfounded, and their practice must be

rash, injurious, and often fatal. Ne-

vertheless, any one may style himself

doctor, surgeon, accoucheur, and prac-

tise medicine. The colleges have no

power to prevent this. The College

of Physicians can fine, provided the

offender has practised one entire

month in London ; but how can this

be proved .? The College of Surgeons
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are a mere corporation, and have no
power whatever. The Apotliecaries

have power, which they exert ty-

rannically against medical students ;

while they allow chemists, who are

not medical men, to escape.

The Practice of Midwifery is at-

tempted by the most illiterate of both
sexes ; and the human female, when
stretched upon the rack on which na-
ture has laid her, is deprived of that

efficient aid that could abridge her
severe sufferings, and extricate her

infant from danger, and even death.

If we contrast these abuses with
the state of medical practice in France
we shall be gratified by observing that

no person can undertake the treatment

of the sick, even during parturition,

without having acquired a proper me-
dical education ; for, be it observed,

that midwives, in any part of France,

must be properly instructed. In this

country, the most ignorant persons

undertake the duties of midwives ; and
hence the fvightful mortality among
lying-in women and their helpless off-

spring. The public has, at length,

seen this error, and accordingly en-

deavour to abate it, by employing
medical practitioners to superintend

the extraordinary and difficult process

of parturition. Some few, whose no-
tions are antiquated and erroneous,

consider the human female requires

no medical aid during the nativity of
the offspring; but no one who is

aware of the numerous difficulties and
dangers attendant on parturition can
sanction such an opinion. It is, how-
ever, an extraordinary fact, that

neither the College of Physicians nor

407

the College of Surgeons examine on
obstetric medicine ; and therefore stu-
dents in general pay little attention

to the subject. The Corporation of
Physicians cannot defile themselves
by manual operations : they leave

those to the mechanical branch of the

profession, called " Surgeons ;" while
these have a by-law, to the intent

that none of their body, who practises

midwifery or pharmacy, can be on the

Council or the Court of Examiners

;

and, consequently, those who do not

practise midwifery could not, with
propriety or consistency, examine upon
it. Thus it is that this branch* of

medicine is a terra incognita—"a. no
man's land," to which every person
may lay claim. In support of ^is
position we may state, that in Lon-
don, as well as in the country, the

lowest of both sexes act as obstetre-

cians,—bone-setters, cow-leeches, che-

mists, and women, There is scarcely

a commission or an assizes that passes

without some trial for mala praxis in

obstetricy. But we cannot be sur-

prised at this, when the Colleges and
Hall turn their backs upon the sub-
ject

; and when a president of one
of these valued and esteemed insti-

tutions publishes a series of letters

m the newspapers, against the em-
ployment of medical practitioners as

obstetricians. This sage personage
would have hospital surgeons employed
in difficult cases, those individuals

who cannot practise obstetricy, and
who would be as competent to manage
difficult cases as so many new-born
infants.

Posterity cannot believe that me-
H H 2
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dicine could be in such a deplorable

state of degradation in the nineteenth

century ; with our schoolmasters

abroad, marches of intellect, omni-

potence of the public press, spirit of

philanthropy, and unbounded wisdom.

NON-CONTAGIOUSNESS of CHOLERA.

We are glad to perceive, that the

opponents to cholera contagionists in-

crease every day, and are to be found

in every corner of the kingdom, while

the Central Board of Health party

are consigned to oblivion. We have

been favoured with the report of a

meeting, held a few days ago at Dum-

fries ; and we shall be obliged to our

valued correspondent if he address us

personally in future, as some of our

communications find their way else-

where.

" At a numerously attended public

meeting of the jNIedical Gentlemen

of Dumfries, held in the Council

Chamber, on Thursday, the 18tli Oc-

tober, 18:^2, Archibald Blacklock,

Esq., Surgeon, in the Chair.—It was

moved by Dr. Ross Jameson, se-

conded by Mr. C. Bell, Surgeon, and

carried by a majority of 11 to 1 :
—

" That it is the imperative duty of

the medical men, both resident and

non-resident, who have been engaged

in the treatment of the malignant or

Asiatic cholera, since it appeared in

Dumfries, to declare to the public,

that the rise and progress of the pes-

tilence here, in their opinion, were

quite independent of, and unconnected

with, human contagion or infection ;

and, further, that, from what they

have observed, they do not consider

it capable of being conveyed from one

individual to another."

REMARKABLE EXPLOSION OF CHO-
LERA IN ONE NIGHT.

Wk recollect how the hunters after

contagion in cholera slurred over the

remarkable manner in which the

cholera burst forth in one night at

Gateshead last year. The Gazette

Medicate of the' 23d ult. furnishes

another remarkable instance of the

kind, which occurred at Zneira, in

Moravia, during the night of the 9th

of August last, when 400 cases oc-

curred in a population of three thou-

sand.

RE-APPEARANCE OF CHOLERA
IN BERLIN.

We regret to state that, in the above

city, four cholera hospitals have been

re-opened. Latterly, from 15 to 20

deaths have taken place there daily.

At Cassel, wliere the disease had

begun to decline, it has lately assumed

new vigor, and has appeared among

the military.

At Liege, the appearance of the

disease has been officially announced.

AN ACID RIVER.

At the Academy of Sciences a paper

was read, on the 22d ultimo, from

M. Boussingault, relative to the che-

mical properties of water taken from

llio-Vinagre (Vinegar River), or Rio

de Posambrio, situated near Popayan,

in South America. This river, which

takes its rise in the midst of a chain

of very high mountains, proceeds in a

subterranean course for several miles,

and debouches in a magnificent cas-

cade of 300 feet high. Below this

point its banks are with difficulty ap-

proached, and persons cannot remain

long near it, in consequence of the

watery particles which are suspended

in the atmosphere causing great irri-

tation in their eyes. The analysis

has produced

Sulphuric Acid .... O.OOIIO

Hydrochloric Acid . . • 0.00091

Alum .... 0.00040

f me .... 0.00013

Soda ... .0.00012

lia 0.00023

Oxide of Iron and Magnesia .
traces.
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IL'Jospftal ilifports.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

CHRONIC GASTRITIS.

Anne Holmes, aged 26, a servant,

of robust habit, was admitted into

the Hospital, September 20, under
Dr. Elliotson. States that she has

been ill for nine months. Has pain

in the epigastrium, increased by pres-

sure or deep inspiration ; the pain, on
going up stairs, is more acute, and
extends to the back ; feels also a sen-

sation of heat about the stomach, ex-

tending half up the oesophagus, greatly

increased by taking any thing into the

stomach. Every thing she swallows

feels very hot ; has also a sensation of

nausea, which is increased by food

;

complains of a very disagreeable taste

in mouth ; bowels confined
; pulse

rather sharp, 76 ; tongue rather white,

but red at tip ; countenance veiy

anxious ; cannot lie upon either side

;

catamenia regular.

22. V.S.ad lb. j. hirudines xx. cpigastrio.

Slops.

28. Continues much the same ;

bowels not open for two days.

Habeat.— 01. ricini, Jss. pro re nata.

Hirudines xx. epigastrio qiwtidie.

Oct. 2. Pain in epigastrium a little

better ; other symptoms remain the

same. Bowels kept regular by castor

oil.

5. Pain in epigastrium increased

since last report ; all the symptoms
appear worse.

01. crototi, 9j. ulend. tit liniment, epigas-

trio elpectori.

7- All the symptoms relieved. The
croton oil has brought out a thick

eruption on the part it was rubbed

;

countenance improved.

9. Has continued to improve since

the croton oil has been used. The
pain in her epigastrium increased if

she moves about ; can now lie upon
cither side ; pulse small, rather quick,

80.

Rep. ol. croton ut liniment epigastrio et

pectori.

10. The croton oil has produced

another eruption, much thicker than

the former. Symptoms remain the

same as yesterday.

12. IMuch better.—Pergat.

15. Sensation of heat about the

stomach and throat nearly left her.

Still, occasionally, has the shooting

pains in chest; countenance improved;

tongue nearly natural ; bowels regu-

lar ; pulse quick, and rather feeble.

The eruption, produced by the croton

oil, nearly well.

18. Heat about the stomach and
oesophagus entirely left her ; dis-

agreeable taste in mouth gone. From
the least exertion she occasionally ex-

periences pain in the side. Appetite

good ; countenance improved ; bowels

regular ; pulse natural.

Omitl. hirudines.

20. This morning she was taken

with hysterical symptoms ; the whole

anterior surface of her body giving

severe pain from the slightest pressure;

great di'})res.si()n of s])irits ; loss of ap-

petite ; })ulse languid, 70.

21. All the latter^ symptoms left

her. This morning she appears pretty

well.

23. Feels perfectly well ; bowels

regular ; tongue natural ; appetite

good. Left the Hospital quite well

on the 2oth.

EPILEPSIA A TERRORE.

John Easterbrook, aged 21, of

short stature and phlegmatic temper-

ament, a rope-maker. Admitted into

Jacob's Ward of this Hospital, under

the care of Dr. Elliotson, for fits

produced by fright. States that he

was in a shed boiling tar, which in a

moment boiled over ; the fume arising

from it was so great, that before he

could reach the door was nearly suf-

focated. The next day was taken

with severe pain in the head, soon fol-

lowed by violent delirium, which
lasted for three days. The remedies

resorted to for the delirium so much
weakened him, that he could scarcely
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walk about for eight days. Two
months after this he was first taken

in a fit, when he bit his tongue, and
foamed much at the mouth. This

was followed by cold shivers and loss

of power, which continued the day.

Since that time the fits have gradually

increased ; at present they come on

twice or thrice a-day, always suc-

ceeded by the cold shivers and loss of

power : has also, at the present time,

constant pain on the top of his head.

Appetite pretty good ; bowels con-

fined ; tongue tremulous, and rather

white ; pulse very quick, and feeble.

5. Cold shower-bath daily.

Habeat Mist. senn(P. comp. Jiss. qmtidie

si opim sit. C. cruent. ad 3xij. occipiti.

8. Has not had a fit since his ad-

mission; complains of a throbbing

j»ain in the back part of his head, and
also of pains in all his limbs. This

morning he states that he has got a

gonorrheal discharge, which he has

had for these last three months.

Pergat in usu medicamentontm.

10. The pain in his head has en-

tirely left him, other symptoms con-

tinue the same.—Pergat.

12. He was taken with a very

severe fit last night, which lasted

nearly twenty minutes, succeeded by
cold shivers and excessive prostration.

Complains this morning of pain in

his head.

C. C. ad 5xij. occipiti.

15. Pain in his head much relieved

from the cupping. This morning he

complains of pains in all his limbs,

accompanied with stiffness. Tongue
clean ; bowels kept open by house

medicine ;
pulse regular, 80.

16. Pains in his limbs continue the

same, when warm he finds them
better ; great thirst ; tongue coated

with yellowish fur ; no appetite ;

pulse quick, compressible ; bowels

rather relaxed ; pain in head entirely

left him.

V. S. ad lb. j. vin. cochl. 3ss. ter die.

18. Has been much easier since the

bleeding. The pains have nearly dis-

appeared, but the stiffness remains so

bad, that he can scarcely turn himself

in bed. The colchieum has purged

him a good deal, in consequence of

which it has been discontinued since

last evening. Pulse rather sharp, 96 ;

thirst continues. Has not taken any
food for two days.

20. Yesterday he recommenced the

colchieum : it has opened his bowels

two or three times. The pains have

entirely left him ; stiffness nearly

subsided Has not had another fit,

neither has he been troubled with any
pain in his head ; still, however, his

countenance appears dull ;
pulse nearly

natural ; tongue clean ; appetite better.

21. JMuch better ; has been able to

get up ; stiffness entirely left him.

This evening he was requested to go

to the bath, he said positively he would
not, for he would leave the hospital>

and went out accordingly.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.

Injury of the Head—Parali/.ns—
Loss of Vision — Laryngitis—
Piece of Tobacco-pipe in the Brain.

Joshua Coopkr, aetat. 58, a strong,

healthy, very muscular man, was ad-

mitted into Guy's Hospital, under
the care of ]\Ir. Morgan, on the 29th
of August, with great pain on the

right side of the head
;
partial para-

lysis on the other side of the face and
neck—but this occurred at intervals

only ; falling of the upj)er eyelid of

the right eye, and he had been gra--

dually losing the sight of it ; the

pupil rather dilated, cannot distin-

guish anything with this eye; com-
plains of great pain in the right eye

and side of the face on going near

the fire. He imputes these symp-
toms to a fall from a cart, which he

received about a year ago ; but he

since hurt his eye in a drunken brawl.

Before his admittance into the hos-

pital, he had been attending at the

Stoke Newington Dispensary, on the

11th of r\Iay; he v/as bled and leeched;

cold lotions to the head ; saline pur-

gatives, and gr.v. calomel every night;
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Tjndcr which treatment, he says, he

got (juite well. On the l9th of June,

the pain in the forehead aiicl right

eye returned, with intolerance of light.

He was then bled ; took the calomel

as before, with jnirgative mixtures, as

occasion required. He soon got so

much better that he ^^•as induced to

give up his letter on the 30th of the

same month He came to the Hos-
pital (complaining as above) on the

29th of August, when Mr. Morgan
ordered c c ad Sxvj. emp. lyttse.

nuchae. pil. hyd. gr. v. or with the

mist. mag. c. mag. sulph. ter in die.

He went on till 12th of l:»ept. without

any difference in his symptoms, when
he had again c. c ad 5xvj. dext. temp,

the right side of the head was shaved

and blistered; he was slightly bcne-

iited. 22nd. V. S. ad .?xij. which
was cupped and buffed. On the 29th,

he was bled to Jviij. Under this

treatment he was gradually getting

better till the 4th of October, when he

suddenly died, as was supposed, from
croup.

Autopsy.—No appearance of injury

or inflammation of tlie right eye ; the

lungs, heart, liver, kidneys, and pan-

creas were in a very healthy state.

On removing the larynx, a puriform

mucus followed the knife ; there was
inflammation beneath the mucous
membrane, with great thickening,

with acute laryngitis. On minute
inspection, there were observed marks
of old disease, probably of the like

character. The parts were distended

Vv-ith oedema, and a few patches, or

flakes of lymph were scattered on the

surface, but no bridles or bands, and
nothing like the commencement of a

false membrane. The brain tolerably

healthy ; the vessels of the dura mater
were sliglitly turgid ; the other mem-
branes healthy ; some marbling of the

substance; rather more fluid than na-

tural in the ventricles. On removing
the brain, there was found a piece of

tobacco-pipe, about two inches in

length, lodged between the bone and
the dura mater, near the optic fora-

men ; tiie dura mater was not lace-

rated ; but at the spot where it had

been pressed upon by thepi])e tliere

was a small tumour, resembling the

commencement of fungoid disease

;

beneath the membrane, opposite the

tumour, was a small mass of dark-

gray matter, probably coagulum ; ra-

ther more fiuid than natural at the

base of the brain ; no cicatrix to in-

dicate any wound about the eye. He
never stated that any foreign body
had been driven through his eye

;

but said he had been hurt when he

was drunk.

EXCISION OF TUK MAMMA AMPUTA-
TION OF THE LEG.

Tuesday, Nov. 5th, Mr. Bransby
Cooper removed the left breast for a

woman, named ]\Iaria Hogan, a!tat.46.

No. 29, Martha's Ward. She came
into the Hospital on the 17th of

October, and states, that for the last

eight months she has experienced

great pain in her left breast, shooting

up the neck into the axilla and down
the left arm. She has had a small

tumour in her breast for some time
;

it is of a marbly-hardness, painful

when handled. She has been a very

healthy woman, of regular habits, has

worked hard, had three children, but
never suckled with that breast, on

account of the nipple being retracted

ever since childhood. The breast was
removed in the usual way, with some
fibres of the pectoral muscle, to which
the tumour adhered. She was then
put to bed, with a piece of dry lint

over the wound, and left to granulate,

Mr. Cooper and Mr. Callaway having
found, that when so treated the dis-

ease is much longer before it returns.

28 Had a good night; bowels

open ; is doing well.

29. The edges were slightly drawn
together with strapping; is looking

healthy, and is rapidly healing.

Tuesday, October ^0. W. Pearson,

25, Luke's Ward, had his left leg

removed, on account of a chronic in-

flammation of the knee-joint. He is

25 years of age ; is a hatter by trade ;

worlved hard ; drank considerably,

from a. gallon to two gallons of porter
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daily. About three years ago he was
jumping from a height, andhe sprained

his knee ; it gradually swelled, but
he took no notice of it ; it was leeched,

poulticed, blistered, &c., without any
benefit. He could work for a day or

two after applying leeches and resting;

but on again going to Avork, the inflam-

mation returned worse than before.

]\Ir. Cooper operated with the double

flap, cutting the outer flap shorter

than the inner. The arteries were all

enlarged, on account of the disease in

the joint. The leg was then dressed

and the man put to bed. We never

saw an amputation lietter performed.

31. He took last night liq. opii sed

gtt. XXV., but did only sleep at inter-

vals ; stump easy ; tongue clean

;

bowels open ; pulse good.

ST. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.

Osleo-Sarcoma.—Amputation above

the Knee.—Hydrocele.— Excision

of Poli/piis Uteri.— Hydrocele.

October 25.

OSTEO-SARC03IA—AMPUTATION.

Mr. Kkate amputated the leg of a

patient above the knee for an osteo-

sarcomatous tumour of the leg, si-

tuated under the soleus and gastroc-

nemii muscles. The patient was ad-

mitted about a fortnight since, and
Mr. Keate, whose patient she was,

requested the opinion of Mr. Brodie
upon the case, as it seemed of rather

an obscure nature. ]Mr. Brodie saw
licr a few days after her admission

(she had been formerly under his care

as an out-patient, and then Mr.
Brodie had ordered her to rest it,

without giving any further decided

opinion upon the matter), and, after

examining it, he declared his opinion

to coincide with Mr. Keate's, as to

its being of a malignant nature. Mr.
Brodie added, that he only remember-
ed one case of the same nature in the

hospital, and that was in a boy, who
had a tumour somewhat similar under

the muscles of the ball of the thumb,
which, ]Mr. Brodie added, Avas extir-

pated. The nature of the tumour
being thus declared to be malignant,

the patient was acquainted with the

result, and she readily consented to

undergo any operation that might be
judged necessary for her relief. Pre-
vious to operating upon her, the sur-

geons consulted together, and deter-

mined upon opening the tumour, and
if found to be malignant, the leg was
then to be amputated above the knee.

Upon cutting into the tumour, some
fluid gushed out, and Mr. Keate, per-

ceiving his diagnosis of the case to be
a correct one, immediately amputated
the leg above the knee. After the

operation was concluded, ]Mr. Keate
examined the tumour ; he remarked,
" that the tumour had been increasing

in growth for the last eighteen months.
When it was first perceived, it was
much smaller in size, and the patient

felt great pain in the sole of the foot,

so much so as to prevent her from
going about her usual occupation. For
the last three months, the increase of

it in size had been more rajiid." When
cut into, it was found to be of an osteo-

sarcomatous nature ; it was very
flrmly intermixed and imbedded in

the muscles, and ran so high up to the

knee-joint, as entirely to have pre-

vented the limb being amputated below
the knee. The woman bore the opera-

tion with remarkable courage and for-

titude. Her health is very good, and
there is every chance of her speedy
recovery.

The next operations performed were
the cutting out a fatty tumour from
the back, which calls for no remark,

and the tapping a hydrocele, by JMr.

Hawkins. In the latter case, owing
to some unforeseen circumstance,

the fluid did not flow through the

canula, but only a few drops of blood.

This unforeseen failure arose clearly

from no want of skill or dexterity on
the part of the operator.

A few j)ortions of dead bone were

then taken from a case of necrosis of

the tibia, by Blr. Babington,
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Oct. 2G.—To-day, Mr. Brodie cut

off a ])olyj)us of the uterus, in a patient

of Dr. Ilewett's. Lisfranc's forcei)s

were used to draw it down into the

vagina, and the neck of the tumour
was then divided with a sharp-pointed

bistoury. The size of the polypus

was that of a small orange, and, in its

structure, it resembled what was for-

merly known in surgery by the name
of fleshy tubercle of the uterus. No
haemorrhage occurred.

Continuation of Shaughncssey s Case.

HYDROCELE.

Oct. 14. Some degree of constitu-

tional disturbance ; bowels much re-

laxed, accompanied with great intes-

tinal pain, for wliich he was ordered

a dose of magnesia and rhubarb. IMr.

Brodie also ordered him to take ca-

lomel and opium at night, and to con-

tinue it, not, remarked he, that the

man appears particularly to require

it now, but he may perhaps eventually

do so ; and, by giving it him now,
therefore, we save ourselves time, and
him much after pain and suffering.

19. Going on very well.

22. Continue medicine.

28. Quite well. To leave off his me-
dicine^ and to go out on Wednesday.

APPEARANCE AND PROGRESS OF
CHOLERA IN THE NEW BAILEY
PRISON, MANCHESTER.

BY HENRY OLLIER, ESQ.,

Surgeon to the Prison.

In drawing the attention of your
readers to the all-absorbing subject

of cholera, it is not by any means my
intention to trespass upon your co-

lumns by entering the arena of dis-

cussion— as to whether the present

epidemic is, or is not, contagious ;—as

to the best curative measures for its

extinction ;—or as to its first appear-

ance and progress in this island. The
daily journals are so full of arguments,
that the subject is threadbare ,* but,

unfortunately, in spite of " stubborn
facts," and the " thousand and one

"

cures that have bceu so boldly advo-

cated in divers quarters, the pestilence

still prevails, and still seems to deride

all the best efforts of science towards
the invention of a cure.

In spite of the exertions of Boards
of Health, of medical officers, and offi-

cers of quarantine, the disease creeps

along, making its " exits and its en-

trances" in a way not to be explained

by analogical reasoning, and (what is

of infinitely more consequence) baffling

every attempt either to arrest its pro-

gress, or to subdue it after its appear-

ance.

Our brethren out of the profession

have done their duty as far as in them
lay the power ; for if they have not
" stayed the plague," by the adoption

of preventive measures, they have

wisely contributed to the general com-
forts of the poor, and ameliorated the

condition of those who were most ex-

posed to its influence, either through

the medium of vice or poverty. Let us

then perform our duty ;—let us look at

the subject with the eye of philosophy,

—not through the mist of prejudice,

but through the enlightened medium
of science ; and then we may with
reason hope to see, ere long, that full

and impartial evidence may elicit the

decision of truth. It is for the pro-

motion of this object that I venture

to appear before the public.

When the epidemic cholera made
its appearance in Manchester, it be-

came my duty, as surgeon to the New
Bailey Prison, to confer with the visit-

ing justices, as to the best measures

which we could adopt, in order to

prevent its ingress to the jail ; and
all due precautions were immediately

taken for that desirable purpose.

Each prisoner was subjected, on his

admission, to all the available rules

of medical police ;—such as ablution,

frequent inspection, change of cloth-

ing, and quarantine of at least five

days, before he was classed with his

fellow-prisoners. A disinfecting ap-

paratus was erected—such as our emi-

nent townsman. Dr. Henry, has ad-

vocated in a published tract. In this

apparatus the clothes of the prisoner

were immediately subjected, by the
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agency of steam, for at least one hour,

to a dry temperature of at least 208°,

a process which not only destroys ver-

min, but disinfects the materials, by
decomposing and evaporating any con-

tagious virus that they may contain.

On Friday, the 7th of September,

however, in derision of this preventive

service, the disease made its appear-

ance. At seven o'clock in the morning
I was sent for, and found a misde-

meanour prisoner labouring under all

the characteristic symptoms of the

epidemic cholera, of which he died in

three days. He had been in the jail

three weeks, had passed through qua-
rantine, and been afterwards daily

subjected to hard labour. He had
been troubled with severe diarrhoea

for several days, but did not report

himself sick. He had not communi-
cated with his friends, even by letter

;

and when he was admitted, there was
not, among 520 prisoners, one medical

case of any kind under treatment in

the men's hospital ! The jail was re-

markably healthy.

At seven o'clock on the following

morning, a convict prisoner, in so in-

sulated a building of the prison, that

he could not have even seen the other

man, was suddenly attacked by the

symptoms, and recovered.

On Saturday, the 8th, divine ser-

vice was suspended.

On the 12th, diarrhoea, of different

degrees of violence, prevaihid through-
out the jail, and three prisoners, con-

fined in diiferent parts, were admitted
into hospital with genuine cholera.

On the 14th, and almost every follow-

ing day, there were malignant cases

;

and diarrhoea was now so prevalent,

that, at my request, the treadmill

labour was also suspended, and the

diet of the prisoners, u'hich had been
ameliorated several months since, by
way of anticipation, was still further

improved in quality.

In the mean time, at the suggestion

of our magistrates, who are always
anxious to deal out mercy as well as

punishment, I had great pleasure in

selecting the professional assistance

of my friend and relative, Mr. Stott,

in order that every attenti(in might

be paid, both by day and night.

Five weeks had now elapsed since

cholera became our unv/elcome visitor.

It had left tlie male prisoners, and for

four weeks the female side of the

prison was exempt from its influence.

On Sunday, the 7th inst., however,

a convict woman, Avho, with a child

at the breast, had been in prison for

three months, and had held no inter-

course whatever with the male pri-

soners, nor with the females, lately

discharged from the quarantine ward,

was, after diarrhoea of several days*

continuance, attacked with the genuine

symptoms. Her life was in jeopardy

for two days, but she recovered

On the "]2th, up to the 18th inst.,

when the disease again disappeared,

other females of separate classes were

attacked, all of whom had been in the

prison for at least four weeks, and, of

seventeen, two have died.

During this visitation of six weeks,

then, there have been sixty-five cases,

nineteen deaths, and forty-six reco-

veries ; and I can safely assert, that

more than fifty attacks of the premo-

nitory diarrhoea and nausea have been

cut short in a temporary infirmary,

which was furnished for the purpose,

near the hospital of the jail.

If there be any reason to boast of

this success among prisoners of weak
constitution, who were consequently

predisposed to the disease, it is very

reasonable to suppose that the treat-

ment will be considered matter of

importance.

As soon as a prisoner reported him-

self as having diarrhoea, he was im-

mediately removed to a bed in the

tem.porary infirmary, where an assist-

ant administered, every second hour,

a pill, consisting of 2^ gr. of calomel,

1^ gr. of James's powder, and gr. ss,

of opium ; which was followed by the

exhibition of castor oil, according to

circumstances. If the diarrhoea was
severe, and accompanied with nausea

or vomitino-, a solution of tartarized

antimony Avas given, and repeated

until full and free vomiting was pro-

duced. If (as was too frequently the
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case, from his own neglect) the pri-

soner was achnitted into the hospital

labonring under the characteristic

symptoms of the disease, the anti-

nionial solution Avas exhibited, accord-

ing to the views of Dr. Reisch of

Berlin. A large mustard cataplasm

was applied to the whole belly, until

he cried out for its removal ; and as

much cold water was given as the

})atient could drink, a privilege which
he most heartily enjoyed. If the col-

lapse was complete, so that A'^omiting

was with difficulty excited, a large

table- spoonful of mustard seldom fail-

ed to produce a commencement of the

desired effect, namely, such a copious

and forcible expulsion of the stomach's

contents,—such a powerful succussion

of the whole muscular apparatus of

the chest, that its reservoirs of stag-

nant blood were, to a degree, emptied,

the heart's action was increased, and
the circulation gradually equalized

throu<jhout the body. After this

forcibly expulsive vomiting had been
produced, the solution was gradually

discontinued, until the evacuation as-

sumed a bilious character ; and then,

in addition to diet, moderate doses of

chloride of soda were given, as a gentle

stimulus to the stomach, as well as to

the liver.

The first three cases that occurred

were treated by stimulants, without
effect; and I am clearly of opinion,

that opium, brandy, and ammonia,
must either fail to cure, or induce

consecutive fever of a fatal kind.

As to croton oil, I administered

eight drops of it in twelve hours with-

out any effect whatever. As to the

saline treatment, I hear that it has

generally failed. With regard to calo-

mel, I conceive that it can only be
useful in the premonitory stage. If it

be given in the condition of collapse,

it must be given in immense doses

;

and even then, either the intestinal

canal does not absorb it, and death
ensues, or, if it be in part carried into

the system (who can calculate the
quantity?), the liver is so irritated,

as I have seen in several instances,

that vomiting of a grass-green bilious

fluid supervenes, which defies all our
attempts to subdue.

As to saline injections into the vas-

cular system, physiology is totally at

variance with the experiment.

To conclude :—It is evident that

the idea of a specific remedy for cho-

lera is as absurd as it is lamentable.

What, then, is it our duty to do?

—

What, indeed, can we do, but act upon
the reasoning of medical principles ?

Of this I am sure, that whether the

antimonial treatment, according to

the rules above mentioned, be ap-

proved of or not, I have had the en-

viable pleasure of being a witness to

its effects, at the bed-sides of prisoners,

who, after a pulseless, hopeless state

of susj)ended animation continuing for

many hours, have been restored to

life without the dread of consecutive

fever.

Into the question of contagion, it is

not my intention to enter ; but I can-

not convince myself, by observation,

that the disease was introduced by
personal agency, either in its attacks

on the male or the female prisoners.

If, after making its appearance
sporadically, this vagrant and fickle

malady is afterwards communicated to

others, it is my humble but firm opi-

nion, tliat it selects only such as are

eminently predisposed. What medi-
cal practitioner will not feelingly ad-
mit, that it is an unprofitable patient ?

Our duty, however, is like that of
the good Samaritan : we are servants

in a good cause. If this hasty com-
munication has a tendency to produce
throughout the kingdom, all evidence
bearing upon the subject, from those

who have witnessed the disease, my
object will be accomplished. Let our
motto be
" Si quid novisti rectius istis,

Candidus imperti,—si non liis utere raecum.

FALSEHOODS OF FRENCH QUARAN-
TINE PEOPLE DISPLAYED.

uieIn order to show that, if quarantine
people and their cads have been foully

perverting facts connected with the
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public interest in this country, the

fatteners on the contagion bugbear in

France hive not been idle, we give

thiC following extracts from an article

in the Lancetle Franfaise of the Gth

instant :

—

" New proofs of the veracity of
Conlagionists.

"A medical Journal, in giving in

its last number an account of a ^le-

moir by Drs. Tronipeo and Rolandis

of Turin, on the cholera morbus of

Paris, states, ' that one of the most

remarkable circumstances cited by the

authors in favour of contagion is, that

of a certain number of mattress-

makers, who, having been occupied

in carding the wool of beds previously

used by cholera patients, were, almost

all, attacked with the disease ,—but,

(says the journalist,) I do not know
where those gentlemen obtained their

information, or whether it be true.'

" They obtained it from the mouth
of the grand master of contagion,

iNI. Pariset, wlio positively affirms

that it occurred at the Salpctriere.

As to this statement, we can assert

that it is not true,—that, far from

almost all the mattress-makers in

question having been attacked, very

i'cw of them had the disease ; and we
do not see why they should have been

more exempt from the epidemic in-

fluence than the other inhabitants of

that vast establishment, who suffered

greatly from cholera, not excepting

the insane.

" In a similar manner did Messrs.

Pariset and Audouard assert, that

the mattress-makers of Barcelona
were almost all attacked with the

yellow fever, as the consequence of

their particular occupation, during
the epidemic of 1821 in that city :

but j\I. Chervin subsequently placed

before the Academy of Medicine au-

thentic declarations from the mattress-

makers, proving that the statement
of JMessrs. Pariset and Audouard was
utterly fabulous.

"It is thus, nevertheless, that

Messieurs les Contagionisles write

the history of events, and enlighten

governments which place confidence

in them

.

" Why is it to be wondered at that

our neighbours adopt the most rigorous

«nd absurd measures against the pre-

tended contagion of cholera, when we
see certain paid agents of government

become the apostles of that chimera,

and, in their zeal for the cause which

they defend, falsify the facts which

pass before our eyes."

The two persons referred to in the

above extract, Drs. Pariset and Au-
douard, have, from the nature of their

employments, long proved the very

great utility of quarantine regula-

tions—to themselves. How truly

was it said last year by IMagendie to

Lord Auckland,

—

" If you wish, my
Lord, to get rid of contagion, pny no

quarantine people." He told the

same to the Prime Blinister of

France. What thousands of lives

might have been saved had this

advice been taken ! In this country,

the mischief arising from the fatuous

decision, against evidence, of the com-

mittee of imbeciles first consulted,

might have been stayed : events

would have reached the public eye in

a purer shape, instead of being art-

fully dressed up by a grand-maitre,

with his tried lieutenant, and a troop

of mercenaries. Communities, not

being foully swindled out of their

common sense, would have been able

to appreciate, very soon, the differ-

ence between a cause and a mere
coincidence ; the gates of the splendid

public hospitals, which are such an

honour to the country, would not

have been closed against the sick,

who, as we well know, have perished

in many instances, for want of due

accommodation and attendance. We
are well aware that the most consum-

mate art has been practised by a knot of

fattening contagionists, to propagate

through every possible channel their

doctrines from this to other countries.

In our last number we gave proofs

that the medical men in the United

States seemed to be judging for them-

selves, however, unbiassed by ma-
nagement practised here. But far
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otlierwise it seems to be, we are sorry

to say, with the poojile at large there ;

for it Avould appear that, with them,

the falsehoods propagated by some
of the employes in this country, as to

cholera being transportable by such

things as the sails and ropes of a ship,

&c. &c., have gained credence, and,

as may be seen in an extract of a

letter from Watertown, given in the

Paris JMedical Gazette of the 9th
inst., the sick are, consequently,

treated like wild beasts—" On traile

vn pauvre malade comme une bete

farouche ! ! " A dungeon and bread

and water for the remainder of tlieir

lives would be bxit inadequate punish-

ment for the mischief inflicted on
society every where by persons who
have, from interested motives, been
active in propagating the most fiendish

doctrines.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE
NERVOUS SYSTEM,

IN THE FORMATION AND DEVE-
LOPMENT OF DISEASES.

Such is the title of a IMemoir read at

the last meeting of the Academy of

Sciences, by INI. Double, one of the

candidates for the chair vacant by
the death of the celebrated Portal.

Contrary to the doctrines of a rival

candidate (Broussais), which have had
such an influence for several years

past, and which referred all diseases

primarily to lesions of organs, M.
Double considers the agency of the

nervous system principally as the

point of departure in the formation

of diseases. This gentleman thinks,

that as the nervous system is le grand
dominateur des actes phisiologiques

de l'econo7nie,—that as it determines

the development and general form of

organs in animals, and presides over,

or directs, their functions when de-

veloped, the anormal acts by which
the regular mechanism of the economy
is disturbed and disease produced,
should be considered as originating

there also. " From a derangement
of the sensibility," says IM. Double,

"proceeds many lesions in sporadic

or epidemic! diseases. On the moment
of the invasion of a disease, there is

generally a feeling of malaise, of lassi-

tude, of unfixed pain in the limbs,

with sudden alternations of heat and
chills ; there is want of animation,

heaviness of the head, yawning, and
stretching of the limbs ; there is an
exaltation of the senses ; increased

sensibility to light, sound, and odours;

a parched skin, and, in fine, a feeling

of internal disturbance, which is ex-

ercised on all the functions, the whole
demonstrating a lesion of the nervous
system."

As no man stands on higher ground
in the profession than JM. Double, we
shall take another opportunity of lay-

ing his views more at large before the

public. Though they possess no no-

velty, perhaps, the opinions of a phy-
sician, endowed with so penetrating

a mind, are likely to give the coup de
grace to an extravagant doctrine long
unduly, and we would say arrogantly,

pressed upon the profession. As far

as cholera is concerned, the views
promulgated in India by Dr. Burke
and other observers, as well as by Dr.
Auzoux, and others in Europe, more
recentl}^ would seem to receive con-

firmation from the contents of J\f.

Double's memoir ; as also those of
Dr. Gillkrest on yellow fever, as sug-

gested in the Cyclopedia of Practical

Medicine.

PROPOSAL TO INJECT THE BLADDER
IN DROPSY AND CHOLERA.

To the Editors of the Londmi Medical atid

Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
I TAKE the liberty of suggesting for

publication, in your valuable Journal,

the utility of throwing warm water,

combined with tincture of squills, di-

gitalis, or rhubarb, into the bladder, in

cases of cholera morbus. Such prac-

tice has been found useful in aiding

other remedies in the cure of dropsy.

I have the honour to be,

Your obedient servant.

MeDieus.
London, Oct. 31, 1032.
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DR. WATSON ON HEMATURIA.

" In one of the Liimleian lectures,

which Dr. Watson has recently been

delivering before the College of Phy-
sicians, there are some remarks on

haematuria, which may be noticed.

" Blood may proceed from any part

of the secreting or excreting urinary

apparatus—from the kidney, ureter,

bladder, or even urethra, in conse-

quence of stone—from the kidney or

bladder, in consequence of malignant

disease—from any part of the appa-

ratus, in consequence of inflammation

—from some determination to these

organs, arising without obvious or

definable cause, or occurring periodi-

cally or vicariously with the haemor-

rhoidal flux, or in scurvy and purpura

hoemorrhagica, or in some cases of

dropsy, especially that occurring after

scarlet fever, or when excessive venery

has been indulged in. These, and pro-

bably some others, are causes of hae-

maturia, and in determining which
has operated in the individual case,

consists the tact and sagacity of the

practitioner.

" Dr. Watson mentions the follow-

ing instance of haematuria from one

of the causes alluded to:—A young
man came to the Middlesex Hospital

with haemorrhage from the urethra,

and said that he had lost a consider-

able quantity of blood in this manner
in the course of a few hours. He
stated that he had passed the previous

night with a female in whom the

catamenia had just returned, and he

imagined himself inoculated with the

flux. The bleeding was owing, no

doubt, to rupture of a vessel or ves-

sels in the excited urethra. We have

seen an instance of the same kind,

and apparently owing to the same
cause, but the patient had just re-

covered from severe gonorrhoea and
inflammation of the mucous membrane
of the bladder.

" Blood in the urine communicates

to it a red tinge, more or less deep,

and by that tinge its presence is de-

termined. But other substances and

conditions of the system colour the

urine ; the prickly pear or Indian fig

will do it. The Spaniards, on their

discovery of America, ate largely of

this fruit, and were alarmed by the

consequence. Ellicot's people, in his

travels for determining the boundary
of the United States, ate plentifully

of the same fruit, with the same re-

sult and the same alarm. Beet-root

produces a similar effect, and a curious

instance of red-coloured urine, in a

man accustomed to take beet-root for

supper, is related by Desault Mad-
der, some species of strawberries, and
drinks of sorrel, are said to do the

same. The simplest and most satis-

factory criterion of blood in the urine

is afforded by raising the fluid to the

boiling temperature ; the blood will

furnish a brown coagulum, while the

rest n ill regain the natural colour of

urine.
" Let us glance at the diagnostic

marks of haematuria, having its origin

in the various parts on tlie conditions

before mentioned.
" Dr. Prout has said, that ' blood

derived from the kidney is generally

equally diffused through the whole
urine : derived from the bladder, it

for the most part comes away, in

greater or less quantity, at the ter-

mination only of the urinary dis-

charge, the urine having previously

flowed off' nearly pure.' With all due
submission to Dr. P. we think this

must depend, in a great degree, on
circumstances ; and, from what we
have seen, we would not care to attach

great importance to the distinction.

There is one appearance which, when
present, is characteristic of haemor-

rhage from the kidney, or commence-
ment of the ureter, viz., the expul-

sion with the urine of small cylindri-

cal portions of fibrinous coagulum, the

moulds of the ureter ; they are com-
monly whitish, and often look like

slender maggots or small worms. Dr.

Cullen says, that he saw coagulum
come away almost dry, like the half-

burnt wick of a candle. The atten-

dant symptoms of haemorrhage from

the kidney, or commencement of the
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urethra, are, probably, a sensation of

heat, weight, or pain in the situation

of the kidney, or one side of the body.

If a calcuhxs has previously descended

from the kidney, or if the symptoms
usually characterising such a descent

be present, the diagnosis is made still

stronger. But if tliese kidney symp-
toms be absent, and those of stone,

or inflammation of it, or diseased

prostate, be present, we may presume
that the bladder is the seat of the

haemorrhage.
" Dr. Prout thinks we may pro-

nounce, with much confidence, on the

existence of malignant disease, by a

reddish sediment which the urine

throws down, the characters of whicli

are difficult of description, but strike

the experienced eye.

" The haemorrhage occasionally ac-

companying strangury from turpen-

tine or cantharides is, probably, from
the character of the symptoms, the

result of some inflammatory action.

M. Renoult describes a troublesome

hajmaturia which affected the French
troops in Egypt, especially the ca-

valry, and even their horses. There
was much pain in the situation of the

bladder, extending to the glans penis,

frequent and urgent desire to make
water, the last drops being often pure
blood, and passed with acute pain.

On examining the bladder after death,

M. Renoult found its mucous mem-
brane inflamed.

" A diseased bladder will give rise

to hoemorrhage, as all practical sur-

geons know. A curious case happened
to Mr. Heaviside :—An old East In-

dian, subject to nephritic complaints,

was suddenly seized with what seemed
to be retention of urine. A catheter

was passed; no urine flowed, and it

was thought the instrument had not

entered the organ, in the seat of which
was an evident tumour. The patient

died next day. The bladder was found
distended with a large coagulum of

blood, which had come from the dis-

eased mucous membrane ; there was
no blood in the kidneys or ureter.

" When pure blood comes away, it

is probably from the urethra.

" In many cases of haematuria, the
symptoms are very indecisive, the
causes very obscure. In such. Dr.
Watson thinks theha^:morrhageusually

renal, and probably he is right. Cal-
culi may exist in the kidney, as every
body knows, without giving rise to

obvious symptoms, and may there

give rise to haemorrhage.
" The expulsion of blood in haema-

turia is sometimes attended with ri-

gors, as the passage of a bougie, of
a small stone, &c., often is. Dr. El-
liotson had a case of intermittent

haematuria occurring in a person who
formerly had a Walcheren fever ; it

always accompanied the cold fit of an
ague, and was cured by quinine.

" Sometimes the blood coagulates

in the bladder, and gives rise to much
inconvenience, or even forms the nu-
cleus for stone. It is to be suspected

when, after the recent passage of

blood by the urethra, the patient con-

tinues to void brown or dark urine,

depositing a chocolate-coloured sedi-

ment.
" This is the substance of Dr. Wat-

son's remarks on haematuria."

—

Me~
dico-Chirursteal Review.

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

Election of a Member in the place of Baron

Portal.

Never has more excitement been
displayed, on the election of a member
by the Academy of Sciences, than on
the 29th ultimo, when that body
jjroceeded to elect a member for the

section of medicine, in place of the

late celebrated Portal. The death-

blow seems to have been given to the

exclusive doctrine of Broussais, that

gentleman having obtained a few suf-

frages only. M. Double is the suc-

cessful candidate, being, by two votes,

higher than JM. Breschet.
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NECROLOGY.
On tlie 29th, Professor Delpech, of Mont-
pellier, whose fame has spread throughout the

civilised world, was assassinated under the

following unaccountable circumstances :—

A

patient, whom he had cured, and with whom
he was on good terms, fired at the doctor as

he passed by in his cabriolet, and shot the

servant dead. He then fired a second shot,

which wounded the doctor mortally, and caused
his death. The assassin now retired to his

residence and blew his brains out. No reason
has been assigned for the atrocious act. Science
has lost a zealous votary in M. Delpech.

BOOKS.

Elements of Anatomy. By Jones Quain,
B.M., Professor of Anatomy and Physiology
in the University of London. Second Edition.

London. 1832. 8vo. pp. 812. John Taylor.

This is the production of decidedly the best

and most popular teacher of anatomy in

London. Professor Quain has the largest

class in the metropolis, and this work proves
him justly entitled to it. The style is concise

and perspicuous; the contents and copious
index afford the student an immediate reference

to every term in anatomy. The typography
and execution do credit to the publisher.

An Essay on the Structure and Functions
of the Skin, with Observations on the Agency
of Atmospheric Vicissitudes, through the Me-
dium of the Skin, in the Production of Affec-

tions of the Lungs, Liver, Stomach, Bowels,

&c. By William Wood, M D., &c. &c. Edin-
burgh. 1832. 8vo. pp. 72. Maclachlan.
and Stewart.

This is an exceedingly interesting essay on
the physiology of the skin, and the influence

it exerts in the production of diseases.

The British Cyclopaedia of Arts, Sciences,

Manufactures, Commerce, Literature, History,

Geography, Politics, Biography, Natural His-
tory, Biblical Criticism, and Theology, on the

basis of the celebrated German Conversations-
Lexicon, with such additions and improve-
ments as will adapt it to the wants of the

British public. By Charles F. Partington,

Esq., Professor of Mechanical Philosophy, &c.
&c., cissisted by other authors of celebrity in

the various branches of science and literature.

Division 1. Parti. Royal 8vo. pp.80. With
numerous engravings, and price \s. ! ! Lon-
don, Nov. 1, 1832. William Orr.

This is one of the cheapest works we have
yet seen, is beautifully printed, and is replete

with instructive information.

On the Structure of the Human Placenta,

and its Connexions with the Uterus, &c. By
Thomas Radford, Senior Surgeon to the Lying-
in-Hospital aTid Dispensary for Diseases of

Women and Children, and Lecturer on Mid-
wifery at that Institution. 1832. Manchester,
Leech and Cheetham, 8vo. pp. 23. 3 Plates.

An Account of the First Meeting of the

Provincial Medical Association, held in the

Board Room of the Worcester Infirmarj-, on
Thursday, July 19th, 1832, containing the

Address, delivered by Charles Hastings, M.D.,
together with a correct Report of the Meeting.
Worcester, Tymbs and Deighton ; London,
Baldwin and Co.

The Panorama of Torquay ; a Descriptive
and Historical Sketch of the District comprised
between the Dart and the Teign. By Oc-
tavian Blewitt. Second Edition, 12mo. pp.
288. A Map and numerous Engravings.
London, 1832. Simpkin and Marshall.

An Essay on Tubercles- By Nathaniel
Rogers, M. D., Senior President of the Hun-
tcrian Society of Edinburgh. Edinburgh,
1832. 8vo. pp. XX. [From the Edinb. Med.
and Surg. Journal, No. 113.]

Popular Observations on Diseases ofFemales,
with an Appendix on the Use of the Author's
Obstetrical Instruments. By John Peacock
Holmes, Esq., Surgeon. London, 1831. 8vo.

pp. 62. Jones and Son, Ave-Maria-lane.
This is a sensible, instructive work, and

will be perused with benefit by medical and
general readers. The author's improvements
in obstetrical instruments are admitted by the
first obstetricians in London, and we highly
approve of them.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Mr. Bransby Cooper's Clinical Lectures on
Surgery, delivered at Guy's Hospital, in our
next.

Mr. S. of Dublin will oblige us by forward-
ing his communications as early as possible.

A Paris Correspondent will oblige by for-

warding his communication through the re-

spectable firm of Bailliere and Co.

Professor Harrison's Lecture at the Royal
College of Surgeons, Dublin, next week.

Professor Graves's Clinical Lectures have
not commenced as yet.

Professor Magendie's Lectures on Cholera
too late for this number.

Dr. W. The house alluded to at the Medical
Society of London where genuine Hydriodate
of Potass was procured, was Garden's of Ox-
ford-street.

Sir Anthony Carlisle's Clinical Lecture on
Surgery, at the Westminster Ho.spital, and his

comparison of his art to a game of whist, will

appear in our next.

Mr. B. We shall be obliged by an inspec-

tion of the remaining communications.

Dr. Wightman of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in

reply to An Army Medical Officer, in our next.

Dr. M. We shall notice the Piracy perhaps
next week.

Dr. Hood's valuable communication in our

next.
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Treatment of hijlammation.

Gentlemen,
Having explained the symptoms, common
effects, causes, and general nature of inflam-

tnation, I may now enter into the consider-

ation of its treatment. I did, indeed, commence
this part of the subject in my last lecture,

when I observed, that there were two indica-

tions to be borne in mind in the treatment of

inflammation; of which the first is, to remove
the exciting cause, if it be still in operation,

and the second, to lessen the determination of

blood to the part aflFected. Although, in certain

cases, inflammation clearly appears to be a pro-
cess set up for beneficial purposes, and is to be
regarded as salutary and even necessary

; yet it

more commonly happens that, from its extent,

situation, or violence, it cannot be regarded in

this light ; and, being then more likely to de-
stroy than to serve the patient, it demands the

employment of every means in our power,
calculated to check and subdue it. Serious
consequences frequently follow attacks of in-

flammation when it is violent, of great extent,
or situated in important parts, unless such
attacks be resisted by active measures : large
abscesses sometimes form, the functions of im-
portant organs are impaired or destroyed, and,
what is worse, the patient sometimes dies from
the amount of local mischief and constitutional
disturbance produced. If the bills of mor-

VOL. II.

tality were correctly made out, I am convinced,

that the greater number of deaths would be

found to be caused by inflammation, in some
form or another. This is so true, that the

words, which Milton made use of in speaking of

the forbidden fruit, might, and, indeed, have
been applied to inflammation, as having

" Brought death into the world and all our

woe."

But, even when inflammation does not kill by
its violence, extent, or situation in important

parts, it frequently gives rise to evils which can

never afterwards be repau-ed. From the account

which I have already given of its nature, you
must be aware that it renders transparent tex-

tures opaque ; that it thickens, hardens, and en-
larges the generality of parts affected by itj

that it causes an effusion of coagulating lymph,
which sometimes becomes vascular and orga-

nized, so as to produce permanent adhesions

between surfaces, which ought to move freely

one upon the other, or at all events not to be
united. It also brings on ulceration and mor-
tification. By producing such changes, it

often completely destroys the functions of

organs, or so impairs them, that they can only

goon in a disordered, weakened, and imperfect

manner. These facts we frequently see illus-

trated in inflammation of the eye, where, if the

disorder be not successfully resisted, we find

opacities of the transparent textures produced

;

the pupil blocked up with coagulating lymph

;

the iris thickened and rendered immoveable,
and the cornea sloughing, or ulcerating, so as

to occasion a discharge of all the humours, and
a total collapse and destruction of the organ.

In other inflammations of the eye, you will

often find adhesions take place between the

iris and the inner surface of the cornea, or

between the iris and the capsule of the cry-

stalline lens. In fact, in the eye, gentlemen,

you may see all the Wje^ of inflammation de-r

lineated in a manner which jou will never

forget : transparent parts rendered opaque

;

parts, which ought to be moveable, fixed by
adhesions ; textures surprisingly thickened aruf

I I
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swollen ; the white conjunctiva converted into

one uniform vivid redness, by the dilatation of

its vessels ; even the retina paralysed, and its

functions irreparably destroyed.

Then, gentlemen, when parts, not merely
valuable from tlieir functions, like the eye, but

absolutely essential to life, become attacked by
inflammation, which we have seen is followed

by such a train of formidable consequences

when neglected, the necessity for active treat-

ment is still more urgent. Thus, when the

lungs, the brain, or the intestines are in-

flamed ,if rigorous antiphlogistic measures be

not speedily adopted, and you allow the dis-

order to make a certain progress, your patient

will generally perish, whatever plans you may
afterwards determine to pursue.

The fact, then, being established, that in-

flammation, so far from being always a salu-

tary process, is sometimes an injurious, de-

structive, or fatal one, it becomes tlie imperious

duty of the surgeon to adopt, in every example
of it which is of a serious nature, the most
prompt and efiicient means to oppose and sub-

due it You are already aware, that, in the

commencement of the treatment of inflamma-

tion, there are two principal indications,

namely, to remove the exciting cause, if it be
still present and in operation, and to lessen the

determination of blmd to the part. \^'ith

regard to the first, the exciting cause, it is, in

many instances, not present; its operation,

which was momentary, having already ceased.

Thus, when inflammation is caused by a me-
chanical injury, done in a moment, the ex-

citing cause continues, of course, no longer than
the instant of the infliction of the wound,
whatever be its nature ; but a re-action must
follow, constituting inflammation itself. But,

in some examples, the exciting cause does

continue in operation; as where sand or ex-

traneous substances are lodged between the

eyelids and the front of the eye ; and, in such
cases, it is absolutely necessary to remove them
as soon as possible, for, until this be done, it

must be evident, little or no benefit can be ex-

pected. The seccnid indication is to ditninis/i

the flow of blood to the inflamed part, by
which means we remove, in a great measure,
that by which the disorder is kept up.

Now, gentlemen, I may observe, that the

second indication is fulfilled, either by plans

which act directly on the part affected, or by-

others which act indirectly upon it, that is to

say, through the medium of the constitution.

There are likewise other means of treatment,

which operate on a principle different from the

two which I have mentioned, being founded on
the knowledge of the sympathy which exists

between different orgaiis ; counter-irritation

is a remedy of this kind, which is often of

essential service when employed with the pre-

cautions which I shall hereafter notice. The
first class of means, namely, those which
operate directly on the part affected, are de-

nominated local, or topical ; and the second

class, or those which act indirectly, are called

general, or constitutional. These latter are

chiefly blood-letting by venesection, arterio-

tomy, or cuppmg ; saline purgatives ; tartarized

antimony in diaphoretic, or even nauseating

doses ; quietude, both of body and mind, and
the removal of every thing likely to stimulate

the system. The patient must, therefore, be
kept cool and quiet, carefully avoiding all

causes which might have the effect of agitating

him, or accelerating his circulation. The
local measures to be employed consist of

bleeding by means of cupping or leeches, the

application of cold lotions, emollient poultices,

fomentations, and, especially after depletion has

been duly practised, blisters, which produce
their good effects on principles which deserve

some further notice, when the opportunity for

it arrives.

In all acute inflammations of any extent or

violence, bleeding should be had recourse to,

and in such a quantity as to produce an effect

on the whole system. This practice is the best

that can be ado])ted ; it is what the experience

of many generations pronounces to be the great

antiphlogistic plan most entitled to reliance

;

and this is so strictly the fact, that the preser-

vation of life often depends, not only on blood-

letting' being speedily and freely performed,

but on its being repeated as frequently as cir-

cumstances may require. In inflammations of

the brain, lungs, pleura, or bowels, the patient

must be bled, and this promptly, freely, and
repeatedly, or life will sometimes be lost in a
few hours ; indeed, to omit blood-letting in such

cases would be to leave the patient to the poor
chance of an accidental recovery. I need
scarcely observe, that if there were no blood-

vessels in parts, or if there were no blood in the

vessels, there could be no inflammation ; and if

wejoin with these truisms a thing equally certain,

namely, that the continuance of inflammation

depends on fresh supplies of blood being sent

to the part affected, we must discern good rea-

sons for lessening the mass of blood in the cir-

culation. By so doing, we moderate the action

of the heart and arteries, and not only diminish

the quantity of blood transmitted to the in-

flamed part, but also, in proportion as we re-

duce the force and velocity of the whole cir-

culation, we reduce the impetus of the blood

flowing to the seat of the disorder. Indeed,

if thousands of other examples had not con-

vinced me of the great utility of blood-letting,

in the cure of inflammation, there would be

one case which, of itself, would never leave

me in doubt on this very important point. If,

in severe inflammation ofthe tunica conjunctiva

of the eye, we have recourse to blood-letting,

we find that, in proportion as blood is ab-

stracted, the redness of that membrane visibly

diminishes; the colour, which at first was
scarlet, becomes a pale pink ; the vessels

shrink, and the redness may be almost said to

be removed by the time the operation is com-
pleted. When you bleed, then, in ophthalmia,

you have something like what amounts to a

demonstration of the benefit of blood-letting.
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In wounds of tlie liead, chest, and abdomen,
the chief dans:er to be apprehended is from

the supervention of inflammation ; and if the

patient be not duly bled, after that disorder

commences, he will soon die. In such cases,

the practitioner must determine to bleed expe-

ditiouslj-, freely, and repeatedly : he must not

be content with takinnj away scanty quantities

of blood ; he must not be deterred by small-

ness of the pulse, or other appearances of weak-
ness. In the Memoirs of the French Academy
of Sur<;ery, we read of patients, each of whom
lost as much as tliree hundred ounces of blood

in eiijht or ten days; a prodigious loss, ren-

dered necessary for the relief of inflammation
in vital parts. I have myself seen cases in

which nearly the same quantity of blood has

been taken away in as short a period. A few
days ago, I was called to the case of a young
gentleman who had been accidentally stabbed

in the back, and one of whose intercostal

arteries appeared to have been wounded.
The symptoms were so severe, that the freest

use of the lancet became indispensable, so that

in six days seventy ounces were taken awaj-,

although lie was only about ten years of age.

Now, if we take into the account what he had
previously lost from external and internal hae-

morrhage, I imagine that the quantity of blood

which was abstracteil from the circulation, in

the course of a week, must have been nearly-

double the seventy ounces which I have
specified.

Gentlemen, bleeding is not always necessary
in slight inflammations of common parts ;

—

I say of common parts, because in importatit

parts, however slight the inflammation may
be, bleeding should not be omitted. It is

necessary, also, to consider the age, the strength,

and the constitution of the individual. It must
be evident to all of you, that an aged or weak
person will not bear depletion so well as a
young or robust individual ; yet, notwithstand-

ing the truth of this proposition, when we wish
to check an inflammation in an important part,

whether tlie patient be old or young, weak or

strong, we must place our principal reliance

upon blood-letting ; though of course it will

not be pradent to carry it to the same extent

as in younger or stronger subjects. A small

quantity, abstracted from weak aged individuals,

is equivalent to a larger quantity taken from
the strong. The fact of the utiUty of bleeding

for the relief of inflammatory complaints is

so well established, that, in every severe in-

stance of that disorder, we employ not merely
general bleeding, but also local bleeding, by
means of cupping and leeches.

Gentlemen, I must mention, however, that

there are some constitutions, not essentially

joined with old age and debility, but charac-

terized by excessive nenous irritability, which
will not bear bleeding to any considerable

extent. This fact is particularly noticed by
Professor Andral, in his work on Morbid
Anatomy :—he says, that in individuals who,
during the course of an acute inflammation.

have already lost a considerable quantity of

blood ; or who, during a tedious convalescence,

have been kept for some time on a low diet

;

and in those who, after a severe attack of

acute inflammation, continue to be afflicted

with the chronic form of the disease, the ner-

vous system is exceedingly apt to become
violently disturbed by the abstraction of even

the slightest quantity of blood. He particu-

larly mentions one example of this, where the

bite of a single leech was sufficient to bring on
incipient symptoms of tetanus. In fact, under
circumstances such as I have just mentioned,

com.a, delirium, and spasmodic affections are to

be apprehended, if blood be incautiously ab-

stracted. Therefore, gentlemen, you nnist

always consider the constitution of the indi-

vidual who is labouring under inflammation,

and take your measures accordingly. With
respect to these nervous, irritable tempera-

ments, if bleeding be useful at all in them,
it is only in the beginning of the inflamma-

tion ; and if this opportunity be lost, the eva-

cuation will not avail afterwards.

Gentlemen, I have already told you of the

instruction to be derived from the appearance

of the blood taken away; I mean from its

bufl'y condition, or the cupped or excavated

appearance of the surface of the coagulum.

We must join these appearances with other

circumstances, namely, the state of pulse, the

nature and degree of the fever present, and the

kind of pain ; and from all these considerations,

taken together, we can generally judge of the

existence, extent, violence, and seat of inflam-

mation, and form a correct opinion about the

propriety of taking away more l)lood. In very

urgent cases, it is sometimes advisable to bleed

until the patient faints, ad deliquium, as it is

called ; because when a person faints, all ope-

rations in the system are instantly suspended,

and, among the rest, the action or operation of

inflammation. Now, gentlemen, for the pur-

pose of inducing deliquium, it is necessary tj

make the opening in the vein large, so that

the blood may flow away more suddenly, for

on the quickness or suddenness of the abstrac-

tion depends, in some measure, the success of

the attempt. If the patient be not too ill, it is

also advisable to bleed him while he is stand-

ing, or sitting erect, because, in those pos-

tures, half the quantity that would be neces-

sary when the person lies down will, in most

cases, be sufficient to produce the eflTect. In

severe cases, we make use of topical bleeding

as an auxiliary to general bleeding; but in

such examples we must never dispense with

the latter : indeed as long as a plethoric con-

dition exists, topical bleeding will not have

its due effect, and alone will not be sufficient

to subdue tl'.e inflammation. We may be

content with topical bleeding where the symp-

toms are not sufficiently severe to require gene-

ral bleeding, or where, on account of peculiar

circumstances, the system will not bear much
bleeding from the arm. Local bleeding, by

means of leeches and cupping, are also fre-
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quently of great service in those inflammations

which partake more of the chronic than the

acute form. In general, tlie effect of topical

bleeding, when there is no plethora, is greater

than we should expect from the quantity of

blood taken away. Pathologists account for

this, by supposing the smallness of the eva-

cuation compensated for by the nearness of

the bleeding to the part affected, the elTect

being, as it wei"e, concentrated almost on that

particular part. However, by cupping, or ap-

plying a great number of leeches, sufficient

blood may be taken away to produce an effect

upon the system at large : these forms of bleed-

ing may then be regarded as general. When
I was a student, the employment of leeches in

the number, and to the extent, wliich we now
see in practice, was never adopted. Eight,

ten, or twelve of these animals would some-
times be applied ; but I do not remember ever

having seen dozens put on at once. A year

or two ago, 1 had a patient with phlegmonous
erysipelas, on whose head, face, and neck, I

counted fifty leeches, all diligently performing
their duty at the same time. Such bleeding

as this is not merely local ; it produces an
effect on the whole system, as you may readily

conceive; the quantity of blood from the bites

of so many leeches being very considerable.

The symptomatic fever, which accompanies

every severe attack of inflammation, always

produces constipation. The removal of this

confined state of the bowels, then, is another

indication in the treatment of inflammation.

For this purpose, mild saline purgatives,

which act without producing much irritation,

are generally preferred ; the sulphates of soda

and magnesia, and the tartrates of potassa

and soda, are the medicines of this kind most
usually employed. In certain cases, more ac-

tive purgatives certainly may become neces-

sary, such as colocynth with calomel, or calo-

mel witli James's powder. It is sometimes

also necessary to assist the operation of these

purgatives with clysters. Mild purgatives have
a considerable effect in diminishing the strength

and frequency of the pulse, and in lessening

the force of the circulation ; you see, therefore,

one manner in which they are useful. An-
other principle on which they are remarkably
serviceable is, the increased secretion which
they produce from the intestinal canal. They
cause a prodigious secretion from the sur-

face of the mucous membrane of the bowels

;

and when you consider the immense extent of

that surface, and the quantity of fluids thus

abstracted from the circulation, you must at

once recognise the manner in which mild

purgative medicines become so beneficial.

Amongst the remedies which act through the

medium of the constitution, I must not omit
to notice tnercun/. The powerful effect of

mercury in stopping the effusion of coagulat-

ing lymph in inflammation, is a fact made out

only within the last thirty years. It was first

noticed, 1 believe, in Germany, but brought

into still greater publicity by Mr. Saunders

and Dr. Farre, soon after the City Eye In-

firmary had been established. They found

that, in inflammation of the iris, mercury was
most successful in preventing the effusion of

coagulating lymph, and likewise in promoting

the absorption of that which was already

effused. In acute laryngitis, or croup, it is

in this way that mercury also proves useful,

namely, by proifioting the absorption of the

lympii effused in the larynx, and preventing a

further effusion of it. Mercury, however, is

not advisable in aU cases of inflammation; in-

deed, in few acute cases, except tlie particular

examples which I have mentioned. In chro-

nic inflammations, I may say, that generally

it is of great service, when tliere has been
much effusion of coagulating lymph, by which
the parts have become considerably thickened

or indurated. Generally speaking, the use of

mercury should be preceded by depletion

—

bleeding, purging, &c.

Another medicine of great service is iar-

tarized antimony \\\ small doses. Thi sniedi-

cine is useful in two ways, first, by lessening

the dryness of the skin and promoting per-

spiration ; and secondly, in larger and freer

doses, by producing nausea; because, during

the existence of nausea, not only is perspira-

tion more likely to be abundant, but the pulse

is at once reduced. No doubt, considerable

benefit sometimes results, from the employment
of tartarized antimony with these views, and
also from the efficacy of the medicine in pro-

moting the alvine evacuations ; but if we were
to depend entirely upon it—ifwe were to lay the

lancet aside— I should say, that the practice would
not be less severe, nor perhaps so effectual. In

Italy, this medicine is given in very large doses,

as much as two grains or more, and it is al-

leged that its effects are not so violent as we
might expect from the largeness of the doses

;

while, if we are to believe the same accounts,

the benefit derived from tfie practice is so great

as almost to supersede the necessity for the

lancet. At present, however, in this country,

we generally prefer bleeding to so free an em-
ployment of tartarized antimony. I am not cer-

tain whether this medicine has ever been used

in London to the extent I have mentioned.

When we give it merely for the purpose of

keeping the skin moist, the dose is one-sixth

of a grain every four hours ; when for that of

producing nausea, we give a quarter of a grain

every two or three hours : generally, the effects

are then not violent; but English patients

mostly prefer being bled to being nauseated

;

the punishment of the latter method being to

them much greater, and, as I believe, its

efficacy less to be depended upon.

There is another medicine occasionally used

in inflammation; it is used, as it were, against

our will ; I allude to opium. This medicine

should never be given when we can avoid it

;

but sometimes the pain is so considerable that

we are reluctantly compelled to administer it.

Unfortunately it does not always succeed ; but,

on the contrary, increases the fever, the rest-
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lessness, and the constipation. Tlie general

rule in this country is to give it only when it

cannot be dispensed with : thus, after severe

operations it ma}- become necessary to admi-
nister opiates to alleviate the pain. In these

instances, I beheve, tliey answer better than

when inflammation is ah-eady established.

There are certain preparations of opium which
are occasionally preferred to opium itself, being

thought to produce less fever, less constipation,

and less restlessness. The acetate of morphia
is one of them ; anotlier is the black drop

;

and a third is the liqmr opii sedativus. Such
preparations are supposed to contain less of the

irritating stimulating principle of the opium.
In addition to the foregoing plans of treat-

ment, we must enjoin a low diet, from which
all animal food, wind, and fermented liquors

should be rigorously excluded. The patient

should be placed in a quiet apartment, in which
there must be no conversation, and no noise

of any kind ; its temperature must be kept low,

and the patient not be heated with too much
bed clothes. Ignorant people sometimes load

a sick person with blankets. I need not say-

that this custom is pernicious in cases of in-

flammation ; for one chief indication is to

kssen the force of the circulation, and we know
that heating the patient always has the con-
trary effect. The several measures and plans

I have mentioned, constitute what is called the

antiphlogistic treatment.

I must now, gentlemen, speak of local re-

medies. One effect of inflammation is gene-
rally to produce a rise in the temperature of
the part; at least, the patient complains {)ar-

ticularly of the distressing heat which he feels.

I refer to acute inflammation ; for, it is in

acute inflammation alone, that this feeling of
heat is so annoying. The surgeon would pro-

bably be inclined to use means to lessen this

painful sensation of heat, if his object were
merely to relieve the patient from the uncom-
fortable state in which he is placed by it ; but,

there is another and a more important reason

than this for doing so. Heat promotes every
process going on in the system, and the process

of inflammation among the rest; therefore, by
reducing the temperature of the part inflamed,

we are doing what tends to put a stop to the

process. The most effectual way of lowering
the temperature of a part is by coveringit with
Jinen dipped in a very cold lotion, or in cold

water. 0ns drachm of the liquor phinibi

subacetatis, and a pint of water, with about
two ounces of camphorated spirit, form a very-

good lotion for this purpose ; or, in some cases,

the liquor ammonidR ace/a^w diluted with water,
and a small quantity of camphorated spirit, is

employed. However, when the surface is ex-
coriated, or ulcerated, the most simple lotions

are the best. The grand principle is to keep
up a continual evaporation ; and, on this ac-

count, it is necessary to wet the linen fre-

quently, or it will become dry, hard, and stiff,

and increase the pain and uneasiness. In
certain examples, warm apiilications are found

to have a better effect than cold ones ; the exact

reason of this fact is not known. We have
seen that cold is useful by diminishing the

heat of the part ; but, with respect to warm
applications, the rationale of them, generally

given, is this, that they soften the inflamed

textures and diminish tension : warmth, then,

in some cases, answers better than cold ; for

an inflamed testicle, an emollient poultice is

frequently- more beneficial than a cold lotion.

I should particularly notice, that all those in-

flammations which, from their nature, un-
avoidably and constantly proceed to suppura-
tion, are most relieved by warm applications.

For the critical abscesses of fevers, for whitlows,

boils, carbuncles, and all kinds of abscesses

about the anus, poultices and fomentations con-

stitute the most eligible applications. The com-
mon linseed-meal poultice is that which is most
used ; it is readily prepared : you put a little

hot water into a basin, and sprinkle the linseed-

meal gradually into it, at the same time stirring

it with a spoon, and continuing to add more of

the meal, until the mass is of the consistence

required for a poultice. This, when spread

on linen, or tow, forms an excellent application.

Some practitioners add a little oil, in order to

prevent the poultice from becoming hard and
dr}-, but if it be often renewed, this is unne-
cessary, as the linseed is itself of an oleaginous

nature. Then we have the bread poultice,

made of bread and water, bread and milk,

or bread and Goulard's lotion. These matters

are so well known by all persons, that it is

scarcely necessary to mention them. Then,
gentlemen, with regard to fomentations, I am
sure, that few of you do not know the method of

preparing them ; you may make a good foment-

ing liquor by boiling a quarter of a pound of

chamomile flower, or poppy-heads, in a gallon

of water. The fluid having been strained, is fit

for use. These things are so familiarly under-
stood, that I am almost ashamed to mention
them. I need not enter upon the subject of

the efficiency of these herbs, nor inquire

whether the good effects of fomentations are

not rather to be attributed to the warmth and
moisture alone, which, I think, is the case;

but, in practice, it is good policy not to make
these things too simple, as patients would
fancy there is no virtue in them. When,
by the preceding plans, resolution has been
effected, the parts frequently still continue

weak and deficient in tone, especially after in-

flammations of the joints, and eyes : in these

cases, it is necessary to use means calculated

to improve the tone of the parts, and to restore

completely their functions. When joints have
been inflamed, blisters are frequently useftil

for this purpose, by exciting absorption of

effused lymph, and diminishing the thickening

of textures. Blisters should not be cmployetl

in the commencement of inflammation, that is,

before depletion has been duly practised ; but

we have no applications which are better for llie

removal of the thickening and stiffness remain-

ing after acute infl^ainmations. Gentlemen, 1
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have j'et a few more remarks to make upon

the treatment of inflammation; I shall then

consider suppuration and abscesses, and after-

wards proceed to examinations on the subjects

which we have jjone over.

CLINICAL LECTURES
ON

SURGERY,
DELIVERED AT GUY's HOSPITAL,

BY

BRANSBY B. COOPER, ESQ., F.R.S.

lecture i.

injuries of the he.\d concussion and
compression of the erain.

Gentlemen,

Havinc. been preceded by my coUeap:ne, Mr.

Morp;an, I feel it is quite unnecessary to make

any introductory remarks upon the importance

of clinical instruction, and yet I cannot refrain

from illustratinf? the peculiar usefulness of this

mode of study, by comparing it to the practical

application of the finest tools in the hands of a

skilful mechanic ; and of remarking to you,

that while it is one thing to know the compli-

cated formation of such tools, it is quite another

to use them efficiently and skilfully in the

purposes for which they may be intended. So

mav you, gentlemen, become acquainted with

the" principles of your profession, and actjuire a

general knowledge of all its numerous branches,

and yet be quite at a loss by the bed-side of

the patient, merely because you may not have

been exercised in the immediate application of

your knowledge. Indeed, the medical profes-

sion is one in which practical experience is

particularly valuable, for, in witnessing a dis-

ease, the e3-e of the medical observer is con-

stantly informed ofnumerous important features,

which it is not in the power of language to

describe, but which, having been once seen,

make an indelible impression, and are in-

fallible guides in the detection of particular

diseases.

I shall, therefore, avail myself of every

proper opportunity of embodying clinical re-

marks, in explanation of the principles and

practice adopted in this Hospital. There is,

however, considerable difticulty in making a

lecture strictly clinical, for it is necessary to

point out some general surgical principles,

before the features of any particular case chosen

can be well comprehended.

For this my first lecture, gentlemen, I have

selected the subject of injuries of the head, and
principally those which are accompanied by
injury to, or fracture of, the bones ; and this

choice is made, not because I have had lately

some very successful cases, but from it accord-

ing so well with the subject now before us in

the anatomical course.

The dangers, gentlemen, arising from injuries

to the head depend either upon the immediate

or subsequent effects upon the brain, and in-

deed even the a[)parently slight injuries of the

superficial parts of the skull should be treated

with great caution, and a good sm-geon will

not gratuitously otfer to give a favourable

prognosis. For it will sometimes happen from

a blow upon the liead, even when the scalp

is not lacerated ; the effect produces an ex-

travasation of blood between the pericranium

and the skull, separating this membrane from

the bone, and producing a peculiar -pultiness of

the scalp ; and, in this slight accident, there

may arise a source of difficulty to the young
surgeon ; for if he be called upon to examine
such a case, he will find so close a resemblance

in the impression made upon his finger, to a

depressed portion of bone, that without a

knowledge of this fact he might be led to pro-

nounce? a wrong diagnosis. This delusion,

however, vanishes upon pressiu'e being in-

creased to a degree capable of removing the

coagulum, or effused scrum, from between the

finger and the bone, which will tend to make
the depression f if existing) more evident, or it

will dissipate the false impression. From such

an accident, very frequently, dangerous symp-
toms subsequently arise ; for the blood-vessels,

which connect the pericranium and skull, being

torn through, a laceration of tlie vessels of the

dura mater also occurs, and a consequent se-

paration of that membrane from the cerebral

surface of the bone, depriving it of its neces-

sary support, from whence a diseased action is

set up, and by it the brain becomes affected,

either by inflammation of its membranes, ex-

travasation of serum or blood, or by the

formation of matter, producing pressure and a

train of symptoms, which will be described

when speaking of compression of the brain.

Sometimes the scalp and pericranium are la-

cerated as well as bruised, so as to denude the

surface of the bones of the skull ; tlie symp-
toms following such injuries are like those

which arise from effusion under the scalp, and
follow precisely the same order of symptoms
before enumerated, although the consequences

are usually more serious, from the cause pro-

ducing such effects being more violent.

Another sourceof injury to the brain, in con-

sequence of a severe blow upon the head, is con-

cmsion, without either being lacerated or com-
pressed, producing symptoms which should be
perfectly understood. In such cases, the patient

appears stunned, the pulse weak and sometimes
fluttering, the face pale, and the extremities

cold : while in this state, if the patient be ad-

dressed loudly by name, he is capable of giving

a rational answer, and, if re-action has taken

place, the pulse, which might have been weak,
or even natural in number, from this excite-

ment, will rise to 100 or 120. The pupils, in

simple concussion of the brain, are natural,

and are capable of being stimulated by light.
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but in a diminished degree. Nausea and even

vomiting are frequently concomitant symp-
toms. In concussion, it may be said, tiiat the

patient's senses are weakened, not lost; that

the power of volition is suspended, not de-

stroyed. The pathology of concussion is but

little understood ; it has been considered by-

some to be the effect of venous congestion, but

this is difficult to suppose, as vomiting, which
must necessarily have a tendency to increase

the flow of blood to the head, will restore the

patient, and, ip such cases, as where there is

difficulty in producing re-action, an emetic may
very properly be administered. It has already

been mentioned, that, from injury to the ex-
ternal soft parts of the skull, and without
fracture of the bones, compression of the brain
may occur either from the effusion of blood,

serum, or the formation of matter, and that the

s\-mptoms that arise from these causes are

subsequent to the injury, and that each cause

leads to certain distinct symptoms, sufficiently

obvious to lead to a just diagnosis. For in-

stance :—if the compression occurs either from
the eff'usion of blood or serum, the symptoms,
although they come on subsequent to the acci-

dent, will appear earlier than if they be the

result of the formation of matter. Thus, a
person may Ije struck to the ground by a
severe blow, rise, walk some distance, stagger,

and then fall from the eff'usion of serum

;

while, if the compression arises from the

formation of matter, it occurs at a much later

period, and is preceded by a train of symptoms
similar to a formation of matter in other parts of
the body, such as pain and rigors ; after which,
symptoms of compression occur, violent in pro-
portion to the quickness and quantity of matter

formed. The most frequent cause, however,
of compression of the brain, to which a surgeon
is called, is fracture of the bones of the cra-

nium, accompanied with depression, which
accident leads at once to compression of the

brain, and renders it necessary for the per-

formance of an operation. It is right, how-
ever, here to mention, that fractui-e of the

cranium may be attended with every possible

variety of circumstance, from a sunple fissure,

to a most comminuted division. Thus, there

may be great depression of the exterior table

of the skull, without any corresponding dis-

placement of the inner table, either depending
upon the peculiar situation in which the blow
has been inflicted, as over sinuses, or perhaps

merely from a full development of the diploe.

It may also happen, that the internal table

may be fractured and slightly depressed, with-

out solution of continuity of the outer table

;

such an accident renders the diagnosis difficult,

but the surgeon is to employ the usual consti-

tutional means fitted for the relief of compres-
sion from any cause; as such an accident will

necessarily ultimately produce the same effects,

and the same symptoms, as are produced by
extravasation between the pericranium and the

skull, with this difference of order only, that

in the latter instance the dura mater will be

primarily instead of secondarily affected, and
subsequent puffiness of the scalp, from the
separation of the pericranium, is the mark by
which the surgeon is authorized to employ
surgical means, after his constitutional remedies
have failed, to restore his patient. It is not
uncommon, in injuries of the head, to find that

separation of the dura mater from the skull,

or even fracture of the bones themselves,

should happen some part distant from where the

blow itself had i^een received. This occurs by
what the French have termed contre-coup, and
is so well authenticated, that the fact should
always be held in mind by the surgeon when
examining injuries of the head. The most
likely part of the skull to be fractured by a
counter-blow is the occiput, effected, perhaps,
by a person jumping from a great height,

when, by the sudden cessation of the descent
of the body, from the feet coming in contact

with the ground, the re-action is so great as to

drive the spine upwards against the occiput,

and produce fracture. Fractures of the skull

need not necessarily produce compression of

the brain, and therefore, whatever may be the

degree of compression, extent of the fissure, or
of comminution, unless there be symptoms of
com})ression, no operation for the removal of
bone, either bv trephine or Hey's saw, should
be employed, tor such operations are unjustifi-

able as preventive means. There may be,

perhaps, exceptions to this general rule, where,
with laceration of the soft parts, pieces of bone
may be seen so separated as to require no
other operation than their removal by the for-

ceps. The symptoms of compression, whether
produced subsequently to injuries of the soft

parts of the head, by an eff^usion either of
serum, blood, or the formation of matter, or
whether produced immediately by depression
of bone, or sudden extravasation of blood, are
marked by the patient being quite comatose,
with the senses and volition entirely lost ; the
pulse is small, hard, and generally irregular,

sometimes intermitting; the breathing sterto-

rous, the pupils dilated, the retina no longer
sensible to light,—sometimes, however, one
pupil will be found contracted, and more rarely

both. Perhaps there is no symptom, eithey

in concussion or compression, more difficult to

estimate as a diagnostic mark, than the state

of the pupil. I should, myself, however, be
inclined to consider contraction of the pupils

as an unfavourable symptom, portraying de-

struction of the nervous influence of the eye,

and consequently a great degree of injury to

the brain.

tECTURE II.

compression of the brain. recovery.

Gentlemen,
After the remarks which I last made on
symptoms of injury to the brain, it will be
right that I should now draw your attention

to a case of compression, which is at present

in the hospital.
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Michael Curley, sctat. 17, was admitted into

Guy's Hospital, wilder my care, on the after-

noon of the 9th July, 1832. It appears that,

whilst exercising his master's horse, the animal

took fright, and ran away. Some boys throw-

ing up their caps before it, made the horse

stop suddenly short, and the boy was thrown
against the wheels of an approaching carriage.

He was picked up by a policeman, and imme-
diately brought to the hospital.

Symptoms.—The lower jaw was fractured

in several places; the mucous membrane of

tlie mouth was lacerated, rendering tlie frac-

ture compound. He was totally insensible.

The state of the puj)ils I shall first make
some remarks on. In pure concussion of the

brain, the pupils have a natural appearance

;

pne is not more contracted than the other, and
tliey obey Uie stimulus of light, altiiough more
sluggishly than in the natural condition. Now,
in this boy's case, " the pupils were contracted

and inobedient to light," and I am disposed,

from the cases I have seen in the course ofmy
experience, to believe that the greater the con-

traction of the pupil, with insenidhility, the

freater the danger ; altiiough, in advancing this,

am aware I differ from the opinions of some
of tlie best surgeons in London. The next

symptom to which I shall call your attention is

"stertorous breathing." Now this is a certain

indication of pressure on the brain ; it is pre-

sent when bone presses on the brain, as the

immediate effect of injury to the head ; it is

present when the patient rallies from the first

attack, and then gradually becomes more and

more comatose, arising from tlie effusion of

blood ; and it is present when the brain

is compressed by pus, the result of inflam-

mation, appearing sometimes as late as three

weeks or a month after the accident. " The
pulse was slow and labouring." Now this

term is very indicative of the pulse of com-
pression, never to be mistaken when once

felt ; this pulse was not capable of being excited

and increased in frequency by stimuli, as in

concussion, when, on rousing the patient (which

can be done by calling him loudly by name),

it will be found to rise from tlie natural nuinber

to 120. " Bleeditig from both ears, more par-

ticularly from the right, also from the nose."

This symptom, gentlemen, generally, and in

nearly every case, denotes injury to the parts

at the base of the brain. Now injuries to the

inferior and posterior parts of the brain are

more dangerous than injuries to the other parts

of the brain, on account of the vital functions

depending oa that part more particularly.

There is a paper in the Medico-Chirurgical

Transactions, in which it is stated, that frac-

tures of the base of the skull are only more
dangerous by reason of the greater violence

required to produce them ; but from this I

certainly must dissent, from the facts before

mentioned. The next symptom is ^,he only

favourable one that was present, and that was
that " the temperature of the body was not in

the least diminished," for we find that when

great injury is done to vital organs, as for in-

stance, a laceration of the intestines or liver, it

is immediately followed by a cold, clammy
sweat, great pallor, and ultimate death ; but

in this case, though there a[)peared great in-

jury done to the brain, as shown by the contract-

ed and inobedient pupil, bleeding Irom the

ears and nose, slow and laborious pulse, yet

still the temperature of the body was not dimi-

nished. He was examined by the dresser,

who could detect no depression ofbone, although

there was great swelling and puffiness over the

posterior and inferior angle of tlie right parietal

bone ; he then bled him to ^xij., and ordered

him to take hyd. submur. gr. xv. Two hours

after the bleeding the pulse became fuller and
softer, and tlie breathing more natural, showing
that the bleeding was attended with a bene-
ficial result. A colocynth enema was given

him, his head was shaved, and the cold evapo-

rating lotion was applied. Now this treatment

was in itself very proper, but it could not be

supposed to perform a cure. The 10th, his

bowels had been freely opened, and as he had
passed little or no urine it had been drawn off

by catheter. His pulse had become more la-

borious, his breathing also ; the dresser bled

him to Jvj. and while in the act ofblood-letting

the pulse became much softer, and after the

abstraction tlie pupils became dilated, though
still inactive. Now 1 look upon this as a
very favourable symptom. At twelve o'clock

I saw him, and found him perfectly insensible ;

his pupils had again become contracted and
inobedient to stimuli ; his pulse was soft, though
still labouring. On examining the head, I found

a puffy tumour situated at the posterior inferior

angle of the right parietal bone ; I therefore,

on reviewing the case, and taking the several

points into consideration, that every thing had
been done to relieve the symptoms and with-
out avail, and as there was evidently a portion

of bone depressed, quite sufficient to account
for all the symptoms, and seeing that the symp-
toms if unrelieved would certainly prove fatal,

and by operating I should give him the only
chance that remained ; notwithstanding all

these unfavourable symptoms, I ordered him
into the theatre. On cutting down on the
part which was puffy, the pericranium was
found separated from the skull to some extent

by the effusion cf bloody serum, and the de-
pressed bone was brought into view ; a small
angle was removed withHey's saw, and the de-
pressed portion was raised by the elevator ; a
fracture was seen extending downwards towards
the base of the skull, but still the fractured edges
of the bone were not in complete apposition,

as by means of this fissure slight over-lapping
was caused, although I was convinced that all

existing pressure was removed. During the
time of the operation, the patient moaned
greatly when pressure was made on the part.

After the operation the pupil contracted on
the admission of light, satisfactorily showing
that the cause of its former inobedience was
removed. Sir A- Cooper saw him about an
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kour after the operation, and thought the case

hopeless. [Here the lecturer, seemingly as if

fearing that he might for one moment have

led his class to hav^e considered less valuably

than he did the opinion of Sir Astley, passed

a high encomium on that great surgeon, by

expressing a conviction, that if there was a

point which placed Sir Astley higher in pro-

fessional character than any other, it was his

almost invariably just diagnosis; that he al-

ways seemed as if he could instinctively point

out the measure of disease.] On the 11th, he

appeared to know his fatlier, seemed conscious

of what was said to him, but could not speak
;

his pulse and breathing natural. 12th. Passed

a restless, night, tossing himself about and

moaning ; he was fastened down with straps.

Pulse 98, soft and sharp. Enema colo-

cynth was ordered, which had the desired

effect; tongue moist. 13th. Restless night;

much in the same state as on the previous

evening ;
perfectly understood what was said

to him, but could not speak. [Here Mr.
Cooper alluded to the important researches of

Dr. Foville, who considered that inability to

s[)eak depended on some lesion of the hippo-

campus major.] 15th. Considerably better;

liis countenance more calm ; has attacks of

restlessness only at times ; has slight strabismus

of the left eye, another proof of injury to the

deeper parts of the brain, as from the experi-

ments of Magendie it appears evident that

strabismus did not occur unless the brain was
injured to an extent beyond that the depression

of parietal bone could produce. 16th. Still

improving. 17th. Tongue clean and moist

;

could describe how the accident took place, in

many parts of which he is correct. From
this time till the 4th of August he gradually

improved, when, from some irregularity of

diet, he complained of pain in the head, rest-

less nights, &c. &c., having frightful dreams ;

fancied he was going to ride his master's horse

for 1000 pounds; and from the researches

of Dr. Foville, who has had immense oppor-

tunity of judging, from being attached to a

lunatic asylum near Rouen, that false impres-

sions depend on inflammation of the cortical

portion of the brain, and sometimes its mem-
branes, emp. lyttse. nuchas, applic, with

cal. gr. ij. ext. hyosciam. gr. v. was ordered.

Some doubt must exist in the mind of every

surgeon as to the propriety of administering

narcotics in disturbed function of the brain in

any case, as every body is aware of the fre-

quency of cerebral disturbance from the use

of sedatives ; but, as in this case, the comp-
ression being removed, 1 have attributed

the symptoms rather to irritative fever, and
ventured the trial of cal. and ext. hyosciam.
although I intimated the probability of dis-

continuing it.

From that time to the present he has been
gradually getting better, and he is now quite

well, with this exception, that there are some
small pieces of bone which have to exfoliate

from the jaw, which is strongly united.

Since this case was written, the pieces of

bone which I alluded to in the operation have

come away, showing that what nature has

done so quickly should not have been removed,

by operation.

BLUE, OR ASIATIC CHOLERA.

CASES TAKEN AT LA PITIE,

BY

ALEXANDER THOMSON, M.B.

ST. John's, Cambridge.

April 15th, 1832 Caroline Accer, setat. 45,

a sempstress, about four feet high, rather thin,

with black hair, half turned gray, and a leuco-

phlegmatic temperament, has been ill for three

years, particularly in the intestines, ofperpetual

pain in them, chiefly in the right side, accom-

panied with very frequent attacks of diarrhoea;

was seized six days back, without any previous

symptoms of approaching illness, and after

having slept well, on awaking in the morn-
ing with great nausea, soon followed by vomit-

ing, which continued all that day, and has
lasted ever since, whenever she has taken

food or any thing into the stomach ; the matter

vomited consisting always of the ingesta, never

of a watery fluid, and rSrely of bile ; has been
constantly, since the commencement of the

nausea, extremely cold, but never blue until

yesterday ; was seized, at the same time as with

the nausea, with cramps in the hands, arms,

feet, legs, and thighs, and in the chest ; and
has constantly suffered from them in the same
parts equally in all the limbs, and ever since.

Felt also, at the time of the supervention of

the nausea, pain, with lancinations in the an-
terior third of the head, but particularly in the

right frontal region, and has continued to suffer

this pain unremittingly ; felt no increase of her
habitual diarrhoea until after she had been
three days ill, when she commenced to have
very numerous stools, consisting of a yellowish

water, and has continued ever since to go fre-

quently to stool; the matter having now taken

tiie appearance of white soap-water. Has not

made water since the increase of the diarrhnea.

Was seized the day after the commencement
of the increase of the diarrhoea with severe

twisting pains of the abdomen generally, but
particularly with acute and burning pain of

the epigastrium. Had but poor nourishment

previously to her attack, and since that has

eaten nothing hut puree, a pappy dish, made
with pea flour, and some grease and water

;

and drank nothing but liquorice-root water,

savoured with a little lemon juice. Suffered

yesterday much uneasiness and burning heat

in the epigastrium, but not in the limbs ; then

lost her appetite ; had increased vomiting and

diarrhoea, with ardent thirst, the matter vomited

being yellow and watery, but not bitter. Com-
menced yesterday, after these symptoms, to
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have the hands bhie, and Uie fingers shrivelled

and puckered, particularly in the pulps. Was
brouffht last night into the hospital, and has,

as yet, had nothing done for her.

Eight A.M. She slept a httle last night with-

out dreaming; is now very uneasy and rest-

less ; lies coiled up on the left side, with tJie

knees drawn upwards, as the easiest position

;

has no pains in the abdomen, except on pres-

sure, and then particularly in the whole of the

right side. Does not at present suffer in the

head, but has much thirst, with a bad taste in

the mouth. Has vomiting, and goes to stool

incessantly ; the matter dejected and vomited

both resembUng whey ill-strained from a broken

mass of curds. Is much troubled with eruc-

tations, chiefly of air; makes no water; the

whole body remarkably cold, but particularly

the feet, legs, hands, fore-arms, neck, head,

and face, and, most of all, the nose and chin

;

the hands, arms, face, forehead, and lips, re-

markably blue ; the features all sunk ; the

superficial veins of the neck, including the ex-

ternal jugular, and of the lianas and feet, con-

siderably distended ; eyes sunk and hollow, and
with very little secretion in tJiem ; eyelids

closed, swollen at the edges. The adnatai

veins much loaded with dark-coloured blood
;

pupils contractile, but dilated ; schneiderian

membrane very dry and cold ; nostrils contain-

ing much down ; mouth dry and cold in the

inside ; tongue swollen, wrinkled, deeply fur-

rowed, and furred, whitish or bluish-white,

except on the edges, where it is bluish-red.

Pulse perfectly imperceptible at the wrists and
in the brachial arteries ; of the carotids, 120

;

three, and sometimes four pulsations for each

inspiration, irregular, beating sometimes very

rapidly, and at others giving two or three

strong pulsations—on the whole very feeble,

and as though from a nearly em[)ty vessel

;

respiration hurried; expired air feeling cold

to the hand. She was ordered to take a (juack

water called eaii de Roqiielte, which was given

away in great abundance as a s|)ecific, and
which Mr. Velpeau was willing to try. She
was ordered to take three small tumhlersfid of
this water during the day. It was found, upon
analysis, to contain a small quantity ofsulphuric

acid.

To take between every two tiimblersfrd a large

table-spoonful of brandy jjunch.

Total abstinence.

Four p.M She has not had any sleep ; is

very restless; now lies extended flat on her

back ; has had much cramp in the feet, legs,

and thighs, but none in the chest, arms, or

hands. Has felt very cold since the last visit,

but is now more comfortable, and rather

warmer. Has vomited three times, but not

copiously ; has twice evacuated in the bed

watery stools, which she has not been able

to retain, but made no water ; vomits, accord-

ing to the rcligieuse, every time she takes either

the drink or the water ; and, certainly, vomited

two minutes after I had given her a spoonful

of punch, to try if the stomach would sustain

it; yet has great thirst, and a bad taste in the

mouth. The feet, hands, lips, cheeks, and
nose, icy cold, in spite of hot bottles having

been applied to the feet; all these parts equally

blue, except the cheeks and chin, which are

equally coloured, but rather redder. All the

large superficial veins of these parts, and of

the neck, including the external jugular, slill

more remarkably distended ; eye more sunk ;

eyelids still more swollen; cornea much dis-

tended ; adnatai vessels turgid with dark-co-

loured blood ; adnata dry for the want of lachry-

mal secretion ; nostrils dry in their lining

membrane, with still more down in them

;

mouth cold, and yet not very moist in the in-

terior; tongue more swollen, more thickly and
extensively covered with white fur ; hands
much shrivelled ;

pulse equally imperceptible

in the radial and brachial arteries, of the ca-

rotids 90, mora regular, very small, com-
pressible.

16th. Ten a.:.i She has not slept at all;

is still in full possession of all her faculties

;

has had no cramps during the night or this

morning, but severe tearing pains all over the

abdomen, particularly in the epigastrium, which
still continue, and are much increased upon
pressure, but most so in the whole of the nm-
i)ilical region, it being remarkably tender ; has

felt a burning sensation in the stomach and
intestines since she has taken the punch, in

consequence of which increased pains. Sina-

pisms were applied to her feet last night, and
a blister upon the epigastrium. Lies at pre-

sent on the side, first on one, then on the other,

with the knees drawn up into the abdomen.
Has not suffered much from her blister, but

considerably from the sinapisms ; yet the blister

has risen well. Has had all night, and still

has, a dull constant pain over the whole frontal

region. Complains of the throat being dry and
painful; has had, and still has, great tliirst,

but has been afraid to drink for fear of re-ex-

citing the vomiting ; cannot move without

exciting a feeling of nausea; has not vomited

spontaneously at all, but whenever and what-
ever she has taken into the stomach, the matter

brought up being always whitish, like water,

inodorous, and tasting to her like the eructated

matter after an indigestion of soup. Has much
eructation of wind, and a bad taste in her

mouth, as though she had been eating sugar.

Has had one involuntary dejection siace the last

report, but none during the night or this morn-
ing ; has made no water ; has felt remarkable

coldness of the feet all night, in spite of the

sinapisms and hot-water bottles ; has had even
some shivering, but does not feel cold at pre-

sent. The face remarkable for being covered

with aenea/ points, or flask-like bodies, coming
out from the sebaceous follicles around the base

of the growing hairs, and thence having the

appeiH-ance of being covered with a crop of

stumpy coarse bristly white hairs ; still blue,

and covered with manifest subcutaneous veins,

distended, though not so much so; the same
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being true of tlie hands, fore-arm?, feet, and

legs, although the veins of the hands and feet

are more relatively swollen than before. Eyes

tiiree-fourths closed from fatigue, still more
sunk ; eyelids still much swollen at their edges,

and with their veins much distended ; adnatal

vessels still turgid ; adnata, however, free from

increased vascularity, and still dry from want
of lachrymal secretion; cornea turgid, bright,

and clear, but not sparkling or glittering
;
pupil

contractile, and moderately open ; nostrils ex-

tremely dr}' in their lining membrane, scarcely

moved in respiration, and filled with down and

dust; mouth dry, clammy, and cold to the

touch internally; lips neither so blue nor so

dry; tongue still more swollen, very deeply

furred and white, but rather moister, and bluish-

red along the edges
;
pulse at the wrist not so

very small, but with excessively small pulsa-

tions, or rather undulations, scarcely to be felt,

about 100, regular, compressible; of the caro-

tids, equal in number, beating thrice for each

inspiration, regular, full, incompressible, vibra-

ting ; superficial veins of the neck, particularly

the external jugular, still remarkably distended

;

the hands and feet equally cold, and still puck-

ered and shrivelled in the same manner; re-

spiration quiet at present ; was much inter-

rupted last evening by sighing, but not so

during the night.

Pkes. The same in every respect as yester-

day.

Food. Total abstinence.

Half past four p.m.—She says that-she has

slept ever since the last visit, but not with a

profound sleep. The nurse says she has only-

been lethargic, but has not slept ; has a lethar-

gic look, and something unmeaning in her eye,

although still possessing all her intelligence ; has

suffered no acute pain at all, but dull pains all

over the abdomen, increased much by pressure

in the ejiigastrium and in the umbilical region.

Feels, since 1 have been speaking to her, a pain

resembling a sensation of contraction on the

crown of the head. Has had no thirst, but the

mouth very dry ; has the body now warm, nay,

indeed, hot; the face hot, and the feet, hands,

fore-arms, and legs, remarkably cold. Has not

made water, nor been to stool, and has only-

vomited twice, both times after taking the acidi-

fied water, the whole of which was brought

up the first time, and the half the second time.

Has not yet perspired at all ; feels the respi-

ration very much embarrassed, and productive

of acute and lancinating transient pains be-

tween the shoulders. The whole skin, where
not blue, is yellowish and earthy-looking;

the face, neck, eyelids, hands, and feet, are

equally blue, and have their veins as much
distended ; the eyes not quite so much sunk

;

eyelids, however, equally swollen at the edges,

and three-fourths closed, when she is not

roused from the lethargy ; adnata colourless

and free from lubrication ; cornea more turgid

and duller ; pupils contractile, but dilated

;

nostrils stuflPed with particles of dust, wool.

and cotton; lips a little redder; tongue very

dry, much more deeply furred with white fur,

more purple on the edges, and equally swollen.

Pulse of the wrist exceedingly small, though
somewhat more decided in force, and resem-

bling the ticking of a watch, about 100, regu-

lar, compleiely thread-like; of the carotids,

equal in number, regular, full, strong, incom-

pressible, vibratory, still beating thrice for each

inspiration, most remarkable in the contrast it

forms with that of the wrist. The sides of the

chest are considerably heaved in the efforts at

respiration, although there is little or no move-
ment of the nostrils.

17th. Eleven a.m.—She has slept very little

during the night, having been constantly dis-

turbed by the acute cries of a child in the

same ward labouring also under the re-active

stage of cholera ; is now lying extended flat

upon the back; still preserves all her in-

telhgence, is in better spirits, and does not

feel so weak and depressed ; has constantly

dull pain all over the abdomen, and acute pains

whenever she takes a strong inspiration ; suf-

fering now in every part of the abdomen very-

much on pressure ; lias had much cramp in

the legs and feet only, but not in the thighs

and superior limbs ; has none, however, at

present, nor any pain in the head, although
she has suffered sevei-e but not lancinating

pains in it during the night, over a space of

about six square inches in extent, on its

vertical and central part; has ceased to

have pain in the abdomen on inspiration
;

but now feels pain between the shoulders, con-
sequent upon the same act ; complains still

that the punch burns her inside; has still a
pain and dryness in the throat; and dryness
in the mouth, though no longer any bad taste

;

has had no thirst during the night ; has con-
stantly retained the sensation of coldness of
the feet and hands, and has not transpired at

all ; feels the hands now, however, warmer
and more comfortable ; has not vomited since

the last visit, even after the drinks, but has
had, and has considerable nausea and retching
from time to time ; has had no alvine evacua-
tions, and has made water once, though in

small quantity, this morning. The hands are
now more natural in temperature, though still

cool ; tlie face, neck, hands, and feet are not
so blue, their veins not so much swollen ; the
eyes not so much sunk, but with considerable
gummy secretion about them ; the eyelids less

swollen ; the pupil natural ; the cornea not so

turgid ; the adnatal vessels still full ; the sight

unimpaired and undisturbed ; the lips not so

dry and less swollen; the mouth dry; the

tongue very dry, very deeply furred with
whitish fur, less swollen, however, and less

blue at the edges ; the pulse of the wrist about
90, regular, four times as bulky as yesterday,

but still very small, soft, and compressible ; of
the carotids equal in number, regular, full, pul-

sating four times for every inspiration, strong

and incompressible. She is so much better, in

most respects, that it is deemed probable that.
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in spite of all the unfavourable circumstances,

she may recover.

Pres.—Entirely the same as yesterday, and
to persevere in the use of the punch.

Food.—Perfect abstinence.

18. Seven a. m. she has not slept much,
but possesses her intelligence completely ; says

it is impossible to sleep, surrounded as she is

by the cries of cramp and noise of vomiting

;

according to the nurse, has been lethargic, but

has not slept at all ; is still lying extended flat

upon her back; has suffered, since the last

visit, almost constant acute pains in the intes-

tines, which she herself says are not colic

pains, but are much increased whenever gas is

discharged by the anus, or by eructation, and
now slightly all over it by pressure, but not

so much as yesterday ; has had, during any
momentary relief from the acute pains, constant

dull pains all over the abdomen ; has no suf-

ferhig elsewhere, although she still feels slight

embarrassment in respiration ; feels extremely

weak; has not transpired, but made water
twice, once yesterday and once this morning

;

has not felt the coldness of the feet or hands,

but found them, with the whole body, of a

moderate and comfortable temperature ; has
had no stool, no vomiting, no nausea, no retch-

ing, no appetite, no thirst, no bad taste in the

moutli ; is still troubled with continual eructa-

tions of gas. According to the nurse, the

arms and hands have been icy cold all night

;

the feet and iiands are now both much warmer

;

very little blue, and with their veins much less

swollen ; the face is much more natural in hue,

appearance, and temperature ; the veins of the

face and neck are no longer swollen ; the eyes
are not so haggard ; the eyelids not swollen,

and little or not at all blue, but entirely covering
the eye, and only opened when the patient is

firmly addressed with some abrupt question
;

eye surrounded with gummy secretion ; ad-
natal vessels not distended; pupil contractile and
natural ; mouth still dry inside ; tongue pre-
cisely in the same state as before ; the respira-

tion a little more laborious; the pulse of the
wrist about 98, regular, still small, though
double the size of yesterday, soft and compres-
sible ; of the carotids equal in number, regular,

but full, bounding and imcompressible ; she is

not aware that the Roqiiette water has done her
any harm, but says it has certainly done her no
good, in which last idea all coincide.

Pres—Sinapisms again to the feet, knees,

and interior of the thighs. Leave off the

Roquette water and thepunch. 20 leeches

to the epigastrium. Two pints of tartaric

acid lemonade as drink ; syrup of white
poppies, an ounce and a half, with four
oimces of infusion ofthe melissa officinalis, to

be taken in doses of a single table-spoonful

from time to time.

19. She died this morning at about seven
A.M., having been remarkably cold ever since

he last visit, having remained in almost ex-

actly the same state as when I left her, feeble,

but preserving her iiHelligence, when aroused,

to the very last, but having almost entirely lost

her voice *, and had the pulse absolutely im-
perceptible since 11 p.m. of yesterday.

Opening of thebody, twenty-six hours after

death.—Body externally natural, paler than

usually in the parts that had been blue, but

covered with a blue net-work, arising from the

blueness of tlie blood in the greater superficial

veins; not emaciated, but moderately plump
and well made ; with the abdomen sunk towau'ds

the spine ; cornea turgid, by no means sunk,

but dull ; adnatal vessels distended ; adnata
itself not more coloured than usually ; pupil

dilated ; mouth pale in the interior ; cellular

tissue ofthe scalp and the pericranium not much
injected ; dura-matral covering of the brain

more injected than usually in the fibrous la-

mina, strongly adlierent to the cranium, and
covered, on the calvarium being torn away,
with numerous droplets of black blood, oozing

from the lacerated vessels, with that of tlie

spine, having the whole of its arafchnoid lining

minutely and abnormally injected with bluish-

black blood; dura-matral covering of the spine,

in the posterior half, thicker than naturally,

and three times the thickness of the anterior

half; the meningeal arteries absolutely gorged
with black, perfectly fluid, limpid, homoge-
neous blood ; but the concomitant veins quite

empty and with oppressed sides, so as to be
with difficulty traceable; the spinal veins of

Breschet, and the spinal sinuses, exterior to the

thecaof the spinal marrow, remarkably turgid ;

between tlie twolamiuie of the arachnoid, both in

the encephalon and spinal marrow, a small quan-
tity ofcolourless limpid fluid, more indeed in the

former than in the previous cases ; free arach-

noid, both of the cerebrum and cerebellum, re-

markably opaque in many parts, here and
there in small spots, not larger than the area

of the transverse section of a pea, and of every

magnitude from that to a pin's point, generally

round, or tending to that form, and gradually

dying away into the natural transparence of the

membrane ; the same membrane in the spine,

in many places deprived over irregular patches,

or flame-shaped streaks, particularly in the

posterior columns of its natural transparency,

but not absolutely opaque ; between the arach-

noid and the pia-mater in the brain, considerable

quantity of translucent, slightly turbid, brown-
ish-yellow, limpid fluid, fully as nmch in the

cerebrum, particularly towards the superior

part of the organ, and between the convolu-

tions, as in the preceding cases, but not rela-

tively so abundant in the cerebellum ; in the

spine, one ounce and a half of a perfectly si-

* 1 have made no observations on the voice

since her illness, because it has not changed
since I have seen her ; although it was in-

fantile whispering, and as if in the distance

;

she was not aware, however, of its being dif-

ferent from her natural voice.
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milar fluid similarly situated ; the lateral ven-

tricles, containing each about three drachms of

a translucent, rather turbid,whitish-grey, limpid

fluid ; tJie pia-matral vessels not at first ap-

parently full, or well supplied with blood, on
account of the superficial veins passing towards

the longitudinal and other sinuses, being all,

without exception,flat, compressed, and destitute

of blood, so as to be with difficulty traceable

;

but the cerebral and cerebellar arteries, that is,

all the traceable branches, natural in size, but

turgid with bluish-black, perfectly fluid, limpid

blood ; the veins of the interior of the ven-

tricles, the venae galeni, and the remainder of

the veins of the velum interpositum, with the

exception of the two principal veins of the

plexus choroides, which were turgid with
black fluid blood, empty or nearly so, and con-

sequently compressed or flattened ; the arteries

ofthe spinal marrow containing very little blood,

and chiefly empty ; the pia- matral veins, how-
ever, of the spine universally gorged with

black, liquid, limpid blood ; those of the pos-

terior column, however, more intensely so;

the membranes removeable from the cerebrum,

cerebellum, and spinal axis, with remarkable
facility, and without, in any way, deranging
the superficies of the organ ; the cortical sub-

stance universally, both on the external surface

and in the cerebral ganglia, paler than nor-

mally, remarkably so in the cerebrum and ce-

rebro-spinal axis, and less so in the cerebellum,

more rosy or coloured, and certainly more in-

jected with minute vessels than normally in

the spinal marrow ; the medullary substance

every where, except in the spine, where it is

normal in colour, rather destitute of blood,

yielding indeed upon the surface of the slices

extremely small droplets of black and fluid

blood, but not renewing these, when once re-

moved with tiie back of the scalpel ; both kinds

of substance remarkably natural in consistence,

both in the encephalon and in the spinal mar-
row, except in the roots of the third pair of

nerves, which were remarkably soft and unre-

sisting ; the pineal gland normal in form and
colour, and containing small bluntly angular

granules ofa hard, sand-like, translucent,amber-
coloured substance; the pituitary gland not

examined. The cervical part of the eighth

pair, the cervical ganglia, and connecting fila-

ments ofthe sympathetic, the glosso-pharyngeal,

the lingual, and the splanchnic nerves on both
sides, with the semilunar ganglion, examined
with great care, perfectly normal in appearance,

as were also the principal branches of the

brachial plexus^ the great sciatic nerve and the

prmcipal branches of the crural nerve on the

right side, those on the left not being examined,
remarkable lacerability and glueyness of the

muscular substance of the head, neck, thorax,

abdomen, back, right thigh, and heart, the only
parts examined in this respect, though less of

these qualities in the substance of the heart
than in the two preceding cases ; abdomen and
thorax having under the skin a considerable

layer of fat, of a healthy colour and consistence,

in the former about half an inch, in the latter

about a fourth of an inch in depth ; omentum
and mesentery also loaded with fat, the latter

containing a layer of about one-fourth of an
inch in thickness ; the pericardium containing

about two fluid drachms of a brownish-yellow,

transparent, limpid fluid, opaque in the capsular

parts, minutely and iiniversally injected with

bluish-black coloured blood, throughout the

whole of its serous membrane, both in the cardial

and capsular portion, but most so in the former,

around the heads of the great vessels, and on
the diaphragmatic aspect of the heart, on which
it was elevated from the organ it invests by
numerous petechise, varying in size from that

of the transverse section of a lint-seed to that

of a garden pea, most numerous along the fat

surrounding the coronary vessels, and occu-

pying the diaphragmatic nitra - neutricular

groove ; the coronary veins not more than one-

half dilated with fluid black blood ; the heart

natural in bulk, but flaccid ; none of the cavi-

ties dilated, and all of them containing about

an equal quantity of demi-fluid blood, homo-
geneous in colour and consistence, bluish-

black, clotted, but pulpy, friable, and com-
pletely diffluent beneath the slightest touch of

the fingers ; substance of the heart ex-

tremely lacerable, pale, and gluey ; valves all

healthy, lining membrane of the left ventricle

only remarkably and minutely injected with

dark-coloured blood, particularly over the

cohmmae carne.-e of the valves; the pleurae,

pulmonary, costal, mediastinal, and diaphrag-

matic, minutely injected with bluish-black

blood; the posterior third of the pulmonary
and costal, but particularly of the latter, being

elevated by numerous subjacent petcchiae, from

the size of a lint-seed to that of the tranverse

section of a pea, but the diaphragmatic por-

tion by far the most intensely, having on both

sides of the chest considerable and fiat masses

of coagulable lymph thrown out between it

and the muscle of the diaphragm, and also

recently eff"used into the cavity, and already,

in the latter case, commenced to be organized,

particularly on the right side, by small vessels

shooting from the pulmonary surface of the

diaphragmatic portion ; the inferior two-thirds

of the whole costal and mediastinal portions

of the pleurae most intensely injected, and pre-

senting many extremely tender and lacerable

recent adhesions, traversed by numerous ves-

sels, with the corresponding portions of the

pleura-pulmonalis, which was covered over

the whole of the lower lobe of the left lung,

and over the posterior three-fourths of the

lower lobe of the right lung, with recently

effused laminae of coagulable lymph, from one-

twentieth to one-fifteenth of an inch in thick-

ness, in some places already connected by
delicate vessels, carrying the dark-blue blood

to the pulmonary pleura, and in others still

free, these laminae serving every where, even

when unorganized, as means of adhesion be-

tween the two adjacent surfaces of the pleurae,

which, in the spots where these membranes
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were found, were remarkably dry, thoufrh not

very moist elsewhere; the inferior lobe of the

left lungj adherent by delicate, recent vascular

bands to the superior lobe ; the whole of the

lower lobe of the left lun<j, and the lowest

third of the posterior, two-thirds of the lower

lobe of the right of the natural hue of the

spleen, and yet, in the third, or suppurative,

stage of hepatization, when cut into solid, not

crepitant, sinking in water, bluish red, pre-

senting very numerous masses, varying in size

from that of a pea to that of a walnut, sur-

rounded on the surface of the section with

irregular, wavy whitish, or bufF-coloured mar-
gins, of about the fifteenth of an inch in

thickness, aud containing within these mem-
branes a homogeneous, decomposed mass, des-

titute of organization, falling into pap beneath

the slightest pressure of the fingers, and having

a colour of cream thickened, and intimately

mingled with a small quantity of red colouring

matter, the wavj- margins being tough, buff-

coloured membranes, or rather membranous
partitions, apparently formed only of condensed

cellular tissue, with little blood in it, separat-

ing these gangrenous masses from the re-

mainder of the hepatized portions, the re-

mainder of the lower lobes oozing from the

cut extremities of the bronchial tubes an ex-

tremelj' abundant, thick, dun-coloured, reddish

froth, mixed witli some black, liquid blood

from the cut vessels ; and from the larger

bronchial tubes pure yellow purulent matter,

coming, however, from their surfaces, and not

from any ulcer or abscess that could be
traced opening into them ; the posterior two-

thirds of the remainder of the lungs much
gorged with dark-coloured blood, and stuffed

with frothy, dirty, dun-coloured mucous fluid;

the lining membrane of the larynx, trachea,

and its branches, minutely injected with blu-

ish-black blood, more so in the larynx than in

the section or parts of the trachea, and in this

chiefly in the posterior membrane and between
the rings in its upper third, but gradually be-

coming more and more intense towards the

bifurcation, and from thence into the large

ramifications, particularly of the two lower
lobes ; the bronchial tubes all containing a
considerable quantity of dirty, frothy, dun-
coloured, mucous fluid ; the whole substance of

the lungs, in the parts not already mentioned
as changed, slightly injected with blackish

blood, and consequently of a bluish-red hue
throusrhout. The peritoneum, both abdominal
and intestinal, minutely injected with dark-

coloured blood, universally, with the exception

of the envelope of the sjjleen, which was nor-

mal in this res[)ect, but most intensely over

the whole surface of the diaphragm, where
were effused beneath it several irregularly

shaped flat patches of coagulable lymph, and
the posterior halfof which was closely attached

by recent easily lacerable and vascular bands
to the posterior round edge of the liver, the

remainder of the investing membrane of the

liver being considerably injected, and here

and there recently attached to the peritoneal

investment of the diaphragm; next in inten-

sity in the whole of the contents of the pelvis

and in its investing membrane, but particularly

in the covering and suspensory duplicatures of

the uterus; after this in the portion of the

ileum, coiled up in the umbilical region, in the

whole of the mesentery, and lastly in the

stomach. The lining membrane of the whole
of the intestinal tube, from the pharynx to the

anus inclusive, remarkably injected with blu-

ish black blood, but most particularly and in-

tensely in the base of the tongue, the glottis,

the pharynx, the whole of the oesophagus, tlie

stomach, over the whole of the great curva-

tural half, the duodenum, the jejunum, the

three or four feet of the ileum lying coiled up
in the umbilical region, the last foOt and a half

of the ileum and the rectum ; the most intense

injection being in the umbilical parts of the
ileum, then in the last foot and a half of the

same, then in the stomach, then in the rec-

tum, and lastly in the duodenum and jejunum,
there being no ecchymosis or petechia; in this

case ; the scattered glands of Brunner, or the

irruption of others, that is the small swelling

elevations of the mucous membrane, round,
elevated, yellow, opaque, or semi-opaque, des-

titute of vessels in the midst of the most in-

tense injection, varying in size from one-
thirtieth to one-fifteenth of an inch in diameter,

sometimes having a depression in the centre,

sometimes not, very nuiuerous in the oeso-

phagus, in the stomach, particularly in its

great curvatural half and towards the pyloric
end. In the duodenum, and in the lower third

of theileum, but most numerous and developed
in the last foot and a half of the ileum and in

the duodenum. The stomach flaccid, not above
one-third distended, containing no air, but
about eight fluid ounces of a translucent green-
ish fluid, mingled with a few white flakes,

resembling albuminous flakes coagulated, and
of a remarkably foetid odour, having its mu-
cous membrane remarkably lacerable, particu-
larly in the pyloric third and in the whole of
the great curvatural half, and more mamel-
lated and thicker than normally in the former

;

the mucous membrane being equally lacerable
in all the most injected parts of the intestinal

canal. The duodenum and jejunum contracted,

and containing but a small quantity of thickish,

viscid, opaque, dirtj'-yellowish liquid ; the ileum
containing but a very small quantity of thickish,
viscid, opaque, dirty greenish-grey, gruel-like

fluid, but distended with air, and having the
whole of its coats thoughout remarkably thin

;

the coecum containing a considerable quantity,

that is, about two-thirds distended with an
opaque dirty-greyish, gruel-like fetid liquid,

and a little air; the upper half of the ascending
colon, the remainder of the great intestine,

and the rectum, contracted very much, con-
taining no air, but one-fourth distended with a
tolerably consistent viscid, brownish-yellow
substance, resembling healthy but relaxed

culent matter ; the parotid and submaxillary

I
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glands, and the thyroid body remarkably des-

titute of blood, the two former being of a pale

butf hue, or of a colour not unliice that of

the cineritious substance of the brain; the

latter being dry and spongy under the knife,

and having a dirty-brownisli amber hue. The
liver adherent over almost tlie whole of its

adjacent surface by recent, short, vascular, and
extremely lacerable adhesions with the dia-

phragm ; but particularly over the posterior

blunt edge, gorged in the ramifications of the

vena porta through its substance with black,

homogeneous, fluid, limpid blood, extremely
lacerable in its substance, of a dark reddish-

brown hue, having liquid dark coloured bile

in its small biliary ducts, staining their coats,

but forming no incrustation on their sides, and
in the round posterior edge, at the right blunt

angle, a collection of 20 bodies, spherical, or

nearly so in form, of about the bulk each of a
coriander seed, or of one-tenth of an inch in

diameter, hard, bony, dense, compact, solid

throughout, invested with closely adherent

transparent membranes, attached to the paren-

chyma by peduncles, apparently of cellular

tissue, and lying surrounded by the granules of

the liver ; a few similar bodies being also scat-

tered at great distances from one another
through the same lobe. Gall-bladder com-
pletely distended, stained green, as well as the

parts of the intestine in contact with it, contain-

ing about a fluid ounce and a half of tliick,

viscid, ropy, dark, bottle-green bile, of a heavy
odour. The spleen larger than in any of the

previous cases, but still smaller than normally,

adlierent over the upper half of its convex
surface by old adhesive bands, resembling con-

densed cellular tissue, and having a few ves-

sels filled with dark coloured blood, to the cor-

responding part of the diaphragm, remarkably

destitute of blood, resembling lung in the first

stage of inflammation, but not quite so bright-

coloured, being rather pinkish-white, divided

at its inferior edge into three lobules by two
notches of the depth of three-fourths of an
inch, and extremely lacerable in its substance.

The pancreas healthy, but remarkably free

from blood ; the veins of the ovaries very tor-

tuous and turgid ; the uterus having its ex-

ternal surface depressed into moulds for the

intestines, remarkably injected in its serous

covering, indurated in its substance, crisping

under the scalpel, and containing many carti-

laginous depositions, but remarkably white

and free from blood, having, however, its lin-

ing membrane, and that of the vagina, in-

tensely injected, particularly towards the os

tinea", containing in its cavity a fluid with all

the external characters of pus, and in its fun-

dus an unattached clot of grumous blood, of

about the bulk of a large garden pea.

The aorta half distended with a homoge-
neous, black, fluid, limpid blood, without any
clots, extremely injected in its external cel-

lular sheath, not stained red m its lining mem-
brane, containing towards its head a few car-

tilaginous plates, and some scattered here and

there in its abdominal portion. The mesenteric
veins only half distended with blood ; the me-
senteric arteries about half distended with black
fluid blood; the venae cavre, and the vena
porta, gorged with homogeneous, dark, black

blood, in a homogeneous, pulpy, tremulous,

ditfluent clot. The cellular covering of the

kidneys considerably injected ; the kidneys
themselves gorged with dark-bluish, black

blood, particularly in the papillas, and remark-
ably acerable in their substance. The bladder

empty, as also the ureters and pelves of the

kidneys, but containing a viscid, colourless,

mucous fluid, spread thinly over their Hning
membranes, which were minutely injected,

particularly roundt he urethral orifice of the

bladder, and in the pelvis and ureters, elevated

by numerous extremely small petechial spots.

The thorax and intestines were examined
in the presence of M. Velpeau and others, and
dissected by Mr. Murdock, his interne. The
brain, spine, nerves, &c., were afterwards ex-

amined separately by myself, in the company
of Mr. Steel, a Scotch medical student, studying

at Paris.

NOTES FROM THE INTERESTING
LECTURES OF

PROFESSOR MAGENDIE,

ON CHOLERA.

Revehting to former statements regarding
the peculiarities of the blood of cholera pa-
tients. Dr. Magendie, in his 5th lecture,

notices the remarkable absence of serum, and
compares the blood, as it generally appears
when taken from the arm of a patient labour-

ing under marked symptoms, to currant-jelly,

instead of possessing the natural consistence.

Its colour is dark, or, to speak with precision,

"rmige trh-fonce, avec apparetice noir."

Mixed with water, the latter is reddened, the
intensity of the colour being lost ; similar to

what Dr. Magendie believes to take place in

the most intense forms of apoplexy, where
great compression of both hemispheres of the
brain exists, the dark colour of tlie blood
exists as well in the arteries as in the veins, in

the algid stage of cholera. The blood is also

more viscid, so as to adhere to the finger, and
the term si/rupi/ has, on this account, been
employed. Has been unable to discover

anormal states of the blood when taken from
patients labouring under milder forms of cho-
lera ; and the dark colour may not be so

remarkable where a certain degree of cold
only exists. Is certain from his own observa-
tions, that the change in the blood takes place

" successivement," and not suddenly; and is

therefore disposed to believe, that the altera-

tions are a consequence and not the cause of the
disease.

A point regarding which the analyses of
chymists seem to agree is, the absence of
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fibrine. M. Lassaiojne found only a fourteenth

part of the natural quantity in the blood of a

patient in the algid period. Dr. Thompson

has given results pretty similar :—fibrine, in a

state of health, 5.67"; in cholera, 0.57. A
diflPerence in tlie quantity of albumen also takes

place ; being, in health, 10.79, while, in the

intense form of cholera, it is only 7.34, in 100

parts. According to Dr. Thompson, the co-

louring matter is increased in cholera to a five-

fold extent. Does not think that a change

in the nature, or quality of the salts of the

blood, takes place. The serous discharges

which occur agree, according to M. Lassaigne,

in their chemical properties, with tlie serum of

the blood.

The experiments made by M. Magendie of

injecting a fluid into the veins, resembling

the- serum, proved ultimately inefficacious,

although the disease had, in some, been for a

short time modified. Notices the experiment

of Diffenbach of Berhn, who, in three cases,

drew off the blood of cholera patients, and

replaced it by the transfusion of blood from

healthy persons ; but this, which might have

been justifiable, failed in every case.

The quantity of blood has been found to be

so greatly diminished in cholera, that Dr.

Magendie has, in some instances, not been

able to collect more than from six to ten

ounces after death ; and the explanation of

this is, he thinks, to be found in the abundant

serous discharges : * so that the more copious

and prolonged these discharges, the more fatal,

in general, is the disease. He considers the dark

colour of Uie blood in the veins and arteries,

while respiration continues, not accounted for by

any received physiological doctrine. It seems

very strange that, although the blood of cholera

patients will, when exposed to the air, or even

when placed in a phial, a.ssume a bright-red

colour, it is not affected by the air in its

passage through the lungs. All physiological

views hitherto' adopted, relative to the change

of colour which the blood undergoes, ought

to be modified. Bichat's chapter on the in-

fluence of dark blood, in his Traild de la Vie,

el de la Mori, must be re-cast. Legallois,

also, considered life as depending on the con-

tact of arterial blood with the spinal marrow.

These physiological hypotheses are proved to

be groundless, by instances of hundreds of

cholera patients surviving where, for days,

the blood in the arteries had been dark.

According to Herman and others, a mi-

croscopic examination of the blood of cholera

patients has shown that a change takes place

in the forms of the globules ; but, upon the

whole, this has not been verified satisfactorily

by other investigators.

* Perhaps one of the circumstances re-

maining uninvestigated with respect to cholera,

is the state of the blood where no serous dis-

charge took place, though collapse had existed

in an extreme degree.

—

Eds.

One of the important functions from which
the physician may be able to draw advantages,

exists in a patient labouring under this dis-

ease, viz. pidmofnary absorption.

Regarding the alteration of the voice, (even

complete aphonia occurs sometimes), it arises

from the muscles of the larynx being incapable

of performing their functions, and the danger is

usually ill proportion to the degree in which
this symptom exists

It is only when the cornea loses itstra ns-

parency that vision becomes impaired. The
hearing often remains good to tlie very last

moment. We cannot spc^ik so certainly re-

specting the taste, but there seems reason to

suppose that it is little impaired. Dr. Magendid
cannot speak as to the sense of smell. There
is reason to suppose that, at least in the ad-

vanced stages, the sensibility of the skin is

much modified.

It seems remarkable, that while some re-

main calm under a formidable attack, others

should be in such a state of agitation as to

resemble hydrophobic patients.

(To be contifiued.)

CLINICAL LECTURE

DELIVERED BY

DR. ELLIOTSON,

Monday, November 12th, 18.32.

disease of the uterus and heart.

Gentlemen,
I AM sorry to have kept you waiting,

but it was no fault of mine- In

Union-street, I got stuck, as I was
coming down in my carriage, by a

number of carts, which detained me
full a quarter of an hour, and I was
just on the point of getting out to

walk, when the obstruction gave way.

It is very difficult to keep time, espe-

cially when you have to come through

so many narrow streets as you have in

this part of the town.

To-day, gentlemen, I am going to

speak of the case of a woman, who was
admitted into this Hospital three weeks
ago, with a fatal disease, which had so

far advanced, that it was evident that

she could not live long. She was fifty

years of age, and said she had been

ill two months ; she had menstruated

regularly till two months ago, when
she was suddenly seized with violent
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flooding, and has had, for three weqks,

a large quantity of dark clotted blood

continually passing through the va-

gina ; with this affection she had pain

in the loins, and a sense of weight in

the hypogastrium, soon followed by
great prostration of strength ; she had
also pain in the head. Now, observe,

she said that she- had been perfectly

well until two months ago, when
flooding suddenly came on, and con-

tinued for three weeks : this disease,

as you will perceive, when the parts

are brought in, must have been of

much longer standing than this, and
it is rather curious, that she should

have menstruated up to that time

;

when she came in, she was very white

and feeble ; her pulse was full and
jerking. The pain in the head most
probably arose from loss of blood ; this

will also produce delirium, head-ache,

and vertigo ; and whenever there is

great loss of blood, these symptoms
may always be observed. If you find

a person with these symptoms after

profuse haemorrhage, bleeding will

make a bad matter worse. If you
wish to study this subject further, I

must refer you to Dr. Marshall Hall's

work on the loss of blood. He was
the first who pointed out a disease, to

which children are liable, similar in

appearance to acute hydrocephalus,

that is to say, a disease of the arach-

noid, but in which no inflammatory

symptoms are present ; and if you
take blood, death is sure to occur, and
many children's lives have been lost

through this treatment ; but, under
the use of mild stimulants, such as

beef-tea, ammonia, &c. &c., they ge-

nerally quite recover. This woman's
pain in her head, then, arose from ex-

cessive weakness, consequent to the

loss of so much blood. She stated,

that she was very stout before she was
taken ill, which is only two months
ago, but, at the time of her admission,

was, on the contrary, very pale and
thin ; her pulse was quick and rather

sharp ; but, after the loss of so much
blood, you must not depend upon the
pulse, for it is sure to deceive you.

When there is but little blood in the
VOL. II.

sjstem, the heart sends it out more
easily, and thus produces the sharp

or jerking pulse. On listening to

the heart, it appeared to act power-
fully ; and seeing her so weak and
exhausted, indeed, also finding the

pulse firm and full, perhaps hardly

to be called full, but rather jerking,

I doubted whether there was organic

disease of the heart or not. The
heart will act powerfully when there

is less blood in the system than na-

tural, and you will find a firm pulse.

On listening to the heart, a bellows

sound was heard over the region of

the left ventricle, which occurred at

the moment of the contraction of the

heart. Now, you will find it the case,

nineteen times out of twenty, that the

bellows sound takes place at the mo-
ment of contraction of the left ven-

tricle. In all the patients now in the

hospital, under my care, that have the

bellows sound, it takes place at the

moment of the stroke of the heart.

I have only met with three or four

cases in which this sound occurred

after the pulse ; although we fre-

quently find another bellows sound
take place in some part of the chest,

after the pulse, with one that occurs

as the blood passes from the left ven-

tricle to the aorta.

I examined the woman per vagi-

nam, and found the neck of the womb
enlarged; the os uteri appeared healthy

—that is, free from ulceration ; but
the neck appeared hard about its an-

terior part. I felt enough to show me
that extensive disease was going on in

that organ. I mentioned this circum-

stance to those who were going round
with me, and I find it here noted

down {looking at the book). Here are

the parts, and you observe there is

extensive disease of the womb, which
has a large tumour growing at the

posterior part of the fundus. Here is

the opening of the urinary bladder

;

this, the opening of the intestine

;

and here, between them, is the mouth
of the uterus : this of course is the

front, and this the back of the uterus

{showing the preparatioji). Upon
opening the vagina, the os uteri is

K K
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found as it had appeared to me on

examination ; the neck was enhxrged,

but the OS uteri was healthy ; the

whole of the uterus is very much en-

larged and hardened, hut the cavity

is of its usual size. I have no doubt

that this ulceration came on wlicn the

violent haemorrhage took place, and
then it was that she was first attacked

with it. Here is a deposit in the

body of the womb, occupying nearly

the whole of the superior part , the

neck is not so much diseased, and most

likely became secondarily affected

;

some parts of it, ho\^'eve^, are indu-

rated, having almost a cartilaginous

structure. This is a very fine speci-

men of uterine disease. This circum-

scribed deposit, although of a scirrhous

nature, is not so fibrous, or firm, as it

v/ould be were it really scirrhus. Now,
this tumour, which is situated upon
the posterior part of the fundus, is

much firmer, and more like true

scirrhus, being more fibrous ; although

we frequently find true scirrhus much
more fibrous than this. When a part

becomes of a very fibrous nature,

you have agonizing pain ; this woman
scarcely had any pain until within

a short time before her death. This

deposit, no doubt, ultimately affected

the neck. You perceive that it is

much hardened, yet there is no sub-

stance deposited there but it is

merely hiirdened, and the uterus has

a whitish fibrous appearance when cut.

We are continually perceiving sub-

stances deposited in the cavity of the

womb, and likewise externally ; and
sometimes these depositions will re-

main quite harmless, and the patients

will live without any inconvenience

resulting from them. In this person

I have no doubt that the deposits had
been taking place for a long time. It

is a deposition in the substance of the

fundus of the uterus, and although

she had tumour externally, and the

neck indurated, yet she suffered no
pain until a short time before death.

These tumours are something like a

scirrhus, but that within less so than
the external, which is harder, and cuts

something like cartilage. The ulcer-

ation took place at the top, or ceiling,

if I may so express it, of the uterus,

so that the matter from it may pass

down easier. When the ulceration is

so extensive and malignant, and there

is so much disease of the womb, we
generally find the ovaries diseased.

Here you observe there is great dis-

ease about the left ovary ; here are

what are called by some hydatids, but

they are merely cysts filled with fluid,

and you will observe the others filled

in a si.nilar manner.
Here is also another large fibrous

tumour, situated amongst the broad

ligaments ; it is very hard, and most

likely would soon have become real

scirrhus. This encysted tumour evi-

dently contains fluid (po'mtiug to an-

other). This ovary, the right one,

is also diseased, and you can see

small vesicles that are surrounding it.

The heart is very soft, which is often

the case after such debility. A sign

of diseased heart is a bellows sound ;

but the bellows sound is not always the

sign of diseased heart ; it may happen
from a variety of temporary causes,

and it may be frequently noticed to

follow great hemorrhage ; therefore

this bellows sound does not necessarily

indicate any organic disease of the

heart; sometimes it arises from hys-

teria, and, as I have before said, from
a number of other causes. I knew a

patient who had ascites, where the

heart got pushed up, in some way or

another, so as to cause bellows sound ;

she was afterwards tapped, when this

symptom disappeared. The disease

again returned, and Avith if the

bellows sound. It also arises from
the difficulty which the blood has in

passing from the ventricle into the

aorta. Most likely, in this woman's
case, the blood could not find its way
out of the heart so fast as the heart

could impel it. The first day, sus-

pecting that there might be something
wrong, I examined her chest, and
discovered a bellows sound, but did

not then think that it arose from any
organic disease of the heart, as it

might arise from slight hypertrophy,

dilatation, or various other causes

;
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but I tliouglit it probable that the

blood might not quite pass freely

from the ventricle into the aorta. I

did not take upon myself to assert

that it arose from diseased aorta, but

rather that it resulted from hyper-

trophy. This woman's heart does

not ajjpear particularly diseased, but

is increased in substance, and larger

than women's hearts generally are

;

and the cavity of the heart being

increased in size, the aortic orifice

does not appear large enough for the

blood to pass freely through it. The
blood being very thin, from the hae-

morrhage which had occurred, it con-

sequently contained fewer red par-

ticles, and became more watery, which
rendered it much easier for the heart

to impel it on.

With regard to the treatment, I

merely attempted to alleviate her suf-

ferings, but finding her so weak from
the violent flooding, together with the

extensive disease of the uterus when
she came into the ward, I endeavoured
to support her, and gave her opium
when she was troubled with much
pain ; I therefore allowed her meat
daily, with a pint of porter to make
her comfortable. I had no idea of

saving her, but merely kept her in

the ward that I might be able to show
you the specimen of the disease.

The hour, gentleman, has expired

;

and as I believe it is the time when
Mr. Grainger's lecture commences,
therefore, I will not detain you any
longer, and so keep you from lecture.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS,
DUBLIN.

PROFESSOR HARRISON'S

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE
TO THE COURSE OF ANATOMY,

DELIVERED AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS, DUBLIN.

SESSION 1832—1833.

The medical session of this year com-
menced under the most favourable

auspices. The spacious theatre of the

Royal College of Surgeons was com-
pletely filled, and was inadequate to af-

ford accommodation to several persons.

The Professor displayed his usual elo-

quence and power, and was listened

to with profound attention. All the

officers of the college, many of the

most eminent of the profession here,

and an immense number of students

from all the schools in the metropolis,

were present. It was an Introduc-

tory Lecture, highly instructive and
exceedingly to the purpose. The
proofs he advanced of the indispens-

able value of anatomy, not alone to

the cultivation of medical science, but
as forming a ground-work to a liberal

and enlightened education, were clear

and convincing. Its assistance to the

philosopher, historian, antiquarian,

poet, sculptor, and painter ;—at the

bar, on the stage, and in the pulpit,

was illustrated with the happiest ef-

fect. He laid much stress upon the

necessity of taking a comprehensive
view of the subject, and showed the

close connexion between the animal
and vegetable kingdoms. He also

pointed out their distinguishing cha-

racters, and the imperceptible grada-
tion by which the one runs into the
other, as in those low tribes of ani-

mals, the zoophytes, sponges, polypes,

and corals, which were formerly class-

ed with vegetables. He defined the

properties of organic and inorganic

matter, referring to the microscopical

observations of Brown, Bateman, and
others. After giving a minute ana-
lysis of vegetable life, and elucidating

its relation to that of animal, in its

vital, physical, and chemical proper-

ties, he detailed, with much accuracy,

some very curious and beautiful ana-
logies. The functions of circulation,

respiration, and secretion, being esta-

blished in ])lants, he went into a parity

of reasoning, to prove the existence of

a nervous system ; and concluded by
repeating some of the experiments of

Deutrochet on organic tissues, which
explained the ascent of the sap in

trees, and threw considerable light on
absorption, inflammation, and other

vital phenomena.
K k2
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ABUSES IN THE MEDICAL PRO-

FESSION.

Our exposure of the abuses in our

profession has excited a great com-

motion among chemists and druggists,

who not only assail us by innumerable

epistolary communications, but even

in the newspapers ; while quacks, and

their advocates, attack us in some of

the minor publications, as will appear

by the sequel. We are highly gra-

tified to reflect that our honest en-

deavours to serve the public and the

profession have succeeded beyond our

expectations ; and if the public press,

as the grand corrector of all abuses,

will aid us, the most invaluable bene-

fits will accrue to the public, and to

the profession to which we belong.

The question we advocate is, the

necessity of having proper medical

attendance for the sick, and the sup-

pression of empiricism in its varied

ramifications. If health is the greatest

temporal concern of everyhumanbeing,

its preservation must be of primary

importance ; and every philanthropist

will aid us in our endeavours to en-

sure it to all classes of society. In

all our remarks and arguments, we

aim at serving the public and our

profession; and in exposing abuses, we

know we incur the displeasure of those

whose conduct we censure. In the

article complained of, we stated that

chemists and druggists, who received

no medical education, prescribed over

their counters, often visited the sick,

compounded physicians* prescriptions,

and superseded the regularly educated

apothecaries. Every word of our state-

ment is literally true, and cannot be

denied, A correspondent defends this

system, and argues, that his brother

tradesmen are right, as it is their in-

terest to do so. This reason is a very

bad one ; for it might as well be urged

by the robber on the highway, who

plunders for the sake of interest. If

unedueated persons are competent to

practise medicine, then away with

universities, colleges, apothecaries'

hall, and all medical institutions. We
cannot assent to this doctrine ; indeed

one of our correspondents agrees with

us, where he advocates the extermin-

ation of empiricism, in which he

and his brethren must be included.

His strictures on the impropriety of

surgeon-apothecaries acting as retail

druggists are unjust, because there is

no injury to the public, nor to the

fame of the profession by their so

doing. They, as scientific men, may

vend medicines with more safety than

persons who have not received a me-

dical education. It is not correct to

say that the great body of chemists

and druggists are men of superior

literary attainments ; the majority of

them have no claim to such preten-

sions. Many of them are highly re-

spectable men ; but nine-tenths of

them are ignorant of scientific che-

mistry, and are unable to decide I
whether delicate chemical medicines be

genuine or not. They are respectable __

tradesmen, whose laudable object is ll

to amass wealth ; but they care not
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wliether their medicines produce good

or no effects. Prescriptions are

prepared by them in general; they

are paid, and they have no interest at

stake as to the efficacy of remedies.

The reverse is the case with surgeon-

apothecaries, who gain a livelihood by

prescribing, and whose reputation will

be injured unless their medicines

prove efficacious. But they receive

no fees ; they are compelled to charge

high for medicines, or, in fact, for

their advice. What can be more unjust

than to expect a qualified surgeon and

apothecary to incur the awful respon-

sibility of attending the sick, often

at a great distance from his residence,

to visit his patients at all hours and

seasons, and to receive no more remu-

neration than the uneducated chemist

and druggist, who have not expended

a shilling, or an hour, in acquiring

medical information ? But far be it

from us to defend the exorbitant

sums charged for medicines, or the

immense quantity of drugs, that is

often sent in unnecessarily. The

system is most injurious to the pro-

fession at large, as well as to the

public ; and is one of those defects,

or abuses, to which we call attention.

It has gone to such an extent, that the

chemists and druggists have the com-

pounding of all prescriptions, and

families will sooner consult a physician

or surgeon, pay the usual fee, and

procure their medicines from those

just named, than employ general prac-

titioners. This might be obviated

by medical men receiving small fees,

and furnishing less medicine. This

plan is adopted by many of the most

respectable practitioners in London,

and in the country. Here we mav

observe that the junior physicians and

surgeons of France will accept small

fees of one, two, or three francs a

visit, and are as affluent and respect-

able as their contemporaries in this

kingdom.

We fully agree with a correspond-

ent, whose letter will be found in this

Number, that the monopoly of the

Apothecaries' Society is unfair, and

ought to be broken down ; for this

body charge 20 and 30 per cent,

more than other druggists, and often

for worse medicine ; and ruin the ge-

neral practitioners, by monopolizing

most of the prescriptions ordered in

the metropolis, and charging at least

50 per cent, more than smaller houses.

But this body has one great claim to

merit, which is, that the delicate

chemical medicines are properly pre-

pared in their establishment ; and,

therefore, a conscientious prescriber,

whose object is the benefit of his pa-

tient, will recommend the Apothe-

caries' Hall as the best place for pro-

curing these valuable remedies.

MEDICO-LEGAL CONTROVERSY.

" Addidit et Longi non falsa pericula."

Ovid. Met. Lib. iv. 787.

In the last Number of the Legal Ex-

aminer will be found an editorial ar-

ticle, headed " Medical Controversy,"

in which the writer not only defends

his friend, St. John Long, but attacks

the profession of medicine in general,

and Dr. Ryan in particular, as hostile
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to the hero of Harley-street, who is

styled a second Galileo. We should

decline noticing this article, had not

charity induced us to remove the in-

firmity of its author, and to show his

readers the consummate folly ofLong's

pretensions. If we save one of them

from the danger of the empiric's nos-

trum, and also save his pocket, we shall

not repent of writing this article.

We cannot enter into a controversy

with an unprofessional opponent ; and

we think our Avorthy contemporary is

extravagantly unreasonable in sup-

posing that we, or any educated prac-

titioner of medicine, will discuss a me-

dical question with him, who belongs

to a different profession. We should

hesitate to call on him, through the

pages of this Journal, to discuss an

intricate question of law with us.

But perhaps he is one of those panto-

logists, who can dispute " de ovwi

scibili." We should say to him " ne

sutor ultra crcpidam." We beg to

ask him a few questions in limine.

Is he sure that his readers are as gul-

lible as the defricated victims of his

St. Jolin } Is his vanity so sickly

morbid as not to feel that he must be

the laughing-stock of all the shrewd

members of his profession, who wit-

ness his Quixotism in defending a

system with which he is unacquaint-

ed.'' But we shall cure him of his

" morbid condition of the humours,"

by ordinarymeans, and extract nothing

from his head in the shape of quick-

silver, as Lord Ingestrie has proved

was extracted by Mr. Long. Here we

must remark, parenthetically, that we

should monstrously like to know which

of the heavy metals abounds in his

Lordship's cranium. In treating our

friend of the LegalExaminer, we shall

apply a gentle stimulant, without any

danger of inort'if'ijiiig him, after the

manner of the unfortunate Miss Ca-

shin, or the infatuated JMrs. Lloyd.

Our contemporary commences with

an avowal that he writes with prussic

acid, (save the mark !) and follows our

profession in this one respect, viz.

:

" that they only administer deadly

poisons to those who are overwhelmed

with disease and \vretchedness." We
are unable to determine the import of

this sentence, and cannot conclude

whether it is meant in jest or earnest,

but we incline to the latter inference,

from the wonted " malice prepense"

evinced by him towards our profes-

sion. We reply, that there is no

truth in his accusation, and that

poisons, a terrific word to the public,

are, in proper doses, the most valuable

of our remedies, and are indiscrimi-

nately administered to rich and poor,

because disease is the same in both.

Perhaps he will deny this, in imita-

tion of his patron, who finds the rich

the most valuable and gullible. Now,

we inquire, why this attack upon the

whole profession ? We shall not fol-

low his example, though we believe

his profession much more deserving

of censure than ours. There is one

thing certain, that the medical fa-

culty are not, in general, unprincipled

men, who prostitute their talents for

hire, who, by sophistry, technicality,

blustering, insolence, and chicanery, «
attempt to prove that black is white, ^|

or attempt to arrive at conclusions
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contrary to reason, justice, science,

and common sense.

Our opponent next quotes a certi-

ficate, published in the Ladies' Mu-

seum, and no doubt handsomely paid

for, it is as follows :

—

" ' We, the undersigned, having
been patients of Mr. St. John Long,
and having had his lotion applied to

us, do declare, that no blisters were
ever raised upon us by it, and that

we never heard of its producing them
upon any of his patients. That the

irritation created by his lotion heals

Jlgain under its daily application—
That we have used the same to our

faces, hands, and other places, and
that it will produce a discharge on
diseased parts, while it takes not the

slightest effect on any other. Many
of us have also held it in the mouth,
and swallowed it with impunity. We
have further to add, that we never
knew an instance of mortification tak-

ing place under its use, and believe

it almost impossible that such an effect

could be produced by Mr. Long's
lotion,'

" We now contend. Sir, that as you
have several times thought proper to

indulge in abuse against Mr, Long,
you are bound to answer the follow-

ing question :—
" What is the name of the lotion,

or liquid, or substance, known to me-
dical men, which will produce results

exactly similar to the above,''

" We anxiously desire a direct and
satisfactory answer to this question.

But perhaps you will say, ' You are

also too eminent an individual to no-

tice this second piece of foolish non-
sense of your sagacious contemporary,'

Be it so. Sir ! and the world must
then draw their own conclusions, and
we must prove Mr. Long's discovery by
evidence drawn from other sources,"

We are utterly astonished, that any

lawyer inthekingdom would admitthis

certificate as evidence. It is offered

by a set of silly noodles and crazyhypo-

chondriacs, who assert and believe the

most ridiculous and absurd thino-s,

and who invariably look on their me-

dical attendant, when he succeeds in

removing their imaginary diseases, as

a kind of supernatural being. Such

persons are the bores of the Faculty ;

they suppose themselves labouring

under several formidable diseases;

they annoy any medical practitioner

who has patience to listen to them,

and who, at length, answers, that they

have consumption, or liver complaint,

&c., to get rid of them. They then

fly to St. John Long, who promises a

perfect cure in all diseases, by extract-

ing the morbid humours from the

head, back, or abdomen, as the case

may be ; and the mind once assured

that a cure can be performed, the

symptoms improve, a cure is effected,

the patients sign a book that they are

well, and that the first physicians

had treated them in vain. Dupe after

dupe arrives; the signature book is

produced ; my Lord Stult and Lady

Affectation have added their auto-

graphs ; the bait takes, and the quack

succeeds. Such is the class of wit-

nesses to the above certificate, and let

us, who are no lawyers, cross-examine

them. They assert, that Long's infal-

lible lotion has been applied " to their

faces, hands, and other places ; that

it produces a discharge on diseased^

but not on sound parts ; that it does

not blister ; that the irritation created

by it heals under its daily applica-

tion." The irritation heals ! Did the

sore on Miss Cashin's back, which was

as large as a supper-plate, or the

mould of a hat, as sworn at the in-
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quest by half a dozen medical men

of eminence, and barbarously rubbed

with a coarse towel by Long—did

this irritation heal by the daily appli-

cation of the lotion? or did it not

kill the miserable creature who had

it, as it would a robust countryman ?

Was the destruction of the skin on

the whole chest of ]Mrs. Lloyd a

simple redness ? and did it heal by

the important and wonderful nostrum

that produced it ? Yet Lords Noodle

and Doodle, with Ladies Silly and

Ninny, " have known no instance of

mortification having taken place, and

believe it almost impossible (not quite,

however,) that such an effect could

be produced by Mr. Long's lotion."

One word more on this document :

—

It is said, the lotion acts on diseased

parts only. We were called, when

Long was an outlaw for the effects of

his innocent lotion on Miss Cashin,

to witness the post-mortem examina-

tion of the body of a child between

two and three years old, on which his

nostrum had its unfavourable effect.

Over the breast-bone was an eschar

two inches long, and about half an

inch in width. The child had be-

longed to one of the quack's sincerest

patrons. On opening the chest, the

whole of the left lung adhered firmly to

the ribs ; it was studded with tuber-

cles in every point ; the right lung was

tuberculous throughout ; the spleen

and mesentery diseased ; and yet the

nostrum acted only on the breast-bone,

when it should have acted on every

part of the body from head to foot,

for all were diseased. We pledge

our honour for the truth of this state-

ment, and can produce two other

medical gentlemen to attest the fact

Now, friend of the Legal Examiner,

what becomes of the certificate in the

Ladies' Museum, of the marvellous

lotion, and of your simplicity in allow-

ing yourself to be gulled } But you

require a categorical answer to the

question " What is Long's nostrum,

and what medicine can produce similar

effects.''" The fact above narrated

shows that the lotion does not pro-

duce the effects ascribed to it ; and as

to the second part of your question,

it is physically impossible that any

medicine, or any combination of me-

dicines, could act on the body in

the manner alleged. Common sense

ought to convince you, sir, that the

human body is composed of different

textures or tissues, each having a

peculiar use, function, and disease, and

each acted on by a certain class of

medicines. To suppose that one re-

medy could remove all diseases, as

Long pretends, is the greatest ab-

surdity that ever entered the stupid

head of an idiot or a fool. No, there

are millions of diseases, and millions

of remedies.

" Mille mali species, inille salutis erant."

In conclusion, we beg to ask our

contemporary a question, in return for

his attention, and we demand a direct

answer to it in his next number.

If Long can cure consumption, why

did he call in Dr. Ramadge to cure him-

self of spitting of blood (the usual pre-

cursor of consumption), as announced

in a late Sunday Times ; and why is

the unfortunate quack now obliged

to reside at Brighton, to enjoy a more
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temperate atmosphere than he could

in London ?

We call upon our contemporary,

with the candour and fairness of a gen-

tleman, to place our statements before

his readers, and no longer to be the

dupe of designing and unprincipled

knaves.

PROFESSOR ELLIOTSON'S

LECTURES.

The liberal spirit which breathed

through every line of Professor El-

liotson's Introductory Lecture at the

London University, and which we

eulogised in the strongest terms, ex-

cited the ire of that addle-pated im-

becile, who ministers to the depraved

taste of the corruptionists and plural-

ists in the medical profession. Nothing

could be so perfect as the London

medical schools ; there was no need

of a University or a King's College

;

both were vituperated week after

v/eek ; the present teachers in Lon-

don formed a great university, which

was only equalled in the celestial

empire ; when, most unluckily for this

visionary institution. Professor Elliot-

son had the unfeeling hardihood to

demolish it as if by magic. The

architect saw all his hopes vanish into

thin air, and then turned round on

their destroyer and grossly misrepre-

sented him. This led the independent

Professor to withdraw his support from

a periodical which would have long

since ceasedtoexist, had not hislectures

appeared in it. But he now declines

his sanction to the publication of his

lectures, and is about to publish them

himself in a oorrect and cheap form.

and thus seals the doom of the most

stupid, partial, and unprincipled pe-

riodical that ever depreciated the me-

dical literature of this country. The

few who saw it admitted its invariable

dullness and gross partiality; its mean

subserviency to those in place and

office; its suppression of truth, and its

unprincipled and ungentlemanly per-

sonalities towards all who differed

from it in opinion. We ask any

candid man what can be baser than

its malignant attack on Dr. Elliot-

son's lectures in the last Number.

—

Its revelation of editorial secrets,

which no one of proper feeling would

betray or divulge. Behold the grati-

tude of the man, whose Journal was

entirely supported by the lectures

which he now attempts to depreciate,

while, at the same time, he avows his

determination to continue their pub-

lication against the right of the owner

!

" Dr. Elliotson is evidently pre-
pared to find his lectures inaccurate,

and states that he has spent hours
upon their correction. Those who
know as much of the Doctor, and his

compositions, as we do, will readily

believe him. The fact is, he corrects

and re-corrects the merest trifles, ap-
parently striving to give to elaborate

and studied lectures the appearance of
being unpremeditated. The reader
will And a fair specimen of his errata

in our last Number, wherein two com-
mas, in diflferent parts of the lecture,

are directed to be struck out, and the
limb of a parenthesis (God save the
mark

! ) transposed. We have, in

truth, been most distressingly ham-
pered by these puerilities," &c.

" Absentem qui rodit amicuin.

Qui nondefendit alio culpante, solutos

Qui capiat risus hominum, famamque dicacis;

Fingere qui non visa potest, comminsa tacere
Que nequit, hie niger est, hunc tu Romane

cavelo."
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THE

EFFECTS OF TIC DOLOUREUX
ON THE

MAMM/E AND TESTES.

BY S. HOOD, M.D. BRIGHTON.

The first few cases of diseased testi-

cle accompanying neuralgia of the

sciatic nerves, I believe to be only an
accidental circumstance ; an opinion,

which, I apprehend, is pretty gene-
rally entertained respecting cases of

this description. In five out of eight

consecutive cases of diseased testicle,

with neuralgia of the sciatic nerves,

this gland had become small and soft

;

while in the remaining three it was
hard and enlarged. In cases of this

kind the patient seldom complains of

pain in the testicle, and is, indeed,

generally quite unconscious of its

being diseased. Recently a gentle-

man consulted mc for tic douloureux
of the left cheek and side of the head,

which had recurred at intervals for

seven years. After having detailed

his sufferings, on being asked if there

were any disease of the testicles, he
congratulated himself, with much ap-

parent satisfaction, on being " all

sound there." Finding his assertion

doubted, he submitted to an examina-
tion, when he discovered, to his mor-
tification, the left testicle quite soft,

and only about half its natural bulk.

In every other respect this was a

robust, healthy man, therefore the

softening of the testicle could not be

referred to constitutional debility ;

besides, in the course ofa month, great

mitigation of pain being procured, the

testicle resumed its glandular struc-

ture, and very nearly its natural size.

When the neuralgic attack is violent,

it is probable that the testicle becomes
sometimes affected at a very early

period of the disease, for in one of

the above-mentioned cases it was found
lessened and soft on the tenth day of

the disease. It is necessary, however,

to add, that in this instance the scia-

tica was combined with the ilio-scro-

tal neuralgia of Chaussier ; but the

sub-carbonate of iron restored the tes-

ticle to its natural size and hardness
in four days,

I have had no opportunity of ascer-

taining whether sciatic neuralgia causes

any alteration of the mammae in wo-
men ; but the following inveterate

case of tic doloureux, abridged from
the patient's own statement, leads to a

suspicion that they sometimes sympa-
thise with neuralgia of the face :

—

" I have head-aches of every de-

scription— sick, rheumatic, nervous,

or what I call eye-aches, which are

my eternal torment. Though the
pain seems seated in the right eye,

yet pressure on it sends a soreness and
pain darting into my head, and ex-

tending all over this side of my head,

face, teeth, gums, tongue, throat, and
roof of my mouth, so that life is

really a burthen. The veins of my
brow swell like cords, and my eyes

are red and inflamed, my stomach
feels always sick, the retching is very
violent, and often, though not always,

do I bring off my stomach. These
attacks last from three to six days, and
nothing that I know can save me
from an attack, or alleviate or shorten

its duration. Before, after, and dur-
ing the attack, the top of my head is

as sore as it is possible to be, and
there, as also wherever the pain had
been, I feel an itching. The nostril

is dry and stuffed, and the skin peels

regularly off my lips. Tlie symptoms
of an approaching attack are generally

the itchy soreness on the top of my
head, itching and creeping about my
face, coldness of my nose, and a teaz-

ing tickling in my throat
; yet some-

times I have all these symptoms and
escape, and at others I am attacked

without any notice whatever. The
causes of an attack are equally un-
certain, that is, to my observation ; I

generally attribute it to cold, of which
I am miserably susceptible ; not that

I feel cold readily, that I do not, but
I think that I catch cold for a very

trifle. I cannot go out of doors, I

cannot bear a breath of air; it seems
to me to be air, not cold, that hurts

me. I cannot walk up and down the
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room, or allow any one to pass and

repass me, for the agitation of the air

seems to strike my eye and temple ;

and this I feel be the weather warm or

cold ; more frequently, I tliink, in the

former, for the weather must be cold

indeed if I am not in some degree of

perspiration. A cold in my head I

never have ; my feet, legs, and knees

are the only places where I feel cold,

and they are dreadfully so ; let me
do what I may, they are like ice ;

fire heat will scorch, but not warm
them.

" Till lately I fancied myself free

from any fatal disease, but now I fear

I have something the matter with
my heart ; I feel an uneasiness all

about it, nor can I lie for any time on
the left side ; the pulsation is very

irregular ; at times it beats strong

and quick, at other times it seems to

stop altogether, which takes away my
breath, and is followed by what I

can hardly describe, a quick, gurgling

noise at my heart, just as if a narrow-

necked bottle of water were upset,

when I feel suffocating, and have
been so bad as to lay hold on the first

thing within my reach to support

myself; but I am not very well able

to describe what I feel about my
heart.

" My health and even mind is in a

wretched state; at times I feel so

miserable, such a load, such an op-

pression on my mind, and compression

in my head, such an inability to move,

read, write, think, or, in fact, to do

any thing, that I really fear I shall

go distracted. iMy memory is gone
;

every thing, the most trivial, is a

dreadful labour, a task, a something

which I am afraid to undertake. The
state of my mind is indeed as deplor-

able as my health, but to express the

intensity of pain, which I generally

endure, is quite impossible. I do not

think I was ever so thin in my life, I

am quite wasted away, and if I, were
to date the time when my health got

so very bad, it would be in 1827, but
if my memory serves me right, my
ailment began as far back as 1817,
and I think I caught it in a current

of air, while sitting between wet mats
of scented grass."

Several important symptoms are

omitted in the above statement of this

case, but it is sufficient for the object

in view to mention only one of them.

The left mamma was so nearly obliter-

ated, that it was with difficulty a

trace of it could be distinguished.

Though this case has not been cured,

yet one interval of a month, and an-

other of six weeks, having occurred

between the attacks, the left breast

not only grew perceptibly, but became
rather the largest of the two. This

lady's washer-woman was also af-

flicted with tic doloureux, confined

to the second branch of the fifth pair

of nerves on the left side ; her right

breast is wasted, and lactation quite

stopped.

In the case of a third female, whose
left breast was wasted, and the milk
very scanty in it, there was a violent

neuralgic affection of the right brow.

Another woman, who had no milk in

her left breast, had been subject, for

several years, to a violent pain on the

top of her head ; but, in this case, the

function and natural size of the breast

had not been restored with the re-

moval of the pain. Although it ap-

pear a far-fetched conclusion to attri-

bute these alterations of glandular

structure and function to neuralgia of

a remote nerve, or branch of a nerve ;

yet it is not very probable, that so

many cases of this kind should occur,

fortuitously in succession. If these

alterations occurred only after long

suffering, and when constitutional de-

bility is apparent, they might be re-

ferred to this cause ; but they happen
sometimes before any constitutional

effect is produced. Again, the sudden

re-construction of these glands, which
often follow the removal or alleviation

of neuralgia, would indicate that they

are in some way implicated in the

previous morbid action. On the other

hand, it is certain, that even the cure

of neuralgic affections does not in-

variably restore the natural structure

of either the mammae or testes.
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WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.

EXTRACT FROM A LECTURE ON SUR-

GERY, BY SIR ANTHONY CARLISLE.

MEDICINE A GAME OP WHIST. EFFI-

CACY OF BLISTER IN GOUT.

" The practice of physic and surgery,

gentlemen, may be compared to a game
of whist. In order to play at whist,

you are well aware it is necessary, first,

to know the cards and the value of

them, and secondly, to know the rules

of the game. I suppose anatomy to

be the first, and pathology and the

theory of physic to be the second.

If a person is well acquainted, then,

with the value of the cards he holds,

and understands thoroughly the rules

of the game, he will always play a

good game, however bad may be the

cards dealt to him. It will sometimes

be necessary to play trumps, as when
in difficult cases you are forced to

have recourse to extraordinary mea-

sures of treatment. But you will

have a hundred ordinary games in

which the common rules will serve

your turn, and it will only be the

hundred and first case, perhaps, that

may be considered one of difficulty,

—

and in which your fortune may de-

pend on a correct judgment."

Sir A. Carlisle observed, in another

part of his lecture, that he knew a

gentleman, not in the profession, who,

from drinking claret, was very subject

to attacks of the gout in one of his

feet. This gentleman, on every occa-

sion when he was attacked, had the

courage to apply a blister to the part,

to " draw out the gout," as he ex-

pressed it, along with the fluid ef-

fused. This practice always had the

desired effect ; it seemed to eradicate

the gout, which would otherwise,

most probably, have attacked the

other foot likewise. Sir Anthony
considered that the blister relieved

the gout, by unloading the congested

capillaries ; for he considers conges-

tion of the capillaries as constituting

a considerable part of the proximate

cause of inflammation.

DEFENCE OF CHEMISTS.

To the. Editors of the London Medical and

Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
As a subscriber to your valuable Jour-

nal, and a chemist and druggist of

some years' standing, I feel myself

called upon individually (and I hope

the trade will generally) to vindicate

the character and respectability of our

business from, what I consider, the

very unjust and illiberal remarks you
have thought proper, in your editorial

wisdom, to assail us with, one and
all, in your " leader " of last week.

I refer, more particularly, to that part

of it where you recommend, and call

upon the Apothecaries' Company " to

commence law proceedings against

chemist, druggist, and quack" thereby

classifying us with the latter, whiclx

you are pleased afterwards to denomi-

nate " vermin." I do not know ex-

actly whether or not you consider us
" vermin" also ; at all events, it would
have been highly creditable in you to

call loudly on the press, as well as on

the Apothecaries' Company, to com-

mence proceedings against all empi-

rics, who do in reality so largely in-

jure and destroy the public health, to

exterminate them altogether; they

are literally a pest to society at large,

and ought to be extinguished; but,

surely, you do not soberly and can-

didly consider such ought to be the

case with us } You ought, rather, to

insist on the Apothecaries' Company
to prosecute every man, as they can

do, who sets up as a regular medical

man, who never received a regular

medical and surgical education, and
thereby infringes so deeply on the

regular profession. But is it not well

known that these men also invade our

rights, by vending drugs, &c. retail .''

and not only these, but also many of

the surgeons and apothecaries are

actually retail druggists, and, being

licensed, may experiment and poison

with impunity, as is well known to

be the case, upon the poor devils

whose ill fortune obliges them to be-
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come s\il)jects of the parish doctor, or

hospital surgeon.

But, further, you seem to think,

gentlemen, that a chemist and

druggist, ought not to prescribe, and

that he is a man of no medical educa-

tion : I beg to differ from you again

here ; for I deem it to be his duty to

practise and prescribe, as much as he

possibly can, over- his counter, and

this, for the simple reason, for his

own advantage and interest, as is the

case with every person, who has been

brought up, and follows his busi-

ness in an honourable manner.

And further, I assert, that the

chemist and druggist of the present

day (whatever deficiency their an-

cestors in the trade might have

shown), although not strictly speak-

ing medically educated, yet are men
of liberal education, and many of very

great merit and talent, and that in a

medical point of view, and frequently

also possessed of a good portion of

sound scientific knowledge as well,

and therefore are supported by the

public as they deserve. And, with
regard to your statement that they

vend inferior chemicals and spurious

or adulterated drugs, it may be so in

some instances; but do not, at one

fell swoop, deem us all so unprin-

cipled, for I can assent that, generally

speaking, druggists do sell and com-

pound medicines quite as genuine as

the precious Apothecaries' Hall, who,

as a monopoly, are privileged to imjiose

upon the foolish public a profit, over

and above that which satisfies the

respectable druggist, of from 20 to 30,

or even 40, per cent ! Out upon such

gross impositions ! and you ought to

be the first to condemn such a mono-
poly, as one of the grossest medical

abuses, and solicit the press to aid you
in getting it reformed, for it is ad-

mitted, on all hands, that monopolies

of any kind are injurious in a high
degree to the public weal-

But enough, I trust, has been said

in our defence to hope you will recant,

or qualify your unjust remarks, and
although, from not being in the habit

of writing much, I have not been able

to condense my arguments, yet you

will be able to understand me, and
consider better and higher of us, I

hope, than hitherto

I am, Gentlemen,

Yours respectfully,

CHEaiicus.

London. Nov. 1, 1832.

EFFECTS OF MEDICINES IN.TRCTED

INTO THE BLADDER IN VARIOUS
DISEASES.

To the Editors of the Lmidmi Medical mid
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
Symptomatic tetanus, hydrophobia,

and cancer, still continue intractable

diseases, and the opprobrium of me-
dical men. The varied forms of

dropsy, a disease requiring in its

treatment much practical acumen,
often prove sources of disappointment

under the most skilful and vigorous

administration of remedies. The uri-

nary bladder has not been duly em-
ployed, either in ancient or modern
times, for conveying remedial agents

to the system, when labouring under
disease. Having experienced the un-
certain operation of diuretics in hy-

dropic affections, when given through
the stomach, I was induced to reflect

on the connexion, established by means
of the nervous system, among the

viscera of the abdomen, and such a

review led me to the conclusion that,

in hydrothorax, ascites, and anasarca,

the effects of the remedies usually ad-

ministered by the mouth, such as the

infusion of digitalis, genista, or senna,

might be increased by liquids, contain-

ing similar properties, being thrown
into the bladder, and to co-operate with
medicines possessed of the same vir-

tues, to be placed, in a solid state, in

the rectum at suitable times. Such
a suppository may be composed of a
drachm of Castillo soap, three grains

of powdered digitalis, and half a

drachm of supertartrate of potass. It

assuredly would be justifiable to try

the effects of the introduction of re-

medies, not only in dropsy but in
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cholera, tetanus, and hydrophobia, as

well as in cases of irritability of

the stomach and intestines. Should

an inflammatory disposition attend

the hydropic disease, it Avill be pro-

per, before the above treatment is

had recourse to, to subdue it, as also

to use due means for altering organic

aflTection when it exists. The bowels

should be opened, and the skin cleaned

by the warm bath, as that condition

of the surface which prepares it to

take on the action of sudorifics, also

predisposes the kidneys to be acted

on by diuretics. In the recovery of

persons apparently drowned, warm
water thrown into the bladder may
be useful. Through this viscus we
may also be able to allay the activity

of the kidneys in diabetes. An opinion

prevails as to the retrograde action of

the absorbents, between the stomach,

the intestines, and the bladder ; but

I think that no such retrograde action

takes place, as it is probable a class of

absorbents, not yet described by ana-

tomists, will be found to exist, the

office of which is, to relieve the sto-

mach and the intestines when over-

loaded, by conveying their contents

to the bladder. When the urinary

bladder is distended by the retention

of its contents, I have no doubt that

the sufferings of the patient are alle-

viated by the intervention of the

lymphatic system. The law of ab-

sorption going on in the brain, sup-

ports this hypothesis, as well as cases

of constipation of the bowels, which I

have known to exist for weeks with-

out any material inconvenience to the

health of the individual, so that this

corps de reserve, or something similar,

must have been useful in breaking

down the fa;ces and carrying them oflT,

in an aqueous form, by means of the

bladder. These opinions have been

entertained for several years, and are

now submitted, through your valuable

Journal, to the profession at large.

I have the honour to be.

Gentlemen,

Your most obedient servant,

Medicus.
Lo7idon. Nov. 12, 1832.

pjospital ^Reports.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.

Last Tuesday three operations Averc

performed by' IVIr. Key : tlie removal

of a loose cartilage from the knee-joint;

an amputation ; and removal of an en-

cysted tumour from the neck.

Nov. 6. Jane Hunt, 32, Mary's

Ward, a fine, healthy young woman,
about 19 years of age, was walking,

about three months ago, in the street,

when she suddenly felt something, on

the inner side of the right knee-joint,

AV'hich prevented her proceeding ; and,

on putting her hand to examine it,

she perceived a small, hard tumour,

which she had not noticed before:

she hurt her knee about three years

ago. ]\Ir. Key removed the cartilage

in the following way : by pulling the

skin tight over the tumour, and mak-
ing a semi-circular incision upon the

side, when it readily escaped. Her
leg was then placed on a splint to

prevent the motion of the leg.

7. She had passed a disagreeable

night; felt feverish; great pain in

the knee.

8. Better ; bowels open ; tongue

clean ; not so much pain ; doing well.

IMargaret IMoney, a;tat. 16, came

into the Hospital under the care of

Mr. Key, in Mary's Ward. She is a

scrofulous looking girl, but has always

enjoyed good health ; she lias a small,

round, circumscribed tumour on the

right side of the neck, resembling a

gland ; never had swelling of the like

character before. On going into the

theatre, Mr. Callaway and Mr. Cooper

both examined the tumour, and dis-

agreed as to what it was ; JMr. Cal-

laway being of the same opinion as

Mr. Key, namely, that it was glan-

dular ; but Mr. Cooper differed from

both, and gave it as his opinion that

it was encysted. On the first inci-

sion the argument was settled in Mr.

Cooper's favour, for a large quantity

of a greenish yellow fluid escaped*
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IM, Key removed only part of he

cyst, for it was attached to the juguUir

vein. A piece of lint was placed in

the wound, and it was left to sup-

purate.

8. She is doing well ; bowels open

;

tongue clear, &c. &c.

Agnes Shelley, 28, Christy's Ward,
a sickly, delicate, young woman, set.

23, was brought into the Hospital

under Mr. Key ; has a disease in the

tarsal bones of the left foot, extend-

ing into the ankle-joint ; she has been
generally in bad health for some time,

having attacks of intermittent fever.

She has been ordered

Mist. Camph. c. tinct. hynacyami et liq.

ammon. acet. 3ij. bis in die.

The leg was removed in the usual

way by the circular operation ; the

vessels secured, etc. &c.

7. Had passed a bad night
;
great

pain in the stump, with starting

;

great pain in the head.

8. Rather better ; slept a little at

intervals ; bowels open ; not so much
pain in the stump, &c. &c.

quantity of Raphanistrum in the
rye cro]) of this year. The mortality
hitherto has not been great, but re-

covery seems very slow and imperfect.

THE MOTIVE BY WHICH THE ASSAS-
SIN OF PROFESSOR DELPECH WAS
INFLUENCED.

In our last Number we gave an ac-

count of the assassination of Professor

Delpech, of Montpellier. It now ap-

pears, that the person (Demptos)
who shot M. Delpech, and afterwards

destroyed himself, had been under the

Professor's care for varicocele, and that

atrophy of the testes was the conse-

quence of the treatment he underwent.
A report to this effect having reached

the ears of a family in which Demptos
was about to form an alliance, it

seems they considered it proper to

makecertain inquiries, by writing toM.
Delpech, whose answer having frus-

trated the views of Demptos, the latter,

in despair, was driven to the commis-
sion of the horrid crime.

CHOLERA IN NORWAY.

Although, as is well known, the

most rigorous quarantine measures

have been in force in Norway, the

existence of cholera in Drammen and
the port of Svellviken is officially de-

clared. Other places in Norway are

declared suspected. The accounts

from Stockholm state very naively,

that no body could tell how the dis-

ease penetrated. Simple people! Send
Russell and Barry among them, and
we will answer for this being soon

made clear enough to every old woman
in Sweden and Norway.

A PARTICULAR EPIDEMIC DISEASE
IN TRANCHE COMTE.

For some weeks past, a disease has

prevailed in several communes, which
is considered to be a variety of ergo~

tismCf and is attributed to an.unusual

MEDICO-BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF
LONDON.

EAKL STANHOPE, PRESIDENT, IN
THE CHAIR.

EFFICACY OF MADAR IN NECROSIS.

The first meeting of this Society took

])lace on Tuesday, 13th instant, when
a paper was read on the efficacy of

several South American plants, trans-

mitted by Dr. Hancock. It was im-
pressively read by Dr. Sigmond^ one

of the secretaries, and was listened

to with great attention.

The noble President eulogized the

writer as one of the most zealous

friends of the society, and acknow-
ledged, in very laudatory terms, the

many valuable contributions furnislied

by the scientific and learned author.

The noble Earl then read a com-
munication from Mr. Twining, of

Calcutta, in which two cases of caries

with fistulae were cured by the Madar
powder.
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Mr. Clendenning, the other Secre-

tary, announced the titles of several

presents which had been made to the

society, by French, German, and Ita-

lian professors.

It was then determined, that the

four professors of the society should

lecture in turn :—Mr. Burnett, Pro-

fessor of Botany at King's College

and to the Society, the next meeting,

November 27th, on the Algae; IMr.

Everitt, the Professor of Chemistry to

the Society, on the preparations of

Iodine and Hydriodate of Potass ; Dr.

Ryan, the Professor of JMateria INIe-

di'ca, on the JMedicinal Use of Iodine

and its Preparations, on the succeeding

niglit ; and Dr. Clendenning, Profes-

sor of Toxicology, on the Injurious

Effects of Iodine.

BOOKS.

A Lecture on the Nature, Causes, aiul Pre-

vention of Cholera, delivered at Ashby-de-la-

Zouch, and published at the recjuest of the

Board of Health. By James M. S. Ken-

nedy, M.D. 8vo. pp. 36. London: Sher-

wood and Co.

A sensible, well-written, popular description

of cholera.

A Description of the Appearances observed

in a Case of Double Uterus, in which Iiripre<j-

nation had taken place, with Remarks on the

Structure and Formation of the Membranes of

the Human Ovum. By Robert Lee, M.D.

F.R.S., Physician to the British Lying-in Hos-

pital. (From the Medico-Chirurgical Trans-

actions, vol. xvii.) 8vo. pp. 36. Two Plates.

A very interesting and curious essay.

The Principles and Practice of Obstetric

Medicine, in a Series of Systematic Disserta-

tions on Midwifery, and on the Diseases of

Women and Children ; illustrated by numerous

plates. By D. D. Davis, M.D. M.R.S., and

Professor of Midwifery in the University of

London, &c. &c. Nos. XIL and XIIL 4to.

Plates.

Medical Botany, or Illustrations and De-

scriptions of the Medicinal Plants of the Lon-

don, Edinburgh, and Dublin Pharmacopoeias,

including a popular and scientific Account of

Poisonous Vegetables indigenous to Great

Britain, with Figures drawn and coloured from

Nature. By John Stephenson, M.D., and

James Churchill, F.L.S. A new edition,

by Gilbert T. Burnett, F.L.S., Professor of

Botany, King's College, and Medico-Botanical

Society. No. L and IL 8vo. Plates.

This is really a new edition, greatly im-

proved, enlarged, and published at less ex-

pense than the former edition.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Chemicus.—The letter so signed reached us

after our hist Number was in type, and the

writer is rather hasty. His communication

will be found in another page, and is referred

to in this day's leader.

Philanthropos.—The squib in The Lancet,

on the secale cornutum and nitric acid, is par-

donable. It certainly shows, we agree with

our correspondent, how little our able contem-

porary thinks of the alleviation of human suf-

fering. We opine, that if he had tooih-ache

for an hour, he would change his tone.

Justus will see we have noticed tiie malig-

nant attack upon Profes.sor Ellioteon.

Dr. Hancock''s communication is under con-

sideration.

A Medical Elector.—To be sure we should,

and so ought every medical man to vote for Mr.

Wakley. Editorial squabbles are a bagatelle.

We are convinced he would aid medical reform

in Parliament.

Ciiriosn.—Dr. M'Leod is the editor, and Dr.

Cummin the sub-editor

—

Par nobile fratrum.

A Westminster Hospital Student.— i>\r An-

thony Carlisle is a scientific and first-rate,

though an eccentric surgeon. We gave the

title of his lecture as sent us. He should not

feel annoyed, for as senior surgeon to an hos-

pital with 80 beds, an institution in which

sound chirurgical knowledge is only taught,

that we should illumine our readers with passing

events. We trust the worthy Knight will not

cease to lecture, as this would be whist indeed.

Mr. Lumbtm.—Foreign Lectures will not

be allowed at the Royal College of Surgeons,

and there must be a certificate showing that the

candidate for examination has been engaged

five years in the studv of his profession.

Appeal to the I'rofession.—It is our

painful and conscientious duty to state to our

readers, that through unavoidable circum-

stances, an experienced, as well as talented

medical gentleman of sterling integrity, is now

so embarrassed in his affairs, that his family,

consisting of a wife and six children, are even

in want of the neces.saries of life. We are

accurately informed of the particulars, and do

vouch for the truth of what we have stated
;

and we, therefore, appeal to the charitable

disposition of our readers. The smallest dona-

tions will be gratefully received.

Subscriptions Received.

Rev. J.Bray,Hinckley,Leicestershire 10 10

John Harnett, M.D. . . .500
NEW TRIAL REFUSED!!!

The members of the profession who con-

sider the damages awarded in the case of

Ramadge r. Ryan excessive, have comnicnced

a subscription to enable the defendant to apply

for a new trial, or defray his expenses.

Amount of subscriptions formerly

announced . . . ' • £.135 9

Dr. Whiteman of Newcastle upon-Tyne 110
Erratum—Page 4G1, line 10, for healthy,

read bulky.
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Gentlemen,
When speakinj^ of the topical treatment of

inflammation, yesterday evening, I mentioned

that this process is sometimes most benefited

by cold applications, and sometimes by warm
ones, without the ditFerence of effect being

always referable to any obvious principles.

Some examples will also present themselves,

in which a doubt will arise, whether cold or

warm applications ought to be preferred. In

such cases, there is one rule which will always

hold good, and that is, to take the feelings of

the patient as the criterion of what is best

;

for you may be sure, that the particular kind

of application which seems most grateful to

him, is that which will be most beneficial, and
ought, therefore, to be preferred.

1 also adverted to counter-irritation, as one
means of lessening inflammation. Counter-

irritation is useful on several principles, and
the first is, by exciting an inflammatory action

on the skin, either near to the seat of inflam-

mation, or more or less distant from it, but in

a situation which seems to sympathise with the

part which we wish to relieve. In this prac-

tice we establish one inflammation for the

relief of another, and we find that, in propor-

tion as the second is excited, the first—the

original disease—that which is the most dan-
gerous, and that which we are, therefore,

striving to subdue, declines. Counter-irrita-

tion affords us an illustration of what prac-

titioners of the old schools called derivation or
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revulsion, that is to say, of a process by which
the blood or fluids are attracted or drawn from
one part to another, either in its vicinity, or at

some distance from it:—this, perhaps, is the

true principle of the usefulness of counter-

irritation. It is not always the wisli of

the surgeon to establish the counter-irritation

very near the part affected, especially when
the inflammation is acute ; because if the two
inflammations are not at a proper distance

from each other, they may conjoin, as it wore,

and render the original disease worse than

before. Hence, in inflammations of the eyes,

we frequently apply a blister to the nape of

the neck, rather than to the temples ; because,

if another inflammation were excited in a part

so near the seat of the first, the eyelids would
probably become inflamed, and the affection of

the eye itself be rendered more violent, instead

of being benefited. When the blister is ap-
plied too near the external commissure of the

eyelids, we sometimes find that this is the case.

It is, therefore, a rule not to put counter-

irritating applications too near an inflamed

part. There is also another reason wli)', in

the instance I have mentioned, blisters are

frequently applied to the nape of the neck,

namely, there appears to be between that part

of the integuments and the eyes a considerable

degree of sympathy. But blisters act on an-
other principle besides that of counter-irrita-

tion; they produce a copious discharge of

serum from the surface of the cutis, whereby
a great deal of good is accomplished; and,

after the cuticle is removed, a discharge of pus
may be kept up, as long as you please, by
dressing the excoriated part with savine, or

some other stimulating ointment.

Gentlemen, while 1 am upon this topic, let

me advise you not to be too hasty in adopting

counter-irritation ; for, in all acute inflamma-

tions, if the practice of it be not duly preceded

by depletion, it will be of no use, nay, some-
times it will have the contrary effect; it will

do harm, by increasing, not only the inflam-

mation itself, but the fever and restlessness.

I may say, that, in such examples, counter-

irritation, unpreceded by bleeding and purg-

h h
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ing, will never answer There are various

other plans in use for exciting and maintaining

counter-irrilalion, such as issues, se/ons, and
the antimmial ointment ; all of these are occa-

sionally employed. However, issues, setons,

and the ointment of tartarized antimony, are

employed principally in chronic inflammations,

eitlier when they have been chronic from their

commencement, or. have become so after the

cessation of their acute form. The antimonial

ointment is prepared by blending 3j. of tar-

tarized antimony with 3J of hog's-lard ; this is

the preparation in common use. When rubbed

on die skin, it has the effect of exciting pus-

tules, and this pustular eruption may be kept

up as long as you please, by repeating, from

lime to time, the frtction witli the ointment.

As far as my own experience enables me to

judge, 1 am of opinion, that blisters, setons,

issues, and the antimonial ointment, should

not be had recourse to until after depletion

has been freely practised:—in fact, not until

the inflammation has alreadj' received a power-

ful check from bleeding and other evacuations.

However, in chronic inflammation, whether it

be originally chronic, or has become so after

the cessation of the acute form, blisters, anti-

monial ointment, issues, and setons, joined with

occasional topical bleeding, are amongst our

most efficient remedies. While on this subject,

I must not omit to mention the benefit result-

ing from the external use of tlie nitrate of

silver in some examples of inflammation, where
such a result would never have been antici-

pated according to any ordinary train of reason-

ing. Tlie fact was first brought into notice by
Mr. Higginbottom of Nottingham. I have not

only looked over his publication, but have put

Ihe practice, which he inculcates, to the test of

'€xperience, and often with good effects. As
one instance, in which its efficacy is sometimes

displayed, 1 may specify phlegmonous inflam-

mation about the fingers, which, under other

treatment, can hardly ever be prevented from
advancing to suppuration, by which an abscess

is formed, called, in this situation, paronychia,

or whitlow. When the nitrate of silver is

applied, so as to blacken the cuticle, it will

succeed in dispersing inflammations of this

description more frequently than you might
expect. I have certainly seen it succeed in

many instances. I do not, indeed, particularly

understand the principle of its operation ; but,

when we have evidence of the utility of any
particular mode of practice, the theory of its

action must be held to be of secondary consider-

ation. I have also seen the external use of the

nitrate of silver successful in dispersing chronic

enlargements of the glands of the neck in scro-

fulous persons. Do not imagine, gentlemen,

that it will always answer, but it succeeds in

•preventing suppuration and bringing about reso-

lution, in a sufficient number of cases to justify

my recommendation of the trial of it. Some-
times it is only necessary to use it so as merely

• to darken the cuticle ; in other instances, it

must be employed so as to produce vesication.

Mr. Higginbottom's manner of applying it is

tliis :—first, wash the surface, on which it is

intended to apply it, with soap and water, then

dry the part, ancl, having once more moistened

it with a little cold water, pass the nitrate of

silver over it twice or thrice, when your inten-

tion is merely to darken tlie skin, but, if you
design to produce vesication, you must of

course touch the part more frequently. Per^

haps this practice may have been rather too

much extolled, like the generality of other

new things ; but candour obliges me to ac-

knowledge, that, in the trials, which I have
made of it, in the description of cases spe-

cified, its efficacy has generally surpassed my
expectations.

When inflammation has attacked a mucous
membrane, and become chronic, counter-irrita-

tion in the neighbourhood will be of great ser-

vice. In some of these cases, we use also cold

astringent lotions. This is the most common
plan of treatment. In purulent inflammation

of the conjunctiva, particularly in the chronic

stage of the disorder, it is customary to make
use of astringent lotions, and, by this means,
we rectify the wrong action of the vessels, which,
in consequence of inflammation, have changed
their natural secretion of mucus into one of

purulent matter.

Another indication in inflammation, whether
originally chronic, or become so subsequently

to the acute form of the process, is to promote
the absorption of the effused fluids, lymph, or
other matters, by which the textures of parts

are thickened or enlarged. These effusions and
deposits are sometimes copious enough to ob-
struct the functions of the organ, and to oc-

casion a considerable feeling of weakness and
uneasiness to the patient. We must, therefore,

endeavour to disperse them ; and, for this

purpose, blisters are amongst the most powerful
agents, either kept open by means of savine

ointment, or frequently renewed. With the

same object in view, we occasionally make use
of friction with mercurial or iodine ointment,

or other applications calculated to excite ab-
sorption. We also, sometimes, prescribe brisk

purgatives, which have a powerful effect in

exciting the action of the absorbent system.
To these methods must be added the internal

use of mercury and iodine, which is well

adapted to particular examples of inflammation.

We make use, likewise, of certain lotions, which
have the power of exciting absorption, and are

termed disculient : most of these contain the

muriate or acetate of ammonia, with campho-
rated spirits and vinegar.

Cold applications are not so powerful in dis-

persing chronic as acute inflammation
; yet, by

the occasional use of leeches and the effect of
cold applications, it is generally believed, that

chronic inflammation may be materially re-

tarded. This, indeed, is a practice commonly
pursued, though, where the indication is to

bring about the absorption of effused fluid,

lymph, or other deposited matter, I believe,

counter-irritation, discutient lotions, and fric-
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tion, witli inercurial and iodine liniments, are

more eftcctive.

Gentlemen, in concluding the subject of the

treatment of inflammation, I must explain, that

specific inflammations require s[)ecific reme-
dies, in acidition to the measures prescribed

for the common forms of the disorder : thus,

gouty and rheumatic inflammations may be
benefited by culchiciim ; scrofulous disease by
the external and internal administration of

iodine, or some other alteratives, adapted to

change the nature of the morbid actions going
on in the constitution ; so, also, in venereal
inflammations, it is generally right to use mer-
cury. Yet, notwithstanding what I have just

said, the cfire of specific inflammations, as well
as that of common inflammations, may fre-

quently be promoted by ordinary antiphlo-

gistic remedies, bleeding, leeches, purgatives,

cold applications, &c.

Hitherto I have not mentioned the treatment
of the symptomatic fever which accompanies
acute inflammation : in fact, there is not much
to be said respecting it, because, while we are
taking measures to check and subdue the in-

flammation, we are adopting the most efficient

plans for the relief of this fever, which is de-
pendent upon the inflammation, and continues
only while the inflammation itself lasts: in truth,

it begins with it, and subsides with it, so that,

as you cure the one, you cure the other. John
Hunter called this fever an universal sympa-
thy of the Cfmstitulion icilh the disturbed state

ofa part. He distinguished two kinds of con-
stitutional sympathy thus produced: the first
is the one which we are considering, the symp-
tomatic, or sympatheiic inflammatory fever,
which he considered as the immediate conse-
quence of inflammatory action going on in any
part of the body ; the secmd is what is called

hectic fever, which takes place later, after the
local disease has existed some time, and is either

difficult of cure or totally incurable. This latter

kind of constitutional sympathy with a local

injury, or disease, is different from that which
constitutes the inflammatory fever, for it is

characterized by weakness, whereas the latter

is marked by strength. Gentlemen, this is

what might be expected, because the inflam-
matory fever takes place early, before the
system has been reduced by tlie disorder, or
the requisite treatment. Deferring the con-
sideration of hectic fever to another occasion,
I will now confine my observations to the
symptomatic inflammatory fever. The symp-
toms vary according to the nature of the in-

flammation and the functions of the organ or
part affected, according to the constitution
of the individual, and the extent and violence of
the inflammation. The symptoms are generally
of the following kind :—there is an increased
action of the heart and of the whole arterial
system, and the pulse, in a person otherwise
healthy, if the inflammation be situated only
in common parts, is frequent, full, and strong ;

there is an interruption and disorder of all

the secretions; the skin is dry, the mouth

parched, and the patient anno}-ed by thirst,

the saliva and mucus of the mouth and fauces

being no longer secreted in their usual quantity
and quality ; and the tongue is mostly covered
with a white fur. Gentlemen, the power of
this fever in interrupting the secretion of the
pus of ulcers and wounds is also very remark-
able ; for while the febrile disturbance is

severe, the surfaces of ulcers and wounds con-
tinue dry, and do not secrete their ordinary

quantity of pus, and, whatever small quantity
may be poured out, is not of a healthy kind.

The urine is also diminished in quantity ; it

is scanty and high-coloured, and does not de-
j)osit the lateritious sediment; that is to say,

there is no deposition of uric acid until the
fever declines. The secretions of the alimen-
tary canal are diminished and altered in their

nature, which may be one reason of the

constipation attending the complaint; the
temperature of the whole body is increased,

and the nervous system is more or less dis-

turbed, there being pain in the head, restless-

ness, and loss of sleep. In bad cases, and
esj)ecially in nervous, irritable persons, you
will sometimes observe twitches, or convulsive

motions, of the tendons, called subsultus ten-

dinum, and not unfrequently wandering of
the mind, or actual delirium. The digestive

functions are disturbed, the appetite being
completely lost; and, in some instances, the
patient is affected with nausea and sickness.

With respect to the cure of this fever, I have
not much to say, in addition to the observa-
tions already delivered on the treatment of
inflammation : however, supposing mere head-
ache or delirium existed, from determination
of blood to the brain, you would not be afraid

of applying leeches and cold applications to the
head. So, if the stomach were greatly dis-

turbed, you would not hesitate to use the
means especially calculated to relieve such dis-

orders. You would then, perhaps, administer,

for example, sahne effervescing draughts, with
a few drops of laudanum or tincture of hyoscy-
amus in them ; or apply fomentations to the

epigastric region. But, gentlemen, if we ex-
cept the necessity of paying attention to these,

and other urgent symptoms and complications,

we may say, that the cure of symptomatic
inflammatory fever is comprehended in that of
inflammation itself For this reason, it must
be unnecessary to detain you any longer on
this part of practice.

Now, gentlemen, the next subject, to which
I beg your attention, is one of considerable

importance in surgery,—I mean that of sup-
puratvm and abscesses. Suppuration may be
defined to be that process by which {)us, a
peculiar fluid so called, or the matter of sores,

wounds, abscesses, and inflamed mucous mem-
branes, is formed. This is generally con-
sidered one of the elementary subjects of sur-

gery, numerous diseases being connected with
suppuration in one way or another. The ope-
ration, or action, by which a purulent fluid is

formed, is not confined to sores, wounds, and

L l2
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abscesses ; we see the process exemplified also

in the production of purulent discharges from

mucous membranes, which readily change
their mode of action, and secrete pus instead

of mucus. We see also the same power oc-

casionally manifested in serous membranes,

though much less frequently than in mucous
membranes, because serous membranes are

more prone to adhesive inflammation, or that

kind of inflammatory action by which coagu-

lating lymph is poured out; and it is only

when the inflammation is above a certain de-

gree of violence that pus is secreted by that

texture. In the language of surgery, suppu-

ration is called one of the terminations of in-

ftammation ; hut, I have already explained,

that this expression is incorrect ; it would be
more properly termed an occaftional conse-

quence of inflammation, than a termination,

because when suppuration has begun, the in-

flammation does not terminate, but often con-

tinues in a violent degree. There is, indeed,

a change in the action of the vessels, but

by no means a cessation of inflammation.

Like inflammation, the suppurative process

is either acute or chronic ; simple or com-
plicated with specific morbid action, or with

the lodgment of extraneous substances in the

part affected. The acute form of suppuration

we see exemplified in every case which is

preceded by healthy inflammation, all whose
processes take place quickly ; if resolution is

to happen, it soon occurs ; if suppuration is

to follow, it generally does so in a short time.

We see the nature of acute suppuration dis-

played in every common whitlow ; in every

milk-abscess, and in all those abscesses which
follow gun-shot wounds, severe compound
frcictures, and other bad mechanical injuries,

as well as in several others complicated

with specific disease, as is the case with
venereal buboes. Of chronic suppuration,

we have examples in the generality of scro-

fulous abscesses, and in all lumbar abscesses,

which are, I believe, also scrofulous. The
quiet and insidious manner, in which the

matter of chronic abscesses frequently collects,

is truly surprising. Some time ago, I was
consulted by Mr. Gilbertson of Egham, and
Mr. Baker of Staines, in the case of a young
man who had an abscess in the epigastric

region, containing three or four quarts of

matter. Yet, notwithstanding this enormous
collection of pus, the patient had never made
any complaint till about three days before my
visit ; he had never even mentioned to his

parents tliat there had been the least pain

during the progi-oss of the suppuration, nor

had he discontinued his usual employments.

The tumour pulsated as strongly as any aneu-

rism of the aorta : indeed, it was for my
opinion, wliether the tumour was an aneurism

or not, that I was consulted. As it was on the

point of bursting, the question was an awful

one to the patient; but several circumstances,

which I will advert to when I speak of aneu-

rism, led us to form a correct opinion of the

case. We find, tlien, that in one form of suji-

puration, there is often no heat nor pain in the

part ; so that doubts are sometimes raised as to

the existence of inflammation as the precursor

of it.

Gentlemen, suppuration is sometimes com-
plicated with specitic morbid action, as we see

in scrofulous abscesses and also in venereal

buboes. Suppuration takes place oris induced

by a great variety of circumstances. ft

may depend on the violence of the inflam-

matory action, or on the pectdiar nature Of

the inflammation, which may necessarily and
invariably lead to suppuration. Thus, boils,

carbuncles, a!id malignant pustules, alwaj's

suppurate. Frequently suppuration is a con-

se(juence of the exposure of internal cavi-

ties or textures, as where the tunica vaginalis

testis is laid open for the cure of hydrocele, or

hajmatocele. Suppuration takes place iti

wounds not admitting of having their sides

brought together, so that the textures continue

exposed. In fact, if a wound be not closed,

suppuration takes place as a matter of course.

The exposure of internal cavities and textures,

then, must be considered as one of the exciting

causes of suppuration. Suppuration also ne-

cessarily attends or follows ulceration ; every

kind of sore illustrates this principle in th&

animal economy. In numerous instances,

suppuration is produced on mucous membranes
without ulceration. The vessels of tliese

textures, as 1 have before observed, readily

change their motle of action, when afl^ected by
inflammation, so as to pour out pus, instead of

mucus. As an example of this truth, I

may mention gonorrhoea, that is only a dis-

charge of purulent matter from the urethra,

which in its natural state secretes mucus, but

when irritated, readily secretes pus. We find

likewise suppuration occasionally, though

much more rarely, taking place in close cavi-

ties, lined by serous membranes, and this like-

wise comi)letely as the result of inflammation

without ulceration. I need hardly mention

empyema as affording an example of this fact.

It was indeed, an instance of empyema which
first led Mr. S. Sharp and Dr. William Hunter
to conclude, that suppuration must be a secre-

tion, and that it takes place without any breach

of the solids. In the case which led them
to this inference, although there was a

copious quantity of pus in the cavity of the

pleura, no ulceration could be detected at any
point of that membrane; the decision was,

therefore, natural enough, that suppuration

must be a secretion. I have mentioned, that

the lodgment of extraneous substances in parts

is a common cause of suppuration. Thus,

gentlemen, we often find splinters of wood,
portions of dead bone, bullets, bits of brokeii

glass, needles, pins, and other extraneous arti-

cles, giving rise to suppuration and abscesses.

The term abscess is so common among sur-

geons, that you ought to have a correct idea

of its meaning; it is only when purulent mat-

ter collects in the interior of parts or textures.

I
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that the collection is named an abscess ; when
jjunilent matter is poured out from the sur-

faces of ulcers, or inflamed mucous mem-
branes, it is called a discharge. Even the ac-

cumulations in the cavities of serous mem-
branes are not always termed abscesses, but
simply collections, or effushns ofpus.

Gentlemen, as this is a convenient time for

concluding the present lecture, I will now
be}i;in examinations ; and here I must ob-

serve, that regular attendance on tliem will

be of great importance in promoting your

advancement in the knowledge of surgery,

b.ecause, in the lectures, I recapitulate very

little, as it is more convenient to do so in the

examinations, in which the repetition of expla-

nations admits of additional illustration, and, I

believe, usually makes a greater impression on
tiie mind. Examinations are also of material

service, inasmuch as they prepare j'ou for

those in other places; and of one thing I am
Siite certain, that such gentlemen as attend

em most regularlj" are most likely to gain

Uie honours of this University at the end of

^lie season.

CLINICAL LECTURES
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On Wednesday, October 14/A, 1832.

LECTURE in.

Gentlemen,
The subject selected for this morning's lecture

is hernia, and you will be better enabled to

understand it from the anatomy of hernia being

the purport of this morning's anatomical lec-

ture. A hernia may be defined in the follow-

ing way :—It is a protrusion of a viscus, or

part of a viscus, from its natural cavity ; thus

we may have a hernia of each of the three

great cavities of the body, such as hernia cere-

bri, a hernia of the lung, &c., and abdominal
hernia ; the latter is the one to which I would
now more particularly direct your attention.

The protrusion of any of the abdominal viscera

through either or both of the rings is termed
an inguinal hernia ; but these displacements

occur under such different circumstances, as

to have led surgeons to have divided ingui-

Jial hernia into different species, naming them
variously, partly in consequence of their di-

rection, partly from their situation, and partly

in reference to their relative position with the
epigastric artery. If the hernia is situated

\s iiliin the inguinal canal and between the two
rings, it is termed "a bubonocele." If the
hernia, besides takuig the same course in the

direction ofthe cord, as the last described, passes

through the external ring into tlie scrotum, it is

termed scrotal, or oschocele ; both of these are

termed oblique inguinal hernia, and also ex-

ternal inguinal hernia, the neck of each

being situated to the outer side of the epigas-

tric artery. There is yet another species of in-

guinal hernia, which differs essentially from the

oblique, from not passing through the internal

ring, and from being placed to the inner side

of the epigastric artery, on which account it is

sometimes called internal inguinal hernia, or

ventro-inguinal, from passing directly from

the cavity of the abdomen through the internal

ring ; but more frequently direct inguinal

hernia, in contradistinction to the oblique, from

passing perfectly straight from the abdomen,

and not taking "the course of the cord. If the

tumour in this hernia be large, it is difficult to

tell it from oblique hernia, for the intestine

meeting with least resistance outwards, the

tumour appears to take an oblique direction;

but should the intestine become strangulated,

so as to render an operation necessary, one of

the coverings, peculiar to this rupture, at once

points out the nature of the disease. These

are the common varieties of inguinal hernia,

but the protrusion of part of the intestine

through the abdominal rings are sometimes oc-

curring under varieties which complicate the

disease, both in relation to diagnosis and oper-

ation. For instance, it sometimes occurs that

the tunica vaginalis is not closed at the internal

rin^, but that the cavity between the tunica

vaginalis testis, and refiexa, remains open to

the cavity of the peritoneum, in which case a

portion of intestine may slip down into the

vaginal cavity, without bringing with it any
other hernial sac. This species of hernia is

termed " congenital," but perhaps not always

correctly, as it may be the tendency to, rather

than the diseaseitself, which is to be considered

congenital.

There are encysted hernia, and hernia with

varieties of situation, with respect to the sper-

matic cord; circumstances which render the steps

of the operation complicated, and call for great

caution, on the part of the surgeon, to be pre-

pared for any such varieties as may occur.

The contents of the abdomen sometimes pro-

trude from that cavity without passing through

either of the abdominal rings, but slipping

down behind Poupart's ligament into the

thigh, form a tumour there, and is termed
" femoral hernia," which may be known from

inguinal by the surgeon placing his fore-finger

upon the spinous process of the pubis on that

side on which the hernia is situated, and if he
be enabled to place the whole of the tumour
on the outer side of his finger and spinous pro-

cess of the pubis, it must be a femoral hernia

;

while, on the contrary, if he can place the

whole extent of the sweUing to the inner side

of his finger, between the spine and symphysis

pubis, it must then be inguinal, whether direct

or oblique. A surgeon being called to a pro-

trusion, in any of these situations, after having
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heard the history of the case, as to the circum-
stances which produced it, and the duration of

its descent, should immediately attempt to

return it into the cavity of the a"bdonien, by
performing such a manipulation as is termed
the "taxis;" the direction of the application of

this force differs essentially in the different

species of hernia. In oblique inguinal hernia,

the protruded intestine is directed upwards and
outwards, in the course of the inguinal canal,

towards the internal ring, and if it obeys this

pressure, as the portion of intestine reaches

the ring, it is to be pushed backwards into tiie

abdomen. Now, in femoral hernia, in conse-

quence of the tumour passing first downwards
into the thigh, then forwards, and lastly up-

wards, to overlap Poupart's ligament, taking

this circuitous course in consequence of there

being least resistance in these directions, the

taxis must be employed quite different to what
it is in inguinal hernia. First, the tumour is

to be passed downwards, from Poupart's liga-

ment, into the thigh, and, when it has gained

that situation, opposite to the fascia lata, it is

to be pressed backwards into the femoral

sheath, and lastly upwards, to be returned into

the cavity of the abdomen : without attention

to these rules, the application of the taxis may
prove destructive instead of beneficial.

When a hernia is obedient to this taxis, it is

termed reducible, and requires no further sur-

gical treatment, but you must have recourse to

mechanical means, " wearing a truss," and the

patient ought to take a little aperient medicine.

it sometimes, however, happens that the rup-
ture cannot be reduced, although the bowels are

still capable of performing their natural func-

tions : such a hernia is termed irreducible, and
may have acquired this state from several

causes, either from the altered structure of the

parts protruded, or of the aperture through
which they passed being tied down by adhe-
sive inflammation, as very frequently happens
when intestine and omentum, together, are the

contents of an irreducible hernia. The treat-

ment, under these circumstances, can only be
palliative. The surgeon should direct such
means to be employed as will best defend the

tumour from external injurj', and enjoin his

patient to pay strict attention to the state of

his bowels, apprising him, at the same time,

he may in a moment place his life in a state of

jeopardy. The danger in these cases is, that

the bowel may become obstructed or incarce-

rated (for I consider these terms synonymous,
and distinct from strangulated hernia), without
any fresh portion of intestine protruding ; the

bowel may become insuperably constipated,

from the accumulation of feculent matter in

tlie incarcerated portion, producing symptoms
different from a strangulated hernia only from
the comparative miidness of their effects and
slowness of their progress. The means to be
employed in these cases are purgative glysters,

to empty the large intestines below the ob-
structed portion, and to give such purgatives

as are most likely to produce the peristaltic

motion of the intestines, by which liopes may
be entertained of the obstruction being re-

moved; but should not these means be suc-

cessful, an operation must be performed, similar

to that required for strangulated hernia; the

prognosis, however, being far more favourable.

In such operations, the intestines should always,

if possible, be returned into the cavity of the

abdomen, or else j"ou leave your patient in the

same situation as he was before, subject to a
recurrence of his complaint. The circum-
stances, however, rendering these liernia irre-

ducil)le, sometimes are too complex to be over-

come, or to admit of the intestine being re-

turned into the abdomen.
A hernia is said to be strangulated, when

a portion of intestine has, from the application

of great muscular force, as in raising great

weights, or from some such cause, slipped out
of the cavity of the abdomen, through so nar-

row an opening as to be at once constricted.

This sometimes happens from a fresh portion

of intestine entering an old irreducible sac,

rendering, indeed, the treatment and diagnosis

of su(;h cases difficult, namely, whether it is to

be considered an obstructed or a strangulated

hernia. The urgency of the symptoms, and
more particularly the degree of tenderness of
the sac, is the principal diagnostic mark.

In strangulated hernia, the symptoms are

marked with more or less severity, depending
upon the degree of constriction of the part

protruded. The patient is at once struck with
a pain at the scrobiculis cordis, as if a string

was tightly placed round the body. Sickness

soon follows; the pulse becomes small, quick,

and hard, but generally regular ; the extre-

mities cold ; the countenance anxious and
pallid ; the bowels constipated, and if means
be attempted to relieve them by purgative

medicines, they are ejected from the stomach,
and constant vomiting and insuperable consti-

pation will become the most urgent symptoms.
The vomiting sometimes becomes what is

termed stercoracemis or feculent ; but I be-
lieve, that if it be true that the contents of the

intestinal canal never become feculent till they
pass into the large intestines, that vomiting
never occurs, for it is a symptom never accom-
panying strangulation of large, but only of
small intestine; so that if it did occur, the

feculent matter would not only have to pass
the valve of the colon, but also through the

strictured intestine. The tumour is at first but
little painful, and the skin is readily moved
over its surface; it soon, however, becomes
hard, red, and painful, and unless some means
can be adopted for its relief, the death of the

parts would occur. —
If, when a surgeon is called to a patient w

suffering under these symptoms, and the tu- al
mour is very painful, I should say, it is always
better to have recourse to bleeding, warm bath,

and the application of cold to the tumour, be-

fore the operation is performed. The two
first means are not only useful as far as they

may lead to the reduction of the hernia, but if
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Ihey fail in tliis, they, at any rate, offer orreat

advantages in preventing^ inflammatory action

after the operation. While the apphcation of

cold, which I have seen frequently lead to the

reduction of the stranojulated intestine, after all

other means have failed, produces its eflfects

by diminishing tlie quantity of blood flowing to

the tumour and tlie bulk of the contents of the

intestine, and thus, by lessening the size, per-

mits of its return into the abdomen. But if,

after the application of these means, the taxis

is still unsuccessful in reducing the hernia,

the operation must be immediately recom-
mended. It is well, however, here to remark,
that during the application of the taxis, you
should relax the muscles, raise the shoulders,

draw the legs up, &c. &c.

There are some and excellent surgeons that

recommend the tobacco enema. I must, for

my own part, say, that I not only dread the

immediate effects of that narcotic (whicli I have
more than once seen prove fatal), but I also

fear, if there be any tendency to prostration

after the operation, that the tobacco might tend
to diminish the powers of re-action.

Having taken this cursory view of the prin-

ciple of Jiernia, I shall now sUite to you the

particulars of the case chosen for clinical re-

marks, and describe the operation as performed
by my colleague, Mr. Callaway.

THE CASE.

George Wallis, setat. 45, a sailor, was ad-

mitted into Lazarus' Ward, Guy's Hospital,

on the '2d Nov., with a strangulated scrotal

hernia on tlie left side. He states, that he has

had a rupture for fourteen years, which had
always been reducilde ; that about four years

ago, whilst " skylarking" on board his ship,

the tumour became suddenly enlarged, but yet

was capable of easy reduction into the cavity

of the abdomen. He has constantly worn a
truss until within a fortnight; when, on coming
on shore, he broke it, and not being able to

procure another, he has constantly been sub-

ject to protrusion of his hernia, and says, that

he has not had a copious stool during that time.

He was last night seized with great pain in the

scrobiculis cordis, and vomiting, not being able

to retain any thing on his stomach ; and he at-

tributes these symptoms to a fresh portion of

intestine having descended, as he states the tu-

mour had become suddenly larger; has had no
motion these two days. A medical man was
called in, who tried the taxis, and he was bled

three times before he was admitted into Guy's
Hospital. [Here Mr. Cooper made the following

remark :—From the time that the truss had
been left off, he appears to have allowed the

hernia to be constantly down ; and from the

symj>toms, namely, the tcrpid state of the

bowels, unaccompanied with any severer symp-
toms, it would lead me to believe, that, until

last night, omentum alone had been the con-
tents of the sac, when the sudden enlargement
of the tumour was produced by the protrusion
of a portion of inteotine.]

On his admission into tlie Hospital, he had
hiccup, nausea, and a slight degree of vomit-
ing ; his pulse 120, full, but compressible

;

countenance anxious ; was very restless, and
great thirst. The tumour was about the size

of a duck's eg^, and perfectly inobedient to

the use of the taxis, which was again applied.

An injection of castor oil and gruel was ad-

ministered, which returned in ten minutes

without bringing away any feculent matter

with it. Ten o'clock p. m. Mr. Callaway saw
the patient, and ordered the application of

the ice mixture to the tumour, which had now
become very tender; the hiccup was urgent

and continued. Ordered,

R Hyd. svhinur. gr. iij.

Ext. opii, gr. j. sumend. slathn.

Six A.M. Hiccup continues, and has done
during the night; vomiting has slightly re-

turned, but the stomach appears to be quieted

by the cal. et opii ; countenance very anxious;

great restlessness, with thirst
;

pulse rapid

;

abdomen tympanitic; ice was now again ap-

plied ; had .slept only ten minutes during the

night.

Seven a.m. Mr. Callaway again saw him,
and advised the immediate operation ; the

patient however refused, and could not be

persuaded until half past one the same day, at

which time the tenderness of the tumour
had diminished ; but, as all the other sym[j-

toms remained urgent, Mr. Callaway proceeded
to the performance of the operation. The
hair was shaved from the pubes ; the incision

was commenced at the upper part of the ex^
ternal ring, and continued downwards, through
the integuments, nearly to tlie fundus of the

tumour. The second incision was continued in

the same direction and to the same extent, first

through the superficial fascia, and then through
the cremaster muscle, to expose the hernial

sac. In this step of the operation, Mr. Cal-

laway I'emarked upon the tliickness of the co-

vering; attributable perliaps, to the pressure

of an inefficient truss. The sac was next laid

open, with due observance of all those precau-

tionary rules which, under this part of the

operation, is safe in the hands of a skilful

operator. When the sac was opened, a dark,

sanious, coffee-coloured fluid escaped, and a
large portion of indurated omentum, with its

veins congested and much increased in size,

was exposed to view, which Mr. Callaway
raised, and underneath it a portion of deeply
coloured small intestine. The operator now,
in proceeding to divide the stricture, found
difficulties which this peculiar case offered,

namely, that not only the stricture was very
small, but that itwas also so adherent to the
omentum as to render it impossible to se-

pei-ate them, and consequently the stricture

was divided through the omentum, tlie hernial

inife being obliged to be introduced, with the

omentum intervening between its edge and
the stricture. This step was completed, how-
ever, without hemorrhage, or any oilier un^
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toward circumstances. The next object was
to examine the state of the contents of the

hernial sac, and to judge of the propriety of

the return into the cavity of the abdomen.
The intestine was the first object of investi-

gation, and upon drawing a portion of it

down, so as to observe the line of demarcation

between the healtliy and the strictured por-

tion, a just appreciation could be formed of

the injury sustained by the strangulation, and
it was a subject of sufficient doubt in Mr.
Callaway's mind as to lead him to consult with

his colleagues, when they all agreed upon the

propriety of returning it into the cavity of the

abdomen: there still remained elasticity and
evidence of life. The intestine was very

readily returned, leaving the injured portion,

as nearly as possible, to the abdominal ring.

The omentum was next carefully examined
and removed, first, because its structure was
so altered it would, if left, probably, have
acted as an extraneous substance; and se-

condly, that if left in the sac, it might, in case

of the intestine sloughing, have prevented the

free exit of its contents. In tiie excision of the

omentum, little or no hfcmorrhage occurred,

from the blood, which filled its enlarged veins,

being perfectly coagulated. During the ope-
ration, the patient continually hiccuped, and
he was allowed to drink some wine and water,

also some julep ammon. He was then placed

in bed ; and he immediately after expressed
himself much relieved ; and feeling cold, a
little wine was administered, and directions

were given that he should not be disturbed for

two liours. Mr. Callaway ordered

Mist. mag. c. mag. sulph. ^iss.

should be taken directly.

Four P.M. Pulse 112 and jerking; hiccup
.still remains ; countenance much less anxious

;

abdomen very tense.

Ten P.M. No pain; hiccup still remains,
an urgent symptom

; passed a large quantity
of urine, and much flatus per anum ; coun-
tenance improves; has vomited; both wine
and drauglit were brought up

; green tea was
ordered, to allay the sickness ; an enema of
gruel and ol. ricini was ordered.

Nov. 4, A.M. Slept well ; copious fluid stools,

with some scybila
; passed urine freely ; hic-

cup unabated, attended with some nausea;
otherwise all the symptoms are favourable;
mustard poultice was applied to scrobiculis
cordis for half an hour.

Four P.M. Cal. gr. v. statim enema commu-
ne, at five o'clock ; the injection was returned
in a few minutes afterwards, with a co[)ious

fluid evacuation
; pulse 110; other symptoms

remain the same.

Hyd. submur. gr. iij,

Opii, gr. iss. statim.

5. Nine a.m. Slept four hours ; had a co-
pious stool, produced by an injection which
was given an hour before; pulse rapid, and
wore jerking ; no tenderness of the abdomen.

although it has a distended appearance, par-

ticularly in the epigastric region; hiccup re-

mains ; vomiting recurred.

Mist, efferv. c. tine. humuU quartis horis.

6. Eight A.M. Hiccup still continues; rest-

less night ;
pulse 100, jerking, but described

as being compressible ; no tenderness of the

abdomen, although the distension of the epi-

gastric region continues ; tongue moist. Cal.

gr. V. ; an injection was given, also beef tea,

and repeat the mist, efferv., omitt. t. humuli
for the remainder of the day. The hiccup

continues the most prominent and troublesome

feature ; the pulse in frequency and compres-

sibility the same.

R Ui/d. submur. gr. j

;

Camphor, gr. j

;

Ext. opii, gr. ss. statim. emp. bdla-
donnce scrob. cordis,

to allay the hiccup, but this symptom produces
great uneasiness ; at eleven at night,

Sp. cpther. rect. 3ss.

Liq. opii sed. ttl. v.

Mist, camph. 3 iss. statim.

7. Eight A.M. Hiccup still the same
;
passed

a restless night, with some delirium and mut-
tering

;
pulse quick, though soft; the woimd

was dressed, and looked healthy ; a poultice

was applied.

Eleven a.m. Hiccup much the same; the

bowels being open, opium was still relied on
as the best means of curing the distressin?

hiccup.

8 Great thirst; hiccup not so frequent;

countenance anxious ; pulse 120 ; sickness in

the night, which was relieved by soda-water

and brandy ; bowels still regular. The vomit-

ing and hiccup remained the urgent symptoms
to the close of the scene ; and although there

was at times pain upon pressure of the abdo-
men, or suppression of any of the secretions,

he gradually, hour by hour, lost his strength,

and sunk on the 13th of Nov. at half-past nine
o'clock in the morning.
Upon my going to the bed-side of the patient,

I remarked upon the predominance of the hic-

cup as a symptom, and that J should infer from
it that the omentum was sloughing, and kept
up the convulsive action of the diaphragm,
which proved to be the case upon the post-

mortem examination, and which I shall now
read.

Externalappeara7ices He was a well-con-

ditioned subject; the right patella had been
fractured, and the two u{)per thirds were quite

detached and lodged in the femur; the lowest

third was on the head of the tibia ; a mem-
brane lined the inner surface of the former,

containing synovia.

At the wound (of operation), which was on
the left side, a small portion of omentum pro-

truded in a slougliing state. On laying open
the abdomen, the intestines presented them-
selves, very much distended, and on the sur-

face were two or three clots of blood about
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the size of peas. The omentum was much

thickened and drawn down, its vessels bein^

placed so longitudinally as to suggest the

idea of muscle. A portion of it was tirndy

adherent to the mouth of the abdominal

ring on the left side, in a sphacelated state,

breaking down readily under pressure. Be-

neath this membrane was found a portion of

ilium that had been incarcerated in the hernial

sac in a blackened state, but not actually spha-

celated. The intestines at this part were some-

what bound together by adhesions of recent

formation, and on parting them, the peritoneal

covering of the bowel was readily detached.

On cutting into the intestines they were found

to be distended with unhealthy watery faecal

matter ; the mucous membrane was much in-

flamed and corrugated, and of a dense port-

wine colour. The intestines, in many parts,

had the summit of their rugfe denuded of mu-

cous membrane, and fsecal matter adhering to

the ridges ; in several parts patches of aggregate

glands had ulcerated, and faecal matter was also

firmly adherent. This state of the alimentary

canal"was continued throughout with the excep-

tion of the duodenum, but varied in colour from

rose-colour to deep port-wine. There was no

general peritoneal inflammation ; the stomach

was singularly small and contracted ; there

was heatthy bile in the duodenum ; the liver

was large, and also the gall-bladder, its con-

tents being thin and watery, but of a natural

colour ; spleen, kidneys, and pancreas natural

;

lungs were greatly affected on the right side

with tubercles, but were free from adhesions

to the pleura costalis; there was, however,

considerable adhesion of recent formation be-

tween the lobes ; the left lung was adherent,

but except being slightly oedematous and pre-

senting the rounded emphysematous edge, was

not particularly unhealthy.

I shall detain you but a few moments longer,

gentlemen. I wish to make one remark on

the violent state of inflammation of the small

intestines; it was peculiar that there were no

symptoms pointing out that inflammatory ac-

tion was going on in the bowels ; they were

regular ; no pain on pressure, and the pulse

generally compressible ; hiccup, however, was

incessant, on which I must make one remark.

I remember hearing a Professor of medicine

in Edinburgh, who was consulted upon the

propriety of a farther bleeding in a case of pe-

ritonitis, say—" Yes, more blood may be taken

from this [)atient ; he will bear it ; for he has

hiccup, which, in my opinion, is a sign of

action ; only keep the patient sitting up while

you take away the blood." The case before us

seems to be rather in favour of this opinion,

and makes it a subject well worthy of strict

investigation, whether or not hiccup is an

usual attendant of an increased action.

ment ; but as it has grown rapidly within the

last few days, Mr. C tliought proper to re-

move it.

Nov. 20. Only one operation was performed

to-day, and that was the removal of a breast

Viy Mr. Cooper. By some it was supposed to

be malignant—by others only chronic enlarge-

CLINICAL LECTURE

DELIVERED BY

DR. ELLIOTSON.

AT ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

lecture iv.

Gentlemen,
At the last admission, several cases came into

my wards, but none of them of any interest,

therefore I shall not speak of them to-day.

There were two of syphilis ; these, however,

most likely, were put in by mistake, for we

frecpiently find patients, labouring under this

disease, feign some other. Two, also, of rheu-

matism, one of erysipelas, one of bronchitis,

and one of inflammatory pain of the head,

I shall therefore proceed with those that were

presented the previous week. The first that I

shall speak of was one that terminated fatally.

There have been only three deaths this season,

two of which I spoke of in my last lecture.

The case which has since proved fatal is one

of cholera. Many gentlemen, I doubt, did

not see this case, in consequence of its being

removed to the cholera hospital; for some

gentlemen that I invited to go appeared rather

shy of doing so ; but medical men must always

face danger. The cholera hospital belonging

to this institution is well worth seeing, as a

piece of antiquity. It is said to be a water

cottage belonging to Queen Elizabeth. In one

of the rooms her arms are still to be seen upon

the ceiling, which would make it appear that

it did belong to her. I do not think this is

generally known.
This was a case of genuine India cholera.

He was not admitted with it, at least so far as

we know ; he came in the 25th October. He
was eighteen vears of age, and said that he

liad been ill two weeks ; he appeared, then, to

be labouring under continued fever; there was

heat of the skin, quickness of pulse, heaviness

of the eyes, great anxiety of countenance, ex-

cessive weakness, and great thirst ; his tongue

was red aud glazed, covered by a black col-

lection of sordes; so also were his teeth and

gums. His pulse was very feeble, and he

appeared altogether much debilitated. I im-

mediately ordered his head to be shaved, and

a cold lotion to be applied to it, on account of

the heaviness and delirium. A blister was

applied to the abdomen, on account of the

tenderness there; had also a slight diarrhoea.

There was a local affection of the head ; it was

very hot. These symptoms are common in

fever. In the abdomen there was pain on

pressure, both in the umbilical and epigastric

regions, increased by pressure, and his bowels
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were relaxed; so there appeared irritation of

the mucous membrane of the intestines, and
no doubt inflammation. On listening to the

tliorax, mucous and sonorous rale was heard
distinctly, which we generally find in fever;

so, in this man, you had an inflannnatory

complaint of the head, the chest, and the

abdomen.
In fever, we find these commonly united.

He was delirious, which showed the head was
affected,—purged, and could not bear pressure,

showing an inflammatory state of the abdomen.
In the chest there was congestion of blood in

the lungs, much cough and difficulty of breath-

ing ; therefore, you perceive, there were local

symptoms of inflammation in all these parts.

The pulse was as much as 117 in a minute.

On account of his debility I ordered a pint of

milk and a pint of beef tea. I did not order
him more, for I was afraid to order him too

much, on account of his inflammatory con-

dition. It is very common for patients to bo
brought liere with a low pulse, great weakness
of body, without much heat of skin, and upon
being placed in a warm bed, and having warm
drink given them, become excited, and after-

wards delirious, and altogether diflferent from
the sinking state in which they were admitted

;

consequently I was cautious in not giving
things of a stimulating nature. Wishing, also,

to put him upon the saline treatment, I ordered

him some of the carbonate of soda and nitrate

of potass ; for it has been said of late, that

putting the patients at first under this treat-

ment would do away very much with the low
symptoms of fever. Now, of this treatment

I can give no opinion from my own experi-

ence, neither have I thought it right to gi\'e

lip old remedies that I have seen do good, for

tliose which are new ; but in cases where I

Jiave found ordinary measures fail, I will em-
ploy any remedy recommended which is

rational. When we have the means of treat-

ing them successfully, I would not give up the

old ones for the sake of experiment; never-

theless, I have no objection, in addition to my
own remedies, to employ those which others

say are useful.

This patient I put upon the saline treatment,

namely, of carbonate of potass 9j. and the

nitrate of potass gr. v. every three hours

;

nevertheless, I did not neglect other measures
which I consider good treatment. The dis-

ease of the head was lessened by cold lotions.

The next day his bowels became confined,

therefore half an ounce of castor oil was given
him. On the 25th October he came in, and
on the 27th he became much worse ; though I

had not given him any wine, yet he became
much excited. Dr. Roots, being at the hos-

pital, saw him for me, and very properly ordered

the beef tea and milk to be discontinued ; had
him cupped on the back of his head to ten

ounces, and ordered five gi-ains of the hydr. c.

crseta to be given every six hours ; the most
proper treatment, on account of the man being

in an inflammatory condition. Dr. Roots also

ordered a mustard jjoultice to be applied to the

epigastrium. This is the quickest method of

producing irritation in acute complaints. It

is best made by mixing the mustard up with

warm water. The patient may not be able to

bear it above three, ten, or twenty minutes;

but, in some diseases, he can bear it much
longer than in others. You must recollect

that I onlered a blister to the epigastrium tlie

first day ; but, I believe, he, by some means or

other, got it ofl" in the night.

This man certainly laboured under continued

fever ; and all at once was taken with Asiatic

cholera, which is a very striking circumstance

that he was labouring under fever, when he
was suddenly seized with cholera ; symptoms
of which were spasms in diff'erent parts of his

body, violent vomiting and purging, of a thin

whitish-brown appearance, with a number of

white flakes in it ; the pulse became very low,

the ends ofthe fingers shrivelled and cold, eyes

sunk, and a faint blueness pervaded the coun-

tenance. His fingers were shrivelled like a
mummy, and he appeared in the greatest

danger.

I have known cholera attack people when
labouring under other complaints, but never
saw one before attacked when labouring under
fever. I recollect a patient here, that was
labouring under phthisis, seized with this dis-

ease. It is very common for people, who are

suffering from the bowel complaint, to be at-

tacked ; but, as I have before said, I never
knew one attacked after continued fever, al-

though, I have no doubt, others might have
seen the same. The reason of this patient

becoming attacked I cannot say, but I feel quite

satisfied, from what I have seen, and what has
been related to me by other medical men, that

the disease is contagious, but I do not say that

it cannot be excited without contagion ; but I

have seen several striking instances, that I

can have no doubt, but that it sometimes
occurs by contagion. I could mention, but I

do not think it proper, many cases, that if the
parties were not exposed to cholera, that is

near patients suffering from the disease, they
have been near those who have been able to

communicate it. I have known several cases

of persons going, from a place infected with
cholera, home in the country, and then attacked

with cholera, the neighbours about them have
been seized, although no cholera had existed

before that time in the place ; and so many
instances have been mentioned to me by
others, that I have no doubt, one mode of pro-
ducing cholera is by contagion.

The treatment of this man I will relate to

you, and I believe it has been as successful as

any thing yet adopted, but I do not think it

has been sufficiently successful for me to re-

commend it. The treatment has not been very
satisfactory, and I am quite sure, that if all the

cholera patients, without a single exception,

had been i)ut into bed, and had every thing

they wished for, and nothing more than cold

water given them when thev wished for cold
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water, or warm beef tea when they wished for

it, no more deaths would have occurred than

has taken place ; in fact, I think, not so many.
It is a striking circumstance, that the man was
under the influence ofsaline treatment up to the

day of his being taken with cholera, and that is

the treatment that has been most recommended
in cholera. There was only one day, previous

to liis being attacked with cholera, that the

saline medicine was omitted in consequence of

the excitement. I certainly thought favour-

ably of the saline, when it"was first proposed,

although I had no decided opinion ; yet when
I compared it to other modes, 1 had a good
opinion of it. I saw as many patients recover

under it as any other treatment, and 1 think

rather more. I am always cautious in drawing
inferences in medicine, because I know how
easy it is to make a mistake. It struck me,
that however successful the saline treatment

might be, it was not fair to compare it with

other modes of treatment ; for a great number
of the other plans I believe positively to

be injurious; for instance, the exhibition of

brandy and opium in large quantities, and the

exhibition of other stimulants, I believe, ac-

cording to Dr. Stevens's mode of saline treat-

ment, all those things were omitted. His

treatment embraced two points : in the first

place, the exhibition of saline medicines ; and,

in the second, the exclusion of all other means

;

therefore, I think his treatment ought to be

compared with the absence of all treatment.

To judge of the efficacy of his treatment, we
ought to have three sets of cases, one set

treated with stimulants, another set treated

with nothing at all, and the third set treated

with saline medicines. I have now seen so

many failures of the saline treatment, that I

have not of late had recourse to it ; and the

treatment that I now adopt, and which has

been adopted by friends on whom I could de-

pend, is the following : I have omitted all sti-

mulating medicines, such as brandy, and
checked the vomiting by hydrocyanic acid,

sometimes one drop every half hour ; in some
cases this dose has stopped it, in others a

much larger has been required before it was
checked. The effect of some narcotics will

last for a day or more, but hydrocj^anic acid

will only last for a short time. Cullen, in

speaking of laurel water, first pointed out this.

If the acid should not remain upon the stomach

the first time, you must repeat it the second,

and so on until it does. I have tried to stop

the purging by the sulphate of copper ; it is a

very strong astringent. I gave him gr. ^ every

half hour. This medicine is not poisonous,

only it irritates the alimentary canal. I knew
one patient, who had chronic disease of the

intestines, who took it for three years without

any ill effect arising from it. It does not stop

the purging so quickly as the hydrocyanic

acid stops the vomiting ; but after a certain

time, the purging has declined, and at length

ceased altogether. Now half a grain of this

medicine was given to the man for nearlv

forty-eight hours before the purging was
sufficiently stopped; calomel also has been
given of late. In this disease, the liver does
not appear to secrete, at least we cannot observe
bile in the stools ;

you generally see it in the

first stool, for bile was already in the intestines

when the disease commenced, but when this

has passed out, then no more is secreted till the

disease declines ; there was bile found in the

gall-bladder, but I presume that was there

before. Calomel has been recommended of late

with success ; a grain or two has been given
by some, and much larger doses by others.

Immense doses of calomel may be given with-

out producing vomiting or purging in this

disease. Neither is any effect produced by
the mouth, unless you continue it when the

disease is on the decline. I give, in addition

to this, prussic acid, in order to check the

vomiting, and the sulphate of copper to stop

the purging. I will not say whether calomel

had better be given or not ; but I think it is

well ascertained that brandy and stimulants do
harm ; and I think you may give the patients

as much cold water as they please. Many
cases have bee n published of the success of

cold water, and I must say I give credit to the

whole of them. I have known patients in

extreme collapse that had nothing given them
but cold water, of which they drank half a
pint at a time, and appeared to relish it

better than any thing else: in some cases

they have vomited it, and as soon as vomited
wished for more. The patients have had in-

tense thirst ; some patients, you will find, are

not thirsty, and will not take cold water ; but
when they are, and wish for it, let them have
as much as they please. Then I have tried to

stop the vomiting with hydrocyanic acid, check
the purging by copper, given calomel, and let

them take as much cold water and beef tea

as they please. Although I have seen patients

die under this treatment, I think it the best,much
better than the stimulating treatment; but I

have no doubt something hereafter will be
discovered that is better. I have seen patients

recover under it when they have been in

extreme collapse. I have also applied heat to

the feet. I have not tried mustard poultices ; but
I have seen patients recover, after the worst
forms of the disease, widi nothing but cold

water and beef tea. Whether these would
have got well or not, if they had taken no-
thing, I will not say, for I profess to be igno-

rant of the true mode of treating cholera.

Since I last spoke of this subject, I have seen

patients in collapse, who have had nothing but

cold water, that recovered perfectly; a fact

that has been ascertained, that hydrocyanic

acid may be given, a minim or two every half

hour, as long as the vomiting continues, and
no depression is felt. Another ascertained fact

is, that the sulphate of copper may be borne

in a large quantity, viz., half a grain every

half hour ;
perhaps more might be given, and

check the diarrhoea sooner; but I have never

given more than that. With respect to this
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patient, he died; but you must recollect he
laboured for two weeks under fever. I have
known some patients ojet well of the cholera

and die a short time afterwards of phthisis.

This man's case was very unfavourable, for I

may say he was at deatli's door when first

admitted into the Hospital with fever. He
suffered from this disease forty-ei^jht hours,

and took ten grains of calomel every half hour

;

consequently he took two ounces of calomel

ill that time, and forty-eight grains of the sul-

phate of copper in the same time ! Before his

death tlie vomiting ceased, the purging dinii-

uished, and from being in a state of collapse

be became warm, and his pulse was good and
full. Late on Thursday night he appeared doing
well, and there was some suspicion that his

gums were slightly affected. The calomel and
copper were now given everj' four hours, in-

stead of every half hour, and in the morning
he died. Whether if the medicines had been
continued he would have done well or not is

a question. He was doing well while taking

them everj' half hour ; and tlien at seven
o'clock in the morning, when only two doses

had been given in nine hours, he died. This
case is very interesting, on account of tlie large

4oses of tlie medicines he had taken.

The next case of which I shall speak, was
one strikingly showing the use of the iodine.

The patient was an Irishman, admitted with
enlarged liver, which extended down as far as

the anterior superior spinous process of tlie

ilium. This immense enlargement of the liver

ap|)cared to arise from hard drinking. He
told me he had taken large doses of whiskey
and rum, sufficient to kill any man. I was so

struck with the quantity that I made a note of
it ; it was a pint of whiskey and a pint ofrum
daily, besides a gallon of porter, and formerly

much more. I endeavoured to remove this

enlargement by rubbing in iodine. I had it

rubbed all over the enlargement, night and
morning, he also had the hydriodate of potass

to take internally. He began with fifteen

gi-ains of the latter, three times a day ; and
one drachm of iodine was mixed with an ounce
of grease. He took also calomel, and feeling

disjjosed to vomit, I gave him hydrocyanic acid

to take internally, two drops three times a day,
which checked it. One drachm of iodine to

one ounce of grease is a large quantity, and
few can bear it. Half a drachm is as niuch as

people can usually bear, and when you find

the skin irritated, you must leave off rub})ing,

and not use it so strong on that individual.

This man was admitted on the 11th of Oct.
and went away of his own accord on the first

of Nov. because he thought the liver would go
away first if he staid here (laughter). His
liver decreased so much in size and so fast,

that he fancied he was going to have the liver

rubbed out. The liver decreased so fast, that

any one might perceive the diminution. I

never saw such a rapid decrease of the liver in

my life before. I presume it was owing to the

friction of the iodine, rather than the hydriodate

of potass. I know the latter to be very useful

in these cases, but never used it with such

success as the former. When I use the ointment

iu conjunction with it, I think I have observed

the diminution of size and induration go on
more rapidly. Iodine, when given internally,

frequently will not agree with the patient ; in

these cases I always give the hydriodate of

potass, which is much better borne ; you can
give it to a much greater extent, than you can
iodine. I gave this man two grains of calomel

every night, a remedy which you will find act

well with iodine. In this case, I imagine the

benefit to result from the friction of iodine.

. We have, at the present time, two other

such cases in the wards of this Hospital ; one of

them is a man in William's Ward, whose liver

has become much softer from this process ; the

other case is that of a woman in Mary Ward

;

tlie left lobe of the liver is much enlarged, but
it has greatly diminished since she has used

tlie iodine. I am quite satisfied that iodine is

a very valuable remedy, and I do not think we
are at present acquainted with the best mode
of administering it ; it may do harm in some
cases. The influence of iodine is not, like the

sulphate of copper, confined merely to the

alimentary canal, because it comes in contact

with it, but its effects are constitutional, and it

will cause a general absorption of the body, so

that you will find patients get thin while under
its use. I never exhibit it unless lean see the

patient frequently ; and when I do see him I

make a careful examination, ascertain that the

appetite be good, whether there be any ex-

haustion, or if any unpleasant effect is pro-

duced by the medicine. If the patient feels

any soreness or inconvenience from it, I lessen

it, and sometimes I omit it altogether for a
short time. If carefully observed, it is easily

manageable, and I consider it a safe remedy.
The only inconvenience I have found is, irrita-

tion produced on the skin by it ; it may be
injurious internally if you do not pay atten-

tion to it. It has been said, phthisis may be
cured by this medicine, but I doubt whether
it has any effect in that complaint.

The time, gentlemen, has elapsed, therefore

I will mention simply the cases that were pre-

sented, viz—four rheumatism, one acute

dropsy, and a case of chronic gastritis in a
woman, that perfectly recovered. Two cases

of shamming, one of pain in the stomach, the

other paralysis from lead. He stated tliat lead

had been poured upon his shoulders, and that

in rubbing it off, they had rubbed it in, and
he pretended to have lost the use of his

arms; but, however, a gentleman saw hiin

raise his arms just like other people, in order
to do something he wished. I was going to

send him out, but he saved me the trouble by
getting drunk, and being discharged by the

steward.
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NOTES FROM THE INTERESTING

LECTURES OF

PROFESSOR MAGENDIE,
ON CHOLERA.

It has been frequently remarked, how tlie

intellectual faculties have remained whole

durinj;^ attacks of cholera. This, indeed, has

been found to be the case even when an attack

h;is been so severe as to deprive the patient of

the power of utterance, and when he has been

obliged to express himself by signs.

In general, patients can move freel)' in bed,

and help themselves to drinks, at least till near

the fatal close of an attack ; but they are in-

capable of movements of progression, so that,

in severe forms, a person is at once struck

down on the spot, and cannot move.

The very violent spasms in the muscles of

the trunk and extremities, noticed so fre-

quently in India, have been observed less fre-

quently in Paris. Where they have occurred,

under Dr. Magendie's observation, the cases

have proved fatal.

Paralysis of certain muscles has been among
the symptoms occasionally presenting them-
selves : sometimes the muscles of deglutition;

frequently those of the voice. At other times

the muscles of one side of the body have been
paralysed, or those of an extremity only. In
these cases he had been induced to suppose
that cerebral haemorrhage had taken place;

but the autopsies did not discover a trace of

such a thing.

An important modification noticed has been
a state of adynamia during an attack, so great

that the patients could with difficulty separate

their eyelids or open their mouths, every other

motion seeming to be out of their power.
" C'est un fait bien general que les func-

tions generatrices, et tout ce qui tient au rap-

prochement des sexes, est singulierement afFoi-

bli, non pas seulement chez les cholfriques,

mais chez tons les individus durant I'existence

de I'epidemie cholerique."

Under the observation of Dr. Magendie,
women with child recovered from attacks,

though premature labour had taken place, or

when, though at the full time, still-born cliil-

dren were produced. In those cases. Dr. Ma-
gendie considers the death of the foetus not
only attributable to the " influence cholerique"

extending to the contents of the womb, but
also to the circulation from the mother being
so diminished.

Dr. Magendie seems to consider it esta-

bished, that though in India the greatest

number of deaths have been observed to

take place in the algid stage, the greatest mor-
tality has, in Europe, occurred in the period
of re-action*. Where death takes place

* This does not seem to be confirmed in
London, by those who have paid great atten-

tion to the ilisease.—Eps.

during the former stage, its approach is often

not announced by any circumstance in par-

ticular; the patient may expire suddenly while
expressing himself, or while in the act of
drinking. Immediately preceding death,

however, the respiration may become hurried.

Accelerated respiration is a most fatal symptom.
When, from 24 in a minute, the number of

respirations arrives at 36 or 38, death is near

at hand.

To what Dr. Magendie formerly stated, as to

there being discovered, in the autopsies of those

who died during the algid stage of cholera, no
peculiar morbid states of parts, he would now
merely add, that the spleen must be considered

as unusually small ; depending, no doubt, on
the diminished volume of blood sent to this

organ during the attack. He has, lie states,

been able, in his experiments on animals, to

vary the size of the spleen by varying the

volume of blood.

With respect to those lesions of structure in

the ganglionary system, so much insisted upon
by Delpech and others, as the cause from
which the vai-ious phenomena of cholera

arise. Dr. Magendie seems astonished that

such statements should have been promulgated,

as his examinations, made with the greatest

care, have established " integrite parfaite"
of that system. However, the point of func-
tional derangement of the ganglionary system
in cholera, may ultimately be set at rest, he
says, that " the nervous system, particularly

affected in cholera, presents no trace of lesion,

whether we speak of the fluid with which it

is surrounded, of its vessels, or its contexture :

in no respect, whether as to consistence, colour,

or general appearance, does any thing present

itself to authorise our considering tliis as the

seat of the disease."

Dr. Magendie points out the different mo-
difications of the stage of re-action, the most
promising being that which is well marked,
so as sometimes to require venesection, and is

accompanied by sweating. Another kind is

where there is debility, with alternate changes
from heat to cold, so that the re-action is incom-
plete. A third form has been called typhoid,
though differing essentially from typhus. A
fourth is where a state of adynamia supervenes,
which may last for months. Afterthe algid period^,

a peculiar pain, about the region of the heart
and stomach, is sometimes observed to occur,
which batfles the most energetic system of de-
rivatives. In two cases (women). Dr. Ma-
gendie observed, succeeding to the cold period,

a curious vibration of the fibres of every
muscle of the body during three or four days.
These terminated favourably.

The Professor would seem to prefer the
word transformatmi to re-action, when speak-
ing of the state succeeding to the algid period

J

as, in the greater number of cases, it is dissi-

milar to what is understood by the word re-

action, the adynamic phenomena persisting.

Along with the favourable signs, observed by
many (as the renewal of the functions of the
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kidneys, &c.), he notices tlie formation of in-

testinal gases, as indicated by borboryguii

having a tetid odour. Has witnessed cases of

prompt return to a state of health, tlie patient

being able, after a free perspiration and sleep

of a few hours, to rise with an appetite, and
without any impression having been made by
the attack on the digestive organs. Where,
instead of perfect re-action, secondary algid

states have supervened, has seen very few re-

coveries. Has seen three, and even four,

different accessions of collapse in the same
case. Thinks that where imperfect re-action

takes place, the viscid moisture of the skin

continuing, there is less chance of a fortunate

issue, though warmth be restored, than even

in the algid stage with this viscid exudation.

Venous congestions were found, on post

mortem examinations, to have taken place in

those cases of imperfect re-action ; not, as before

observed, states indicating that injlammatmi
had existed.

Referring to the symptoms, approaching in

some respects to typhus. Dr. Magendie ob-

serves, that the appearance of these symptoms
caused, at one time, considerable alarm in

Paris; as some physicians fancied, that, be-

sides the cholera, another calamity afflicted

that city. In this case, many more medical

men might have been expected to be attacked,

as was the case during the typhus of 1814,

and especially in the Russian campaign, when
so many fell victims. There is not, in cholera,

that true cerebral congestion which we have in

typhus; nor is tliere that kind of blood which
characterizes the latter. Admits, that under

him, as well as under others, few recoveries

took place where the typhoid symptoms (liable,

he tliinks, to supervene under every treat-

ment) had established themselves. The au-

topsies show that, in these cases, the intestinal

canal is much more deeply coloured than where
death takes place during the algid period :

still, however, not in consequence of inflam-

mation, but from the blood, so peculiar in its

colour, being contained, in this case, in the

arteries, as well as in the vems, of the intes-

tines, and it may be made disappear completely

simply by washing.

In the cases " typhmdes" Dr. Magendie was
at first induced to suppose that, from the de-

gree in which the mental faculties were some-

times affected, the cerebral congestion must
have been considerable ; but autopsies proved

that, in these cases, the morbid states bore no

proportion to the symptoms ; that the degree

of congestion was inconsiderable, and by no

means amounting to what has been observed

in other diseases.

In his observations on the cephalo-spinal

fluid (which he is in the habit of collecting

by first opening the sacrum). Dr. Magendie

states, that he has found it in undue quantity

in two instances only.

In the transformation from the algid to the

adynamic state, and during which the patient

may remain for many days extended on the

bed, incapable of moving, and scarcely pos-

sessing power enough to open the mouth and
swallow drinks, often do well, under great care,

frictions, wine, &c.

From that most distressing form of re-action

or transformation, in which long-continued

pains in the epigastrium and region of the

heart exist, together with vomiting, diarriioea,

and singultus, recovery will very rarely take

place, under the most assiduous care. In these

cases, a greater degree of redness of the in-

testines than in other forms, and an injecteil

state of the vessels of the stomach, is always
observed ; the latter being, as Dr. Magendie
seems disposed to consider, attributable to the

long-continued vomiting.

( To be continued.)

REMINISCENCES

OF AN

ARMY MEDICAL OFFICER.

PART 1. CHAPTER IV.

In the first chapter of these Records,

Recollections, or Reminiscences, of

this Autobiography—of these Memoirs,
or Memorabilia,—and upon page 338
of the current volume of this Journal,

I promised an allusion to the last pub-
lic appearance of Professor Alexander
Monro seciindus. Upon that occa-

sion, the venerable gentleman deliver-

ed a lecture at the distance of two or

three feet from the place which the
• Reminiscent occupied ; which, by the

by, was in the front and lowest row of

the theatre, exactly behind the lec-

turer.

I consider it to be neither injuring,

nor even trifling with, our juvencs
ingenuosi, if I attempt to depict the

principal character in the performance.

I am fond of what is graphic, though
I may be no great dab at that sort of

work myself.

He was, at this time, verging upon
fourscore, a little hale man, in full

possession of his faculties
;
generally

walking from his residence in St.

Andrew's-square to the college, a dis-

tance, perhaps, of three quarters of a

mile ; and the time allotted to him
for lecturing, was from one until half

past two, P.M.
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• The preceding session, however*,

he felt great annoyance from the ma-

nifested impatience of the students

when two o'clock arrived, and found

him still spinning the thread of his

discourse ; for, by this time, the Pro-

fessor of Surgery out of doors (a rival

recently set up by the College of

Surgeons) had attracted a large class ;

many of whom were, in this simul-

taneous way, pupils iiHra academiam,

et eliam extra. One day, in particu-

lar, when the demonstrations of im-

patience, and the agitation, or com-
motion, was more than usually vivid,

the Professor gravely informed the

audience " that he was not aware of

any other lecture being delivered in

the University at two o'clock." Cer-

tainly there was none, at least in the

medical department ; but it was affec-

tation to talk to the students in that

style, because there were many emi-

nent teachers extra muros, very popu-

lar and attractive ; and also, because

none but those who intended to gra-
•duale were under obligation to attend

!Dr. Monro's class ; the Royal College

of Surgeons having enacted, that tlie

ticket of their own Professor t was
valid for candidates who desired, and
submitted to their examination, for a

surgical diploma.

At the opening of the session of

1808-9, I heard as many introductory

•lectures as I could contrive to attend,

not, however, with the view of

choosing my instructors (an error, by

the way, which has been too frequently

committed by the young and inexpe-

rienced students of London), for all

that affair had been previously ar-

ranged ; but as a matter of philoso-

phical curiosity.

Among other places, I therefore visit-

ed the anatomico-chirurgical theatre,

which is a tall octagonal building, re-

puted capable of containingan auditory

of about 1500 persons; lighted from
the roof, and surrounded by a gallery,

which, in my day, was no longer used

;

the sloping benches, of what may be

* That during which, it may be remem-
bered, I was his pupil.

t And that of Dr. Barclay, also.

called the pit, affording at least double
the space which the diminished num-
ber of pupils required for their ac-

commodation. At the appointed hour.

Dr. Monro entered the arena, and
stood (in a black gown) close to the

revolving table, upon which nothing

illustrative, or ad vulgus captandum,
(as I have too frequently seen else-

where) was displayed, and of which
he made no use whatever. The son

of his dissector (the celebrated Mr.
Fyfe, author of the Compendium of

Anatomy, &c., one of the best ele-

mentary, though not perhaps one of

the most elegantly written, works in

its department) sat close behind the

Doctor, and next to myself.

During a full hour he discoursed,

con amove, upon his favourite theme

;

recapitulating the order in which his

son and colleague would go through
the first, or anatomical part of the

course, and the plan which he himself

proposed to adopt in delivering the

subsequent lectures on surgery. He
stood the whole time ; and when, at

the end of the hour, he retired, I saw,

from the correct stain made upon the

flag which he had occupied, by the

soles of his shoes, owing to the damp
state, and the absorbent nature of the

stone, that he had not lifted, or shifted

heel, or toe, or swerved ever so little

as a hair's breadth from the position

which he had originally taken up.

An instance of steadiness and of ab-
straction in the performance of such
duty, which few men could have ex-
hibited. For my own part, being
somewhat experienced in similar per-

formances, both theoretically and prac-

tically, I should approve of greater

animation ; but I give this as a re-

miniscence which has been preserved
of Dr. Alexander Monro secundug.

He never lectured again, though he
lived several years after this period.

Now, perhaps, I may be permitted
to remind the seniors, and inform the
rising generation of the profession,

that Edinburgh boasts of three Pro-
fessors named Alexander Monro. The
first (said to have been the greatest)

is still spoken of and alluded to as
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Monro primus. This was the author

of the celebrated system of osteology/,

as well as of many other ingenious

publications. His son, Alex. Monro
secundus, succeeded him in the chair

of anatomy and surgery, and made
some contributions to anatomical and
physiological knowledge, more parti-

cularly in the structure and economy
of the brain. During his lifetime,

" Young Sandy," the actual occupant

of the paternal chair, was installed

joint professor, with the assurance of

succeeding in the event of his father's

death or retirement. For some years

after this arrangement was made, Dr.

Monro junior (tertius)^ assisted by
]Mr. F'yfe, conducted the anatomical

portion of the business, the father

concluding the course by delivering

about six weeks' lectures on surgery.

Such was the state in which I found
the elementary department of the

medical school when I commenced
my studies. I heard the last words of

the second, if not the greatest of the

Alexanders.

Although the reader has been duly

served with notice as to my deliberate

intention to digress (and that fre-

quently) from the even tenour of my
personal narration, I shall do my
endeavour to avoid what might be

considered downright, or barefaced,

trifling. The opportunity, however,

is too appropriate to omit some allu-

sion to a peculiarity in the constitu-

tion of this celebrated school, which
affects it generally, though more par-

ticularly in the medical department.

Allusion has already been made to the

influence of the Town Council, which
(although composed of haberdashers

and hosiers, grocers, whiskey-dealers,

cabinet-makers, woollen-drapers, and
illius generis omnius, cum quibtis-

dam aliisj has, with the exception of

a few appointments, either in the gift

of the crown, or of particular founders,

the power of bestowing vacant chairs.

One consequence of this glaring ab-

surdity has been, the practice of sons

succeeding their fathers, and seldom,

if ever, of a chair digniori data. Thus,

the three Monros inherited the ana-

tomical ; two Gregories have, in suc-

cession, adorned the practical ; two
Hamiltons have had the obstetric

;

Alison is Gregory's nephew ; Home
was assistant and successor to his

father ; two Andrew Duncans (father

and son) figured at the same time;

Hope, the chemist, was doubtless

somewhat indebted to the circum-

stance of his uncle having held the

chair of botany ; the meritorious

Christison is the son of the late Pro-

fessor of Latin*. Talent is not gene-

rally considered hereditary ; but al-

though the practice of putting sons

in such responsible places, merely

because their fathers were men of

talent and reputation, or, perhaps,

had it in their power to sway the

decisions of a body of ignorant trades-

men, is much to be reprobated, and is

known, in some instances, to have
done the interests of the University

of Edinburgh no good ; it must be

confessed, that those who are gifted

with suflicient ability and inclination

to avail themselves of the extraordi-

nary advantages which the sons and
domestic pupils of such men must
have in their power, bid, at least, as

fair as others, to become proper per-

sons to be taken upon trust. I look

uj^on it, however, that no professor is

fit for duty until he has acquired some
practical knowledge of the world, and
attained to some degree of acquaint-

ance with the character of mankind.

OfiiKpoy.

OBSERVATIONS on the TREATMENT
OF CHOLERA.

To ike Editors of ike London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
The jMedical Journals for some time

past have so teemed with remarks on

cholera, that a large portion of their

readers are nauseated, and even look

blue at the sight of the word ; infal-

lible remedies are every day pouring

* Was ni5t Rutherford also an heir at job ?
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in upon ns, but unfortunately the

rate of mortality does not exhibit a cor-

responding decrease. ]Much valuable

light has undoubtedly been thrown
upon the subject, but the plans recom-

mended are so various and opposite,

that, on the first appearance of the dis-

ease in a locality, the practitioners are

so confused, by the innumerable reme-

dies that suggest themselves, that

none are efficiently followed up. Ne-
vertheless, having lately had extensive

opportunities of watching and treating

the disease, from its commencement
to its close, I am induced to add a

few remarks to those already before

the public, which, if you think worthy
a place in your valuable Journal, I

shall be obliged by your inserting.

The awful state of collapse, into

which cholera patients so rapidly sink,

naturally suggests the use of stimu-

lants, but I am fully convinced that

they are decidedly inappropriate re-

medies ; and, on referring to the ex-

perience of practical men, it is re-

markable, that the remedies that have
been extensively successful have no
property in common except their se-

dative one. We may instance opium,
calomel in large quantities, acetate of

lead, cold water, nitrous acid, tartar

emetic, &c. Opium, however, does

not appear to be eminently successful,

and, from the great uncertainty of its

action, should be used with consider-

able caution : indeed, from the large

quantities many patients take with

little or no evident effect, whilst in

others, apparently similarly circum-

stanced, its characteristic stupor is

induced, even many hours after its

use has been discontinued. In the

latter cases, it is probable, that the

absorbents are at first incapable of

taking up the medicine, but that, after

a time, they are excited to action, and
the accumulated doses exert their full

force upon the system. In the former
cases, it is frequently ejected by
vomiting before producing any effect.

The tartar emetic treatment is that

in which I have had most experience,

because the success that followed its

exhibition was so evident, that my
VOL. II.

colleague and myself were unwilling

to risk the decided advantage it had
in cases such as had previously re-

sisted the stimulant, and calomel, and
opium plans.

Our patients being persons under

the influence of mental derangement,

it was necessary to modify both the

medicines and the manner of exhibit-

ing them. This gave us an opportu-

nity of judging of their relative effi-

cacy, and the conclusion was, that the

tartarized antimony was most effica-

cious when given in a dry state, and
the longer the interval before vomit-

ins:, and the sooner it was checked

altogether, the more rapid was the

approach to convalescence. The dose

was usually three grains, repeated

every two hours, if the vomiting con-

tinued, sometimes combined with one

grain of opium; and in both cases we
found that the intervals between the

vomiting were almost uniformly pro-

longed after taking the medicine, and
it was very rarely necessary to give

more than three doses. When the

disease commenced by diarrhoea only,

even of the rice-water character, a

scruple each of rhubarb and magnesia
were given, and repeated at intervals

of two or three hours, with the addi-

tion of 3SS. of tinct. opii, if necessary.

The dose seldom produced more than

two or three stools, and more than

three doses were never required for

the cure It was observed that the

stools were never tinged by the rhu-

barb ; but about the second day after

its being taken, it was evident in the

urine.

It has been remarked, and the

belief has spread pretty wide, that

when insane persons arc attacked by
cholera they become rational, and that

as the disease declines their malady
returns. I have attended more than

forty patients, and in only one did

this happen, and that was in a violent

maniac, who became calm just as she

would have done by any other cause

that had suddenly depressed the vital

poAvers. Some of the other patients

were violent maniacs also, but they

remained so with no abatement, ex-
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cept that caused by the gradual decay

of their corporeal energies.

There is a notion very prevalent,

both among the profession and the

public, that salivation is a security

against the further progress of the

disease, but I have seen both relapse

and death occur whilst patients were

in that state ; but in the fatal cases

death usually supervenes too soon

after the commencement of treatment

for that process to be established.

External heat is distressing to the

patient ; it is only useful to relieve

extreme cold, and should be with-

drawn as soon as that object is accom-

plished ; but the body should be kept

carefully covered to prevent the escape

of the little heat that is generated by

the natural process The diet should

be very sparing during the first few
days of convalescence.

Organic diseases, particularly those

of the chest, have their progress

greatly accelerated, and require the

most vigilant attention.

B.

ON THE USES OF THE AURICLES
OF THE HEART.

Among the numerous writers on the

circulation of the blood, none have
assigned any uses to the auricles of

the heart ; most of them convey the

impression, that the ventricles are di-

lated by the contractile power of the

auricles, and some have even gone so

far as to attribute the impulse of the

heart against the side to this power.
How it could ever have been thought
possible for the feeble muscles of the

auricle to antagonize the enormous
power of the ventricle, it is difficult

to conceive; and even if the possibi-

lity were admitted, it would be equally

difficult to imagine what useful pur-

pose would be answered by such an
arrangement. My object in this paper
is to point out what is the true action

of these organs, and the very import-
ant office they sustain in the animal
economy.

The blood in the venous system of

vessels has always an impetus towards

the heart, which is renewed at every

contraction of the left, and every di-

latation ofthe right ventricle; by which

means, pressing, as it were, at one end

of the stream, and drawing at the

other, an almost uniform current is

preserved, which flows into the auricle

and distends it ; the ventricle, in re-

suming its relaxed state, enlarges its

cavity, and the reservoir of blood ac-

cumulated in the auricle rushes into

the ventricle to supply the vacuity.

The uses of the auricles are—lirst,

they prevent the too great distention

of the veins during the diastole of the

ventricles ; secondly, they prevent the

colIa])se of the great veins during the

systole of the ventricles ; thirdly, they

provide a reservoir of blood for the

succeeding action of the ventricles ;

and fourtldy, they prevent the regur-

gitation that would be occasioned by
the impetus that urges forward the

current being turned back upon itself,

which it would inevitably be, if an

extensible reservoir were not provided

to receive it. Thus the impetus, in-

stead of aiding the circulation, would
be an active agent in retarding it.

When the succession and relation of

these actions are regular, there is no
pulsation in the veins; but when they

are disturbed, this phenomenon ia

sometimes observed.

In the cold-blooded amphibia, the

auricle is remarkably large, and a

moment's consideration of their eco-

nomy will show the necessity of this

provision. When these animals

plunge under water, breathing is sus-

pended, and were all the blood in that

case to pass through the lungs in its

circuit, the consequence would pro-

bably prove fatal ; but the blood is

free to pass through, or to avoid the

lungs, and no more passes through

them, when the animal is under

water, than suffices for their nutri-

ment. Under these circumstances,

the veins would suffer from the in-

creased quantity of blood thrown into

them, if the large size of the auricle

did not prevent it.
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Tlic auricles do not allow of dis-

tontion equally in all their dimen-
sions, but form a pouch chiefly on one

side of the current of blood ; conse-

quently much of their contained blood,

being out of the direct current, might
stagnate there, and even coagulate,

as in the spontaneous cure for aneu-

rism ; it certainly would not arrive at

the lungs in the uniform manner that

it now does, if provision were not

made for that purpose. I allude to

the muscular fibres, which, it is re-

markable, are confined to that portion

of the auricle most remote from the

main stream of the blood ; probably,

too, this structure is essential to the

due admixture of the component parts

of the blood, which is so amoly pro-

vided for by rapid motion, which it

is subjected to in every other part of

the circulatory system.

Dr. Hope observes, that " the au-

ricles contract so immediately before

the ventricles, that one motion is

propagated into the other, almost as

if by continuity of action." That this

should really take place, the relative

strength of the two cavities renders

physically impossible, the auricle could

not contract faster than the ventricle

dilated ; but when we consider that

this relation is between the interior

of the cavities, and the great differ-

ence in the thickness of their walls,

we can readily understand how con-

traction may be evident in the auricle

before it is appreciable in the ven-

tricle. But Dr. Hope remarks, " that

in consequence of the percussion of the

brain of the animal he experimented
upon not being sufficiently smart,

the action of the heart was more or

less irregular, in consequence of which,
he was enabled to make a very im-
portant discovery, viz. that the move-
ments of the ventricles continued
perfect, whilst the auricles were mo-
tionless," This completely overturns
his theory, of the systole of the ventri-

cles being induced by the " stimulus
of the auricular contraction." Ac-
cording to the explanation given above,
of the action of the auricles, it will

readily be perceived how the conges-

tion occasioned by stunning an animal

would so dilate the large veins as to

supersede for the time the office of the

auricles, whilst the auricle itself would
be paralysed by the distending force

of the accumulated blood.

E. B.

EFFICACY OF NITRATE OF SILVER

IN OPHTHALMIA.

To the JUdilors of (he Lmidon Medical and

Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

Having read, in your valuable Jour-

nal, an account of the black ointment

so much recommended by Mr. Guthrie,

in gonorrhceal or purulent ophthalmia,

I have been induced to try its effect

in a case of acute ophthalmia in a stru-

mous habit, in which its application

completely succeeded, after leeches,

blisters, and the usual remedies had

been tried in vain to complete the

cure.

I am not aware if the ointment has

been tried in this kind of ophthalmia,

as I have seen no account of it ; but

I am perfectly persuaded, that the

mode of application is far preferable

to the solution. The latter, as well

as the tinct. opii, I have used in the

case to which I allude, without any

benefit ; and the day after the appli-

cation of the ointment, such was the

change, that I was most agreeably-

surprised. Ten blisters, successively,

had been applied, which, in strumous

affections of the eye, are generally of

advantage, in combination with other

means, but in this instance failed in

their operation. I feel it a duty to

make this communication, as I have

not seen any cases published where

this mode of treatment has been

adopted.

I remain

Your obedient servant,

Fred, S. Gervis.

Tiverton, Nov. 1832.

M M 2
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llonTJonlHctJtcalSr^ursicat journal.

Saturday, November 21, 1832.

RAMADGE v. RYAN.

DAMAGES AND COSTS, £647-

Itidependeni of Defendant's Costs.

Such is the expense incurred by Dr.

Byan in upholding the respectability

of the profession, and exposing the

empiricism of Mr. St. John Long.

It perhaps might be considered

the wiser part to dismiss the subject

without further remark ; but there is

something so curiousand extraordinary

in the termination of this affair, that

we are induced to lay before our

readers the following statement. We
are urged to this conduct very strongly

by feeling that ]Mr. Holmes and Mr.

Hooper are, on our account, placed in

a very awkward situation with the

public ; and we, therefore, deem our-

selves bound to render them such as-

sistance as may be in our power to

set them right, not only with the

world at large, but, what is of infi-

nitely more importance to them, with

the members of their own and our

profession. Mr. Holmes and Mr.

Hooper have sworn, that one of the

persons, composing the jury in this

cause, said to them, shortly after the

trial of the cause Ramadge v. Wakley,

that he was surprised at the smallness

of the damages awarded against Mr.

Wakley ; that if he had been on the

jury he would have given larger da-

mages ; that he was to be on the jury

to-morrow, (meaning the jury cmpan-

nelled to try our cause) ; and that he

would take care that the verdict did

not go that way, or words to that

effect.

The substance of this declaration, on

the part of a juryman, was conveyed

to Dr. Ryan's ears, after the judge had

left the Court, when it was of no use,

and he said to IVIr. Holmes and Mr.

Hooper that they should have told him

beforethe jury was sworn,or duringthe

trial. Dr. Ryan, of course, took an

early opportunity, after the verdict

was pronounced, to communicate this

intelligence to his solicitors ; but, as

the cause was tried on the 26th June,

and the Court would not sit again

till November following, plenty of

time was afforded to investigate this

fact, and to determine whether any

application should be made to the

Court for a new trial, founded on the

presumed gross partiality of a jury-

man, as evidenced by these expres-

sions. During the period intervening

between the trial, and the ensuing

term in this present November, little

notice was given to this extraordinary

declaration ; but as the term drew

nigh, steps were taken in the matter ;

and, after some trouble, Mr. Holmes

and Mr. Hooper succeeded in ascer-

taining that the party who (as they

have sworn) made these declarations

was Mr. John Minter Hart, of 19,

Mornington-crescent. On the 3 1st

of October last, Mr. Holmes and Mr.

Hooper succeeded, after much diffi-

culty, in procuring an interview with

Mr. Hart, at his office in George-

street, Hampstead-road. This inter-

view, Mr. Holmes and Mr. Hooper

will state, took place in Mr. Hart's
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private room, without the presence of

any fourth party.

Mr. Holmes and Mr. Hooper have

both sworn that, on this occasion, Mr.

Hart admitted he had used the ex-

pressions before stated, and added,

that he knew a fact which would get

a new trial for Dr. Ryan.

Relying on the contents of this affi-

davit of Mr. Holmes and Mr. Hooper,

application was made to the Court for

a new trial. A rule to show cause

was obtained, and, after some delays,

procured, on the suggestion of the

plaintiff's counsel; the plaintiff pro-

duced to the Court, in answer to this

application, an affidavit, sworn by this

same Mr, Hart, in conjunction Avith

one John Colman, of Craven-build-

ings, Strand, gentleman, one James

Acheson, described as Hart's clerk,

and one William Kelly, as of 39,

Hertford-street, Fitzroy-squire, gen-

tleman.

In this affidavit Hart and Colman

join in admitting the conversation be-

tween him (Hart) and Mr. Holmes

and Mr. Hooper, immediately after

the trial of the cause of Ramadge v.

Wakley, excepting the words, " I

will take care the verdict does not go

that way." Kelly also, in the same

affidavit, states that he was by acci-

dent present at the conversation in

Hart's private room, on the3lst Oct.;

but that he (Hart) so far from ad-

mitting the use of that expression,

denied it altogether ; and Hart fur-

ther states, that he was utterly un-

Jcnown either to Mr. Holmes or to

Mr. Hooper, and that nothing was

said about a new trial on that occa-

sion.

On this affidavit, the Court dis-

charged the rule for a new trial.

Whatever ground we may have to

lament the precipitation of the Court

in deciding at once on statements so

opposed to one another, we, never-

theless, abstain from all remark. With

the fears of another such jury before

our eyes, we can say nothing, but we

can give to the world the following

public documents :

—

KING'S BENCH.
IN THE MATTER OF J. M. HART.

Master's Report.

This was an application against John
Minter Hart, an attorney of this court, to
strike him off the roll, upon the ground that
he had published an advertisement to lend
money (with a reference by certain initials

not his own to a place not being his own
residence), and that he had treated for thi.t

purpose with a young man of the name of
Paul, after he knew him to be a minor,
and had taken from him bills to the amount
of 2000/., and had advanced upon them
only 20Z.

Mr. Hart has sworn in answer that he
knew nothing of such advertisement to lend
money, that he only acted in the business
as attorney for one Goodenougb, who was
a person of property; that Paul represented
himself as of age, and gave the bills to
Goodenowjh, ivho advanced the 20/. in the
presence of Hart.
And it is sworn by Goodenough that he

first met Paul by appointment at a coffee-

house, and aftei wards at Mr. Hart's, and
that he, Goodenough, received the bills of
Paid and paid him the 20/.

On the part of the application, it is sworn
in reply, that Paul never represented him-
self as of age, and never met or had any
communication with Goodenough, nor ever
saw him at all ; that the treaty was wholly
with Hart, who received the bills and ad-
vanced the money himself, no such person
as Goodenough being present, nor any other
person than Paul and Hart; that no in-

formation can be obtained as to Goodenough
being a person of any property, and that his

address, as given by himself, appears to be
Mr. Hart's own residence. That bills an-
swering the description of the bills in ques-
tion have been attempted to be negotiated,
and have not the name of Goodenough upon
them. And that the same or a similar ad-
vertisement has been answered by other
persons, who have in like manner been in-

troduced to Mr. Hart, and have treated
with him for the purpose of boriowing
money.
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An opportmiity lias ])een offered durins:

this reference of confronting Paul and
Goodenongh, with a view to the identity of
the parties ; but Goodenongh has not been
produced. Notice has also been given for

production of the bills, but they have not

been shown.
After a careful examination of all the

circumstances, I am led to the conclusion

that the defence is false, and that the case

for the application has been established.

In (he Court of Kimfs Bench—Monday,
the 30th day of January, 1832, in the second
year of King William the Fourth.

In the matter of John Winter Hart, Gent.,

one, &c.

Upon reading the rule made in this mat-
ter on Thursday, the third day of November
in Michaelmas terra last past, and ui)on

hearing the Master's report thereon. It is

ordered that John ISIinter Hart, an at-

torney of this court, be struck off the roll of

attorneys of this court.—Upon the motion
of Mr. Gurney. By the Court.

The following publisbcd documents

show the respectability of Kelly.

—

Times, May 31, 1830.

KcUif V. M'Adanis—This was an action

brought to recover 4o()/., the price of a race-

horse called " Criterion," alleged to have
been sold by the plaintiff to the defendant

for that sum.
Mr. Serjeant Taddy, who was assisted

by Mr. Serjeant Andrcivs and Mr. Justice,

in support of the plaintiff's case, put in two
letters, purporting to have been written by
the defendant to the plaintiff, in March and
June last year, in each of which the writer

promised to pay the 450/., which he had
agreed to give for " Criterion," in a short

time.

3fr. Serfeaiit Wilde,who withMr. Serjeant

Bompas conducted the defence, contended
that the letters produced must be either

wholly or in part forgeries, and called wit-
nesses, who proved that the plaintiff pur-
chased the horse in question from a gentle-

man on the turf, at the commencement of
last year, for 100/., for which he gave a bill

at six months, accepted, by way of accom-
modation, by the defendant In some time
afterwards, the horse, when in the defend-
ant's stable at Fulham, received a kick from
another horse, which obliged him to send
him to a veterinary surgeon's, where, after

appearing for some time to be recovering,

he ultimately died. Upon the horse re-

ceiving the injury, the plaintiff observed
that he would not have wished it for 50/.,

and being told that the defendant would
take him off his hands, he said, " No, he
would chance it." And yet it was sub-
sequently to the time when this was stated

to have taken place, that the first letter,

which apologized for the defendant's having

taken the horse into his own stiible, pur-

ported to have been written. Tiiere were
other circumstances also stated, which were
very inconsistent with the dates and ex-

pressions used in the letters. The de-

fendant was described as being a youiig

man, and the plaintiff, who passed by the

name of Captain Kelly, as being upwards
of forty.

The jury returned a verdict for the de-

fendant.

Times, July 26, 1832.

Insolvent Debtors' Court, Tuesday, July
25, 1 832.— WiUiam Frederick Krlly, who de-
scribed himself as a gentleman, was oj)posed

in person by two creditors, named Jewel and
Potter, and was supported by Mr. Cooke.
The insolvent, it appeared, had been a

captain in the navy ; he resigned his post
in 1815, but was not entitled to half-j)ay

;

he denied that he represented himself as a
Captain at the time he contracted the
opposing creditors' debts, but they stated

that he did. He brought an action against

a gentleman named Adams, for 450/., the
value of a race-horse : he lost the action,

but Mr. Adams had since promised him the
money. He had given up for the benefit of
his creditors an acceptance of Mr, Bayntun,
]\I. P., for 120/. which had been dislionour-

ed. He had some property in the posses-

sion of Messrs. Wigley, the bankers at

Brighton, which was placed in their custody
in the year 1825, which they now refused to,

part with, a female having made a claim
upon it. For this claim the insolvent said

there was no ])retence, but it was made
under very peculiar circumstances.

]\Ir. Jewel complained that the insol\ ent
l;ad swindled him out of 50/. He purchased
of him a horse for .50/., which he warranted,

sound; it turned out unsound, and he re-

turned it. He consented to lose 15/., and
the insolvent gave him two bills,—one for

10/. and the other for 25/. The former waa
paid, but the latter being dishonoured, an
action was commenced against the insol-

vent.

The record in the action was produced,
and it appeared that in consequence of the
insolvent pleading to the action, the costs

amounted to 33/. 17s. 6d.

The insolvent said, that when the horse
was returned he did not know it, the animal
having been trimmed and half starved. The
action was pleaded to without his know-
ledge.

Mr. Commissioner Law said, that he
should require evidence to satisfy him that

the insolvent's description of a gentleman
was correct : he apprehended he ought to

have described himself as a Captain, he
being liable to be called upon to serve. He
should also require further evidence as to
tlie property at Brighton. On being satis-

fied on these two points, he should pro-

nounce a judgment for the vexatious defence

to i\Ir. JeMel's action.
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MiDDtESE^ ) His Miijesttfs Dibtors' Prison

TO WIT. ) for London and Middlesex.

I certify that William Kelly was bro\ip:ht

into oustody on the 16th day of April, 1832,

by virtue of a writ of ca. sa. levy 59'. lOs. at

the suit of George Jewel, and also detained

by a writ of attachment of privilege, oath

for 25/., at the suit of Thomas Roberts;

and further detained by a Judge's warrant

for not appearing at the Surrey Assizes to

answer an indictment for escajMng from the

custody of the Marshal of the Kings Bench

Prison.

The said William Kelly was discharged

from my custody by order of the Court for

Relief of Insolvent Debtors, on the 21st

September, 1832.

Samuel Barrett, Keeper.

18th Nov. 1832.

He was remanded for four months, to be

computed from the 30th May, 1832, at the

suit of George Jewel, by order of the Court

for Relief of Insolvent Debtors.
S. B.

We have nothing to say as to the

character of Acheson, save that he is

Hart's clerk.

Cohnan we have nothing to say

about. He was an attorney's clerk,

and has been for two years out of em-

ployment.

Our readers must not blame us for

not having published the account of

the trial in the Common Pleas, agree-

ably to our promise ; but we acted

advisedly in withholding it. We now

copy it from that bold and really in-

dependent paper the Morning Herald,

which has the fullest and most accu-

rate detail of the proceedings.

RAMADGE V. RYAN AND OTHERS.

This action was brought by the

plaintiff, Dr. Ramadge, a respectable

physician, residing in Ely-place,

Hoiborn, against Dr. Ryan, the

editor, and two other defendants,

publishers, of the London Medical
and Surgical Jouriial, for a libel.

The libel purported to be copied

from a statement in the Lancet, edited

by INIr. Wakley, in which a charge of

want of medical skill, in the case of a

particular patient, was made against

Dr. Ramadge. It further added that,

after the plaintiff had reduced his

patient a t'eociremite by a system of

depletion. Dr. Tweedie was called in,

and by pursuing a totally opposite

treatment effected a cure—the pa-

tient, in fact, having died some time

previously to the publication. The
cause was tried before the Lord Chief

Justice at the Middlesex Sitting,

when a verdict was returned for the

plaintiff—damages 400Z. A similar

action had been brought against Mr.
Waklcy for the libel in the Laricet

the preceding day, and only one

farthing damages was awarded. This

disparity of verdicts occasioned great

consternation at the time.

Mr. Serjeant Taddy, on a former

day, obtained a rule to show cause

why the verdict should not be set aside

and a new trial had, on four distinct

grounds. First, misdirection on the

part of the Learned Judge ; secondly,

excessive damages; thirdly, that one

of the jury had, on the day previous

to the cause coming on, expressed

surprise at thesmallnessof the verdict

on the first trial, and stated that he

was to be a juryman on the present,

and he would take care that larger

damages were given. This was
moved on the affidavit of Messrs.

Holmes and Hooper, two surgeons,

who were witnesses on the first occa-

sion, in which they swore that Mr.
Minter Hart, the juryman alluded

to, had made use of the above expres-

sions. Another affidavit stated that

Mr. Hart was an attorney, had been
convicted of fraud, and finally struck

off the rolls, and therefore unqualified

to sit in judgment. Fourthly, That
another Juryman had been described

as living in Gloucester-street, Mary-
lebone, whereas he resided in Hert-
fordshire, which, if it hadbeen known,
might have formed the ground of a

challenge.

The Court, however, dismissed the

two first objections, and only called

upon ]Mr. iSerjeant Wilde to show
cause against the two latter.
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Tiie Learned Serjeant then sub-

mitted the affidavit of Mr. Hart, in

which he denied having used the hit-

ter part of the expression relative to

giving higher damages ; but admit-

ted that, on coming out of court, he

met IMr. Holmes and IVIr. Hooper,

to whom he was utterly unknown,
and then stated his surprise at the

amount of damages ; and added, that

he was to be on the jury the fol-

lou'ing day. To which they merely

replied—" Are you .''
" which was the

whole of the conversation that then

took place. He further went on to

state that, in the ])resent month,
they called at his house, and asked

him if he did not recollect having

made use of the expression imputed,

which he at once denied ; but after

sometime he nicollected that he had
made use of the words which he had
sworn to, but no further. He was
confirmed in this statement by the

alHdavit of a Mr. Coleman, who
was present at the conversation in

question, and did not hear iNIr. Hart
say anything about taking care that

he would give higher damages ; and
the Learned Counsel contended that

]\Ir. Hart was not only borne out by
his own affidavit, but was supported

by the conduct of the deponents

themselves, who, although they were
Avitnesses in the cause—were parties

to a subscription raised in order to

defray the expenses of the 400/. ver-

dict—and formed part of the body of

medical practitioners ranged in battle

array, to destroy Dr. Ramadge for

his advocacy of Mr. St. John Long

—

had never mentioned -what they had
heard, either to Dr. Ryan or to the

attorney in the cause, when an ob-

jection might have been made, but
had kept it locked up in their own
breasts until the cause was lost, and
damages, in some way commensurate
with the injury sustained, had been
awarded; and they found it neces-

sary, as a dernier resource, to rake up
something to disturb the verdict, and
the fertility of their imaginations had
presented this as the most probable

ground. Was it likely, had such a

^•ouversation occurred^ that they would

not, zealous as they were in the cause,

have immediately communicated it .''

The utter improbability of the course

they adopted, at once invalidated the

accuracy of their statement ; to say

nothing of the fact of their afterwards

going to Mr. Hart, to endeavour to

refresh his memory of a circumstance

which they did not themselves by any
means feel certain had ever taken
place. IMr. Hart, besides, had no mo-
tive, except a desire to see justice done,

in giving such damages ; he was per-

fectly unknown to both parties, as

much a stranger to the one as the other,

and, therefore, not likely to be biassed;

and where such was the case, he { ]Mr.

Serjeant Wilde) had to learn that the

mere exj)ressal of an opinion, after

hearing the evidence, was to form the

ground of tainting the decided verdict.

In all the cases, where such a ground
was allowed to stand, the party

making a favourable expression to one

of the litigant parties, such as that

the verdict should go in a particular

way, was proved to be the friend of

him for whom he had stated he would
decide. Here such was not the fact,

and, therefore, the objection was not

tenable for a moment. With regard

to JMr. Hart's having been struck off

the rolls for fraud, he had no doubt
that had the fact been known to either

party, it would have formed theground
of inadmissibility as a juryman, as

much to the one as to the other. The
Learned Serjeant was then about to

read the affidavit of the foreman of

the jury, which went to show that

they had not been, in any respect,

biassed in the opinion they had formed
by Mr. Hart, but

The ChiefJustice stopped him, ob-

serving, that he did not think that

what had occurred amongst the jury

in their privacy, after they had left

the box, ought to be admitted.

The Court also held that it was un-

necessary to reply to the charge of

the improper address of the particular

juryman, as, being a special jury, the

names of the parties had been fur-

nished to each side, and they had had
the opportunity of challenging if they

had thought fit. They had not done
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so, and their neglect must not be

given as a reason for disturbing the

verdict.

Mr. Serjeant Spankie followed on

the same side, and characterised this

attempt to impute misconduct to a

particular juryman as new, at least in

specie. The Learned counsel then

enlarged upon the utter improbability

of Mr. Hart making the supposed

statement to two entire strangers, un-
prejudiced as he was by any friendship

for Dr. Ramadge. The Learned Ser-

jeant then went over the same topics

of argument urged by Mr. Serjeant

Wilde.
Mr. Serjeant Taddy, in reply, sub-

mitted that there was no ground for

giving discredit to the affidavits of

Mr. Holmes and INIr. Hooper. It was
not likely that they, coming into West-
minster Hall in accordance with their

subpoenas, to state Avhat they knew of

the case, should interfere in other

respects, and give information to the

attorney of any thing and every thing

they heard. When they had stated

all they knew, they would necessarily

feel that they had done their duty,

and all that was required of them.
Besides, even Mr. Hart did not say

all that he was represented to have
said, an inference might be drawn
from what he did say, namely, that

he did not approve of the verdict,

and that he was to be on the jury,

when he would give much higher da-

mages ; so that, in fact, although he
did not—yielding to his statement

—

say that he would do so, yet, by his

words, he felt it to be inferred that

he would. But his learned friend

(Mr. Serj. Wilde) had adopted an
extraordinary course of argument ; for

in one breath he had accused Mr.
Holmes and Mr. Hooper of not being
sufficiently zealous in the cause, in not

having stated what they had heard

;

and then, in the next, he had blamed
them for being too zealous, by going
to Mr. Hart, to confirm, by his own
memory, their suspicions of what he
had stated. The Learned Serjeant
then cited several cases, to show that

dilferont expressions of jurymen had

been considered to taint the decision

they had come to, and therefore he
submitted that the present case was
peculiarly subject to that objection,

and that the verdict, in consequence,

ought not to be allowed to stand.

The Chief Justice, in giving judg-

ment, stated that had the matter in

the affidavit on which the rule was
granted remained uncontradicted, he
should have thought this a proper case

to be submitted to a new jury ; for,

undoubtedly, it was a subject to bring

extreme doubt upon the propriety of a

verdict, where the jury had expressed

any opinion as to the conviction in

their mind, before the case was heard,

or to cast a prejudice against trial by-

jury in general in the minds of the

public at large. And in the case

of " The King v. Cook," reported in

the sixth volume of the State Trials,

it was thought so serious an objection

to a juryman to have decided before-

hand which way the determination of

his mind would be, that they thought
it an improper question to even ask
the juryman whether he had used any
such expression ; but left it to be
proved, by witnesses adduced against

him, whether he had so used it or not.

But nothing similar presented itself

in the present case. The affidavits

that had been brought forward had
been fully answered on the other side ;

and as that was the sole question now,
he saw no reason for disturbing the
verdict, and submitting the case to

another investigation.

All the other judges concurred, and
the rule Avas accordingly discharged.

MEETING OF THE PROFESSION.

We are requested by the Secretary of

the Medical Committee, to state that

a meeting of the members of the pro-

fession will be called early next week,
to take into consideration what mea-
sures should be adopted for the liqui-

dation of the damages (400/,) and the

costs (247/.), incurred by the defend-

ant in the cause Ramadge v. Ryan.
Mr. Tuson has kindly promised the

use of his theatre for the occasion.
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Published by the Aitthorilt/ of, and
Dedicated by Permission to His
Majesty's Most Honourable Privij

Council, the Substafice of the Offi-

cial Medical Reports upon the Epi-

demic, called Cholera, which pre-

vailed among the Poor of Dantzic

in 1831, as transmitted to their

Lordships ; being an Analysis of
the Epidemic in that City,founded
upon actual Observation and In-

(piiry, with competent and ivell-an-

thenticated Facts. By John Ha-
WETT, M. D. 8vo. pp. 189, with

a INlap. London, 1832, Ilighley.

The proper investijjjation of epidemic

diseases is necessarily a difficult task,

and that of cholera perhaps more so

tlian any other. This is apparent from

the Official JMedical Reports before us,

which were transmitted by Dr. Ha-
rnett to the Government. This gen-

tleman was selected by the Privy

Council to investigate cholera at

Dantzic, while Drs. Russell and

Barry were sent to Russia. Our
author was promised the same pro-

motion and reward as the other two
physicians, provided his reports were

a])provcd of. A number of questions

were to be answered on the origin,

nature, and treatment of the spasmo-

dic cholera, to which direct answers,

as far as possible, were required. Dr.

H. proceeded on his mission, and,

having received the patronage of Mr.
Gisbone, the British Consul at Dant-

zic, he was able to trace every case

and every family in which the disease

appeared in that city. His state-

ments were authenticated by the

consul, and fortunately for his pro-

fessional reputation and veracity, as

appears by the sequel, duplicates were

also attested.

The authenticated reports were
transmitted to government, and the

Board of Health, composed of the

College of Physicians, declared them
the best on the symptoms and patho-

logy of the disease. They compared
them, for accuracy and fidelity, to tlic

descriptions of Aretaeus. Dr. Hamett
was the first investigator of the late

epidemic cholera who distinctly

marked the three definite forms of the

disease, which were overlooked in the

Indian reports, and such an accurate

description as reminds us of those of

Sydenham and Hippocrates. He
grouped the various symptoms in the

different stages, and his autopsic de-

scriptions needed no authentication,

for they are evidently copied from
nature. In his semeiological and pa-

thological reports he left his colleagues

at St. Petersburg immeasurably be-

hind ; it would seem as if he did

nothing but walk the hospitals. But
when we consider the minuteness with

which he attended to all the remain-

ing and essential points of the epi-

demic, we cannot but be surprised at

the industry and perspicacity evinced

in the extent of his complicated la-

bours. He has, in fact, furnished a

plan for the investigation of all future

epidemics. It would be an act of in-

justice to Dr. Hamett, and a great

labour to ourselves, to attempt an ana-

lysis of his Reports in this Journal.

But we can conscientiously assure our

readers, that, if they followhim through*

his topographical description, the va-

riations of season, his plain, honest,

and well-authenticated statements of

the first appearance and progress of

the disease at Dantzic, they will not

only see the utter absurdity of the

idea of the importation of cholera, but
of that of contagion.

Thus fixr we proceed without dif-

ficulty ; but we now arrive at a part

of the Avork which, at first, seems

complicated, and perhaps to many
will be unintelligible,—we allude to

the analytical tables and arithmetical

calculations, with algebraic symbols.

But, on referring to the separate and
general lists, agreeably to the direc-

tions at the heads of the columns,

the mystery is unravelled. Here we
are conducted to the conclusion, that

776 persons were attacked with clio-

lera without any evidence of conta-
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gion ; and that 1932 persons, of all

ages, besides many others, were, for

at least twenty days, shut up in cho-

lera dwellings, during the first two
months of the epidemic, and escaped

the disease.

Dr. Harnett concludes his work
with the following chapter, " The
question of contagion of epidemic

cholera more fully considered." Any
medical man, who has the smallest

claim to erudition, must be convinced

by this article, that the late epidemic

cholera was not contagious. The
author displays an intimate acquaint-

ance with the opinions of the ancient

axithors, with theworksof Hippocrates,

Areta^us, Celsus, and with those of

Sydenham, Morton, and others in our

own country. We strongly advise

the contagionists, as well as the non-

contagionists, to peruse and maturely

reflect on this chapter, and satisfied

must they be that cholera is not conta-

gious. We subjoin his conclusions:

—

" The following are reasonable infer-

ences from the numerous facts hereto

adduced on the subject of epidemic

cholera :

—

" I. That it is spontaneously pro-

duced in certain weak constitutions,

and disordered habits of body, in con-

sequence of some indeterminate com-
bination of certain atmospheric and
local states,—and, occasionally, in

consequence of different powers of

electricity in the air, on such consti-

tutions and marked habits, as may
re;isonably be inferred from the pro-

gress of the disease in certain elec-

trical states of the weather.
" II, That cholera spreads epidemi-

cally but irregularly,—still,—in ac-

cordance with marked personal and
local states, more than any other epi-

demic.

"III. That general infection, in

the sense I use it, is produced only

by an unfavourable or malignant state

of the atmosphere in certain localities

promoting such a state ; and special

itifcction by the air being rendered

still more deleterious on being pent

up, and further vitiated by the ejjluvia

of dirt or liquid filth, or on being con-

taminated with the foul air and
effluvia of several persons, whether
affected or not, in close places. But
surely these incidental aggravating

causes may be fully removed, or partly

obviated at least.

" With reference here to contagion

or non-contagion by merchandize :

—

" The very nature, indeed, of the

disease seems to indicate that it is not

necessarily propagated by merchan-
dize. Independently, however, of

which, there has never been any evi-

dence whatever, in Dantzic, of its

being so propagated ; while all the

authentic facts, which I have enume-
rated on this head, in that particular

quarter, declare strongly against con-

tagion in this way ; to which I could

add, as formerly stated, some others

of a private nature also strikingly

against it.

'' In conclusion :

—

"It necessarily follows from all

the facts which I have adduced, that

epidemic cholera cannot be possibly

averted by all the combined mecha-
nical restrictions of man. Indeed,

the most accurate inquiries have
hitherto ascertained that it rises spon-
taneously, and spreads capriciously

and widely,— still, in conformity with
its own determinate laws, in despite

of every precautionary restriction ; so

that we might as well attempt to

wall in the birds of the air. It is a

specific effect on the powers of life, in

such states of deterioration as I have
particularly described, which might
in a great degree have been obviated

by precautionary measures, or by
common prudence,—on the part of the

objects and victims of it,—and by
relief on the part of the considerate

and benevolent, capable of bestowing
charity j it is a natural effect of at-

mospheric impressions, in accordance

with certain occasional physical states

of the air,—in general, aggravated by
the effluvia or exhalations from low,

damp, and other unfavourable loca-

lities, which may, in a great mea-
sure, be counteracted by not fearing

the disease itself;—and, above all,

by comfort, consequent cheerfulness.
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cleanliness, dryness, and ventilation.

The best, and, indeed, only possible

means, therefore, for arresting the

ravaging progress of this dreadful

epidemic, is to extend the blessed

hand of charity, rvhere, under all the

deplorable circiimstances I have men-
tioned, it is likely to take place and
prevail.

" i\ccordingly, let the localities of

the miserahle poor be cleansed of all

their impurities, kept dry, ventilated,

and warm, in severe and bad weather,

with comfortable fires, which, by pro-

moting currents of fresh air too, will

dispel stagnant exhalations ; let them
be well fed, cleanly and warmly
clothed by night as well as by day

;

let them be occupied at their respec-

tive callings, and assisted therein, and
have as little misery as their pitiable

fate will admit of, to endure and brood

over ; and let proper medical assist-

ance be rendered as soon as ])ossible

to such as are still inevitably attacked

with the disease;—let, in short, all

these be done for the sake of suffering

humanity, and the inflictions and the

ravages of the epidemic cholera will

most certainly be, in a very great

degree, obviated and diminished."

In reviewing the relative positions

of Drs. Harnett, Russell, and Barry,

truth, Justice, and a sincere and honest

love of science, compel us to arrive at

the following conclusions . Dr. Hamett
has answered all the questions put by
the Privy Council ; the knights Rus-
sell and Barry have not answered a

single question, but filled their Report
with a frightful picture of the ravages

of cholera in Russia, and with a mass
of trash that is disgraceful to the state

of science in England. They were
contagiotiisis; Hamet was and is a

non-co7ilagionist ; and hence the base

and dishonest manner in which he has

been treated. He received no title

;

his reports were mutilated, and, in

some measure, suppressed ; his Re-
port A, on Contagion, was absolutely

stolen by some one connected with the

])resent or the former Board of Hum-
bug ; but the thief was disappointed,

as a duplicate and authenticated co])y

was in the author's possession. He
was harassed and annoyed by the first

and present Boards of Health, or rather

of Mischief; he was told he differed

from the College of Physicians and the

Central Board ; and one of the mem-
bers (we shall not say of which Board)

absolutely proposed to him, to add a

sentence at the end of his Reports to

this effect :—that he had changed his

opinions, and was now a contagionist

!

Another was more consistent when he
said,—" It is impossible for Dr. Ha-
mett to do any such thing : all his

facts prove him a non-contagionist,"

or words to that effect. His Reports

were ordered to be printed by the

Privy Council at the time of the alarm,

but they were not published, and we
suspect the unprincij)led knave who
caused tliem to be withheld. Oh ! if

truth was not a libel, how we should

]iut his name in caj)itals, and hand it

down to posterity for its execration !

Truth was not the object of conta-

gionists. Hamett was immolated, be-

cause he was an honest, conscientious,

and scientific physician; who sacri-

ficed promotion and sordid gain at the

shrine of science. He reminds us of

Hippocrates, when the haughty king
of Persia, Artaxerxes, caused his am-
bassador to write to the father of

physic, and offer him as much gold

and silver as he desired, if he would
visit Persia and cure the inhabitants

of plague. He answered—" We abun-
dantly enjoy food, raiment, and every

necessary of life. It is not lawful for

us to accept the gold of the Persians,

or to cure barbarians of disease, when
they are the enemies of our country."—"Et^wc oTi XoyoQ tfioX (Tofirig ^pvtroTi

TrXeoi' Svi^ara. iTrwKparrig Arjfxorpiu)."—" He is ignorant that the love of

science is greater with me than gold."

—No : it was not lawful for Hamett
to accept promotion and a title, when
he should sacrifice his conscientious

opinion, and join the enemies of his

country and of his species. We shall

not comment further on the base

treatment of this honest man ;—we
advocate his cause, as an injured and
ill-used physician. In doing so, we
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incur the displeasiirc of those in tem-

porary power, which we despise from

our heart. We espouse his cause, as

we assent to the axiom of an immortal

English poet

—

" An honest man 's the noblest work of God."

In conclusion, we have to state,

that there is a Map prefixed to the

work, illustrating the different points

in which cholera appeared at Dantzic,

and even showing the streets in ^vhich

it appeared. Finally, we must men-
tion, that our Consul, who used the

most extraordinary and indefatigable

exertions in ascertaining, through the

faculty and police, every fact relative

to cholera at Dantzic, observes, " The
disease appeared at a time when it

was not known to be within one hun-

dred miles of the place ; and without

there being the slightest trace of com-
munication with any foreign means of

infection.'' We now dismiss the sub-

ject, and leave the contagionists of

the first and last Boards of Health to

digest these remarks as they niay.

TUMOURS OF THE HEAD AND NECK.

Wb copy the following cases from

Dr. Macfarlane's very interesting

Surgical Reports ;

—

" Adipose Sarcoma on Head—Extir-

pation follorved by Erysipelas—
Cure.

" W. J., aet fifty-four, had a large,

prominent, well-defined, and doughy
tumour, about the size of a small

orange, situated over the centre of the

left parietal bone. Its origin was at-

tributed to a blow he had received on

the part about three years before, and
since that time it had been slowly

increasing. It was freely moveable

over the subjacent parts, but firmly

adherent to the integuments, which
retained their natural colour. Its

surface was traversed by several en-

larged veins. It was broader and
more expanded at the apex than at

the base ; and it only gave him pain

when compressed by the hat, or when
otherwise subjected to external irrita-

tion.

"As this tumour had all the ex-

ternal characters of adipose sarcoma,

it was extirpated from the subcuta-

neous cellular tissue, to which it

was confined, and found to possess the

structure peculiar to this class of tu-

mours. It was enveloped in a fine

cyst ; and in the centre the adeps

was considerably condensed, so as to

give the part a hard feel. There
was agood deal of venous hemorrhage,

but only one artery required a liga-

ture.

" This patient was seized on the

third day after with a smart rigor,

followed by erysipelas, which com-
menced at the wound, and extended

over the scalp and face. The febrile

excitement ran high ; there was con-

siderable cerebral disturbance, and for

several days he was in a dangerous

state. Leeches and cold applications

were freely used to the affected sur-

face. Free vomiting and purging

were produced, and maintained for

some time by the emeto-cathartic

mixture. Towards the end of the

disease, when typhoid symptoms ma-
nifested themselves^ and the delirium

became low and muttering, the solu-

tion of the carbonate of ammonia was
of great advantage. The edges ofthe

wound separated, as usually happens
from such violent local and constitu-

tional disturbance, and superficial

sloughing took place ; but soon after

the cessation of the erysipelas, the

part assumed a healthy aspect, and
cicatrized rapidly.

''In the preceding case, the patient

left the Infirmary the day after the

tumour was extirpated, and was ex-

posed to cold and fatigue, which were
probably the exciting causes of the

erysipelas. This affection is exceed-

ingly apt to supervene on wounds
and other injuries of the scalp, how-
ever slight and trivial they may be.

In whatever manner these may be
treated, erysipelas may supervene;

nevertheless, I am satisfied, that

where sutures are employed for re-
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taiiiing the edges of the wound in

contact, this unmanageable and fre-

quently dangerous disease is more apt

to occur than when the ordinary

dressings are had recourse to. The
smart antiphlogistic treatment, adopt-

ed in the last case, is the one which
I have found most generally suc-

cessful. I have lately had an oppor-

tunity, in erysipelas succeeding to a

small punctured wound of the scalp,

of trying the local application of the

nitras argenti to the inflamed surface,

as recommended by Iligginbottom,

which proved successful in arresting

the disease.

" Adipose Sarcoma on Head—Tu-
mour developed under the Occipilo-

frontalis—Operation—Cure.

" J. G., aet. forty-seven, had had a

soft, flat, ill-defined tumour, growing

over the centre of the occipital bone,

fiW about five years, when he applied

at the Infirmary to have it extirpated,

in August, 1831, and for which he

had previously used a variety of local

applications without benefit. On
proceeding to remove it with the

knife, I found it covered by, and in-

timately adhering to, the occipito-

frontalis muscle, which was much
thickened. The wound healed with-

out difficulty, and no untoward occur-

rence took place. On dissecting the

tumour, it was found to be composed
of adipose matter, contained in a dis-

tinct cyst, and much flattened in

shape by the resistance to its develop-

ment, produced by the tendinous ex-

pansion under which it was situated.

" The difference in the external size

and prominence of the tumours, in

the two last cases, wjis very great,

and depended on the slight resistance

which the one encountered to its ex-

ternal growth, compared with the

firm and unyielding covering by which
the other was bound down. The one

was prominent, well-defined, some-

what pyriform in shape, and would
soon hav^e become pendulous ; while

the other was broad, fiat, and appear-

ed to blend gradually with the sur-

rounding parts.

" TJie scalp is peculiarly liable to

become the seat of encysted tumours.

These are capable of being removed
by a very simple and easy operation ;

and, as they are to be met with almost

daily in practice, I shall not now enter

into a narration of cases to illustrate

either their size, situation, or the va-

rying nature of their contents. I

shall only adduce the following case,

to show that a simple tumour of this

description, although it has been long

benign, may yet, in process of time,

become malignant, liefore doing so,

I may state that I have seen otlier

two cases of a similar kind. In one

of these, amputation of the penis for

cancer had been resorted to, a few
months before the tumour on the head

assumed the appearance of malig-

nancy. This patient ultimately died,

in consequence of the disease being

propagated to the inguinal glands."

COMMISSION APPOINTED TO ASCER-
TAIN THE PHOGRESS OF THE CHO-
LERA IN THE DEPARTMENT OP
THE SEINE.

Eight gentlemen appointed have
been actively engaged in the 80 com-
munes of the de]>artment ofthe Seine,

in collecting facts upon the following

points:— 1st, the date of the first

cases which appeared ; 2, the number
of cases and deaths; 3, the names,
ages, sexes, and places of residence

of those Avho fell victims ; 4, the

state of each commune, the direction

of the streets, streams, drains, &c. ; 5

,

the average deaths in former years ; 6,

on the causes of insalubrity, and the

most likely means to remedy them.
From what has been collected hi-

therto it appears—1st, that old people

have suffered in a great proportion
;

2dly, that those places usually consi-

dered the least unfavourable to health,

have not been always those where the

disease has most prevailed ; the Halle
au Ble, for instance, where one

person only died ; 3dly, that in the
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warm season more young persons died
than those advanced in life.

Were an investigation of this kind
as practicable in London as in Parisj

we are quite sure that it would meet
with opposition from certain quarters.

BOOKS.

A Treatise on Inflammations, explainins^ their

Pathology, Causes, Consequences, and Treat-

ment, with their Effects on the various Textures
of the Body ; being an extension of a Disser-

tation on Inflammation of the Membranes, to

which the Jacksonian Prize for 1828 was
awarded by the Royal College of Surgeons,

London. By George Rogeuson, Surgeon,
of Liverpool. Vol. I. 8vo., pp. 456. London :

Longman and Co.

This is a valuable work, and well deserves a
place in every medicaJ library.

An Essay on Hydrophobia. By James
LoMAx Bardsley, M.D. Physician of the

Manchester Infirmary, Lecturer on the Prin-
ciples and Practice of Physic, &c. (From the

Cyclopaedia of Practical Medicine.) I2rao.

pp. 146. 1832. Bvo. pp. 84.

An Essay on Diabetes. By same author.

Manchester. 1832.

These dissertations evince research, judg-
ment, and ability, and add to the reputation
of the respected author of the Manchester
Hcspital Reports.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*j^* In consequence of daily occupation in

obtaining evidence in the cause of Ramadge v.

Ryan, for the ;last fortnight, we have been
unable to reply to several Correspondents,
whose inquiries were not of an urgent nature.

We trust we oflfcr a sufficient excuse for our
silence, and also for our omission of reviews
and notices of books. Daily attendance in the

Court of Common Pleas, during the last week,
prevented Dr. Ryan from superintending the

management of this Journal with that care

and attention which it requires; and his ab-
sence caused the omission of several article
which now remain filed upon his table. He
assures all contributers, that all matters before
him will be attended to as soon as possible,
according to the date of their reception.
Bocrkaave.—We decline answering the ques-

tion, whether a doctor or a surgeon violates
his oath to support the dignity and respecta-
bility of the profession, if he joins or advocates
a quack.

Dr. Blake, ofNottingham We are obli<Ted
for the communication, and shall insert it^on
the first opportunity.

Dr. Houston, of Dublin—The name was
not given us, or it should have appeared. We
shall explain more fully by letter, as early as
convenience allows.

Grammaticm has lost his time, or, if lie
knew any thing of English composition, he
would be aware, tiiat the word "//"" before a
verb, in the indicative sense, doesnot require
the subjunctive mood. Suppose a states-
man is speaking in parliament, and that tJic
auditor says to another, " if he speaks as he
thinks, he is an honest man," the sense is in-
dicative, the statesman is actually speaking,
and to use the subjunctive mood after " it^"

would be absolute jargon and a barbarism.
The best English writers use the indicative
mood after "if" where there is no doubt or
contingency. Thus many writers err egre-
giously in using such a phrase as, " if there be
pain"—vv'hen the pain actually is present.

Gamma's friends deserve the pillory.
Every one of them is a contagionist.

An Old Subscriber.—The fee would not be
refunded unless on the plea of poverty.

The Westminster Hospital, we are informed,
contains over 100 beds. Our former corre-
spondent was therefore mistaken.
Mr. Hudson—The proposal of using ni-

trous oxide in cholera was made by a corre-
spondent in August last, and is not new.

Erratum—In Dr. Epps's first lecture, page
302, read Triller instead of Priller. And in
second lecture, page 457, read Latour for
Lateno.
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Gentleaien,

I HAVE already mentioned, that healthy inflam-

mation is always acute, and that the changes
which happen in it are soon broutjht about

:

thus, if it is to terminate in remlutvm, it will

usually do so in a few days ; and, if in suppu-
ratimi, the same space of time will be sufficient

for the production of this event. When such
hiflammation does not quickly end in resolution,

a chanoje in the action of the vessels frequently

ensues—a modification takes place in it, the re-

sidt of which is the formation ofa peculiar fluid

called pus. I may here cxjjlain the meaninoj

of the terms suppuration and abscess : by sup-

puration, surgeons always signify the process

by which pus, or the matter of sores, wounds,
or abscesses is formed ; and by an abscess,

they understand a collection of such matter,

but more especially a collection of it in the

texture or substance of a part; for when it

is in a natural cavit}', surgeons do not inva-

riably call the case &n abscess, but, very often,

simply a collection, or effusvm of pus. Gen-
tlemen, when the treatment, which 1 described
in a former lecture, fails in bringing about the
resolution of a phlegmonous inflammation, the
vessels of tlie part soon change their mode of
action, and the formation of purulent matter is

commonly the result. However, you are not
to suppose, that, when suppuration takes place,

all the inflammation becomes suppurative. No,
VOL. H.

this is not the case : there always remain
around the seat of suppuration a considerable

degree of common inflammation in the adhe-
sive stage ; in fact, in many examples, you
will see the adhesive, suppurative, ulcerative,

and gangrenous stages of inflammation, all co-

existent at different points of the parts affected.

When phlegmonous inflammation is about to

lead to the formation of an abscess, there is an
aggravation of all the local symptoms and of

the fever; there is greater pain and a more
severe degree of constitutional disturbance;

that is, supposing the inflammation to be ex-

tensive or violent enough to produce fever

;

for we frequently see inflammations terminat-

ing in suppuration, which are so slight as not
tfj affect the constitution at all. The patient

is conscious of a distressing pulsatoiy sensa-

tion in the inflamed part; arul while the i-od-

ness and tension of tiie greater portion of tlie

swelling are much augmented, there is one
part of it which becomes soft and prominent,
attracting notice not merely by these circum-

stances, but by its conical figure, as also its

colour, which is different from that of the rest

of the tumour, being whitish, or yellowish.

Now this conical, softish projection on the

swelling is technically called the pointing of

an abscess, whicli in fact is the appearance, or

change, produced by the near approach of the

matter to the cuticle. In proportion as the

matter advances to the surface of the body, the

textures intervening between the cavity of the

abscess and the cuticle are removed by absorp-
tion, or by a process somewhat analogous to

ulceration. In general, some time before the

Ahsces?, points, -a. fluctuation may be perceived

in the swelling, a sign, indeed one of the surest

signs, that matter exists within it, inasmuch
as a true fluctuation can only be felt where-
fluid is present. Hence, when surgeons are

examining tumours suspected to contain pus,

you will hear them commonly inquiring of

one another, whether they can feel a. fluctua-

tion. This may be perceived in many instances

iri which there is no pointing, and even when
the matter lies at a considerable depth. The
knowledge of the right manner of examining

N N
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a tumour suspected to contain matter, so as to

have the best chance of distinguishing a fluc-

tuation, is of the trreatest importance in prac-

tice. A surgeon, wlio excels in this kind of

skill, will acquire a great reputation among his

patients, and will have a decided advantiige over

anotlier practitioner who has not the art of

detecting the presence of matter with equal

success. I know very well that superior skill

of this kind can only bo acquired by expe-

rience ; but it will not be acquired under this

advantage, unless attention be paid to the right

method of handling the swelling. I need

scarcely inform you, gentlemen, that some prac-

titioners never learn the proper way of insti-

tuting a manual examination of an abscess,

even though they may have been in practice

so long as twenty years. I have seen some
hospital surgeons, of long standing in the pro-

fession, examine abscesses in such a manner
that one might suppose them more accustomed

to the exercise of beating the long drum, than

to this requisite part of surgery. A random
examination, carelessly made after the drum-
ming fashion, will certainly discover a collec-

tion of pus, which is superficial or copious,

but will not always be sufficient, if the abscess

be deep-seated or verj- small. There is another

way of proceeding, which is much better

:

place two or three fingers on one side of the

swelling, and while they are so applied, tap

briskly on the opposite side with the fingers

of the other hand; this will often succeed in

detecting a fluctuation when the otlier plan will

not answer.

Tiie sensation of fluctuation will be more or

less distinct, in proportion to the thickness or

thinness of the parts intervening between the

abscess and the surface. The thickness or

thinness of the pus, too, will materially aflTect

the distinctness of the sensation of fluctuation.

When, in consequence of the thinness of the

.skin, there is a manifest tendency in the abscess

to point, you may apply the fingers of one

hand to this thinner part of the integuments,

in the manner I have described, and then tap

with those of the other hand. Thus you will

assuredly feel a fluctuation ; but the pointing

alone, or even the inclination to it, is generally

a sufficient indication of the nature of the

swelling. Great mistakes are continually oc-

curring in practice, in consequence of inatten-

tion to the proper method of conducting the

manual examination of tumours, suspected to

contain pus or other fluids. Yet, it must be
acknowledged, that some cases are attended

with such obscurity as embarrasses the most
skilful. There is hardly any museum, in which
we do not see specimens of fungus haematodes

which had been punctured with trocars or

lancets, on the supposition that they were ab-

scesses. I have seen many cases of fungus

haematodes of the testicles which had been
punctured, the surgeon having mistaken them,
not indeed for abscesses, but hydroceles.

These medullary swellings, when situated in

the scrotum, present so deceitful a feel of fluc-

tuation, that nothing is more common than

their being mistaken for hydroceles and treated

accordingly ; and, in other situations, tor the

same reason, they are often looked upon as

abscesses. Of course, this is before the fun-

gus haematodes makes its way through the

skin ; for, afterwards, the nature of the disease

is sufficiently obvious. Now, gentlemen, in

order to avoid such mistakes, a sunple manual
examination of a tumour will not always be
sufficient : you will not thus constantly arrive

at a correct diagnosis. If the case be doubtful,

you must inquire into, and learn as much of

its history as you possibly can ; weigh mi-

nutely every symptom ; consider in what re-

spect the disease may resemble others; and
then join the information, you have thus ac-

quired, witli that which is to be derived from

a manual examination. In this way, you will

generally succeed in forming a correct dia-

gnosis.

Gentlemen, allow me next to explain to you,

that, when abscesses are very deeply situated,

or are confined under unyielding fascife, they
do not readily poiiTt ; this is a thing of common
occurrence : however, when sup[)uration lies

deeply from the surface, the surgeon generally

has some reason to suspect what has happened,

because, though he \\a?, no pointing, ori)erhaps

no fliictuatiiyn, as sources of information, he is

enlightened by the consideration of other symp-
toms. These symptoms are, a change in the

state of the fever ; the pulse becomes weaker,
and quicker; and fre(juenlly,just before the sup-

puration occurs, shiverings take place, or, as

they are technically called, rigors. In the

part, also, instead of acute pain, the patient is

conscious of a dull aching, a cold numbness or

a sensation of weight, feelings totally different

from those experienced in the progress of acute

inflammation antecedently to suppuration. If

the abscess be deeply seated and large, you
will find the constitutional symptoms rapidly

assume the hectic form ; and, in a few days,

there will be nocturnal sweats, a surprising

degree of emaciation, and the pulse will lose

its strength, and increase in frequency.

Many deep-seated abscesses are indicated

by an oedematous condition of the integu-

ments nearest to them : thus, when matter

accumulates in the cavity of the pleura, there

is frequently an oedema of the integuments
of the chest. In some cases, where no fluc-

tuation can be felt, the history of the disease,

and attending to what function is disturbed by
the pressure of the pus, will render its nature
tolerably manifest. Thus, when suppuration

occurs about the neck of the bladder, we are

not always able to feel a fluctuation; but the

pressure of the matter on the neck of the

bladder, or the urethra, is very likely to produce
an impediment to the free passage of the urine.

The pressure of the pus, therefore, by disturb-

ing particular functions, will often indicate the

nature of the disease. In abscesses near the

neck of the bladder, I may say, then, that the

obstruction of the flow of urine, joined with
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other symptoms, namely, pain, fever, shiver-

ings, and a deep-seated hardness in the part,

will be sufficient to establish a diag^nosis,

though no fluctuation may be perceptible. I

have had two cases of this description within

the last twelvemonth ; I could feel no fluctu-

ation about the neck of the bladder, 3'et I

knew, by their history, that matter liad formed.

There were strictures in the urethra, vast indu-

ration, and severe pain about the neck of the

bladder; a sudden retention of urine, ushered
in by rigor, and accompanied by fever. Such
circumstances made me as certain of the ex-
istence of matter as if I had felt it. In one of
tliese instances, after I had made a deep
incision, about half a pint of matter escaped,

and the patient soon got well. The other case

was that of Mr. Yardley, the well-known singer

at the Surrey Theatre; he had retention of
urine from stricture. When I was first called

in, as the urine was already effused in the

cellular substance of the scrotum and penis,

and no catheter would pass, I determined im-
mediately to make an incision intheperinfeum
behind the situation of the stricture, so as to

form, at all events, an outlet for the urine. In
doing this, I cut deeply by the side of the

prostate gland, when more than a pint of

matter escaped. However, this did not save
the patient, because, before I saw him, the
extravasafed urine had produced extensive

sloughing, and, in addition to this mischief,

there were abscesses, in most of the cellular

membrane within the pelvis, and also in both
kidneys. In this case, not the slightest fluctua-

tion could be felt, for the effusion of urine had
produced such disease and thickening of parts,

that the detection of the abscess by that

symptom would have been totally impracticable.

I mention these cases to prove, that you may
be called upon to make incisions to let out
matter when it is impossible to distinguish its

fluctuation. Gentlemen, you should be ap-
prised, that, in many constitutions, particularly

such as are scrofulous, a very slight degree of
increased action will be sufficient to give rise

to the formation of matter. In such examples,
the appearance of a swelling—some fulness

—

will often be the first indication of suppuration.
I have already mentioned one remarkable in-

stance of the slow and insidious manner, in
which these chronic abscesses form : I allude
to the case of the young man, under Mr. Gil-
bertson at Egham, with a large abscess in the
epigastric region. That patient had made no
complaint whatever of pain in the part, and
had continued his usual employment until three
days before I saw him, yet there were several

quarts of matter in the tumour, which had such
a pulsation as made it resemble, in this

respect, an aneurism of the aorta. Now, on
inquiring into this person's history, I found
that he had formerly been a patient in St.

George's Hospital for a diseased hip. This
information threw important light upon the
case : it immediately let me know, that the
constitution of the patient was scrofulous, and

that the tumour was not an aneurism, but a
chronic abscess. These slow and indolent col-

lections of pus are very different from other

abscesses, which are the result of acute inflam-

mation : the formation of the latter is preceded
b}" an aggravation of all the symptoms, which
attend inflammation ; there is an increase of

pain, throbbing, and tension in the part, and
a higher degree of constitutional disturbance,

all which symptoms undergo, however, certain

modifications as soon as suppuration is com-
pletely established.

Gentlemen, it will be proper now to give
you some account of the qualities of pus. When
this fluid is discharged from abscesses, which
are the result of phlegmonous inflammation,
or from wounds and ulcers in the healing state,

it is called heallhy pus. The surgeons of
former days called it laudable pus, but this ex-
pression may be said to be obsolete. Healthy
pus is a yellowish, or whitish fluid, sometimes
having a tinge in it inclining to green, and
it is of the consistence of cream. As it is

heavier than water, it sinks in it, but when the
two fluids are shaken together, the water is

rendered turbid. W^hen pus is examined with
a microscope, it is seen to be composed of
globules, swimming in a clear transparent
fluid. The late Dr. Pearson thought that they
were composed of the globules of the blood,

deprived of their colour by the action of the
vessels in the process of suppuration : this

doctrine received some support from the in-

vestigations of the late Dr. Young, who, after

deliberate research, satisfied himself, that the
globules of pus, and those of the blood, were
all of the same uniform size and dimensions.
Now, since those of the other animal fluids

were all found to be of irregular figure and
size, this observation was at first hailed as a
very important one. The researches of Gen--
drin, however, afterwards led to the conclusion,
tliat the globules of pus differed from those of
the blood only in being larger, and in their
yellowness, then, if we are to credit still

later observations, the globules of pus are not
all of the same size and shape, like those of the
blood. We find, then, much contradiction on
this part of the subject. When microscopical
observations are carried beyond a certain de-
gree, they become involved in the greatest ob-
scurity, and fancy begins her usual sports.^

This will account for various disagreements in
the reports of microscopical examinations of
another subject, which we were considering
the other evening, viz. the state of the capil-

lary- arteries in inflammation.

Healthy pus possesses little smell, and is

neither acrid nor corrosive; but this is only
when it is pure. In many cases, it is blended
with extraneous matters, not essentially be-
longing to it, such as coagulated blood and
portions of dead bone. When so adulterated,

it is generally disposed to putrefy very quickly.

We may almost always know when it contains
portions of dead bone, by its peculiar smell.
The matter of gonorrhoea, too, has a particular

N N 2
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smell, and possibly, if the patient were not to

keep himself very clean, a keen nose might
detect his unfortunate complaint, (a laugh.)

In cancerous diseases, the stench of the pus is

so peculiar, that, without uncovering the ulcer,

you will know what is the matter witli the

patient.

The fluid, in which the globules of pus
swim, might at first be supposed to resemble

the serum of the blood, but a difference will

be found between the two fluids on careful in-

vestigation ; both are coagulable by heat, but
the fluid part of pus is coagulable by muriate

of ammonia, which the serum of the blood is

not. It is also coagulable by alcohol and by
acids. Pure potassa and soda render it soapy,

and ammonia converts it into a transparent

jelly. By galvanism, it is rapidly coagulated,

Jdelding, at the same time, a substance ana-

ogousto albumen. Dr. Charles Darwin found

that sulphuric aciddissolves both pus and mucus,
but that when to the latter, thus treated, water

was added, the mucus formed flakes, which did

not sink, wlnle the pus, treated in a similar

way, formed a precipitate, whicli sunk to the

bottom of the vessel. It was formerly deemed
a matter of great importance to find out a
criterion between pus and mucus, because pus,

being supposed to be never formed without

ulceration, was considered as a proof of the

latter event.

The transparent gelatinous fluid, poured out

from the surfaces of wounds and inflamed

serous membranes, does not at first contain any
globules, but, after about ten minutes, you may
begin to perceive them. However, in order

to succeed in the experiment, you must pre-

vent evaporation, and, for this purpose, you
may cover the surface, which you are about to

inspect, with a watch-glass.

To the surfaces which produce pus this fluid

is perfectly mild and unirritating ; but it may
be the contrary to other parts. Whether it be
right to wipe the pus so completely from
the granulations of sores, as some surgeons do,

is questionable ; but, no doubt, it is an excel-

lent rule to keep tlie circumference clean.

The qualities of pus are undoubtedly much
influenced by the nature of tiie disease pro-

ducing it. The matter of an irritable sore is ge-

nerally thin, and more or less adulterated by
an admixture of blood. The matter of a

phlegmonous abscess is not like that of a can-

cerous ulcer ; nor is the discharge in either of

these instances like that of scrofulous ab-

scesses or sores. In the matter of indolent

sores, and in that of scrofulous diseases, we
frequently notice flakes of a curd-like sub-

stance, which consist of fibrine or albumen.

The matter discharged from scrofulous dis-

eases is found to contain a large proportion of

soda and muriate of soda ; a fact, which Gen-
drin conceives will account for the very

limpid quality of the greatest part of it.

In many instances, the appearance and che-

mical properties of pus do not seem to depend
upon the kind of disease causing its formation.

The matter of a venereal bubo and that of a
common abscess look alike : yet, inoculate witli

them, and the results will be very different

:

a person, inoculated with the matter from the

venereal bubo, will have the venereal disease

communicated to him : but the person, inocu-

lated with tlie matter of the common abscess,

will escape without ill consequences. The
matter of gonorrhoea, that of the pustules of

small-pox, and that of chicken-pox, may pre-

sent exactly the same appearances to the eye

;

yet, when applied to a mucous membrane, or

the skin, the difference in their cff'ects, as ma-
nifested in the specific diseases which they
excite, proves that their nature cannot be at

all alike.

About seventy years ago, when it was the

established doctrine, that pus could not be
formed without a breach in the solids, or ulcer-

ation, it was thought to be a point of great

practical importance to have some criterion, by
which pus and mucus might be discriminated

from each other. Hence, several tests were
proposed by Grashuis, Darwin, and others;

but, on account of the notion of ulceration

being essential to suppuration having been re-

nounced,these tests excite now much less inlere.st.

Doubtless, in many cases, the differences be-

tween pus and mucus are .sufficiently obvious.

The secretion from a liealthy mucous mem-
brane may be readily known by its chemical
properties from the j)us of a phlegmonous ab-
scess; but the mucus, secreted from an un-
healthy mucous membrane, may not be so

easily distinguished from pus. In this case,

pus and mucus may alternately succeed one
another. Formerly, more importance would
necessarily be attached to the possibility of

distinguishing one secretion from the other,

because, as I have said, the formation of pus
was regarded as a proof of ulceration; a
question then of much interest, with reference

to what was expectorated from the lungs in

phthisis. But, at the present day, what would
the diagnosis gain, if some unequivocal differ-

ences could always be pointed out between pus
and mucus? Here, I perfectly agree with Pro-
fessor Andral, that it would gain nothing;

since the mucous membrane of the bronchia, in

the state of only cJironic inflammation, without
any ulceration, may pour out all the varieties of

fluid which ever issue from an ulcerated ex-

cavation in the parenchymatous texture of tlie

lungs. The distinction between mucus and
pus has, therefore, ceased to interest practical

surgeons and physicians in the degree, which
was so common forty or fifty years ago.

Gentlemen, I will now beg your attention

to the theory of suppuration. It was Boer-

haave's opinion, that pus was formed of the

dissolved textures of parts, namely, of muscles,

vessels, tendons, membranes, cellular substance,

&c., all melted down, as it were, and blended
together. Now, one single fact which I can
mention, and one, concerning which all the

gay youthful characters of our sex must feel

interested, will be sufficient to refute this hy-
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pothcsis. Young <^ent!emen will catch go-

norrhoea; and then, if suppuration from the

urethra were to gjo on for a long time, as it

frequently does, there would soon be none of

a certain organ left, according to the Boer-

haavian views of the process of suppuration

(a laugh). A clap would be, indeed, a

formidable complaint, and the risk of it

quite enough to cool the ardour of youth.

Pringle espoused the hypothesis, that pus

was generated by putridity and fermenta-

tion ; but these and other not more valuable

ideas are now exploded. With regard to

Boerhaave's theory, I may remind you of

what has been already explained to you, that

pus is often formed without any breach in

the solids whatsoever : this important fact was
first made out in the middle of the last cen-

tury, by Dr. William Hunter, M. Quesnay,
De Haen, Morgagni, and several others. I

have mentioned to you the remarkable case

of empyema, which first enlightened Dr. Hun-
ter and 31r. Samuel Sharp on the subject.

It was one in which, though an immense
quantity of pus was contained in the cavity

of the pleura, not a single point of ulceration

could be discovered. We know, too, that

dead animal matter will he immersed in the

matter of al)scesses for a long time, without
being dissolved. Sloughs may be thus situated

for months ; and if there be any diminution
in them at all, it is slight, and such as may-

be accounted for on the principle of absorp-
tion. With regard to fermentation, as con-
cerned in the production of pus, we know
that it cannot be the fact, because many ab-
scesses long remain completely stationary,which
would be incompatible with the nature of fer-

mentation.

Sympathetic inflammatory fever, and also

hectic fever, were formerly considered as es-

sentially preceding the formation of pus.

Hence the terms hectic and suppurative fever
were sometimes used synonymously. It fre-

quently happens, indeed, that these affections

exist previously to the formation of pus, and
that hectic fever often accompanies it, but we
know that they are not essential to its pro-
duction. A surface, which is blistered, may
be made to produce a large quantity of pus for

an indefinite time, by dressing it in a particular

manner; yet here no fever of any kind is

frequently present.

According to the best views entertained on
the subject, at the present day, pus is believed
to be separated from the blood by a particular

action of the minute vessels ; it is formed by
the capillary arteries of the part, which assume
a power analogous to that of glandular secre-

tion. This explains why pus is thrown out
from the vessels, rather than coagulating
lymph or mucus. After inilammation has
gone on for some time, the vessels alter their

inode of action, sometimes gradually, so that

coagulable lymph and pus, or mucus and pus,

may be at "first secreted from the same tex-

ture, and be mixed togetiicr. If, then, the

modern theory of suppui-ation be correct, pus
is separated from the blood by the inex-
plicable operation of the capillary arteries;

and I maj- here notice one fact, which mate-
rially confirms the analogy between suppu-
ration and secretion, which is, that the two
processes are influenced by the same circum,-

stances : thus, if an ulcer become inflamed, its

discharge is diminished, altered, or suppressed.

Who does not know, that tlie quality and
quantity of the purulent secretion of an ulcer

are often considerably changed by mental
trouble, and by the diminution or increase of

other secretions ? What experienced surgeon
is not aware of the influence of nervous emo-
tion on the quantity and quality of purulent
secretions ? Of the influence of some organic or

functional disorder in other parts of the bod)-,

with which those in the state of suppuration
have no particular connexion of function or

structure .' Any irritation in the neighbouring
parts has also the etfect of changing the pro-
perties of pus. This is not all ; for, as Pro-
fessor Andral remarks, whether one kind of
pus is to be produced, or another, depends
upon the particular constitutions of individuals,

or upon peculiarities in their entire organiza-

tion. Thus, in certain patients, the discharge
is always either a thin serous fluid, blood more
or less diluted, or else characterized by flakes

of a clotted yellow substance floating in liquid

albumen. Gentlemen, you will find these facts

illustrated by the diflferences which present

themselves in the nature of pus in common ab-
scesses, and in that, which is formed in persons
labouring under scurvy, or scrofula.

The next subject for consideration is the

textures in which suppuration is principallij

observed. I have already noticed, that certain

tissues are more disposed to suppuration than
adhesive inflammation, and, in particular, that

mucous membranes are more liable to suppu-
ration than serous membranes. The common
cellular substance is very frequently the seat

of abscesses ; but that, which connects mucous
membranes with contiguous parts, rarely sup-
purates. Pus is often formed in veins, as you
will find illustrated in suppurative diseases of
the uterus. In such cases, pus is often seen
not only in the veins of that organ, but in the
iliac and hypogastric veins, and even in the

vena cava. Pus is also sometimes found in

veins which have been pricked, tied, or other-

wise irritated. In these examples, the pus
may be formed within the veins themselves.

Andral found pus in the centre of clots of

blood in the heart ; this is a very curious cir-

cumstance, and if the pus were really pro-

duced in that substance, as Andral conceives to

be possible, the circumstance materially affects

the present theory of suppuration. In the

museum of this University, you will find a

preparation, exhibiting a coagulum taken from

the heart, and said to have contained a quantity

of purulent matter within it.
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Gentlemen,
I HAVE to speak of some cases that were dis-

charged previous to my last lecture; the cases

that have been dismissed tliis week arc ready

noted for me ; but I have left the paper that

had the names of those precedin<r at home,

and those are the names I am now looking for

in the book.

Ulceration of the tongue.—The first was a

case of ulceration of the tongue, which had ex-

isted two months. Sometimes in ulceration of

the tongue there is no inflammation, conse-

quently there is no inflammation to treat:

other cases we find accompanied solely with

inflammation. This difference has led me to

speak of the present case, which illustrates this

fact. Various kinds of treatment are adopted

with success. The case of this woman, ap-

peared from her statement, that she had been

salivated two months ago for a sore throat,

and eruption all over her body, although she

positively denied ever having the venereal

disease; her tongue, at the time of her admis-

sion, was swollen, tremulous, and there was an

ulcer situated on the right side of it, near the

tip. I had her bled to a pint, and put upon a

low diet, a diet of milk, and the ulcer on the

tongue touched with the nitrate of silver. From
this treatment, in the course of a few days, she

got quite well. I perceive the report says, on

the fifth, she was quite well. I had the nitrate

of silver used, owing to the indolent a[)pearance

of the ulcer. The ulcer, I have no doubt,

might have got well if I had not had recourse

to the bleeding, but by the bleeding I much
quickened the cure, together with the low diet.

Many similar results take place from merely

attending to diet. You will find, that, by at-

tending to the system, you generally will be

successful, and should it be inflammatory,

bleed them, and keep them upon a low diet. I

have mostly treated these ulcers by bleeding,

without employing any other remedy, and I

have found it successful in all the cases I have

treated that are inflammatory.

Different kinds of rheumatism—There was

a case of rheumatism of the knee-joint, in a

young woman in Mary's Ward ; the part was
elastic and greatly swollen. I had the iodine

well rubbed in, and in the course of a few days

she said she was perfectly well. Now I can-

not think that iodine would have such a quick

effect ; and the fact was, as I have since heard,

that she wished to go out to see her sweet-

heart, and went out accordingly. There was
another case of rheumatism presented in a man

;

the pains were relieved by warmth. There is

one very useful rule that you may almost

always be guided by in rheumatism, and by this

you may always tell whether it is inflammatory

or not, and that is, whether it is relieved by
heat or cold. There are two descriptions of

rheumatism, and the treatment of them are

very different. If the pains are relieved by
cold, and become worse from heat, it is inflam-

matory; and if increased by sold, and relieved

by heat, it is not inflammatory. In the former,

antiphlogistic treatment must be had recourse

to ; and in the latter, the treatment must be

quite contrary, viz. by exciting warmth by sti-

mulants, and' the best that I have found for

this is the ammoniated tincture of guaiacum,

together with the warm bath. Rheumatism

may be treated in the best manner possible,

and fretiuently will not subside, owing to its

being kept up by some exciting cause, which

might not be perceived by the medical at-

tendant; the patient may either still be exposed

to the weather, be living in damp places, or

be not sufliciently careful of diflTerent temper-

atures. There are remedies, if not counter-

acted, that will in general give relief, and

frequently fail, owing to some unforeseen cause

;

the sufl^erer may be taking diet contrary to his

orders, therefore it is always necessary to make
minute inquiries. Diet frequently counteracts

the effect of our treatment, even in the hos-

pitals ; improper food is brought to the sick by
their friends, and, though I am very strict on

this point, yet 1 find it impossible to prevent

its occurrence. For instance, as regards porter,

it is supplied in such a bad way, that patients

can get it when they please, by merely paying

for it. It ought to "be given out in the same

manner as medicine, that is by a proper officer

attached to the hospital. The wine is served

out in this way by a very trusty, excellent,

steady man, and one who can be depended

upon. The porter at present is got from a

publican in the neighbourhood, who of course

would sell as much as he could of it ; and if

patients get such remedies as these, of course

it is impossible to cure them. Another cause,

which often counteracts the effects of our re-

medies in rheumatism, at least amongst the

poor people, is the dampness of the situation

in which they live, which is one of the prin-

cipal exciting causes of the disease, and tends
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to keep it up. The patient I have just spoken
of went out perfectly well.

I next speak of a case of rheumatism oc-

curring in a man in Jacob's Ward, who had
been ill two months, and ascribed the origin of
the disease to cold. We should always try to

ascertain the cause of these affections, since

pains like rheumatism frequently occur after

scarlet fever—after ague, both during the

attack, and upon the alternate days of ague.

But we generally find rheumatism arise from
the simple or combined effect of wet and cold.

In this case, there was no particular excite-

ment of the system, the bowels were regular

;

urine natural
; pulse good ; and the pains were

relieved by warmth. In the hot inflammatory
rheumatism, it is necessary to employ the an-
tiphlogistic treatment, that is, general and local

bleeding, the application of cold, if it is most
agreeable to tlie filings of the patient, and the

exhibition of colchicum or mercury. In the
other sort, or cold rheumatism, the opposite
plan of treatment is to be adopted, viz. the hot
bath and stimulants, and the ammoniated tinc-

ture of guaiacum, as I have before mentioned,
I have always found the best remedy ; and, to

repeat it according to circumstances, I find it

an excellent medicine in this disease. Some-
times it is difficult to find out to which of these

species the disease belongs, and when this is

the case, mercury should always be given, for

it is equally serviceable in both cold and hot
rheumatism. As soon as the mouth becomes
sore, the pains decline, but it is still necessary
to continue it for some time, in order perfectly

to remove the disease ; therefore, in doubtful
cases, it is best to give mercury, for it will al-

ways do good. We frequently find rheumatism
in different states, at the same time, in different

parts of the body, and the parts, differently af-

fected, require a different plan of treatment.

In mixed cases, that is, when one part is re-

lieved by heat and the other not, mercury should
be given, as it is beneficial both in the cold

and hot rheumatism ; I generally, also, have
recourse to the warm bath, which I find useful.

In the slightly active rheumatism, and in the

cold, I order it to be used at as high a tem-
perature as can well be borne ; this acts as a
slight stimulating and also a soothing remedy.
I never use it in the acute form, for, in moving
the patient, it would occasion great pain, and
in all probability do mischief. In this case I

ordered the warm bath to be used daily, and
gave liim two grains of submuriate of mercury
every night, and, in the course of three weeks,
he left the hos[)ital quite well. You see, that

the treatment of rheumatism, owing to attention

being paid to this distinction, and using the

remedies proper to each, may generally suc-

cessfully be cured.

In indolent swelling of joints, arising from
collection of synovia, or thickening of ligaments,

I find the iodine very useful ; and in indolent
thickening of the joints, I have found arsenic
the best internal remedy : this was well

illustrated in a little child, whom, I dare say.

some of you recollect in Mary's Ward, in

the last bed on the left-hand side, who had
a chronic enlargement and thickening of the

ligaments of the wrist, and by persevering in

the use of arsenic, she got m«ch better;

she derived but little benefit from it at first,

but after continuing it for a long time, this

affection got well, or nearly so, and I think

was made an out-patient. You can see at

present several patients in this hospital with the

different sorts of rheumatism trealed according
to their symptoms. Colchicum seldom does
good, unless it occasions purging; therefore I

assist its operation by the addition of the mag-
nesiae sulphatis. W'here colchicum does no
good, mercury is generally useful ; indeed, I

have always found mercury a useful remedy,
and superior to colchicum, in doubtful cases.

Incipient hyperlrophy of left ventricle of
the heart.—A man was admitted into Jacob's

Ward, on the 27th September, with hyper-
trophy of the heart. He staled that he had
been knocked down by a mast of a ship, which
struck him upon the lower part of the chest,

and for some time afterwards lie discharged

blood from his bowels, and was seized with
sudden pain in the region of the heart, accom-
panied with cough and dyspnoea, At the
time of his admission his pulse was strong and
full, and there was strong impulse of the left

ventricle, caused by hypertrophy. There was
evidently inflammation about the heart, as there

was such acute piercing pain in the region of

that organ, extending to ihe shoulder. I had
him cupped to a [)"nt, thus treating him by
local bleeding and starvation. After the cup-
ping, a violent haemorrhage occurred, which
required surgical means to restrain it. It could
not be checked by the ordinary means, but
Mr. Green was obliged to have recourse to

the actual cautery to stop it. I have known
three cases die from htemorrhage after cup-
ping. I recollect one case occurring in this

hospital ; the man pulled off the compress
three or four times; profuse hsemorrhage took
place, and in the morning he was found welter-

ing in his blood, and died from exhaustion.

Cuppers should therefore take care, when they
are about to cup tlie front of the body, tliat

the scarificator is not too deeply set. It is

well known, that blisters applied to the chest,

in children, are apt to slough ; and in cupping,
as haemorrhage is likely to occur, the cupper
should be careful to raise the flesh as niuch as

possible, to prevent the scarificator from pene-

trating too deep. This man nearly died, and
undoubtedly would have done so, if Mr. Green
had not ap[)lied the actual cautery; for he
was afterwards so much debilitated, and his

pulse so very feeble, that I was obliged to

support him by giving him wine and mutton
chops, and by this means brought him round.

After a time, he became so full of blood, at-

tended by violent throbbing pain in the head,

especially about his forehead, that I was obliged

to have him bled twice, and a blister a{)plied

o the forehead, before these symptoms abated,
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He was a great deal better when he went out,

though not quite well. His pulse was still

sharp, but the pain and difBculty of breathing

had left him. So you perceive, after the bleed-

ing that had occurred, owing to the good
nourishment he took, the blood was richer,

and I was again obliged to pull him back.

When a disease of this kind has existed for

years, it will again return, after having been

entirely cured, in consequence of the predis-

position which exists in the constitution. Be-

sides this, it is difficult to persuade the patients

to follow that plan, in a modified degree, under

which the disease has subsided. In this case,

I told the man to take care, he wishing to go
out on account of some family matters. I am
afraid, from over-exertion, the disease will

again return.

Bronchitis uith dropsy.—The next case

that was presented was that of a woman, who
had been in Mary's Ward for some time with

chronic bronchitis and dropsy. Siie was ad-

mitted the 6th September, and had been ill

four months. This was a good illustration of

chronic bronchitis and dropsy, a complication

which frecjucntly occurs, and is cured by tlie

same remedies; for, by removing tlie cln-onic

bronchitis, the dropsy generally subsides. This

woman, then, had been ill four months with a

general swelling of the whole body; her legs

were hard and large, abdomen swollen, and
fluctuated; she could not lie horizontally, or

on cither side, but best upon the back. Had
dyspnoea on moving about, and during tlie

night ; lips l)lue ; countenance bluish ; eyes red

and suflPused ;
pain in the head. I considered

tliis a bad case, on account of the congested

state of the lungs. There was a sonorous or

snoring sound, as also sibilous and mucous
rattle in the chest. I endeavoured to unload

the lungs by cupping and bleeding. She was
bled four times to eight ounces ; the blood was
l)uffcd and cupped. I gave her some of the

tincture of squills, with the acetate of potass,

nitric aether, and tincture of digitalis ; and, as

she felt continually sick, to allay the irritation

of the stomach, I gave her two drops of the

hydrocyanic acid, and under this treatment

she got better; but, after a time, made no
further progress, and the disease appeared
stationary. I was afraid I should not be able

to remove it, and that she would sink. A per-

son, after an attack of acute bronchitis, fre-

quently becomes subject to the chronic form

of the disease for the rest of his life, upon
catching cold. When there is great secretion

of mucus, and difhculty of breathing, it is

beneficial to administer repeated emetics. As
this woman was not strong enough to bear

bleeding, I determined to try the effect of

emetics upon her, which was a plan adopted

by Laennec, though not his own, for this j)rac-

tice was adopted by some older practitioners.

Emetics should not be given in the acute form

of the disease ; and it would be absurd to ad-

minister them until the inflammation had l)een

reduced bv bleedinir and low diet ; and if re-

quired after a time, emetics will be found bene-

ficial. I gave her one scruple of ipecacuanha

every morning, beginning on the I'ith Oct.

As the powder caused great sickness, on the

16th, it was reduced to ten grains every morn-
ing. After emetics have been taken some time,

it has been observed that the stomach, after

being once irritated, becomes more susceptible,

and a smaller dose is found sufficient to excite

vomiting. If there is great congestion, large

quantities of the sulpliate of copper, tartar-

emetic, and ipecacuanha may be jjiven ; but
sulphate of copper produces inflammation,

tlierefore using it is almost out of the question
;

and the tartar emetic frequently produces gas-

tritis, especially in children, which often causes

death. Of all emetics, ipecacuanha is tJie best

and the safest. On the 16tli October the

woman began to take ten grains, and continued

it for a fortnight every morning. It removed
the congestion of the lungs, and caused the

diuretics to take efl^ect, and all the symptoms
soon disappeared, though I expect she will be
liable, more or less, to a return of bronchitis.

She was so much swollen, the breathing so

difficult, and she was altogether in such a state,

that I iiad, in my own mind, given lier up.

But after taking the emetics the lungs ceased

to be obstructed, and nothing appeared the

matter with her. This practice you will iind

very successful in chronic bronchitis.

Differmt kinds ofparalysis.—There are at

present many cases of paralysis in this hos-

pital, some local, arising from lead, and some
arise from affections of the brain. Some have
one side of the body aflTected ; some one limb

;

and there is one of paralysis of the four ex-

tremities. When this is the case, it is more
manasreable than when one part of the body
is affected. The man, whose case I am about

to notice, complained of numbness of the

second, third, and fourth fingcrsof both hands.

When this is the case, or all the extremities,

it shows that all the brain is aflTected ; often

with incipient or confirmed organic disease.

Sometimes a small portion of the brain on one
side becomes soft, and, as it were, partly disor-

ganized ; then we have paralysis of one side

only. It is rare for both sides to be affected,

and when it does occur, it then is owing, ge-

nerally, to pressure from congestion of the

vessels of the brain. Local paralysis, then,

arises from some local cause, and general pa-

ralysis very frequently caused by inflammation

or congestion of the whole brain. When both

hands are affected, it is a favourable sign, and
tJiis is generally attended with giddiness and
weight in the head. The treatment employed
was bleeding; he was bled to a pint, but

found little relief from it, the pain still remain-

ing. After this he was cupped three times

on the occiput ; lost the pain and numbness,

and went out well. He had also slight dys-

peptic symptoms, accompanied with sickness,

for which I gave him at first tt^ij- of prussic

acid ; this did not have the effect ; I then in-

creased it up to three, four, and then up to five.
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when the vomitin;^ ceased ; all tliese were in-

cidental circumstances, and easily removed,
and he went out well, asl before stilted.

Rheumatism.—There is another case of

rheumatism, which was admitted into Wil-
liams's Ward, Nov. 8th : the parts were hot,

and the pains relieved by warmth ; there was
also pain from sli<;ht pressure on the chest;

had also, when first came in, swelling of his

knees and ankles. As regards the pain in the

chest, I ascertained, by pressure, that it was
not pleuritis. In rheumatism, there is generally,

at first, sweating, together with [)ain from
slight pressure on the clavicle, or any of tlie

bony parts of the chest, which will distinguish

this disease from pleuritis. The least pres-

sure on these parts gave him violent pain.

Rheumatism sometimes produces a violent

stitch in the side. I gave this man Jss. of

vinum colchici, combined wath one drachm
sulphate of magnesia, tliree times a day. If

you have any doubt wliether the disease be
rheumatism or pleurisy, treat it as pleuritis,

and you cannot do wrong. This man got well,

and left the hospital.

Another case of rheumatism I have to speak

about, that I am in doubt whether to call it

rheumatism or syphilis. I treated it by mer-
cury, together with tonics, and under this plan

he soon got well, and left the hospital. These
are all tlie patients, 1 believe, that have been
presented.

Ptieumato - Hydrothorax— Diagnosis —
Stethescopic indications I shall now speak
of an interesting case that is in Jacob's Ward.
It is a case that perhaps you will not see again

for two or three years, a case of air and water
in the left cavity of the chest. This man was
admitted, apparently, with phthisis, not at the

regular taking-in day, but one week when I

had more beds than patients. He had been
ill six months, and was 29 years of age ; was
first taken with shooting pains in the chest,

followed by cough and expectoration of mu-
cous matter

;
pulse 96, sharp and quick, there

was great wasting of the body, and cough.

At first sight the disease appeared to me to be

phthisis. I listened to the chest, but could

find nothing unnatural. You must always look

to symptoms ; never neglect other means of

finding out symptoms because you are ste-

thescopists. In tact, I cannot believe that the

use of the stethoscope will warrant us to ne-
glect other modes of examination, as we have
a great curiosity to find out the agreement of

the stethescopic signs with general symp-
toms. I am sure you see, when I examine
a patient, I pass over nothing, for I always
make use both of my eyes and ears, as well

as touch any part with my fingers if necessary,

and thus attend to every symptom that shows
itself. In this man I judged it was phthisis,

from his appearance; however, I could find

no pectoriloquy, or dull sound. When tuber-

cles first begin to form in the lungs, there

are no indications either from [)ercussion or

the stelhescope. I had not examined liiin for

a fortnight, when, upon applying the stethes-

cope in front of the left side of the thorax, I

could not hear the respiration ; but, upon per-

cussion, there was a hollow sound. It was
then clear there was air in the left cavity of

the thorax, and not in a state of respiration,

but in a state of stagnation. These symptoms
never occur except when air is contained within

the cavity of the pleura. In dilatation of the

bronchia;, and from tubercles causing rupture

of the air-cells, although we find a hollow

sound on percussion, yet there is a slight re-

spiratory murmur heard. In this man, al-

though no respiration could be heard in the

front of the thorax, on hstening to the back,

near the inferior part ofthe lungs, it was heard.

In pneumato-thorax and hjdro-thorax, let there

be ever so large a quantity of air or water in

the pleura, by listening to the posterior and

inferior part of the chest, you will always hear

respiratory murmur; but in tubercles of the

lungs, and when the small bronchial tubes

are obstructed by disease, you cannot hear it at

all, and on percussion, it emits a dull sound
;

but in this case there was a hollow sound, but

not respiration heard ; I, however, concluded

that air was in the lungs. On making him
cough, a peculiar metallic tinkling, like metal

or glass when gently struck, was heard. This

sound you may sometimes hear when the

patient breathes or speaks, but in this case it

could only be heard on coughhig. Now, when
this occurs, you may be sure there is air and

water in the chest and the cavity of the pleura

communicating with the bronchial tubes ; there-

fore, in this case, you may be certain tliere is

not only air, but water ; and from the metaUic

sound, also, you may be certain that the cavity

of the pleura communicates with the bronchia;,

which being the case, you will hear a splash-

ing sound on shaking the man, hke a bottle

half filled with water when shaken. In this

case it might be heard without putting the ear

to the chest, and even at some little distance

from the bed-side. Now, I have no doubt,

from the emaciation, this man had incipient

phthisis, and that one of the tubercles ulcerated

through the pleura. A small spot of tuber-

cular deposit existed, which, after a time,

softened down, and, ulcerating through the

pleura, had made a small communication be-

tween the pleura and bronchial tubes. These
symptoms have been beautifully pointed out

by Laennec, but his work is too bulky for a

student while he is attending the hospitals and
lectures. Now this httle work, translated by
Mr. Sharpe, is exceedingly useful and conve-

nient in size. Laennec's nephew published

a new edition, soon after the death of his

uncle, and put at the end of each section a

recapitulation of the stethescopic signs of the

disease. These have been translated by Mr.
Sharpe, and published in this useful form.

Every one ought to possess this little work,

and students should have it about with them
at the bed-side to refer to in case of disease.

A verv accurate account of this metallic link-
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liiiff is griven by Laennec in these words :

—

" By metallic tinkling is meant that sound
which may be perfectly imitated by {jently

striking with a pin a piece of metal, glass, or

china, or by letting fall grains of sand or pins

into a glass. Metallic tinkling is heard when
the patient breathes, speaks, or coughs; but

more feebly in the former than the two latter

cases. Sometimes the reverse of this hap-
pens, but that is an extreme case." Then he
goes on—'•' Metallic tinkling can be heard in

two cases only ; first, in that of the co-existence

of a serous or purulent discharge in the pleura,

with pneumato-thorax ; second, when a large

tuberculous excavation is partly filled with li-

quid pus. Metallic tinkling, therefore, may
be taken as a sign of a triple lesion when
pueumato-thorax is joined to empyema, since

there must exist, at the same time, a fistulous

communication between the pleura and tlie

bronchise, the result of a tuberculous vomica, of
an abscess in the lungs, or of a gangrenous
eschar. The magnitude of tlie fistulous open-
ing, and the relative proportions of air and
fluid poured out, may be ascertained by tliis

sound. Since the more clearly the tinkling is

heard, the greater is the fistulous opening;
and the greater the extent of the vibrations,

the larger is the space filled with air ; but the

maximum of sound is, perhaps, when the air

and fluid occupy equal parts." 1 have no
doubt that there is tuberculous excavation,

but the opening I presume is not large, since

the tinkling sound cannot be very distinctly

heard. You will find that Laennec has called

it pneu mo-thorax, which is a very bad term,

for it signifies lung in chest

—

•rnvf/.n, lung

—

ioi^a'^, chest, which is nonsense. It ought
to be called pneumato-thorax, from Tnvfji.«,—
Tnufiares, wind— air, by changing the last

letter of the dative into o. In other cases,

words are properly derived, as htematocele,

&c. &c. I do not care so much about words
as things, but it is best to have them correct.

There is another sound which Laennec has
described very accurately, namely, the ampho-
ric sound, or bottle-buzzing, which is this

" Sometimes this sound (metallic tinkling)

passes into another, similar to such as is pro-

duced by blowing into an empty decanter:

this is the bottle-buzzing, or amphoric sound

;

respiration, the voice, and cough, equally dis-

play it. There are two circumstances which
produce the buzzing resonance more frequently

than the tinkling; although sometimes these

sounds succeed one another, or are alternately

produced for uncertain periods, or even heard
simultaneously :—1st. When two or more fistu-

lous openings exist between the cavity occu-

pied with the air and the bronchise. 2dly.

When this cavity is extremely vast, and con-
tains but a small quantity of fluid." I once

heard the sound like blowing into a bottle. I

was examining the chest of a lady last winter,

who was dying, and was struck at hearing

this remarkable sound. I never heard it be-

fore or since ; it was the amphoric, or buzzing

sound, which is heard when the opening into

the pleura is very large; or, if small, when
there are several of them. Now, with respect

to the treatniont, all we can do is to supjwrt

the patient's strength. U the other lung had

suffered by the pressure of the fluid, I should

then have requested Mr. Green to let it out.

Patients suffering from this disease have been

greatly relieved by this practice. Dr. James

Johnson relates a case of an openinsf being

made, and the gush of air that issued forth

blew a candle out that was near. The (nitient

experienced much relief after the operation,

but of coursedied. This man, at present, does

not require this; but sometimes the accumu-
lation of fluid {)resses upon the mediastinum,

and the other side of the chest, causing great

difficulty of breathing, and when this occurs,

you should always let it out. Whenever you
find air or water in the chest without the

tinkling, let it out, as you will often effect a

cure ; but when there is tinkling, consequently

an opening, which generally arises from an

ulcerated tubercle, you catuiot expect a cure,

for where there is one tubercle, others are likely

to occur. Then I give a very imfavourable

prognosis of this case, for the man, I have

no doubt, will die. Should at any time his

breathing become difficult, I shall request Mr.
Green to let out the fluid, and give him tonics,

such as the quinine, iron, &c. &c., keeping him
upon a good nourishing diet.

CLINICAL LECTURE
DELIVERED BY

PROFESSOR GUTHRIE
AT THE

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.

CALCULUS IN THE URETHRA.

Edward Ulling, actat. 11, was admitted into

the Westminster Hospital with the symptoms
of calculus in the urethra, and one was dis-

covered situated behind the scrotum. On Sa-

turday, 3d of November, Mr. Guthrie ex-

tracted it, and the boy is now doing well;

the water passing by the proper passage.

The operation was performed with the usual

coolness and precision of the surgeon.

On the succeeding Saturday, Mr. Guthrie

made the following remarks :

—

The boy, operated on this day-week, from

whose urethra I took out a stone, is going on
very well ; the water now passes, in a great

measure, through the natural passage; and
there has been no inflammation of any conse-

quence. This boy has been so far unfortunate,

inasmuch as he was cut for the stone some
jears ago, and a small one was taken out of

the urethra, above the scrotum, by Mr. Lynn,
a few weeks b^ick. The one I removed was
below it ; and it is to this that 1 wish particu-

larly to direct your attention. It is not un-

common for children to have small stones in
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the urethra, which they pass witli the stream

of urine, and sometimes with considerable dif-

ficulty. It is not advisable, however, to be

loo hasty in such cases, in performing an

operation for their extraction ; for stones of

considerable dimensions, comparatively with

the size of the orifice of the urethra, frequently

pass with but little inconvenience. Here are

several specimens of stones that have been

passed in this way. This large one came away
from a boy in the hospital about six months
ago, but caused him a good deal of suffering.

The only difficulty in its passage was at the

orifice, which at last yielded by dilatation, al-

though in some cases it occasionally requires a

little enlargement. This, which is a composite

calculus (showing another specimen), shows
the great size which may be attained, and yet

passed without an operation, a circumstance

which should always be borne in mind, for it

it is more desirable that the calculus should

pass of its own accord, than be removed by
operation ; it may be necessary to assist this

by passing a bougie down to the stone, in order

to dilate the urethra, and facilitate its passage.

If it be oblong in shape and flat, it may catch in

some point of inequality of the canal, and form
a holiow, in which it will remain. There was
nothing in the size of this stone to require its

being cut out, but it was of an oblong shape,

sharp at the end, as if it had been broken, and
was probably imbedded. Before I removed
it, by the operation, I endeavoured to extract

it by an instrument, passed behind it, which
caused some pain and inconvenience, and did

not succeed. This was the instrument which
I employed, and which was made for me by
Mr. Weiss, about sixteen years ago, for a si-

milar case. It is rather remarkable, that it

quite resembles the instrument now employed
in the new operation for breaking up the stone,

except that this is acted on by pressure, that

by the blow of a hammer.
Unless the stone is so large, that it cannot

pass out of the urethra, or is imbedded in the

manner I have already described, I think it is

advisable not to operate, for I have seen so

many discharged, with time and attention, that

I think nearly all will be so that fairly get into

the passage. When an operation must be
done in children, and indeed in male adults,

the place where it is to be performed is a point

for consideration. There are certain parts at

which you ought not to operate, if it can be
avoided. You ought not, for instance, to make
an incision in the anterior part of the urethra,

or that part which is anterior to the scrotum

;

the nearer the orifice, the greater is the danger
that the incision will not be closed up, for,

owing to the more tendinous structure of these

parts, an opening rarely heals without great

difficulty, an ulcerated hole almost never, so

that you must be particularly careful to avoid
opening into the last inch of the urethra, as it

will generally leave a fistula, which will be
very unpleasant. Nearer to the scrotum, there

is a great liability for contraction of the

urethra, as a result ; so that when there is a

stone in this situation, you must endeavour as

much as possible to dilate the canal, and to ex-

tract it by the forceps, or press it forwards.

There is a portion of the urethra you should

not open at all, if you can possibly help it ; viz.

that part which is opposed to the scrotum, or

the pendulous bag in which the testicles are

suspended ; if an opening is made through this

part, the urine is very liable to become infil-

trated into it, and gives rise to erysipelatous

inflammation, which is usually followed by
sloughing, and may terminate in the death of

the patient, or at least in very serious incon-

venience.

In removing this calculus, I made a plain

and straight incision, dividing, as you saw,

the spongy body and part of the bulbous por-

tion of the urethra. It is desirable not to

divide any part of the bulb if it can be avoided

;

but no inconvenience has arisen in this case

;

there was but little liaimorrhage, and the pa-

tient will do well. It has been said, that

dividing the bulbous portion of the urethra

will lead to impotence, and, on that account,

its division is directed to be avoided ; but it

has occurred to me to divide it several times,

and to see it divided, and the adult patients

have said that it did not produce that effect

;

and although I recommend you to avoid

wounding it, it is not for that reason. If the

stone be lodged as I have described it to have
been in this case, you must divide the urethra,

at whatever part it is situated, by a straight

incision. If it be so large that it cannot be
brought forward when just behind the scro-

tum, yet can be pushed backwards towards the

membranous part of the urethra, this should

be done, and the stone extracted just where
you have seen me do it.

When the stone is situated far back in the

membranous part of the urethra, it will be
better to make a lateral incision in the peri-

neum on the left side, having previously passed
a staff so as to touch it. This may and should
always be done, in the adult, when a stone

of a large size passes out of the bladder, or is

brought out of it by the forceps, and is not likely

to be carried further forward without great dif-

ficulty or suffering. It is an operation of little

difficulty, and usually very safe. When the

stone cannot be dislodged from immediately
behind the scrotum, so as to be passed back-

ward in preference to being brought forwards,

the scrotum must be divided freely down-
wards, and after the operation, kept up, or sup-

ported in such a way, that the urine may not

be infiltrated in it.

Ulceration of the urethra from the presence

of a stone, and consequent extravasation of

urine, rarely occurs in a child, although it is

of too frequent occurrence in the adult. The
preparation I now show you exhibits the ure-

thra with a large calculus imbedded in it be-

hind the bulb. The urethra ulcerated in this

part, and tlie urine made its escape through it.

The man could not make anv water, vet a
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largje gum elastic catheter passed with toler-

ahle ease into tlie bladder. If it had been
retained, no evil would have ensued until the

stone had been removed; but, unluckily, it

slipped out, and the man, in forcinjj to pass

his water, filled the scrotum and neighl)ouring-

parts with urine, and simk rapidly- His lite

would have Ijeeu saved by an incision in tlie

perineum, through which the stone might
have been extracted, and the urine would
have passed out. Neither in these cases, nor

in those in which it is necessary to open the

urethra and divide a stricture, should you
tbllow the advice to be found in books, of in-

troducing a catheter into the bladder and
leaving it there. It is not good practice to do

it even from the wound ; it is very bad indeed

when carried through the penis. In an old

ease, with a bladder thickenc<l, and its raucous

lining aflTected by chronic inflannnation, it is

absolutely murderous, and is always unneces-

sary ; for the urine will always maintain its

course, or at least until the irritation has sub-

sided, when any contraction which may have

taken place will be easily overcome without

an instrument, and particularly a solid one,

being carried into the bladder. I cannot be

too strenuous in my observations, or too earnest

in impressing them upon you, as they are

opposed so much to what, as I have already

said, you will find in books. If it should be

an old stricture, which renders it necessary

to divide the urethra, and it is situated at the

commencement of the membranous part of the

urethra, say from six and a half to seven inches,

it is recommended by some surgeons to make
a lateral incision in the perineum, not a cen-

tral one, and on being directed to the urethra,

by the part behind the stricture (which is, in

such a case, often greatly dilated on every

effort of the patient), to open this part, and
thus, in relieving tlie most urgent symptoms,
to allow the stricture, the original cause, to re-

main for after treatment. I am not going to

enter into this subject in this lecture ; but I

do not hesitate to call this very unsafe })ractice.

The operation is difficult, when the part to be
divided is at or behind the triangular liga-

ment; for it is not always so easy to distin-

guish these parts, and almost every thing

remains to be done afterwards, and whicli

is not easily done, often, indeed, requiring

another operation. I always teach and re-

commend, that an incision be made in the

central line, low down, and directly inwards

on the urethra, on the anterior face of the

stricture. If there is not room, from the deplli

of the part, the stricture being situated at

seven inches, an incision across the perineum
of an inch and a half in length—something

after the manner in which Celsus cut for the stone

—will allow the rectum to be pressed down and
the urethra to be further exposed if necessary.

But if you cut into the urethra on the face of

the stricture, a common probe can generally

be passed through it, and a lachrymal prol)e

always. Once a probe can be passed through.

all difficulty is over, and a straight, blunt-

backed, and pointed bistoury (a French one)

cannot fail to pass on by the side of it, with

its edge turned towards the pubis; and if

there is then not sufficient room, and the

parts are hard and cartilaginous from long-

continued disease, the bistoury should be

turned first with its edge to the right and
then to the left, when it cannot fail to do all

that is required. People under these circum-

stances lose their lives because surgeons will

not do a simple operation in sufficient time,

and before essential mischief has taken place to

the parts and to the constitution.

On the Monday evening following, Mr.
Guthrie demonstrated the parts from two dis-

sections made for the purpose, and added, tliat

he suspected that the stone he had extracted

from the child was a concretion from some
sand, or particles, left after the first operation

on the bladder, of which, among others, he had
seen one curious instance.

A German soldier was wounded at the battle

of Waterloo, by a musket ball, which entered

immediately above the pubes, with just suffi-

cient strength to drop into the bladder without

injuring it internally. In all probability it

contained a quantity of urine, into which the

ball was received, and which took off' the im-

petus and jar. The soldier, in making water,

found it bloody, but suffered little other in-

convenience, and the wound healed. It was
soon discovered that the ball was rolling loose

in the bladder, and the surgeon in charge

was so good as to send the man, with the one

I had operated upon successfully at the hip

joint, to London, to the York Hospital. The
ball was by that time largely covered with

a quantity of the triple phosphates, and I

operated upon him in the presence of the Ad-
jutant-General, Quartermaster-General, &c.,

who came to see so extraordinary a case. The
cutting part was done in a minute, but on

seizing the stone with the forceps it broke into a

number of pieces, and the ball, from its weight,

was extracted with some difficulty ; indeed it

was necessary to raise it by two fingers, intro-

duced into the rectum, before the points of the

forceps could be depressed enough to touch it.

The pieces of calcareous matter were afterwards

removed, and the bladder well washed out

to get away the smallest particles. The man
recovered without a bad symptom ; but a little

irritation remained, and on passing a sound,

I felt and dislodged something which came
away with the urine next day, and proved to be

a circle of calcareous matter which had con-

creted around the orifice of the bladder, having

a round opening corresponding to it in its

middle. If this had not been brought away,

another stone would certainly have been formed.

This little deposit is in the museum at Chatham.
The ball, and its surrounding calcareous matter,

I kept for several years; but one day some
gentleman took a fancy to it, and stole it. It

was a case giving rise to many reflections,

which we will refer to at another period.
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OBSERVATIONS
ON

GASTRIC FEVER AND GASTRIC
INFLAMMATION.

BY JOHN M'^DIVITT^ SURGKON.

DiRiNG the winter of 1830-31, and the suc-

ceeding spring and summer, almost all the

cases of fever, whicli occurred in this part of

the country, presented, at their commencement,
symptoms of severe cerebral affection. Tliere

was an acute pain in one or both temples,

with giddiness, flushing of the eyes and face,

and an impaired, or a disordered state of the

sensorial functions. The pulse was tolerably-

full and resisting, the skin was hot and dry,

there was considerable thirst, and, at the same
time, a scanty excretion of high-coloured

urine. Generally, in the course of four or five

days, whether blood-letting was or was not had
recourse to, these symptoms gradually declined,

and were succeeded by a feeling of extreme
debility, a dull heavy pain in the occiput,

partial perspirations, and a rather abundant
secretion of pale inodorous urine. The patient

seldom confined himself to his chamber, or

even to his house; but he was totally inca-

pable of any thing like active exertion, either

of the mind or body. He lost almost all ap-
petite for food, he wasted exceedingly in flesh,

and these, after a time, were almost the only-

symptoms by which you could discover that lie

laboured under some weighty malady. In this

state of things, you might go on prescribing, in

succession, the different preparations of steel,

the mineral acids, the simple bitters, with little

or with absolutely no advantage. The patient,

at the termination of several weeks, or even
montlis, was as far from health as ever, and
continued so for an indefinite period, unless

the bark, or quinine, happened to be admi-
nistered. This circumstance appeared the

more remarkable, as, after the fourth or fifth day,

when the excitement had completely subsided,

the disease continued to present the most uni-

form appearance, nothing like an intermission,

or even a remission, being discernible through-
out its whole course.

Towards the end of August, there occurred,

in our practice, a few cases of fever, which
presented symptoms considerably different from
those just described. Pain of the head was
still complained of, but it was pain of a dull

heavy nature, and, instead of being confined
to one or both temples, it extended over the

greater part of the head. There was compa-
ratively little excitement, the pulse being quick,

but rather feeble ; the eyes had more or less

of a yellow tinge ; and, from the very outset,

the prostration of strength was excessive. For-
merly the tongue had, in almost every instance.

been covered with a thick cream-coloured fur,

in the present cases, a pale and very thin fiha

was spread over its surface, which seemed
made up of an infinite number of minute gra-
nules. Respiration was short and hurried, and
when a deep inspiration was attempted, the
patient often complained of what he termed
" a sharp catching pain" at the stomach ; slight

pressure over this organ betrayed a great der
grec of tenderness, and even a small quantity

of the blandest fluid could not be swallowed
without inducing either nausea or vomiting.

The bowels, at the commencement, were most
frequently costive ; the state of the urine was
variable, in some cases it was high-coloured

and small in quantity, in others it was pale and
rather abundant, and no cause could be dis-

covered to which this difference might be sa-

tisfactorily attributed. Almost every joint of
the body was in turn the seat of severe })ain,

and not unfrequently the calves of the legs,

and the muscles on the back part of the neck,

became painful and tender, and continued so

for several days.

This type of fever became very prevalent in

September, and during the fourteen months,
which have intervened between that period and
the present, we have never been without some
cases of it. Its attacks have been confined
almost exclusively to the lower orders of the
people, and to such individuals among them as
are particularly ill fed and ill clothed. When
a rare case has occurred, in a person differently-

circumstanced, it has invariably succeeded
either a severe attack of the common bowel
complaint, or some other debilitating affection.

No terms can convey an adequate notion of
the state of misery "to which this disease

reduces those who have the misfortune to be
attacked by it. They lose all relish for food

;

and if they take any, they do so merely from
the conviction, that without some sustenance
life cannot be maintained. Their strength be-
comes so much exhausted, that even movino'
fi"om one side of their room to the other causes
fatigue ; their niglits are almost sleepless ; and,
when the disease has advanced beyond tho
second, or, it may be, the third week, excessive

perspirations break out every morning towards
tlie dawn of day. Often, too, about this period,
a most harassing cough sets in, which shakes
the whole frame of the patient, and continues
to beset him long after all the other most
troublesome symptoms have departed. The
expectoration is usually scanty, and tiie appli-

cation of the stethescope to the chest does not

discover any pulmonary affection.

In some cases, chiefly those in which, by
the imprudent persuasions of their friends, the
patients have been induced to take ale, wine,
or animal food, for the purpose of recruiting

their strength, the pain at tlie stomach lias

been much aggravated, and, at the same time,

there has been established a degree of excite-

ment which you would not think frames so

debilitated capable of setting up. This ex-
citement has not usually existed many hours.
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before (haemorrhaoje from the stomach ac-

cruing) the local pain has become reheved
;

but the patients have fallen into a state lower,

if possible, and more miserable, than that in

which they had previously been.

It has been already remarked, that the dis-

ease is almost exclusively confined to the ill

fed and the ill clothed ; and there can be little

doubt that privation is its great predisposing

cause. The diet of the lowest class of the

people consists, principally, ofsubstances which
are not very nutritious. A proportionately

larger quantity of them, therefore, is taken

;

so that the stomach, while it participates in

the general debility of the system, is called

upon to make greater exertions. By these its

energy becomes more and more exhausted,

until, at length, it is irritated and disordered

by the same quality and quantity of food,

which, in a state of greater vigour, it could

digest with ease. Thus it is, that the local

affection is, in a great measure, caused by the

general debility, while both, again, concur in

producing that assemblage of symptoms in

which gastric fever may be said to consist.

Sometimes, however, the causes mentioned
above merely predispose to the disease, which
does not become developed until after the

operation of some exciting cause, such as ex-
posure to cold, or undue exertion long con-
tinued.

From these observations it must, I think,

be evident, that they greatly err who con-

sider gastric fever and gastric inflammation as

synonymous, or who regard the latter as the

sole cause of the former. In both, inflammation
of the stomach certainly exists ; but in the one
it constitutes the essence of the disease, while
in the other it is nothing more than a mere
symptom, produced by the general state of the

system, and dependent, in a great measure,
upon that state for its continuance. So widely
different, indeed, are the symptoms attendant

upon gastric fever, and upon simple gastritis,

that it is scarcely possible to conceive how any
one, who has paid proper attention to those

symptoms, can confound the two affections.

Almost the only points of analogy which exist

between them are, that they often prevail epi-

demically at the same time, and that the same
exciting causes exist to both. In most other

respects they admit of being contrasted with
each other, so that it is not a difficult matter

to distinguish between them. This is a fortu-

nate circumstance, for it will be found, when
we come to a consideration of the treatment,

that the same means of cure are not applicable

to both. In the mean time, it may not be
amiss to describe briefly an attack of gastritis,

adverting chiefly to those symptoms by which
it may most readily be distinguished from
gastric fever.

The first symptom by which gastritis usually

discovers itself is a peculiar sensation, which
is felt soon after food has been taken, and which
the patient often endeavours to explain by
comparing it to that which a stone, or other

hard indigestible substance in the stomach,

might produce. This sensation soon becomes
converted into an acute, burning pain, greatly

alleviated by very cold water, or by ice, and
aggravated by almost every thing else. A
considerable degree of general excitement is,

in a short time, established, the pulse becoming
either full and large, or small, hard, and jerk-

ing. The tongue is seldom furred, except at

the root, and in a rather narrow stripe, run-
ning through the centre towards the tip ; the
other parts are preternaturally red, particu-

larly the papillre, which are much elevated.

Oftentimes deep fissures form in the tongue,

which presents altogether the appearance of

so much raw flesh. The skin is hot and dry ;

the bowels are obstinately costive; and the

urine is scanty and high-coloured. The ap-
petite is seldom greatly impaired ; but if the

inflammation be very acute, the patient ab-
stains, as much as possible, from food, on
account of the pain and distress which he ex-

periences after eating. Frequently, however,
when the existing degree of inflammatory ac-

tion is low, the appetite is unnaturally craving,

and the patient, however much he may dread
the more remote consequences, can with diffi-

culty refrain from gratifying it. Sometimes a
sinking sensation at the stomach is complained
of, together with a feeling of great general de-
bility, but the firm pulse, which co-exists with
these indications, proves that they ought not to

be confided in. The affection would ajipear

to be most frequent in persons of a sanguineous
constitution, and of rather a full habit of bed v.

It terminates invariably, I believe, by a diar-

rhoea.

There is no doubt that an attack of gastritis,

such as that just described, does now and then
degenerate into real gastric fever ; but this is

no reason why the two affections should be
considered identical. Nor are we thence to

conclude, that gastric fever invariably origi-

nates in inflammation of the stomach, for it

has already, I think, been clearly shown, that

that local affection is frequently not the first

link in the chain of diseased actions, but is

connected with, and dependent on, a prc-
existent state, of the general system. Gastric

fever, in short, is something more than simple
gastritis; in the former there is superadded
to the local affection, great debility of the

whole nervous system, which debility is proved
by the numerous phenomena to which it

alone could give rise; and, among the rest,

by the very imperfect manner in which the
nutritive capillaries, throughout the entire

body, perform their functions. To this last

circumstance are to be attributed the almost

total loss of appetite, and the extreme debility

which exist in gastric fever ; while in simple
gastritis, neither the appetite nor the strength

is very much impaired.

My remarks upon the treatment of gastric

fever shall not be very extended ; for, unfor-

tunately, the means witli which we are ac-

quainted of exercising a salutary influence
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over its course are few, and not very efficient.

Observing the prevalence of the disease, and
tlie state of indescribable misery to which it

reduces its subjects, I felt convinced of its im-

portance, and have devoted to the study of it

not a little time and attention. As yet, how-
ever, I liavc not been so fortunate as to attain

to the knowledge of a plan of treatment, with

the results of which I can feel satisfied. De-
spite of every thing that could be done, the

disease has often extended beyond the eighth,

the tenth, or the twelfth week. The con-

tinuance for such a space of time of simple

gastritis would argue much blame on the part

either of the medical attendant or of the pa-
tient. Nothing, indeed, serves more distinctly

to mark the difference that exists between the

two affections, than the different effects which
the same remedial measures produce in each.

In simple gastritis, one general blood-letting,

followed, or not, according to circumstances,

by the application of leeches, or a blister, or
by cupping over the stomach, together with
due abstinence, does not often fail in effecting

a speedy re-establishment of health ; but in

true gastric fever, general blood-letting is sel-

dom or never admissible. The application of
a few leeches, or of a cupping-glass, may be
had recourse to with benefit, the local pain
becoming relieved ; but if tempted by this

advantage, you should go on employing these

measures again and again, as some have recom-
mended, you would iind yourself greatly dis-

appointed in the result. You might thus re-

duce your patient to mere skin and bone,
without curing him of the disease.

In several cases, after a soothing plan of
treatment had been persevered in till there no
longer remained any hope of its proving effica-

cious, I have ventured, notwithstanding the

unfavourable state of the stomach, to make
trial of the cinchona; but it invariably did

liarm, and could not be taken for any consider-

able length of time. Frequently, however, a
small dose of the quinine, repeated three or
four times a day, has produced beneficial ef-

fects. It has appeared to succeed best when
combined with the hyd. cu. creta, one grain of
the former and two of tlie latter having been
taken at each dose. But the medicine which
has been found most efficacious is a mixture
consisting of one drachm of muriatic acid, one
drachm of laudanum, two ounces of mucilage,
and six of water. Two table spoonfuls of this

mixture, taken every four, six, or eight hours,

have relieved the cough, over which opiates

alone had no control, and have lessened con-
siderably the excessive morning perspirations.

Although the attainment of these objects is

not tantamount to effecting a cure, and though
a more potent remedy for gastric fever is still

valde desiderandum, yet, having witnessed,

and having been mortified by, the almost
complete failure of nearly every other substance

in the materia medica which could be em-
ployed with any raiional hope of success, I

have reason, I think, to regard, with some

degree of satisfaction, an advancement which,
however inconsiderable it may be, does not
deserve to be altogether despised.

Kegworth, 2d November.

OBSERVATIONS
ON THE

PRESERVATION OF DEAD BODIES, OR
OF ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE SUB-
STANCES IN GENERAL.

BY

JOHN HANCOCK, M.D. F.M.B.S.L. &c.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

It is a known law of chemical affinity,

that a fluid, saturated with one salt,

is still capable of dissolving a portion

of others ; and not only so, but I

have found, that, by such addition, it

becomes capable of taking up more of

the first, with which it had been pre-

viously saturated. I am not aware
whether the latter circumstance may
have been heretofore noticed ; it may
be easily proved, however, and it

shows that great concentration may
thus be obtained in the solution of
salts. On reflecting on this matter,
it occurred to me, that the antiseptic

power of a solution miglit be thus
greatly increased, as a preservative

of animal substances. Accordingly,
viewing it as a matter of much im-
j)ortance, I entered on a series of ex-
periments for testing the antiseptic

powers ofvarious salts, both separately
and combined ; the results of which
have exceeded my expectations, and
led to the knowledge of a compound,
which appears to render dead bodies,

or parts of animals, incorruptible, or

capable of resisting the ordinary ac-

tion of the elements *
; yet it may

doubtless be improved by further ex-
periments, and by persons better

skilled in chemical research.

A discovery has recently been an-

* The metallic salts seem, in general, to be
the most powerful against putrefaction, but this

power is greatly enhanced by admixture.
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nounced in France, for the piirpose

just stated, " Momification "' (see

Morning Advertiser, October 18).

But this is kept a secret ; hence we
are unable to judge of its merits

:

besides, it is available only to a small

circle, in the vicinity of the inventors,

or about Paris.

The method which I have found
most efficient is to inject alltlie prin-

cipal cavities of the body with the

preservative compound above alluded

to, and wliich is thus formed :—take

of rock salt (sal gem), nitrate of pot-

ash, each eight ounces, dissolve these

together in a super-saturated solution

of chloride of lime (as much as re-

quired to dissolve the salts), then add
muriate of mercury and tart, of ant.,

each one ounce, and some muriatic

acid to dissolve any excess of lime.

A glass, or glazed earthen vessel,

should be employed for the solution ;

the operator being cautious not to in-

hale too freely the pungent fumes
which will be evolved.

Tliis compound injection will not

only prevent corruption in any animal
body, but will also preserve its shape
and contour, and that even when the

solution is much diluted. This me-
thod may be used with great advan-
tage in preserving animals for cabinets

of natural history. The body being

impregnated by injecting all the

cavities, as those of the thorax and
abdomen, (by inserting a tube through
a small puncture made with a lancet),

the stomach also, and intestines, tra-

chea, the nose, and injecting the
brain through the tube of a slender

curved trocar, inserted through the

orbit. It may be requisite, at times,

to envelope the limbs, or whole bod^,
for some days, with cloths moistened
with the solution, or in a trough, im-
mersed in the same *.

This compound is equally efficient

for the preservation of vegetable mat-
ter : a little of it, added to vegetable

* I must observe, that tliis has not been
proved on the human body, but, from its suc-

cess in smaller animals, its eifects on all others
may be with certainty inferred.

infusions, precludes any decompo-
sition, and is particularly adapted as

an anti-scrofulous and general alter-

ative remedy. I have employed a
similar composition in the infusion

of sarsaparilla with great effect, in

leprous affections, ulceration, cutane-

ous eruption, and various foid dis-

eases, as noticed in the Journal of
Scic7ice and the Med. Bot. Trans.
With respect to animal matters

intended for food, the most efFoctual

preservative appears to be a solution

of common salt and saltpetre, in that
of chloride of lime, adding a little

muriatic acid ; or the two first salts

with sugar may be employed ; a small
quantity of either of these compounds
will suffice, and give a good flavour,

which is not the case with meat pre-

served with the chloride of lime alone,

as now recommended. Aromaticsand
spices may be added at pleasure, but
do not seem to be necessary as preser-

vative agents.

The foregoing composition for the
preservation of dead bodies may, and
has been, derided as an odd medley,
and as nnchemical withal. In answer
to such cavils, I am content to refer

to the experimentum crticis ; to at-

tempt its defence in words would be
vain and improfitable. But the me-
thod here proposed renders animal
substances almost as durable as a pe-
trifaction, without the brittleness of

the latter*, and may be turned to

* Petrifactions might also be formed, if

desired, and that with no great trouble or ex-

pense ; and it is a wonder that the art of man
has never attempted to imitate nature in this

matter. It is doubtless owing to this, that the

process is but imperfectly understood by whicli

nature eifects these fortuitous changes, and
which, in general, seem to be vaguely regarded
as the toork of time. Thus, too, it is but re-

cently that a summary process has been dis-

covered for impregnating hides with tan. We
find these fossil bodies to consist chiefly of
earthy carbonates. In certain spots, carbonic

acid gas is abundantly evolved. Where this

happens in the same j)lace with calcareous

earths and a due quantity of water, the requi-

site conditions for the process are then present,

and an animal body, tiicre enclosed, may bo
changed to a solid substance; fii-st, by the

antiseptic power of gas (one of the most power-
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many important uses in mechanics,

hydrostatics^ S<.c. The intestines of

animals, for instance, which are mostly
thrown away as useless, may be thus
prepared as the cheapest, most con-

venient, and secure, of any means ever

devised for life-preservers, by all per-

sons engaged at sea, or in any way
exposed to the dangers of the watery
element ; by passing a portion of the
entrail, as of a pig, sheep, horse, once
or twice round the breast (under the
arms), a person will be secure from
drowning. The strength of this ma-
terial will be recognised on adverting
to the fact, that, of these entrails, the
article called catgut is prepared for

musical instruments, whip cords, &c.
It is found very difficult, however, to

preserve the intestines entire. What
are called gut skins, used by druggists
and for German sausages, &c., are
but the single muscular membrane,
from which the villous and peritoneal

coats are detached, and of course are

very inferior in strength and firmness,

but are less subject to spoil. It is

true, the entire gut may be tanned
like leather, but it then becomes more
porous and pervious to air and water.

The intestines of animals, however,

fill, indeed), and then, by its impregnation

with caicaj-eous earth, which is dissolved by
water tlirough the agency of the gas, and thus

rendered capable of slowly entering by the

pores of the skin, and pervading the whole
carcass. The animal fluids are gradually ex-

changed for the solution of carbonate of lime;

or, more rarely, the sulphate, producing a

gypsum deposit, or that of selenite, alumina,

silex, &c. It is, therefore, very certain, that

these fortuitous formations might, by the in-

3«(;tions of saturated lithie or calcareous solu-

tions, be successfully imitated by art, and that

with much facility and at a trifling expense.

Natural mummies, or human bodies in a

semi-petrified state, have often been found in

Peru, in Poland, and in various parts of the

world. Bodies of this kind, indeed, have been
dug up under St. Paul's Cathedral, where one
is shown and reputed to be the mortal remains

of Friar Bacon. This is, doubtless, a mere
pretence;—if true, it would be but a poor
illustration of the doctrine of phrenology. An-
other human- body, found entire about the

same s[)ot, may be seen at the Zoological

Museum, in Brulon-street, and is considered

one of the greatest curiosities of that very
iuteresting collection.

VOL. II.

may be well enough cured for the

purpose of life-preservers in a more
simple manner ;—turning them inside

out, washing off the fecula and mucus,
then soaking them for a short time in

dilute muriatic, or the pyroligneous

acid (that of Beaufoy is the best),

after which they should be blown Tip,

dried, and oiled. When this is used

for a life-preserver, it is best to pass

two separate portions round the body,

that in case an accident happen to

one, the other will still be sufHcient,

J. Hancock.
Turner- street, Commercial-road.

PROPOSED PKIZE OF 5,000 FRANCS BY
THE PARIS ACADEMY OP SCIENCES.

1 St. To demonstrate what the or-

ganic lesions are which take place in

continued fevers ; to show the con-

nexion between the symptoms and
those lesions, as well as the therapeutic

views arising out of this connexion.

2d. To determine the chemical and
physical changes which the solids and
fluids undergo in these fevers.

PRIZES AWARDED BY THE ACADEMY
OP SCIENCES FOR ME3IOIRS CON-
NECTED WITH MEDICINE AND
SURGERY.

Francs.

. 4,000

. 4,000

. 2,000
1,500

1,500

To MM. Manec—ligature of arteries

Delau—diseases of the ear ,

Benati—on the voice

Merat—tenia

Lecanu—on the blood .

Parent Duchatelet—hygiene
pul)lique . . . 1,500

Vilerme—statistique . . 1,500
Rousseau—on the employment

of 1,500

PROGRESS OF THE CHOLERA IN
BERLIN.

We noticed, in a late number of our
Journal, that the cholera had re-

appeared in the above city. We
regret to state that it continues on
the increase, and the latest accounts
state that eleven hospitals are fidi of

sick ; the proportion of deaths being

very great.

o o
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Saturday, December 1, 1S32.

THE MEDICAL PRESS.

« Let it be impressed upon your minds, let

it be instilled in your children," that the liberty

of the press is the palladium of all the civil,

political, and religious rights of an English-

man."

—

Junius.

«I conjure you to guard the liberty of tlie

press, that great sentinel of the siAie, thatgrand

detector ofpublic imposture—guard it, because

when it sinks, there sinks with it, in one com-

mon grave, the liberty of the subject, and the

security of the crown."

—

Currati

A DESPERATE and successful blow

has been aimed at the liberty of the

press, on a recent occasion, and " that

grand detector of public imposture"

has been most seriously wounded while

maintaining and upholding the re-

spectability of the medical profession,

as well as the interests of the public

at large. It now remains for the

members of that profession to support

and guard their vigilant sentinel,

who, in defending their honour, has

incurred such unprecedented punish-

ment. If the medical faculty desert

their faithful and honest advocate,

they can have no claim, henceforth,

to the influence of that unlimited

power which he and his contempo-

raries possess. What Journalist will

venture to denounce quackery and

humbug, if he is to be deserted"by his

brethren, when he gets into the

meshes of the law ? If that fraternal

feeling, which exists in the profession,

be forgotten on an occasion like the

present, what inducement has an edi-

tor to risk and injure his property in

defending a class of society, the great

bulk of which treat his adversity with

perfect indifference ? It may be said,

that the medical press is too violent

and too licentious, and therefore de-

serves to have its freedom checked

;

but few will advocate this position,

unless the affluent and eminent part

of the faculty, who arc content with

their own condition, and are apatlietic

to that of their juniors. The strug-

gling and most numerous part of the

profession think, on the contrary, that

the abuses which oppress them are

not sufficiently exposed, and that the

press is not energetic enough in their

denunciation. We fully assent to the

latter opinion, and here pledge our-

selves, that we shall, notwithstanding

our fine, ever advocate the good of the

many in preference to that of the few.

But let it be remembered, that in de-

fending the whole, we have got into

otir present predicament. We con-

fidently ask, is there a respectable

member of the profession who does not

see the gross injustice done us, when he

compares the verdicts for a farthing,

and 400/. and the costs, for the

same offence? Theopinionis universal,

but the results are scarcely beneficial to

us. We are martyred for our zeal ;

and through us the liberty of the

press is trampled on. We maintained,

and ever shall maintain, that the

quackery of the notorious St. John

Long was most injurious to the public

health, and, in one case, destructive

to human life ; and that the members

of our profession who advocated such

empiricism, and argued, through the

medium of a newspaper, that it was

equal, if not superior, to medical
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science, strongly opposed etiquette and

rules of their brethren. The truth of

tliis position wtis proved by the pro-

ceedings pursued by the Fellows of the

JMedical Society of London, in May,

1831, about four months before we

publishcdalineonthesubject. He may

chuckle at receivinghisdamageS; and at

sending a sheriff's officer into our resi-

dence, without his attorney asking

us or our solicitors for the amount

of his claim, or furnishing his bill

of costs, and especially at putting

us to i.'28. ijs. additional expense, by

this proceeding; but we shall not dis-

turb his agi'eeable reflections by any

comment. We owe it to our readers

and ourselves, to place this transac-

tion before them, and leave them to

form their own opinion on it. The

following is a correct account of our

expenses.

£ s. d.

Damages 400
Costs 239 18 7

Poundage to Sheriff

Fees to Officer .

Fees to Men . . .

Cost of Writ . \ .

639 18 7
18 9
6 6
3

16

£668 9 7

In Mr. Waklcy's case,

£ s. d.

Damages . 0-j

Costs . . 178

and the defendant's attorney, Mr,

Williams (late Wills or Wells, as in-

dorsed on the execution),made the costs

in the writ to the sheriff, £246 18*. 3rf.

nearly £7 ihore than they really

amounted to; but this was a mere

mistake, which we thought it as well

to correct.

We have not included our own

solicitors' costs in the above sum,

which must be considerable ; and we

take this opportunity of stating that

these gentlemen, Messrs. Glutton and

Fearon, were indefatigable in their

exertions in every step of the pro-

ceedings ; and are, what is rarely to

be met with in their profession, honest

and honourable men. Of our coun-

sel, Mr. Serjeant Taddy and Mr.

Erie, we have every reason to speak

in the highest terms of j)raise. As

advocates of justice, reason, and com-

mon sense, they had no occasion to

resort to pettifogging, frothy declama-

tion ; they displayed sober argument

and legal research, and if they failed,

it was to be ascribed to the rules of

court, and not to want of exertions on

their parts, inasmuch as the learned

judges were bound to believe the

most swearing ; and as the plaintiff

had four deponents against our two, as

detailed in our last number, he ex-

celled us numerically in this item

(the character of the witnesses could

not be taken into account, according

to our wise laws), and therefore he

out-swore us, answered our affidavits

to the satisfaction of the court, and

the result was, the rule for the new

trial was set aside. The defendant

appealed to the judges in person on

a subsequent day, and offered to read

affidavits, made by most respectable

gentlemen, that the evidence of the

other side was false, and that the

witnesses were unworthy of credit on

their oaths ; but the four judges, each

oo2
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of whom acted witli the utmost con-

descension and politeness, declared

that the proffered affidavits could not

be received, and that the only remedy

for the defendant was to indict the

witnesses for perjury. The defendant

appealed to them, as the administrators

of justice, to reconcile the discrepant

verdicts, and to deviate from rules of

court, but his request was refused.

He observed, it would be no satisfac-

tion to him to indict the witnesses,

after having been deprived of his pro-

perty ; but the judges observed there

Avas no otlier remedy.

To j)rove to the profession and

public that the defendant was justi-

fied, by his affidavits, in his appeal to

the court, he means to battle further

proceedings to elicit the truth. It is

incumbent on him, on account of his

appeal, to do so ; and again, on ac-

count of Mr. Holmes and Mr. Hooper,

two as respectable and as honourable

men as are in the medical profession,

or in this country, who were blown

out of court by John Minter Hart and

Co. Oh ! if truth was not libellous,

how we should indite what we shall

prove hereafter.

It must be a matter of surprise to

our readers, that our costs are so much

heavier than Mr. Wakley's ; this

arose in part from circumstances over

which we had no control, and which

were necessary. Moreover, the reply

to our rule for a new trial incurred

the fees paid to counsel; and the

trouble of obtaining the evidence of

Hart and Co., and Mr. Williams's

attendance, &c., were to be allowed.

The affair is now at an end ; we have

paid the plaintiff and his attorney

;

we have some dearly-bought experi-

ence ; and may perhaps venture an

opinion to our numerous readers and

friends, and that is, never go to latv,

for the most swearing will succeed.

CLOT BEY AND HIS MEDICAL
PUPILS FROM EGYPT.

Thr meeting of the Paris Academy
of Medicine, on the 13th inst., proved
very interesting, the President having
introduced M. Clot, a French gentle-

man, for some years at the head of a

medical school in Egypt, with 12
eleves sent from that country by the

Vice-roy for the purpose of finishing

their studies in France, and with a

view to their becoming professors on
their return. After ex])laining the
peculiar difficulties which he had to

encounter in a country where dissec-

tions were held in such horror, and
the enlightened views of the Vice-roy,

which enabled him, finally, to sur-

mount those difficulties, M. Clot

entered into details of the most gra-

tifying nature regardingthe prosperous

state of the different schools in Egypt,
connected with medical science. At
a subsequent meeting, the 12 pupils

of Mr. Clot appeared before the Aca-
demy, for the purpose of having their

advancement in medical knowledge
put to the test ; and, on questions pro-

posed by MM. Dupuytren, Breschet,

Sanson, Cloquet, Orfila, &c., they

gave proofs, by their answers, of solid

instruction.

At the hospital la Pilie, M. Clot

gave great satisfaction by the dex-

terity with which he performed, in

a new mode, some operations on the

dead subject.

M. Clot has, it seems, been elevat-

ed to the dignity of Bey, without, on

this account, being obliged to renounce

his country or religion, and wears the

particular costume in Paris.
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TO DR. RYAN.

DEAR SIR,

Knowing the quarter from which

this comes, I calculate upon your

giving it publicity.

I have read, with considerable satis-

faction, the remarks made in a morn-

ing newspaper of Saturday week, upon
the refusal of the judges to grant a

new trial in the matter of Ramadge
V. Ryan. That it should have been

refused in no way surprises me, as we
are often compelled to submit to de-

cisions from the bench, which are in

the face of every principle of equity

and common sense—the main olyect

being to maintain, by peculiar means
(such as quirks, quibljles, and tech-

nicalities), the consistency of lawyers'

conduct.

You have now to rely upon the

effective aid of your professional

brethren, to enable you to pay the

plaintiff about 350,000 times as much
as he was considered entitled to when
he was but a few hours younger. In

the decisions of our peeis upon this

occasion, we observe a striking illus-

tration of the instability and con-

temptibility of popular estimation.

One dozen honest men valuing a

character at a farthing, and another

dozen bidding up to 400/. Trial by
jury ! English palladium ! ! Rectitude,

consistency, and safeguard in British

law ! !

!

On Monday, a farthing paid the

healing of Dr. Ramadge's wounds.
But by Tuesday, the account had

risen to 400 pounds ! with costs on

both sides about 400/. more.

I wonder that, as the Editor of a

Journal, even devoted to medical sub-

jects, you did not possess sufficient

acquaintance with the contents of a

weekly paper, called the Satirist, to

be Aware that one of your jury was
an improper person to decide in any
matter affecting the interests of the

citizens: had you, or your counsel,

been in possession of that knowledge.

which it is the object of the press to

disseminate, a disgraced and degraded
attorney would never have been al-

lowed to sit among special jurymen.
However, the injury having been

inflicted, it is now for us to consider

of the remedy. A subscription has

been for some time in progress, and it

began, in some measure, auspiciously,

though I regret to observe that its

advance has not kept pace with ex-

pectation. Perhaps some members of

the profession may have waited the

result of the application for a new
trial, and may now come forward

with greater liberality ; but as you
cannot be blind to the fact that con-

siderable delay must take place ere

the amount of damages and costs can

be paid off in this manner, allow me,

as your sincere friend, to throw out a

hint or two, which, if acted upon,

seems likely to accomplish the deside-

ratum with greater certainty and
promptitude.

I have long looked upon it as one

of the misfortunes of the profession,

that those practitioners Avho are re-

munerated by honorary fees are com-
pelled, by mere custom, to charge so

high, as to have, in too many in-

stances, no chance of payment. The
evils to which this absurd practice

gives rise are so obvious, that they

can hardly require to be pointed out

;

nor is this the occasion upon which
to make the attempt. I proceed,

therefore, to suggest that the sub-

scription be now limited to a small

sum ; I will not say a penny, though
there is a recent " grand precedent"
even, for so doing, in the matter of

the subscription cups presented to

his Majesty's ministers. Suppose Ave

were to say one shilling, to be paid

at any open shop (more particularly

those kept by members of the pro-

fession), in which the owner would
keep a small memorandum book (ob-

tainable for a few halfpence) for the

insertion of such subscribers' names
as might desire it. But, besides this,

a box might be appropriated for the

reception of the contributions, and
these might be paid over weekly, or
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even oftener, to the publishers of tlie

Journal. Perhaps the words '' In
Aid of the Medical Press" might be

painted upon the box with advantage.

Do not consider this proposal infra

dig. ; the individual who makes it has

lived long enough in the world, and

mingled sufficiently among all ranks

in society, to appreciate, somewliat

justly, the character and feelings of a

gentleman. The principle is the same
whether it be acted upon on a grand

or on a minor scale ; but I think,

according to this proposal, we should

ensure grandeur. To subscribe a

shilling is what forty individuals

would consider a good-humoured act

of amusement ; whereas matters of

pounds and guineas would bring up
reflections fatal to the gratification of

their own wishes, and end in forty

persons giving iiolhing. The pro-

fession is bound to carry you through

this affair, which is, unquestionably,

theirs, and not, exclusively, yours.

Let no man hesitate to come forward

because his shilling will cut a sorry

appearance at the side of another

gentleman's cheque for pounds. This

consideration ought to have nothing

to do with it. It is no disgrace for a

rate-payer to be taxed a small sum
because he cannot afford to occupy

the palace for which his wealthy

neighbour pays at a high rate. At
all events, give my proposal insertion,

and if it be well received, I shall not

delay suggesting a few matters of

detail.

I am, dear Sir,

Yours, faithfully,

Originalis.

QWe publish this proposal, and
leave the faculty to act upon it. Ours
is not the cause of faction or of party,

but of every respectable member of

the medical profession. If the pro-

fession of medicine is—and who will

deny it?—respectable, its members
ought to support their advocate, who, on
their account, and not on liis own, has

been enormously fined. But whether
his brethren generiilly assist him or

not, he will never cease to defend the

dignity, importance, and value of me-
dicine against the opposition of quacks

and humbugs. lie acted on the con-

sciousness of rectitude, and so long

as he directs the medical press he

will do so, regardless of consequences.

There are some few eminent practi-

tioners who decline to aid him pub-
licly ; but why not privately or anony-

mously } Some of these pretend, that

their consciences are too strict to jus-

tify them in subscribing for a libeller

;

but let them pause and reflect on the

evidence for the conviction. As citi-

zens they are morally bound to aid

the oj)pressed ; and as men standing

high in tlie profession, many of them
grossly traduced by our ojiponcnts,

they cannot, with consistency, turn

tlieir backs upon the brother member
who has suffered so severely in their

cause.

—

Eds.]]

LECTURES
ON

GENERAL AND COMPARATll'E
PHYSIOLOGY.

BY

PROFESSOR DE BLAINVILLE.

(Corrected by himself.)

LEcmiKE THE FIliST INTRODlCTiON.

Gentlemen",

Until the present moment, altliough

I have been eighteen years Professor

of Zoology, or the general science of

animals, to this establishment, I have

as yet considered only the two first

of the parts into which I have divided

that science, the importance and in-

terest of which are daily increasing.

Indeed, you will recollect, that zoo-

logy, in its full extent, and considered

as the complete science of animals,

may be divided into six branches, suf-

ficiently distinct to require particular

denominations, and even particular

professors ; but which, re-acting one

upon another, are each more clearly

understood by the observation of the

rest, and together evidently form a

perfect whole. The order in which

I arrange them, and which expresses
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their progressive complication, is the

following :
—

1. Zootaxie, or Zooclasie, which, ob-

serving the general form of animals,

or of the assemblages of organs which
constitute them, is concerned in re-

cognizing them, by what we call their

characters, in naming them, and,

above all, in disposing them in an

order depending upon their form and
theirorganization, in such a way as that

the place of an animal in the series

may show, in an almost precise manner,
the degree of its complication. This
part of zoology, then, shows the har-

mony of the exterior form of the ani-

mal with its internal organization.

2. Zootomy, or the dissection of

animals, which studies comparatively

the structure, form, position, and con-

nexions of the organs, and of the ma-
terials which compose them, whether
it regards them as grouped in one
particular animal, which constitutes

special anatomy, or whether, occu-

pying itself with more elevated and
consequently more general consider-

ations, it describes every one of these

organs, and even their structures, in

tl.e series of beings, follows them and
analyses them in the different stages

of increase and decrease into which
they pass, and in their mutual re-

lation, more or less necessary, which
c< institutes comparative anatomy.

.3. Zoobiology , which embraces the

Study of the different internal actions

of organs, in consequence of the in-

fluence CNcrcised over them by the

exterior world, as well as the action

considered separately of each organ,

as it is the united actions of all the

organs, and their mutual re-action,

which constitutes the life of animals.

This third branch of zoology has been
improperly designated physiology ; I

have given it that of zoobiology, or

simply of zoohy ; we might also call

it zoonomy, according to Darwin.
4. Zooethics, which constitutes the

study of the external or evident ac-

tions, which these animals, or assem-
blages of organs, reacting upon one
another, and being in a state of vital

paotion, exercise on life.

The history of these actions teaches

us the manners, customs, and habits

of animated beings : it is natural his-

tory, properly so called. I first called

it zoophysiology, but I prefer the name
oi zooethics.

5. Zooiatrology, or, which is better,

zooiatry, which, setting out with the

knowledge of the organization, of the

conditions of existence, and of the

mode of life of animals in general, or

of a certain number of species only,

studies the alterations which their

organs undergo^ and, consequently,

their functions ; traces the circum-

stances which have led to these alter-

ations ; and endeavours, by means of

a knowledge of the modifications,

wliich regimen and certain extraordi-

nary measures effect in the system,

so to apply those means of relief,

which are called therapeutics, as to

diminish the disorder, or make it

disappear altogetlier, and to bring

back the economy to its normal state,

or, in other words, to health.

This part of zoology is, you per-

ceive, the science of medicine in its

fullest extent,

a. Lastly, zoonomics, which divi-

sion has for its object the art of go-

verning and directing animals accord-

ing to their nature, and to the par-

ticular circumstances in which they
are appointed to live; which takes the
charge of their education, seeks to

augment their good qualities, and to

diminish tlieir bad ones; in a word,
to render them perfect in every re-

spect ; always, as may readily be
perceived, with a view to the utility

which mankind may derive from them.
This science, which I call zoonomology,

or, which is better, 2oowo?/«'c*, depends,
like the preceding one, on a positive

knowledge of the organization, the
conditions of existence, and the mode
of life of animals, as well as of the

m.odifi cations of which the last is sus-

ceptible ; the principles, the rules of

the science or art of government,
which apply to men and animals,

must consequently be deduced from
a close observation of the facts fur-

nished by the other parts of zoology.
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of which this is the most exalted, as

it is the most complex, and, in certain

cases, the most difficult.

In the two first divisions, the only

ones which I have hitherto considered,

I have exhibited animals, as you very

well perceive, under a pointof view the

most simple and the easiest for study;

under that whicli I call the sialic re-

port. I have not, as yet, shown you
them under the dytiamic report, which
is exclusively tlie object of the four

last branches of zoolo»ry. I will re-

mind you, however, that in the pre-

liminary observations which I made
before speaking of z(X)taxy and zoo-

tomy, I must have almost shown you
the method I sliould follow in the

other branches. Thus, in my ana-

tomy, you might have frequently j)er-

ceived my principles of physi(»logy ;

and likewise in my zootaxy, I have
still more frequently entered on the

domains of natural historv ; so true is

it, as I have already said, that the

five branches of zoology liave the must
intimate connexion, and throw a light

upon one another. However, it has

liappened, esj)ecially in my lectures

on anatomy, that I have not rigor-

ously followed such an order as I have

adopted for physiology ; and that be-

cause, as you all know perfectly well,

the methodical exposition of every

science of observation always carries

along Avith it something artificial;

and because, in this particular in-

stance, my anatomy has been founded
on the study of the adult animal,

taken for a tyj)e, and especially on

that of man, according to the ])rin-

ciple which requires us to go from

that Avhich is best known to that

which is least known. In this man-
ner, I made a sort of topography of

organization, and it is only transitorily

that I have spoken of organization,

properly so called, or of intimate orga-

nization, and then it was necessary to

make choice of a method of exposi-

tion proper to give you this topo-

graphy in a manner as complete as

was possible, in so limited a number
of lectures, by fixing on such an ar-

raugement ao would permit me to

teacli, and make you retain, the great-

est number of things in the shortest

possible time ; and this arrangement,
although ruled by physiology, neces-

sarily presented something artificial

in several points. I must say thus
much in regard to zootaxtj, although,

in general, tlie methodic classification

of animals, such as I have established

it, is subordinate to the knowledge of

their organization, guided by their

external form, and although it begins

in a manner as conformable as ])os-

sible to the order of the increase and
decrease of the organization, I have,

nevertheless, been sometimes forced

to pay less regard to what anatomy re-

quired, in order that I might not digress

from the object which I had in view.

You will not be surprised, then,

gentlemen, if the other parts of our
course of physiology present some
differences in thcorder in which I sliall

explain the several phenomena con-

nected with it.

As we have considered it necessary

to treat of the two first branches of

zoology separately, or, if you will,

of the two divisions of its static part,

notwithstanding the intimate con-

nexion subsisting between them ; we
shall, in the same way, in order that

you may better understand the sub-

ject, separate the four branches which
compose the dijnaviic part of the

science, although they likewise form
one whole. Again, as anatomy has fre-

quently furnished us a foundation for

our zootaxic method, on that account

we shall not separate the different

parts of animal dynamics which we
neglected to illustrate one by means
of others, and so to take as evidence

their natural re-action; thus we shall

have to rely, in our analysis and
explanation of jjhenomena, on facts

connected with natural history, pa-

thology, and even with zoonomics,

when we have an opportunity to do so.

This year we shall speak only of

the first branch of dynamics, or that

which is commonly called physiology,

reserving for a future period the suc-

cessive discussion of such of the other

three branches as can be professed in
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this establishment ; for it is worthy

of remark, that the natural sciences

liave been so strangely parcelled out

in the establishments where they are

taught, that the College of France,

the very remarkable history of which

pictures so well the progress of human
understanding, is the only one which
is founded on a basis suthciently large

to admit of the development of a

course of zoology after the plan which
I have proposed.

A PATHOLOGICAL EXPLANATION OF
cholera; and its SYMPT0M8,ME-
THOD OF CURE, &C.

BY JOHN TUSON, ESQ.

As no satisfactory information of this

malignant disease has, as yet, been

presented to the public, I am induced

to offer a few observations, in order

to elucidate this hitherto mysterious

malady. From long practice and ex-

tensive observation, I can, with safety,

assert, that this disease is not con-

tagious. It is evidently produced by
pestilential effluvia from the atmo-

sphere ; it is no new disease ; it was
epidemic in the year 1069, and no

distemper proved more suddenly de-

structive, as it often destroyed the

patients in twenty-four hours from its

first attack ; and, at the close of the

year 1676, another epidemic cholera

was prevak^itly raging, more malig-

nant than the former, accompanied

with more violent and inveterate con-

vulsions. This disease never attacks

persons of a strong and robust habit

of body, in whom the red globules of

the blood abound. Persons of relaxed

solids and dissolved watery fluids are

its usual victims, and this accounts

why the poor, who are badly fed and
badly clothed, so often fall its sacri-

fice. It is true it sometimes seizes

people in more affluent circumstances

;

but, in such cases, it will be found
that their constitutions are impaired,

either naturally or by previous dis-

ease.

Having premised thus much, I shall

now endeavour to account how this

pestilential effluvia operates, so as to

explain the several phenomena re-

sulting therefrom. My opinion is,

that its morbid effects are communi-
cated to the brain by means of the

olfactory nerves, and that the same
morbid effects are likewise conveyed
by the lungs, through the medium of

inspiration, to the sanguiferous sys-

tem ; and such are its baneful effects,

that in the brain it destroys its energy,

and, in the sanguiferous system, its

healthy action. Its effects in the

former, in consequence of the irregular

distribution of the nervous influence,

are convulsions ; and in the latter, in

consequence of the irritation produced
in the sanguiferous system, spasmodic
contractions are excited, by whicli

means the serum of the blood is forced

into the capillary vessels, and thence

taken up by the absorbent system,

and by its retrograde motion, it is

thus conveyed to the bowels, pro-

ducing those gruel-coloured evacu-

ations, which are the characteristic

symptoms of the disease, The copious

discharge of serum from the alimen-

tary canal is by these means satis-

factorily accounted for. The blood

being thus deprived of its serum,
becomes thick and black like treacle,

and is, by the spasmodic contraction

of its vessels, forced into its capil-

lary branches, and this accounts for

the colour which the skin assumes,

the loss of circulation in the extre-

mities, the eye-balls being drawn to

the bottom of the orbits, the want of

secretion in the bladder, the red streaks

and appearances in the viscera by past-

mortem examinations; ail these cha-

racteristic marks can, bvthis theory, be
readily and easily explained. In this

appalling state, the curative indica-

tions are, to quiet the inordinate spas-

modic contractions, to put a stop to the

serous evacuations, and to restore the

retrograde action of the absorbent sys-

tem to its accustomed functions. The
danger is in proportion to the serum
discharged. I have found compound
powder of ii)ecacuanha and sulphate

of copper, most powerful agents in cf-
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fecting tliese important purposes, unci,

when properly administered, by re-

peating the dose according to the

exigencies of the case, accompanied
with a plentiful supply of weak white

wine \\hey, chicken water, or any
other appropriate liquid, they most
materially tend, in its early stages, to

remove the unpleasant symptoms, and
even in its more advanced state, wlien

it assumes a more gloomy aspect, will

often snatch the patient from impend-
ing death. The limits of this paper will

not allow me to enter into a full de-

scription of the various other auxi-

liary means necessary to be pursued ;

these must be regulated by the judg-
ment of the professional attendant.

I wish, however, before I conclude
this subject, to observe, that the pro-

gress of this disease could be most mate-
rially retarded, if prophylactic means
were to be more generally adopted.

If any legislative enactment could be

carried into effect, so as to ameliorate

the condition of the lower orders of

the connnunity, by giving them whole-
some diet, and proper clothing, and
by preventing them from taking the
refuse of the markets, consisting of

putrid meat, tainted fish, and decayed
vegetables, which, from their abject

poverty, they are, alas ! too often

doomed to consume, their comforts
would be increased, and their consti-

tutions strengthened : so that tliev

would be less liable to its attack, and,
if attacked, would be placed in a si-

tuation better calculated, by profes-

sional exertion, to be rescued from
impending danger.

Russell-place, Nov. 20, 1832.

ON THE MORBID CONDITION OF THE
BLOOD IN CHOLERA.

To the Editors of the Londm. Mediccd and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

Allow me to make a few remarks
upon a passage in the lectures of
Professor Magendie, reported in your
Journal of last week. It there states

that the Professor considers " the

dark colour of the blood in the veins

and arteries, while respiration con-

tinues, not accountedJor hi} any re-

cieved pki/sio'u^ical doctrine. It

seems very strange, that although the

blood of cholera patients will, when
exposed to the air, or even when
placed in a phial, assume a l)rightred

colour, it is not affected by the air in

its passage through the lungs. All
j)hysiological views, hitherto adopted,

relative to the change of colour which
the bh)od undergoes, ought to be mo-
dified."

It does not appear to me, Gentle-
men, that the state of the blood in

cholera affects, in the most distant

manner, the correctness of the gene-
rally received doctrines on respiration

and the arterialisation of the blood.

Professor AJagendie cannot, surely,

be aware of a fact fully proved in this

country, viz., that the air exhaled
from the lungs of a patient labouring
under cholera is almost as pure as

when inhaled, a very slight quantity
of carbonic acid being formed ; and,
in fact. Dr. Clanny of Sunderland lias

found, by analyses <if choloric blood,

that the quantity of free carbon, in

these cases, is more than doubled : a
fact which we may very readily sup-
pose, when the state of the exhaled
air is considered. The dark ajjpear-

ance of the blood is not, therefore, I

think, to be wondered at.

The nerves of sensation, distributed

about the air-cells in the lungs, must
be in a state of activity, in order that

the atmosi)heric air inhaled mav be
decomposed. May there not be a
want of nervous power in these, at

the same time that the nerves of mo-
tion remain unaffected, or very nearly

so, in some cases?

By inserting the above in your next
Journal, you will oblige

Yours,

J. E. B.
London University,

Nov. 21, 1832.
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THE MARKET-GARDENERS AND
CHOLERA.

Thk market-gardeners, finding, as

might have been expected, that people

ate as little fruit and vegetables after

the issuing, last summer, of the opi-

nions of the joint-stock company,
called the Board of Health, upon the

subject, than they did for some time

before, thought it prudent to obtain,

for the public satisfaction and their

own interests, the declarations of

several medical men, whose opinions,

they conceived, might have weight in

doing away with the impression that

the late epidemic in London was
connected with the use of fruit and
vegetables. A pamphlet, containing

these opinions, has lately been widely

distributed ; and, upon the whole,

the opinions are sufficiently judicious.

The true and simple line, however,

appears to be that, during the epidemic

infleuence, which reigned for so many
months in this metropolis, there was
a perfect propriety on the part of

individuals, particularly those of de-

licate habits, being more cautious

than usual, not only in regard to the

use of fruit and vegetables, but of

many other things. When the epi-

demic iuHuence no longer existed,

then extraordinary precautions be-

came unnecessary, and each might
return to that mode of living which
had usually best agreed with him.

We observe, byDr. Birkbeck's letter,

that this gentleman is a little angry
with some of our friends, for he refers

to something uttered, " in a very
strange document by a body ridicu-

lously entitled a Board of Health."
Sir Henry is laconic enough ; but

if he means that an attack of the
disease was not liable to be brought
on by a free use (his expression is

common use) of the fruits of the
season, we can only assiire him, that
had he paid that personal attention to
the investigation of the epidemic
which some people were foolish enough
to believe, from his station at the head
of a College of Physicians, he had a

right to do, he might be induced to

modify his opinion a little on the
point.

Sir William Russell, good man,
(one of our famous missionaries to
Bussia, in cholera times, be it recol-

lected, and a ci-dcvaiit member of
the Central Board,) seems indeed
greatly surprised, that the public did
not long before take the dictum of
that sage body upon the point. Does
Sir William ever enter into society.-*

Impossible ! for otherwise he must
have been aware tliat the endless ab-
surdities and contradictions emanating
from that quarter had long ago, even
bef;re the precious recommendation
to limit the use of cold water, in clio-

lera, to a few spoonfuls at a time,

opened people's eyes. We may recom-
mend to Sir William that he should,

instead of mentioning his Central
Board hereafter, on a public occasion,

remain quietly in the enjoyment of
those honors, &c, which the fortuitous

circumstance of his having been a
schoolfellow of my Lord Brougham
had so great a share in obtaining for

him.

I^ospttal aacports.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

SYNOCHUS SUCCEEDED BY CHOLERA.

Thomas Williams, a rope-maker,
aged 18, of a thin, delicate, and spare
habit, had been residing in the Kent-
road, was admitted into Jacob's Ward
of this Hospital; under Dr. Elliotson,
October 2.")th. States that he has
been ill two weeks, and, for several
days previous to his illness, had been
very languid. His appetite is di-

minished, and he appears very indo-
lent, although his friends state that
he has always been, previously, an in-

dustrious youth. After he had been
in this way for two or three days, he
was suddenly taken with cold shiver-
ing, succeeded by heat of skin and
excessive prostration ; he felt a con-
tinual sensation of nausea, but did not
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vomit. In tins state he continued,

with a hot skin and unquenchable
thirst, for a fiitrtnight before his ad-

mission : at that time these symptoms
continued, with great weakness, pain

in the head, accompanied with de-

lirium ; tongue red and glazed, co-

vered by black sordes, so also were
his teeth and gums ; had slight coiigh,

with mucous and sonorous rattle in

the chest ; action of the heart very-

frequent, but feeble ; complained also

of pain in the epigastrium and umbi-
lical region, which was increased by
pressure. Bowels open two or three

times a-day, alvine dejections rather

of a light colour ; urine scanty, and
high coloured ; pulse 11 7 in n minute,

weak and soft. Countenance very

anxious ; great emaciation has taken

place since his illness.

R Sodcp carl). Dj- pntaxs. nitrat. gr. v. c.

aqua tertia qiutqne hovA.

Emp. lytlce ep't^aslrin.

Ahrad. capillitiiiin : beeflea Ibj. milk Ibj.

Ifipiocn fhj. daily.

Hot bijltles to the feet.

26. Appears much better ; this

morning every vsymptom is somewhat
subsided ; bowels rather confined.

01. ricini ^ss. statim el pro re nata.

He took the blister off as soon as it

began to produce irritation, unknown
to the sister.

27. Has been delirious the whole
night ; this morning he appears much
excited. Has pain in the head

;

flushed countenance ; cannot bear the

light ;
pain in the epigastrium in-

creased by pressure ; pulse hard, full,

and very frequent. Dr. Roots saw
him to-day for Dr. Elliotson, and
finding him so much excited, ordered

the beef tea and medicines to be dis-

continued ;
put him upon fever diet

;

had §viij. of blood taking from the

back of his head by cupping glasses,

at the same time ordered him to take

Hydrarg. c. crela. jjr. v. everyfour hours, and
catap. sinap abdom.

28. Had a better night's rest ; this

morning he again appears much better;

bowels open once.—Pergat.

29. Much the same ; complains of

an uneasy sensation about his stomach.

This evening, half-past five o'clock,

he was suddenly taken with vomit-

ing,accompanied with spasmodic pains,

especially about the lower part of his

abdomen and legs.

Half- past eight pm. Was seen by
IMr. Stone ; the vomiting was now
accompanied with jmrging, the colour

of ejected matter could not be distin-

guished on account of its distribution

on the fioor ; the alvine dejections

were copious, and of the rice-water

appearance
;
pulse now full, but weak,

90 ; the surface of the body cooler

than natural ; about half-past ton,

commenced to take, according to Dr.

Elliotson's direction,

Hyd. submur. jjr. x. cupri xi/Zphasgr. ^. otn-

ni dimidia hora.

At eleven o'clock, he was removed
to the cholera hospital.

Twelve o'clock v. M. Vomiting and
purging continuing ; has not \WV'

spired, but the surface of the body
is quite cold, great diminution of

force and volume of the pulse ; voice

weak and whispering.— Pergat in usu
medicament. To drink as much as

he pleases of cold water and cold beef

tea. The latter he appears to like

best, also to take two drops of the

hydrocyanic acid after each fit of

vomiting.

Eight o'clock A.M. Vomiting nearly

abated. Has been very restless the

Avhole night. The nurse of the cho-

lera hosj)ital states that he vomited
three or four times in the night, soon

after taking his medicines. Tongue
cold to the touch ; hands shrivelled,

and the points of the fingers of a

bluish hue ; feet very cold ; eyes sunk;
countenance of that peculiar dusky^ap-

pearance so well known in cholera.

His back is become very sore from
lying so long in one position.

Continue medicine.

He was seen by Dr. Elliotson at

half past one ; he then complained of

great pain in the region of the liver

;

other symptoms the same ; pulse

scarcely perceptible.

Applicalur ol. crolon 5j- Hypochond.
dextro.
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Medicines continued.

Nine o'clock p.m. Collapse more
complete ; feet and legs cold, and of

a dark blue colour ; extreme restless-

ness. Countenance, also, of a bluish

hue ; vomiting and purging occasion-

ally.

Medicine continued.

Nine o'clock a.m. His purging con-

tinues, and has vomited once or twice

in the night. Surface of the body

warmer; pulse at the wrist percept-

ible ; evacuations green. Has not

made any water, or perspired, since

his attack ; does not sleep ; continues

to be restless.

Pergat in usu medicamentorum.

Two o'clock P.M. Still warmer

;

blueness of legs somewhat subsidtid

;

feet cold ; hands still shrivelled, but

not so blue ; pulse stronger, but yet

very weak ; alvine evacuations still

green, and more consistent, but conies

away in very small quantities. He
has drunk a great quantity of cold

water and beef tea, which iie appears

to relish more than any thing.

Continue medicine.

Ten o'clock p.m. Scarcely rational
;

bowels have been open once since last

visit, evacuation green, and of the

same consistency ; sickness entirely

abated ; surface of the body warm ;

has not passed any urine ; the gums
appear to be redder than natural, as

if the mercury had begun to affect

them ; consequently the calomel and
sulphate of cop])er was ordered to be

given every four hours, instead of

every half hour.

Eight o'clock A.M. About 2 o'clock

this morning a great change took

place ; the surface of the body became
cold ; the blueness returned ; the

pulse sunk. These symptoms con-

tinued to increase until seven o'clock,

when death terminated his sufferings.

Aulojisy.—Upon opening the ab-

domen, the whole of the omentum
and intestines were in a high state

of congestion ; the stomach and in-

testines contained a large quantity

of greenish-brown fluid. The inner

coat exhibited patches of extravasa-

tion, more especially about the ilio-

coecal portion. Some parts of the in-

testines had become very thin ; the

whole of the mucous membrane of

the stomach and intestines (particu-

larly the former) had become so soft,

that it might easily be rubbed off' by
the finger ; in fact, the mucous mem-
brane of the stomach appeared nearly

destroyed, leaving the muscular coat

bare. The liver was found very soft

;

some parts of it reduced to mere pulp,

something resembling that described

by Dr. Elliotson, in the Clinical Lec-
ture which ap})eared in the last

number of the Medical and Surgical
Journal. Gall-bladder distended with
dark viscid bile ; bladder quite empty,
and firmly contracted ; in other re-

spects the abdominal viscera were
healthy : as regards the thoracic vis-

cera, the pleura was found firmly

adhered to the dia])hragm, which ap-
peared to be of long standing. The
bronchial glands had become ossified ;

lungs and heart healthy in substance,

but the veins appeared much con-

gested. The vena; cavfc, also, were
distended with thick grumous blood.

Brain not examined.

polypus of the nose.
Richard Donovan, aged 20, of san-

guineous temperament and healthy

ajjpearance, was admitted into Isaac

Ward, Sept. 13, under Mr. Green,
with a large nasal polypus, which
caused the left eye and cheek to pro-

trude considerably more than the
right. About four years ago, states

that he was suddenly attacked with
profuse hemorrhage from the nose,

the greatest part of it coming from
the left nostril ; this bleeding after-

wards occurred every morning for a
fortnight, when it stopped as sud-
denly as it came on. After this he
was troubled with dyspnoea, which
he did not pay much attention to, for

he thought it arose from cold, therefore

continued his employment as usual.

Three months afterwards, he perceived

that his left eye became more promi-
nent than the right ; at the same
time felt as if something was pushing
it outwards. He applied to a medical
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man for relief, who ordered iiim a

blister behind the ear, from vhich he
did ni)t find any benefit ; the tumour
continued to increase until admitted

into thivS hospital. ]\Ir. Green had
endeavoured to remove it with the

forcjps, but only detached small por-

tiMis of it, and, to ascertain the nature

and extent of the tumour, made an
incision up the left nostril, but still

was unable to extract it owinj^ to its

numerous and strong attachments.

Mr. Green then proposed an opera-

tion for its removal, which the man
submitted to after a short delibera-

tion.

Operation.—On Friday the 2nd
Nov. the man was brought into the

operating theatre for its removal.

The theatre was very much crowded ;

a number of visitors were present.

The patient was placed in a chair,

his head firmly held by the dresser,

and supported by pillows. JMr. Green
now made his first incision, conunenc-

ing at the inner corner of the eye,

opposite the ductus ad nasum, and
continued along the side of the nose,

and terminated nearly half an inch

above the lower lip ; he then made
another, nearly at right angles with

the first, carrying it a little beyond
the commissure of the lips. lie now
made the third, commencing just be-

Jow the external canthus, downwards,
to meet the other at a right angle,

thus forming a square fiap, Vvhich

was dissected upwards. Previously,

however, the facial artery was tied.

The fiap being raised, a small trephine

was applied, just above the roots of

the alveolar processes of the canine

teeth ; a small piece of bone being

removed, part of the tumour was ex-

posed, filling the antrum. Hey's saw
was then used, and a large somewhat-
square piece of bone of the antrum
was sawed away, so as to fully expose

the whole of that cavity ; and, with a

pair of strong bone nippers, the nasal

portion of the upper jaw, with part of

the OS nasi, was removed ; in fact, the

whole of that side of the nose appeared

taken away. The tumour now being

fully exposed was cut away with a

blunt-pointed bistoury ; profuse he-

morrhage took place, ^\•hich was soon

stopped by the application of the ac-

tual cautery. The man, in the mean
time, nearly fainted ; he aj)peared in

such an exhausted condition as to be

threatened \\\\X\ death, if the opera-

tion was continued ; consequently he
was removed to bed, his skin being

quite cold and covered with sweat

;

pulse scarcely perceptible. JMr.

Green then requested the students

to leave the ward, so that the pa-

tient might not be disturbed. The
operation, which lasted one hour and
twenty minutes, was performed witli

the usual coolness and dexterity of tlic

operator. The polypus ajipeared

attached to the anterior and inferior

part of the os occipitis, to the guttural

surface of the splienoid bone, to the

orbital, nasal, and inferior part of the

cribriform plate of the aithmoid bone,

besides the nasal process and antrum
of the superior maxillary bones.

7. Since the oj.eration the man has

been going on remarkably well, and,

considering the extent of excision,

little constitutional symptoms have
appeared.

ST. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.

On Thursday, Nov. 9, Mr. Hawkins
performed the operation of castration

on the patient whom he had tapped

for hydrocele the week previously.

No serous fluid having passed through

the cannula when that operation was
performed, induced Mr. Hawkins to

examine into the case more minutely ;

he punctured the tumour in the course

of the week, but the scrotum did not

afterwards diminish to the size that it

does in simple cases of hydrocele. A
large hard tumour of the left testicle

still remained, which induced Mr.
Hawkins to extirpate it, when it

was found to be fungus haematodes

of the testis. The operation was
performed with great dexterity, and
but little hemorrhage occurred.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS,
Communications have been received from

the following trentlempn, and are under con-

sideration.— Dr. Houston; Dr. Murray, of

Dublin ; Mr. M'Donald, Bridge-house Place,

Newington-causeway ; Mr. Henry, Welling-

ton, Shropshire ; Dr. Horsely, of North Shields

;

Dr. Epps ; Dr. Tuthill, Medical Staff, Dub-
lin ; an Old Subscriber ; Medicus on Cho-
lera; a Student at the Westminster Hospital;

an Enemy to Puffing, at Bartholomew's ; a

Disappointed Student of the London Hos-
pital ; a Student of King's College ; an Enemy
to Injustice; a Fellow of the Medical Society

of London; an Advocate of Mr. St. John
Long's System ; a Physician of Thirty Years'

Standing ; One of Mr. Dermott's Pupils, &c.

A London Student— The University of

Glasgow receives certificates from any of the

recognised Lecturers in London, Dublin, Edin-
burgh, and, we believe, those of the Provincial

Schools. This is as it should be ; and we
trust other Universities will see the necessity

and justice of acting with equal liberality.

It is quite preposterous to refuse the certi-

ficates granted by the London University,

King's College, or the various medical schools

in the United Kingdom. However, the Uni-
versities of Oxford, Cambridge, Dublin, and
Edinburgh, may pride themselves on their an-
tiquated foundations ; the time has arrived

when antiquity must give way to reason, jus-

tice, and public opinion. Are University Pro-
fessors so simple as to suppose, that medicine

is not as ably inculcated in modern schools as

in theirs? An answer in the negative is sheer

nonsense.

An Efiemi/ to Injustice.—The law of libel

is a tissue of sophistry ; it opposes the divine

law which inculcates " truth is trreat and will

prevail." The solicitors for Dr. Ryan, Messrs.

Clutton and Fearon ofthe Temple and Borough,
used every possible effort, and are justly ranked
among the most eminent of iheir profession. It

was no fault of theirs, if the judges believed

Minter Hart and Co., in preference to Mr.
Holmes and Mr. Hooper, two as respectable, as

honourable, and as upright gentlemen, as any in

England. The fact was, the plaintiffproduced
four deponents to two ; and according to law, he
had the preponderance ofswearing. The wisdom
of the law is, that the characters of the parties

swearing are not to be examined, and if the

defendant offers affidavits, from the most
respectable gentlemen, in reply to those of

his opponents, they cannot be received, and
his only remedy is to indict for perjury; but,

in the mean time, be deprived of his property.

This is the law, which, to the unitiated, appears

rather contradictory to common sense and
justice. The learned judges acted with a de-

gree of condescension and urbanity towards the

defendant, that does them honour : they de-

cided according to the super-excellent law of

this country. Though we bowed to tlieir de-

cision, we were forcibly reminded of Napoleon,
when he commanded his judges to appear be-

fore him, and addressed them to this effect :

—

" Simplify the laws, that every man may un-
derstand them

; put them in a volume, that

every man may carry them in his pocket."

The result was the Code Napoleon, the pocket

volume, which every rational member of so-

ciety can comprehend. Perhaps tlie adoption

of this example may be impracticable in this

country, as the French notions of right and
wrong may be erroneous. All laws are said

to be based on reason and justice ; the English

laws cannot be equalted ; and, .therefore, we
have submitted to them, as all citizens are

bound to do.

Thefollowing Members of the Medical Profession, a7id the Public generallif,

have subscribed, to aid Dr. liyan in defraying the Law Expenses, in-

curred in defending the Dignity and Respectability of the Faculty.

The Right Hon. Earl Stanhope has intimated, to the Secretary of the Medical Committee,
through Dr. Sigmond, his intention of subscribing.

Dr. James Johnson, Physician Extraordinary to the King .

Dr. Uwins, Lecturer on the Theory and Practice of Medicine
Dr. Tweedie, Physician to the Fever Hospital ....
W. B. Costello, Esq., Lecturer on Anatomy ....
A. C. Hutchinson, Esq., late Surgeon to the Milbank Penitentiary

John Pocock Holmes, Esq., Surgeon, Old Fish-street

Greville Jones, Esq., Lecturer on Anatomy . . , .

F. C. Skey, Esq., Assistant-Surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital
A Naval Surgeon ........
John Foote, Esq., Surgeon, Tavistock-street, Covent-garden
Dr. Harrison, Holies-street, Cavendish-square ....
Dr. Blicke, Walthamstow .......
Morgan Austin, Esq., Surgeon, Red-lion -street, Clerkenwell
A Dresser of St. Bartholomew's Hospital ....
E. L. Devonald, Esq., Surgeon, Titchfield-street

P. Reilly, Esq., Surgeon, King's-street, Bloomsbury . . .

Alexander M'Nab, Esq., Surgeon, St. Martin's Lane

£
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M. D
Dr. Hood, Brishton ....
William Hughes, Esq., Surg;eon, Holhorn .

William F. Crump, Esq., Lecturer on Chemistry
A Lady ......
John Injrleby, Esq., I^ccturor on Midwifery, Birmingham
Professor Coopc", of the London University

E. A
An Hospital Surgeon ....
Dr. Sigmond, Physician to the Charing Cross Hospital

M. D. Darwin, Esq., Surgeon, Bedford-street

A Country Surgeon ....
G. .

°

Dr. Aldis, Burlington-street

Dr. .Jewel, Lecturer on Midwifery
T. Radford, Esq., Lecturer on Midwifery, Manchester
A. ......
Professor Graves, Dublin ....
Professor Montgomery, Dublin
Dr. Leahy, Dublin ....
Dr. Harty, Dublin ....
Professor Apjohn, ditto

Dr. Stokes, Lecturer on the Principles and Practice of Medicine
Dr. Fcrgusson, Assistant-Physician to the Dublin Lying-in Hospital

Dr. Collins, Physician to, and Lecturer on Midwifery at ditto

Dr. Breen, late Physician to ditto

Dr. J. Labat , .

Dr. Maurice CoUis
Dr. Churchill, Stephcn's'Green, Dublin
Messrs. Hodges and Smith
A True Friend ....
W. D. Mayne, Esq.

Dr. Cusack, President of the Royal College of Surgeons, Dublin

J. H. M.D. ....
John Mahony, Esq., Pulteney-strcet

W. J. Rose, Esq., Surgeon
Dr. Copland, Physician to Queen Charlotte's Lying-in Hospital •

A Friend 7 . .

A.B
Dr. Hope, Physician to the Mary-lcrBone Infirmary

Professor Lizars, of Edinburgh
Dr. Sanders, Lecturer of Practice of Physic, Edinburgh
Dr. J. Sanders, Edinburgh
W.J.S. . . .

Amicus Justitiae .....
W. Ferry, Esq., Surgeon,' Southampton-buildings
Dr. John Hancock, City-road
Dr. Wightman, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Dr. Roots, Physician to St. Thomas's Hospital, &c.

Dr. Fergusson, Deputy Inspector of Hospitals, Windsor
A Friend to the Advocate of Truth and Science .

George Dawkins Lane, Esq., Surgeon, Drury-lane
John Ryan, Esq., Surgeon, Shoreditch

Dr. Houston, Lecturer on Anatomy, Dublin
Dr. Conquest, Lecturer on Midwifery, St. Bartholomew's Hospital

Dr. James Bardsley, Physician to the Manchester Infirmary

D. D. .

Dr. James Veitch, F.R.S. Lit., Cadogan-place
Thomas Hamerton,'Esq., Surgeon, Piccadilly

Dr. Andrew Baird, late Inspector of Naval Hospital

A Physican of the Fleet

Dr. Horslcv, Nortli Shields

A.B. .....
J. H. S. .

E.

Thomas King, M.D., Hanover-street
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Gentlemen,
On the night before last, I enumerated some
of the principal textures in which pus had been

noticed : I believe the sliortest way of con-

veying information on this subject would have

been to say, that all parts, which are provided

with blood-vessels, and which are susceptible

of inflammation, may be the seat of suppura-

tion and its product, which we know to be a

purulent fluid. As for Professor Andral's

curious statement, namely, that he had seen

pus, which had been formed, in the centre of

clots of blood in the heart and large vessels
;

it would, perhaps, be more logical to wait for

a confirmation of the fact by other pathologists,

than to attempt, at present, any explanation of

it. Andral conceives, that a coagulum of

blood may acquire the power of producing pus;

but, unless such clot of blood were provided

with blood-vessels, this idea would be wholly

inconsistent with the modern theory of sup-

puration. We cannot suppose a secretion of

pus in a part destitute of vascularity, any more
than we can fancy inflammation to exist in a

texture, to which no blood-vessels are distri-

buted. The pus may indeed be conveyed into

the circulation from an abscess, and become
entangled in a clot of blood in the heart, or

large vessels, but it cannot be produced in a
mere coagulum that has no vessels itself. The
presence of pus in the centre of a coagulum of

VOL,. II.

blood, has been noticed in conjunction with

abscesses in other parts, as well as in persons

who had no abscesses elsewhere ; it has also

been observed in persons, in whom a little

before death there had been a sudden stoppage of

the process of suppuration in some part of the

body. Gentlemen, I may next remark, that

pus is sometimes found in the lymphatics,

which are returning from parts where matter

exists, as well as in other vessels of the same
description, proceeding from parts where no
collection of pus can be traced. In suppuration

ofthe muscular tissue, the pus, strictly speaking,

is situated in the cellular substance, between
the muscular fibres. When suppuration lakes

place in the brain, I think, with all due de-
ference to Professor Andral, that we need not
perplex ourselves with the question, whether the

pus is formed in the medullary or the cortical

substance, or in their cellular tissue, because,

if the present doctrine be correct, that pus is

secreted by the vessels of the part, the prin-

cipal source of it must be in the blood-
vessels, notwithstanding the traces of cellular

substance occasionally observed in the abscess,

combined with the disappearance of a portion

of the brain.

About seventy or eighty years ago, M. Ma-
rC'schal, one of the memliers of the French Aca-
demy of Surgery, arrived at a very just conclu-
sion, that the blood-vessels must be the source of
pus; for, he observed, in an abscess of the brain,

under the care of La Peyronie, that, though the

discharge had been profuse and of long duration,

the brain had really lost very little of its sub-
stance. Now, from this fact, he deduced the

same inference, which the best modern surgeons
adopt at the present day. You are to understand,

then, gentlemen, that pus may be formed in

all textures where blood-vessels pass, and that

it is either collected in distinct masses, or dif-

fused through Iheir substance. In the liver,

it is generally collected together in one or more
cavities of some size; in the lungs, it is fre-

quently more diffused.

Since suppuration is possible, wherever there

are blood-vessels, you may expect, that not

only the soft parts are hable to it, but also

V V
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tlie bones ; and tbis is the case. Suppuration
takes place in their medullary texture, and
in their natural cavities, as in the dTploe of

the skull, or in the antrum of the upper jaw.
The granulations of bone are actually seen to

be capable of secreting pus. There is one
question, on the subject of suppuration, which
lias been much disputed, and that is, irhelher

suppuration is alwai/s and essentially pre-
ceded by inflammaliun? This question has

given rise to as much discussion as the proxi-

mate cause of inflammation. Now, although

suppuration is commonly preceded by every
mark of active inflammation, yet many col-

lections of matter have l)cen found, afier

death, situated in parts which, dnrhig life, had
never betrayed any symptoms of inflammation,

nor even any uneasiness ; neither in the dead
subject could any appearance of change, in the

farts directly around such abscesses be traced,

n fact, no vestige of previous inflammation
was discoverable—the colour, consistence, and
thickness of the textures around the pus seemed
totally unchanged ; the pus might be said to

be interposed between tliese unaltered textures,

and that was all that could be observed. In some
individuals, abscesses will form from causes of so

slight a nature, and with so little previous un-
easiness, or warning of any kind, that we almost
join Andral in conceiving, that such persons

were under the influence of a suppurative di-

athesis : and frequently, not only in one situa-

tion do abscesses form thus insidiously, but in

several ;—there may be various abscesses of

this indolent kind, forming simultaneously in

the same individual, as, for example, in the

liver, the spleen, the brain, the lungs, and
other viscera, sometimes in distinct masses,

and sometimes diffused through their substance.

Such collections are frequently dispersed in

numerous situations, and even occur within the

blood-vessels, as I have already explained to

you. They sometimes form after amputations,

and other capital operations, as well as after

various diseases and mechanical injuries. Now,
such abscesses, when they take place, are ge-

nerally situated at a greater or lesser distance

from those parts which have been the subject

of the original injury, or disease. I have ob-
served, in a former lecture, that such collections

of purulent fluid are not uncommonly referred

to what is called sympathetic inflammatiwi,
that is, inflammation excited in one part in

consequence of its sympathy with another, and
frequently a distant part. But, ifAndral's views
are correct, suppuration sometimes takes place,

without any vestiges of previous inflammation

in the parts, which are the subject of these

secondary formations ; but I cannot say, that

cases, entirely unpreceded by inflammation, or

some degree of uneasiness, have fallen under
my own observation. About two years ago, I

attended an old man, who had an immense car-

buncle on his back, fully a foot in diameter, of

which he died : sometime previous to his death,

matter formed in one knee, in both his ankles,

and likewise under the pectoral muscles ; but.

in all these paits, he had experienced consider-

able uneasiness, if not acute pain.

From this part of the subject, I will proceed

to consider the boundaries of abscesses. In the

generality ofinstances,when matter accum ul atcs

in any quantity, the sides of the abscess must
be organized, because they are proved, by ob-

servation, to be both secreting and absorbing

surfaces. This we know is a fact, because jf

an abscess be emptied of the pus which it con-

tains, it soon becomes tilled again, which is a

clear proof of its cyst possessing the power of

secretion. On other occasions, large abscesses

are tound to subside gradually, and this after

matter has been plainly and unequivocally felt

in them ; a fact, which can only be accounted

for by absorption. In ordinary cases, the

matter is circumscribed, and not diff"used, and
tlie cavity whicii contains it is bounded by the

adhesive inflammation. Chronic abscesses, and
other collections of matter of some standing,

are often enclosed in an organized cyst, much
resembling a mucous membrane. In the pre-

paration before us, you see a specimen of such

a cyst ; it is that of a considerable lumbar ab-

scess—the viscera and peritoneum have been
removed. You may observe, that the cyst

extends from the upper lumbar vertebrae to

below Poupart's ligament, showing the direc-

tion which the matter of lumbar abscesses

commonly lakes. Here is a specimen of an-
other cyst of a chronic abscess, formed in

front of the bodies of the cervical vertebrae,

which are diseased. You see that it is of

some thickness, and forms a complete mem-
branous pouch. I beheve these cysts are very
quickly produced; however, according to Pro-
fessor Andral, purulent matter sometin^-s lies

in contact with a raw unchanged texture, and
sometimes in a cavity lined with an inorganic

concrete substance, which, lie thinks, is com-
posed of the thickest part of the pus itself.

When matter lies upon a perfectly sound and
unchanged tex ture, it may be a question,whether
it was originally formed there, or has merely

reached that situation by diffusion ; but this

is a subject which requires further investiga-

tion. That abscesses are sometimes dispersed

by absorption is familiarly known to all sur-

geons of experience; and, in further illus-

tration of the fact, I may refer to what was
mentioned in a former lecture, namely, the

occasional eflfect of the external use of the

nitrate of silver, in producing the dispersion of

abscesses. I also mentioned the case of a lady

whom T attended, many years ago, with Mr.
Abernethy, for a lumbar abscess. He punc-

tured the abscess, and after the matter had
been let out, healed the wound by the first

intention. The same plan was adojited as

often as the matter collected again. By this

means he kept the cyst undistended, so that

it might contract ; and when, by perseverance

in this treatment, the cyst had really become
considerably reduced in size, he changed his

plan, and employed means calculated to excite

absorption. He blistered the skin over the
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abscess : he administered brisk purgatives and

emetics of the sulphate of zinc; he employed

electricity ; and, at length, the remains of the

abscess disappeared.

Gentlemen, I have but little to say on the

mes of pus. It seems to be of essential ser-

vice in the healing of wounds and abscesses,

inasmuch as it is connected with the process

of granulation. We find that, when the sur-

face of an ulcer becomes dry or sanious, either

there are no granulations at all, or if there are

any, they are in a bad unhealthy state. Healthy
pus, therefore, may be considered an essential

part of the process of granulation, or, in other

words, of the healing process by the secmd
ititerition, for sometimes there is no matter at

all formed, and the cure takes place by means
of the adhesive inflammation, or what is termed
the first intentiim.

One use of suppuration particularly men-
tioned by Mr. Hunter, is that of bringing ex-

traneous substances to the surface of the body.

When foreign substances are lodged deeply in

any part of the body, they will freipiently lie,

without occasioning any pain or disturbance,

for a great length of time ; a cyst having been
formed round them by the process of adhesive

inflammation; but no sooner do they comiS

within a certain distance of the surface, than
matter is formed, ulceration takes place, an
opening is made through the skin, and out of

this opening they escape along with the pus.

With regard to the theoi~y of suppuration,

I have one or two remarks to make in a^ldition

to my former observations. The pouring out

of pus from the surface of the skin or of a

mucous membrane, without any ulceration,

must be a proof that suppuration can, and
most frequently does, take place, without any
breach in the solids ; but though this may
generally be the fact, the question, whether
there may not sometimes be a partial disso-

lution of the textures, in which the pus is pro-

duced, is altogether a different one. Now,
it is observed, that j ust before suppuration is

established, there is a softening and loosening

of the textures in which it is about to take

place, and mostly about the centre of the in-

flammation. As far as I can judge, if a'portion

of the texture of a part be ever really blendbd
with the purulent secretion, it is rather an ac-

cidental than an essential circumstance, and
I suspect that it is mixed with the pus after

the formation of this fluid. According to the

doctrine of Andral, the softening of swellings

and tubercles is the result of the formation of

pus within and around them. He conceives

that their particles are divided, and, as it were,

diluted by the purulent matter, so as readily

to admit of being discharged in union with it

;

after which, the opening either closes or con-
tinues to pour forth pus or some other kind of

matter, for an indeiinite length of time. Some
time ago, Mr. Lawrence had under his care a
diseased hip, attended with an unusual occur-

rence. When the swelling was opened, there

was a discharge of an oilv fluid along with the

pus, and afterwards of a lump of fat. It ap-
pears to me, gentlemen, that the mixture of

portions of the texture of a part with the pus,

even if it occur, is not essential to the formation

of that fluid, but altogether an accidental cir-

cumstance. The matter poured out from some
abscesses of the liver is quite brown, and this

colour is occasionally suspected to be caused
by a part of the substance of the liver being

dissolved in the pus ; but whether it be owing
to this cause, or to the admixture of bile, re-

mains undetermined.
There is another circumstance connected

with suppuration, which is a very remarkable
one, namely, the constant tendency of pus
to make its way to the surface. This is one
of the established principles of suppuration:

pus invariably takes the direction towards the

surface of the body, as it were, by preference,

and even under circumstances where we should

not, a priori, expect that such would be its

course; as, for instance, when there is a con-

siderable degree of mechanical opposition to its

progress, arising from the thickness of parts

lying between it and the skin. This propen-
sity of pus to find its way to the surface is a
kind of law in the animal economy, and one
upon which John Hunter offers much philo-

sophical and ingenious reasoning. Its useful-

ness in lessening the danger, and promoting
the cure of suppurative diseases, is sufficiently

evident ; for if the pus were to proceed in the

opposite direction, or more deeply into parts

which have no outlet, the mischief, instead of

being diminished, would be increased; but,

when matter makes its way towards the stn--

face, it is taking the best course for its dis-

charge, and this is generally an important and
essential step to the cure. Tliis is a principle

so much adhered to, that the pus will make its

way through a considerable thickness of parts,

in order to reach the surface. The same thing

will commonly happen when there is only a
thin membrane intervening between the pus
and tlje cavity of the chest or abdomen. Tlien

the pleura, or peritoneum, instead of being
weakened, where the purulent matter is in

contact with it, will become thickened and
strengthened. But I must not omit to men-
tion one peculiarity attending abscesses, which
may seem at first to be at variance with the
principle, which we have just now been con-
sidering: I allude to the disposition of some
collections of matter to make their way into

any neighbouring bowel, passage, or tube,

lined by a mucous membrane. An abscess

near the urethra will often burst into it ; one
in the neighbourhood of the rectum will fre-

quently discharge itself into that bowel, and
the matter escape by the anus ; an abscess of
the liver will sometimes burst into the duode-
num, or colon. But, in all these instances, a
little reflection will enable us to discern pre-

cisely the same reason for what happens, as for

the disposition of pus on other occasions to

pass to the surface ; for, when the abscess

bursts into anv cavitv or tube, lined by a mii-

p p2
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cous membrane, it is perhaps takinof, under
existing circumstances, the readiest way to cjct

an outlet. In fact, passages lined by mucous
membranes are not close cav ities, like serous

ones, and therefore the pus, when it is poured

into them, is on its passage out of the body.

Abscesses about the neck sometimes burst

into the oesophagus, or trachea. In the latter

case, if the influx of pus into the windpipe be
too great for the patient to expel the matter

by coughing, he will of course be suffocated ;

and against such danger nature does not ap-

pear to have made effectual provision.

Lastly, gentlemen, I nmst obsene, that

though matter has a strong tendency to make
its way to the surface, or into tubes lined by ^

a mucous membrane, yet, when it is formed

in a part where tliere is much loose cellular

tissue, covered by tense unyielding fascia, it

will be retarded in its progress outwards, and
will spread to a wide extent in whatever di-

rection the loose texture permits.

With regard to the prognosis of suppura-
tion: the dangers attending suppuration de-

pend on its situation and extent, on the num-
ber of the abscesses, on the constitution of the

patient, and on the cause of the diseiise.

And first, with respect to situation ; it is evi-

dent, that when an abscess is sea;ted in an
organ, whose functions are of fii-st-rate im-
portance to life, it is more dangerous than if it

were in a common part, and, in fact, it fre-

quently proves fatal. This observation applies

to abscesses in the brain, liver, lungs, kidneys,

&c. Again ; situation has important influence

in another respect, namely, the abscess may
press on some organ, whose functions arc in-

dispensable to life, as upon the brain, oeso-

phagus, lungs, urethra ; in such cases, life is

endangered by the situation of the abscess.

That abscesses must frequently be dangerous
from their size and number is sufficiently ob-
vious; neither need I dwell on the state of
the patient's general liealth, as influencing the

result ; and 1 shall, therefore, merely remark,
that the chances and quickness of recovery are

much less in an old feeble individual, than in

a young robust person. We must also look to

the cause of disease, and its complications with
other affections or conditions ; for instance, we
must consider whether foreign bodies are pre-

sent to keep up irritation and its consequences

;

we must also take into the account the diseases

present with the abscess, as scrofula, scurvy,

syphilis, &c.

Gentlemen, the next subject for your
attention is the treatment of suppuration.

In every case, the result of acute inflamma-
tion, one plain indication is that of lessen-

ing the inflammation which has led to the

formation of matter, and which still exists

around it. As I have already observed, sup-
puration is not strictly a termination of in-

flammation ; it is only a change or modifica-

tion of action in the vessels, which must still

be regarded as in the state ofincreased action

;

indeed the surrounding parts may often be

manifestly seen to be severely inflamed. By
these observations, I do not mean to refer to

a suppuration or abscess that has already ex-
isted some length of time, or, that, perhaps,

has been burst for several days, or has changed
from the acute into the chronic form ; I speak
of that, which is the result of iiealthy phlegmo-
nous inflammation, and is yet in an early st;ige.

After an abscess is decidedly formed, it is

not always necessary to lower the stro^ngth of

the system by much bleeding or severe diet,

but we may endeavour, by other antiphlogistic

means, to lessen the inflammation ; and in

[
(articular we may enjoin, for a little while
onger, abstinence from external and internal

stimuli. Quietude of the part, and rest both
of mind and body, will also still be beneficial;

and I may say, that, as long as the parts con-
tinue painful, hot, rctl, and tense, the mode-
rate use of leeches and aperients will still be
of great service.

As soon as we find that there is no chance
of brinscmg about resolution, it is an axiom
in sura;ery immediately to discontinue the use

of cold applications : tliis is a rule which
ought to be constantly attended to. We must
now iiave recourse to warm emollient poultices

and fomentations, for nothing will give the
patient more ease, or more efficiently promote
the processes essential to tlic cure. The ap-
plications of this kind are, the bread and milk
poultice, the bread and water poultice, or that

made with Goulard's lotion. The linseed

meal poultice is one of the Ijest for common
use. Tlie fluids for fomentations generally

consist of decoctions of chamomile flowers, or
poppy-heads, or simple warm water. As the

rule is always to let the fomentation be of due
warmth, it is best to dip the linen, or flannel,

again in the decoction as soon as it has become
too cold. The means now enumerated soothe
the pain, abate the inflammation, and accele-

rate the arrival of that stage, when it will be
proper either to open the abscess, or suffer it

to burst. This treatment, together with the
occasional use of leeches, mild saline aperients,

low diet, and quietude, form the outline of the
practice to be adopted in the early stage of
acute suppuration. By abating the inflamma-
tion, the abscess will be rendered smaller : if

no effectual means were resorted to in the early

stages of suppuration to diminish the surround-
ing inflammation, the abscess would become
more and more extensive, in consequence of
the neighbouring parts, which are manifestly

inflamed, proceeding to suppuration ; whereas
by mild antiphlogistic treatment, we prevent

the surrounding parts from participating in

the suppuration, and the abscess from acquir-

ing a serious increase of size. It is a fact that,

by treating abscesses on these principles, we
sometimes disperse them altogether, when,
if stimulants had been used, there would have
been no chance of so favourable an issue.

Another indication is to remove every source

_ of irritation, such as the lodgment of foreign

bodies, splinters of bone, pieces of dead bone.
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bullets, &c. I have often removed from ab-

scesses pieces of gun-barrels, bits of glass,

needles, and bullets, which had remained un-

suspected in the part for months. Gentle-

men, you may remember my mentioning, in

a former lecture, a curious case, in which the

discharge from an abscess was always of a

beautiful green colour; the cause of this

proved to be the lodgment of the copper-head

of a walking stick, which had continued, with-

out any suspicion of it, for several months.

When abscesses in the perineum are caused

by strictures of the urethra, the removal of the

strictures is a main indication in the treatment,

for they are the exciting cause. As soon as

an abscess is completely formed, and the pre-

sence of pus is ascertained by the best possible

proof, namely, the feeling of fluctuation, then

another indication presents itself, which is,

to free the part as soon as possible from
the jMS that is collected. This is so rarely-

accomplished by absorption, that it would be

erroneous practice to wait for, or expect it, or let

the treatment be much influenced by the con-

sideration of its possibility. Those abscesses,

which are the consequences of acute inflam-

mation, are scarcely ever dispersed by absorp-

tion; they are almost sure to burst, and at-

tempts to prevent this from taking place will,

in general, only retard the cure, and prolong

the patient's suflTering. The formation of the

pus might, perhaps, have been prevented by
the adoption of more rigorous antiphlogistic

measures in the first instance ; but pus, being
already formed, there is little chance of its ab-

sorption. Neither is the thick, curd-like sub-

stance, which is blended with the limpid fluid

of certain cln-onic abscesses, a circumstance

likely to render the absorption of them a

probable event. Then if we can depend upon
the statements of Andral, there is another rea-

son, why the pus of some chronic abscesses

cannot be removed by absorption, and that is,

when their cysts happen to be lined with an
inorganic concrete matter, composed of a de-

posit of the thick parts of the pus itself.
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Gentlemen,

Since our last meeting there has been one
death; it was a case of phthisis, which had
been in the house for some time. There was
nothing of any particular interest in it for me
to describe. There was a case of syphilis

presented (discharged) last week. I shall not

of course enter into the pathology of this dis-

ease, more than to say it was subdued by the

ordinary measures.

Hoemorrhoids—A man with piles also went
out'. He had a small dry tumour situated ex-

ternally, accompanied with heat, and slight

pain about the part. I cured him by the a[j-

plication of leeches and alum wash, which was
applied frequently to the affected part. If

there is not any particular inflammatory symp-
toms, but merely slight heat and itching about
the part, I should depend upon the alum wash
without the aid of leeches ; at the same time
it is necessary to attend to the bowels. You
must not open tiiem too much, or you will

make the matter worse, by constantly irritating

the part, and producing congestion. On the

other hand, you must not let them be too much
confined, the tkces becoming indurated, and
in this way you will also produce irritation

;

consequently make them worse. The best

treatment is to keep them gently relaxed by
some mild aperient ; by giving strong purga-
tives, you will always do mischief, therefore

you must never go to one extreme or to the
other. Mercury should not be given, as it is

apt to excite too much purgation ; and by con-

tinual diarrhoea, tenesmus will be produced,
causing a great straining of the parts.

Epilepsia There is a boy aflfected with
epilepsy, of whom I shall speak, who went
out last week. Now, we generally find at

least three-fourths of the cases of epilepsy oc-

curring in males, boys being most subject to

it ; and St. Vitus's dance we most frequently

find arise in young females; the reason of

which I cannot say. I do not exactly know
liow many cases I have at present under my
care, but there are a great many, and chiefly

boys. This boy had a very large head. When
you see an irregular-shaped head, if consider-

ably overgrown, or deficient in size, so that it

is disproportioned, your prognosis would be,

that tliere is either organic disease or some
otlier serious mischief going on. His head
was much larger than it ought to have been,

according to his size. If the brain had been
healthy, he would have been some day a first-

rate character, and have had a very powerful

mind. It was exceedingly large for a boy of

his years ; he was tburteen years of age, and
had" been troubled with epileptic fits for two

years, which came on, generally, once a-month.
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He liad noUiing else particular the matter with
him, except at times he appeared very dull,

and was childish. Tliis and the fits miijlit

have arisen from effusion, or chronic thicken-

ing^ of some part of the brain ; there mipht be
general hypertrophy of the bones of tl\e skull,

or else excess of brain ; that is to say, hyper-
trophied brain which was not of a jjood qua-
lity. The disp ."lay arise in children from
an hypertrop" •'' state of the brain. A case

of lar<je deven^pment is recorded of a child,

whose mind was exceedingly active ; and the

child was never happy unless in the society of

adults, and taking part with them in conver-
sation. The result was, that before he arrived

at the adult age, from the excessive activitv of

the brain, he was seized witli an attack of

hemiplegia, of which he dietl.

Now, the best treatment to be adopted in

these cases of epilepsy is, to keep them quiet,

put them upon low diet, and give them gentle

purgative medicines, so as to keep their bowels
regular. If the sym|)toms ref|uire it, bleeding
may be resorted to, and iodine given to a cer-

tain extent. This boy has not had any fit

since he came into the hospital. His friends

stated the fits came on once a-month. He was
admitte<I on the 4th of October, and stopped
until last week, without having any lit, having
been in the hospital nearly two months. The
treatment here consisted of keeping his bowels
gently open, and at first putting him upon
fever diet; his head w.is shaved, and after

some time he had some milk added to his

fever diet. Iodine was rubbed on the scalp,

and blood was taken once from (he back of

his head. This is the most beneficial treatment

you can adopt in these aifections. Diseases of

the nervous system may arise from various

causes, and one disease will frequently produce
another. There are numerous diseases which
appear in the nervous system, the symptoms
of which are epilepsy, mania, &c. ; some of

them arising from inflammation, and others

from organic disease. I gave this boy the

advantage of the iodine, thinking that his fits,

as I have before said, might arise from chronic

thickening of the membranes, or effusion. He
had some of t.'io ointment rubbed upon his

scalp daily ; took internally the hydriodate of

potass, with a few drops of the saturated solu-

tion of iodine. Under this treatment he so

far recovered t'lat he had not a fit for two
months, and the drowsiness disappeared before

he left the hospital.

Intermittpnt fever The next case that I

I'.ave to speak of is one of ((uartan ague, which
is the most diiTicult kind of ague to cure. The
man stated, that he went into Kent at the

commencement of the harvest, and returned a
month since. Was first taken with rigors, felt

weary, and became very thirsty; he was then

seized with a regular attack of ague, which
came on every fourth day. I gave him ten

grains of the sulphate of quinine every six

hours. As soon as the disease is checked, if

you discontinue the remedy, the disease will

very likely return. 1 therefore always con-

tinue the remedy for some time after the dis-

ease has subsided, for it is the same as in

syphilis or chancre ; if you desist from the use

of the mercur\- as soon as the eruption or sore

disai)pears, there is every probabiHty of its

returning. So it is with ague, after it has been
cured with quinine. This man was i. >; hos-

pital a fortnight; he had only one paroxysm
after he came in, and that was on the Saturday
following his admission. 1 not only" continued

it for the time he was in, but gave Jiim a stock

of medicines to take out with him.

Neuralgia.—The case, to which I particu-

larly wish to dra^y your attention to-day, is one
of great interest, but in which I did no perma-
nent gooil ; however, I afforded him a little

temporary relief. It is a case of neuralgia oc-

curring in one finger. (The term neuralgia

meaning a pain in a nerve.) I^ . a very in-

teresting case, therefore I will reau- the history

of it to you. This man was a,;journcyman

printer, and had been ill for two years : he was
first attacked with pain in the left arm and
face ; the affection soon after became confined

to the middle finger of the left hand ; the pain

taking the course of the nerve on each side of
tlie finger; the other fingers of the same hand
were numb, the thuml) remaining wholly un-
affected. The pain, which was situated on the
right side of his face, commenced in the sub-

maxillary nerve, extending upwards, so as to

affect the second branch of the fifth, as well as

the third. It is remarkable, that this man had
the disease in other parts of his body before

his admission, and then it entirely slopped, and
was confined to the middle finger of the left

hand. The pain was of an agonizing piercing

nature, just as if a pen-knife was drawn down
on each side of his finger ; this piercing pain

was increased from the least pressure or touch,

its violence was so great, that he could not

bear even the finger-nails of that hand being
cut ; the jarring, produced by cutting them,
causing- such agonizing pain. The pain at

times was so severe, that he used to bite the

nails of the fingers of the other hand close to

the quick ; having a remarkable appearance,

for on one hand the nails w( re bitten as close

as they could be, whilst those on the other

hand were altogether as long, though not so

long as they could be. Whenever the pain

was very violent, the nails on the affected hand
became discoloured. I could not discover any
cause, nor can 1 tell what produced it. The
pain was evidently situated in the nerves, for

it took the same direction, and was found in

the same parts in which the nerves are placed.

There was no heat or inflammation, yet the

most excruciating pain was produced from the

slightest pressure.

The best remedy that I have found in this

disease, though by no means a specific, is the

carbonate of iron, which medicine appears to

have some control over this affection. It was
first pointed out by a Mr. Hutchinson, who, I

believe, belonged to some institution in the
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country *, and, I think, is now dead ; others

might have given it before him, without no-

ticing any particular benefit from it ; but, I

believe, this gentleman first noticed the fact of

its being useful in nervous affections. Finding

this man pale, thin, and very much emaciated,

i\|^ -t, appeared worn out from pain, I gave

hii; t once a large dose of the carbonate of

iron. There is nothing more absurd than

givi a large dose of any medicine, if a small

dose will answer the purpose, but should it

not, 1 *hen give large doses, and continue to

keep up the effect until some alteration is [)ro-

duced on the constitution : for it is not only

absurd but very bad practice to continue with

a small dose if it does no good. No one would
think of sending a regiment of soldiers to turn

an old apple woman out of the street, neither

would 3ny one think of sending a few police-

men . torm a castle ; and it is much the same
thing m making rules for doses of medicine,

and quite as ridiculous. I gave this 7nan, at

first, half an ounce of carbonate of iron three

times a-day ; he took it for some time, but not

deriving any benefit from it, I increased it to

every four hours. Now he began to improve, and
his general appearance became healthier; still,

however, he could get no rest for the excessive

pain. To procure sleep, I gave him half a grain

of the muriate of morphia every night, and
applied some of the cyanuret of potass to his

finger, which at first gave him relief, but the

effect soon went off; I then increased its

strength, and it again relieved him. Finding
that it was the effect of cold that relieved him,
1 apphed some other in its place, which gave
him greater relief than the cyanuret of potass.

After he had continued this remedy for some
time, the effect diminished; the pain again

kept him from sleep, and I increased the mor-
phia to one grain every night. As he did not

receive much benefit from the iron, I increased

it to an ounce every four hours : he now again

began to improve in his general health ; his

countenance looked better, and he even ap-
peared to get fat under this treatment. The
cyanuret of potass was again tried, and increased

to the strength of one drachm to an ounce of

water ; still he got more relief from the other.

I could not expect a man to take more than
one ounce of the carbonate of iron for a dose,

but the effect of this now going off, I tried it in

another form ; I gave him tlie sulphate. I am not
aware, that the carbonate of iron lias any more
control over these affections, or St. Vitus's

dance, tlian any other preparation of iron,—I,

therefore, gave him five grains of the sulphate
of iron, with the ounce of carbonate of iron.

Finding him, after a short time, improve from
this, I increased it to fifteen grains, with the

ounce of carbonate of iron, every three hours;
from this treatment he found a little benefit,

but it was only temporary, the pain returning

* Was it not A. C. Hutchinson, Esq.,

F.R.S., &c. ?

as bad as ever. I now thought 1 had given

the iron a fair trial, therefore I stopped it on
the 26th of June. Upon the 8th of March, he
began to take it, continuing it in this large

quantity for three months. I have often found

the carbonate of iron fail in this disease, tliongh

I have generally found it do more good than

any other remedy that I ha^je tried, but all reme-

dies will sometimes fa" "yr the disease may
arise from various causet.'h. 4 if produced from

irritation, until the irritating cause is removed,

you may give all the iron in the world without

doing any good. There is not any remedy
that will "do good in every disease.

The cause of neuralgia I do not know,

so, of course, I am obliged to practise in the

dark. If it should arise from inflammation, I

should adopt the antiphlogistic treatment, &c.,

and always treat it according to the symptoms.

Finding this man remained much in the same
state, I relinquished the iron altogether, and
gave him strychnine, and then had a blister ap-

plied to his finger, but found great difficulty m
producing vesication ; the second and the third

was applied, and at last a slight vesication was
produced ; I now gave the strychnine, begin-

ning with -Jjj of a grain ; I always begin with

small doses, unless it is contra-indicated, and

then gradually increased it to one-eighth, one-

sixth, and one-half of a grain. Not finding

himself any better, and not being able to get

rest from the excessive pain, he bogged 1

would increase the morphia, which I did to

two grains every night. One grain of this is

said to be equal to four grains of opium.

After this he begged me again to increase it.

I had his finger smeared with croton oil, not

rubbed, for he could not bear it. I now per-

ceived that his health began to decline ; he

was now taking three-fifths of a grain of strych-

nine three times a-day, and two grains and

a half of the muriate of morphia every night.

I again had recourse to the iron to see if it

would restore his health, he wishing it himself,

for he now appeared in much the same state

as he did when first he came in. I therefore

began with half an ounce of iron, soon increased

it to the ounce, and he said it again relieved

him. The pain in the finger continuing una-

bated, his sleep again was disturbed by it ; he

requested I would once more increase the

morphia, which I did to three grains every

night, at the same time was obliged to give

him an opiate, owing to the agonizing pain in

the day-lime. The strychnine he had been

taking "three-fifths of a grain three times a day

;

he found no benefit from it, it produced

twitchings of the muscles of the arms ; I there-

fore discontinued it on the '21st of Aug.

Arsenic I have known sometimes to do good

in these affections. The man asking for

something that might give him ease, on the

21st of Aug. I began by giving him three mi-

nims of it three times a" day, gradually increas-

ing it to six, eight, and nine minims three

times a day, without producing anyeffectupon

the disease. Nine minims 1 consider a large
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dose, and it made him sick. Now, to prevent

the occurrence of this, I gave him ni_ij. of the

hydrocyanic acid, half an hour previous to his

taking Uie medicine; this did not answer; I

therefore increased it to three, four, five, and

went on to six, minims, wliich was taken

half an hour before each dose of the arseuic.

After he had taken three doses of it, it checked

the arsenic from disturbing the stomach.

This is a very valuable remedy, and will ge-

nerally prevent other medicines from making

the patient sick, provided there is no inflam-

mation present. Finding the powerful effect

of this medicine in gastrodynia, or pyrosis, in

checking the vomiting, it struck me that it

might prevent the vomiting caused by other

medicines; it is now about three years ago

since I first thought it would do good in this

wav. You see by this instance, few drops at

first did not check the vomiting; but, by in-

creasing it, I have generally found it have the

desired eifect, as in this case. Tlie nine drops

of the solution of arsenic now did not appear

to do much good, I therefore continued gra-

dually increasing it, until I arrived at as large

a dose as twenty minims three times a day.

After I had continued it up to this large quan-

tilv, and finding that his apiiearance became

worse, I stopped, tliough his looking worse

might not result from the arsenic, but from the

disease itself. I, at the same time, had been

gradually, at his own desire, increasing the

morphia to j)rocure sleep, he now taking as

nnich as eight grains every nigiit, which af-

forded temporary relief to his agonizing suf-

ferings. I had also been gradually increasing

the prussic acid up to seven, then eight, and

nine drops, which was taken half an hour

before each dose of arsenic, which he bore

well, although he now looked very bad, and
appeared most worn out from continual pain.

I do not think he looked worse than he did

when he first took the iron Now, he ex-

pressed a wish to go out for a week or two

;

this I allowed, and told him he might return

when he pleased; and ordered liim some of
• the muriate of morphia. Besides these reme-

dies, I perceive, I tried the extract of stramo-

nium, which was smeared on his finger, and

at first gave him a little ease ; I then let him
have some of the extract of belladonna, which
also relieved him at first. But I am sorry to

say, I did not do him any good, for when he

went out he was as bad as when he first came
in ; although he would persist in it himself

that, at the present time, he was better; but

I must say I cannot think his sufferings were

less. He was a man of a very strong mind,

and, I fully believe, an excellent, worthy man ;

and yet at times, from the severity of the pain,

he could not help shedding tears. When he
returns, 1 have not any idea at present what to

give him, for I know of nothing that will be

of any service to him, but can only recominend

him to have his finger amputated. I cannot

f-ay myself I have any \w\ie of relief from

the operation, for it has failed in so many in-

stances, and the disease may extend to the

corresponding nerves of the other fingers ; or

it may re-appear at the trunk of the nerve,

near the stump, or be in the continuation of

the nerve at the stump. My hope still is less

on account of the afl'ection appearing in his

face. Sometimes the cause of it is high up,

near the centre of the nervous system ; some-

times in the brain ; at otJier times in the spinal

marrow ; therefore the operation, in all pro-

bability, would only give temporary relief, and
tiie disease return in some other part of the

body. The operation sometimes proves suc-

cessful. You will find a case related in the

first vol. of the Med. Chirurg. Tranti., anrl

also in the fourth you w^ill find another ; there

is one related too in the Phihisophinil Trans-
actions, but which volume I at present forget.

Sir Everard Home states, that the division of

thp nerve is of no use; it will not succeed, for

the nerve will unite again. This gentleuian

relates a case of the nerve being divided, and
the patient died. I should not have considered

that I had done my duty in this case, unless

I pushed tlie remedies to the extent I did.

I began with small doses; did not increase

them from small to large; if I had jumpe<l

from two to ten minims, 1 should ha\e said it

had been very bad practice. Certainly nothing

is more absurd than to fix the dose of any

medicine; but it is very proper to have a

given quantity fixed to begin with ; for in-

stance, give one minim of prussic acid to begin

with, and if the vomiting continues, and you
wish to save the life of your patient, you must

increase it gradually until the sickness sub-

sides. There arc some cases in which it is

right to begin with a large dose of medicine

;

supjiose, in ague, an old man should come to

me, almost shattered by this disease, I should

then give a large dose of quinine at once ; al-

though, in another individual with the same
complaint in a less degree, I should begin with

a small one, and in other cases the same,

therefore there cannot be any general rule.

For instance, in Idceding, it is sometimes neces-

sary to take only six ounces of blood, others

twelve, sixteen, and, sometimes, it is necessary

to take as much as forty ounces. We find al-

most all persons allow this rule resjiecting cer-

tain remedies, and so we must always, accord-

ing to the symptoms necessary to treat, bring

up our force accordingly. I recollect the case

of a man in this hospital who was purged

violently with the fifteenth part of a drop of

croton oil ; and, at present, there is a man
who is taking five drops daily. He first began

with a small dose, which was not sufficient,

and he now takes a drop every second hour,

and the quantity generally amounts to five

minims before his bowels are acted upon. I

am afraid there is some organic obstruction in

this man ; but here it would have been mad-
ness to have begun with five minims, and as I

found less was not sufficient, I increased it up
to that quantity. It would be exactly the same

thing with regard to surgery, in puncturing
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wounds, for a man to make a small opening

where a large one ought to be made ; and any

surgeon who understood his business would at

once see the other had done wrong. One of

the College of Surgeon examiners might just

as well say, that the same kind of puncture, or

incision, was necessary in different diseases of

tlie body, as make one rule with regard to

medicine. Many mistake this disease, tor al-

though nearly a similar pain may exist in the

course of the nerves, it is owing to inflamma-

tion of the neurilema, or external coat, which

will recover under proper treatment ; and some

think by curmg this they have cured the dis-

ease called formerly tic douloureux. 1 meet

with comparatively"very few cases of tic dou-

loureux ; and the other cases are nothing more

than a species of rheumatism, the same as we

see almost every day in the hip, the pain taking

the course of the sciatic nerve. Rheumatism

we often find to affect the tendons in different

parts of the body, and it also frequently affects

the nerves, the "neurilema, or external cover-

ing of them, and pain is the consequence, but

it is not of the violent piercing nature as in

old tic douloureux, being nothing more than

riieumatism of the nerve. If there is inflam-

mation, and the part is worse when hot, take

blood by cupping and leeches ; and if it is not

relieved by heat, but better when cold, give

stimulants," such as the ammoniated tincture of

guaiacum and iron ; use the needles ; mercury

also will do good ; in fact, you must treat it

exactly in the same way as you would com-

mon rheumatism. The same treatment is to

be adopted if the disease is in the face, viz.,

apply leeches, &c. &c. which you will gene-

rally find speedily remove it. This kind of

rheumatism may easily be cured ; it is not

more obstinate than the common rheumatism.

The true tic douloureux is a rare disease. I

seldom meet with it myself more than once a

year, and I generally finil the carbonate of iron

"relieves it, but does "not cure it; and most pro-

bably it generally arises from some irritating

cause. Sir Charles Bell and Magendie both

have tried to discover, after death, the cause,

but could find nothing. In some cases, small

tumours occur, and in other cases a collection

of fluid under the neurilema, or external coat,

has been discovered. Sometimes it is produced

by the stump of a decayed tooth ; and at other

times from disease of "the bone around some

of the foramina at the base ot the skull. Sir

Henry Halford has mentioned several of these

cases," which he had seen himself, in a paper

read before the College of Physicians. If the

disease arises from irritation of diseased bone,

very little benefit can be expected from the

quinine or iron. Several cases of neuralgia

are said to be cured by arsenic and quinine

;

but in the true neuralgia, as far as my expe-

rience goes, these medicines merely give tem-

porary relief, and the disease continues until

the patient dies.

The time, gentlemen, has elapsed, therefore

I shall defer speaking of the other cases until

our next meeting.

NOTES FROM THE INTERESTING

LECTURES OF

PROFESSOR MAGENDIE,
ON CHOLERA.

The Professor, in referring to the treatment of

cholera, observes, that what he had read of the

disease, the communications made to him by

French medical men sent to Poland, and his

own observations made at Sunderland, did not

lead to satisfactory views on this head, when
the epidemic broke out in Paris. Indeed, he

admits very frankly, that, even after all the ex-

perience since afforded fliere, " nous nesommes

arrive a des points de doctrine bien positives."

Finding himself suddenly overwhelmed with

numbers of sick, his first plan of treatment

may therefore be considered in a manner in-

stinctive, and he subsequently continued it

with httle modification. Much as he is known

to be addicted to experiments, he made few or

none on this occasion. As, by an arrange-

ment made, the cases of less gravity were sent

to more distant hospitals, almost all those

treated at the Hotel Diett, by Dr. Magendie,

were of the severe forms. A patient, when
received into the hospital in a state of collapse,

was treated in the following manner:—

L

placed in a bed well warmed; 2. the limbs

rubbed by several persons with equal parts of

camphorated spirits, volatile alkali, and oil of

turpentine ; 3. bags of heated sand about the

body and limbs;" 4. drinks, either iced or

warm, according to the taste of the patient,

but usually excitants, as an infusion of balm,

of menth, or of chamomile, with or without

the addition of Jss. of the acetate of ammonia
to every pint

—

" piaicfi," made in the following

way: infusionof chamomile, one pint; spirits,

two ounces ; sugar, four ounces ; the juice of

a lemon. Warm wine and water, sweetened

;

5. warm enemata, with, occasionally, camphor

or opium.

The chief phenomenon being the weakened

circulation, our first endeavours should be di-

rected to this. On the whole, the success in

this respect has been great, in Dr. Magendie's

wards. It is to be considered that, unlike

what occurs in other diseases, in which the

patient, though cold, may have whatever degree

of warmth is developed in the body preserved

by additional covering, in cholera, there being

no development of caloric during the period of

collapse, no augmentation of temperature arises

from an increased quantity of covering. Pre-

fers bags of warm sand or ashes, bein^^ good

conductors of heat, to the apj)lication of warm
air. The application of heat by complicated

means is always objectionable, in consequence

of the delay which usually occurs in their em-

ployment. Those things employed for the

purpose, which give out disagreeable odours.
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as the spirit-lamp, are objectionable. Tlie

first cholera cases discharged cured from the

Hotel Dieii were from Dr. Magendie's wards
Where the patients preferred cold drinks, he

did not hesitate gratifying them ; as, in a dis-

ease involved in such obscurity, the instinct of

the patients should be attended to. But it

seems to have occurred, tliat few recoveries

took place among those who had the desire for

cold drinks *, while those, who preferred the

warm drinks, for the most part recovered.

Besides the above, warm wine, with the addi-

tion of a little tincture of cinnamon, was some-
times given, but very little medicine,—even
the employment of opium was very limited.

The Professor enters into some details show-
ing the difEculty which occurred in carrying

the above means, though simple, into execu-

tion, on the breaking out of the epidemic, the

general panic making it impossible to procure
proper attendants.

Respecting warm baths and other means
employed, which require change of position,

they were considered objectionable.

As accessories, sinapisms and corrosive

applications to various parts, were sometimes
employed with the view of exciting the circu-

lation.

" Of nearly six hundred cholera cases which
were treated by me in the ward Sainte-

Monique, all, except thirty-eight who died on
the frame on which they were brought, pre-

vious to being put into beds, had the heat of
the body and circulation restored, under the

emplo3"ment of the means here mentioned."

As to bleeding in the algid period, it was
never resorted to. Seems to have very little

confidence in the employment of remedies in

use for the peculiar cramps and vomitings

which occur.

It may be doubted how far, during the

algid stage, medicines exercise their peculiar

effects. Dr. Magendie has not been able to

satisfy himself that, in some trials made, any
effect has followed the administration of large

doses of opium, of aether, of camphor, and of

ammonia. Thinks it likely that there is, in

this respect, an approach to the state of a rabid

person. In the case of a man labouring under
hydrophobia, he injected as much as seven

grains of opium into the veins, without any
modification of the attack being produced ;

—

* Notwithstanding what is here stated, we
are bound to remind our readers, that, by a

gentleman who has most attentively watched
the progress of the cholera in London, it was
announced publicly, on the 31st of August
last, that in this capital a proportion, greater

than he had seen under all other treatment at

different points, recovered from the state of

extreme collapse, where extraordinary quan-

tities of cold water had been given

—

See our

Number for 22d Sept. last, p. 244. The plan

has also been found useful in other parts of

England, and we believe in Ireland also

—

Eds.

a quantity which, in a person of sound intellect,

would probably have caused death. The same
has occurred in rabid animals with respect to

prussic acid, it having, under Dr. Magendie's
observation, proved inert in a mad dog, whereas
a single drop usually kills an animal of this

kind when not mad. A couple of grains of

cam])hor injected into the veins of a cat will

make the animal bound several feet high; but,

in a totally hopeless case of cholera in which
half a drachm of cam[)hor, diffused in a quan-
tity of water, was injected into the veins, the

smallest excitement was not produced. Is de-

sirous of ascertaining, by further investigations,

how far, in the algid period of cholera, the

nervous system is insensible to the effect of
medicaments.

In the stage of true re-action, or transform-
ati<m complete, found simple means, as diluents,

sufficient, with occasionally antispasmodics.

We must be cautious in not cutting short this

action, as it is desirable that it should last for

a certain period. If it only lasts for half an
hour, or an hour, it is not to be considered as

complete, and may be followed by a second
algid period, or by a protracted state of debi-

li(y. Instances a case of the latter description

at the Hotel Dieu, where a woman, in whom
the re-action was imperfect, continued for six

weeks in a state of prostration.

When the re-action is too energetic it is to

be moderated, not entirely subdued at once.

Bleeding, according to the circumstances of
the individual case, may be had recourse to,

and here the appearance of the blood is to be
carefully remarked ; its assuming the normal
colour, coagulating, and becomingbuffed, being
very favourable signs. Found the occasional

use of enemata usefid in moderating the sen-

sation of internal heat, which sometimes takes

place.

In the state of incomplete re-action, a mois-

tureof theskin is observed, which is sometimes
warm, at other times cold, but always acid. Here
we are, instead of being called upon to subdue
re-action, to direct our efforts to keeping up
the action of the heart by some of those means
employed during the algid period, with sina-

pisms, baths, &c. The anornial state of the

blood, as well in the arteries as in the veins,

subsists in this incomplete re-action usually

so fatal.

Although full re-action may sometimes

occur where the typhoid symjjtoms set in, it

is followed by a return ofthe algid state, which
destroys our hopes; the patient falls into a

state of extreme prostration, often with cere-

bral congestion, and disturbed faculties. The
typhoid form may also exist where incomplete

re-action only sets in.

Dr. Magendie admits that very few recover-

ies from the tyi)hoid stage took place under

him ; nor can he, after so much experience,

and the employment of various medicaments,

including the remedy proposed by Dr. Stephens,

recommend any plan of treatment possessinjj

particular advantages.
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In the transformation from the algid to the

adynamic stage, the state of the patient seems

to be more perilous, though, in reality, this is

not the case. There is great prostration of

strengtli, and the patient lies motionless on his

back. Here, however, the blood has assumed
its normal state, and, under tonics, recovery

took place in a great majority ofthe cases.

^\llere, from the state of collapse, the dis-

ease has passed into the form described as

being accompanied with great pain about the

epigastrium, and a persistence of vomiting and
purging, the issue, notwithstanding the em-
ployment of derivatives and divers other re-

medies, has proved fatal in the majority of in-

stances.

In the two instances in which Dr. Magendie
saw the curious vibrations of all the muscles

of the body (" transformation fibrillaire, pal-

pitante") succeed the algid stage, and which
terminated favourably, antispasmodics and
baths had been employed. He does not seem
to think this form dangerous. He thinks that

in tiie two most dangerous forms of transform-

atim (typho'd and incomplete) the blood is not

restored to its normal state, and hence the

greater mortality when they occur.

Besides cholera in its ordinary forms, ano-

malous symptoms have occurred in individuals

during the epidemic influence in Paris. Some
cases of what the Professor calls abattement,

or idioiisme cholenque, presented themselves,

which state reduced persons of known bravery
and firmness to a state bordering on the help-

lessness of cretanism, and lasted, generallj',

for a long time. Under a generous diet, and
attention to les consolations morales, amuse-
ments, and mild tonics, such cases have done
well.

Has, besides the above, also frequently met
with an insidious form of cholera during the

epidemic, simulating cerebral congestion, apo-

plexy, or partial paralysis. Is satisfied that

M. Cuvier died from an affection of this kind.

The symptoms indicated so strongly effusion

on the brain, that the medical attendants pro-

fessed to point out the precise part at which
this had taken place, but the autopsy proved
them to have been in error.

Saw, at the Hotel-Dieu, one very remarkable

case in which the disease assumed the type of

a regular quotidian intermittent, which yielded

to quinine ; and from this does not doubt the

existence of a form of cholera analogous to the

Jievres algides graves of certain marshy coun-

tries.

Contrary to what occurs in some epidemics,

has seen the cholera attack persons labouring

under other diseases, as phthisis, cancer of the

womb, chronic disease of the liver, &c.
Has seen, after the cholera, a particular

catarrh set in, where the expectoration seemed
to resemble the peculiar cholera evacuations.

Such attacks, though of long duration, did not

prove fatal.

The Professor gives, near the close of his

ninth lecture, some idea of the horrors arising.

on the first appearance of the epidemic, out of

the attempt made by a few persons having
influence, to isolate the patients, but which was
soon remedied by the good sense of the late

Premier, M. Perier.

The results, under Dr. Magendie, at the

Hotel-Dieu, have been, from '28th March to

2.3d August, 18.32—594 admissions, 208 deaths,

374 discharged, 12 convalescents.

In his practice, among his private patients

in Paris, Dr. Magendie, it appears, was so

fortunate as to have lost no case, although the

number, on the first appearance of the disease,

was considerable.

LE CTURE S

ON

GENERAL AND COMPARATIVE
PHYSIOLOGY.

BY

PROFESSOR DE BLAINVILLE.

(Corrected by himself.)

lecture the first. introduction.

Gentlemen,

But before entering on the immediate subject

of these lectures, I must pre-admonish against

the impression which may be made upon you
in the course of these lectures, by hearing me
give, as the result of my own labours and re-

flections, certain facts, or certain explanations,

of phenomena, which you may have already

heard from other lecturers, or which you may
have found in works published many years

ago. Those who do me the honour to hear

me for the first time, may learn from those

who have before been present at my lecture.?,

and that during twenty years that I have been

a public teacher, that I never fail to make
known, without restriction, to my hearers,

whatever I may have just learned by special

researches, the result ofwhich I have frequently

published in no other way. They may be assured,

that my opinions, on the different branches of

zoology, tliat is to say, in zooclassy, in special

or comparative zootomy, in physiology, and
even in pathology and philosophy, have often

been made known, either in this establishment,

or in those of the Garden of the King, of the

College of France, and of the Athenaeum,
where, in succession, I have been professor.

I can indeed cite, in confirmation of this, the

cahiers rediges of my lectures on physiological

anatomy, which have long been in the hands

of my pupils, and even in those of many profes-

sors, who might there have taken notice of such

results as suited their particular opinions. Do
not think, however, that I claim these as exclu-

sively my own, since I have long acknowledged

the principle, that certain discoveries and cer-

tain theories, or opinions, are not so much in-
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dividual property as is supposed, that they de-

pend on the advancement of science, and may
sufr^est tiiemselves, at tlie same time, to many
of those who are studyin<j those subjects. I do

not even claim the priority, as I certainly

might in a sufficient number of cases, but I

only wish to protect myself against any accu-

sation of plagiarism, a fault which is quite re-

pugnant to my character.

I ought also to observe, that in explaining a

general system of zoobiology, I shall enter

very little into discussions, and still less shall

I trouble myself with a historical analysis of

the diflFerent opinions which have been brought
forward on the most important points of the

science : first, because it would take up too

much time, and we have very little to spare if

we wish to finish the course this year, and
next, because oral lectures are not at all adapted

for carrying on such discussions in a convenient

manner.
Lastly, I must obser\e, that I shall some-

times be necessarily drawn on to encroach on
other divisions of biology—as into phyUiby *,

when I shall find it necessary to strengllien

my arguments in such a manner as that they

may be beyond dispute.

OF PHYSIOLOGY.

According to the rigorous acceptation of the

term, physiology is the science of nature, that

is to say, that science which teaches the ana-

lysis of the phenomena which are going on in

aJl parts of the universe which our senses can
reach, guided by our understanding;— the

science which studies their connexions, and
which, going from the generalization of fiicts

to the laws which govern tliem, or, according
to ordinary language, from effects to causes
more and more general, stops, or at least ought
to stop, at the essence of things, a boundary
beyond which human wisdom cannot go.

This science, so vast, which has yet, perhaps,
been understood in its whole extent by onlv
one man,—Aristotle, and that, because the

facts collected by himself and his predecessors

in the study were still but few in number,
which is no longer the case at the present dav

;

so that it is almost, if not altogether, impossible
for one man to execute for our age, an encv-
clopedia similar to that which Aristotle made
for his ;—this science, 1 say, originated, as the

word itself shows, among the philosophers of

Greece. It is, in lact, remarked, that the word
nature (jpuans) cannot be found in any part of
the sacred writings, the most ancient books we
are acquainted with. The Jews having ac-

* In regarding the whole of organized

bodies, the science of biology may be sub-

divided into two branches, under the names
of zooby and jjhytoby, according as we are

analysing them in animals or vegetables, a di-

vision somewhat artificial, but which we are

often forced to admit.

knowledged one God, a Being, the creator and
governor of all things, could not, in point,

have any nectessity for such a term ; but it

was not so with the Greek philosophers, who
looked upon the higher questions ofphilosophy
in a different manner. The solutions which
they gave of them amounted, in their ultimate

analysis, to two : according to the one, matter
and the world had been created ; according to

the other, they had existed from all eternity.

The word nature owes its creation to this last

solution; but it serves, nevertheless, to cxj)rcss

many different ideas. Many Greek philoso-

phers used it to signify a sort of divinity that

governed and directed every thing here below.

This was an intelligent Being, who made no-
thing in vain, who, for his works, used the

shortest means; who never went beyond them,
and who made every thing for the best ; a
Being, in an eminent degree, a preserver of all

other beings, who healed them when sick,

maintained the order of the universe, and had
a horror of a vacuum.

It is the school of Hippocrates that appears
to have conceived the idea of this Being, who is

evidently a pure entity. It is imagined tliat tlie

observation of certain morbid phenomena may
liave led to this idea. Tims being unable to

account for the crises which frequently super-

vene in acute diseases which his treatment

had failed in subduing, and being unwilling

to attribute them to chance, he thought of this

word tiature, which soon extended to mean
the whole universe, to the sensible world, and
even to its Creator.

But it is especially in the writings of Aristo-

tle, that the word acquires so extended a
sense ; this is his definition, the first which
has been given of the word nature:—Natura
principium et causa motus et quielis ejus, in

quo inest prinio per se, et non secundum acci-

dens. (Arist. Phys. chap. 2, lib. 3.)

Notwithstanding the extensive signification

given to the word nature, we find in the works
of the same philosopher six different meanings
for it; and what is more remarkal)le, these

meanings have, by little and little, been mul-
tiplied to such an extent, that among the
Latins more than fourteen have been counted,
as Boyle has observed in his excellent disser-

tation on the different meanings of the word
nature.

The Greek word (pvfft;, which the Latins

have properly rendered natura, from nascor,

is derived from the word <pvu, which signifies

the same as nascor, namely, to he born ; so

that at first we must understand by the word,
that which a being accjuires from its birth, in

distinction to that which it may have acquired

by art.
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OP THE FUNCTIONS

OF THE

UNIMPREGNATED UTERUS.

[We copy the followin<j elaborate article from
Professor Davis's valuable work on Obstetric

Medicine, No. XHI. It embraces a vast deal

of instructive information on medical statistics,

and on the comparative mortality of the sexes

at the different periods of life. We are "gra-

tified to observe the re<;fular appearance of tliis

work, and state with confidence, that, when
complete, it will be the best system of English
obstetric medicine.]

Ivfiuence of given States of Health on the
Catamenial Function It is a pretty general
opinion that the function of menstruation ex-
poses its subjects, at certain marked periods of
their lives, to considerable changes and modi-
fications of sexual attributes ; and that these
changes are often competent very seriously to

atfect the health of women, if nol even to de-
termine the value of female life. The stages
in the currency of women's lives thus indi-

cated, are principally those of puberty, when
the function is first established, and of the cli-

macteric or critical age, when it is usual for it

to cease and determine.

With respect to the influence of puberty on
the health of adolescents, it is an important
fact, which admits of no dispute, that the pe-
culiar change which tlien takes place in the
constitution of the female, including the esta-

blishment of the menstrual function, is, with
a few rare exceptions, a crisis favourable to

her health. If hy reason of any organic dis-

qualification or of any presumed condition of

incompetency on the part of the constitution

to promote or to admit of the sanguineous
fulness and improved actions of life, which we
observe usually to supervene at the age of

puberty ; if from these, or other causes, the

catamenial function fails to be instituted, or is

instituted, to be afterwards irregvdarly or

otherwise imperfectly performed ; then indeed,

and thus indirectly, menstruation may be sup-
posed to have an unfriendly influence upon the
health of its subjects. In a majority, however,
even of these cases, the imperfect performance
of the function should, in common with its

accompanying circumstances, be considered
rather as an effect of other causes than as itself

tlie cause of the diseases and predispositions to

diseased actions which are usually attendant
upon it. Wherefore, we find that the advent
of puberty is more frequently the harbinger of
improved health, and in fact a crisis decisive
of the remission or disappearance of some of
the most formidable maladies to which the
human female is subject. If, in the ordinary
proportions of deaths of females, which occur
at the age of puberty, any should appear to be
imputable to the influence of some failure or

imperfection in the performance of the func-

tion of menstruation, it would seem almost de-

monstrable that such influence must be very
inconsiderable. It is even doubtful, whether
the life of the female, at this period, be not
quite equal, if not superior in value, to that of
the male at the corresponding period of his

characteristic developments. It is a fact, which
has been long established, that, notwithstand-

ing an absolute excess, by about five in a hun-
dred of male over female births, there actually

exists at the same time, in all countries which
have been long inhabited, a greater number of
females than of males. Black's Analysis of
Diseases and Mortalittj, p. 24 ; Topographic
Medicale de Paris, par C- Lachaise, p. 214.
" It is evident," observes the talented Actuary
of the National Debt, " that this is a consider-

ation of very great consequence, for if thei-e Ikj

a substantial diflference in the rate of mortality

to which the two sexes are severally liable, it

follows as a self-evident truth, that a rate of

mortality resulting from observations oh ]}oth

sexes indiscriminately can be applicable to

neither, being too much for one and too little

for the other." ..." That there is such
a disparity is a fact within the familiar obser-

vation of all. In every census, there are found
alive many more females than males, while in

the births and baptisms of every town, district,

or kingdom, there is uwariably produced at

least 105 boys for every 100 girls. The lesser

mortality of females was known to M. Dc
Parcieux; but he was unable to assign the
precise magnitude of the difference, except in

regai'd to the monks and nuns. Four years
previously it had been made public by M.
Wm. Kerssebooni; who, however, disregarded
the difference in the general table of mortality

which he sent forth. His data exhibit, from
the experience of many thousands, the mean
duration of male children distinct from that of
females ; and those infants must of necessity

have commenced existence two centuries ago.

With a slight correction the result may be
briefly stated thus : If there were ten classes of
children at each age, the first under one year
old, the last aged nine; and if the mean du-
ration of hfe, which it was found each indi-

vidual in a class had ultimately attained, were
separately set out, the sum of the existence

obtained by ten boys would be 369 years, and
that of girls 402.5. In certain observations on
the separate mortality of males and females at

Chester, as set forth by Dr. Price, the same
circumstance occurs. Taking the total ex-
istence of the first ten ages as before, there

is for the boys 394.9 years, and for the

girls 441.62. Yet Dr. Price, in like manner,
disregarded the disparity. In other observa-
tions, taken at Montpellier, the fact was once
more affirmed : the existence of ten males, as

before, being 396. 79 years, and of ten females

424.69. Again, on the whole population of

Sweden, it was in like manner established;

ten male children liaving 447.63, and ten fe-

males 471.26 years: and lastly, two additional
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tables have very recently appeared, showin<^

the mortality of males and females respectively,

both for the city of Amsterdam and the city of

Brussels, for the males 397.97, the females

412.95. So that if the existence of the male

children be represented in each of these six

instances by the number 1 00,000, that of tlie

females will by proportion stand as under, viz,

anciently in "Holland, 109,079; at Chester,

111,831 ; at Montpellier, 107,031 ; in Sweden,

105,279; in Amsterdam, 112,005; in Brus-

sels, 103,764. All these results, it will be

remembered, except the first, are founded

merely ou statistical data. But the superiority

of female life is evident in every instance."

—

Finlaisoti's Reports mi the Evidence and Ele-

mentary Facts, on which the Tables of Life

Annuities are founded, p. 17, London, 1829.

In reference to the results of his own calcula-

tions, " it is hoped," obser\es that gentleman,
" that the annexed observations will remove all

doubt whatsoever on that subject. They de-

monstrate that except under tiie aj^^e of twelve,

and above the age of eighty-five, extreme

periods in which perhaps no distinction of

mortality is apparent, there is at every other

period of life a remarkable and decided ad-

vantage in favour of the female. This is first

most evident about fourteen, after wliich the

mortality among tlic female sex is observed to

proceed onwards to the age of fifty-five, witli

the slightest imaginable increase, contrary to

many received notions, that child-bearing and

nursing entail on this sex a severe mortality in

early life ; and that in the earlier stages of the

decline of life they are also subject to many
casualties ; all which is utterly disproved by
tlie fact. It is not true, but quite the contrary,

therefore, that married women incur greater

danger than the single ; and reasonably may
tliis conclusion be admitted, when it is con-

sidered that the married are, in the first in-

stance, in regard to health and strength of

constitution, always tlie elite of the whole sex,

the unhealthy not choosing to marry. After

sixty, the female mortality advances more
rapidly ; but is always, until the age of eighty,

at least, very decidedly less than that of the

males." So much for the general fact of the

excess of mortality at all ages, with the excep-

tion just stated, of males over that of females.

But it may be observed, that such excess, as to

general result in favour of the value of female

life over that of the male, might nevertheless

very well consist with the truth of the com-

monly-received opinion as to the unfriendly

influence of the catamenial crisis incident to

the estabhshment of the function of menstrua-

tion on the health and lives of women ; inas-

much as the very crisis in question, though

disadvantageous or even fatal to a few, might,

nevertheless, to the many, be made the means
of improved health, and of a longer tenure of

life. Of the reality and amount of effect, if

any, of this earlier crisis upon tlie health and

lives of females, there are scarcely sufficient

data existing- to warrant any very positive

statements. At the respective ages of puberty

in both sexes, as well as during every other

portion of life's progress, the average rate of

mortality, as given in Mr. Finlaison's tables, is

greater, as has been already seen, in the case

of the male than of the female sex. In a chart

which gives at one view the rate of mortality

of both sexes, and at all ages of all the govern-
ment annuitants, recently constructed by Mr.
Finlaison, we may observe somewhat more of

approximation between the rales of mortality

of the sexes at and about the age of puberty
in the female than at any other period of life.

But even at that period the rate of mortality
of the female annuitants presents a manifest
inferiority to that of the males ; whereas at the

period of puberty in the male subject, the dif-

ference in favour of the female becomes still

more striking. " Among males, on the con-
trary," observes Mr. Finlaison, " after the age
of fourteen, a remarkable mortality occurs,

which rapidly advances till tlie age of twenty-
three."

—

Reports, p. 18. How far this latter

result may be imputed to any peculiar state

of constitution incident to the male at this

period of life, and possibly dependent on the

absence ofa functional source of security against

congestive disease, such as menstruation fur-

nishes for the female, or to tl;e greater oppor-
tunities which the male possesses, and of which,
unfortunately, he then too frequently avails

liimself, of becoming a party to habits and
practices exceedingly unfriendly to the best

interests of his health and constitution, it seems
difficult to determine. It is obvious to obser-

vation, that the lives of beneficial annuitants

must be those of persons at least in compara-
tively easy circumstances, and therefore so far

administrative of the means of excesses to the
male members of such associations, excesses

which are happily forbidden to females by the

usages of good society. Add to this consider-

ation, that the period of Hfe here referred to,

is that during wiiich the youth of the male
sex, in conformity with the more public and
more robust destinies of that sex, are accus-

tomed to embark in the pursuits of war and
commerce, and to migrate from their native

residences and climates for the jirosecution. of
all sorts of speculations and adventures.

Some other peculiarities incident to the lives

of the government annuitants, and the fact,

especially, of their being select lives, may
possibly admit of some variations as to results

from what might be afforded by an equally

correct computation of the average rates of

mortality of the two sexes, deduced indiscrimi-

nately from authentic assessments of the entire

mortality of a country. In the mean time,

Mr. Finlaison, on this very point, makes the

following important remark :
—" There remain

in this discussion still more than one or two
questions, which, however, are of considerable

importance; but they cannot be propounded

on the present occasion without much further

inquiry, although they are, and as I hope will

yet be found, capable of complete solution. The
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most interesting is that of the degi-ee, if any,

in which picked and chosen lives, such as

those presented at an assurance office, are

superior in longevity to the rest of the same
rank in society from among whom they are so

chosen. Without entering on this question, I

may venture to state concerning it, that no

small pains have already been taken to arrive

at certainty; and if a mere opinion, founded

on what has yet appeared, be worth notice,

it is this, that there is very Hltle, if any, ad-

vantage at all, in favour of selection."

—

Reports, p. 19. U seems, however, to the

author more than probable, that the objects

here referred to cannot be ensured until

great improvements shall have been made in

the business of statistic registrations. Sub-
sequently to the publication of Mr. Finlaison's

valuable report, the Directors of the Eagle

Assurance Association have introduced a
considerable difference in the purchase price

of their policies in favour of the supposed

greater average value of female life. This

example, it should however be stated, has not
been followed by any other iiie assurance

society. The calculations of the rates of mor-
tality of the government annuitants must be
considered as especially valuable in its appli-

cation to the current part of our present

inquiry ; inasmuch as they exhibit on an ex-

tensive scale tile comparative value of the

lives of the associated members of both sexes

taken at parallel ages, but originally registered

in a great number of cases at ages so early as

long to precede, and therefore necessarily to

include, the period of puberty in the female.

The results of these calculations are such as

to induce us confidently to believe that the

developments incident to that period, inclusive

also of that of the establishment of the impor-
tant function of menstruation, then for the first

time instituted in the female system, so far

from being morbific and dangerous in their

influence, are circumstances of positive value

and advantage to the healths and lives of

women.
As to the influence of the later or climac-

teric crisis on the life of the human female,

there appears to prevail a still more general

impression than in the former case, tliat it

involves a period of great danger to the lives

of its subjects. It is no doubt an interesting

fact, that nature, at this season, has to perform
an important work for the ultimate benefit of

the sex; and,we know that a period of several

months is generally occupied in its perform-

ance. If we duly consider the actual amount
and variety of the concurrent circumstances

which usually combine to effect the required

object; e. g. the reduced diameter and change
of action which must take place in many hun-
dreds, perhaps in thousands of living tubes

;

the congestive accumulations of infiltrating

fluids, which might be naturally expected to

press very inconveniently upon organs and
tissues contiguous to the uterus ; numerous re-

actions of distant parts consequent upon the

impeded momentum of the currents of blood,
heretofore transmitted to the menstruating vis-

cus ; the required subduction of endless trains of
associated actions, connected by habit, com-
munity of structure, or functional sympathy
with the organ now about to be deprived for

ever of one of its principal attributes; the na-
tural tendency to a plethora of the whole vas-
cular system, or of that of important indivi-

dual organs, in consequence of so considerable

an evacuation as that of menstruation being
more or less suddenly suppressed ; and finally,

the immense force of pressure made upon the
vessels proximately concerned in the function,

sometimes sufficient to produce alarming lesions

of structure and profuse and irregular haemor-
rhages : if we duly consider all these circum-
stances, and many more might be added, can
it seem unreasonable to expect that an epoch
in the life of women, rendered thus remark-
able by the concurrence of so many clash-

ing elements, should be one at least of tem-
porary disturbance and of partial storms?
Such, in fact, is frequently and pretty generally
the case. Some time, a period often of several

months, is unavoidably taken up in adjusting

differences, and, to metaphorise the facts, in

accommodating and neutralising the errores

locoriim, and the disturbed movements of the

system to their new relations. Thus, indeed,

a crisis in the female constitution does take

place on the retirement of the function of
menstruation, which often proves of sufficient

consequence to create great interest, and occa-

sionally to excite much temporary alarm.

Eventually, however, in most cases, this work
of nature, being carefully elaborated, and the
means being well-accommodated to the ends,

is completed agreeably to her own intentions,

conservatively of the best interests of the in-

dividual. The physical character of the indi-

vidual undergoes its destined change ; but by
the change, the remaining interests and plea-

sures of life are rendered more uniform and
durable. The principal questions then for our
consideration in this place are, whether, and
on what scale of proportion, women sustain

any eventual detriment either to health or life

from the accession of their climacteric, or

second constitutional crisis? It is much to be
regretted that adequate materials for finally

determining these points do not actually exist.

If we might appeal to the vague impressions

of medical men, partly derived from reading,

aud partly from the uncertain recollection of

results of cases, we should certainly come
speedily to the conclusion, that the period in

question is one of great danger to female life.

Incident to the changes to be then sustained,

some considerable disturbances, as we have
just seen, are to be expected to take place;

and when fatal or dangerous diseases happen to

make their first appearance, or to become esta-

blished in the system about the same period, it

must be acknowledged, that many of them are

observed to be of a sexual character, and to

depend upon lesions of one or more of the
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sexual organs. After makiiijs; this almost un-
necessary concession, it still remains to be
proved, that women are liable to a greater rate

of mortality at this period of their lives than
the other sex at a corresponding age, or that

they are themselves subject to a heavier aver-

age of mortality at the time of cessation of the

menses, tlian at any other periodj whether
within a few years anteriorly or subsequently

to that epoch. The best documentary evidence

which is accessible to us on this subject, is to

be found, as in the other case, in the excellent

reports of Mr. Finlaison. If in reference to

certain points of patlioiogy, more immediately
interested in the present inquiry, they are not

so complete as we could have wished they had
been, the deficiency is to be ascribed to paucity

of materials, and especially of such materials

as the more experienced members of our pro-
fession could alone have had it in their power
to supply. The author trusts that this state-

ment, by which he feels himself more deeply-

inculpated than many of his neighbours, may
receive the earliest practical consideration of
his brethren, and especially of such of them
as are officially attached to the more con-
siderable hospital establishments of our coun-
tr}\ From sources thus ample, the facts

required for the formation of a most accurate

comparative necrology of the sexes, at ail ages,

as well as supposed critical periods of life,

might be speedily supj)licd. The principal

facts to be noted in such registrations, would
lie the ages of the patients with all attainable

precision ; their states of health in early life

;

their age on theaccessionof puberty and of the

establishment of the catamenial fuction in the

female ; state of health subsequently to that

epoch ; whether married or single ; date of

marriage ; whether any and how many chil-

dren, and what proportion living
; predispo-

sition of the family to what diseases, if to any

:

of the ordinary duration of life of parents and
other deceased members of the family ; name,
date, and duration of the present disease ; date
of recovery, and whether perfect or imperfect;

if the latter, the supposed subsequent state of

the viscus or viscera principally affected by it;

moral habits ; special notice of sexual mala-
dies; and finally, date and any remarkable
circumstances of fatal event. Correct records

of these and similar facts, on an adequately
extensive scale, would enable us in a very
fewyearsto make most important contributions
towards the improvement of medical statistics,

a service there is no doubt which could not

fail to be deeply interesting both to the philo-

sopher and to the political economist.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

November 21, 1832.

MR. MURCHISON, PRESIDENT, IN THE
CHAIR,

A PAPER ''on the Coasts of Sligo

and Mayo," furnished by Archdeacon
Verschayle, was read ; and this was
followed by another from Professor

Sedgwick, on the discovery of a bed
of recent shells in the Island of

Sheppey, 140 feet above the level of the

sea, and sixteen feet below the surface.

MEDICO-BOTANICAL SOCIETY.

EARL, STANHOPE, PRESIDENT, IN
THE CHAIR.

Noveinber 27, 1832.

LECTURE ON ALG.E.

Skvkrai. donations, from eminent
foreign members, were acknowledged.

]\Ir. Burnett, the Professor of Bo-
tany at King's College and to the So-

ciety, then delivered a lecture on the

algjc, and dwelt upon the vast im-
portance of iodine as a remedy. He
stated, that an immense income was
derived by noblemen and landed pro-

prietors from the once useless sea-

weed; that 20,000 tons of kelp, at

20/. per ton, were prepared in Scot-

land and in England.
Mr. Staff informed the society, that

he had tried the tincture of tormen-

tilla, furnished by Mr. Brown, and
supplied to him by the council, in se-

veral cases of the late cholera, but

without success.

The next meeting of the society

will be held on the 11th instant, when
JMr. Everitt, the Professor of Che-
mistry to the Society, will deliver a

lecture on the chemical properties of

iodine and its preparations.
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ROYAL SOCIETY.

Friday, November 30lh, 1832.

n. R. H. THE DUKE OP SUSSEX,

PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

This was the Anniversary Meeting of

the Society.

The Copley medals, value 50/. each,

were awarded to JM. Farraday, LL.D.
for his magneto-electric discovery ;

and to M. Poisson for his treatise on
capillary attraction.

A letter was received from the

privy purse, which imported that his

Majesty had placed two gold medals,

each of the value of 50/., at the dis-

posal of the society.

The Report of the Society was then

read, when allusion was made to the

deaths of the following eminent per-

sons. Sir Everard Home, who was the

first practising surgeon who received

a baronetcy, Sir James Mackintosh,
Sir John Hall, Baron Cuvier, M.
Zach, and Antonio Scarpa.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Mmiday, December 3, 1832.

DR. BURNE, PRESIDENT, IN THE

TETANUS ANOMALOl'S SPASMODIC AFFECTION
—GONORRHCEA, AND ITS TREATMENT.

Mr. Bryant related a case of opis-

thotonos in a girl, aged twelve years,

who had been four days ill. This
complaint arose without obvious cause,

and was not preceded by hysteria or

chorea, but the alvine dejections were
of a black colour. A great variety of

remedies were employed without re-

lief; among which were four grains

of submuriate of mercury, and one of

tartarized antimony every four hours,

until ptyalism was induced. A blister

was also applied over the whole spine,

but the disease did not yield. The
tincture of the muriate of morphia
was administered in doses of eight

minims every four hours^ without be-

VOL. II.

nefit, INIr. B. was anxious to obtain

suggestions from the members of the
society, as to further treatment.

The President inquired the strength

of the tincture of morphia, whether it

was prepared at Apothecaries' Hall,

and the condition of the pulse.

Mr. Bryant replied, that ten minims
of the tincture were equal to one grain

of acetate of morphia, that it was not

procured at Apothecaries' Hall, and
that the pulse was 160.

BIr. Kingdon observed, that he had
always found the genuine pilula sapo-

nis cum opio answer extremely well

wherever opium was required.

Mr. Burt inquired whether cold

affusion had been applied, and was
answered in the negative, as the nar-

rator of the case had seen many cases

inwhich cold and warm baths proved

useless.

The President inquired of Dr.
Walshman whether he had seen pa-

tients recover whose pulse was so high

as 160.

Dr. Walshman answered, that he
could not at the moment recollect any
such case ; but he had known the

puke so high as 140, and recovery

happen.

JMr, Proctor remarked, that the

pulse might be 160 in children at

the age mentioned, and that recovery

might take place. He thought that

the free use of opium in the case under
notice was of great importance. He
once attended a young lady, aged 24,

who laboured under a curious spas-

modic complaint. She was also seen

by the late Dr. Baillie, and other

physicians. They all discontinued

attendance, and the whole responsi-

bility devolved upon himself. At one

time the patient had regular opistho-

tonos, at another emprosthotonos. She
had as much as 400 minims of opium
with calomel daily, and finally re-

covered.

Dr. Ryan suggested to Mr. Bryant

to employ acetate of morphia by the

endermic method over the nerves of

the face and on the nucha, in addi-

tion to the free use of opium inter-

nally, as suggested by the last speaker.
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He recollected similar cases success-

fully treated, according to forei<:n

authorities, by this method. He
would also advise the use of the to-

bacco injection, as recommended by

Drs. Reid and O'Bierne, of Dublin.

He could not speak from personal

experience as to the value of this

remedy. A short pause having en-

sued,

]Mr. Kingdon rose, and said that

he long wished to call the attention

of the Society to what some might

consider a subject of little importance,

but which appeared to him to be

worthy of deep consideration ;—he

meant the treatment of gonorrhoea.

He had observed, of late years, that

the public was so enlightened, that

every one almost treated himself for

gonorrhoea, and the result was, that

the most painful, tedious, and fatal dis-

eases were induced ; chronic urethritis,

stricture, disease of the prostate gland,

testis, bladder, and ultimately the

destruction of the afflicted. Repeated

experience had convinced him, that

the sudden cure of gonorrlioea was

extremely bad practice, as it entailed

the unpleasant and dangerous conse-

quences to which he had alluded.

His plan of treatment, though some

might consider it rather tedious, was

extremely simple and efficacious.

He advised his patients to diminish,

in some slight degree, their ordinary

quantity of aliment, and to take a

solution of the sulphate and carbonate

of magnesia. So soon as all the in-

flammatory symptoms had subsided,

he ordered a mixture, composed of an

ounce of mucilage, half an ounce of

balsam copaiba ; four ounces and a half

ofcamphormixture,andtwodrachnisof

powdered cubebs ; and he found that

this repeated two or three times almost

invariably effected a cure. He never

used injections, and if gleet occurred,

which seldom happened, he found it

yield to the use of a metallic bougie

twice or thrice a week.

Mr. Howell approved of the plan

proposed, in a great measure, but

wished to observe, that according to

his experience, the best remedy was

cubebs in large doses. He gave half

an ounce, and repeated it four times

a-day. In two or three days, a com-

plete cure was effected. The medi-

cine was given immediately after the

appearance of the disease.

Mr. Proctor, Mr. Dendy, and Mr.

Bryant, contended that gonorrhoea

was inflammatory in its first stage,

and sometimes required general and

local bleeding, Avith fomentations, &c.;

and that copaiba and cubebs might be

given with success on the first appear-

ance of the disease, as these acted,

according to IMr. D , on the intestinal

mucous membrane as counter-irri-

tants. He (Mr. U.) had found copaiba

of the most essential service in affec-

tions of the mucous membranes in

children, when mercury had failed.

The President observed, that when

the constitution was unaffected by

slight local inflammation, the anti-

phlogistic plan was not required.

Every one knew that in scrofulous

ophthalmia the appetite was good,

and that it would be bad practice to

deprive the patient of animal food.

IMr. Howell observed, that he knew

a surgeon who had the most extensive

opportunities of treating gonorrhoea,

and he ordered nothing but a tew mild

aperient pills, and a cold lotion to the

penis. He was extremely successful.

A Visitor observed, that he fully

coincided in opinion with Mr. King-

don, as he had used his plan for several

years with great success.

Mr. Taunton stated, that he highly

approved of Mr. Kingdon's plan, and

he found it generally successful among

the poor. He ordered copaiba in the

usual way, and if it disagreed, he

used the extract and cubebs with

perfect success. He also observed

great benefit from the employment of

camphor and hyosciamus (five grains

of each at bed-time) when chordeawas

troublesome —Adjourned.
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MEETING OF MEDICAL STUDENTS

ALBION TAVERN, COVENT-GARDEN.

PARTIAL OPERATION OF THE ANA-

TOMICAL ACT.

On Monday last a meeting of medical

students was held at the Albion Ta-
vern, Russell-street, Covent-garden,

for the purpose of preparing a memo-
rial to the Secretary of State for the

Home Department, requesting him
to order the impartial enforcement of

the Act for facilitating the study of

anatomy. About 200 students were
present, and these were composed of

two parties ; those belonging to the

private medical schools, who com-
plained of the want of bodies, and
were the memorialists ; and those of

the large schools, who were well sup-

plied, and came to interrupt the pro-

ceedings of the meeting. We learn

from our special reporters, and from
three other reports furnished to us,

that a more tumultuous or disorderly

meeting scarcely ever took place. We
deeply regret that educated and re-

spectable gentlemen, as most of the

medical students are, should conduct

themselves like illiterate unwashed
mechanics, and afford the public an-

other opportunity of censuring the

profession, and of opposing the ope-

ration of the new Act for encouraging

the study of medicine. These gentle-

men must, upon reflection, acknow-
ledge, that the Legislature, in passing

this Act, intended to patronise all

medical schools, without exception

;

and though certain large schools may
at present have a good supply of sub-

jects, the minor ones must be also

supplied. We therefore lament the

opposition given at this meeting, as it

was puerile and useless ; because the

Secretary of State sanctions no dis-

tinction between medical schools^ and
will enforce the law impartially.

It is melancholy to observe the

votaries of the same science obstruct-

ing each other in the pursuit of know-
ledge. It is a schoolboy proceeding,

of which those arrived at the years of

discretion ought to be ashamed. We
trust, for the honour of the profession,

that such conduct will not be re-

peated.

DR. MERAT ON T^NIA.

This is one of the essays which we
lately mentioned had produced for the

author a reward of 1,500 francs from
the Academy of Sciences, and which
certainly appears to merit the atten-

tion of the profession. For though
the remedy which Dr. Merat shows to

be so efficacious has been long in the

hands of others, and may be traced,

perhaps, from the Spanish to the Arab
physicians^ its efficacy has not here-

tofore been placed on a footing suffi-

cient to fix general attention. Dr.
Merat having devoted particular at-

tention to the subject, is enabled to

give instances of the successful ex-

hibition of the remedy in about two
hundred instances^ where it had been
given under the direction of respect-

able practitioners.

The remedy to which we refer is the

bark of the root of the pomegranate-
tree. The under-ground pnrt of the

root, taken from a tree in full vigour,

is to be washed, and two ounces of the

bark peeled off, sliced, and put to

infuse, for a night, in a pint and a
half of water, which is afterwards to

be slowly boiled down to a pint,

pressed, and strained. The whole of

this to be taken in the morning fast-

ing, in three doses, at intervals of an
hour. The remedy is not disagree-

able. For children the quantity should

of course be less than what is here

stated. A single pint of the decoction

has been often known to expel the

worm. Dr. Merat prefers abstinence

from drinks during the action of the

remedy ; but if griping pains set in,

some mild drink, without sugar^ may
be sparingly given.

qq2
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Saturday, December 8, 1832.

OURSELVES AND OUR CONTEMPO-
RARIES.

We feel much pride and great grati-

fication on observing, that both our

hebdomadal contemporaries have fol-

lowed our example, in publishing the

admirable lectures of Baron Dupuy-

tren, and we need scarcely state, that

we shall continue them. When we

commenced this Journal, Ave deter-

mined on presenting to our readers a

complete account of the progress of

medicine in these countries, in con-

tinental Europe and America. We
wished to enable British practitioners

to become acquainted with the opi-

nions of the brightest ornaments of

our profession, not only in London,

as was the great object of our con-

temporaries, but also in Ireland, Scot-

land, and France. We liave carried

our design into execution, and fulfilled

our promises to the fullest extent.

We commenced our foreign depart-

ment with the translation of the ad-

mirable French Dictionary of Prac-

tical Medicine and Surgery, now in

course of publication in Paris, and

Ave next procured, at great expense,

the invaluable lectures of Dupuytren,

the Sir Astley Cooper of France,

which have been subsequently pub-

lished in the French capital. These

lectures excited great attention among

our readers, and we received, and

daily receive, numerous letters, re-

questing us to continue them. These

lectures were corrected by their il-

lustrious author. Our next step was

to obtain lectures from Edinburgh,

but here our attempt proved fruitless.

We applied to the Dublin professors,

and were most cordially received by

every one of them to whom we ap-

plied. Their liberality and love of

science were characteristic of that

spirit of freedom, which now prevails

among philosoj)hers and truly learned

men, and consequently they, with only

a single exception, favoured our ex-

ertions, and are among our best friends

and supporters. We were cordially

promised the co-operation of the ablest

and most scientific professors and lec-

turers in Dublin ; and shall present

our readers with their really valuable

lectures as soon as our present ar-

rangements will permit. Having de-

termined to publish the elaborate and

most instructive lectures of Professors

Cooper, Elliotson, and Graves, with

those of Baron Dupuytren, our space

will not allow us to proceed further

at present ; but the Lectures now

publishing will be succeeded by other

courses from Professors of equally high

attainments as those whose names we

have mentioned.

In placing the opinions of the most

eminent members of our profession

in these and other countries before our

readers, we make them acquainted

with the actual state of science in

diflferent nations, and we enable them

to form more correct conclusions on

the progress of science in various

parts of the world. This we consider

a great advantage ; and when offered
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on terms unusually moderutej we

think we have just claims on the pro-

fession for patronage and support. If

readers in general were aware of the

great expense incurred in obtaining

four different courses of Lectures ; of

translating two in each of our Num-

bers (Dupuytren's, Blainville's, or the

Dictionary) ; in procuring genuine,

fair, and impartial Hospital Reports,

they would be absolutely astonished

at the amount of information we
offer at three-fourths of the expense

demanded by our contemporaries.

But we act agreeably to the spirit of

the age, which is in favour of cheap

literature ; and we cannot agree with

Professor Green in his antiquated

and aristocratical notions, that it is a

bad plan to give the largest share of

information in a cheap journal. Our
readers, who are numerous and daily

increasing, are of a different opinion
;

and we shall continue to afford them
instruction and information in the

cheapest form, notwithstanding the

^fiat of the learned Professor of Sur-

gery at King's College. The inesti-

mable good Ave do humanity and the

cultivators of medical science by our

exertions, afford us such satisfaction

and delight that wealth or title could

not purchase or ensure us. We there-

fore expect that our readers will urge

their friends to patronize us ; and low
indeed must the profession be, if any
of its members in practice, or even a

single student, be unable to procure

our periodical. Our success has been

unprecedented, and hence the ire of

our contemporaries.

We excuse this, because those who
feel themselves injured can scarcely

forget or forgive us ; though we can-

not help thinking that calumny and
personal abuse are thrown away upon
us. If our contemporaries are ag-

grieved, their only remedy is to follow

our example, and give the same extent

of information as we do on the same
terms.

In our next number we shall resume

the Lectures of Baron Dupuytren,
and continue those of Professor

Graves ; and we confidently assure

our friends, that they will find the

latter among the first and most valua-

ble hitherto recorded. These will be

followed by those of Dr. Stokes, tlie

colleague of Dr. Graves, a physician

whose various contributions to prac-

tical medicine fairly entitle him to

rank among the most rising and pro-

mising of our profession.

WHY SHOULD NOT THE MEDICAL
PROFESSION BE REPRESENTED IN
PARLIAMENT?

It has long been a matter of surprise

to the medical profession, that its

members are not represented in Par-

liament, while every other class of

society has its representatives. The
consequence of there being no repre-

sentatives of the faculties of medicine

and surgery in our legislature is, that

the abuses and defects in our laws,

relating to the practice of the healing

art, are the greatest that can be ima-

gined. The corporations of Physi-

cians, Surgeons, and Apothecaries, in

the United Kingdom, enjoy certain

powers, which they abuse ; they

flourish by corruption and are actuated

by self-interest, while the good of the

profession at large is unprotected, and
every illiterate plebeian may take the

title of doctor, surgeon, accoucheur,

chemist, druggist, man- midwife, mid-
wife, and practise medicine with im-

punity ; though if a physician or sur-

geon, duly qualified, should venture

within the boundaries of any corpo-

ration to which he does not belong,

he is immediately prosecuted, while

quacks of all sorts are allowed to im-
pose upon the community, and plun-

der or destroy the deluded victims,

the ingens turba stuUoriim that con-

stitutes that immense animal the pub-
lic. If medical men were in Parlia-

ment, these monstrous abuses could

not continue longer, the profession

generally would be benefited, and
the most invaluable advantages would
accrue to the i)ublic by the practice of
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scientific medicine. Being firmly con-

vinced of the truth of this statement, we
areamong those Avho would desire to see

medical practitioners in Parliament

;

and, under this conviction, we advised,

in a recent number, every medical

elector to give his vote and interest to

JMr. Wakley, though we by no
means agree to the extent of his gene-
ral or medico-political opinions. We
are satisfied that he is ultra radical in

both ; but we are convinced that his

exposures of the defects and abuses in

our profession before Parliament would
speedily effect their removal. Nine-
tenths of the profession must daily feel

the injuries they sustain from irregular

practitioners, and will agree with us

as to the great necessity there is for

medical reform ; while the heads of

our monopolies are perfectly satisfied

with thatstate of things which ensures

them all the advantages they can pos-

sibly enjoy ; and therefore they can
have no sympathy for the degraded
condition of their brethren at large.

It affords us sincere satisfaction to

observe, that the reijuisitionists of

P'insbury, who support IMr. Wakley,
are so respectable and numerous as to

ensure his election. We look upon
his return as a death-bJow to abuses
in Colleges, Hospitals, and in every

department of the profession.

WONDERFUL NERVOUS AFFECTION.

In a late number of the Bulletin of
Medical Sciences of Bologna, there
are details of the case of a young man
treated in the Hospital delta Vita, in

the month of September last, to which,
indeed, no credence could be given,

were they not furnished by persons
of character, and likely to have taken
due precautions against probable im-
position. This man, who was of short
stature, but well organized, and born
of healthy parents, laboured under
mental anxiety for some time previous
to the 2oth of July last, when, in

affording aid to a person attacked
with convulsions, his arm was grasped
by the individual, and firmly held for

^ long time. From the impression

produced by this last event, his health

began to be affected, and he suffered

particularly in his lower extremities.

On the 1 ath August, the following

symptoms took place, which recurred,

for the most part, in a tertian type,

and regularly at a particular hour.

After a most violent agitation of all

the muscles, those of the face except-

ed, intense coldness of the extremities,

hurried respiration, and other avant~
couriers, the man became insensible

to surrounding objects ; ceased to re-

jily to questions, though put to him
in a loud voice ; suspension of vision,

taste, and sense of smell ; the skin in-

sensible to pain when pinched, except

at the epigastrium and palms of the

hands, where feeling seemed to re-

main in all its energy. These symp-
toms usually lasted for about an hour
and twenty minutes, and the patient

had no recollection afterwards of any-
thing that occurred during the fit.

The most surprising part of the
history of the case, however, is, that

he answered questions, when put even
in a low voice, provided the mouth
of the speaker was placed near the

epigastrium ; and during this trial

great care seems to have been
taken, by plugging, bandaging, &c.
to block up the passages of the ears.

He seems to have been capable of in-

dicating, during the access, the nature

of certain bodies when applied to the

epigastrium or palms of the hands.

It is stated, that when desired (the

voice of the speaker being directed to

the part indicated) he would open
his hands, which were firmly clenched

at other times during the fit. By the

latest accounts, the disease seemed to

have been modified, under a course of

purgatives, quinine, &c, so that an
interval of fifteen days had occurred

between the two last paroxysms. We
have taken this short sketch of the

displacement, as it may be termed,
of some of the senses, from the Ga-
zette Medicate of the 24th ultimo;
and, from what the Editor states,

this would not seem to be absolutely

a solitary instance of the kind which
has occurred. .
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EDINBURGH HUNTERIAN MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

The first public meeting of this So-

ciety was held on Wednesday, Nov.
7th. The petitions for enrolment as

new members amounted to forty-two.

An introductory address, in which

the advantages of such associations in

general, and the past success and
future prospects of the Society in par-

ticular, were ably set forth, was de-

livered by Mr. G. Hamilton. To this

succeeded a paper on diabetes, by Mr.
Bennett, bearing evidently marks of

considerable researcli.

Dr. Rogers, Senior President, after-

wards delivered the following ad-

dress :

—

" The commencement of a new
session, with all its apparatus of in-

troductory lectures, together with its

newarrangements and its new arrivals,

always brings along with it much of

excitement and exhilaration. For let

any one look at the extent and variety

of the resources provided at ' this

high seat of medical science,' and at

the crowd of votaries pressing for-

ward tocher shrine, with a firm step

and an aspiring eye, and high resolves

of diligence and determination swell-

ing in their bosoms ; and let him
cast his eye forward to the varying

fate of those who are now commencing
the struggle for fortune and for fame ;

and while he sees, on the one hand, a

region bright and beautiful, lighted

up by the perennial sunshine of pros-

perity, where worth and talent meet

their reward, and well directed eflTort

attains its object ; let him glance, on

the other hand, at a dreary region,

over which the nipping wind of ad-

versity has passed ; blighting many
a budding hope, blasting many an

opening prospect ; and where death

will lay his icy finger on many a lip,

now warm and eloquent, and chill it

into everlasting silence : let him look

at all this ; and if he can look at it

unmoved, I will say that such a man
may have a heart, but it is not the

heart of a philanthropist or a phy-
sician.

" Such are the reflections which an

ordinary session, and an ordinary

commencement, might suggest But
is this an ordinary session ? Is this

an ordinary commencement '? Let
the petitions for membership reply

!

Let the address we have heard reply !

Let the paper to which we have lis-

tened reply ! Let the overflowing

state of this hall reply ! And when
I find myself in such an assembly as

this, ' sharing, ' as Chalmers says,

' in all the glow and bustle of a

crowded attendance,' with animation

in every heart, and cordiality in every

countenance, I really cannot bring

myself to the task of expressing a

difference even in opinion. I would
not strike one jarring note, where all

are so delightfully tuned to harmony.

I foresee, in long perspective, a series

of keen debates, in Avhich s})eeches

and replies will chase each other in

rapid succession ; but it is not a series

on which I am disposed to enter to-

night. I would greatly prefer, what
indeed might not be an inap{)ropriate

preliminary, to offer you a few obser-

vations on the matter and the manner
of our future discussions.

" First, then, as to their matter.

Here let me impress upon you the

paramount importance of facts. How
is it that the medical art, as at present

practised, differs so favourably from
its exercise at any former period.''

It is from attention to the rule I have

laid down. Instead of forming ab-

stract theories, and then seeking facts

in their support, instead of torturing

nature into conformity with a pre-

viously erected standard, the men of

science of the present day seek first

for facts, and for opinions afterward.
" They are careful to lay the foun-

dation before rearing the superstruc-

ture ; and, instead of dictating to

nature the language she should speak,

they, are content to sit at her feet,

'in the attitude and with the do-

cility of scholars." Homo non est

magister, sed interpres, natura;. To
this salutary maxim of subordinating
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the suggestions of preconception to

the lessons of experience, and to the

habits of patient investigation it has

introduced, are we indebted for tlie

rapid advance in pathoh)gy whicli

late years haA^e witnessed. It was a

bright day for philosophy, when the

inductive process of Bacon put to

flight the syllogisms of Aristotle ; it

was a bright day for astronomy, when
the simple and sublime system of

Copernicus took the place of the

whirlpools of ether of Descartes ; and
it was a bright day for medicine,

when theory gave way to observa-

tion.

" But we must observe here, that a

fact is not to be despised, because its

application to practice may not be at

once perceived. It behmgs to a

future stage of knowledge to pro-

nounce on its utility. When arrived

at a perfect understanding of the

whole subject, it may be competent
for us to reject any particular fact as

superfluous ; till then it is a presump-
tion wholly at variance with the mo-
desty of true science. We must not

expect \o find at once the chain com-
plete ; but it is well to preserve the

individual links. We must not, there-

fore, estimate the value of modern
discoveries by the results they have

already produced ; but we may rea-

sonably anticipate with satisfaction

the influence they will ultimately

exert on that vast field which patho-

logy has yet to reclaim from emj)iri-

cism

.

" In selecting the subjects for dis-

cussion, due regard, I doubt not, will

be had to utility. It is generally re-

ceived as an axiom, that for a debating

society, the best questions are the

most debateable. But this proposition

must be taken with one proviso, that

these debatable questions are worth
debating. Debates are made for the

society, not the society for debates.

Debates are not the end at which we
aim ; they are only the means by
which we pursue it. The end at

which we aim is professional know-
ledge, and debates are only the in-

strument which we employ; a va-

luable instrument, I grant you ; but

we are not, on that account, like sense-

less devotees, to exalt it into an idol,

and fall down and worship it. The
records of the schools afford a rich

harvest of questions made to be de-

bated, not to be determined. As ge-

neral science advanced, such senseless

questions were abandoned ; and as

medical science advances, there will be

a growing substitution of the practical

for the speculative. I doubt not, that

in the medical societies of the present

year, this substitution will be increas-

ingly manifest, and that the question,

for instance, whether cholera be con-

tagious or not, will give way to the

more important question, whether cho-

lera be curable or not.

" So much for the matter of our dis-

cussions, and as to their manner, I

need not recapitulate the observations

formerly addressed to you, on that

tone of kindness and of courtesy, by
which, I feel assured, they will ever

be pervaded. We may dilfer in o])i-

nion, but let it be in opinion only.

We may be oj)ponents in this hall,

but let us be united everywhere else,

and never let our zeal degenerate into

rancour, or speculative diiferences into

personal animosity.
" And while such will be the un-

varying character of our conduct to

our own members, let our conduct to

others be equally worthy of our pro-

fession and ourselves. I rejoice in

every indication of good feeling, on

the part of kindred societies ; for be
assured, that in meeting and respond-

ing to such indications, we shall best

consult our true dignity, our real in-

terest. I confess to you freely and
fearlessly, that much as I rejoice in

our unparalleled success, I am far

from wishing that this society should

be built up on the ruins of any other

society. For why should there be

any ruin in the case ? Is there not

room enough for both .f* Our paths

may run parallel, but they neither

cross nor clash. Take the members
of both combined ; how small a pro-

])ortion do they bear to the general

mass of students ! and while there is
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so large a field to be reclaimed, why
should we quarrel about the little

space yet brought under cultivation ?

" But it may be said, this liberality

is all very beautiful and attractive in

theory, but in practice we are obliged

to lay it aside ; for, as our supplies

are drawn from the same stock, we
cannot help looking at our neighbour's

progress with an anxious eye. It is

an unfortunate necessity, certainly,

but still it is a necessity, and there-

fore we are forced to submit. Now,
whenever I hear people talk of a ne-

cessity for what is wrong, it reminds

me of an anecdote, with which most

of us may be familiar, and which,

tliough it may appear to be only an

amusing fable, will be found to convey

a most instructive moral. I shall give

it you, as nearly as I can recollect, in

the words of Dr. Cli aimers.
" ' You may have heard the story of

a fierce and fiery countryman of our

own, who, all in a fiame with the na-

tionality of feelings painfully alive to

every reflection tending to the preju-

dice of his beloved land, sat down to

dinner with a gentleman noted for

his antipathy to every thing Scotch.

The latter, knovfing the character of

our hero, took occasion to observe,

that he hoped no one would be of-

fended, since it often happened that

in company, and especially after the

wine had freely circulated, he felt

himself under the irresistible neces-

sity of uttering jokes on Scotland

and Scotchmen. But this did not

satisfy our patriotic countryman ; who
thought he might put in his claim to

a necessity too ; and he therefore ob-

served, that he hoped no one would
be oflfended, since it always happened
that in company, and especially after

the wine had freely circulated, if any
one spoke ill of Scotland or Scotch-

men, he felt himself under the irre-

sistible necessity of kicking him down
stairs. It so happened, that in this

case, the latter necessity completely

overbore the former.'

" Now, what is the lesson I would
deduce froin this ? The lesson I

would deduce from it is this ;—that

the paramount necessity of doing what
is right should ever prevail over the
apparent necessity of doing what is

wrong.
" And now let the business of the

session proceed. Let each add his

contribution to the general stock of

knowledge, and all give their united

eflx»rts in speeding on the progress of

science ; for science is progressing

;

and in spite of those who love the

darkness, because their feeble vision

cannot bear the light, it will progress

more rapidly than ever To the em-
pire of knowledge, no bounds can be

ascribed ; and they do but deceive

themselves, and miserably too, who
dream of arresting its progress. For
sooner might the sun, just rising in

his splendour, retire beneath the hori-

zon, and give back to darkness a world

just emancipated from the shades of

night, than the light of science be

extinguished by any opposition of

feeble man ! There may yet remain
much to be accomplished ; but, oh !

despise not the day of small things

!

We may yet perceive only the dim
dawn; but it will wax brighter and
brighter to the perfect day. We may
yet be only in the narrow vestibule,

but soon we shall enter the spacious

theatre. There may yet be only the

glimmering twilight, but ere long we
shall be encompassed by the blaze of

noon. The advance of knowledge
maj'- be slow, but it is sure ; its steps

may be gradual, but they are progres-

sive ; and never shall its progress be
stayed, or its triumphs arrested, till

it embrace the whole world in its

happy dominion !"

DAMAGES AGAINST DR. RYAN.

To the. Editors of the Londwi Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

I GREATLY regret the want of feeling

evinced generally by the members of

our profession in your case ; it is to

me unaccountable. Nothing can be

more unjust than that you should be

made to suffer so severely for your
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fearless exposure of the humbug and
quackery of St. John Long and his

supporters. If the practices of such

characters are not to be published, we
should be more overwhelmed with

quacks than at present. " Many can

assist one, but one cannot help many."

I therefore agree with a correspondent

in your last week's Journal, that sub-

scriptions of five shillings, or even

one shilling, should be received ; for in

the present state of the medical pro-

fession, many with a right feeling on

the subject cannot spare more. I most

cheerfully enclose you a guinea, in

addition to my former subscription,

and shall be well pleased to hear that

others have followed my example.

I remain, Gentlemen,
Very truly yours,

William Hughes, M.R C.S.

90, Hish Holborn,

Mondai/,^Dec.3, 1832.

POLYPUS OF THE NOSE.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

In your Journal of this week you have

reported a case of polypus, which has

considerably interested me, having

one of similar character, and, I fear,

of quite as extensive attachment as

the one you mention. I am sorry to

think the nature of such polypi, from

the case in St. Thomas's, and the one

under my care, give faint hopes of

their ever being totally eradicated,

either by extraction or by removal

with the knife. The disease for which
I have been consulted has been pro-

gressively increasing for the last three

years, and is attributed, by my patient,

a clergyman, 72 years of age, of an
apoplectic tendency, to a blow received

on the nose. I saw him first about

six months ago, and his face presented

a miserable deformity : eyes project-

ing, cheeks distended, and the ca-

pillary vessels greatly tumefied. The
polypus filled both nostrils, and was
of a florid colour; he had had frequent

hemorrhage from the nose, which
always gave relief to the pain in his

head, and diminished the size of the

tumour. I consulted with his medical
attendant, an intelligent surgeon,

INIr.Homfray of Alcester, in Warwick-
shire, and we agreed to attempt the

removal of the disease with forceps

;

a considerable portion was removed
in this way, but a greater part was
broken down with the finger, and
washed out by syringing the nostril.

Very little bleeding attended the

operation, and respiration was carried

on freely through the nasal cavities.

Nov. 27th. The return of the dis-

ease, and the relief obtained by the

first operation, induced my patient to

submit to a second, which I proposed
performing with a view to afiFord a
temporary mitigation of his intense

sufferings from the distention and
constant sense of suffocation. The
excrescence, on examination, had be-

come considerably more extensive and
firmer in its attachments, so that I

was only enabled to remove a portion

contained in the nasal sinuses. A few
ounces of blood were lost, and the

shock received by the constitution so

sudden, that I was induced to desist,

leaving, I regret to say, the maxillary

sinuses filled. I saw my patient yes-

terday ; he had been insensible several

times since the operation ; consider-

able pain in his head. Mr. Homfray
had ordered leeches to the temples,

which had been highly beneficial, but
from the age of the patient, and the

extent of the disease, I fear little

further can be done.

If you think the case worth relat-

ing, I shall be happy to report its

future progress ; in the mean time, I

shall anxiously look for the result of

the one operated upon in St. Thomas's
Hospital.

I remain. Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,

F. DooD Stephenson, M.R.S.

High-street, Worcester,

Nov. 29, 1832.

P.S. No one can view with greater

indignation than myself the result of
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your application for a new trial. I

shall be happy to add my mite to the

subscriptions for defraying expenses ;

and if you think lit to authorise me
as an agent, I will, with pleasure,

open a subscription in Worcester, as

I think ought to be done in all the

provincial towns, as many are anxious

to testify their feelings on this occa-

sion, but the want of a wai/ prevents

them.

[^The Committee of the Profession

appointed to apply to their brethren

in aid of liquidating the excessive

damages against Dr. Ryan beg to

thank JMr. Stephenson for his kind

offer, and most cheerfully authorise

him to act on their behalf in Worces-

ter. They trust that the Faculty in

every town in the kingdom will follow

this example ; and they take this op-

portunity of stating that they shall

feel obliged to every respectable mem-
ber of the profession who will act in

their cause, which is the cause of the

whole faculty.

3

IRtbitfco.

The Dublin Journal of Medical and
Chemical Science, ed'hibiti7ig a

comprehensive View of the latest

Discoveries in Medicine, Surgery,

Chemistry , and the Collateral

Sciences. No. 5, Vol. II. Nov.

Dublin. 8vo. pp. 268. Hodges
and Smith.

Our readers are aware of the causes

which prevented us from noticing,

or reviewing, various works, with

which we have been favoured during

the last three weeks ; and having re-

ceived much more than a qua?itum

st/fficit of law in their defence, we
now resume our more agreeable duties

with pleasure.

We are gratified to observe, that

the work before us maintains its high

character, and bears the marks of

learning, research, and experience,

which characterized its precursors.

The present number contains eight

original communications, bibliogra-

phical notices, and much scientific

intelligence. The work is much en-

larged, and is still published at the

original price. This is a strong re-

commendation, and shows that the

first medical publishers in Dublin act

in accordance with the spirit of their

brethren at this side of the water.

Most of the contributors are well

known to our readers. The original

essays are as follow .— I. Observations

on the use of Tracheotomy in Chronic

Diseases of the Larynx, illustrated by
Cases; by R. Carmichael, M.R.I.A.
&c.— II. Observations on the Treat-

ment of Various Diseases ; by Robert

J. Graves, M.D. &c.—Hi. A case

of Pericarditis ; by John Thwaites,

M.D. &c.—IV. A case of Extra-

uterine Foetation, with Dissection, &c.

by Gordon Jackson, M.D. &c.—V.
On Acute Inflammation of the Brain ;

by Philip Crampton, M.D. F.R.S.,

Surgeon General, &c.—VI. On the

Treatment of \'aricose Veins, with
the description of a Bistoury for their

excision ; by J. M. Farrell, Esq.,

&c.—VII. On the application of the

Actual Cautery in Vesico-Vaginal
Fistula ; by Evory Kenedy, M.D.
&c.—VIII. A Case of diffused Lum-
bar Abscess in a gouty Diathesis ; by
Charles Landrick, M.D. &c.

The first paper on Tracheotomy, by
Mr. Carmichael, is important, both in

pointing out the many disordered

states of the larynx, in which an arti-

ficial admission of air may be required,

or in promulgating more generally a

much improved method of performing

the operation itself.

The manner in which the integu-

ments were formerly divided, and
their separation by retractors and
assistants, formed a deep wound, filled

with blood, in the trachea. This
sanguineous affusion obscured or re-

tarded each step of the operation, and
at last flowed into the new opening

at every inspiration. In the subse-

quent progress, the sides of the wound
inflamed, diminished the passage for

the ingress of air, and required me-
chanical retraction.
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The second stage^ or opening into

the wind-pipe, was made by piercing

the trachea with a sharp - pointed

knife. This, at the bottom of a dark

wound, was dangerous enough, and
the slit instantl)^ closed up, unless a

tube was inserted, which contributed

to maintain the inflammation and

augmented the coughingand irritation.

The flaps ofthe crucial incisions acted

as valves, and occasioned continual ob-

struction to the passage of air.

In the fourth volume of the Trans-

actions of the Association of the Col-

lege of Physicians of Dublin, 1824,

we find that INIr. Carmichael improved

this procedure, so far as the niethod

of opening the trachea, forming a

longitudinal incision, and, with the

aid of scissors and forcej)s, removed

the four angles of the wound, leaving

an opening, resembling in shape an

ace of diamonds.

Whoever performs this operation on

a struggling child, cutting away dia-

gonal portions of the rings of the

trachea with a scissors, will agree with

]Mr. Carmichael, that it is one of as

much difticulty and anxiety as any in

surgery. We were well aware of its

difficulties ; but, on reading the plan

published by Doctor Murray, late of

Belfast, and now of Dublin, in the

section of his work on croup, we felt,

that a great deal of the risk was avoid-

able. By adopting his method, there

is no longitudinal incision or separa-

tion of integuments, no retractors, no

deep wound, no ingress of blood, no

piercing with sharp points, no can-

nulas, and no introduction or bruising

of scissors. On the contrary, the inte-

rior of the trachea is safe, the space of

its anterior surface to be excised, can

be exactly defined and determined,

as the operator is advised to transfix

it with a hook, which is introduced at

one endof the intended lozenge-shaped

opening, and its point brought out at

the other ; or, by drawing the part

forwards, the piece is elevated, so that

it and the hook can be instantly and

safely excised with one cut of the bis-

toury or knife ; scissors do not ])ro-

perly embrace the requisite circum-

ference of a flat base or circle, and as

their blades approximate, the piece

taken out on the hook is smaller than

that removed by the knife.

As to the aperture of the throat,

deiuided by removing the integuments

and fixt, it is soon filled up by granu-

lation, sometimes more rapidly than

it is proper to permit.

As we understand that Dr. Mur-
ray has relinquished the practice of

surgery, we can have no motive in re-

ferring to his work, except the desire

Avhich should actuate all reviewers, to

award their fair share of merit to all

those to whom it may be due.

" Rcddeve cuiciue sua, est reqiii bonique

hominis."

Dr. JMurray's treatise was ptiblishcd

in 1829, and we are persuaded that it

did not fall under the observation of

Mr. Carmichael ; for the coincidence

of his remarks, in the paper before us,

is such, that if he had seen the work
alluded to, lie would certainly have

noticed the author's remarks. In like

manner, JVIr. Adams would also have

noticed them in his detail of the case

in 1831 (in the present number of the

Duhlin Jovrnal), in which the first

reference is made to the employment
of the hook, in the manner previously

recommended by Dr. IMurray. Mr.
Carmichael and Mr. Adams literally

follow Dr. Murray, as we shall show
in our next number ; and we are con-

vinced, from the public character of

both gentlemen, that had they seen

Dr. Blurray's work, they would have

given its author the merit to which he

is justly entitled. In justice to all

parties, we must state that Dr. JMur-

r:iy's work was published in Belfast

and London ; and though replete with

original and highly useful matter, was
only noticed in the monthly series of

this Journal, which had but a limited

circulation. Under such circumstances,

allowance is to be made for the gen-

tlemen in question, who most probably

had never seen nor heard of the work.

Another fact has fallen under our

observation, which confirms our opi-

nion ; it was this : Dr. Murray pro-

posed the inhalation of iodine in con-
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sumption, a remedy wliicli he found

afterwards to fail, and detailed cases

in which he had employed it with
some advantage. This was before

1829 ; when lo ! Sir Charles Scuda-
more publishes, in 1830, a work on

the Cure of Consumption by the Inha-

lation of Iodine (and withheld the

formula, lest—God save the mark!—
the profession might do injury) and
frictions on the chest with Eau de

Cologne (St. John Long being an out-

law for his exploits on Miss Cashin,

and, according to public opinion at

the time, having a fair chance of

transportation), without noticing Dr.
Murray's prior proposal. This was
so flagrant that we offered some stric-

tures, which brought the worthy
Knight to his senses, and our Edin-
burgh contemporary imitated our ex-

ample. The effect of independent
criticism was salutary ; Sir Charles

was compelled to state his mystery in

one of the periodicals, when it was too

late to apologize for the insult he
offered the profession. In adverting

to this transaction, we desire it to be
understood that we mean no hostility

to Sir Charles Scudamore. We have

not the pleasure of his acquaintance
;

we have no personal motive in the

matter ; we allude to it because it is

in point, and because we deeply and
sincerely regretted that a physician,

whose former works had considerable

reputation, and unquestionably had
alleviated very painful diseases, should

so far forget himself as to treat his

brethren as if they had been un-
initiated persons.

?^ospitnl lUtports.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

PARALYSIS AGITANS.

John Waithman, aetat. 54, a China-
burner, of a spare habit, was admitted
Sept. 13th, into Jacob's Ward of this

hospital, under Dr, Elliotson ; said he
had always lived regular. Was in this

hospital eighteen months ago for the

same complaint, which was produced
by fright from falling into the water.

At that time the whole of his extre-

mities were in a continual state of

tremor ; head and jaw also affected.

He then took two drachms of the sub-

carbonate of iron every six hours, to-

gether with the shower-bath daily

—

at first cold, afterwards warm. Under
this treatment, in the course of six

weeks, he perfectly recovered, and
continued well until a fortnight since,

when he was suddenly seized with
pain in the head, and giddiness, soon

followed by his old complaint ; since

then, articulation has been indistinct,

and his superior and inferior extre-

mities have been in a constant state

of tremor, and he has constantly com-
plained of pain in the head.

Habeat.—Ferri subcarb. 5ij. &tis horis.

01- crotun gtt. ^ qimtidie.

17- Much better, the pain in the

head has left him. The tremor is

less, and he feels a pricking sensation

in his arms and legs. This he states

was the case when be began to re-

cover from his old attack last year.

21. Pain in the head gone. Con-
tinues to improve. The croton oil

lias been given once ; since then, his

bowels have continued regular,

Pergat in iisu medicamenturum.

2t). Still improving. Appetite
good ; bowels regular ; tremor less.

Pergat—house diet.

28. Remains much the same.

Sumat. ferri subcarb. ^ss. 6tis horis.

Oct. 2. Continued to improve until

this morning, when violent vomiting
and purging came on. This much
aggravated the other disease, which
at present is as bad as ever.

Deglutietinf. catechu _'^iss. staiiin, el rejyet.

&tis horis si opus sit.

3. Diarrhoea checked ; tremor again

better ; appetite pretty good ; bowels

open once
;
pulse small, rather feeble,^

70.

5, Continues again to mend 5 bowels

regular. The infusion of catechu dis-

continued.

8. Much better ; tremor nearly left

him ; bowels regular.
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10. Diarrhoea returned with greater

violence than before this morning, ac-

companied with slight pain in the

epigastric region. Tremor returned as

bad as ever ; tongue very white ; pulse

rather feeble, 76.

Capiat inf. catechu ^iss. statim et rep. post

singidas sedes liquidas.

12. Diarrhoea a little better.

Tepid shower-bath daily.

15. His bowels are now open three

and four times in the day. This morn-
ing he feels himself much better. His

bowels have been only open once ; ar-

ticulation more distinct; tremor better.

16. Diarrhoea continues. Worse
than yesterday.

Habeat cupri tiUph. gr. ^ ter die

18. Still relaxed. Sulphate of cop-

per has not at present had any per-

ceptible effect. This, however, may
be attributed to his drinking beer,

which has been the case, though until

the present time not known, since the

lOth. Other symptoms remain the

same.

19. Remains the same.

Habeat cupri sulph. gr. j. ter die.

20. Has felt very sick since he has

taken the last dose of the sulphate of

copper; diarrhoea better; no appetite;

pulse 70, rather full, considering the

time that he has had the diarrhoea, and
the tremor not being aggravated by it,

which was the case on the 2d of Oc-
tober, when he was taken with a si-

milar attack : therefore it is fair to

infer that he is much better.

22. Diarrhoea checked, other symp-
toms appear to be improving

; pulse

natural.

Omitt. cupri sulph.

30. Has continued gradually to

mend since the 22d up to this time.

He is now perfectly well in health,

and the tremor has nearly left him.

Pergat in tisu medicamentmum.

6. Has lately got in the habit of

going out of the hospital and drink-

ing spirits, and, upon his coming in

this morning tipsy, was discharged. '

HYDROPS PHLOGISTICUS.

Anne Bennett, aged 49, of robust

habit, a laundress, was admitted into

Mary Ward, Oct. 18th, by Dr. El-

liotson. States that she has had dysp-

noea, accompanied occasionally with
loss of po\ver, and numbness of the

extremities for the last eight years.

Has been for two months afflicted

with anasarca, which came on sud-

denly from getting wet ; the swelling

commencing first in the face, then
soon extending over the whole sur-

face of the body. The swelling in

the face, at the present time, only

appears in the morning, then goes

off; this appears owing to position.

Has pain in the head, which some-
times comes on so violently, that she

cannot lie down. Dyspnoea, also

crepitous rattle in chest ; impulse of

the heart rather stronger than natural;

abdomen tumid, but no fluctuation.

Has had exoniphalos for this last ten

years. Catamenia regular ; legs and
arms oedematous ; tongue foul ; bowels
open, from medicines she had taken
previous to her admission ; urine

scanty, high coloured, also albumi-

nous ; pulse 68, rather hard.

V. S. ad Oj. R Potass, supertarI. Jss.

Pulv.jalap,
— zingib, ad. gr. x ;

Ft. pulv. omni mane smnendus.
Milk diet.

20. Much relieved from the bleed-

ing ; bowels open several times from
the medicines. All the symptoms re-

lieved. Blood slightly bufl\;d.

22. Bowels very much relaxed from

the medicines ; complains this morn-
ing of numbness; pulse rather full,

70.

23. Much the same.

y. S. ad Jxij. Omitt. pulv. jalap.

26. Crepitous rattle in chest gone ;

urine copious ; bowels continue to be
freely open from the medicine ; feels

altogether much better, but very

weak.
28. Much better ; legs not so oede-

matous ; tongue natural ; pulse re-

gular.

30. Feels herself quite well, but
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rather weak ; thinks herself able to

leave the hospital. Consequently she

went out, with permission to take

some medicines with her.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

0*^ In reply to numerous correspondents, we
beg^ to state, that the Medical Committee, now
sittinof, for the furtherance of the subscriptions

to aid Dr. Ryan, earnestly solicit their brethren

in the metropolis, and throughout the United
Kingdom, to assist them in exonerating their

honest and able advocate from the unexampled
fine imposed upon him.

An Old Subscriber.—We should comply
with the request, but our present arrangements
prevent us. We are now publishing the

whole courses delivered by Professors Cooper,
Elliotson, Graves, and Dupuytren, with Pro-
fessor Guthrie's and Mr. B. Cooper's Clinical

Lectures. We shall not lose sight of the

lectures to which our correspondent alludes.

We commence with Professor Graves's Lec-
tures, corrected by himselfj in our next, and

also with Baron Dupuytren's, corrected by
himself.

A Friend at Guy's.—The Journal was duly
forwarded.

Mr. Swift, of Dublin We shall write by
post at our earliest convenience.

Mr. Dermoids communications are under
consideration.

The Publishers of the Dublin Journal of
Medical and Chemical Science must have
perceived by our last Number, that Dr. Ryan
was not able to superintend the revision of "this

periodical at the time, otherwise tlie extract

from their Journal, of Mr- Crampton's lucid

and valuable paper on Injuries of the Head,
should have been duly acknowledged.

List of Books in our next.

Errata In Mr. B. Cooper's Clinical

Lectures, page 519, line 9, for internal, read
external.

In Dr. Elliotson's Lecture, page 553, for

jSs. of colchicum, read Zss.

In Dr. Hancock's Essay, page 56
1 , the au-

thor has ascertained, that natural mummies
were not found under St. Paul's Cathedral.

571, col. 1, line 7, for than, read as.

Thefollowing Members of Ike Medical Profession, and the Public generally,

have subscribed, to aid Dr. Ryan in defraying the Law Expenses, in~

curred in defending the Digiiity and Respectability of the Faculty.

The Right Hon. Earl Stanhope, President of the Medico -Botanical Societij

Dr. James Johnson, Physician Extraordinary to the King .

Dr. Uwins, Lecturer on the Theory and Practice of Medicine
Dr. Tweedie, Physician to the Fever Hospital

W. B. Costello, Esq., Lecturer on Anatomy
A. C. Hutchinson, Esq., late Surgeon to the Milbank Penitentiary

John Pocock Holmes, Esq., Surgeon, Old Fish-street

Greville Jones, Esq., Lecturer on Anatomy
F. C. Skey, Esq., Assistant-Surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital
A Naval Surgeon .......
John Foote, Esq., Surgeon, Tavistock-street, Covent-garden
Dr. Harrison, Holies-street, Cavendish-square
Dr. Blicke, Walthamstow .....
Morgan Austin, Esq., Surgeon, Red-lion -street, Clerkenwell
A Dresser of St. Bartholomew's Hospital

E. L. Devonald, Esq., Surgeon, Titchfield-street

P. Reilly, Esq., Surgeon, King's-street, Bloomsbury
Alexander M'Nab, Esq., Surgeon, St. Martin's Lane
M. D. . ...
Dr. Hood, Brighton .....
William Hughes, Esq., Surgeon, Holborn .

Second Subscription ....
William F. Crump, Esq., Lecturer on Chemistry
A Lady .......
John Ingleby, Esq., Lecturer on Midwifery, Birmingham .

Professor Cooper, of the London University
E. A. . . . . . .

An Hospital Surgeon .....
Dr. Sigmond, Physician to the Charing Cross Hospital

£
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M. D. Darwin, Esq., Surgeon, Bedford-street

A Country Surgeon
G. "

.

Dr. Aldis, Burlington-street ....
Dr. Jewel, Lecturer on Midwifery

T. Radford, Esq., Lecturer on Midwifery, Manchester
A. .

Professor Graves, Dublin .....
Professor Montgomery, Dublin ....
Dr. Leahy, Dublin .....
Dr. Harty, Dublin .....
Professor Apjohn, ditto ....
Dr. Stokes, Lecturer on the Principles and Practice of Medicine

Dr. Fergusson, Assistant-Piiysician to the Dublin Lying-in Hospi;

Dr. Collins, Physician to, and Lecturer on Midwifery at ditto

Dr. Breen, late Physician to ditto

Dr. J. Labat ......
Dr. Maurice CoUis .....
Dr. Churchill, Stephen's Green, Dublin
Messrs. Hodges and Smith ....
A True Friend ......
W. D. Mayne, Esq. .....
Dr. Cusack, President of the Royal College of Surgeons, Dublin

J. H. M.D. . . . .

John Mahony, Esq., Pulteney-street
W. J. Rose, Esq., Surgeon ....
Dr. Copland, Consulting Physician to Queen Charlotte's TiVing-in Ilospita

A Friend . .
".

. . . .

A.B
Dr. Hope, Physician to the Mary-le-Bone Infirmary

Professor Lizars, of Edinburgh ....
Dr. Sanders, Lecturer of Practice of Physic, Edinburu'i

Dr. J. Sanders, Edinbur<;h ....
W. J. S
Amicus Justitiae ......
W. Terry, Esq., Surgeon, Southampton-buildings
Dr. John Hancock, City-road ....
Dr. Wightman, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne . .

Dr. Roots, Physician to St. Thomas's Hospital, S:c.

Dr. Fergusson, Deputy Inspector of Hospitals, Windsor
A Friend to the Advocate of Truth and Scipnce .

George Dawkins Lane, Esq., Surgeon, Drury-lane

John Ryan, Esq., Surgeon, Shoreditch

Dr. Houston, Lecturer on Anatomy, Dublin
Dr. Conquest, Lecturer on Midwifery, St. Bartholomew 's Hospital

Dr. James Bardsley, Physician to the Manchester Iufiniiar\

D. D. ..".".,
.

Dr. James Veitch, F.R.S. Lit., Cadogan-place
Thomas Hamerton, Esq., Surgeon, Piccadilly

Dr. Andrew Baird, late Insi)ector of Naval Hosj)itals

A Physican of the Fleet

Dr. Horsley, North Shields

A. B. :

J. H. S
E. .....
Thomas King, M.D., Hanoyer-street

Professor Quain, of the London University

J. M., Dublin . . .

'.

The Satirist ....
Henry Jay, Esq., Surgeon, Sloane-street •

Henry Storer, Esq., Surgeon, Grenville-street

A Friend to Truth, Brighton
G. B. .
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Gentlemen,

I WAS mentioning^, in the last lecture, tliat

abscesses are sometimes dispersed by the ab-
sorption of the matter ; but that tliis does not
take place so frequently as to authorise us to

let the mode of treatment be much influenced

by the expectation of such an event. One
class of abscesses, observed to be rather more
disposed to be absorbed than the generality of
collections of matter, consists of those which
come on without much previous inflammation,
and yet are formed very quickly, in consti-

tutions much reduced by previous disease. In
such constitutions, it may be said, that the

whole absorbent system is in a state of ex-
treme activity; and, if the kidneys, the mu-
cous membranes of the bronchi or bowels,

the skin, happen, under these circumstances,

to be excited, so tliat their secretions become
prodigiously increased, the abscesses will some-
times be dispersed. Also in venereal abscesses,

if the patient will keep himself quiet and take

mercury, the process of absorption will, in

some instances, be sufficient to remove them.
I think that cases of the latter kind are the
some frequent instances we have of the re-

moval of collections of purulent matter by
absorption. I have mentioned that chronic
abscesses are occasionally dispersed by absorp-
tion ; and, in the last lecture, I alluded to the
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treatment of lumbar abscesses, adopted by Mr.
Abernethy. I also explained, that a part of
this treatment was directed to procuring their

absorption; for, after frequently puncturing
them, and bringing them down to a very di-

minished size, he then aimed at producing
the removal of the rest of the matter by the
absorbent vessels, the action of which he endea-
voured to quicken,by means of emetics, purga-
tives, electricity, &c. You have likewise been
informed, that whitlows may be sometimes dis-

persed by the external use of the nitrate of

silver, and that I have seen some chronic ab-
scesses in the neck removed by the same mode
of treatment. We must, therefore, admit the
possibility ofthe absorption ofcertain abscesses;

but it is very seldom that we are warranted in

directing our treatment particularly to that

event. The nitrate of silver, perhaps, has
answered more frequently, than any reasoning
upon the subject would have anticipated.

1 have now, gentlemen, to speak of the plan
of alloiving abscesses to burst of themselves.

I am of opinion that this event is permitted to

take place rather too frequently ; and, if we
err at all in this part of surgery, I should say,

it is by keeping our lancets too much in our
pockets. When an acute abscess bursts of
itself, the skin gradually becomes thinner and
thinner, an opening is formed through it by
the process of ulcerative absorption, the abscess

is discharged, and, in general, the parts heal
very quickly. Superficial phlegmonous ab-
scesses mostly take this course, and get well
in a short time ; but, on tlie other hand, they
would generally do quite as well if they were
opened, provided the opening were not made
too soon ; for if an abscess be opened prema-
turely, the pus will not be ready to escape-
it will not be sufficiently mature to be let out,

and the wound made in the part will only in-

crease the pain and irritation, and thus aggra-

vate, instead of alleviating the disease. Now,
since many phlegmonous abscesses soon burst

of themselves, and heal very favourably, what
are the reasons for puncturing such abscesses

at all ? There are several good reasons, which
I will detail.

R R
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Tlie first is, to shorten the patient's pain.

The confinement of pus, by rendering the sur-

rounding inflamed parts tense, or by pressing

upon them, is always attended with consider-

able pain. Another is, to remove the possi-

bility of the pus spreading deeply or widely,

and forming sinuses. You will sometimes
meet with small imperfectly suppurated swell-

ings, having arouml them an extensive hard-

ness. Perhaps it is better not to make an
early opening in these ; because it is observed,

that the hardness will subside more quickly if

you let the pus remain for some time in the

part. Such abscesses are said to get well

soonest, when an early opening is not made.
They appear, indeed, to be cases, in which
you may very well try the effect of the ni-

trate of silver, before you have recourse to the

lancet.

If you mean to let an abscess take its own
course, yoii should employ warm emolhent
applications, in order to promote the progress

of the matter to the surface, and to relieve the

pain. You must also prescribe such medicines
as are suitable to the patient's health and state

of constitution. Generally, you will have to

give saline aperients and antimonials; some-
times, too, opium will be found absolutely ne-

cessary, on account of the intensity of pain,

which the patient is enduring.

I will next consider the plan of opening
abscesses, and the cases which particularly re-

quire the early adoption of the practice. All

experienced surgeons recommend abscesses to

be opened under the following circumstances;

as soon as the presence of matter is indicated

by a fluctuation, or even sooner, if the nature

of the case can be satisfactorily made out by
other circumstances.

First ; abscesses, arising from the extrava-

sation of irritating fluids in the cellular tissue

of parts. To tiiis class belong collections of

matter, produced by the effusion of urine in

the cellular membrane of the scrotum and pe-
rinacum, or by the escape of fajcal matter into

any situation where it has given rise to sup-
puration.

Secondly ; abscesses preceded by violent

inflammation, and situated in parts abounding
in cellular and adipose substance ; such as

those occurring about tlie verge of the anus,

the circumference of the rectum, the sides of

the neck, the groin, the armpits, and the ham.
In these situations, if abscesses are not opened,

the pus is always disposed to spread, and thus

extensive mischief may be produced. The
puncturing of such abscesses is to be followed

by the use of emollient warm applications,

because, as I have repeatedly observed, the

inflammation does not terminate when sup-

puration commences, neither does it end di-

rectly the matter is let out.

Thirdly; chronic abscesses generally require

an early opening. Indeed, the common rule

is to open them immediately you can perceive

that pus is present ; for if you neglect to do
this, it will frequently be a long time before

they make their way through the skin. In

fiict, the disposition to active inflammation and
ulcerative absorption in the intervening parts

is exceedingly slight, so that it is very long

before any pointing occurs. In the mean
time, the matter will be increasing and tlie

cyst enlarging. Now, by opening these ab-

scesses in tlue time, it is evident, that you are

preventing the disease from becoming more se,-

rious, and even dangerous, from its mere extent.

Fourthly; abscesses situated under dense

aponeuroses, under thick fascicT, or lying be-
tween muscles, particularly demand an early

opening. There is somethnes a degree of ob-
scurity in such cases, with regard to tlie ex-

istence of pus ; but, generally speaking, if the

skin present an cedematous fulness over the

situation of the pain ; if the swelling be ex-

tensive and not distinctly circumscribed, and
if the usual signs of the formation of pus have
preceded the swelling, we may determine to

make an opening ; but particularly if a deep
and obscure fluctuation can be perceived. Ab-
scesses situated under the fascire of the thigh

and fore-arm, or under those of the arm and
leg, come under this description : in these si-

tuations, the matter is long in reaching the

skin, and if an opening be not made, the

matter will diffuse itself extensively, wherever
the looseness of the cellular texture will permit,

so as to separate the fascia; from the muscles,

and the nniscles from one another ; sloughing

of the tendons also will be likely to take place,

and considerable mischief and danger be the

result. At any rate, recovery will be tedious,

and the limb generally remain mutilated, or

seriously weakened. Abscesses under the pal-

mar and plantar fascia?, require the same treat-

ment for similar reasons ; and likewise those in

the sheaths of tendons, which are well known
to be textures seriously retarding the advance

of the pus to the skin. In some of these cases,

namely, such as are situated in the hand or

fingers, the matter will spread under the an-

nular ligament of the wrist and along the fore-

arm, followed by sloughing of the tendons,

which, as I have often told you, will not bear

much inflammation without being destroyed,

and then, of course, the use of the muscles

connected with them will be for ever lost.

Such are the bad consequences of ivhitlows,

or paronychicR, in their worst and neglected

forms.

Gentlemen, I may here observe, that, by the

term whitlow, we generally mean an inflamma-

tion at the extremity of one finger, or of the

thumb, but often extending to the hand, and
which can hardly ever be brought to resolu-

tion. This inflammation occurs at various

depths; sometimes upon the true skin, just

under the cuticle, sometimes under the skin

itself, which becomes thickened, and some-
times within the theca of the tendons ; and not

unfrequently, in bad cases, the phalanges of

the fingers seem to be affected at an early

period. Whitlows often appear to be con-

nected with a peculiar state of the constitution.
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for many of them arise witliout havinf^ been
preceded by any local irritation, or injury,

and, like boils, attack principally young per-

sons. However, numerous whitlows do come
on in consequence of local irritation, as that

produced by the lod<jment of splinters of

wood, by wounds, pricks of needles, &c. ; and
such cases take place in persons of all ajjes.

I mention whitlows, as aifording a good instance

of the necessity of opening certain abscesses.

Whitlows, indeed, can rarely be dispersed, or

brought to resolution, by common means.
Leeches, however, may be used to lessen the

extent of tlie inflammation : cold applications

rarely give the patient relief : poultices are often

beneficial, but there is one objection to them,
which is, that they sometimes thicken the cu-

ticle enormously, and thus rather obstruct, than
promote, the discharge of the matter. At all

events, such thickened masses of cuticle should
always be carefully removed. I have men-
tioned, that nitrate of silver has sometimes suc-

ceeded in bringing about the resolution of

whitlows ; but, generally, the best way of

treating them is to make an early opening iu

them, for this is the great means of preventing

further mischief. It is sometimes advisable

even to make an incision in them before the

matter can be felt ; as, for example, when the

disease is in the fibrous sheaths of the tendons;

for if we delay to do so, in this case, the tendon
will be destroyed, and the bone become im-
plicated in the disease. Sometimes the whit-
low is under the nail, in which case the nail

must be carefully scraped until it is exceed-
ingly thin, and then an opening made through
it. There is one kind of whitlow of a malig-

nant nature, the paronychia, or cmijchia ma-
ligna, attended with a dusky dark inflamma-
tion round the nail, and followed by ill-cpn-

ditioned ulceration round and under the nail,

which it is exceedingly difficult to cure, and
which may continue for months. The plan

of treatment consists in the evulsion of the

nail, and the use of escharotics,such as asti-ong

solution of nitrate of silver. Tlie liqueur ar-

senicalis, more or less diluted, is also an
ehgible application, and alteratives must be
administered internally, such as the compound
calomel pill, or small doses of the liquor

arsenicalis.

Fifthly; another description of abscesses,

which it is expedient to open, in their early

stage, are those seated in the medullary tex-

ture, or natural cavities of bones, as in the

antrum, the diploc of the skull, or in the

medullary part of the long bones ; in these

cases, we must not hesitate about making an
artificial opening, or, at all events, only hesitate

until we are quite sure of the existence of

matter.

Sixthly. Abscesses, so situated as to be liable

to make their way into the cavity of tlie chest

or abdomen, or into the capsules of joints,

require an early opening : but, for reasons,

which I have already explained to you, such
events rarely happen ; for, according to the

common principles of suppuration, an abscess

will almost always make its way to the surface

of the body, or into some passage or tube lined

by a mucous membrane. It will generally

take this direction, and the pleura, or perito-

neum, instead of being weakened by the pres-

sure ofthe matter, is for the most part, strength-

ened and thickened. Yet pus has occasionally

burst through the pleura into the cavity of the

chest, by which occurrence, patients have lost

their lives. It is therefore the safest plan to

prevent the possibility of such an event by a
timely opening. The same rule applies to ab-

scesses in the neighbourhood of the groin,

or within the inguinal canal; those under
the pectoralis major, and serratus major
anticus muscles ; those in the neck, under
the sterno-cleido-mastoideus, upon the fascia

separating that muscle from the more deeply
seated parts. The matter collected in this

situation, by taking the course of the great

nerves and blood vessels, ma}' descend towards
the chest. In the museum of this university

is a temporal bone, iu the petrous portion of
which an abscess formed, and descended
from thence through the neck into the chest.

Gentlemen, I will hand the preparation to

you, in order that you may examine it. About
a year ago, I attended a woman with an ab-
scess near the angle of the lower jaw ; in this

case, the matter had descended as far as the
sternum, and the patient was a1>solutely on
the brink of the grave. I remember, that after

this abscess had been opened in the lower part of
the neck, the whole of the upper portion of the
disease was cured in three or four days; and
I think a more rapid transition from urgent
danger to a state of safety was never seen.
Perliaps, if I had not done so, the matter would
have descended into the chest, and the event
been fiital. The benefit of an opening made
in the lower part of an abscess, that is, of a
depending opening, as it is called, was here
most convincingly exemplified.

Seventhly. In higbly vascular and nervous
parts : this is one reason why it is expedient to

open whitlows early, for their pain is extreme

;

not only from the unyielding nature of the parts,

but from the skin of the fingers being an organ
of sense and consequently highly vascular and
nervous ; in the eye too, as soon as that organ
has truly suppui-ated, the abscess must be
opened.

Lastly, it is a fixed maxim always to make
an early opening in every abscess, the matter
ot which is likely to produce dangerous conse-
quences by pressing on some important part.

Let me specify, as examples, abscesses near
the uretlira, tlie trachea, the pharynx, or the

oesophagus, or upon the dura mater, or in the
tonsils, where the collection of matter might
seriously impede the functions of respiration

and deglutition. Gentlemen, you will some-
times find it difficult to open abscesses situated

in the pharynx, from their being so low down
the passage, though we iiave instruments cal-

culated to effect the purpose. When, however,

u k2
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the abscess cannot be readied, it has been
proposed to endeavour to make it burst by
the use of emetics, as the action of vomitinjj

puts the nei<;hlx)urin^ muscles into violent

action, so as to afford a chance of tlie object

beingf fulfilled ; but the rif^ht plan is to make
use of a cutting instrument, if possible.

Whether the vicinity of a large artery to a

collection of purulent matter be a good reason

for immediately opening an abscess, is ques-

tionable ; we do not generally find that ar-

teries give way under such circumstances,

unless, indeeil, there be a ligature upon them,

and an abscess has followed its application;

but this is quite a different case, and one in

whicli there is already an exicrnal opening.

If it were not free enough, it should un-

doubtedly be enlarged.

With respect to bones, I think it is very

rarely the pressure of the abscess tfiat pro-

duces the mischief in them : when necrosis, or

caries, takes jjlace, the affection of the bone is

eilher tlie original one, or has arisen from
the same cause as produced the abscess itself.

In scrofulous disease of the spine, tiie disease

generally begins in tlie bone ; cells are pro-

duced in the bodies of the vertebraj by the

absorption of the earthy matter, and after-

wards suppuration takes place. In this pre-

paration, which I hand to you, you will see an
example of this first ciiange ; there are cells

in the bodies of the vertebrae, produced by
absorption of the earthy matter.

I sliall next speak of the methods of 0})ening

abscesses. There are tliree chief ways of doing

this : 1st, by means of the lancet, or double-

edged bistoury ; 2dly, by means of caustic
;

and 3dly, with a seton. In almost all cases a

cutting instrument is preferable to both the

seton and the caustic ; the opening is made
most quickl}', and with the least pain ; there

is no loss of substance, and a smaller cicatrix

tlian with caustic ; moreover, the opening can

be made in the most advantageous direction,

and of the exact size necessary. When a small

opening is all that is required, a common lancet

is generally preferred ; but, for making a larger

opening, the abscess lancet is the instrument

frequently employed, as it has a broader blade

;

or another instrument, called the double-edged

bistoury, which is very convenient. These
instruments, you now see on the table, either

of them may be passed into the abscess, and
the edge carried upwards and forwards, as far

as may be required, to make the opening of the

proper size. Sometimes we make use of the

common bistoury, which I shall perhaps have
to use to-morrow in a particular case ; I mean
that of the young gentleman who was wounded
in the back, and in whom I suspect matter is

confined between the pleura and the inside of

the ribs and intercostal muscles. In such a
case, it would not be prudent to plunge an
abscess lancet or double-edged bistoury into

the place where the matter is supposed to be
collected, but you would cut down carefully

to it with an ordinary scalpel. Sometimes a

curved knife is used, when an abscess is near

any part which it is our duty not to in-

jure ; an opening is first made with a common
lancet ; a director is then introdnced, along

which the curved knife must be passed, and
thus the opening may be enlarged to any ex-

tent with perfect safety.

The situation, in which we are to make the

puncture, is generally where the skin is thin-

nest, and the fluctuation most distinct, or where
the abscess is inclined to point ; but these con-

siderations are not invariably to overrule every

other one, because the opening should always

be made, if possible, in such a situation as will

allow the pus readily to issue. Sometimes, if

we were to open the abscess exactly where it

points, or where the fluctuation is plainest, the

puncture would be too high up, and the

greatest part of the matter would not be dis-

charged. The plan then of making the open-

uig in a dcpendinii- sitiia/ion, as it is teriuod,

is one perhaps of greater practical utility, than

any of the principles which can be specified in

relation to this question. The size of the open-

ing must be such as to let out the matter rea-

dily. Of course, when the pus is thick, the

opening must be made proportionably large,

and this will be particularly ^(luired in some
scrofulous abscesses, the matter of which con-

sists of a limpid fluid full of flakes of fibrine.

When a phlegmonous abscess is extensive, and
the skin thin, the opening should be made in

a depending part ; if the matter does not rea-

dily escape from the first opening, but ex-

tend under the integuments, it will be neces-

sary to make another in a different place

;

this second opening is termed by surgeons a

counte)--openir)g, from its being often quite

opposite to the first. But, in general, if care

be taken to make the first opening in a suffi-

ciently de|)ending situation, there will be no
occasion for a counter-opening. If you do not

observe the rule I have given in this respect,

you will often be compelled to make re-

peated punctures and incisions, and the pa-

tient will suffer a great deal of pain, which
might have been avoided. Gentlemen, an-

other piece of advice I have to give, is always to

keep the opening from healing as long as any
good will result from its not being closed ; that

is, as long as the pus continues to be secreted

abundantly, so as to require an outlet. If care

be not taken, the puncture will sometimes

heal by the first intention ; and it is therefore

frequently necessary to put a piece of lint be-

tween the edges of the wound until they have

lost this disposition to be united by the adhe-

sive inflammation. It must also be manifest,

gentlemen, that incisions, made by the sur-

geon, are more disposed to close in this way,

than the ulcerated openings made by nature.

Allow me next to make a few remarks on

the subject of sinuses. When, in consequence

of acute inflammation, a large abscess has ra-

pidly formed, the matter sometimes burrows

passages for itself in various directions in the

cellular membrane, forming canals of various.
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and often of considerable, extent, which are

called siniijies. They ditfer horn fistuloi in this

respect, that the latter are passages, or canals,

leading also from abscesses, but opening ex-

ternally, and having no immediate disposition

to Ileal; whereas sinuses, strictly speaking,

are passages, leading only from an abscess into

the cellular membrane, and not having an
external opening. The reason why sinuses

form, is because the matter is not able to

escape, and being secreted too quickly and in

too great quantity to be duly bounded by the

adhesive inflammation, it forms passages for

itself wherever the cellular membrane is loose.

The chief means to prevent their formation is

to open the main abscess in good time, and
you will find, gentlemen, that making a punc-
ture in an advantageous place, and of proper

size, will likewise often be sufficient to make
them heal after thej^ are formed. If they do
not yield to this treatment, the best plan will

be to employ pressure. In some cases it is

necessary to lay them open, or to inject them
with stimulating fluids, but this is only in

clironic cases, where the sinuses have been of

long standing. It is the same with fistulcp,

they must be laid open and their cavities freely

exposed, so that the matter may readily escape,

and they will then soon heal up.

I have a few more words to say on the

treatment of abscesses in the next lecture, in

which hectic fever will be considered, a fever,

claiming notice directly after the account of

suppuration and abscesses, because so fre-

quently connected with them.

CLINICAL LECTURES
DKLIVEUED AT GUY's HOSPITAL,

BY

BRANSBY B. COOPER, ESQ., F.R.S.

On Mmday, Dec. 3, 1832.

EXCISION OF THE MAMMA INJURIES OF THE
SPINE.

lectuue iv.

Gentlemen,
The first case to which I shall, this morning,

direct your attention, is tliat of the young
woman in Charity Ward, whose breast I re-

moved last Tuesday week.
Eliza , a healthy girl, a;tat. 16, was

admitted into Charity Ward, Guy's Hos[)ital,

Nov. 7th, 1832, being the subject of a tumour
in the right breast. She gives the following

acx'ount of its cause and the progress of its

growth : she states, that, twelve months ago,

she received a blow on her right breast, which
was painful for a few days ; when the pain

subsided, and she remained for six moiiltis

perfectly well, until, by accident, she perceived

a small tumour, seated very superficially, near

the nipple, being immediately on the spot
where she received the blow. This tumour
was entirely devoid of pain, but gradually in-

creased in size for four months, since which
time its growth has become much more rapid,

producing more alarm than the increase of
pain. At the period of her admission, the

tumour was of the size of a large orange,

somewhat flattened, and perfectly detached
both from the integuments and the subjacent
structures, neither extending into the axilla,

producing any tenderness, or the appearance
of the progress ofdisease in any other direction.

The surface of the tumour was lobulated, some
of the lobes moving upon each other, and
which were not of an equal degree of firm-

ness. The nipple was slightly retracted, al-

though rather from the smallness, compared
with the morbid growth of the breast, than
from any diseased action in the nipple itself.

A slight serous discharge was sometimes
emitted from the nipple. Mr. Cooper, upon
his first examination of the breast, pronounced
it not malignant, and advised the patient to

admit of its removal, as there was no danger
of the return of the disease. She was ordered

Julep ammon. c. pidv. rhd. c. bis die.

The following remarks were then made on
this case by the lecturer :—first, that he could
not quite agree with the statement of the
appearance of the patient being healthy, but
that, on the contrary, she exhibited the ge-
neral external signs of a strumous diathesis.

Before, however, I enter more particularly

into the consideration of this case, it will be
well to remind you of Sir Astley Cooper's di-

vision of tlie diseases of the breast into three
classes:—First, those which are the result of
common inflammation, whether in an acute or
chronic form, and which terminate either by
what is termed " resolution," or the adhesive
inflammation, or in abscess. This inflanuna-

tion, whether produced by external injury or
some constitutional cause, is indicated by the
same jjhenomena as inflammation in other parts,

requiring the same constitutional and local re-
medies : it is to be remembered, however, that

the breast, like other glandular structures, is

slow in the progress of its diseased actions,

and equally tardy in the process and progress
of its restoration. Such inflammation, there-

fore, in the mammre frequently passes into a
chronic form, inducing a general enlargement
and induration of the gland, which, although
in itself, is neither of a malignant or dangerous
character, may, in after life, upon the birth of

a child, become a subject of great importance,

and in some constitutions even put on a ma-
lignant form, from the inability of tiie organ to

perform its natural function in the secretion of
milk. It becomes a subject, therefore, well

worthy of consideration, whether or not in

such cases, wliere the natural structure of the

breast, in young people, is entirely disorganized,

(although by common inflannnation,) it would
not be better to remove it at once, than to riui
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the risk of the violent effects which would ne-

cessarily follow from the inability of the breast

to perform lactation. If common inflammation

should terminate in abscess, this stage is also

indicated by the phenomena that accompany
the formation of matter in other parts of the

body, but, from the nature of the structure,

goes on indolently, and remains usually for

weeks or months, requiring great attention to

constitutional means to prevent the ill effects of

its slow progress.

The second class of diseases of the breast,

described by Sir Astley Cooper, are those

which arise from peculiar or specific action,

but which are not malignant. In this class

may be enumerated the hydatid, the chronic

mammary, or lobulatcd tumour, the stoatoma,

the pendulous, and the irritable breast. In

these diseases, which may be set up probably

from some local irritating cause, or whatever

indeed induces inflammation, leading not only

to disorganization of the natural structure of

Uie breast, but also a specific action, producing

an adventitious cyst, containing fluid in the

hydatid, the consolidation of the chronic

mammary, or the deposition of fat in the

stealoma, tiie hypertrophy of the pendulous,

or the morbid sensibility in the irritable

jnammee. Each of these diseases offer dia-

gnostic marks sufficiently clear to prove their

specific action, and which never go on to the

destruction of life, by inducing similar disease

in distant parts of the body, but destroy life, if

they do terminate fatally,only by wearing out the
constitution of the patient, in the same manner
as common abscess destroys life by the quantity

of pus secreted; and the medical attendant,

by the colliquative perspiration, the flushed

countenance, the rapid pulse, the parched

tongue, the distressing thirst, and the general

debility of his patient, forms, unhesitatingly,

an unfavourable prognosis, and yet cannot de-

signate the disease of a malignant character,

according to the common acceptation of that

term.

In the third class of diseases of the breast,

we find they are not only founded in local and

specific actions, but are also connected with a

{feculiar and unhealthy state of the constitution,

eading to the tendency of a similar disease in

distant parts of the body on the slightest ex-

citing cause, and on that account, therefore,

may be termed malignant. Fungus hama-
todes, and schirrus, or cancer, are the diseases

which occur to the mind upon the term malig-

nant disease, over which medical science has

no control, and tlie subject invariably falls a

victim to this diathesis.

I refer the disease of this girl to the second

class, considering the enlargement produced by

a specific action, as it had gone beyond the

termination of common inflammation, and did

not put on the signs of malignant action.

There was, however, gentlemen, a difference

of opinion with respect to its nature. In my
opinion, the only circumstance which gave to

it the character of malignant disease was the

congested state of its veins, a state invariably

concomitant with fungus hopmatodes. So nuicii

stress, however, should not be laid upon tliis

symptom, for whatever induces a sudden en-

largement of the breast must necessarily press

upon the superficial vessels, and retard the

flow of blood through them ; unless, therefore,

there be other symptoms indicative of malig-

nanc}', that alone should not be considered

conclusive. My reason for recommending the

removal of this breast was, from tlic conviction

that it was so disorganized as to be incapable

of ever performing its natural function. Dread-
ing, therefore, the effects of the intimate sym-
pathy between the uterus and the mamnifc,

I feared, that should she ever become a mother,

it would then be a probable source of great

inconvenience at least; and that, should she

escape that, still there was to dread the cessa-

tion of the menstrual secretion. The girl con-

sented to the operation, which was performed

on the Tuesday week after her admission, and
may now be considered convalescent; for

although the wound is not entirely healed, the

integuments are smooth, soft, and elastic, up to

the very edge of the parts which are cicatrized.

She is now taking

Inf. cascarilla c. soda subca7-b. 9j. b. d.

tvith trine.

Mr. Cooper apologised to the class for not

showing the breast, as it was in Sir A. Cooper's

possession, who pronounced it to be a beautiful

specimen of the chronic mammary or lobulated

tumour.

The next case which I shall read to you is

one of a fracture of cervical vertebra;.

Joim Ager, shipwright, atat. 22, was ad-

mitted into Guy's Hospital, Nov. 13, 1832,

into the Accident Ward, under my care. He
reports that he had fallen from a wharf into

the hold of a barge, the height of twenty feet.

On his admission, he complained of pain in

the arms and neck, with a sensation of general

coldness, entire loss of sensation of the right

inferior half of the abdomen, and imperfect

paraplegia, as he had some slight sensation

of his extremities ; his pulse very feeble ; great

suffusion of countenance, giving the appear-

ance of a person who is recovering from

asphyxia; the abdomen tympanitic ; the penis

in a state of erection ; has neither passed urine

or had any motion since the accident, but had

made water about an hour before, respiration

difficult, performed almost solely by diaphragm.

Ordered

Julep, ammon. every five minutes,

till re-action had taken place, and to be

covered up warmly; bottles of warm water to

the feet.

Two hours after admission.—His symptoms

were much the same; pulse unaltered and

still; same coldness of the body. Haifa pint

of urine was drawn off by the catheter, as he

describes himself to have" lost all power even

in attempting to vojd it.
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11 P.M.—Re-action had taken place; pulse

more full ; complains of feelinfj restless and

faint ; drew oflF his urine, which was without

smell.

Ordered

Tinct. Opii gtt. XXV. mist, camph. 5iss.

statiin mane.

Nov. 14th Has had little sleep ; little or no

change in the s}"mptonis. Pulse not so full

;

rather more suffusion of the face, attended with

watering of the eyes. One pint of urine was

drawn off, but has had no motion since the

accident. Castor-oil glyster was ordered, which

not operating for three or four hours, at half

past three in the afternoon he was ordered an

Eneiha colocynlh,

which produced the desired effect, the con-

tents of the bowels passing away involuntarily,

and luid three or four motions between three

o'clock in the afternoon and eleven at night,

at which time his pulse was about 100. Has
sickness at the stomach. Six ounces of water

were drawn off.

Ordered
Tinct. opii nixxv. statim.

which allayed his sickness.

]5th.—Pulse 100, fuller; less distress of

countenance, although still suffused ; watering

of the eyes ceased ; breathing less difficult, Ijut

still only performed by the diaphragm. Tlie

tongue covered with a light brown dry film

;

incessant nausea, with frequent vomiting during

the night; bowels frequently opened, the con-

tents passing away involuntarily

10 A.M. Sickness better; kept some coffee

on his stomach ; complains of great thirst

;

belly tympanitic ; urine, which has been drawn
off, has a strong ammoniacal smell ; symptoms
remained the same all the day, excepting that

his sickness returned in the afternoon. Or-
dered

Brandy and soda water,

which remained on his stomach.

Twelve at niglit, ordered

Tinct. opii. gtt. xxx.

The water which was drawn off was highly

ammoniacal.
• To relaie all the symptoms which occurred

lip to the '2lst of November, would only be to

reiterate the symptoms which have been just

descriljed, excepting that he suffered latterly

from gangrene about the region of the sacrum

from the pressure of his body. This is an
effect invariably accompanying injury to the

spinal marrow, and which has been attributed

to the diminished influence of the nervous

system ; but 1 would rather consider it as the

result of constant pressure on the same part,

the patient being incapable, by voluntary

motion, of relieving and changing his position.

On the day previous to his death, his water

passed from him involuntarily, as generally

occurs. He became weaker and weaker until

twelve o'clock, on Wednesday, the 21st of

November, when he died, retaining his men-
tal faculties to the last.

Now, gentlemen, the first care of the sur-

geon should be to discover the precise history

of the case, as there are a variedly of causes

which may give rise to symptoms similar to

those produced by fracture of the spine, such

as effusion of blood, of serum, or the formation

of matter, and the only mode of forming a

just diagnosis is by attention to the kind of

injury sustained. If it be produced by frac-

ture and depression of bone, all the symptoms

wliich have been described occur immediately ;

if from effusion of blood, that may also prove

as quickly the cause of the symptoms, and,

under such circumstances, it would be almost

impossible to form the distinction between the

effusion of blood and the depression of bone,

excepting that in the former case there can

be no external sign of injury to the bone,

while in the latter there may be, although

even in this accident it is not always present.

From the effusion of serum, or the formation

of matter, the symptoms are always subsequent

to the accident ; in the first case earlier than

in the latter, and the formation of matter is

indicated by the same symptoms as in other

parts of the body, and subsequent to which

I)aralysis will occur. The prognosis in these

cases, and from any of these causes, must

generally be unfavo*ural)le ; and if from de-

pression of bone, death invariably follows at

an earlier or more distant period, depending

upon the proximity of the injury of the spinal

marrow to the brain. In fracture of the bone,

when from displacement the exact seat of in-

jury can be discovered, the removal of tlie

depressed portion may be recommended, if it

be distant from the brain ; but if it be high

up in the dorsal or cervical region, the con-

stitution must have received so great a shock

from impaired respiration as, in my opinion,

to render the operation abortive. No attempt

should be made in such cases to replace the

portion of bone with an attempt at " setting

the fracture," as by the extension you would

be as likely to lacerate the spinal marrow as

to act upon the injured bone. In the cases

of effusion, such remedies may be tried as

would be considered most likely to act upon

the absorbent system—locally applying irritat-

ing applications, and giving internally mercury,

comljined with antimony. In despite of all

remedies, the patient died.

Post-mortem.—On raising the skin, there

was a remarkable absence of adipose coating,

and the muscles were particularly firm and

dry; two of the lower ribs on either side

uiuted, so as to form a bifid termination. Left

lung was free from pleuritic adhesions, rather

engorged, somewhat emi)hysematous, indicated

by the rounded and jjuffed margin ; right lung

had very slight adhesion at the suunnit, the

substance rather too firm for a state of perfect

health ; the heart natural ; rather more fluid

in the pericardium than is usually found, and

the membrane itself somewhat tinged with a
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very light rose-colour, arising from the tur-

gcscence of its vessels; the intestines very

much distended with flatus, but presenting no
other morbid appearance than in one or two

places a small Bake of puriform secretion on
their peritoneal covering. The bladder was
distended, and at its posterior part was adherent

to the parts in contact with it by bands tliat

assumed a considerable degree oforganization ;

on evacuating its contents, and laying it open,

the mucous membrane was found thickened,

discoloured, and ecchymosed, in patches, with

flakes of lymph scattered all over its surface ;

the urine was tinged witli blood, and highly

ammoniacal. The ureters healthy, as were
the spleen, pancreas, and liver. On turning

the body to lay open the back, forttie purpose

of examining the vertebrae, no mark of external

injury was visible. The whole spinal cord

was removed, and found healthy, except a

small spot opposite the sixtli cervical vertebra,

where the substance was broken down and
discoloured. It may be proper to notice, tliat

although the medullary substance was per-

fectly healthy, except in the part mentioned,

there was a considerable turgescence of the

vessels of the dura matral sheath throughout.

On a careful examination, the sixth cervical

vertebra was found split longitudinally and
separated, projecting backwards over the

seventli. The posterior ligaments of the

bodies of the vertebrae were almost entire.

The cause of the symptoms in this patient

proves to have been compression of the spinal

marrow by fracture of the sixth cervical ver-

tebra ; this was the precise point which I pro-

gnosticated would be the seat of injury when I

first saw the patient, and this I was led to be-

lieve from observing that all the intercostal

muscles were paralysed, and respiration was
earned on only by the diaphragm. Many
of the symptoms concomitant with injury of

the spine are dithcult to compreliend, such for

instance as the priapism and tympanitic state

of the abdomen, the rationale of which does not

appear to be perfectly understood. The pass-

ing away of the faeces involuntarily is to be
explained by the paralysis of the sphincter ani

muscle, and the continued peristaltic state of

the intestines; the constipation in this case

depended, probably, upon the state of the

patient's bowels before the accident, and the

difficulty of producing motions after is suffi-

ciently explained by the torpid state of their

muscular coat from injury to the nervous
system ; and the retention of urine is to be
attributed to the loss of power of contraction

of the muscular coat of the bladder. The in-

voluntary discharge of urine which occurs in

the latter stage of this disease, seems as if it

depended upon the loss of the elasticity of the

urethra, from the frequent introduction of the

catheter, allowing the fluid to escape from the

bladder somewhat upon the principle of the

action of a syphon.

With respect to the suffusion of the coun-

tenance, it is a symptom wliich I have always

noticed attending injury to the spinal marrow,

or even in diseased spine, where the patient is

placed in the same state as from injury. I do

not rememl)cr to have seen this symptom
mentioned as a diagnostic mark of injury to

the spinal marrow ; but it is one from my own,
however, upon which I shall always rely, as

it portrays the imperfect decarbonization of

the blood depending upon the inabiUty of the

muscles of respiration to perform their natural

function.
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Gentlemen,

It is necessary for me, at the commencement
of our course, to premise to you that my col-

league, Dr. Stokes, and I, have determined to

persevere in our plan of giving separate cer-

tificates, bestowing those of one kind on the

advanced pupils who have the charge of cases,

and of another kind on those who attend hos-

j)ilal duty alone. It is obvious, that those cer-

tificates possess very different value, the first

class being of comparatively much greater im-

portance. Possessing but a certain number of

beds, and being aware of the natural deficiencies

of junior students, we do not encourage begin-

ners to undertake the charge of cases which we
intend to reserve for those who are more ad-

vanced in professional acquirements. We have

the satisfaction to announce to you, that cer-

tificates, heretofore granted by us, have, in

many instances, proved available to the pos-

sessors in being the means of recommending
them to places of trust and value. It is our

rule to grant certificates of the first kind to

those only who have been practically employed
under our eyes. Young gentlemen may, for

aught we -know, be very diligent; they may
frefjuent the hospital from day to day and
from year to year, until their faces become
perfectly familiar to myself and colleague ; but

we cannot on that account form the least esti-

mate of their progress in practical knowledge

;

nor can we certify that a pupil has improved
himself in distinguishing and treating diseases,

unless he has actually practised under our

superintendence. Unless he has done this,

under what pretext can he claim from us a

certificate, stating him to be fit to be entrusted

with, the care of patients? How can he expect

us to testify that we know him to be capable of

discharging the duties of an office so important

as that of physician to an hos|)ital or dispensary ?

Gentlemen, the giving of certificates in-

volves in itself a deep and heavy responsibility

;

as the teacher who gives them to ignorant and
undeserving persons is justly answerable for

the lives lost through their incompetence.

Hence it shall be our rule to give the higher

certificates to those only of whose progress in

the treatment of disease we have personal cog-

nizance. We make this announcement thus

publicly, in the hopes it will be the means of

saving us from the disagreeable necessity of

refusing certificates to applicants not circum-

stanced as I liave mentioned. When a hos-

pital, an infirmary, or a dispensary becomes
vacant, what piles of certificates are produced
on the day of the election ! It is quite natural

that the electors, who are generally plain

country gentlemen, should shrink from an ex-

amination of the immense mass of documents
laid before them on such occasions. Thirty

candidates appear.", each lias ten or fifteen

certificates, equally strong, equally laiidatory,

and, too often, equally undeserved. These
certificates, examined more closely, are found
to be all cast in the same mould ; they appear
like general formulae, so invariable is their

style of commendation. A perfectly correct

moral conduct, unbounded humanity, unwea-
ried diligence, and an intimate acquaintance
with all the branches of medicine and surgery,

are mere matters of course. Are we to wonder,
then, that these certificates have little or no
weight in influencing the result of the elections ?

The electors show their judgment in not at-

tending to them. The only remedy for this

crying evil is, that no certificates obtained for

the particular occasion should be produced, and
none should be received except those oflicially

granted in public institutions as rewards for

merit.

The next subject I have to introduce to

your notice, gentlemen, is well worthy of your
attentive consideration, and holds out pro-
spects highly gratifying to every well-wisher
of our species, and to every member of the

medical profession who is not the mere slave of
avarice, and who rejoices more in the good he
is able to do, than in the quantity of money
he receives. It is to the improvement which
is taking place so rapidly in all the practical

branches of medicine and surgery that I ad-
vert, an improvement so remarkable, tliat to

me it appears almost incredible ; indeed, when
I call to mind the uncertainty of diagnosis and
the inefficacy of treatment when I commenced
the study of medichie, I can scarcely believe

that my memory does not deceive me, and can
hardly credit that so much could be done in so
short a space of time.

I am not one of those who maintain that the
knowledge of the present generation is com-
paratively superficial; nor do I uphold the

good old doctrine, that our forefathers were
both wiser and better than ourselves, It ig

true, that in medicine, as in other departments
of human knowledge, our books are less pon-
derous, abound less with quotations, and pay
less deference to authorities; but because we
refer to nature in preference to preconceived
opinions, and because we study her laws and
not the systems of the last century, it by no
means follows that we are inferior in learning.

We searcli for, discover, and arrange facts;

with us analogy supplies the place of theory

;

and we are not tempted to lose our time in

investigating the modus operandi of the vital

principle, or the primary causes of diseases;

nor are we inclined to invent a doctrine, and
afterwards uphold it, be it right or be it wrong.
It is to this spirit we owe tlie numerous prac-
tical improvements that adorn the medical
annals for the few last years ; it is to the daily

accession of new and important facts that we
can trace the change which has been effected in

our meilical literature, and which, as a neces-

sary consequence, has called fbrtli the multi-

plicity of journals, (juarlerly, monthly, and
weekly, with which the press now teems. No,
gentlemen, medicine is not stationary, it is
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advanchif^ ; let us add to the common im-

pulse; let us strive to add new facts to the

common store ; let us endeavour to possess tlie

merit of having manufactured, at least, one
piece for the construction of the intellectual

rail-road, on which knowledge, once placed,

will proceed with a velocity hitlierto unheard
of. Were I to relate all the improvements 1

myself have witnessed, it would occupy several

lectures. 1 shall content myself, therefore,

with mentioning some of the most remarkable

facts tiiat have been lately ascertained ; but as I

am obliged to do it chiefly from memory, you
must excuse the want of arrangement and

connexion in what I am now about to lay before

you.

One of the most curious experiments now
made is that which we liave witnessed since

the arrival of cholera in Great Britain,—

I

mean the injection of very large quantities of

fluid, containing various salts and animal

matter, into the veins.

It is true, that this practice was founded on
an erroneous theory, but still the results ob-

tained are not the less wonderful : it is true also,

that it has not succeeded in saving the lives of

many cholera ])aticnts, as was anticipated, nor

is it one which I should recommend. Yet,

from the power which it evidently possesses of

raising the pulse, and from the immense quan-
tity which can be borne (quart after quart

being thrown into the venous system), it appears

to be a very remarkable experiment, and 1

think it probable, that it might be tried in

fever with some hopes of a benelicial result.

It would also encourage us to pursue those in-

teresting investigations connectetl with the

transfusion of blood, of the value of which, in

haemorrhage, you are all aware.

Among the most useful of the important

acquisitions made by modern science, is the

mode of using iodine in scrofulous diseases and
ulcers, introduced by Lugol. In his work,
you will find statements and details meriting

the deepest consideration. I say this, because
my colleague and myself have had repeated

opportunities of verifying their truth and im-
portance

; you will, indeed, find Lugol's de-
scription of the scrofulous diathesis extremely
accurate, and his mode of treatment very ef-

fectual. But we are not to suppose that the

utility of this mode of exhibiting iodine isHmited

to ulcers originally produced by a scrofulous

taint; for no fact is better ascertained than that

the healthiest constitution may be gradually

rendered scrofulous by a long continuance of

debilitating causes ; and where this takes place,

the iodine will prove useful. Thus in some,
whether from long confinement, from a too

long continued application of the antiphlogistic

system, or from any injudicious employment
of mercury, open buboes are very apt to

assume much of the scrofulous character, and
are then best treated with iodine.

In cases of hoarseness and loss of voice, the

insufflation of alum powder and the application

of other strong astringents, as the nitrate of

silver, &c., has been lately introduced. The
latter remedy has been em[)loyed by Breton-

neau ; and several new instruments have been
invented for applying them to the affected parts,

as the staphylo-pyroj)horus of Benati and the

tongue depressor of M. Chaviere. In cases of

relaxation of the fauces, or glottis, and elon-

gation of the uvula, those instruments and
remedies cannot fail in producing desirable

results.

It is to modern science we owe the dis-

cover)- made by Dr. Loudon, that in cases of

amennorrhcea the menstrual discharge may be
brought on by the application of leeches to the

mammae. We find that, by applying two
leeches every second day to the breasts, an
evident afflux of fluid takes place, the nipples

become turgid, and soon after the menses
appear. There cannot be a stronger evidence
than this of the sympathy which exists between
the uterus and mammte. Of this Hippocrates

w^as well aware, for we find him applying dry
cupjjing-glasses to the breasts in cases of

flooding. In the present case we perceive,

that if two leeches be a})plied to the lower

part of each breast every second day for a
month, at the termination of the third week,
the breasts swell to an unusual size, and men-
struation ap[)ears soon afterwards. From this

experiment, gentlemen, we may deduce a cu-

rious and important fact, that the periodic ai)-

straction of blood from a part increases its

vascular action and development, for we sec

the application of leeches producing fullness of

the breast and turgescencc of the nipple.

This is very strange, and it would lead us to

infer, that, in many scrofulous and indolent

tumours, the application of a small number of

leeches, frequently re{)eatcd, occasionally does

mischief, by increasing the local determination.

However, the law which should guide us in

thea])plication of leeches is perhaps not known
in every case. With regard to inenstruation,

I would recommend to your perusal the va-

luable paper of Dr. Roberton, on this subject,

in the last Edinburgh Medical and Surgical

Journal. Dr. Roberton has shown the fal-

lacy of the opinion so generally received, that

the menstrual evacuation appears at an earlier

age among females in warm climates than in

cold. He has likewise noticed the very im-
portant fact, that, in many women, great irre-

gularities as to the period, duration, and quan-
tity of this discharg^', arc not inconsistent with

a perfect state of health.

The person to whom clinical medicine is

most deeply indebted is Dr. EUiotson, of

London. Perfectly acquainted with the me-
dical literature of the age, and intimately versed

in the pathology of every form of disease, he

has not limited his range to the investigation

of opinions alone, but by his valuable dis-

coveries, has added largely to the stores of

practical medicine. Gentlemen, I should give

you several very useful lectures, if I were only

to detail some of the many inq)rovements

which Dr. EUiotson has made within the last
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few years. You arc all aware how lon^^ we
have l)een tryinjj to find remedies capable of

retlucinsr the size of the liver and spleen, when
enlarged by organic disease. We have re-

peatedly tried mercury, and found that its

exhibition was applicable only to those cases

in which the increase of size is the result of in-

flammation. But we have forms of enlarge.^

ment arising from diseased action, and de-

pending on morliid growth. In such cases,

we find that mercury runs down the patient's

strength, while it produces noeiFectin checking

disease. Here Dr. EUiotson has used the hy-
driodate of potass in very considerable doses

(in one, two, and three drachms a day) with

favourable results. You will have an oppor-

tunity of witnessing the trial of this remedy
on a man in the upper ward, who has en-

largement of the liver. In that diseased en-

largement of the spleen, called ague cake,

which sometimes proves very intractable, the

hvdriodate has also been employed. In this

affection, mercury is totally useless : neither

can I bear testimony to the efficacy of strong

purging. The best remedial means I am ac-

quainted with are strong bitters and tonics.

Mr. Kirby related to me the particulars of a

case of enlarged spleen in a child, treated by
Dr. Perceval and himself. This child was
quitn emaciated, its belly excessively tumid,

the legs oedcmatous, and the constitution so

debilitated as to extinguish all hope. Dr.

Perceval ordered a combination of gentian and
iron, and the child recovered. Dr. Stokes

and I have tried the Bengal spleen powder,

which is a combination of powerful tonics,

with good etTects. Dr. Reyder, of Vienna,

who was here some time ago, mentioned to me
tliat it was observed at Bucharest, that dogs,

which were known to have enlarged spleens,

were found to be very fond of drinking forge

water, and that the size of the spleen was
thereby lessened. Analogy led to the trial of

similar remedies in the human subject, and
they were found to produce favourable effects.

Hydriodate of potass has also been tried in-

ternally, by M. Ricard, in the cure of hydrocele,

and with success. With respect to the em-
ployment of alkalis and acids, I fear, gentle-

men, we are but in the infancy of medical

science, when we see the indiscriminate way
in which both are given in dyspepsia and

many other diseases. Both exert a powerful

influence on the system, and form a subject of

interesting investigation. In that succession

of boils, which occurs in a broken constitution,

in ecthyma cachecticum, and rupia, we have

frequently seen the acids employed ; but my
experience coincides with that of Dr. EUiotson

in preferring alkaline remedies. If a person

comes to you, who has been harassed by the

eruption of repeated crops of boils, runnmg
through a process of imperfect suppuration,

producing much irritation, loss of rest, and
licrtic symptoms, a combination of tonics and
alkalis is the most effectual remedy you can

prescribe. The liquor kali causticus, with

bark, will cure the disease, while acids give
but very imperfect relief.

Another modern remedy is the persesqui-

nitrate of iron, recommended by Mr. Kerr
This is a remedy which, in certain cases, I

can praise. I had, some time back, a young
patient, affected by peritonitis, accompanied
by diarrhoea and excessive and constant spasms
of the intestines. The disease had originated

in an obstruction, caused by eating nuts ; the

obstruction had continued four days, and was
followed by violent inflammation of the mu-
cous membrane, and, in eight or nine days,

some degree of peritonitis with abdominal tu-

mefaction. The fever and tenderness of belly

gradually diminished, but he was still in a
most dangerous state; his tongue parched,

with total prostration of strength, and frequent

recurrence of violent abdominal spasms.

These spasms produced very great irritation,

prevented sleep, and reduced his strength very
much, as they were brought on by the use of

any kind of food; for this I wanted a reniedv.

His tongue was dry, Vjut the pulse was some-
what reduced, and I ventured to give him the

persesquinitrate, in doses of two drops in half

an ounce of water, four times a day : under this

treatment he improved You will observe,

gentlemen, that after the inflammatory action

had been reduced, the spasms remained and
became habitual, but was removed by the use

of this remedy ; I therefore entertain a favour-

able opinion of its efficacy in removing that

spasm which attends diarrhoea. The carbo-

nate of iron has been found useful in chorea
by Dr. EUiotson ; he gives it in doses of two
drachms every eight hours. Dr. A. T. Thom[)-
son employs arsenic in epilepsy, in preference

to the other metallic salts, but [)articularly to

the nitrate of silver, from the tendency of the

latter to discolour the skin. I must state,

that I have never found it necessary to push
the nitrate of silver to that extent, and yet, in

several cases of epilepsy-, I have found it a
useful remedy. Arsenic has also been found
of considerable service in angina pectoris, an
affection which I think does not depend on
organic disease of the heart, but seems to be
produced by a peculiar state of the nerves,

causing severe spasms of the chest. There is

another spasmodic disease of the chest which
has frequently baffled every form of treatment,

namely, asthma. For the cure of this com-
plaint. Dr. EUiotson recommends the lobelia

inflata. Tlie dose of arsenic recommended in

angina pectoris, is eight drops three times a

day. I have, at present, under my care, a

lady labouring under this affection, and intend

to employ the arsenical solution in the form

prescribed. The paroxysm ofasthma has been

relieved by giving 3i of the tincture lobelia

inflata.

In cases of paralysis, arising from painter's

colic, affecting the upper extremities. Dr.

Bright has recommended cupping and blister-

ing the nape of the neck. There was a man
some time back under my care, who was
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affected in this way, and derived much advan-

tao-e from this treatment. You are all aware
that strychnia has been repeatedly employed
in paralysis, both of the upper and lower

extremities. There is another remedy lately

introduced, by Mr. Turner, of which you will

see an account in the Medical Gazelle. I

allude to the reported favourable influence of

sulphur in paralysis from lead, after colica

pictonum. This remedy I have not as yet

employed, but I am aware of the power of

sulphur as a therapeutic a^ent, and intend to

Ijive it a feir trial in the paralytic cases before

mentioned.

The use of mercurial ointment in diseases

of the liver is well known. John Hunter and
his contemporaries relied much on the local

employment of mercury in syphilis, and va-

rious other diseases. This practice has fallen

into disrepute among the moderns, many of

whom are of opinion, that in order to produce

any effect on a particular organ, mercury must
first enter the system through the medium of

the circulation. There is not, however, the

slightest doubt, that mercury, locally applied,

is capable of producing very beneficial effects.

In cases of erysipelas, there is no better remedy
than dressing the affected parts with strong

mercurial ointment. In cases of disease of the

testicle, in addition to other remedies, we have
a most valuable auxiliary in mercurial ointment,

repeatedly employed, so as to immerse the

testicle, as it were, in it. In hernia humoralis,

the same practice has been found very service-

able. It has been stated by Dr. Bright, that

mercury applied to the tongue has produced
ptyalism ; and he mentions a case of paralysis,

where the power of swallowing was lost, in

which mercury applied to the tongue produced

spitting and affected the gums. If this be true,

it is another evidence of the utility of the local

application of this remedj\
Among the class of narcotics, there is not

one more useful than a preparation lately

introduced, the liquor muriatis morphise. It

is with great pleasure I slate, that most of the

new remedies employed in practice are to be
procured in a state of great purity in this cit}'.

As a proof of this, I can mention that Dr.
Elliotson was disappointed in the effects of

the hydriodate of potass purchased in London,
and was obliged to send to Dublin to jjrocure

it in a greater state of purity. Much of this

advantage is due to the chemical knowledge
and unwearied assiduity of our fellow citizen,

Mr. Scanlan. The muriate of morpliia will

be found applicable in cases where other pre-

parations of opium are inadmissible. You are

all aware that opium sometimes averts the

paroxysms of intermittents. Opium contains

an alkaline principle, narcotine, which, in com-
bination with sulphuric acid, has a remark-

able effect in the cure of ague ; it is useful for

you to recollect this, as there are many coun-

tries where tJie poppy grows where bark can-

not be readily procured ; and it is also valua-

ble in an economical point of view. You have

read, in Thomas's useful work on the practice

of physic, that a dose of opium reduces the

duration of a cold fit of ague, and sometimes

arrests it entirely. This arises not from its

febrifuge effects, but from its influence as a

stimulant on the system. This practice is,

however, decried by Dr. Hamilton, as it is

frequently attended by re-action, increasing

tile head-ache and other distressing symptoms
which attend the hot fit.

In tic doloiireux and neuralgia, we have
the cjanuret of potass recommended as a local

application (four grs. to 5J. of water) by
Trousseau and Rullier.

The chloride of lime has been recommended
externally in sores, and internally in typhus,

by Dr. Reid of Dublin. The ArchbishcTp of
Cashel, a prelate of extensive scientific acquire-

ments, bears testimony, in a late pamphlet, to

its eflficacy in improving the diarrhcea attend-

ant on typhus fever, and its general merits as

a therapeutic agent in such cases. It has been
also recommended, by a writer in one of the

London medical periodicals, as valuable in scar-

latina. We have not, however, of late years,

observed many of those cases of cynanche
maligna which seem particularly to require the

use of this remedy. The usual antiphlogistic

treatment seems to be sufticient to combat the

forms we meet at present; and the principal

circumstance I have noted, for the last few
years, is the occurrence of cases attended by
coma and apoplectic symptoms.

The use of turpentine in mwlena has been
recommended by Dr. Gordon Jackson of this

city. The rationale of its employment has
reference to its styptic qualities and its power
of promoting the alvine discharges.

You will find, in the Lancel, an account of

the exhibition of the bicarbonate of soda, em-
ployed by Billiard in a very curious case of

blue secretion from the skin ; tliis bore con-

siderable resemblance to melanosis, and had
a very offensive smell.

Another discovery, which has been disputed

between Dr. Murray and another gentleman,

is the ai)paratus for removing atmospheric

pressure from the bodies of cholera jjatients.

This idea seems to be connected with a notion

of Dr. Barry, respecting the influence of at-

mospheric pressure on the circulation, or with

the doctrine of derivation of blood from inter-

nal to external parts. A far more valuable

improvement is the hydrostatic bed of the

celebrated Dr. Arnott. By means of this bed,

an equal support is afforded to every part of

the body, and we are put in possession of a —
powerful means of averting bed-sores, of which
you have seen several instances in the hos- M
pital, and may remember the case of a little

girl who had a troublesome stiffness of neck
from her unavoidable position in bed. I have
here to remark to you, that those sores are

found where you could not anticipate; that

is, in parts not exposed to pressure. When a

patient, in the advanced stage of fever, gets

one or more bed-sores from pressure, the con:on- J

J
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stitution appears to acquire a tendency to form

similar sores. We had a patient, some time

a<jo, who had several bed-sores ; at last he

began to complain ot" pain in the soles of his

feet, particularly tiie heels. I had the foot

well soaked in warm water, and peeled olF the

thick cuticle of the heel, and discovered un-

derneatli a well-marked bed-sore.

Dr. Henry, of Manchester, has discovered

the disinfecting power of heat in contagious

diseases. This discovery has (with very little

justice, I believe) been claimed by Mr. Wal-
lace, as he only speaks of heat as an assistant,

and not as the sole means. Now, gentlemen,

you are all aware that since the time that

washing of foul linen became a separate pro-

fession, heat has been universally employed as

an assistant. Dr. Henry has shown, that by
exfKjsing infected clothing to a dry heat of
200o, all infection is completely destroyed ;

and this may be accomplished without spoiling

the articles experimented on. He has also

proved that cowpock can be volatilized, without

being destroyed, at a temperature of 140",

While on this subject, I may mention an inte-

resting experiment lately made in Germany,
with respect to cowpock ; it was found that by
taking the blankets which covered a small-pox

patient, and putting them on a heifer, cow-
pock was produced, which in its turn commu-
nicated vaccinia to man. This experiment

reconciles the anomaly of one disease protecting

against another, and is a great triumph to Dr.

Thompson of Edinburgh, who always sus-

pected, but was not certain of, their identity.

There are, gentlemen, many other discove-

ries to which, from the lateness of the hour,

I can oidy allude very brieflj-, as the use of

pepper frictions, in cases of internal inflamma-

tion, by Dr. Hancock ; the employment of

nitric acid, in tooth-ache, recommended by
Dr. M. Ryan of London ; and Dr. Corrigan's

remarks on the injurious effects of digitalis,

in permanent patency of the aortic valves.

The subject for our next lecture will be the

patliology and treatment of periostitis.

CLINICAL LECTURES,
DELIVERED AT THE

HOTEL DIEU, IN PARIS,

Dumig the Session of 1832-3
;

BY BARON DUPUYTREN,
PRINCIPAL SURGEON OF THAT HOSPITAL.

Corrected by himself.

Gentlemen,

Every year, but especially during severe

winters, when the cold is more than usuallv

severe, the surgical wards of the Hotel Dieii

are filled with numbers of individuals who have
received burns more or less severe. Old
women, covered with rags, return in tlie even-
ing to their confined dirty garrets without
chimneys, after having taken their accustomed
doses of wine or brandy, and place, either under
themselves or under the covering of their beds,
chafing-dishes, or stoves, filled with lightecl

charcoal ; the heat, the spirituous li(iuor they
have drank, and the fumes of charcoal, aspliyx-

iate them, or throw them asleep ; the fire

spreads to their clothes, and frequently, when
they are roused by the pain, or when any one
goes in to their assistance, it has already ad-
\'anced so far, that the whole surface of the
body is converted into one wound. Porters
and other domestics, who are forced to sit up
late, fall asleep under similar circumstances,'

and suffer in the same manner. Old men,
leaning over their stoves, the tubes of which
they embrace with their knees, fall into a kind
of coma; their clothes are burnt, and along
with them the integuments, muscles, and apo-
neuroses down to the bone. Other individuals,

overcome with wine or with fatigue, fall asleep
in their chairs, close against a hot fire, and then
fall into it. Those unfortunate persons, who
are subject to epileptic fits, are attacked with
a paroxysm of their disorder, and fall uito fires,

or into vessels full of boiling water, or some
heated oily liquid, remain there an uncertain
length of time, and are horribly mutilated.

Young children, imprudently left by them-
selves for some time, approach too near a fire,

and get dreadfully burnt. Coopers, working
in wine-vaults, and passing into apartments
full of alcoholic liquors, set fire with their
lights to the collections of gas which have
escaped from them, and fall a prey to a general
conflagi-ation. Sulphuretted hydrogen gas
accumulates in cabinets (Taisance, whicii are
badly looked to, seldom visited, and not ven-
tilated ; and the first person who goes in with a
lighted candle sets fire to it, his clothes are
burnt, and with them a more or less consider-
able part of his body. Lastly, attempts at

suicide, by means of charcoal, considerably
augmejit the number of burns. Generally,
the unfortunate persons who make these at-

tempts, place themselves close to the chafing-
dish, or put it under their beds, and when
convulsions come on, they roll upon the hot
charcoal, and are burnt in a frightful manner.
Add to these causes a multitude of otiiers,

equally accidental or unexpected, such as fires,

or those accidents which happen to persons
occupied in certain trades, such as blacksmiths,

metal-founders, glass-blowers, brewers, &c. &c.,

and we shall not wonder at the prodigious

number of burns which every year present

themselves at the Parisian hospitals, and espe-

cially at the Hotel Dieii.

The organic lesion, denominated a burn or
scald, is always the effect of the concentrated

action of caloric on the living tissues. It is

to tlic nature of this cause that this sort of
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mischief owes its peculiar characters; characters

wliicii \rtiolly prevent our confounding it with
any otlicr kind of injury. Burns are ahvays
the same, whatever be the part of tlie body
affected, and they partake at once of the

nature of inflammation, of wounds, and of dis-

organization.

But these effects of the action of caloric

present three great differences, in respect to

their intensity or their severity, according as

the heat has radiated from greater or less dis-

tances, or has been communicated immediately

by the direct action of tlie flame, which so

many different substances are capable of fur-

nishing, or, lastly, from the direct apphcation

of the ignited bodies themselves.

The pathological lesions, resulting from the

radiation of caloric, are more or less severe in

proportion to its intensity and duration. Heat,

moderate, but continuetl, thickens the epidermis

considerably, renders the cutis hard, blunts

its sensibility, and gives a brown tinge more
or less deep : such are its effects on persons

habitually exposed, from their business, to

tlie heat of the sun's rays, or to that of vast

fires, like blacksmiths'. It is known that some
blacksmiths can, with impunity, touch and
liandle, with their rough and horny hands,

iron highly heated or even red. It is also this

thickness of the epidermis, natural or ac(|uire(l,

and this blunted sensibility of the skin, which
confers on those men who pretend that fire

will not injure them, the capaiiility of support-

ing, with the aid of certain illusions, a very

considerable degree of heat.

A more intense degree of heat causes on

the skin different siiades, irregular and
mottled, and chaps or ruptures of the cuticle

;

from whence frequently result ulcers, which
are difficult to cure. These are what ma\- be

observed on the anterior surface of the legs of

old men who sit all day long by hot fires, and
on the legs and thighs of women who make
constant use of stoves, or of uncovered vessels

containing fire.

A still more active degree of heat, whether
on account of the quantity of caloric emitted

from the burning body, or from its nearness,

may produce all the phenomena characterizing

the first, and even the second, class of burns.

We have seen women who, after coming in

from the cold, had put very hot stoves under
their dress, have, at the end of a few hours, the

posterior and internal surface of the tliighs

covered all over with blisters.

Exposure to the sun sometimes produces

severe burns, especially in hot climates. Cases

are recorded of individuals who, from sleeping

in the open air, have had several parts of the

body burnt by the heat of the sun's rays. A
violent inflammation came on, followed rapidly

by mortification, and they died on the fourth

or fifth day.

As to flame, gentlemen, not only does it

burn instantaneously, in the manner of ignited

substances applied immediately to parts, but

also it easily disposes animal substances to

take on that action of combustion of which it

is itself the product. Submitted to the imme-
diate influence of flame, animal substances drv
up quickly ; tliey boil as it were, become horny,

and soon consume, producing a new flame,

which, added to the first, increases its activity

and extends its ravages. We know with what
frightful rapidity burning clothes communicate
the tlestructive effects of fire to great depths in

the parts which they cover ; the injury is often

at the highest degree of severity, and death is

most conunonly the consequence of it. It is

not uncommon even to see consumed in a few
hours the whole body of an individual stupified

with drunkenness or apoplexy, or of young
infants who are unable to move away from the

fire.

It is to this class of causes that we must
attribute the burns produced by the combus-
tion of certain gases, and, in particular, that

of hydrogen gas, by the explosion of the boilers

of steam-engines, and by the detonation of

gunpowder. In general, these gases produce
only superficial burns, but very extensive ones,

since they act at the same instant on large sm--

faces. However, we sometimes meet with
burns of this kind which penetrate deeper than
tlie cutis.

The severity of a burn will vary also ac-

cording to the physical or chemical properties

of the bodies ignited or saturated with caloric,

which are immediately apjilied to the living

parts, that is to say, according to their peculiar

nature, their density, their capacity for the

principle of heat, and the facility with wiiich

they part with it. Thus all boiling liquids do
not scald with the same force, because they do
not all boil at the same temperature. It is on
this account that the scalding action of broth,

oil, fat, and tallow, is much more energetic than

that of water. But another cause for this dif-

ference consists in this, that those oily liquids,

from their nature, adhere to the skin over which
pure water would only glide. If it be true

that strong acids and concentrated solutions of

the alkalis, heated to ebulhtion, produce in-

juries much more severe than other liquids, it

must, without doubt, be attributed to the cir-

cumstance of their greater condensation and
consequent greater capacity for caloric.

Solid bodies produce deep burns, if their

combustion is very rapid, as is that of |)lios-

phorus, sulphur, and the resins in general.

In the conti-ary case, the intensity of their

effects is [iroportioned to their degree of heat,

to the duration of their contact, and to the

degree in wiiich the tissues themselves are

disposed to be affected by heat. Cateris

paribus, a burn is less deep when it takes

place on parts habitually exposed to the air,

than when it affects parts which are always

covered with the clothes, and the epidermis

of which is very thin.

For the reasons we have given, it follows

that the action of fire, according as it is weak,

or of momentary duration, powerful or long,

continued, excessive, or of verv long duration.

I

J
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Jias for its general effects, either a simple in-

flammatory irritation, which tends of its own
acxorJ to resolution, or an inflammation wliicli

nmst necessarily terminate in suppuration, or

lastly, the complete destruction of the vital

properties, and the death of the parts. It is

nnder this general point of view that authors

have regarded these injuries, in order to divide

tliem into a greater or less number of classes.

Thus, some, and among these Fabrice de

Hiiden and M. Boyer, reckon three classes,

which we shall presently describe; others,

among whom are Heister and Callisen, describe

four ; a writer of the present day admits but

two, and divides all burns into those with in-

flammation and those with immediate dis-

organization.

In all these divisions, regard has been paid

only to the intensity of the symptoms of the

burn itself, considered generally, without
taking into consideration the nature of the

organs which are the seat of it, or of the tissues

attacked or destroyed. Nevertlieless, it is

evident that the heat always attacks the skin

first, and then extends its effects to variable

depths, and, in succsesion, to still greater ones

;

that it is precisely on account of this depth
that the three orders of phenomena present

themselves which we havejust enumerated ; and
that consequently, if we wish to establish a
classification of burns according to just ideas

and exact principles, we should take for our
basis the different kinds of organs which have
been submitted to the action of caloric.

It was from these considerations, that we
long since adopted another classification, divid-

ing burns into six degrees, which are thus

characterized :—1st, erythema, or superficial

inflammation of the skin without the forma-

tion of vesicles ; '2nd, cutaneous inflammation,

with separation of the epidermis, and the de-

velopment of vesicles tilled with serum; 3rd,

destruction of part of the thickness of the

papillary body; 4th, disorganization of the

whole of the skin, as far as the subcutaneous

cellular tissue ; 5th, conversion into eschars of

all the superficial parts, and of the muscles,

for a distance, more or less great, from the

bones ; 6th, carbonization of the whole of

the thickness of the burnt part.

. The first degree is generally produced by
the action of radiant caloric, or by the im-
pression of hot vapours; or, lastly, by the

application of bodies more or less hot. The
parts then present a lively redness, not cir-

cumscribed, analogous to that of erysipelas,

which the impression of the finger causes to

disappear for the moment ; the patient feels a

smarting pain, which lasts as long as the affec-

tion. Frequently, at the end of some hours,

and always after a few days, the redness, heat,

and pain disappear, and the inflammation ter-

minates by a desquamation of the cuticle.

However slight may be this sort of burn, it

is not uncommon to see, when large surfaces

are affected, the pulse rise and become fre-

quent, the tongue grow red, and the symptoms

of gastro-intestinal irritation develop them-
selves. When tlie head is the part affected,

the irritation may extend to the brain, produc-
ing watchfulness, delirium, convulsive move-
ments, and even death.

The second degree is always attributable to

a cause more energetic, or of which the action

has lasted longer than in the preceding case.

A lively pain, sharp and burning, is felt, and
sometimes at the same time, but most frequently

at the end of some hours, there forms on the

burnt surface one or more phlyctenae filled

with a clear and lim[)id serum ; the pain then
becomes tense. The phlyctenaB burst, or are

opened artificially; the serum flows out; the
detached cuticle dries up, and some days after,

falls oflT in large pieces, or in scales, exhibiting

the rete mucosum covered again with a new
cuticle, as yet reddish, thin and slight

Sometimes the cuticle, instead of forming
vesicles, is torn off at first, and detached from
-the rete mucosum, which remains exposed.

The most lively pain is the result of this acci-

dent, which is always followed by a slight sup-
puration. But at length the denuded sur-

face dries up, and soon nothing remains but
a redness, which disappears, scarcely leaving

any traces.

The cauterization of the rete mucosum, and
of the papillary surface of the cutis, which
constitutes the third degree of the injuries we
are discussing, is announced by the presence
of gray, yellow, or brown stains, thin, pliant,

and insensible to a slight touch, but under
which, on pressing a little harder, a pain is

felt more or less severe ; these stains are formed
by rete mucosum deprived of its vitality. The
blisters, which frequently cover the parts dis-

organised to this degree, generally contain a
serum, brownish, milky, or strongly tinged
with blood, and this appearance becomes, at

first sight, an useful diagnostic sign. In these

cases, sometimes the eschar is detached in a
piece at the ordinary period, sometimes it falls

off in little pieces, so as to expose, upon the
parts covered by the phlyctente, ulcerations

more or less extensive, but superficial, the
cicatrices of which, without being drawn up,
will nevertheless almost always continue ap-
parent, because of the white dense and shin-

ing bed which takes the place of the destroyed

surface of the skin.

It is to this degree that most burns produced
by gunpowder belong, the scars of which are

coloured black by the impression of the mate-
rials of the gunpowder, and are on that ac-

count easy to distinguish from those produced
by other causes.

Under whatever form this sort of burn first

presents itself, at the end of a few days, the
pain, which had been relieved after the first

twenty-four or forty-eiglit hours, returns with
severity ; an inflammation becomes developed,

the eschar separates, is detached, and falls off,

and the wound soon dries up, leaving the cica-

trix of a dead whiteness, such as we have just

spoken of.
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Tliis is the place to establish the principle,

that in ail burns the pain is always lively, but

that it is much more intense when the skin is

burnt only at its surface than when it is de-

stroyed to some deptli, and this fact is very

important in forming the prognosis.

When an ignited body remains applied

during a considerable time upon a part, a

lively pain is the effect ; but this pain ceases

immediately on the removal of the cause. The
cuticle, the rete niucosum, the whole thick-

ness of the skin, and sometimes also a slight

extent of the subcutaneous cellular tissue, are

killed and reduced to a deep eschar, yellowish

or blackish, dry, insensible to the touch, and
hard and extensive in proportion to the depth

of the colour. The surrounding sound skin is

puckered, and is, as it were, shrivelled; the

radiated folds which it forms round the burnt

part indicates the degree of raccomissement
which it has undergone. At the end of three

or four hours, the pain revives, an inflamma-

tory circle forms round the eschar, which
separates in general between the fifteenth and
twentieth day ; the bottom of the wound cor-

responds to the subcutaneous cellular tissue;

tlie suppuration furnished is very abundant;
granulations spring up vigorously. Such are

the characters of a burn in the fourth de-

gree.

But here a phenomenon may be remarked
which is, in a manner, peculiar to burns, and
which no other kind of wound, attended with

loss of substance, exhibits in so great a degree,

and that is the force with which the circum-

ference of the wound is drawn towjirds tlie

centre; whatever be the separation of the

edges, tliey incessantly tend to come in con-

tact. It is this tendency of the organic power
which causes all those vitiated forms of cica-

trization which frequently bring on, besides

disgusting deformities, impotence or inutility

of the parts affected, but which a well-directed

method of treatment may always counteract.

These results never take place when the burn
affects the posterior parts of the trunk, because

the movements of flexion, which are the most
natural, ojjpose themselves to that which the

cicatrization would do by approaching. The
same oljservation is applicable to the limbs,

according to the part occupied by the burn.

Burns of the fifth degree scarcely differ from

the preceding one, except that they reach

more deep-seated parts, and may be followed

by extremely severe results. The eschars

which comprehend the fasciae, muscles, and
tendons, and in the midst of which we some-
times meet with vessels and nerves which
have resisted the disorganizing action of the

fire, are sonorous, black, friable, depressed,

and take a longer time to be detached. When
they are soft, or occasioned by boiling liquids,

they present a grayish, insensible mass, which
may be pressed down by the finger without

any pain being produced. The suppuration is

much more abundant, and the cicatrix in which
the motor organs themselves have been com-

prehended remains misshapen, adherent, and
renders the parts ever after immoveable.

The characters which distinguish the sixth

degree are the most easy to recognize. The
limb is then carbonized on its surface, hard,

insensible, sonorous on percussion, easy to l)e

broken under the efforts which tend to bend
it, and the eschar on being detached leaves a

stump more or less irregular, accordhig as the

fire has reached the different organic elements

at different depths. MM. Roche, Sanson, and
Begin, cite, in their excellent works, the case

of a young man who, while running through

a foundrj-, put his foot into a trench, tlu'ough

which the fused metal was to pass ; the melted
metal reached it, and he dragged out of this

stream a limb which was deprived of the foot

and the lower part of the leg. He had
scarcely felt any pain, and did not at first per-

ceive the horrible mutilation he had expe-

rienced.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

Moiidaij, December \Qth, 1832.

DR. WALSHMAN, VICE-PRESIUKNT, IN

THE CHAIR.

TETANUS.

Mr. Bryant informed the Society,

that the child, wliose case he rehxted

at the hist meeting, was recovering.

He ascribed the cure to mercury.

Dr. Whiting phiced more reliance

on tartarized antimony and croton oil

than on large doses of opium, or the

other remedies usually employed. He
had given opium in the fullest doses,

but without benefit.

IVIr. Proctor considered that opium
was highly beneficial in some cases,

and he instanced one of a spasmodic

kind, in which large opiates effected

a cure.

A Visitor observed, that, according

to his experience, when tetanus con-

tinued several days, recovery might

be expected.

Dr. Walshman said, that he was

once the subject of tetanus, and was

attended by many eminent medical

friends, but all their remedies failed.

He then took fifty minims of the

vinum opii at a dose with immediate

relief, but the spasms returned, when

he again removed them by the me-
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dicine. He had found it equally suc-

cessful in numerous other cases.

Dr. llvan begged to inquire whether

Dr. Waishman's case was tetanic or

neuralgic, and received an answer that

it. was the former. He (Dr. Ryan)
considered this information highly im-

portant in a practical point of view,

and also as it corroborated the suc-

cessful cases cured by morphia, and
recorded in the foreign journals. He
had seen the disease both in hospital

and private practice ; and in some in-

stances observed temporary relief af-

fordedby opium. He did not think that

anyknown remedy could succeed in the

most violent form of the disease.

Mr. Kingdon expressed some de-

gree of surprise at Dr. Waishman's
statement, and hoped that others

might find it equally efficacious. He
alluded to the discrepant opinions on
the nature and treatment of the dis-

ease, and stated, that Mr. Abernethy
mentioned in his lectures, that when-
ever he succeeded in opening the pa-

tient's bowels, recovery happened, and
when he failed, death took place. His
favourite purge at one time was one
grain of calomel and five of jalap.

Mr. Kingdon then described the value

of tartarized antimony in every form
of inflammation, but could not agree

as to the propriety of exhibiting croton

oil in large doses,

Mr. Gossett mentioned, that some
cases were cured, in Guy's Hospital,

by opium and bark, and by bark and
arsenic. He was disposed to agree

with Dr. Whiting.

—

Adjotirned.

LINN.EAN SOCIETY.

December 4, 1832.

A. B LAMBERT, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR.

Sevekal candidates were elected, and
others proposed. A notice was read

of the occurrence of a beautiful species

of thrush, new to this country as a
British bird, and very nearly allied,

both in size and plumage, to our well-

known missel thrush. This bird was
VOL. II.

shot by Lord Malmsbury, in a furze-
field, near Heron's Court. The com-
munication was made by John Curtis,

Esq. The reading a further portion

of Professor Essenbeck's botanical

paper concluded the business of the

evening. The meeting was fully

attended, and among the members
present were Mr. Burchill and Lieut.

Holman, the blind traveller.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

December A, 1832.

A PAPER was communicated by the
author of " The Domestic Gardener's
]\Ianual," on the growth and uses, in

this climate, of the Zea Mays, or

Indian corn, and some notes upon
Chinese chrysanthemums, by Mr.
Donald Munro, the Society's head
gardener. The observations on both
these subjects were interesting, and
will be found serviceable by the culti-

vators of the plants.

8ix Lectures on Botany are in-

tended to be given in the summer
months, according to the plan hitherto

adopted.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

December 5, 1832.

RODERICK IMPEY MURCHISON, ESQ.,

PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

The Rev. J. C. Stapleton, of High-
clere, John Forbes Royle, Esq., and
Robert Hudson, Esq., were elected

Fellows of the Society.

A paper by Gideon Mantell, Esq

,

F. G. S , was read, on the Saurian Re-
mains found by the author, at various

times, in Tilgate Forest, Sussex, but
more particularly on a new animal

belonging to the same tribe, and lately

discovered by him. The paper was
illustrated by an extensive series of

specimens, including the recently

found reptile, and numerous draw-
ings.
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ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

December 6, 1832.

JOHN HAMILTON, KSQ., VICK-PRESI-

DENT, IN THE CHAIR.

WESTMINSTER MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Saturday, December Slh, 1832.

J. T. PETTIGREW, ESQ., F.R.S., PRE-

SIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

The minutes of the last montlily

meeting were read and confirmed.

Nineteen candidates were elected,

amongst whom Avere the Earls of

Stair and Yarmouth, Lord ^'^iscollnt

Eanelagh, Sir A. Halliday, N, N.
Rothschild, and others. The Report
of the Council, read by the Secretary,

stated, among various details, that the
balance in hand, on the 30th of Nov.,
after the monthly receipts and pay-
ments, was 517/. 4*. 8d., and the

number of visitors to the gardens,

4424.

. It was announced that Dr. Grant,
Professor of Zoology at the London
University, would give an extended
course of lectures to the members of
the Society, in Bru ton-street, on the
structure and classification of animals.

'J hese lectures will commence on the
15th of January. The Report also

stated, that the Council, convinced by
the experience of the last two years,

that the Society contained among its

members men of high rank in science,

both at home and abroad, and refer-

ring to the printed proceedings in

proof, had under consideration a plan
for the publication of Transactions,
with plates, on a scale commensurate
with tlie varied materials and re-

sources of the Society. The dona-
tions to the library, museum, and
menagerie, were luimerous and valu-

able. Two new by-laws were con-
firmed by ballot, and the whole busi-

ness of the meeting appeared to give
great and general satisfaction.

LITHOTRITIC INSTRUMENTS.

On the 23d ultimo, a paper was read
by ]Mr. Costello on a new curved per-
cussor, which he had invented, which,
for strength and safety, he contended
was unequalled. He said he had
operated with it in the presence of a
hundred medical gentlemen. He
raised several objections to that in-

vented by Baron Heurteloup, not on
theoretical but practical grounds ; and
he communicated his sentiments to

the Academy of Sciences of Paris.

Some members of the society advo-
cated M. Heurteloup's instrument,

and declared that Mr. Costello's was
a mere copy. After much angry dis-

cussion, it was resolved to request

Baron Heurteloup to attend an early

meeting, and to exhibit his instru-

ment. In accordance with this re-

quest, the Baron attended this even-
ing, and, as he was unable to address

the society in our language, he re-

quested Mr. Burnett to read his

memoir, which contained a sketch of

the origin and progress of lithotrity,

but which was by no means candid
towards M. Civiale. He produced
sixty different instruments of his own
invention, and gave a sketch of the
claims of several lithotrists. He also

presented his percuteur as an original

invention, and strongly denied that

it was a copy of Weiss's instrument,

as stated by IMr. Costello at a late

meeting of the society, and also in two
letters to the Academy of Paris. He
showed the mode of operating with
it, and said that he had used it on
the living subject, in the presence of
Sir Astley Cooper, Mr. Brodie, and
many other eminent surgeons. He
proposed that six members of the so-

ciety should favour him by witnessing
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the operation on a patient in the early-

part of next week.
Mr. Costello replied, that he was

most anxious to have the proposed

commission of the society appointed,

as he would most positively prove,

that the newly invented instrument

was not original, and that his own
was the best. He hated personalities,

as this mode M'as disreputable to men
of science; he was willing to be judged

by facts and facts only.

The President observed, that it was
contrary to the objects of the society

to entertain the proposal for a com-

mission, as they were not to decide

who was the inventor of instruments.
'

—

{Hear, hear!)

Mr. Walker then exhibited Weiss's

original instrument, which certainly

bore the closest resemblance to the

Baron's and Mr. Costello's. He said

that ]Mr. Weiss had left it unfinished,

as Mr. Brodie had advised him to

abandon it.

Some very personal remarks were

then made on a case, treated by Mr.
Costelk), in which the terms "inexact,"
" untrue," " false," were employed.

These remarks we decline to publish,

as the friends of the societyand thecon-

tending parties ; and we deeply regret

that discussions of a scientific society

should be conducted in such an un-

worthy and objectionable manner.

THE MARCH OF PROPER PROFES-

SIONAL FEELING IN FRANCE.

It is really refreshing to turn to the

splendid homage paid to professional

zeal and integrity, by the Paris

Academy of Medicine, in the choice

of a viembre titulaire, on the 27th
ult. The candidates, all worthy mem-
bers of the profession, were Drs.

Andral, junior, Bricheteau, Chervin,

Damiron, and Emery :— the first

of these gentlemen adding to the

just claims which have placed him
among the c/i/eof the Paris physicians,

the suffrages of the Faculti de Midi-

cine, of the quarantine party, ofwhich
Dr. Pariset (the Pym of Paris) is the

Coryphaeus, and consequently tl)e suf-

frages of the ministry Doctrinaire.

Well, who, against such a current as

this, has been elected } Dr. Chervin, a

gentleman whose name is perhaps less

familiar to the profession at large, but

who has rendered services incalculable

to communities, to medical science,

and to the commerce of several coun-

tries, by Herculean labours, for many
years, in investigating, personally,

and in different parts of the globe,

all points connected with the alleged

contagious property of yellow fever.

An idea may be formed of the extent

of this gentleman's labours by glancing

over the question of the contagion of

yellow fever in the Cycloptedia of
Practical Medicine. To the astonish-

ment of all those who had been

so long accustomed to see merit ar-

rested by the intrigues of party, 49
independent members have now placed

Dr. Chervin in a position likely to

secure, more effectually, advantages

to the cause of truth. To Pariset et

Compagnie of France this blow is not

likely to prove more severe than to our

grand maitre and his celebrated valet.

CKRTAIN ANATOMICAL LECTURKRS

SUMMONED BKFOKK TIIK SRCRK»

TAKY OF STATK.

Since our leading article was in typcf,

we received information that the

Secretary of State has summoned

certain Anatomical Teachers of the

large schools to appear before him on

Friday 14th instant. This corrobo-

rates our opinions as expressed in this

day's leader, and shows the wisdom of

our sagacious contemporary. Will

this worthy ever learn common li-

berality ?

ss2
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Saturday, December 1 5, 1832.

THE WORKING OF THE ANATO-
MICAL BILL.

It appears, from numerous commu-

nications which have reached us since

our last, tliat some of the public, and

most of the private medical schools in

the metropolis are unsupplied with

subjects. This is to be attributed to

the unceasing exertions made by the

teachers of anatomy and the demon-

strators of the large schools, in can-

vassing the parish officers in every

quarter, and by their obtaining pro-

mises of supply, in consequence of

urging the many strong claims the

hospitals and public medical schools

have upon the public. It is not the

operation of thenew act thatthrows any

impediment in the way of the private

teachers of anatomy, but the difficulty

arises on account of the canvassing

we have described, and in consequence

of the prejudice and partiality enter-

tained by the parochial authorities for

the influential medical officers of hos-

pitals and other institutions.

One of our contemporaries censures

*hose students who cannot prosecute

studies, in consequence of the

ivant of subjects, for holding a meet-

ing to memorial the Secretary of

State for the Home Department, re-

questing him to enforce the anatomical

act impartially. For presuming to

attempt this fair and legitimate object.

the memorialists arc sneered at, and

told they belonged to a private school,

in which their number is not more

than a dozen. Unfortunately for this

veracious statement, the number of

signatures is near a hundred ; and

the man who hazarded the assertion

addresses an auditory which seldom

exceeds htdf a dozen. But he l)elongs

to a large hospital school (Lord save

the mark !), and hence the cause of

his spleen against private establish-

ments, which so seriously injure his

associates, the real promulgators of

genuine medical knowledge. We need

scarcely observe tliat the age of hum-

bug in medical teaching has passed

by ; or that the liospital schools have

lecturers appointed through private

interest, and not on account of supe-

rior acquirements ; and therefore in-

telligent students will no longer be

led by the names of hospitals, but

resort to rising and rival establish-

ments, where they find teachers whose

scientific attainments and imwearied

exertions enable them to oppose, suc-

cessfully, the stupid drones of the

large institutions, many, indeed most,

of whom are doting drivellers, whose

doctrines are a century behind the

present state of medicine ; while the

younger portion are, in general, a set

of unprincipled plagiarists, who give

the opinions of others, both foreign

and national, as their own, without

the slightest acknowledgment. Let

any man versed in medical literature

peruse the published lectures of many

of the teachers in the large schools,

and he will find them replete with

puerilities and common-place trash
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that would disgrace a student of six

months' standing. It is no wonder,

tlierefore, that some of these teachers

should object to the publication of

their lectures ; and should oppose

their rivals in private schools, whose

whole success depends upon the value

of their instructions, and upon the

moderate terms which they offer to

students, while their zeal and attention

to the pupils, their readiness at all

times to explain doubts and diffi-

culties, are encouragements which

their rivals of the large schools are

too haughty to afford. We know

instances, at this moment, of students

of the large institutions who are at-

tending private schools, and who de-

clare that they derive much more

information than they had enjoyed

elsewhere. Besides, we may add one

other argument in support of this po-

sition, and it is this, that the majority

of the ablest and most popular of our

public teachers were private lecturers

—the Hunters, Baillies, Denmans,

Bells, Guthries, Brodies, Lawrences,

Quains, Mayos, &c. &c.

The senseless opposition, therefore,

to private schools is foolish, unjust,

and absurd. Who does not know that

some of the most learned and best-

informed teachers in London, Edin-

burgh, Dublin, and Paris, are private

lecturers ; but that their exertions

should be arrested or paralysed by

jealousy and unfounded prejudice, is

highly disgraceful to their fellow-la-

bourers in the ample field of their

common science.

PROFESSOR GRAVES'S LECTURES.

We direct the attention of our

readers to the valuable lectures of

Professor Graves, the first of which

we publish in this number. These

lectures evince a degree of research, a

depth of judgment, and a mass of

information, seldom seen in clinical

teaching. They are not filled with

paltry, insignificant truisms; there

is nothing in them to excite the

loud laugh that speaks the vacant

mind, but every sentence is replete

with the most valuable instruction.

We shall continue their publication

until the whole are on record. We
beg to add, that the learned Professor

has kindly corrected our reports of

them himself.

MEDICO-BOTANICAL SOCIETY.

EARL, STANHOPE, PRESIDENT, IN
THE CHAIR.

December 11, 1832.

The minutes of the last meeting
having been read and signed, various

presents were announced ; among
which was a beautiful specimen of the

skeleton of the datura stramonium,
presented by Mr. Iliff.

Dr. James Johnson and Mr. Judd
were then elected fellows of the
society.

Sir Anthony Carlisle, in the course

of some remarks, then observed, that,

four years ago, he made some obser-

vations to the society, in the form of

a letter, uhich had been printed and
distributed ; one of these accidentally

falling into the hands of a gentleman,

travelling for a highly respectable

firm in the city, then in America, had
induced him to communicate, to Sir

A, Carlisle, information to the follow-
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ing effect : Hydropliobia is very fre-

quent ill the province of Senora, in

the Gulf of California, in consequence

of the Spanish Ctistom of keejjint;

great numbers of dogs, Avhich run

wild, and also from the multitude of

•\vild jackalls in that part. There is,

however, a reputed remedy for that

direful malady, one possessed long

since by the aborigines, and adopted

by the Spanish settlers, who testify

to its good effects. It is not recom-

mended as a preventive of the ma-
ladj', but as a cure when it has really

shown itself, and it is stated to be

<>f unvarying tflicacy. The gentle-

man, wlien he returned a second time

from America, brought M'ith him some
of the remedy, and a drawing of the

tree ; the latter Sir A. C. showed to

>\Ir. Brown, of the British JMuseum,
who considered it to be of the genus

cactus, no one sjMJcics of which, he

informed Sir A., was poisonous. Tlie

Spanish name of the tree, from which
the remedy is obtained, is haco, on

account of its long spines, which are

used in making combs. The remedy
is the expressed juice of the succulent

branches, and of this Sir A. has re-

p«ived three quart bottles, one of

which burst by a species of fermen-

tation, and another being preserved

and hermetically sealed. Sir A. is

desirous of retaining in his own pos-

session . he considers it proper that a

trial should be made as early as pos-

sible, and is willing to attend with any
professional gentleman, who may have

the care of a case of hydrophobia,

whether in private or hospital practice^

to superintend its administration, ac-

cording to the directions he has re-

ceived. In the province of Seaora,

the vulgar opinion, wliich obtains in

England, is also prevalent, that a

person, bitten by a rabid animal, when
affected with hydroj.'hobia, possesses

the power and tlie will to bite others,

and communicate the disease ; a strait-

waistcoat, therefore, of the most simple

kind, is immediately applied, that is

to say, the patient is buried up to

the neck in sand, two ounces and a

half of the juice are then forced down

the throat, and convulsive struggling,

with foaming at the mouth, follow.

These may depend, however, on the

difficulty of swallowing a fluid in the

sand-bath. The patient becomes more
convulsed, followed by profuse per-

spiration, stupor, and sleep; in twenty-
four hours he is removed from the

bath perfectly cured. The fluid is

perfectly free from odour and aroma,

and has a slight opiate bitter taste.

Earl Stanhope inquired whether
Sir A. Carlisle considered the sand-

bath necessary towards effecting a

cure ?

Sir A. Carlisle said, that the sand-

bath is not an essential condition, but
merely the ordinary mode of restrain-

ing the patient ; cases having been
cured in which the strait-waistcoat

was employed.

Professor Burnett made some re-

marks on the genus cactus, to the effect

that the plants of this natural genus
are not deleterious.

Earl Sianhope stated, that in con-

sequence of the indisposition of Mr.
Everett, the scientific professor of

chemistry, he would be unable to

lecture.

Dr. Sigmond, one of the secretaries,

read a paper by IMr. Abraham Booth,

containing a description of an improv-

ed process for preparing raw sugar,

by evaporating the juice of the sugar-

cane in vacuo ; also a paper by Dr,
Hancock, on the paco-plant, on the

falls of Essequibo. It commenced
with a botanical description of the

plant, which is aquatic, and forms the

pasture for the paas, a species of fish

which frequents the rivers of Guiana.

The expressed juice of the palmate
leaves is bitterish and mucilaginous,

and is considered useful and efficacious

in affections of the urinary apparatus.

The meeting then adjourned to the

8th of January, 1833. '
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NEW CONTAGIOUS DISEASE IDEN-
TICAL WITH CHOLERA.

BY CONTAGIOSISSIMUS.

Truth will ultimately prevail. The
virulently infectious nature of cholera

will, at last, be universally admitted ;

and the members of our Boards of

Health will then receive the rcAvard

so well merited by their arduous and
patriotic exertions : their disinterested

assiduity in disposing of the public

money, and unwearied benevolence in

taking care of' the poor, have not yet

been duly appreciated.

The object of the present letter is

to draw the attention of the profes-

sion to an affection, which, like cho-

lera, certainly depends on a specific

virus, strangely and whimsically dis-

seminated. Nay, the more we ex-

amine the facts, the more we are con-

vinced that it is merely a variety of

that distemper. Both are observed to

rage in the same place, at the same
time. The one does not ensure against

the other, nor does one attack of either

prevent a second. In both there are

watery evacuations, violent pains in

the belly, vomiting, and a remarkable

change in the volume of the body.

The resemblance, in truth, is some-

times so striking, that the one is not

unfrequently mistaken for the other.

Whether they are really distinct dis-

eases or not, I, however, leave to the

infallible judgment of the different

Boards, and only contend here, that

PREGNANCY is not Icss coutagious

than the Asiatic cholera.

Thefollowing parallel between the twofully demonstrates the truth ofmy assertion.

CHOLERA.
Is propagated in defiance of winds, seasons,

and climate. It is foinid under the scorching

sun of India and among the Russian snow.

Its infection, whether communicated tiirough

the air, or otherwise, is said not to spare the

lower animals.

Its spreading frequently follows the march of

soldiers.

Appears sometimes in vessels at sea, and

spreads after their arrival in port.

Has attacked individuals after sudden elec-

trical changes.

May affect several in a family, or but one.

Never seizes some persons, though exposed

to all its known causes; sometimes does so

after a very long exposure.

Attacks some, no one can imagine how.

Breaks out in quarantine stations.

Medical men and old nurses generally escape.

Pregnancy, we see, is governed by
the same laws, and is therefore equally

contagious with cholera. Let Boards

be appointed, and well paid, to inves-

tigate the subject, and I doubt not but

their conclusions will be as impartial,

scientific, and just, as those lately

promulgatecl. We may then have sug-

PREGNANCY.
Is propagated in defiance of winds, seasons,

and climate. It is found under the scorching

sun of India and among the Russian snow.

Its infection, whether communicated through

the air, or otherwise, is said not to spare the

lower animals.

( iliac (equfe)

Ore omnes versse in Zephyrilm, stant russi-

bus altis

Exceptantque leves auras, et ssepe sine uUis

Conjugiis, vento gravidse, mirabile diclu

!

Virgil. Gem-g. iii. 273.)

Its spreading frequently follows the march of

soldiers.

Appears sometimes in vessels at sea, and

spreads after their arrival in port.

Has attacked individuals after they had been

under the influence of animal magnetism (at

Berlin.)

May affect several in a family, or but one.

Never seizes some persons, though exposed

to all its known causes ; sometimes does so after

a very long exposure (ten or twenty years after

marriage.)

Attacks some, no one can imagine how.

(The virtuous ladies attacked while their hus-

bands were absent at the crusades.)

Breaks out in nunneries.

Medical men and old nurses generally esca[)e.

gestions on the subject not inferior

in profundity of remark and elegance

of diction to those of Dr. Abercrombie

on Cholera. We shall then have laws

and regulations rivaling those which

lately conferred so much happiness,

security, and prosperity on our country.
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PBOCLAMATION OF THE CENTRAL
BOARD OF HEALTH THAT EPIDEMIC
CHOLERA IS NOT CONTAGIOUS ! ! !

" After deatli, the doctor."

We think that, on a question of vital

importance to communities, the re-

spectable part of the profession can-

not be insensible to our efforts in ex-

posing the inconsistent and insane

policy of the juntas of this metropolis,

misnamed Boards of Health. What
we have now to offer, as honest ca-

terers for the public, gives tlie coup

de grace to the whole system of hum-
bug so long, unhappily for humanity,

suffered to be tolerated.

Our readers recollect, no doubt,

that, before the mischief arising out

of false doctrines was discovered to

recoil with such force upon our com-

merce, the most strenuous endeavours

were made to propagate, through every

possible channel, the opinions (unsup-

ported as they certainly were by any

thing like evidence) of our Russian

cholera missionaries, to whom places

were given afterwards among the Cen-

trals. It will be remembered how our

first sapient Board actually recom-

mended that marks should be affixed

to the doors of houses containing cho-

lera patients, the isolation of the sick,

&c. &c How, in tlic anxiety of our

chief quarantine personages to make
an early impression on the public

mind, they, good men, obtained a

place in different newspapers of the

day for the famous " meditations

"

and opinions of those profound philo-

sophers and faithful, though ill-paid

chroniclers, Russell and Barry, written

so near at home as Calais, when on

their return, on the 6th December,

last year ; the burden of those medi-

tations being to the effect, that the

contagious principle of cholera was so

very subtle in its nature that, to have

an attack of the disease, it was not

even necessary to be near a patient,

as the germs of the disease might be

wafted, both from persons and ships,

to an indefinite distance through the

atmosphere. All which, as was plainly

to be seen by the clear and simple

statements of Dr. Lefevre, physician

to our embassy at Petersburgh, as well

as by those of others in Russia, was a

most perfect specimen oi fudge. It

cannot already have been forgotten

how, subsequently, amidst certain oc-

casional out-breakings of truth, put

forth (but too late to effect good) with

the prospect of bettering our com-
mercial relations, then sadly ham-
pered, gentlemen of great experience

in India, and other places, were not

employed as district inspectors (not

even that upright and truly scientific

physician, Dr. Hamett, our cholera

commissioner at Dantzic), their fide-

lity to the honour of their profession

and the cause of truth having been

tested. Let it be borne in mind too-,

that in the " papers" emanating from

the Centrals, through the medium of

that precious production the " Cho-
lera Gazette," and separately, we are

reminded of the necessity of avoiding

communications with the sick, or even

with the " suspected," which '' 7nai/

endanger the lives of thousands :"—
that the period of separation between

a sick person and persons in health

need not, indeed, exceed twenty days

from the date of convalescence—that

purifications by gases, by baking arti-

cles of dress, by the services of troops

of " steady white-washers," &c. &c.,

should be carried into effect, according

to the most approved rites and mys-
teries of the great philosophers of

quarantine, in matters relating to con-

tagion. It was moreover duly im-

pressed upon the public mind by our

sages, as a reference to documents

said to be published under authority

will show, that, on the death of a

cholera patient, the body was not to

be washed—not to be taken into a

church, nor attended by many people to

tlie grave, but 'Ho be wrapped in the

clothes in which they may have died,

and deposited, as soon as possible, in

a well-fastened coffin [! !] carefully

pitched within." It seems quite

established that the pitching and

fastening not having been always

duly attended to, some fortunate cases
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of resuscitation, if not of resurrection,

took place throughout the country

;

but there is much reason to apprehend

that horrors unutterable have in many
instances arisen, not onlj' during our

epidemic, but in America, purely from
the panic-creating counsels of persons

in this country, whom we would^ in

all sincerity, recommend to employ
any time which may yet be allowed

them in imploring forgiveness and
making their peace with Heaven.

In the mean time, gentle reader,

how, think you, does the case stand

now? Now,ziter relative has been seen

to abandon relative, friend abandon
friend ; after communities have risen

to obstruct intercourse ; after the

abandonment of sick on the high way,
and other abominations certainly never

expected to occur in such a country

as this, and from which France was
saved by the noble conduct of a band
of honest medical men of Paris, who
resolved not to suffer truth to be
perverted :—how, we repeat, does

the case stand now, as to the question

of contagion and our friends the Cen-
trals ? Take, in reply, the following

extracts from a letter, quietly issued

by them on the 6th ult., and as they

say, "submitted, by the desire of the

liOrds of the Council, to the favour-

able consideration of the Governors
of the several public hospitals in

London."
" That it has been proved that

cholera was not found to spread

amongst the other patients in the

public hospitals in which some cases

of that disease were treated during
the late epidemic.

" That, under these circumstances,

it becomes matter of consideration,

important tothe publichealth, whether
sporadic cases of cholera might not be

admitted into the public hospitals, in

the same manner as cases of any other

disease.

" The Central Board of Health,
therefore, under the full conviction

that the cleanliness, ventilation, and
general good arrangements established

in the public hospitals of the metro-

polis, and found sufficient to prevent

the spread of typhus fever, recom-
mend the adoption of the above sug-
gestions Avith reference to sporadic

cases of cholera ; a measure 'n favour

of which humanity would plead irre-

sistibly, in the event of any cases of

that disease occurring, and being
carried to the door of the hospital as

the only place of refuge, after the

breaking up of the local Boards of

Health and their parish hospitals."

(Signed)
" W. Maclean, Sec."

We can now well fancy our readers

exclaiming Credal Jiideus ! and that

this must all be a mere hoax. We
can assure them, however, that, though
wondrous strange, it is quite true

;

the extracts above given having been
made from a copy perfectly official

and authentic. We must leave our
readers to the reflections which the
whole history of general or Central
Boards of Health in London must
now give rise to. We cannot trust

ourselves at present to comment at

large upon the flourish now made by
these crones about humanity, the
shocking thing of a patient being
refused admission into an hospital,

which, if said twelve months ago, as
it well might upon the fullest evi-

dence, would have prevented a world
of mischief. Had the question been
wrested at once, as it was in France,
out of the fell gripe of quarantine
people, the true course to follow, in

alleviating the suff'erings of thousands
of human beings, would have been
fixed long ago. At present, all this

comes too late to do much good ; and,
indeed, in the event of another ex-
plosion of cholera hereafter, in our
time, Ave believe that little impression
could be made on the mass of the
public, whose prejudices have been so

basely taken advantage of and pan-
dered to on the late occasion, even
though members of Boards should

agree to act henceforth with integrity.
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REMINISCENCES

OF AN

ARMY MEDICAL OFFICER.

PART I. CHAPTER V.

Let me next describe the aspect and
bearing of others among these distin-

guished preceptors, liaving made the
preceding attempt upon the triumvi-

rate Monro.
Dr. Home (James, I mean ; for

Francis, of materia mcdica fame, had
])]aced himself hors dc combat before

I arrived to liis assistance) began the

duties of the day at the liour of eight,

— rather too early for the depth of
winter in a northern latitude ; and
although I delighted in the style and
matter of his compositions, so purely,

as to attend them a second time, un-
necessarily, and to write them coj)i-

ously as well as fairly out, in nine
thick volumes, after the manner
adopted with regard to the pra'lectiu-

lies Jacobi Grcgorii, I could hardly

bear to hear him. He had an indo-

mitable hawking in his throat, which,
notwithstanding the incessant appli-

cation of digits to labia (when the
paroxysm came on), to ears like mine,
was any thing but euphonic or cadcnic.

Here let me observe, that I have been
a musician from early ixifancy ; and
from

" Whistling aloud to keep my couras^c up,"

when a schoolboy,

" With satchel on my back *,"

I rose to the eminence of composing
marches, waltzes, and other fanciful

things for our regimental band while
on foreign service. Judge, therefore,

of the blister which 1 sat upon during
my attention to the study of Materia
Medica

!

Gregory took post at nine, imme-
diately after Home, whom I must
declare to be a learned jAilosopher,

well versed not only in medical lore

but medical practice. I forgive him
the interminable clearing out of the

* Vide Blair's " Grave."

glottis or larynx, in consideration of
his admirable instructions, which, had
they been placed in the hands of a
Gordon*, or some others (whom I

shall have occasion hereafter to name),
would have been devoured by the
audience with avidity.

Gregory was a tall man, six feet at
least, as far as I can, at this distance
of time, record. He had a stoop in
his walk, and was altogether ungainly
in his gait and ahorde, as the French
style it, bnt this was totally eclipsed
by the glories of his intellect t.

Tlie doctor had travelled on the
continent when obstacles did not
oppose themselves to youth of family
or fortune in so doing. In my time
tlie ease was altered ; but to this
I shall more particularly allude on a
future occasion.

He had rather a thick enunciation,
though a fluent and often rai)id de-
livery. He spoke well extempora-
neously, and his written (indeed he
generally read) productions were per-
fection. It was said of him, t!)at he
would have filled any chair in the
University, excepting, perhaps, that
of divinity ; but this implied no re-

proach upon his character, even as a
religious man, having allusion only to
his being of the ejjiscopalian per-
suasion, whereas the professor of di-
vinity must be a presbyterian clergy-
man.

Dr. Gregory joined to his own na-
tural genius and talents the great
advantage of being the son of a most
accomplished father. This Wdn the
author of the Lectures on the Duties
and Qualifications of a Physician, the
first distinct work, I believe, ever
published in this country, devoted
exclusively to professional morals
and conduct ; or, in other words, to
the subject of medical ethics. He is

also popularly and most deservedly ||
esteemed fur his celebrated "Legacy to

* De quo postea.

t It was with Dr. G. that the serjeant of
the volunteers (amonj,^ whom Dr. G.'s loyalty
induced him to enrol himself) lost hi.s temper,
swearing that he would rather drill a hundred
fools than one philosopher.
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his Daughters." It is not so generally

kno\\ii, tluit the affecting apostrophe

which forms the conclusion of Beat-

tie's beautiful poem. The Minstrel,

commencing thus,

—

" Art tlioH, my Gregory, for ever fled.

And am I left to unavailing woe ?
"

was written upon receiving the account

of his sudden death, an event which
occasioned the abrupt termination of

the poet's interesting progress.

But to return to my preceptor. He
always lectured with his hat on, a

departure from usage which was ex-

plained by the circumstances of a large

window, with a northern aspect, being
behind him, and his being peculiarly

susceptible of inflammatory attacks.

He wore his own hair, which was
thin

It is well known that he possessed

an inexhaustible fund of humour pe-
culiar to himself. When I waited
upon him for the purpose of becom-
ing his pupil, a personal acquaintance
of the doctors acconijanied me, to

whom he introduced two children

(boys in petticoats, who were romping
about the study), saying—" Did you
ever see my twins, Mr. } Here
they are, as like one another as two
peas," &c. A few years ago, happen-
ing to be at Paris, I was asked by an
old Edinburgh acquaintance, and bro-

ther officer, to dine with him tele-a-

lete, but, on arriving, I found a third

gentleman in the room. Our land-
lord stated, that it must be quite

unnecessary to introduce hini to me,
although I protested that we were
utter strangers. I was desired to look
at him, which I did, without becom-
ing a whit the wiser as to his identity

.

The host seemed to enjoy niv embar-
rassment, but still persisted' in sup-
pressing the name. The stranger,

however, had shortly occasion to speak.
He no sooner opened his lips for that

purpose than one of the most striking

illustrations of family likeness, and
hereditary peculiarities, burst upon
me, which I ever met with, equal at

least to Dr. James Gregory's own re-

markable one of the Scottish Chan-

cellor's great grandson*. I imme-
diately exclaimed " you are the son of
Dr. Gregory, and must be one of the
twins." He acknowledged that it

was just so, and informed me, that the
other Pea was then practising at the
Scottish bar, he himself being an
Edinburgh doctor, recently dignified,

and trying to amuse and improve
himself, before settling in his native

coimtry, by seeing something of what
might be going forward elsewhere. I
may add, that I have seldom spent a
more agreeable evening, though we
were not all cotemporaneous, in the

professional sense of the word.

At ten o'clock. Dr. Hope's crowded
class of chemistry assembled, in what
may, without any great degree of

slander, be denominated a dungeon,
as the lecture-ioom, at that time,

formed part of the original building,

though surrounded for many years by
fine specimens of modern architecture.

Few require to be told, that the re-

edification of the University had been
ventured upon without counting the

cost, and, after having proceeded a
certain length, became the prototype
of the Thames Tunnel. The stones

and columns, of recent adjustment,
absolutely acquired a covering of verd
antique (though not by oxidation,

perhaps), and had not parliamentary
grants been annually furnished for the
completion of the magnificent design,

would ere now, in all likelihood, have
gone into a state of decay, like Kew
Palace, f
Of the operations and proceedings

in the subterraneous laboratory, I
shall speak in my next.

* Related by the Professor, when lecturing

upon gout.

t The University has, however, been
completed, for many years, altlioiigh not ex-
actly according to the original plan. It dyes

credit to the Athenians of the I'Jtli century.
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CEREBRAL IRRITATION, METASTASIS
OF ASTHMA, RETURN OF LATTER,
CURE.

BY JOHN 8W1PT, ESQ.,

Surgeon, Dublin.

Master N., aged about 14 years, of

spare delicate habit, high complexion,

and subject to attacks of asthma, re-

turned from school on the 2d of June,

1831, in his usual state, and without
any obvious symptom of deranged

health. He slept, however, badly,

and complained of frequent paroxysms
of coughing, which, with his ordinary

asthmatic affection, had been very

prevalent for the past fortnight. He
stated also, that, for some time back,

he had been annoyed by a painful

sensation in the abdomen, which he
could not particularly describe. Next
day he returned from school in the

same state. He walked out in the

evening with his mother, and was
frequently observed to laugh and
talk incoherently ; but as he had
at all times, though a quiet steady

boy, given indications of an imagina-

tive turn of thought, his manner did

not excite much attention. He com-
plained of slight indisposition and
some head-ache, and remained awake
for a long time after retiring to rest.

I was called to see him on the 4th,

about two o'clock p.m., and found

him lying in bed, reading. He had
head-ache ; and I observed that the

circulation and the temperature of the

skin were increased ; but attributing

these symptoms to lying in bed in a

very close room during hot weather,

I paid but little attention to the case,

and only recommended him to walk
out into the air. He rose some time

afterwards, walked out, and expressed

himself much relieved; the rest of

the day he amused himself in reading.

I learned that he had taken, the night

before, some blue pill with pill, rliei

comp., and on the next morning a

dose of sulphate of magnesia, which

produced one evacuation, the nature

of which I could not learn, but was
informed, on inquiry, that his bowels
were regular.

On Sunday, the 5th, he went to

prayers, and walked about town, still

complaining of head-ache and hot

skin. His tongue appeared foul, and
there was still arterial excitement,

but nothing like decided fcverishness.

In the evening his manner attracted

nnich notice, and he was repeatedly

checked for indidging in fits of

laughter, which were produced by tlie

most ordinary circumstances and re-

marks, and appeared to be in a great

degree involuntary. About an hour
after going to bed, I was again called

to see him. He complained of severe

head-ache. The pain had slight in-

termissions, and was felt sometimes in

the temples ^ and sometimes at the

vertex, and in the direction of the

cerebellum. His skin was extremely

hot, and his pulse quick and jerking.

His respiration was accelerated, but
the cough and asthmatic symptoms
had entirely disappeared. His tongue
was foul, and he complained of thirst

and frequent calls to make water, but
there was no pain in any part of the

abdomen. His feet felt comparatively

cold. I ordered his temples to be
bathed with spirits and water ; and
finding he had no discharge from his

bowels, gave him five grains of blue

pill and ten of pill, colocynth. comp.,

to be followed by a dose of Rochelle

salts in the morning. During that

night he bled from the nose to about

two or three ounces, and next morn-
ing had two copious discharges of

loose faecal matter, of a very fetid

smell, and intermixed with dark green

and blackish scybala. He slept the

greater part of the day, and towards

evening eat heartily. He made no
particular complaint during that day,

but remained awake the whole night,

and had frequent fits of involuntary

laughter as before.

On Tuesday he rose at nine o'clock

A M., and breakfasted in his room.

His pulse was calm and his skin

cool, but some head-ache still re-
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mained, and liis tongue was foul.

Soon after coining down stairs, he

was seized with immoderate fits of

laughter, talked of battles and feats

ofgeneralship, tossed the chairs about,

and began to brandish a poker over

his grandfather's head. He drew a

quantity of soot from the chimney,

with which he blacked his face and
hands, and jumped about the room in

fits of continued laughter. He tore

all the books that came in his way,
and scattered the fragments about

the floor. At noon I saw him, and
observed the increased sensorial ex-

citement, incoherence of speech, and
fits of almost uncontrollable laughter

still continued. He was directed to

take five grains of the submur. hydrar-

gyri and twenty-five of pulv. jalapae

immediately, and to have his temples

leeched. On this day I observed

(what before escaped my notice) that

the action of the carotids was ex-

tremely full and strong, and that I

had never felt them of equal volume,

even in cases of severe inflammation

of the brain or its investments. To-
wards evening he had one very copious

discharge from his bowels, loose, foe-

tid, and blended with dark scybala as

before. The laughter, incoherence,

and insomnia continued until five

o'clock on the following morning,

when, as usual, he fell asleep, and

did not awake until two in the after-

noon.

Next day (Wednesday) he took

nearly an ounce of the sal. rupel. and
had a large motion of the same cha-

racter as before, mixed with portions

of viscid mucus. The incoherence

and laughter were diminished, and I

had, for the first time, an opportunity

of examining the abdomen satisfac-

torily. On every former occasion this

had been totally impossible, for as

soon as I touched him, he contracted

the muscles of the abdomen, and broke

out into fits of irrepressible laughter.

There was some pain on pressure in

the region ofthe descending colon, and
in the right hypochondrium a degree

of fulness, but no pain. He took that

night submuriat. hydr. gr. vj. ;
pill.

colocynth. comp. gr, x. ; to be followed

next morning by the usual saline pur-
gative.

Thursday 9th, four very copious

evacuations The first scybalous, black,

and foetid ; the second and third much
improved and less ofifensive ; the last

devoid of any foetor and nearly of the

natural colour and consistence. The
laughter, head-ache, and incoherence

had now disappeared, and his manner
was as gentle and steady as before his

illness. He took on that afternoon

hydr. c, creta, gr. xij. ; pulv. rhei scru-

pulum zingib. gr. vj.; which produced
two natural motions ; and his usual

healthy condition of mind and body
being now completely restored, I di-

rected a purgative to be taken occa-

sionally, and discontinued my at-

tendance.

He continued in apparent good
health, with a very sharp appetite, up
to the 30th of June, when the head-
ache, heat of scalp and face, throbbing
of the carotids, and insomnia at night,

again returned. In the interval

between this and his last illness he
had taken every other day a dose of

rhubarb and magnesia; his appetite

was very great, and his bowels opened
generally twice a day. I understood
also, that he had been to a gymna-
sium and had taken a great deal of
exercise, principally on the circular

swing. He complained greatly of

heat and itching on his head, which
he washed with cold water. Some
aloetic pill and salts were given to

him, and I saw him again on the 1st

of July. The former incoherence,

laughter, and strong pulsation of the
carotids had returned; he had slept

scarcely any on the two past nights,

and frequently rose to make water.

He was immediately leeched behind
the ears, and had a blister to the
neck, which rose well, and took
submur. hydr. gr. sex ;

jalapte, 9j.,

which produced two motions, partly

loose, partly figured, but all remark-
able for their fcetor and bad colour.

A strong mustard pediluvium was
ordered to be used every night, and to

have his feet (which were at all time*
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cold) covered with very warm woollen

stockings. He remained awake until

six o'clock in the morning, and passed,

during the night, several copious

stools, which seemed to be composed
of that kind of vitiated mucus which
has been compared to rotten eggs,

intermixed with loose shreds of a very

offensive smell. The next day
(July 2nd) he had a large dose of

calomel and colocynth pill, which pro-

duced figured motions of a dark colour

and firm consistence. On the 3rd he

got hydr. c. creta, gr. xv; rhci, 3SS.

followed by two large vitiated mucous
discharges. He was now becoming
more quiet and rational, and the lower

extremities felt as warm as the rest

of the body, while the heat of the

Lead and pulsation of the carotids de-

clined. On the 4th, the pulv. rhei

was repeated. On the 5th, 10 grains

of the pill colocynth comp. were admi-

nistered ; and on the Gth, a large

dose of rhubarb and magnesia. '1 he

latter was followed by several loose

stools, without foetor and of a good

colour. He slept this night, and on

tlie 7th, passed a soft, figured, natural

evacuation. The pulsation of the

carotids became rather slower than it

is usual to find them at his age ; there

was an uniform moisture over the

surface, and health and sanity again

returned.

On Friday the 29th of July, symp-
toms of another attack appeared, but

much diminished in violence. He
had, for the last month, used the mus-
tard pediluvium constantly. Strict

attention had been paid to his diet,

and a habit he Iiad of swallowing his

food in a half masticated state nearly

corrected.

The usual symptoms of incoherence,

&c. began on Friday and continued

until Sunday, when they disappeared.

He was freely purged as before.

About the 26tli or 27th August he

experienced another slight attack,

which was treated as the former. On
the third night, his asthmatic aflicc-

tion, which had been absent for the

last four months, re-appeared. From
that period, up to the date of this

paper, he has had no return of the

cerebral aflfection, and enjoys a good

state of health.

f^ospital Reports.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

RHEUMATISMUS ACUTUS.

Emma Day, a servant, of sangui-

neous temperament, was admitted,

October 25, into IMary Ward, under
Dr. Elliotson. Had been ill two
weeks: at the time of her admission,

she was tormented by severe pains all

over her, but which appeared worse

in her arms and legs, accompanied
with slight febrile svmptoms. She
also complained of pain and giddiness

in her head ; had also a slight attack

of bronchitis ; sonorous rattle heard in

the chest ; cough, and slight dyspnoea.

The whole surface of her body is

covered by a thick rash, which some-

what resembled urticaria wheji it first

makes its appearance. This, she states,

came this morning upon her skin, and
attributes it to her coming from a

warm bed into the cold, to the hos-

pital, previously having kept it two
weeks. Tongue white ; bowels re-

gular ; pulse quick and full. These
symptoms were first preceded by heat

of skin, languor, thirst, and no ap-

petite ; heat of skin then succeeded

by profuse perspirations. For about

a week before her admission, she con-

tinually felt sick, and vomited occa-

sionally, and had pain about the ab-

domen. The pains about the body

and legs relieved by heat. Catame-
nia regular.

25. V. S. ad x,xiv.

Fin. cochl ^ss. ex. mist, camph. ter

die. Slops.

26. Much better; all the symp-
toms relieved, but still complains of

pain in the head ; bowels freely open

from the medicine ; tongue not so

white ; pulse nearly the same as yes-

terday ; blood buffed.
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V. S. afi?lb. j. Pergat. addend, aqua loco

mist, camph.

27. All the pains have entirely left

her; feels giddy and very weak ; if she

attempts to sit up in bed, she faints;

tongue more natural ;
pulse feeble, 80;

blood buffed.

28. Much better. Has been walk-

ing about the ward all the morning.

30. All the symptoms have entirely

left her. Feels perfectly well ; there-

fore Dr. Elliotson discharged her for

Thursday, and she went out accord-

ingly, November 1st.

PARIS ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

November 19, 1832.

Among the prizes awarded at this

meeting were the following:—
1st. To Israel Robinet, workman,

for the substitution of the action of a

machine for that of the human lungs,

in glass-blowing, 8000 francs. By
means of this valuable invention, the

health of the glass-blower will in

future be preserved, and the product

of his manufacture greatly improved,

both as regards accuracy of form and
the capability of making articles of

greater dimensions than was formerly

pos^sible

2d. To M. Thilorier, for a new
air-pump, in which the exhaustion is

effected by a process solely hydrostatic,

without the aid of valves, stop-cocks,

or any other moving piece of mecha-

nism, a medal, value 300 francs The
principle on which this ingenious in-

strument is constructed, is that of

rarefying the air by means of the

vacuum which is formed at the upper

extremity of a barometric tube.

3d. To M. Pixii (fils), for an elec-

tro-magnetic apparatus, a medal, value

300 francs It is well known, tliat

the first observation of the electric

spark, obtained by means of the mag-
net, which has completed the analogy

between the effects of a magnet and
those of a galvanic pile, was made by
JMr. Faraday. But this experiment

could not be repeated rapidly, because

it was required to overcome the at-

traction of a magnet with a piece of

iron, with which it was placed in

contact, by a rather violent effort.

M. Pixii, by causing a horse-shoe

magnet to revolve opposite a horse-

shoe of soft iron, round which is

wound a conducting wire, making a

great number of turns, has obtained

in this wire an electric current giv-

ing sparks, shocks, and decomposing

water. As this current changed its

direction at each half turn of the

magnet, he has found a means, by
employingan electro-dynamic balance,

to give it a constant direction ; and
has thus separately obtained the two
gases resulting from the decomposition

of Avater, and a more rapid decompo-
sition.

NECROLOGY.

DEATH OF SIR JOHN LESLIE.

This distinguished individual died at his seat

of Coates, in Fife, on the 3d uU. : he had at-

tained the 67th year of liis age. Sir John
Leshe was a native of Largo, in Fife. He
was educated at the University of St. Andrews,
and had many struggles before reaching the

eminent situation he latterly held. He acted

at one time as travelling tutor to the sons of

Mr. Wedgewood, the celebrated potter, and
enjoyed a pension of 300^. a-year on that

account as long as he lived. In 1805, after

a severe conflict with tlie clerical powers of

the city, by whom he was objected to on a

charge of infidelity, he was appointed Pro-
fessor of Mathematics in the University of

Edinburgh. Here he distinguished himself

by some important discoveries, particularly the

process of artificial congelation. He was,

however, a man of immense general informa-

tion and high literary powers, in addition to

all his acquirements as a philosopher. In

1820, he succeeded the celebrated Playfair as

Professor of Natural Philosophy; and some
time in the present year he received from his

Majesty the honour of a knighthood of the

Guelphic order. By an unvarying prudence
of conduct, Sir John Leslie is believed to have
accumulated about 20,000/. The vacant chair,

the emoluments of which are about 700/. a-

year, has since been offered to Sir J. F. Her-
schel, but declined. It is generally believed

that Sir David Brewster will be next in the

choice of the patrons, who are the Magistrates

of Edinburgh. The class is in the meantime
taught by Mr. J. S. Russell, a young but
highly promising individual.
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BOOKS
A Treatise on the Urethra, its Diseases, es-

pecially Stricture, and their Cure. By Ben-
jamin Phillips, author of a Series of Expe-

riments on Arteries, &c. 8vo. pp. 319. A
plate. London. 1832. Longman and Co.

This work contains the most graphic and

correct account of the causes and treatment of

stricture in our language. The author has in-

troduced the simple instruments of M. Du-
chainp, which alone ought to be employed for

tlie removal of stricture. One of these is so

constructed, that caustic can be exactly applied

to the stricture, an improvement which every

one must acknowledge, for the plan of intro-

ducing the common caustic bougies was quite

atrocious. We strongly recommend this work
to our readers.

Outlines of a Course of Lectures, explanatory

of tlie Principles and Practice of Medical and

Operative Surgery. By William Alchin-
CLoss, M.D., Member of the Faculty of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons, Glasgow. 8vo. pp. GO.

Glasgow. 1832.

The fiillest syllabus of surgical lectures we
have seen as yet.

Official Correspondence on the Subject of

Spasmodic Cholera in Ireland. Dublin, Pet-

tigrew and Oulton. 1832. pp. 74.

Medical Botany ; or Illustrations and De-
scriptions of the Medicinal Plants of the Lon-
don, Edinburgh, and Dublin Pharmacopeias

;

including a popular and scientific Account of

Poisonous Vegetables, indigenous to Great

Britain. With figures drawn and coloured

from nature. By John Stephenson, M.D.,

F.L.S., Graduate of the University of Edin-

burgh; and James Moss Churchill, F.L.S.,

Member of the Royal College of Surgeons,

and Fellow of the Medico-Botanical Society

of London. New Edition. Edited by Gil-

bert T. Burnett, F.L.S., M.B. R.I., R.C.S.,

Professor of Botany in King's College, Lon-
don, and to the Medico-Botanical Society.

Churchill, London ; Maclachlan and Stewart,

Edinburgh ; Hodges and Smith, Dublin. Part

IIL pp. 16. Four coloured plates.

*^* We are happy to perceive that the

re-publication of this valuable work progresses

well, as Jonathan would say.

Contribution to a Natural and Economical

History of the Cocoa-nut Tree. By Henry
Marshall, Deputy Inspector-General of

Army Hospitals. Edinburgh, Carfrae and Son.

Longman and Co, London, 1832. pp. 30.

History of the Glasgow Royal Infirmary.

By Dr. M. S. Buchanan. Embellished with

Four Views of the Hospital, and illustrated by
20 statistical tables. Published in aid of the

Funds of the Infirmary. Glasgow, Lumsden
and Son ; Black, Edinburgh ; Longman and

Co., London, 1832. quarto, pp. 88.

The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical

Journal for October, 1832.

Essay on Tubercles. By Nathaniel
Rogers, M.D. Senior President oftheHun-
terian Society of Edinburgh, Corresponding

Member of the Medico-Chirurgical Society

of Dublin. Edinburgh, 1832. pp. 20.

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

Dr. Boott is preparing for publication, in

two octavo volumes, to be published in Ja-

nuary, a Memoir of the Life and Medical Opi-
nions of Dr. Armstrong, late Physician of the

Fever Institution of London, and author of

Practical Illustrations of Typhus and Scarlet

Fever ; to which will be added, an Inquiry

into the Facts connected with those Forms of

Fever attributed to Malaria and Marsh Efflu-

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
^n Apprentice at Ramsbory has not seen

any of the late numbers of this Journal, or he
would not have put us to tlie expense of post-

age, by iiKiuiring if we intended to give more
than one Course of Lectures.

Amicus The snarling of such curs is too

contemptible to deserve our notice.

A Military Medical Officer is much too

pugnacious. He well knows that our time is

fully occupied with various pursuits, and that

we cannot answer every letter addressed to us.

If he reflected for a moment, he would know
that we are not inclined to treat the subject

with neglect ; and that it is impossible to in-

sert many articles, as these are frequently ex-

cluded by the printers in making up. How
often do they exclude Lists of Books, Notices to

Correspondents, &c. for want of room ?

Crito.—Who cares a rush about the parties,

or their very silly effusion ?

B.—The less said on the subject, the better.

We know that the statement was literally true,

and if a similar communication is received by
the Lancet, the writer will rcj)ent it, and so

will his friends.

Amount of Subscriptions already received,

in aid of Dr. Ryan . . 4^166 13 6

Contributions from the Medico-Chirurgical

Book Society of Nottingham, among the

members of which are Dr. Howitt ; Dr. Blake

;

Dr. Hutchinson ; — Oldknow, Esq., Surgeon

;

— Higginbottom, Esq., Surgeon ; — White,

Esq., Surgeon ; — Greeves, Esq., Surgeon
;— Darly, Esq., Surgeon ; — Caccut, Esq.,

Surgeon; — Revedge, Esq., Surgeon; —
Powell, Esq., Surgeon ; Booth Eddison, Esq.,

Surgeon and Sec. to the Society .500
Samuel Plumbe, Esq., Surgeon,

Southampton-row . .110
A Medical Student . .050
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Gentlemen,

Last Thursday eveninsj, amonfjst other sub-

jects, I endeavoured to explain to you tlie

principles, which are to guide you in opeiiin<;^

abscesses. I mentioned, tluit, when phlc<^mo-

nous abscesses, or such as arise from acute

healthy inflammation, are superficial, and the

pro<;jress of the matter to the surface is not

likely to be retarded, you may sometimes dis-

pense with the plan of openin<r them, and
allow them to burst of themselves. On the

other hand, I specified several descriptions of

abscesses, in all of which it is advisable and
necessary to make an early opening, that is to

. say, as soon as fluctimtion can be detected, or

even sooner, if the presence of matter can

be ascertained bv other circumstances, when
that symptom does not exist, or is indis-

tinct. [ observed, that abscesses, situated under
fasciae or tendinous expansions particularly

require an early opening to be made, be-

cause those structures greatly retard the pro-

gress of the matter to the surface. When they
happen to lie between the abscess and the skin,

and there is no opening for the escape of the

matter, it will spread widely, and cause great

mischief; the rule is therefore to make an early

and free opening. I next mentioned, that

wlien the abscess presses upon important parts,

as when it is seated near the urethra, near the

VOL. II.

pharynx, or, under the skull, upon the dura

mater, in fact, when it is situated very near or

upon any important organ, whose functions are

likely to be dangerously affected by its pressure,

the matter should be evacuated immediately

its pressure is detected. Then, when the pus

is situated amidst loose cellular membrane, in

which it may burrow or spread to great extent

by its gravity, as when an abscess has formed

under the superficial fascia of the neck, whence

it may descend in the loose cellular substance

down even into the chest, I recommended, that

an early opening should be made for the eva-

cuation ofthe pus : 1 extended the same advice

to the generality of abscesses situated near any
mucous duct or passage. In many of these

cases, if the circumstances should be urgent,

the opening should be made, directly the

fluctuation is perceived, or even sooner, if tlie

existence of pus in the part should be rendered

sufficiently clear by other indications. I

wished you to remember particularly the two

leading priiicii)les which ought to guide you in

the selection of an advantageous place for

opening; tlie first being to choose that part

in which the abscess is inclined to point, as there

the pus is nearest to the surface, and the parts

to be cut through are thinnest
; yet tliis rule,

or principle, as explained, must frefpicntly

yield to a second one, which is still more im-

portant, namely, that of fixing upon a part in

a sufficiently depending situation, in order that

the matter may escape freely by its own
gravity. Fistulic are frequently the result of

making the opening too high. I then con-

sidered the size of the opening requiretl under

different circumstances, and the necessity of

preventing it from closing prematurely. I

also explained, that one opening might not be

found sufficient, but that another, geneijilly

termed a ccninter-opening, might be indis-

j)ensable.

Gentlemen, you will remember that I like-

wise explained the difference between tlie

terms fistula and sinus, which, although they

are sometimes used synonymously, stricty

speaking, have different significations ; for a

sinus has no external opening, and conunu-

T T
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nicates only with the main cavity of the ab-

scess ; wliile a fistula is a long canal leading

from an abscess to some external openinof, by
which the matter is occasionally and incom-

pletely discharged. A sinus arises from the

pressure of a too abundant quantity of pus

upon tlie surrounding loose cellular texture,

there being no opening for it to escape with

sufficient readiness out of tlie body. Fistulae

generally come on in consequence of the

opening in an abscess having been made so

liigh, or being in other respects so situated,

that the matter cannot easily be discharged

from it ; the passage soon becomes litied with

a texture verj" like a mucous membrane ; it

loses all disposition to heal, in consequence of

the matter draining through it from time to

lime, without ever being completely evacuated ;

it becomes, I may say, gentlemen, a kind of

excretory duct to the abscess. These are

the common circumstances under which fistulae

form; but there are other causes producing

them, as, for example, the lodgment of a fo-

reign body, or portion of dead bone, which,
when attended with suppuration, if it be not

removed, will inevitably lead to the formation

of a fistula.

Now, gentlemen, as sinuses are usually

formed in conseipience of there not being an
adequate and timely opening made for the escape

of tlie matter of an abscess, an obvious indica-

tion in the cure must be to make a sufficient

outlet, and then the sinuses will generally heal

of themselves. It is on the same principle that

we treat fistula; ; for if an opening be made
ample enough for the ready escape of the whole
of the confined pus, and the hindcrancc of its

future lodgment, they will generally heal in a

short time. Sometimes, however, when, by
altering the j)osition of the part, the matter

can be made to escape with facility, or when,
by pressure, we can effi;ctually discharge the

matter, and excite adhesive inflammation, a
cutting instrument may be dispensed with.

When a fistula cannot be cured by any of the

means I have mentioned, that is, by making a

free opening, by pressure, or by altering the

position of the part, we occasionally try the

eflTect of stimulating lotions or injections ; but,

ere they can be safely employed, the abscess

must have taken on an indolent character ; in

fact, fistula; do not deserve the name until they

are perfectly chronic. When no other method
will answer, introduce a director into the fis-

tula, and open it freely. If the fistula should
have been produced by the presence of a

foreign body in the part, I need scarcely say it

must be removed.

iThen, gentlemen, I must observe, that after

you have opened an abscess, you ought not

to squeeze it in the painful manner adopted by
the surgeons of former days. If the opening
be made sufficiently large, the matter will

escape freely enough with very little assistance.

There may, indeed, be cases in whirh a little

pressure may be necessary, as when there are

<"lots of coagulable lymph to be discharged,

which will not so easily pass out as more fluid

matter.

After as much of the pus has escaped as

will readily flow, you may then apply the

poultice again. You should not cram tlie ab-

scess witli lint, as was the custom some years

ago ; it is, indeed, frequently necessary to in-

troduce a small bit of lint to prevent the open-

ing from closing again, because an abscess

which has been opened to-day may, in conse-

quence of adhesive inflammation, be closed by
to-morrow, and require opening again. To
keep the wound from healing thus prema-

turely, it is requisite, for a day or two, to in-

troduce a small bit of lint between its edges.

This plan is particularly necessary when the

abscess is of the acute kind, deeply situated,

and there is reason to expect that the forma-

tion of matter will continue to be for some
time rather copious.

When the abscess has lost the acute form

and become chronic, a bandage may be a

most important means of cure ; then, instead

of poultices, we use common dressuigs and a

roller, or a roller and compress. The bandage
promotes the commencement of the adhesive

inflannnation in the cyst of the abscess, in lieu of

the suppurative ; it tends to prevent lotlgment

of pus ; it holds the opposite sides of the cyst

nearer together ; and, on all these principles,

tends to bring about not only the obliteration of

the main cavity of the abscess, but of all fistulae

and sinuses connected with it. In some cases,

we also make use of astringent lotions.

Gentlemen, with regard to the method of

opming abscesses with caustic, it is accom-

plished by rubbing the skin over the abscess

with potassa, either alone, or combined with

quick-lime ; you rub the part till it becomes

brown, after which an eschar is produced,

which in a few days separates, and leaves a

chasm, which, however, is sometimes not deep

enough to extend to the abscess and let out

the matter ; so that, after all, it may be neces-

sary to use a cutting instrument. This method
is never advisable for acute abscesses : there

are small collections of matter, surrounded by
a great deal of indolent hardness, in which

caustic is recommended ; but, even in these

cases, I should generally prefer expediting the

process of suppuration, and the removal of the

hardened circumference, by means of the com-
pound galbanum, or some other moderately

stimulating plaster, or the nitrate of silver, em-
ployed according to Mr. Higginbottom's plan.

I may add, that the method of opening ab-

scesses with caustic is tedious, for it is some
time before the eschar separates. It is objec-

tionable on another account, which is, that it

produces a loss of substance, and consequently

an ugly scar. Such disfigurement is, indeed,

in some parts of the body, of little importance ;

but, on the face or neck, especially in females,

it is to be considered as a circumstance that

ought always to be avoided. Gentlemen,

you will meet with a certain description of

buboes, or abscesses in the groin, the matter
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of which undermines the skin very much, tlie

inte§ruments being in a diseased state, and in-

disposed to unite to the subjacent parts In such

instances,, many good practical surgeons prefer

applying caustic, which at once destroys a con-

siderable portion of the diseased skin, and

makes a free opening for the ev^acuation of the

matter.

Lastly, gentlemen, I will speak of the plan

of opening abscesses with the seton. This is

done with an eye-probe, or with a seton-needle.

If you make use of the former, you first make
a puncture with a lancet in an eligible situa-

tion, and then introduce through this opening
the eye-probe, threaded with a skein of cotton

or silk ; the probe is to be pushed to the other

extremity of the abscess, and another puncture
is to be made at the point where the end of
the probe is felt projecting. Out of this second
opening, you draw the probe, followed by the

skein of silk or cotton, which is to be left in

the part. If a seton-needle be used, it should
be narrower and longer than the common one,

but I generally prefer the eye-probe. The
principal reason for the use of the seton is,

that it not only makes two openings, but
secures their continuance as long as the skein

of silk or cotton remains in them. The seton
is not, however, much adapted to acute ab-
scesses: chronic ones may sometimes be ad-
vantageously treated with it, because in them
the parts sometimes have no disposition to

heal, from want of action, and require stimu-
lation to make the cyst granulate. The seton
may be successfully employed in some con-
ditions of lumbar abscess, where the tumour
has been already a good deal reduced in size.

Indeed, gentlemen, you will occasionally meet
with abscesses, which are so indolent, and re-

quire so much stimulation, that not only will

they admit of the employment of a seton, but
absolutely require the skein of cotton or silk

to be smeared with savine ointment, or some
other stimulating preparation, in order to make
the healing processes commence. You would
not practise with judgment, however, if you
were to employ setons much in the treatment
of common abscesses ; and the best surgeons
in London, I believe, use them much less fre-

quently, than their brethren in Edinburgh.
Gentlemen, as it is now time to conclude

this subject of the treatment of abscesses, I

will merely remind you of the necessity of

always being attentive to prevent another ac-
cumulation of matter; and for this purpose,
you shoidd make it a rule to maintain the
opening as long as you see that the matter is

secreted in sufficient quantity to require a con-
stantly ready outlet. On the same principle,

you will form a counter-opening, if necessary

;

indeed, you must make as many openings as
the circumstances of the case may demand,
your main object being to prevent, by everv
means in your power, another lodgment of
matter in the part.

Gentlemen, it does not follow, as a thing of
course, tiiat all antiphlogistic measures must

be discontinued immediately you have let out
the matter : sometimes it will still be useful to

continue them, in moderation. Here I am
referring to the treatment of an acute abscess

;

because if it be a chronic one, as, for example,
a lumbar abscess, the practice is to be con-
ducted on entirely different principles ; but,

I repeat, that, with respect to acute abscesses,

the antiphlogistic plan of treatment may still

be beneficial for some few days after you have
let out the matter. You should yet continue
the poultices and fomentations, until the in-

flammation has subsided, and the discharge is

considerably reduced; you may then relin-

quish such applications, and employ common
dressings, the practice then becoming the same
as that of vdcers in general.

In proportion as the inflammatory symptoms
subside, the diet of your patient ought to be
improved. When the discharge is consider-

able, and continues so for several days after

the inflammation has subsided, you will soon
find a tendency to hectic fever begin to show
itself. It is surprising how soon hectic sj-mp.

toms will come on after the subsidence of the

inflammation, especially when no immediate
prospect of a cure presents itself, the transition

from inflammatory fever to hectic being then
so sudden, as hardly to leave any intervening

condition of the system between them.

Gentlemen, in the lectures already delivered,

I have frequently had occasion to make allu-

sion to what was termed by John Hunter the

universal sympathy of the constitution with
local injuries or diseases. This species of
sympathy produces the fevers, with which
surgeons have a great deal to do. Now, we
cannot have inflammation of any extent in a
part of the body without an immediate attack

of sympathetic inflammatory fever; nor can
we have a long coatinuance of severe local

disease without having another kind of dis-

turbance of the whole system, which, though
weakened, still struggles against the local dis-

ease, from which it cannot immediately de-
liver itself. This latter kind of constitutional

disturbance is well known, under the name of
hectic fei^er, which Mr. Hunter very justly

regarded as a sympathy of the whole system
with a local disease, that has gone on beyond a
certain period.

Well, then, whenever there is a local injury
or disease of any extent or severity, we may
expect the appearance of one of the foregoing
fevers, namely, of the sympathetic inflamma-
tory fever, in the early stages of the local

disease, and hectic fever, which is also a sym-
pathetic fever, when the local disease has con-
tinued for some time, and cannot be imme-
diately cured.

I described the sympathetic inflammatory
fever when speaking of inflammation, because
it is, in truth, the fever of inflammation, and
now I will consider hectic fever, because I have
just been treating of suppuration, for we find

that it is often one of the consequences of long

continued an 1 pro''use suppuration. Howeverj

tt2
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it may come on without hein<j preceded by
any suppiiration whatsoever, and therefore it

is not exactly proper to name it the suppura-
tive fever, as was formerly very common. It

appears to be produced by the lon<if-continued

irritation of any severe local disease, whether
suppurative or not. The irritation of a recent

local injury, accompanied by acute inflamma-
tion, produces the sympathetic inflammatory

fever: this is an immedia/^ effect; but when
the constitution has been in some de},Tee

reduced by the effect of a severe local dis-

ease that has existed a certain time, and
which it cannot promptly pet rid of, hectic

fever is the result, and, in this view, it may
be considered as the remote effect of the local

disorder.

The sympathetic inflammatory fever is cha-

racterize<l by increased action, and every symp-
tom of it indicates strength ; the preat feature

of hectic fever is debility, and, as contrasted

with the quick and acute nature of the other

febrile disturbance, it is a protracted and chro-

nic disorder.

The exciting cause of hectic fever is some
local injury or disease, frequently a great or

incurable one, and then the fever may be re-

garded as a hopeless struggle of the constitu-

tion to fi*ee itself from what is beyond the

power of nature or art to cure. In numerous
instances, we see the origin of both these con-

stitutional affections exemplified in a bad com-
pound fracture. The fracture is set, and the

wound closed ; but the injury has, perhaps,

been more severe than was calculated, or

there is something in the patient's constitution

unfavourable to the cure ; in consequence

of which the wound will not heal by the

first intention ; inflammation begins and be-

comes extensive; the sympathetic inflamma-

tory fever is severe ; one abscess forms, is

opened, and is followed by the formation of

another, which is also openetl, but others

succeed ;—all this time the original wound
remaining disunited. The whole constitution

sympathises with the local injury; as the limb

becomes worse, the general health grows worse

likewise ; the patient gets weaker, and the pulse

smaller and quicker than in common inflam-

matory fever. We are obliged to continue

puncturing fresh collections of matter, one

after another, the fracture remaining dis-

united ; the discharge profuse, thin, and un-

healthy; the patient reduced to the lowest

state of debility ; the adipose substance of the

limb absorbed; its cellular membrane some-
times gorged with serum, and every part of

it oedema tous. Under these circumstances, the

constitutional disturbance may assume a dan-

gerous form, and compel the surgeon to am-
putate the limb, as the only means of giving

the patient a chance of living. Now, the

general indisposition of the early stage of such

a case is the inflammatory fever, but after a

few days, hectic symptoms commence.
Hectic fever comes on, however, at very

different periods after the occurrence of the

local injury or disease. The more delicate the

constitution of the patient, or the more severe

and incurable the local disease, the sooner do
hectic symptoms begin, and the more rapid is

their progress. With respect to the degree

of severity of the fever, I may say, gentlemen,

that it depends also upon the structure and func-

tions of the part affected : thus, hectic fever,

produced by tubercles in the lungs, will come
on sooner, and be more rapid and dangerous

in its progress, than the same description of

fever caused by a diseased joint. One in-

teresting question, respecting hectic fever, is,

how far it is essentially connected with suppu-

ration? In the case of compound fracture,

which we have been considering, I mentioned

tlie repeated formation of abscesses ; a state-

ment that may appear to corroborate the

opinion, that hectic fever is always preceded by
suppuration. You will find, in a work of high

reputation, namely, Dr. J. Thompson's Lec-

tures on Inflammation, hectic fever is repre-

sented as invariably connected with suppura-

tion, or the absorption of pus ; but this doc-

trine cannot,'!think, be successfully maintained

;

for we meet with many diseased joints, which,

though unattended by suppuration, give rise,

by their long-continued irritation, to hectic

symptoms. We know also, that tubercles in

the lungs, which have not reached the su})-

purative stage, may be accompanied by a si-

milar constitutional affection. We see the

same fact also exemplified in an especial man-
ner in that disease of the spine, which was first

so excellently described by Mr. Pott. The
fact is, that the long-continued irritation of

any local disease, whether attended with sup-

puration or not, may bring on hectic fever.

The late Dr. Young, of St. George's Hospital,

furnishes us with a proof of this fact, in what

happened to himself when a young man ; he

had every symptom of tubercles in the lungs,

and though tliey never suppurated, he had

hectic fever in a severe degree. There are,

undoubtedly, changes in the secretion of an
abscess, which will produce hectic; and, we
often notice such changes when a large chronic

abscess has been opened, and the cyst has

become inflamed. But, perhaps, under these

circumstances, the hectic symptoms, or their

aggravation, termed irritative fever, may not

depend so much upon the altered quality of

the discharge, as upon the inflammation of Uie

cyst. Be that as it may, the state of the matter,

in an abscess, is not the only cause of hectic

fever, because we see that hectic will arise with

or without suppuration, in any long-continued

disease, especially if such disease be severe or

incurable.

Gentlemen, it is hardly necessary for me to

inform you, that when suppuration takes place,

hectic fever does not always follow, and it

would, therefore, be quite erroneous to con-

sider such constitutional indisposition as a ne-

cessary consequence of suppuration. In cases

of ulcerated cancer, we may have little or no

hectic ; and this freedom of the system from
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il may cotitinne to a very late period of the

Wal disease. Yet hectic fever, I allow, is

most coiinnonU' preceded by suppuration, and

for tliis simple reason, because the greater

number of severe stirg'ical diseases are accom-

panied by ulceration and suppuration. In

many local diseases, not of a dangerous nature,

a very copious discharge of matter may exist,

without any symptoms of hectic fever: the

discharge from an issue may continue for se-

veral months, or even years, without causing

hectic; and need I remind you, gentlemen,

that the discharge of pus from the urethra, in

gonorrhoea, however long continued, however
copious it may be, never excites hectic fever ?

But, in severe local diseases, we may expect

hectic fever, after they have lasted a certain

time, whether there be suppuration or not.

As far as I can judge, little doubt can be en-

tertained, that suppuration is not the only cause

of hectic fever, the production of which im-

plies severity, obstinacy, long continuance, or

incurability of some local disease, disturbing

Ihe constitution.

As for the doctrine, that hectic fever is pro-

duced by the absorption of pus, it is not ten-

able for a moment ; for if such fever can occur

without suppuration at all, it may of course

take place without any possibility of the ab-

sorption of pus. Gentlemen, I have explained

to you, that the cysts of abscesses are both

secreting and absorbing surfaces, and that, by
the combined action of the arteries and lym-
phatics, there is a continual change taking

place in the contents of every abscess ; and it

is not the same identical matter that lies in an
abscess for many months in a perfectly stag-

nant unaltered state. Now, if absorption of

pus were the cause of hectic, we ought to have
tliis fever produced by every abscess, but this

is contradicted by experience, for the pus, in

an abscess, is continually being absorbed and
secreted again, for a very long time, yet with-

out any constitutional disturbance, resembling

hectic fever, being necessarily occasioned by
it. The doctrine referred to must, therefore,

be renounced. In confirmation of these re-

marks, I may acquaint you with another fact,

which is, that the matter of abscesses, both

acute and chronic, is sometimes entirely taken

away by the absorbents, yet without hectic

fever being produced.

The symptoms of hectic fever are of the

following kind : a frequent, small, weak pulse,

the stroke of which, by its sharpness, indicates

irritation; occasional flushings of the face ; the

palms of the hands and soles of the feet fre-

quently very hot ; the urine pale and copious

;

a readiness to be thrown into a perspiration
;

night sweats; diarrhoea; remarkable emaciation
and weakness ; the tongue seldom so much
furred as in inflammatory fever, and sometimes

it is moist and clean. Frequently you will

notice a circumscribed redness of the cheeks,

and, in persons of a fair complexion, this red-

ness is terminated by an abrupt line. Gene-
rally in the liectic, produced by surgical dis-

eases, there is either loss of appetite, or im-
pairment of digestion; but, in the hectic

of phthisis, the patient will sometimes eat well
to the last

; yet, in this example, more or less

flatulence, and other symptoms of indigestion,

commonly prevail. In hectic fever, there is

generally a considerable exacerbation of the
symptoms towards the evening, mostly pre-
ceded by chilliness, which is followed by a
burning heat and a mottled appearance of "the

skin. As the fever increases, the pulse in-

creases in number, and, at the same time,

becomes proportionably weaker ; towards
morning, the exacerbation is followed by a
profuse perspiration, so profuse as to wet, not
only the patient's shirt, but even the sheets of
his bed, and he lies bathed, as it were, in a
cold clammy sweat. In the latter periods of
the disease, diarrhoea usually comes on, which
it is very difficult to check, and tlien tlie night-

sweats often subside. These diarrhoeas and
perspirations are often termed colliquative,

because it seems as if the patient, whojis in an
alarming state ofemaciation, were melted away
in them. During tlie hot fit, the urine is pale
and limpid; but, after the sweating stage, it

deposits a sediment of uric acid. The approach
of death is sometimes preceded by an oedema-
tous state of one or both extremities. Here,
gentlemcm, if you please, we will stop, and I

will begin the next lecture with the consider-
ation of the treatment of hectic fever.

lecture xm delivered oct. 31, 1832.

Gentlemen,

Having explained the symptoms of hectic fever,

and the circumstances under which it arises

and is mainUiined, I have in the next place to
describe its treatment Here you should re-

member the very plain and useful distinction

which John Hunter made between a hectic

fever arising from a local disease, that is ab-
solutely incurable, and a hectic feverproduced
by a similar disease, that is curable, if the
con^titudcm had sufficient strength, or cmdd
hold out long enough. In the first case, there
is no possibility of recovery ; and all that you
can aim at is to palliate the symptoms. This
is the melancholy truth, when the exciting

cause of the constitutional disturbance is itself

irremediable. However, local diseases, which
cannot be cured by external applications, or
by internal medicines, and which would soon
destroy the patient by hectic, if treated on the
palliative system, may sometimes be completely-

removed by a surgical operation. Thus, when
the knee, ankle, wrist, or elbow is aflTected

with a disease, which has no chance of being
cured, the part may be removed altogether by
amputation : by this proceeding, the patient

exchanges an incurable disease for a curable

wound ; a serious wound, it is true, but generally
one that will not pro\e fatal, and may be
healed. We see the same beneficial exchange
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of an incurable disease for a curable wound in

every instance where a diseased part, keeping

up dangerous constitutional disturbance, is re-

moved by a surgical operation. Some dis-

eased breasts, various tumours, and certain

organic affections of the testis are frequently

removed, because they keep up hectic symp-

toms.

One srrand axiom in surgery, that the cure

of the disease requires the removal of tlie ex-

citing cause, is here well illustrated. If a

diseased joint produce symptoms of hectic, how
can we expect such fever to be cured so lonjj

as the local disease continues ? If copious and

long-continued suppuration should give rise to

hectic fever, how could we calculate upon the

subsidence and relief of the hectic disturb-

ance, while the suppuration is going on ?

Hence, if the fever dejKind on an incurable

local disease of a part that is not removable,

the case is without remedy, and all that we
can do is to palliate symptoms; the pain of

the local disease must tlien be appeased by every

means in our power; opium must be admi-

nistered, and, if the disease be one of a joint

attended with suppuration, poultices and fo-

mentations should be applied. Hectic patients

will not bear topical bleeding, therefore we
cannot have recourse to this means, even for

a temporary increase of inflammation. On
the contrary, the constitution must generally

be supporletl by the use of light tonics, such as

bark, the sulphate of quinine, calumba, or cas-

carilla, and by means of a light nourishing

diet, and a motlerate quantity of wine. Here

a chief indication is to keep up the remain-

ing powers of the system, because, as I have

said, one distinguishing feature of hectic is

debility. If the bowels should be loose, opium
and the chalk mixture ought to be prescribed.

Supposing hectic fever, however, to depend on

a local disease, which iconld be curable, if

the constitution cwdd hold out, then the main
indication must also be to support the strength

of the system, and to lessen the irritation of

tlie exciting cause : while, therefore, you cm-
ploy every means to improve the condition of

the local disease, you should administer such

medicines and diet as will be most likely to

support the constitution in its struggle. I fear

that we have no medicine capable of commu-
nicating strength directly to the constitution

:

bark, vifliich was once tiiought to possess such

virtue, is now no longer considered to have

this efficacy ; it was formerly regarded almost

as a specific for hectic fever as well as for

mortification, but it does not now retain this

kind of character. It is sometimes useful in

improving the appetite and giving tone to the

digestive organs, thus indirectly strengthening

the system, but it has no specific virtue of im-

{)arting strength in proportion to the quantity

of it swallowed and digested. If the bowels

are quiet, we may give one or two grains of

the sulphate of quinine, two or three times a-

day ; and, for lessening profuse night-sweats, I

know of nothing equal to diluted sulphuric

acid, except the cure or removal of the local

disease itself. Quinine, therefore, in combina-
tion with diluted sulphuric acid, is, under these

circumstances, an excellent medicine. You
may give quinine, if you please, in the com-
pound infiision of roses, which, you know,
contiiins the diluted sulphuric acid. If diar-

rhfpa should be present, neither of these me-
dicines will be proper ; and, instead of them,
j'ou must give opium, along with the chalk

mixture. When hectic fever has abated, and
the only feature remaining is debility, steel

medicines,joined with some light bitter infusion,

as, for example, the infusion of calumba, will

often prove beneficial. Ten gi-ains of ferrum
tartarizatum, and two ounces of infusion of ca-

lumba, may then be given two or three times

aday, according to circumstances : or you
may try small doses of the sulphate of iron,

in pills, or of the tinct. ferri muriatis. As one
symptom of the disorder is a remarkable ac-

celeration of the pulse, the number being

seldom under 120, and sometimes as high as

140, or IGO, it has always been the object of

practitioners to discover a medicine that would
reduce the number of the pulse ; at one time,

digitalis used to be administered with this in-

tention, but it was found to do no good ; for,

though the pulse might be lowered by it, the

patient was no better, as the medicine did

harm by invariably increasing the secretion of

urine, already copious, and frequently exciting

head-ache and gastric disturbance : it is now,
therefore, not employed.
We sometimes hear mention made of irn-

tative fever : the late Mr. Abernetiiy used to

speak, in his lectures, of the sympathetic ir-

ritative fever ; from what he used to say upon
the subject, I think he meant nothing more
than a kind of re-action, which you will some-
times observe taking place in hectic patients.

If a new inflammation, or a new irritation,

supervenes when hectic fever is established,

the pulse becomes quicker, and is attended

with a degree of artificial strength, not observed

in common hectic; it is merely a temporary
exertion of a debilitated constitution, but its

consequences are often serious. The nervous
system is immensely disordered ; there will be
disturbance of the sensorial functions, or com-
plete delirium; the pulse will beat with an
artificial force, but with too much rapidity

for common inflammatory fever ; the counte-

nance has a wild and frequently a cadaverous

appearance ; and subsultus tcndinum will take

place. Such is the condition in which hectic

patients frequently die, and especially if there

should have been a new irritation a little while

previous to death. I believe opium to be one
of the best medicines which we have in this

violently disturbed state of a weakened consti-

tution ; but, if delirium prevails, you should

have the head shaved, and the scalp bathed

with cold lotions, or blistered. At the same
time, soothe, as much as possible, the local

disease, which, perhaps, could hardly be re-

moved by an operation, with any prospect of
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success, during an attack of irritative fever.

Thus, when a bad compound fracture, that

has been discharging profusely, and keeping
up coramon hectic fever for some time, is at-

tacked with fresh and extensive inflammation,

or with er3"sipelas, the discharge ceases, and
the constitutional disturbance changes into ir-

ritative fever. Here you ought unquestionably
to direct your attention to the new attack of

inflammation ; for, by lessening it, you will

take the most likely means of quieting the

irritative fever connected with it.

Pursuing the plan, laid down for this course
of lectures, of first considering the elementary
parts of surgery,—of beginning with inflam-

mation, and then proceeding to its occasional

consequences, I now arrive at the subject of

mortification.

The term mortification is applied to the

death of a part of the body, frequently a con-
siderable part ; or, I may say, that it means
the conversion of such part into a dark or
black, foetid, cold, and insensible mass, with
which the general nervous and vascular systems
have no longer any organic connexion. This
may be considered a definition of mortification.

In the bones, the state corresponding to mor-
tification of the soft parts, is termed necrosis.

The entire and permanent cessation of every
action, and function in the part is absolutely

essential to what is understood by mortifica-
tion ; for sensibility and power of motion may
be abolished, and yet the part atfected may-
continue to live, as is familiarly illustrated in

Earalysis. The temperature of a paralytic

mb, I believe, is generally diminished, and
so probably is the momentum of the blood in

it; still the fluids pursue their usual course;

nutrition and absorption are carried on ; and
the parts retain, for an indefinite period, what
may be considered as an inferior degree of

vitality.

We know, gentlemen, that it is the property
of living matter to resist putrefaction ; but no
sooner is life withdrawn from any of the

animal textures, than they become subject to

the laws of chemical affinities, by which they
are decomposed, and new combinations formed.

Hence various fluids and gases are evolved,

and hence the putrefaction and , the foetid

smell which always follow mortification.

Heat, sensibility, and arterial pulsation may
be abolished in a part for several days; but
afterwards gradually return. We see this fact

exemplified in the eflfects of cold, and in the

present epidemic cholera; where, from the

stoppage of the circulation and of the secretions,

and the loss of temperature in parts, we might
be apprehensive of mortification, and expect
that it would take place frequently; yet, out
of three hundred cases of cholera, attended by
Professor Magendie in the Hotel Dieu, there

was only one instance of mortification. In

that case, a portion of the fingers mortified,

becoming affected with that form of mortifica-

tion which I shall hereafter describe to you
under the name of gangrcena senilis, an ex-

ample of drf/ gangrene, as surgeons call it.

Also in another hospital at Paris—that of St.

Louis—there was but a single instance of mor-
tification out of a great number of cholera

patients. In the case alluded to, it attacked

the extremity of the nose. Generally, in cho-
lera patients, if they recover, however cold,

insensible, and destitute of arterial pulsation

some parts of the system may have been, such

state is not followed by mortification, and the

parts recover their functions and healthy action.

The state of parts, now descril)ed, is as different

from mortification as real death is from sus-

pended animation. You may always avoid

delivering an erroneous opinion in such cir-

cumstances, by observing, that, when the part

is not truly mortified, there is no detachment
of the cuticle, and no evolution of foetid gas

from the parts.

Gentlemen, I must next explain, that the

most common form of mortification, namely,

that which is called humid gangrene, from the

abundance of moisture noticed about the dead
parts, has two stages. To the early stage,

while some marks of vitality yet remain in

the disordered textures, the term ga?igrene is

particularly applied. Gangrene, then, is a

mortification which is not actually formed,

but forming. It is the intermediate stage,

between the height of inflammation and the

complete death of tlie part. When mortifica-

tion is completely established, we have then

the second stage, which receives from surgeons

the technical name of sphacelus ; or sphacela-

tion is said to have taken ])lace. Parts, in this

state, are generally of a dark brown, or black

colour, always devoid of circulation, sensibility,

and natural heat, forming what are called, in

the language of surgery, sloughs; another

term, the meaning of which you ought to re-

member, because you may be required to ex-

plain its signification to inquests and courts of

justice, when called upon to give evidence in

questions of the highest importance. A slough

is so called because it separates from the rest

of the body, or was once fancied to do so,

much in the same way as the skin of a snake
is thrown off" at a certain period of the year,

the part detached being commonly called the

slough.

Now, although there is the distinction, which
I have mentioned, between gangrene and
sphacelus, or complete mortification, yet you
will find that the two terms are often used

synonymously. It is a curious fact, that the

black fibrous substance constituting a slough

cannot be imitated by any kind of proceeding

applied to the dead body. By chemical means,

you may decompose a portion of dead skin,

cellular membrane, or muscle, but you cannot

convert it into any thing at all similar to a

slough. Extraordinary as it may seem, it is

therefore not less true, that the process, by
which a slough is formed, ajjpears essentially

to require, in some of its stages, the co-opera-

tion of vitality.

In speaking to you of inflammation, I spe-
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cified mortification as one of its occasional

conseqnencps, or tprmhuttions, as tliey are

sometimes called. It is not, however, frequently

the result of common or phlegmonous inflam-

'

mation in a sound constitution, except when
the exciting: causes are unusually violent, or

protracted in their operation. Thns, if the

inrtammation has been excited by bad gun-shot
wounds, severe compound and comminuted
fra'"turcs, extensive, lacerated, and contused

wounds, mortification is frequently produced.

So when the textures of the body have been
acted on by powerful chemical means, they

are fretjuently destroyed at once, and must be

thrown off in the form of a slough. These
injuries, as well as some mechanical ones,

disorganize the parts at once, depriving them
almost immediately of all vital action, on which
Sccount they must be thrown off from the

living textures before a cure can be effected.

In general, however, the parts are less injured,

yet the mischief which they have sustained is

such, that it is unavoidably followed by violent

inflammation, which quickly terminates in

gangrene and sphacelus. In some other in-

.stances, the inflammation proceeds to morti-

fication on another principle, namely, because

the action of the exciting cause is protracted

beyond a certain time, as when urine is effused

in the cellular membrane of the penis, scro-

tum, and perineum, and suffered to remain in

Uiat texture too long. The violent degree of

inflammation, thus produced, infallibly leads

to mortification. The urine, moreover, is an
irritating fluid, so that, independently of its

remaining long in the part, it would, by its

very stimulating properties alone, be almost

sure to produce sloughing.

It is also from the long-continued operation

of the exciting cause, that mortification is

induced in cases of strangulated hernia. The
bowel, protruding through the inguinal canal

and abdominal ring, is pinched in a part of this

track, but it would not mortify if it were soon
pushed back again ; but, when it is sufferetl to

remain strangulated too long, then it is sure to

m )rtify. When mortification follows external

injuries, such as bad compound fractures, or

severe lacerated and contused wovmds, it is

invariably preceded by redness, swelling, and
other marks of inflammation ; the cuticle is

raised in the shape of vesications containing a

dark bloody serum ; the texture of the cutis

is softened, and assumes first a purplish,

greenish or livid hue, and afterwards a dark,

or black, colour. Putrefactive changes now
commence : the cellular membrane is exten-

sively destroyed, and air is generated in the

disorganized parts, so as to give rise to a kind

of emphysema. On touching the parts, there-

fore, a crepitation is felt, and you are sensible

of the presence of air in them. At the same
time, there is a very foetid exhalation from the

destroyed textures, and accompanied by more
or loss humidity : hence the term humid gan-
grene, applied to this form of mortification.

Here you perceive the word gangrene is used

synonymously with mortification ; you never

hear of humid mnrtification, but always of

humid gangrene; and it is called humid to

distinguish it from dry gangrene, which is

particularly characterized by being destitute of

moisture, as I shall describe in a future lecture.

Humid gangrene is sometimes called acute,

as contrasted with another kind, which is

slower in its progress, generally arising from
internal causes, and is named chronic. Chronic
mortification has several varieties, which will

be hereafter described. In the humid or acute

mortification, the cellular membrane is mostly

destroyed to a much greater extent than the

skin and muscles, which, having greater v;is-

cularity, and being more highly organized, are,

on these accounts, better able to resist morti-

fication, than parts less richly endowed with

nerves and blood-vessels, like the cellular

tissue. The truth of this is further illustrated'

by what takes place in fascia; and tendons,

which frequently mortify to a greater extent

than the skin. It may be asked, what use is

there in knowing these facts? Gentlemen,
you will find, there is consi<lerable use in

knowing them; for example, in amputations,

if yon were always to begin the incisions near

the line of the sound skin, you would frequently

leave a considerable quantity of mortified cel-

lular tissue on the stump ; therefore it is

alwa\s proper to consider, before you fix on
the place for the first cut, how far it is likely

that the sloughing of the cellular membrane
may extend up the limb.

When humid mortification, follows severe

gun-shot injuries, bad compound fractures, ex-

tensive, lacerated, and contused Wounds, or

other kinds of mechanical violence, it is some-
times named traumatic gangrene. This is a
term in commou use in the writings of military

surgeons, and especially those of Baron Larrey.

Traumatic gangrene requires to be viewed in

a particular light, as regards its treatment, as

I shall Uikc an early opportunity to explain.

Besides these principal divisions, there is an-

other variety of mortification, by some sup-

posed to be contagious ; it consists in a rapid

and singular kind of destruction of the parts

attacked, which are not converted into common
sloughs, but into a whitish or ash-coloured-

viscid substance, studded with specks of blood.

It is a disorder, that may be said to be neither

like ordinary mortification, nor common ulcer-

ation, but something between the two; it has

received the name of hospital gangrene.
The following are the principal causes, by

which mortification is produced, and its most

remarkable differences and peculiarities are de-

termined :

—

1. Inflammation, attended with violence in

iis degree and nature. I have repeatedly told

you, that violent degrees of inflammation will

produce mortification : this doctrine is univer-

sally acknowledged.

2. Inflammation attended by weakness, either

in the parts themselves or the constitution.

The first case is exemplified in certain modi-
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fications of texture; the second is illustrated

liy the occurrence of fjanjrreiie after fever, a

Ion;.' course of mercury, or indeed after a preat

reduction of the powers of the system by any

cause whatsoever, from dropsy or scurvy, from

intemperance, old ao;e, kc.

3. The character of the mortification is

determined, in a <rreat measure, by the inflam-

mation beinjr specific, or of a malignant nature,

like that seen in particular forms of erysipelas,

carbuncles, the small-pox pustule, the malig-

nant pustule, and pestilential bubo. Here the

inflammation is of a specific kind, and mortifi-

cation is, as it were, a part of its character.

4. Stoppage, or serious interruption of

the circulation and nervous energy. A mere
diminution of the latter will not be sufficient

of itself to produce mortification, because we
find that paralytic limbs live for an indefinite

period, but that it facilitates the occurrence of

gangrene, and renders a part more liable to it

cannot be doubted ; and hence the greater pro-

bability of mortification when the principal

artery of a limb is wounded, together with a

large* nervous trunk, than when wounded by
itself If the brachial artery in the arm be

alone cut, the patient will probably do well,

but this can hardly be expected if the median

nerve be divided along with it. Ossification

of arteries gives a predisposition to mortifica-

tion, by disqualifying them for the perfect ex-

ecution of their functions ; and pressure not

only interferes with the circulation, but with

the distribution of the nervous influence.

5. Irritation in a thousand forms, friction,

and too much stimulation, protracted beyond

a certain length of time, are common exciting

causes of mortification.

6. Apphcations acting chemically or other-

wise, immediately destroying the life of a part,

such as intense heat, lightning, concentrated

acids, caustics, &c.

7. Intense cold ; but this is more properly

a predisposing cause than an exciting one, be-

cause generally the part requires to be sud-

denly warmed again. As long as it continues

cold, it will not mortify; but directly it is

brought near the fire, or is thawed, then we
have violent inflammation rapidly followed by
mortification. Some curious facts on these

points will be adverted to in a future lecture.

Cold, then, is the predisposing cause, and the

exciting cause is sudden exposure of parls,

whose temperature has been much reduced, to

a higher temperature.

8. Organic disease of the heart or aorta, or

of their valves. When old persons have chro-

nic mortification of the lower extremities, it is

frequently found to be dependent upon some
organic disease of the heart, aorta, or of their

valves, which, at all events, is concerned as a

predisposing cause.

9. I may mention also certain deleterious

articles of food, as occasionally producing mor-
tification, which has been known to occur as

an epidemic in provinces and districts where

rye is much employed as food, and happens to

be ill the state termed ergot, or cnck-xpur rye.

Such an epidemic mortification, I believe, has
never happened in this country; but it has

repeatedly occurred in France and Switzerland.

Food of this description produces the tbrm of

mortification called dry gangrene, in which
the Hmbs aflTected look like those of the dead

subject, except that they are more shrivelled,

and somewhat changed in colour.

10. With regard to specific contagion, as a
cause of mortification, I must observe, that

there is a diversity of opinion on this subject.

Some surgeons admit that hospital gangrene is

contagious; but others maintain the contrary-

doctrine. This disease sometimes occurs to a

great extent in certain hospitals, which are

crowded with patients afflicted with wounds'

and ulcers ; but possibly its propagation may
not be entirely owing to contagion, but parllj',

at least, to the individuals attacked all living

together, all breathing the same atmosphere,

and being exposed to the pernicious influence

of the same causes, which led, in the first in-

stance, to the production of the disease.

Gentlemen, having now explained to you
the meaning of the terms, mortification, gan-
grene, sphacelus, and slough, and called your
attention to the division of mortification into

acute and chronic, humid and dry ; having

also noticed the distinctions of traumatic and
contagious gangrene, as well as the causes and
local symptoms of mortification, I .shall now
proceed to describe its effects on the constitu-

tion.

When any considerable portion of the body
is threatened with mortification, the rest of the

system is immediately thrown into a state of

universal derangement, one prominent feature

of which is a remarkable and sudden depres-

sion of the powers of the constitution. If the

mortification be preceded by inflammation,

arising from a severe mechanical injury, the

inflammatory fever following the accident is

indeed violent for a short time, but its cha-

racter soon undergoes a sudden alteration, and,

instead of continuing to exhibit indications of

disturbance, attended with the strong actions

of ordinary inflammatory fever, it becomes at

once marked by unequivocal appearances of

great prostration of strength. The fever fre-

quently resembles that to which the term
irritative is applied, and which I have already

described. You must not expect, however,
the symptoms to be alike in all cases. Their
particular character and degree of severity will

depend on the species and extent of the morti-

fication, and on the nature and functions of

the part affected. When the local mischief is

restricted to the cellular texture, and is of

limited extent, the accompanying fever may
not be very different from the common sym-
pathetic inflammatory fever; but, when the

mortification is more extensive, or situated in

parts of greater importance, the constitutional

symptoms are severe, and often such as soon

prove fatal : the countenance suddenly assumes

a wild and cadaverous appearance ; the stomach
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becomes disordered ; there is incessant vomit-

ing; and the diaphragm is affected with a violent

spasmodic action, causing a most anno3ung and
loud kind of hiccough, exceedingly difficult to

suppress. At the same time, the intestinal

canal usually becomes prodigiously distended

with gas, and cold, clammy perspirations break

out on the surface of the body. The pulse is

small, rapid, and irregular; the functions of the

brain are confused and disordered ; the ideas be-

come incoherent ; and coma or delirium ensues.

In this condition you will observe the utmost

prostration of all the powers of life ; and, in

fact, it is a slate, which generally soon has a

fatal termination.

Gentlemen, I will postpone tlie rest of the

subject of mortification till to-morrow evening.
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lecture ii. periostitis.

Gentlemen,
Before I enter on the subject of our intended

lecture, I have to remark, that there are some
cases in the hospital possessing considerable

interest. Those to which I would particu-

larly direct your attention are three cases of

pneumonia, in which the stethoscopic phe-

nomena are palpably and distinctly marked.

I am anxious that junior students should exa-

mine these patients, and with them commence
the investigation of chest diseases, because the

indications in the cases alluded to are so ex-

tremely plain and obvious. Much of the dis-

couragement which students experience in

endeavouring to become stethoscopists, arises

from the obscure and doubtful nature of the

cases which are too often presented to them
in the very commencement of this study.

I would recommend beginners to examine,

at first, the peculiarities of healthy respiration

in boys, and then in adults, and never to apply

the stethoscope to a diseased chest until they

have been first informed, by some competent

person, of the presence of well-marked pheno-

mena. In one of the cases above stairs, the

r&le crepitant is exceedingly distinct ; and

having once heard it, you will always be able

to recognize it with facility. There is also a

man affected with phthisis, in whom the gar-

gouillemcnt is so audible, that the merest

beginner, on applying the stethoscope under
the clavicle, would say he heard the gurgling

of air entering a cavity containing fluid. I

point your attention particularly to this case,

because its self-evident nature renders it highly

valuable. We have also a well-marked case

of haemoptysis, or spitting of blood, a term
which I prefer to that of pulmonary apoplexy.

This man had laboured under this affection

for some time ; and two days since, spat, during
the course of the night, about three pints of

blood. There are many cases of cerebral dis-

ease, vertigo, epilepsy, and paralysis arising

from apoplexy, or following painter's colic;

so that those willing to instruct tliemselves

will find the field for observation suflBciently

ample.

I shall now proceed to make some remarks
on the general pathology and treatment of

periostitis. I regret to state that the articles

on this subject in Cooper's Surgical Dictionary

and other works are deficient in a practical

point of view. It is a disease which has been
known as long as syphilis ; but its true patho-

logical nature was not pointed out until Mr.
Crampton gave his admirable description of it

in the first volume of the Dublin Hospital

Reports. We have frequently heard tender-

ness of the skin, with increase of size, termed
swelling, or diseased growth of the bone; but
you will find tliat, in most of these cases, the

swelling and other symptoms are owing to the

peculiar state of the periosteum alone. Perio-

stitis is a disease of considerable importance,

because its symptoms are produced by scrofula

and other cachectic states of the constitution,

as well as by the abuse of mercury and other

remedies. You will have occasion to observe

instances of this disease superinduced by cold,

or by giving mercury under unfavourable cir-

cumstances, and in the latter case frequently

confounded with syphilis. This is an import-

ant fact, and you should hold it in memory.
Another great mistake is, confounding it with
neuralgia, or where it attacks the head, with
hemicrania, because one side of the head only

may be affected, and the pain may be increased

at a stated hour, generally towards night. I

have seen the carbonate of iron given in large

doses by a medical gentleman of considerable

eminence, to cure a pain in the side of the

head, which arose from inflammation of the

periosteum. Another instance of a similar

kind has lately come under my observation in

private practice, and I once committed the

same mistake myself.

Before I enter into the further consideration

of this subject, I must state to you that an
opinion was formerly entertained, that mem-
brane or periosteum was the repairer of bone,

where its regeneration was necessary. But in

this process, the vessels of the bone itself are

as much concerned, and membrane contributes

nothing to the formation of bone, except so far
as its vessels are engaged. The formation of

callus in fractures, the development of healthy

bone in necrosis, the organization of node and
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exostosis, depend not on any membrane, but

on the vascular part of the periosteum, and on
the vessels of the bone itself. It is true, how-
ever, that where other vascular channels are

cut off, the periosteum will, to a certain de<jrce,

supply their place, thus becomin<^ the sole

means of establishing vascular communication.

It is to Scarpa we owe our information on the

true nature of the reparation of bone. You
will find, on this subject, a great number of

experiments detailed in Cooper's Surgical Dic-

tionarj-.

With respect to the periosteum, it is like

other parts of the system, liable to inflamma-
tion ; but you are not to suppose that its lia-

bility is greater than that of other tissues.

This would contradict the arrangements of

nature ; for it is with this membrane she has
clothed many parts of the body which lie close

to the surface, as the shins, head, ribs, elbow,

and other joints, which, beside the periosteum,

have, for the most part, only a thin covering

of integuments. You all know how frequently

the periosteum is exposed to injury in the

foot-ball matches at schools, and at our Irish

fairs, and with how much impunity. I may
observe here, that the term I shall employ in

.speaking of the affections of this membrane,
periostitis, is a name introduced by Mr. Cramp-
ton. Now, according to the view which I

have taken of the formation of bone, it will

appear that the subjacent bone is often as

much diseased as the periosteum, and, indeed,

sometimes the disease commences in the bone,
and afterwards extends to the [jeriosteum. With
tins exception, the definition given by Mr.
Crampton is good. I beg leave to mention,

en passa7>l, that Mr. Howship's papers on the

Formation and Diseases of Bone are deserving

of your perusal. He has examined and given

delineations of the various structures of dis-

eased bone ; but I do not consider his account

of the structure of bone to be sufficiently esta-

blished to enable us to deduce important patho-

logical facts.

There are numerous interesting preparations,

illustrative of this subject, in the Museum of

the Dublin College of Surgeons; and there is

no one who can do more towards improving
our notions on the structure of bone than its

scientific curator. Dr. Houston. He is at

present engaged in forming a classified cata-

logue, in which a minute accountwill be given
of the pathological circumstances of each case,

and the attendant symptoms during life. I

need not say what a valuable acquisition this

will be to our stock of knowledge. In the

course of our inquiry I shall communicate to

you several useful hints on periostitis, which
I have received from Dr. Houston.

You will observe, gentlemen, that, in inflam-

mation of the periosteum, the peculiar texture

of this membrane modifies the symptoms of

the disease. The periosteum is fibrous, and,

though not thick, is remarkably strong and
nnyielding, lacerated with difficulty, and does

not accommodate ilself, except to that which

it was intended by nature to cover ; hence, if

a part increases in size, the periosteum over it

is stretched and tightened, and this is one of
the principal causes of the severe pain usually
felt. You are aware of the swelling which
attends the common forms of inflammation of
cellular substance, where the parts can extend
themselves on every side, must be differently

circumstanced from that which arises from
abscess, under fascia, or lying close to a bone,
and that there must be a corresponding differ-

ence in the pain. You will find, in various

surgical works, that, in periostitis, the pain is

sometimes great where very slight changes have
taken place, and that little pain is felt in some
cases where there is considerable alteration of

structure.

It is a remarkable fact, that, in many in-

stances of periostitis, exactly corresponding
parts of the bones of the different extremities,

on different sides of the mesial line, will be
found simultaneously or successively attacked.

Thus, if a certain spot on the bones of one
fore-arm, or one acromion, or any other part of

the scapula, be attacked by inflammation, si-

milar appearances will manifest themselves in

the other either at the same time, or in a few days
after. If it seizes on one clavicle, you soon
observe it in the other. You will have oc-

casion to treat this disease in perhaps most of
the human bones, but particularly in the head,

tibia, femur, sternum, and scapula. In the ster-

num it sometimes leads to a carious destruction,

forming a large hole in the bone, as happened
in a young man, formerly in this hospital ; in

his case, each stroke of the heart caused mat-
ter, mixed with air, to bubble out, presenting

a very curious and frightful appearance. Pe-
riostitis, occurring in the neighbourhood of
joints, often spreads to the joint itself, giving
rise to periostitic arthritis. Thus, from the
tibia, it frequently spreads to the knee, or
ankle, and from the humerus, or scapula, to

the shoulder-joint. The sternal articulation of
the clavicle is a favourite seat of periostitis.

In the ribs, it much more frequently attacks

them in their anterior portion, not far from
the sternum, or from their cartilages, and oc-
casionally gives rise to costal caries, for which
Cittadini has recommended a particular oper-
ation. I would recommend you to hold in

memory, that when the disease affects tlie

thigh-bone, it is almost invariably about the

junction of the middle and lower thirds, and
generally on its anterior or inner surface ; as

this is a practical observation, which I have not

seen noticed in books. There is also, in this

form of periostitis, one pccuUarity that, besides

the very great severity of the pain which attends

it, we find that it yields with the greatest pos-
sible difficulty to medicine, and that the means
of curing it are a desideratum we have still to

discover. The next species, most remarkable
for its painful symptoms, and one which de-
serves to be explained more fiiUy, is periostitis

of the head. There are three subdivisions of

this si)ecics. The first kind is very easily re-
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co^Miized, for you will find the affected spots sore,

sliirhtly swelled, and hardened, with marked

tenderness on i)ressnre,andthehead-arhe,whii'h

accompanies them, radiatins; from these spots

as from so many centres. In the second f(»rm

you will find the pain obscure and not confined

to a certain spot,l)ut the swellinj,' and thicken-

ing of the scalp are evident, and -rive certain

indications of the nature of the disease. You
may also observe cases where the inflammation

is diffused over one side of the cranium, and

not fixed to a small distinct spot, and iht-se are

attended with severe pain. With respect to

these varieties, you will not find much dif-

ficulty in ascertaining^ their nature ; but there

is another kind, in which the din^jnosis is much
more obscure. A patient, for instance, com-

plains of severe head-ache, at first attended

witli intermissions, generally increased towards

niglit, and accompanied with a sense of wei<jht

in the head ; his eyes look watery and heavy,

and lose their usual animation, and his spirit.s

are depressed. Ask him in what part of liis

head he feels the pain, and he cannot tell you

exactly. Sometimes he refers it to the fore-

head, sometimes to the side of his head. There

is no point of the scalp in which you can

detect any soreness or swelling;. Matters «;o

on in this way for some time, he begins to

lose his rest, the intermissions become shorter

and not so perfect, and the pain increases.

During the day it is tolerable, but, towar<l8

evening, it is excruciating, and does not allow

him to enjoy one hour's rest in the twenty-

four. The largest doses of opium, and other

strong narcotics, are useless. Rest in bed,

stupes, cold lotions, narcotic liniments, even

bleeding and leeches, give but very small

relief. After exerting all your ingenuity,

you still have the mortification of finding

that there is something wrong going on,

which eludes your skill. On your first

visit, from the appearance of the patient

and the detail of his symptoms, you are led to

suspect that the brain is the part diseased.

You employ your antiphlogistic remedies, but

find no improvement, and begin to doubt the

correctness of the diagnosis. Moreover, in

cases of this kind (where you will find a ten-

derness in the integuments on close examina-

tion, and pain limited to one side of the head),

there is, occasionally, a partial ptosis of one

eyelid, which creates alarm and leads you to

imagine that it is the brain itself which is

affected. Ptosis, or falling down of the upper

eyelid, is a very frequent symptom of cerebral

disease ; and, consequently, in determinations

to the head, in fever, and other complaints, it

is a bad sign when one eye, in consequence of

some degree of ptosis, appears smaller than

the other. There is certainly some degree of

paralysis in this case, but it is only secondary,

and not depending on the brain, but on the

inflammation, affecting the nerves themselves.

I mention this because not generally known
or described, and because it is liable to excite

alarm. Npw, why is this disease not easily

recognized, or why is the bone so often devoid

of tenderness to the touch.' It is because the

internal surface of the bone is the part first

engaged, and the disease cannot become

evident until after some time. After your

usual treatment has been continued for a week
or ten days with little improvement, a certain

sj)ot on the head will be found, tender on

pressure, and it is only then that the true

nature of the cause will appear. For this

disease there is no cure but mercury. How-
ever useful depletion may be to prepare the

system, nothing but mercury, and that in

large doses, will relieve the disease. Give a

9cru[)le, or half a drachm of calomel in the

course of the day, and bring the system tho-

roughly under its influence. You will do well

to combine different proportions of this remedy,

as there are some constitutions which are more
quickly affected by one preparation than by
another, and then combination is always valu-

able. It is very remarkable, that though you
have made the mouth sore, relief is not im-

mediately obtained
;

yon must go on and

affect tlie system, very decidedly, and when
you have accomplished this, the pain and other

symptoms will disappear. Of this we have

an instance in the chronic ward. A perios-

titic patient had his mouth sensibly afft!cted

for several days, but with very little relief of

pain. What did we do? We doubled the

dose of calomel, and in a few days the pains

had altogether disappeared. You may have
perceived analogous instances in cases of

iritis, where the disease begins to diminish on
the mouth being made sore, and even may
appear to have entirely subsided. Encouraged
by this, the practitioner decreases the dose of

mercury ; the mouth continues sore, but in a

few days, although the small doses of calomel

are continued, and although the mouth is still

affected, the characteristic symptoms of iritis

again recur, and go on increasing, if you con-

tinue to trust to the diminished doses of

calomel. Under such circumstances, a be-

ginner might be discouraged, and lose his

confidence in mercury, because the iritis had
returned while the mouth was still sore, and
before the remedy was discontinued. What
is to be done? Instantly resume the large

doses of calomel, with a more decided mer-
curial action, and the iritis disappears. In

the mercurial treatment of periostitis, arthritis,

peritonitis, and pleurisy, a similar method of

managing this remedy is occasionally required,

and it is of vital importance that you should

know this.

With respect to that species of periostitis

which affects the femur, you must recollect,

that this bone lies so deep, that it is sometimes

not very easy to detect the periostitic swelling.

Generally it is the part of the bone before

mentioned which is attacked, and in the cases

I have seen, the inflammation was on the

inner side of the bone. From its situation,

this species is very apt to be mistaken for

various diseases, particularly neuralgia, sciatica.
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&c. &c. After some, time a certain deji^ree of

tumefaction may be distinctly felt, but not

until the patient has suffered excruciating^

agony and distressing want of sleep ; indeed

in one case the poor sufferer scarcely slept at

all for twenty nights in succession. One of

these cases was relieved by corrosive sublimate,

but two others were not in the least improved
by mercury pushed to the utmost. Narcotics

totally failed, but a seton over the affected part

seemed to do some good. But, to return to

periostitis affecting the cranium ; it occasionally

assumes the chronic form, attacking both sur-

faces of the bone, in a slow insidious manner.

The following instructive example of tliis

affection fell lately under my observation :

—

A young man, of good constitution, pre-

viously healthy, became subject to e{)ilepsy,

very frequent and violent. Sometime pre-

viously he had complained of head-ache, chiefly-

referred to the left side of his forehead. The
convulsions on the right side were stronger

than on the left. He continued in this state

for many months, and became incapable of

pursuing his usual occupation. The convul-

sions became more frequent, recurring at dif-

ferent times in the day ; and some of his me-
dical friends thought they observed a promi-

nence in the frontal part of the skull, and were
anxious to have him trephined in that spot.

On looking at him in front, you could not at

once perceive any unnatural elevation in the

forehead; but, by examining it from above
downwards, according to the norma verticalis

of Blumenbach, there was a perceptible swell-

ing, as if the whole bone had been pushed
forwards in that situation. After seven months'

illness, he was seen byDr. Colles, Mr. Cramp-
ton, and myself. We objected to his friends'

proposal to trephine, because we could not be

certain that there was any projecting growth

of bone pressing on the brain in this place,

and because it had a certain degree of tender-

ness on pressure. We were afraid also, that

there was an intimate union between the in-

ternal periosteum and the dura mater, as well

as between the latter and the surface of the

brain ; consequently there was danger that the

operation might induce inflammation in all

these parts. Considering it to be a case of

internal periostitis, in which the inner table of

the bone and corresponding part of the dura

mater were affected, we agreed to try the effect

of mercury. We employed frictions for this

purpose, as the internal exhibition of mercury
produced sickness and vomiting; and at the

end of eight or ten days, when the mouth be-

came aflFected, we had another consultation.

We were told there was no improvement; the

fits still continued ; his friends exclaimed that

mercury was useless, and called for the appli-

cation of tlie trephine : we were almost in de-

spair. On closer inquiry, however, we found

that though the fits had displayed the same
violence, there was some slight diminution in

their frequency, and on this slender hope we
urged the continuance of the same remedv.

As soon as liis system was completely affected,

the disease began to decline perceptibly. It

is now three weeks since he became salivated,

and he is free from pain, and the convulsions

have ceased.

When the vertebra; become the seat of pe-

riostitis from syphilis, scrofula, or abuse of

mercury, it will be generally found in the

bodies of the vertebrae. When brought on by
syphilis alone, I believe, it seldom attacks the

bodies, such cases arising chiefly from the

abuse of mercury or scrofula. In persons of

broken constitution from combined venereal

and improper mercuriaHzation, it is not an un-
common occurrence to find the neck presenting

the symptoms of subacute crick, or collum
obstipatum, which, if treated in the common
mode, the disease becomes confirmed ; and of

this I have seen an instance in a gentleman,

whose neck became permanently stiff for want
of skill in his medical attendants. It will be
obvious that inflammation of this kind, aflfect-

ing the vertebrfc, may be readily communicated
to their ligaments and the adjoining tendons,

and in this way produce the deformity. I have
treated some such cases, and would turn your
attention to it, because you will not find it

mentioned in books. You will be able to know
it by careful examination, by pressure, and
find that its cause was disease of the periosteum

of one, two, or three of the vertebrae; and yoa
will employ, in treating it, leeches, repeated

blistering, and compound decoction of sarsa-

parilla. If this does not do, mercury, and, ex-

cept the disease has continued too long, you
will cure it. Other vertebrae, as those of the

back and loins, may become the seat of pe-

riostitis, and it may be mistaken in those cases

for Pott's disease, or for Teale's spinal neu-
ralgia, from which it is sometimes difficult to

distinguish it. Periostitis sometimes attacks

the sacrum and os coccygis, and is then pecu-
Harly painful, as is now exemplified in the

male ward. In females, I have been twice coil-

sulted within the last year for a pain in these

same parts, which was at times excruciating,

and always considerable ; it was increased to

an intolerable degree by sitting down, and
hence they were obliged to avoid society. It

appeared to be a variety of hysterical neural-

gia, and yielded to nervous medicines com-
bined with tonics, together with the local ap-
plication of stupes, narcotic liniments, &c., &c.
I know not whether authors have mentioned
this peculiar neuralgia.

When periostitis attacks the sternum, it is

very liable to be mistaken for disease of the

chest. I remember a young gentleman, some
time ago, who had a severe pain in his chest,

which gave his father such alarm, lest it

might be consumption, that he brought him
witli him to London for the benefit of change
of air and to have medical advice. On his

way thither he caught a cold, and in this con-
dition waited on a medical gentleman, who
prescribed medicines fjr him adapted to the

cure of pulmonary disease. On his return to.
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Dublin (his pHin still continuing), I was called

in to treat him for a complaint in the chest. On
placing the stethoscope over the spot where
he complained of pain, he winced, and, after

a minute examination, 1 discovered that tlie

disease was entirely confined to the periosteum.

It is possible, however, that in such cases, the

disease may ultimately reach the chest, for the

sternum is a very porous and spongy bone,

and a complete perforation of its substance may
be the result of periostitis long continued.

Another way in which it may be confounded

with rheumatism of the intercostal muscles, or

with pleurisy, is where periostitis attacks the

ribs. This is a very common source of pain,

tenderness, and stitch of the side.

There is a form of periostitis which extends

from the bones of the foot to tlie plantar apo-

neuroses ; it is found chiefly in labouring men

;

and the predisposition to it seems to arise from
the use of the spade in digging. I do not know
that this form has been mentioned by any
author I am acquainted witli. The most
severely painful instance of all the varieties of

periostitis is, perhaps, tlie paronychia periostei,

or bone whitlow, to which, as it belongs to

surgery, and its treatment is well known, I

shall merely allude. I shall conclude my ob-

servations on the special pathology of this

disease on Tuesday, and proceed then to the

consideration of haemoptysis.

REMINISCENCES

OF AN

ARMY MEDICAL OFFICER.

PART I. CHAPTER VI.

It has been asked by a friend, " when
does the writer mean to take the

Jield^" " Yon declare yourself," he
observes, " to be an officer, but you
have hitherto been giving us the his-

tory of a student."

What, let me ask, can be more in-

teresting than the faithful recapitu-

lation of a student's progress ? Were
we not all students once .'' And can
there be any thing more gratifying, or

more becoming, than the payment of

a tribute of respect to the virtues,

the talents, or the memory of those

who moulded us while we were plastic,

and gave us the benefit of their ex-
ample and experience ?

I hope the readers (more especially

the juniors among them) will lay im-
patience on the shelf, and grant me
as much time, upon a very small com-

parative scale, as was, in reality, re-

quired for getting into his Majesty's

service. I purpose to tell them all

about it, in a very faithful manner

;

but I cannot tell every thing at once.

To resume. Dr. Gregory com-
menced his course of lectures by a

concise but instructive introduction,

devoted to the history of the rise and
progress of medicine, which was even

redundant in curious research. The
details were strictly according to the
arrangement of Cullcn, whose " First

Lines" were the text book for the class.

This respect for his own illustrious

instructor was great, and becomingly

manifested ; although he did not hesi-

tate to express dissent from his doctrines

upon proper occasions, or to point out

what he considered to be erroneous ;

but this was done with modesty,

without any affectation of rivalry, and
as an act of duty imposed by the im-
proved state of science.

I have heard it remarked, that this

great man contributed nothing to the

stock of medical knowledge, with
which the profession was previously

acquainted; but this is not candid.

It was barely possible for a physician,

in such extensive practice, to devote

the bulk of his time and industry to

matters of an experimental or specu-

lative nattire. And yet, when he

was physician to the Royal Infirmary

(before my time), it is evident, from

the frequency with which he recurred,

in his lectures, to the clinical and
other proceedings carried on there,

that, if he did not make many dis-

coveries, he added greatly to expe-

rience, and brought his acquisitions

to great practical benefit—the true

end and object of all medical under-

takings. Of his published works
there is no occasion to speak : with

regard to them, the unanimous opinion

of the learned has done him justice.

Dr. Hope mounted guard, I have

observed, at 10 o'clock. To describe

the exterior aspect of this learned

chemist is not my intention. Sufiice

it to say, that he was the very pink of

professional elegance, both in person

and in dress; possessing, moreover.
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considerable attractiveness of manner,

and felicity of expression. He pow-
dered very white, and was bald over

the sinciput. He wore always black,

of the finest texture, and brushed in

the most careful manner ; his coat

was always open, while the waistcoat

was buttoned from the bottom to the

chin : not a few of the more recherche

among the students imitated him in

the article oi garb.

The number which gave their at-

tendance upon his admirable lectures

was said, in common parlance, to

amount to 450, a considerable propor-

tion of whom came en amateur.

There were many elderly men, who
had been frequenters of the class, and
perpetual pupils of course, time out

of mind. There were not a few also

who had no views of pursuing medical

study, but who had a thirst for che-

mical knowledge. Among whom I

may quote, as a contemporary of my
own, Sir George Clark of Pennycuick,

Bart., M.P., afterwards one of the

Lords of the Admiralty. Go where
one will there is a mos loci, which
differs in different places. The pro-

fessor of chemistry lectured stand-

ing in front of a large chair, behind

which was the fire-place; and the

space between these generally crowded
with standers up, gentlemen who
commonly come in last ; or who con-

ceived sitting among the iroWci to be

worthy only of radicals. In the ana-

tomical theatre, the aristocracy gene-

rally sat in what might be termed
the upper house, viz., the back and
uppermost row of the pit. Sir G. C.

stood always behind Dr. Hope, being

there beyond reach of contamination.

In Gregory's it was somewhere to-

wards the back also*; but aristo-

* The higher orders here g^enerally sitting

covered, to keep the professor in countenance,

no doubt. In Dr. Duncan's class I used to

take my own place pretty far back, and ob-

served that some of the better sort of society

were subscribers to a circulating library

—

Atme Radcliffe, Charlotte Smith, &c., were
formidable rivals to the lecturer. There might
have been some excuse had Sir Walter Scott

been his competitor ; but all this occurred ere

JVaverhy was written..

cracy did not cut it very high in his

presence, because every one was
anxious to hear, and therefore disposed

to be attentive. There were a few
examples of delicacy and decorum,
who acted as fire-screens to Dr.
Duncan senior ; but I am not come to

him yet, in due course.

I do not think Dr. Hope ever failed

in an experiment. He was, with the

exception of the late Murray and Far-
raday, the neatest hand I ever saw deal

with delicate instruments. His lec-

tures were brilliant, as good chemical

lectures ought to be ; but the doctor

sometimes exhibited bad taste, not

in the selection of his experiments

(for than these nothing on earth could

approach nearer perfection), but in his

mode of admonishing, or administer-

ing reproof. However loud might be

the explosions which he and his valtt

(who acted as assistant-experimenter)

occasioned, the doctor would not bear to

be roughed, OT ruffed— (I hardly know
which, neither being a military word,

though I have myself been once or

twice rowed). He used to explode

after the manner of a mixture of «c£-

dum nitrosum and oleum terebinthincB

(though not quite so smoky), if the

auditory testified any thing in the

shape of applause at his sayings or

doings. Nevertheless, Dr. Hope is a

gentleman and a learned philosopher,

and I shall ever respect, as while I

was his pupil I admired, him—though

I did not dress exactly in imitation of

him.

ST. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL
AND SURGICAL SOCIETY.

A SOCIETY has been formed lately at

St. George's Hospital, entitled " The
St. George's Medical and Surgical

Society." The officers of the Society

consist of two Presidents, Dr. Cham-
bers and ]\Ir. Keate ; two Vice-pre-

sidents, Messrs. Cooper and Johnson
;

Treasurer, Mr. Jackson; a Com-
mittee, two honorary secretaries, Dr.

Aldis and Mr. Berkeley.
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The first {icneral meeting of the

Society took phice on Thursday even-

ing last, in the theatre of the hos-

pital. Drs. Hewett, Seymour, and
Wilson, as well as JMessrs. Keate,

Hawkins, and Babington, were pre-

sent. Dr. Chambers, upon taking

the chair, thanked the Society for the

honour tliev had conferred upon him,

in electing him their President ; and
in an appropriate and judicious speech,

dwelt upon the advantages which
might be derived from the formation

of the Society. INIr. Clark read a

paper on acute inflammation of the

periosteum, upon which a very ani-

mated discussion arosebetween Messrs.

Babington, Hawkins, Keate, J. John-
son, Fernandez, &c. Dr. Wilson,

during the evening, communiaited to

the Society the substance of a letter,

which he had received from Constan-

tinople. It referred to the plague,

and the treatment of fever, by bleed-

ing without mercury. The medical

officers of the hospital have warmly
patronized the Society, which, no
doubt, will succeed in every possible

manner.

MR. CARMICHAEL'S OPERATION FOR
TRACHEOTOMY.

It was also review^ed in a pliblicfition

called the " Annals of Pliarmncy,"

edited by ]Mr. Donovan ; and if my
memory does not greatly deceive me.
Dr. IMurray presented a copy of it to

INIr. Carmichael himself. It would
therefore seem strange that those

gentlemen should be unacquainted
with it.

Of that work and its author I

should know a good deal, as I lived

with him during all the time he was
writing and publishing it, and tran-

scribed a great part of the manuscript
in fair copy for the press.

As I have left Dr. Murray above two
years, most of which time I have been
m London, I can have no motive in

furnishing you with this, or any other

information on the subject, but to en-

able you to render justice to a man of

decidedly original abilities and supe-
rior talent, and who, I doubt not,

ere long, will teach the practitioners

of Dublin to be content with claiming

credit for their own inventions.

I am. Gentlemen,

Your most obedient servant,

A LATE ApPRKNTICE OP
Dk. Muuuay's.

22, Shaftesbury Terrace,

Pimlico, Dec. 12, 1832.

To the Editws of the Landrm Medical and
Surgical Juurnul.

Gentlemen,

In noticing a paper on Tracheotomy,
furnished to the Dublin Journal by
Mr. Carmichael, in your Journal of

the 8th inst., I observe you refer to

Dr. Murray's mode of operation, and
express your conviction that Messrs.

Carmichael and Adams could not be

aware of it when they wrote their

papers. Now, allow me (asj lobserve

you intend making some further re-

marks in your next number) to put
you in possession of the following

facts.

Dr. Murray's Work, a short time

after it Avas published by Longman
and Co., was unfairly criticised—

I

cannot say reviewed—in the Lancet,

CEREBRAL IRRITATION.

BV JOHN SWIFT, ESQ.,

Surgeon, Dublin.

CASE II.

Mary Byrne, aetat. suae 10 years,

applied to me, as a dispensary patient,

on the 18th of September in the pre-

sent year. Her countenance had a

combined expression of fatuity and
intense suffering; she complained of

very severe pain in the back of thfe

head; her tongue was clean, except

towards the root, where it appeared
dusky and furred ; her pulse nearly

natural ; skin hot ; boAvels habitually

confined. The head-ache and cos-

tiveness had been of two or three

years' duration, with few intermis-
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Bions, and had latterly been very mucli

increased. The abdomen was very

tender about the umbilicus, and she

had frequently experienced very pain-

ful sensations (as far as I coiild learn)

in the transverse colon. The head-

ache was described as commencing at

the cerebellum, and shooting in tlie

direction of the anterior lobes of the

brain. She frequently, after turning

round for several times, dropped down
on the floor in a stupid and senseless

state. There was some incoherence

in speech, and constant somniloquence.

About four or five o'clock in the after-

nooUj she usually had one of those

fits, and continued in a state of stupid

watchfulness until next morning. Her
appetite had formerly been very ra-

venous, but was now weak and variable.

Her mother states that she has not

slept for the last twelve nights. Hab.
hydrarg. submur. gr. v. Pulv. anti-

mon. gr. iv. vespere et eras mane.
Magnesiae ustse, pulv. rhei, aa. fj.
Aquae cinnam. ^iij. ft. haust. duabus
vicibus sum.

19. No relief; bowels still con-
fined ; head-ache very severe ; slept

none. R. Rhei, jalapae, aa 5ss. ])otassa3

bitart. Bss. zingib. gr. xij. Theriaca?,

q. s. ut fiat electuarium. Sumt. cochl,

parvum ter quaterve indies. Emplast.
vesicat. nuchae, to be kept open when
raised by kail leaves. (Those leaves

are a popular mode of keeping up a

discharge from a blistered surface; and
where a copious discharge of serum is

required, answer the purpose ex-

tremely well.)

24. Blister followed by an extensive

pustular eruption, somewhat resem-
bling varicella, over the back of the

head, neck, shoulders, and arms.

Head-ache lessened. Medicine acted

but very slightly on the bowels. To
have two powders, each containing

five grains of hydrarg. and submur.
and twelve of jalap, one in the even-
ing, the other next morning.

26. Still sleepless, and complaining
of severe pain in the head, shooting

from the occiput towards the right

supra-orbital space. Took the two
powders without any efi"ect, and after-
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wards got a dose of salts, wiiich pro-

duced one black fluid motion. Habeat
statim hydrarg. submuriat. gr. de-

cern et post horas quatuor sulphatis

magnesiai, ^j
27. Pain over the orbit still severe.

Had a very prolonged fit on the pre-

c.ding afternoon, attended with the

usual symptomsof stupefaction. Three
foetid motions of a very black colour

and watery consistence towards night,

when she experienced some relief.

Sumt. statim hydrarg. c creta, 9j et

post horas iv. Infusi senntc, 5iss,

sulphatis magnesia', ^ ss.

28. Rather better. Yesterday,

about four o'clock, sat up in bed,

tossing her arms, and apparently in-

sensible. Repr. hydrg. c. creta ut

heri et sum. Pulv. rhei, 5ss. mag-
nesiae ustaj scrupulum in cyatho lactis.

Stools still thin, of a pale green.

29. Passed five or six copious mo-
tions, the last of a natural colour.

Head-ache nearly gone ; countenance

lively and much improved ; slept last

night for eight hours. Hab. pulv. rhei,

9j. magnesiae ustae, gr. x. Tinct;

cinnamomi, 5^8. Aquae font. jiss. ft.

haust.

30. Quite well. Sleep and appetite

natural. Complains only of the

eruption on the neck and shoulders.

R- Pulv jalapae, 5j. Potassa; bitart.

Jss. Sulphuris loti, 5J. zingib. gr. xv.

Theriac-c, q. s. ut fiat elect. Sum.
cochl unum parvum bis indies.

She continues well, and has had no
return of the cerebral symptoms.
The first of tliese cases presents

many points of interesting inquiry-

The young gentleman, who was the

subject of it, belonged to a family in

which disease seems to have been in-

timately connected with an over active

and irritable state of the arterial sys-

tem. His father and paternal grand-
father died of apoplexy ; one <»f his

uncles of consumption, supervening on
haemoptysis ; another of some art'ection

of the heart ; and his aunt was, for

many years, subject to alarming epis-

taxis. In his infancy he caught a

severe cold from an accidental wettin<>;,

and was subject to cough from that

u u
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time up to the termination of the first

seven years, when the asthma ap-

peared, and continued until the ter-

mination of seven years, when it gave

pUice to the cerebral affection, and re-

turned only on the complete removal

ot the latter disease.

It will appear, from a perusal of

this case, that it was accident which
led me to adopt, and afterwards to

persevere in, the purgative plan of

treatment. The vast quantity of fajcal

matter evacuated after the second pur-

gative, its extreme fcetor, its varied

consistence, half scybalous and half

fluid, and the dark unhealthy colour

wliich it presented, induced me to

have recourse to the same agents,

though there was at first but little

change in the symptoms. From the

marked improvement which shortly

afterwards attended the liberal use of

drastic medicines, I was encouraged

to repeat them on the second and sub-

sequtjnt attacks, and to be careful in

keeping an open state of bowels during

their intervals. To the other remedies

employed I attribute but a very slight

curative influence. The quantity of

blood lost by leeching and epistaxis

could be of scarcely any use, as it did

not altogether exceed five ounces. The
cold applications were only partial and
of .sliort duration, and the mustard
])ediluvia were not employed, until

the middle of the second attack. To
the continued purgatives I attribute

the cure of the disease ; and I am in-

duced to think, that their value, in

several affections of the brain and
other parts of the nervous system, is

very great, and cannot be too highly

appreciated. I have lately seen a case

of severe brain fever, where there was
coma, incoherence, &c., with very

slight remissions, for nearly three

weeks, recover, by acting on the bowels
by purgatives six or seven times each

day. Dr. Abercrombie, in speaking

of the treatment of inflammatory af-

fections of the brain, says, " In all the

forms of the disease, active purging
appears to be the remedy, from which
Ave find the most satisfactory results ;

and, although blood-letting is never

to be neglected in the earlier stages of

the complaint, my own experience is,

that more recoveries from head af-

fections, of the most alarming aspect,

take place under the use of very strong

purging, than under any other mode
of treatment." The same benefit

which attended this plan of treatment

in the first case, was equally success-

ful in the second, and the patient,

after taking (for her age) very strong

purgative medicines for nearly a fort-

night, was restored to perfect health.

With respect to the latter case, I

did not, for a moment, doubt that the

irritation commenced in the brain, and
was intimately connected with the

suppression of a discharge from the

cars of long continuance ; but, in the

first, I was, for some time, of opinion,

that the disease in the head had its

cause and origin in abdominal irrita-

tion. The circumstances which led

me to embrace this view of the sub-

ject were, the occurrence of pain at

the umbilicus, when an attack came
on, the intermission of the cerebral

symjitoms, and the quantity and na-

ture of the evacuations, &c. I am,
however, at present, of opinion, that,

in this, as well as in the former case,

the disease commenced in the head,

and tended to produce the abdominal
affection, which, in its turn, may have
re-acted on the brain. The pain in

the belly, complained ofonly during the

attack, and never before it ; the total

cessation of the asthmatic paroxysms,

on the appearance of the disease ; the

increased severity which marked the

second attack, from using the circular

swing ; the unaccountable derange-

ment of the bowels on the same oc-

casion, although they had been so

carefully attended to in the interval

between this and the first illness ; the

extraordinary throbbing of the caro-

tids; the patient's conformation ofhead,

and habits of thinking, are all circum-

stances which tend to fix the origin

and locality of the disease.

There is one very remarkable feature

in the case of Master W. The af-

fection ob.served all throughout an

exact lunar periodicity, there being an
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interval of about twenty-eight days

between each attack. Of this I was

so well aware, that, for the two or

three last ones, I always called at the

expected time, and found him as I had

anticipated, commencing this strange

round of symptoms. Is the doctrine

of lunar influence to be looked on as

one of the dreams of medical philoso-

phy ? or does this, and several other

instances, as the catamenia, first at-

tacks of epilepsy, haemorrhoids, insa-

nity, hemicrania, and arterial haemor-

rhages, which are frequently remark-

able for their liability to obey lunar

periods, give support and counte-

nance to opinions, which would ap-

pear to belong chiefly to the imagi-

native infancy of science .'' It is a

well known fact, that there are many
persons whose nervous sensibilities re-

flect with barometrical accuracy the

various atmospheric mutations. The
crises of febrile disease, and the in-

timate connexion which seems to

exist between their exacerbations and
remissions, and the periods of the

solar and lunar day, have been long

the subject of remark. I am inclined

to think, that the consideration of

planetary and atmospheric influences

on the human system would afford a

subject for deep and interesting in-

quiry, and it is to be regretted, that

our means of pursuing the investiga-

tion are so extremely limited.

I have, in addition to the above

cases, to mention that of a gentleman,

in whom there was an hereditary

tendency to apoplexy. In his 25th

year, after living for some months
rather freely, he was attacked by
severe head-ache, with sense of fulness,

followed by partial paralysis of the

lower extremities. Under the use of

brisk purgatives, and constant exercise

of the affected limbs, he quickly and
completely recovered.

5, Sackville-garden, Summerhill.

EXTENT OP CHOLERA AT AMSTER-
DAM.

Totalnumber of cases, up to29th ult.,

when no patient remained under treat-

ment, 1496, number of deaths, 792.

PROFESSOH HERMANN S OPINIONS ON
CERTAIN POINTS CONNECTEDWITH
CHOLERA.

It may be recollected that, in 1830,

Professor Hermann, celebrated in

Prussia and Russia as a chemist, gave

the results of his experiments on the

blood of cholera patients during the

Moscow epidemic, and then insisted

upon, what has been since denied by
others, namely, the presence of free

acetic acid in the blood in its normal

state. In a letter which has lately

appeared from this gentleman, he is

of opinion that further experiments

have confirmed this statement. He
denies having ever stated that he de-

tected a peculiar acid in the blood of

those who laboured under cholera.

His opinions on the nature of the

disease are perhaps not likely to prove

more satisfactory than those which

have already emanated from variou-s

sources. A specific poison causes, hb

thinks, " Polarisation of the nervous

fluid, which produces increased acti-

vity in the pneumo-gastric nerves,

and diminished activity in the gan-

glionary system. The effect of this

polarisation in the first place consists,

principally, in the abundant secretion

of a fluid possessing chemical proper-

ties perfectly identical with those of

the gastric juice ; and secondly, in a

suspension of the absorbing power

throughout the alimentary canal. The
gastric juice is abstracted from the

blood. This abstraction of an enor-

mous quantity of a liquid, the con-

stituent parts of which are principally

water, ozmazome, salivary matter,

salts, andfree acetic acid, causes the

decomposition of the blood, which be-

comes thicker, and diminished in

quantity by about eight pounds." It

may be recollected that, in a note

lately appended to one of Professor

Magendie's lectures, we pointed out

that phenomena, supposed to arise

from a diminished quantity of blood,

occur in those cases, by no means

unfrequent, where little or no dis-

charge takes place from the stomach

or bowels.

u u 2
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Saturdatj, December 22, 1S32.

THE WORKING OF THE ANATO-

MICAL BILL.

The meeting of the medical students,

at the Albion Tavern, of which we

gave an account last week, has been

followed by the effects which we an-

ticipated ; the exertion of the autho-

rity of the Right Hon. the Secretary

of State for the Home Department,

and his determination to enforce the

impartial operation of the anatomical

bill. On Wednesday the 11th inst

,

the oppressed students presented their

memorial at the Home Office, con-

taining 300 signatures j and on the

following day, Thursday, the teachers

of anatomy in the large schools were

commanded to attend the Home Se-

cretary at three o'clock p.m. on Friday,

a piece of information we announced

in our last Number. We predicted

this event, notwithstanding the de-

clarations to the contrary, urged by

our contemporaries. But we have

the good fortune to be the advocates

of no party, and can view things with-

out prejudice. We luicw the anato-

mical act was a public one, intended

by the legislature to facilitate the

study of medicine, and that the paltry

manoeuvres of interested teachers, or

of prejudiced journalists, or of foolish

intemperate students, could never im-

pede its due operation. We were not

so simple as to believe, that tlie brawl-

ings at the Albion Tavern, though

calculated to excite a momentary

triumph, were adequate to neu-

tralize the execution of a public act

of parliament ; and we ex])crienccd

feelings of deep regret, on learning

that gentlemen, who belong, or intend

to belong, to our profession, should be

so foolish as to suppose themselves

capable of impeding the administration

of the law, which every enlightened

member of society is bound to obey.

As to our friend in Lincoln-green, we

were not at all surprised at his wrath

—a partizan is a slave. We confess

we were grieved to notice another

contemporary opposing and censuring

a law which its framers admit to be

imperfect, but which is better than no

law at all. He ought to know, that

it was with the greatest difficulty the

Anatomical Bill passed either house

of Parliament ; and that, once passed,

it can be easily amended. To prove

the truth of this statement, we must ob-

serve that we forwarded copies of the

law relative to anatomy in France and

America to the benevolent legislator,

who was most interested in procuring

the bill in question. He politely as-

su,red us, that he could not attempt

to propose an Act of Parliament on

such a broad basis, so great and so

difficult was the opposition to his

measure ; and he observed, with all

the philanthropy of an enlightened

gentleman, that if the Act were once

passed, it could be easily amended if

necessary. Weouglit to be satisfied;

and for ourselves we have not the

slightest doubt that the Anatomical

Bill will be changed if found necessary.
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Looking at human nature, we can

make allowances for those who are in-

fluenced by self-interest. It is natu-

ral for those who are well supplied

with unclaimed bodies, to consider the

new bill perfect ; but perhaps it is as

reasonable for those who are not sup-

plied, to consider its oj)erations op-

pressive and unjust.

Since the above was written^ we

have heard that the Secretary of State

intends to command all parish officers

to send notice of unclaimed bodies to

his office, and that all the schools of

anatomy will be supplied according to

their wants. This is as it should be,

and accords with our views on the

subject.

PARTIAL SUPPLY OF DEAD BODIES
PROMISE OF THE SECRKTARV OF
STATE TO ENFORCE THE LAW IM-

PARTIALLY.

Tg the Editors of the Lmtd(m Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
In answer to a letter of the 14th inst

,

which I addressed to the Right Hon.
Lord Melbourne, soliciting his atten-

tion to the unequal distribution of sub-

jects, and that his Lordship would be

])leased to exercise his power over

the parochial authorities, for the pur-

pose of effecting a more equitable dis-

tribution of unclaimed bodies, his

Lordship honoured me with the fol-

lowing prompt and satisfactory reply :

« Wliitehall, 15th Dec, 1832.

" Sir,—I am directed by Viscount

Melbourne to acknowledge the receipt

of your letter of yesterday's date, and
to acquaint you, with reference to the

subject to which it relates, that his

Lordship is anxious to accomplish the

objects which the legislature had in

view in passing the Anatomy Bill, and
will do his utmost, by communica-

tions with the several parishes, and by
all other means in his power, to pio-

mote the interests of all the schools

of anatomy in the metropolis.
" I am. Sir,

" Your most obedient,
" Humble servant,

" Sm. Phillips."

As this letter reflects great honour

on Lord Melbourne, by exhibiting the

just and impartial sentiment therein

expressed, which you so accurately

anticipated ; and as, were it not for

his interference, the present disgnvce-

ful system must have terminated in

the ruin of myself and some other lec-

turers, I consider it my duty to request

the insertion of this in your liberal and
really independent Journal.

In reply to a paltry lie asserted by
an obscure journalist, that the memo-
rialists who petitioned Lord Mel-
bourne a few days ago, to enforce an

impartial administration of the anato-

mical law, " belonged to a private

school, in which their number is not

more than a dozen," I beg to state,

that my class consists of not less than

sixty pupils, and that the number who
signed the petition was about three

hundred.

The same veracious journalist says,

that " the Bill has worked with asto-

nishing facility (in favour of whom

—

the monopolists ?) considering the

very short period it has been in ope-

ration ; and if those who have been

most fortunate would but assist those

who have been less so, there would no-

where exist any cause of complaint."

But how extremely significant this

word would is. The voracity of some
few of the anatomical teachers to mo-
nopolize all the dead human flesh to

themselves has been more like rave-

nous wolves than intellectual beings.

Certainly, for having thus attempted

to crush other lecturers, by abusing

the law, they richly deserve contempt

and censure, and one thing I will

promise them, that their conduct shall

be closely watched, and, if they con-

tinue to show a spirit of monopoly,

published too, and my pupils' studies
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shall not be interrupted by them with

impunity.

The law recognizes all anatomical

teachers equally, and Avas intended to

administer to the necessities of all

equalhj. Are not, then, those teachers

who have been kept without a supply

of subjects by the monopolists, and
consequently without the means of

obtaining a livelihood, in the literal

sense robbed men ?

With regard to the disturbance

which disgraced the late meeting at

the Albion Tavern, continues this

scribbler, the blame does not rest with

those who convened the meeting for

thepurposeof peaceably petitioningthe

Secretary of State, but with those who
riotously opposed their proceedings.

And " as nothing can have a more in-

jurious eiFect in the eyes of the public

than variance and disunion," then let

the cause be removed, by no teacher

striving to continue the monopoly any
longer, or in any degree whatever,

either openly or clandestinely, or he

ivill entail upon himself the " ridi-

cule," " disgust," and censure too,

not only of the profession, but the com-
munity at large, who are now too en-

lightened not to see and acknowledge
the necessity of anatomy.

I am. Gentlemen,

Your very obedient servant,

G.D. Dermott.
Dec. 17th, 1832.

30, Francis-slreel, Bedford-square.

A Treatise on Cholera, containing the

Author s E.rperience of the Epide-
mic known by that name, as it pre-

vailed in the City of Moscow, in

Autumn 1830, and Winter 1831.

By James Keir, M.D., &c. 8vo.

pp.138. Black, Edinburgh; Long-
man and Co. 1832.

Official Correspondence on the Sub-
ject of Spasmodic Cholera in Ire-

land. 8vo. pp. 74. Dublin, 1832.

Pettigrew and Oulton.

We are unable to discover, by a pe-

rusal of Dr. Keir's work, whether he

is or is not a non-contagionist. He
contradicts himself in many para-

graphs, in such a manner, that it is

impossible to ascertain what is his

real opinion. We are inclined, how-
ever, to believe that he is a contin-

gent contagionist ; although at page
103 he declares that the disease is

not " communicated by simple con-

tact, or by the dead body."

The author is a physician of high
attainments, and one holding import-

ant public appointments ; and there-

fore his work is entitled to attentive

perusal.

The second Essay is a series of

military reports, with one exception,

furnished at the request of Dr. Ben-
ny, Director-general of Hospit^als in

Ireland, who addressed a circular to

the different medical officers under his

direction, containing queries on the

nature and treatment of spasmodic

cholera ; also as regards its contagious

or non-contagious properties, and the

relative value of preventive measures.

The first report is from Dr. Barker,

Secretary to the General Board of

Health, who states, that his experi-

ence is extremely limited; but who
concludes, from the reports of others,

and from the progress of cholera from

India to the different parts of Europe,

that the disease is contagious. He
argues, that the negative fact that

few of the medical and other attend-

ants have been affected is insufficient

evidence against his conclusions.

He is of opinion, as well as most

writers on this subject, that a pre-

disposition is necessary, or, in other

words, a loop-hole is wanted for the

contagionist to slip out at, when any

one exposed to the human effluvia

(God save the mark ! ) is not attacked.

The disease has continued in Ireland

for more than seven months to 20th

of Oct. ; the number of cases 41,735

;

of deaths, 15,115.

Dr. Moore Peile, Dep.-inspect.-gen.

of Hospitals, is a contagionist, as also

Surgeon Mostyn, 27th reg., and staff-

hospital assistant,— Tuthill, M.D.

;

Dep.-inspet.-gens, Pitcairn and Lind-

say; Stalf-surgoon Coklough ; Dr.
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Heriott, of the 9tli dragoon-guards

;

Surgeon Melin, of the 9th Lancers ;

Dr. Williams, of the 68th reg , and
Surgeon Cross, of the 83d reg., are

non-contagionists. Almost all think

preventive measures useless. Mr.
Melin makes rather an extraordinary

statement, with which we conclude

this article.

" In further illustration of this

opinion, the following fact, related to

me by Mr. Kirby*, of Harcourt-

street, may be deemed interesting:

—

During the prevalence of the epi-

demic in this city, he was driving to

his country-house, with his daughtef
and son-in-law, when, on passing

Rathmines, towards the valley of the

Dodder, they came in contact with a

hanging cloud, when they all, at

once, experienced great oppression in

breathing, and a peculiar smell, which
they simultaneously remarked; it

soon passed them, and they noticed

that it hung for some time over the

church and village of Rathmines.
They noticed the appearance of the

cloud or mist as peculiar, and its

effects on their breathing as remark-
able : eat a hearty dinner, and went
to bed well. During the night they

were all attacked with bowel com-
plaint, and Mr. Kirby had to admini-

ster medicine to relieve them. On
returning to town the following morn-
ing, he was led to make inquiries at

Rathmines, and fouud that fourteen

new cases of cholera had occurred ;

although, previously, but a few strag-

gling cases had taken place in the

village."

JDuhlin Joxirnal of Medical and Che-
mical Science. Nov. 1832.

The first paper in our scientific con-

temporary is by Mr. Carmichael, " On
the Use of Tracheotomy in Chronic

Diseases of the Larynx, illustrated

by Cases." The justly-distinguished

author was convinced, many years

ago, that in ulceration of the larynx,

* Professor of the Practice of Phy^c in

the Medical School of the Royal College of

Surgeons, in Dublin.

produced by venereal disease, when
all remedies failed, it was advisable,

before the lungs became incurably dis-

eased, to perforin tracheotomy. He
suggested this in his valued work on
the venereal, and has subsequently

acted upon it in several cases with
the great satisfaction of having saved

his patients. Five cases are detailed

in which the operation was successful.

The patients seemed to be on the

verge of death before tracheotomy was
performed. Some of these cases were
seen by the late and regretted JMr,

Todd, Mr. Peile, and by Mr. Adams,
the lecturer on anatomy at the Rich-
mond medical school, who attests one
of them. Mr. Carmichael having
bared the trachea, transfixes it by a

double hook, and removes a circular,

or lozenge-shaped, piece from the

hook with a scissoi'S. The use of the

hook is not original, for we find it

recommended by Dr. IMurray, late of

Belfast, and now physician to the

Marquis ofAnglesey, in Dublin*. This
gentleman advised the surgeon to raise

a piece of the integuments between
the finger and thumb, and cut it

away, removing the parts down to the

trachea. The object of this oval, or

circular, wound is, that its retracted

edges will be too far distant from the

opening in the trachea, and therefore,

when inflamed, cannot prevent the

ingress of air. The trachea was next

to be transfixed by a hook, and re-

moved as. already stated. We there-

fore are somewhat surprized, that no
mention is made of Dr. IMurray's sug-

gestion in the paper before us, more
especially as the doctor's work was
presented to the writer, according to

the statement of a correspondent of

ours in this day's number. We are

perfectly satisfied in our own minds,

from the integrity and high character

of Mr. Carmichael, that he either did

not peruse the work of Dr. Murray,
or forgot the hint contained in it. A
surgeon of his high standing and cele-

* See a Dissertation on the Influence of

Heat and Humidity, &c. By James Murray,

M.D. &c. London, 1829. p. 237.
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brity could never violate the law of

nicum ct luum. We regret that our

space will not allow us to copy the

whole of the instructive cases before

us, but we shall give a specimen, and

say to our readers, " e,v uno dince

omncs."
" The first case that occurred to

me, in Avhich I performed tracheotomy

for this form of disease, was that of

a man Avho had lost the velum and

uvula, from venereal ulceration; ul-

cerated patches were visible at the

time of his admission, deeply seated

on tlie back of the pharynx, while

the superior part of it exhibited the

cicatrices of former ulceration. His
voice was so hoarse as to be almost

indistinct, while a constant croupy

cough, and incessant endeavours to

hawk up a viscid phlegm, marked
sufficiently the existence of ulceration

of the larynx. He was greatly ener-

vated, and so exhausted by the malady
and the means which had been pre-

viously employed, consisting of mer-
curial courses and fumigations, blis-

ters, caustic issues, &c., &c., that the

late ]\Ir. Todd, in consultation on the

])ropriety of the measure, observed,

that any experiment was fair in a case

in which all the known means had
failed, but that in his opinion, neither

operation or any thing else could save

the man's life. This operation was
however performed, in his presence,

that of Mr. Peile, and the pupils of

the hospital— and the man experienced

i.nmediate relief, rapidly recovered,

and was discharged the hospital in

three weeks afterwards, perfectly

well."
" I shall conclude this paper, which

I thought I should have been able

to compress within much smaller di-

mensions, by observing that the ope-

rator will find great advantage by
employing a double hook, which he
may boldly plunge into the trachea,

as soon as the rings are sufficiently

bared for the purpose. By this mea-
sure he fixes a part which it is diffi-

cult to operate on with safety, as it is

in perpetual motion in a person strug-

gling for breath, and at the same time

situated at the bottom of a deep
wound, and surrounded by the most
important vessels; but by means of
the hook, he is enabled to draw for-

ward the trachea and perforate it

with ease. I always employ scissors

for this purpose, and cut out a por-

tion of the trachea, as has been fully

detailed in two papers on the subject
inserted in the 2nd and 4th vols, of
the Transactions of the Association

of the Dublin College of Fhificians,

in which a considerable number of
cases of tracheotomy is detailed, in

not one of which was a tube intro-

duced. The opening made in the

trachea being found quite sufficient

for the passage of air and mucus, and
not attended with that irritation which
the introduction of a foreign body
within the highly sensitive internal

lining of the trachea must inevitably

occasion.

" Let no young practitioner esti-

mate the performance of tracheotomy

by the ease with which it is done
upon the dead subject. In the living,

the parts we have to divide are often

swollen, and so turgid with blood

that the successive steps of the oper-

ation are observed by a rapid oozing

of blood vvith every touch of the

knife. The person upon whom we
operate is all anxiety, and struggling

for breath. In order to avoid the

thyroid gland, you must frequently

make your incision so low in the neck
that it comes upon the sternum, and
it will be found often necessary to

open the trachea close to the sternum,

where it is most deeply situated,

and where the surgeon runs the risk

of opening the arteria innominata or

subclavian vein, or even one of the

carotid arteries (the left,) where both

arise from the arteria innominata. In

young subjects, also, upon whom the

practitioner is so often called upon to

operate, in cases of croup, the rising

of the thymus gland upon the trachea,

until it even touches the thyroid

gland, in the struggles of the young
j)atient to breathe, also renders this

operation very difficult, and demands,

upon the part of the operator, the
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\itmost coolness and collection of

mind ; and when, with all these em-
barrassments, he knows that ano-

malous large arterial branches often

course in front of the trachea, it will

be readily allowed that there is cause

for as much anxiety in the perform-

ance of this, as of any operation in

surgery. But if the practitioner is

obliged to perform it at night, the

difficulty is greatly increased ; for it

is impossible, as I have often expe-

rienced, to throw the light of a candle

into a narrow and deep wound, so as

to enable the operator to see the parts

it is necessary to divide.

" Under all these circumstances,

after the first incisions have exposed

the dense junction of the muscles in

front of the trachea it is better to lay

the latter bare, by scraping with the

nail, the director, or any blunt instru-

ment, than to use the knife in a deep

Avound, obscured by blood, and in

the midst of important vessels which
you cannot see. When the trachea is

rendered sufficiently bare to admit of

being seized upon by the double

book, the remainder of the operation,

although the most important part of

it, is comparatively safe, and may be

completed either with the knife or

scissors. If with the former, after

the trachea is pierced with a sharp-

{)ointed knife, a round piece of it may
)e cut or scooped out (including that

transfixed by the double hook) by
means of a straight-buttoned bistoury.

If with the scissors, a lozenge-shaped

piece may be cut away, as was par-

ticularly described in my paper on
the subject, inserted in the 4th vol.

of the IVansoctions of the Association

of'the College of Physicians."

There is an exceedingly interesting

case of ulceration of the larynx, the

patient being a lady of about fifty

years of age, residing at Belfast,

which is attested by ]3r Pardon and
Air. M'Cluney, in which a complete
cure was eflfected by tracheotomj'-,

performed by Mr. Carmichael ; and
this is succeeded by another, detailed

by Mr. Adams, lecturer on anatomy,

at the Richmond Medical School,

which was caused by a fine boy
having sucked in a boiling infusion

of tea through the spout of a tea pot

:

a cure was also effected in this in-

stance. The paper is concluded by a
detail of the difficulties encountered
in performing tracheotomy. We con-

sider this paper highly valuable, as

it must convince the profession of
the efficacy of an operation in a disease

hitherto incurable.

The next paper is by Professor

Graves, and is entitled "" Observations
on the Treatment of various Dis-
eases." In this paper we find a vast

deal of practical information. The first

case is one of loss of voice, in a young
lady, aged 20. Her disease arose

from laryngitis, and repeatedly re-

lapsed in despite of all measures. At
length she was mercurialized, when a

complete cure was effected.

Dr. Graves remarkvS, that spinal

irritation on the right side, connected
with hysteria, was formerly mistaken
for hepatitis, and he relates a case in

point. He next describes a case of

chronic purpura cured by oxymuriate
of mercury ; and another of extensive

disease of the stomach, unaccompanied
by any symptoms. On dissection

there was a tumour somewhat resem-
bling a mushroom in appearance, si-

tuated in the middle of the large cur-

vature of the stomach. This growth
was totally unconnected with inflam-

mation, and had assumed, in one point,

a fungous appearance.

A most extraordinary case of ulcer-

ation of the stomach succeeds the for-

mer, in Avhich there was the cicatrix

of a very large ulcer, unconnected
with scirrhus, at the side of the pylo-

rus. The mucous and muscular coats

of the stomach were destroyed, and
the serous one formed a little sac, into

which a portion of food passed, and
the distention caused by this pressed

on the pylorus, and completely pre-

vented the progress of the food. ' The
stomach was otherwise healthy. The
symptoms were coffee- coloured vomit-

ing, v/hich ceased after some time, and
a sensation as if the food stopped at a

certain point. The lady was also at-
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tended by J\Ir. Crampton, surgeon-ge-

neral. Dr. IMarsli, and Dr. Ireland. We
have been jireseut at an autopsy to-

day, with 3lr. Appleton, one of the

parish surgeons to St. Andrews, and
Mr. Derniott, the lecturer on ana-

tomy, which further shows the obscu-

rity of diagnosis in gastric disease.

A woman, aged about 60, had all the

symptoms of severe dyspepsia, together

with those of chronic hepatitis. She
was much emaciated, had no appetite,

and relished porter only. On exami-
nation, the pylorus was found one mass
of scirrhus adherent to the adJMcent

parts, ulcerated on its inferior sur-

face, while the liver was of greyish,

granulated appearance. She never
complained of pain in the region of

the pylorus, nor had she pyrosis or

gastrialgia.

A curious case of feigned disease

concludes this paper. A young female

was attended by several practitioners,

all of whom her disease puzzled. The
alvine discharges contained substances

of an unusual appearance. Some of

these were considered gall-stones, and
one of them the nidus of a table worm,
which ^^'as forwarded to Dr. Barker,

the learned professor of chemistry in

Trinity College. At length it was
discovered, that the gall-stones were
coarse pebbles, and the worm's nest, the

pulp of an orange. We would recom-
mend the first attendant of this pa-

tient, for Dr. Graves was merely con-
sulted, to employ, on similar occasions

in future, a very efficient military

medicine, called the mistura diabo-

lica, which generally proved effectual.

It was composed of the sulphate of

soda, aloes, asafoetida, and tartarized

antimony, and generally brought ma-
lingerers to their senses in a very few
hours.

On the Structure of the Human Pla-
centa, and its Connexions with the

Uterus. By Thomas Radford,
Senior Surgeon to the Lying-in

Hospital and Dispensary for the

Diseases of Women and Children,

and Lecturer on Midwifery at that

Institution. 8vo. pp. 23. Plates.

Manchester, 1832.

It is the design of the author to give

a short account of the above objects

of inquiry ; in doing which he differs

from Velpeau, who denies the orga-

nization of the membrana decidua at

any period of gestation, a denial that

appears to the author totally un-
founded : he also differs from him, us

well as Burns, on the requisites ne-
cessary for the perfect formation of
the placenta. The writer goes on to

describe this membrane, and its mode
of communication with the uterus,

which he affirms to be a direct vas-

cular co.nmunication, as shown by
the experiments of Chaussier, Dr.
Williams, ]Magendie, and others ; also

by the infectious diseases of the mo-
ther being communicated to the foetus,

and the absence of synchronism be-

tween the pulsations of the foetus and
that of the mother. He appears to

have given the subject great consi-

deration, and has favoured the pro-
fession with a well written pamphlet.
The following extract shows the learn-

ing and research of the author.
" The Doctor founds his opinion

on the following facts. 1st. That if

the placenta be examined in connex-
ion with the uterus, which has not
been disturbed by injection, &c. that

no large blood vessels are to be de-
tected passing from the uterus into

cells in the placenta. He admits
that numerous small vessels are to be
observed proceeding to the decidua,

but are not peculiar to this mem-
brane, which intervenes between the
placenta and the womb. 2d. If air

be forced into the uterine vessels

whilst the placenta adheres to the

uterus, the inner membrane of' this

organ is raised, but the air does not
pass through the decidua into any
part of the placenta. 3d. The ute-

rine surface of the placenta is inva-

riably covered with the deciduous

membrane, and no openings in it can
be perceived, nor any appearance of

vascular tubes continued through this
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niembrane into the placental cells.

—

4tli. On the results ofan inquiry made
by Dr. Nimmo and Mr. Broughton,

into the state of the preparations de-

posited in the Hunterian Museum^
Glasgow, and also on his own exa-

mination of the preparations in the

Museum of the Royal College of Sur-

geons, London. Dr. Burns, of Glas-

gow, has published a subsequent state-

ment of the preparations belonging to

the late Dr. Hunter, in which con-

clusions are drawn opposed to those

of Dr. Lee, and consequently affirma-

tive of the Hunterian doctrine. Since

this paper just referred to was pub-
lished, he has had an opportunity of

investigating the parts in their recent

state, ' which (he says) will give more
satisfactory information than can be

derived from the inspection of the pre-

parations.' In the subject of this in-

quiry, he injected both the uterine

arteries and veins, but not those of

the foetal or umbilical system. After

detailing the conditions of the several

parts which were very minutely exa-

mined, he comes to the folloAving ge-

neral conclusion, which we will give

in his own words. ' This dissection

proves distinctly the intimate struc-

ture of the placenta to be as Dr. Hun-
ter supposed, cellular in the maternal

portion, and arborescent or branching

in the foetal. It proves the existence

of intervening portions of soft canals,

going from the openings of the arte-

teries and veins, on the inner surface

of the uterus, to the cells of the pla-

centa. These canals, when injected,

may be left attached either to the

uterus or placenta, but are with equal

readiness separated from both. We
cannot trace them, as trunks, into the

placenta, for they terminate in cells,

which they cover ; neither can we
always expect to find them adhering

to, or projecting from, the uterine or

placental surface, being so easily broken

or brushed off. It also illustrates the

readiness with which uterine hemor-
rhage may be produced by the rup-

ture of one of these fragile portions,

especially of the sinuses. Strength

and defence are afforded by the inti-

mate adhesion of the ovum to the
uterus ; but if separation take place,

the vessels are left unsupported ; and
if not necessarily torn in the act of

separation, they must be soon rup-

tured, and blood will be discharged.

The coils of the arteries may also ren-

der them less apt to be torn by any
pressure on the uterus, or change of

shape produced.' The question at

issue between the writers just quoted,

is simply this : is the placenta of

double origin partially depending upon
the mother, and partially upon the

foetus.'' or is it altogether belonging

to the foetus? Both sides of the

question are advocated with great

ability, and facts brought forward by
each writer, which he considers as

conclusive of the justness of his views

and the stability of the doctrine he
supports. In a question of so much
importance as that of the placental

circulation in reference to hemorrhage,

it becomes the duty of every scientific

inquirer to advance any theory which
may influence the cause of humanity.

Impressed with this feeling, we have

ventured to state our views and the

facts which have formed their basis,

and if our opinions in any essential

degree differ from those already ad-

vanced, we trust that they will be

received with that spirit of liberality

which should ever characterise scien-

tific inquirers."

NAPOLEON'S PULSE WHEN IN HIS
ORDINARY STATE OF HEALTH.

Dr. Rochoux remarks, in his Essay

on Cholera, that men distinguished

for high intellectual powers have

usually a feeble circulation of their

blood. As a remarkable instance, he

states that the Emperor Napoleon's

pulse was very feeble, and not more

than forty in a minute. Mr. Barry

O'Meara, in his Voice from St. He-
lena, states that the emperor's pulse

was fifty-four.
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IDospital lUpovts.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL

SCIATICA.

John Swinney, of bilious temper-

ament, was admitted into Jacob's

Ward of this Hospital, November 8,

under \)v. Elliotson. States that he

lias suffered thirteen weeks fnnn pain

in the right hip, thigh, and leg ; the

pain taking the course of the sciatic

nerve. The pain first commenced in

the hip, and extended gradually down
to his leg ; the pain in the hip and
upper part of the thigh is relieved by-

heat, but in the lower part and leg

always remains tlie same. Nine weeks
ago he was jaundiced, and for the hust

four weeks has been an out-patient

of this hospital. Has been always

accustomed to drink hard, his allow-

ance being in general ten to twelve

glasses of gin, or rum, besides four or

five pints of ale daily. Bowels regu-

lar ; tongue white ; pulse natural.

9. Acupuncture. Two needles in the riffhl

buttock, two in outer part of the thigh, and
tuv in the calf of the leg.

13. The needles have been regularly

used since the 9th, The pain has

greatly diminished in the hip and
thigh ; this part was relieved by
\\armth ; but the lower part of the

tliigh and leg continue as bad as ever,

and were not relieved by warmth, but
always remain stationary.

Appli.—Hirudines, xx. dextro cruri

Tinct. guaici amnum. 3j- ter die.

15. The pain in the lower part of

the thigh and leg has greatly dimi-

nished since he has taken the medi-
cine, and applied the leeches, the

acupuncturation being continued : the

pain in the hip and u])per part of the

thigh continues to get better. Health
good ; bowels regular

; pulse natural

;

tongue still rather white.

16. The pains in his hip, thigh,

and leg remain much the same as

yesterday, but now complains ofsevere

pain in his loins.

J^. S. ad ,^viij.

Two needles to be placed in loins.

18. The pain in the lower part of

thigh and leg entirely left him, but

still comjdains of the pain in his loins,

hip, and upper part of the thigh.

20. The pain in the loins has left

him this morning : he only complains

of the pain in his hip and thigh.

23. The pains are much better in

his hip and thigh. The man continues

j)erfectly well in health.

26. The pain continues in his hip,

but very slight, and is relieved by heat.

In the leg the pain has returned, but

is not relieved by heat. Tongue na-

tural ; pulse regular; bowels open once

a-day.

Bain, calid qttotidie.

Acupuncture, tuH) needles in the back part

of the calf of the leg.

30. The pains have left his thigh

and leg, but again returned in his

loins.

Needles to be discontinued.

C. C. ad _^x. lumho.

Dec 2 The pains have entirely

left him, and he appears perfectly

well.

4. Continues well. Dr. Elliotson

jiresented him for Thursday, when he

left the hospital.

COLICA.

John Bradford, aged 5.5, a letter

carrier, admitted into Jacob's Ward,
October 25, under Dr Elliotson. Has
been for the last seven months, more
or less, confined in his bowels; before

that time, they had always been regu-

lar. Since he has been in this state^

if he does not take some purgative

medicine every two or three days, he

has nausea, and vomiting, soon fol-

lowed by violent spasmodic contrac-

tions of his abdominal muscles. This

was the case when admitted ; his ab-

domen being hard and tumid ; pur-

gative medicines, he says, produce an

immense discharge of hard, lumpy,

fceculent matter; and after his bowels

have been freely open, he feels per-

fectly well for a day or two, when
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the same thing occurs again. Coun-
tenance anxious ; tongue natural

;

bowels regular
; pulse natural.

Habeat ol. ricim, jss. stathn et rep.

3/ia quaqiia liora dmiec alvus soluta

fuerit.

26. Bowels have been freely open
from castor oil, an immense quantity

of hardened fceces were discharged

from them. Since then, felt perfectly

well ; appetite good ; bowels regular

;

pulse regular.

Habeat 01. crotonis gtt. ^ ter in die.

28. His bowels have been freely

open since he has taken the croton

oil daily ; alvine dejections watery

;

feels in no pain ; pulse regular.

Cuntinuetur oleum.

30 Bowels open three times a-day

from the medicine ; stools watery

;

complains at times of sharp pains

flying about his abdomen.

31. Has vomited three times since

last evening, and again suffered from

the spasmodic contractions of the ab-

dominal muscles. At this time, 12

o'clock A.M , the sickness has subsided.

Tongue rather foul ; pulse small and
feeble.

Nov. 4. Has continued pretty well

since the 31st. This morning had a

slight attack, which, in the course of

two hours, entirely left him. No ap-

petite j pulse fullj rather quick and

weak.
6. His bowels have been open se-

veral times for the last two days. He
appears to-day very weak in conse-

quence.

01. crotonis gtt. \ quotidie.

Inf. gentian, 5!]. ter in die.

9. Has had one attack of the spasms

.since last report, it was not accom-

panied with sickness ; appetite a little

better since he has taken the gentian.

Meat daily.

13. Has continued to mend since

9th ; bowels open three times in the

twenty-four haurs ; tongue rather

whiter than natural ; pulse soft and
full, 66.

Porter lb. j. daily. Pergat in usu medi-
camentorum.

14. This morning he does not com-
plain of any pain, but feels very lan-

guid ; appetite very bad, cannot take

either his meat or porter.

15. Has been very bad with the

colic pains during the night ; bowels

confined.

01. crotmi tit- i statiin et rep. Ida quaqua
hora donee alvus soluta fuerit.

16. After he had taken three doses

of the croton oil, his bowels became
freely open. This morning he again

appears much better ; bowels not open

to-day.

01. croton Vl[ i quotidie, et rep. Ida qi(a-

que hora donee alvus soluta fuerit.

17. Bowels have been freely o]ien

this morning ; alvine dejections rather

lumpy. He is now getting very tliin.

19. Has suffered much from pain

since Sunday evening, chiefly from the

spasmodic contractions of the abdomi-

nal muscles, and since that time, until

this morning, his bowels have not been

open. Since the cathartic medicine,

he has been free from pain. The
stools consisted of a large quantity of

hardened fceces, mixed with watery

evacuations, and of a light brown co-

lour.

23. Has had one slight attack since

last report. Bowels open ; no ap])e-

tite
5
pulse regular, but weak. Fancies

he could take some milk.

Milk Oij. daily.

26. Continued free from pain since

the 23d, until yesterday afternoon

;

then the spasms returned, but not so

bad as usual. Bowels open three

times aday from the medicine.

Pergat. in usu medicamentorum.

30. Has had two slight attacks

since last report. He has been obliged

to take the medicine every two hours

to keep his bowels open. Countenance

become more anxious, and of a yellow-

brown colour.

Dec. 2. Eight o'clock p.m. The
spasms returned very severe this even-

ing. He has been taking the medi-

cine every two hours during the day,

but his bowels are still confined.
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Enema commune slatim.

3. Bowels open. Better.

4. Has been easy for two days. To-
day, when Dr. Elliotson saw him^ lie

begged that he might be discharged.

Dr. E., not thinking him in a proper

state to leave, recommended him to

stay another week or two, which the

man immediately consented to.

Six o'clock P.M. Attacked with vio-

lent spasms of the abdomen, and also

with acute pain in the right hypo-

chondrium ; bowels not been open for

six hours. This attack appears more
violent than any he has had since he
has been in the hospital.

Enema opii. statim.

Vesp. After taking four pills, his

bowels became open ; spasms better

;

appears much exhausted from pain.

Mr. Stone saw him, and ordered

Conf. ruta, 3j. ex aquec menth. pip. statim.

5. Nine o'clock a.bi. The man has

been in acute pain during the night ;

the pain confined to the right hypo-
chondrium, the pain is greatly in-

creased by pressure. Breathing af-

fected ; inspiration short and quick

;

expiration hurried, and complains of

pain on each inspiration ; tongue
furred ; thirst ; pulse sharp, quick,

and hard. INIr. Stone saw him at this

time.

F. S. ad lb. j.

Two o'clock P.M. Much relieved by
the bleeding, but still his breathing is

much affected, and complains of pain

in the right side, also of the spasmodic
pains about his abdomen. Counte-
nance very anxious; pulse frequent,

but not so hard as in the morning.

Dr. Roots saw him for Dr. Elliotson,

and ordered

Muriat. morphia', ^r. j. ; statim.

Cataplas. sinap. abdomini.

Vesp. Bal?i. calid si dolor maneat.

Eight o'clock. Since he has taken
the morphia, appears a little easier.

To-day has taken six pills, that is,

three drops of the crotou oil, and his

bowels have not been open. His
breathing still remains affected, and

the pain in the right side is aggravated

by pressure.

Rep. bain, calid. ; rep. morphia muriat.

et cataplas. sinap. abdom.
Enema commun statim.

Beef tea (strong) O']. daily.

6. Felt sleepy; but scarcely got

any rest during the night. This

morning, although his breathing is

affected, he does not complain of so

much pain. Extreme anxiety of

countenance ; tongue furred ; pulse

small, quick, and feeble ; weakness
excessive. Bowels open early this

morning.

Eight o'clock, p.M : appears evi-

dently sinking ; pulse small, very fre-

quent, 120.

7. Three o'clock, a.m. he died.

Autopsy.—Upon examining the

chest, about a pint and a half of

purulent fluid escaped from the right

side of the cavity of the pleura, con-

taining flakes of lymph ; lungs and
heart healthy. The stomach was
found distended with flatus ; duo-

denum had become cartilaginous and
contracted ; an ulcer was situated in

it, which had entirely, for a small

space, destroyed the three coats, and

this part firmly adhered to the pan-

creas. A large quantity of feculent

matter Avas found in the alimentary

canal ; the remaining viscera were
healthy.

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.

Ulccratio7i and gangrene of the ap^

pendix cceci vermiformis— Phlebi-

tis of the right iliac vein.

An aged woman of the name of

Shoobred was lately admitted into

Anne's Ward for abscess in the peri-

naeum. She was affected with symp-

toms of inflammation and ulceration

of the intestinal canal ; she had also

difficulty of breathing. A short time

before she died, the right leg swelled

considerably, and ihs.fades hippocra-

tica was exceedingly well marked.

The body was examined on the
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IGth of Dec, about 48 hours after

death : it was exceedingly emaciated.

The lungs were very much diseased

;

the upper lobe of the left lung con-

tained a large abscess or vomica ca-

pable of containing the doubled fist.

The greater part of both lungs were
studded with tubercles in various de-

grees of softening, and numerous vo-

mica? ; there -were also adherences be-

tween the pleurae of that side. There
was rather more fluid than is usual

in the cavity of the pericardium, but
the heart appeared healthy. Ulcera-

tions were evident in the mucous mem-
branes of the intestines : the appen-
dix coici vermiforviis was found ul-

cerated and gangrenous, and instead

of terminating in a cul de sac, there

Avas a large opening, formed by ulcera-

tion, communicating with the cavity

of the pelvis. Its edges were thick-

ened and affected with inflammation.

The mucous membrane of the coecum
caput coli was injected, thickened, and
ulcerated; the appendix vermiforis

was found in close apposition with
the right iliac vein, and, from the

swelling of the right limb which had
occurred, it was suspected that that

vessel had been aflfected by an exten-

sion of the inflammation. It was ac-

cordingly slit open, and found to be
filled with semi-coagulated and de-

composing blood, with lymph effused

to a considerable extent ; the part

more immediately in apposition with
the appendix was contracted, and im-
mediately above them was a healthy

clot of blood. The coats of the veins

were thickened in their whole extent.

PREVENTION OF DANGER IN
THUNDER STORMS.

To prevent the dangers that result

from the electric fluid, we should

make use of some precautions. The
first, and safest of all, is to have a

conductor, or kite, put on the house

we inhabit. These conductors are con-

structed on the following principles,

as recommended by the celebrated Dr.

Franklin, The resistance made ])y

electrical bodies in yielding their elec-

tricity, is much diminished when the
conductors presented to them termi-

nate in a sharp point. These con-

ductors are not charged witli electri-

city when they communicate with the

earth, which is the common reservoir.

An electric kite then is only a metal-

lic conductor, that attracts an electric

cloud, and which does not continue sur-

rounded by an electric atmosphere, but
transmits the electric fluid to the earth

as soon as it is received. We should

avoid, during a thunder storm, very

elevated places and houses, particularly

those that terminate in a point ; we
should not take shelter in churches, nor

under trees, even when they are resin-

ous ; we must be careful not to cause

currents of air, neither by opening
the doors or windows of a room, by
walking quickly, nor by galloping

;

for it has been remarked that the

electric fluid, in its descent, frequently

follows the direction of the currents

of air. The amusement of flying a

kite is very dangerous in stormy wea-
ther, for if the cord becomes damp, it

will serve as an electric conductor to

draw down the cloud to the earth.

DEPUTY-INSPECTOR MARSHALL S AC-
COUNT OF THE COCO-NUT TREE.

Toddy.—This is the name given by
the English to the sweet juices which
are extracted from the different species

of the palm tribe, including that of

the coco-nut tree. It is perhaps a

corruption of iari or taree, the Mus-
sulman name of the juice of the Pal-

myra palm, of which tar or tal is the

Sanscrit name *. Ra, which literally

means juice, is the Singhalese name
of the fluid extracted from the flower

of a coco-nut tree. Sometimes it is

called mee-ra (honey or sweet juice ;)

when prepared for making jagery.

Among the inhabitants of the mari-

time provinces of Ceylon, it is fre-

'_^* Buchanan's Jonvney through Mysore, &c
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qnently denominated suri, which is

Siiid to be a Sanscrit word. With
theabove explanation, the words toddy,

ra, mec-ra, and suri, may be used sv-

nonymously. Fresh drawn juice is

sweet, and has a peculiar flavour, in

consequence of some extractive matter

it contains ; and, in general, it oj)er-

ates as a laxative. When it is intended

to distil arrack from suri, the toddy-

drawers seldom change or clean the

pots into which it is received, hence

the juice soon ferments, and emits an

acid smell. In a half fermented state,

suri is mucii relished by some E>iro-

peans. When it has become, by fer-

mentation, highly intoxicating, the

European soldiers, and the dissipated

portion of the natives, drink it freely.

To render this beverage acrid, the

soldiers occasionally add green chillies

{Capsicum frulescens) to it.

It is not very probable, that the
" strong drink," mentioned in Scrip-

ture, was mee-ra, drawn from the

flower or terminal bud of some of the

])alm tribe, perhaps the date tree

—

palm wine * .-' In several of the

Oriental languages, there appears to

be an intimate connexion between
the words which d»;signate honey,

sugar, sweetness, and the juice of

])lants of the palm family. Mec, in the

Singhalese language, means honey,

sweet ; and the toddy or juice ex-

tracted from palm trees is called mee-
ra. Juice drawn from the floAver of

the Sago-palm, is, by the Malays,

denominated Acr (water) saguer.

As the word saguer appears to be

only a slight alteration from the San-
scrit adjective implying street, aer
saguer will therefore literally mean
sweet water, or the sweetest water.

In the Javanese language, the Juice

of the Gomuti-palm is called lagen,

which means the sweet material by

* Judea is typified on several coins of Ves-
pasian by the figure of a disconsolate woman,
sitting under a palm-tree. In Deut. xxxiv. 8,

Jericho is called " the city of palm trees." It

may be presumed, therefore, that one or more
species of palm trees were formerly much cul-

tivated in the Holy Land.

distinction *. We leran from Shaw,
that the Hebrew word rendered honeij

in Scripture, is, by some commen-
tators, supposed to denominate the

sweet juice procured from jialm trees,

as well as the honev of bees. He
tells us that, in Barbary, the sweet

juice extracted from date-palms, is

called dipse; and that dihsc or dipsc,

which is a Hebrew word, is generally

translated hoiiey'ux the Old Testament.
Dr. ]\Ioseley, in his Treatise upon
Sugar, &c. says, that the strong drink

of the Scripture was called sliecar, a

word which likewise means intcKrico-

iioii. This word sliecar does not differ

nnich in enunciation from the San-
scrit adjective, implying sweet ; and
it very closely resembles the ]\Ialay

name of the intoxicating toddy of the

Sago-palm (Aer saguer.) ])r JMose-

ley concludes his disquisiticm on the

strong drink of the Old Testament,

by saying, " What sotti.sli liquor she-

car was, no person knows. It was
probably made from grain, perlia])s

from honey." Our term cyder, which
exclusively implies the fermented

juice of apples, is supposed by Ur.

Clarke to be derived from the Hebrew
word shecar, designating " strong

driuk." St. Jerome says, any intox-

icating liquor obtains the denomina-

tion of siker or shecar, whether it be

made of corn, apples, honey, dates, or

fruits of any kind. Shecar seems to

have become sicera (Latin) afterwards

corrupted into sidera, hence cyder.

* Crawfurd.

NECROLOGY.
DR. SPURZHEIM.

This renowned phrenologist died la.st month
of brain fever, at Boston, United States, in tlie

sixty-eighth year of his age. He accompanied
Dr. Gall over great part of Europe, visiting

every place that could furnish matter that

would advance the science of phrenology.

His death, no doubt, will be deeply regretted

by his numerous followers.

Amount of Subscriptions already received,

in aid of Dr. Ryan . . i-172 19 G
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Gentlemen,

In the latter part of the lecture of yesterday

evening, I enumerated the constitutional symp-
toms of mortification when it is preceded by
acute inflammation : amonejst those symptoms,

I mentioned hiccough, which deserves your

particular attention, because it is one of the

chief circumstances by which we judge of the

state of internal parts threatened with mortifi-

cation—parts which we cannot see, and, on

which account, we are obliged attentively to

consider every symptom which is presented to

us. Thus hiccough is a symptom, which every

practical surgeon has a well-founded appre-

hension of in cases of strangulated hernia,

where it is a good ground for suspecting gan-

grenous mischief within the hernial sac, and,

indeed, it is nearly a sure indication of this

unfavourable state. I sa.y nearly, for hiccough

will sometimes take place in strangulated

hernia, though the protruded bowel may not

have mortified : thus, one patient, whom I

attended the autumn before last, and whom
I operated on for a strangulated congenital

hernia, had hiccough as a prominent symptom
for four or five days before the operation, yet

. it appeared, that there was no gangrene of the

contents of the hernia. You must not, there-

fore, infer, that gangrene is certainly present

. in every instance of strangulated hernia, in

VOL. II.

which hiccough is a symptom, but it is an

unfavourable omen, and generally denotes

mortification.

The constitutional symptoms, which I have

described, attend acute mortification : those,

which are produced by chronic mortification, or

dry gangroie, are often ofa slower character,

and the patient will sometimes live for several

weeks, with a pulse, ranging between 100 and

120, with his stomach but little disturbed, and
his intellectual functions tranquil, till within

three or four days of his death. Of these

facts, when I come to the consideration of

gangrcena senilis, I shall have occasion to

mention to you a remarkable instance, which
occurred in a gentleman, whom I attended,

with Sir Astley Cooper and Mr. Hughes, of

Holborn.
Gentlemen, 1 must next notice a very curious

circumstance, in relation to mortification ; one

which every experienced surgeon is aware of,

namely, that, when a portion of the body
mortifies, or is about to mortify, the large

arteries leading to it become blocked up with

coagulum; this prevents haemorrhage from
taking place on the separation of the slough,

and, if the vessels were not thus closed, many
persons would bleed to death, , or require

the assistance of a surgeon on account of hae-

morrhage. The large vessels, which are at

first blocked up with coagulated blood, become
afterwards permanently closed by the adhesi\e

inflammation, and other changes, which I will

describe when speaking of hcemorrhage. This

coagulum, which, as all practical surgeons

know, extends within the artery up to the

first important collateral branch, is probably

formed on account of the interruption to the

circulation which takes place in consequence

of its entire cessation in the mortified parts

;

but whatever may be the cause of it, its utility

is sufficiently evident. The fact explains why,
when we amputate gangrenous limbs, there is

sometimes no bleeding from the large arteries,

and no occasion for ligatures. It also lets you
understand why ha-morrhage is of rare occur-

rence on the detachment of a slough, at least

in the common forms of mortification, for

X X
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bleeding will sometimes take place from pha-
gedenic sloughinj; sores, and from parts attacked

by hospital gangrene.

Gentlemen, I will now make a few obser-

vations on the prog-nosis in mortification. The
prognosis is much influenced by the nature of

the exciting causes, and whether they admit of

removal or not. If mortification originate

from organic disease of the heart, or of the

semilunar valves of the aorta, or from ex-

tensive ossification of the arteries, it may be
regarded as incurable, because we have it not

in our power to remedy those particular states

of the heart and arteries, which bring on, or

promote, the occurrence of the disorder. On
the other hand, if mortification arise from

any kind of pressure, irritation, or friction,

which can be effectually removed, we may
entertain the hope of stopping the progress of

the disease. Thus, if slougliing of the cellular

membrane of the scrotum and perina^um arise

from the irritation of effused urine, we may
perhaps diminish its extent by making an in-

cision in a depending situation for the discharge

of the urine, and then introducing a catheter

into the bladder to prevent a renewal of ef-

fusion. By these means, if we cannot prevent

mortification altogetlier, we may considerably

lessen its extent ; but in this instance, we can-

not generally remove the exciting cause com-
pletely, because the urine is of so stimulating

a nature, that the presence of a small quantity

of it, even for a very short time, will be suf-

ficient to do the mischief, before we can take

measures for its discharge ; yet, by procuring

the discharge of as much of it as we caTi, we
arc doing whatever is practicable to diminish

the extent of the mortification.

In all cases of mortification, the prognosis

depends also, very materially, on the age,

strength, and constitution of the individual,

the greater or less importance of the part

affected, and the rapid or slow progress of the

disorder. When it arises from internal causes,

when it occurs in a bad habit of body, a con-

stitution ill suited to bear disease of any kind,

there is generally excessive danger, while a
limited sloughing, from external violence, in a

healthy constitution, may not be attended with
any severe or perilous symptoms whatever.
On the other hand, when the constitutional

symptoms are violent, and the mortification

extensive, attended with coma or delirium, the

chances of recovery are nearly hopeless.

I have stated, that when mortification arises

from internal causes, it is particularly danger-
ous ; hence, chronic mortification of the feet,

in elderly persons, is exceedingly fatal, perhaps
not one patient in twelve recovering from this

form of mortification, which receives the name
of gangrcpna senilis. Hospital gangrene is

another dangerous species of mortification,

often productive of great mortality in military

hospitals, or others crowded with wounded or

ulcerated patients.

Gentlemen, I next enter upon the consider-

ation of the ti'eatmmt of mortijication. In

every species of the disorder, there are three

principal indications :

—

1

.

To stop the progress of the disorder.

2. To promote, or effect the separation of

the mortified from the living parts.

3. And to heal the nicer, or wound, result-

ing from the detachment, or removal of the

mortified parts : 1 say wound, because this will

present itself when an operation has been ne-

cessary for the accomplisliment of tlie second

Indication.

With regard to the first indication, or that

of stopping the progress of the disorder; we
are iierelctl to consider the nature of the exciting

cause, and whether or not it will admit of

removal. Now, if the mortification has fol-

lowed intense inflammation, we must endeavour
to find out, if possible, what has been tlie

cause of such inflammation, and ascertain

whether it is still in operation. The removal

of the exciting cause of a disease is a common
principle in surgery : we see its necessity ex-

emplified not only in this, but in every other

case. It is sometimes in our power to remove
the exciting cause altogether, as when we dis-

charge effused urine by suitable incisions, or

when we take away extraneous substances,

balls, splinters of bone, &c., or remove irrita-

tion in a thousand forms. Wc do the same
thing when we remove pressure or strangula-

tion of parts, having the effect of exciting

mortification ; or when we take a patient, la-

bouring under hospital gangrene, away from

the crowded ward, or hospital, in which he
has caught it, and place him in a purer at-

mosphere. All these measures amount to a

suppression of the exciting cause. Also, when
mortification arises in conse(juence of thq. pa-

tient having lived upon unwholesome, delete-

rious food, such as vitiated or cockspur rye,

or other bad grain ; if we give the patient bet-

ter diet, and interdict that article which has

led to the origin of the disorder, we are ful-

filling the same useful indication ; in short, in

all these instances, we are removing the ex-

citing cause. When mortification is kept up
by hurtful applications, and we apply in lieu

of them more judicious dressings, such as are

suited to the nature of the case, we are like-

wise removing the exciting cause; and, gen-

tlemen, let me observe, that you will fre-

quently see sloughing excited by the exact

nature of the diseases not being at first made
out, and wrong plans of treatment being insti-

tuted. Then, when we afterwards resort to

remedies better suited to the case, we are, in

fact, removing the exciting cause.

Frequently, however, when mortification

arises from intense inflammation, the exciting

cause is only of momentary duration : it has

ceased, and the injury leading to mortification

has been done before we even see the patient.

Here the mischief that has been inflicted must

be followed by violent and extensive inflamma-

tion, and more or less sloughing be the result,

as is too often exemplified in bad gun-shot

^vounds and severe compound fractures. Here
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the removal of the exciting cause is out of the

question : the external violence is no longer

in operation ; but its effects remain, and must

be followed by certain bad consequences.

Gentlemen, I believe no experienced sur-

geons doubt, that the extent of mortification

may be materially influenced by the mode of

treatment adopted in an early stage of it, or

even in that termed gangrene. In specifying

the causes of mortification, I mentioned to

you exposure to severe degrees of cold. Now,
such exposure is rather a predisposing than an
exciting cause. Thus, if a hmb were to be
subjected to severe cold, and be afterwards

brought near a fire, it would immediately in-

flame, and portions of it, or even the whole
of it, mortify. If the cold had been as great

as that to which Bonaparte's soldiers were
exposed in Russia, the mortification would,

under such circumstances, spread up the limb

with wonderful rapidity. Baron Larrey assures

us, that the mortification might actually be
see7i to extend up the limb, while the eyes were
fixed on the part. This, he says, is a fact,

which he repeatedly noticed, and it must im-

press us with an idea of the surprising quick-

ness of the ravages of tliis species of mortifica-

tion. Here the predisposing cause is the ex-

posure of the parts to cold—the exciting, their

having been suddenly thawed, or brought into

a warm room, or near a fire, while weakened,
or under the influence of the effects of the

cold, whatever those may be. In such cases,

gentlemen, we have considerable power to

prevent and limit the sloughing ; for it is ma-
nifest, that though persons, after exposure to

intense cold, when suddenly brought near a
fire, will most probably be attacked by mor-
tification, which nothing will check, yet if we
let the transition be gradual, and if we cau-

tiously guard against all sudden communica-
tion of heat, there will generally be no morti-

fication at all. This is one of the strongest

examples which I can specify, proving the

great influence which the removal of an excit-

ing cause has in preventing mortification, or

diminishing its extent. The same fact is illus-

trated in the good effect of a change of pos-

ture in stopping mortification over the sacrum,
and other parts of the pelvis and back, in

patients confined for a long time to bed by
fevers, injuries of the spine, or other tedious

cases.

When the destruction of parts is the effect

of violent inflammation, we are bound to con-
clude—nay, we positively see, that the sur-

rounding parts are inflamed in the highest

degree. Reason and exper'en 'e both co icur

with respect to the general propriety of anti-

phlogistic measures in this state and species

of mortification ; but you must pursue the
plan with caution and moderation ; it is de-
cidedly proper while marks of active inflam-
mation are still manifest, and the disease con-
tinues combined with inflammatory fever. Yet
you must not proceed too boldly with deple-
tion, because, as 1 liave already stated, tin;

transition from strength to debility is here
very sudden indeed ; so that if you were to

bleed freely in the early stage of mortification,

you would soon lose the patient by the pro-
stration, which would surely and rapidly fol-

low. In fact, you can seldom venture beyond
topical bleeding : the moderate use of leeches

and mild saline purgatives, with low diet, is

the utmost extent to which it is safe to push
antiphlogistic measures, and that only for a
short time. In this stage, gentlemen, you
should do all in your power to sootlie the in-

flammation around the gangrenous part, not

merely by the occasional use of leeches, but
by warm emollient applications. The neces-

sity of attending to the caution I have given,

ofnot pushing rigorous antiphlogistic measures
too far, must be evident enough, when j'ou

recollect the fact, that when a considerable

portion of the body dies, the shock is felt

tliroughout the system ; the increased action

in it stops, as it were, without any notice ; and
we can scarcely say, that a perceptible inter-

val takes place between the sympathetic in-

flammatory fever, characterized by a strong'>

frequent, full pulse, with every other indica-

tion of power, and another state of the consti-

tution, where the predominant symptoms are

extreme dejection of the vital powers, and uni-

versal derangement of the nervous system.

Not many years ago, the treatment of mor-
tification was conducted on a most erroneous

principle ; this was the case when I was a
student. At that time, bark was fancied to

have a specific virtue in resisting the progress

of mortification, in consequence of which idea

the patient was literally crammed with it. I
remember the surgeon for whom I dressed, at

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, had a short way
of ordering a patient what he regarded to be
bark in adequate quantity : his expression

used to be, " give him the bark in full," by
which was meant the decoction and tincture,

made tolerably thick, with addition of the

powder; and of this mixture, the patient was
compelled to take as much in the 24 hours as

he could swallow, and frequently more than
would remain in the stomach. Such was the

practice at St. Bartholomew's Hospital when I

was a student ; but, of course, it is now re-

linquished. Diluted sulphuric acid was also

given to obviate debility, and sometimes am-
monia, opium, aromatic confection, brandy or

wine, according to circumstances. Bark, be-

sides its property of resisting the progress of

mortification, was thought to communicate '

strength in proportion to the quantity taken
;

all these notions about the specific powers of

bark are now completely exploded ; in fact,

so far from communicating strength when
given in the enormous quantities to which I

have alluded, it often had the contrary effect,

for it generally sickened the patient, and pro-

duced diarrhoea, eftects not likely to promote
the strength of an individual.

I should say, gentlemen, that, in the early

stage of mortification, while combined with.

X x2
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.inflammation, and the symprnthctic inflain-

,matory fever, bark is of no use at all. It may,
indeed, become useful afterwards, but then it

must not be prescribed in the ridiculous

manner I have mentioned. Bark is also of no
use when mortification is attended with irrita-

tive fever, a species of constitutional dis-

turbance which I described in the account of

hectic fever, and which is attended with great

excitement of the nervous system, subsultus ten-

dinum, and a tendency to delirium, at the same
time tliat the powers of the system are reduced
in the extreme. Here you might as well

prescribe powder of posts, or common sawdust,

.as powder of bark under such circumstances

;

if medicines are of any service, let us rather

seek the benefit from those which soothe the

local and constitutional irritation. Bark,

however, which is improper in the early stage

of mortification, and during irritative fever,

may become useful in other conditions of

the {Wtient, as when the appetite is bad, and
.the fever rather marked by debility than

by excited action, and great nervous piir-

turbation. When properly administered, it

may then be beneficial ; but, instead of

cramming the patient, we should prescribe, in

moderation, the lighter preparations of it,

especially the sulphate of quinine, or the in-

fusion of cinchona. The sulphate of quinine,

in particular, deserves praise, as it agrees

with the stomach and bowels, when other

preparations of bark cannot be retained.

Opium is also one of the most valuable medi-
cines that can be given in mortification ; for,

it may be administered with great advantage
in almost all its stages, in order to obtain

much service from it, however, it is not suffi-

cient to give it merely once or twice a day ;

but you must keep the patient continually

under its influence, by administering it to him
every four or six hours ; beginning with two
or three grains in the course of twenty-four

hours, and increasing the quantity as the

patient becomes habituated to the medicine.

These are the right principles, by which the

doses of opium should be regulated in cases of

mortification. When diarrhoea is jjresent,

I need hardly say, that opium will here be a

most useful medicine, either alone, or joined

with the chalk mixture.

Gentlemen, I have next to consider the

local ireattnent of mfyrtification from acute

inflammation. Nothing is more obvious
than the fact, that it matters very little what
is applied to the dead parts themselves, as

nothing can have any eifect upon them. We
have only to take care that the applications may
not be sucli, or so employed, as to do mischief

to the neighbouring inflamed living textures.

In mortification, many surgeons prefer emol-
lient applications to all others, as for instance,

the linseed-meal poultice, and fomentations of

poppy-heads, or camomile flowers, which, I

may say, are applications in common use in

mortification arising from acute inflammation.

iSome practitioners are partial to the ferment-

ing poultice, which is made by mixing toge-

ther equal parts of yeast and flour ; while

others employ finely levigated charcoal in

poultices. Charcoal was once supposed to

have a specific virtue in resisting putrefaction,

and consequently mortification ; but this idea

is now renounced, and all the virtue, possessed

by charcoal, is that of correcting the foetid

effluvia. It is sometimes mixed with the

linseed-meal poultice ; and I know of no ob-
jection to it. Camphorated spirits of wine,

and the camphor mixture, are used witli

chloruret of sodium in it, as common applica-

tions to mortified parts ; so are simple lotions

of the chloruret of soda, or lime. With
regard to the chlorurets, you must not suflf'er

yourselves to be deceived by tlie assertions

made by some continental surgeons, that they

have a specific power in checking the progress

of mortification, at least, of common mortifica-

tion; for, whether or not, they have any
peculiar efficacy in checking the advance of

hospital gangrene, and gangrenous phagedaena

in its diversified forms, is another considera-

tion ; but, with respect to their power over

common mortification, I cannot find out that

they possess all that virtue, which some
enthusiastic French surgeons give them the

credit of. I acknowledge tliey have consi-

derable effect in lessening the fietidness of

mortified parts ; but I think it is going beyond
the bounds of truth to assert, that they have
any specific power in stopping the progress of

the common forms of mortification.

Amongst the applications to mortified parts,

I may mention oatmeal made into a poultice

with strong beer, and the carrot poultice, made
by beating the boiled root into a soft pulp.

But the linseed-meal poultice is as frequently

used as any other, and if we employ the chlo-

rurets of soda or lime, we may mix tiie solu-

tions of them with a bread-poultice, or one
made of linseed meal. If we were to theorize

on the subject, perhaps, we might be induced

to suspect, that cold applications would some-
times answer ; but this is not the fact ; for, ifwe
were to attend to the reports ofthe best practical

surgeons, or consult the feelings of the patient

himself, both parties would decide in favour

of warm emollient applications. Some French
surgeons put so much confidence in the chlo-

rurets or chlorides of soda and lime, that they

have preparations of them for internal admi-

nistration ; but all extravagant confidence in

remedies of this kind is renounced by the

sober practitioners of this country. Indeed I

never met with any good surgeon, who placed

reliance upon internal specifics for the stop-

page of mortification.

Gentlemen, I come, in the next place, to

tlie second indication in the treatment of mor-
tification, namely, that oi promoting the sepa-

ration and removal of the mortified parts.

On this part of the subject no correct judg-

ment can be formed, without a clear compre-

hension of the nature of the process by which

llie dead parts are loosened and thrown off
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from tlie livin" ones. You must understand,

tlien, that the detachment of a slough is a

vital process, or operation, not explicable on

physical principles, or by the laws which in-

fluence dead animal matter. When the sepa-

ration of the dead parts from the living is

about to commence, a red line, varying in

breadth in different cases, appears at the

edges of the living surface, contiguous to the

mortified parts. This red line seems to be
produced by the adhesive inflammation, esta-

blished apparently for the purpose of limiting

the extent of the sloughing; and here we find

another example of the fact I have more than
once mentioned to you, that inflammation is

often a salutary process. Adhesive inflam-

mation is, in fact, the means, which nature
employs to stop the progress of the mortifica-

tion, and to prepare the living surface for the

separation which is about to be produced. By
means of it, she forms a kind of barrier between
the sphacelated parts and the rest of the body,
filling up the cavities of the cellular substance
with coagulating lymph, closing the large ar-
teries, and commencing those operations, by
which granulations are to be formed, the loss

of substance repaired, and the parts healed.
Such being the true state of things, we cannot
wonder at the solicitude with which surgeons
of experience look out for the red line at the
margin of a mortified part, or, as it is termed,
the line of separation.

Gentlemen, soon after the line of separation
is formed, you may observe, with a magnify-
ing glass, minute solutions of continuity, little

excavated points in its course, which, in a
short time, unite, and form a sort of groove or
superficial chink between the dead and living

parts. This groove encircles and bounds the
sphacelated parts; it is, indeed, a true fine of
separation. Practical surgeons are particu-

larly anxious to discover its formation, because
they know that when it makes its appearance,
the mortification has stopped and will extend
no further, and that the next process will be
the production of a much deeper chasm be-
tween the dead and the living parts. This
furrow, which is at first completely superficial,

gradually extends more and more deeply,
until it completely undermines the slough, and
makes a perfect division between it and the
living parts. I have stated, that these changes
are the effect of a vital operation ; in truth,

they are not materially different from those
exemplified in the process of common ulcer-

ation. In the process by which a slough is

loosened and detached, the absorbent system
is actively concerned. No doubt, it is by
means of the absorbents that the particles, con-
stituting the link between the mortified and
living parts, are removed. From the moment
that the separation commences by the forma-
tion of minute excavations, a discharge takes
place from the line of separation ; at first it

is thin and serous ; but, in proportion as the
slough loosens, and granulations begin to be
produced on tlie exposed living parts, it gains

more consistence, becomes more plentiful, and
exhibits all the characters of healthy pus.

We find, then, gentlemen, that the sepa-

ration of a slough, or mortified part, from the

living body, is a process accomplished entirely

by the powers of nature, and, as far as local

interference is concerned, the surgeon should

not be too officious. Now, although a slough

may be cut or scratched without pain or harm
to the patient, it cannot be pulled away from
its connexions with the living parts, without

pain, hemorrhage, and the greatest risk of a

renewal of the mortification. By internal

treatment, we may, perhaps, improve the

health, and thus expedite the process ; but

until the slough is entirely loose, until nature

has had sufficient time, we cannot safely inter-

fere, by attempting to complete that process,

which is quietly to loosen it from the rest of

the body, we must not pull or force it away. The
utmost we can do is to remo\'e such portion

of a considerable slough as may be loosened

before the rest of it ; for then we are effecting

a desirable object, by removing a disagreeable

mass, a source of effluvia injurious to the

patient's general health. It was formerly the

custom to scarify mortified parts ; now, if we
merely cut the slough, no effect at all can be
produced ; and if we cut more deeply, we may-

do harm, by injuring the living parts. There
is one exception to this view of the inutility or

danger of scarifying, or dividing mortified

parts, and that is, when pus is confined under

the slough, so as to cause considerable agony
to the patient. I attended a case of sloughing

of the leg with Professor Green and Mr.
Combe, of Caroline-street, in which it was
necessary to make frequent incisions through
the slough, in order to let out the pus which
collected under it; by this means we afforded

the patient great relief, yet we took care not

to cut so deeply as to injure the living parts.

Gentlemen, it is only when the whole
thickness of a limb is mortified, and the cir-

cumstances of the case demand amputation,

that you can successfully complete the removal
of the dead part sooner than nature decrees.

I should mention, that, in the early periods of

life, and in strong constitutions, all processes

in the animal economy go on with expedition.

In young individuals, and vigorous constitu-

tions, sloughs are therefore separated more
quickly, than in the old and feeble. In fact,

the quickness of the process may be said to

depend on the youth and strength of the

patient; and it is by improving tlie health,

that internal remedies sometimes expedite the

operation. When the parts are peculiarly

hard and not very vascular, the separation

will take place with remarkable slowness, as

we see exemplified in the exfoliation of dead

portions of bone. I may also remark, that

the further parts are from the source of the

circulation, the greater time do they generally

require for the detachment of their sloughs.
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Gentlemen,
I OMITTED in my last lecture to speak of a ca.se

which will be interesting, so far as it will show

jou how quick we are able, in these days, to

cure inflammatory dropsy. It occurred in a

boy, sixteen years of age. who had been ill

four days, and attributed his complaint to

walking about the streets witliout shoes, about

three days previous to the commencement of

his disease. On the fourth day his face and

scrotum began to swell ; anasarca soon ex-

tended to his legs, ankles, and feet ; at the

same time, his abdomen became enlarged, and

aiforded a sense of fluctuation on percussion.

These cases of acute dropsy are generally ac-

companied with more or less of bronchitis. In

this case the breathing became difficult, he had

slight cough, and tliere were the sonorous,

sibilous, and crepitous rattles heard in both

sides of the chest when he first came in ; at

that time he had some calomel and jalap given

him. The next day, when I saw him, I di-

stinctly heard the rattles ; his bowels had been

open from the medicine, but the symptoms
remained much tlie same as described. I had

him bled to ten ounces, and ordered him two

drachms of the supertartrate of potass, with

ten grains of jalap, to be given twice a-day ;

at the same time, the scrotum was punctured

in several places. The blood was neither

buffed nor cupped ; the scrotum lessened in

size, without any unpleasant or inflamma-

tory symptom succeeding the punctures.

On the 22d, the sibilous and crepitous rales

had disappeared ; he continued to be well

purged by the medicine ; the swelling went
away, and all the symptoms remaining were
weakness, slight dyspnoea, and sonorous rattle

in the chest, so that he was advancing very

fast towards a cure. A person may have acute

inflammatory dropsy, yet the blood may be

neither buffed nor cupped. When this boy
first came in, his abdomen, scrotum^ and legs

were very much distended, and, in the course

of a few days, he got nearly well, and went
away on the 29111 of November on his own
accord.

Colic.—The next case I am going to speak

of is one of colic, in Jacob's Ward ; there were

two cases of colic together in this Ward ; the

man I am about to speak of, if you recol-

lect, was in the next bed to the other. Many
symptoms of course were the same, though the

cause of each was very different ; consequently

my prognosis of one was favourable, but of the

other unfavourable. The term colic generally

implies pain, which is spasmodic, and arises

either from some organic obstruction, or from

some poison taken into the system. One of

these cases arose from lead, the other arose

from some organic disease. The symptoms of

colic are pain, contractions of tlie abdominal

muscles, vomiting, and constipation ; the pain

being relieved by pressure, while that of in-

flammation is increased ; the pain of colic

coming on at intervals, whilst tlie inflammatory

always remains constant. The other case of

colic arose from lead ; the man was a painter,

and as soon as the cause was removed, and his

bowels got freely opened, the symptoms sub-

sided : he is still staying in the hospital for

paralysis of the upper extremities, caused by
the same poison. The other case was not

produced by any poison or accidental circum-

stance, but arose from some organic obstruction

in part of the intestinal canal. He had a

sallow, pale complexion, was not jaundiced,

though of a yellow hue, and his skin appeared

to hang about his face, so that he was always

looking exceedingly ill, and lost flesh. At the

time I first saw him I said there was some
organic disease, which caused his symptoms

;

and, on my going round, I always pointed him
out, to those who accompanied me, as having

some organic obstruction in the alimentary

canal ; but I never said in what part of it, for

it is impossible to say where, unless the pain

be confined to some particular spot, or, upon
examining the abdomen, you are able to feel

some tumour or induration. As this was not

the case, of course I could not tell ; but if, in

any particular part, there is pain, or indu-

ration felt, you may then make a pretty fair

guess as to the situation of the disease, and
the nature of it. There are parts of the intes-

tinal canal more subject to organic disease than

any of the rest, that is, the pyloric extremity of

the stomach, and the ileo-coecal portion of the

small intestines. Again, we have tlie cardiac

orifice of the stomach, which is liable to this

organic or scirrhous disease, and various other

parts ; we also often find the rectum affected,

but here we can always ascertain it by the

finger. When the cardiac portion of the

stomach is diseased, the symptoms are different

from those of the pyloric extremity, there

is difficulty in swallowing, and the food after

it is swallowed is generally vomited. This man
was fifty-five years of age, a letter carrier,

who stated, on his admission, that his bowels

had been for the last two months in a consti-

pated condition; and if he did not take the

purgative medicine every two or three days,

had nausea and vomiting, with severe spas-

modic contractions of the abdominal muscles.

When he came in, he liad great pain in the

abdomen, for which he was ordered some

castor oil, which caused his bowels to be freely
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opened : then he became relieved. When tlie

fits come on, he is in violent pain, and the

abdominal muscles are drawn in lumps, which
is a very common symptom. During the

paroxysm, the abdomen loses length, but gains

breadth. Having made up my mind, even
from the first time I saw him, that there was
organic disease, then, with regard to treat-

ment, of course I only attempted to palliate

the symptoms, and to do this, I ordered him
half a minim of the croton oil every day; this

having purged him too much, I diminished it

to a quarter of a minim, but this was not suf-

ficient; I therefore ordered it to be repeated
every two hours, until his bowels were re-

lieved. From his tendency to constipation,

and from the violent return of the spasmodic
pains when the least confined in his bowels,
he would sometimes have occasion to take it

five times a-day, never less than three, but
generally to the former quantity, before his

bowels were opened, so that he was constantly

obUged to take this medicine. I put him upon
a nourishing diet, gave him porter, and ordered
the croton oil, to lessen his sufferings.

After death, his stomach was found very
large, which is usually the case. The pyloric

extremity, as well as the duodenum, had be-
come contracted and hardened,—in fact, carti-

laginous and constricted ; so that the cavity

below the stomach and above the duodenum,
you perceive, is much smaller than natural

;

the coals of the stomach are very much thick-

ened. When this part of the alimentary canal
becomes obstructed, at what period after food
the vomiting will take place is very uncertain

;

but when the cardiac orifice of the stomach
becomes diseased, the vomiting takes place
soon after taking any aliment; generally in

the course of a few minutes, and seldom ex-

ceeding an hour. When the pyloric extremity
is diseased, the vomiting will sometimes occur
in an hour after taking food, hut oftener in a
few hours ; and sometimes it will only take
place once in every three or four days. When
the stomach is much distended, especially if

the bowels are confined, the vomiting takes

place. After death, we invariably find the

stomach increased in size. As soon as the
contents of this man's bowels became copious,

the spasms were produced, and when the

bowels had been well emptied, the pains would
subside. In spite of frequent purgatives, the

accumulation took place, and the spasmodic
colic pains were the consequence. On the

evening of the day that I saw him he was
suddenly seized with an acute attack of pleu-
risy; had pain in his side, and difficulty of
breathing; the pain was increased on each
inspiration ; and upon examination after death,
a large effusion of lymph was found on the

right side of the cavity of the pleura. I have
no doubt, myself, but "that he caught cold from
the draft in the ward in wiiich he was placed ;

fur many others I have known suffer from the
same cause. My diagnosis in this case was
correct, in saying there was some organic ob«

struction that caused his symptoms ; but I did

not, or could not, tell the exact part that was
diseased, unless I had ventured a conjecture,

and if I had, I should have said it was either

in the pylorus, or near the coecum ; for we
generally find the disease exist in the com-
mencement or extremities of different organs.

Here is a drawing, you perceive, in Dr.

Baillie's work, showing the same disease of

the pylorus. The stomach, you see {showing

the plate), is very much enlarged ; the part

that is diseased is very much contracted. This

plate is an exact representation of the case

under consideration.

Scirrhus Uteri.—There is another case,

which proved fatal, of disease of the womb.
A. B., aged 40, had been ill four months
before her admission ; was attacked first with

pain in the back, soon followed by violent

flooding. You recollect the case of violent

flooding fi-om disease of the womb, which ter-

minated fatally here the other day ; the patient

had no pain, the flooding was the first symp-
tom ; now, in the case under consideration,

there was violent pain in the back, succeeded

by flooding. In the former case there were
fibrous tumours, situated externally to the

womb, and a scirrhous substance deposited in

the centre of it, which is not very unusual

;

she had no pain, but after the disease had
existed some time, the part began to ulcerate,

and it was then, I have no doubt, and I told

you so at the time, that she was attacked with

flooding ; but in the case we have now been
examining, which is the true and worst form
of scirrhus, the piitient was first attacked with

pain in the back, the flooding succeeded, and
three or four times a day the clots of blood

passed from the vagina ; she had pain in the

left side of the hypogastrium, which was in-

creased by pressure, and I have no doubt but

we shall find the disease worse in tliat part.

Upon examination during life, I found the

neck and orifice of the uterus indurated, and
very tender; the discharge escaping from it

was very offensive ; there were also some
symptoms of disease of the chest ; cough, dysp-

noea, and an expectoration of a quantity of
thick yellow phlegm ; respiration was heard
on both sides of the chest, but was more dis-

tinctly heard on the right. It was a question

whether pectoriloquy could be heard or not

;

I certainly heard imperfect pectoriloquy, and
I perceive had the words phthisis and pecto-

riloquy marked with a query. Of course, with

regard to treatment, I could do no more than

alleviate the symptoms; I put her upon a

nourishing diet, gave her porter and wine;

and, to procure her rest and palliate the pain,

ordered her half a grain of the muriate of

morphia night and morning. The symptoms
did not vary much from her admission until

death. After taking the morphia for some

time, its effects went off, and increased it to

one grain. Tlie discharge from the vagina

increased, and emaciation continued. What-'

ever articles of food she wished for, I allowed
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her. She was admitted on the 18th of Oc-
tober, and died the 8th of December.

Autopsy The right side of the uterus, you
perceive, is much firmer than the left, and it

was on the left side she experienced most pain.

Here you can observe (pointing to the dis-

eased mass) the same appearance as I was
speaking of in the case of the man who died

of coUc. The neck and mouth of the uterus is

scirrhous ; this you may call the termination

of the uterus, and this is the part in which the

disease commenced ; and in the man, tlie can-

cerous disease was in the smaller part of the

intestinal canal. Why the beginning and ter-

minations of organs should be the most Uable

to this disease I do not know, but it is a curious

circumstance.

This disease first began in the neck and
mouth of the uterus ; ulceration soon com-
menced, and extended backwards, destroying

the parts, becoming what is called a cancerous

disease, which is nothing more than tlie worst

form of scirrhus. The parts generally affected

are the intestines, the cardiac orifice of the

stomach, pylorus, ileo-coecal portion of the

small intestines, and rectum. In the heart we
find the disease most frequently affect what
may be termed the termination of it, viz., the

valves, and the most frequent of them is that

which leads from the left ventricle into tlie

aorta, called the aortic valves. The left side

of the uterus, where she complained of most

fiain, is much more eaten away than the right.

n these very bad cases of disease of the ute-

rus, the ovaries and surrounding parts are

always more or less affected* Here is a large

sac, which at present appears to be a disease

of the ovary ; but I think, upon more minute

examination and dissection, it will be found
to be a dilatation of the fallopian tube *. The
difference between this case and that of the

other woman, who had diseased uterus, is this

:

the other had no pain, but merely a fibrous

substance deposited in the uterus, and the

flooding was the first symptom she had of the

disease. Besides this she had other external

tumours, but they gave her no pain. These
substances may be deposited in the uterus for

years, without producing any inconvenience.

The case I have been speaking of suffered

pain from the first, followed by flooding and
extensive ulceration: this kind of scirrhus is

always a painful disease. The unfortunate

patient was forty years of age, a very common
period of life for the disease to set in, and it ge-
nerally occurs in those women who have never
borne children, or those who have not, for a
long time, been pregnant ; but this case differs

from both, for she had not long before been
delivered.

You recollect I said there was copious ex-

pectoration and imperfect pectoriloquy. Laen-
nec says, if the bronchial tubes become di-

* Upon examination of this part after lec-

ture, it was found to be a dilatation of the fal-

lopian tube.

lated, and should amount to a cavity, pectori-

loquy will be heard. Pectoriloquy can always

be heard over the windpipe, and a person

may practise this sound, by listening to the

trachea of any other individual at the time he

is speaking. If the smaller bronchial lubes be-

come dilated and clustered together, imperfect

pectoriloquy can be heard; and the smaller

bronchial tubes in this case, you perceive, are

much dilated and clustered together, having

rather a singular appearance. Laennec says,

it is common to see one or two of the bron-

chial tubes dilated; but to have so many to-

gether enlarged, as in this instance, is a very

rare circumstance. As pectoriloquy can be
lieard over the trachea, of course, when so

many of the smaller tubes are dilated, as in

this instance, a cavity is formed and pectori-

loquy heard. Cruvielliier gives some good
illustrations of this scirrhous disease of the py-
lorus (shoicing plate). The stomach here,

you see, is very much enlarged ; the pylorus

scirrhous, and the canal narrow. This plate I

ought to have shown you when speaking of

this disease. Here is also a good illustration

of disease of the womb (showing plate) ; tliis

fibrous tumour has a very unusual large ap-

pearance. It is the same kind of case as I

was speaking to you of the other day ; the

only difference, an ulcer was situated in the

upper part of the uterus in the other ; and in

this you perceive there is no ulcer present.

An ulcer in these kinds of tumours is a very

unusual circumstance.
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lecture iii periostitis.

Gentlemen,

I shall now, enter into the consideration of

the special pathology of periostitis. This

disease may be divided into two kinds, the dif-

fused and the circumscribed. With the former

we have nothing to do, it is never found in

the medical wards, and comes properly under

the care of the surgeon. It may, however, be

well to mention its chief characteristics. By
diffused periostitis I mean that form which oc-

cupies a large portion of the periosteum, which

arises from cold, accident, and other similar
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causes, which has no connexion with, or de-

pendence on particular states of constitution,

or specific diseases, and which frequently ter-

minates in necrosis. The other species, which

comes more immediately under the care of the

physician, I have termed circumscribed, from

its comparatively small extent. Circumscribed

periostitis may arise from cold, but, in the ma-
jority of instances, its origin may be traced to

some specific cause, as mercury, syphilis, or

scrofiila. It is a much more frequent disease

than the former, and presents several varieties.

In the first place, it may exist without detach-

ment of the periosteum from the subjacent

bone. Here the periosteum becomes inflamed

and thickened, while the bone beneath assumes

a greater degree of vascularity and consequent

increase of size. By this process, which is

always comparatively slow, the connexion

between these parts is increased, and the ten-

dency of the augmented vascular action is to

form depositions. Hence the thickening of

the periosteum is sometimes very great, and,

in process of time, forms a very considerable

circumscribed tumour, which to the touch feels

.so solid, that it is often mistaken for bone. In

this stage of the inflammation, pain and ten-

derness are complained of in the affected part,

and we sometimes find the integuments swollen

and discoloured. Matters, however, after some
time, assume a more chronic form, and the

intensity of the symptoms diminishes, there is

little or no tendency to grow larger, and the

pain and tenderness undergo a change for the

better, though they do not cease altogether.

It is at this period, that the periosteum, pre-

viously thickened, becomes more dense in its

structure, and, in some cases, seems to be
almost converted into a fibro-cartilaginous

tissue. When this change has been effected,

it is doubtful whether the diseased mass is ever

again absorbed, though it must be confessed,

that swellings, whose history and physical

characters strongly indicate their having un-
dergone this change, occasionally disappear

altogether in the course of a few months.
Many instances will occur in the practice of

medicine, where cartilage, or even bone, are

absorbed under other circumstances, evincing

the value of proper treatment, or the efficacy

of unaided nature. To recapitulate ; inflam-

mation ofthe periosteum, attended by deposition

and thickening, without effusion of fluid, by
increased vascularity of the subjacent bone,
and adhesion between it and the periosteum,

after remaining for some time, will be found
to decrease in the violence of its symptoms,
and to assume a fibro-cartilaginous hardness,

and in this state it may be absorbed or not.

That it may be absorbed we are led to expect

from analogj-, for we see frequent instances of

the absorption of cartilage and bone, but it will

be found often to continue for life, and in

some instances, to be converted into a true

bony node. It is worth your while to con-
sider how the latter process takes i)lace. Os-
sification commences in the thickened perios-

teum, and bone is formed, constituting in ge-
neral a circumscribed bony node which rises

from the external surface of subjacent bone.
In process of time, the external lamina of the

true bone becomes absorbed, and, at the same
time, a cancellated structure is developed in

tlie node, which becomes continuous with the

cancelli of the bone beneath, and thus there is

formed on it a kind of bony arch. We are

not able to ascertain at what period this takes

place, but you will find instances of this form^

ation in a state of progress in Mr. Howship's
account of some specimens in Mr. Heaviside's

museum, in which he discovered that the ex-

ternal surface of the old bone was not quit6

absorbed, and that no cancelli were as yet
formed. A considerable disfigurement is fre-

quently the consequence, where this affection

attacks various parts of the same limb, and
you may have observed a man in the chronic

wards, in whom the shape of the tibia is lost

from this cause. A recurrence of those attacks

gives rise to several irregular and partial ele-

vations on the bone, which blunts its edges
and fills up its natural concavities, so as to

leave scarcely a vestige of its original sym-
metry, a circumstance which may be frequently-

observed in the deformed tibia of prostitutes.

You observe, gentlemen, in the first stage of

this disease, the thickened periosteum presents

an uniform densitj', but, in process of time, a
cancellated structure makes its appearance in

their deep-seated portion, while, as in the

natural shafts of long bones, a layer of firm

osseous structure constitutes their surface. It

is obvious, therefore, that, in the first stage,

there is a distinct line of demarcation between
the new and the original structure; while, in

the second stage, no such distinct boundary
exists, the cancellated portion of both being
perfectly identified.

The next form of periostitis is that which is

attended with detachment from the subjacent

bone, of which there are several varieties. In
the first kind you find that, in a space varying
from twenty-four hours to eight or ten days,

an elevation appears on some part of a bone,
with pain and tenderness on pressure, and
forming a hard tumour, giving to the touch
the feehng of a solid substance. This error

may be detected by a more accurate examina-
tion, and there will be some elasticity discovered

in the swelling. The cause of its seeming to

be a solid tumour arises from the manner in

whicli the periosteum is tensely stretched over
the effused fluid. In the second stage of this

variety, there is a gradual diminution of the

pain and swelling; the fluid, which was
effused under the periosteum, is absorbed, and
the subjacent bone and periosteum become
again united. This process generally occupies

some time ; but there are instances where its

accomplishment is more speedy. Of this

nature are the tumours which arise and dis-

appear with such rapidity on the scalp and
elsewhere, which yield quickly to leeches and
blistering, and after existing for some weeks.
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or, perhaps, even days, vanish, and leave no
sensible trace behind. A case of this kind
on the scalp, appearinoj and receding!: in a few
days, has been lately mentioned to nie by Mr.
Crampton. The palhologfical distinction of

these tumours consists in this : that !he surface

of the subjacent bone does not die, and, con-
sequently, the process of reparation is short

;

for when the effiised matter is absorbed, there

is nothing to prevent the adhesion of the bone
and periosteum.

The variety just described is not attended

necessarily with ulceration of the skin; but
there is another kind, in which effusion, as just

described, takes place, accompanied by increas-

ed vascularity on the surface of die bone
beneath. The matter effused at length escapes

through an opening, made by ulceration in

the integuments, and nature effects a cure by
means of granulations, arising from the vascular

surface of the bone, which, uniting with gra-

nulations from the periosteum and integuments,

repairs the breach of substance, and produces

consolidation of the separated parts.

In tlie next variety, matter is effused beneath

the periosteum, and the bone of the affected

portion becomes vascular at a little depth,

while the surface is white and dead, consisting

of a tliin, worm-eaten, cribriform lamina,

which, after some time, separates, and opens

for itself a passage through the integuments.

This exfoliation is followed by a growth of

granulations from the vascular bone beneath,

and the process of healing is perfected in the

manner before described. In some insUinces

the dead lamina is not thrown off at once, but

undergoes a very curious process, being per-

forated, and as ifworm-eaten, and thus allowing

the granulations thrown out by tlie healthy

bone to pass through its structure until the

whole of the disorganized plate is removed.

Such are the chief varieties of periostitis, ex-

clusive of that species which is observed in

scrofula, and which, from the disease simulta-

neously affecting the bones and periosteum,

can scarcely be called periostitis. In some
vitiated and cachectic constitutions the peri-

osteum becomes affected, in consequence of

ulceration commencing in the skin from
rupia, boils, or ecthyma ; this, however, I shall

not enter into at present. With respect to the

derangement which takes place in the skin, it

always bears proportion to the internal ulcera-

tion, and in the first species mentioned there

is scarcely any. In the other kinds, it is of

great use at the commencement to cut down to

the bone through the integuments and peri-

osteum, as recommended by Mr. Cramj)ton
;

for this practice, by lessening the inflammation,

limits the quantity of bone which is about to

die, and consequently the extent of integument
likely to be removed by ulceration.

When we come to consider periostitis, and
investigate its causes, we find that it frequently

arises from specific poisons, as scrofula, mer-
cury, or syphilis. You have many opportu-
nities, in the surgical wards, of becoming ac-

quainted with the characteristic marks of that

form which owes its existence to scrofula; it is

generally milder in its symptoms ; there is

less pain and tenderness; the swelling is less;

and it is most commonly observed in young
persons, in whom we cannot suspect the ope-

ration of syphilitic or mercurial causes. I do
not, however, mean to say, tliat you will not

find the latter causes combined with scrofula,

even in very young persons ; but such an oc-

currence is rare. But where this disease

occurs at later periods of life, you are some-
times puzzled to decide whether it is a con-

sequence of syphilis, or whether it is superin-

duced by mercury. When called to a case of

this kind, inquire accurately into its history,

and if you find that the person has taken mer-
cury for the cure of primary or secondaiy

symptoms, tiiat it cured the disease, and the

cure was decided ; that in a week, a fortnight,

or a month after this the patient was exposed
to cold ; that a great numljer of spots are si-

multaneously affected, and in corresponding

parts of the limb,—you will be led to conclude,

that the disease is mercurial periostitis. About
a week ago, a young gentleman called on me
with several periostitic swellings on his bones.

I said to him, " You were taking mercury
within the last six weeks." He said he was.
" You then went out and got cold." He said

he had ; and in this way 1 extracted from liim

the history of his complaint, and guessed it with

such accuracy, that he stared at me as if I had
a hundred heads. Such a case as this, gen-
tlemen, arises from cold affecting the consti-

tution, while under the influence of mercury.

But there is still a more ])erplexing one ; you
may have mercurial periostitis mixed up with
venereal symptoms. This is no uncommon
thing among persons advanced in life, who
liave had frequent attacks of venereal, and un-
dergone repeated courses of mercury. You
liave the two diseases blended in a very com-
plicated form, and then indeed are we placed

between Scylla and Charybdis, mercurial ac-

tion producing a cachetic state of constitution,

and venereal a diseased state of certain parts.

Moreover, you are all aware every thing that

impairs the constitution has a tendency to

bring on scrofula. Now, take a person who
is suffering from syphilis; deprive him, as you
often must (from the confinement a mercurial

course requires), of pure open air, keep him
on low diet, and what is the consequence ? To
the syphilis and mercurial cachexy, you have

scrofula frequently superadded, and that hideous

combination of disease which we sometimes

meet with at the present day, but fortunately

not so often as formerly. Some years ago, all

such cases were mercurialized—often to death.

In the wards of the Lock Hospital in this city,

the progress of the patient towards cure was
calculated in proportion to the number of pints

he spit during the day. In the skulls of per-

sons who lived during the last century, pre-

served at Leyden, the destruction of the bony

tissue is extraordinary ; indeed a phrenologist
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would be often puzxled by tlie havoc made by-

disease among the orjians of our forefathers.

An old writer, I think it is Herodotus or Xeno-
phon, says, that the skulls of the Egj-ptians,

lying on a field of battle, could be recognised

by their hardness. Those of the last century,

it seems, we can distinguisli by their softness.

This is no longer the case ; longevity, in the

present century, is remarkably increased ; and

I think there are some countries which will be

considerably raised in the scale of population

from the improvements introduced in the treat-

ment of venereal ; for this we are chiefly in-

debted to English surgeons and physicians.

Much credit is due to Sir Thomas Moriarty,

Mr. Mathias, Mr. Rose, and other army sur-

geons, who were the first in pointing out the

baneful effects of excessive courses of mercury.

Dr. Thomson of Edinburgh has also done a

great deal in promoting our knowledge on this

point. It is but justice to mention, while

speaking on this subject, the valuable and im-
portant services of our fellow townsman, Mr.
Carmichael. When he first published his ob-

servations on the treatment of venereal dis-

ease, his opinions were looked upon as merely
theoretical by most of the surgical profession

here, and his practice industriously decried.

I do not go so far as to admit all that Mr.
Carmichael has advanced ; but it is from him
we have received abundant proofs, that many
cases of syphilis can be cured without mercury,
and this is highly important. To the know-
ledge of this fact, to the more judicious em-
ployment of mercury, to the introduction of

vaccination by Jenner, at the beginning of the

last century, and to the general improvement,
not only in diet, but also in medical and sur-

gical treatment, we are to attribute the in-

creased longevity of the present period.

Human life had almost doubled, and we began
to hope, that in 1900, it might be quadrupled.

The mortality in London decreased in the

proportion of 15 per cent, and the profits of

Isnurance Companies declined. In Dr. Haw-
kin's book, which was published in 1829, you
will find that he strongly expressed his gra-

tification and delight at the cheering prospect

which lay before us ; and we were ail ready to

sympathize in his anticipations, when, unfor-

tunately, the cholera came, and brought us
back to our original position. But to return

to our subject. It is unnecessary for me to bring
proofs in support of the opinion, that mercury
alone brings on diseases of the bones. You
are aware of the case of a man named William
Byrne, in this Hospital, who got mercury for

disease of the liver, and returned in a fortnight

after he was discharged with periostitis. Dr.
Lendrick had a case of poisoning by corrosive

sublimate some time ago. The stomach pump,
and white of egg, succeeded in saving the man's
hfe, but he got a severe attack of periostitis.

I shall now detain you for a short thne in

speaking of the treatment of periostitis. As
to the local means, you will find much good
from leeching, and blisters dressed witli savine

ointment, particularly when the disease is

recent, and the inflammation circumscribed.

If the blisters produce but little effect, try the

tartar emetic ointment ; I have found it useful

where blistering failed. In obstinate cases,

Mr. Crampton's plan of cutting down to the

bone is excellent, and you should have re-

course to it. When a periosteal node breaks

and matter is discharged, and you observe the

bottom of the sore covered with pale un-

healthy granulations, or a piece of diseased

bone lying in it which ought to be detached,

introduce a stick of nitrate of silver, and touch,

not the whole, but some given part of the sur-

face every day, and you will produce a rapid

improvement in its appearance. This treat-

ment was introduced by Mr. Nichol, and you
will find a detail of it in the Edinburgh Medi-
cal and Surgical Journal deserving your atten-

tive perusal. As to the general treatment of

periostitis, where the constitution is strong,

and there is no objection to the use of mer-
cury, this remedy affords the most certain and
speedy relief, having premised venesection and
leeching. Even when the disease arises after

a course of mercury, or in consequence of

syphilis, where its symptoms are violent and
the constitution is strong, the rapid injection

of mercury is the best treatment you can adopt.

This is particularly suited to that painful spe-

cies of cranial periostitis which I have de-

scribed, and which scarcely yields to any other

remedy, and also to those cases where the

disease attacks the shaft of the femur. In both

of these affections the mercurialization, to be
effectual, must be carried to decided salivation,

and must be continued for three or four days
after the mouth becomes sore, though you will

meet some cases which yield before salivation.

This, however, is an uncommon occurrence.

Where the symptoms are less violent we may
content ourselves with Plummer's pill or blue

pill, in alterative doses. In persons of delicate

habit, who are much worn out by disease, and
where all other means fail, corrosive sublimate

sometimes succeeds, or De Velno's vegelable

syrup. The latter acts on the constitution in

a mild and beneficial manner, and I have seen

many persons restored to health by its agency.

We must never forget, however, that there is

a material objection to the use of mercury in

hospitals among the poor; for, on returning

home, they are almost invariably exposed to

fatigue and cold, have consequently a strong

liability to relapses, and are then of course

worse than before. This unfortunate occur-

rence may be generally avoided among the

wealthy, and to them the mercurial cure is

therefore more applicable. Besides mercury,

the most effectual remedies are colchicum and
tartar emetic. You will find, that after bleed-

ing or leeclnng, by employing colchicum with

narcotics, as for instance, the wine or tincture

of the seeds of colchicum with Battley's seda-

tive liquor, or black drop, combined with

magnesia, you will produce a very powerful

effect. You are aware of the power which
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colchicum produces in subduing inflammatory

aflTections of tlie heart, and also of tlie joints,

and it must be looked on as a very valuable

remedy. You have, in addition to this, the

different antimonial preparations. The anti-

monial wine and James's powder will be par-

ticularly serviceable. You cannot combine
colchicum with antimonials, in consequence of

their effect on the stomach, but you can com-
bine either of them with narcotics. During
the whole course of the disease you must em-
ploy narcotics; they relieve pain, and are to

be used plentifully, but witli discrimination.

When the disease becomes chronic, givesarsa-

parilla with nitric acid. The latter enhances
the value of the sarsaparil la, though we are un-
acquainted with its modus operandi. You have,

therefore, gentlemen, three modes oftreatment,

first the mercurial, which, where it is admis-
sil)le, is the most speedy and effectual ; next,

the antiphlogistic, consisting of bleeding,

leeches, colchicum, antimonials, and narcotics

;

and thirdly, the chronic treatment, which
comprises sarsaparilla and nitric acid with
narcotics, change of air, and time.

Gentlemen, I understand that a man above
stairs, who was affected with haemoptysis, died

this morning. You will be surprised, perhaps,

at his death, as the spitting of blood had
stopped. This, which I think I can explain

to you, and some observations on the patho-
logy and treatment of haemoptysis, will form
the subject of our next lecture.

ANATOMICAL EXERCITATIONS
OF

WILLIAM HARVEY, M.D.

(Concluded from p. 260j

CONCLUSIONS.

Whence it happens that it is lengthened and
contracted, at one time more and at another
less frequently, according as they seem more
panting and to need more air ; but of this in the
treatise of respiration. It is also manifest, that
the auricles pulsate and contract themselves, as I

said before, and force the blood into the ven-
tricles, whence it is, that wherever there is a
ventricle, there an auricle is necessarj-, not
only (as is commonly believed) that it may be
the receptacle and cellar of blood (for what
need is there for a pulsation for the retaining
of it), but the first movers of the blood are the
auricles, especially the right, being the first

thing that lives and the last that dies, as it has
been said before; and, on that account, are
necessary, that is to say, the blood, already
yielding, may be poured into tlie ventricle.
Which ventricle, in continuation, (by con-
tracting itself,) emits more conveniently and
propels more violently the blood, being already

in motion ; as when at play witli a ball, being

struck, it is impelled from a bound stronger

and farther tlian by simply throwing it More-
over, contrary to the vulgar opinion, because

neither the heart, nor any thing else, can distend

itself, as to attract any thing in its diastole

(unless, in its return to its former stiite, like a

sponge, being first compressed with force), but

it is certain, that all lo('al motion happens and
takes its beginning first from the contraction of

some part ; therefore, by the contraction of the

auricles the blood is forced into the ventricles,

as I made to appear before, and it is propelled

and transferred from tlience by a contraction

of the ventricles.

Which is truth concerning local motion, and

that the immediate motive organ (in all

creatures in whom a motive spirit is necessary)

is contractible, as Aristotle says, in his Book
de Sjnritu, and elsewhere, and that Aristotle

knew the muscles, and was not wrong to have
referred all motion in creatures to the nerves,

or contractility ; and, therefore, he called those

tendons in the heart nerves. I hope it will be

made clear, if, at any time, I shall have leisure

to demonstrate concerning the motive organs

in animals, and the fabric of the muscles, from
my own observations.

But pursuing our purpose, concerning tlie

use of the auricles, tor filling the ventricles

with blood, as it has been already shown ; it is

to be noted, that by how much more dense and
compact the heart is, and by how much more
thick the walls of it are, by so much the more
nervous and muscular the auricles are to draw
in and fill it in those in whom it is otherwise.

It appears in these as a bladder of blood, or a
membrane containing blood, as in fishes, for

there the bladder, which is in the place of the

auricle, is very thin, and so large that the heart

seems to float above it ; but in those fishes, in

which the bladder is a little more fleshy, it

seems precisely to imitate and counterfeit tlie

lungs, as in the barbel, tench, and others.

In some men, that is to say such as are

brawny, and of firmer habit of body, I have
found the right auricle so strong, and so neatly-

made up within, by the various contexture of

fibres, that it seemed equal in strength to the

ventricles of other men ; and truly I wondered,
that in divers men there should be such a dif-

ference. But it is to be observed, that the

auricles are much larger in the foetus in pro-

portion, because, before the heart is made, or

performs its functions (as showrt before), they

perform the office of the heart. But the things

I have observed in the formation of the foetus,

and have mentioned before (and Aristotle con-

firms by an eg^~), bring great faith and light

to this thing. In the meantime, whilst the

foetus is as it were a tender worm, and, as it is

said, is in the amniotic fluid, a point of blood

only exists, or a bladder pulsating, and as it

were a portion of the umbilical vein : after-

wards, when the foetus being shaped, begins

to have a stronger corpulency, this little bag
becoming more fleshy and robust (changing



us constitution), it turns into auricles, above
which the body of the heart begins to grow,
as yet executing no particular office; the
foetus being already formed, and the bones
already distinct from the fiesh, it is a perfect
ammal and is perceived to have motion:
then the heart also is perceived to have
in It pulsation, and, as I have said, trans-
fuses the blood out of the vena cava throu-h
both ventricles into the arteries. So nature
being perlect and divine, making nothin<^ in
vain, neither gave a heart to any where it^was
not wanted, nor made it before there was need
ot one; but proceeding by the same degrees in
the formation of every animal (as, for instance,
the egg, worm, and foetus), it acquires its per-
fection in eacli. But these things are to be
confirmed elsewhere, by many observations in
the formation of the foetus.

Lastly; Hippocrates, in his Book on the
Heart (not without r.-ason), called it a muscle,
seeing the action and function of each were
the same, namely, to contract itself, and to

Wood
"'™^*'''"^ ^^^' to wit, the contained

Moreover, from the constitution of the fibres,
and their motive structure, as in the muscles
themselves, we may perceive the use and ac-
tion of the heart. All anatomists have ob-
served, with Galen, that the body of the heart
IS constructed of fibres running in various di-
rections that is to say, straight, transverse,
and obhque. But, in a boiled heart, the
structure of the fibres is found to be other-
wise. For all the fibres in the walls andseptum are cireular, as in a sphincter; butthose which are in the tendons being stretched
out at length are oblique; so it comes to pass,tha

,
when all these fibres are contracted to-

gether, it happens that the apex and base arebrought together by the tendons, and the sep-tum is enclosed in a cirele: also the heart is
contracted every way, and the ventricles
strengthened. Therefore, since the action of
It IS contraction, we must conclude, that the
function of it is to force blood into the arteries
Wor must we disagree with Aristotle con-

cerning the principality of the heart, that itdoes not receive motion and sensation fromhe brain, nor blood from the hver, but that it
IS the beginning of the veins, and of the blood,and the Jike. Seeing those that endeavour to
confute him omit that chief argument (or thev

t)Vf ""i^'^tand), namely, that the heart is

, Plf n '^r^.
'^'"'""t' ^"^ tl'^t it has, in

Itself, blood, life, sensation, and motion, before
either the brain or liver were made, or aj!peared perfectly distinct, or, at least, were ableto perform any function. And by tliese properorgans relating to motion, the heirt, as fsome
nternal animal, lives a long time, michthing being dene first, nature Wishes the wholeanimal creature afterwards to be made, notr shed, preserved, and perfected, as its ownwork and dwelling-place.
The heart is, as it were, a prince in tho

coinmonwealUi, iu whose power is the first
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and highest command of governing- fromw uch, as frem the beginning^ and foimdadon^
aU^power in the animal is derived and de-

But besides very many things concerning
he arteries also illustrate and confirm thistruth. When it is considered why the artSvenosa does not pulsate, since it is numberedamongst the arteries, or why there is a pul-sation found in the venaj arteriosa, because

the pulse IS the impulsion of the blo^d of the
arteries; or why do the arteries, in the thick-ness and strength of their tunics, differ somuch from the veins, because they bear theforce of the action of the heart and the breaking
forth of the blood ? Hence, since nature, whS
IS perfect makes nothing in vain, and is suffi-
cient in all things, by so much the nearer the
arteries are to the heart, by so much more they
differ from the veins in their construction, andare more robust and more hgamentous; but inthe farthest distribution of them, as in the handfoot brain, mesentery, and spermatic vessels,
they are so like, m their construction, tha
closely viewing their tunics, it is difficult to de-termine one from the other; and this is so for
justreasons; for the farther the arteries areLmthe heart, with so much less strength a jrreat

bein."l r '!!"?' '^' •"•^"'^^ «*' theKDeing weakened by the great distance. Addto this, that the impulse of the heart, since itmust needs be sufficient in all the trunks andbranches of the arteries, it is lessened or dimtnished at every division so much so, that the
last divisions of arterial capillaries s^em to be

tTorjtl""!^
'" construction, but in fl'nc!

nr .' ^ ^" ^"^ "°t give a perceptible pulseor perhaps none at all, or not at all times unless the heart beats more violentlv, or ^om^
inall artery is more dilated or more open Tnsome parts. » '"

Hence it happens we sometimes find a pulsein the teeth, at other times in the gums at

not'd r^' iV*!^. «"^-^' sometimesCcan
not d tinguish this. I have certainlv observedthat boys, whose circulation is always frequent, were plainly in a fever by this onl^gn

;
so likewise in tender and deiaJe peo!

perce^Je^lw^il^
'^'^ '^"^^^^ ^ *^«"'^ ^^'iljperceive, by the pulsation of their finderswhen the fever was in its strength. Oniheother Jiand, when the heart beats faintly hepulse cannot be felt either in the finger?;r st

peiTdv'in
'""'"^^' ^^'^"^'^™' ^<^bility and

pwjfJie in citing circumstances.

thev bp'";^'°"'/''/°
^' admonished, lesthey be deceived; because, in cutting ofF

b ood indeed, comes foreibly out of the artery,

arerS/ T ^t^^'^''^
^"'^ ^hat the small

arteries do not pulsate, especially if they aretied with a ligature. Besides, the vena^arte!
riosa hasnot only the construction and tunic ofan artery, but it does not differ so much in the

aorta"'
V^ the tunic frem the veins as the

aorta. I he reason is, because the aorta bearsa greater force of blood from the left ventricle
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than that does from tlie rijrht, therefore it has
the construction of the tunics just so much
softer than the aorta, as the ri^ht ventricle of

the heart is weaker than the left ; and as

much as the structure and softness of the lunn^s

abates from the habit of body and flesh, just

so much the tunics of the vena arteriosa differ

from that of the aorta.

And all these thint^s every where keep tlie

same proportion, for the more brawny, mus-
cular, and the denser habit of body men are,

and the stronger, thicker, and more fibrous

heart they have, so much the more suitable.

Auricles and arteries they have, both in

proportion to thickness and strength. Hence
in those animals whose ventricles are smooth
within, tJie septa and valves thin, as in fishes,

birds, serpents, and very many more kinds of

animals, in these the arteries differ very httle

or nothing from the thickness of tlie veins.

Besides, tlie lungs have such large vessels,

both veins and arteries, that tlie trunk of the
arteria venosa exceeds both the crural and
jugular branches as (by experience and au-
topsy, nor was I deceived in the inspection of
those things which I saw in dissected animals)
that on wounduig them all the blood in them
has run out, because the fountain, cellar, and
treasury of blood, and storehouse of its per-
fection, are in the heart and lungs. Why also

do we see, in anatomical dissection, that the
kft ventricle and arteria venosa abounds with
so great a quantity of blood, and indeed of the
same colour and consistence, with that of the
right ventricle and vena arteriosa, alike black
and clotted ? Because the blood passes hither
from thence continually through the lungs.

Lastly, why is the vein commonly called

vena arteriosa? it has the constniction of an
artery, the arteria venosa that of a vein. Be-
cause, in truth, it is in function and construc-

tion, and in all things, artery ; the latter a vein,

contrary to the common opinion. And why
has the vena arteriosa so large an orifice? Be-
cause it carries more blood to the lungs than
is necessary to nourish them.

All these phenomena are to be observed in

dissections, and very many more, if they are
properly weighed, seem to illustrate the above
truth abundantly, and, indeed, to confirm it, at

tlie same time to be adverse to the common
opinion. As it is very difficult for any one
to demonstrate, unless as we have done, for

what cause all these things have been so consti-
tuted and formed.

ON THE FUNCTIONS

OF THE

UNIMPREGNATED UTERUS.

(Continued from page 592.)

In what we have further to state on the
subject of our present inquiry, we have almost

exclusively to depend on the calcuktions of

Mr. Finlaison. The reader has already seen

that according to the observations of that gen-
tleman, the period of cessation of the menses
is not loaded with any marked excess of mor-
tality. " This advantage in favour of female
life," he remarks, " is first most evident about
fourteen, after which the mortality in the

female sex is observed to proceed onwards to

the age of fifty-five with the slightest imagin-
able increase." For so many of the results of

Mr. Finlaison's operations, as are applicable to

the crisis which is supposed to take place in

the female constitution at the commencement
of its decline, the author is indebted to the

personal favour of that gentleman himself.

The following calculations of the rate of mor-
tality of the government annuitants are made
on a scale of 100,000 lives of members of both
sexes and of all ages. The results, which are

especially illustrative of the immediately cur-

rent part of our inquiry, are distributed into

tliree epochs of five years each, inclusive of
the median line of life in both sexes, and in

the female of the period of cessation of the

menses. During eacli of these epochs, the

rates of mortality of each sex are given as fol-

lows in their respective progressions. Out of
100,000 members alive of all ages, there will

die in the five years after the age of 35, i. e.

between the ages of 35 and 40, the latter in-

clusive, of males 7,042, and of females 5,738

;

in the five years after 40, i.e. between the ages

of 40 and 45, the latter inclusive, there will

die, of males 6,959, and of females 6,889 ; and
after the age of 45, i e. between the years of
45 and 50, the latter inclusive, there will die

of males, 10,381, and of females 7,714.

The reader will please to observe, that in

each of these several periods, there is a positive

excess of deaths of males over those of females;

but that in the middle series, viz. that between
40 and 45, which in the female includes

within its extremes some few cases of early

retirement of the catamenial function, but in

the majority, the period of dodging preparation

for the final cessation of the menses, the

excess in question is much less than in either

of the other two series. Of the correctness of
these calculations, as applied to a class of
select lives, there can be no doubt, as there is

no room for error. But the author cannot

properly dismiss the subject without adverting

to certain other calculations very recently pub-
lished at Brussels, by Messrs. Quetelet and
Smits, in a pamphlet entitled Recherches sur

la Reproduction et la Mortalite de I'Homme
aux dlfferens Ages et sur la Population de la

Belgique, 1832. A government order was
issued, in 1828, for a census of the entire popu-
lation of Belgium, with directions that it should

include returns of all the births, deaths, mar-
riages, and changes of residence of the people

during every year, and accompanied by an
intimation that a similar assessment would be
ordered for every ten years. The order for

the first census was carried into etFect towards
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the end of the year 1829. It is a peculiarity

of this assessment that it has furnished distinct

tables of results on all the points which it was
charged to report upon for two classes of

population, viz. for residents of towns and for

those of country districts. Now it happens that,

on these separate returns for the towns and for

the country districts, its reports of the morta-

lity of the different sexes exhibit a most ex-

traordmary discrepancy with all former results

on subjects of this kind. In Messrs. Quete-

let's and Smits' returns of the country mor-
tality, the female deaths present an excess over

those of the males durinj^ the three series of

years corresponding wath those just quoted

from Mr. Finlaison's reports, in the propor-

tion of something more than 24 to 18. Mak-
ing 100,000, as in Mr. Finlaison's calculations,

the numerical basis of their operations, the

comparative mortality of the two sexes for the

country districts of Belgium, as given by
Messrs. Quetelet and Smits, are as follows, viz.,

out of 100,000 persons of both sexes alive, the

raters of deatlis within the five years between
the ages of 35 and 40, the latter inclusive, are,

of males 4,681, and of females 8,071 ; in the

five years between the ages of 40 and 45, the

latter inclusive, of males 5,975, and of females

8,5.36 ; and in the five years between the ages

of 45 and 50, the latter inclusive, of males

7,692, and of females 8,056. Thus we see

represented a most remarkable excess of female

mortality in tlie country districts of Belgium

;

whereas in all the towns of the Netherlands,

the returns would seem to correspond, at

least in principle, with what has hitherto

been considered in the light almost of a
general law of mortality. Accordingly, out

of 100,000 inhabitants of the towns of Belgium,

the rates of deaths in five years after the age

of 35, that is, between the ages of 35 and 40,

the latter inclusive, of males 7,189, and of

females 7,679 ; between the ages of 40 and

45, the latter inclusive, of males 8,894, and of

females 7,153; and between the ages of 45
and 50, the latter inclusive, of males 8,678,

and of females 8,062 ; giving a total of mor-
tality for the three series of years together, of

24,761 males and 22,894 females. But the

excess of the mortality in some particular

towns of Belgium very greatly surmounts the

average results of Messrs. Quetelet and Smits.

The author is indebted to the further kindness

of Mr. Finlaison for the following quotation

from a table of the average mortality of

Ostend, constructed from the best possible

materials by that gentleman himself, whilst

recently residing temporarily in that town.

For the convenience of an accurate com-
parison with the results of the foregoing cal-

culations, the operation is given on the same
numerical scale of 100,000 lives. With that

understanding, the rates relatively of the male
and female mortality at Ostend, during the

tract of years intermediate between the ages
of 35 and 50, as made out by Mr. Fin-
laison, and believed by him to be scarcely

liable to the possibility of error, is as follows:

Out of 100,000 souls of both sexes and of all

ages, the rates of deaths after 35 years of age,

that is, between the ages of 35 and 40, the

latter inclusive, are, of males 8,041, and of

females 6,665 ; between the ages of 40 and 45,

the latter inclusive, of males 11,107, and of

females 7,094 ; and between the ages of 45 and
50, the latter inclusive, of males 13,079, and
of females 8,188. From these results it follows,

that the difference in the value of life in Ostend

against the male and in favour of the female,

at a period of life, inclusive in both sexes of

the commencement of its decline, and in the

female of the cessation of the menses, is in the

very remarkable proportion of 32 to 21.

Before concluding this part of his subject,

the author thinks it right to call his reader's

attention to some statements and references of

M. Desormeaux, in general confirmation of

the same views with his own; but without

being able to give an opinion as to the amount
of value of the documentary evidence, the ex-

istence rather than the precise facts of which
he quotes. " The epoch of the cessation of

the menses, commonly called the critical age,

is ordinarily considered as a period of great

danger to tlie sex. For a long time past,

however, some of our ablest practitioners have

considered the fears entertained on this subject

as exaggerated and unfounded, and have he-

lievcd that this retirement of the function is a
natural phenomena ordinarily exempt from
accidents ; that in the cases of many women,
and especially in the instances of women of

feeble constitutions, whose menstrual evacua-

tions had been too abundant and in apparent
disproportion to their strength, it is even an
earnest of the commencement of better health;

Learned men, who have sought to establish

laws of mortality for dififerent periods of life,

have found nothing among the sequels of death

indicative of the ravages of the critical period.

Muret, in a work on the population of the
Pays de Vaud, observes :

' My observations

have not taught me that the age of from 40 to

50 is more critical for women than that of

from 10 to 20.' M. Benoiston de Chateau-
neuf has taken up tliese researches, and pre-

sented tlie result of them in a memoir which
was read to the Academy of Sciences, in 1818,
' On the Mortality of Women of the Age of
between forty and fifty.'" This essay did not

appear in the Transactions of the Institute for

the year 1818. " This result is indeed so

important," observes M. Desormeaux, "that
I shall here transcribe its principal facts.

' From the forty-third to the sixtieth degree of

north latitude, along a line extending from
Marseilles to St. Petersburgh, passing by
Vevay, Paris, Berlin, and Stockholm, it is a

fact, that at no epoch of female life, from the

thirtieth to the sixtieth year, are we able to

discover any increase in the mortality of

women beyond what should be attributed to

the natural progress of age; whereas, at all

epochs of male life, from tlie age of thirty to
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that of seventy, we observe a greater rate of

mortality of the male than of the female sex.

This excess is most remarkable between the

ages of forty and fifty. It results from these

new observations, that the age of from forty to

fifty is more truly critical for men tlian for

women ; and that seems to be the fact what-
ever be the kind of life they lead, and whether
they live in society or in retirement, whether
in the camp or in the cloister. Inasmuch,
however, as it cannot be denied tliat a certain

number of women die between the ages of

forty and fifty, in consequence of the revolution

which takes place in tlieir constitution at that

period, a cause of mortality which does not

exist in the other sex, what would be their de-

crement of numbers, already actually inferior

to that of the male sex during the same period,

and what might be expected to be the strength

and duration of their lives, did they possess

the additional privilege of not being subject to

this law V " From the whole of tlie above
observations, the author thinks that lie can
safely invite his reader to the conclusion, that

the period of cessation of the menses, in the

human female, cannot be considered on the

average as unsalutary to her constitution ; or,

if in a few cases, it be productive of effects

dangerous to health, or fatal to life, that, in a
great majority of cases, it must have a salu-

tary influence, and is made protective of the

sex against tlie invasion probably of a number
of diseases to which it might otherwise be
liable. The discrepancies of Messrs. Quetelet's

and Smits' country returns with the results of

all other published assessments, must be left to

be determined by future observations.

From the general conclusion now come to,

we are, however, not to suppose that the func-

tion of menstruation is not occasionally liable

to great irregularities, which sometimes are

causes, and at other times effects and accom-
paniments, of other maladies. The author,

indeed, believes that disordered menstruation

is much more frequently the effect than it is

the cause of other diseases. Disordered men-
struation is accordingly very frequently asso-

ciated with obvious indications of the presence

of morbid states of the general system, and of

parts of the uterine system not immediately
concerned in the performance of the catamenial
function. But not only are diseased conditions

of distant organs and of remote functional

actions, competent to embarrass and, in many
cases, to interrupt the due performance of this

characteristic function of the human female,

but almost all considerable influences, incident

to the actions of life, and especially such as

are productive of violent and morbific effects

upon the nervous and sanguiferous systems,

are capable of exerting the same power. When,
therefore, the cessation of the menses happens
to be complicated, or speedily succeeded by
symptoms indicative of diseased structures, or

of unusually morbid actions, we are generally

competent, after the death of such subjects, to

discover causes abundantly sufficient to account

for it, independently of any influence incident

to tlie contemporaneous retirement of the ca-

tamenial function. There are, indeed, few
diseases of any considerable importance or du-
ration which may not affect or be affected by
the operations of this function. High-toned
fevers, accompanied by more than ordinary

excitement of the heart and arteries, are often

greatly alleviated by its accession ; whilst, how-
ever, others of a low type, or such as by long

protraction have brought the patient into a
state of much exhaustion and debility, are usu-
ally greatly exasperated, or rendered mortal by
an uterine discharge, even though it should ap-
pear in a very moderate quanlity. The re-esta-

blisliment ofthe catamenial function, after a tem-
porary suspension of its periods, accompanied
by lesions and disturbances of other functions,

usually operates as a remedy of the attendant

symptoms, and especially amongst others of

plethoric vascular congestions and vicarious

haemorrhagic discharges. It is an aphoristic

observation of Hippocrates, that " the restora-

tion of suppressed menses is a cure for ha;-

nioptysis ;" that special variety of the disease,

no doubt, which we sometimes encounter as

one of th* most formidable among the effects

of suppression of the catamenia. Experience,

moreover, proves that the restoration of the

function, by restoring the healthy balance of

the circulation, exerts a similar remedial in-

fluence in many other examples of congestive

overfulness of the sanguiferous system.
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fracture of the patella of the cervix

femoris injuries of the hip-joint.

Gentlemen,

This is an accident of great importance. A
young man, of the name of Gregory, while

stepping out of a shop, slipped, and while en-

deavouring to recover himself, says he heard

something snap. He became lame, and when
he tried to walk, his legs sunk under him.

This accident is ten times worse than a frac-

ture of the femur, or of the tibia, because if

either of these bones are broken, they unite

as firmly as ever; but the patella does not:

it does not unite by bone, but by ligament';

and it is a singular fact, that if a man has

broken one patella, the other is very liable to

the same accident. This circumstance has

given rise to many speculations; it is thought
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by some, that the bones of the person who
sustains this accident are more brittle than

usual, or that there is some peculiar structure

in the formation of the bones. This is not the

case; for the first fracture occurs from acci-

dent, and the second is the consequence of the

first ; for when a man has broken one patella,

that leg is rendered weaker than the other.

If he slips, in attempting to recover himself

with the other leg, the whole mass of muscles

on the fore part of the thigh is put in action

(you must bear in mind, tlie accident does not

occur when the limb is bent under the man,

but at a certain degree of extension) ; and the

bone is snapped across, as you would a stick

across your knee. You know inflammation is

necessary to the union of fracture by ossifica-

tion. Coagulating lymph is first thrown out

;

this is by degi*ees converted into a consolidated

mass, which becomes firm and unyielding, and

sustains the fractured pieces of bone. This is

not the case in fracture of the patella; there

is merely an increased secretion of the synovia

;

you have no injury of the surrounding parts—

•

no laceration—no extravasation ; consequently,

the essential circumstances necessary to the

union of the bone by ossific matter are wanting.

The practice is, not to endeavour to unite the

bone by ligament ; and however you may de-

spair of effecting your object, your practice

must be directed to obtain union by bone.

The first indication is to apply cold lotions and

leeches, and relax the rectus and all the qua-

driceps muscles ; by doing this, you allow the

upper fractured end of the bone to descend.

When you have subdued the inflammation,

you take a bandage and apply one end above

the joint, the other below it ; by this means

you bring the broken ends together; and if

you do not succeed in your object of getting

union by bone, you have the shortest and

strongest possible ligament.

The principle I am now going to explain

is very important for you to know. When the

bone is torn across by the force of the muscles,

very little inflammation arises ; but the case is

altogether different when broken by the kick

of a horse, or a blow in any other way. Hero
you have tumefaction, inflammation, lacera-

tion, &c.

A coachman was brought into this hos[)ital

with a broken patella, produced by a blow.

The gentleman in attendance, judging from-

other cases of fractured patella, of which we
had six in the hospital at that time, all pro-

duced by the action of the muscles, and not

being aware of this principle, applied a band-

age ; this, in twenty-four hours, produced such

a degree of inflammation in the joint, that no
after treatment could subdue it. Suppuration

followed, and the man died. This person was
the servant of a family who held him in great

estimation, and I have (because my name was
over the bed of the poor man) for ever lost

the good opinion of that family; but this,

gentlemen, is not to be taken into considera-

tion, when tiie life of a fellow-creature was
sacrificed from a want of knowledge of this
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principle. When tlie patella is broken across

by a blow, the periosteum is injured; it is

attended with inflammation and tumefac-

tion, and you have ossific union. This will lead

us to a consideration of fracture of the neck
of the thigh bone.

Jane , an old woman, aged 73, says

she was thrown down by two drunken women,
and fell upon her hip. She was brought into

this hospital with the neck of the thigh bone
broken. She has been in the house two
months, and is now free from any danger
arising from the fever which is always attend-

ant on the accident. There are three ways in

which the neck of the femur may fracture ;

—

in old age the bones acquire considerable

brittleness; an old lady, walking across the

room, trips upon a carpet, falls upon her hip,

and dies from the injury. If you examine
after death, 3 ou will find the neck of the bone
and trochanter major broken like a tea-cup.

If a person falls with his foot in a hole, or

jumps out of a window, the neck of the bone
is broken off in the joint. In tiiis case, union

will not take place, for it is broken off inter-

nally to the capsule, and that which is neces-

sary to the union, namely, inflammation, is

wanting. Now, sometimes the parts are broken
off like a wedge, and the bone is split down.
Here you have a common fracture with con-

solidation and re-union; so you have one

fracture where the blow is on the trochanter

major, another where the bone is broken off

within the capsule, and a third external to the

capsule, resembling a common fracture. In

your diagnosis, you notice, first, age and sex.

Tobin came into this hospital with in-

jury of the hip, his leg apparently shortened,

but (this is important) his toe turned inwards.

His being a man was certainly not in favour

of fracture. It is much more frequent in old

than in young people, and in old women than

in old men. He is a young person, where
you would look for dislocation, not fracture.

If the neck be broken, the action of the

muscles of the hip and of the iliacus internus,

and psoas-magnus, turns tlie toe outwards.

If the toe be turned inwards, you do not sup-

pose it to be fracture. If the heel be short-

ened and the toe turned out, you then suspect

fracture. If the leg seems shorter, you must
not rest satisfied with this appearance, but

measure the difference in lengtli of heels, and
examine if there be a correspondence between
the position of the pelvis and that of the heels.

For when there is inflammation of the hip,

consequent on injury of that joint, j-ou fre-

quently have an elevation of one side of the

pelvis, and consequently an ap])arent sliorteu-

ing of the leg on that side. This will very

often deceive you ; and hence the necessity

of attending to the position of the pelvis, and
always keeping in your mind, that a bruised

and inflamed hip is attended with shorten-

ing of the leg. A person receives an injury

of the hip, the surgeon is anxious to discover

whether there is a dislocation or fracture. He
convinces himself there is neither; the case

Y Y
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goes on, and in a month or two the patient

hobbles aljout, and finds his Icff shortened.

Some ill-natured opponent comes in, and tells

the patient you have treated the case im-

properly. Always keep in mind, that in severe

inflammation of the hip, this may be the case

;

and you ought to explain this to the friends

of the patient, and, if they think proper, liave

a consultation. Two months after the occur-

rence of an accident, and when your patient

has a short leg, an explanation of this circum-

stance comes rather awkwardly. As our time

h;Ls expired, we shall resume this subject next

week, or wait until we have fresh cases of

injury of the hip-joint, which are of very
frequent occurrence.

ESSAY ON YELLOW FEVER,

BY DR. GILLKRliST.

Within the last few years much va-

luable information upon y^'How fever

has been from time to time furnished

by Dr. W. Fergusson, inspector-gene-

ral of hospitals ; and it is to be re-

gretted that want of space precludes

the possibility of extracting, as freely

as would be desirable, from documents
furnished by a gentleman of such
great experience, tact, and candour.

His paper in the eighth volume of the

Medical Chirurgical Transactions is

particularly interesting, and refers

chiefly to transactions which occurred

while he was principal medical officer

in the West Indies, in 1816, &c.

Dr. Fergusson is quite adverse to the

doctrine of contagion in yellow fever;

and it will be admitted, as we con-

ceive, that the facts which he has ad-

duced in the paper just mentioned,
are calculated of themselves to make
a powerful impression. He shows
that, without restraint as to inter-

course, situation alone has given great

comparative exemption from yellow

fever to raw soldiers from England
over civilians; that the disease "is
confined, in all the islands, to the sea-

coast ;" and that, " at Barbadoes, our
hospitals, of late years, have been in

a regular course of importation of the

yellow fever from the navy ; but not

even inoculation has teen able to pro-

duce the disease upon any member of

the hospital corps, by whom I may
truly say that the sick have been re^

ceived with open arms ; for the anti-

social doctrines of ideal contagions

are not preached among us here, to

the prejudice of duty and humanity."
Speaking of the general impression at

St. Domingo, on the subject of con-

tagion, during our occupation of that

island, he says, " I never even heard

the idea started, nor do I recollect a

single precaution, advice, or observa-

tion, that acknowledged the existence

of contagion, ever being directed to the

medical stalF from any quarter. I

appeal to the writings of Dr. IM'Lcan,

the living evidence of Mr. Weir, Dr.
Jackson, Drs. 'Jheodore Gordon,
Borland, Inspector Warren, and all

the medical officers who served there

to bear me out in this assertion. I

appeal to the evidence of every

medical officer now serving in the

West Indies, that has ever had ex-

perience of the disease (for there may
very probably be found contagionists

among those who never saw it), to say

whether in their lives they ever met
with a case of yellow fever that could

with greater feasibility be traced to

personal communication with a sub-

ject labouring under the disease, than

to the ordinary natural cuses from
which it has been proved to originate."

Dr. Fergussou's remarks go to corrobo-

rate the curious fact occasionally to be

found in authors as to " different parts

of the same town being differently

affected ; and so limited often is their

influence, that one story of a house,*

or one section of a ship, will be strong-

ly affected by it, while other parts of

the same tenements remain healthy."

In the paper from which these ex-

tracts are taken, will be found details

* At Gibraltar, during the epidemic of

1828, we observed this to have been the case

in a very remarkable manner in some in-

stances; and Dr. Ramsay, surgeon to the

forces, states, in an official report dated Bar-

badoes, 20th December, 1825, that, " in cer-

tain barracks and hospitals the very diagonal

of particular apartments will atford a toler-

ably accurate demarcation of safe and unsafe

position of beds." See on this point, also.

Dr. Wilson's work on yellow fever (lS27j, in

which the disease is show to have been con-

fined to men whose berths were on a par-

ticular side, or in a particular part of a ship.
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of the Iiighest value relative to the

disease in question, as it prevailed

among the crew of the Regalia trans-

port, employed in carrying black re-

cruits from the coast of Guinea to the

West Indies in 1816* ; and from which
it appears that the crew were in good
health previous to taking in many
tons of green wood at Sierra Leone

;

that great sickness (chiefly dysentery)

prevailed among the blacks during
the voyage ; and that several deaths-

took place ; but the yellow fever was
altogether confined to the crew ; and,
in the words of Dr. Fergusson, " the

ship, on her arrival at Barbadocs, was
not put under restraint or quarantine,

but communicated freely with the

sea-ports of Barbadoes, the Saints,

Antigua, and Guadaloupe; landing

the severally ill or dying subjects of
that disease amongst the inhabitants,

and at the hospitals at Barbadoes and
Antigua, without communicating in-

fection at any of these places ; and
finally, after having undergone a
thorough purilication, sailing from
Guadaloupe for Europe, crowded to a
very great degree with rebel French
prisoners and their families, from the
jails, under the most dangerous cir-

cumstances of health, with a case of
yellow fever actually dying on board
the day before she left Basseterre

roads, but without communicating any
such fevers to the unfortunate passen-
gers, leaving any behind her at

Guadaloupe, or importing any at the
ports she ultimately reached." Dr.
Fergusson, when speaking of an epi-

demic which took place in the follow-

ing year, says, " what a different

interpretation the facts I have col-

lected would have borne, had the
present epidemic that afflicts the
islands broke out in the ordinary
course of the seasons, a year earlier,

at the time the Regalia was here."

We shall only offer one more extract

:

"At Martinique they established a
strict quarantine, particularly directed
against Guadaloupe, and they have
been consumed with yellow fevers

;

but at Dominique, Tobago, St. Vin-
cents, &c. where they established none

at all, they have not had, in as far as

I have learnt, a single case, although

at the last-mentioned islands both the

Tigris and Childers ships of war im-

ported distinct well-marked instances

of the disease from Point au Pitre, on

the evacuation of Guadaloupe."

ST. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL
AND SURGICAL SOCIETY.

Thursday, Dec 20, 1832.

MR. KEATE IN THE CHAIR.

Mr. Hutchins read a paper on ery-

sipelas, in which he advocated the

employment of bark in every form of

the disease.

]\Ir. Smith related a case, in which
the complaint commenced in the nates

and proceeded from thence upwards.

The patient got well under calomel,

combined with antimony and the sa-

line treatment.

Mr. Cooper stated, that he had
taken several cases of erysipelas, which
had occurred in the hospital ; several

had recovered under the use of salines;

these were simple forms of the disease.

Many were obliged to leave off the

bark. He thought that those who
attended the physician's practice might
recollect some of the cases.

Dr. Aldis remembered a case, lately

in the hospital, the symptoms of which

appeared to be aggravated by bark ;

citric acid, with ammonia, was sub-

stituted, and the patient soon became
convalescent.

Blr. Cooper corroborated the pre-

vious statement.

Mr. Babington thought that bark

ought not to be used indiscriminately :

he had seen cases protracted by its use.

Mr. Pollard was of opinion, that

inflammation of the pleura had come
on from the employment of bark. He
alluded to ]\Ir. Lawrence's paper, and
thought that bark was required in

most instances, but that salines were

better in the first stage.

Mr. Fernandez said, that incisions

were absolutely necessary when sup-

puration took place under the occipito

frontalis muscle.
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Saturday, December 29, 1832.

INJUSTICE TOWARDS THE MEDICAL
PROFESSION.

The elections are now nearly con-

cluded, and every rank in society is

represented in Parliament except the

medical profession. It is true there

is one physician returned, Dr. Bald-

win, of Corkj but it is entirely on

account of his political opinions. This

enlightened and liberal gentleman had

arrived long since at eminence ; and

therefore he may take little interest

in the affairs of the faculty, or in the

degraded and distracted state of the

profession to which he belongs.

We regret much the want of a me-

dical representative ; one who would

expose the anomalies, defects, and

abuses, in the medical corporations; and

bv placing them before the Legislature

and public, reform would speedily

follow. Until some medical gentleman

brings forward the question in the

Housj of Commons, the antiquated

laws of Henry VIII. with all tlieir

imperfections, will remain in force.

These laws confer certain powers on

the Royal College of Physicians, and

it is contrary to human nature, that

this body will consent to lose its pri-

vileges. As the President and Fellows

of this College are court physicians,

and have influence on the royal ear,

they will naturally declare that the

laws, which make them monopolists.

are wise and excellent. They will

employ the same arguments to the

government ; and, therefore, whenever

a committee of inquiry into the state

of the laws relating to the medical

profession is moved in parliament,

and it will most certainly be moved

the ensuing session, the government

will most probably oppose it. But

had there been a fearless able advo-

cate, in favour of the measure, who

would show the house and the coun-

try the absolute necessity of improving

the laws regarding the conservation of

public health ; every rational mnn in

the kingdom would see the expediency

of modifying enactments unsuited to

society in this enlightened age.

Were we to attempt to expose the

numerous defects aud abuses in the

medical profession in this country, it

would require the appropriation of

several of our numbers to do justice

to the subject ; and, after all, of what

utility would be our labours, as they

could not come before the legislature

and the public ? If the j)ress would

aid us, our endeavours would not fail

to be crowned with success ; but, un-

fortunately, that great corrector of

abuses pays no attention to medicine.

It patronizes all other learned profes-

sions—all the arts and sciences—and

neglects that one which is more im-

portant to mankind than the whole,

with the exception of divinity. We
see the public papers filled with all

matters except medical, and much of

their varied contents of no interest to

the enlightened part of society. There

will be space devoted to a thousand,

insignificant topics, but not a line to
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the improvement of that science with-

out the aid of which all the temporal

concerns of mankind are valueless. If

health be the choicest blessing of man^

it ought to be preserved and protect-

ed ; it ought not to be injured and

destroyed by ignorance. We are happy

to perceive a small portion of the

public press is beginning to afford a

niche to medical subjects. We hope

and trust that the time is not far dis-

tant when the leading journals will

follow the example.

CONCLUDING NOTES FROxM

PROFESSOR MJGENDIE'S
LECTURES ON CHOLERA.

In the obscurity, in which the cause

of this singular disease is still in-

volved, the Professor can suggest no
other modes of prevention than at-

tending to those general rules favour-

able to health, attention to diet, with-

out, however, particular deviations

from what persons have been used to,

to the condition of dwellings, avoiding

bad localities. Fear, misery, and de-

praved morals are favourable to its

extension. Is unable to explain,

however, why the higher classes in

England suffered more than those of

France. Is satisfied, from circum-

stances which passed under his own
observations, that, in a family, the

panic and agitation of mind caused by
an attack, or by the death of one of

its members, may predispose other

members of it to attacks, which cir-

cumstance may lead to a false conclu-

sion, as that the disease had been
propagated by contagion.

l)r. Magendie is not disposed to

attribute specific effects to the chlo-

rides, as disinfectmits, seeing their

inefHcacy in Russia and Poland ; and
at the Hotel Dieu their employment
was abandoned. In the suite des

marts of the latter establishment, in

which upwards of a thousand corpses

had been placed during the epidemic,

not one of the attendants was attacked,

which probably would have been at-

tributed to the effect of the chlorides,

had they not been discontinued early.

At the Academy of iVIedicine, a fact

has been stated, relative to a chlore

manufactory, near Paris, in which all

tlie workmen perished.

Regarding the explosion of the

epidemic in Paris, the Professor ob-

serves, " The sudden appearance of

the epidemic, and simultaneously in

all the quarters of the capital, is an
event not admitting of explanation."

" There are, gentlemen, persons

wiser than we are; men known by
the name of contagionists. These
persons have the prodigious advantage
of knowing how this disease, originat-

ing in India, advanced slowly towards

the north of Euroj)e, to make its

appearance in England and F'rance."

Here Ur. iNIagendie most effectually

employs the shafts of ridicule against

the contagionists and their germs, sa-

nitary regulations, &c., and seems
justly indignant at the manner in

which the views of such people are

countenanced by governments. He
shows how, when at Sunderland, du-
ring the epidemic there, different

statements, regarding the importation

of the disease, were falsified.

Speaking of what passed under his

own observation during the Paris

epidemic, he says, " I lived among
cholera patients for some months ; I

have myself made about a hundred
j)ost mortem examinations ; I have
passed entire days in the wards and
amphitheatre, and have 7iut witnessed

a single circumstance which could

make me suspect the agency of con-
tagion. I have seen diseases, which
possessed a contagious property, and
if I had witnessed any thing which
should imj)ress me with doubts, as to

contagion in cholera, I would not he-

sitate to say so. Contagion being a

natural phenomenon daily observed in

different diseases, why should I not

declare it in this, if I knew it to
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exist. Further, it would indeed be
for the advantage of humanity, that

its mode of propagation was by con-

tagion, for then its progress might be

stayed." During the prevalence of

typhus in Paris, in the year 1815,

a great mortality took place among
the physicians and medical students,

contagion having, in that instance,

been evident; " but, happily, in re-

gard to the cholera, nothing of this

kind occurred : we did not see that

any body took the disease from having

been in contact with persons labour-

ing under it. I do not pretend to

say, that attendance on cholera patients

gives an immunity from attacks, but
I defy any body to cite a fact really

proving contagion. At the commence-
ment of the epidemic, some physicians,

fearing contagion, or believing that they

were labouring under an attack, found
themselves under the necessity of sus-

pending their duties ; they were right

in doing so, for, whether ill orunder the

influence of fear, a physician is less able

to fulfil his important functions, and
more disposed to an attack of the dis-

ease. One physician only of the esta-

blishment [^IlCtel Dieu] was seriously

ill." Of the Scein's de la Cliarile in

attendance there, two only were at-

tacked. Of tlie many students and
attendants of all classes, some were
attacked, and a few died. The in-

stances brought forward, as proofs of
contagion, where relatives, or persons

in the same dwelling, are attacked.

Dr. IMagendie shows to be far from
evidence of the propagation of a disease

by that mode. He could cite many
instances where one person only in a

house has been attacked.

Finally, referring once more to

rigid " sanitary" laws, this distin-

guished teacher says, " And should it

be true, gentlemen, that this doctrine

of contagion is founded on ignorance,
' is the law which sanctions it coce-

cuiable ? No, certainly, elle scrait

frappee de reprobation. Recollect

what has passed in Europe regarding
sanitary measures ; recollect the mas-
sacres at St. Petersburg, in Hungary,
&c., and you will see that such legis-

lation was a hundred times more in-

jurious than advantageous."

\fn giving, from time to time,

within the last few weeks, in a con-

densed form, the observations of an
eminent man, who has well studied an
important disease, we are not aware
of having omitted to place on record

any important remark. Throughout
theobservations on cholera, as delivered

to his class, we find in Dr. JMagendie
the spirit of true philosophy and
readiness to admit the nescio, so in-

variably the attributes of men of his

calibre. In what we have to-day

furnished will be found the key to

the disparagement lately cast upon
the lectures of this eminent man, by
a contemporary, always faithful in the

discharge of his unworthy duties to-

wards the party by whom he is em-
ployed.]

On the hifucnce of Physical Agents
on Life. By W. F. Edwards,
M.D.F.RS, "Member of the Royal
Academy of Sciences, &c. &c.

;

translated from the French by Dr.

Hodgkin and Dr. Fisher. To which
are added, in the Appendix, some
Observations on Electricity. By
Dr. Edwards, M. Pouillet, and
Luke Howard, F. R. S. On Ab-
sorption and the Uses of the Spleen.

By Dr. Hodgkin. On the Micro-

scopic Characters of the Animal
Tissues and Fluids. By J. J.

Lister, F.R.S. and Dr. Hodgkin.
«vo. pp. 488. London, 1832.

Highley.

Dr. Edwards is known to the sci-

entific part of the profession as one of

the ablest physiologists of the age, and
his fellow labourers are also gentlemen

of considerable eminence. He has

been indefatigably engaged in experi-

mental physiology for at least sixteen

years, and his labours have been re-

peatedly crowned with success by the

Academy of Sciences. These essays

were reprinted in one volume, the
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object of winch is the examination of

the effects of those agents by which

we are surrounded, and whose infln-

encc is incessantly exerted upon us.

The work before us, which is a weW
executed translation of the original,

relates to the air in its several con-

ditions of quantity, motion, or rest,

density or rarity ; to water in a liquid

state and in a state of vapour ; to

temperature, as modified both in de-

gree and duration ; to light and to

electricity. The influences of these

agents, on man and vertebrated ani-

mals, has been determined by a vast

number of experiments. The con-

chisions are of vital importance in

practical medicine, and therefore de-

serve the utmost attention and con-

sideration. The author has reconciled

the opposite opinions of many di-

stinguished physiologists, andaccumu-
lated a mass of curious and interesting

information. The papers in the Ap-
pendix are highly creditable to the

writers. The work is an excellent

guide to those who may be hereafter

engaged in prosecuting experimental

physiology.

A Trealise on the Urethra ; its T)is~

cases and their Cure. By Bkn-
JAMIN Phillits, Author of a Se-

ries of Experiments on Arteries,

&c. 8vo pp. 319. Plates. Lon-
don, 1832, Longman and Co.

Of all the works on urethral diseases

which have fallen to our lot to notice

during our editorial career, this is the

most graphic, correct, and satisfactory.

After a minute anatomical description

of the urethra, in which the author

dissents from his predecessors, he gives

its pathology, then urethritis, cathe-

terism, retention of urine, treatment

of stricture, including dilatation, cau-

terization, and incision, puncture of

the bladder and urethra, abscesses and
fistulse of the perinajum, and, lastly,

disease of the prostate gland. The
fidelity and accuracy with which these

articles are executed are, as far as

our researches enable us to determine.

unequalled. The author has drawn
from the best sources of information,

both national and foreign ; condensed
the whole, and appended his own con-
clusions. He adduces a mass of evi-

dence to prove, that the cure of stric-

ture by bougies or dilatation is by far

less perfect than that by cauterization.

Thus op})osing, and we think very
properly, the received opinions of the
most eminent surgeons in this coun-
try. But the merit of overturning
the practice of dilatation belongs to

]\L Ducamp of Paris, and not to our
author, as his preface would lead us
to believe ; and to this gentleman also

belongs the identical instruments
which are proposed in the work be-
fore us as original. They are exact

copies, with one exception, as will

appear by referring to iM. Ducamp's
*' Traite de Retentions d'Urine par le

Retrecissement de I'Uretre, et des

nioyens ^ I'aide desquels on pent dc-

truire completement les obstructions

de ce canal. Paris, 1825." Had not

]\Tr. Phillijis quoted this author, we
should suppose he had not seen his

work, and then be induced to believe,

that his instruments were original.

He is, however, entitled to great praise

for the ability and excellence of his

own descriptions, and for his adoption

of a plan of curing stricture by a safe,

speedy, and unobjectionable mode of
applying caustic, but which was first

sanctioned by the Royal Academy of

Sciences of Paris, May G, 1822. But
as Ducamp's work has been overlooked

by all our preceding writers on stric-

tures, ^ve are gratified that its con-

tents are nov/ placed by our author
before the profession in this country.

We therefore advise every surgeon to

possess himself of the work before us,

because it is decidedly superior to all

in our language on the subject. We
have not the slightest doubt, but the

practice it inculcates will be generally

and speedily adopted Let it be re-

membered, that our critical accusa-

tion against the author amounts to

slight plagiarism. We have already

awarded praise for all that is original

in this work, except for the dctad of
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the numerous cases in which he has

found the new plan, if we can so

designate it, superior to the old and
general one He has ])roposed an in-

strument, which he terms urethrotome,

fur incising stricture, so as in some
cases to facilitate the introduction of

caustic into its interior.

The great ohjection to caustic was,

that it was applied ah)ng the whole

urethra, thereby destroying the mucous
membrane, inducing contraction, and

causing the disease for whose removal

it was employed. To obviate this, J\l

Uncamp proposed his port causlique,

formed of a gum elastic catheter,

which concealed a platina tube, con-

taining, near its extremity, from five

to ten grains of nitrate of silver, fused,

by means of a lamp, into the side of

the tube, and thus immoveably fixed.

The advantage of this instrument is,

that it can be passed down to the

stricture, and then the caustic can

be accurately applied to the diseased

part, and to no other. After its appli-

cation it is withdrawn into an elastic

tube, and therefore no part of the

urethra, except the strictured one, is

touched by the caustic. But before

using this caustic apparatus, M. Du-
camp employs a sound for exploring

the stricture (sonde exploratrice)

which is called " the model sound"

by our author, and is prepared as fol-

lows :—He takes an elastic catheter

open at both ends, and passes through

it a plat of silk, leaving about half an

inch projecting beyond the extremity
;

this is dipped in a liquified composi-

tion of equal parts of bees' wax, dia-

chylon, and shoe-makers' wax, allowed

to cool, and then is moulded some-

what smaller than the catheter, When
this is passed against the stricture,

an impression will be made on it, so

that on withdrawing it, the operator

is able to determine the exact position

and size of the urethral obstruction
;

and thus he can apply the caustic

apparatus with certainty and safety.

When the urethra is nearly imper-

vious, and the caustic cannot be ap-

plied, the urethrotome, which is some-

what similar to a sharp sound, is in-

troduced to make way for the former;

and here our author is entitled to

credit for his invention. Several

figures are given illustrative of the im-
pressions made on the model sound,

and of the various strictures, and these

are much more perfect than Ducamp's.
Both these gentlemen maintain that

caustic is the best remedy in old in-

durated strictures ; that its a])plica-

ti(m is not more painful than the

introduction of a bougie ; that the

slough usually separates in three or

four days ; and then that the jet,

or stream of urine Avill be much
larger. A cure is effected by three

applications, generally, in the course

of three or four weeks ; whereas the

plan by dilatation would require as

many months, and even, at the expi-

ration of that time, be unsuccessful.

When a cure is effected by caustic, a

bougie should be introduced twice a

week, to prevent consecutive contrac-

tion. Ducamp recommends a bellied

bougie for the purpose ; which is

made by applying some of the com-
position already described near the

extremity of a bougie, in a conical

form. M. Phillips has added tables

of the comparative merits of all plans

of treating strictures, and, with Du-
camp, admits that certain cases will

require every mode now in use.

We have not perused a work for

a long time with more pleasure and
satisfaction than that before us

;

every page of it is replete with in-

struction, and proves the author to

be a surgeon evincing research, scien-

tific attainments, practical experience,

and ability. We part with him im-

pressed with sentiments of respect,

and we again express our regret, that

stern impartiality compelled us to find

fault with his truly valuable work

;

but justice was due to all parties.

The Physician's Vademecum; o?; A
Manual of theP7-inciples- and Prac-
tice of Physic; containing th-e

Symptoms, Causes, Diagnosis,

Prognosis^ and Treatment of Dis-

eases : accompanied by a select Col-
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• lection of Formulae, with a Table

of the Doses vf all Medicines now
in use. By Robert Hoopkr,
]\r.D., Bachelor of Physic of the

University of Oxford ; JMember of

the Royal College of Physicians in

London ; late Physician to the St.

JNIary-le-Bone Inlirmary ; &c. &c.

New Edition, considerably enlarged
• and improved. London; Renshaw

and Rush. 1833.

A NEW edition of the work before us

was called for some years since, and
we are at a loss to imagine the reason

it has been so long withheld. Few
medical works have had so large a

sale as this; and therefore it is strange

that the last edition, published nearly

ten years ago, and long out of print,

had not been enlarged until this time

The edition before us is greatly im-
proved ; a vast deal of important mat-
ter has been added to it ; and it is

brought down to the present period.

The student and the practitioner will

find it an instructive and valuable

work. It is beautifully printed, and
published on very moderate terms.

It is a work that cannot be reviewed
;

but we shall give the author's and the

editor's prefaces, to enable our readers

to form their own opinions on its

merits

"Author's Preface—The follow-

ing concise account of the several

diseases that fall under the province

of the Physician was committed to

the press, with the hope of its proving
useful to students, and those practi-

tioners in medicine who, from their

professional occupations, or other cir-

cumstances, may not have it in tlieir

power to consult the more voluminous
works that have contributed so much
to the improvement of medicine.

" The very extensive sale of the

work, and its having been translated

into most of the continental languages,

induce the Author to believe that his

labours have been generally approved.
" It has been his object to compress,

Avithin a smaller compass than has
hitherto been done, consistently with
utility, every thing which more espe-

cially deserves attention with a view

to the treatment of diseases. In pur-

suing this design, he has discarded all

theory, and retainedonly those leading

facts with which it is absohitely ne-

cessary for a practitioner to be ac-

quainted when he approaches the

bedside of his patient.

" Under distinct heads are ar-

ranged,

"1. The characteristic symptoms
by which diseases are known.

" 2. The causes from which they

most frequently have their origin.

" 3. The circumstances that more
especially point out the difference

between diseases which resemble one

another.
" 4 The signs which influence the

judgment in forming a prognosis of

their event.

" 5. That mode of treatment,

which, in the present improved state

of medicine, is deemed most appro-

priate, and \vhich experience has sanc-

tioned.

" The select collection of formulae,

glossary of terms*, and the table

showing the doses of all valuable me-
dicines he employed, will, the author

trusts, combine to render the volume
more extensively useful.

" 8aville-roiv, August, 1823."

'' Editor's Preface to i-jic new Edi-

tion.—The editor of this edition has

prefixed to the original work an epi-

tome of the latest views on the prin-

ciples or institutions of medicine; by
which he is induced to hope he has

considerably enhanced its value. He
has devoted the first sixty-four pages

to the subject, and introduced the

most important and recent opinions

on physiology, pathology, and thera-

peutics. He has given a fuller de-

scription of semeiotics, or signs of

diseases, than will be found in any
work of this size hitherto published,

or in any of the elementary treatis(is

on the practice of physic which are

in the hands of students. In this

" * The qflossary of terms has been omitted

in this edition, and its place supplied by a

table of (he names and doses of all remedies in

the British and Foreign pharmacopucia?.

—

Ed."
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article are comprised the normal and
abnormal indications of every organ,

and of every physiological system in

the human body. The matter that

claims peculiar attention are the phe-

nomena and morbid signs afforded by
the heart in health and disease ; in

which are the latest conclusions of

the illustrious Laennec, and of the

most eminent of Ins successors, Dr,
Corrigan, Dr. Haycraft, Dr. Graves,

and Dr. Hope. The history of the

pulse has been considered an integral

part of the functions of the circuhitory

system, and therefore has been ap-

pended to it, and is the only succinct

reference offered to students in our

language.
" The next addition of importance

is the introduction of JM. Laennec's

last description of the phenomena and
morbid indications discoverable by
auscultation, together with the mo-
difictitions made by Dr. Forbes, Dr.

C Williams, Dr. William Stokes,

Dr. ToAvnsend, and Dr. Hope ; and
also the signs furnished by percus-

sion, succussion, and mensuration.

The indications deduced from the

cerebro-spinal system, including the

intellectual faculties ; from the di-

gestive system, the secretory system,

the locomotive system, and the genito-

urinary or genital system will, it is

supposed, supply much valuable in-

formation to those commencing the

study and practice of medicine.
" The succeeding section on general

therapeutics, and especially on the

actions of medicines upon the living

body, has been compiled from the best

works on the subject, especially those

of JM. Barbier. Dr. Spillan, and Dr.

A. T. Thomson, and will be perused

with advantage by the junior members
of the profession. TJie articles on
synochus, intermittent fevers, typhus,

and the exanthematous diseases, have

been modified according to the most
recent opinions ; while that on phre-

nitis, or cerebritis, has been almost

remodelled ; and those on meningitis,

arachnitis, diseases of tlie heart,

carditis, pericarditis, peritonitis, pa-

thology of apoplexy and paralysis.

vaccina, cholera cpidemica, and pleu-

rodynia, are editorial productions.

The pathology of numerous diseases

is also appended.
" All new medicines of undoubted

value have been introduced ; among
these are the chlorides of soda and
lime, Lugol's preparations of iodine ;

iliciua, salacina, piperina. strychnina,

and quinina, with appropriate for-

mula for their exhibition.

" A table, showing the doses of the

most efficient medicines in the Briti.sh

and ft)reign pharmacopoeia;, has been

substituted for one which exhibited

the modern and ancient names of

drugs; as this will be extremely con-

venient to those engaged in practice.

The editorial additions throughout

the work, with the exception of the

first ])age, which was inadvertently

omitted, have been placed in brackets,

exceptingalsoa few verbal alterations

;

and for these the editor, and not the

learned and distinguished author, is of

course responsible.

" The unprecedented success of

Dr. Hooper's Physician's Vademecum,
upwards of 20,000 copies of it having
been disposed of in a few years, acted

as a powerful incentive to the editor to

use his best exertions in collating the

numerous facts and discoveries which
the rapid progress of medicine has

elicited since the last edition of the

work was published, being a period

of nearly ten years. He may, perhaps,

take leave to observe, that he has

employed great care and caution in

introducing new remedies; for he is

one of those who hesitates to adopt

indiscriminately all new doctrines

and remedies until he has tested their

value by personal observation.

" London, December 15, 1832."

The work ought to be in the hands
of every medical student and prac-

titioner.

ILLUSTRATIONS OP QUACKERY
IGNOHANCB OF CHEMISTS AND
DRUGGISTS.

In the year 1704j a Society was
formed, denominated " The General
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Pharmaceitlic Assoctalion," in con-

sequence of the hordes of illiterate

quacks and drugrgists who undertook
the practice of surgery and the pre-

paration of physicians' prescriptions.

The following graphic description of

these persons is given by the late

Dr. Mason Good (Life, "by Dr. O.
Gregory), and is as perfectly appli-

cable to the race of pretenders to me-
dical knowledge of the present time,

as we have frequently proved in this

periodical. We could relate as many
instances as will be found in the

following extract, which have fallen

under our own observation. The
audacity and temerity of uneducated
and unprincipled men, in attempting

to practise and prepare medicine, calls

loudly for prevention ,• but thanks to

our indolent corporations, this state

of things may continue for aught they

care. We have reason to know, that

the reign of medical misrule will ter-

minate before twelve months. Ihe
state of the profession will be brought
before the reformed parliament, and
once fairly placed before the nation,

an immediate improvement must fol-

low. It is absurd to suppose with

judges, that quacks ought to be toler-

ated, on account of the scarcity of

educated medical practitioners in cer-

tain remote parts of this country

;

but we should like to be informed in

which of our villages there cannot be

found a medical man. If the medical

corporations co-operated, as they are

bound to do, and memorial tljo govern-

ment to protect all educated practi-

tioners, and especially to protect the

public health from the fatal temerity

of unlettered knaves who destroy it,

the request would be granted without
delay. Let us attend to Dr. Good's

description of the pretenders to medi-
cal knowledge.

" Not only in London, but in al-

most every town in Great Britain,

men of the most illiterate character

and habits, ignorant of the science of

medicine, of the formulae of prescrip-

tion, of the theory and practice of

chemistry, ignorant, often, even of the

English language, obtained extensive

business as druggists, and not unfre-

quently connected with that the occu-

pations of bleeding, tooth-drawing,

and bone-setting. In various in-

stances, country grocers had practised

actively in these kiiidred depart-

ments : and the m.ischief, as may
easily be conjectured, was immense.
A man practised surgery and phar-

macy, no farther from London than

the village of Beckenham, whose
whole medical education consisted in

having been ' stable-hoy, for two
years, to a surgeon in that neighbour-

hood.' At Uckfield there were three
' grocer-druggists' who prescribed, and
in cases of ditliculty applied to their

London drug-merchant for help. Some
' drug-dealing grocers at Marlow' sub-

stituted ( for want of better knowledge)
arsenic for cream of tartar, tinctures of

opium and jalap for those of senna and
rhubarb, and nitre for glauber's salts ;

thus ruining instead of restoring the

healths of those who were unfortunate

enough to consult them. A druggist

at Croydon, after labouring hard to

ascertain the precise meaning of the
words ' cucurbita omenta,' discovered

at length, with the kind aid of an
equally learned disciple of vT^lsculapins,

that they denoted ' an electric shock.'

A medical gentleman at Worcester
prescribed for his patient as follows :

' Decoct. Cascarillaj J vij. Tinct. ejus-

dem ^ j.' The shopman who had the
principal care of the business, haviug
sought in vain for a phial labelled

Tinct. ejusdem, sent to the shops of

other druggists to procure it : but the
search was fruitless, there was no
Tinct. ejusdem to be procured in the
city of Worcester, and the prescrip-

tion was actually returned to the phy-
sician with an earnest request that he
would substitute some other ingre-

dient for this scarce tincture ! An-
other blunder, but, unfortunately, of

serious consequence, occurred in the

year 1 795 in the same city. A phy-
sician being requested to prescribe for

a boy of ten years' old, the son of a

poor woman, labouring under a dys-

pnoea, directed this draught to begiven

him at bed-time : * R Syr. Papav.
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Alb. 5j- Tinct. Opii Camph. 5ss.

Aq. destill. 3vss.' It was prepared

by a druggist's shopman, who had
not heard of the new name for Pare-

goric Elixir, and therefore made it

with 5ij. of Tinct. opii : he advised

the mother to give the child only

half of the draught, but that proved

sufhciently strong to deprive him of

life in about twenty- four hours."

AVERAGE MORTALITY OF EURO-
PEANS.

The avera<je mortality in England
and Wales . . . is 1 in GO

France 1 in 40
Sweden and Holland . . . 1 in 48
Russia 1 in 41

Austria 1 in 38
Prussia and Naples . . . 1 in 35
Lp<jhorn 1 in 35
Switzerland 1 in 49
Rome 1 in 25
Palermo . . . . . 1 in 31

Madrid . . ... . 1 in 29

It is said that in France^ about

one-half the population live to 20
years, and a third to 45, The lowest

mortality is at the age of 10, being 1

in 180, while at the age of 40 it is 1

in 53. The duration of life, at 50,

is 23 years, and 12 years longer among
the rich than the poor. Since the late

peace, the governments of Europe have
paid great attention to statistics ; and
we have now returns from all parts

of the continent, by which it appears,

that the mortality of Great Britain,

her cities, and her hospitals is greatly

inferior to that of any other country

in the old world, and that this nation

is the most healthful of all.

BAD EFFECTS OF SMOKING TO-
BACCO.

The practice of smoking is now so

general, that our atmosphere is strong-

ly poisoned with tobacco -smoke. The
air is sufficiently impure in this me-
tropolis without further contami-

nation. At every corner we see a

number of pipes or cigars, especially

in the mouths of boys and young ni'ch.

The bad effects of tobacco are first

produced on the glands of the mouth,
which form the saliva ; these are ex-

cited and form an increased quantity

of this fluid, which, instead of passing

into the stomach, to assist in digesting

the food, is expelled from the mouth.
Great smokers have weakened powers
of digestion, and are subject to bilious

and nervous complaints, loAvness of

spirits, and diseases of the lungs and
brain The German medical writers

allege, that of twenty deaths of men,
between the ages of eighteen and
thirty-five years, ten are destroyed by
tobacco. This substance is one of

the most powerful narcotics and de-

bilitants ; will ])roduce stupor, drow-

siness, head-ache, vomiting, and de-

fective vision when used in excess ;

and, therefore, when long continued,

and frequently employed, must be in-

jurious to health.

EXCISION OF THE HEAD OF THE
HUMERUS.

(From the Edinburgh Medical and Surg-ical

Journal of October.)

James Somers, aged 36, presented

himself at the hospital on the 1st of

June, on account of an abscess over

the anterior part of the right deltoid.

He had complained of pain in the

joint for fifteen months previou.sly,

but could not assign any cause for tlie

disease. The abscess was opened, and
found to contain thin serous-looking

fluid, with large masses of yellow sub-

stance, resembling coagulable lym])h,

in the form in Avhich it is effused from

serous surfaces. The patient again

applied on the 6th of August, when
his appearance was so much altered

that he could not have been readily

recognized. He was thin, pale, and
evidently exhausted by continued,

suffering, A sinus remained where
the abscess had been opened, and a

profuse thin discharge issued from it.

The shoulder admitted of very little

motion ; when either moved or pressed,

it was extremely painful ; and, inde-
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pendently of such excitement, there

was always an uneasy sensation in the

limb, shooting from the shoulder to

the elbow and iingers, which during

the night was so distressing as to de-

prive him almost entirely of sleep.

The arm appeared longer than the

other, but when measured, m'us found

to be of the same length. A probe

could be passed readily in various di-

rections under the integuments, and
also after some searching into the ca-

vity of the joint, where it encountered

a rough surface of the bone.

As it appeared that the removal of

the diseased bone was the only mea-
sure adequate to afford the patient

relief, and as he had no objection to

suffer whatever was thought neces-

sary, the operation of excision was
performed on the 21st of August. An
incision was made from the opening
of the sinus downwards, nearly in the

direction of the fibres of the deltoid

muscle, about four inches and a half

long, and from the lower extremity of

it another was carried upwards and
backwards to the extent of two inches

and a half. The flap thus formed was
dissected up so as to expose tiie joint,

and then, as there was considerable

bleeding from various small arteries,

a few ligatures were applied. The
capsular ligament was destroyed by
the disease at its upper part, but re-

mained entire at the sides, where it

was next divided, together with the

attachments of the scapular muscles.

The head of the humerus being now
turned out, was nearly cut through

by the saw below the tuberosities, and
completely detached by means of the

cutting forceps. The cartilage was
considerably eroded, and several ca-

rious excavations of the bone existed

at the upper margin of the articular

surface. The glenoid cavity of tlie

scapula seemed perfectly sound, and
therefore was not removed. The
edges of the wound were stitched to-

gether, and supported by a spica

bandage.

The patient suffered hardly any
constitutional disturbance from the

operation. IIo sat up for several

hours on the fourth day after it ; and
hiis now the prospect of being soon
restored to health.

NOTE ON THE USE OF IODINE.

BY DR. RYAN.

TABES MKSENTKRICA RACHITIS
HYDROPS OVARIA.

Tabes Mesenlerica— Rachitis.— In
several cases of children of two and
three years of age who laboured under
tabes mesenterica, a complete cure was
effected by the internal and external

use of iodine. It was ordered as

follows :

—

R. Tinct. iodince, \\\\].—iv.

Syrupi simplicis 3 iss.
'

Dos'ts cochleare ininiinum Im in die.

H. lodince pulveris 9 ss.

PotasftdP, hi/'lriodatis 9j.
Adij)ii scrillce Jj.
Tinct. npii 3 j-

Fiat uno-iientum ciijiis drachma fricetur-

abdomen mane vespereque.

A flannel bandage to be applied round the

abdomen.

When the alvine dejections were
depraved, the hydrargyrum cum creta,

combined with rhubarb and aromatic

j)owder, was employed. The diet-

should be attended to, and consist of

arrow-root, sago, tapioca, mealy mash-
ed potato, with gravy. Meat is in-

jurious until dentition is complete.

The same remedies have restored

ricketty children after three or four

months.

Though Lugul disapproves of ex-

hibiting the tincture of iodine in

syrup, or in bitter infusions, on the

grounds of its being decomposed, re-

peated experience has proved it effi-

cacious in such combinations.

When we consider the fatality of

mesenteric and rachitic di.seases among
the poor, we must be gratified at our

ability to remove them.

Hydrops Ovarii.—A young lady,

aetat. 20, of a leuco-phlegmatic and
bilious temperament, and spare habit,-

com plained of dull pain in the right
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groin, which darted down the limb.

It had continued for six months, and
was ascribed to external injury About
two months ago (Oct. 31, ult.), she

applied for advice under the following

circumstances. The abdomen was the

size of that of women in the eighth

month of utero-gestation, afforded

fluctuation on percussion, and had gra-

dually enlarged from the right side.

No appetite, slight thirst, sense of op-

pression in the praecordia, confined

bowels, paucity of urine, catamenia
every fortnight, mammae flaccid, leu-

corrhoea, no cedema of the inferior

extremities, disturbed and unfreshing

sleep, sense of faintness three or four

times a-day. Auscultation afforded

no evidence of gravidity. She was
ordered the following medicines :

—

R. Extract, colocynih. comp. Q\];
hyonciumi 3 i

;

Hijdrar«^l/ri stibinur. 3ss;
Pidrnris cnpsici gjr. iv.

;

Old menthcE pip. Y(\_ iv ;

Fiat massa in pilttlus xvj. distribuenda, ex
qu'tbus smnat dtias hnra sorrmi, et alteram

mane donee alvus saluta nit.

R'. Infiisi gentianeJR comp. 3 vj

;

Tinct. ejii.^dem § j ;

iodiiia' 5]

;

Olei menthcR pip. W^y,
Dosis coch. arnpl. 3 in die.

Fiicetur abdomen ung-uenti antinvmii tar-

tarizati drachma, mane vespercqiie, donee
erumpant pustulcc.— Diet mild a?id nu-
tritious.

At the end of two months the ab-

domen is nearly reduced to its natural

size, the appetite is good, the cate-

menia natural, the sleep refreshing,

the appearance of the countenance
better, and the strength very much
improved. She continues her medi-
cines.

The acetas plumbi with liq. opii

sed., and acid. acet. dil. was given a

week before each menstrual period,

and the pills and mixture omitted.

This formula produced its usual good
effects, and after two exhibitions, pre-

vented the recurrence of menstrua-
tion every fortnight. Her periodical

health was not so good as at present

for a long time.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE EMPLOY-
MENT OF THE MARCHANTIA HE-
MISPHERICA, IN THE TREATMENT
OF SEVERAL FORMS OF DROPSY.

BY THOMAS SHORTT, M.D. F.R.S.E.

(From the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical

Journal, No. 37.)

In the treatment of dropsical affec-

tions, it is of importance to ascertain

if the urine is changed by heat. If

it coagulates, and is specifically lighter

than natural, disease of the kidneys

may generally be inferred ; whereas

if it continues clear, or becomes so

from a turbid state on being boiled,

and if its specific gravity is high,

better hopes of relief or restoration to

health may be entertained ; since then

there is less chance of the kidneys

being organically affected. In the

former case, experience has pointed

out the superior efficacy of blood-

letting and digitalis liberally given
;

whilst in the latter mercury and
squills have been found more bene-

ficial, particularly Avhen aided in ob-

stinate cases by purgatives, sudorifics,

and diuretics, such as elaterium,

Dover's ])owder, the acetate of potash,

sweet spirits of nitre, gin, decoction

of broom tops, and cream of tartar,

which, in curable cases, is probably

one of the most valuable means we
possess. In dropsies from imperfect

absorption, where the action of the

heart and arteries is languid and
feeble, the mental and bodily powers
depressed, accompanied by sallow-

ness of the skin, even in the early

stages of the disease, short dry cough,

or breathlessness excited by the most
trifling exertion, unaccompanied by
disease of the heart, loaded tongue,

and high-coloured scanty urine, these

remedies require to be combined with

tonics. The same treatment may also

apply when the effusion arises from

laxity of fibre or deiiciency of the red

globules of blood, as marked by white-

ness of the complexion, with more
clearness of the skin than in other

cases ; paleness of the lips ; the men-
tal faculties not being weakened in

proportion with the powers of the
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body ; the tongue being unusually

clean, and at the beginning of the

complaint there being neither cough
nor breathlessness on making exer-

tions, and the urine being pale and
watery; the anasarca too, shifting

from one part of the body to the other,

according to posture, and pitting more
deeply on being pressed than in other

cases, forms a similar indication.

Dropsical affections, however, are

symptomatic of so many different

causes, that, notwithstanding the great

variety of means in use for their cure,

they are more usually fatal than other

diseases, from long continuance in

many instances, and from being gene-
rally connected with extensive orga-

nic visceral disease, producing obstruc-

tion to the free circulation of blood

through the system at large. While
such cases admit only of temporary
relief, in others the fluid may be
evacuated, and life may be prolonged

by the proper employment and com-
bination of remedies. But having
been frequently disappointed in the
treatment of dropsy by the unsuccess-

ful results of the various means of

cure in general use, and having often

seen the deleterious effects of mer-
cury and digitalis in some constitu-

tions, more especially those with a

strumous taint, I was induced to try

the effects of liverwort,—a remedy
often beneficially employed in such

cases by the lower orders in Ireland,

—on accidentally hearing of its power
as a diuretic in several remarkable
instances, from an individual who had
personally witnessed its efficacy.

This plant consists of spreading

leaves of a leathery crustaceous mat-
ter, cut not very deep into lobes, entire

about the edges. It grows in almost

every country, abounding chiefly,

however, in moist and shady places,

and on the banks of rivers, and is to

be met with at all seasons of the year,

but is supposed to be in its greatest

vigour about the end of autumn.
I have now been in the habit of

employing liverwort for several years

in dropsical affections. In many cases

it has been astonishingly successful

;

but it has, like other diuretics, failed.

I cannot say, having frequently given

it in decoction, I have seen the slight-

est benefit derived from its internal

use ; but employed externally, in the

form of poultice, I consider it of great

value. The poultice is prepared by
carefully picking and washing about

two large handfuls of the leaves

;

these are thrown into a pot, contain-

ing about a quart of boiling water,

and simmered by the side of a fire for

twelve hours, adding fresh water if

required. It is then beat into a pidp,

and as much linseed meal stirred in

as to bring it to the consistence of a

poultice, which is spread on flannel

and applied to the abdomen, and fas-

tened with a pretty tight bandage;

or it may be applied to the legs if

anasarca of the extremities alone ex-

ists.

I have always repeated the appli-

cation of a fresh poultice every twelve

hours till the water is drained oflT;

or continued it for such a time, as to

show that no benefit may be expected

from it, which will be ascertained in

two or three days. The poultice pro-

duces, in general, copious perspira-

tion, and at the same time acts power-
fully on the kidneys. In some con-

stitutions, it occasions feelings of great

sinking and exhaustion, but I have
never known it do harm. No medi-
cines of any kind have been given

whilst the poultice is applied, unless

the sinking feeling above described is

distressing, when I have found the

spirit, ether, nitros. in small doses,

remove it ; but its effects are increased

by the patient's drinking plentifully

of warm fluids ; and I have always
preferred weak beef- tea or chicken-

broth, with the view of keeping uji

the strength, which is generally at a

low ebb in such patients. Opiates
of all kinds I have found hurtful;

but I employ warm clothing, and keep
the patient in bed during the whole
period in which the poultice is ap-

plied. I may also add, that it appears

most successful in cases where other

remedies have been extensively em-
ployed and failed, probably from the
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kidneys having been long previously

excited ; and, judging by the state of

the urine, when it is high-coloured,

loaded, and depositing considerable

sediment, which, on being exj)osed

to heat, becomes clear ; but I have
also found it of service in cases where
the urine coagulates from heat, and
thus evidently showing disease in the

structure of the kidneys.

MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL

A VACANCY has occurred in the office

ofAssistant-Surgeon to the INIiddlesex

Hospital, in consequence of the death

of ]Mr. Joberns, on the loth inst.,

the candidates for which are Mr. Tu-
son, Mr. Shaw, and Mr. Phillips.

NECROLOGY.
Death has been enerfjetic amoiif^ the votaries

of science durin<^ the past year. This insa-

tiable tyrant lias removed many illustrious

members of tiic republic of medical litera-

ture. Amonjj these were Sir Everard Home,
Sir John Leslie, Baron Portal, Count Chaptal,
Baron Cuvier, M. Serrulas, M. Delpech, Sijj-

nore Scarpa, Mr. Joberns, and M. Rudolphi.

DEATH OF THE CELEBRATED SCARPA.

The justly celebrated Scarpa died on tlieSOth

of October, in the 87th year of his age. He
maintained the fame of the University of Pavia
for many years. He has done more for science,

tJiou<,di iiis hospital contained but fifteen beds,

tfian any surgeon to our large hospitals. His
works on Anatomy, Physiologj-, Diseases of
the Eye, and Hernia, have been translated

into all the European languages.

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.
New Work on Morbid Anatomy.—Dr. Hope
has favoured us with No. 1. of his intended
work on Morbid Anatomy, adapted to tlie

Elements of M. Andral. The plates are beau-
tifully coloured, and are original illustrations

of the autlior's researches. Such a work as
this was long wanted in our literature, and
cannot fail to receive tlie fullest encouragement.

with a Table of the Doses of all Meilicines

now in use. By Robert Hooper, M.D., &c.

New Edition, considerably enlarged and im-

proved. (See our Review department.)

Ten Minutes' Advice on Coughs and Colds,

with the Best Moans of Prevention and Cure.

12mo. pp. 40. London : Renshaw and Rush.

An instructive popular view of the bad effects

of cold on the body in producing various dis-

eases, witli good advice as to the best means

of prevention.

The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Jour-

nal, January, 1833. No. CXIV.

An Alphabet of Botany, for the Use of

Be.;inners. By James Rennie, A.M., Pro-

fessor of Zoology, King's College, London.

I'imo. pp. 123. London, 1833. WiUiam Orr.

This is the second of a series of Alphabets

now in course of publication, and is well exe-

cuted. Among these we notice Medical Bo-
tany, Geology, Chemistry, Electricity, Zoology,

Physics, and Meteorology, to which we direct

the attention of our junior friends. The spe-

cimen before us is full of wood-cuts, and is, as

its title imports, a work for beginners. We
wish the undertaking success.

BOOKS.
The Physician's Vadeinecum ; or, a Manual
of the Principles and Practice of Physic ; con-
taining the Symptoms, Causes, Diagnosis,
Prognosis, and Treatment of Diseases : accom-
panied by a Select Collection of Formulae,

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Critn.—A flagellation richly de.served.

Galen.—We have fulfilled our promise;—
we publish four pages of the Dictionary weekly.

Curioso.—The work is not sent us, or we
should notice it. The publishers are among
the short-sightetl.

Medictis.—The Royal College of Physicians

cannot confer the degree of M.D., but merely

a license to practise, and the possessor of such

is not entitled to the designation of Doctor.

A Bartholomew SUidml.—Our Corespond-

ent must, or ought to be, aware that Mr. Earle

re(|uested his Clinical Lectures should not be
pubhshed.

Dr. Gordon Sjnilh.—We shall explain, by
note, the reasons we decline inserting the

letter. We think we act most wisely under
all circumstances.

Chirurgus is anticipated.

Dr. A. yAo/wswt'* communications are under
consideration.

M. D.'s Letter to Lord Melbourne on Cho-
lera is too political for our pages. It is ex-

tremely well written, forcible, and conclusive,

as to the humbug system of the defunct Board
of Health.

C.—The article is libellous; and we have
suffered quite enough already in defending the

respectability of the profession.

T The surgeon who tells the patient of an-

other that his doctor is killing him, and knows
nothing of his complaint, and this in a public

hospital, deserves to have his nose well pulled.

Amount of Subscriptions already received,

in aid of Dr. Rvan . . .£17219 G
W. C. D. . . . . . lU
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Gentlemen,
Towards the end of the lecture on Thursday-
evening, I laid it down as a rule, tliat the
surgeon should avoid interferijig too officiously

with the. process established by nature for the
separation of mortified parts. At the same
opportunity, I advised you not to think of re-

movinn^ sloughs until they can be taken away
without irritation of the living parts, or until

their connexion with such parts is entirely

destroyed. But there are two exceptions to

this rule ; one is, where a portion of a slough
(for instance, one half of it) is completely
loose, and the other half attached : the loose
part of it may then be removed ; for it is one
important advantage to get rid of the fcetid-

ness which it produces ; and it is another to
let the healing process commence in the part
from which the loose portion of the slough is

removed, sooner than would otherwise hap-
pen. Here, then, gentlemen, are two manifest
benefits obtained by deviating from the
general' rule in this particular instance. But,
you are not to think of forcibly pulling the
slough away : you must cut it gently off with
a pair of scissors, so as not to irritate the sub-
jacent living parts. The other exception to
the rule I have given you is where the morti-
ficathm affects the whole thickness of a limb.
Even in such a case, however, it is not always
absolutely necessary to interfere with nature ;
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and, if the patient were to live long enough,
she would, of herself, complete the separation.

The soft parts would first separate down to

the bone ; the bony connexion itself would
afterwards be destroyed by the slow process

of exfoliation ; and the ulcer finally heal.

But, gentlemen, this scheme of leaving the

process of separation entirely to nature, when
mortification affects the whole thickness of a
limb, is rarely justifiable; for several weighty-

objections may be urged against it. First,

the patient would not generally outlive all the

irritation and long-continued profuse dischai'ge,

which would take place, nor the tedious con-

finement to which he would be subjected, ere

the mortified part could be completely de-.

tached. But, gentlemen, supposing he were
to outlive all this, the stump, left after the

separation of the mortified parts, and the com-
pletion of cicatrization, would not be properly

formed ; it would not be calculated to bear
pressure; it would have a conical sugar-loaf

shape, with the bone ready to protrude again

through the tender skin ; in short, it would
be an unserviceable one, always disposed to

ulcerate afresh. For such reasons, amputation
is frequently indispensable ivhen mortification

affects the whole thickness of a limb.

But, gentlemen, another important question

now arises, and that is, respecting the precise

time when amputatian may be most advan-
tageously done in cases of mortificatimi. Some
years ago, it was a maxim in surgery never to

amputate till the mortification had stopped,

and the red line of separation had been

plaiiily established.

Now, gentlemen, I would wish you to re-

member, that this maxim should still be ob-

served in all cases of mortificaiion, arising

from ifiternul and constitutional caiises. Here
you have at once an unequivocal criterion for

your guidance. If the mortification originates

from an internal cause, you must wait till the

red line is distinctly formed ; that is, until the

mortification has ceased to spread, and it is

bounded by the adhesive inflammation. Some-
times, indeed, the operation may even be de-

ferred a little beyond this period, if the patient

z z
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be in a very reduced state, and appears as if

he would in all likelihood die ere the operation

were finished. In such a case, you would
probably think it rijjht to wait a little before

you amputated; because, under judicious ma-
nagement, the patient will sometimes rally.

You would, in the hope of this amendment,
give wine, cordials, tonic medicines, and light

nourishment, and let him have the benefit of a
well-ventilated, airy, quiet apartment. Then
you would watch for the earliest opportunity
of removing the mortified part with a better

chance of saving the patient's life. In the
mean time, you would cover the slough with
a solution of tlie chloride of soda or lime, in

order to render the air in the chamber less

offensive, and less prejudicial to the patient's

health. You might also sprinkle his linen

with the same lotions, and wash his chamber
with them. The more experience you have,
gentlemen, the more you will be convinced of
the truth, that nothing is more conducive to

the presentation of patients, afflicted with
mortification, than the benefit ofpure air and
cleanliness.

Gentlemen, the next thing, which I am
anxious to fix in your memory, is, that this

maxim of waiting for the establishment of the
red line of separation, or, in other words,
until there is a decided stop to the extension
of the disorder, may, in some instances, be
deviated from with infinite advantage. The
wisdom of the rule is universally acknowledged
in all cases of mortification produced by in-

ternal or constitutional causes ; but if the rule

were to be extended to certain other examples
of mortification, we should frequently let the
patient die, without giving him a fair chance
of his life ; he would perish, in many instances,

. before the progress of the disorder had stopped,
or the red line of separation had been esta-

blished.

We are under great obligations to Baron
Larrey for the interesting facts and convincing
arguments which he brought forward some
years ago, in proof of the propriety and ex-
pediency of deviating from, the old maxim
of waiting for the red line, in certain cases,

namely, in traumatic gangrene, or the mor-
tification following bad gun-shot injuries,

compound fractures, and all other forms of
external violence. In such examples, it would
be absurd to wait for the red line of separa-
tion, as the patient would almost always die
before it had been formed ;—he wonld'die of
the violent effects produced by the local dis-

order on his constitution—in some instances,
in a very few hours. You will find, if I re-

member rightly, a case of traumatic gangrene
recorded in Larrey's Mem. de Chir. Militaire,

where the part, not having been removed, the

patient died in six hours, without any attempt
on the part of nature, at least, any successful

attempt, to stop the progress of the mortifi-

cation, or produce the red line of separation.

But, gentlemen, ifyou amputate thus early,

it must be in a sound part of the limb, suffici-

ently distant fmm the seat of the gangrene.

By so doing, you will give the patient by far

the best chance of recovery. I have recom-

mended immediate amputation in several cases

of traumatic gaiTgrene in which I have been
consulted ; and, in the army, I had many op-

portunities of performing the operation under
such circumstances, and generally with suc-

cess ; es[)ecially at Brussels, after the battle

of Waterloo, where I amputated several gan-

grenous limbs, although the mortification had
not ceased to spread. A few years ago, I was
called to a master glazier, in the Colonnade,

Russell-square, who, in consequence of a fall

from a ladder, met with a comi)ound fracture

of the humerus, extending into the elbow-
joint. On account of the rapid mortification

which seized the arm, it was impossible to save

the limb ; and the question was, whether we
should wait for the line of separation or not?
I advised amputation without delay; in fact,

when I was called in, the cellular membrane,
nearly to the shoulder, was full of serum, and
quite oedematous—there was even crepitation

on pressure, from air in the cellular tissue. I,

therefore, recommended that amputation should

be performed at the shoulder-joint, which was
accordingly done, although, at the timei the

mortification was spreading rapidly, and the

patient's intellects were becoming deranged.

You will find, gentlemen, that, in traumatic

gangrene, an early tendency to coma and con-

fusion of the mental faculties usually presents

itself; a complication, which seriously lessens

the chances of the patient's life being saved by
any kind of proceeding. In the case which I

am quoting, the stump healed favourably, and
every thing went on well for about six weeks

;

at the expiration of which, there was merely a
small fistulous opening left, and no doubt was
entertained that the patient would recover in

another week. But at the period specified, a»
abscess formed near the scapula, and, in the

patient's reduced condition, idtimately proved

fatal. Now, notwithstanding the issue was not

such as circumstances promised, the case may
be considered as one strongly in favour of

early amputation in traumatic gangrene ; for

certainly, if this man's arm had not been am-
putated, he would not have lived twelve hours

from the time of my being called in. What
was the exact cause of the abscess is not clear

;

perhaps it would not have formed at all, if

amputation had been had recourse to a little

sooner, that is, before the upper part of the

arm had become swollen and oedematous. I

do not presume, however, to account for the

abscess : you do find abscesses sometimes fol-

lowing severe operations, in parts more or less

distant from the wound, from causes which are

particularly obscure.

Gentlemen, I now request your attention io

another case, forming an exception to the or-

dinary rule, that we should wait for the red

line of separation before we amputate : the

case, to which I allude, is that in which a

mwtification of the foot takes place from in-

I

I
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J9^fry of the femoral artery by a musket ball,

or any other kind of wound. If, then, the

femoral artery be wounded by a bullet, and
mortification of Ihe foot commence, tlie wisest

plan is to amputate without delay, and, if you
emit to do so, tlie patient will be lost. In such

a case, it is necessary also to amputate, at least

as high as the wound in the femoral artery.

Gentlemen, I have yet another case to bring

before you, as constituting an exception to the

old rule : that is, where mortification arises in

consequence of obstruction of the circulation by
an aneurism, or the operation for its cure.

If you allow an aneurism to go on beyond a
certain stage, the sac will sometimes give way
under the integuments, or at a considerable

depth below them ; the pulsation in the tumour
will then cease, and the blood be copiously

extravasated in the cellular substance. Under
these circumstances, tlie limb will frequently

Biortity, such is the obstruction- of the circula-

tion produced by the extensive effusion of
blood in the cellular tissue. Sometimes after

the operation of tying an artery for aneurism,
for example, the femoral, on account of a
pophteal aneurism, mortification will ensue
from obstruction of the circulation; but this

occurs less frequently now than formerly, be-
cause the surgeons of the present day under-
stand much better, than their ancestors, a
proper principles on which arteries ought to be
secured in cases of aneurism. However, not-

withstanding this advantage, mortification will

now and then occur. In one of the last vo-
lumes o{ the Medico-Chiru7-gical Transactions,
I recorded an instance, where, in consequence
of the patient choosing to wait a few days
before he would submit to the operation for

popliteal aneurism, he lost his limb ; because,

before he was ready, the sac gave way under
the upper part of the gastrocnemius muscle,
and blood was effused in surprising quantity

in tiie cellular membrane down to the heel.

In fact, the whole of that texture in the limb
was completely gorged with blood. The pul-

sation in the tumour ceased ; but the real cause
of this change was not at first comprehended.
Mr. Lawrence, who was likewise consulted,

thought he heard a jet of blood into the sac;

I secured the femoral artery, but it was of no
avail; the limb was attacked with mortification,

and prompt amputation became indispensable,

though the mortification was rapidly extending
itself. I took off the limb just below the liga-

ture on the artery. The patient soon recovered.

The cause of the cessation of pulsation and of
tlie other sjnnptoms was now quite clear; the
sac of the aneurism had burst, and the limb
was loaded with extravasated blood ; the con-
sequence of which was such a stoppage of the
circulation as led to mortification. In this de-
scriptvm of mortification, then, namely, iti the

caseproduced by stoppage of the circulation in

consequence of aneurism, or the operatimi for
its ctire, you should not wait for the red line

of separation before you amputate.
I come now, gentlemen, to the third indi

cation in the treatment of mortification, namely,

that of healing the idcer ; or, in the event f
amputatimi, the wound, resulting from the se-

paration ofthe mortified parts. I need merely
specify this indication at present, because it

can be more conveniently taken into consider-

ation with the subjects of ulcers, wounds, and
the manner of dressing stumps.

Gentlemen, a few other varieties of mortifi-

cation still claim your notice : namely, such as

are produced by internal causes. Almost all

the remarks, which 1 have hitherto made, refer

to that kind of mortification which results from
acute inflammation, excited by external injuries.

The other forms of the disorder, of which I

am now to speak, proceed entirely from inter-

nal causes, such as debility, advanced age, an
impaired state of constitution, disease of the

heart, or of the commencement of the aorta,

or from ossification of the arteries. These ex-

amples are sometimes termed chrcmic mortifi-

cations, as they are generally slower in their

progress, and not preceded by acute inflam-

mation : they are also illustrations of that variety

of mortification which is called dry gangrene,
of which the gangrcena senilis is a remarkable
specimen. It is not yet completely settled

whether ossification of the arteries should be
viewed as a cause of this kind of mortification

;

in the parts, to which ossified arteries are dis-

tributed, we find nutrition generally going on
very well ; it might, therefore, be argued,

that, as this form of mortification, in its variety

oi gangrcena senilis, occurs in elderly people,

who, whether they have mortification or not,

have mostly ossification of some of their ar-

teries ; this condition of the blood-vessels may
only be an accidental coincidence, and not the

actual cause of mortification, when it does

occur. I believe, gentlemen, that the right

view of the matter is this : an ossified state of

the arteries must predispose to mortification,

and when this state of the arteries is joined with

impaired health, or accidental weakness of

circulation, chronic mortification will be the

result. In a large proportion of cases of dry

gangrene, we find ossification of the arteries

present ; for instance, when the foot is af-

fected, the femoral artery is often found com-
pletely ossified. Hence, it is the common rule

in such cases, to examine the condition of that

vessel. I repeat, that, in my opinion, the

right view of the case is to consider ossification

of the arteries merely as a predisposing cause,

or one which will facilitate the occurrence of

chronic mortification, when any exciting cause

comes into operation. We can hardly suppose

an ossified artery to be as well qualified to

perform its functions as one retaining its na-

tural, flexible, and elastic state.

Gentlemen, the variety oi chronic mortifica-

iion, or ofdry gangrene, called gangrcena seni-

lis, is completely different from that species of

mortification which is brought on by acute in-

flammation, or external causes ; it is more insi-

dious in its progress and less threatening in its

first svmptoms, though not less fatal in its ter»

zz2
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mination. It is peculiar in not being preceded

by any inflammatory condition of the part, ex-

cept a slight discoloration, and a greater or less

degree of pain. It frequently occurs at the very

extremity of the body, mostly on the inside of

one of the small toes. The part is at first of

a pale red, or livid colour, and is afffected with

a sensation of burning heat. The disorder

mostly beg;ins, as I have already stated, at the

greatest distance from the centre of the circu-

lation. I have never seen an instance of it on
the hands ; it attacks the foot, beginning upon
one of the small toes, and soon spreading to

the foot and ankle ; but there is some diversity

in tliis respect, for its progress is sometimes

slow, and it may be a week or two before it

reaches the leg. There is also a difference

with respect to the accompanying constitu-

tional symptoms ; sometimes the patient is

troubled, in the earliest stage of the disease,

with severe irritative fever, or, at least, a con-

stitutional disturbance, corresponding, in all

material points, to that affection ; there is a
rapid, feeble, irregular pulse, with consider-

able disturbance of the neri'ous system ; a
brown tongue ; extreme prostration of strength

;

vomiting ; clammy sweats ; hiccough, and de-

lirium in the first period of the case ; and, un-
der such circumstances, the patient almost

always soon sinks. In most instances, how-
ever, there is less constitutional disturbance in

the commencement, and the patient is sur-

prised that his case should be so serious as

you tell him it is. Perhaps there is merely a
slight discoloration on one of his toes, attended

with a trifling degree of pain ; and you will

find some difficulty in persuading him, that this

apparently slight affection will endanger his

life. These circumstances were well illustrated

in the case of a gentleman in Gray's Inn, whom
I attended about two years ago, along with

Sir Astley Cooper, and Mr. Hughes of Hol-
born. This instance was also remarkable, as

affording an illustration of chronic mortifica-

tion in both feet at once, the only case of the

kind which I have ever seen ; in fact, it is of

very rare occurrence. Now, this gentleman's
stomach was so little affected, and the consti-

tutional disturbance so moderate, that he used
to eat a mutton chop for his dinner, and digest

it very well every day, till within about three

days of his death, and he hved under the dis-

ease about five weeks. This was the case not-

withstanding both legs were affected. Ilis

pulse was usually between 100 and 110, ris-

ing occasionally, however, to 130, and his

intellects were clear until within a very short
period of his death. Another remarkable cir-

cumstance in this case was, that the mortifica-

tion never extended itself without being pre-
ceded by violent pain. Hence we could always
foretel, by the violence of the pain, how far

the mortification would next extend itself. The
attack of burning pain seemed to precede
every other change. It was curious also to

observe, that the process of mortification was
different in each foot : in the left leg, it began

on the inside of one of the small toes in the or-»

dinary way ; but, on the right one, it began
with a diminution of temperature in the foot,

which proceeded gradually to the leg. There
was no detachment of the cuticle, merely a
slight discoloration, followed by a loss of sen-

sibility, and a gradual cessation of the circu-

lation and every vital action. The appear-

ance of the limb was, on the whole, but little

different from that of a dead subject, excepting

that it was somewhat shrunk and trivially dis-

coloured. The process of mortification in the

other limb was such as is commonly seen.

Gentlemen, gangncna senilis is a case, iit

which opium is found more serviceable than

bark. Pott insists much on the use of opium

;

but he rather overrates its value, for he en-
deavours to make us believe, that it is a spe-

cific for this species of dry gangrene—at least,

for stopping its progress. Of all medicines,

opium is perhaps the most serviceable in this

disease ; but it is far from being a specific.

When 3'ou prescribe it in chronic mortification,

you should do it on the plan I mentioned to

you on a former occasion, namely, you should

keep the patient continually under its influence,,

by repeating the doses every four or six hours.

Other medicines are occasionally employed,

but none in which so much confidence can be
placed. In the case of the gentleman just

referred to, several other remedies were tried,

such as the sulphate of quinine, diluted sul-

phuric acid, subcarbonate of ammonia, and
also musk, yet none of them seemed to do any
good : opium was the most useful ; yet, in

some schools, the subcarbonate of ammonia is

particularly recommended in almost every

example of mortification. I do not think it is

to be so much depended on as opium : however,

you may give it along with opium, when the

patient requires powerful stimulants; or you
may give the patient wine and cordials, for the

disease is connected with debility, the vital

powers being often in a state of extraordinary

depression ; and these remedies are calculated

to support the various actions of the system.

With regard to local treatment, emollient

poultices and fomentation receive the greatest

share of approbation, and are most frequently

employed; but other applications are occa-

sionally used, especially the solutions of the

chlorides of soda and lime, and the nitric acid

lotion, consisting of 3j- of nitric acid in a pint

of distilled water. I have tried various appli-

cations, such as the nitric acid lotion, and

camphorated mixture, with chloride of soda

or of lime in it, or with opium or nitric acid

in it. As I have often remarked, the chlorides

of soda and lime are merely disinfecting

agents ; they lessen the foetid smell of the

mortified parts; but they cannot be recom-
mended for any efficacy in alleviating the

patient's sufferings, nor for any specific power

in stopping the extension of the disorder.

Gangreena senilis is generally fatal; the

red line of separation, indicating the stoppage

of the disorder, being very seldom formed
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t)efore t!ie patient is too far reduced to have

much chance of recovery. I believe that nine

patients out of ten, affected with chronic mor-
tification of the feet, fall victims to it. I am
anxious to remind you, that this form of morti-

fication always proceeds from internal causes,

and consequently that you must always wait

for the formation of the red line of separa-

tion, before you think of practising amputa-

tion.

Gentlemen, another species of mortification,

frequently observed, is that which comes on iti

persons ivho have been long confined to bed
iy typhoid diseases, compound fractures, or

paralytic diseases, or any disease which ren-

ders long confinement in one posture unavoid-

able, and seriously reduces the patient's

Strength. In such classes of patients, we find

that those parts of the body, which are most
prominent, and most exposed to presstn-e from
the bedding, become affected with mortifica-

tion, as the skin over the sacrum and spinous
•processes of the vertebrse ; or, if the patient has
lain on his side, the integuments over the

frreat trochanter, or the crista of the os ilium.

Perhaps, this form of mortification is one that

you will more frequently have to deal with in

practice, than any other; and it is much more
common than the gangraena senilis. The cause

producing it is of a compound nature: first,

the pressure on the part ; and secondly, the
weak reduced state of the circulation and con-
stitution. The mortification would never
attack a healthy person in consequence of his

lying in bed. The predisposing cause is

general weakness, languor of the circulation
;

the exciting cans* is pressure on the part by
the bedding during this debilitated state of the

constitution. There must, therefore, be two
indications in the treatment :

—

first, to remove
the pressure from the parts already affected,
or threatened ivith the disease, by altering the
position of the patient, and the judicious ar-

rangement of pillows, or by laying the patient

on Dr. Arnott's hydrostatic bed. Secondly,
/o endeavour to imjjrove the patient's health,

because the stronger he becomes, the less liable

will lie be to the disease in question, and to

its extension. Local applications, it must be
confessed, are not very efBcient, the reason
of which is that the disease is intimately

connected with the state of the constitution.

However, some advantage may be derived from
them, especially in the early stage. The most
common application is some spirituous or
astringent lotion, such as camphorated spirit,

or lotions containing liquor plumbi acetatis.

Sometimes also tlie parts are protected with
the application of adhesive plaster, or soap
plaster ; but, after the mortification has at-

tained some considerable degree, local appli-

cations are very inefficient. Surgeons employ
camphorated spirit, emollient poultices, or so-

lutions of the chloride of soda or lime. You
may often prevent the disease from coming on
by washing the threatened part with spirituous

and astringent lotions, and changing the pa-

tient's posture slightly from time to time. By
these means, many persons might be preserved
from this species of mortification, which fre-

quently proves fatal, after the patient has got

over the worst stages of compound fractures,

fevers, and other original complaints.

The next subject, gentlemen, to which I

entreat your attention, is hospital gangrene.
This affection is very different from every other

form of mortification, so that doubts exist

whether it ought to be arranged with mortifi-

cation or ulceration ; in fact, it is not pre-

cisely like either of them, but seems to be in

some measure compounded of both. It dif-

fers from common mortification, not only in its

appearance and the manner of its occurrence,

but also in its mode of treatment. It is cha-

racterized, according to common belief, by-

being contagious. AH the best-informed army
surgeons concur, I believe, in this opinion.

It is remarkable for its disposition to attack

wounds and ulcers in hospitals crowded with
such cases, and it is therefore more frequently-

observed in military hospitals than civil ones.

In this disease, the soft parts are not converted
into a firm, distinct slough, as in ordinary

mortification, but into a putrid, glutinous, or

pulpy substance. On this account, it is often

classed with ulcers, and sometimes called the

hosjiital sore. It is so called, I think, by Mr.
John Bell, in his Principles of Surgery. It

certainly has a close resemblance to the worst
forms of gangrenous phagedsena, and espe-

cially to that species of phagedaena, which is

observed in the foul or venereal wards of some
of our metropolitan hospitals. Mr. R. Welbank
thinks, that the two diseases are essentially the

same in all their most important features. Some
time ago, I saw a child, in a filtliy cottage near
town, with half its head destroyed by a kind
of phagedaena, not materially different from
hospital gangrene. Since that time I have
met with several instances among the lower
Irish, who come very much for surgical assist-

ance to the Bloomsbury Dispensary ; and it

was only last winter that I saw a foul kind of

ulceration that had begun on the lip of a young
person, and destroyed nearly all the face. In
this case, I could see little difference between
the disease and hospital gangrene.

lecture xvi., delivered nov. 7, 1832.

Gentlemen,

In the lecture on Monday evening I described

the ravages, which frequently take place in

persons who have been long confined to bed,

and which are brought on by sloughing of the

parts over the sacrum, trochanters, crista of

the ilium, and other prominences, particularly

pressed upon by the bedding. Among the

means for preventing the coming on of this

form of disease, I ought to have mentioned

more particularly the hydrostatic bed, the in-

vention of Dr. Arnott ; it consists of a kind of

trough, capable of holding water to the depth of
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about six inches, which is covered with a cloth,

rendered water-proof with a coating- of elastic

gum, or some other sort of varnish. By lying

on a bed constructed on this principle, the

patient floats upon water without touching it.

The reports, given me of this hydrostatic bed,

are so favourable that I think it merits your

attention, as a means that promises to be of

great utility in preventing and stopping the

mortification arising, in debilitated persons,

from the pressure of the bedding. Yesterday-

evening 1 was in company with Mr. Lawrence,

who informed me, that the hydrostatic bed is

now employed at St. Bartholomew's Hospital,

and that one of his own patients, with some
disease or injury of the spine, is receiving

great benefit from it. When the patient was
first put upon it, the sloughing had reached a
considerable e.xtent, but there has been sub-

sequently no further extension of the disease,

and much comfort is experienced. The water
makes a more equable and less injurious pres-

sure, than any tiling else that can be ima-

gined. Common pillows are not so well cal-

culated to afford relief; for however well they

may be arranged, you cannot always hinder

them from pressing unequally, or make the

patient's posture agreeable to his own feelings.

But, with the hydrostatic bed, all partial pres-

sure is avoided, for the patient lies on water
itself. This valuable invention, I am told,

has been introduced into several of the hos-

pitals, and been generally approved of.

When 1 slopped on Monday evening, I was
in the middle of the subject of hospital gan-
grene. True hospital gangrene appears to be
communicable from one person to another, by
the application of the discharge from the parts

affected to an abraded or ulcerated surface in

another individual. This mode of propagation

is not restricted to the kind of phageda-na
called hospital gangrene, as seen in military

hospistals ; we have examples of it in the pka-
gedama that is occasionally seen in the foul

wards of the London Hospitals. We know that

such phagedenic disease has been communi-
cated from one person to anotherJjy the em-
ployment of sponges, which had been used in

wiping away the matter from patients labour-

ing under the disorder. Mr. Welbank, in his

essay upon the subject, in the Medical and
Chinirgical Transactions, mentions several

facts of this kind, tending to establish the

identity of hospital gangrene with gangrenous
phagedeena.

When hospital gangrene begins on an
abraded surface, one or more vesicles first

appear at the edge of it, and are soon convert-

ed into dirty white, or greyish sloughs ; but,

if they happen to contain a dark fluid, they

burst and pour out a tliin cOL'.gulum of a dirty

brown colour ; the part becomes at the same
time acutely painful, and is rapidly converted
into an extensive slough. This slough, as I

have already mentioned, is not like that pro-

duced by ordinary mortiiication, but is a gluti-

nous pulpy mass; hence Gerson, a French

surgeon, who has written a treatise on this

disease, proposes to name it puljnf gangrene.
When the slough comes away, the subjacent

surface generally presents a healthy granula-

ting appearance; but this favourable look

continues only a short time, for the same de-

structive processes recur on the new surface,

the same mischief is produced, and in a still

more formidable degree.

When hospital gangrene attacks a wound,
or ulcer, the part first becomes painful ; a
viscid light-coloured substance exudes from
tlie surface of the granulations, which lose

their red colour, and exhibit a number of spots

of a greyish, or dirty white, colour, like

aphthae ; these spots unite together, and entirely

change the look of the whole wound or sore.

One peculiarity of this form of disease is,

that it is much disposed to haemorrhage, an
accident, to which the common forms of morti-

fication are not very subject, on account of

the vessels being blocked up with coagulum.
But, in hospital gangrene, the bleeding is

often so profuse, that it has a great share in

accelerating the patient's death. After the

whole surface of the ulcer, or wound, has
changed in the way which I have described,

you will see a red, or purplish, cedematous cir-

cle next formed in the surrounding skin, the

edges of the disease becoming hardened and
everted, and the sloughs, such as they are,

resembling the foetal brain in a state of putri-

dity, more than any thing else, perhaps, to

which they might be compared. Hospital

gangrene spares hardly any textures. Amongst
the severe cases seen in Spain by Mr. Black-
adder, there was one, in which one-half of the

cranium was exposed, and as black as char-

coal. In another instance, the large arteries

and nerves of both thighs were exposed and
dissected, the integuments and cellular mem-
brane being annihilated, with the exception

of a narrow strip of skin on the outside of the

limb. In other examples, which the same
gentleman saw in the hospitals of the British

army in Spain, the large joints were exten-

sively opened ; and in one particular case, the

skin, cellular substance, and fascia of the whole
neck, were totally destroyed.

In the advanced stages of hospital gangrene,

haemorrhage usually comes on, which it is

exceedingly diflicult to stop, for the ligature

invariably fails, and there is no coagulum
formed in the vessels, and no healing process

established for the permanent closure of them
;

the ligature, in fact, cuts its way through the

arteries, which are already in a half destroyed

or diseased state. In the advanced stages of

the disease, the pulse is rapid and feeble ; the

tongue covered with a brown or black fur;

but there is not usually much delirium, even
to the end of the disease. In the early stages,

the pulse is fuller and not so frequent, and
the tongue white. In many cases, the lym-

phatics, proceeding from the part, are inflamed,

and the absorbent glands sv/ellcd.

With respect to the prognosis in hospital
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gangrene, all surgeons agree, that the disease

IS one of ttie most dangerous complications to

which wounds and ulcers are liable. Slight

cases sometimes admit of cure, and have even

got well of themselves; but after the disorder

has made some progress, it very frequently

proves fatal. From liistories of this disease, it

appears that, after a person has recovered

from a first attack, he will often have a second

and a third, until, in this manner, he is car-

ried off. In the cases recorded by Mr. Black-

adder, there were several such relapses ; and
sometimes the patient, after having apparently

struggled through various distinct repetitions

of this formidable complaint, at length fell a
yictim to the sixth, or seventh attack.

The exciting cause of hospital gangrene is

generally considered to be an infection gene-

rated in crowded hospitals, especially in those

which are full of patients afflicted with wounds
and ulcers. Hence the disease is principally-

met with in military hospitals. It is observed

too, that its origin and progress are consider-

ably promoted by the situation of such hospi-

tals, and by tlie state of the weather ; thus, if

the hospital be in a low, marshy situation, and
the weather be hot, the disease will be more
likely to originate, and its progress be more
rapid and destructive.

Now, gentlemen, although all surgeons,

who have had opportunities of studying this

peculiar disorder, agree that it is infectious,

yet no doubt can exist about its extension

being often materially influenced by the con-
tinued operation of the causes which gave rise

to it in the patient or patients first affected.

If you were not to take this view of things,

there would, I think, be considerable difficulty

in accounting for the commencement of the

disease at all, because it cannot have begun by
infection ; it must have had a beginning from
some other source ; but, when once generated,

it may then, indeed, partly spread by infec-

tion. The state of the atmosphere in some
military hospitals is, no doubt, prejudicially

influenced by localities, as well as by the efflu-

via from the numerous ulcers and wounds in

them; and this, I conclude, is the cause of the

origin of the first cases which show them-
selves in such a place. I am also of opinion,

that these causes, or any others, whatever
they may be, which produce tlie first cases in

a particular hospital, must have some consi-

derable share in extending and keeping up
the disease afterwards : all is not to be refer-

red to infection, transmitted direct from one
patient to another.

No medicines can be depended upon for

checking this formidable disease ; in fact, in-

ternal remedies of various kinds have been
employed with very little benefit. Bleeding,

purgatives, emetics, bark, and acids, such as

the citric acid, and the diluted sulphuric acid,

have all been most fairly tried, and you may
infer, from the tenor of the account given of

their effects, that none of these things are to be
4epended upon. Acids are deemed, however.

beneficial, in a certain degree, when no diar-

rhoea is present ; but bark has little power of
checking the progress of the disease, if it can
be said to possess any influence at all. Opium
is useful, and the agony of the patient is so

great that it cannot be dispensed with
; per-

haps, it is the most valuable of all the internal

remedies which are administered in this dis-

ease. Some practitioners are advocates for

venesection in the commencement of the dis-

order ; but one objection to the use of the
lancet, is, that the puncture is liable to be
attacked with the disease. Even the bites of

leeches are subject to the same formidable

change, so that many surgeons are afi-aid of

taking away blood in either manner. During
the last war, the French had a great deal of

this disease in their miUtary establishments

;

the practice then preferred was the actual

cautery, and, I believe, that it is still some-
times resorted to in France, for the cure of

hospital gangrene, although many surgeons of

that country appear now to place much re-

liance on the chlorides of soda and of lime, as

means of stopping this dreadful disease. Lis-

franc, of Paris, speaks highly of these reme-
dies ; indeed he is so confident oftheir power in

hospital gangrene, that he is reported to have
observed to his pupils, that the ravages of this

disease would never again occur to the extent

formerly witnessed. If Lisfranc's assertion be
true, namely, that the chlorides of soda and
lime are so efficient in hospital gangrene, it

is an argument against the identity of that

disease with gangrenous phagedsena, because
I have repeatedly tried these remedies in the

latter disorder, and found that they frequently

fail ; they correct, indeed, the disagreeable smell

proceeding from the sloughs, but they are nearly

powerless in stopping the progress of the mis-
chief. Hence, if they are as serviceable in

hospital gangrene as Lisfranc represents, pha-
gedaena cannot be the same disease. Hos-
pital gangrene does not frequently occur in

the hospitals of this country ; we do meet
with cases of gangrenous phaged;ena ; but if

this disease and hospital gangrene were of the

same identical nature, they ought to be equally-

common and curable by the same means.
The application employed by Mr. Black-

adder, with some degree of success, was the
liquor arsenicalis, diluted with an equal quan-
tity of water ; lint was dipped in it, laid on the

parts affected, and renewed every quarter of an
hour, or half hour. After the sepiu-ation of

the sloughs, gently stimulating, or astringent

ointments were applied. This plan was found
to succeed more frequently than any other.

So free a use of arsenic, I may remark, we
could not venture upon in common diseases,

because when preparations of this metal are

put on a wounded, ulcerated, or abraded surface

they are liable to be absorbed into the system,

and poison the patient just as effectually as if

they had been introduced into the stomach.

Of late years, the undiluted nitric acid has been
tried in gangrenous phagedjena with consider-
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able efficiency. Mr. R, Welbank, who in-

serted some valuable observations on this

subject in the Transactions of the Medical and
Chirurgical Society of London, speaks highly

of this application. 1 will give you an account

of his manner of employing it when I arrive

at the consideration of phagedaena, for which
disease he particularly recommends it, and
which, you know, he considers to be identi-

cally the same affection as hospital gangrene

;

a point, perhaps, not yet completely deter-

mined.

Gentlemen, the next elementary subject, to

which I request your attention, is idceration

and ulcers. Before you enter into the con-

sideration of sores in general, you ought to

have some correct idea of wliat the term ulcer-

ation, really means. It may be defined to be

that process, by which all kinds of ulcers or

sores are formed ; and I may say also, that it

appears to be an operation, in which the lym-
phatics are more actively concerned, than the

blood-vessels. With respect to an ulcer, it

is a chasm on some internal or external surface

of the body, produced by the removal of some
of the substance of that surface back into the

system : the absorbents seeming as if they re-

moved the particles of the body more quickly,

tlian they are deposited again by the secerning

arteries. The process of ulceration is totally

different from erosion, and from any decom-
position of the animal solids, brought on by
the agency of chemical means. It might be
supposed, that the pus had some effect in dis-

solving parts, and thus contributing- to the

process of ulcei'ation : but this view is totally

destitute of probability ; and, as far as I can

judge, it is refuted by the fact, that, when ul-

ceration is going on most rapidly, there is the

smallest quantity of pus, and when the process

of ulceration has stopped, and the parts are

healing, then it is most abundant. We must,

therefore, I believe, reject the notion that

ulceration is in any manner connected with, or

dependent upon, a solvent power of pus ; in-

deed, we know, that there is nothing eroding

in the qualities of common pus. Some sur-

geons offer, what they choose to call, a phy-
siological explanation of the process of ulcer-

ation ; but their account is substantially the

same as what I have delivered, though worded
differently; thus, when they say, that, in ul-

ceration, the nutrition of the part ceases, while

the destructive function of absorption goes on
uninterruptedly, or even with greater activity

than usual, we are merely told, that the old

particles of the textures affected are taken up
by the absorbents more rapidly, than new par-

ticles are supp .ied by the secerning arteries
;

the same meaning, as that attached to my de-

scription, is expressed in different terms.

While ulceration is going on, then, it seems

as if the capillary secerning arteries had lost

their power of regularly depositing new matter

in the textures attacked, but the absorbents

still continue their particular functions, and pro-

bably with more rapidity than under ordinary

circumstances, or with some modification, of
irregularity, not yet accurately made out.

Gentlemen, it is curious to observe, not only
the blood-vessels absorbed by the process of ul-

ceration, but also the lymphatics themselves,

—

those vessels which are so busy in demolishing
other parts, actually destroy themselves, or, at

least, are supposed to do so. Now, there are

certain limits, lieyond which nature will not
suffer us to advance in the detection of her
secrets ; she will not allow us to go further

into the proximate cause of ulceration than
what I have explained to you ;

perhaps, indeed,

not quite so far. We only infer that the

lymphatic vessels absorb themselves, because

we know of no other mode of accounting for

their removal ; and it may be entirely an hy-
pothesis ; and when we express a difficulty in

understanding how one part of the body can
remove or destroy itself, that difficulty is not at

all lessened by any reference to another phe-

nomenon, equally inexplicable. Thus, when
we saj', that it is as easy to conceive that a part

can destroy itself, as that parts can form them-
selves, the difficulty ofcomprehending the first is

not at all removed ; we are only told, that there

is another fact in physiology equally difficult to

understand. So much for the ingenious and
original manner, in which John Hunter used to

reason with those, who had difficulty in ac-

ceding to his ideas of the wonderful power and
activity of the absorbent system.

All parts are not equally prone to ulceration :

muscles, fascia;, large blood-vessels, and nerves,

make great resistance to the process ; they

hold out longer than the generality of textures,

and, in particular, they are less disposed to ul-

cerate, than the cellular substance and mucous
membranes. We find illustrations of this fact

when pus is making its way to the surface of

the body by progressive absorption, as John
Hunter called it, for the purulent fluid will

not pass through a muscle, when it meets with

one, but makes its way through the cellular

substance to the skin, sometimes very circuit-

ously. Again, if it encounter a fascia, it will

not quickly pass through it, but its progress to

the surface will be considerably retarded, and
when a passage is at length made for it, through

such fascia, it is generally by the part having

sloughed, and not by ulceration.

Gentlemen, you should understand, that

abscesses proceed to the surface, not altogether

by the process ofulceration, but there is a kind

of interstitial absorption, as John Hunter called

it, of the textures between the cyst and the skin

;

the cyst thus approaches the surface, and,

when within a certain distance of the surface,

ulceration takes place within it, and on that

side of it which is nearest to the skin. It is

by the advance of the ulceration, thus begun,

that the matter is finally brought immediately

under the cuticle, and discharged. The pro-

cess, by which foreign bodies and tumours

approach the surface, is also different from that

of common ulceration, no suppuration attend-

ing it, until such bodies, or tumours, hqvo
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almost made their way through the skin,

when sucli suppuration and ulceration, or even

sloughing, will often take place. The term,

which John Hunter used to apply to some part

of the process was progressive absorption

;

certainly not a very good term, for it does not

immediately convey to us the meaning which
he affixed to it; in truth, all absorption is

progressive,h\xi what he meant to express was,

that the parts of the body are gradually re-

moved in such manner and direction as al-

lowed the foreign body, or tumour, to advance

progressively to the surface, or in some other

particular course, as needles do, from the place

which they enter, to very remote situations.

The phrase, I think, is not well chosen.

Every surgeon of experience must have had
Opportunities of noticing the denudation of

arteries by ulceration ; large arteries will fre-

quently lie in the midst of an ulcer, beating a

long while before our eyes, without being

opened by the ulcerative process. I have often

seen the femoral and brachial arteries exposed,

to the extent of several inches, yet there was
no haemorrhage. The fact proves the power
of large arteries to resist the attack of ulceration

on themselves; and a good reason may be
discerned for this disposition of things, the

immediate preservation of life sometimes de-

pending upon the capability of a great artery

to withstand ulceration, and not readily to give

way, and let a fatal haemorrhage occur.

When we find ulceration of large arteries

taking place, it is mostly in phagedsenic ul-

ceration, and, especially, in hospital gangrene,

which is, at all events, analogous to phage-

dajnic ulceration, and something, as it were,

between ordinary mortification and ulceration,

as I have already remarked. Occasionally,

gentlemen, you may see phagedsenic ulceration

opening large arteries, as the case, from which

the preparation which I now hand to you was
taken, sufficiently proves. It is the external

iliac artery, which it was necessary to tie, in

order to stop a profuse haemorrhage that had

taken place, in consequence of ulceration of

the femoral artery, in a phagedsenic disease of

the groin. This patient died from mortifica-

tion of the limb ; but the fact is sufficient to

convince you, that phagedsenic ulceration will

sometimes open large arteries. Perhaps, in

the case now quoted, the operation was not so

likely to succeed as it would have been if the

artery had been tied for common aneurism,

because the patient's system must have been

sadly reduced by the phagedsenic ulceration,

and the circulation, no doubt, in a feeble,

languid state.

In former times, when patients were crammed
with mercury, in unmerciful quantities, for the

cure of venereal diseases, it was much more
common to see phagedsenic ulceration than
now ; but, notwithstanding the diminished fre-

quency of this terrible form of disease, we
sometimes meet with instances of arteries being
opened by the ravages of ulceration around
them ; and, • I believe, that whenever you do

observe the fact, it is generally from ulceration

of the phagedsenic character.

Gentlemen, 1 defined an ulcer to be a chasm,
produced on some internal or external surface

of the body by the process of ulceration ; and
I explained, that the absorbents are more ac-

tively concerned in such process than the

blood-vessels. Now, we conclude, that the

absorbents are principal agents in this de-

structive operation, from several circumstances.

Thus, in particular states of the constitution,

in persons with the scars of old wounds, or

sores, or bones which were formerly broken,
but have long been united again, you will

find these scars will be absorbed, and the

ulcers reproduced, while the bones, which have
been for many years united, will become again
disunited from absorption of the callus.

A remarkable instance of these curious

facts is recorded in the History of Lord Anson's
Voyage round the World. In consequence of

the fatigue and privations which his crew
were compelled to undergo in doubling Cape
Horn, in a boisterous season of the year, most
of them were seized with the scurvy. In this

condition of their health, those who had scars,

became again afflicted with ulcers in the situa-

tion of them ; and those who had formerly had
broken bones, found those bones become again
disunited, and their fractures reproduced. Facts

of this kind prove, that the absorbents are

intimately concerned in the process of ulcer-

ation ; and they also prove the truth of John
Hunter's doctrine, namely, that all new-formed
parts, such as cicatrices and callus, are weaker
than the original parts of our frame, cannot
bear disease so well, and are particularly liable

to ulceration and sloughing.

Then, gentlemen, with regard to the symp-
toms of the different forms of ulceration, this

process is generally preceded by more or less

pain, heat, redness, and swelling of the part;
in short, by the common effi^cts of inflamma-
tion. The cuticle is next loosened, and perhai>s

one or more vesicles arise, under which little

excavations are formed, and, by uniting to-

gether, constitute the beginning of the chasm.
As long as no attempt at reparation is made,"

the excavation proceeds, and forms a larger
and larger chasm, and the edges of the ulcer

are sharp and jagged. In this stage, the sur-

face of the sore is of a dirty yellow colour,

with shreds of animal matter upon it, indi-

cating that the whole of the textures is pro-
bably not absorbed. It seems as if some of

them were really converted into these shreds

of disorganized substance. While ulceration

is proceeding, or the chasm is enlarging, there

is a discharge of a thin ichorous fluid, fre-

quently tinged with blood ; and the margin of

the surrounding skin is sharp, abrupt, reddish,

tender, and painful ; but, as soon as the sore

has a disposition to heal, all these appearances

are changed.

Gentlemen, you will have no difficulty in

.

giving a definition of an ulcer, if you restrict

the meaning of the word to a chasm produced
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by xdceration on some internal or externa
surface of the body. To form a conce[)tioii

of what a sore strictly is, then, is easy enough

;

but many cases are called ulcers where no
loss of substance has taken place, and where
the disease is not truly produced by tlie pro-

cess I have mentioned. Thus, after a simple
incised wound, the two opposite surfaces of the

injury not having united by adhesion, they
suppurate and granulate, and, if tlie part re-

mains unhealed for a considerable time, the
case is often regarded as an ulcer ; but there

is no loss of substance, and the parts are

merely divided. When, in consequence of

mortification, a chasm is formed, the furrow
which is formed between the dead and living

parts, is certainly caused by a process similar

to ulceration, and the separation of the slough
is no doubt accomplished by the same kind of

operation ; therefore, I think that, in this in-

stance, no dispute can be entertained about the

propriety of calling the remaining chasm an
ulcer. The same conclusions may be drawn
when an abscess bursts : the process of ulcer-

ation, commencing in that part of the cyst

nearest the skin, is concerned in bringing the

matter to the surface ; in otlier words, an open
abscess may be called an ulcer, because its

present state has been preceded by ulceration.

Then, gentlemen, the causes, most frequently

producing ulceration, are abscesses, which have
burst of themselves or been opened ; wounds
which have not healed by the first intention,

and have been long uncured; pressure in

various forms, as tliat of chains on prisoners,

badly fitting harness on horses, insufficiently

lined splints on fractured limbs ; external irri-

tation, of divers kinds ; varicose veins in the

lower extremities, producing, as it appears, an
obstruction of the capillary circulation, and
thence a disposition to chronic inflammation,

followed by sores difficult to lieal, on account
of the peculiar condition of the circulation

;

and, lastly, I may enumerate as frequent causes

of ulceration, specific diseases, and diseases of

bones and ligaments. Gentlemen, we will re-

sume this subject to-morrow evening.
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some additional observations on the causes of

tliis disease, and then proceed to the treatment,

without entering into an accurate description

of the particularsymptoms, which you will find

sufficiently detailed in tlie works of Mason
Good, Laennec, M'Intosli, and in the excel-

lent article " Haemoptysis," in the Cyclopedia

of Practical Medicine, by Dr. Law, and the

valuable essay of Dr. Townsend on pulmonary
apoplexy. You recollect, I differed from Dr.

Law, with respect to the source from which
the blood is derived in bronchial hfemorrhage.

Dr. Law is of opinion, that any thing which
produces engorgement of the system of the

pulmonary artery, occasions haemorrhage from
the bronchial tubes ; but this, for the reasons

befoi'e stated to you, is impossible. I have

also endeavoured to explain to you the man-
ner in which pulmonary apoplexy may be

followed by extensive disease of the lung, in-

terstitial suppuration, and death ; or, on the

other hand, how a coagulum may be formed

in the substance of the lung, and the person

affiicted remain in a state of perfect health. I

have proved, from dissections, that after the

lung has been solidified, in consequence of

pulmonary engorgement, it may remain in that

condition for years, or if a scrofulous diathesis

exists, how such an occurrence may be fol-

lowed by tubercular consumption. I have

mentioned that kind of consumption super-

vening on cflTusion into tlie cellular tissue of

the lung, where there is extensive interstitial

suppuration, and not a single tubercle can be
discovered. You will recollect that I stated,

that I could adduce instances, in which pul-

monary elTusion took place, and the clot re-

mained in the cellular substance without pro-

ducing any irritation, and that on dissecting

such lungs, I found those organs perfectly

sound up to the limits of the clot, and this in

cases where the effusion had existed for several

months *. Now if this remained in the sub-

stance of the lung, as a harmless body, for so

long a space of time, 1 cannot conceive how a

similar effusion could in any case become a

stimulant. I differ also from those who think

that the eff'used blood may become corrupted

and a cause of gangrene.

We will now proceed to the consideration

of some of those constitutional tendencies,

which render persons liable to spitting of

blood. It has been frequently remarked, that

bleeding from the nose, during the periods of

infancy and adolescence, is a symptom of fre-

quent recurrence in those who are obnoxious
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h.emoptysis pulmonary apoplexy
phthisis treatment of haemoptysis.

. Gentlemen,
Having hitherto dwelt chiefly on the general

l)athology of hcemoptysis, I shall this day make

* It is not meant, that the eff'used blood

occupies the texture of the lung, without be-

coming organized. This is certainly not the

case ; all I mean to assert is, that the [)ortion

of tlie lung, originally rendered solid by the

clot, remains solid, in some cases, for a great

length of time, constituting an insulated mass

imjiervious to the air itself, but not a source of

UTitation to the surrounding parts.
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to this disease, without any apparent cause,

and unaccompanied by any proper fever, the at-

tackcomes on witli an hsemorrhagic excitement of

the circulation, sense of constriction in the chest,

anxiety, dyspncea, cough, and expectoration of

blood, ofan arterial colour and frothy appearance.

As soon as the expectoration, which is some-
times copious, sometimes scanty, takes place,

tlie patient gets relief. There is not much
preceding or following cough. Such are the

characteristics of this hremorrhage, which does

not prove the existence of tubercles, or en-

gorgement of the system of the pulmonary
artery, and has no more reference than epis-

taxis to disease of the lungs. I knew seven

gentlemen of the same family, most of whom
were in the army, and residing in different

climates, who were all subject to sudden ex-

pectorations of blood, without any particular

antecedent or subse(juent cough, or other symp-
toms of chest disease. Now I need not tell

you, that as long as the hajmorrhage preserves

this character, and confines itself to the bron-

chial raucous membrane, there is very little

mischief done. Persons thus affected will

have repeated attacks of this kind, and
tliough their lives are not the best, may attain

a good old age. It is only when the extreme
branches of the pulmonary artery take on the

hsemorrhagic action that danger is to be ap-
prehended ; and so it was with one of tlie gen-
tlemen just mentioned. He had, during a

period of twenty yeai-s, many sudden and often

violent attacks of hfemoptysis, which never
lasted more than a few days, and always sub-
sided without leaving a trace behind. So long
as the haemorrhage was bronchial, it was com-
paratively free from danger : at last its seat

was chantred; it occupied the air cells and
intervesicular cellular tissue of the lungs, and
he died of pulmonary apoplexy. When the

latter takes place, you must be on your guard,

for 1 have seen cases of meifena, where the

customary discharge of blood from the intes-

tines was considerable, and instances of piles,

where the bleeding from the rectum was great,

from being suddenly arrested, produce pul-

monary apoplexy and death. In such cases,

gentlemen, nature attempts to estabhsh a vi-

carious discharge for that which has been sup-
pressed. This is a frequent occurrence in

females, particularly those of a robust habit,

in whom the general vascular action is not di-

minished at the catamenial period. In conse-

quence of the suppression of the menstrual
flux, blood is discharged from various parts of

the body, but particularly from those tissues

which bear the closestanalogy to that from which
it is naturally derived. Hence we have one kind
of bronchial hseniorrhage arising from sup-
pressed menstruation, and which is not usually

either preceded or followed by cough or other

pulmonary symptoms. Now, this discharge in

females is not dangerous ; it goes away as it

appeared, without any bad effects; and the

same may be said of hccmorrhage from other

p arts resulting from the absence of the cala-

menia. Such, you will recollect, was the case

of a woman in the Chronic Ward, who had
regular attacks of ha;matemesis at the periods

in which the menses should naturally appear.

Nothing is more common than to find this

vicarious gastric hajmorrhage in women, and
yet, how rarely do we see it preceded or fol-

lowed by organic disease, or producing the

least permanent lesion or even dyspepsia.

Such haemorrhage may be generally said to be
devoid of danger. As I mentioned before, the

translation is commonly from the mucous
membrane of the uterus to a similar surface

of the nose, lungs, stomach, or bowels. It

seldom or never appears in a parenchymatous
tissue ; and hence, in the lungs, rarely termi-

nates in pulmonary apoplexy. There is this

freedom from danger, however, only in those

cases where no disease ofthe lungs, or tendency

to pulmonary engorgement, previously existed.

Thus, in the case of Eliza Herns, in whom,
at the usual period of her menstrual evacua-

tion, a vicarious epistaxis and haemoptysis oc-

curred; the source of haemorrhage was not

confined to the bronchial tubes, but extended

to the air-cells. The blood she expectorated

was, at first, of a florid arterial colour, and was
copious; it afterwards became dark-coloui-ed,

and less abundant, and its source, as was evi-

dent from the stethoscopic phenomena, was
derived from the ultimate ramifications of the

bronchial tubes and the air-cells. She had
been subject to cough and exjjectoraticm of
mucus for a year previously.

With respect to the haemoptysis which at-

tends pulmonary apoplexy, I shall only re-

mark fas its symptoms are well known), that

here you have the cough, dyspncea, and other

symptoms, following the haemoptysis, and very
frequently pneumonia, and even gangi-ene.

I have stated before, that I considered the two
latter occurrences as resulting from the same
cause which produced the pulmonary engorge-

ment, and not as a consequence. I will pass

over this subject at present, and proceed to

give you a few general hints on the haemop-
tysis which accompanies tubercular consump-
tion. You remember I remarked that it is a
disputed point whether this spitting of blood
be the cause or consequence of phthisis. When
we come to consider thissubject dispassionately,

and leave out tlieories, we find, that on exa-

mining phthisical haemorrhage, we invariably

perceive that the discharge is bronchial, and
that it presents the usual characters of arterial

blood. It is because the irritation is bronchial

you have so many bronchial rales in phthisis

;

and hence, if you find bronchitis at the top of

both lungs, and none at the bottom of either,

and this condition is permanent, your sus-

picions are naturally awakened, and you are

led to the detection of tubercles. I mention

this fact, because it proves that one of the

permanent characteristics of phthisis is the

presence of more or less bronchitis. As the

bronchial haemorrhage in phtliisis is generally

small, and finds a ready exit, it will not be
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easy for you to confound it with pulmonary
apoplex}-. The bronchial en<jor£rement which
occasions this hsemorrhage often sets in at an

early period of tubercular phthisis. When
this happens, a copious haemoptysis may occur,

and may be the first symptom which attracts

attention to the state of the lungs. Hence
hsemoptysis is often erroneously considered as

the cause of the consumption. I beg you to

remark, that the bronchial tubes are also the

principal source of the puriform expectoration

which attends consumption, and that we are

not to suppose that it comes exclusively from
the cavities in the lung, for the quantity ex-

pectorated is by no means in proportion to the

size of such cavities. Again, where the h?e-

moptysis happens to be copious, it is thought to

arise from ulceration, or erosion of the coats of

the arteries, which accompanies the tubercular

destruction in the lung. An occurrence like

this is, I believe, extremely rare indeed. Such
an injury is too serious, and would be followed

by too rapid a fatality. Nay, you will ever

find, on dissection, that the bronchial tubes

will be cut across by ulceration, and every

other part of the tissue of the lung destroyed,

while the coats of the artery remain compara-

tively uninjured, its cavity becomes obliterated,

and you can trace it passing like a string

through the abscess. Neither have I observed

that the haemoptysis which arises in phthisis

is produced by ulceration on the mucous sur-

face of the bronchial tubes, though I do not

know whether this might not cause it, when
the ulceration is high up near the trachea.

I shall detain you no longer on the symp-
toms of phthisical hsemorrhage (only remark-

ing that it is generally in the advanced stage

that it appears, frequently from induced bron-

chitis and hard cough, in which case it is

generally scanty, or from abscess, although

here, also, from the obliteration of the arteries

before mentioned, it must be very slight), as

the symptoms of this, and the symptoms which
accompany common severe bronchitis and
pneumonia, are easily recognised, and have

been sufficiently described in books. You
will find that Cruveilhier instances diseases of

the heart as a great cause of pulmonary hse-

morrhage. No doubt this is true in many
cases; for if there be a serious impediment to

the return of blood to the left auricle, it will

induce pulmonary disease, and you can readily

conceive how the valvular structure of the

heart may bring on hsemorrhage from the

lungs. Now, gentlemen, while on this sub-

ject, I shall make one observation. Since

Corvisart wrote his great book on Diseases

of the Heart, and Laennec published his ad-

mirable discoveries, it has been the custom

to call all hypertrophied hearts diseased. But,

let me tell you, that there are considerable

enlargements of the heart in which we are not

to look on the hypertrophy as a disease, but

as a wise provision of nature for the pro-

longation of life. If a person be born with

asthma, his he^rt will become enlarged, be-

cause, during each fit, a greater degree of stress

and labour is thrown on tlie right ventricle,

and consequently that portion of the lieart

becomes enlarged, and is hypertrophied in the

course of time. The same takes place, to some
extent, in hooping cough, in bronchitis, or

emphysema, which lasts for a considerable

time. If an old man has constant cough and
expectoration, and his lungs become emphy-
sematous, hypertrophy takes place, and you
will find his lieart enlarged on examination
after death. And are you to look on this as

disease? Not at all; it is the means of pro-

longing his life. The practical bearing of flie

question is, that you should be very cautious

in giving digitalis, and similar remedies, in

such cases ; for if you therel:)y weaken the

heart's action, the obstacle to the transmission

of blood remaining the same, you do your
patient a great injury and contravene the wise
purposes of nature*.

I shall say nothing at present of the other

diseases which produce haemoptysis, for, when
speaking at a future occasion on the subject, I

shall be able to show you how it may proceed
from engorgement of the liver, purpura, or
scurvy ; at present let us proceed to the treat-

ment. This, of course, must vary according to

the source of the disease, for when it arises

from the causes last mentioned, your treatment
must be very much modified. Into a descrip-

tion of these passive htemorrhages I do not mean
to enter, and shall only remark, that it is in

such cases that opium should be given from
the beginning, and in no other kind of hae-

moptysis. In common cases you may, to-

wards the termination of the disease, particu-

larly where bleeding and other antiphlogistic

means have been premised, employ this re-

medy with advantage. We know that there

are many cases of hsemorrhage where opium,
by its action on the nervous and vascular sys-

tems, proves a powerful styptic. Instances of

this are seen in its power in arresting the

flooding of parturition, and in another kind
of haemorrhage to which I would point your
attention, I mean, that bleeding from the

gums which sometimes fellows the use of

mercury. I remember a case of this kind, in

which the bleeding from the gums was exces-

sive, and all remedies failed in arresting it.

The medical gentleman who attended it had
employed every means in vain, and came
to me, at twelve o'clock at night, to see if I

could tell him of any thing that might be of

service. I said to him, "go home, and give

two grains of opium immediately, and then

half a grain every hour until the bleeding

stops." He seemed a little incredulous, but,

however, made trial of the remedy, as I di-

rected, and before three grains of opium had
been taken, the bleeding ceased. This cursory

* Doctor Corrigan has made some admir-

able observations upon the injurious elFects of

digitalis in cases of permanent patency of the

aortic valves.
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explanation will, I trust, prove useful to you

in practice. In books you will find, that when
you meet a case of hseinorrhage, you should

give immediately acetate of lead, with opium
and other styptics ; but remember, that in

nineteen cases out of twenty, you should not

give opium with or without acetate of lead in

the beginning^. When venesection has been

premised, and the bleeding continues, then

you may give it, and give it in large doses.

The remedies which I have spoken of are

fitted for cases of slight hajmorrhage, as that

which occurs in phthisis ; but when a person

spits up a large quantity of blood from an
affection of the bronchial tubes, or in conse-

quence of pulmonary apoplexy, what will you
do ? Commence with bleeding your patient

;

and here a depressed state of the vascular

system should not. deter you from the instant

adoption of energetic practice. The person

who gets an attack of this kind is frightened at

the quantity of blood ; his face becomes pale,

and his heart is weakened in its action, and

this is a fortunate occurrence, as it tends to

diminish the hccmorrhagic excitement. Now,
gentlemen, as to bleeding; you will find its

necessity urged in books, and I will not press

it on your attention, but will say a few words

about other remedies. In all cases where
bleeding is required, after venesection, the

next remedy in which I place the greatest con-

fidence is ipecacuanha, and the way in which
I give it is two grains every quarter of an

hour, until there is some improvement, and
then every half hour, or every hour, until the

blet^ding stops. Here I must remark to you,

tliat it is a mistake to suppose, that it is the

nauseating effects of hippo which alone pro-

duce a cessation of the bleeding ; tartar eme-
tic nauseates too, but it will not arrest the

haemorrhage. Richter, the author of Ihe Ger-

man Elements of Surgery, was the first who
pointed out this anti-hccmorrhagic effect of

hippo, and Dr. Sheridan of this city has

shown, that it may be given with success in

haematemesis, although it may affect the sto-

mach so far as to produce vomiting ; it exerts

the same influence over hsemorrhage from the

bowels, as I have frequently proved in this

hospital : I prefer it to acetate of lead. I may
be asked, do I reject the latter remedy?
Certainly not ; I give it, but only at the same
time I give opium ; that is, towards the termi-

nation of the disease. I give it too in combi-

nation with opium, and it is a curious and
happy circumstance, that these two remedies

act well together. Before I commence with

the hippo, I generally prescribe a purgative

injection and a powerful saline purge ; that

which I give is infusion of roses, sulphate of

magnesia, and a little sulphuric acid. The
purgative is intended in this case to act as a
derivative from the lungs. We see every day
the great sympathy which exists between the

mucous membrane of the bowels and lungs,

and we observe that in cases of phthisis, and
the chronic cough of old men, where pur-

gatives have been administered in the latter

disease, or where diarrhoea occurs in the for-

mer, that the discharge from the lungs is

lessened. I had an old gentleman, some time
ago, under my care for one of those chronic

coughs ; he got tired of me, and went to Lea-
mington and consulted an eminent physi-

cian residing there. He was purged very ac-

tively, for a considerable time, and the expec-

toration and other pulmonary symptoms began
to decline, and finally were entirely removed.
He wrote several letters to his friends in Dub-
lin, detailing the improvement in his disease,

and abusing Dr. Graves for being unable to

do any thing for him. He returned to Dublin,

the shadow of his former selt^ but cured of his

cough, and died in about a month afterwards.

His case strongly evidences the remarkable

influence which discharges from the stomach
and bowels produce on discharges from the

lungs, and gives you a reason for the powerful

effects of purgative medicine in haemoptysis.

With respect to digitalis, I must confess that

I never use it. I may say the same with
several other remedies which have been re-

commended in spitting of blood. I may be
right or I may be wrong ; but I think it bet-

ter to be handy witli a few tools than to be
perplexed by the apparatus of a cumbersome
workshop. There is another agent which you
may employ in this disease, I mean the popu-
lar remedy of giving the patient a table spoon-
ful of common salt, and making him swallow
it without water. I have seen this stop hee-

morrhagic effusion ; it was in the case of a
friend of mine, when I was at college, who
was attacked with spitting of blood late at

night. At that time the good old custom of

shutting the college gates at twelve o'clock

prevailed (I do not know whether it is the case

now) ; we were in great alarm, and could get

neither physician nor medicine. We gave
him salt, which he chewed and swallowed
most manfully, and, after three or four table

spoonfuls, the bleeding stopped. We may,
perhaps, account for this in some way, by
considering that the action of the muriate of

soda on the mucous membrane of the mouth
and throat is propagated to the air passages

and lungs; you may, therefore, if you like,

while you are tying up your patient's arm, in

order to draw blood, give him a spoonful of

salt, as it may produce a favourable effect.

I have done now with the subject of hae-

moptysis, and on Saturday, will direct your
attention to some cases of interest, particularly

one of painful swelling of the extremities after

fever.
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ESSAY ON YELLOW FEVER,

BY DR. GfLLKREST.

Regarding Gibraltar in particular,

we may be allowed to state that a
residence there within the last few
years brought us into frequent con-
tact with a gentleman who had been
present during the existence of the
disease in the years 1810, 13, and 14,—Mr. Amiel, many years on the
medical staff of Gibraltar, and now
surgeon to the 12th regiment. The
evidence of this gentleman, com-
prising the fullest details upon every
point, goes to refute the statements
made regardmg the importation of the
disease at any of the periods in ques-
tion, and is fully corroborative of the
evidence upon the subject placed be-
fore the public by Sir W. Burnett
and Dr. Bancroft. The only forms
in which Mr. Amiel's statements
have come before the public are, a
fihort memoir printed at Gibraltar, and
a paper to be found in the Edinburgh
Medical and Surgical Journal for

April 1831. We have been assured
by him that the impression given * by
the present superintendent of quaran-
tine in this country, as to the disease

having been cut short in 1810 by his

recommendation of segregating the
cases, is utterly fallacious ; for, as has
also been specially certified to us by
Dr. Bobabilla, another practitioner

resident during many years in Gibral-
tar, the progress of the disease was
Stopped, as it is always found to be,

by the setting in of a cold wind from
the north. It must be obvious that
placing a point like this on its true
footing is of the highest importance
to the public. Notwithstanding the
body of evidence on record against
contagion in all the Gibraltar yellow-
fever epidemics up to the year 1814,
and though from Bancroft's works it

appears that among the medical men
of that garrison the majority of opi-
nions had been greatly against it, it

was nevertheless impossible that un-

* See Pvm on the "Bulam" Fever.

biassed persons should be uninfluenced
by the statements j)ublished by two
officers of the quarantine department*,
who, having been on the spot, had
ample opportunities of arriving at the
truth on such points. The circum-
stance here alluded to is the assertion,
that, during the epidemic of 1813, at
Gibraltar, the people employed in the
dock-yard there, having been strictly

separated from the rest of the garrison,
remained free from the disease. Here,
then, was evidence fully in support of
the utility of quarantines, and of the
propriety of separating, on future
occasions, the healthy from the sick.

But what was the astonishment of the
profession on finding that mis-state-
ments had here taken the place of
facts, as shown by Dr. O'Halloranf,
who had served in a regiment at

Gibraltar for some years subsequent
to the period. During a residence at
Gibraltar, we had ample means, by
referring to the declarations of the
official authorities at the dock-yard,
of confirming the assertion of Dr.
O'Halloran as to several cases of
the fever prevalent in 1813 having
occurred there, as well as some deaths ;

indeed the names of twenty-three (of
which seven proved fatal) could be
here given, were it necessary : so that,

regarding the original statements, no
impressions favourable to the accuracy
or candour of the quarantine officers

who made them can be entertained ;

and in the justly severe remarks of
Dr. O'Halloran on the subject, to
which no reply has been made, future
observers of circumstances connected
with the public interest have received
a salutary warning.

The terrific epidemic of 1831 at

Barcelona gave a new impulse to the
question of the contagion of yellow
icvcr. The statements furnished by
the medical commission sent from
France J to make researches into the

* Ibid.—Fraser's (W. W.) Letter to Lord
Chatham.

t O'Halloran on the Yellow Fever of Spain,

p. 168.

X Dr. Pariset, medical chief of the quaran-
tine department, with Drs. Frangois and Bally.
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nature and origin of that disease, left

a strong impression on the minds of

many in the profession favourable to

its possessing a communicable pro-

perty ; and the " Histoire Medicale
"

displays literary powers of a high

order on the part of Dr. Pariset, who
was at the liead of the commission.

The same gentleman, however, (Dr.

Chervin,) who had devoted so much
time and labour, as already shown, in

procuring authentic information, in

the West Indies and America, relative

to the question of the transmissible

nature of the yellow fever, followed

Dr. Pariset step by step some time

after, not only at Barcelona, but

through all parts of Spain, where
circumstances had been detailed re-

specting the propagation of the disease.

The result has been,—not a mere series

of assertions against assertions,—but

a collection of documents duly au-

thenticated, such as had never before

been laid before the public on any
question of this kind. As elucidating

a long-pending question of high im-
portance to society, their value may
be judged of from the opinion of the

Academy of Medicine, which has been
already referred to. We regret that

space will not permit our furnishing

many valuable extracts from the works
of this gentleman, published in 1827
and 1828 *. We are furnished with
the statements of Dr. Pariset and

This is not an occasion to enter on the alleged

political motives by which this commission
might have been influenced, with a view to

favouring the adoption of the famous cordmi
sanitaire, previous to the invasion of Spain in

1822.
* In the " Revue Critique" by Dr. de

Fermon of Paris, printed in 1829, a resume,

of the occurrences here spoken of may be
found.—Dr. Reider of Vienna, who has also

made yellow fever the subject of particular

investigation, and undertook, for the purpose,

voyages at different times to the West India

Islands and the American continent, states, in

a memoir published at Vienna in 1828, that

the disease " was never imported into Europe
or anywhere else

; " and that " it never origi-

nates in, or is propagated by, contagion." He
deplores the manner in which governments
are misled, and the best interests of humanity
sacrificed, by those who endeavour to main-
tain tiie present system of quarantine.

others regarding a multiplicity of
events connected Avith the appearance
and progress of the yellow -fever

epidemics of Spain ; and it cannot
but be admitted, we think, that Dr,
Chervin has shown, in a manner the

most conclusive, that many inaccu-

racies had crept into those statements,

and that the events warranted con-

clusions quite opposite to those which
had been come to. Dr. O'Halloran,

who went to Barcelona to observe the

epidemic of 1821, had, previously to

Dr. Chervin's visit there, pointed out

some of the most important errors of

Dr. Pariset; and in his book, already

referred to, some interesting state-

ments are furnished relative to oc-

currences at other points.

REMINISCENCES

OF AN .

ARMY MEDICAL OFFICER.

PART I. CHAPTER VII.

We now enter upon the third and
closing year of our medical studies

at Edinburgh. We studied after-

wards elsewhere.

During the winter session of 1809-

10, I began the day (as formerly ob-

served) with Dr. Home. My health

was then re-established, and I was,

therefore, able to attend closely to my
duty.

By this time, however, I had ex-

perienced the fate of most young men
who do not acquire habits of dissi-

pation; for I had formed sundry
agreeable liaisons, and even a parti-

cular attachment, in the Caledonian

metropolis. By birth I am an En-
glishman, but in no other respect

than this accident * do I claim the

privilege. My parents, on both sides,

were not only Scotch, but even of

* "Sure," said the Irishman, "it's no
reason I should be a horse because 1 was born
in a stable."
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Highland derivation, so that I con-

sider myself a legitimate son

*' Of the north countrie*."

This has nothing to do with national

prejudice. Although possessing a due
degree of native warmth, I have ever

considered men of all creeds and na-

tions entitled to my regard, if they,

t)y their conduct, merited it. Abroad,

therefore, I have been considered a

Cosmopolite ; and when ascertained

to be a subject of his Britannic Ma-
jesty, I have been commonly supposed
to be an Irishman ; so it was in that

regiment, concerning which it will be

my duty to speak in due time.

Strong as was the temptation of

the
" Compaj^ie of gentle dames.

And dainosels so fair,"

to turn me aside from the proper bu-
siness of the lecture-room, I had pru-

dence and resolution enough to com-
promise the matter.

In Scotland, getting married is often

a matter of inconsiderate amusement,
and English parents have been in-

clined to liesitate ere trusting their

sons to Scottish tuition, lest some un-
principled and designing female should

inveigle them into a serious engage-
ment of this nature. I recollect seve-

Tal instances of Edinburgh students

being thus caught ; and I was once

myself (at an evening party) married

J'a fue ! It so happened, however,
that the bride and bridegroom had too

much regard, the one for the other,

to make any subsequent claim for

conjugal rights ; the matter, there-

fore, ended where it began.

My plan of compromising this

double claim was the following :—

I

never visited, even the most attrac-

tive fire-side to which I was admis-
sible, until the Saturday evening.

In the course of the current week it

frequently happened that an extem-
poraneous effusion of the Muses (for

even then I paid my respects to more
than one) found its way to quarters

of whose approbation the author was.

at least, sufficiejitly vain ; but it was
always accompanied ^vith the motto

—

" Sine me, Liber ! ibis."

Waiting for the desired meed imtil

the lawful day for relaxation (Satur-

day) came round—that day, until

towards the close of the Session, being

a blank at the University. Even at

this dawn (as I may, perhaps, express

myself) of professional life, I devoted

the early part of Saturday to attend-

ance upon the supreme courts of

judicature at the Parliament House.
I remember the Old Court of Ses-

sion, with its fifteen judges, some of

whom were apt to forget their pocket-

handkerchiefs, when they went forth

to take their places on the Bench,

and cut a queer figure accordingly.

A wliig administration, however, (in

the course of my attendance,) ob-

tained the ascendancy, and split the
" auld fifeteen" into two chambers,

the one consisting of eight, and the

other of seven, and so they remain

(as scripture saith) until this day.

During the session in question I

had an opportunity of correcting my
MS. of the lectures on midwifery*,

(delivered two years previously, by
Dr. James Hamilton,) in consequence

of my attending him a second time.

He was (or I ought, rather, to say is)

a little lively man, with a torrent of

conversation, and all but identical

with the sex to which he confined his

professional attention. I gave him
infinite credit for his veritable esprit

du corps ; but he made more amuse-
ment among us than instruction— in

the following way :

—

All the world knows the author of

the celebrated work on " Purgative

Medicines ;" and no man, be he me-
dical or profane, who ever visited

Edinburgh, has not seen him.

Pardon an anecdote, for it relates

to medicine. I was passing, one day,

along the most frequented street of

Modern Athens, in company with the

late Dr. R , of N , when we
were absolutely shouldered by a stout

* « The Minstrel," stanza 2. And still most religiously preserved.
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burly and f)ortly elderly gentleman,

distinguished by a cocked hat, black

court dress, buckles, and ruffles, quite

in the style of a Chcyne, a Pitcairn,

a Garth, or a * * *. " Who is that ?"

said my companion. I answered, in

a dry and deliberate manner, " It is

Dr. H , a posteriori* ." The same
gentleman was passing over the North
Bridge with me one day, when a little,

smart, sharp-visiged figure brushed
past us, as if in haste. Dr. R— in-

quired, " Do you know who that is ?

I meet him every day, but have
never been able to make him out."

*' Know !" said I, "who does itot

know the editor of the Edinburgh
Review .''" " What ! good gracious !

—good bye !" and back he turned,

running as fast as possible, in order

to get a front view of one whom he
appropriately styled " a giant in lite-

rature."

While telling these stories, I may
as well bring in one more. A very

old and intimate friend of my own
(now a squire of " high degree," but,

at the time, a student of law in Edin-
burgh), was walking with me on or

about the spot mentioned in the fore-

going story, when we met a gentle-

man, to whom I gave way, with a

deportment somewhat reverential.
" Who," said the embryo lawyer,
" is that slouching, awkward-looking
man ?—I pass him here-about almost

every day." "Do you not know.''"
" I don't." " Then prepare to be
surprised at, and ashamed of, your ig-

norance. There goes Dr. Gregory!"
I shall have done with this, by adding
that, though I spent three years in

Edinburgh, without intermission, I

never, to my knowledge, saw the ce-

lebrated and remarkable John Bell,
But, to return to the clan Hamil-

ton. Dr. H., ^ posteriori., removed
from the Old Town to the New, and
took up his abode in St. Andrew's-
square, next to his namesake, a priori.

The confusion to which this gave rise

was indescribable. Colman's poem

* By way of distinction, the other learned
personao;e was cognoraened Hamillon, a priori.

VOL. 11.

about the Maiden Aunt being with
child, and wanting an accoucheur in

the middle of the night ;—nay, M.
Tonson's own self, with all his adven-
tures, could hardly parallel the mis-

takes. I shall not undertake any
account of them. It is enough to say,

that H. a post., and H. a pri., were
very different persons, and (as the

story went) not even upon speaking

terms. If a lady was taken in labour

in the night, Dr. H. a post, was siire

to be called ; and if an unlucky
schoolboy had the gripes, it was Dr.
H. a pri. who was summoned, merely

to administer a purgative. It finally

became a nuisance to the neighbours.

St. Andrew's-square, in Edinburgh,
was doctor's groiuid, like Saville-row,

or New Broad-street, in London.
There were Gregory, the Monros, the

Bell, and many others, within less than

pistol-shot of one another. In this

square the two Doctors Hamilton had
their residence ; and in which, for any
thing I have heard to the contrary,

they live to this hour ; and long may
they enjoy the view of Lord Melville,

who, in dumb show, acts St. Simeon
Stylites, to the great edification of

the Presbytery*.

I must here snap the thread of my
discourse, reserving portraits of the

Botanical and other Professors for a

subsequent chapter.

DR. RYAN'S DAMAGES.

In a former communication, I took

the liberty of suggesting a hint con-

cerning an auxiliary method of aid-

ing this laudable subscription, which,

though not entitled to any higher de-

signation, I had an idea might prove

* Upon a stone column, sixty feet in height,

stands a colossal statue of the late Henry Dun«
das. Viscount Melville, First Lord of the Ad-
miralty, King of Edinburgh, and Viceroy of

Scotland. Mad Simeon stood at an equal

height, for a much longer period than that

during which his Lordship has been elevated

;

but he beat him hollow, for he was alive all

the time, and stood upon one leg.—See Church
History, Sfc.

3a
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to be a somewhat important one. I

have not, however, seen it acted upon ;

and, /bi d'honneur, I am disagreeably

surprised. My wonder does not flow

from the proposition having been neg-

lected out of disrespect to the pro-

poser, for he wears an incog, in the

matter. Even were it otherwise, and
my name, street, and number, had
been appended to the proposal, it

ought to have been adopted or rejected

upon its own merits, and not from
feelings entertained towards its author.

However, let this pass. I am sorry,

on my own part^ for the failure, be-

cause those whom I wished to serve,

and who have a just and equitable

claim upon professional support, are

likely to experience disappointment.

All the respectability of the profession

will lend the victim the benefit of

their counlenafice ; but those who
will help to defeat the enemy at the

small pecuniary expense of a fenny,
are but a drop in the capacious bucket.
" He that is wotfor us is against us."

What can the reason be that our

brethren, even after tliis facility was
afforded them, have hung thus sliame-

fnlly back, and left a leader to perish

(for aught they know, or seem to

eare) in a glorious contest.'' I shall

assign a few hypothetical ones, hoping
that each of them may prove to be
founded in mistake.

First, then, comes the infra dig.

consideration. " What ! degrade the

profession by subscribing a shilling,

as one might at a church-door on the

occasion of a bishop preaching a ser-

mon ! ! Monstrum, horrendum, et

incredibile." I tell thee, O man of

mock dignity, that this cannot be thy

real reason. Thou art covetous and
greedy, and wantest a pretext for

exemption.

Secondly.—"What good would a

shilling do in making up hundreds of

pounds .'' " Art thou so short-sighted,

such a wretched arithmetician, such

a hobble-de-hoy of a financier, as not

to know that twenty shillings make
one pound, that five- score pounds
amount to one hundred, and that

hundreds enough put together make

four, five, six, or seven hundred, as

the case may be ! To such a grumbler
I would say, " Give your shilling by
all means ; but see that you put a

private mark upon it, in order that

it may be identified, in case of your

applying to have it returned."

Thirdly.—A liberal man, superior

to the inveterate prejudices of the

present day, may be supposed to ex-

press himself in this manner. " I am
struggling hard to obtain an honest

livelihood for a numerous family. A
shilling, however, even to me, is not

a matter of consideration, where a

guinea would be a serious one. But
how am I to forward it ? Going by
itself it would not pay its expense of

carriage and delivery ; besides which,

even by transmitting it free, through

some particular channel, I should only

expose my poverty in quarters where
I am most anxious to conceal it. I

am perplexed. 1 like the proposal,

but I cannot, in an individual capa-

city, act upon it." Let me attempt,

my friend, to relieve you from this

imaginary embarrassment.

When you leave home in the morn-
ing, ask your good lady to give you
\s. towards the support of Dr. R., and
your grown-up children, or other dis-

creet members of your family,—your

breakfast party, for instance,—to do

the same. This cannot be deemed
levying a tax, it can amount to no
more than gathering a voluntary con~

tribulion. When you meet a brother

practitioner, either in the street or

elsewhere, accost him thus :
" Ah,

Doctor (or Mr.), how do you do?
Have you subscribed for R. .'' if you

have not, give me your shilling, as I

am making up a sum among my
friends, and am anxious to send it off,

as vsoon as it comes to a pound or two."
" My dear sir, I have not a shilling

about me." "No!" "No." "Have
you no money at all }" " Nothing less

than half-a-crown." " Well, let me
have that, because time presses, and

the committee will owe you 1 s. 6d.

;

or, if you choose, I will give you change

upon the spot."

In a thousand pleasant ways this
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object might unquestionably be ac-

complished ; but " who will bell the

cat?" I would, if I were not con-

fined to a sick bed, and no medical,

and, indeed, no accomplished man of

my acquaintance should escape my
importunities, were I able to go about.

In testimony ofmy sincerity, I here-

with enclose 1,?. as the father of the

proposal, though I stand in need of it

to purchase that alleviator of pain, de-

nominated opium.

Originalis.

QWe insert the above as the effu-

sion of a gentleman, who has laboured

as zealously and as indefatigably as

any member of the profession. Dr.

Ryan feels much obliged for the ex-

pression of the sincere sympathy dis-

played in this communication, and
prefers it to the cold and apathetic

feeling of those whom good luck, and
not talent, has placed in situations

to which they have no other pretension

than private interest and gross hum-
bug.]

TKIUMPH OP JUSTICE OVER MONO-

POLY. IMPARTIAL DISTRIBUTION

OF SUBJECTS.

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL NEWS
FROM ANTWERP.

To the. Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

In accordance with the promise, which

the Right Honourable Lord Mel-
bourne made to me, as stated in your

Journal of the 22d ultimo, I have the

pleasure to inform you, that, by his

Lordship's interposition, the mono-
poly in the distribution of subjects is

counteracted, that I am now supplied,

and am to be henceforth, from the

same source, and in the same degree

as other anatomical lecturers.

I am. Gentleman,
Your very obedient servant,

G. D. Dermott.

3r>, Francis-street, Bedford-square,
December Slsl, 1832.

By the documents received in Paris,

up to the 2oth ultimo the French

army, in the neighbourhood of Ant-
werp, has suffered much less from

disease than had been anticipated. A
few cases only of dysentery, bronchitis,

and intermittent fever have appeared.

The majority of cases on the list have

been continued fevers, complicated

with local affections.

A letter from M. Larrey, junior,

one of the surgeons attached to the

expedition, dated Bergem, 19th Dec,
states, " Up to this period, the wound-
ed of our army have not exceeded

500."

It appears, that M. Setrim, chief

of the medical staff, extirpated the

upper third of the os femoris, in the

hope of its proving more successful

than the operation usually is, where

the whole limb is taken away, in cases

where the fracture extends to the

head and neck of the bone. The man
lost very little blood during the oper-

ation, and it is stated, that not a single

artery was taken up. His state,

during the first two or three days,

gave hopes of a favourable result, but

he has died since.

exaggerated accounts op the

re-appearance op cholera in

PARIS.

We are perfectly aware that, at one

or two points in Paris, some cases of

cholera have appeared (for the most

part among the n^ilitary) within the

last month. But we are also most

fully aware, that the exaggerated

acounts which have lately appeared

on this subject in London, have been

put forth by the interested clique, as

a point likelt/ tofavour their holding

office a little longer.

3 a2
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Saturday, January 5, 1833.

MEDICAL REFORM,

We are convinced that the next Par-

liament will include, among the va-

rious abuses which it is pledged to

reform, those of the medical profes-

sion. There is not a civilized country

in the world in which there are so

many abuses in the practice of medi-

cine, or, in other words, among those

who undertake the preservation of the

public health. Were a census taken

of the profession at this moment, more

than one half who style themselves

doctors, surgeons, apothecaries, accou-

cheurs, and midwives, would be found

mere pretenders to the healing art.

The chemists and druggists must

not be forgotten, as they act not only

as apothecaries, but as perfumers, nos-

trum-mongers, physicians, surgeons,

and accoucheurs. They prepare phy-

sicians' prescriptions, of which they

are utterly ignorant; they prescribe

for and visit the sick, without any

medical education ; (they return home

to sell scented soap, brick-bats, pepper,

mustard, tea, sugar, snuff, and cigars ;)

and thus ruin the educated apothecary,

who has spent the best part of his life

and his property in obtaining a know-

ledge of his profession.

Next in order stand the hordes of

advertising quacks, who infest almost

every street in the metropolis, and

who, by their alluring advertisements

in the newspapers, profess to cure all

diseases. They are indirectly sup-

ported in their imposition and knavery

by the best possible public instructors,

whose palm itches for the sordid lucre

derivable from the destruction of the

health and lives of the unsuspecting

and largest portion of the community,

who look upon the said instructors as

oracles.

In saying this, we do not intend to

depreciate the value of the press, but

we show that its owners lend their

power in support of the basest pur-

poses, and for filthy gain. Is there

an influential paper in town whose

pages do not contain advertisements of

quacks and patent medicines? And
is there a single paper, as yet, that

has aided us in our honest endeavours

to expose empiricism ? Nevertheless,

we find exposures of filthy markets,

filthy streets, bad provisions, &c., but

not a syllable about adulterated me-

dicines, or about unprincipled per-

sons, male and female, who have the

temerity to undertake the treatment

of diseases.

Another abuse in the profession is,

the toleration of ignorant women act-

ing as midwives. So great was this

evil considered nearly a century ago

in France, that the Home Minister

of the time ordered the faculty to

prepare a code of plain instructions

for midwives, and that this should be

circulated throughout the provinces

by the clergy and magistrates. In

this country, our midwives in general

are illiterate individuals, and are the

cause of one-half of the mortality

among the poor. Our press and le-

gislature are silent on these subjects.
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l)ut loud in their condemnation of the

barbarity practised in manufactories

;

while the human female, and her

offspring, when placed in the most

dangerous of all situations, may be for

ever injured, or indeed destroyed,

with impunity, and without any no-

tice from the powers just mentioned.

Were we to insert the black catalogue

of deaths caused by quacks and mid-

Wives, we should rouse the indigna-

tion of every right-minded individual

in the kingdom. But we have said

enough to show our non-professional

contemporaries, that the abuses in the

practice of medicine arnongst us de-

serve their reprobation, and call loudly

for removal.

cause the law to be enforced impar-

tially. It now appears, that our

opinion was correct, for Lord Mel-

bourne has written to the parish au-

thorities, and placed the distribution

of unclaimed dead bodies under the

control of the inspector of anatomy.

We, therefore, enjoy another victory

over our valued contemporaries. We
anticipated this, because our argu-

ments were based on reason, justice,

law, and common sense. We are also

proud, that the monopolists of the

large schools, and their boisterous pu-

pils, against whose petty opposition

we remonstrated, have been taught

that their puny efforts cannot annul a

public act of parliament. Experience

has now shown them the consummate

folly, on their parts, of attempting to

impede the operation of the law of the

land.

SUCCESSFUL WORKING OF THE
ANATOMICAL BILL.

Our readers will recollect, that, a

fortnight ago, when some of the pri-

vate medical schools, and even that of

the London Hospital, had not a sup-

ply of subjects, one of our contempo-

raries advised the injured to observe

silence, for any one wlio remonstrated

was an enemy to the whole profession.

The folly of this sage counsel was ap-

parent to every one ; but its promul-

gator, to show his superiority and his

importance, deemed it politic to abuse

the students who met at the Albion

Tavern, for the purpose of memo-
rializing the Secretary of State to

afford them redress. We applauded
their spirit, and advocated their un-
doubted right to adopt such a course ;

while another contemporary strenu-

ously denied that the Secretary had
power to interfere, and that the ini-

quitous bill, as he designated it, to

which we have already alluded, should
be repealed. We, on the contrary,

maintained the affirmative, and con-

tended that the Secretary of State

had ample power, would exert it, and

OBSERVATIONS ON THE POWER AND
EFFECTS OF COLD, AS A CAUSE OF

DISEASE, &C.

BY JOHN CLENDINNING, M.D.

There is no one of the causes of

disease which, in popular estimation,

is so extensively mischievous as cold.

Febrile, inflammatory, almost uni-

versally, and in numberless instances

nervous, cachectic, and other forms

of disease, are laid to the charge of

that agent. And the popular opinion

has unquestionably a foundation in

truth, and is to a great extent con-

firmed by daily professional experi-

ence. A very large portion of the

mortality of all climates is attributable

to changes of atmospherical heat and

humidity, and this in a double sense ;

much disease is occasioned by hourly

and daily fluctuations of the thermo-

meter and hygrometer at all seasons ;

while a still greater destruction of

human life is found to depend on the

change from the soft airs of summer
to the chilling blasts of winter and

spring. " Half of mankind," says

Ritter, " perish before the close of the

third year."—" If, on the one hand,"

says the tjame writer, in the article
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Ausdiinstung of Ersch and Gruber's

Encyclopaedia, " we recollect the sus-

ceptibility of the teguments, and the

frailty of the incompletely formed
organs ; and, on the other hand, the

numberless occasions of taking cold,

from baptism forward to the time

when the child can wallow in the

puddle, and sit down to cool itself in

the blast, we shall soon cease to

wonder at the amount of infant mor-
tality from cold."—" The contagious

class excepted," he says in another

place, " there is no disease, not even
of the nails, hair, or bones, that cold

jnay not occasion."— '* With the ex-
ception of a small number of diseases

occasioned by unwholesome occupa-
tions, and by the contagions, the great

mass of human malady in this metro-
polis," says the observant Bateman,
"is referable to the climate or state

of the seasons, and to intemperance ;

but of these two causes, the vicissi-

tudes of the weather, especially its

cold, are by far the most prolific

sources of mischief."

—

(Diseases of
London.)

But it is the change from the mild
to the severe season that, in modern
times, proves the most deleterious to

life and health. We have learnt how
to check the production and limit the

range of those destructive emsnations,
animal and terrestrial, that caused such
devastation amongst our predecessors
of ruder ages; but climate, and the
causes of atmospherical changes, con-
tinue beyond our control. Winter is

the great enemy of the very young and
the very old. " The increased mor-
tality occasioned by severe winters has
generally fallen heaviest," says Bate-
man, " on the aged and young chil-

dren, whose vital powers are possessed
of less energy than during the inter-

mediate periods of life." Nor are the
healthy without their share of danger
and suffering. " Those who erro-

neously think the cold of winter brac-
ingand wholesome (and the error is un-
fortunately very general), forget what
the weak and infirm, the aged and
invalid, suffer under such circum-
stauces, and do not reflect," says Bate-

man, ." on the multiplying brood of

pulmonary, rheumatic, dysenteric,

and other inflammatory disorders, with
consumption at their head, from which
even the most robust are not exempt."
" During the winter of 1814," he
says again, " in which the frost con-

tinued three months, the number of

patients at the public dispensary ex-
ceeded by seven hundred the ordi-

nary average, in other years, for the

same period, not much exceeding five

hundred. The bills of mortality ex-

hibit a corresponding increase at that

time ; and an attentive observer could
not fail to remark, during the whole
spring of that year, how much the
gaiety of that season was chequered
by the numerous funerals which daily

passed along the streets." The
January of 1795 was, it is well known,
the coldest, while that of the follow-

ing year (viz. 1796) was the warmest
January of which any regular account
has been kept in this country. From
the bills of mortality of those years.

Dr. Heberden ascertained that the
whole mortality of January 1 795 was
double that of the January following;

and that the mortality amongst the
aged in particular was five times larger

in the former month than in the latter.

Dr. Heberden discovered likewise a
great relative increase of mortality

amongst infants and young children.

Like results have been lately obtained

by Dr. JMilne Edwards, in Paris, in

researches, of which I have not at

hand the particulars. And these facts

and opinions entirely coincide with
what I have myself ado])ted from ob-

servation, on a considerable scale,

amongst the poor of Westminster.
Winter and spring invariably make

great additions to the sufferings of
invalids, particularly in pectoral com-
plaints, as well as great inroads on the

general previously healthy communi-
ty. I have had frequent opportunity
of observing an increase and aggra-

vation of rheumatic and pulmonic dis-

eases in particular, in consequence of

a change of wind from the south and
south-west towards the northern and
north-t astern quarters.
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A PHYSIOLOGICAL INQUIHY INTO THE
USES OF THE THYMUS GLAND,

BY JOHN TUSON, ESQ.

Presented to the Royal Societi/ by Joseph
Constantia Carpue, Esq., and read mi the

Voth ult.

The subject I have now the honour
of addressing you on has, up to the

present moment, been considered in-

explicable, and involved in inscrutable

mystery. In order to give as perspi-

cuous a view of this intricate inves-

tigation as possible, I must beg you
to be particularly attentive to its ana-

tomical structure, and accurately to

consider the situation in which it is

•placed. It is to be observed, that it

occupies considerable room in the
cavity of the chest, and that it contains

a great quantity of blood, that it di-

minishes rapidly after the birth of the
child, and that it subsequently disap-

pears. This gland, it will be perceived,

lies involved in the cellular membrane
of the mediastinum, and is situated an-
teriorly, stretching upwards into the
neck, between the trachea and carotid

arteries, and lies principally in the
pericardium. If it be perforated, or

blown into, it will be found to be of a
cellular texture, and no excretory
duct is discoverable ; it will likewise

be found, that the cells are secretory

cavities, and that there is a reservoir

in the centre of the gland, that it is

scarcely perceptible in the earlv part
of the foetal state, but that it gra-
dually increases to the seventh month,
and, in the eighth and ninth, it as-

sumes considerable size, most parti-

cularly so in the ninth month. This
gland produces a considerable quan-
tity of cream-like fluid ; after birth,

its secretory cavities are diminished,
and, according to the experiments of
Sir Astley Cooper, this secretion con-
tains iibrine, albumen, mucus, and
muco-extractive matter, muriate and
phosphate of potash, and phosphate of
soda. The brief description I have
given here is sufhcient for my present
purpose. You will luid a beautiful

and accurate delineation of this gland

,

just published, by that scientific and
highly talented surgeon. Sir Astley
Cooper. Now, as no probable con-

jecture has hitherto been offered of its

uses, let us, from the above descrip-

tion, see whether we cannot come to

some satisfactory determination on this

subject.

By this anatomical description, it

is found to be extremely vascular,

and that the reservoir, in its centre,

contains a considerable quantity of

cream-like fluid, which, by its che-

mical analysis, is well adapted for the

purposes of ossification. The deduc-

tions to be drawn from these circum-

stances cannot but induce me to

conclude, that it is intended for two
purposes, the one for a receptacle of

blood, the other for a receptacle for

osseous matter. By marking the ac-

cordance and dependence of things, it

strikes me we may be enabled to draw
some useful conclusions respecting it.

In order, therefore, to elucidate this

subject, let us consider the contents

of the sternum in the foetal state

;

here you will find this gland fills up
an essential part of the cavity of the

thorax ; the lungs lie in a condensed

and contracted state, yet in order and
readiness for action the first moment the

occasion requires its service, being

composed of innumerable air-vessels,

where there is no air, and elaborately

constructed for its alternate admission

and expansion. Contemplate next the

changes that take place, the maternal

life ceasing, and the infantile life be-

ginning ; here you will see nature,

that does nothing in vain, or without

necessity, how admirably she adopts

the means for thcise essential j)ur-

poses, and such we shall ever find to

be the case wherever we can trace

her steps, or follow them even by
conjecture. At the commencement of

the infantile life, inspiration then

first takes place ; the lungs, hitherto

in a condensed and contracted state,

must now be expanded, not only from

the air inhaled, but from the circu-

lation of the blood, which, at this

period, is conveyed to them by the
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pulmonary arteries. You cannot but
observe, therefore, that it is necessary-

there should be a sufficient supply of

blood to enable the lungs to assume
the important functions they are des-

tined to perform in the animal eco-

nomy, and to prevent the vacuum
that must otherwise unavoidably oc-

cur from so great a quantity of blood

being suddenly withdrawn from the

general circulation. It is absurd to

suppose that nature should have neg-
lected taking certain precautions for

these important purposes. The beauty
of the structure, situation, and excel-

lent arrangements of the thymus
gland now become apparent. Now,
let me draw your attention to the
means by which these important ends
are effected, so as to leave no shadow
of doubt as to this being one of its

uses. This gland is placed, as you
have already been informed, in the
mediastinum, filling, in the foetal

state, nearly the whole cavity of the
thorax ; as soon as inspiration takes

place, the lungs become fully expand-
ed ; it necessarily follows, from its

jsituation and position, that pressure

must, in every direction, be made on
this gland. The blood, therefore, that

previously flowed through it with fa-

cility, must be materially impeded in

its progress, and assume a different

channel; the blood, therefore, pre-

viously flowing through it is now ap-

propriated for the purpose in supply-

ing the chasm in the circulation, which
the sudden and great supply to the

lungs had necessarily occasioned. Ob-
serving all this, is it possible to sus-

pend our lessons to the belief, that

one of its natural uses is as a recept-

acle for the blood, which must be in

Readiness for the exigencies of the sys-

tem as soon as its circulation through
the lungs, in the infantile state, com-
mences ? In corroboration of this

opinion, I must call to your attention

the enormous size of the liver during
the foetal state, evidently proving they

are both designed for the same im-
portant purposes ; the pressure of the

diaphragm acts upon the increased

size of the liver in a similar way as

the pressure of the expanded lungs

does upon the thymus gland, both,

therefore, appropriating their blood

for the purposes above stated. The
harmony thus displayed, admirably

shows how nature has contrived to

pass from one mode of existence to

the other, without any disturbance or

injury to the delicate organization of

the infant.

The one purpose being now, I

trust, satisfactorily explained, it still

remains for me to elucidate the other,

that it is a receptacle for osseous mat-
ter, which appears to be the quality

of the fluid secreted. That it should

thus be prepared and deposited be-

forehand, when it is not to be used

for some time subsequently, may be

justly termed an instance of prospec-

tive contrivance. To illustrate this,

there can be no surer proof that there

Avas this design in its formation, than

the analogy between the teeth of an
infant and the osseous matter secreted

in the cavity of the thymus gland.

In the former of these cases, the teeth

lie buried in the gums till necessity

and nature call them into action ; the

instance now before us is as strictly

analogous as possible. The object of

nature in thus burying the teeth in

the gums is, lest they should, which
would manifestly be the case, prove

rather in the infant's way than otheri^

wise, and also injurious to the mother,

while the infant was nourished by the

breast alone. Nor, in a less degree,

would the mother be subject to incon-

venience and additional pain at par-f

turition, had the osseous matter been
circulating in the system, and the

bones of the head acquired that soli-

dity which, at a future period of life,

would be essential. Thus we see

Creative Wisdom, in this instance as

in many others, looked beyond the

first year of the infant's life, and
made preparation for an organization

which, though not immediately neces-

sary, would, in the course of nature,

be speedily required. The solution

of subjects sucli as this, involved in

intricacies and surrounded bv obscu-

rity, is no easy matter, and to im^
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part the same to others, so as to re-

move the mysterious veil, still more
difficult. I have, however, endea-

voured thus to elucidate it; whether

I have succeeded or not will be fairly

appreciated. Here, as in many other

investigations we cannot go step by
stej) into matter of fact, our reasoning

in this case must be founded on the

researches into the recesses of nature

;

of course it becomes a task of difficulty

to clearly and scientifically develop,

and I am perfectly well aware in how
disadvantageous a light so abstruse a

subject must appear; at all events,

it has afforded me much pleasure in

contemplating the structure and func-

tions of the animal economy, which
the more we examine into, the more
the poverty of contrivance of the most
ingenious of human inventions is ma-
nifest, and we have more and more
reason to admire the beauty of the

structure, and the excellence of the

workmanship, which every where pre-

sents itself, forcibly impressing on our

minds the infinite and unfathomable

wisdom of Omniscience.
J. TUSON.

Russell-place, Fitzroy-squ are,

Dec. 26, 1832.

The Elements ofAnatomy . By Jonks
QuAiN, M.B., Professor of Ana-
tomy and Physiology in the Uni-

versity of London. Second Edi-

tion. 8vo. pp. 812. London, 1832.

John Taylor.

Lectures on Atiatomy, interspersed

with Practical Remarks. By B. B.

Cooper, F.R.S,, Surgeon to Guy's

Hospital, Lecturer on Anatomy,
&c. &c. Vol 2. Large 8vo. pp.
883. Four Plates. London, 1832.

Longman and Co.

During the last few years vast im-
provements have been made, in our

elementary works on anatomy, by the

introduction of foreign discoveries,

pnd especially by the systems of

Bichat, Boyer, Cloquet, Meckel,
Beclard and others. Professor Quain
was one of the first who combined the

foreign and national systems of ana-

tomy in 1828 ; but this had been

done in Dublin so far back as 1818.

Dr. Knox of Edinburgh published

his translation of Cloquet's Anatomy
about the same time, and the Dublin
Dissector appeared almost simulta-

neously. Both these works are con-

fined to descriptive, while those under
notice comprise general, or structural,

anatomy ; but Mr. Cooper's includes

physiology, pathology, and surgery,

thus differing from all its predecessors.

We think this plan of teaching su-

perior to every other, because it is

more instructive and interesting to

the student. It teaches the structure,

functions, and diseases of every organ,

and includes the treatment, so far as

surgery is concerned; it shows the

student the inestimable value of ana-
tomy, as the foundation of medicine
and surgery ; it impresses his mind
with the conviction, that a knowledge
of the structure of the body, in a
normal state, is indispensably neces*

sary to the medical practitioner, before

he can understand its abnormal con-

ditions or deviations from health. Mr.
Cooper has executed his work in the
ablest manner; his descriptions are

minute and accurate ; his physiology,

pathology, and surgery, are agreeable

to the latest opinions on these subjects.

We are satisfied that this Avork will

be popular among students and prac-

titioners.

This volume completes one of the
most valuable elementary works on
descriptive, general, and pathological

anatomy, phy3iology,and surgery, that

have appeared in this country. It

proves the author to be deeply versed

in scientific lore, and to possess ex-

tensive practical experience as an ana-
tomist and a surgeon.

Professor Quain's work embraces
general and descriptive anatomy ; ifc

touches slightly on surgical opera-

tions ; it is most unquestionably the

best guide to the student in the dis-

secting-room. It first treats of gene-
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ral, or structural, anatomy, which has

been, and is still, too much neglected

in this country. Our students were
taught the appearance and situation

of organs, but they never heard a word
on the ultimate structure or tissue, of

which these were composed. The au-

thor has, therefore, introduced a great

improvement, which we hope to see

generally adopted. He has extracted

from the best works on anatomy, and
embodied every fact of value. His
work is, in our opinion, superior to

every other manual of anatomy. It

possesses much information, that is

omitted by Cloquet and the authors of

the smaller works ; it should have
contained plates, and then it would be

unequalled. The works of Paxton
and Tuson are admirable in this re-

spect, and hence so popular among
students. It appears, from the pre-

ceding remarks, that the works of

Quain and Cooper are materially

different, and that each has peculiar

merits.

A Dissertation on the Effects ofMala-
ria, and other malign atmosphe-
rical influences, iti the production

of Febrile Diseases, with reference

to the Functions of the Ganglionic

Nerves, in the phenomena of those

Disorders; the whole being intend-

ed to illusti-ate their treatment on

Fhysiolosical Frinciples. By An-
drew Blake, jM.D., M.K.C.S.,
Physician to the Lunatic Asylum,
near Nottingham ; late of his Ma-
jesty's 7th Regiment of Dragoon
Guards, &c.

(From the London Medical and Physical
Journal.)

We regret much that we are unable,

at present, to place the author's views
before our readers, but several volu-

minous works claim a precedence.

Had we not derived great pleasure

from the perusal of this dissertation,

we should not give it even this short

notice. The name of the physician,

who was one of the first to give a cor-

rect account of the disorder called

delirium tremens, by which hundreds

of lives have been saved, is a sufficient

motive to induce us to afford him an

honourable niche in our Journal. In

this work, as in his numerous essays

on various medical topics, he evinces

the most correct knowledge of the

principles and practice of the healing

art. He clearly demonstrates, that

the first effect of malaria is on the

brain and ganglionic, or, in the lan-

guage of foreign schools, on the cere-

bro-spinal system. He adduces a great _.

many unanswerable arguments in sup- w
port of this opinion.

™
It is a pleasure to us to observe a

gentleman, who has been thirty years

in the army, who has visited every

clime, still a votary to science. He
can proudly say,

Qupe rcgioiiiterrisnostri non plena laboris,

and he has profited by his experience.

CONNEXION BETWEEN VEGETABLE
AND ANIMAL LIFE.

The following curious and instruc-

tive observations were made by Pro-

fessor Burnett, in one of his lectures

on botany, lately delivered at King's

College. Every man, engaged in the

study of natural or medical science,

will peruse the subjoined extract with

interest.

" The class, denominated the Flags

or Algae, includes in its several orders,

sections, types, and genera, some of

the most curious living structures

which as yet are known : protophytes

just emerging from lifelessness to life,

and beings which are almost animals,

but still linger on the confines of the

vegetable world.
" Many of these microscopic crea-

tures are so simple in their nature,

that their very simplicity renders them

a doubt. Here, indeed, is the pro-

blem of which mention has been al-

ready made ; for so similar are many
of the lower tribes of algas and of

fungi, that it is not only sometimes

indeterminable to which of these two

great classes certain individuals should

be referred, but whether, in truth.
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they are plants at all ', for, strange as

the statement does appear, many of

them may only be parts of other or-

ganic beings, and to more there has

been attributed an animal existence.

" Upon this point, however, modern
research has thrown very considerable

and very important light ; and seve-

ral of those ambiguous things called

infusorial aiiimalcultc, and named and
arranged as such in their systems by
zoologists, and to which, by some, an

equivocal or fortuitous generation had
been most gratuitously attributed, it

is more than probable are not of an
animal, but of a vegetable nature

:

and, besides this, very many of the

moving corpuscules, which have often

been mistaken for monads, and which
hence were once most unphilosophi-

cally supposed to have sprung into

existence without parental aid, are

proved to be merely portions of dis-

solved or dissolving organic matter,

loosened in its structure, and put into

motion by physical powers, which had
previously escaped detection by the

observant eye of man. I allude, of

course, to the curious phenomena de-

scribed by Porrett, under the name of

Eleclro-Jill ration, and which Dutro-
chet has termed Endosmose and Ex-
osmose, i.e. ajlux inwards and ajlu.v

outwards, from the circumstance of

two currents of different strengths

being noticed to pass through organic

membranes, when the fluids on either

sides are of different densities, or in

different electrical states ; and which
will either fill or empty a fixed sac-

cule, or put a moveable one in motion.

This phenomenon was first observed

by Dutrochet to take place in the

cellules of a small conferva, or moss-

like production, which he detached

from a fish's tail. Each portion of

this moss consisted of a filament and
saccule, from which globules were ex-

pelled, and into and out of which the

currents of fluids passed. He pro-

cured other similar globules by put-

ting pieces of flesh into the water, so

that their formation was not connected

with the living state of the fish. He
saw these globules spread throughout

the fluid, agitate themselves in divers

directions for an instant, and then
precipitate themselves to the bottom
of the vessel.

" But methinks I see some ultra-

utilitarian smiling at the thought of a
grave philosopher being thus engaged
for hours, in watching the motions of

a corpuscule, so minute as to be
scarcely visible to the naked eye, and
methinks I hear him ask "^cui bono.'''

a question that any child may ask,

but one that the wisest philosophers

must often find it difficult to answer ;

although they may be far from ad-

mitting the pertinency of the question.

When such queries are proposed, as

they often are, I love to meet them
with F'ranklin's counter question,
' What's the use of a baby.?' for no
one will venture to inquire, what is

the use of a man .?

" The experiments which have led to

this digression as yet are in their in-

fancy ; but, even imperfect and crude

as they confessedly at present are, they
have already thrown much light on
some very obscure parts of animal and
vegetable physiology, and they promise

to afford much more: they certainly

disclose one of the most curious phy-
sical forces which have been discovered

in modern times, and the just value of

which we have not at present the

means of estimating.
" The same observations apply,

and perhaps with still more truth,

to that most curious discovery lately

made by the celebrated Mr. Robert
Brown, who has shown, by an un-
exceptionable series of experimentSj

that locomotion, even when apparently

independent of external forces, may
and does exist among particles that

are absolutely lifeless ; nay, which
have never been alive : so that, should

not this phenomenon admit some more
probable solution, it would seem that

the long-established definition, which
declares matter to be inert, may per-

haps require a serious modification,

" This apparently independent mo-
tion of the molecules of matter may
appear to some to be a close approxi-

mation to the vital motions of plants.
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or the spontaneous movements of

animals ; and, indeed, the idea would
seem more plausible than the belief

of some German philosophers, that

crystallization is an effect of vitality.

The facts are simply these : that

grains of pollen, particles of dead
plants, some of which have been in

herbaria for upwards of a century,

nay, even fragments of pounded glass

and stone, when diffused through
water, and viewed with a good mi-
croscope, are seen to be in a constant
state of motion ; and this independent
of any evaporation of, or currents in,

the fluid. Furthermore, that they still

maintain their restless activity when
hermetically sealed between two plates

of glass, so as to exclude, as far as
possible, all external agitation ; and
are found, even under such circum-
stances, to continue their motions un-
remittingly during an indefinite pe-
riod ; nay, even after the lapse of
months, (I believe we may now say
years,) to be as full of motion as when
first observed.
" This discovery, as just nowhinted,

has been thought by some to militate

against the ancient dogma, which
enunciates the inertia of matter. It

would ill become me to advance any
speculations other than as mere hypo-
theses, and this the more especially

as the discoverer himself, with that
modesty which always attends true
genius, does not even venture an ex-
planation : \, therefore, scarcely dare
to suggest that it would be desirable
to ascertain whether these movements
may not be indicators of external
motions, so slight as to be impercept-
ible to other means, rather than as

inherent in the particles themselves.
Just as many atmospheric changes
are notorious with the water, that are
utterly inappreciable Avith the mer-
curial barometer ; and as the expan-
sions of bodies by heat, and the vibra-
tions of sound, are measurable by some
instruments, which are imperceptible
by others, so it would be desirable to

ascertain whether the motions of these
molecules do or do not depend upon
vibrations^ otherwise imperceptible.

communicated by distant moving bo-

dies on the surface of the earth, to

the supports on which they stand ; or

whether it is possible, as the move-
ments seem very constant and similar,

that they can evidence the motion of

the earth itself, and thus affords the

means of constructing a delicate kineo-

meter."

ON ACUTE INFLAMMATION OF
THE BRAIN.

BY PHILIP CHAMPTON, M.D., F.R.S.

(From the Dublin Journal of Med. Science.)

Acute inflammation of the brain, as

an idiopathic disease, rarely falls un-
der the observation of the hospital sur-

geon, while there are very few dis-

orders with which he is more familiar

than inflammation of the brain, as a

consequence of external injury. In
this last case, however, the symptoms
vvhich denote cerebral inflammation

are obscured, or it may be altogether

eflfaced, by certain other concomitant
affections of the brain, necessarily at-

tendant on the violence to which the

organ has been subjected. The injury

(for example) which was sufficient to

excite inflammation of the membranes,
would, in a great majority of instances,

be also sufficient to cause more or less

concussion of the brain, a compression

of its substance, whether by extrava-

sated blood or depressed bone, so that

the proper signs of inflammation

might be scarcely, if at all, distinguish-

able ; and, on the other hand, the

symptoms which arise during the

more advanced periods of cerebral in-

flammation, are often identical with

those which are considered as almost

peculiar to compression and concus-

sion. Thus it often happens that the

insensibility, or coma, which imme-
diately succeeds to a severe shock to

the brain, merges into the coma, which

is the result of extensive inflamma-

tion, with or without effusion, and
death takes place without one inter-

vening moment of sensibility, or one

sign which can enable us to deter-

mine wliether the insensibility was to

be attributed to the concussion, the
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compression, or the inflammation of

the brain*.

To the systematic pathologist, who
would arrange the phenomena of dis-

ease as he would arrange objects of

natural history, giving to each its

name and place in the system accord-

ing to its external sign, this must be

rather a discouraging view of the sub-

ject ; nor can it be agreeable to the

diligent student, who is deeply imbued
with the refinements of the French
school of pathology, to find that he

must unlearn at the bedside so much
of what he has learned in his closet f

.

It will be seen that I do not limit

the term ifijlamination of the brain

to inflammation aflfecting the paren-

chyma, or medullary substance of the

* It is not usual to consider active inflam-

mation of the brain, independent of eflTusion,

as a cause of coma; but perhaps no fact in

pathology rests on more unquestionable evi-

dence. (See Martinet and Parent, Recamier
and Abercrombie.) " All these symptoms
(slowness of pulse, followed by frequency,

squinting, double vision, dilated pupil, para-

lytic symptoms, and perfect coma) we have
seen, may exist without any effusion, but in

connexion with a state of brain, which is active

or simply inflammatory."

—

Abercrombie, p. 54.

t Many of the French pathologists not only
pretend to distinguish inflammation of the

brain from inflammation of its different mem-
branes, but they indicate, with great minute-
ness, the symptoms which denote the different

degrees, stages, and even seats of cerebral in-

flammation. That these nice distinctions

should be received with some degree of caution,

will appear from the fact, that the highest au-
thorities maintain, in some of the most import-

ant points, the most opposite opinions. MM.
Martinet and Parent (for example) after a care-

ful examination of 116 cases of what they con-
sidered inflammation of the membranes of the

brain, had come to a conclusion, that when
inflammation of the arachnoid membrane is

seated on the convex surface of the hemi-
spheres, delirium sets in early, and is the pro-
minent and characteristic symptom ; while if it

occurs at the under surface and base of the

brain, coma is the more usual attendant, and
sets in early. M. Cruvelhier, on the other

hand, affirms that the affection which he terms
meningite sous-arachnoidienne comateuse,
when seated on the convexity of the hemi-
spheres, is characterized by stupor, gradually
increasing to coma, whilst headach, with in-

crease of sensibihty and delirium, are strangers
to it—See article. Inflammation of the Brain,
in the Cyclopadia of Medicine. [The ques-
tion is certainly sub judice,~^EDS.]

organ, as distinguished from its mem-«
branes ; but include under that term,

inflammation of the parts within the

encephalon generally.

For, in the first place, we are not

warranted, in the present state of our

knowledge, in giving any other seat

to inflammation but the vascular

tissues which form, support, and
involve the molecules which consti-

tute the parenchyma of the difl^erent

organs ; but the vascular tissue which
invests the medullary molecules, is

universally admitted to be derived

from, or continuous with, the pia

mater*. Inflammation of the sub-

stance or parenchyma of the brain,

therefore, anatomically and physiolo-

gically speaking, can mean nothing

more than inflammation of that part

of the pia mater which passes into the

interior of the brain, and invests its

molecules. This would be no better

than verbal criticism, if it could be

proved that inflammation of the pia

mater on the surface of the brain was
invariably attended by one train of

symptoms, and inflammation of the

same membrane in the interior of the

brain with another ; this, however, is

so far from being proved, that Culleu
" denies the possibility of assigning

exactly the seat of the difl^erent acute

aflfiections within the head, either by
reference to the symptoms during life,

or the appearances after death ;" and
therefore includes under the general

term phrenitis, the inflammations of

the difll'erent structures within the

cranium, whether seated in the sub-

stance of the brain or in its invest-

ments." Pinelt, Avho admits that
" to preserve the unity of his system
it would be necessary to describe se-

parately cerebritis and meningitis,

and to cite cases in which the exist-

ence ofeach could be distinguished by
a special train of symptoms," felt

himself obliged '' to include under the

one head ' encephalitis' the general

history of inflammation, whether

* See Prochasca Op. Minora, Pars. i. p.

342. Joseph and Charles Wenzelde penitior

Struct. Cerebri, p. 24.

t Nosographie Philosophique.
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seated in the membranes or in the

substance of the brain." And lastly.

Dr. Abercrombie*, whose authority-

must be considered as not inferior to

that either of Cullen or Pinel, admits

that, "our knowledge of the subject

is not sutficiently matured to enable

us to say with confidence what symp-
toms indicate inflammation of the

substance of the brain as distinguished

from inflammation of its membranes."
With such practicil authorities in

support of the anatomical objection

which I have ventured to suggest to

the division of cerebral inflammation

according to its seat in the mem-
branes, or in the substance of the

brain, I feel that I am warranted in

employing the term inflammation of
the brain in the general sense in which
it is used by the distinguished patho-

logists whom I have just named, at

least until our knowledge of the sub-

ject is more " matured" than it ap-

pears to be at present.

[In support of Dr. Crampton's
opinion are, Pinel, Stoll, Morgagni,

Dewees, Abercrombie, and Mackin-
tosh ; and against are. Martinet, Serres,

Parent, Rostan and Copland.

—

Diet.

ofPrac. Med. 1832.—Eds.]
"

Ifc^ospitnl ^Reports.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

MORBUS HEPATIS.

Richard Barrett, aged 53, a strong

Tiiuscular man^ by trade a ballast ga-

therer, admitted October 11, into No.
2 of William's Ward, under Dr. El-

liotson. States that he is a native of

Cork, and has been ill three months.

Complains of giddiness, unpleasant

taste in the mouth, heat in his stomach,

throat, and fauces, soon after taking

fbod ;
great acidity of the stomach

;

flatulency, and frequent vomiting.

Upon examining the abdomen, the

liver was found exceedingly large,

the right lobe extending as far down

* Pathological and Practical Researches,

p. 6.

as the anterior superior spinous pro-

cess of the ilium, and to the left side,

extending beyond the linea alba ; the

right side appearing more prominent
than the left. When at Cork, he
states, that he used to make free with
the whiskey, and drank as much as

he could get. And since he has been
in this country, his usual allowance

has been a pint of rum daily, besides

a gallon of porter, which he himself

did not think much out of the way for a
working man. Tongue white ; bowels

confined; pulse 120, hard.

01. crotmi, pjtt- \ quotidie.

Vug iodince. ajf'ricand. abdomhn bis die.

Liq potass, hi/driod. 3ij. ter die.

Hi/d. siibmuriat. gr. ij. omni node.

Acid, hydrocyanic. I)j_ ij. ter in die.

Milk diet.

13. Acidity of the stomach less.

Has not vomited since he has taken

the hydrocyanic acid.

15. The dyspeptic symptoms have

disappeared. Bowels open four or

five times daily ; tongue coated with

fur, and red at the tip.

16. Bowels continue open. Com-
plains this mcrning of pain in the ab-

domen.
The croton oil to be discontinued,

and the strength of the iodine ointment

to be diminished.

Adep.ppt. 3J. Iodince Jss.

Liq. potass, hydriod. jss ter in die.

17. The abdominal pain disappeared.

18. Bowels relaxed ; alvine dejec-

tions of a whitish yellow colour.

19. Complains of griping pains in

the bowels.

Pil opii. gr. j. omni nocte.

20. Mouth sore.

Omitt. hydr. submuriat.

21. Liver much decreased, and

softer to the touch. Diarrhoea con-

tinues.

Inf. catechu, ^iss. c. tinct.opii. )\\^x. ter indie.

Rep. pil. opii.

22. Has been troubled with tenes-

mus since the 18th ; liver very much
decreased in size; he feels very weak

;

pulse 88, easily compresse.d ; tongue

much the same as last report. An
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injection of starch and opium has been

used daily since the 22d.

Rpp. enema, qimtidie. Ung. iodmce bis die.

Liq polass. hyd. Sij. terin die.

29. Still troubled with tenesmus.

Liver continues to decrease in size

;

pulse 9S), rather weak.
30. Much better ; bowels open once

this morning.

Omitt. en etna.

R. Liq. potass, hydriod. 3 iij-

Tinct. opii. ni x. ler in die.

Nov. 1. Since his admission, the

liver has so much diminished in size,

that he became alarmed, and left the

hospital, fearing, as he expressed it,

" that his liver should be rubbed

away."

ROYAL INFIRMARY OF EDINBURGH.

VARIOLA CONFLUENS. COLD AFFU-
SION ; ALSO IN OTHER EXANTHE-
MATA.

We have been favoured with the fol-

lowing highly instructive case of con-

fluent small-pox, which was treated,

many years ago, in the clinical wards

of the Edinburgh Infirmary, by that

truly learned and highly judicious

physician, Professor Home, than whom
a more successful practitioner did not

exist in the northern capital during

our sojourn.

The friend who favours us with the

history of the subsequent case assures

us that it made so great an impression

on his mind, that during the last

twenty-five years he has adopted the

practice prescribed therein, not only

in small-pox, but in scarlatina and
measles, and with invariable success.

He uses cold ablution during the

febrile state of the exanthemata. He
is well aware of the supposed danger
caused by the recession of eruptions,

but he has never seen it occur in con-

sequence of his treatment.

Christian M'Donald, setat. 12.

—

Nov. 22.—On the legs, thiglis, the

hips, right shoulder, right and left

fore-arm, on the hairy scalp, the fore-

head, the left eyelid, and near the

mouth, are a number of round furfu-

raceous blotches of a white colour, ar-

ranged in circles, and perfectly dis-

tinct. When the scurf is rubbed off,

which may be done without exciting

pain, the subjacent skin appears red

and shining. The inferior submaxil-

lary gland, and some of the glandules

concatenate of the right side of the

neck, are swelled, but not painful on

pressure. The lips are tumefied ; the

gums rather spongy ; the eyes weak
and watery, and very itchy on the

eyelids ; face florid ; the alas of the

nostrils occasionally swelled and sore ;

complains of pains in her head ; con-

siderable thirst ; sleeps well ; bowels

regular ;
general health unimpaired.

These complaints came on suddenly

two years back. Was admitted into

the Infirmary last June, under the

care of Dr. Spens, and was dismissed

in a month, to all appearance, cured.

Can ascribe no cause for them. Her
motlier never was aflfected with any
similar complaints ; and of the habits

of her father she was ignorant. Her
occupation was that of a cow herd,

and her usual diet vegetables. Has
used a variety of medicines, of the

nature of which she is ignorant.

Abrad. capillit.

23. Much thirst last night ; pulse

110.

Adhib. bal. tepid, vespere.

Lin. calcis bis indies, partibus affectis.

Utat pot. ex supertart. potasscc.

26. Eruption no better.

Repr. omnia et hab. bal. tepid. Id quaqiie

node.

Dec. 13. Eruption somewhat bet-

ter ; swelling and inflammation of the

glands at the corner of the jaw.

Rep. omnia adhib. glandidis affect, ol.

camphor, el tegantur panno laneo.

On the 3d inst., was seized with a

febrile fit.

Eight P.M. Pulse 136 j heat 101.

After cold afl'usion, pulse 130, heat

99°. Slept well.

To-day, hora nona. Pulse 136, heat

lOP. After cold afifusion, pulse 131,
heat 99^. Felt very comfortable after

the aflf'usion. Head-acheless severe; at

present, pulse 130, heat 101°. IMuch

head-ache
J
tongue white; great thirst.
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Appl. g. p. et sap'tm indies affus. frigid.

Utat. pot. ex siipertart.potassoe..

Six P.M. Pulse 113, heat 100°.

After cold affusion, pulse 126, heat

99°.

Eight PM. Pulse 128, heat 101°.

Fell asleep almost immediately after

the cold affusion. Felt, during night,

a severe shivering fit. An eruption

came out during the night, in the

form of small distinct pustules ; never

had the small-pox. Pulse 120, heat

98°. Slept Avell ; bowels regular.

Appl. S(pp. indies affus. frigid, calore

corporis aucto.

Con. pot. ex supertart. polassce.

Eight P.M. Pulse 136, heat 100°.

After cold affusion, pulse 130, heat

98°.

8th. Six A.M. Slept well. Face

swollen ; throat sore ;
pustules on the

face very distinct. Pulse 96, heat

95°. Bowels regular.

Repr. affus. frigida urgent calore.

Repr. pot. ex supertart. potasscB.

Eight A.M. Pulse 108, heat 97°.

Very averse to the cold affusion ; tepid

affusion applied.

9th. 7 A.M. Pulse 1 10 ; skin cool

;

slept well
;
pustules filling ; more con-

fluent in the face. Parts covered with

the former eruption much inflamed,

and pained. Some pustules on the

tongue ; face continues swelled ; no

head-ache; tongue white; some thirst;

bowels very regular; fourth day of

eruption.

Iteretur affus. frigid, si calor corporis

magnus sit.

Conr. pot. ex supertart. potassce.

Eight A.M. Pulse 116.

10th. Eight A.M. Pulse 120, and

very weak ; slept ill ; skin cool ; a

little head-ache ; some thirst ; face

much swollen ; eyelids shut ; mouth

sore. Pustules on the face macera-

ting, very distinct, and somewhat de-

pressed ; bowels regular.

Conr. pot ex supertart. potassce.

Eight P.M. Pulse 120.

11th. NineA.M. Slept well; pulse

120; face more swelled; pustules

very distinct, very prominent, and

surrounded with a red inflamed base.

Pustules much more numerous on the

parts affected with the herpetic erup-

tion, and prcvserving very exactly the

form of that eruption. Bowels natu-

ral ; tongue white ; some thirst.

Injictur enema vespere.

Repr. potus ex supertart. potassce, et

applicatio aeris frigidissimi.

Eight P.M. Pulse 110.

12th. Ten a.m. Pulse 120, and

rather weak. Face more swollen

;

pustules on the f\ice fully suppurated.

Eyes closed ; throat less sore ; no

head-ache ; some thirst ; clyster ope-

rated well.

Rept. omnia ut fieri prcescripta, cnemate

excepto.

Eight P.M. Asleep.

13th. Twelve, Pulse 100, and

weak ;
pustules very full, compara-

tively suppurated on the face; no

salivation ; face more swelled ; no

head-ache or thirst ; bowels natural

;

skin very sore ; averse to the acid

drink.

Hab. cerevesia, pro potu ordinario.

Haust. anodynn^ ex tinct. opii xx. k. s.

Appl aer frigidissimus.

Eight A.M. Pulse 120.

14th. One P.M. At present asleep;

pulse 84 ; slept well ;
pustules cn-

crustatedj one costive stool.

Injict. enema vespere.

Rept. haust. anod.

Eight P.M. Pulse 120.

15th. Two P.M. Pulse 108 ; slept

well ; face less swollen ;
pustules on

the face subsiding ; injection operated

well ; one stool to-day.

Rept. haust. anod. h. s.

Hab. vin. domestic, ad 3 v. indies.

Eight P.M. Pulse 120.

16th. Pulse 108 ; slept well ; sleeps

much ; face not swollen ;
pustules

disappearing ; bowels natural.

Rept. vinutn et haust. anod. h. s.

17th. Convalescent; herpetic erup-

tion very much diminished.

Amount of Subscriptions already received,
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J. M'Divitt, Esq 10 6

Dr. Jacob of Dublin . . .110
Origlnalis 10
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Gentlemen,

When the hour for lecture expired yesterday

evening, 1 was noticing the causes of ulcer-

ation, but I had not quite finished the subject.

The consideration of the causes of ulceration

is a very important one, for, unless they be
comprehended, you cannot understand the

right principles, on which the treatment of
sores is conducted. I mentioned, that the most
frequent causes of ulceration might be said to

be—inflammation ; abscesses, which have burst
of themselves, or been opened; wounds which
have long remained unhealed ; the separation

of sloughs ; the hurtful operation of pressure,

as illustrated too often in the eflFects of chains
on prisoners, of harness on horses, of badly
padded splints on broken limbs, and of the
long continuance of patients with compound
fractures, typhoid fevers, paralytic affections,

or other tedious diseases, in the recumbent
position. Here a predisposition to such mis-
chief is occasioned by the weakness of the sys-

tem, and general languor of the circulation.

The ulceration is usually preceded by slough-
ing of the parts affected, which are generally
the integuments covering the sacrum, the
lower part of the spine, the crista of the ilium,

or the great trochanter. Many forms of ex-
ternal irritation give rise to ulceration. In
the lower extremities, a frequent cause of
ulceration is varicose veins ; these obstruct

VOL. II.

the return of blood through the capillary ves-

sels, and thus bring on a disposition to chro-

nic inflammation of the skin, which can hardly

be prevented from advancing to ulceration,

and the result is the production of an ulcer

that is very difficult to heal, and attended with
severe pain, not merely in the sore itself, but
in various parts of the limb. Ulcers are fre-

quently the consequence of diseases, which
begin in the bones and ligaments. In these

cases, the ulceration is generally preceded by
abscesses. You will find, however, that, in

some diseases of joints, one of the earliest

changes is ulceration of the cartilages. But,

gentlemen, ulcers frequently arise from con-
stitutional diseases, several of which are of a
specific nature, as you will find illustrated in

scrofula, lues venerea, cancer, hospital gan-
grene, fungus hsematodes, and chimney-
sweeper's cancer. Hence one of the best and
most practical divisions of ulcers is, that into

local and constitutional ones ; but, true and
natural as it is, you should adopt it with a
clear understanding, that many ulcers, which
at first depend entirely upon internal causes,

and are in tlie beginning of a specific nature,

are often so materially changed, long before

cicatrization is completed, that, in their latter

stages, they are strictly local complaints. On
the other hand, many sores which, at their

commencement, are only local diseases, are

afterwards changed, or influenced by some
general affection of the system ; and become,
in every sense of the expression, constitutional

ulcers.

Gentlemen, you will find, that ulcers are

continually varying in their nature and ap-
pearance with every fluctuation in the state

of the individual's health. If a person be at-

tacked with fever, who has a simple heahhy
ulcer on his leg, or any other part of the

body, secreting a due quantity of good pus,

from small granulations, of a florid vermilion

colour, such as are seen in the best conditioned

sores, you will notice a rapid change in the

aspect of the sore ; it will immediately become
dark or livid, and cease to pour out any other

discharge, than a small quantity of thin ichor,

3b
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Sometimes the granulations either slough, or

are suddenly absorbed; in other instances,

they undergo a change of colour, always losing

their bright red hue, and their surface being

either quite dry, or else scantily moistened

with a thin, bloody, ichorous matter. Under
such circumstances, the healing process is com-
pletely interrupted. You may then receive it,

as an acknowledged principle in surgery, that

the condition of an ulcer always varies with

the state of tlie constitution. The healthy

condition of ulcers may also be considerably

influenced by the kind of treatment applied

to them; thus, by improper dressings, ex-

cesses in diet, and too much disturbance of

the part, a healthy ulcer may be converted

into one of the very worst description ; and
the most indolent one turned into a disease

characterised by its irritable or phagedenic

nature.

In cases of ulcers, the prngnosis generally de-

pends, first upon the nature of the predisposing

and exciting causes, and on the facility, or diffi-

culty, with which they may be removed ; '2ndly,

on the kind of parts attacked, whetlier of great

importance or not, in the animal economy,

or whether capable of easily repairing their in-

juries; for, you will find, that the effects of ul-

ceration in joints, or cartilages, are not repaired,

with the facility exem[)lified with regard to

ordinary textures; 3rdly, on the patient's con-

stitution, age, and mode of life ; 4thly, on the

extent of the ulcer—this fact must be suffi-

ciently evident ; 6thly, on its peculiar nature

—

thus, a venereal sore may generally be easily

cured, because we know a medicine diat has

considerable power over venereal affections

;

but it is very different with scrofulous sores,

because we are not acquainted with any me-
dicine, possessing the same kind of power
over scrofula, which mercury has over the

venereal disease ; in short, we know nothing,

that will quickly rectify that peculiar state of

the constitution, with which a scrofulous sore

is intimately connected. As for a cancerous

sore, I believe, that it can never be cured, or,

that, at all events, it is incurable without some
operation or process, that has the effect of de-

stroying or extirpating the cancerous tissue.

With this understanding, [ think, it would not

be altogether correct to assert, that such a sore

is absolutely incurable, for sometimes sloughing

of the parts will take place, and effectually

cure the disease, by destroying the tissue in

which it is situated, or of which it is composed.

There is an old woman now living in Great

Ormond-street-yard, or who was living there

very lately, about 80 years of age, both of

whose breasts were formerly cancerous, and
both have been cured by the sloughing process.

There is indeed yet considerable induration and
prodigious disfigurement of the soft parts ; but

no pain, nor inconvenience remains. The
ulcerations are all cured, and, though the

mammary glands have both sloughed away,

the patient may be deemed to be cured.

Ulcers on the trunk, or near the source of

the circulation, generally heal in less time
than others further from the heart, or, situated

on the limbs ; and every surgeon is well

aware, that ulcers on the arms commonly heal

with much greater expedition, than such as

occur on the lower extremities. The cure of
ulcers on the legs is much hindered by the

depending position of the parts, which retards

the return of blood through the veins, checks
the freedom of the circulation ; and thus has
a most disadvantageous effect on tlie healing

processes. Then the granulations often un-
dergo an unfavourable change, and from being
of a florid colour, become of a dark or purple
hue.

Gentlemen, the process, by which ulcers

heal, is exactly the same as tliat which brings

about the cure of suppurating wounds ; it in-

cludes the important subjects of granulation
and cicatrization, which will particularly claim
our attention, when we consider the treatment

of such wounds as cannot be healed by the

first intention. Therefore, I shall merely
observe at present, that, as soon as the process

of ulceration is checked, and the preternatural

activity of the absorbents of the part is reduced,

the secerning arteries recommence their func-

tions sufficiently to establish a process of re-

paration in which the cavity, the chasm pro-
duced by the action of the absorbents, is filled

with granulations ; and changes take place in

them, by which new skin is formed, and a
considerable quantity of the surrounding old

integuments drawn over tlie sore. In this

manner, less new skin is required, which is

always a great advantage, the old skin being
constantly stronger, and less likely to break out
again, than what is a new production. You
are then to understand that the granulations

contract, and are absorbed, by which the

margins of the sore are drawn nearer together,

and the old skin extended over some of the

part, which was previously ulcerated. This
subject, however, will be more fully noticed,

wiien I come to suppurating wounds.
With respect to the treatment of ulcers, the

chief indications are to diminish, or remove,
the causes which have given rise to their form-

ation, and to let the patient have the advan-
tage of a suitable diet and regimen; of rest,

and a judicious position of the part ; of pure
air and cleanliness ; circumstances of the great-

est importance, both in the treatment of ulcer-

ation and in that of mortification ; and, lastly,

to let him have the benefit of such medicines

and dressings as the circumstances of his case
.

may require. These are the leading points,

to which you should attend in the treatment

of ulcers in general. With regard to the re-

moval of the exciting cause, if it be still in

operation, the necessity of attending to this

indication is so manifest, that it hardly needs

any comment from me. Suppose an ulcer were
to originate from, and be kept up by, the pre-

sence of a piece of dead bone directly beneath

it, how could you expect it to heal while such

portion of bone were in the situation described ''
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Then, if an ulcer were to be caused by scurvy,

it would be quite useless to attempt to cure it,

without endeavouring; to rectify the peculiar

derangement of the health, with which the

local complaint is connected.

I mentioned, in the last lecture, the effects

of scurvy in causin^^ the absorption of cica-

trices, and ofthe callus ofbones, which had once

been fractured but had been a \on^ time united

again. We cannot be surprised then, at our

inability to cure scorbutic sores, as long- as the

constitutional disorder remains, on which they

essentially depend. When we know, that

scurvy is capable of actually converting scars

into ulcers again, and of disuniting parts of

bones which had been united for years, we
must perceive what an impediment it may be
to cicatrization. But, gentlemen, in order to

give you some idea of the universal derange-
ment of the system, produced by scurvy in

an aggravated form, I invite your attention to

the preparations before us. They exhibit

portions of muscle, between whose fibres

strata of blood are extensively deposited.

We know that, in scurvy, there is great ten-

dency to haemorrhage, and to the escape of
the blood from its vessels ; but for the blood to

be thus deposited between the fibres of the

muscles, is a curious occurrence, and one that

is not commonly noticed in the accounts of that
disease.

Some other sores, if not produced, at least

are kept up l)y disorder of the digestive organs

;

and then the principal indication must be to

improve and regulate the state of those viscera.

It is far from being my wish, gentlemen, to

make 3-ou suppose, that every sore requires

internal remedies ; healthy ulcers may require

the administration of little or no physic during
the whole of the treatment, the simple regu-
lation of the bowels being perhaps all that is

needed; but indolent, irritable, and phage-
daenic sores, and such as are connected with
a wrong state of the constitution, are sometimes
more essentially benefited by internal remedies,

than by external applications. Medicines and
regimen may then be of great importance.
With regard to every description of ulcer, one
useful maxim is, always to keep the sur-

rounding skin clean, and to prevent any of
the discharge from lodging, or drying upon it.

If this plan be neglected, the integuments will

often be so irritated, by the matter, as to in-

flame, in which event, the ulcer will not go on
well, the healing process will be materially in-

terrupted, and, not only may cicatrization be
stopped, but ulceration renewed and extended.

Gentlemen, all ulcers may be divided into

three classes. I have already mentioned one
division of ulcers, namely, tliat into local and
constitutional ones; but, now, I shall notice

another, namely, that into healthy, unhealthy,
and specific ; the last are, of course, unhealthy
ulcers ; but they are of a peculiar kind, and,
therefore, it is better to arrange them as a
third class.

In the first class of ulcers, there can of

course be only one kind : we cannot imagine
more than one sort of healthy ulcer, any more
than we can suppose more, than one species

of healthy inflammation. The healthy is fre-

quently called the simple ulcer ; it is charac-

terized by freedom from all diseased action and
disposition.

The second class, or that of unhealthy sores,

comprehends various kinds, the indolent, the

irritable, thephagedcenic, ihose connected with
varicose veins, and many others, depending
upon disorder of the digestive functions, and
various definite and indefinite derangements of

the health.

The third class, or that of specific ulcers,

comprehends venereal, cancerous, scrofulous,

and scorbutic sores, and several others, to

which I shall have occasion to refer as I ad-
vance further in this course of lectures. In
surgical books, you will find ulcers designated

by various phrases, so many as to create con-
fusion, and perplex the student, rather than
enlighten him. As instances, I may mention
the terms sinuous ulcers, fistulous ulcers, ca-

rious ulcers, inflamed ulcers, sloughing ulcers,

and fungous ulcers; these only relate to certain

complications of sores, and should not be made
the ground of a division of them into so many
species, for any sort of sore may be compli-

cated, so as to claim the names here specified.

The first class, or healthy ulcers, or, as they

are sometimes called, simple ulcers, may be
known by the small size, florid colour, firm

consistence, and pointed shape of their granu-
lations, which resemble minute cones and are

not much disposed to rise above the level of

the surrounding skin. This latter circumstance

is one reason why they heal so favourably,

because when granulations rise too high, that

is, above the level of the adjoining integu-

ments, they mechanically obstruct the growth
of the new skin over them. The pus of these

ulcers is white and thick, and does not adhere

to the granulations, like that of many un-
healthy ulcers. When the granulations have
risen to the level of the skin, a remarkable
circumstance is observed to take place at the

margin of the sore, a kind of film is tliere

formed upon the granulations ; it is a deep
red, very fine, smooth, semi-transparent pel-

licle, which is, in fact, to become new skin,

and afterwards covered with a white matter,

that is, the new cuticle. You have within the

white boundary of the sore, the delicate, trans-

parent, deep red film, which, in its turn, becomes
opaque and white itself. Such are the appear-
ances ofa healthy sore, or one in which the pro-

cess of cure is going on favourably in a person
of sound undisturbed constitution. I have said,

that the granulations are of a florid red, or

vermilion colour, which denotes a free and
vigorous circulation in them. This colour of

the granulations is not, however, always the

same in every position of the limb ; for when
an ulcer is situated on the leg, and the part is

suffered to hang down, or is put in the per-

pendicular position, the granulations will be-
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come less "florid, and of a darker colour, in

consequence of the return of venous blood

within them being retarded. In this condition,

John Hunter conceived, that the blood in the

minute arteries might also assume the dark

colour of that which fills the veins.

The treatment of healthy ulcers is simple
;

one excellent principle is for the surgeon not

to interfere too much with the well directed

operations of nature, not to be too oflBcious.

The surrounding skin should be kept clean,

and soft lint applied to the surface of the sore,

to absorb the redundant secretion of pus. The
lint may be covered with anj' common oint-

ment, as that of gpermaceti, calamine, or

marshmallows. The design of the ointment

is to prevent evaporation of the fluid part of

the j)us from the surface of the ulcer, wiiich

would occa.<iion a scab, or render the lint hard,

adherent, and irritating. The lint should never

be applied over the edges of the sore, because

if it were, it would frequently become adherent

to the tender film of the new skin in the pro-

cess of formation, and, in taking it off, it would
tear this delicate production, give j ain, and
sometimes bring on a return of ulceration.

Gentlemen, I have already explained, that

one part of the process of cicatrization is ef-

fected chiefly by the granulations, by means of

which the old skin is drawn over the part, so as

to render much new skin unnecessar)". Now it

must be evident, that the process in question,

I mean that, by which the skin is made to

extend over the ulcer, must be interrupted, if

the granulations are allowed to become too

high. Hence, it is sometimes necessary to

repress their further growth, and indeed to di-

minish the height, which they have already

attained, because, in this state, they form a me-
chanical impediment to the extension of theskin

over the ulcer. For this purpose, the nitrate of

silver is commonly employed, and, in using it,

the main skill consists in not applying it over

the delicate, shining, semi-transparent, deep

red film, which I have described, but to the gra-

nulations, within this delicate pellicle, and over

which we wish the film next to extend itself.

The caustic may also be applied in the centre,

if the granulations should be very high in that

situation : there it can do no harm. Some
surgeons use the nitrate of silver; others the

sulphate of copper ; 1, generally, prefer the

first, which I believe is the best caustic for pro-

moting cicatrization. On this point I fully

coincide with the late Professor Delpech, who
published some clinical observations, proving

that the nitrate of silver promotes, with won-
derful efficacy, the contraction of the granu-

lations, and, in this way, acts very beneficially

in quickening the process, by which the edges

of the old skin are drawn over the sore.

Then, gentlemen, the healing of all sores,

healthy and unhealthy, is powerfully influ-

enced by attention to the position of the part,

whidi should be kept elevated, or placed hori-

zontally, in order that the venous blood may
not have to return against its own gravity.

Another principle is, to maintain tlie part in

a state of repose. When the lower extremity
is the part affected, the patient should keep
in bed, but the arm may have all the benefit

of quietude, by placing it in a sling. But,
supposing the patient were unwilling to re-

main in bed for a sore leg, tlien you should
employ a roller ; for thus you may take off'

the weight of the column of blood in the large

veins, which would retard the circulation in

tliein ; and you may afford as much steadiness

and quietude to the ulcerated skin, as can
possibly be obtained, witliout rest in the re-

cumbent posture. But, gentlemen, a roller

will be of no use, unless it be methodically

ai)plied. The great principle to be observed
in its application is, to let it press equally on
every point of the limb ; partial pressure will,

generally, do no good, and is worse than no
pressure at all. Hence, in bandaging the leg,

surgeons apply the roller to the whole of the

limb, begiiming near the toes, and going up
to the knee. You will observe patients, whose
bandages are put only on the portion of the
limb near the ulcer; but this method never
answers. When you see it adopted, you may
be sure that it is not by the advice of a good
surgeon, who always makes the bandage press

uniformly and equally on every part of the

limb. This maxim re(|uires, that the bandage
should be of considerable length, and, for the

leg of an adult, you will find the length of six

yards, and two inches and a half in breadth,

about the proper measurements.

The next ulcers, to which I solicit your
attention, are those called irritable. I have
explained, that sores always partake of the

nature of the constitution ; if it be irritable,

the sore will necessarily be irritable. In
various impaired states of the health, an ulcer

will also assume an irritable character;—thusy

a person may have a common sore, which may
become an irritable one in consequence of any
disturbance or decline of his general health.

According to my views, there is a decided

difference between an irritable and an inflamed

ulcer, a position which is sometimes disputed.

On this point I fully agree witli Professor

Gibson, of the United States. He considers,

that the irritable nature of sores does not de-

pend upon inflammation of them, but rather

on the state of the constitution. The truth of

this doctrine seems to be illustrated by an
observation made by Sir Everard Home, who
says, " you frequently cannot know an irritable

sore by its mere appearance ; and perhaps its

nature is first detected, when you venture to

try some stimulating application, or to make
pressure on it : then the sore, instead of bein<>

improved by the treatment, undergoes a total

change for the worse; the granulations are

absorbed, or parts of the surface of the ulcer

slough." Now, it seems to me, that if there

were no difference between an irritable and
an inflammatory ulcer, or (what is the same
thing) if irritable ulcers were always accom-

panied by inflammation, we should constantly
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be able to distinguish them by their appear-

ance. But, this is not the case. At the same
time, many irritable sores are marked by
peculiar appearances: their edges are shar|),

jagged, and, as it were, undermined ; their

bottoms have concavities of different sizes in

them, seemingly as if no attempt at granu-

lation had been made ; the discharge is usually-

thin and ichorous; the pain is excessive; the

disposition to bleed remarkable, so that when
the sore is very lightly touched with a probe,

blood immediately flows.

Then, gentlemen, you will find, that irri-

table ulcers have a disposition to slough ; and,

when the slough separates, new granulations

will sometimes form : but soon afterwards,

these also slough ; and thus the disease may
go on for monthS;, until the patient is quite

tired out, and loses all confidence in the plans
of treatment adopted. It seems, that local

circumstances occasionally have influence in

rendering ulcers irritable, because when they
are situated over the shin, over the ligamentum
patellae, or over the lower end of the fibula,

they are generally irritable. The treatment

consists in enjoining repose of the part, and
in the use of soothing applications. You may
begin with bathing the parts lightly with a
warm decoction of poppy heads, and applying
a bread-and-water poultice, or one made with
the liquor plumbi acetatis dilutus. To either

of these cataplasms we may sometimes add,
with advantage, some of an aqueous solution

of opium. At first, you can seldom venture
on anything stronger, than these applications.

But, whatever treatment you adopt, you will

not succeed, unless the part be kept at rest

in the horizontal posture. Sometimes much
benefit is derived from applying a solution of

opium, containing from five to ten grains of

opium in every ounce of distilled water. With
many irritable ulcers one application agrees
best, which we should not, a priori, expect
would have the desired effect; I mean, the
nitric acid lotion. This remedy is exten-
sively used by Sir Astley Cooper. I remem-
ber being consulted by an admiral, residing at

Southampton, who was under the care of my
friend, Mr. Maul, of tliat town, for a most
annoying irritable ulcer of the leg, for the
cure of which numerous applications and in-

ternal plans had been long tried in vain. We
had a communication with Sir Astley, who
recommended the nitric acid lotion, containing
fifty drops of the acid in a quart of water, and
with this application the ulcer soon healed.
Frequently the lotion should be used of greater
strength, and be joined with a Uttle opium.
It is perfectly certain, that all irritable sores
are rendered worse by pressure ; bandages,
therefore, should never be used. When the
surrounding parts are inflamed, topical bleed-
ing is advisable ; but here the case is compli-
cated with inflammation. Under such circum-
stances, even general bleeding may be necessary
for patients who are plethoric, and have in-

dulged at tabic, and lived well. Mauv irritable

ulcers are accompanied by disorder of the

digestive organs ; here internal medicines are

essentially required ; attention being paid to

diet, and the digestive functions regulated. In

particular, purgatives and tonic medicines,

or the compound infusion of gentian, with

sulphate of magnesia, or the liquor potass8e,

according to circumstances, may be prescribed.

Then, gentlemen, you all know the confi-

dence of the late Mr. Abernethy in the blue

pill with sarsaparilla, aperient medicines, atid

a regulated diet, for the cure of all local dis-

eases, connected with derangement of the

digestive organs. Narcotics are generally in-

dispensable, on account of the excessive pain
;

especially opium or hyosciamus ; costiveness

being always obviated. When the constitution

is much impaired and debilitated, you should

prescribe light tonics, such as the infusion of

cascarilla, or the sulphate of quinine with

diluted sulphuric acid. Thus, gentlemen, it

appears that the constitutional treatment of an
irritable sore should be adapted to the par-

ticular state of the system ; in some instances,

bleeding may be right; in some, an alterative

plan ; and in others, a tonic one.
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haemoptysis.

Gentlemen,
We shall now commence the consideration of

haemoptysis. Let us first consider it with re-

ference to the different parts of the vascular

tissue of the lungs, which are engaged in its

production, and afterwards speak more accu-

rately of the symptoms attendant on each. It

may be well to commence with the source of

hsemoptysis, because there are some miscor.-

ceptions respecting it, and I do not think that

it has been clearly laid down in books written

on this subject; I shall, therefore, devote more
time to the consideration of some points of the

morbid anatomy of this disease than I usually

do in a clinical lecture. Other circumstances,

which you will find sufficiently described in

written treatises, I shall pass over briefly. In

order to comprehend fnlly the peculiari-

ties of hremoptysis, it is necessary that you
should be intimately acquainted with the cir-

culation of the lungs. Here you have not only

the simple circulation, as in other parts, but.
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as in the liver, we have the vena porta for

the formation of bile, and the hepatic ar-

tery for nutrition, so in the lungs we have the

pulmonary arteries carrying blood, which is

to l>e aerated, and the bronchial arteries for

the su))port and reparation of their substance.

You are aware, gentlemen, that it has been

lately shown that the lung is but a large gland,

whose ducts are the bronchial tubes, and whose
secreting surface is that of the air cells. There
is this difference in the sources from which
blood is furnished to the lungs ; the bronchial

artery is small, and its blood red ; the pulmo-
nary artery immensely large, and carrying

dark blood, which is to be aerated ; the bron-

chial arteries follow the course of the bronchial

tubes, interlace with and ramify over them,

enter them, atid are distributed in great pro-

fusion to tlieir mucous lining. On the inflam-

matory action of these arteries, the redness

and injection of the mucous membrane, ob-

served in cases of bronchitis, depends. The
bronchial arteries, also, send branches to the

cellular membrane, connecting the air cells,

and to the surface of the lungs, but it is for the

mucous membrane, lining the bronchial tubes,

the greater part of their blood is destined *.

You know, gentlemen, that if we examine the

structure of the lungs, besides their vascular

tissue, we observe they consist chiefly of ra-

mifications of the bronchial tubes leading to

air cells. The.se cells may be represented as

so many minute vesicles, each communicating

by a minute aperture with an extremely small

ramification derived from the bronchi. This

fact has been shown and described by Reis-

seisen. The vesicles which are placed at the

extremities of these minute branches, and

the branches themselves, present certain dif-

ferences, the vesicles presenting a greater

degree of tenuity, and a strong resemblance to

serous membrane. These distinctions, between

the structure of the air cells and that of the

bronchial tubes, cannot be easily recognized in

the very minute tubes of the bronchial rami-

fications, but become more evident as we
ascend towards the larger bronchi. The use

of the air vesicles is to aerate the blood in the

lungs, and it is on the parietes of those vesicles,

or cells, the ultimate branches of the pulmonary
arteries are distributed.

When we come to speak of discharge of

blood from the lungs, and to consider the phe-
nomena it presents, we find that it may take

place from the minute extremities of the bron-

* Reisseisen remarks, that by far the

freater portion of this blood is returned, not

y the bronchial veins to the right side of the

heart, but by the pulmonary veins to the left

side. Is this peculiarity owing to this blood

being dissimilar to other venous blood, in con-

sequence of being aerated in the bronchial

tubes ? or is it because it may be mixed with
impunity with the great mass of aerated blood

returning from the lung ?

chial, or of the pulmonary vessels. The seats

of the ultimate ramifications, as I have before

mentioned, are completely distinct, and it is

important to recollect that they are so. Inject

tlie bronchial arteries with as much care as

you possibly can, and I say you cannot, by
doing so, inject the vessels which ramify on
the air cells, nor can you, on the other hand,

inject the vessels which are distributed to the

mucous membrane of the bronchial tubes from

the pulmonary arteries. Of this I am perfectly

sure, for I have tried the experiment myself

unsuccessfully, and have examined with the

greatest care the beautiful preparations in the

museum of Dr. Townscnd, and neither he nor

Dr. Houston could show me one instance of

the bronchial mucous membrane having been
injected from the pulmonary artery. Even the

finest injections, used by Dr. Houston, at my
request, in the lungs of dogs, failed to effect

what would indeed be easy of accomplish-

ment, if engorgement of the system of the

pulmonary artery was capable of producing^

bronchial haemorrhage. There is, to be sure

a system of capillary vessels in the lung,

through the medium of which an indirect

communication is established between the

bronchial and pulmonary arteries and the pul-

monary veins. Dr. Law, of this city, in the

article " Haemoptysis," in the Ct/clopcedia of
Practical Medicine, has handled the subject

of the relative distribution of the vessels in the

lungs with his usual abihty. I cannot, how-
ever, see that Reisseisen, whom he follows,

justifies him in considering hasmorrhage from

the bronchial tubes as a consequence of hae-

morrhagic engorgement of the system of the

pulmonary artery. " We readily account for

its frequency," says Dr. Law, " by the facility

with which an injection is found to pass from

the pulmonary into the bronchial artery."

Reisseisen, it is true, points out that the bron-

chial and pulmonary arteries anastomose with

tlie same system of capillaries on the surface

copiously, and more sparingly in the cellular

texture of the lung, but his description likewise

proves, that the bronchial mucous membrane
is exclusively su[)plied with red blood by the

bronchial arteries. It is indeed true, that we
can force injection from the pulmonary artery

into the bronchial tubes, but even in such

cases, the bronchial mucous surface is un-

injected, and the injection finds its way there-

from into those tubes by other channels than

the bronchial artery, or its ramifications, which

would indeed be a retrograde course. I am,

therefore, of opinion, from the reasons above

stated, that when haemoptysis, from the en-

gorgement of the system of the pulmonary

artery, takes place, it is in consequence of the

direct effusion of blood from the branches of

the pulmonary artery, which ramify on the air

cells, and that the blood expectorated on such

occasions has nothing to do with the bronchial

mucous membrane, or bronchial arteries.

When we recollect the peculiar texture of

the lungs and the quantity of blood which is
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sent through thoin at each stroke of the heart

;

when we consider the excessive tenuity and
delicate structure of the air cells, which, when
the lunij is inflated by inspiration (and that is

the very moment when most blood rushes

through it), imparts to the touch the feeling of

an elastic but almost gauze-like and cellular

substance, we are surprised to find tiiat cases

of spitting of blood are not much more fre-

quent. The lung, however, is an organ so

important to life, that if there was much danger
of hoMnorrhage from its tissue, it would be a
greater error in our structure than nature was
likely to commit. Cases of this kind are com-
paratively rare, and we do not meet with them
every day in our liospitals. Compare with the

patients afflicted with dangerous and copious

liffimoptysis the number of cases of bleeding
from the nose, hsematemesis, discharges of
blood from the bowels, and haemorrhage in

general, and you will find that the lungs are

not more liable than other parts to sanguineous
effusions.

When speaking of the vascular arrange-
ments of the lungs, we mentioned that the
bronchial mucous surface is supplied with
blood from the bronchial arteries, and the air

cells from the pulmonary. Hence we can
divide these discharges into two kinds, those

which come from the pulmonary, and those
which are derived from the bronchial arteries;

and these will be found to be distinct, not
only in their patholog^', but also in their cha-
racters and the symptoms by which they are
attended. We shall go through this minutely.
Let us suppose that the pulmonary artery is

disposed to bleed, what will take place ? In
a few moments you will see the immense
difference between this haemorrhage and that

which comes from the bronchial arteries. Its

ultimate ramifications, which are distributed

over the air cells, got an hacmorrhagic tendency,
and blood escapes from them in two different

directions into the air cells, or into the cel-

lular tissue which connects them. That por
tion of blood which gets into the air cells will

also get into the bronchial tubes, and may be
spit up. That portion which gets into the
intervesicular cellular tissue has no such exit

:

there it must remain and become coagulated
and solidified. Now, as either of those effects

may happen, we have spitting of blood, or
effusion into the cellular texture, without hae-

moptysis. It is to the union of these two
diseases the term pulnumary apoplexy has
been applied, in which we have blood effused

into the cavity of the air cells, and outside
their cavity into the cellular tissue. Now,
what is the result of sanguineous effusion from
the pulmonary branches? In the first place,
the blood is black, as you can perceive when
it is spit up. It is also clear, that if this blood
be detained for some time in the air cells and
bronchial tubes, it will Ijecome coagulated, and
be spit up in clots. Many of the worst cases
of spitting of blood are attended with tliis

symptom ; and it is quite a mistake to suppose,

as you see it mentioned in books, that blood

expectorated from the lungs should be florid

and frothy. You are told, gravely, that you
can distinguish blood discharged from the

stomach from that which is discharged from

the lungs, by the difference of its colour, con-

sistence, and the presence or absence of air

bubbles. No, gentlemen, you cannot. If you
see blood spit up which is dark and coagu-

lated, and, from stethoscopic examination, have
reason to think that it comes from the lungs,

you will be convinced that the effusion is from
the pulmonary artery. I do not mean to say,

that when blood comes from the pulmonary
artery it is always black and clotted; but I

assert, that it is so in a great majority of cases ;

and in many cases of pneumonia, we find the

sputa partake more of the venous than the

arterial character, a circumstance which indi-

cates its formidable source. It is obvious, that

the blood spit up in those cases may also have
a florid tinge where it has been imperfectly

aerated, by the imperfect action of air bub-
bling through it before it is expectorated*.

There are some haemorrhages, also, froo}

the bronchial artery, which are very copious

;

but, generally speaking, where there is much
cough, constriction of the chest, and fever, it

is the bronchial mucous surface which is af-

fected; and the spitting of blood which, in

such cases, comes from the bronchial arteries,

is but scanty, and is seldom dangerous. The
blood will be found to be effused from small

spots, as in epistaxis, and the quantity is gene-
rally small. You will, however, sometimes
find an instance of a person spitting up, very
copiously, blood of an arterial colour ; for it

must be borne in mind, that a very small

surface of mucous meml^rane may often bleed
most copiously, as is seen in some cases of

epistaxis, when the blood issues from an insu-

lated and small spot. Such cases of copious

bronchial haemorrhage occur occasionally, are

unconnected with bronchitis, and depend on
some peculiar haemorrhagic tendency.

We have thus drawn a distinction between
these two kinds of haemorrhage ; let us trace

it further. Suppose you have a case where
blood is effused into the cellular tissue of the

lungs; the blood so effused is immediately
submitted to a peculiar action of the animal

* This subject requires further investiga-

tion ; for not only is it possible, as is stated in

the text, that black blood may be changed in

colour, after effusion into the bronchial tubes,

by the rapid bubbling of air through it, but
also it is extremely probable, that if arterial

blood oozes out very slowly from the bronchial

surfaces, and remains for any considerable

length of time in the air passages, mixed with
thin mucous secretion, it may, before it is ex-

pectorated, change its hue, and become dark,

as happens where red blood is long exposed
to the action of the secretions of the alimentary

canal, e. <r. in melaena.
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economy. It Is first, by coa^ilation, separated

into two portioTis, serum and crassamentuiu.

The serum is rapidly absori)ed, and as soon
as this is accomplished, the crassanientum

becomes solidified, and remains there with its

colouring matter, as you have it represented

in this plate of Cruveilliier, where you per-

ceive, as it were, balls in the substance of tlie

lung, of a solid consistence and red colour,

formed by the colouring matter and clot. The
first eiTect of effusion of blood into the cellular

tissue is a tendency to soliditication, one chief

con-ie pience of this disease, wiiii-h has not

been noticed by those who have written on
pidmonary apoplexy. Nature, gentlemen, is

anxious to stop the effusion of blood, as, in this

instance, it threatens that life which she watches
over, at all times, with so much care. Now,
what is the consequence of this solidification?

First, all the air cells of the part are closed by
the pressure of this coagulum, that portion of

the lung which lias been bleeding becomes im-
pervious to the air, and this circumstance
alone is sufficient to arrest the haemorrhage.
And why is this the case ? Because the blood
which flows through the pulmonary arteries

cannot pass into the veins, imless in its pas-

sage it be aerated ; a knowledge of this fact

is necessary. It is this which, at the first

moment when tJie infant respires, causes the

blood to rush through the pulmonary vessels

in ten times the quantity it did before birth.

It, you asphyxiate an animal, or by any means
put a stop to the process of aeration, you will

find that in proportion as the air in the lungs

becomes deficient or impure, the blood ceases

to pass from the right to the left cavities of

the heart, because it cannot pursue its natural

course unless it be properly aerated. Hence,
when a part of the lung becomes impervious
to the air, the passage of the blood, so far as

that part is concerned, will cease, and conse-

quently the tendency to hacmorrhagic effu-

sion *. You see, gentlemen, in this case, two
causes in operation to prevent effusion of
blood, mechanical pressure, and such a state

of that portion of the lung which had been
bleeding, that less blood goes to it in conse-
quence of its no longer performing its share of
the respiratory function.

A great deal has been written about the
ulterior effects of blood thus effused. It is

* By the passage of the blood, is here only
meant the rapid and unimpeded circulation

from the pulmonary artery into the pulmo-
nary veins, for it is evident that a part of the

lung, impervious to the air, may be the seat

of sanguineous engorgement, as happens in the

posterior parts of the lungs of those who die

after a long agony, or in the various stages of

pneumonic engorgementand hepatization. The
experiments lately published by Dr. Marshall
Hall on hybernation, and which have thrown
so much light on this obsrure subject, do not
appear to support the opinion brought forward
in tlie text.

evident that when the effusion takes place into

the air cells, it may be spit up and produce
no further harm; and if the patient recovers

without any effusion into the intervesicular

tissue, there is no trace of the disease. The
danger, therefore, arises from the quantity of

blood poured into the cellular texture, which,

by obliterating the air cells (if the extent be

considerable) may destroy the fimctions of the

lungs, and in this way jiroduce deatli, as you
may have observed in the case of hfcmoptysis

above stairs, where the cessation of the spit-

ting of blo(Kl was a bad sym[)tom. The dis-

ease was going on for some time, and not

confined to any particular part, but extendinsj

over the whole of one of the lungs, and you can

now conceive the reason of this man's death.

It was because by effusion and solidification to

a great extent he was deprived of the use

of his lung. Yet you will find instances where

a person has more than half the lung filled

with a clot of this kind, and still survives ; and
you may observe parallel cases in the pro-

longed life of some patients who labour under

organic disease of the lungs. This is generally

seen where the quantity of blood circulating

in the whole system is small ; for when the

power of aeration is diminished, it is necessary

that the quantity of blood which passes through

the lungs should be reduced below its average

amount, or its course will be arrested.

Now, gentlemen, where we have solidifica-

tion of the lung, and obliteration of the air

cells, from such effusions, what is the conse-

quence ? Sometimes we have sudden death from

dyspnoea, sometimes the fatal termination is of a

slow character. It is stated by some authors,

that blood of this kind acts as a foreign body,

as an irritant, and excites inflammatory action.

Others say that the effused blood not only

produces inflammation, but also gangrene and

softening of the affected portion of lung. With
respect to this, I may be permitted to express

very strong doubts. We do not see effusions

of blood in other parts of the body attended

with such consequences. I would ask any
one, who has seen a case of ecchymosis in the

conjunctiva, where this membrane is raised

high over the eyeball by an immense clot of

blood, whether this clot, though in such close

juxta-position with an extremely sensitive or-

gan, ever produces inflammation? How often

have we seen blood effused from wounds, or

contusions, remain quietly in its new situation,

and be absorbed, without producing any in-

flammation ? But, with respect to this ques-

tion, the admission of all pathologists, that

many such solid portions may exist in the

lungs together, without the least appearance of

inflammation in the pulmonary substance im-

mediately around them, seems quite conclusive.

Thus, in Cruveilhier's plate, now before you,

the section of the lung showed that the cells

were inflamed quite to the very edge of the

various solidified portions, although they had

existed for many days before death. Again :

do we not know^ that even in the brain itself
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blood may be effused and sudden paralysis

produced, and that tlie patient may quickly

recover, and a clot remain in the cerebral sub-

stance without producing^ inflammation. It is

true that blood effused into the lungs is, in

many cases, attended by pneumonia, and that

extravasations in the brain are frequently ac-

companied by softening. This I do not deny

;

but I think that both are simultaneous effects

of the same cause, and that in the one case

pneumonia and sanguineous effusion, and in the

otlier extravasation and ramoUissement, are

only different parts of the same process.

If a person recovers after the discharge of a

large quantity of blood into the lungs, what is

the consequence? If the constitution be

sound, and the haemorrhagic tendency does not

recur, it is probable that this portion may be

submitted to the action of the absorbent, and
ultimately rendered healthy. This I believe

may happen, for the phenomena of absorbed

hepatizatim in pneumonia gives it probability,

though I have not seen it verified. I have,

however, ascertained satisfactorily, that this

portion of the iung may remain solid for a

considerable length of time, without producing

any particular symptoms. Two cases of this

condition of the lung, remaining in one in-

stance for a year and a half, and in another

for three years, without subjecting the pa-

tients to any inconvenience whatever, have
come to my knowledge, and, after death,

(which was caused in each by a different dis-

ease) I have been able to detect those solidifi-

cations by dissection. It has been stated,

that persons who have portions of the lung

solidified, are liable to phthisis. Where scro-

fula exists, tubercles may be precipitated into

suppuration from this cause ; but where the

constitution is not scrofulous, the consumption
which follows solidification of the lung is cer-

tainly not tubercular. I remember having
attended, some time ago, a young man who
had an attack of pulmonary apoplexy, and
who afterwards got all the symptoms of

phthisis except diarrhoea ; I watched this case

through all its stages, month after month.
On examining the lungs after death, I could

not detect a single tubercle ; the matter was
extensively diffused through the cellular tissue,

constituting that disease to which the name of

suppurating pneumonia has been given. In
the case of a young gentleman residing in

Gardiner-street, who was attended by Mr.
CoUes, the symptoms above mentioned were
present, and it was generally thought that he
was dying of tubercular consumption. I was
called in to see him, and, on inquiring into the

history of the case, I gave it as my opinion,

that it was not tubercular consumption, but
only extensive suppurating pneumonia, an
opinion which was borne out by the necro-
scopic phenomena. You see, therefore, gentle-

men, that a man may live for a considerable
time with a portion of his lung solidified in

consequence of this disease, or that he may
gel piieumonia, which may go on to inter-

stitial suppuration, and present all the symp-
toms of tubercular consumption ; or, if his

constitution be scrofulous, he may get true

tubercular phthisis. It is obvious, that in a
person whom this disease would render ob-

noxious to pneumonic inflammation, if scrofula

exists, you will have the tubercular instead of

the pneumonic action developed ; for in scro-

fulous habits you will find that every cause

which produces irritation, or a tendency of

blood to the chest, produces also a tendency
to consumption. Dr. Stokes and I attended,

some time since, a gentleman who had pleu-

ritic effusion in the right side of the chest,

with engorgement of the lungs and dyspnoea.

During the course of the disease he got tuber-

cles, and where, do you think? Not on the

side where the pleuritic effusion existed, but in

the upper part of the left lung. You should

not be surprised at this; it was a consequence
of the disturbance of the respiratory functions,

and you may be assured that every thing
which deranges the pulmonary circulation in

scrofulous persons, has a strong tendency to

the development of tubercles.

There is a question in Laennec's work, to

which Dr. Law has also alluded in his treatise

on Hsemoptysi-s, in which it is asked, can
spitting of blood be considered as the cause of

consumption ? To this I will answer, that [

have seen more than one case of pulmonary
apoplexy in which the patient died of the first

attack, and yet not a single tubercle could be
found in the lungs. It may certainly produce
a tendency to consumption, but is not a ne-
cessary cause of it. The same may be said of
bronchial haemoptysis. Any one who has
witnessed the dissections of the lungs of tuber-

culated patients must have frequently ob-
served, that tubercles are accompanied by an
inflamed state of the bronchial mucous mem-
brane. It is notorious also, that this state of
the mucous lining, with the hard dry cough
which it occasions, is one of the first symiHoms
of tubercles in the lung; and we therefore

find, in many instances, that bronchial hae-

moptysis is a consequence and not a cause of
tubercle.

On Saturday I shall conclude the suiyect of

haemoptysis, and then proceed to make some
observations on swelled leg, after fever, a
disease which bears considerable analogy to

phlegmasia dolens, and which we are treating

in a manner differing from that usually pursued
in such cases.

[The succeeding lecture appeared in our
last, in consequence of its number having been
mistaken for that prefixed to this Eds.]
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Gentlemen,
There was a case in the Hospital, a few days

apo, which I hope you have all watched with

the attention it deserved. If you have not,

you will not fail to reap the reward, which
inattention and ignorance usually bring with

them. The patient, William Laird, was the

proom of a friend of mine, Lord Charles

Churchill, and, from the circumstance of his

having been sent into the hospital by myself,

we owe the opportunity of examining the

body after death; the absurd regulations of

the governors preventing any such imjuiries,

except with the permission of the dead person's

nearest friend, or relative ; so that if a man dies

without a friend, he cannot be opened because

there is no one to give the permission. I sent

him into the hospital in August, with inflam-

mation of the chest, of which he got well, and
was discharged, but, having a relapse, he

came back, and was re-admitted, under Dr.

Roe, in September. I requested the clinical

assistant, Mr. Neale, to give me an extract

from the public clinical book of the case; he

has, however, sent me, I see. Dr. Roe's private

case book, in which the case is minutely de-

tailed in his own hand ; this is, of course,

private, but if any of you wish to know the

•whole history, Mr. Neale will show it you
from the public book. I did not see him until

Saturday, the 20th of October, when Dr. Roe
requested the opinions of Mr. Lynn, Sir A.
Carlisle, and myself, Mr. White being absent.

The man was lying on his back, breathing

with some difficulty, but not so much as

might be expected, from the results of the

case. The left side was evidently fuller and

rounder than the right. The interstices of

the ribs were much less prominent than on the

other side. On placing the hand on the chest,

two things were distinguishable, the absence of

the pulsation of the heart from its usual place

;

and the sensation communicated by an cede-

matous swelling of the whole affected side,

which was so remarkable as to form a promi-

nent symptom. On applying the ear to the

chest, which is, in these cases, preferable to

the stethoscope, no respiration could be heard

on the anterior part, or side, but a sound from

within was distinctly audible, which Laennec
has called " tintement metallique," and likened

to the fall of a shot into an empty china cup.

On percussion, the sound of the fore part of

the chest was quite sonorous, like an empty

cask, whilst that of the opposite or sound side

was dull, but as the percussion was continued
down towards the back, the sound also became
dull, like that emitted from a full cask. The
pulsation of the heart was distinguishable, as

at a deptli from the sternum, and was only
distinct at the right side of it. It is impossible

to have more strongly marked sym|)toms of

the disease called pneumo-thorax, or of air and
fluid in the cavity of the chest. This disease

must have existed from the earliest era of man-
kind; it was often seen and mentioned by
authors, but Itard first noticed it in an especial

manner, and gave it the name of pneumo-
thorax in 1803. The Editor of tlie Diction-

iiaire des Sciences Midicales objected to the

word pneumo, and wished to alter it to pneu-
niato, but Laeiuiec, who had adopted it, makes
a valiant defence for the pneuino, as signifying

air, and being sufficiently explicit. So, gentle-

men, such of you as are Grecians, may fight it

out, more particularly as I see Dr. Elliotson has

lately taken the field in favour ofthe pneumato.
On Sunday, the 21st, I punctured the left side

witli a very small trocar, and drew off forty-

two ounces of a whey-coloured fluid, resembUng
serum, a considerable quantity of air escaping

first through the cannula with a very audible

sound. The patient was immediately and
greatly relieved. Let us now review the im-
portant features of this case, with reference to

those you may hereafter meet with. I have
seen great numbers of them, many occurring

from wounds, but I did not understand tliem

tlioroughly, or at least as well as I do now,
until after I had read Laennec ; and none of

you can understand them unless you will take

the trouble to cultivate the use of your ears.

You will best understand the deviations from

a natural state, by examining persons who are

suffering from marked disease of the heart or

lungs, and then by comparing the sounds with

those from a young and healthy person, you
will easily learn to distinguish those which are

natural from those which are diseased; but

you may rely upon it, you must work, if you
wish to obtain this knowledge; it does not

come by intuition, and it requires liard and
constant work, I assure you, to acquire even

a moderate degree of information on every

point connected with it.

There are two states requiring an operation

;

one, when one side of the chest is principally

filled with air, the otlier when it is principally

filled with fluid, or perhaps equally so with

both. I believe some of the external symptoms
are different in these two states. The first thing

I observed in our patient was the fulness and

Toundness of the left or affected side, when
compared with that of the other, which, when
there is no apparent deformity, shows something

peculiar, and is a presumptive sign of disten-

sion. The interstices, or parts between the ribs,

which, on the right side, were distinctly

marked hollows, were scarcely observable on

the affected one, being the second presumptive

sign. These have been always considered as
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marked symptoms of distension. The oedema
of the intej^uments has also been noticed ; but,

I believe, there is something yet to be ascer-

tained with respect to this symptom, inasmuch
as it is not always present. I punctured the

left side of the chest of a surgeon I attended

with Dr. Johnson some years ago—Mr. Cor-
nish, of Lambeth— and evacuated a quantity

of air, with complete temporary relief: but in

his case there was no oedema of the integu-

ments. I have seen others in which it was
absent, and some in which it was more or

less present, but in none more than in the

present instance. I suspect, that when the

cavity of the chest is principally filled with

air, that it does not take place, nor when the

fluid js slowly effused, as a product of chronic

inflammation ; but 1 believe it will always be
present when the eavity is principally filled by
an effusion, the result of acute inflammation.

When this inflammation has followed the extra-

vasation ofa large quantity of blood, the oedema
on the back part may be more or less of a red-

dish colour. The cause of the occurrence of

this oedema is, then, gentlemen, a debatable

point. It strikes me, that it is analogous to

the appearance which nature exhibits in deep-
seated abscesses in other parts of the body,
the contents of which she is endeavouring
to get rid of. An oedema of this kind, and
often much more marked, is observable over
the part, and is a very prominent symptom.
An incision effectually relieves nature in

both cases, and the symptom is one which
shows that some such relief is imperatively
demanded.

The metallic tinkling (iintemeiit metalliqite

of Laennec) is not, I think, quite understood.

I compare it, in these cases, to a thing you
have, I dare say, all heard, and which children

play with, called a Jew's harp. It appears to

me to be a sound as nearly like it as possible,

and quite as long continued, and as musical.

It is better heard by the ear applied close to the

chest, than through the stethoscope. It is not

always sounding, but at short intervals, some-
times when the patient breathes full, or coughs

;

at others, when he is quiet. It is supposed,
by all pathologists, to depend entirely on the
passage of air through a hole in the lung into

the cavity of the thorax, which also contains

a fluid. This I presume to doubt. I do not
deny the facts of the air, the hole in the lung,

or the fluid, but, I believe that, to produce the

sound of the Jew's harp, the air in the cavity

must be greatly compressed, and that it essen-

tially depends upon it. This is, I think, proved
by the circumstance of the metallic sound
ceasing when an opening is made into the

cavity of the thorax. I am aware that Laennec
says he has heard it when the cavity of the
chest was open; but I suspect an error on
this point, as I have carefully attended to it

many times, and never could distinguish this

sound, until the external opening had been
closed long enough for the air to become com-
pressed, when it was again perceptible. In

Mr. Cornish this was very remarkable. When-
ever the metallic tinkling was observable, his

breathing was oppressed. Opening the ex-

ternal wound gave him immediate relief, and
removed the metallic tinkhng.

My patient, Mr. Stapleton, who was shot

in the right side of the chest, in February
last, was another well marked instance of it.

The first inflammatory symptoms were sub-

dued at the expense of one hundred ounces of

blood drawn from the arm, and as much as

four hundred leeches could draw from the

chest. He got so much Ijetter as to be able to

be moved from Long's hotel, in Bond-street,

to his lodgings, in Mount-street. Here he
took it into his head to wash himself naked
in a third or back dressing-room, which
brought on several severe fits of coughing, in

one of which the left mediastinum gave way,
as well as the pleura covering the left lung,

and air, and perhaps matter, escaped into the

chest. It is possible all this might have hap-
pened if he had not exposed himself and caught
cold. The pleura covering the lung appeared
to adhere to the pleura costalis, just as far as the

left nipple, and about an inch below it in places,

but no respiration could be heard inferior to

this, or sound, except that of the Jew's harp,

whilst all this part was very sonorous on per-

cussion, sounding like an empty cask. The
respiration behind, at the root of the lung,

close to the spine, could be heard, as in all

other cases of the kind. It was so in that of

William Laird. The expectoration became
purulent, and the existence of an ulcer in the

lung, which communicated with the cavity of
the chest, seemed too obvious to admit of doubt.

Believing that the metallic sound arose from
compressed air, and which caused the great

distress in breathing, my attention was at once
turned to the wound, the channel of which I

suspected to be impervious, from the granu-
lations growing up in its course. A free

exit to the compressed air was essential;

I therefore prepared two things, the one
a small, flat, exploring trocar and cannula,

the other a very small elastic bougie,

covered with a bit of dry sponge, after the

manner of a sponge-tent. This I first intro-

duced into the tract of the wound, as far as it

would go, and awaited the result, being deter-

mined to puncture the left side to let out the

air if it had not succeeded. In two hours he
was in so much distress as to believe himself

to be dying, and the time was come for action,

that he might at least die secundum artem.
The jew's-harp sound was most distinct. ,1

drew out my bougie and .sponge, which was
much swollen, and was followed by a discharge

of matter, and of air in bubbles. The relief

was immediate, the tintement ceased, my pa-

tient breathed freely, and my trocar disappear-

ed from the scene for ever. Finding that I

could re-produce tlie distress, and the tinte-

ment metallique, by introducing the bougie

and sponge into the wound, I exchanged the

bougie for a catheter, the eye of which pro-
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jected beyond the sponjje, and prevented any
inconvenience. This he soon learned to ma-
nage for himself; and as his lun;js were na-

turally sound, the ulcerslowly healed, the hin<T

became a^^ain distended with air, the fluid in

the cavity was absorbed, and the channel
through the leftside of the mediastinum, I pre-

sume, also healed. The ball remains lodgred,

I believe, on the left side of the sternum, just

within the mediastinum, and just over the

heart. If it had gone through the chest, he
would long since have been quite well. At
present he is in good liealtli, paying visits

around the country, but the wotmd discharges

a little. I do not know whetiier it is ad-
visable to recommend, with Sir Lucius O'Trig-
ger, in the Rirals, that gentlemen sliou'd

stand fair to the front in duelling, and be shot
clean through one side of the body, instead

of making as small as possible an edge, bv
standing sideways, and running the risk of
being certainly killed by the ball penetrating

both sides; but this I do know, that there is

neither charity nor humanity in the manner of
choosing the pistols at present adopted. The
balls are so small, that the hole they make is

always a source of inconvenience in the cure

;

and the quantity of powder is also so small,

that it will not send the ball clean through a
moderately thick gentleman ; it tlierefore sticks

in some place where it should not, to the ex-
treme disadvantage of the patient and the

great annoyance of the surgeon. These things

really should be altered, with the present dif-

fusion of knowledge. It is bad enough to be
shot by your adversary, but it is worse to know
that you lose your life through the kindness of
your friend, in not putting powder enough into

the pistol to send the ball clean through you*.
Sir R. Crauford was killed, at the little breach
at Ciudad Rodrigo, in this way ; the ball

(French balls are 20 to the pound, ours about
16) passed through the back part of the flesh

of the left shoulder, and entered the chest in

the arm-pit by so small a slit, that the pene-
tration of the cavity was doubtful. After his

death, which occurred within a few days, the
ball was found lying loose on the diaphragm.
If I had known as much then as I do now,
and had learned to bring my ears to my assist-

ance, J think I should have found "out, in
due time, to have made a hole on a level,

or nearly so, with the floor of the diaphragm,
and have taken it out, when his life might
have been preserved. In some future war, the
instructions I have given, and shall yet leave,

will, with God's assistance, enable you to do
more, I hope, than I and others who have
preceded you.

The sonorous sound, or that of an empty
cask, informs you to what extent the chest is

* The late Sir Charles Bamfylde lost his
life, in consequence of the ball sticking on the
inside, between his ribs, instead of coining
through.

filled with air. The dull sound, or of the full

cask, as the patient lies on his back, of the

height to which the fluid rises. As you
change the person to the erect position, the
sounds change also, and the diagnosis is more
marked. I ])unctured the chest in the case

before us far back from the sternum, that the

fluid miglit run out easily afterwards, which is

an essential point ; for if it does not run out
as the patient lies on his side, the prospect
of cure is not so great as if it did, and the
opening should be large. In the first instance,

I punctured with a very small trocar, which I

passed through the skin, and parts subjacent,

into the chest. The next morning I enlarged
the opening, by passing in the same direction,

on the upper edge of the rib, a common trocar

and cannula, used in tapping. This makes a
roundish sort of a hole, which does not so

readily close, and if you do not shift the posi-

tion of the skin f\irther than to feel the upper
edge of the rib underneath it, the operation is

done in four seconds, and the opening will be
direct. If kept open for the first day or two
by a short piece of elastic catheter, it will not
afterwards close without sufficient intimation.

On the right side the liver frequently rises

high up, or rather does not descend, before

the fluid, and an opening should not be made
lower than the upper edge of the seventh rib,

and particularly if it be not made far back.

If it be done on the fore part of the chest, it

should not be lower than the sixth. In the

case of Laird it might have been done lower
than it was, without disadvantage. He was
much relieved by the operation during the day
of the 21st. On the twenty-second, on intro-

ducing the large trocar, seven ounces more
fluid came away, more turbid than that first

drawn ; and, on the fourth day from the open-
ing, the discharge was evidently purulent.

The heart returned to its natural position, and
some hopes of recovery were entertained ; it

soon, however, became obvious that he was
sinking, and on the 6th of November he died.

On opening the chest, the left lung was seen

shrunk, and lying close to the spine ; on in-

flation, the air passed out readily in several

places, and particularly from two openings on
its ulterior surface, one of the size of half-a-

crown. The pleura costalis was much inflamed

and coated with lymph, as well as the pleura

pulmonalis. The whole of the left lung was
full of tubercles and abscesses. The right lung

was also full of tubercles, in a less advanced

state ; and there was one abscess at the upper
part.

From the consideration of this and of other

cases, I am led to believe that an operation

will not be ultimately successful, where the

lungs are greatly diseased ; but in wounds of

the chest, it may be of the greatest importance

;

and I hope what I have said will lead you to

see the absolute necessity in cases, either of

disease or of injury of the chest, of using your

cars, and will incline you to give to ausculta-

tion that attention it deserves and requires.
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REMINISCENCES

ARxMY MEDICAL OFFICER.

PART I. CHAPTEU VIII.

I TRUST the readers of this " ably

conducted Journal," as it was the
other day, most properly designated
by a contemporary, will not quarrel

with a veteran for fighting his battles

o'er again ; and that full allowance
will be granted, on their part, in re-

quital for the copious showers of
amusement which he intends for them.
Nothing shall be set down in malice

;

and, although mock dignity may be
deserving of ridicule, the true honour
and respectability of the profession

will, on all occasions, meet with the
consideration which is due. Medical
topics are seldom proper vehicles for

wit or humour, but medical men are
not unfrequently fair subjects of either;
and, as the writer himself may be
exposed to this ordeal, he must admit
the right of every boy who may be
bitten by a dog to bite the dog again *,

provided retaliation go no farther

than " tooth for tooth."

Having completed my attendance
on all the lectures delivered in the
Edinburgh University, I was now
handed over to the professor of botany,
who delivered his odds and ends in
an apartment within the Botanic
Garden. I cannot say much in praise
of this establishment, as respects either
the utile or the dulce ; and 1 under-
stand that, since my time, it has
shifted ground. I was led to believe,

that the then actual occupant of the
rural cathedra had got into what is

vulgarly denominated " the M^rong
box," for he might have shone (such
was the story) as a chemist, while, as

ia son of Linnaeus or of Jussieu, he
was but so so.

To substantiate this observation, I

must cite the fact of his generally

* Tlie idea is taken from a humorous ca-
ricature.

coming to the lecture-room three-

quarters of an hour after the appointed
time, and sometimes not at all; but, on
the other hand, he laboured under in-

firmities fully sufficient to account for

these defalcati(tns. There was also an
irritability about the venerable gentle-

man, which frequently was displayed
in attempts (often vain) to scold the
gardener for producing a wrong spe-

cimen, and thus we were amused upon
many occasions; the boys unable to

preserve their gravity, while the ju-

dicious were vexed and grieved.

I formerly alluded to Dr. Gordon ;

and this is the appropriate time and
place to mention him more particu-

larly. He is now no more ; but was,
probably, one of the most promising
and popular lecturers of his day. He
professed to instruct in anatomy and
physiology ; and delivered his dis-

courses in the same apartment with
Dr. Thomson, Professor of Surgery to

the College of Surgeons, and noAv in

the University, of whom, also, I was
a pupil. Had John Gordon (M.D.)
been spared, confident am I that he
would have become a luminary ; but
it pleased Providence to abbreviate
his career, when he was approaching
the zenith of his expectation.

If we compare the three teachers of
anatomy then established (it may be
said) in Edinburgh, we must agree

in the general conclusion—and, for

my own part, I agree with it, from
having had every opportunity of close

observation, as a pupil of them all

—

'

that Monro tertius did not lack in-

dustry, to the best of his abilities;

that Barclay not only possessed science,

but practical knowledge ; though, as

a lecturer, no man of taste or eupho-
nious characteristic could hear him
without getting the tooth-ache. As
to Gordon,—let me quote Juvenal,

and declare, that (to me) he was

" Amicus jucundus in via, cum vehiculus."

Had I never studied anatomy under
any other teacher, I should have, my-
self, been a distinguished anatomist.

Quare ? Propter I must have
loved the science for the sake of the
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teacher. As it mtjs, I loved it for the
sake of itself, in spite of some of my
masters.

I have now but a few shreds and
patches to furnish, connected with this

portion of my history. I may remark
that I was the pupil of every lecturer

in Edinburgh, both within and beyond
the precincts of the University. Let
me be indulged (not for the sake of

vanity, but) on account of a sort of

sacred or pious feeling towards those

who certainly discharged their duty
towards many thousands besides my-
self, and formed a race of physicians

who are not only a credit to their

school, but who are received with
open arms throughout the civilized

world. Such treatment I have myself
uniformly, and times without number,
met witli ; although, perhaps, one of

the least deserving it.

Let me, therefore, here exhort me-
dical students, of tvhalever school,

be it University or not, to enter upon
their studious pursuits with precon-

ceived reverence for their instructors.

I know that parents and guardians
will feel obliged to me for this advice,

but I have a clause to add to it—let

them emulate and encourage one an-

other ; let them aim even at teaching

or improving one another; for this

will pave the way for the future im-
provement of themselves ; and after

much experience, and great opportu-

nities of improvement, as well as some
attempts to add to my original acqui-

sitions, I have no hesitation in declar-

ing, that the best instructor a man,
after initiation, can find, is himself.

I had intended that the present

chapter should have seen me start

from Edinburgh, but the history of

my graduation will take up more
room than the fag end of an article

can well afford ; be it, therefore, post-

poned, for the purpose of stating a
curious fact in medico-academical his-

tory.

There was a Royal Medical and
also a Royal Physical Society con-

nected with the University, composed
not of students only. Where, or how,
they got the chartered authority to

style themselves royal. Lord Bute, or

Lord Melville could best tell ; but so

it was.

The IMedical flourished, for all the

aristocracy belonged to it, and they an-

nually chose four presidents from among
the best dressed and the most pre-

tending. In the poor Physical (which,

by the way, had by fur the best salu7i

d'asseinblte) the business was infi-

nitely better conducted, though the

attendance Avas comparatively thin.

They also were misguided enough to

have four presidents ; and, it might

be said that, in either establishmeijt,

these were but change for a penni/.

Perceiving the absurd manner in

which these young gentlemen were
conducting business, I made up my
mind to attempt the establishment of

a third society, under the title of the
" INIedico - Chirurgical." We met
within the precincts of the College.

I was secretary the first year, vice-

president the second, and president

the last. The diplomata creating me
all these great officers are still in my
possession. We adopted a common
seal, without letters patent ; we wrote

all our transactions in big books ; and

we rejected an overture to coalesce

with the Royals. In my departing

speech, or oration, delivered to them
from the throne (after I was elected

to the dignity of the chair), I exhort-

ed them not to yield to this flattering

approach on the part of a body, sickly

though chartered, and the proposition

was declined.

Our society flourished far beyond the

expectation of myself—the Founder.

It lasted many years after I was for-

gotten at Edinburgh. Among the

members we had Oudney, Lizars,

Lyall, and many who have since risen

to great eminence and renown ; but

of their merits I shall speak in an-

other place.

Our plan was to incorporate exami-

nations, with papers and discussions

upon them. We had five or six ap-

pointed examiners in the various

branches of our studies, who entered

upon their duty after the visitors had

retired. The object was to prepare
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ourselves for the ordeal before us

;

therefore we had an examiiier in ana-

tomy, &c ; one in surgery ; another

in the practice ; a fourth in the theory

of medicine. 1 was the fifth ; and
my department was midwifery, I

having in my possession a complete

course of Dr. Hamilton's lectures.

About two years ago (I date from

December 1832, and 1 left the society,

under flying colours, in 1810), I was
at a dinner party of a caste exclusively

medical ; two respectable doctors of

Edinburgh were also present, and
among other topics of conversation

they fell upon the death of a society

to which they had, while students,

belonged. It appeared th'it this so-

ciety had, in respect of funds, been
in a very flourishing state, but had
got meagre as to members ; it died,

in fact, a natural death in their time ;

and the few members, whom it was
possible to assemble, resolved to ap])ly

the surplus funds to the laudable

purpose of defraying the expenses of

a dinner.

I listened with some degree of

gratified attention to this discourse ;

and then informed the gentlemen that

I had been at the birth, while it ap-

peared that they had been in at the

death of the first jMedico-Chirurgical

Society of Edinburgh*.

ESCULAPIAN REFLECTIONS.

No. L

" Look before you leap."

Vulgar Proverb.

The happy moments of Christmas, a

season of almost universal holiday,

give us, whose mind is unwilling to

adapt itself to the festivities of that

period, an opportunity of casting an
eye of criticism over some few cir-

cumstances connected with the pre-

paratory era of the medical profession.

v\'e think we are happv in such an
opportunity, for the first division of

the medical season is drawing to a

* There has been one established under the
same name since.

close, when some students, prevented

by their engagements to do so before,

hasten to London to " enter" to their

lectures; to such students we will

address a few words of caution, and
to them also the improvements, which
we shall hereafter suggest, we think,

will be particularly applicable.

What golden dreams are those of

the tyro, when he is just upon the

eve of casting away the toil and
drudgery ofan apprenticeship, to enter

upon that more important division of

his professional education, which is

pursued in this metropolis ; when he
bids a long and remorseless farewell

to the pestle and mortar, to perform
the important process of " walking
the hospital

!"

The importance of that new under-
taking, the contemplated pleasures of

a residence in London, the joyous

freedom of " being his own master,"

are reflections whose ecstatic moments
impose many an unweighed dose of

Dover's powder or blue pill ujwn his

master's patients

The day of the tyro's departure is

at hand. He is soon to change the

monotonous and dull scenes of a

country town for the bustle, the

grandeur, and the beauty of the
" Modern Babylon." He is soon to

break asunder the fetters of restraint

that are imposed upon him by that

tyranny, that contempt too much and
too generally exercised by surgeons

towards their pupils. And now comes
that important question, to what me-
dical school is he to go } His master,

perhaps, twenty years ago, studied at

Guy's Hospital, too frequently a cir-

cumstance admitting of no hesitation

in the mind of the tyro, in regard to

his destination. And what are the

dazzling beacons which would induce
him to steer his bark to that haven }

Are there not Key, the lithotomist,

aud Sir Astley Cooper, Bart., the

consulting surgeon ! Yes, the consult-

ing surgeon. Ask not, think not,

tyro, what means the consulting sur-

geon of a London Hospital, of which
the very assistant-surgeon is daily in

the habit of riding in his carriage to
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see his patients, and receiving from

them his guineas ! As what ? As
consulting surgeon *. St. Thomas's
Hospital, on the other hand, exults

in all the rays of brilliancy that ema-
nate from the vigorous mind of Dr.

Elliotson, and the calculating, cool,

polished, yet sarcastic intellect of J\Ir,

Green. St. Bartholomew's Hospital

borrows lustre from the name and
versatile and inquiring genius of Mr.
Lawrence ; and, although the light may
have been for ever extinguished, the

phosphoric splendour of the great

name of Abernethy stands over the

portal of that venerable edifice, like

the bright sun xipon the dial- plate,

which, as it urges on the shadow of

the index into darkness, tells the Heet-

ness of time, and the nothingness of

genius. And what has King's College

but a name ? Yea, even more than a

name. Bend thy steps thither, tyro,

when the finger of the " Destroyer"

indicates the eighth nocturnal hour,

on IMondays and alternate days, and
there wilt thou see Mr. Green (that

popular professor) breathing out

his eloquence to his '^ toga'd" dis-

ciples, himself not less " togiferous,"

nor less proud of his toga, clad in the

varied colours of the rainbow, and
buried in a maze of drawings ; and
while the fruits of a learned mind
leave his distorted lips in measured
succession, the contemptuous sar-

casm for others does not forget to

gambol there. Thou hast seen the

patronage of the London University,

thou hast heard of its distinguished

professors, and it cannot fail to form
an ingredient of that indecision which
weighs upon thy brain.

It is the familiarity of all these

names, unavoidably eulogized and dis-

tinguished in the periodical journals,

that bewilders the student upon his

first Gradus ad Parnassum from the

humble domicile of his master. Hav-

* We must confess, tliat we cannot look

upon this fact of Sir A. Cooper being adver-

tised as consulting surgeon in the annual pro-

spectus of the lectures of Guy's Hospital, in

any other light than " a trap for the unwary."

ing arrived in London, guided by no
judgment of his own, no unbiassed
advice of others, and lost in a maze of

bewilderment, he is directed, in his

choice of a school, by its association

with a great man's name, who holds,

perhaps, in it an office scarcely more
than a sinecure. But, alas ! poor tyro,

he is not long ere he discovers his

mistake. He may be compared to

the silly moth, that flies to the glare

of the candle and perishes in its flame.

Our remarks, then, resolve them-
selves into this very important ques-

tion, " How is the young student to

remedy the evil which we have men-
tioned .''" To this question we would
return the following answer :—" He
should leave the country, divested of

all those airy visions of pleasure which
we have set forth, as being peculiar to

young men under such circumstances

;

which pleasures, a residence of three

months in London will tell him do
not in reality exist. He should leave

the country with but one object in

view : that object should be, to acquire

knowledge ; to qualify himself for the

arduous duties of the most responsible,

the most mysterious, the most useful,

and the most learned profession inci-

dental to man ; to prepare himself to

stand amongst the most distinguished

members of that profession, who, by
their indefatigable zeal, and by their

zeal only, have cultivated good, but,

in many cases, by no means inordi-

nate talent, with such success, that

they have received for their reward
the confidence of their fellow-men,

and, consequently, wealth and happi-

ness. We repeat, the student's sole

object should be to acquire know-
ledge, despite the formal and arbi-

trary regulations of the Society of

Apothecaries'^ ; which certainly stand

* Their worships have evinced a presump-
tion of an exact similarity of intellect and dis-

position pervading the whole human race

—

which we need not refute—or they would not

have made it a law, that each student should

study certain branches of his profession, at

precisely the same periods of his matriculation,

and in precisely the same manner. Would it

not have been sufficient to have demanded

i
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in the road to the temple of science,

" stumbling-blocks, and rocks of of-

fence." LastlVj out of the twenty-

one days prescribed by that august

body, for young men to make their

choice, the tyro should spend one or

two days at each medical school ; he
should inquire into its system, hear

its professors, and carefully mark its

merits and defects ; M'hich he should

methodically arrange in his mind.

Then he should, as it were^ individu-

ally weigh the comparative advantages

of these several schools, and seat him-
self upon the sinking scale. At the

expiration of these twenty-one days,

the student should not allow great

names to pervert and mislead his

judgment ; for where it incVmes, there,

we are convinced, will the student do

most good, and in that place should

he tix his "local habitation." We
have exceeded our limits in these re-

marks, and therefore we conclude.

Our next shall consist of observations

not directly connected with the fore-

going remarks. We hope, gentlemen,
you will not refuse either a corner in

your Journal. a pupil.

London, Dec. 27, 1832.

GYANURET OF MERCURY IN
SYPHILIS.

Last July, Dr. Parent presented a

p:iper to the Academy of Sciences in

Paris, on the effects of cyanuret of

mercury in venereal affections, which
was the subject of the Report of

Barons Larrey and Boyer. The cva-

nuret of mercury, very slightly so-

luble in water, and decomposed only

by animal substance, will be, on this

account, preferable to deuto-chloruret

ofmercury (corrosive sublimate). Long
and successful experience has shown,
that all the symptoms of syphilis dis-

appear very soon, and without bad

oril}/ qualification, and left the time, place,

and mode of study, to the judgment and dis-

cretion of the student ? The next regulation

will enforce the necessity of students living

upon gruel, we should suppose, to keep their

brains clear!

VOL. II.

effects, from its use. The twenty-
seven observations published by Dr.
Parent, have clearly proved that the

cyanuret of mercury possesses the ad-

vantage. The authenticity of the

cases in which it has been used, oc-

curring, for the most part, in the

large hospitals, and under the obser-

vation of celebrated physicians, accus-

tomed to observe with caution, is

sufficient to authorize the use of cya^-

nuret of mercury, and that, in future,

it should be considered as a valuable

remedy.

The use of this medicine was dis-

covered by MM. Parent and Boutigny
in the following manner. A physician

was in possession of a secret remedy,
the success of which, in venereal affec-

tions, had struck them ; he admini-
stered it in the form of pills, pre-

paring them himself. He applied

to M. Boutigny, an apothecary, for

the different extracts and salts he
made use of in the composition of his

remedy. He used a quantity of

Prussian blue, red oxide of mercury,
muriate of ammonia, extract of box-
wood, and aconitum napellus. By
analysis, there was found hydrochlo-

rate of ammonia, oxide of iron, and
cyanuret of mercury. JMM. Boutigny
and Parent thought that the cyanuret

alone possessed the anti-syphilitic pro-

})erties of the secret remedy ; they

made pills, solution, pommade, and
tincture, of this salt, and began their

therapeutic experiments, which had
the happiest results. M. Parent has

given an account of them in his essay.

Bulletin General de Therapeutique,

S,c.

CHOLERA MEDALS.

We mentioned, some time ago, the

intention of striking a number of

medals in France, for the purpose of

being issued to those individuals who
distinguished themselves in the cause

of humanity during the late epidemic.

A list of iOOO names has, we find,

been drawn up, and the medals are

likely to be issued from the Royal
Mint in the course of 4 short time.

3c
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Saturday, Janitartj 12, 1833.

ADULTERATION OF MEDICINES.

Though the laws of this country em-

power the Royal College of Physi-

cians and the Apothecaries' Company

to inspect the shops of apothecaries,

this duty is almost entirely neglected,

or performed in a mannerwhich affords

no protection to the public. The in-

spection of the medicines of regularly

qualified apothecaries is totally unne-

cessary, but should be immediately

extended to the manufacturing che-

mists and druggists. There is no con-

trol over these, though the sale of

their drugs is their only concern as

traders ; hence it is found almost im-

possible to procure genuine medicines,

and the consequence is, the destruc-

tion of thousands of human beings.

Every day's experience demonstrates

the inefficacyof medicines, of undoubt-

ed power in a genuine state ; and every

physician, with a spark of philan-

thropy in his bosom, deplores this

monstrous evil. Nevertheless, there

is no remedy for this state of things

;

the health and lives of the commu-

nity are sacrificed to an incredible

extent ; the fame of the most eminent

practitioners of the healing art is tar-

nished, because their prescriptions fail

to effect relief, or to cure diseases. So

great is the mischief caused by the

adulteration of medicines and by em-

pirics, that even the ablest of our

divines denounce it, as the following

animadversions clearly prow;

—

" But when men without skill,

—

without education,—without know-
ledge either of the distemper, or even
of wliatthey sell,—make merchandise
of the miserable,—and, from a dis-

honest principle, trifle with the painsof

the unfortunate,—too often with their

lives,—and from the mere motive of a
dishonest gain,—every such instance

of a person bereft of life by the hand
of ignorance, can be considered in no
other light than a branch of the same
root — It is murder in the true sense

;

—which, though not cognizable by our

laws,—by the laws of right,—every

man's own mind and conscience must
appear equally black and detestable.

" In doing what is wrong,—we
stand chargeable with all the bad con-

sequences which arise from the action,

wliether foreseen or not. And as the

principal view of the empiric in those

cases is not, what he always pretends,

— the good of the public—but the

good of himself,—it makes the action

what it is.

" Under this head, it may not be
improper to comprehend all adulter-

ations of medicines, wilfully made
worse through avarice.—If a life is

lost by such wilful adulterations,

—

and it may be affirmed, that, in many
critical turns of an acute distemper,

there is but a single cast left for the

patient,—the trial and chance of a

single drug in his behalf;—and if

that has wilfully been adulterated, and
wilfully despoiled of its best virtues,

—what will the vender answer ?"

Such was the language of Sterne,

in one of his Sermons ; and it corro-

borates the validity of our repeated

strictures upon the subject at the pre-

sent period. It is, therefore, obvious,

that some change is required in the

laws relating to the preparation of

medicines, and to the practice of the

profession. If the laws enacted, more

than three centuries ago, be unsuited

to the present state of society, we can
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see no reason why they should not be

improved. It is idle to imagine,

that the corporations of physicians,

surgeons, and apothecaries, who are

armed with some authority, will view

the distracted and degraded state of

the profession with an impartial eye

—it is not agreeable to human nature

that they should ; but we ask the

public press and the legislature, is

human life unworthy of protection ?

Is a wise reform to be effected in all

our institutions except the medical ?

Is it either wise or politic tliat, in a

country like this, the public health

should be destroyed, and the dignity

of medical science depreciated to the

lowest degree ? We should hope not

;

and therefore we entreat the press

to exert its unlimited power in the

cause of medical science and huma-

nity. We advise its conductors to

apply to themselves and their families,

the abuses which we have exposed,

and then view them throughout so-

ciety. If this be done^ we shall no

longer complain of apathy on their

parts : they will be the strongest ad-

vocates of our cause, and incalculable

good must follow.

SATISFACTORY OPERATION OF THE
ANATOMICAL BILL.

We have great pleasure in stating,

that since the Right Hon. the Secre-

tary of State for the Home Depart-

ment enforced the new law impar-

tially, the study of medicine has been

wonderfully accelerated. A few weeks

ago, the number of bodies supplied to

all the London schools was thirty a-

month ; at present it is one hundred

and sixty. The expense of procuring

each body, including that for a re-

spectable burial, is 2/. \0s. Great

praise is due to the Secretary of State,

and to Dr. Somerville, the Inspector

of Anatomy, for effecting a fair and

ample supply of bodies ; and no small

satisfaction and pride must be felt by

Mr. Dermott and his numerous pupils,

Avho, by their memorial proposed at

the Albion Tavern, brought about

such a favourable result. London can

now compete with Dublin and Paris

in facilities for teaching anatomy;

the rising part of the profession will

have much better opportunities of ac-

quiring anatomical knowledge; and

their acquirements will be of a much

higher character than heretofore.

MEDICO-BOTANICAL SOCIETY.

EARL STANHOPE, PRESIDENT, IN

THE CHAIR.

Tuesday, January 8th, 1853.

NATURAL HISTORY OF EGYPT AND NUBIA.

CHEMICAL ACCOUNT OF IODINE.

Mr. Barry O'Meara was proposed

as a Fellow of the Society.

M. Rifaud exhibited to the Society

three hundred drawings, illustrating

the zoology, the natural history of

Egypt and Nubia, with botany. These
he had completed after a residence of

twenty-two years in different parts of

Africa. They represented an infinite

number of fishes, animals, and plants,

most of which have not hitherto been

known. He handed round prospectuses,

by which it appears that the author

intends to publish the result of his

arduous observations in five volumes,

and a folio atlas, containing three

hundred plates.

3c2
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The Noble President complimented
]M. Rifaud on his zeal and indefati-

gable industry, and returned him a

vote of thanks for his politeness in

exhibiting his drawings to the So-

ciety.

IVIr. Everett, Professor of Chemistry

to the Society, then delivered a lumi-

nous lecture on iodine and hydriodate

of potass. He cited several autho-

rities in Germany and France, in at-

testation of the curious and important

facts, that iodine exists in appreciable

quantity in sea-water, in couibination

with various minerals and metals ; it

was also detected in certain fishes

and mineral waters; it is generally

supposed to exist only in marine plants.

The able lecturer then experimented

on iodine in its various combinations,

and succeeded so successfully as to

excite repeated applause from a mo^.t

numerous meeting. He remarked,

that he made numerous experiments on

the hydriodate of potass of commerce,

and thougii he had not completed

his labours in consequence of illness,

he was prepared to prove, that it

was generally adulterated, and could

not be depended upon by physicians.

In his opinion, this abuse ought to be

corrected. QThis fact has been re-

peatedly proved in vol. i. of this

Journal

—

Rkp. Sec our Leader.']

Mr Everett described the ordinary

modes of preparing the remedy in

question, all which he explained in

the clearest manner ; but that which

he found the most accurate was the

following: jdace eight ounces of dis-

tilled water in a phial, and 500 grains

of iodine, 200 grains of iron-wire,

brightened by having been previously

drawn through sand-pajicr, and di-

vided into short pieces. This mixture

is to stand for three or four days;

when it will assume a dark greenish

colour : it is then to be filtered, and
428 grains of bicarbonate of potass

added. This process affords a per-

fectly pure hydriodate, which is so-

luble in alcohol, while the adulterated

article will leave a residue on being

mixed with this fluid. Here, then,

is a simple test for a most valuable

remedy. The lecturer described the

mode of detecting the hydriodate in

the smallest quantity. He made se-

veral experiments on the subject.

One of these deserves especial atten-

tion. He took t) lbs. of common salt,

and barely covered them with water
;

he added half a grain of the hydriodate

of ])otass ; the solution was filtered,

and a pint of fluid obtained. The
addition of a solution of starch to this

produced a slight blue colour. Iodine,

in solution, was discoverable bv the

same test. Numerous other interest-

ing experiments were made for a si-

milar purpose. The lecturer avoided

allusion to the remedial powers of

iodine and its preparations, as these

would be fully described at the next

meeting after the anniversary, by his

colleague, the Professor of Materia
Medica

Dr. James Johnson was admitted a

Fellow of the Society ; and immedi-
ately after, the Noble President ad-

dressed the meeting, on the associa-

tion of so able and scientific a phy-
sician as Dr. Johnson, a gentleman

who had done inestimable good to

medical science by his writings, and
who justly stood at the head of his

profession as an experienced phy-
sician.

Dr. Johnson returned thanks, and
expressed his inability to find appro-

priate terms to describe his feelings

for the high eulogium passed upon
him by the Noble President and the

Society. He felt that his humble
talents did not deserve it, but should

endeavour, as far as in his power, to

benefit a society, whose objects were
so praiseworthy.

Tiie Noble President then an-

nounced that the Anniversary Meeting
of the Society would be held on the 1 6th

inst., and at the subse(iuent one, the

learned Profes.sor of Materia Medica,

Dr. Ryan, would deliver a lecture on

the Remedial Powers of Iodine. The
Society then adjourned.

[^This Society promises to be one

of the best attended in the metropolis.

The meeting-room was crowded, and
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several eminent individuals were pre-

sent. It is the only Pharmacological

Society in this country, and now flou-

rishes, since the removal of certain

ohnoxious persons, who injured it

materially. The most celebrated con-

tinental botanists are among its mem-
bers ; and it is deeply to be regretted,

that an imprudent act of an indi-

vidual, vv'hich was contrary to the
unanimous wish of the Society, but
which was carried into effect by a

party, should influence some of the
most eminent of our national botanists

to take offence at that which was
never contemplated by the Society at

large. It is, however, to be observed,
that the Society is not purely bota-
nical, but is virtually pharmacological,
and enrols among its Fellows some of
the most eminent physicians in this

country — Sir Henry Halford, Sir

JamesM'Grigor, Sir William Burnett,
Dr. Bree, &c. ; and however anxious
it might be to possess certain eminent
botanists among its honorary Fellows,
it proceeds more auspiciously since it

very properly extended its objects to
general therapeutics.]]

MEETINGS OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE
OF PHYSICIANS.

The meetings of the Royal College of

Physicians will commence on Monday
28th instant, when a paper will be

read from the pen of the President,

which, no doubt, will illustrate some
great practical point. The meetings
will be held the last Monday evening

of each month until the end of June.

CHAIR OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY
IN EDINBURGH.

TheHE are several candidates for the

vacant chair of natural philosophy, in

the University of Edinburgh ; but one
of the first was Sir David Brewster.

By some unaccountable cause, the

Town Council, contrary to the wonted
nationality of North Britain, offered

the professorship to SirJohn Herschel,

whom all the world well knew as on
the point of leaving England for the

Cape of Good Hope. Circumstances

have transpired which leave not the

shadow of a doubt, that the offer was
not made until the certainty of re-

fusal was quite determined. The
natives of Scotland are proverbially

partial to each other, and we believe

this is the first instance in which a

professorship in Modern Athens was
offered to an Englis-hman. We are

quite certain there ^vas an object in

view in this unusual preference. But,

if the Provost and his satellites were
sincere, why did not they offer the

vacant chair to Mr. Babbage, who
was a candidate with Sir John Leslie

on a former occasion. Is it because it

was probable that he would accept it }

Now Brewster and Babbage are phi-

losophers highly esteemed in the scien-

tific world, either of whom would do
credit to the appointment. There
are several other candidates who pos-

sess strong claims, and the most cele-

brated of these are Dr. Olinthus Gre-
gory and Sir D. Brewster. As these

gentlemen are Scottish, we have not

the slightest doubt but one of them
will be appointed. The shallow ma-
noeuvring of the Edinburgh Baillies

might be passable in by-gone times,

but is too glaring for the present.

ANNUAL MEETING OF NATURALISTS
IN GERMANY.

At the close of last year the number
of naturalists assembled at Vienna
amounted to 900. The section of

geology furnished many brilliant

names. They received many marks
of attention from government; the

royal carriages were placed at their

disposal, and a certain number from

each section were entertained by

Prince JMetternich and the Minister

of the Interior.
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l^cbtttos.

The extraordinary Case of Sarah
Haivkes—one of extreme Defor-
mity—cured by a Method founded
upon simple Principles. By Ed-
ward Harrison, M.D. F.R A.S.
Ed. J. Robins, Bride-court, pp.
xviii.—78.

Fob the indefatigable and meritorious,

tlie benevolent and learned physician,

under whose auspices the subject of

this narrative had the happiness to

be ultimately placed, we trust that

the day of well-merited reward is fast

approaching. Few members of our

profession have laboured with greater

assiduity, or applied extensive oppor-

tunities of observation to better pur-

pose, than the (formerly) persecuted

gentleman who now comes again

before the public, though not in the

usual direct manner. This we say

from a motive of duty towards a liberal

and disinterested member of the cloth :

for, in the instance of the present

publication, he not only seeks no ad-

vantage for himself, but has been at

all the pains, and has incurred all risk,

as to expense, &c., in order to crown
his success, in restoring the patient to

health and vigour, by presenting her

with a valuable and appropriate dou-

ceur, which (if we are not widely

mistaken) will be highly acceptable

and profitable upon her recovery from
protracted suffering. The book is

avowedly " published for the benefit

of the patient," who is a young girl

in indigent circumstances, but now
deemed capable of gaining alivelihood,

if furnished with the means of outfit

for some situation, the duties of whiclj

may not be laborious.

Dr. Harrison, however, has contri-

buted greatly, in this unpretending
publication, to the clear understanding

of the nature and importance of defor-

mities in the spinal column. Here
we have " the extraordinary case"

indeed, of a child, who, at the age of

11 or 12, was knocked down by a

blow, inflicted on the posterior surface

of the neck. This violence was imme-
diately succeeded by reiterated attacks

of syncope, which M^ere again followed

up by symptoms of the most distress-

ing, and distortions of an almost un-
paralleled, nature. In fact, from
reading the description, and viewing
the plate (I.) which is appended,
by way of illustration, we should be
almost inclined to say, that some
" demon had tied the creature in a

knot !" made of her trunk and extre-

mities, both upper and lower. With-
out the engraving in question, and
the most irrefragable testimony as to

its being a faithful representation of

what poor Sally was for two years and
upwards, it would be too much to

expect any one to be easily satisfied

that the straight and handsome young
woman who will, in all probability,

shortly be seen- behind a bazaar coun-

ter, ever could have been the original

of such a mass of deformity. But, so

it is.

The subject of this metamorphosis
(for such she may be fairly called)

had been long abandoned as a hope-

less case, after having been seen by
nearly fifty medical practitioners in

the country. Her parents, being in

straightened circumstances, resolved,

at length, to remove her to London,
with the expectation of attracting the

notice of the benevolent public, and
thereby obtaining some pecuniary

assistance, but without any settled

notion as to what use this might or

could be put to. ])r. Harrison, hav-

ing been accidentally informed of this,

visited her, as an object of mere
curiosity, in the first instance ; but
he no sooner saw her than he resolved

to attempt something for the allevia-

tion of her distress, and, step by step,

proceeded to the grand desideratum

of her perfect recovery, with uninter-

rupted success.

We have not room even to abridge

the account of her situation when
first visited by the author, much less

to quote the report of the treatment,

which was of the most simple nature,

for it depended (as is most truly set
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fcrtli in tlje title page) " upon sim-

ple principles ;" which principles may
be resolved into a discovery, that the

whole of the pre-existing derangement
depended upon a partial dislocation,

or subluxation, among the cervical

vertebrae ; the restoration of which, to

their proper relative situation, was
the whole and sole cause of the cure.

How this was effected is candidly and
clearly set forth in the pamphlet ;

while the narrative is interspersed

with, and accompanied by, much in-

genious physiological reasoning, as

well as sound pathological and valua-

ble practical information.

The girl, as we have hinted, will

remain in London, and will be a most
remarkable and interesting object of

attention to intelligent persons in ge-

neral, and to medical men in parti-

cular.

The Dublin Journal of Medical and
Chemical Science. No. VI. Vol. II.

January, 1833,

The present Number of our respected
contemporary maintains its high scien-

tific character, and contains a vast

deal of matter deeply interesting to

those engaged in the practice of me-
dicine, as well as to those devoted to

chemical research. The work is sup-

ported by an association of the most
promising and rising of the profession

in Dublin, as will be seen by reference

to their original communications and
reviews.

Among the contributions in the

number before us, is an extremely va-

luable paper " on Strangulated Ingui-

nal Hernia in an infant, cured by ope-

ration, to which are annexed cases of

congenital hernia" of the brain, illus-

trated by plates. This paper is by
Mr. Adams, and is so instructive that

we shall extract a considerable part

of it :—
" Although the surgeon is fre-

quently consulted in cases of conge-

nital inguinal hernia in young chil-

dren, I believe the examples where
this complaint has been found com-

' plicated with a strangulation of the
intestine, have been exceedingly rare.

*' Young sulijects arc not, how-
ever, entirely exempt from this occur-

rence : ' Mr. Pott saw a child of one
year old die of incarcerated rupture.

Gooch has recorded an instance which
proceeded to mortification in an infant

of ten weeks, and one of six months
perished from strangulation, in the

hospital of Leyden "*.'

" The only instance of successful

operation for the relief of strangulated

hernia in the infant, which I find

recorded, occurred in the practice of

Mr. Long, in St. Bartliolomew's

Hospital. The age of his patient M'as

only fourteen months, and it appears

that the hernia was inguinal, not

congenital f.
" The case which I shall now ad-

duce, appears to me worth recording,

not onlji- as it differs from any of those

above-mentioned, but as the result

of the practice here adopted, esta-

blishes what, no doubt, might have
been anticipated, that there is no-
thing either in the congenital nature

of tlie hernia, nor in the circumstance

of the patient being yet an infant, to

contraindicate the propriety of having
immediate recourse to the operation

of dividing the stricture, when all

other means have failed to afford re-

lief. The relation of such cases is

calculated to direct our attention to

the important fact, that constipation

of the bowels with vomiting may,
even in the youngest children, occa-

sionally have its source in a strangu-

lation of the intestine.

" Case.—William Furlong, setat.

one year and six months, a puny,
emaciated cliild, still at the breast,

was admitted into Jervis street

Hospital on Sunday evening, March
the 18th; the countenance was pale

and sunken, the eyes languid, and
surrounded with a dark circle ; the

child was restless, feverish, and
thirsty, and every thing swallowed

was instantaneously rejected from the

stomach, while the bowels (which

* Lawrence on Hernia.

t Ibid.
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heretofore had been affected with an
habitual diarrhoea) were now, and
had been for the last two days, in an
obstinate state of constipation. Upon
exposing the abdomen, we observed
that it was prominent, tense, and
tympanitic, and the right inguinal

ring appeared to be distended by the

broad base of a pvraniidal-shaped

tumour, the apex of which was formed
by the lowest part of the scrotum

;

this tumour had just the same tense

feel that the abdomen itself had, and
evidently contained intestine in a

state of strangulation. The lowest

point of the distended scrotum was
intensely red from inflammation ; this

swelling, which constituted thehernia,

was painfully sensible to the slightest

touch, and the whole abdomen, both

as to tension and sensibility, was
nearly in a similar condition. We
learned upon inquiry that the parents

had observed the child to have been
ill for the last fortv-eight hours ; that

until this day thev had never noticed

the inguinal swelling; it appears,

however, nearly certain, that the

child's illness commenced with the

sudden strangulation of the intestine,

the occurrence of which was marked
by vomiting, followed by the acces-

sion of fever, restlessness, sudden
cessation of the habitual diarrhoea,

and constipation.

Treatment.—This it was plain was
a very urgent case, and it appeared
that an immediate operation held out

the only chance of safety to the little

patient. At first, however, I made a

trial of the taxis, but the sensation

communicated to the hand on ex-

amining the abdomen and the tumour
itself, and the state of irritability into

which the child was thrown, when-
ever the taxis was attempted, soon

made me desist, after the first effec-

tual attempt, from having recourse to

so painful an experiment, and one to

which I resorted more in conformity

to usage than with the expectation of

success. I therefore stimmoned a

consultation for eight o'clock in the

evening, and in the mean time a to-

bacco enema was directed to be thrown

up, and the child was ordered a warm
bath. On our visit at 8 p.m., however,
we found our poor little patient in no
respect relieved, but evidently weaker;
it was therefore brought at once into

the operation room. With the assist-

ance of Mr. Ellis, one of the surgeons

of the hospital. Dr. Hutton, and JMr.

Power. I performed the O])eration in

the following manner :—The child

having been placed in a convenient

position on the table, an incision,

about two inches and a half in length,

was made, which commenced at the

base, or broadest part of the tumour,
near the external abdominal ring, and
extended to ntarly the bottom of the

scrotum. By this incision a consi-

derable depth of soft, fatty, cellular

membrane, of the usual granular ap-

pearance, was divided ; on dissecting

this layer off towards the side, a mem-
brane of a reddish hue, covered with

loose shreds of cellular structure, was
exposed. This membrane seemed
tense and much distended ; but when,
with difficulty, some of it was pinched
up between the finger and thumb, the

intestine was felt within it. A small

opening was made into the lowest

part of this distended tunica vaginalis;

a director was introduced, and a con-

siderable quantity of serum flowed

out ; a pair of scissors was then passed

along the groove of the director, and
the tunica vaginalis completely divid-

ed up the external abdominal ring.

The following parts now presented

themselves, and as there was scai'cely

any bleeding, they were all seen in

their natural colours. At the very

lowest part of the little cavity thus

exposed, lay the testis, which was of

a brilliant azure colour, overhung on

its outer side by its epididymis ; su-

perior to these, but in immediate con-

tact with the testis, was the stran-

gulated portion of intestine ; it was
about the size of the largest cherry,

with a polished surface, remarkably

tense to the touch, and of a deep nia-

rone shade, a colour which was strik-

ingly contrasted with the aspect of the

epididymis and the brilliant azure hue
of the testis. The stricture was re-
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markably tight ; an ordinary sized

director could not pass it, without un-
due force ; but a probe, substituted for

it, passed up into the abdomen. This
was next withdrawn, and, guided by
the nail of the index finger of the left

hand, a small blunt-j)ointed bistoury,

as used by Sir A. Cooper, was cau-

tiously insinuated, and a slight divi-

sion of the stricture having been
made upwards and inwards, the in-

testine was returned into the cavity

of the abdomen ; and lastly, the lips

of the wound were united by three

stitches. From the irritable state of

the stomach, it was deemed imprudent
to give any medicine by mouth ; an
anodyne liniment was therefore ap-
plied to the abdomen : the child slept

soundly for three hours after the ope-

ration, and on awakening, discharged

a quantity of flatus, which was soon

followed by a copious evacuation of

faeces. On Monday morning, at the

liour of visiting the hospital, we
found that the countenance of the

child appeared lively, and that the

blood had returned to the cheeks.

It drank at the breast, and the stomach
was no longer irritable ; of course the

fever, thirst, and restlessness subsided,

and the abdomen became soft and
natural.

"It is scarcely necessary to pursue
details further than merely to men-
tion that the sutures were removed
on the fuurth day, immediately after

which the wound gaped somewhat,
and the edges became a little inflam-

ed ; but on the fifth day there was a

healthy discharge from it, and it soon

healed from the bottom. The child

is now restored to health, except that

it has the hernia still ; it has gotten

a truss, and if the mother pays ])roper

attention, I have little doubt that by
its use, a radical cure of the hernia

may be obtained."

In the paper on Encephalocele, INIr.

Adams evinces great research, and an
intimate acquaintance with foreign

medical literature. He has amassed
much valuable information, and added
several cases which fell under his own
observation. He is evidently a sur-

geon of high attainments and of sound
judgment.

The next paper is by Robert John
Kane, M.R.I A., Professor of Che-
mistry to Apothecaries' Hall, entitled,

" Miscellaneous Contributions to Che-
mical Science." The subjects treated

of are—the Composition of the blood

in Jaundice, Theory of Ethers, action

of Iodides on Hydriodic and Sulphu-
ric Ether, combination of Iodide and
oxide of antimony, new mode of pre-

paring Proto-iodide of Tin, priority of

discovery of Iodide of Platinum.

It appears that Mr. Kane had, in

June last, read a paper before the

Royal Irish Academy (the Royal So-

ciety of Dublin) on the discovery just

named, and published his decription

in the July Number of the work
before us. M. Lassaigne of Paris

read a paper on the same subject on

the 17th of September, which was
published in the Journal de C/iimie

Medicate in October. The former

gentleman is therefore entitled to pri-

ority of claim as a discoverer. He has

also succeeded in decomposing water

by the magneto-electric current.

We shall notice the remaining pa-

pers in our next.

AMPUTATION AT THE HIP-JOINT.

A CURIOUS mistake has been made
in the French Dictionary of Practical

Medicine and Surgery, now translat-

ing in this Journal, as will appear by
referring to the article Amputation,

No. 48, Dec. 29, ult. Dr. Veitch, of

Chelsea, is called M. Weitch by our

foreign contemporaries ; and so accu-

rate was our translator, that he copied

the mistake. It is necessary to point

out this error, as Dr. Veitch is en-

titled to much praise for his method
of amputation at the hip joint, which
is so much simpbfied, that any sur-

geon may perform this formidable

operation with safety. We take this

opportunity of alluding to another im-

provement in practical surgery made
by this gentleman, so far back as 1804,.
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namely, the suggestion of the single

ligature. He has described this and
the former operation in a pamphlet,

entitled " Observations on the Liga-

ture of Arteries, Secondary Haemor-
rhage, and Amputation at the Hip-
Joint." He observes : —

" While I was enstaged during the

years 1803, 1804, 180;'), in conduct-

ing the important duties of one of the

first hospitals in this country, I se-

riousl)'^ felt the dangers arising to my
patients from the existing practice of

surgeons using large, flat ligatures

;

not only were they dangerous from
their size and form, thereby exciting

great irritation, but from their most
unwise and improper distribution in

the wound inflicted by the knife of

the operator. Still surgeons spoke of

healing by the first intention; but no
such thing took place, because their

arrangements completely interrupted

the powers of the animal economy in

so closing the wounds they inflicted.

The use of the large ligature was
adopted, in order to guard against the

division of the artery under the pres-

sure of securing it.

" The risk of secondary haemor-

rhage was supposed to be much in-

creased by the application of the small

ligature, and this opinion influenced

me to a certain extent, and led me to

make repeated experiments on the

dead body in 1804. 1805, with the

small ligature, previously to apjdying

my reasoning to practice on the living

body. That reasoning was founded
on the advantages likely to result

from diminishing irritation, and these

reflections rendered me anxious to at-

tempt, with safety, the reduction of the

volume of foreign matter in the form
of ligature, in securing the blood ves-

sels, divided in the numerous and im-
portant operations I had to perform ;

and this improvement, which extends

itself to all the operations in surgery, I

carried to an extent that no one has

usefully exceeded, not only by the di-

minution of foreign matter in secur-

ing the divided arteries, but by the

distribution of these ligatures in the

wounds inflicted by the operations of

surgery, and which distribution of

these ligatures, combined with their

fi)rm, brouglit this part of surgery as

near perfection as it is capable of at-

taining. The sufferance of foreign

matter in the wound, by cutting otf

the dependent ligatures, and allow-

ing the knots only to remain on the

arteries, and attempting to heal the

wounds over them has not been found

to answer. The mode of arresting

hemorrhage, which I adopted, was

carried into effect before the book of

Dr. Jones was ])ublished, and M'ith-

out any knowledge of his experi-

ments. I was not aware at the time

I so successfully applied the single

round ligatures to surgery, of the

change tliat the artery undergoes by

their action, and winch knowledge

led Dr. Jones very properly to recom-

mend a round ligature ; but I may
here remark, that such recommenda-

tion was not sufliciently explicit, for it

left the surgeon at liberty to introduce

as mncli foreign matter in a round,

as had previously been done in a flat

form in securing arteries, and, by
consequent irritation, defeating the

good efll'ects of the round form of

ligature in aiding the process of nature

in healing by the first intention. My
experience and reasoning led me to

reconunend a small ligature, and its

nature and form were not left to con-

jecture, bnt clearly laid down ; and

the introduction of this practice to

surgery, by Avhich its limits have been

extended, is, I think, unquestionably

due to me. Dr. Jones did not apply

his round ligature to operations on the

human body ; and the practice of

using the small single ligature, was

not adopted at the Edinburgh infir-

mary, in which city his experiments

were made, until "the apjiearance of

the following essay on the ligature of

arteries, which was sent to the editor

of the Edinburgh Medical and Si/r~

gical Journal, in 1805, and in suffi-

cient time to have appeared in the

last number of the said Journal of

that year, but was not published

until the first of April, 1806. It is

far from my wish to detract from the
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memory of Dr. Jones ; no man is

more sensible of his claims to the

respect of his profession ;—no man
more alive to his ingenuity, his ability

and patience in conducting his expe-

riments than I am ;—no man ever

read his work with more satisfaction

than I did, because his experiments

tended to assist the cause of hnma-
nity, by aiding the removal of pre-

judices^ which were arrayed against

the single ligature, although its ad-

vantages have been most satisfactorily

established by repeated and successful

experiments conducted by me, in

varied operations, on the living body

—

advantages which Dr. Jones did not

possess when he published his book *.

The second essay was published in

the same Journal, in the month of

April of the year 1807? and had the

effect of callingthe attention of British

surgeons to an operation actually dis-

carded from among them by the au-

thority of Mr, Pott ; and at the time

that essay was written, I am inclined

to believe the authority noticed held

some influence not only over the rea-

soning, but over the undaunted and
enthusiastic feelings of Sir A. Cooper,

in every thing that relates to surgery

and its operations.

" When conversing with this able

and distinguished surgeon, shortly

after the appearance of the essay, on
the operation of amputation at the

hip-joint, Mr. Cooper, now Sir A.
related some circumstances attending

this important operation, as performed

by Mr. Bronifield, who, it would
appear, had, in the course of his at-

tendance, mentioned the circumstance

to one of his patients.

" At the future visits of Mr. Brom-
field, the patient became inquisitive

as to the results of the operation,

* "Dr. Monro, the late illustrious pro-

fessor of anatoiuy and Purg'cry in tlie university

of Edinburgh^ gave his unequivocal testimony

to the merits of this improvement in the

application of the single small round ligature,

by Dr. Veitch. Mr. Wardrop, who is inferior

to no one as a surgeon, was among the first to

see the advantages, and consequently to adopt

tiie single ligature in bis operations.

and naturally applied to Mr. Brom-
field for information, who replied that

the person he had operated on was
dead, but that he had lived twenty-
four hours after the operation*. No
operation should be declined, howcA'-er

difficult and dangerous, provided the

concurrence of the patient can be
obtained, and that it tends, by its

effects, to alleviate pain, and increase

the chances of recovery, otherwise

become absolutely hopeless. The
single dressing of a fractured and
lacerated limb, will often give more
real pain, than any operation for its

removal will inflict.

" The mode of operating at the hip-

joint, laid down in the following

essay, will be found singularly appli-

cable, where diseased bone renders

this most important operation neces-

sary."

The method of operating has been
described in our number already re-

ferred to.

ABSCESS IN THE SUBSTANCE OF
THE HEART.

REPORTED BY DR. CASIMIR BROUSSAIS.

A sor.DiER, aged 19, entered the hos-

pital of Gros Caillon, with a variolous

eruption upon him ; he passed through

the several stages apparently favour-

ably. Towards the decline of the dis-

ease, diffused abscess formed on the

left elbow; the discharge was scanty

and of a greenish hue ; the fore-arm

and hand became prodigiously dis-

tended 1)7 infiltration, and cold to the

touch. At the same time, sloughs

formed on different parts of the body,

and the patient's strength was quite

exhausted ;—he died on the 55th day

from the attack.

Oti dissection, the heart was found

to be larger than usual ; but the left

side alone was hypertrophied and di-

lated. At the base of the left ven-

* "The operation of amputation at the

hip-joint, has recently been performed with

complete success by Sir Astley Cooper.
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tricle, beliind the mitral valve, and
in the fleshy substance of the walls,

there was an abscess of the size of a

iilbert, containing a whitish homoge-
neous pus ; the cyst had no opening,

either outwardly or inwardly. The
rest of this ventricle was not diseased

;

but the ventricle towards its apex,

and the auricle of the right side, pre-

sented two patches where the texture

had degenerated into a purj lish spongy

substance, not unlike to ordinary eruc-

tile tissue. No disease was detected

in any of the arteries or veins, nor in

the other viscera.

Ri^ections —The preceding case

proves, beyond all cavil, that an ab-

scess may form in the fleshy parietes

of the heart, without occasioning any
marked distress, or very evident sign,

and that its formation must result

from a local circumscribed inflamma-

tion

,

The early morbid anatomists fre-

quently mention suppurations, ulcer-

ations, and gangrene of the heart ; but

we have reason to doubt their correct-

ness; as no instance of mortification

of the heart is, now-a-days, heard of.

Senac is the first author who accu-

rately describes the degenerations of

the heart's texture. He says that the

seat of the abscess is always in the

cellular tissue connecting the muscu-
lar fibres, which are found generally

to be little altered by the suppura-

tion, and that the pus is poured out

between their bundles. The base of

the heart, he states, is most frequently

affected. Neither Morgagni nor Lieu-

taud have reported any cases. Laennec
describes one case, in which he found
an abscess in the substance of the left

ventricle, near its base, in the body
of a child who had been affected Avith

pericarditis. From the accounts left

to us by Senac, Corvisart, and Laen-
nec, it appears that there are no dis-

criminating, or pathognomic symp-
toms of this degeneration. In some
cases, the patients have died suddenly,

at the time when they seemed to

be in good health ; in others, palpi-

tations, and a feeling of strangling

had been observed. Of one thing we

are assured, that an abscess of the

heart may form, wihout any pain or

suffering ; a very satisfactory proof,

that pain is not a necessary symptom
of inflammation.

A very interesting and important

feature in the present case, is the

occurrence of certain changes, pro-

bably antecedent to suppuration, in

the textures of the right ventricle and
auricle. Dr. Broussais describes these

as small circumscribed inflammations,

with a sanguineous turgescence, indu-

ration, and incorporation of a black-

coloured blood with the muscular sub-

stance, which appearance was com-
pared by some to an interstitial apo-

plexy, and by others, to the structure

of the corpora cavernosa penis.

Erysipelas treated hi) Mercurial
Inunction.—Dr. Broussais has repeat-

edly employed this method, with very

satisfactory results. The parts af-

fected are to be gently rubbed with a

mixture of equal parts of " onguent
Napolitain" and of lard. The cases

suited to this practice, are such as

supervene to diseases by which the

body has been much weakened, and
in which the inflammatory action is

feeble.

Dr. Broussais' Opinion on the Use

of large Doses of Tartar- Emetic in

Pneumonia.—The employment of this

agent in acute inflammation of the

lungs is most efficacious, when the pa-

tients havebeen weakened beforehand

sufficiently by bleedings. We are more

and more satisfied that it acts, not as

a specific in counteracting inflamma-

tory excitement, but altogether as a

revulsive, or, in other words, that the

relief to the lungs is always in pro-

portion to the rapidity and to the

quantity of discharges produced,

whether by vomiting, purging, sweat-

ing, or flow of urine. It is quite a

mistaken notion^ to suppose that the

amendment of a patient begins only

when the antimonial ceases to have

some sensible effect, or, as it is ex-

pressed, when a " tolerance" of the

drug is induced. When it checks an
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inflammation, without causing vomit-
ing or purging, we shall find that pro-

fuse sweating, or diuresis, has gene-

rally taken place. But should no
evacuation at all occur, the antimonial

becomes an irritant to the stomach,

and gastritis ensues. Dr. B has seen

this repeatedly take place, and, there-

fore, dissuades its employment, when-
ever there are any syniptoms of ten-

derness of^ the stomach, whether this

be primary or consecutive. He nar-

rates the following case. A soldier

entered the " Hdpital du Val de
Grace," having all the symptoms of

an acute pneumonia of both lungs,

with a hypertrophy of the heart. He
was bled largely and repeatedly, but
did not experience relief; indeed, the
symptoms were aggravated, and the

antimonial solution was ordered to be
taken every hour. It produced copious
purging, but the disease advanced
ra])idly to a fatal termination.

On dissection, the greater part of

the lungs was perfectly normal, con-
gestion being visible only in one part.

On an examination of the stomach,
its mucous coat was found intensely

inflamed, and the inflammation was
traced to have ext. nded along the
whole extent of the duodenum, as far

as one-half of the tract of the ileum.

The inner surface was much softened,

and in patches converted into the ap-

pearance of a boiled pulp. In short,

this patient, says Dr. Broussais, died,

not from a pneumonia but from an
intense gastro-enteritis.

Obs. hy Ed.—The above report ap-

pears to us to be exceedingly imper-

fect and ill drawn up and does not

do much credit to the enlightened

physician, as no accurate diagnosis of

the transference of the malady seems
to have been made before death.

—

Me-
dico- Chirursical Review.

CHOLERA, GREAT VARIETY IN THE
TREATMENT OF, IN PARIS.

We have regretted, that we have not

noted down each and every mode and

method which has been recommended
in this country ; it would form a do-

cument at once curious and instructive,

at least so far as in showing us, how
the monster has laughed to scorn all

the futile attempts to arrest its fury

;

and howfraii andfeeble are thegrounds
on which the practice of medicine, in

the hands of many, is founded. No
one, we think, will dispute with us,

that the only rational hope of success-

fully treating this, or any other dis-

ease, is by a comprehensive and phi-

losophical scrutiny of its physiology

or symptoms, during life and of its

pathology, or its ajipearances after

death. We must not look to one, or

to another of these singly, but group
them together, and cautiously endea-
vour to trace every link of the chain

;

it is only thus that we can expect to

arrive at any rational conjectures, as

to the causes and essence of the dis-

ease ; and, till then, the treatment
must necessarily be empirical, and on
the whole, perhaps, as ineflicacious,

nay, even decidedly hurtful, as bene-
ficial. If, in any future period, a
method of cure, at once successful and
generally applicable, be discovered,

we, or our successors, must look back
to the records of this disease, with
feelings of little respect for the sound-
ness and sagacity of the present race

of medical men ; for we have all along
permitted ourselves to be too much
carried along by an exclusive, or un-
due attention to one particular phe-
nomenon, and on that, as on a pivot,

we have made our practice turn ;

but it is never too late to be wise, and
our wisdom will be best displayed, by
endeavouring to draw some useful

lessons from the blundering errors we
have hitherto committed. Some idea
may be formed of the general mala-
praxis of the French physicians, from
the following report of the difli;rent

plans of treatment of the cholera in the
various Parisian hospitals.

—

Op. cit.

Hap. Necker.—M. Bricheteau.—
Vapour-baths, aromatic infusions

—

general and local bleedings, sinapisms
and stimulating embrocations—wine.
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a-ther, and cordials— emetics, cold

lemonade, iced water, effervescing

draughts, ice laid on the epigastrium,

opiate enemas, opium pills by the

mouth. In less severe cases, energetic

antiphlogistic treatment.

Hop. Orplielin.f.—M. Blane.—Tjleed-

ing, emetics, effervescing draughts,

purgatives, and then astringents, if the

purging is obstinate—iced drinks.

Hop, Plepus.—M. Palrix.—Fu-
migation with chlorine—bleeding

—

emetics—narcotic decoction—iced le-

monade—blisters on each hypochon-

drium.

Hop. St. Aniotne.—M. Mai/hj.—
Leeches to the anus and epigastrium

—venesection, antispasmodic and opi-

ate drinks—stimulating frictions—in-

fusion of peppermint, with acet. am-

monite.

Hop. St. Louis.—M. Bielt.—Sub-

iiitras hydrargyri—charcoal, in doses

of 5ss. every hour.

M. JAlgol External warmth—
aether, with laudanum and acet. am-

moniifi—pills of acetas morphiae. For

drink, strong tea, well sugared, aci-

dulated, and alcoholised ! against the

vomitings, seltzer water, either alone

or with wine.

M. Gerdij.—General stimulating

frictions— blisters along the spine

—

sinapisms to the arms, legs, and epi-

gastrium—gaseous, laudanised potion

— pills of camphor.

M. Jobert.—Sinapisms along the

whole extent of all the limbs—lauda-
num— leeches to the anus. When
vomiting is obstinate, seltzer water,

or the withdrawal of all drinks.

Hop. Salpelriere.—M. Piorry.—
General or local bleeding -hot aro-

matic infusion—Malaga wine, or light

punch, during the collapse— iced

Avater, and, when re-action ensues,

leeches^ poultices, and gum drinks.

Hop. Pilie.—Fresh lemonade, or

warm tea—peppermint and laudanum^

opiate enemata. M. Andral employs
ipecucuan emetics—excitants during

the cold stage—local and general

bleedings during re- action—opium in

small doses.

M. Lixfranc.—Tea, lemonade, and
punch—enemata, with sulphate of

quinine—sinapisms and stimulating

frictions.

M. Velpeau.—Sinapisms, opiates,

quinine enemata, to which are added

laudanujn and camphor.

M. Bouillaud.—Bleeding, leeches

to abdomen, frequently repeated

—

iced lemonade. In the state of com-

plete colla])se, weak coffee as a drink,

and drawing a heated iron along a

flannel band, which has been well

soaked in equal parts of liquor ammo-
niffi and spir. tereb. and applied over

the whole length of the spine.

Val de Grace.—M. Broiissais.—
When there is profuse vomiting and

purging, the patient should be given

ice alone to swallow : when the state

of cyanosis ceases, we ought to substi-

tute drinks. No frictions should be

employed. General bleeding, or, what

is better, numerous leeches, and after-

wards hot poultices to the leech-bites

— sinapisms, vapour-baths— leeches

and iced water to the head.

—

Journal

Complement.

A NEW SPECIES OF OPIUM.

" Besides those kinds of opium,

already noticed, namely, the Turkey,

the East Indian, the "Egyptian, and

the European, there is, gentlemen,

another kind, which may be, with

propriety, peculiarly characterized

as the 'Persian. It has been im-

ported into this country only very

lately, and the specimen I now pre-

sent to you is one of those contained

in the first parcel imported. It comes

from Trebizond, in Persia, and I ob-

tained it from Messrs. Yeatman and

Lum, Fore-street, City. You per-

ceive, gentlemen, that it is in small

cylindrical pieccEs, rolled in polished
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paper. On tearing off a portion of

the wrapper, you perceive that its

colour is reddifih-brown, and, in this

character, it approaches to the best

opium, though much lighter in colour

than the Turkey. It has a very fcetid,

heavy smell, and a bitter, acrid taste.

I have not had time to ascertain the
quantity of morphine and narcotine it

contains, but shall let you know the
first opportunity. I am inclined, from
its sensible qualities, to imagine that
it will be found to be very valuable
and active ; and, it is to be remem-
bered, that a great part of the ' Turkey
Opium,' as it is called, comes from
Persia."

—

Extract from Dr. Eppss
Lecture, Jan. 3, 1833.

EFFICACY OF SUGAR IN POISONING
BY COPPER.

M. Pastel has recently made several

experiments on dogs, in order to

ascertain the value of sugar as an
antidote for poisoning by copper,

concludes that repeated expe-H
rience has left no doubt' of the truth
of his inference.

—

Journal de Phar-

results of my experiments

macie.

The
were,

—

1st. That sugar decomposes ver-

digris not only at boiling heat, as has
been said, but also at the usual tem-
perature ; that this decomposition is

more or less rapid, in proportion to

the concentration of the liquids, and
that in either cases, the salts are
reduced to the state of protoxides ;

2ndly. That it exercises an ana-
logous action in the stomach, as

animals to which it has been admi-
nistered survived much longer than
in the contrary cases ; and that the
alterations observed after death were
very different from those usually
found after poisoning caused by pre-
parations of copper

;

3rdly. That the alterations ob-
served after the action of sugar and
albumen are nearly the same ;

4thly. That, conscqiiently it should

be ranged amongst the antidotes for

verdigris, as sugar decomposes, not
only at the usual temperature of the

stomach, but even at the common
temperature ; and, besides, it has been
successful in a number of cases.

RECENT DISCOVERY IN PRANCE OP
THE LAMINATED STRUCTURE OP
THE BRAIN.

At one of the last Seances of the

Academy of Sciences in Paris, and at

which M. Leuret's observations on
the laminated structure of the brain

came under discussion, M. Serres

took occasion to remark, that he him-
self had previously made the dis-

covery. This seems to have given

rise to a proposition that the ana-

tomical preparations and drawings in

the possession of these gentlemen, and
illustrative of the point in question,

should be submitted to the inspection

of MM. Geoffroy - Saint - Hillaire,

Esquirol, Bourdois de Lamotte, Vil-

lerme, Edwards, Andral, Louis, Mi-
tevie, and a few others. According
to a statement furnished by M.
Leuret, in a letter addressed to the

President of the Academy of Sciences,

his preparations exhibited, most dis-

tinctly, the extent and direction of

the laminae, which M. Serres failed

to accomplish. An Italian author

(Genneri) is the only person, accord-

ing to M. Leuret, who has thrown out

an idea as to the division of the con-

volutions of the brain into an infinity

of laminae. This subject cannot fail

to excite the highest interest among
phrenologists We shall give, in our

next Number, the details contained in

M. Leuret's letter.

NECROLOGY.

DEATH OF DR. JAMES CRAWFORD GREGORY.

It is with sincere regret that we recoi-d the

decease of Dr. James Crawford Gregory, whicfi

took place at Edinburgh, on the '2Sth ult. He
was our conteniporarj^ and son of the illus-

trious author of the " Conspectus Medicinw
Theoretica?." Descended from a long line of

distinguished professors, his father, grand-
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father, and great-grandfather, having tilled the

Chairs of Mathematics, Institutions, and Prac-

tice of Medicine in the Scottish Universities.

He inherited the abilities and talents, if we
may use the phrase, of his justly celebrated

ancestors. He was a most assiduous and
zealous student; and on him devolved the

responsibility of supporting and perpetuating

the renowned name of Gregory. After ob-

taining the doctor's degi-ee in the University

of Edinburgh, he repaired to France, and there

we can attest he was most indefatigable in

pursuit of science. We happened to be in

Paris at the time, and felt sincere pleasure in

observing his unceasing industry, as we, in

common with all the disciples of his fatliei-,

indulged in the gratifying anticipation, that he

would one day maintain the name of his

revered ancestors. At this perio<l, the late

Dr. William Cullen, nephew to the Scottish

Hippocrates, was in Paris, and he, too, evinced

the most satisfactory proofs that he was deter-

mined to follow in the wake of his renowned
relation. These gentlemen published, in 1829,
an edition of Dr. CuUen's First Lines of the

Practice of Physic, and rendered the work
accordant with the views of that period.

The scion of Cullen was cut off in the prime
of life, and the representative of the illustrious

philosophers of the Gregory family has shared

a similar fate. Both would have added lustre

to our Alma Mater had they boon spared.

Dr. Gregory was one of the finest figures

we ever saw. His features were regular, in-

deed truly handsome, and displayed an intel-

ligence and a benevolence rarely observable.

He was indefatigable as physician to the Royal

Infirmary ; he was the favourite pupil of the

great Laennec ; and he contributed, to the

Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal,

some valuable papers on diseases of the chest

and on diseases of the kidneys. His complaint

was malignant typhus, with which he was said

to be infected in performance of his duties at

the Infirmary. So great was the malignity of

the disease, that, though he was in the prime

of life (his age being 32) and had the assist-

ance of Dr. Abercrombie and his cousin, Pro-

fessor Alison, he sunk on the twelfth day of

his illness.

Thus has Scotland to mourn, during 1832,

among her illustrious dead, other victims of

the king of terrors—Walter Scott, Leslie,Cullen,

and Gregory have been gathered to their

forefathers.

We are grieved to state, that Drs. Aber-
crombie and Alison, two of the ablest phy-

sicians of Edinburgh, are, according to the

newspaper reports of the capital of Scotland,

despaired of, (Monday, January 7th). It is

said, that there is a most malignant typhus now
prevailing in Edinburgh.

We analysed those we considered the best,

though tliere were some of sterling merit which
we were compelled to pass over. The fact

was, that all in unison with the Central Board
of Health were undeserving of notice, as they
inculcated the recanted doctrines of that sapient

body, whose renown is imperishable.

O'S.—Many thanks for the Regulations of

the Dublin Apothecaries' Hall. We have
written to ascertain whether these are now in

force : we think it impossible. The professor

of chemistry to that body is far too enlightened

to sanction laws, which must have been passed

before his appointment. We are satisfied, that

Mr. Kane, the able editor of our Dublin con-

temporary, the gentleman to whom we allude,

would be as anxious as ourselves to maintain

the axiom. Patens omnibus Scientia.

Since the above was written, we have re-

ceived a letter from Mr. Madden, Secretary to

the Council of the Apothecaries' Hall, Dublin,

in which he states, that all Lectures recognised

by the Medical Corporations in London will

be received by the Institution to which he
belongs. We are much obliged by the view
of our defence of the Profession while ex-

posing unprincipled quacks and their nefarious

knavery.

Dr. F.—We made the extract for the pur-
pose of paying a just but trivial compliment
to two gentlemen of high attainments and of

integrity. We shall not omit to notice the

communications forwarded this week, when
opportunity offers.

Mr. D.—We cannot acknowledge works
unless on some of the medical sciences.

B.—We have seen the able article in

Merle's Weekly Register, on the necessity of

reform and suppression of quackery. His
strictures on Long, and the ignorant wretches

who pretend to superior medical knowledge,
are excellent. We shall never cease until we
banish the demon of empiricism from this

country. The end of quackery and humbug
is fast approaching. The new Parliament will

annihilate them.

Justus will do well to reflect on this day's

leader.

Damages and Costs against Dr. Ryan for

defending the honour and dignity of the Me-
dical Profession nearly <£800.

Amount of Subscriptions already received,

in aid of Dr. Ryan . . .£175 2
William Madden, Esq., Secretary to

Apothecaries' Hall, Dublin .10

Erratum.—Page 720, for fa fue, read for

fun.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A. C.—It was impossible for us to notice

one-tenth ofthe essays and treatises on cholera.

All Communications and Books for Review
to be forwarded (free of expense) to Dr. Ryan,
61, Hatton-garden, or to the Publishers, 356,
Strand, near King's College.
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Gentlemen,
In the last lecture, I gave you an account of

two kinds of ulcer, the healthy, or simple, and
tlie irritable, and of their treatment. The va-
rieties of sores are exceedingly numerous

:

surgical lectures and books describe only those

which are most strongly marked, and which
exhibit certain characters, sufficiently delineated

to admit of clear description; but, between
numberless other sores, the shades of difference

are very slight indeed ; and, in this point of
view, I think, ulcers afford an excellent illus-

tration of the infinite diversity in the forms of

disease in general, some of which are so pe-
cuhar as to be immediately recognized, while
others are much less dissimilar, and, as it

were, run, or are gradually shaded off, one into

another. No lecture, no treatise on this sub-
ject, will convey to you an adequate idea of
the immense number of various sores met with
in practice : the descriptions can only embrace
those differences and characters which are

either portrayed by nature, or revealed by
experience, in tlie boldest and most distinct

manner.
One ulcer, which I have not yet noticed, is

termed the indolent, which you will more fre-

quently meet with in practice than any other
kind of sore. I may say, gentlemen, that

three-fourths of the ulcers, for which you are
likely to be professionally consulted, will be of

VOL. II.

this nature. In the London Hospitals, the

number of indolent ulcers is calculated even
to exceed that proportion to the rest. They
are mostly situated upon the lower extremities,

and occur chiefly in persons above the middle
age, and some of the patients are far advanced
in years. Such ulcers are not often observed
in the young, unless the constitution and healtli

be particularly bad. In this species of sore,

the edges of the skin, around the ulcer, are

generally thick, rounded, and prominent ; the

granulations are pale, large, flabby, and
smooth, with a peculiar glossy appearance, or
kind of semi-transparency about them, which
you will never forget after you have once taken
notice of it. They secrete an imperfect thin

matter, containing flocculent substances, which
adhere to their surface. The paleness of the

granulations denotes a want of vigour and
briskness in the circulation in them ; indeed,

such is the indolent nature of these sores, that

sometimes no granulations are produced at all,

and the bottom of them looks as if it had been
scooped out, without any attempt at a resto-

rative process having been afterwards made

:

when the bottom of the ulcer is thus destitute

of granulations, it is generally of a pale brown
colour. When an indolent sore is in this con-
dition, with the edges at the same time high,

rounded, thick, and prominent, it is frequently

termed the callous ulcer. For a considerabfe

distance around the part, the integuments are

indurated and much thickened, and sometimes
the whole limb looks as if it were cedematous

;

but, if you examine it with your fingers, it will

w)i pit, and the swelling is found to be quite

firm and incompressible. In nine cases out of
ten, the indolent sore presents itself on the
leg, and generally near the ankle, where it is

more difficult to cure. In the majority of
cases, the pain is so trifling, that the patient is

scarcely conscious of having a sore at all ; he
walks about, and follows his ordinary occupa-

tion, as if nothing were the matter with him ;

and it is only when the ulcer becomes acci-

dentally inflamed, that he is inclined to keep
his limb quiet, or to confine himself in bed.

The mode of dressing a common ulcer will

3i>
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someliraes communicate this indolent character

to it : thus, if emollient poultices be continued

loo long, the granulations will lose their

healthy character, and become flabby, large,

pale coloured, and .scini-transp.arent, and the

healing process will not advance. In such a
case, either cicatrization will not go on at all,

or if it should do so, the cicatrix would be too

weaic to be serviceable, it would not bear the

common exercise of the limb. On the other

hand, if you take care to stimulate these weak
granulations, by means of proper dressings,

they undergo considerable improvement in

their nature, becoming smaller, more compact,
redder, and free from the glossy appearance,

which I have mentioned as characterizing

the granulations of a truly indolent ulcer. The
cicatrix, which then follows, is firm and
lasting.

Now, gentlemen, with regard to applications

to indolent sores, the following, I believe, are

most commonly employed : First, the solution

of the nitrate of silver, from five to ten grains

to the ounce of distilled water ; solutions of
the sulphates of copper and zinc ; the nitrate

of silver in substance ; the diluted nitrous acid

;

the ointment of the nitrate of quicksilver, di-

luted, or weakened with lard or spermaceti

ointment ; the ungueulum resina; flava>, or

yellow basilicon, to each ounce of which is

added one drachm of red precipitate. Mr.
Alcock gives a particularly favourable report

of the plan of dressing chronic ulcers of long

standing with the solution of the chloruret, or

chloride of sodium, sometimes mixed up with

a poultice, but more commonly applied by
means of lint. When the surface of a chronic

ulcer is foul, and the discharge thin and of-

fensive, I find that the solution of the chloride

of sodium has an excellent effect, cleaning the

^urface of the sore, and stimulating it so as to

bring on a desirable change in the nature of

the granulations. The strength, in which the

last application is used, varies according to the

effects produced, in particular examples ; but

generally it is employed in the proportion of

from three to six parts of distilled water to one
of the chloruret of sodium, or Labaraque's
liqtior. When lotions of any kind are applied,

of course the lint would soon become dry, if

not covered with a common pledget, or a piece

of oilskin ; either of these will serve to prevent

evaporation. But, gentlemen, I believe, that

nothing is more useful in the treatment of in-

dolent ulcers than well regulated pressure,

made with a common roller, applietl so that

the pressure may be equable, from the foot to

the knee, or else you may make the requisite

pressure with straps of sticking-plaster, ac-

cording to the method proposed by the late

Mr. Baynton. When you intend to adopt

tlie latter practice, you must cut the sticking-

plaster into straps, about two inches in breadth

and fifteen in length, or, at all events, long

enough to encircle the limb with two inches

over at each extremity. The first strap is to be

applied with its central portion on the side of

the limb furthest from the sore, towards wliich

the two ends are to be conveyed, so as to cover
it, and overlap one another for some little

distance beyond the ulcer in each direction, then

the next piece must l)e applied, so as to cover
about two-thirds of the first, and thus you go
on till you have covered, not only the ulcer, but

about two inches of the limb, both above and
below it. Mr. Baynton then used to put on
the limb a soft linen compress, and over this si

calico bandage. One advantage of this treat-

ment is, that the patient gonenilly experiences

less detriment from exercise, than in any other

manner of treating the sore.

With regard to frequency of dressing; if

you make use of this method, it is seldom ne-

cessary to dress the ulcer oftener than every

other day, unless the dischai*ge be profuse.

If there be tendency to inflammation, or the

weather hot, much comfort will be derived

from wetting the whole of tlie dressings with

cold spring water. By means of pressure,

skilfully made in the manner I have described

to you, the firm swelling, resembling oedema
in appearance but not like it in feel, quickly

subsides; the callous edges of the ulcer are

reduced ; the granulations become healthy, and
lose their flabby glossy appearance, they di-

minish in size, assume a florid colour, and
secrete thick pus of the best quality.

Sometimes, gentlemen, the common adhe-
sive plaster proves too irritating to the skin

;

you may then apply either the emplastrum
plumbi or the ordinary adhesive plaster and
the brown soap plaster blended together in

equal parts. I believe that this composition

is nnich used by Sir Astley Cooper ; I have
tried it, and found it answer exceedingly well.

You should be careful not to extend the treat-

ment with pressure to irritable sores.

Various other plans are resorted to by
practitioners : thus, Mr. Higginbottom, of
Northampton, has a method of liis own, which
consists in applying nitrate of silver, not only

to the sore, but also to the surrounding skin.

He begins with keeping the patient twenty-

four hours in bed ; he then uses the caustic ii»

the way I have mentioned ; and immediately

afterwards applies straps of adhesive plaster.

You may conceive, gentlemen, from what has-

now been stated, that these indolent sores will

bear a great deal; this must be tlie case, if

they will bear, at once, caustic and adhesive

plaster, not only without harm, but with bene-

fit. Mr. Scott, of the London Hospital, has
an ingenious way of applying the straps of

plaster to an ulcerated leg; he begins with

laying the end of the first strap along the

inner side of the great toe, and passes the strap

along the inner side of the foot, and then over

the heel to the outer edge of the foot, as far as

the little toe. This first strap is, of course,

horizontal. The next strap is applied with

its centre to the sole of the foot, near the heel,

and each end is made to pass perpendicularly

up the sides of the leg. The third is applied

horizontallv in the same direction as the first.
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and rather hifjlier up, yet meeting and over-

lappinff it a little. The fourth is applied per-

pendicularly ; and the plan is continued so as

to cover as much of the limb as is judged to

be desirable. The foot is bent to a right angle

during the time of putting on the plasters.

This mode of dressing has a neat appearance ;

and one very good effect of it is, to keep the

ankle motionless; on which account, the me-
thod is frequently advantageous in other cases,

as, for instance, after dislocations or fractures,

when it may be adopted just after the splints

are removed, and when you may yet wish to

afford some steadiness to the ankle, without

continuing splints any longer.

I have said, gentlemen, that you may con-

ceive how much these indolent ulcers will

bear, when thc;y' endure, with impunity, the

application of caustic and adhesive plaster at

the same time ; but you will have a still better

notion on this point, when I tell you, that, in

Edinburgh, Mr. Syme sometimes applies blis-

ters to them—blisters covering a considerable

portion of the surrounding skin, as well as the

sore itself. This plan was suggested to him
by a fact, which his experience revealed to

faim, namely, that some of these sores would
not heal under any ordinary methods of prac-

tice; but that, if the part happened to be
attacked with erysipelas, a new action was set

up, which, after the subsidence of the erysipe-

las, terminated in the cure of the ulcers. Mr.
Syme, therefore, thouglit that he might sub-
stitute the irritation of a blister for the altered

or increased action induced by the erysipelas.

1 have never seen this practice tried in London

:

indeed, it is only within the last year or two,

that it has been adopted in Edinburgh ; and I

mention it merely to convince you, that you
may sometimes deal freely and boldly with
these ulcers, not only without danger, but with
benefit to the patient.

Gentlemen, the next kind of ulcer, meriting

your careful consideration, is the phagedcBtiic.

The expression literally means that the sore is

one that eat« away the parts ; and really its

appearance is such as conveys an idea of this

having been the process by which the chasm
has been produced. The surface of a phage-
daenic sore is yellow and irregular ; the matter
16 generally very adherent to its surface, se-

creted only in small quantity, and not unfre-

quently tinged with blood. Perhaps we more
frequently meet with phagedaenic ulcers in

syphilitic cases than any others; but they
occur, also, under other circumstances. Thus,
the cancrum oris, as it is termed, a foul ulcer,

which attacks the mucous membrane of the
lips and cheeks, is a true specimen of phage-
dsenic ulceration. I may also remark, that

though scrofula generally produces sores of an
indolent kind, it sometimes gives rise to pha-
gedsenic ulceration of a very troublesome and
inveterate description. But, gentlemen, when
phagedaena does occur in syphilis or scrofula,

I believe it to be an accidental complication,

Bot influenced, in the slightest degree, by the

specific nature of those constitutional diseases.

Hence, when phagedaena arises in syphilis,

mercury, instead of being a remedy, generally

becomes a poison. Phageda?na from syphiUs,

or, more correctly, that species of phagedaena
which is met with in the foul wards of hos-

pitals, and in constitutions impaired by an
abominable atmosphere, unmerciful courses of

mercury, and mode of life, bears considerable

resemblance to hospital gangrene. This fact

1 noticed the other evening, when the subject

of hospital gangrene was before us ; indeed,

there is such an approximation of the two
diseases to each other in all their most im-
portant features, that the opinion of their

being identically the same affection is some-
times entertained. Whether hospital gangrene,

from the pestilential atmosphere of a military

hospital, crowded with wounds and ulcers, is

actually the same disease with the phagedcena
observed in the foul wards of the metropolitan

hospitals, is, however, a matter for further

inquiry.

Gangrenous phagedaena, as it is sometimes
called, begins at some minute point of ulcer-

ation or abrasion, or as a small boil surrounded
with a halo of dusky red inflammation. It is

often met with in the very lowest class of filthy

gin-drinking prostitutes. One variety of the

disease, which may be more conveniently no-
ticed, when I come to the subject of syphilis, is

well known at Guy's and St. Thomas's Hos-
pitals, under the name of the Stvan-alley mrr^
because many cases of it come from that place.

If any gentleman wishes to know particularly

where Swan-alley is, I can only say that it is

somewhere near St. Catherine's docks {alaugh),
where girls of tender age have intercourse day
and night with the Lascars and other men of

colour, from the shipping in that neighbour-
hood. These girls give their earnings to a set

of Jewish bawds, who, in return, give them
abundance of gin, though little food. The
common seat of the disease in them is about
the nates, the groin, and the bond of the thigh.

I have seen some cases where the arm was
affected ; and, in one case which was in St.

Bartholomew's Hospital, when I was a student

there, the brachial artery was exposed nearly

through its whole length ; but the disease is

most frequently remarked in the groin: and,

when in this situation, it sometimes commits
such ravages, that the femoral artery is de-

nuded. It is attended with severe darting

pain, at first remitting, but afterwards inces-

sant. The exposed surface is straw-coloured,

and covered with a viscid secretion. Here,
gentlemen, you will observe a resemblance to

hospital gangrene, the matter of which I de-

scribed as being of a glutinous, pulpy con-

sistence. The edges of the ulcer are thick

and abrupt, frequently everted, and surrounded
by swollen red intcginiicnts.

Another common occurrence is haemorrhage.

Here you will perceive another feature of re-

semblance to hospital gangrene. The bleeding

sometimes takes place to such an extent, that

3u2
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it contributes materially to accelerate the

patient's death. The fetidness of the dis-

diarge, arisiiifj from p;an<rrenous |>ha{;cd;Ena,

is siicii, that when once you have smell it,

you can never fortfet it a^^ain ; it is so liifferent

from every other perfume, that an experienced

surgeon knows Uic ulcer by it almost before

he sees it. I do not remember whether this

peculiarity of tlie stench of the hospital gan-

P'cne which occurs in military hospitals is

recorded in the emphatic manner which tliat

of syphilitic phagedena is, though I am aware
that the smell there is bad enough; but, in

phagedoena, it is not bad, but peculiar,—as

pecuhar as that which characterizes ulcerated

carcinoma. When the sore is dce|>, a great

quantity of matter is secreted, coptaining

shrefls of the disorganized texture, of a pulpy
consistence, whii-li are removed with the dress-

ings. Although the disease proceeds with ter-

rific rapidity, at Hrst there is but little consti-

tutional disturbance, but in the advanced st;iges,

the sreneral indisjxjsition becomes alarming, the

patient is sleepless from the agony lie suffers

;

his appetite is lost ; his tongue is covered with

a white or brown fur; there is pain in the e[)i-

gastriuni ; a feeble accelerated pulse ; severe

head-ache ; and sallowness of the countenance.

When the disease spreads with great rapidity,

it nmy be accompanied with bilious vomiting
and diarrhcpa, but there is no delirium to the

last. Here also we may observe certain points

of reseml)lance to hospital gangrene, and is

like Uiis disease, inasmuch as it often attacks

several persons in the satne ward, or hospital,

especially if they happen to lie near one an-
other. The opinion that gangrenous phageda-na
and hospital gangrene are identical receives cor-

roboration from another circumstance, namely,
that local treatment is perhaps nioreelficacious

in both these disorders, than constitutional

treatment. In the commencement of gan-
grenous phagedajna, if the patient be not too

much reduced, bleeding will sometimes relieve

the agony ; but, as copious hsemorrhages are

liable to occur from the sore, you should ije

careful not to take away blood from the arm
with too much freedom, unless, indeed, you
were to bleed the patient on the principle of

endeavouring to lessen the disposition to hae-

morrhage in the sore, a plan, which,! believe,

does not promise much success in any pha-
gedicnic diseases. Local bleeding, with leeches,

is not commonly recommended, because the

bites would be likely to assume the same
morbid action. The most approved plan of

treatment when debihty prevails, is to exhibit

the sulphate ofquinine and the diluted sulphuric

acid, allowing at the same time a moderate
quantity of port wine, and paying due atten-

tion to the bowels ; but, of all the medicines,

given in this disease, 1 believe opium to be by
far the most valuable one, and it may be
joined with tonics, and, if the bowels be quiet,

with diluted sulphuric, the nitrous or citric

acid. Mr. Welbank, who wrote an excellent

account of this disease, as it presented itself a

few years ago in St. Bartholomew's Hospifeii-,

which account is published in the Medico-
Chiruroical Transactions, found tiie best
mcde of treating gangrenous piiageda-na was
to dip pieces of lint in the undiluted nitric

acid, and, having protected the surrounding
parts by covering them with a thick coating of
cerate, to press the but upon the surface of the
diseased part, until it had been converted
into a firm dry mass: the ulcer was then
covered with simple dressings, and over these

was put linen wet with an evaporating lotion.

After the sloughs had been thrown off, if any
appearance of phageda'na recommenced, the a|)-

plication of the strong nitric acid was repeated.

In France, all i)hagedenic ulcers are now
usually treated with the solution of the chlo-

rurel, or chloride of sodium; this is the favo-

rite application, as I mentioned in my observ-
atioivs on hospit;il gangrene, and no doubt it

is entitled to a certain share of praise ; but I

believe that it has no specific power of stop-

ping the fvrogress of counnon phagedenic sores,

as is sometin>es represented. For this reason,

I am inclined to doubt whether hospital gan-
grene is the same disease as the ordinaiy form
of gangrenous phagedicna; I doubt, because it

is declared by several surgeons of high repu-
tation in France, that they can certainly stop
hos])ital gangrene by means of the chloride of
sodium ; whereas, in London, we know that

such medicine frequently fails in checking
phageda;na.

Another kind of ulcer is erroneously called

varicous, as if the ulcer itself were in tjiis con-
dition : the term only signifies, that the ulcer
is complicated with a varicous state of the
veins, and with a diflficiulty of cure depending
upon this disorder of the veins of the limb.
Varicous ulcers are, like some others, peculiar

to the lower extremities, and mostly attai-k the
inside of the leg, near the ankle, or else form
upon the instep. As I observed to you the
other evening, a varicous state of the principal

superficial veins always creates a disposition to

chronic inflammation of the integiunentsof tiie

leg ; it seems as if some derangement in the
capillary circulation of the part were occa-
sioned, producing this disposition to chronic
inflammation, which is denoted by brown
dusky discolorations of the skin, anil too fre-

quently proceeds to ulceration. The edges of a
sore thus formed are indurated, raised, and
callous, while its colour, and that of the neigh-
bouring skin, are brownish, or livid. The
pain is considerable, and instead of being con-
fined to the sore, extends nearly throughout
the limb—from one end of it to the other:

indeed the pain is sometimes more severe in

other parts than in the sore itself.

Now, gentlemen, with respect to the treat-

ment of ulcers attended with varicous veins :

—

when the patient first applies, the sore is gene-

rally irritable, and therefore you cannot have
recourse to stimulation or pressure ; you must
generally begin with a soothing antiphlogistic

pjan, prescribing leeches, evaporating lotions.
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a[«M-ipBl modicines, and low diet, and directing

tlio limb to be Icept perfectly quiet in the re-

cumbent position. If cold applications should

fail in bringing relief, you would then order

poultices and fomentations to be tried; but
when you are first consulted, you will gene-
rally find that the patient has been walking
about, that the part is more or less inflamed,

and, consequently, that soothing applications

will be indicated. Afterwards, the principal

indication will be to make pressure on the dis-

eased veins by means of a roller, laced stock-

ing, or stocking elastic bandage, or to cut oflT,

in some way or another, their communication
with the branches coming from the sore. It

was on this latter principle, that Sir Everard
Home proposed to tie the vena saphsena major,

where it ascends over tlie back of the knee-
joint, a scheme now abandoned, because it

was found that many persons, so treated, died
from inflammation taking place extensivel}'

within the tied veins,—in short, from what is

termed phlebitis, in which the inflammation of

the lining of the veins will sometimes proceed
even up to the right auricle of the heart itself.

We know, gentleinen, that the great veins

will not bear to be tied with such impunity as

the arteries; if you put a ligature skilfully on
an artery, there will generally be no bad con-
sequences; but if you tie or irritate a vein,

extensive inflammation of tl>e vessel, and of
others into which it empties itself, will too

frequently ensue, attended with derangement
of the system, very similar to what is no-
ticed in the worst stages of typhus fever.

On these grounds. Sir Everard Home's ope-
ration has now been abandoned. Another
metliod of cutting off^ the communication of

varicous veins with those of the sore was sug-
gested some years ago, by Mr. Brodie, who
passed under the vein a narrow bistoury, with
•the flat side of it turned towards the vessel,

until it had passed quite underneath it ; then
the edge was turned upwards, and the vein
/livided, care being taken not to cut through
the skin. This practice, I believe, is prefer-

able to that recommended by Sir Everard
Home ; however, it is not frequently adopted,
so great is the apprehension of phlebitis in tlie

minds of all experienced surgeons. The ap-
plication of the actual cautery to varicous

veins is a method of great anticjuity, and occa-

sionally advocated in modern times. It is fre-

quently productive of severe consequences,
not perhaps so often of phlebitis as the tying

the veins is, but of extensive inflammation of
the soft parts, and ill-conditioned ulcers, even
more difficult to heal than the original one.

Now, gentlemen, as there is no cliauce of this

method ever being extensively revived in this

country, I shall not detain you longer with
objections to it.

Most cases of varicous veins may be success-

fully treated by the judicious application of ban-
dages, especially of the stocking roller, which
is elastic like a connnon stocking, and when
well a^jplied, makes permanent and equable

pressure. Well tlien, gentlemen, the common
method of treating these ulcers is, tljc anti-

phlogistic plan while they are inflamed or

irritable, by means of leeches, evaporating

lotions, purging medicines, low diet, and con-
finement to bed ; and as soon as the sore Iws

become quiet, methodical pressure is to be
employed. For this purpose, you may use a
common roller, or stocking bandage, or tlie

laced stocking When, by these measures,

the sore has been brought into a better state,

the dressing should be adapted to the particular

condition in which the ulcer and surrounding
skin may happen to be.

With regard to specific ulcers, those pro-

duced by scrofula, the venereal disease, fungus
haematodes, chimney-sweeper's cancer, and
common carcinoma, will be considered in future

lectures. Sir Everard Home has described,

as a specific ulcer, one that sometimes occurs

on the instep, attended with enormous thicken-

ing of the integuments, almost like what is

seen in elephantiasis. The disease is met
with in persons who have lived freely. The
best application is the ointment of nitrate »f

quicksilver, with a proportion of camphor in

it. What has been called the fimgafed ulcer

of the calf of the leg, or sole of the foot, may
be cured by the external and internal use of

the liquor arsenicalis, unless accom|)anied by
disease of the lymphatic glands, when it is

always incurable.

There are numerous specific ulcers, besides

those which I have mentioned : many of them
are exemplified in the efltcts of the ulceration

resulting from various cutaneous diseases. The
principal characters of the scorbutic ulcer, or

that produced by scurvy, will probably be

described by the Professor of Physic.

lecture xix. delivered nov. 19, 1832.

Gentlemen,
HiTHEiiTo the observations delivered in these

lectures have related chiefly to common in-

flammation, and its occasional consequences,

namely, suppuration, abscesses, morlijication,

ulceration, and ulcers; but, certain other

kinds of inflammation, some of which are also

attended with these events, still remain to be

considered, as, for instance, ei-ysipelas, diffuse

inflammation of the cellular tissue, antl the

varieties of inflammation exemplified in boils,

carbuncles, and malignant pustules, all which
affections are very different from common in-

flammation, and each of them has characters

peculiarly its own. Erysipelas is generally

defined to be a peculiar inflammation of the

skin, characterisetl by a remarkable propen-

sity to spread ra[)idly, and to a considerable

extent, sometimes attended with vesicles, some-

times without them; but it is necessary that

you should understand, that one form of ery-

sipelas affects the cellular membrane as much
as the skin, and sometimes even in a greater

degree.

Then, pentlemen, one variety of erysipelas

is in reafiiy a fever, for it begins with con-
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stitutional disturbance, which leads to this

peculiar inflammation of more or less of the

surface of the boilj-, with as much certainty,

and in the same undeviatinj: manner, as some
other kinds of fever (the exanthemata) lead

to the production of other cutaneous inflam-

mations. Mr. John Hunter believed, as I think

with pood foundation, tliat erjsipelas, viewed

as an inflammation having- a remarkable dis-

position to spread rapidly alonp the skin, de-

notes the existence of a peailiar state of the

constitution, without which erysipelas would
not have taken place from any ordinary- excit-

inj^ cause, but only common phlegmonous in-

flammation. That the system is in a condition

diflTerent from that of health, when ensipelas

occurs in consequence of fever, is perfectly

manifest. I should say then, that erysipelas

c\n only take place unclercircumstances which
have some determinate, but unknown, unfa-

vourable influence on the system. The au-

thority of Jolm Hunter might be quoted in

support of another doctrine, yet partially en-

tertaine*!, that erysipelas is not exclusively

confined to, or always originally seated in, the

cutaneous texture, or even in that and the

subjacent cellular membrane together; but

that inflammation of any part, when the con-

stitution is in the peculiar state to wliich I

have referred, may have the erysipelatous cha-

racter; that is to say, may manifest a disposi-

tion to spread more extensively and rapidly

than common inflammation. In fact, we fre-

quently hear of medical practitioners speaking

of erysipelatous inflammation of the conjunc-

tiva, erysipelatous sore throat, and of erysipe-

latous inflammation of the various mucous
membranes, as if "the truth of the Hunterian

doctrine were fully established; but, gentle-

men, this is not exactly (he case, many intel-

ligent members of our profession not yielding

their assent to it. Perhaps the majority of

them do not admit, that erysipelas can origi-

nally affect any other parts than the skin and
the subcutaneous cellular tissue.

In vulgar language, the disorder is called

St. Anthony''s fire, and when it is of a light

yellowish red tinge, it is sometimes called the

rnae, a term employed not only by us, but by
tlie Germans and French. The most useful

division of erysipelas is into the simple or

superficial, the cedematous, and the phlegino-

nous, the distinguishing features of each of

which varieties I shall presently explain.

When the skin is merely affected with red-

ness, is not perceptibly swelled, has no vesi-

cations upon it, is of its natural softness, and
not attended with any severe symptoms, the

case is then considered to be erysipelas in its

slightest form, and is sometimes termed ery-

thema. However, the latter expression is

used in various senses, often signifying any
efflorescence or redness of the skin, produced
by mere local irritation, without the peculiar

state of the constitution which is to be con-
sidered as predisposing to erysipelas, or

having any thing to do with the production

of the affection of the skin. Then some
practitioners apply the term erythema to ra-

pidly spreading inflammation of the cuta-

neous texture, unprecedeil by fever ; and the

name of erysipelas to a similar kind of inflam-

mation, that follows as a regular consequence

of a specific febrile disturbance of the consti-

tution. Many expressions, occasionally adopt-

ed, are at least superfluous : thus, what is

called malig-nant, or frntrg-renous erysijwlas,

is merely a stage of phlp^inonnus erysipelas,

and not a distinct variety itself; it is, in fact,

that stage of phlegmonous erysipelas, in which
suppuration and gangrenous mischief have oc-

curred. Then, gentlemen, you will some-

times hear of bilious erysipelas, which is so

called when attended with much derangement
of the digestive functions, and particularly of

those of the liver. The erysipelas errati-

cum, as it is named, is that in which the dis-

ease has a great dis{)osition to wander al)out

from one part of the body to another, some-

times getting well in one s.tuation, but attack-

ing another ; aiid thus the disease will some-

times go on for a very long time without

coming to a termination. About two years

ago, I attended a patient wlio had erysipelas

of the right leg, preceded by febrile symp-
toms ; the disease then extended successively

to the right thigh, the right buttock, right side

of the abdomen and chest, thence to the

shoulder, nape of the neck, and scalp. After-

wards it descended on the other side of the

body to a considerable extent before it stop-

ped. After its cessation a calculation was
made, that it had travelled over at least two-

thirds of the whole surface of the body. When
erysipelas has this extreme disposition to

spread, or rather wander, over the body, it

usually subsides in one situation, as it is ex-

tending itself in another.

Simple, or superficial erysipelas, is that form

of the disease which affects chiefly the skin,

and does not seriously involve the subjacent

cellular tissue ; it is, however, generally at-

tended with a certain degree of effiision in the

cellular membrane directly under the cutis

;

but, though the cellular tissue may have

serum effused in it, no material degree of in-

flammation prevails in it, the skin being the

texture chiefly affected. The skin is of a

bright red colour, which terminates abruptly at

a defined line, the redness not being gradually

lost in the surrounding parts, as in phlegmonous

inflammation. In the latter case, tlie redness is

shaded off" and insensibly lost at the circum-

ference of the swelling: here then we find one

remarkable point of difference between phleg-

mon and erysipelas.

In erysipelas, gentlemen, the redness disap-

pears on pressure ; that is to say, if you press

with the end of your finger on any part of the

inflamed surface, a white spot will remain for

a few seconds after your finger is removed,

and then be effaced again by the return of

redness. Another difference, between phleg-

mon and erysipelas, is, that, in the latter, tliere
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is no sensation of throbbing; at least, not in

the simple or superficial foruiol"thecoini)laiiit.

If the skin alone be affected, tliere is scarcely

any perceptible swelling, and no tension, the

part retaining almost its usual softness; yet, if

you pass your fingers along it, you will be
able to perceive a difference in its feel from
that of the integuments in a healthy condition

;

perhaps, a trivial degree of stiffness may be
recognized. Except in the very slightest cases,

there is always some effusion in the cellu-

lar membrane, and consequently, a degree

of swelUng, sottish, and not remarkable for

tension. The inflamed part is hot and
painful : at first, the patient feels a pricking,

itching sensation in it ; but, by degrees, this

becomes a burning kind of pain, exceedingly

acute when the part is handled. Frequently,

the disease produces vesications, but not

always. When vesications do form, they are

mostly of the small miliary kind, but occa-

sionally they are much larger, so as to be
named biillcp. or blebs, and to resemble those

which result from the application of a blister.

These raised portions of the cuticle generally

contain a yellowish fluid, but sometimes a
gelatinous substance, and in other instances, a
bloody, or even purulent liquid. When they
burst, incrustations are produced, which, in a
few days, fall off, leaving the subjacent skin

sound ; but, sometimes, affected with superfi-

cial ulceration. Simple erysipelas most com-
monly terminates in resolution, with a desqua-
mation, or })eeling off of the cuticle ; ifthedis-

or<ier be slight, however, there may be no des-

quamation. Wlien the inflammation has been
more severe at some points than others, you
will sometimes notice limited suppurations

in the cellular membrane ; but these only
happen wliere the inflammation extends more
deeply than usual, and affects the cellular

membrane in certain situations in a more severe

degree tlian others. It is the nature ofsimple

erysipelas to extend itself rapidly, and hence
it will frequently pass over a large extent of

surface in a very short time. Another feature

in the complaint is, its disposition to get well
on one side, while it is spreading in another
direction. It is on this account, that you may
frequently observe the disorder in all its dif-

ferent stages in one and the same person at

the same period. In one place, that which
was first attacked, tliere is perhaps desquama-
tion ; in the part last affected, there is redness

and swelling; at other points, vesications ; in

other places, incrustation ; and in a few situa-

tions, if the disease has been severe, possibly a
degree of suppuration.

As the inflammation declines the redness

fades, the part then frequently exhibiting a
yellowish tinge. One striking difference, be-
tween phlegmonous and erysipelatous in-

flammation, is, that phlegmon is circumscribed,

whereas erysipelas spreads without limit, or is

diffused. I have mentioned, that in phlegmon
the redness is gradually lost in the surrounding
skin, while, in erysipelas, it is terminated by

an abrupt line. Now, in phlegmon, the

swelling is circumscribed, but, in erysipelas,

though the redness has an abrupt termination,

the sweUing has not a defined boundary-, there

being no limit to the extension or extent of the

disease by the adhesive inflammation, as is

seen in the other form of inflammation. In

phlegmon, coagulating lymph is effused in the

cellular membrane, whereby the inflannnation

becomes bounded, and a circumscribed appear-

ance given to it; but nothing of this sort is

manifested in erysipelas, here you have little

or no adhesive inflammation, by which the

extension of the disease is effectually kept

within a certain limit. Gentlemen, it is from

erysipelas not being bounded by the adhesive

iniflammation, that suppuration, when it un-

fortunately takes place, gives rise to extensive

mischief; for the matter insinuates itself into the

cells of the cellular texture, wliere a great deal

of sloughing is frequently the result. However,
such mischief is more commonly illustrated in

phlegmonous erysipelas than in the simple, or

superficial form of the complaint.

The most dangerous example of simple ery-

sipelas is that which attacks the head and face,

preceded by shiverings, head-ache, loss of

appetite, accelerated pulse, and vomiting; and
afterwards attended, not only by most of the

common symptoms of fever, but, in severe in-

stances, with a lethargic drowsiness, a tendency

to coma, or even delirium. When delirium

occurs, the disorder is often fatal. The indis-

position does not subside on the breaking out

of the cutaneous redness on the second or third

day, but continues till the local inflammation

itself abates, which generally happens, under
successful treatment, about the tenth or eleventh

day, attended by copious evacuations from the

skin and kidneys. In erysipelas of tire face,

if any parts suppurate, they are usually the

eyelids, the cellular texture of which is par-

ticularly loose. In this description of ery-

sipelas, the swelling of the eyelids, and, indeed,

of the wliole face, is such as to prevent a person

from knowing his most intimate acquaintance,

one that he is in the habit of seeing every day;
the disfigurement indeed is prodigious. As
the cellular membrane must be much involved,

this case, in a severe form, must partake of the

nature of phlegmonous erysipelas.

Phlegmonous erysipelas differs from simple

or superficial crysii)elas, in the higher degree
and deeper extent of the inflammation, which not

only affects the whole thickness of the skin, and
the subcutaneous, adipose, and cellular textures,

but has a great tendency to produce, in the

latter part, extensive suppuration and gan-
grenous mischief: the skin itself being more
highly organized, resists the effects ofthe com-
plaint longer than the cellular tissue ; but, at

length, it is frequently involved in the slough-

ing, though to a considerably less extent. The
fascia; are sometimes believed to be one of the

principal textures for the attack of phlegmo-
nous erysipelas; but dissections prove, that

they arc never primarihj affected, and some-
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times not at all; we may, tlierefore, safely

conclude, that erysipelatous inflammation does
not essentially and necessarily involve the

fasciffi. In phlegmonous erysipelas, the skin
is more raisetl, the swelling harder, and the

redness of a much deeper and darlier colour

than in simple erysi[)elas. In the simple form
of erysipelas, the colour is a bright redness,

but that of phlegmonous erjsipelas is frccjuently

a brownish red, or a redness with a dark livid

lint about it; occasionally, tlie discoloration

is not uniform, but irregular, so as to give the

part a mottled or marbled appearance. In
phlegmonous erysipelas there may be a degree
of throbbing, as in common inflammation, the

sensation of heat and pain, which is at first

slight, afterwards becomes particularly severe,

and the swelling such, that the part becomes
twice its natural thickness. 1 am sure, that I

have seen the limbs sometimes enlarged even
in this degree by severe attacks of phlegmonous
erjsipelas. In the beginning, the swelling

yields to pressure of the fingers, or pita, as the

expression is, that is, a hollow is left for a
little while in the surface, after it has been
pressed upon, but the parts soon become
thicker and firmer, and make more resistance

to the touch.

The vesications in phlegmonous erysipelas

are usually of the minute miliary description,

and sometimes contain a purulent fluid ; if the
disease proceed further, the cellular membrane
sloughs, and there is a considerable aggrava-
tion of the febrile symptoms. The suppurative
stage is not attended with additional swelling,

elevation, and pointing, as in common inflam-

mation, but rather with a diminution of the
tension, a feel of softness, and a subsidence of
the swelling. If the surgeon puts his fingers

upon the part, it feels as if there were matter
deeply lodged under the skin, or (as some
surgeons express themselves) it communicates
a boir^y sensation ; this expression has been
a good deal criticised, but, perhaps, we must
agree with Dr. Duncan, that it would be very
difficult to find another phrase equally expres-
sive of what we wished to signify. When
suppuration takes place, the too frequent con-
sequences are extensive separation of the skin
from tlie subjacent parts ; of the muscles from
each other ; sloughing of fascia; and tendons

;

inflammation of the synovial membranes ; the
formation of matter in large joints ; and the
ulceration of cartilages. Such effects may be
specified as part of the mischief arising from
the worst forms of phlegmonous erysipelas.
Of course they are unavoidably joined with
severe disturbance ofthe whole system, followed
after a time by extreme debility, and often by
symptoms very much like those of typhus
fever. I need scarcely observe, gentlemen,
that many of these cases pr:)ve fatal; but, if

the patient should recover from the disease,
after it has been productive of so much local

and constitutional disorder, if he should be
able to bear the long and profuse discharge,
and to survive the time requisite for the de-

tachment of the numerous sloughs; the textures

are all so impaired, and the skin, fascire, muscles,

tendons, and bones, so agglutinated togetlier

by preternatural adhesion, that the functions

of the part are permanently injured. Weak-
ness and lameness must for ever continue.

In common, with many other practitioners,

I have always regai-ded erj'sipelas as an in-

flammatory disorder. In the phlegmonous
form of it, the pulse is at first full, hard, and
freipieut ; the blood also presents the inflam-

matory crust, and the excavated, or cupped
surface ; indeetl, I believe, no rational doubt

can be entertained about the propriety of

classing erysi{>elas with inflammations, when
it is recollected that, where redness, swelling,

heat, and pain exist, inflammation must always

prevail.

Another form of erysipelas is the cedematous,

in which the skin is of a yellowish brown, or

dark red colour, and pits on pressure, in con-

sequence of the cellular membrane being in a

state very similar to what is seen in common
oedema. The disease comes on more gradually

than other forms of erysipelas, but it is not the

less dangerous, because it never occurs except

in constitutions broken by intemperance, or

other causes ; it is accompanied with a feeble,

quick, irregidar pulse ; extreme prostration of

strength ;
great disturbance of the stomach

;

and a remarkable tendency to coma and de-

lirium. This account will lead you to con-

clude, that cedematous erysipelas frequently

has a fatal termination. The vesications are

in general minute and numerous. It occurs,

as I have said, only in broken constitutions,

and when the head and face are attacked, the

danger is urgent, death often taking place about

the seventh or eighth day.

Gentlemen, in considering the causes of

erysi[)elas, you will naturally inquire, why
any local irritation should produce in one

person erysipelas, and inanollier only common
inflammation 1 This fact is difficult to explain,

unless we admit that some peculiarity in the

state of the constitution is acting as a predis-

posing cause of erysipelatous inflairnnation.

The existence of such a condition of the sys-

tem can hardly be doubted, because we find

erysipelas sometimes prevailing as an e|)idemic

in particular seasons and states of the atmo-

sphere, and in certain districts and hospitals,

where temporary or local circumstances may
be presumed to be exercising a pernicious in-

fluence over the health. A few years ago, Dr.

Wells published some cases and remarks in

the Transactions of a Society for the Improve-

ment of Medical and Chirurgical Knowledge,

tending to show that erysipelas is sometimes

contagious. The same suspicion had been en-

tertained, at an earlier period, by the celebrated

Dr. Cullen of Edinburgh; but the point is

one that is not yet entirely settled. If erysi-

pelas be contagious, its communication on this

principle is, at all events, far from being com-

mon, and hence you find in the minds of the

vulgar, who are ever so ready to suspect in-
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fection, no apprehension of catching the dis-

order by attendance on the sick. If erjsi-

pelas is to be accounted contagious, because

many individuals in the same town or hospital

are sometimes attaclced by it, we should not

forget, that such individuals are all generally

exposed to the influence of the same causes and

to the same localities, whatever they may have

been, which led to the production of the first

cases. The patients have been living in the

same atmos})here, perhaps under the same roof,

or on the same soil and food, or within the in-

fluence of circumstances of a limited and local

description, not affecting the general mass of

society. Hence it is as difficult to decide about

the epidemic, or contagious nature of this af-

fection, as it is with respect to tlie same
question in relation to many other diseases.

Among the exciting causes of erysipelas

must be enumerated fever of a specific kind,

and various accidental injuries and local ir-

ritations. Exposure to a current of cold air

will often excite it. I mentioned that ery-

sipelas follows the fever, to which I refer, in

the same manner as other cutaneous affections

follow the exanthemata, as they are termed.

But we may infer that erysipelas will not be
excited, unless the constitution be under the

influence of circumstances, creating a pre-

disposition to this form of inflammation. But
you may ask, how can we adopt the doctrine

of a peculiar state of the constitution being

requisite for the production of erysipelas, when
we know, from experience, that it is the nature

of the disease frequently to be getting well on
one side, as fast as it is spreading on another?

This is a fact, which cannot be disputed. Pro-
bably the parts of the skin which have been
already affected lose, for a time, their suscepti-

bility of the complaint, which, as far as the

cutaneous inflammation is concerned, appears
to be incapable of lasting beyond a certain

time, in any one part of the integuments.

Gentlemen, with respect to the prognosis,

I may remark, that simple erysipelas, not of

great extent, and unaccompanied by coma, or

delirium, generally has a favourable termina-

tion about the eighth or tenth day. I have
attended worse cases, which lasted six or eight

weeks, quilting one part of the body and pro-

ceeding, successively, to others, and leaving,

for a considerable time after the subsidence of

the disorder, a tendency to inflammation of

the mucous membrane of the organs of respi-

ration, to a kind of chronic bronchitis, singu-

larly disti-essing to the patient, and followed

by profuse expectoration. In other instances,

the mucous membrane of the alimentary canal

seemed to be the principal seat of irritation.

After the termination of simple and phleg-

monous erysipelas, you will often notice a re-

markable disposition to the formation of boils

and circumscribed abscesses. One young
woman, whom I attended about a year and a
half ago, was attacked with one or two circum-
scribed, but very foetid, abscesses of the leg, on
Uie decline of erysipelas in other parts ; these

small abscesses were followed by a more con-

siderable and deeper one in the hip, which
ultimately proved fatal. The case was ex-
cessively tedious ; for it lasted, on the whole,
about two months.

When the cutaneous inflammation suddenly
recedes, followed by coma, or great oppression

of the respiration, indicative of effusion in the

brain or lungs, the danger is urgent. I should

mention, however, that, in case of the patient's

death, you will not always find in the head
marks of inflammation. Dr. Baillie examined
the brains of several patients who had died

comatose in erysipelas, but without being able

to trace any morbid appearances within the

cranium.

When phlegmonous erysipelas has pro-

duced extensive suppuration, and sloughing

of the cellular membrape, it is frequently fatal.

The greater part of a limb is sometimes in

this state; and when an opening forms, you
may draw out jortions of mortified cellular

membrane, which look like pieces of wet
brown paper. Dead tendons and considerable

fragments of sloughy fascifo, also frequently

admit of being removed. Erysipelas of the

head and face, ceteris paribus, is generally

more dangerous than that of the body or ex-

tremities. In the latter situation, phlegmonous
erysipelas, with suppuration, is a severe and
dangerous affection. Lastly, redematous ery-

sipelas, which takes place only in bad and
broken constitutions, often has a fatal termi-

nation.

With respect to the treatmpnt of simple or

superficial erysipelas, I may observe, gentle-

men, that mild cases of it are easily cured, as

they generally yield to saline purgatives, dia-

phoretics, and low diet. You may prescribe

one ounce of sulphate of magnesia, dissolved

in five ounces and a half of mint-wafer, with
half an ounce of the liquor antimonii tarfari-

zati : of this mixture the patient may take two
table-spoonfuls every three or four liours,

according to the effect; or you may give calo-

mel, joined with James's or the antimoniai

powder, followed up by small doses of the

sulphate of magnesia dissolved in the common
saline mixture, or the effervescing saline mix-
ture, which is to be administered at intervals,

while the patient is restricted to a very low diet.

In more severe cases, bleeding from the arm
will be required, and especially the free use of
leeches, which should be applied numerously,
and as often as circumstances may demand.
This kind of treatment will always be called

for when the patient is young and robust, and
especially when erysipelas is situated on the

head. In the latter case, I should recommend
bleeding, though the inflammation were slight,

because experience proves, that if active mea-
sures be not adopted when the disorder attacks

the face or scalp, the patient will frequently be
lost, disturbance of the intellectual functions,

drowsiness, coma, or delirium, sometimes
coming on at an early period.

When erysipelas is complicated with gastric
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disorder and deranj^ement of tlie biliary setrc-

tion, you may prescribe an emetic, and follow
it up by brisk purgatives, particularly calomel
and antimony. When speaking of the causes
of erysipelas, I might have hinted at the old

doctrine, tliat it arose from the presence of
bile in the blood, an opinion, however, now
abandoned. In many cases of erysipelas we
do notice more or less disorder in the functions

of the liver; but, the notion of the hepatic
derangement acting as the cause of the cuta-
neous inflammation, seems a completely gra-
tuitous and fanciful hypothesis.

A few years ago, erysipelas was often sup-
posed to be essentially connected with debility.

This erroneous view of things had a pernicious
influence in practice, because it interfered with
the right treatment of the complaint. What is

worse, it was a view adopted about forty years
ago, in several schools of the highest repute in

this country, and of course extensively acted
upon in the treatment of the disorder. Deple-
tion was altogether omitted even in the early
stages of erysipelas, and a blind confidence
placed in Peruvian bark ; but, gentlemen, we
now know that no particular medicine, whatever
it may l)e, is proper for all the stages of the dis-

ease. Each stage calls for variation in treat-

ment: in one, it is necessiiry to bleed; in
another, to give tonics ; in a third, not only
tonics, but stimulants ; therefore, if you were
to give bark and ammonia (for ammonia was
likewise recommended) in all cases, and in
every stage, you would certainly lose many of
your patients. One thing may be mentioned,
as having led to much deception ; namely,
bark has no great power of increasing inflam-
mation, or of doing positive harm, itself; its

employment only being injurious, inasmuch
as it leads to the neglect of antiphlogistic

measures. I believe it is now generally under-
stood, that bark will not, of itself, render the
inflammation worse, and it is therefore less

objectionable, even in the early stages of ery-
sipelas, than ammonia, which would really

increase the inflammation. However, in the
later stages of the disorder, accompanied by
debilit}', bark, and especially the sulphate of
quinine, and the diluted sulphuric acid, and
other tonics, are medicines of considerable
value, but they are not tliose with which the
treatment should commence. Many practi-

tioners do not treat erysipelas actively enough
at first;—they have the fear of debility too
much before their eyes ; they seem to regard
erysipelas itself as a proof of weakness ; and
this idea, by preventing them from adopting
sufficiently active antiphlogistic means in the
commencement of the disease, is the occasion
of numerous lingering cases, and fatal results.
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Gentlemen,

You will be pleased to observe, that this day's

lecture will not be confined to the consideration

of any one disease, or any particular case, but

will include a number of observations, which
I have already made in the clinical wards at

the bedsides of the patients, concerning various

topics connected with the nature and treat-

ment of their complaints. These observations

suggested themselves to me at the moment
they were uttered, and consequently they were
expressed without the benefit of previous re-

flection. To remedy this defect, and, in order

to present to you those rem<-irks not only in a

matured, but also in a more connected form,

so as to compose, as it were, a fasciculus of

fragments, that in an insulated state would
have escaped from your memory, is the object

of the present lecture.

You remember I made several observations

on that painful swelling of the lower extre-

mities which occurs during the progress of

fevers, but more particularly towards their

termination. The first particular description

of this disease is to be found in an article in

the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal,

written by Dr. Tweedie. The ancients and
Dr. Tweedie's predecessors seem, however, to

have had some notion of this disease, for they

paid very great attention to this as well as to

other local aflTections, such as boils, abscesses,

eruptions, &c., which appeared towards the

termination of fever; being of opinion, that in

such cases, the fever was thrown upon the

surface or extremities. Since Dr. Tweedie's

paper, many observations have been made on
this subject; and you will find some remarks
on painful swelling of tlie legs after fever,

which Dr. Stokes and I have published in the

fifth volume of the Dublin Hospital Reports,

to which I refer you. It is very remarkable,

that the woman who was attacked with this

disease^ and who is at present in the female

ward, was treated by Dr. Stokes for enteritis,

and had her mouth afltcted by mercury, and

yet the pain and swelling of the leg came on
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durini? salivation. Now, you are all aware

that many persons would propose mercury as

the best means of promoting; the absorption of

the fluid which causes the swelling ; yet here,

at the very mom' nt when the mercurial action

is exertin<^ itself in its full energ;y, the swelled

\^ appears. Facts analogous to tliis are of

no uncommon occurrence. I have seen a

person, labouring under mercurial irritation,

seized with common fever, which afterwards

became typhus, and proved fatal in five days.

Still you will hear persons say, that if you get

a fever patient under the influence of mercury,

you will cure the disease, and that mercurial

irritation will protect a man against fever. I

Jiave known jaundice to appear during a course

of mercury; and every one knows how fre-

quently iritis occurs under such circumstances.

You will recollect, that I mentioned before a

case of cholera which I attended with Mr.
Maurice CoUis, where the patient was sali-

vated, and yet the stage of collapse came on,

and a fatal termination ensued.

The disease to which this swelled leg bears

the closest analogy is phlegmasia dolens, an

affection which appears after child-birth, and
generally attacks but one leg. The differences

between them are, first, the swelling after

fever has not the remarkable whiteness of

phlegmasia dolens ; in the next place, it is not

so exquisitely tender and painful ; again, the

swelling is generally partial, and does not in-

volve the whole lirab,as phlegmasiadolens does;

and lastly, its approach is more gradual, and
does not, like phlegmasia dolens, originate and
arrive at its acme in a few days. The cha-

racters which they possess in common are,

that in both cases the disease is accompanied
by a loss of power in the limb (as you may
have perceived in the woman above stairs),

both present a degree of swelling, increase of

temperature, absence of the natural florid hue
of the skin, and effusion into the subcutaneous

cellular membrane. Another point of simi-

larity is, that the veins and lymphatics are apt

to become inflamed, and, as a consequence of

this, the former may sometimes be obliterated,

and you will find the saphena reduced to an
indurated cylinder, resembling a piece of whip-
cord. Some persons look upon tliis inflamma-
tory affection of the veins as the original cause

of this disease, as well as phlegmasia dolens.

This I doubt. It does not always occur ; and
I have seen a case of painful swelling of both
legs after fever, and found the saphena vein
inflamed in one leg but not in the otlier.

Again : in swelled leg the phenomena are to

be reconciled with inflammation of the vein.

To be sure, if you tie a vein you will produce
oedema of the corresponding limb. But if

inflammation of a vein, and consequent ob-
struction to the flow of blood, be the cause of

the swelling, which appears in this disease,

the swelling should naturally commence below
and proceed upwards. This was not the case

in this woman : the swelling commenced above,

a circumstance which is totallv irreconcilable

with our notions of the effects produced by
inflammation and obstruction of a vein. I

have observed, in cases of swelled leg, that

inflammation attacked the knee-joint, went on
to ulceration of the cartilages, and finally ter-

minated in anchylosis. Here the inflamma-

tion passed from the subcutaneous cellular

membrane to the lining membrane of the

joints, and so on to their cartilages, leaving

the veins untouched. About three years ago.

Dr. Stokes and I attended a gentleman who
had a large swelling of this kind. For several

months he was unable to use the limb, and the

torment which he endured was excessive

;

even still the affected limb is evidently thicker

than the other.

Painful swelling of the extremities is a dis-

ease calculated to arrest the attention of the

physician, and to draw largely on his ingenuity

and patience, for in every instance where it

appears it is extremely troublesome. In the

first place, the patient's constitution is not im-

proved by it ; it serves to keep up his fever,

and he can count on a great deal of bad health

produced by the pain, loss of rest, and con-

finement, which invariably accompany this

disease. It may also leave behind it a perma-
nent enlargement of the leg. Every physician

should, therefore, be naturally anxious, when
this swelling appears, to get rid of it as soon

as possible. Now, if you look to Dr. Tweedie's

paper, and to what Dr. Stokes and I, as well

as others, have written on this subject, you
will find the treatment very variable and un-

certain. Looking to the phenomenon of the

disease, as manifested in the increase of size,

pain, tenderness, and heat ; we applied leeches

along the course of the veins, used stupes and
poultices, and gave calomel, narcotics, and
finally iodine. All these remedies we tried

separately, or conjointly, and yet the disease

went on sometimes for month after month.
You will see, from what Dr. Stokes and I have
published on the subject, that narcotics are

good, and produce considerable benefit, but
still that we were not possessed of any decided

mode of cure. In the present case, however,
a new plan of treatment has been tried, at the

suggestion of Mr. Nichols, of Dawson -street,

and this consists in trusting solely to the im-
mediate application of successive blisters to the

affected parts. We began by blistering this

woman's leg, along its anterior surface, from the

instep to a little below the knee ; in two days

afterwards we applied another, from the lower

part of the calf to the ham, and lastly, we
blistered her again on the instep and knee.

The consequence of this was, that, after the

application of the first blister, which had a
very copious discharse, the swelling began to

diminish ; the next thing was the cessation of

pain, and, at present, the woman's leg is quite

free from any symptom of the disease. Those
who have witnessed the trial of this remedy
will testify that it is much more rapid and ef-

fectual than any hitherto employed. The
value of this treatment, however, is not to be
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considered with reference only to the rapidity

of its effects, but also with respect to its rela-

tive efficacy. A disease may be cured in the

same ien<;th of time by two different means,

and yet one mode of treatment may have an
essential advanlas^e over the other. By the

former plans of treating swelled lejj, we not

only had a tedious and protracted cure, but

also, from the remedial agents employed, our
patient's health remained in a debilitated state;

whereas, by the use of blisters, we cure the

disease in a much shorter period, without any
conse(|uent weakness or debility. I look,

therefore, on tliis as a very valuable practical

improvement, and I have the authority of Mr.
Nichols to state, that many cases have come
under his observation in which it proved de-

cidedly successful.

I shall now proceed to make some observa-

tions on other forms of oedema in the sub-cu-

taneous cellular tissue. I have told you, that

this inflammation, which comes on during fever,

may be transferred to the joints, and may pro-

ceed so far as to cause ulceration of their car-

tilages and anchylosis. Here we have the in-

flanunation passing from the subcutaneous

cellular tissue to the joints; but it is a curious

circumstance, that you will sometimes, on the

contrary, find arthritic, or rather true gouty
inflammation transferred to the cellular tissue,

and not affecting the joints. It is a common
opinion, that gout attacks one part, rheumatism
another, and so on of other diseases, and that

you are, therefore, to look for rheumatic, or

gouty inflammation, in the part in which it is

usually known to appear. All this is very
physiological, and is put forth with groat con-

fidence in books, but unfortunately it is not

true, for there is no tissue in the body which
pout may not attack. A gentleman (and I

have witnessed such cases) gets an attack of

gout in the great toe, which becomes swelled,

tender, and |)ainful ; the ankle-joint next be-

comes affected, he goes through a regular

course of podagra, and the disease subsides.

Some time after this, he is exposed to damp,
or takes too much wine, and the gouty inflam-

mation reappears. The integuments are now
found to present a puffy appearance, there is

increased heat, very little redness, the cedema
is considerable, but the joint is not affected,

and there is scarcely any pain. The puffiness

extends over the instep, surrounds the ankle-

joint, and then stops. The sub-cutaneous in-

flammation is pushed to the utmost extent, and
the tedema equals that which occurs in ana-

sarca, the integuments are also affected, but
the joint remains intact. Here is a case of

gout, and in a person of well marked gouty
diathesis, limited to the sub-cutaneous cellular

tissue. An old gentleman, of full habit, sent

for me on one occasion, to consult me about an
attack of this kind. The redness in this case

was remarkable, the ankle was enormously
swelled, the skin was tense and shining, and
looked so like erysipelas, that an hospital stu-

dent would say here is erysipelatous inflam-

mation and it must be looked to, and he would
immediately adopt a very active mode of

treatment. As this gentleman was old. Icon-
tented myself with simply making him go
to bed, and lake a little aperient medicine,

and on the next morning I found the inflam-

mation greatly diminished. Do I counsel,

then, that in all such cases of gouty in-

flammation you should be satisfied with the

employment of constitutional treatment alone ?

Not at all, for if the inflammation goes on,

you will have recourse to local means.

1 knew another case of a gentleman, who
had this gouty inflammation of the ankle-

joint in a severe form. After some time the

pain of the joint subsided, but the oedema
which accompanied it remained for nionllis.

For this he was attended by two of the first

professional men in Dublin, who both ascribed

the swelling to a morl)id indolence of the

parts, and came to a determination to refrain

from meddling with it entirely. Gentlemen,

we hear a great deal about the indolence of

sores, and tumours, &c., and you will find long

dissertations on indolent ulcers in Cm^x-r's

Surffical Dictionary, and other works, but my
belief is, that morbid action is much less dis-

posed to be indolent than we are ourselves.

I remember the time, that our hospitals

abounded with indolent ulcers, which, when
you came to examine, so far from discovering

indolent action, you could perceive at a glance

evident traces of very great, but unfortunately

misapplied, industry on the part of the sore

and the neighbouring integuments. Is it be-

cause the integuments are tliickened, or indu-

rated, round a sore, that you will term it an
indolent ulcer ? Is it because, while the surface

of the open sore remaining the same in extent,

it daily discharges an enormous (juantity of

unhealthy matter, that you will call it indolent ?

Such circumstances, and others, are rather

evidences of increased action than of indolence.

I may be permitted to say here, that I was the

first in Dublin, who, disregarding the theories

of Sir Everard Home, which are followed in

most surgical works of reference, introduced

the practice, not merely of attending to the

surface of the sore, but also the surrounding

integuments; and I remember the astonish-

ment of the students when I cured, by mere

leeching round the integuments and poulticing,

an ulcer which had been marked out for ope-

ration by one of the first surgeons in Dublin,

in another hospital, and which had been dili-

gently treated and pronounced incurable in the

surgical wards of this Institution. The improve-

ment I introduced was readily adopted, and I

had thus the satisfaction of contributing some-

thing to surgery in return for the many and
important improvements which some of the

surgeons of this hospital had conferred on

medicine. In the case of oedema remaining

after gouty inflammation, which I have men-
tioned before, the physician was of opinion

that it was the result of morbid indolence,

and declined making any topical application.
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Looking on tlic swellinn^ as tlie result of in-

flammalinn, I treated it with leeching, and it

went away in a fortnight. The progress of

this case was witnessed by Mr. Barker of

Britain-street. I wish to impress this case on
your minds. You have seen the inflammation

in swelled leg relieved by blisters; you have

seen that a similar oedema may arise from

gout, and the question is, when this cedema
remains after gouty attack, and is not relieved

by leeches, what other means are you to have

recourse to 1 The treatment of the case before

you shows, that the best mode is blistering. I

have seen, in some medical work, an account

liy Sir A. Carlisle of a gouty swelling, which
1)0 states his patient was very impatient to get

rid of. He blistered the part, and the result

was favourable Gouty persons arc indeed

generally impatient, and whatever tends to

remove this obstinate species of oedema is

valuable.

In pursuance of my intention, I will now
proceed to make a recapitulation of those hints

which I have before given on the subject of

convulsions, and the utility of spirit of turpen-

tine in this and other forms of disease. You
are aware that there is a woman, at present in

the hospital, whom we are treating for epilepsy.

She is taking arsenic in moderate doses, which
we intend afterwards to increase. I may re-

mark, that this treatment is founded on the

circumstance of arsenic being a powerful tonic

and alterative. Nitrate of silver has also been
employed in curing this affection, but is at-

tended wtth inconvenience in large doses, from

its tendency to discolor the skin, and hence
arsenic hiis been introduced as a substitute.

This woman was under my care about eigh-

teen months since, in Sir P. Dun's Hospital,

for the same complaint. It was at that time

connected with hysteria, and you know it is

no unusual occurrence for hysteria to pass into

epilepsy. I treated her then with large doses

of the spirit of turpentine ; the fits went away,

and she remained well for nine months, when
the disease returned again, but in a milder

form. I have introduced this case for the

purpose of speaking on the powers of turpen-

tine as a therapeutic agent. On the effects of

this medicine a good deal has been written in

a scattered and unconne-ted form, but we liavc

no regular treati.se on its peculiar properties.

We find tliat it possesses the power of check-

ing epilepsy, a violent convulsive disease, as

it appears by this woman's case, and this was
totally unexpected by me, and is a thing

which I cannot explain. 1 will not say, as a

London lecturer has done, " that in epilepsy

there is a heaviness of head, and that turpen-

tine produces a lightness of head, and in this

way cures the disease." Such an explanation

as this, gentlemen, I believe you would not

think sufficient ; and not knowing the modus
operandi, I shall pass over this subject. Be-
sides convulsions of epilepsy, there are several

other diseases in which we |)rcscribe turpen-

tine with benefit. In the fwst place, it is given

with advantage in cases of intestinal irrifa-

tation during fever, where the mucous mem-
brane is in a state of engorgement. Here the

natural secretions are deranged, and a vast

quantity of air is generated from the mucous
surface, producing excessive tympanitis. I

remember having attended, with Dr. Stoke-,

a very fine young man, wliose fever went on
without any particular bad symptom until the

twentieth day, when matters suddenly became
wor.se, and heat of skin, thirst, delirium, and
subsultus tcndirmm, set in. On the thirty-

fifth day he was extremely bad. There was
no particular organ afivcted, and he presented

a remarkable example of general disea.se of

the whole system. Diarrhoea tlien commenced
;

liis belly became enormously swelled and
tympanitic; and, on the forty-second day, he
appeared moribund. We had been trying

various remedies, and, in desjjair, gave him a
large dose of turpentine; I believe, an ounce
and :. half. This was followed by the discharge

of a vast quantity of wind ; the delirium and
subsultus tendinum subsided, and he got a
perfect crisis with sweating. You see, there-

fore, that in the tympanitis of fever, as well as

in the tympanitis of hysteria, this remedy is of
the greatest value, and of this I could bring
many proofs. A patient in fever, who has an
enormous quantity of wind in his bowels,

feels exceedingly uncomfortable ; he is hot and
restless, for the flatus, by keeping up di.ston-

sion of the bowels, keeps up also pain and
irritation. While on this subject, I will men-
tion another mode of getting rid of this trou-

blesome flatus. Mr. M'Dowel and I attended
a young gentleman, who felt very great dis-

tress from this kind of distension. An oeso-

phagus tube was introduced very high up into

the gut, and an immense quantity of wind dis-

charged, to the great relief of the patient, who
was so nnich pleased with the experiment, that

he would not let the tube be taken out for

nearly three days, and you could every now
an<l then hear the whizzing of wind through
the tube, like air passing into the nozzle of a
bellows. In another case, attended by Mr.
Kirby, Mr. Cusack, and my.self, a young sur-

geon used, every day, to pump out the air,

and even brought away matter from the
bowels by the last action of the syringe.

Having now recommended to your notice

this admirable carminative, I .shall revert to

the consideration of the medical powers of
turpentine. Mr. Carmichael has shown, that

oil of turpentine is capable of arresting the

progress of iritis, and producing a cure. Dr.
Jacob allows this, though he says he prefers

mercury. Now, in iritis, we have distinct

evidence of its power in checking inflamma-
mation. Have we any thing similar to this?

Yes, we also And it useful in those inflamma-
tory affections termed sciatica and lumbago,
and in neuralgic diseases. I am inclined,

therefore, to think, that turpentine has not
only a specific action in congestion of the

mucous membrane of the bowels, but also in
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many otlier aflFections. There are two states

of tlie system ; the convulsions of infants at

the breast, and the low delirium of fever, in

which I have seen the efficacy of this medicine

also ; but as these are important subjects, and

have not been accurately treated of in books,

I intend to devote next Tuesday's lecture to

this consideration, and thus complete, for the

present, our purposed fasciculus.
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Gentlemen,

The case to which I shall first draw your at-

tention to-day was one of cutaneous disease

affecting the hands ; an inflammatory disease

of the skin, accompanied with heat, smarting,

and tingling. It was a vesicular disease, hav-

ing a watery secretion under the cuticle. In

diseases of the skin, you should first endeavour

to determine whether they are inflammatory

or not, and if you have ascertainai the malady

to be inflammatory, you must next examine

whether it is a scaly disease, or an affection at-

tended with the formation of matter, or serum,

the former being called pustular, the latter ve-

sicular eruptions. The disease under con-

sideration was decidedly of an inflammatory

character, and a thin transparent fluid was se-

creted under the cuticle. In this disease,

tliere is generally great heat, the skin is fre-

quently dry, but sometimes, on the contrary,

it is very moist ; it is the same as described by
Willan, Eczema. We frequently find this dis-

ease confined merely to the hands, but some-

times it extends over the whole body. The
best mode of treatment, that I have found in

this disease, has been to treat it on the common
principles of inflammation, bleeding, either

generally or locally, applying cold to the af-

fected part, give mercury, purge, and put the

patient upon a slop diet ; this was the treat-

ment adopted in the case I am speaking of,

with a beneficial result.

The woman was 25 years of age, had her

hands full of cracks, which continued for eight

months. Five years ago, she was under my
care for the same complaint : when she came
in the hospital this last time, I had her bled to

a pint, and ordered her three grains of calomel

every day; cold water was applied to the

hands, and she was kept upon a low diet

;

after this I found it necessary to bleed her

twice, to a pint each time. The irritation was

still very great, and the itching continued to

distress her: I, therefore, had 3.i- of the priissic

acid put into a ])int of water, and applied to

the affected part as a wash. If you use a

larger quantity of this acid, though a deadly se-

dative poison, it will produce much smarting'

and tingling ; and many of the most powerful

sedatives are active stimulants; you will, in

general, find one dracinn to a pint as much as

can be borne, although I have continually em-
ployed it stronger than this, but then I have

increased it by degrees. Mercury, in this kind

of cutaneous disease, I have found exceedingly

useful, though, in some atleetions of the skin,

it will do harm, but in this disease I have

found it very beneficial. I only gave this pa-

tient mercury to affect her moutli sligiitly,

which it did, then I discontinued it. She
coui})lained of her arms being veiy uncomfort-

able from stiffness, to relieve whicli I employed
ointment. Now, you must bear in mind, the

mildest grease will sometimes produce irrita-

tion : many skins, especially under disease, are

so liable to be affected from it, that even the

mildest grease you can apply will cause this

effect, sometimes it will even produce violent

inflammation ; the substance, combined with

the grease, in such cases, is generally attributed

as the cause, when in fact it is the grease itself

that produces it. There are, nevertheless,

some diseases of the skin which bear it very

well, and it is generally those which are not

inflammatory. This disease is often kept up
by local excitement: in washerwomen we fre-

quently find it, caused by the alkali they are

continually exposing their hands to, and after

we have got them well, they go back to their old

employment, and frequently, in a day or two,

the disease returns as bad as ever. So, as long

as you can keep away the exciting cause, they

generally do well, unless the disease has been

of long standing, and then the skin becomes so

thoroughly predisposed to it, that it is scarcely

possible to make any impression upon it.

There were two women, gentlemen, pre-

sented, who complained of pain at the pit of

the stomach, great distension, and a thousand

other indescribable things, such as we com-
monly find in young women. Now, we very

frequently find them pretend these things, and

often there is an inflammatory condition of the

stomach ; when this is the case, they are soon

relieved by cupping and leeches ; but, in the

cases I am alluding to, I had every reason to

believe there was nothing the matter with

them, and they went out. 1 will not, there-

fore, dwell upon their cases any longer.

Psoas abscess.—Among the men, there was
one case, which turned out to be psoas abscess.

These cases are often mistaken for rheumatism,

and, in the first instance, it is not an easy

matter to make the distinction. I, therefore,

will draw your attention to the case. When
the sufferer was first admitted, I could not dis-

cover any collection of matter, but, from his

symptoms, suspected he was labouring under

psoas abscess, and that was the opinion I gave
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to those accompanying^ me. Before seeing so

many cases of this disease, I have been mis-

taken, and supposing there was nothing more
than rheumatism, put down lumbago, when
the case turned out to be psoas abscess. I

could make no impression upon the disease ; the

patient has gradually sunk, and, after death,

a collection of matter has been found. In this

case, my opinion turned out to be correct. He
was a young man, who said he had been com-
plaining for a length of time of pain in his

back. Now, in cases of young people, who
have a scrofulous appearance, and have com-
plained of pain in the back for a long time, as

in this case, it is always a matter of suspicion

;

when there is pain in the back, accompanied
with emaciation and increasing debility, you
may always suspect there is a collection of

matter, which will cause what is called psoas

abscess. After this patient had been in the

house a fortnight, a large swelling was dis-

covered on the left side, in which fluctuation

was perceived. The nature of the case now
being evident, I requested Mr. Green to take

charge of him, who has ordered an issue.

I merely mention this case to you, that you
may be on your guard when patients complain
of pain in the back. I recollect two instances

of persons complaining of pain of this descrip-

tion, which was like rheumatism, and nothing

more could be discovered. One of them died

suddenly, and an aneurism, just above the

bifurcation of the aorta, was found. It gave
rise to no tumour, but pain in the back. I

remember another case of pain in the back,
but, on closely examining the parts, I found a
pulsating tumour in the lower part of the loins,

and the case was given over. It turned out
to be aneurism of the aorta, just below the

diaphragm, so that it extended all down,
formed an immense sac, gave rise to a pul-

sating tumour in the loins, and at last pushed
its way under Poupart's ligament, so that it

was of an enormous extent. Now, if without

a minute examination, we say the patient has
got a pain in the back, and in a few days it

will be well ; the patient dies suddenly, or con-
tinues no better, and an abscess appears; the

practitioner, of course, would be thought very
ignorant. I, therefore, myself always make it

a rule, to investigate carefully every symptom,
to see if there are any circumstances about the

patient to show whether the symptoms be
trifling or serious. In this case, the long con-

tinued pain in the back, the emaciation, and
his great debility, excited my suspicion, and, in

the course of two weeks after his admission, a
tumour appeared in the left groin.

Anatmia, preceded bi/ jaundice.—There are

two cases, which have terminated fatally, both
of which are uncommon, though very inter-

esting varieties of disease. The first was a
disease called anaemia, in which the blood is

not perfectly formed. In this case it was
rather obscure, in consequence of the patient

having jaundice. He was a man, forty-four

years of age, who said he had been jaundiced

five months, for which he had been in Bartho-

lomew's Hospital. When he came in, the

jaundice existed just sufficiently for me to say

so, and that was all ; he was pale and sallow

throughout, not yellow, but just slightly sal-

low; the conjunctiva, however, had a decided

yellow tinge. From pressure over the region

of the liver he complained of pain : and I cer-

tainly felt the substance of the liver hard, and
larger than usual ; his motions were yellow,

showing there was no obstruction in the liver.

It is very common for the yellowness of the

surface to remain, after the obstruction has

been removed, and the motions become yellow

:

for, in general, it is some time after the ob-

struction has been removed, before the blood

clears itself of the bile, and until then, of

course, the skin remains yellow. The liver,

I have said, was large, and firmer than it

ought to be ; also slight tenderness, though
not sufficient for me to bleed him, for at the

same time he appeared very weak. There-
fore, with regard to treatment, 1 contented

myself by giving two grains of calomel every
night, and at the same time had some iodine

ointment rubbed over the liver. The jaun-
dice disappeared, but the man got no better.

I now observed that he became very pale, his

lips in particular; his pulse was weak and
sharp, and the debility increased ; the eyes

now became very white, and he complained of

fulness about the stomach—palpitation. I had
now a small quantity ofblood—an ounce, taken,

for the purpose of examining it, and found ii

very thin, much more so than it ought to have
been. There was also a slight bellows sound
heard in the region of the heart, which fre-

quently is the case when the blood becomes
thin, or much less in quantity than usual.

He now appeared to me in a state of anoemia,

although, as I am aware of, he lost no blood
before he came, and after his admission I only
took one ounce for the purpose before de-
scribed. I allowed him meat and porter

daily ; at the same time ordered full doses of
the carbonate of iron. He did not appear
altogether reasonable at times ; his mind ap-
peared weak ; and daily he seemed to lose

strength ; however, I could not discover any
organic disease, excepting the hardness of the
liver. He was always complaining of some-
thing. One day he had intense pain in the
region of the liver, which was aggravated by
pressing his leg. He still continued to get
weaker ; his pulse became quick, and he gra-
dually sunk. Before I examined him, said I

expected to find notliing more than a little

enlargement of the liver; but, upon examina-
tion, there was nothing more than the usual

appearances, after death, of those who fall

victims to this disease. His liver, however,
was harder and rather larger than it ought to

have been ; but this was not sufficient to

cause death. The blood in the veins was very
watery ; and, in puncturing the inguinal vein,

the blood that flowed from it was very thin,

somewhat resembling red ink ; the heart was
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flabby and vpry pale ; indccii, tho wluile sur-

face of Ills body was much paler than natural.

I could find no organic disease ; and the cause

of death aj)j)eared mere bloodlessness.

This disease you will find spoken of by
French writers. Halle mentions this affection,

and says, in one of the coal-pit galleries at

Auzain, near Valenciennes, the men were
taken first with pain in the bowels, vomiting,

green evacuations, great thirst, and wasting,

wliich lasted ten or twelve days, and then

became bloodless ; at the same time the white

of the eyes became bluish, and the skin very

soft and white ; the mucous membrane of the

mouth colourless; pulse rather full, and easily-

excited ; respiration hurried on the least occa-

sion ; and I have no doubt, if they had hstened,

a slight bellows sound might have been heard.

Tliis symptom, you will recollect, occurred

here, in a woman, after flooding, from disease

ofthewomb, a short time ago. The patient

under consideration was in a state of bloodless-

ness, had constant thirst, and also oedema of

the legs. The symptoms agreed with those

spoken of by Halle. Iron appeared to be the

best remedy there, combined with opiates, atid

they ultimately recovered. They tried mer-
cnry, but always found it do mischief, and if

persevered in, destroyed the patient ; but under
the use of iron he got well. In most of the

miners examined after death, nothing but

bloodlessness could be found ; then exactly the

same a|)pearances were discovered in the case

I have been speaking of.

Dr. Coml>e mentions a good sporadic case

in the Edinburgh Medico-Chirurgical Trans-

actions, which terminated fatally. Several

remedies were tried—iron amongst the rest,

though not continued for any length of time.

My reason for giving iron was, because I

knew it to be the most powerful tonic with

which I am acquainted, but more particularly

on account of reading Halle's history of the

miners at Auzain ; but, in my case, it entirely

f.ui'^d. This is a very curious disease ; and in

what part of the body it is situated, I cannot

say ; but, as far as we can examine, it does

nit ap|)ear necessary that any structural dis-

ease sliould exist with it. Your prognosis

would be much more unfavourable in this

case, than those that occurred in the mines,

which were caused, no doubt, from some
emanations to which they were exposed. They
were previously in good health; so you had

only to remove the external cause, and the

remedy you give would then have a fair chance,

and cure the disease, as was the case. My
opinion turned out to be correct, in saying we
should find all the internal parts sound, ex-

cepting the liver, which was enlarged. It is

a curious disease, and one that you will not

see every day.

Cancrum oris.—The other case to which I

am anxious to direct your attention, is one

which you will not frequently meet with. It

is a disease, I am sorry to say, I have never

seen cured, though cases are related which

have recovered from it. It is the case of a

child who had gangrene of the face : it being

a curious case, I will read it from the note-

book :

—

"A.B.,aged 17 months, admitted on the 15th

November ; the mother stated, she had been

living in the Bethnal Green Roiul. About a

month since the child was attacked with scarlet

fever, which it had caught from some children

in the house ; she took her to a medical man
in the neighbourhood, who gave her some
powders for the child, but what they consisted

of she did not know. At the decline of the

fever, which laste(i ten days, the child's mouth
became sore, the ulceration extended along tlie

alveolar processes of the upi)er jaw, the teeth of

which fell out. The next morning there were

two black spots, one on the upper lip, near

the right ala nasi, and another on the lower

lip, about a quarter of an inch below the right

angle of the mouth ; the lips ami tongue ap-

peared black, atleastas much as could be seen

of the latter, the child not being able to pro-

trude it far. There was great thirst ; no ap-

petite ; a costive state of the bowels; pulse

weak, soft, and quick, 100; great emaciation

of body. On the 16th, the ulceration and
sloughing had extended considerably in the

palate ; the black spots were now about the

size of a shilling ; the lower one had extended

through the gum, the other appeared to com-
municate with the mouth ; the affected side of

the face was very red and swollen. On the

17th, the sloughing and ulceration extended

to about the size of half-a-crown, including a

great part of the right side of the nose ; the

one on the lower had not extended so far. On
the 19th, it kept extending very fast. The poor

child could not bear the least light, and she

drew the sheet over her face ; she did not ap-

pear to suffer much pain. I had the part

washed with a strong solution of nitrate of

silver, which caused great pain without doing

any good, so I ordered it to be discontinued.

21st. The part began now to look horrible

;

the gangrenous erosion continued to extend
;

the whole of the cheek was now nearly sloughed

away, and the sloughing was now approach-

ing fast the eye. On the '24th, the eye be-

came affected ; the sloughing continued. The
unfortunate child did not now appear to suffer

much, considering the nature and extent of

the disease; she took nothing but beef tea;

pulse small, 116. On the 27th, the sloughing

had destroyed more than half the nose, ex-

tended up to the inner canthus of the eye, and

had destroyed entirely the under eyelid ; the

ulcer on the upper lip had extended to the one

on the lower, and entirely destroyed the parts.

On the 28th, the child died."

You will find a very excellent description

of this disease in the fourth volume of the

Dublin Hospital Reports, by Dr. Gumming ;

he considers it a variety of what some writers

czW cancrum oris. I will read it to you. He
says,—" The most formidable variety of the

disease is that which occurs in children be-
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tween twenty months and seven years of a<jc."

This child was seven years of age. "The sub-

jects of tliisform of tlie disease are generally of

a pale, sallow, or bloated unhealthy appearance

;

they have most of tlieui laboured under more
or loss irregularity of the bowels, and as they

are almost exclusively the children of the poor,

it may be naturally supposed, that deficient

or improper food, scanty clothing, and impure
air, may have materially contributed to its

production. In every instance of this affec-

tion I have met with, the constitution had been
much debilitated by the existence of previous

and long-subsisting disease. In two cases that

fell under my care, the disease occurred as a
sequel of measles ; in another, the advanced
stage of dysentery ; in a fourth, ujjon the ter-

mination of infantile remittent fever ; but it is

more generally observed at the close of the

exanthemata than at that of any of the other

acute affections to which children are liable."

Dr. Marshall Hall, who has inserted a paper
upon the disease in question in the I5th vol.

of the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical
Journal, states, that in all the cases which
have come to his knowledge, this affection has
been preceded by fever, acute disorder of the

digestive organs, typhus, inflammation of the

lungs, variola, rubeola, or scarlatina. This af-

fection would therefore appear, says Dr. Hall,

to be in some measure the consequence of ex-

haustion, debility, or irritation, produced by
previous disease. Huxham witnessed a simi-

lar affection as a consequence of measles. In
his report for July, 1745, he observes,—" I

have more than once, during this month, wit-

nessed a mortification of the mouth and fauces,

besides a caries of the cheek and os vomeris,
which occasioned a very painful death, and
that too after the measles." Dr. Willan re-

marks, in relation to scarlatina,—" In one in-

fant, about the eleventh month, a considerable

erysipelatous swelling affected the left cheek,

and within three days produced a deep gan-
grenous eschar." Most of the cases which I

liave seen followed scarlatina.

In this variety of disease, the ulceration is

generally confined to one side of the mouth
;

sometimes one, but, more frequently both
gums are attacked, and the ulceration, which
is extremely foul, and attended with fetor,

spreads rapidly to the lips and cheeks, and
.seems to destroy partly by gangrene and partly

by absorption. Should the disease contiime

its progress, the teeth fall out in consequence
of the destruction of the gums and alveolar

processes, and, in some cases, the jaw-bone
itself is destroyed, so that, should the patient

survive, no teeth are afterwards formed in that

Side of the mouth. The tongue, from its conti-

guity to the gums, takes on a similar diseased

action, and is either wholly or partially de-
stroyed, while, the cheeks and lips being some-
times eaten away, the bare jaw-bone, and the

inside of the mouth, are exposed to the view,
exhibiting the most loathsome and horrible

appearance tliat can be conceived. As the

VOL. II.

disease advances, the salivation and fetor in -

crease; but, generally, before the destruction of

parts has been carried to the extent I have
described, the patient is carried off by a species

of low fever and diarrhoea, analogous to which
supervenes on gangrene of any other part of

the body. Dr. Gumming describes three

varieties of this disease, one in which the

gums are first affected ; they become, he says,

purplish and spongy, and witli proper treat-

ment many of these may do well. The second

is asl have been describing ; and the third kind
" commences by ulceration of the lining mem-
brane of the lips, which is soon followed by
that hard, red, shining, and circumscribed

swelling, which, if the marked action be not

arrested, will speedily pass into gangrene.

This last form of the disease occurs sometimes

in the pudendum of children;" and I have
myself seen two or three instances of it. There

was a very faithful and excellent description of

it by Mr. Kinder Wood in ihe Medico-Chirtir-

g-ical Transactions. Mercury has been attri-

buted by some the cause of this disease, and
sometimes it might be ; for when given in

excess, or when it acts violently from idiosyn-

crasy, and produces more effect than you
intend, ulceration and gangrene of the lips

may certainly take place. In many cases

where this disease has occurred, after scarlatina

or measles, mercury has been given. Whether
this child had any or not I cannot say, i)ut

some white powders were given. Neverthe-

less, the disease, I think, may occur with the

exhibition of mercury ; and this appears to l)e

the case from the experience of others. Cer-

tainly, when the disease has occurred in the

pudenda, it could not be ascribed to mer-
cury ; and I have no doubt myself whatever,

that the disease takes place sometimes without

any connexion with mercury. With regard

to treatment, where the disease is merely

confined to the gums, and does not spread as

in the case of this poor child, the disease is
'

frequently cured ; but in this case, where the

cheeks became affected nearly as soon as the

gums, and is attended willi induration, heat, and
swelling, from the beginning, I think very

little aid can be given. The proper treatment

is to administer tonics, and push them to the

greatest extent you can. In all cases I have
made a point of giving quinine in the largest

quantity I could exhibit it, good nourishing

diet, such as strong beef-tea, wine, porter, &c.

Knowing the good effects of the nitrate of

silver in some cases, I had it used here, but it

did no good ; on the contrary, it produced

great agony, and I think the disease spread

faster after it. Mr. Dease, an eminent sur-

geon, speaks of the beneficial effects of the

internal exhibition of muriatic acid. Mr.
Wallace states, he has cured many of the

worst cases by the internal exhibition of the

carbonate of ammonia, and the application of

the nitric acid to the sore. Dr. Cunnning
states, that in almost every instiuice, th(> case

will prove fatal, if it be one of the worst forms

3 E
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of the disease. He says, he is «' aware that

cases of recovery have occurred in the practice

of others, but less frequently, he stronnjly

suspects, than is generally ima<jined; and when
the recovery does take place, after the extent

of injury I have described, the loss of substance

can never be repaired, so that the patient be-

comes an object of deformity for life." Then
the treatment consists in supportinjj the pa-
tient, and of course atteudin": to the bowels.

Some speak of the ^ooA effects of the external

application of the nitric acid, but I cannot

speak from my own experience. It is a dread-

ful disease; and I have never cured a case

when it has extended in this wav.

RExMINISCENCES

OF AN

ARMY MEDICAL OFFICER.

PART I. CHAPTER IX.

" Finis coronat opus." I had, at

length, to h)ok the doctorate in the

face very closely, and with much ap-

prehension.

At that time there were two gradu-

ation days, viz. June the 25th and

September 12th. Now there is but

one per annum ,which is a more fair, if

not a more convenient arrangement.

Candidates were more numerous for

June than for September for the three

following reasons: 1st. many were

impatient to have the ordeal over,

and to get home as soon as possi-

ble ; 2d. those rejected for June
might be re admitted to examination

for September; and 3d. few, com-

paratively, chose the latter period, lest

it might be suspected that they had
been sent back from the former, or

might be remanded till the follow-

ing year. For my own part, I have

no hesitation in declaring, that I did

choose the latter. For, in the first

])lace, I was too busy with the con-

cluding studies of this my last sum-
mer, to recapitulate the business of

the three preceding years. Besides

botany and midwifery, I was an au-

ditor of the first professor of legal me-
dicine ever heard in Great Britain

(Dr. Duncan, junior), andattended the

first course of lectures even he ever de-

livered ; and if I have omitted par-

ticular mention of his father, the

professor of the institutes of medicine,

I am willing that tlu; omission be set

down to motives which would, in all

probability, have induced any cotem-

porary, writing the history of his

studies, to observe a similar silence.

But, secondly, I had not much ap-

prehension as to being plucked.

I never saw the face of what is

called a grinder. I wrote my little

thesis without assistance of any kind.

It was an impretending performance,

merely sufficient to serve the occasion,

and to comply with rules and forma-

lities. I went through no course of

rvbhing np. Indeed, I thought I did

not require it ; nor did I ; nor will

any student find it otherwise who will

follow the example which my ex-

perience enables me to describe. I

was punctual and attentive from the

beginning; I stored almost everything

in my memory ; I read few books,

but these were of the best and most
instructive description. I was, there-

fore, able to digest their contents

without devouring great quantities of

heterogeneous stuff, and I seized,

above all things, every opportunity of

putting my acquirements to the prac-

tical proof, in other words, oi feeling

my way. Thus, when I had the me-
dical faculty to face, I entertained no
dread as to the result of a fair trial.

I had been well instructed in Latin

elsewhere, and I relied upon that cir-

cumstance for language : I had taken

cross-opportunities, if I may so express

myself, of viewing and re-viewing

every branch of medical science ; and
having been first dresser in the In-

firmary, and afterwards a visiting

pupil at the Dispensary, I was toler-

ably well furnished with ammunition
and material. It only remained to be

seen how these were to be employed.

The duration of the ceremonials,

preparatory to graduating, occupied

about six weeks. Having obtained a

general certificate from the Secretary

to the University (at that time my
friend, Dr. Duncan, junior), notice of

his design was forwarded to the Dean
of the Medical Faculty, by the candi-
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date. In due time, he received an

order from this dignitary to attend at

the private house of one of the mem-
bers of the faculty, on a certain day,

and at a specified hour. This, to the

best of my recollection, was generally

communicated about a fortnight before

he was wanted. It was managed with

the most delicate consideration for the

candidate. The first examination was
strictly private, no one being present

excepting the professors belonging to

the faculty and the culprit himself;

no clerks, no spectators, no beadles,

no parade whatever. In the course of

a few sentences I shall describe this

sort of adventure, as I underwent it

myself. In the meantime, let me
reveal what sort of especial prepar-

ation I made Avith a vievv to it.

There was an Irish gentleman
studying medicine at the same time,

betweenwhom and myself an acquaint-

ance of considerable intimacy was
formed. He was a bachelor of arts of

Dublin, a title which is considered

highly honourable to the wearer, and
indicative of diligent application and
success in the acquisition of scholastic

learning *.

* Nevertheless, besides my friend men-
tioned above; I have met with several A. B.
F. C. D., whose acquaintance with Latin was,
in more than one sense, Hibernian. One of

the medical officers of the rej^iment in which I

last served, sported the distinction, but on many
occasions his classical accuracy and attainments

were questioned. Indeed, whenever he meddled
with Latin, in history, whether ancient or
modern, we used to prick up our ears, and,
times without number, had an opportunity of
criticising him effectually. The cut and dry
answer uniformly was, " I can't be wrong

:

sure I have a rischt to know Was not I

obliged to learn all that sort of thin<j ere I tuck
my degrrees at Trin'ty Colle<Te, Doblin ?" We,
Eno;lishmen, however, make a distinction be-

tween rights and obligations, which Irish

scholars do not bear in mind.
Upon one occasion, this A. B. came to dine

with a brother officer and myself; when he
looked into a volume of the Spectator, and,
after chuckling to himself for some time, with
much apparent complacency, if not exultation,
he declared he had found an error in Juvenal.
" An error in Juvenal !" said our entertainer,
who was himself a Dublin graduate. "An
error in Juvenal," said I, " left, till now, for

you to find out !" « To be sui-e—and Master

Mr. K* (as well as myself) had
no desire to have his nose brought to

the grindstone, so we resolved to give

each other an amicable brush up. It

being the fine season of the year, we
studied the confirmation mentis sanoi

in corpore sano, by taking advantage
of the summer evenings to walk into

the country, interrogating and an-

ssvering by turns. After a few Latin
experiments, however, of this sort, I

was obliged to declare to my associate,

that he would infallibly be plucked,
on account of his Latinity, which,
with all due respect, I must say, was,

to me even, shocking. " Pluck me,"
he rejoined, " for my Latin ! if they
do, I shall demand the production of

any book they please, and allow them
to throw it open ad aperturam liberi,

and 1 11 challenge them all to trans-

late and construe." " I have no doubt,
my dear K*, of the result ; but, if

you please, we will, for the future, go
on in plain English." " Very well ;

English or Latin, it is all the same to

me, provided we forward the business."

Addison didn't find it out, as you shall see."

He then read a motto to one of the papers,
taken from Juvenal

;

" Amicus jucundus, in via, cum vehiculus est."

" Well," said I, " there can be no error
there." "Isn't there?—is that all you re-

collect of your grammar? Sure haven't I

a right to know that cum is a preposition

governing the ablative, and Mr. Juvenal
has placed it before the nominative !

"

There could be no doubt of the fact; but
my reply was to the following purport: ,

" Then, if translated into English, according
to your idea, it should import, that there is a
pleasant friend going along the road in a car-
riage." "Exactly," says ABC, "if it were
correct." " But," rejoined I, " the obvious
meaning is, that a pleasant companion on the
road is like a carriage, or an easy and agree-
able mode of conveyance ; recollect, that car-

riages were not, in those days, mucli used for

short, or even long, journics." " I don't know
that." " Nor I, for I never travelled then

;

at the same lime, cum is also an adverb, sig-

nifying as, or like to, or the same as ; so that

we may translate the passage as I have already
attempted to do, without much risk of making
nonsense of the quotation."

Some amusing anecdotes of this same gen-
tleman are to be fomid in " The English Army
at Waterloo, and in France," a work recently

published, aud written by an officer of the
Medical Department.

3e2
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After this new compact had been ob-
served for a short time, we were sum-
moned to attend the authorities upon
certain days. K*'s turn came before

mine, and ere I went up, I had the

agreeable intelligence revealed to me,
that my grinder (pour m'eticouragcrj
was remanded till next summer.
However, I felt the less alarm upon
the occasion, because I had foreseen

the all but inevitable occurrence of
this catastrophe. K* was obstinate,

and persisted in d gthe dead lan-

guage. When my order reached me,
I signified my intention to take a more
systematic, though shorter review of
my studies, by myself, and to do this

in a way of my own.
The house of Dr. Duncan, senior,

was appointed to be the theatre of my
good or bad fortune ; the day I forget

(somewhere, I think, about the middle
of July),—the hour eleven in the fore-

noon. The first examination (of five)

is conducted in this manner, with a
view to give the candidate the benefit

of being collected, and, in case of re-

jection, keeping his own secret. Two
culprits are tried per diem, while the
Court sits ; one fqiiasi ego) in the
morning, and the other in the even-
ing, and in the same fashion. I did
not let a single individual know what
I had before me, beyond the general
fact, that I intended to be doctored,

either in the course of that year or

some other; but of time or season

none but the Faculty and myself had
any knowledge.
About nine in the morning I had

to preside over a numerous party at

the breakfast table of the excellent

friend of whose house I was an in-

mate; he and his lady being in the
country. I sported unusual spirits,

though I could neither eat nor drink.

My Sunday clothes (for it was eti-

quette to appear in them upon such
occasions) I had, a day or two before,

secretly despatched to the residence

of one of my companions, and thither

I repaired to put them on, in order

to mystify, as much as possible, the

youngsters among whom I was domi-
ciliated.

It was a nervous time of day at

which to pay a visit of this nature in

Adam's Square, a situation laid com-
pletely open to the view of every pas-

senger, in one of the most frequented

thoroughfares of Auld Reekie ; close,

also, under the shadow of the College,

and completely exposed to the ken
of the students. These, of course,

were a most formidable corps of ob-

servation ; for if they saw a confrere

sneaking into the doctor's dwelling,

they could not possibly mistake the

purpose, and thus the secret might
get wind. For my own part, I be-

lieve I had reason to hug myself upon
my luck ; for what with choosing by-

streets, and keeping my eyes upon the

ground *, maintaining a quick step

and assumed indifference, I got housed
without seeing any body of my ac-

quaintance, however many might have
seen me.

Being a little before my time, the

worthy and amiable master of the

house invited me into his study, and
held a few minutes' conversation with
me, terminating it in these words :

—
" INIr. , I do not know what the

Professors belonging to the P'aculty

will examine you upon ; but, as mas-

ter of the house, it will be my duty

to begin. In order, therefore, that

you may acquire self-possession as you
proceed, I will tell you, in strict con-

fidence, the course / intend to take.

I shall question you upon the struc-

ture, functions, and diseases of the

urinary organs ; as also concerning the

chemical composition of the urine it-

self; afterwards, you will be handed
over to each of the other Professors

in turn, and they will deal with you
as they find occasion. In the mean
time, as I must be in the way to re-

ceive them up stairs, you will do well

to refresh your recollection by looking

over a part of this book, which treats

* It IS .said, more fancifully, perhaps, tliaa

truly, that when the woodcock considers him-

self in danger, he runs into some secluded

corner, where he pushes his long bill into the-

ground, and tin-ning his back upon the appre-

hended peril, considers himself safe; for, inas-

much as he sees nothing, while thus fixed, he

foolishly imagines (?) that no foe sees him '.
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of the subject
;

" laying before me a

work written in Latin by some Ger-

man author, with whose name I had
not presence ofmind sufficient to make
myself permanently acquainted.

I felt, at the time, and have ever

since felt grateful for the urbane hu-
manity with which the venerable gen-

tleman treated me on this occasion.

It was quite characteristic of one who
died an tdlra octogenarian, in a green

old age, and universally respected.

The particulars of my first, second,

third, fourth, and fifth examinations I

cannot inflict upon the patient reader

till next opportunity j but they will

gratify some curiosity.

operation of the anatomical,
bill.—deficient supply op sub-
jects at the medical school,

guy's hospital.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
I WAS rather surprised to see a state-

ment in your very useful Journal of

this week, importing, that " since the

Right Honourable the Secretary of

State for the Home Department had

enforced the new law impartially, that

the study of medicine," or I would
rather say the study of anatomy, had
been wonderfully accelerated, and

that the number of bodies, which had

been supplied to all the London
schools, had averaged thirty a-month,

and had now increased to the (I must
say) astonishing number of one hun-
dred and sixty. I would beg to ask

of you, or through your Journal, by
what means these bodies have been

disposed of, or to what schools they

have been given, as I can assert, and
without fear of contradiction, that, at

Guy's Hospital, an institution equal-

ling, and, I may say, exceeding most
others in its wealth and resources,

there has not been more than thirty

subjects during this session. Numer-
ous pupils, myself among the number,
have been waiting anxiously to com-
mence, and have not yet been able

from the great scarcity of subjects.

I would inquire, Geiitlemen, how this

happens > Is it that our teachers do
not exert themselves in our behalf, as

the heads of other schools do, or that

we are not thought of, by Dr. SomcT-
ville and the Secretary of State, as one
of the London Schools .'' One word
more about the expense to pupils and
the charge for subjects. The price

which has been paid, diiring the sea-

son, is four guineas, and never less ;

for an extremity eleven shillings, and,
if injected, thirteen shillings ; so that

on this head, also, you must have been
misinformed. Of the price we do not
complain, but of the scarcity.

An insertion of the above will oblige

a subscriber to your very useful Heb-
domadary, and also

A Pupil of Guy's Hospital.
Saturday, Jan. 12, 1833.

POLITICAL MEDICAL APPOINT-
MENTS IN DUBLIN.

A VALUED correspondent has furnish-

ed us with an account of some recent

medical appointments in Dublin, at

which the faculty at the other side of

the channel must laugh. Two gen-

tlemen are appointed to situations

over the heads of many much better

qualified:

—

" Both appointments were purely

political—that of Sir Arthur Clarke,

by the Ladies Morgan and Cloncurry,

that of Dr. Byrne, through the instru-

mentality of the Solicitor-General,

and we have ascertained that the

Surgeon-General took no part what-
ever in inducing the nomination,

which Avas referred to him after it

had been made, and in the ordinary

way of business. Since our last, an-
other change has taken place in the

appointment. The College of Sur-
geons having resolved to remonstrate

upon the nomination to the Lock
Hospital, which it appeared had been
made contrary to law. Sir Arthur
Clarke was removed from thence, and
Dr. Byrne appointed at a reduced
salary. The situation of Surgeon to

the Police and Watch, hitherto held

by one individual, is divided between
Sir Arthur and Dr. Ireland."
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EouTJoniHctiical^c-^urcjifal journal.

Sahtfday, January 19, 1833.

MEDICAL REFORM.

" I think I hear a little bird, who sinjjs

The people by and by will be the stronger."

Byron.

The time lias at length arrived, when

inonopoly in medical affairs will be no

longer tolerated. The only supporter

of medical abuses, our able and con-

sistent contemporary of the Gazette,

has suddenly turned round, and voci-

ferously demands reform in the Royal

College of Physicians. A few short

weeks ago, the medical corporations

of this country were, according to

that independent writer, super-excel-

lent ; they formed one great univer-

sity, the celebrated school of Hyde

Park Corner included ; they were con-

summate perfection. But lo ! that

college, before which its creature had

been " bowing, and bowing, and

bowing," nowneeds a complete change

in its illegal by-laws and its miserable

policy. When we perused the article

to which we refer, we closed the book,

looked at its cover, as we could not

suppose it to be the dull, crouching,

mean-spirited production it was wont

to be, when we really recognised it as

the chef d'oeuvre of medical placemen

and corruptionists. We were utterly

unable to probe the motives which led

to the abondonment of its usual prin-

ciples ; but, on a little reflection, we

recollected, that a few weeks since,

we emphatically declared, that a Com-

mittee of the new House of Commons

would be granted early in the session

to examine into the state of the Col-

leges of Physicians and Surgeons in

London, and consequently, that the

illegal usurpations, the tyranny and

injustice of these bodies, would be ex-

posed to the country, and would of

course be annihilated. Our contem-

porary and his employers discovered

the woful truth of our statement,

and, accordingly, the College com-

menced deliberations for reform, and

their champion suddenly sees a thou-

sand deformities in their institution,

and therefore he implores, expos-

tulates, and threatens (may Jupiter

Amnion protect our friends in Pall Mall

East) that all insulting by-laws must

be instantly repealed— that the fellow-

ships must be thrown open—that mo-

nopoly must cease. He tells us, that

some important changes are contem-

plated, " by which much that is ob-

jectionable and invidious in the pre-

sent system would be obviated." How
liberal of the College—how just

—

how equitable—how condescending !

Whence the cause of all this .'' Hear

the reason :

—

" The College, unless

saved by some speedy change, must

fall into decay; the temper of the

times has deprived it of its powers-

—

always rather doubtful (O ! Apollo

and Esculapius) as a controlling

body ; while, morally, its influence is

waning with the increase of intelli-

gence, which leads the public to judge

of men rather by their solid acquire-

ments than by their chartered prero-

gatives." The writer goes on to de-

clare, that no half measures will do,

as the time is at hand " when the
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fellows will have to assay, what an-

cient usage and musty parchments,

and royal letters (we marvel he did

not add bulletins), can do against

common sense, general opinion, and

the public press," Bravissimo, trum-

peter of the corruptionists j the Re-

form Bill has done wonders. We
are subsequently informed of the

" tottering fabric which may, per-

chance, be levelled with the ground

by a reformed Parliament." We
imagine that we hear the fellows

with one voice exclaiming, " vivi

pervenimus ; farewell, a long fare-

well, to all our greatness ; we shall

no longer sit in scarlet robes and in-

sult physicians infinitely superior to

us in age, in learning, acquirements,

and experience, by subjecting them

to school-boy examinations. We can

no longer insult Edinburgh graduates

by our Oxonians and Cantabs wear-

ing dingy, old stuff gowns at the

examinations, of which we consider-

ed the modern Athenians unworthy ;

nor shall our illustrious President,

with dignity and gracious smiles, ex-

tend his august arms to receive the

licensed on bended knees, on velvet

cushion, into the hall of our sanclum

sanctorum, for into our scanty, half-

filled library, or empty museum, they

cannot enter after the degradation

which we, in our profound wisdom,

subject them to, without our special

invitation, notwithstanding our mulct

of fifty -seven pounds from each.

But, alas ! they, the minus docti, our

2)ermissi, the alieni homines, are on

the eve of destroying our venerable

privileges. So mischievous is the

spirit of the times, that accursed

march of intellect and Whiggish Re-

form Bill, which no longer tolerate

that happy state of things transmitted

to us by our revered predecessors, and

justly granted to them by that wisest

of all kings, Harry VIII , of pious

memory." Such are the secret lamen-

tations of the College of Physicians

at this moment, and such is the in-

sensibility of the age, that these are

unheeded. We rejoice at it, and we

ardently hope, that every corrupt and

antiquated institution in this country

will feel the salutary influence ofthere-

formed parliament. To abandon irony,

let us view the conduct of the College

in its true light. Let us premise, that

we belong to this body, because the law

of the country requires our doing so.

For many of the fellows we entertain

respect ; for the whole, as an official

body, the most sovereign contempt.

Every man of a properly constituted

mind agrees with us. Because every

one, conversant with the laws relating

to the College, must admit, that the

managers of that body have openly

violated the law of the land, while

they neglected the interests of science

and of the public. They divided the

members into fellows and licentiates

;

they examined, and still examine,

graduates of Oxford and Cambridge,

contrary to their charter and one of

the statutes of Henry VIII. ; they

persecuted regular graduates, incarce-

rated them with felons, while they

suftered villanous quacks to practise

with impunity. They dare not at-

tempt such tyranny at present ; but

thev insult those who are admitted as
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licentiates, or rather fellows, accord-

ing to Mr. Willcock, and have the

audacity to shut the collegiate portals

against them, until opened by their

own gracious invitation. They re-

jected Mason Good and Armstrong,

men whose names will shine in the

annals of medicine, when those of

their contemptible insulters will be

forgotten. They despised the claims

of moral justice, they placed beardless

youths, from Oxford and Cambridge,

above a Good and an Armstrong, above

the most learned, experienced, and

wninent of the licentiates, as if com-

mon sense and public opinion were to

be opposed by such despicable injus-

tice. It would be invidious to insti-

tute a comparison between the fellows

and the members of the present period;

but we maintain, that the latter have

done infinitely more in support of the

medical literature of the country.

What have the present fellows done

as authors ? Is there even one of

them who has produced an original

work of mediocrity ? But they were

educated at Oxford and Cambridge,

in which there are the most defective

medical schools, such as are far infe-

rior to any private school in London.

The London and the other Colleges

imitate that oligarchy mentioned by

Aristotle, whose oath was, " we will

do the multitude all the evil in our

power." We are determined to de-

preciate the great body of physicians

in this kingdom, and thereby diminish

their numbers ; we shall allow the

apothecaries to examine in physic, and

give attractive licenses to their mem-

bers to practise medicine ; while we,

about sixty in number, are more than

sufficient for Modern Babylon, and,

by keeping court and public appoint-

ments among ourselves, by earwigging

royalty and nobility, we shall have all

the pensions and places of worth, and

let the licentiates subsist upon the

stupidity of the profane vulgar.

Such is a faint view of the profes-

sion of physic at present in this

country, and if any well informed

medical practitioner, or any man of an

enlightened mind, except a Fellow,

can be found to advocate it, we pity

him. In making these remarks, we

are not influenced by acrimony of

feeling, nor do we wish to employ

asperity in reproof, nor harshness of

expression, nor invective. We expose

assumed privileges and usurpation of

government. We assert the truth,

and we maintain it by argument and

fact. Our honest endeavour is to ex-

pose corruption and abuse, with the

expectation of having these corrected.

The time has arrived when old-

fashioned monopolies can no longer

exist ; Avhen those of the same calling

must enjoy equal rights and privi-

leges.

We sincerely and anxiously wish that

the College may have the good sense

to avoid destruction ; and this it can

only do by an immediate reform. Let

it make a virtue of necessity, and

forthwith abolish its illegal by-laws.

Let all its members have equal rights

;

and nothing, but the lapse of a few

short weeks, can prevent them. Court

intrigue and government influence

can no longer be opposed to public

opinion ; for never was there a time
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when the truth of the maxim of an

inspired writer was better illustrated :

f^ox popidi, vox Dei. We tell the

College, that half measures will not

do ; that it is useless to throw out

" a tub to catch the whale
;
" and

that when once a parliamentary com-

mittee is appointed, of which there is

not a shadow of doubt, an efficient

medical reform will be effected.

There is a rumour abroad, that the

College is endeavouring to obtain

power to confer degrees in medicine.

This is absolute folly. Quern Deus

viilt perilere, priiis dementat. It would

be the height of absurdity, to imagine

that the Censors of the College, one

or two of whom are generally under

the age of thirty, and not known a

mile from their respective residences,

and the other two octogenarians, would

be qualified to examine in the differ-

ent branches of medical education.

What pretensions could they have

to examine in descriptive or general

anatomy, chemistry, midwifery, or

surgery ? If degrees are to be given

in London, and they should be, the

Professors of the London University

are, most unquestionably, the best

qualified to grant them. Here are

Professors in all the medical depart-

ments, selected from the whole pro-

fession, on account of superior attain-

ments in their respective branches,

and therefore these, and these only,

ought to be empowered to grant de-

grees. We are quite certain, that in

the event of the College applying for

such power, the whole physicians of

England, with the exception of the

Fellows, will unanimously petition

Parliament against the measure. If

further proof were demanded, as to

the insufficiency of this body, we need

only refer to its stupidity in declaring

cholera contagious ! Had its mem-

bers at large a voice on the subject,

such a decision would not have been

made; quarantine would not have been

enforced ; the humbug of the Central

Board would not have been suffered ;

the medical profession of England

would not be the laughing-stock of

Europe and of the world, for believing

a disease contagious, which every ex-

perienced member of the profession

denies. In saying this, we wish to be

understood correctly ;—the decisions

of the Boards of Health were pub-

lished as those of the whole profes-

sion ; while, in truth, 99 in 100 of

the Faculty amongst us were non-

contagionists.

Let the College act liberally and

wisely, and it will be revered by its

members at large. Its library and

museum will be enriched ; donations

will be left to it ; and it will become

the first medical institution in the

world. Such is our anxious wish and

ardent desire. Whatever reform will

be made in it, will extend to its rivals

elsewhere ; and medical science and

public health will be incalculably

benefited.

In our next we shall pay our re-

spects to the College of Surgeons.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS
IN IRELAND.

At the annual election of officers for

the eneuing year, there was an un-
usually large attendance of the mem-
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bers of the College, no less than sixty-

live having been at one time in the

room. The ballot terminated as fol-

lows:—
President, James Kerin;—Vice-

President, John Kirby.

Court of Censors.—Samuel Wil-
mot, Francis White, Arthur Jacob,

W. H. Porter, Maurice Colles, and
Robert Adams.

Court of Assistants.— Abraham
Colles, Rawdon Macnamara, Alex-
ander Reid, J. W. Cusack, William
Corbett, William Teggart, R. Harri-

son, E. M'Dowel, T. Rumley, John
Harte, W. Palmer, and C. Benson.

Midwifery Court.—Chairman, —
Sheckleton ; Deputy- Chairman, S,

Ilalahan ; jNIembers, Charles Peebles,

Luke Whitstone, — Armstrong, S.

Cusack, — Beatty, and — Maunsell.

It would be well if the London
College of Surgeons took a hint from
its Hibernian contemporary, and added
a Midwifery Board to its Court of

Kxamiuers. Why not have some com-
j)ctent examiners in midwifery as well

as the Dublin College, or the London
Apothecaries' Hall ? The answer is,

because our brethren at Lincoln's-

Inn Fields are gentlemen of the old

school, who are combined, like certain

manufacturers, to produce as many
surgeons as possible, and thereby to

fill their own pockets ; but, as to the

knowledge of the new followers of

IMachaon and Podalirius, they may be
as ignorant of practical medicine,

materia medica, and obstetrics, as

Bedlamites. We have known persons

pass the College who had no know-
ledge whatever of internal or medical
diseases ; who could not distinguish

between inflammation of the lung and
inflammation of the liver; who would
not know Epsom salts from oxalic

acid ; who could not state the dose of

jalap, calomel, opium, &c. &c. ; yet

such are the attainments of surgeons
who are deemed qualitied to practise

in fevers and internal inflammations,

or rather as physicians, by the re-

nowned examiners. Sir Astley Cooper,

Sir Anthony Carlisle, Mr. Lynn^ Mr.

White, Mr. Guthrie, Mr. Vincent,

and others.

In making these remarks, some of

our readers will think us hypercriti-

cal; but to such we reply, let the

College of Surgeons keep pace with

the times. Let it not be supposed

that an enlightened profession is to

be led by this body any longer. Men
think for tliemselves at present, and
no medical practitioner, of properly

enlightened mind, will bow down to

a band of monopolists, of self-interest-

ed and self-elected men, whose idol

is sordid lucre. We ask, could any-

thing be more absurd than the Col-

lege requiring attendance on mid-
wifery lectures, while the President

was blackguarding obstetricians in the

newspapers, and at the same time

gravely j)roposing that, in all ditticult

cases, hospital surgeons should be

called in—persons who could not dis-

tinguish the infant'sheadfrom its ,

a proposal that was universally ridi-

culed by the profession as well as by the

public ; because the Examiners must
not practise obstetricy or pharmacy,
and consequently could not, with any
semblance of consistency, examine on

these branches.

In our succeeding Numbers we
shall expose the tortuous policy of

every niedical cor])oration in the

United Kingdom, and demonstrate to

the public press the necessity of tak-

ing up the subject.

CURIOUS PROPOSAL FOR PERPETU-

ATING THE MEMORY OF THE DEAD.

M. Barreul, principal chemist to

the Paris Faculty of Medicine, thinks

that, according to the examinations of

the blood which he has made, he

could extract as much iron from the

blood, after death, as might be made
into a medal of the size of a forty

franc piece of gold. With appropriate

inscriptions, such medals would be

considered, by fiimilies, as the most

precious relics of departed relatives.
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The Dublin Journal of Medical and
Chemical Science. No. VI. Vol. II.

January.^ 1833.

(Continued from p. 761.)

The paper which now claims atten-

tion is headed, " Notes on Malignant
Cholera, as it appeared in Dublin.

By Simon ]\PCoy, one of the Resi-

dent jMedical Officers of the Grange
Gorman lane Cholera Hospital." The
author resided in the hospital from

April until August. The establish-

ment accommodated 700 patients,

and generally contained 500. It was
one of the chief government hospitals,

was placed under the superintend-

ance of the Board of Health ; and
hence the origin of a positive order,

that no necrotomic examination should

be instituted ! ! ]\Tr. M'Coy deeply

regrets this, and expresses his inabi-

lity to comprehend the utility of pre-

vention. He writes with candour and
impartiality. His description of the

symptoms of cholera is excellent, and
his remarks on the question of con-

tagion are so unprejudiced, as to carry

conviction to the mind of any rational

person, that cholera was not conta-

gious. We allow him to tell his own
story :

—
*' Doubts have been raised that the

cholera in this country is identical

with the true Indian cholera ; the

point may not be of much importance,

but I have conversed with many army
surgeons who served in India, and
saw much of the disease ; all declared

in the hospital that the cholera before

them was that of India, scarcely mo-
dified by the difference of latitude of

the countries or habits of the inha-

bitants. That the disease is new
among us, I would almost take upon
myself to affirm ; many years' attend-

ance on the poor of this city at their

own dwellings would, in all proba-

bility, have brought me in contact

with it, if it did really exist. I have
never until this year seen any thing

like it. The question, whether the

disease is communicable from one
person to another, mediately or imme-
diately, and whether other matter
than the human body be capable of

retaining for a period, and then dis-

seminating it, is one of the greatest

importance, in many points of view

;

and accordingly it has been frequently

raised by medical men, and those not

of the profession, and discussed by
either with almost a rancorous perti-

nacity. I Avill not presume to act

the syncratist in the conflict of opi-

nion, but I know these facts as bearing

on it. Of 200 or 300 servants at-

tached to Grange Gorman Hospital,

including nurses and ward-maids, a

much less proportion of them have, I

think, been attacked with cholera

than of a similar description of per-

sons out of doors. I have not known
one of those persons employed to carry

the sick from the gate to the wards,

or those who carried the dead from
the wards to the dead-house, or those

engaged in burying the dead, or those

who collected the clothes of the pa-

tients as they arrived, to deposit them
in a place provided for their recep-

tion, or those of the establishment

who conveyed the sick from their

dwellings to the hospital, attacked

with cholera, although some of them
were for months so employed, endured
great fatigue, and were far from de-

nying themselves the indulgence of

spirituous liquors when they could

get it. In every bad case I always

appointed a ward-maid to attend ex-

clusively to it, to prevent any chance
of mistake or neglect in the exhibi-

tion of the medicines ordered, or the

regular performance of other offices no
less essential. On coming unexpect-

edly into the wards in the middle of

the night, I have often found these

persons stretched on the same bed
with a collapsed patient, sometimes

asleep ; yet I have not known any ill

consequences to follow. The frictions

performed by these females obliged

them sometimes to inhale the pesti-

ferous exhalations (if such there be)

from the bodies of the patients, yet
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the instances of their being attacked
with true cholera were very rare in-

deed. Those excellent ladies, the
" Sisters of Charity," whose exertions

in practical works of mercy were xin-

ccasing, who inhaled for hours the

very breath of the dying, have not,

in a single instance, to my knowledge,
sustained injury. The Protestant

clergyman, who prayed in the wards,

and the Catholic clergyman, the na-
ture of whose duties obliged him to

sit by the bed-side, with his face often

in actual contact with that of the

patient, sustained no injury. None
of the medical officers took cholera.

I have tasted the rice vomit and
escaped. Several vvomen were brought
in, in very bad cholera^ with children

at their breasts, endeavouring to draw
sustenance from this maternal source.

Some of the mothers have died, but

the children have not been attacked
;

others who recovered have refused to

let the infants be taken from them
during their illness, and no ill effects

followed. Some females were de-

livered in the hospital at different pe-

riods of utero-gestation, and out of the

number two, I think, of the children

survived ; one of these, however, took

the disease in three weeks after, and
died in a few hours. The suddenness

with which the number of patients

seeking admission increased or dimi-

nished was very remarkable ; on four

successive days, for instance, we had
285 admissions, and on the four next

following we had 497; ^"d in a fort-

night afterwards, the numbers on four

successive days were but 134. On
one night, from midnight till seven

o'clock in the morning, we had but

two admissions, and but one week
previously, patients were coming in

at the rate of 40 or 50 in the same
period of time. How may this be

accounted for ? On the other hand,

I have been informed, that amongst

the visitors allowed into the wards to

see their friends, two took cholera in

one week, and, I believe, died. A
woman, accompanying the cot which
conveyed her son to the hospital, took

ill at the gate, although previously

apparently in good health, and was
the most rapidly fatal case of cholera

I witnessed. It was no unusual oc-

currence to have two, three, or four

members of the same fiimily in the

hospital together in cholera. Certain

streets in Dublin sent in fifty pa-

tients, I think, to one sent from other

streets in all appearance equally cal-

culated to produce disease. One of

my pupils, who had occasion to come
to me to the hospital almost daily,

was obliged, after a time, to discon-

tinue his visits, from observing that

his bowels became unpleasantly af-

fected every time he came there.

Neither the history of the disease,

which I have red with some care, nor

the facts which came under my own
observation, have served to convince

my mind on the contagion question ;

perhaps the fault is in the mind. I

should rather be inclined to consider

cholera neither contagious nor infec-

tious.

" Writers have distinguished cer-

tain stages in the progression of the

symptoms of this disease; if this is

merely for the convenience of descrip-

tion, there may be little objection to

it, but if it is intended to mark a

regular succession of symptoms, by
witnessing any of which, one would
be enabled to say to what extent the

malady had gone, and thereon to

found a prognosis, or a mode of treat-

ment, I can only say I have not found
it very useful in practice. I have
observed the greatest irregularity in

the succession of the symptoms, in

their duration and severity. I have

seen any one symptom take prece-

dence; I have known any one of its

symptoms occasionally absent; I have
seen all the symptoms strike at once.

I have seen the disease linger with
trifling symptoms for a week before

there was much cause for serious ap-

prehension ; I have seen it run its

course from apparently perfect health

to dissolution in one hour and three

quarters ; I have seen them present

every shade of severity, from the

most tranquil state to one of great

agony. There was one circumstance
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remarkable on this subjectj that the

prevalence of particular symptoms
appeared periodically endemial ; for

three or four successive days the great

majority of patients received into hos-

pital would have one symptom or

train of symptoms predominating, the

next period others, and so on ; some-
times most of them on their arrival

complained much of cramps, and of

nothing else; at other times they
were almost all vomiting. Again,
febrile symptoms of the asthenic type

would present themselves, which in a

longer or shorter time merged into

regular cholera ; at another time they

came with flushed countenance, and
tumid and very tender abdomen ; at

another time, cold, pale, and almost

lifeless, &c , &c. I was not able to

connect these with any remarkable
atmospheric changes. I think most
of the worst cases I have had were
during the prevalence of drizzly

minute rain ; the air much charged
with electricity appeared to me
obnoxious to the disease. It was
observed, that after a day or two of

rain, the number of cases increased ;

but this might have depended on
causes unconnected with the malady
itself. Until the beginning of June,

I hardly saw an individual under fif-

teen or sixteen years of age affected,

and had almost concluded that young
persons were nearlv exempt from such

infliction; but in July, the number
of children under my own care was,

to adults, as one to thirteen or four-

teen. I saw one instance of pure cho-

lera in an infant three weeks old."

With respect to predisposition, he
states, tliat more than one-third had
no indisposition previous to the in-

vasion of cholera ; but, in general, the

remaining portion had had disorder

in the bowels, or diarrhoea. Another
of his observations deserves great at-

tention:—" There does not appear to

be any period of life totally exempt
from cholera : but the extremes of

youth and old age are least subject.

I have had few patients above sixty-

five. From eighteen to forty-five is

the general range of the ages of those

I attended." Mr. M'-Coy gives a

most minute account of the symptoms
and progress of cholera, which we
need not place before our readers ;

and he reserves the treatment until

the appearance of the next number of

our contemporary. He mentions an
awful case in which a female was de-

stroyed in an hour aud three quarters

from the time of invasion of the dis-

ease ; and she assured him, that she

suffered from no indisposition pre-

ceding the moment of attack. This

ij the most sudden instance of fatality

we have ever heard of. The author

of this paper deserves great credit for

the manner in which it is executed.

We have no doubt but his labours

will be referred to by succeeding

writers.

The next paper is entitled " A New
Mode of making an Early Diagnosis

of Aneurism of the Abdominal Aorta."

By J. Corrigan, IM. D., &c. The
mode proposed by Dr. Corrigan is the

application of the stethoscope, the

patient being placed in the horizontal

posture, when the " bruit de souJjUel,'"

or bellows sound, will be distinctly

heard. Two cases are related, i»

which an accurate diagnosis was made
by auscultation ; and a variety of pa-
thological observations are appended,

which prove the writer to be an able

pathologist, and an excellent practical

physician, and a gentleman deeply

versed in medical literature.

The last paper is on " Irritative Ery-
thema." 13y Robert Law, M.D., &c.

The author relates some cases in which
erythema, succeeded by bullae, were
observed, and which, we think with
him, most persons would designate

pemphigus gangrenosus. These were
accompanied by great constitutional

disturbance, such as is excited by dis-

section, wounds, or diffuse inflamma-
tion of the cellular substance. This

paper is well written, and containsi

the opinions of the best essayists on.

the subject to which it relates.

We think our readers will agree

with us in opinion, that the original

communications in our Dublin con-

temporary are of great practical value,,
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and second to none in any periodical

published in Great Britain. We con-

gratulate our Dublin brethren on the

success and value of their periodical,

and their breaking through that si-

lence which so long and so unaccount-

ably characterized them. They have

now clearly shown the profession, at

this side of the Irish Channel, that

medical science has progressed as ra-

pidly among them as elsewhere.

DISCOVERY OF THE LAMINATED
STRUCTURE OF THE BRAIN.

Wk referred last week to M. Leu-
ret's discovery relative to the struc-

ture of the brain, and we now subjoin

a copy of that gentleman's letter upon
the subject to the President of the

Academy of Sciences in Paris :
—

" At the last meeting of the Aca-
demy, when I announced my dis-

covery of the laminated structure of

the brain, my priority of claim on the

subject was placed in doubt by M.
Serres, who stated that this structure

was already known. When the meet-

ing broke up, I requested iNI. Serres

to give me some information on the

subject, when this gentleman inform-

ed me that he had discovered and
described it ; that he had anatomical

preparations and drawings demon-
strating it ; and, as he hud been

named one of the commission to de-

cide upon my work, he proposed that

wo should previously meet, in order

to show what each of us had dis-

covered. I very gladly agreed to

this proposal ; and, yesterday, the

30th of December, we proceeded to

compare our preparations and draw-
ings, in the presence of M M. Geof-

froy-Saint-Hiliaire, Esquirol, Bour-
dois de Lamotte, Villerme, Louis,

Mitevie, and some others. The fol-

lowing is, sauf erreur, the result of

our investigations.
"^ According to M. Serres, the

hemispheres of the brain are formed
of two orders of laminai : the one,

arising from the crura cerebri, being

ranged in such a direction that a

probe, passed laterally througli one

of the hemispheres, may be supposed

to pass between two laminai, without

a single one of which the hemisphere

is composed being pierced ; ^^'llile the

instrument, passed longitudinally,

must penetrate the whole. These
laminae, which IM. Serres calls ra-

diated, are not all of equal height

;

for some extend so as to correspond

to the projecting convolutions, while

others only reach to the bottom of

the siilci.

" ]M. Serres terms a second order

of lamina? undulated:—these being
placed on the periphery of the brain,

form a sort of body over the former.

To give an idea of this, I may be
allowed to have recourse to the com-
parison of a piece of linen cloth

placed over a shrub, the branches of
which, being of unequal extent, would
form a general surface of elevations

and depressions ; the projections cor-

responding to the longest branches,

as, in the structure which M. Serres

supposes, the longest radiated la-

mimc correspond to the convolutions
;

while the depressions formed by the
short branches resemble the short ra-

diated laminae ending at the bottom
of the sulci.

" Now if, instead of a substance

resembling fine linen cloth, we cover

the edges of the radiated laminae with

a coating of a white substance, having

a thickness of some lines, and upon
this again superpose merely a coating

of a gray substance, not continuous

with the former, we can form an idea

of the structure of the hemispheres as

described by M. Serres.

" But this is not the structure

which I have undertaken to demon-
strate. In my preparations, which,

unlike those of M. Serres, exhibit

things clearly, the convolutions are

made up of an infinity of small la-

mina) in close contact, formed of white

substance passing continuously into

the gray, qui leur fournit comme une

foliation : so that the surface of the

brain may be compared to the leaves

of a book united at their very edges

by a thin coating of gum.
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" There is here a complete difference

between M. Serres' ideas and mine.

Genneri, an Italian author, is the

only person, as far as I am aware of,

who seems to have had any idea of

the laminated structure of the convo-

lutions. Gall and Spurzheim only

notice a central division, and conse-

quently two lamiuEe ; and there are,

as I have stated, many laminae and
many divisions.

" In the interior of the hemispheres
the substance of the brain is shown
by M. Serres' preparations, as well

as by mine, to be composed of la-

minae ; but, contrary to that gentle-

man's ideas, these laminae are con-

tinued into the convolutions ; they
are not arranged one before another ;

and a probe passed laterally through
a hemisphere must necessarily pass

through the centre of numbers of

them.

"I also presented to M. Serres,

and the gentlemen above-mentioned,

preparations illustrating the structure

of the corpus collosum, the crura
cerebri, and the cerebellum ; but, as

he shewed nothing relating to these

parts, I shall not here refer to them.
" To sum up the whole, in reference

to tbe claim of priority, set up by
M. Serres, it appears to me.

" 1 . That, as far as regards the

cerebral convolutions, no question

exists, inasmuch as 1 have arrived

at conclusions very different from
those of M. Serres.

'• 2. Relative to the white sub-

stance forming the interior of the

hemispheres, M. Serres declares, as I

do, the structure to be laminated

;

but I do not admit that the laminse

are arranged and developed generally

according to that gentleman's views.
" I will add that, in commencing

myrcsearches,Icould not have profited

by the drawings or preparations of
M, Serres, nor of his mode of proceed-
ing, as nothing had then been pub-
lished by this gentleman on the
subject.

" I have the honour to be, &c.
" Leuret."

"^\st Dec.I832.

ST. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL
AND SURGICAL SOCIETY.

On Thursday, January the 3d, the
subject of erysipelas was resximed by
Mr. Smith, and the different methods
of treatment, employed in this com-
plaint, were fully discussed by the
Society.

On Thursday, January the 10th,

Dr. Aldis read a paper on the use of

iodine. Among other diseases, its

utility in some cases of dropsy, de-

pending on enlarged liver, was alluded

to. A case of dropsy was related,

which had occurred in the Hospital,

wherein considerable benefit was de-

rived from the rubbing in the hydrio-

date of potass. Dr. Bardsley's and
Dr. Koike's cases of dropsical effusion,

treated by iodine, were mentioned.
The latter we have given in the first

Number of this Journal.

NECROLOGY.
Died on the 10th instant, Joshua Brookes, Esq.,

F.R.S. F.L.S.,Sec. Ca»s. Nat. Cur. Mosq. Soc,
&c. &c. He taug-fit anatomy for forty years in

Blenheim-street, durinj^ which time he edu-
cated upwards of 7000 students. He arranj^ed

a museum of anatomical and zoological spe-

cimens, which, for number, beauty, and inter-

est, were unequalled, except by his predecessor,

the illustrious Hunter. It is a disgraceful fact,

-that the Royal College of Surgeons excluded

this celebrated anatomist from its council and
examiners; and the only reason which can be
assigned for this studied insult was, that Mr.
Brookes was not a hospital surgeon, and that

he, with Mr.Carpue, derided the shallow pre-

tensions ofmen who were most unjustly placed

above them.

BOOK.
A further Examination of the Principles of

the Treatment of Gout and Rheumatism, with
Observations on the Use and Abuse ofCol-
chicum. By Sir Chaules Scudamore, M.D.
F.R.S. Second edition, considerably altered

and enlarged. 8vo. pp. 127. London, 1833,
Longman and Co.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS,
Several unpaid communications have been

refused. It is astonishing, that persons writing^

on their own affairs, have the modesty to p«*
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us to the expense of posta<ie. After tliis date,

no letter or communication will be received by

us unless forwarded free of expense.

Dr. Syntax.—We are not responsible for

the style of the lectures publislied in this

Journal.

A Bartholomew Pupil.—The attack on the

lecturer is unjust and undeserved.

Classicus We cannot answer tlic question,

but we scarcely think it possible that tlie

Latin Examiner of Candidates at the Hail is a

classical teacher.

Zacchias.—We decline the article on tJie

Inquest at Clerkenwell. The strictures on the

evidence axe too severe. Both the surjjeon

and the dentist were blameless, though the

witnesses, in our opinion, were not justified

in slating that the extraction of the tooth was
not the exciting cause of inflammation of the

jaw, subsequent gangrene, and whatever dis-

ease appeared in the brain. Would the man
have died if the tooth had not been extracted ?

The evidence published in the leading morn-
ing papers does not warrant a conclusion in

the affirmative. We firmly believe that there

was no severe injury done the jaw by the

dentist, whoever he was, and also tliat the

treatment employed by the surgeon was judi-

cious ; in fact, that both are blameless, as the

fatal result might have followed no matter who
was the operator ; and therefore tlie law would
hold both harmless; but we cainiot agi-ee to

the opinion of the medical witnesses, some of

whom we know, and all of whom we respect,

that the extraction of the tooth was not the

exciting cause of the subsequent mischief which
destroyed the deceased. We may be in error,

but such is our opinion.

Naval Officer A physician or surgeon in

practice as such, and not as an apothecary,

before 1S15, cannot escape the worsliipful

Comi)any. There was an act passed in 1825,

which continued in force one year only, which

exempted such practitioners from the Apothe-

caries' Act, and that law is, of course, a dead

letter at present.

Dr. Mo7ilgomery's favour has been duly

received, for which we offer him our sincere

tlianks. A certain gentleman should have

called upon him in October, to whom we write

this day for his negligence.

Professor Graves's communication will, of

tjourse, receive that attention which is due to

it.

Justus.—In pity we withhold the letter ; its

author ought to study Murray's, Cobbelt's, or

Pinnock's Grammars.
If the Chemists have not an abler defender

than a person who indites " through," for

"true," they are sadly off indeed. W^e say to

this writer " ne sutor ultra crepidem."

Mr. Pearse.—We are much obliged by the

list of Subscribers at Westminster, and shall

publish it in our next.

A Subscriber We shall consider the mat-

ter We are not singular in the respect men-
tioned.

Damages and Costs against Dr. Ryan for

defending the honour and dignity of the Me-
dical Profession nearly ^800.
We owe it to our numerous correspondents

to state, in reply to several comnnniications,

that Dr. Ryan feels as much comi)limented by

the subscription of a shilling, or a iialf crown,

as by the largest amount. He is well aware

of tiie low state of the profession, which he

deplores, but he is j)roud that there are medi-

cal practitioners, on whom fortune frowns, who
are alive to the character and honour of the

profession. It will be said, why have not the

heads fwe should like to know who these are)

of the profession supported the respectability

of the faculty on this occasion ? Wo an<!wer,

because the heads have been faithfully de-

picted in this periodical, and because one of

them, a du{)e to an opponent, allowed his

reason to be stultified by a , and lie, most

virtuous, upright, and christian brother, in-

fluenced the powers that be, though in his

and their defence, our colleague committed

himself, and very foolishly ridiculed the im-

pertinent falsehood that Long was as able a

practitioner as any member of the faculty.

As a proof of his ability, he has lately pul)-

lished that an alcohol and a xnrus, which he

of course can extract, are causes of all diseases.

Amount of Subscriptions already received,

in aid of Dr. Ryan . . .£176 2

The following subscriptions have been re-

ceived since our last :

—

K. W
G. M. B
George Taylor, Esq. .

Liberalis, Halsted, Essex

J. Bowden, Esq. Sloane-street

James Morrah, Esq. ditto .

James Veitcli, M.D. Cadogan-

place (second subscription)

W. P. Lander, Esq Sloane-st.

A Eriend ....
R. N. Cumming, Esq. Cheyne
Walk ....

A Friend ....
J . Godrich, Esq. Little Chelsea

J. Hyde, Esq. South Parade .

W. Kirbey, Esq. Brompton .

T. Broster, Esq. Queen's Build

ings, Brompton
. Fisher, Esq.

C. T. Coward, Esq. West-

bourne-place

H. Saunders, Esq. 1 , Green's,

row, Chelsea

B. Davies,Esq. 23,King-street:

St. James's

£
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Gentlemen,

In the last lecture 1 was considering the treat-

ment of simple erysipelas; and, from what
was then stated, 1 think you will comprehend,
sufficiently well, that no one kind of treatment

is applicable to all the various staj^es of the

disorder, or to all the different conditions in

which you will find the patient in the several

periods of the complaint. In the first sta<^es,

the treatment should be antiphlog^istic ; but,

in the subsequent ones, when the patient is

much reduced, tonics, cordials, and even sti-

mulants, may be £is requisite as depletion was
at an earlier period. Bark, the sulphate of

quinine, the diluted sulphuric acid, wine, and
plenty of light farinaceous nutriment, may
now be as useful as bleeding and other anti-

phlogistic means were in the commencement
of the complaint. Even the subcarbonate of

ammonia may sometimes be advantageously

prescribed, or other powerful stimulants,

though I do not follow this practice much
myself, and would advise you not to be too

venturesome with it. As for the idea, that

bark possesses a specific power of stopping
the progress of the disorder, it is now re-

nounced by every surgeon of judgment ; no
sensible practitioner entertains such an idea,

any more than the notion, that erysipelas is

.always connected with debility.

VOL. II.

With regard to the local treatment of tliis

disorder, I may observe, gentlemen, that at-

tempts have sometimes been made to resist

the progress of erysipelas by exciting a dif-

ferent action in the capillary vessels on the

surface of the body. This has been done in

various ways ; first, by blisters : but the trials

made of them, in this country, do not appear
to have been encouraging, though, I think,

they have not been upon a scale adequate to

determine finally the merits of the plan. The
use ofblisters is recommended by Baron Dupuy-
tren, a surgeon, whose ample experience and
accuracy of observation give high authority to

all his statements relating to the practice ofsur-

gery : in fact, he commonly employs blisters in

erysipelas, though not, I believe, in the simple
or superficial form of the complaint, but in the

phlegmonous; neither does he use them on the
principle I have mentioned, his object being to

produce a considerable effusion of serum, by
which means the vessels are unloaded, and, in

this manner, blisters may do good in phlegmo-
nous erysipelas. Neither ought they, perhaps,
to be altogether condemned in superficial or
simple erysipelas, when the disease has receded
suddenly, and disturbance of the functions of
some of the internal organseither has come on,
or is apprehended ; then blisters may be useful,

by reproducing irritation on the surface, from
which it has suddenly disappeared. In propor-
tion as they have this effect, they will sometimes
relieve a still more dangerous affection of inter-

nal [)arts.

Of late, another plan has been proposed,
namely, the application of nitrate of silver to

the skin affected with erysipelas. This
practice is favourably spoken of by Mr. Hig-
ginbottom, and has been tried by him and
some other surgeons with success : in fact, it is

ascertained that if the nitrate of silver be applied
beyond the boundary of the erysipelas, it will

really prevent the extension of the disorder

over the line marked out by the application.

This is a very useful fact to remember ; for if,

in a case of erysipelas erraticum, you were to

perceive, that the inflammation had a tendency
to spread from the trunk towards the head,

3f
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wliich, you know, is a situation in which ery-

sipelas is frequently productive of urgent
danger, then it would be rational practice to

endeavour to limit the extension of the dis-

order in that particular direction, by means of

the nitrate of silver. Gentlemen, I should
here inform you, that Mr. Higginbottom ap-
plies the caustic not merely to the surrounding
skin, but sometimes also to the part affected

with erysipelas,—to die disease itself.

Mercurial ointment is sometimes applied to

the surface of tlie body attacked with erysipelas.

Whether it acts by producing a change in the

action of the vessels of tlie part affected, or by
promoting the absorption of effused fluid, or

in some specific way, may be rather difficult

to decide, especially while the real efficacy of

such practice still continues a disputed point.

We all know, that friction with mercurial oint-

ment will, in some constitutions, actually bring
on erysijjelas; but this fact is no proof, tliat

the same application may not, in other in-

stances, arrest the progress of the disease,

after it has come on, just in the same way as

leeches powerfully check erysipelas after it is

formed, although, when put on the sound skin,

they will sometimes, in particular states of the

constitution, positively excite the disorder.

The effect of pressure on erysipelas has been
tried, especially in France; but, as far as I

can judge from the reports given us of this

practice, it is not advisable in the early stages

of erysipelas, though it may be useful when
the disease is on the decline, and has become
chronic, as it were, and the parts continue
swelled and oedematous. Then, I believe, it

will often do good.

Gentlemen, in the first stages of simple or

superficial erysipelas, the practice, usually

adopted in this country, consists in the appli-

cation of leeches and fomentations to the part,

and, in some instances, cold evaporating lo-

tions. The latter are used principally when
the erysipelas has arisen from external vio-

lence; though some practitioners frequently

try them in the erysipelas consequent to fever

;

and really the accounts given of such treat-

ment is in general favourable, and by no
means calculated to justify much fear of the
translation of the disease to some internal

part, as the result. When the skin is allowed
to become dry and hot, the patient always
becomes very uneasy, and sometimes cannot
bear even the pressOfre of any ordinary appli-

cations. Under these circumstances, I have
known considerable relief derived from re-

peatedly moistening the inflamed surface with
the feather of a quill dipped in the mucilage of
quince seeds. Formerly, it was customary
to sprinkle flour, hair-powder, starch, or

other finely levigated absorbent powders, on
the part; but the method has not at present

many advocates, because when vesications are

present, the discharge from them becomes
mixed with such powders, and hard incrusta-

tions are produced, sometimes occasioning con-
siderable irritation, and even ulceration. I

may say, therefore, gentlemen, that this plan

is not commonly employed by modern sur-

geons, though, in former times, when the

practice in erysipelas was more inert than
now, many practitioners, instead of trying

leeches, or cold, were content with putting

flour, hair-powder, or starch, on the erysipe-

latous surface. Whether the patient had rea-

son to be equally content is another question.

Now, gentlemen, let us advert to the treal-

menl of p/ilcg'inotioiis erysipelas, wliich, you
know, is characterized, by its tendency, to

spread more deeply into the cellular membrane
than the simple form of the disorder, and also

by its disposition, if not speedily checked, to

cause suppuration and sloughing in that tex-

ture. This more severe variety of erysipelas

requires, at its commencement, the free use

of the lancet, the application of numerous
leeches to tlie part, and the administration of

calomel and antimony, properly followed up
by saline aperient medicines, so as to j)roduce

copious evacuations, if possible, both from the

skin and bowels. You will begin, gentlemen,

witli bleeding the patient largely, from the

arm, and putting a good number of leeches on
the part. It is not many years since most prac-

titioners were absolutely afraid of puttingleeches

on the skin affiKJted with erysipelas. I know
that Latta, and a few other surgeons, com-
mended the practice ; but it was rarely pur-

sued to any extent, and for the most part not

ventured upon at all. The apprehension pre-

vailed, that leeches would increase the inflam-

mation instead of diminishing it, which notion

seemed to be confirmed by the fact, that the

bites of the leeches will sometimes bring on
erysipelas. Thus, in certain constitutions, where
leeches are used for the cure of ophthalmia,

they will produce erysipelas of the head and
face; but, gentlemen, though the bites of

leeches may excite erysipelas in the sound

skin, when a predisposition to it exists, they

have no injurious effect when the disease is

already formed ; but, on the contrary, in the

early .stages of erysipelas, leeches are most

powerful agents in checking the progress of

the disease. In many cases, I think, they are

more efficient than bleeding from the arm, and

probably they are so, because the bites of

them occasion a considerable evacuation of

blood and serum immediately from the part.

For such reasons, I recommend you to employ
leeches freely and repeatedly, according to the

exigency of the case. Thirty years ago, the

boldest surgeons would have been dismayed at

the sight of three or four dozen leeches all at

work in erysipelas, or, indeed, in any other

disease ; but now we are familiarized to these

bloody spectacles, and acknowledge their

usefulness.

In the beginning of phlegmonous erysipelas,

cold evaporating lotions are more efficient in

stopping the disease, than warm emollient ap-

[ilications : in my own practice, I generally

api)ly them, not merely to the part affected,

but also to the whole limb, taking care also
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that the linen be kept continually wet. How-
ever, cold applications will only answer in tiie

first stage, and afterwards you should employ
\varm emollient ones, which will give greater

relief. When antiphlogistic measures, and
especially bleeding, purging, cold applications,

which I consider deserving of employment in

the way already explained, prove unavailing,

then the question arises, what is to be done?
The cellular membrane is now loaded with
serum, and there is a considerable degree of

swelling : if something be not speedil_v done,

there will be suppuration and sloughing of the

cellular membrane. Under these circum-

stances, gentlemen, it must be acknowledged,
that the principal indication is to let out as

much of the effused serum as possible ; but the

way, in which this should be done, is a point

on which different opinions are entertained.

In France, as I have already observed. Baron
Dupuytren, with this view, blisters the surface,

while, in England, some surgeons make scari-

fications or minute punctures in the skin

;

some practise numerous incisions, an inch or

an inch and a half long ; and others make deep
and extensive cuts, measuring sometimes not
less than two or three feet in length. With

,
regard to the practice of blistering, I can say
nothing of it from my own experience ; but, as

it is thought favourably of by Baron Dupuy-
tren, it must be entitled to consideration. Mr.
Copeland Hutchinson was led, some years ago,
to try the plan of making incisions in parts

affected with phlegmonous erysipelas, with the
view of preventing gangrenous mischief : the
incisions, recommended by him, are from an
inch to an inch and a half in length, and
vary in number from sixteen to eighteen,

according to the extent of the erysipelatous

surface. This method he practised with suc-
cess when he was acting as surgeon to the
Naval Hospital at Deal. A great quantity of
serum and blood was thus evacuated from the
part, and the effect on the complaint, accord-
ing to the report contained in the Medico-
Chirurgical Transactions, strikingly beneficial,

suppuration and dangerous degrees ofsloughing
in the cellular membrane being commonly
averted.

Of the methods now mentioned, I prefer
that practised by Dr. Dobson, which consists

in making many small punctures in the part
with the point of a lancet ; these seem to dis-

charge the serum, and to unload the cellular

tissue, quite as well as incisions two or three
feet in length. Moderate scarifications, or
numerous pricks, with the point of a lancet at

all events, form a suSicient outlet for the
serum, distending the cellular tissue : thus they
obv ate tension, the great object in view ; and,
as they are followed by more or less bleeding,
their influence in checking the progress of the
inflammation is very powerful. All surgeons,
who have tried this treatment, praise it on the
ground both of its mildness and its efficacy.

In anasarca, no extensive gashes are requisite

to let the serum out of the cellular tissue, mo-

derate scarifications answering every purpose.

Incisions, two or three feet in length, are cer-

tainly not so harmless as sometimes represented.

Is there no risk of their producing, through
the medium of the nervous system, a sudden
collapse, from which the patient will never
rally? May not the profuse hsemorrhage, from
the division of large superficial veins and an
infinite number of arterial branches, sometimes
lead to a similar catastrophe? Have not these

unmerciful sweeps of the scalpel been occa-

sionally followed by paralytic effects from the

division of one or more of the cutaneous
nerves? These are possibilities which the

history of the subject discloses ; and, if you
decide to try the long incision-practice, in

favour of which I might quote the names of
several gentlemen, whose judgment on other

points I respect, be sure to remember the cir-

cumstances which I have specified, for they
are not fanciful apprehensions, but things

which have been realised in practice. The
recollection of them, united with the con-
sideration of what we have in view, in using a
cutting instrument at all, namely, the discharge
of serum from the distended cellular tissue,

makes me pref r a reasonable number of scari-

fications, which will let out that fluid very
effectually, and a quantity of blood, that will

not create any risk of a fatal depression of the

system.

Gentlemen, my wish is, that you may give
a fair trial to simple punctures, or scarifications,

and also to incisions, both long and short, and
then judge for yourselves. Several members of
the profession, whose talents I admire, declare

themselves in favour of incisions ; as, for in-

stance, Mr. Lawrence, of St. Bartholomew's

;

Mr. James, of Exeter ; M. Beauchene, Surgeon
of the Hopital St. Antoine, at Paris ; M. Rayor,
the author of the justly celebrated work on
Cutaneous Diseases ; and Mr. Liston, of Edin-
burgh. Some of them are not, however, ad-
vocates for incisions of prodigious length, but
only for punctures ; so that, after all, there
may not be so great a difference of opinion
between them and me as might be supposed.
I fully admit, that when phlegmonous erysi-

pelas remains unchecked, notwithstanding an-
tiphlogistic treatment, and a fair trial of cold
applications, the principal indication is that of
diminishing the quantity of serum in the sub-
cutaneous cellular tissue, by which means the
tension will be obviated, and the occurrence of
suppuration and gangrene, in that and other
textures, be most likely to be prevented. Thus
you will do every thing, which it is in the
power of surgery to accomplish, for averting
such mischief, as will either mutilate the pa-
tient most seriously, or destroy life altogether.

Gentlemen, when matter is formed in the
part, no disagreement has ever prevailed about
the practice which ought to be pursued ; it

will then be necessary for you to make in-

cisions, adequate to the discharge of the
matter : under these circumstances, free in-

cisions are acknowledged by all surgeons to

3f2
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be indispensable : they were recommended at

least thirty or forty years ago, and, conse-

quently, there is nothin<^ new in the practice.

Whatever merit belon<js to the plan of letting

out the serum in the cellular tissue, and pro-

curing a discharge of blood from the parts by
the use of the knife in an earlier stage of

phlegmonous erysipelas, belongs undoubtedly

to Mr. Copeland Hutchinson. The claims of

others are confined to the particular ways,

which they may prefer, of executing tlie same
purpose.

The first stages of phlegmonous erysipelas

being over, depletion becomes as injurious as

it was beneficial and right at an earlier period.

You must now, gentlemen, completely reverse

the treatment, and, instead of antiphlogistic

remedies, you must employ tonics, cordials,

and sometimes even the most powerful stimu-

lants. Bark, the sulphate of quinine, and the

diluted sulphuric acid, are now the best me-
dicines. The subcarbonate of ammonia is

sometimes prescribed. I mention this medi-
cine, because certain surgeons of considerable

experience think well of it ; but it is not my
own custom to employ it ; I sometimes use

wine, but not ammonia, in the treatment of the

debilitated stages of erysipelas. Gentlemen,
I need not say any thing more of mercurial

ointment, nitrate of silver, and pressure, be-

cause I have already noticed them in describ-

ing the treatment of simple erysipelas. The
nitrate of silver is much confided in by Mr.
Higginbottom in phlegmonous erysipelas. As
for pressure, it can never be employed with

advantage in the early stages of the disorder,

though useful afterwards when the limb con-

tinues affected with chronic thickening and
oedema.

Gentlemen, we have next to consider the

treatment of oedematous erysipelas. As this

form of the disease occurs only in shattered,

broken constitutions, depletion to any extent

is scarcely advisable ; if it be of service at all,

it is at the very first, and then in a very mo-
derate degree. In oedematous erysipelas, you
more frequently find it necessary to employ
tonics and stimulants, bark, quinine, wine, and
light nutritious diet. The subcarbonate of

ammonia is frequently given in this variety of

erysipelas. Fomentations are the best appli-

cations, and for this purpose a decoction of

chamomile flowers may be used, with a pro-

portion of camphorated spirit in it. If the

quantity of serum be considerable, it will be
proper to make minute scarifications in the

part ; or, if the disease will admit of it, pres-

sure may be employed ; indeed many practi-

tioners, amongst whom I notice the justly

eminent Dr. Rayer of Paris, believe that

pressure is more adapted to this, than to any
other form of erysipelas.

In the next place, gentlemen, I have to

solicit your attention to a species of inflamma-
tion, which is so like phlegmonous erysipelas

as sometimes to be considered as not essen-

tially different from it. The disease to which

I refer, was nametl by Dr. Duncan diffuse in-

flammation of the ceUidar tissue. It differs

from common phlegmonous erysipelas, as far as

lean judge, in the cutaneous inflammation itself

being absent, or very slightly marked, and the

skin, instead of being of an increased tempera-

ture, as in phlegmonous erysipelas, being colder

than natural. In some instances, the disease

runs its course, and brings on extensive sup-

puration and destruction of the cellular mem-
brane, without any appearance of redness of

the skin. Then, gentlemen, 1 may add, that

in all true instances of diffiise inflammation of

the cellular tissue, when inflammation of the

skin does occur, it is secondary. Here is another

difference between this disease and phlegmo-
nous erysipelas, in which the affection of the

skin is primary, and that of the cellular mem-
brane secondary ; but, in diffiise inflammation

of the cellular tissue, if the skin be affected at

all, it is after the disease has made some pro-
gress in the other texture.

The disease arises from external injuries

;

sometimes from a puncture received in dissec-

tion ; sometimes from bites of venomous rep-

tiles, as from the bite of a snake ; frequently it

is excited by fever. In many examples, it

spreads with extraordinary rapidity through
the cellular substance of a whole limb, and
even of great part of the trunk ; and then it

usuallj' has a fatal termination. In the cases,

recorded by Dr. Duncan, when the exciting

cause had been applied to the hand, the seat of

the secondary inflammation was principally in

the axilla, extending towards the sternum, up
the neck, and down the side of the body, as

far as the crista ilii ; and, in Professor Dease's

case, who died of its effects, the inflammation

extended as far as the lower part of the thigh.

Like erysipelas, it is sometimes transferred from
one side of the body to the other. It is mostly

accompanied by excessive constitutional dis-

turbance, even in its earliest stage, and after-

wards, by fever of a typhoid character,

marked by extreme debility of the muscular

system, an extraordinary degree of mental de-

pression, and a quick, irregular, faltering pulse.

Gentlemen, the treatment is in some measure
regulated by the nature of the exciting cause

;

thus, when the disease has arisen from the

bite of a snake, or from dissection, the treat-

ment required may not be exactly like what
would be pursued in some other forms of the

complaint. This, however, is what you will

understand better when I call your attention

to those cases in a future lecture. At present,

I shall only speak of the local treatment. In

the early stage, numerous leeches should be

applied, and cold applications employed, but,

afterwards, fomentations and poultices give

most relief. Blisters seem to have a beneficial

effect in checking and diminishing the effusion

of serum, and thus lessening the distention of

the cellular membrane, the texture chiefly

affected. However, the grand means of re-

lief, after these plans, assisted by proper con-

stitutional remedies are not found to answer.
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consists in making punctures, or incisions, as

is practised in phlegmonous erysipelas. Cup-
ping the part is also of service in stopping the

disease, especially at tir&t ; for thus a great

quantity of blood may be drawn out, and a

considerable quantity of serum discharged.

Notwithstanding the affection of the skin

be only secondary, and that of the cellular

tissue primary, I discern so great resemblance

between this disease and phlegmonous erysi-

pelas, that they appear to me to be perhaps

only varieties of the same disease. The local

treatment, as we have seen, is generally con-

ducted on precisely the same principles, though
the nature of the exciting cause may, in par-

ticular instances, make some difference in the

plans to be adopted.

Another kind of inflammation, not yet de-

scribed in these lectures, is that seen in the

furuncidus, or boll. The inflammation at-

tending a boil is so peculiar, that the late

Professor Scarpa, and other eminent surgeons,

frequently employ the expression furunailar
inflammation in their writings. A boil may
be defined to be a circumscribed, prominent,
hard, very painful, inflammatory swelling; it

projects above the skin and is of a conical

shape, the apex being above the surface, and
the base below it; and the colour of the

tumour is a dusky red, sometimes inclining to

purple. The apex of the swelling soon be-
comes tipped with a whitish pustule, or minute
slough, under which is lodged a mass of dis-

organised cellular substance, called in common
language the core. The conical shape of a
boil renders it much exposed to irritation from
friction, accidental blows, and other kinds
of disturbance ; and hence, in children and
delicate persons, the swelling may be attended

** ^with fever. The largest boil does not exceed
in size a pigeon's egg ; but most of them are

'considerably smaller, not above the size of a
marble, and even less. In consequence of a
boil always containing a portion of mortified

cellular membrane, the suppuration in it is

imperfect ; in fact, it never takes place in the
centre, which is occupied by the core, but
only at the circumference, where it is in con-
tact with the sound parts. In the second
stage, when tlie white speck is formed, the
skin may ulcerate in one or two points, so as

to produce diminutive openings, from which
an inconsiderable quantity of thin matter
escapes, leaving the core behind. When,
liowever, the apertures increase in size, the
core itself comes out, and the part heals ; but
this is a slow and tedious process. Boils

appear to be connected with a peculiar state

of constitution, as may be inferred from the

considerations which I am going to mention.
First, they occur chiefly in children, and
young persons of a plethoric habit, or in the
decline of febrile diseases, namely, typhus,
measles, and the simple erysipelas that is

preceded by fever. Many individuals arc
found to be annoyed with boils at the same
time in particular states of the atmosphere.

Persons addicted to ardent spirits are also

Well known to be very liable to boils. In the

treatment, the principal indication is to pro-

cure the discharge of the core : this may be

done by making a sutficiently free puncture or

incision, and it is the usual plan. If the

boil be very small, however, the case is not

always deemed of importance enough to

require the use of a cutting instrument. The
part is then sometimes covered with a piece

of adhesive plaster, on two principles; first,

to protect the conical prominent tumour from

friction, which always gives a great deal of

pain; and secondly, to accelerate the process

of ulceration in the skin, by which means an

outlet is sooner made for the evacuation of the

core than would otherwise happen. The
ulcer, left after the evacuation of the core, is

observed to heal much better with stimulating

applications, than simple salves, or emollient

poultices. A solution of the nitrate of silver,

a lotion containing sulphate of zinc, or the red

dressing, as it is called, ansvver Letter tnan

milder applications. When boils are large,

or numerous in a young plethoric person,

venesection will sometimes be proper ; and in

many cases alterative medicines are indicated,

as the compound calomel pill, the carbonate

of soda, or small doses of chalk with mercury.

The liquor potassae, with bitter tonic medi-

cines, is sometimes the most useful prescrip-

tion.

Gentlemen, another example of peculiar

inflammation is seen in the carbuncular form
of it, which is totally different from phlegmon,
or common inflammation ; from erysipelas

;

from diffuse inflammation of the cellular

tissue ; and, in some very important respects,

from furiincular inflammation, to which,

however, it has a resemblance in certain

particulars. A carbuncle, or anthrax, is

a broad, flat, hard, distinctly circumscribed,

tumour, of a dark red or dull brown co-

lour, containing a mass of mortified cellular

substance, and a quantity of bloody sanious

matter, [t differs from boil, not only in its

greater flatness, but in the greater violence of

the inflammation, which has a tendency to

spread more deeply and widely, than that of

a boil in the cellular tissue. What may be
called the base of the swelling is much wider.

The sloughing under the skin, in fact, is more
considerable in a carbuncle, which differs also

from boil in the greater severity of the con-

stitutional symptoms, and in the kind of indi-

viduals usually affected. Instead of attacking

young plethoric persons, as boils do, it is

chiefly met with in [)ersons of shattered con-

stitution, who are above the middle age, and
have been intemperate and dissipated in their

habits. It begins in the form of a pimple,

which extends more and more deeply, and at

the same time increases in diameter, accom-

panied by a hardness, frequently compared to

that of brawn. Afterwards, however, it be-

comes spongy, and loses its brawn-like firmnevss.

Boils, as I have stated, are seldom larger ihatt
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a pigeon's egg, but carbuncles are much
larger. I have seen several, each of which
was as large as a common dinner plate. I

attended an elderly person the winter before

last, who had one on his back of a still greater

extent. The disease is excessively' painful,

accompanied with a burning sensation, and an

annoying feeling of stiffness. At length, one

or more vesicles, filled with a bloody sanies,

rise upon the surface of the tumour, and soon

afterwards become converted into so many small

apertures. Gentlemen, as soon as you see these

vesicles, you may be sure, that a great quan-

tity of slougliy cellular substance is already

contained in tlie tumour, and that the sooner

this is discharged the better. In most instances,

if the making of a free incision be delayed

longer, many small ulcerated openings are

produced, communicating a perforated, or, as

it is fancifully called, a sieve-like appearance

to the skin ; but all these apertures are in-

sufficient for the discharge of the contents of

the tumour.
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Gentlemen,

In continuation of the last day's lecture, I

resume the consideration of the medicinal

properties of oil of turpentine, and proceed to

make some observations on its utility in the

convulsions of children and infants.

I have spoken before of the convulsions of

epilepsy, and of the advantage derived, in

such cases, from the use of oil of turpentine :

a few words now on its utility in those con-

vulsions which attack infants at the age of

two, four, or six months. When we consider

the convulsive affections of the infantile period,

we find that they may arise from a variety of

causes. In the first place, they may be pro-

duced by the process of dentition. Some per-

sons seem to think this impossible : but it is

not only possible, but true; for teething is

capable of exciting a very great degree of

irritation in the system. We also observe that

an irritable state of the brain, accompanied by
a hydrocephalic tendencj", will produce con-

vulsions ; but in very many instances, par-

ticularly in children of the ages mentioned

above, they proceed from intestinal irritation.

Of those forms which spring from the irrita-

tion of dentition, or of cerebral excitement, I

do not intend to speak, as, on these matters,

the standard medical works furnish abundant
information. I shall restrict myself, therefore,

to some observations on those convulsions

which depend on intestinal irritation. As
such convulsions frequently arise from causes

which affect digestion, and produce a change
in the mode of nutrition, the}' appear very

soon after birth. The animal which but a
short time before was nourished by the pla-

centa, is now supported by ingesta; and
hence, from this sudden change, if there be
any source of irritation existing in the system

of the child, or in the nature of its food, an
unhealthy state of bowels rajjidly ensues. To
the consequences of this affection, manifesting

itself so soon after birth, nurses have given

the name of nine-day convulsions. Again,
when another change is made, and the nurse's

milk is left off, children are also liable to

convulsive fits, and these arc the convulsions

of ablactation. In fact, at any period during

the first year, infants are very apt to get

convulsions, from various causes. If the

mother uses an improper kind of food or

drink, or gets into a bad state of health, or be
strongly affected by mental emotion, the qua-

lity of the milk will be suddenly changed .
Under all these circumstances, or if the child

be over-fed (a very common fault) the bowels

get out of order, the whole intestinal canal is

thrown into a state of irritation, and convulsive

fits succeed.

It IS necessary to be more explicit on this

subject. When you are called to treat a case

of infantile convulsions, bear in mind that

they very frequently arise, particularly during

the first six months, from the cause before men-
tioned, and this should, therefore, claim at once

your attentive consideration. I remember the

time when it was the common practice to treat

every case of convulsions as if it were an hydro-

cephalic attack, and when antiphlogistics, calo-

mel, and cutaneous irritation, were the indis-

criminate means employed in combating every

form of this disease. If a child happened to

get a convulsive fit, it was immediately said,

here is inflammation or congestion of the brain
;

and leeches were applied in successive relays,

calomel given in large doses, egg-shells, crabs'

eyes, magnesia, and other absorbents admini-

stered, and the unfortunate infants cruelly

tortured by the repeated application of blisters

to the scalp. I have seen cases where this

blistering was carried to such an extent, that

the child had not a place to rest its head upon.

It is to Dr. Gooch we owe the valuable dis-

covery, that there is in children a state of

heaviness of head and torpor, accompanied by
a tendency to convulsions, in which depletion

cannot be employed, and where narcotics and

* It has been lately proved, that the custom

adopted by some, of keeping the child at the

breast for a year or a year and a half, is botli

unnatural and injurious. Every child should

be weaned when nine months old.

I
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even stimulants may be used with advantage.

Doctor Locock asserts, that convulsions of this

nature may be recognized by the depressed

state of the fontanella, an assertion which I

have not yet verified. With respect to leech-

ing, I have to remark, that a single leech to

an infant is equal to a bleeding in an adult

;

and yet how often have we seen children

leeched and leeched, until, becoming pale and
e.Ksanguineous, they sink as much from loss

of blood as from the effects of disease.

With respect to the causes and periods of

indigestion in children, I have already spoken.

There is one point more which I wish you to

hold in memory. Milk is a compound fluid,

a beautiful emulsion furnished by the liands

of nature, in which sugar, oil, and curd, are

blended with a certain proportion of water.

Now, when a compound fluid, such as milk,

enters the stomach, and is submitted to the

process of digestion, those parts which are

soluble in water are absorbed, and those wliich

are not, become first coagulated, and after-

wards undergo resolution in the gastric juice.

Thus, while the water and sugar are absorbed,

the curd of the milk is separated from it by
coagulation, and forms a solid substance, which
is acted on by the stomach, and becomes dis-

solved by the agency of the gastric juice, and
in this way contributes to nutrition. Not a
particle of the milk, however, ought to enter

the duodenum until it has passed through the

usual process of digestion. As the first step

to the accomplishment of this is the coagula-

tion of the curd, this occurrence takes place

with extraordinary rapidity: and it is a sign

of health if the milk be thrown up in this state

immediately after it has been sucked. The
rennets of y"oung animals give striking evidence

of this power. But if it should happen that the

stomach does not act properly, and the curd

remains undissolved, what is the consequence?

The curd passes into the alimentary canal in a

condition different from that in which nature

intended it should, and consequently produces

intestinal irritation. None of the purgatives

given to children are attended by half so much
griping as this substance. This explains tlie

phenomena which, in such cases, present them-
selves to our observation. The child becomes
griped, irritai)le, and feverish, his tongue is

loaded and white, he gets restless, and now and
then utters a shrill scream. In this way the

disease may go on for a considerable time ; as

the child is dropping asleep, he starts suddenly
and screams out, bends himself in the form of

an arch, and throws his head back as in opis-

thotonos. I have seen children in this state

for a week. The physician, or nurse, gives

castor oil, or some other purgative, and a great

quantity of the curds are passed, and surprise

the child's relatives. On examining the dis-

charge, you find it consisting of lumps of dif-

ferent sizes, coloured imperfectly with bile,

and having a burnt appearance ; on breaking
them up, you perceive them to be white in-

ternally, and consisting of indigested curd.

You remove these by [jurgative medicine, and
the child gets well. Now, we all can do this;

it is clearly laid down in books : you are told

to examine the egesta, and give purging me-
dicine where it is necessary. But there is one
fact which has not been noticed. When you
have treated the child in this way, and the

attack has been cured, if the child is very
strong, when put to the breast again, he may-

go on well, and you have no furtlier trouble,

but if he is weakly, or of an irritable habit,

when he is brought back to the suck again, or

spoon-fed with milk, the same process of im-
perfect digestion takes place, and he gets an-
other fit. The physician is again called in,

and repeats the purgative, and the child gets

better a second time ; and, in this way, the

physician goes on giving medicine, and the

mother giving milk, and every body wonders
at seeing what a quantity of foul stuff passes

li-om the bowels. How are ycu to avoid this?

By- making the infant abstain from milk in any
shape for twenty-four hours, sometimes for the
space of two, or even three days. It is incre-

dible how small a portion of milk, even in the

most diluted state, will keep up this disease,

acting like a species of poison on the intestinal"

mucous surface. You know, that animal
poisons, such as the variolous, or vaccine virus,

will affect the system, even when applied in a
state of extreme dilution, and you can there-

fore conceive, that a small portion of milk will

operate in this manner I attended a case of
this disease some time ago ; the child had a
relapse, and, on being called in again, I asked
the mother whether she had given it any milk,

and she told me scarcely any. I am always
suspicious wliere I hear the word scarcely used

;

and, on requesting to see the kind of food she
had been administering, she handed me a bowl
of barley-watfir, with the usual proportion of

milk and sugar in it : it is in this way that we
see the disease prolonged week after week by
the prejudices of the nurse and Uie ignorance
of the physician. Well, if you forbid milk
altogether, what will you give the child? Let
him take chicken-broth, barley-water, thin

panado, veal-broth, or whey. IIow long are

you to continue this? The number of days
will depend on the power which the child

possesses of regaining the proper to»e of the

stomach ; some children will have the stomach
out of order to-day and well to-morrow, and
the length of time you are to keep up this diet

will vary considerably. When you are called,

therefore, to a case of convulsions, inquire into

the history of its symptoms, the nature of the

alvine evacuations, and the quality and quan-
tity of your patient's food ; and if you find that,

before the attack, the child's bowels have been
in a bad state, that they have been for some
weeks inclined to be loose, or that the stools

are, at the time, similar in colour and consist-

ence to what I have described (though, by the

by, you are often told, that every thing is quite

right when it is not the case), you will then be

able to judge properly of the nature of tb«
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case, and, by giving aperient medicines, you
will probably not only cure the disease, but
also prevent a return of the convulsions. Some-
times, however, the convulsive fits will remain
after the irritating sordes have been removed
by purgative medicines. Absorbents are next

made trial of. These have a verv beneficial

influence in many cases, they can do no liarm,

and where acid is present (and this occurs in

the stomachs of children to a greater extent

than in those of adults), prove mildly purgative.

But if the convulsions continue, what else will

you prescribe? I remember attending, not

long since, an infant, about three or four

months old, who had been for some time under
treatment for convulsions. Leeches had been
applied to the epigastrium ; it got calomel,

castor oil, and hydrargyrum cum creta, ab-
sorbents, aperient and foetid enemata, and
blisters to the vertex and stomach. Still the

convulsions went on. Well, what did 1 do? I

prescribed the following mixture, R. Spirit.

terebinth. 5j.; olei ricini, 3iv. ; syrupi papa-
verisalbi ; mucilaginis g. Arabici, aquae foeni-

culi aa 3']. Of this mixture, when well shaken,
exactly 3j- was to be given every third hour;
and what was the resiUt? It operated on the

bowels, and produced a copious discharge of

urine, a marked improvement took place, and
towardsevenmg the convulsions entirely ceased.

My friend. Dr. Brereton, has, in similar

cases, after the bowels were evacuated, suc-

ceeded in preventing a recurrence of the con-

vulsions by means of the following mixture,

suited to a child six months old :

R Olei aiiisi, gt. iv.

Sacchari albi, gr. x.

iniime misceantur et adde
AqucB fontis, ^ij.

Pulv. rhei, gr. x.

Carbonat. ma^esice, 9j.
TincturcB opii, gt. iv.

Spirit. atnmonicE fcetid. gt. x.

Sumat cochleare']. medium tertiaq. q. hora.

It is to be observed, that much caution is

necessary in giving such combinations con-

taining opium to infants, but there is a period

when depletion ceases to be useful, that a
mixture like this will prove the most effectual

means of curing convulsions. In such cases

of convulsions, in addition to the use of pur-
gative medicine, prescribing the mother's milk,

and giving spirit of turpentine, you may,
during the first 24 hours, while the child is

strong, order a warm bath, applying, at the

same time, a sponge dipped in cold water to the

head; or, if the child be weak, incline its

head over the side of the cradle, and use the

cold sponge, and you will find that it will

diminish the fit.

I will dwell no longer on this topic, but

pass on to very remarkable cases at present in

the hospital. If I were asked what was the

most singular effect of medicines in the treat-

ment of disease that ever came under my
observation, I would say, that it was in the

case of a man you have seen in the upper
ward, which has been noted, with his usual

ability, by my friend, Mr. Costello, and forms

a.tmit ensemble of disease which I have seldom

seen paralleled. In the first place, he had

dropsy, his legs were greatly swelled and ana-

sarcous,—no, the first symptom was, that lie

is an old man, and that is a bad item in the

catalogue of his ailments ; in the next place,

he had not only oedema of the extremities, but

also ascites, and very great enlargement of the

liver ; this organ was protruded forward in a

remarkable manner, and you could at once

feel its indurated and rounded edge forming a

large tumour, stretching far into both hypo-

chondria. On inquiring into the state of the

digestive functions, you found that his tongue

was parched, of a dark brown colour, and
thickly furred ; that he suffered from excessive

thirst, nausea, occasional vomiting, griping,

and diarrhoea, accompanied by discharges

which were any thing but healthy; that he

had no appetite, that he was labouring under

weakness, fever, ascites, anasarca, and, to

complete this melancholy catalogue of mala-

dies, old age ; from such a combination of

symptoms we looked on his case as hopeless,

and did nothing for two or three days, because

it was one which required a careful considera-

tion. We perceived that it was impossible to

give him mercury, and besides that, the state

of the liver did not indicate it. Now, what
was the state of this man's liver ? The nature

of this swelling cannot at all times be easily

distin<ruished from that which proceeds from

hepatitis. When hepatitis sets in with symp-
toms of jaundice and fever, you are aware of

the nature of the disease, and you can cure it

with mercury and bleeding. Again, you have

a chronic enlargement of the liver, with pain

at the top of the shoulder, and this you can

remove by moderate antiphlogistic treatment,

purgatives, and a cautious employment of

mercury. But there is a change in the liver,

which is apparently like inflammation, and
which is not hepatitis, but hypertrophy, or

morliid growth. You will, however, gene-

rally find, that though in this case there is

great enlargement, yet very little pain is felt,

and you rarely find it accompanied by jaun-

dice. I must confess, however, that I have

seen a man in Sir P. Dun's Hospital, in

whom an hypertrophied liver was excessively

painful, and I am aware also, that it may be

attended by jaundice. I endeavour to draw a

distinction, but can only sketch it. They are,

however, two diseases, which require a very

different treatment. Cases of this disease

resemble hepatitis, and cases of hepatitis put

on the semblance of this affection, and it is

only in extreme cases that you can draw a

correct line of demarcation. The case before

us is, however, a very good example of the

treatment to be pursued, and this is the chief

thino- we have to consider. In those hyper-

trophied livers, the substance of the organ is

enlarged without having any lymph thrown
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out, and you never find any abscesses. Mer-
cury will not affect a liver of this kind.

In this instance, the principal remedial agent

we employed was the hydriodate of potash.

The first thing which suggested the use of this

medicine in hypertrophied livers, was the ab-

sorption which it was seen to produce in cases

of goitre. We gave this man ten grains of

the hydriodate of potash four times a day for

a fortnight, and you have all witnessed the

extraordinary improvement which took place

in his sym[)toms. His pulse came down, his

tongue became clean, the state of his bowels

improved, and the dropsical swelling and en-

largement of liver considerably subsided. If,

therefore, you meet a case of enlarged liver,

in which you cannot clearly trace the symp-
toms to inflammation, and it presents analogies

to the present one, you will employ the hy-

driodate of potash. We also used leeches to

the anus. When diarrhoea appeared, different

remedies were proposed by gentlemen here.

I thought leeching the best practice, because

it would at once diminish intestinal irritation

and lessen the congestion of the liver. French
practitioners have discovered, that the diar-

rhoea of fever is safely and effectually stopped

by applying a few leeches to the anus, and
that this effect depends on removing the in-

testinal congestion. In the present instance

leeching produced immediate relief. In cases

of chronic congestion of the alimentary canal

and enlargement of the liver, T am in the habit

of applying two leeches every second day to

the verge of the anus, and I repeat this some-
times as often as fifteen times, and that with
considerable benefit. Leeching, to the amount
of eight or ten leeches once or twice, is very
different from this repeated application of a
small number •, the former is adapted to acute

inflammation—the latter to chronic. You will

also find tliat conium or hyosciamus, in com-
bination with the hydriodate of potash, will

contribute materially to the patient's relief.

Conium is a remedy which is found to possess

great efficacy in dissolving certain tumours.
Baron Stoerk overrated its value, and thought
it capable of curing cancer. This is not the

case; but still, in addition to their narcotic

effects, conium and hyoscianuis possess a re-

markable discutient power. The following is

the formula employed in this man's case :

—

R; Aquae fontis, 5J. ; hydriodatis potassae,

gr. X. ; tincturse hyosciami, 3ss. ; syrupi zin-

giberis, 3j. M. ft. haustus quater in die su-

mendus. Would you give opium in this case ?

Is there any difference between it and the

narcotics we have used ? I say there is, for

besides impeding the action of the hydriodate
of potash, it operates injuriously on those cases

of hepatic disease. A few words respecting

another remedy, that is to say, the use of
setons. I attended a lady, with Dr. Ireland,

who had seven distinct attacks of a liver com-
plaint in the space of five months. She was
jaundiced during each fit, and when the dis-

ease went away it left behind it an enlarered

state of the liver, notwithstanding the repeated

use of mercury. This was removed in some
time by the use of a seton. I did not then

know the medical virtues of the hydriodate of

potash, or I might have cured the disease

more rapidly. Yesterday a gentleman called

on me with a case sent for consultation from

London. The patient, whose disease it de-

scribes, is now under the care of two eminent

physicians, Dr. Elliotson and Dr. Johnson.

His liver is greatly enlarged but not tender,

and he is dropsical, although a young man.

He had tried mercury in vain many months

ago. Hydriodate of potash was ordered by his

present attendants, and of course I concurred

with them in opinion, having just witnessed its

efficacy in the case before us. I also advised

the insertion of two setons over the most swol-

len portions of the liver, having frequently

seen hepatic engorgement and tumefaction,

when become chronic, yield to the establish-

ment of one, two, or even three setons.
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Gentlemen,

I OMITTED to describe in my last lecture, for

want of time, a case of erysipelas, in which the

nitrate of silver proved efficacious. It occurred

in a woman, aged 54, and commenced on the

left side of the nose, soon extended over her face

and forehead. It presented the usual symptoms,
redness, heat, and swelling, which were so great,

that her eyes were completely closed; the

pulse was very quick ; she felt thirsty ; and
there were severe constitutional symptoms.
Previously to my seeing her, she had been
ordered twenty leeches to the face, and, after

their application, cold water was applied con-

stantly to the part, and five grains of the hy-
drargyrum cum creta were given her every
six hours. The next day, when I visited her,

she was very bad, though somewhat relieved

by the leeches. I immediately ordered twenty
more to be applied, and to be repeated the

following day ; her bowels being confined, I

ordered half an ounce of castor oil to be given
her, which was to be repeated every third

hour until the bowels were open ; at the same
lime, the nitrate of silver was applied roiuid
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the scalp, beyond the inflammatory part; an-

other similar application was made round the

neck, to prevent the inflammation from ex-

tending to that part, so that a complete eschar

was formed both above and below the diseased

part. This checked the inflammation in a

great measure, but there was one part wliere

the nitrate of silver had not touched ; this,

however, was not perceived at the time of its

application, not until tlie eschar had become
black, and, I have no doubt, it was owing to

some greasy substance about the scalp in this

part, so that the nitrate of silver would not re-

main on it; here the inflammation extended,

and after it had passed the margin, along this

crack, it again spread rapidly, consequently

another application of tlie nitrate was made
above it; the same tiling also occurred in the

course of the lower eschar, therefore another

was made below it : these second applications

entirely checker! the progress of the erysipelas,

and the woman ultimately did well. This was
a very bad case, and entirely checked by the

nitrate of silver. I have seen severe cases,

over and over again, turn out well after the

application of this remedy- This woman being

in a very weak state, I supported her with

beef-tea, and on the 23d, about a week after

her admission, allowed her meat and porter.

The most successful treatment that I have

found in this disease, has been to put patients

upon a nourishing diet, and often, even under

this treatment, they have died, but more fre-

quently under the antiphlogistic. Even local

bleeding, by leeches, will sometimes produce

Ihis effect; therefore, in general, there is less

danger in administering a good diet, in this

affection, than the opposite treatment; for, if

the inflammation be very active, powerful tonics

will do good in this affection, whereas any
other inflammation would be aggravated by
them. 1 have seen cases treated by the anti-

phlogistic plan get well ; again, 1 have seen

the tonic plan adopted, and both kinds of cases

have died. Therefore, as I said before, from

the uncertainty of the treatment, in this af-

fection of the head and face, I would always

rather not attend them. Since, however, the

treatment of the nitrate of silver has been prac-

tised, which was first introduced by Mr. Hig-

ginbottom, fewer cases have terminated fatally.

There is another case of this disease in the

hospital, of which I shall speak hereafter, in

which the nitrate of silver was used, and

checked the progress of the inflammation ; but

in this case, at first, the same occurred as hap-

pened in the one I have been speaking of;

the erysipelas was checked at first, but after-

wards spread through one spot, which was
about a hair's breadth, left untouched by the

nitrate of silver, but, on the second application,

the eschar was made complete, and the pro-

gress of the inflammation entirely stopped.

I mentioned to you, in a former lecture,

that bUsters will produce the same effect, but

they cannot always be depended upon. Yet,

some strongly recommend thein for limiting

the progress of this disease. The other case

that I have alluded to is now in Jacob's Ward

;

the erysipelas has got quite well ; the man,
however, is labouring under rheumatism, for

which he was admitted, and still staying in

Uie hospital for this affection ; there is not, at

present, any danger of the disease returning,

and I have no doubt, but that he will soon get

rid of his other complaint, and be able to leave

the hospital.

There are several cases, gentlemen, that

were presented (discharged) last week, init our

time will not permit me to speak of the whole

of tliem to-day, therefore I will select one or

two of the most interesting from them for the

present lecture.

There is one of asthma, accompamed unth

brtmchitis, which case will be interesting, as it

will show you the necessity of discriminating

your treatment, between the spasm of asthma
without inflammation, and that which is partly

kept up by inflammation of the bronchiae, for

it is impossible to give remedies a fair trial

unless you are able to distinguish the differ-

ence. This man, aged 4G, a labourer, was
admitted into the hospital, Oct. 25th, with pain

in the chest, cough, and dyspncBa; his breath-

ing was more difficult when in the horizontal

position, and frequently, in the night, was
taken with sudden titsof coughing, accompanied

by difficulty of breathing, which was so severe

as nearly to suffocate him during the paroxysm.

He complained also of pain in the left hypo-
chondrium, and at times his abdomen swelled

considerably, which again would decrease by
his making a large quantity of water; after

which, for three or four days together, he
would sometimes make a very small quantity

of urine, the swelling would return, and again

disappear by his making a large quantity. I

gave him, at first, one drachm of the tincture

of lobeha inflata three times a day, and, when
the paroxysm came on in the night, ordered

him to take it every hour. The fit soon be-

came relieved, after taking this medicine, but

was only temporary, for as soon as the effect

of the medicine went off, the fits would return

as bad as ever. His breathing still continued

difficult, though he had been taking the me-
dicine for some days ; there were now the

sonorous and sihilous rattles heard in the chest,

his pulse was quick, and he felt thirsty, there-

fore, it is clear, bronchitis was present, and the

spasm, if not dependent upon it, was of course

aggravated by this disease, and this being the

case, temporary relief could only be expected

from the medicine, without the aid of the an-

tiphlogistic treatment. Therefore, no perma-

nent effect being produced, and only slight

temporary relief given, it clearly pointed out

the necessity of subduing the inflammation.

Consequently I had him cupped to sixteen

ounces, and gave him a scruple of the powder
of ipecacuanha every morning, to unload the

bronchial tubes. On the 2nd of November, I

thought it right to cup him again to sixteen

ounces, still continuing the use of the tinctwr«
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of lobelia inflata. The paroxysms still con-

tinued, but not so violent as when he came in.

The lobelia not making him sick, it was in-

creased on the 9th to one drachm and a half

three times a day ; after taking a few doses

of the medicine in this quantity, it made him
sick about a quarter of an hour after taking

each dose. The fits now came on as frequent

as before, although the paroxysm did not last

so long. If the fits depended solely on the

spasm, I have not the least doubt, but that the

tincture of lobelia would have checked them
before this. This medicine, in its increased

dose, having made him sick, when decreased

had the same effect, which is a common cir-

cumstance with regard to other medicines.

The drachm dose of this medicine having now
made him vomit, it was again diminished to half

a drachm every six hours ; this dose also, when
he took it oftener in the night, made him sick.

On the 30th of November, it was found ne-

cessary again to bleed him, for the symptoms
of bronchitis still remained, and he complained

of tightness about his chest ; the blood was
buffed and cupped. On the 4th of December,
another pint of blood was drawn from his arm,
which also was buffed and cupped, the sono-

rous rattle still continued, therefore I was
compelled to have recourse to mercury to sub-

due it. I gave him two grains of calomel

night and morning, and, on the 7th, his

mouth became sore, so, of course, the hydrar-

gyri submurias was discontinued, and the so-

norous rattle left him. On the 11th, he was
attacked with diarrhoea, which was soon
stopped by the infusion of catechu. Still I

kept him under the treatment of the lobelia

inflata. The paroxysms became less in fre-

quency and violence, and, on the 13th of De-
cember, was so much better, in fact so well,

that he did not wish to stay in the hospital

any longer.

Now, of course, the tincture of lobelia in-

flata has no effect over inflammation; and
unless the bronchitis is lessened, you must not

expect it to do much good in the spasm which
is kept up by that disease. When there is no
inflammation present, this medicine is the best

remedy I have ever observed in this affection.

It is an Indian plant, and the planters there

smoke it like tobacco : and in its effect it is

very similar to it. We find some can bear the

smoking of tobacco well, even to any extent,

whilst others, if they even take a single whiff,

it will make them sick : and I have known it,

after smoking for a short time, produce faint-

ness. So, likewise, will the lobelia make
some sick, and others can bear it to any
quantity. It has also a narcotic effect, similar

to tobacco.

There are two modes of making this tinc-

ture, one is with spirit, the other with a?ther.

The dose of that made with the spirit, which
is most common, is half a drachm: but some
can bear as much as a drachm of it ; though,

on an average, the former is as much as can
generally be borne. Of the scthereal, seven

minims generally answer well ; but this dose, in

many people, if begun with, will cause sickness

and headache. I have known this sethereal

tincture act almost as a charm in arresting the

paroxysm ; and in ten or twenty minutes after

taking it, the patient has been apparently-

restored to perfect health. This remedy cer-

tainly cannot be compared to aether, by itself,

or any of the other antispasmodic remedies

which are usually recommended. I certainly

should be inclined to recommend this medicine

in tetanus, hydrophobia, and other diseases of

the nervous system; for I think it ought to

be tried in those affections in which, at present,

we cannot find any remedy to be depended
upon for a cure. Some smoke this remedy
for relief; and for the same thing some smoke
stramonium, and find benefit from it ; but I

do not see any necessity for smoking it, when
so small a quantity as five or seven minims
answer the purpose. There are some indi-

viduals who cannot bear it in any quantity;

and even one or two minims of the alcoholic

tincture I have known produce sickness, so

they cannot bear the least quantity of it.

The next case of interest that I discharged

was one that was exceedingly relieved from the

treatment adopted,—a case of bronchitis, com-
bined with diseased heart, occurring in a man
whom you will recollect was in the second
bed on the right-hand side, going into Wil-
liam's Ward. William Adlam, aged 30, who
said he had been suffering twelve months
from this complaint. On listening with the

stethoscope to the chest, the sonorous and
sibilous rattles were heard on both sides of it.

He complained also of cough, difficulty of
breathing, and expectorated a quantity of
frothy mucus. When he first came in, he
could not lie down in consequence of the dif-

ficulty of respiration ; his pulse was 88, hard
and incompressible. On listening to the region
of the heart, a loud double bellows sound was
heard, at the moment of the contraction of the
left ventricle, most distinctly at the sternum,
which sound, in all probability, is caused by
some disease of the aortic valves. A bellows
sound may arise from hypertrophy of the
heart, or from the blood not being obstructed
in its attempt to return to the heart from the
aorta. This double bellows sound I should
imagine, from the length of time the disease

has been standing, arose from some ill state

of the valves : they have either become thick-

ened, contracted, or perhaps altered in shape,
so as not to afford perfect resistance to the
blood in its effort to return, after the heart
has been nearly excavated. The double
bellows sound may also take place from two
different valves, the one passing from the

auricle to the left ventricle, the otiier from the

left ventricle into the aorta ; so that a distinct

bellows sound is heard, both immediately after

the contraction of the auricle and ventricle.

But this double bellows sound heard in the

case I have alluded to, arose from some dis-

ease in the aortic valves alone. The blood.
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in the first place, meets with some obstruction

as it passes from the left ventricle, and that

quantity which is sent out is not wholly pre-

vented from returning back through the open-
ing again. The treatment I adopted in this

case was, to keep him upon a spare diet, and,

by means of emetics, unload the bronchial

tubes. On the 20tli, when admitted, I had

him bled to twenty ounces, and gave him half

a drachm of the ipecacuanha powder every

morning, from which he found relief. On
the 30th, I thought it right again to bleed

him to twenty ounces. On the 2d of Nov.,

after taking the powder every morning, in

consequence of its making him very sick, I

altered it to every otlier morning, and again

bled him to sixteen ounces. Under this treat-

ment he so much improved, that he could now
lie down with ease ; his breathing, though still

difficult, is much better, and does not admit of

tliat wheezing sound, as on his admission ; the

bellows souud was still heard, though in a less

degree than when he came in. I fear, from

the length of time the disease has been stand-

ing, and by its not giving way to the antiphlo-

gistic treatment, that there is some organic

disease present; indeed, you may generally

infer there is organic disease of the valves, if

the bellows sound is constant; but should it

only occur at intervals, or remain but a short

time, the sound arises either from spasm or

an inflammatory condition of the valves. If

it be constant, and other symptoms are co-

existing witli it, your diagnosis would be, that

it arose from organic disease. The bronchitis

is generally caused by getting wet, or living

in a damp situation. This man, who is suffer-

ing from the disease I am speaking of, is a

labourer, and, from the nature of his employ-

ment, is obliged to be in the wet and cold

;

consequently he will be continually lip.ble to

inflammation of the chest, which will imme-
diately aggravate the disease of the heart.

Besides, from his laborious employment, he

will be induced to take more of the fermented

and distilled liquors than he ought to do, and

of course this will tend to increase his com-
plaint. This treatment is very effectual in

checking, for a time, the progress of this dis-

ease ; but it is not every one that can bear

such active measures; then those that cannot

will find the same benefit from moderate local

bleeding. This man was of a strong consti-

tution, and could bear the active treatment

resorted to. His disease of the heart became
lessened, and the bronchitis ceased ; therefore

the treatment was very satisfactory. Many
that are affected in this way continue their

labour, their living depending entirely upon

it, which makes them of course unwilling to

give it up, and they continue it till, in fact,

they are unable to go on any longer. If they

have not any disease accompanying this affec-

tion of the heart, they may continue it a long

time without feeling much inconvenience.

This man might continue witliout having a

return of his bronchitis for a length of time,

and, provided he lived abstemiously, the aflfec-

tion of his heart might remain the same for

years ; but, on his taking cold, the bronchitis

is liable to return. This will again asrgravate

the disease of the heart, and ultimately prove
fatal, though, by the same remedies, the pro-

gress of the disease may freqtiently be checked.

Hydrothorax.—There is a case at present

in the hospital to which I wish to draw your

attention, for it is one you will not meet with

every day ; it is that of a woman who has

fluid in the left cavity of the pleura, in Mary's
Ward. In the first place, I will point out the

difference between it and the case I have pre-

viously spoken about, which is in Jacob's

Ward, a man who has air and water in the

left side of the chest; the difference of symp-
toms between them are remarkably striking.

In the case of pneumato-hydrothorax, upon
percussion, a dull sound is emitted below, and
a clear sound above, showing that water occu-

pies the former situation, and air is situated

in the latter. Upon auscultation, no respira-

tion could be heard on that side of the chest,

either above or below ; and upon getting him
to move his chest quickly backwards and for-

wards, a splashing sound was heard, of course

indicating water in the pleura
;
you could also

hear a sound, like striking gently a small

piece of glass with a piece of metal, called the

metallic tinkling. In the patient that was ad-

mitted last week, the symptoms differed upon
striking the left side of the chest; below, a

dead sound was heard, the same as in the other

case, and upon percussion above, a dead

sound also was heard; but in the man, you
must recollect, a clear sound was emitted

;

therefore you see, there is not only water be-

low, but also above, in this woman ; and, in

the other case, there was air above, and water

below. Upon shaking this woman, no splash-

ing sound will be heard. I did not try it

myself in this case, because I was certain I

should not find it ; and any of you that like to

try it will find this to be the case. Neither

could any respiration be heard on account of

the fluid being situated both above and below.

You could hear no respiration in the other on

the affected side; so in this instance they are

so far the same, although not exactly from the

same cause. Nor in this case either could you

hear the metallic tinkling, or the oozing of

fluid from the pleura to the bronchia; but,

upon listening to the back part of the chest,

and getting her to count, or speak about some-

thing, you will find the voice tremorous, harsh,

and jerking, somewhat of a silvery sound,

which always points out that water is situated

in the pleura, and this sound is called cego-

phony, from its resemblance to that of a goat.

This "sound is not heard in front, on account

of the quantity of fluid situated there ; but in

the back, where there is only a thin layer of

fluid, and that rather high up, the sound can

be heard. This sound always points out a

moderate quantity of fluid situated in that part

;

so, for oegophony to be heard, the fluid umst
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only be effused to a certain extent ; if there is

a great quantity of fluid, tiie sound is not heard,

and if a very small quantity, the same thing

occurs ; therefore it depends enlii-ely upon a

medium of fluid being effused. This disease

may not always be dangerous, for although

there be fluid effused, it may be absorbed

again. When there is either a large quan-
tity of air or fluid in the pleura, the heart fre-

quently becomes affected. In this woman
the fluid has pushed the heart from its situa-

tion to the right side, so that the pulsation of

the heart is only felt on that side; and fre-

quently, when there is extensive effusion, the

side in which the effusion has taken place, if

measured, will be found to be larger than the

other. I recollect a very violent case, occur-

ring in a child, whose heart was removed to

the right side, and the left had become con-
siderably swollen from extensive effusion ; the

fluid was let out, the left side decreased in

size, and the heart went back to its natural

situation ; the child ultimately got quite well.

These cases point out to you the use of ausculta-

tion and percussion ; without them I could not
have distinguished the case of pneumato-hydro-
thorax from phthisis; neither could I have
told the condition of this woman's chest; and
there is every probability, as she did not par-

ticularly complain of her chest, should not
have been able to say whether there was any
thing the matter with it or not; for although
she looked ill, she was admitted into the hos-
pital for an enlarged abdomen-ascites, her
countenance was very pallid, and there was a
degree of anxiety about it ; pulse was small
and quick, about 100 in a minute. She staled,

nine months since she was confined, and a few
days afterwards was obliged to walk several

miles in the country, when she caught cold

;

this was soon followed by ascites. Ever since

that time has been troubled with slight pain
in the left side of the chest ; she does not re-

collect having any acute pain in that part;

urine scanty, high coloured, not albuminous

;

she cannot lie upon the right side. So,
you perceive, there was not any symptoms in

particular to be noticed without the assistance

of the stethoscope and percussion. I should
presume this woman had chronic inflammation
of the pleura and peritoneum going on at the
same time. The fluid may be effused slowly,

and is a common circumstance ; but when it

is thus effused, it is generally absorbed in a
similar manner; and the same thing takes

place if effused from acute inflammation

;

then it is quickly absorbed. Laennec first

pointed out this method of ascertaining this

disease, and, if the fluid collected in large

quantities, he used to let it out ; and several

cases are related by him which terminated
successfully. It is quite clear then, from the
symptoms, that this woman has water in the
cavity of the pleura; I therefore have given
her, witli the view of exciting absorption, one
grain of calomel night and morning, at the
same time ordered some diuretics ; one grain

of squills combined with one of digitalis, also

half a drachm of the acetate of potass, and
one drachm of the spirit of nitric aether in

some camphor mixture, three times a day : she
being exceedingly weak, 1 kept her upon a

good diet. These medicines were commenced
on the 7th of Decembei-, and on the 10th,

when I saw her, they appeared to have begun
to produce the desired effect. The oegophony
was not so distinctly heard in the upper part

of the back as before ; the fluid appeared
evidently lessened in quantity, for, immediately
under the clavicle, respiration was now just

heard. The calomel made her mouth sore,

and absorption I have no doubt is gradually
taking place. When she came in, no respira-

tion was heard under the clavicle, and now,
as I have just said, it can be heard. When
she came in, the oegophony was heard nearly

the same both above and below ; if any thing,

more distinctly in the former situation ; but
now it is not so distinctly heard above as

below, showing that it does not arise from any
increase, but a decrease of fluid. I am
almost fearful, though I have said it is not a
dangerous disease, that she will not do well.

Her apperance is very unhealthy, and she has
been weakened from disease, both of the
pleura and peritoneum, for nine months ; then,

from the nature of the case, I should be
inclined to give an unfavourable prognosis;
for I think there is a very great doubt of her
recovery. Should the fluid increase, so that

the oegophony cannot be heard, I shall then
let Mr. Green see her, and consult as to the
propriety of letting it out, and the safest

manner of making the opening.
Rheiimatismus Syphiliticus.—There is an-

other case which I shall make a few remarks
upon to-day, it is one of syphilitic rheumatism,
in which the croton oil was used. The differ-

ence between the effects of these remedies
and the tartar emetic upon the skin are very
striking, one being so much milder than the
other, and quite as effectual in removing of
the disease. The tartar emetic will frequently
cause sloughing, and, if extensively applied,
is sometimes dangerous, always acting much
more severe than the croton oil. The croton
oil is quite as effectual in its action in removing
disease as the tartar emetic, therefore 1 generally
use the former remedy. By making two
applications, that is, rubbing it on the skin
night and morning, the eruption is generally
produced ; but, should you wish to have the
eruption produced quickly, I have no doubt
by your repeating it at shorter intervals, the
rash would be much quicker produced. I

have never, however, used it in this way,
though I have seen the rash produced from the
first application. Tliis rash causes the same
extent of inflammation as the tartar emetic,

though the inflammation appears milder, and
is quicker produced. The vesicles that are

produced do not contain a clear but a wljitish

fluid. It produces, when first applied, before

the eruption is brought out, a smarting and
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tingling sensation ; the vesicles in the course

of a day or two after their appearance subside,

and the surrounding inflammation disappears.

This eruption, hke other diseases of the skin,

will break out in other parts of the body.

Nothing is more common than to see some
cutaneous diseases disappear from one part of

the body and break out in another; and some-
times, without leaving one part, will appear in

another. The croton oil does not differ from

the tartar emetic in producing irritation of

the genitals. In using the tartar emetic, I

have frequently seen, though the greatest care

has been taken when it has been rubbed on
the abdomen or legs, pustules produced on the

scrotum, and I have even known the effect

produceil when a piece of leather has sur-

rounded the part, and a bit cut out of it to

expose the surface that required to be rubbed

with it. I have no doubt, if the same pre-

caution was taken with regard to the croton

oil, it would be in some way absorbed by the

skin, and the eruption appear on the genitals.

1 have never known this remedy excite pur-

fition by its external application, neither do

believe that it would; and with regard to the

tartar emetic, I have known it once, and only

once, produce sickness after its external ap-

plication. I have always the croton oil rub-

bed in until it produces an eruption, though

seldom have recourse to it more than twice.

This man, John Sampson, suffered severely

from this affection ; I gave him calomel until

it affected his mouth, the pain still continu-

ing severe and extending down the thighs,

so that he could get no rest. I now
gave him one grain of the extract of stramo-

nium, night and morning; at this time had

some croton oil rubbed down on the inside of

his thighs, the eruption was produced, and the

day after its appearance on the thighs it came
out on the scrotum, causing great irritation of

that organ. The pains now left his thighs,

and after suffering for a long time before the

application of this remedy, he went out per-

fectly well.

Here the learned Professor made a few

remarks upon the introduction of this remedy
as an external application, and gave the great

credit to Dr. Short for introducing such a

valuable remedy.

The Principles of Obstetric Medicine,

hi a Series of Systematic Disser-

tations on Midwifery and Diseases

of Women and Children. Illustrated

by numerous Plates. By D. D.

Davis, M.D., Professor of Mid-
wifery in the University of London,

&c. &c. Part XV. London, 1833.

Taylor.

Fifteen Numbers of this admirable

system ofobstetricy are now published.

that is to say, nearly half the work
;

and, therefore, the most cautious of

our brethren cannot possibly enter-

tain a doubt of its completion. We
have repeatedly spoken in high terms

of the execution of this valuable pub-
lication ; and feel gratified, that every

succeeding fasciculus affords additional

proof of the justness of our commen-
dations. As a work of reference and
authority, this must have a prominent

place in every medical library. The
distinguished author had acquired

great fame as a private lecturer ; his

researches were the most extensive,

his experience, as physician and ob-

stetrician to the Maternity Institution,

as well as in the most extensive jiri-

vate practice, eminently qualified him
to arrange an operative system of mid-

wifery, which justly entitled him to

a preference for the high situation of

Professor of Midwifery in the London
University. The work before us is

executed with ability and judgment,

it abounds with practical information

of inestimable value, it differs from

all preceding systems and elementary

productions. We subjoin an extract

in proof of our statement.
" Of Leucorrhea.—Fluor albus,

fluor vel fluxiis muliebris, fluxus ma-
tricis, fluxio alba, })rofiuvium mulie-

bre, distillatio uteri, menses albi et

menstrua alba, menorrhagia alba, alba

purgamenta, uteri coryza et rheuma,

uteri rheumatismu.s, blenorrhea be-

nigna, etc. Leucorrhea is literally a

white discharge : but the word has

been used, in common with its nu-

merous synonyms, to express great

varieties of non-menstrual discharges

from the female genitals.

" To understand the pathology of

the several tissues, the diseased con-

ditions of which are proximately the

causes of leucorrhea, it is obviously

necessary we should have a correct

notion of their structural character in

their healthy state. Leucorrhea is a

morbid secretion of the complicated

tissue which forms the internal surface

continuously of the vagina, the uterus,

and the Fallopian tubes. All mucous

membranes have two surfaces, of
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•which one is free, villous, and un-

ceasingly employed in the transuda-

tion of its proper mucus ; whilst the

other is adherent to a tissue of mus-
cular fibres, which by their tonicity

and irritability may be presumed to

be well adapted to promote the actions

of secretion and excretion. We also,

almost in all cases, where free sur-

faces are continuous into muscles, are

able to recognise an intermediate

couch of a dense compact tissue, once

deemed cellular, but more recently

supposed tobe fibrous and aponeurotic.

This part of the structure is probably

intended to give form and solidity to

hollow organs. Moreover, it is not

improbable, that this intermediate

couch may act concurrently with the

free surface in producing the rugae,

which in some parts are presented by
mucous membranes : such, for ex-

ample, are those which we observe in

the vagina, especially in the anterior

and inferior part of it, immediately
behind the urethra ; and such also are

the valvular conniventes so remarkably
apparent in the colon and the caecum.

" The mucous membranes are com-
posed of three distinct layers ; viz. an
epithelium, a papillary tissue, and a

chorion. The former of these is only

traceable at the orifices of cavities, and
to a very short distance within them

:

whereas, deeply within their interior

no examinations have hitherto satis-

factorily demonstrated its existence.

The papillary tissue is situated im-
mediately beneath the epithelium ;

by reason of the extreme tenuity of

which, where it may even be sup-
posed to exist, it presents an organ
of exquisite sensibility. The promi-
nencies of these papillary bodies are

especially apparent at the very com-
mencement of cavities or passages

;

whereas, on advancing further into

their interior, the surfaces are seen

to present, in a greater degree, the
proper character of a villous tissue.

These papillae are every where sur-

rounded by a vascular net-work of
great sensibility. The length and
form of the papillary bodies present
characteristic varieties in the mucous

membranes of different parts of the

body.
•* The chorion which forms the

third tunic of mucous membranes, is

not every Avhere of the same thickness.

At the palate, for example, it is very

thick, as also it is in the parietes of

the vagina ; but it makes but a very

slender contribution towards the for-

mation of the parietes of the intes-

tines, and of other excretory passages.

It seems to form a tissue of much
greater closeness of texture than the

chorion of the common integument

;

inasnuich as it has never been known
to admit of serous infiltrations througli

its substance ; whereas, all the tunics

of the skin, taken together, are not

sufficient to resist such infdtrations.

" Within the substance of the chorion

of mucous membranes, and especially

imbedded in its external surface, there

are great numbers of mucous glands,

which unceasingly lubricate the free

surface of these membranes with their

appropriate mucous produce. These
glands are easily seen within the
mouth and on the bronchial sur-

faces ; but they are very difficult to

be traced in the bladder and within
the cavity of the uterus. It is said

that they are rendered very evident

by maceration. Disease has the
effect of very greatly increasing

their volume as well as of morbidly
altering their texture. The author
recollects the case of an unmarried
woman, aged about forty, who had
been subject for many years to severe

hysteric paroxysms, difficult menstru-
ation, and profuse leucorrheal dis-

charges. She died of schirrus of the
pylorus. On examining the state of
the internal genitals, it was observed
that the left ovary was greatly en-
larged, and otherwise much diseased.

The internal suiface of the uterus
was of a darkish red colour, and suf-

fused with a thick lining of a puru-
lent-looking fluid. The vagina was
studded in many places with promi-
nent and indurated glandular bodies,

of which several were as large as peas,

and two or three as large as hazel-

nuts. The crypts or openings of these
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glands communicate freely with the

surfaces which it is their special office

to lubricate with the mucus which
they unceasingly secrete. The term
mucus is here used to represent the

products of the entire class of muci-
parous glands ; although in different

parts of the body, and under different

circumstances in the same parts,

they greatly vary in their consistence.

They may be said in general, when
healthy, to be about the consistence

of a dilute solution of gum in water.

When recently secreted they are dia-

phanous and slightly viscid. By being
allowed to lodge on the surfaces which
they are intended to protect by their

pellucid coating of delicate and natu-
ral varnish, they become, in some
cases, progressively opaque, and ac-

quire a manifest increase of consistence.

When secreted, under circumstances

of disease, they all sustain some
changes of their natural and ordinary

properties.

" When mucous membranes are for

a long time exposed to the action of

the atmosphere, they gradually lose

the vivid tint of their sub-sangui-

neous redness of complexion, and
become of a whitish-brown colour,

not unlike that of the common in-

tegument. That fact may be par-

ticularly observed in cases of inversion

of the rectum and the vagina of long

standing ; and it may be considered

as presenting a striking analogy be-

tween the functions of the skin and
those of the mucous membranes.
These membranes are indebted for

their red colour to the innumerable
sanguiferous vessels which are dis-

tributed into their structure ; and
their colour increases in intensity in

proportion as their functions are more
actively performed. It is an obser-

vation of Bichat, that the mucous
membranes of the infant become sud-
denly more vividly red immediately
after birth ; almost all of them, in

consequence of that event, being
called upon to perform new or addi-

tional duties. In common, indeed,

with all living structures, their colour

acq^uires an increase of intensity when

they become the subjects of inflamma-

tion. When the inflammation is ac-

tive, their secretions are usually, on
the onset of the attack, much aimi-

nished ; a change, however, which is

speedily afterwards followed by more
than a corresponding increase of their

quantity, and by great vitiation of

their properties. But the dates, re-

spectively, of the invasion and con-

secution of the several symptoms in-

cident to the inflammation of mucous
membranes, are governed by different

laws, as they apply to different por-

tions of this class of tissues. There
is one great principle which is com-
mon to them all, viz., that in a com-
paratively short time, subsequently to

the application of the cause, their

respective secretions are greatly aug-
mented and vitiated. Hence these

important results of inflammations of

mucous membranes have been assumed
by pathologists as the basis on which
they have formed their classifications

in systems of nosology. Accordingly

in all of them we find these principal

phenomena represented by the very

names which have been given to them
in practical and systematic works.

These designations have varied in-

deed slightly in shades of meaning,

as they have been employed to ex-

press the affections of different organs;

but the identity of the common and
characteristic results of the diseases

intended to be represented by them
seems to have been recognised in all

ages and countries. The idea of a

catarrh or detluxion prevails through

them all. Hence inflammations of

the mucous membranes of the nose,

trachea, bronchi, intestines, and geni-

tals, have severally received the de-

signations of coryza ; catarrh of the

trachea or croup ; bronchial or pul-

monary catarrh ; dysentery and diar-

rhea ; and gonorrhea, blenorrhea, and
leucorrhea. The same observation

applies to almost all the different

names at the head of the present

article, by which the inflammation

of the mucous membrane of the

genital passages has been charac-

terized by diflferent writers. The
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term inflammatioiij as applied to any-

given structure, may indeed represent

many distinct varieties of morbid
states ; and it is accordingly a fact,

that the mucous membranes of the

female generative organs are subject

to inflammatory affections of many
different kinds ; and moreover, when
thus variously affected, they are

found, as might be expected, to fur-

nish morbid discharges of correspond-

ing diversities of sensible properties.

Hippocrates, in his second book on

the diseases of women, describes

clearly as many as ten different va-

rieties of morbid discharges from the

uterus. Other authors, among whom
are to be found some of the principal

nosologists and pathologists of modern
times, have reduced their number to

live, six, and seven, according to the

opinions which they have respectively

entertained of their several causes.

The most common variety of these

discharges is that which has received

the ordinary designation of constitu-

tional leucorrhea.'

ESCULAPIAN REFLECTIONS.

No. IL

Wk are not naturally eloquent, but
when we traverse scenes of by-gone
days, our eloquence waxes warm, and
we hardly know where to stop. It is

like an old, broken-down hunter, or-

dinarily insensible to the palpable

hints of progression of the whip, that

appears to gain the vigour and spirit

of adolescence when he hears the

sound of the bugle, and the cry of the

huntsman and the hounds, and, to the

astonishment of his not more adipose

master, outstrips the wind, and, like

it, bids defiance to the agricultural

barriers of hedges and ditches.

If our remarks * were to appear to

* It will be seen, from the conclusion of our
last " Reflections," that we did not intend to

extend this subject; but "second thoughts,"

which are said always to be the best, dictated

our present proceeding, which we hope will

be approved of. It is our intention to finish

VOL. II.

the world within the limits of a thick

octavo, we know not, tyro, what ex-

tent of advice we would give thee.

We would dwell upon the horrors of

dissipation ; we would declaim, " ro-

tundo ore," against indolence and in-

decision ; we would rouse thee from

thy lethargy at six o'clock in the

morning, and we would wrap thee in

thy swaddling clothes, and lay thee

in the arms of gentle JMorpheus at

two o'clock on the following morning

asain : we would even deign to direct

thy financial matters ; we would con-

demn extravagance ; we would see

thee domesticated at twelve shillings

per week ; and we would close the

doors of " chop-houses" for ever in

thy face Yes, tyro ! we warn thee.

Be not duped, when searching for a

residence, by the practice, too general

in London, of making the preparation

of a dinner an exception to the terms

of a lodging : the evils of which we
will now proceed to detail to thee.

Students, who dine from home, on the

one hand, from the mistaken idea that

it is cheaper, and, on the other, be-

cause their landladies refuse to cook

for them at home, instead of turning

their backs to the fragments of " the

loaves and fishes," with a stomach _/m//

of wholesome plain food, with their

faces directed towards the fire, with a

foot on each hob, with the words of

John Bell's " System of Anatomy"
impinged upon their retinae, and two

hours' examination at the Apothe-

caries' Hall upon their recollections,

they lounge over the greasy tables of

one of the places in question, with one

eye closed by the soporific finger of

Morpheus, and the other intently

fixed upon the vulgar columns of

" Bell's Life in London," until their

glass of punch and reason have si-

multaneously evaporated, when they

"drag a lengthening chain," with every

step, to the pit of the theatre of Drury-

Lane, or Covent-Garden, or else they

mix, what spark of reason there re-

the subject in our next. These " Reflections"

ought to have been forwarded last week, but

indisposition pleads our forgiveness.

3o
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mainSj with the disgusting fumes of a

cigar divan, or sacrifice six months'
happiness at the shrine of a billiard

table ; so, by degrees, wandering from
the path of propriety to the withering
eminence of vice, or we would, sor-

rowing, call it medical sludenlism.

This is a sad picture, tyro, but no less

true

:

" and pity 'tis, 'tis true."

We, who are but a student ourself,

are sorry to be the artist of so sad a

picture ; but we cannot blind ourself

to the follies into which medical stu-

dents are notorious lor running, neither

would we wish to blind thee, tyro, to

the awful consequences of the practice

of such follies. No ! we have pur-

chased experience at a dear rate, and
it shall now stand as a beacon, between
the rock of Scylla and the whirlpool of

Charybdis, to guide those coming after

us safely out of danger : if, then, they

put their candles under a bushel, and
sink with the fragments of a shattered

bark, God help them, for we cannot.

The shipwrecked survivors will live

to see the day of remorse, when retro-

spection, instead of being a bright

vista of happiness, will be darkness,

darkness interminable.

But to proceed. The regulations

of the Apothecaries' Hall have pre-

scribed for the student's first attend-

ance, one course of materia medica,

anatomy and physiology, and che-

mistry, previous to his attendance upon
other lectures. Moreover, the student

must devote two years to his at-

tendance upon lectures and hospital

practice.

As his avowed monitor, we would
grieve to be found deficient in the

very important task which we have

imposed upon ourself; and if, indeed,

we have appeared to dwell upon topics

frivolous in the eyes of many, we have

done so with good intentions, with a

conviction, that the advice will be a

lamp in the hands of the tyro, which

will show him his way into some of the

darker corners of this vast metropolis,

and then, what is essentially more bene-

ficial to him, that lamp will show him

his way out of those corners again,

expanding its flickering flame, fed by
the oil of experience. Yes ! we are

convinced of the benefit of advice, on
such apparently unimportant points,

from painful and personal experience

;

so that we would be sorry for the tyro

to be one moment in the dark, when
he can borrow light from us, a loan

(as the immortal Cicero has repre-

sented the obscure Ennius to have
said) by which we can lose nothing.

Nothing can be more important

than an unremitting and undivided

attention to the sciences of chemistry

and anatomy, at the period of the

young student's outset upon his pil-

grimage into the dark and winding
valleys of his profession. That atten-

tion should not slacken at the end of

the first course, in consequence of

its demanded presence upon other

branches of his studies, because it is

so prescribed by the JVIedes and Per-

sians in Union-street. That is a bad
gardener, who, to the neglect of the

tender roots of the young shrub, snips

and cuts, and trains its branches ; and
he is a wise one, who manures the

roots, and passively smiles at the in-

formal luxuriance of the branches, for

he will see his tree flourishing in mag-
nificence, while the other man will

mournfully gaze and wonder on the

tardy progress of his tree until he
sees it droop and die, a sacrifice to

the decaying touch of an angry na-

ture ; which parable, being inter-

preted, means, that anatomy and
chemistry are the roots of the tree of

medical science, and that they should

be well cultivated, so that they may
more perfectly and more easily bring

forth their branches. There should

exist, at this period, no disposition to

gallop round the wards, with the

surgeons and physicians of the hos-

pital, for such a process now will pos-

sess disadvantages, equal in magni-

tude to the advantages derivable from
a strict attention to the practice of the

hospital hereafter, and in proper

season.

Chemistry should be prosecuted by
a strict attendance upon lectures.
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blended with the firm determination

to profit by the instruction conveyed
in them, by attentive reading, and by
manipulation, as far as it is practi-

cable. Anatomy should be pursued
by dissections principally, commenced
as soon after a perfect knowledge of

the bones is acquired as possible ;

—

contrary, we know, to the advice of

many, based upon what reasoning, we
are too obtuse in perception to un-
derstand. Haller, we think, is of

opinion, that twenty years' dissection

is alone able to make an anatomist.

If Haller has not erred, is it possible,

we would ask, for a medical student,

who can devote, at most, but a fifth

part of that time to it, to begin his

studies too soon ? If we said anatomy
was the foundation of the great super-

structure of medicine, we should be
repeating, not only what we have
already stated ourself, out what
great men have said before us.

—

" Must I divide this nerve, this vein,

this muscle ? " we have asked, in

the perplexity of an initiation into

the operations of the dissecting rooms.
" Why, really I don't know," our
astute instructor has replied ;

" what
good can such minuteness ever do
you in practice'?" Such has been the

reply which we have received, and
oh, tyro ! thou wilt find it to suit

thy disposition much more at that

period, than advice, which would in-

volve thee into the necessity of learn-

ing, and of submitting thy olfactories

to the nauseous irritation of animal
decomposition two hours per diem
longer. But, we say, beware ! a de-

clamation which we would stamp with
the seal of experience. And what
has been our experience on this sub-

ject .'' Why, we have had to correct

the habit acquired by such advice,

of slurring our dissections, or of per-

forming them with such carelessness,

that we could trace in them neither

the origin nor the destination of the

parts. We have, consequently, had
to spend subsequent time in the pur-
suit of anatomy, to the sacrifice of

our hospital practice. Oh, tyro ! it

pleases our organ of benevolence to

hold our own follies up to the light,

that thou mayest see, through tlieir

transparency, the laughing devil that

they attempt to hide ; and learn from
them a lesson— a sacred lesson—

a

lesson which thou shouldst carry to

Charing Cross, that Mr. Mackintosh
may cover it with his excellent patent

cloth, that it may be proof even against

the waters ofLethe ! We have quoted

these words once before in this Jour-

nal, but, being so appropriate, we are

tempted to conclude this article with

them.
" Horse quidem cedunt," says Cicero,

" et dies, et menses, et anni : nee prae-

teritum tempus umquam revertitur,

nee quid sequatur sciri potest*."

A Pupil.

UontJou £HctrtcaI$f»»ui-gtcal ^Journal.

Saturday, January 26, 1833.

MEDICAL REFORM.

In our last, we noticed some of the

abuses in the present mode of manage-

ment of the Royal College of Phy-

sicians, with the ardent hope that

such changes would be speedily made

as to render this Institution worthy

of the age and country in which we

live. We had the courage to express

our sentiments with freedom and in-

dependence, our motives being to for-

ward the real interests of an esta-

blishment which would be entitled

to veneration and support if managed

upon liberal principles. We are not

levellers ; but should deplore the ex-

tinction of a society which, with its

numerous imperfections, has stron?;;

claims to respect. In making this

statement, we do not retract a single

sentence in otir former remarks, but

* De Senectute, cap. xix.

3g2
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we give to Caesar the tilings that belong

to Caesar. Reform, however, must be

granted to save the College from de-

struction. Let the members at large

'— Fellows and Licentiates— have

equal privileges ; let all silly and

foolish distinctions cease ; let the

censors be men of weight and expe-

rience ; let the examinations of regu-

lar graduates be abolished, as in the

Edinburgh College of Phj'sicians, and

then will every physician in the me-

tropolis, and in Ireland and Scotland,

respect and support the College. But

if Parliament commence reform, the

laws relating to these branches of the

profession will be assimilated, and

regular graduates in physic, and di-

plomatists in surgery and pharmacy,

in this nation, will enjoy equal rights

and privileges.

It was our intention to notice the

abuses in the Royal College of Sur-

geons in this number ; but press of

matter obliges us to defer the subject

until our next.

ADDRESS TO OUR READERS.

On concluding our second volume,

we avail ourselves of an established

custom, to take a retrospective view

of our labours during the last year.

We commenced this Journal on the

broad principles of liberality and in-

dependence. We were determined to

avoid the Scylla and Charybdis on

which our predecessors had been

wecked. We proclaimed ourselves

opponents to faction and to party,

while a zealous desire to benefit the

whole profession was our object. We

promised to maintain and uphold the

dignity of the faculty, and to expose

to scorn empirics, and all abuses in

our profession, and this we have fear-

lessly done, and shall continue to do,

notwithstanding the hostility of all

medical corporations, hospital mono-

polists, heads of large medical schools,

uneducated chemists, druggists, and

all illegitimate pretenders to medical

knowledge—notwithstanding even the

fear of our wise law of libelj which,

contrary to the dictates of the Divine

law, punishes a man for speaking

or declaring the truth. We laugh

at the pigmy efforts of such men,

when opposed to the liberty of the

press—that engine that sways the

welfare of nations, and awes every

member of society, from the monarch

on his throne to his humblest subject.

It has been worked by us to expose

abuses in the profession, as prejudi-

cial to the interests of the whole of

the faculty and of mankind ; and to

denounce fraudulent, rash, and de-

sperate quackery, though supported

and upheld by a few hireling news-

papers and obscure ephemeral periodi-

cals, as superior to the dignified and

transcendent science of medicine. No,

we are not to be intimidated nor di-

verted from our determination of im-

proving the condition of the faculty

and of suffering humanity. Here we

renew our promises of exposing abuses

in every department of the profession,

and of assailing all the Proteian forms

of quackery.

The next claim we place before

our readers is, the impartiality we

have displayed in conducting the
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different departments of this perio-

dical. Our labours have been great,

but fairly appreciated. Those only

conversant with journalism can esti-

mate them properly. We struck out

a new path for ourselves ; we differed

from all our predecessors. We pro-

cured the best national and foreign

assistance ; medicine was our theme,

and we illustrated it from all sources.

Our materials were supplied from all

parts of the world ; we cared not

where we found them. We comprised

British and foreign medicine. We
were the first who published English,

Irish, and French lectures in a London

Medical Journal. Our contempora-

ries have followed our example ; and

we feel much pride in noticing some

of them giving French lectures. It

was well observed of old

—

"fas est

ab hoste doceri," and " nunquani sera

est ad bonos mores via."

When we commenced our career,

twelve short months ago, there was a

system of reviewing followed by some

of our contemporaries, the most unfair

and unjust that could be imagined.

If the author belonged to one party,

he was abused by the other ; the

merit or value oi his work was depre-

ciated.

Having the gratification of belong-

ing to no particular party, and caring

nothing for any, we were at liberty

to speak of books as we found them-

We awarded praise or censure where

it was deserved. Our contemporaries

have strictly followed our example,

and no longer abuse a work, because

the author is not a monopolist or a

radical. For ourselves, we have a

fixed rule, which we shall ever fol-

low, and it is this,—we care not who

the author may be, we shall praise or

censure his production as it deserves.

We cannot, agreeably to our princi-

ples, abuse a work on the grounds

that its author belongs to this or that

branch of the profession.

Another claim we have on the me-

dical profession of the United King-

dom is, our conduct on the cholera

question. We alone were the first

who advocated the non- contagiousness

of cholera, when there was not an-

other Medical Journal in England,

Ireland, or Scotland, that ventured to

support that side of the question.

We had the high gratification of ob-

serving every Journal in this empire

afterwards advocating our side. We
guided the public press, and led it to

expose the stupidity and ominous

croakings of the Boards of Health ; and

here " we have done the state some

service, and they know it." We
finally witnessed the whole profession

in this country (unless the creatures

of the Boards of Health), and the fa-

culty in France, as soon as cholera

was observed there, of our opinion

;

and even that immaculate and disin-

terested junta, the Central Board of
Health, arrived at our conclusion !

A few words more, and we have
done. We have now to observe,, in

conclusion, that we procured the most
efficient aid in executing the various

departments of this Journal. We
need only refer to the lectures of Pro-
fessors Cooper, EUiotson, Graves, Ma-
gendie, and Dupuytren, corrected bv
those distinguished Professors, and to

many others of equal value with which
we have been favoured. We offer our
labours at two-tiiirds of the expense
of our contemporaries'. We chalienge
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a comparison, and if our readers do

not acknowledge that we afford them
unequalled advantages, and on the

lowest terms, we are sadly mistaken.

We act in unison with the spirit of

the age; we think there should he

cheap medicine as well as cheap liter-

ature of all descriptions. If we do

not give value for six-and-twenty

shillings per annum, we declare the

press has no claim on an enlightened

profession, such as the medical. Know-
ledge is power ; information is the

only certain road to eminence in the

medical profession.

We have procured additional talent

in all our departments, and are con-

fident, that we shall be able to present

to the medical public advantages af-

forded by no other periodical.

ROYAL INFIRMARY, EDINBURGH.

VAtANCV IN THE OFFICE OF PHYSI-
CIAN. PROPOSAIv OF DR. MACKINTOSH.

The death of Dr. James C. Gregory

has occasioned a vacancy in the Me-
dical Staff of the Royal Infirmary. On
Saturday, the 5th instant, a meeting

was held at Mr. Fergusson's Lecture

Room, Edinburgh, to consider the

propriety of requesting Dr. Mackin-
tosh to become a candidate for the

office in question. The theatre was
completely filled ; and, although the

expression of feeling was sometimes

strong, the proceedings were conducted

in a very orderly manner. Dr. Rogers

having been called to the chair, the

following resolutions were then suc-

cessively proposed and adopted :

—

1. Moved by Mr. Harrison, second-

ed by Mr. Clarke,—" That the situ-

ation of Physician to the Royal In-

firmary having become vacant, in con-

sequence of the death of Dr. James
Gregory, this meeting is deeply sen-

sible of the advantages that would
accrue to the students of medicine,

were that vacancy supplied by a gen-

tleman accustomed to instruct in that

branch of medical science, particularly

connected with hospital attendance."

2. Gloved by Mr. Tait, seconded

by Mr. Walford,— *-' That in the opi-

nion of this meeting, the advantages

contemplated in the first resolution

would be most eminently secured by
the appointment to the vacant situa-

tion of Dr Mackintosh ; who from his

success as a Lecturer on the Practice

of Physic, his long experience as a

physician, and his unwearied zeal in

pathological investigations, is highly

qualified for such an office
"

3. Moved by JMr. Johnson, se-

conded by Mr Morris,—" That this

meeting appoint a Committee, to trans-

mit to Dr. Mackintosh these resolu-

tions, together with a letter, soliciting

him to become a candidate for the vacant

situation ; that this letter lie for sig-

nature in this room after the meeting ;

and that copies be left, for the same
purpose, till six o'clock on Monday,
at Messrs. Maclachlan and Stewart's,

and at Mr. Lizar'sAnatomical Rooms."
4. Moved by Mr. Mackay, se-

conded by Mr. Miln,—" That the fol-

lowing gentlemen foi*m the committee:

the Chairman, JMr. Johnson, Mr. Har-
rison, JMr. Tait, and Mr. Walford."

Thanks having been voted to Mr.
Fergusson and the Chairman, the

meeting separated.

A copy of the foregoing resolu-

tions, together with the following

letter, with two hundred and fifty

signatures attached, were afterwards

transmitted to Dr. Mackintosh :

—

" Deeply lamenting the loss which
the Medical School of Edinburgh has

sustained, in the death of Dr. James
Gregory, who, by his zeal in patho-

logical investigation, gave a bright

promise of future excellence ; and
considering that the interests of that

school, and the benefit of its pupils,

are most intimately connected with

the appointment, to the vacant situa-

tion, of a gentleman indefatigable in

the acquisitiofi of knowledge, and

distinguished for his talent in impart-

ing it ; and believing that these re-

quisites are fulfilled by yourself, in a

very eminent degree, we, the under-

signed, beg leave respectfully to en-

treat, that you will offer yourself as a

candidate for the office in question."
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ANOMALOUS NERVOUS AFFECTION.

To the Editors of the L(mdon Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,

When cases of a novel description

occur in the practice of medical men,

it appears to be a custom among them
to make such cases known to their

professional brethren, through the me-
dium of some periodical, whether
weekly or otherwise. Observing, in

the 45th number of your excellent

publication, a case headed '•' Wonder-
ful Nervous Affection," I have been

induced to transmit to you one which,
" though there was nothing wonderful

or strange in it," I think was inter-

esting, and which occurred to me
rather more than a year since. Should

you think it worthy relation, I shall

feel obliged by its insertion.

The patient, James Ireland, a weak-
looking boy, about twelve years of age,

though previously to the period of

attack enjoying tolerably good health,

went to school as usual one morning,

and was in the act of saying his lesson,

when he found himself incapable of

uttering a word. He experienced no
pain or other inconvenience at the

time, and was perfectly sensible. In
consequence of his being unable to

speak, he was sent home. The
paroxysm (for so I may term it) lasted

about an hour, and he was then able

to join his companions as usual. In

the evening he had another slight

attack, which only lasted about five

minutes. On the following morning,

he had another slight one, which soon

ceased, and in the evening one, more
severe than the rest, in consequence

of which his parents became alarmed,

and I was sent for. On my arrival,

he was just recovering, and appearing

to suffer much from alarm. He was
then, for the first time, complaining
of great pain in the head, with a full

jerking pulse, tongue slightly coated

with a brownish fur, and bowels con-

stipated. His appetite had not failed

in the slightest degree. I mentioned
my intention of abstracting blood from
the arm, and, during the mother's

absence to procure the requisites, I

observed great distress in his counte-

nance, and asking him if he was
afraid to be bled, he said " no, but it

is coming again," and, in the course

of a minute, I witnessed the attack.

It appeared as if he wished to speak,

but could say nothing further than
" bow-wow-wow," which were so ra-

pidly repeated, that it appeared, by
the motion of his lips, as if it was
a person in a most violent shivering

fit of ague : at the same time his eyes

were rapidly rolling about. He reco-

vered with the escape of a few tears,

and was then able to say he felt better.

I bled him to twelve ounces, gave him
an emetic of ipecacuanha and tartar-

ized antimony, and followed it up by
a good dose of calomel and free pur-
gation. On the following day he was
free from pain, his tongue was cleaner,

and pulse improved, but still the at-

tacks continued. I ap])lied a blister

to the nape of the neck, and gave
calomel and antispasmodics every four

hours. I continued this treatment

till the gums were slightly affected;

but though the paroxysms still re-

mained, their severity was lessened.

I gave the quinine in small doses,

but without effect ; and I then deter-

mined on trying large doses of cam-
phor, combined with Dover's powder,
and four grains of the quinine every

six hours. The result was, that after

the first dose he had not a single

attack. I deemed it necessary, to

prevent a return, to continue the me-
dicines for two days after, but reduced
the dose considerably. All that was
further necessary was to regulate the

bowels, which had a tendency to con-

stipation. It had a curious appear-

ance to see him, during the attacks,

sitting on a stool b'^fore a clock, with

his elbows on his knees, and hands
supporting his head, whilst he was
counting the minutes during each

paroxysm ; for, as he said, he liked to

kuow how long each fit lasted.

I remain, gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,

IlKNRy Gbeatwood, M.ll.CS.
Paington, Devon, Jan. 19, 1833.
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DEFENCE OF CHEMISTS.

To the Editors of the London Medical and
Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen,
Since you have thought proper to

dismiss me in the very summary man-
ner you have, instead of publishing

my letter in your Journal, which, in

common justice, you ought to have
done, as it is not fair, now that you
liave so unwarrantably attacked u.«,

that you should give to the world c.r-

parle statements only. I repeat, such
conduct is not fair ; and I shall, in

consequence, take an early opportu-

nity of laying a, full statement of the

facts before the public in some of the

liberal papers, in order that they may
be able to read, judge, and decide,

whether or not we have been most
shamefully, unjustifiably, and most
illiberally treated by you.

In reference to your Leader of last

week, to which you directed my at-

tention, I beg to say that I have read

it, but the principle does not apply

to me, for I have always been fully

impressed with the importance of

compounding medicines with genuine

drugs and chemicals, as much for the

sake of my own credit as for the wel-

fare of the patient. There are, no

doubt, those to be found who are so

base and unprincipled as, not merely

to adulterate drugs for the sake of

gain ;—such are to be found even

amongst your own fraternity. It is

a well-known fact, that in the metro-

polis of Great Britain there are phy-

sicians— ay, physicians, too— who,

for filthy lucre, actually stoop so far

beneath their high-born dignity, as to

accept an annual paltry stipend froni

the very chemist and druggist you so

much despise, in consideration of his

strictly enjoining all his patients to

take their prescriptions to the said

druggist to have them compounded,

adding (very charitably), " yon can't

obtain the medicine so genuine else-

where."

Out upon such canting hypocrisy !

—one of the greatest medical hum-

bugs of this canting age !—expose it

as well as other abuses ;— don't shrink,

as public journalists, though, as the

vulgar phrase is, " the shoe pinches."

Also, call upon all physicians and
surgeons to Avrite their prescriptions

in a fair and intelligible manner, not

in the slovenly and affected way they

do ; it is a disgrace to them !

I have thus far, gentlemen, adr

dressed myself to you in defence of

my own conduct and business, and
pointed out some glaring evils, which,

as well as those you have described,

call loudly for reform. If my brethren

do not also repel indignantly, yet

firmly and respectfully, as I have

done, your unfair statements, then

shall I conclude they have thought it

more consistent with your demerits,

to treat your fulminations with con-

tempt ; and, on the other hand, un-

less, in your future numbers, you do

touch upon, with as unsparing a hand
as before, in fully exposing the mal-

practices and medical abuses referred

to, then shall I cry you up with
shame, as canting hypocrites, not

professing liberal princi(des,— as a

narrow-minded, bigoted set, AvliQse

object is to raise your own reputation

by endeavouring to annihilate a highly

resjjectable body of tradesmen ;—to

increase your wealth, by pandering to

the taste and wishes of your envious

fraternity, who feel so mulcted at our

success.

I am, gentlemen,

Yours, unfiinchingly,

Justus.
London, Jan. 15, 1833.

WESTMINSTER MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Saturday, January 19, 1833.

The following instructive paper was
read by Dr. King, and excited great

attention and interest:—
Until within the last few years,

polypi of the uterus were almos-talways

treated by ligature, in every country,

and up to the present day this plan is

generally preferred in England. It
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must not be forgotten, however, that

Fabricius de Aquapendente, was in

the habit of removing them by inci-

sion, a method first pointed out, I

believe, by iEtius. Fabricius used to

divide the pedicle with a kind of cut-

ting forceps, and we find no good rea-

sons alleged why this process was
abandoned. I know it has been stated,

over and over again, that it was fre-

quently followed by profuse and dan-

gerous haemorrhage ; but, from recent

observations relative to the nature of

these tumours, and more especially

from the results of Baron Dupuytren's
practice, there is every reason to be-

lieve it was open to some more valid

objection. What that more valid

objection was, cannot positively be

stated ; but, I could venture to sur-

mise, before entering upon the ques-

tion, whether the danger of haemor-

rhage is a well-founded objection, that

it arose from the difficulty of perform-

ing incision, of using a cutting instru-

ment without wounding the vagina or

uterus. We are told, indeed, that

Fabricius, in operating, carried the

cutting forceps up to the tumour upon
his finger, previously passed into the

vagina, and, embracing its stalk with

the blades, cut it through ; and this

is almost all we hear stated about it.

NoAV, it is very easy to talk of cutting

ofiF a polypus, but not quite so easy to

perform such an operation ; but, had
this point of surgery met with the

consideration its importance deserves,

and suitable means been devised for

using cutting instruments with safety,

I am inclined to think the process of

operating by incision would not have

been so long suspended. To one of

the boldest of the French surgeons.

Baron Dupuytren, we are, I believe,

indebted for its revival. He was the

first to consider the objection about

haemorrhage as chimerical, and to see

that the real one was the danger of

wounding the vagina or uterus with
the knife, or cutting instrument; and
having witnessed, on the other hand,

the irksomeness and inconvenience of

applying the ligature, he was induced

to try another plan. Well knowing

the danger of cutting at the bottom

of the vagina, and seeing no means of

completely obviating it, he bethought

himself of bringing the diseasei nto

view, by drawing the uterus down to

the external orifice of the vagina ; he

conceived, in fact, that by seizing the

tumour with a strong hook forceps,

he might draw it, uterus and all,

within sight ; or, at least, so near the

orifice of the vagina, as to be able to

detach it with a pair of curved scis-

sors. In this he succeeded perfectly,

and since then, I should think, he

must have operated upon nearly a

hundred cases, and almost without a

single accident of any kind. In only

one case was he obliged to have re-

course to active measures to arrest the

haemorrhage—a most remarkable fact,

which I hope the Society will bear in

mind. In several of these I had the

advantage of assisting him and v,'it-

nessing the result, and some few cases

operated on myself were equally for-

tunate : as to haemorrhage, we scarcely

ever anticipated such a thing. I con-

fess, however, this plan is not entirely

exempt from inconvenience of another

kind. Sometimes it is impossible to

draw the uterus down ; often the at-

tempt is attended with great pain,

and I believe there are instances of its

being followed by serious peritonitis.

I have seen, besides, some polypi yield

to the pressure of the hooks, so that

portions of it are torn away, and then

the stalk of the tumour, being too

small and too far off to be laid hold

of, remains to reproduce the disease.

Some, perhaps, would consider this

no objection at all, and advise seizing

the neck of the womb with the hook-
forceps, and drawing it down as Lis-

franc does when he removes it in a

cancerous or ulcerated state ; but
surely, inflicting an injury of this

kind would scarcely be justifiable in

a case of polypus ; for an injury in-

dubitably it is, to fix hooks into the

neck of a sound uterus. A further

objection may be urged against this

method^ namely, that it requires that

the patient should be placed on her

back, and exposed in a manner to
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which a strong aversion must natu-
rally be felt. These considerations

have induced me to recommend a plan

which, in a case of great difficulty, I

lately employed with success. The
tumour occupied the interior of the

neck of the uterus, being attached by
a stalk about three-quarters of an
inch in diameter, rather to the left of

its anterior wall, a few lines beyond
the orifice, or os tincae, which was
sufficiently open to allow the finger

to be passed round the pedicle. As
is generally observed, it caused per-

petual bleeding, great debility, and
pain in the back and sacral region

;

but there was this remarkable pecu-

liarity in it, which will explain the

difficulty experienced by one of the

surgeons, whom the patient consulted,

in forming a precise diagnosis, namely,

that at certain periods a good deal of

blood was effused at the lower part,

apparently under its membranes.
This blood gave the tumour, for the

time it remained, a considerable in-

crease of volume, making it appear,

to any one who examined it then, as

large as a middle -sized pear ; but, all

at once, coagula would come away,
affording considerable rtlief to the

pain in the back, and then the po-

lypus would assume the volume, and
somewhat the shape, of a large chest-

nut. It was in the latter state when
I first examined it, just after an un-
successful attempt had been made to

remove it. As the account given of

it by the operator did not coincide

with mine, I requested to meet him
in consultation. We met, I think,

three or four days after his operation,

I declaring the tumour to be not
bigger than the end of my thumb,
and my colleague stating it to be the

size of a pear.

I desired he would examine the

tumour again; he did so, and imme-
diately declared that my opinion was
correct. It then became a question,

whether or not he should recommence
the operation, which, previous to our
consultation, he had fully resolved on ;

and we agreed that no operation

should be -attempted : my colleague

thinking the remains of the tumour,
as he called it, might not cause in-

convenience ; I, on the contrary, be-
lieving the main and solid part of the

polypus still to exist ; but that it

could not easily be laid hold of by
ligature or otherwise. JMy reason for

thinking the removal impracticable

was founded upcm the oblique and
moveable position of the polypus ; it

could just be reached by the end of

the finger per vaginam, and seemed
to slip into the cavity of the uterus,

the moment any attempt was made
to carry the finger beyond its attach-

ment. This circimistance, which
operators Avho have written on the

subject seem to have overlooked,

constituted the real difficulty, and
rendered the result of any operation

doubtful. For several months, I

confess, appearances seemed to favour

the result which my colleague had
led the patient to anticipate ; and,

concealing my own apprehensions, I

took particular care not to disturb

the hope she entertained. At night,

however, the symptoms returned, and
the patient consulted, of her own
accord, a practitioner of very great

experience in disorders of the uterine

system, who, as soon as he examined
per vaginam, proposed an operation by
ligature. She then expressed a wish

to have my opinion again, and I was
directed to speak to this gentleman

on the subject. I intimated to him
the difficulty I thought he must
experience in applying a ligature, if

the tumour had not increased since

my last examination ; he agreed with

me as to its size, but apprehended no
difficulty whatever in the operation,

in which he invited me to assist him.

The attempt was made, but the ope-

rator, after long and arduous efforts,

found it impossible to apply the

ligature. He then had recourse to a

plan similar to that which is the chief

object of this paper to recommend.
He employed the nail of his fingers as

a knife, and succeeded in removing

the polypus j)iece by piece, pretty

cleanly. It was of a gray gelatinous

tissue, and seemed to owe its firmness
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to the cellular membrane surrounding

it. \\q were riglit about its volume
and form, in which it very much
resembled a chestnut.

The patient necessarily suffered a

great deal from the slow and difficult

process of cutting through such a

tumour with the nail, and from the

force it was necessary to use. No
unpleasant consequences, however,

followed, and in three or four days

she was comparatively well. All

along we had, every one of us, sus-

pected that the uterus itself was en-

larged, and consequently the disorder

might return. Unfortunately, the

symptoms re-appeared after a few
months, and I was again consulted.

Upon examination this time, 1 found
the tumour was about the size of a

pear, and filling the vagina, as the

practitioner, who first operated, had
described it ; but knowing what had
happened before, I clearly discovered

the lower end, and greater part of it,

to be formed of coagulated blood. As
the symptoms seemed urgent, I was
requested to remove it ; and, knowing
the difficulty my very able and emi-
nent colleagues had experienced before

me, I resolved to operate by incision,

if I could devise the means of per-

forming it. It was clear that the

pain and tediousness of removing it

with the finger nail depended on the

bluntness of the instrument, and that

owing to its size and particular posi-

tion a knife or scissors would expose
to the danger of wounding the vagina
or uterus. It seemed to me, then, if

I could substitute for the finger-nail

an artificial one, made of steel, the

polypus might be speedily and safely

removed. The instrument I had
constructed (which you see here) is

composed of two parts, an open
thimble and a sliding blade.

The thimble, which has a groove in

its upper part, fits unto the finger.

The blade is seven inches long, half

an inch wide, and shaped at one end
into a broad-shouldered lancet ; this

slides to and fro in the groove of the
thimble, close upon the finger-nail,

and, by means of a spring, can be

stopped there at different points, so

that the lancet may be protruded

more or less beyond the end of the

finger. In introducing the instru-

ment, the lancet is to be fixed back
till the end of the finger has reached

the stalk of the polypus and discerned

the part to be cut through ; it is then

to be pushed forward by an assistant,

or the operator's other hand, to the

degree of projection required, and used
in the manner one would employ to

excise the tumour. In this way I

succeeded in removing the polypus in

a much shorter time, and with much
less pain to the patient, than was oc-

casioned by the prior operation. It

was smaller and more yielding than
the first tumours ; and from the man-
ner in which it slipped from the fin-

ger, 1 do not see how it could have
been removed but by the instrument

employed. I cauterized that part of

the uterus to which it was attached

with the nitrate of silver, fixed in a

long quill, which I directed to the

spot upon my finger. The bowels

were kept regular, and warm aqueous
injections thrown into the vagina

twice every day. On the fourth day
I examined per vaginam, and not a

vestige of the polypus remained.

The OS tincffi was closed, and the

uterus appeared to be in a more
healthy state than I had ever before

found it.

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

The meeting of this important In-

stitution was rendered, oji Saturday
last, of more than usual interest, by
the presence of the celebrated Clot

Bey, who was introduced to the

Society by the President, Sir Alex-
ander Johnstone, with a very ani-

mated address. He pointed out the

circumstances under which the Pacha
of Egypt had obtained his aid, in

founding and bringing to perfection a

school of medicine at Cairo. He
dwelt upon the thorough knowledge
of the human mind Avhich Clot Bey
displayed, iii overcoming the preju-
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dices which naturally existed against

what were supposed to be innova-

tions. He pointed out the means by
which he had obtained the most
decided influence over the principal

men there, and the beneficial in-

fluence which, in consequence, he
had been enabled to exert for the im-
provement and advancement of so-

ciety.

The learned foreigner replied in

French, in a speech of considerable

merit. He accepted, with great

pleasure, the testimony of respect

which had been ofl^ered to him. He
felt delighted to receive such marks
of approbation from the great rival

in science and in literature of his

native land. From France, he felt,

that as her oflfspring, he had some
right to expect a kind reception, but
it was indeed most flattering to find

that any action that he had had an
opportunity of performing could be
so highly estimated by a foreign na-

tion; but when he looked around
London, and saw the glorious insti-

tutions which adorned it, he could not

feel surprised that such a nation

would hail the arrival of one anxious

to do his duty to mankind, with kind-

ness and hospitality.

I^ospital IRtports.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

DELIRIUM TREMENS.

Jonathan Crowther, aged 49, a

shoemaker, admitted, under the care

of Dr. Elliotson, jinto William's

Ward. From his own account, he

has been a great drunkard for many
years, and during the last years he

has taken considerably more of spirits

than usual. Now, for some days, he

says he has felt very low, and, about a

week ago, was taken with violent

tremors, preceded by severe head-

ache. At the time of his admission

the trembling continued, his hands

and arms beina in a continued state

of agitation, eyes, at this time, suf-

fused
; pupils very much contracted ;

dimness of sight
; great anxiety of

countenance ; voice appears weaker
than natural ; tongue tremulous,

and coated with fur; j)ulse 100, but
cannot be felt with any degree of
certainty, owing to the trembling state

of the hands.

Dr. Elliotson saw him the day
after his admission, and ordered

R opii, gr. iij. ocl. quaque hora.

Nine o'clock a.m. The opium was
given about eleven o'clock last even-

ing ; he slept well during the night,

and did not talk so much or so loudly

as he did the previous night ; tremor
rather less, but at present he appears

to be labouring under the influence

of opium. If asked questions, he at

first hesitates to answer, and in the

course of ten minutes Avill give it.

Tongue moist, but more foul than
yesterday ; bowels not open since

yesterday ; does not complain of any
head-ache. The opium to be discon-

tinued at present.

Two o'clock. Does not appear so

sleepy, and is rather more collected
;

pulse 84; bowels not yet open. Three
grains of opium are to be repeated

immediately, and in the course of two
hours, if the bowels are not ojien, to

have some house medicine.

Four o'clock. He is now in a sound
sleep ; does not appear so restless,

nor has he any tremor
; pulse 80.

J 0. About twelve o'clock last even-

ing it was found necessary to repeat

the opium ; so also it was the pre-

vious night, about the same hour

;

countenance better, eyes brighter, and
not so nuich surtused ; can now hold

out his hands without their shaking,

but there are now slight twitchings

of the face; pulse 100.

\\. The medicine has not been re-

peated since last evening; tongue still

very much coated, but not tremulous ;

hands remain steady. He now com-
plains of slight cough ; there is sono-

rous rattle heard on the right side of

the chest ; states, now and then he

has shooting pains in the head ; sleeps
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better, still you may observe occa-

sionally the twitches of the face;

pulse iOO.

12. There has been no necessity

for repeating the medicine ; all tre-

mor seems to have ceased, also the

twitchings of the face. He appears

now quite collected, and answers ques-

tions without any hesitation ;
pulse

100; tongue coated with a thick,

creamy-looking mucus,
13. Continues better ; tremor gone

;

sleeps pretty well ; eyes cleaner

;

pupils not so contracted ; tongue the

same as yesterday
;

pulse 96, full,

but soft.

1 1 . Tongue and hands again slight-

ly tremulous ; has chattered a good

deal in his sleep, and been very rest-

less; pulse 100.

R Opii, gr. iij. haec nocta.

15. Tongue better, not so tremu-

lous, but is now covered with some
thick, yellow mucus in the centre,

and white about its circumference

;

countenance improved ; eyes bright

;

pulse 96, soft ; sleeps badly ; bowels

regular.

16. Appears a little better this

morning ; still there is slight tre-

mor of the tongue and arms ;
pulse

100.

17. Has not required any more of

the opium. Continues to improve.

18. Much better ; tongue still

coated with a thick creamy mucus ;

pulse 68, soft ; slept badly last night.

R Opii, gr. iij. omni node.

20. He takes the opium every

night, but it does not appear to affect

him till morning, when he generally

begins to feel sleepy. Tongue cleaner,

but still foul ; tremors entirely ceased

;

answers questions much more readily

than when he came in ; pulse 72, soft.

21 . The opium does not produce
any effect for the first twelve hours,

consequently he can get no sleep at

night, but sleeps all day; therefore,

to alter this. Dr. Elliotson ordered

the medicine to be taken every morn-
ing instead of night.

22. Slept pretty comfortably last

night ; he took a dose of opium in

the morning ; other symptoms much
better ;

pulse 60, soft ; bowels re-

gular.

24. Sleeps well ; tremor gone ; he

can now walk about the wa d, with-

out any inconvenience ; complains of

weakness.

28. Continues to improve.

Jan. 1. Every symptom of the dis-

ease has left him, but feels very weak.

R Quinine sulph. gr. iij. bis die.

8. Much stronger ; appears pretty

well in health.

10. Continues well. This morn-
ing Dr. Elliotson discharged him.

ULCER OF THE LARYNX.

Henry Roberts, a carman, of dark

complexion, admitted, Jan. 11th, into

William's Ward, under the care also

of Dr. Elliotson ; states he has been
unwell for six months. Now he com-
plains of pain in the region of tlie

larynx, much increased by the ac-

tion of deglutition, also by external

pressure; voice harsh; frequent cough,

which is also hoarse ; expectorates a

quantity of thick purulent mucus.
When he coughs, he finds the pain

extend downwards towards the tra-

chea. Upon applying the stethoscope^

the mucous rattle was distinctly heard,

both in the region of the larynx and
the trachea. Respiration heard all

over the chest ; action of the heart

healthy ; breathing much affected

;

occasionally he feels as if nearly suf-

focated; no appetite; feels thirsty ;

tongue white, red at tip and edges
;

bowels regular
;
pulse 1 00, very weak

;

great emaciation.

R. Pilul. hydr. gr. x. bis die.

R Opii, gr. j . omni node.
Emp. lytlcE. laryngi. Porter, lb. j. daily.

Continued in the state described

until twelve o'clock last night, when
suddenly he appeared very easy, the

nurse went to see if he was asleep, and
found him dead.

Autopsy.—Upon examining the la-

rynx, an ulcer was found situated

between the thyro-arytenoid ligaments,

which were entirely destroj'ed ; the
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ulcer appears first to have existed in

the ventricle of the larynx, on the

left side, and gradually to have eaten

away the chordse vocales, as well

as the surrounding folds of mucous
membrane, so that the rimae glottidis

was partially destroyed. The tho-

racic viscera were found perfectly

healthy, so also were the abdopii-

nal viscera. The brain was not ex-

amined.

NOTTINGHAM GENERAL HOSPITAL.

On Saturday, January 12th, Baron
Heurteloup gave a practical illustra-

tion of the system of breaking stone in

the bladder.

The patient, John Hancock, sixty

years of age, a frame-work knitter, a

native of the town, had been subject

to gravel twenty years, frequently

passing, per urethram, small stones,

which . from the history he gives, have
always been formed in the kidneys.

About five years ago, a calculus, pro-

bably larger than usual, having passed

from the right kidney, remained in

thebladder, and, after eighteen months'

suffering, he entered the hospital,

under the care of Mr. Oldknow, who
performed the lateral operation ; the

patient recovered, and left the hospital

m a few weeks. He had no return

of the symptoms of stone for two
years : about eighteen months ago, he

began to pass small calculi occasion-

ally, and, six months ago, one which
had passed from the left kidney, re-

mained in the bladder, and producing
the usual symptoms of stone, induced

the poor man again to enter the hos-

pital, desiring rather to be cut a se-

cond time, than suffer the continued

pain.

His surgeon, Mr. Oldknow, con-

sidering this a very fit case for litho-

tripsy., wrote to Baron Heurteloup,

stating the circumstances. The Baron
at once, most handsomely offered to

come to Nottingham, and perform the

operation gratuitously. On Friday
he came, and, having sounded the pa-

tient, determined to operate on the

following day. The medical gentle-

men of this and the neighbouring
towns assembled, and were exceedingly

gratified with the operation, Avhich

the Baron performed with the per-

cussor : he introduced the instrument,

seized the stone, and broke it so ra-

pidly, that it excited the admiration
of all present, more particularly of the

patient himself, who, all the time,

had been expecting something serious.

The stone was of small size, and
composed of the mixed phosphates.

It is probable, that no fragments re-

main, except such as may pass j)er

urethram ; many pieces, about the

size of peas, larger or smaller, have
come away. The patient is relieved

by the operation, and has not in any
way suffered from it.

After the operation, the Baron gave
a very interesting and satisfactory de-

monstration of his instruments.

In the evening, a number of those

gentlemen, who had witnessed the
operation, had the pleasure of ag.xiu

meeting the Baron at a dinner, to which
they had invited him.

CASE OF OBSTINATE CONSTIPATION.

BY MESSRS. STONE AND CREASY,

Brafited, Kent.

Gkorge Pockneli,, aged 45, a hus-
bandry labourer, of temperate habits,

bilious temperament, and subject to ir-

regular action of bowels, was attacked

with pain in the left hypogastrium,

while attending an auction sale on
the 24tli September, 1832 ; he then

took a glass of spirits, which increased

his uneasiness. On his return home,
he took two table-spoonsful of castor

oil ; finding this did not relieve him,

or act on the bowels, he repeated

the dose on the morning of the 25th,

and, in the course of the day, he also

took an ounce of salts without effect.

About eleven o'clock p.m., we re-

ceived a message, informing us of his

state. He was ordered ten grains of

1
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calomel immediately, and a solution

of sulphate of magnesia in mint water,

to be taken every two hours, with

pills of extract of colocynth and ca-

lomel.

26. On visiting him this morning,

we found the medicine had not ope-

rated ; he was in pain at intervals,

but not greater than he had frequently

suffered before, when his bowels were
constipated ; his pulse was natural

;

no fever ; tongue clean : he had re-

tained all the medicine which he was
desired to continue the use of, and we
saw him again in the evening. Reids
injecting syringe was used, as the me-
dicine was found not to have operated ;

a quart of gruel was injected, to wliich

was added two table-spoonsful of

salt, as much sugar, and two ounces

of lard, and ten drops of croton oil,

this brought away a considerable

quantity of knotty fa cal matter ;

hoping, from this circumstance, thnt

the continuance of these means would
remove the constipation, he was or-

dered an injection every hour, until

the medicine acted ; fearing inflam-

mation would supervene, a pint of

blood was abstracted from his arm,

directed him to be constantly fo-

mented, and to continue his me-
dicine.

Had there been any convenience

for a hot-bath, it would have been
ordered.

27th. Previous to his being seen this

morning, Sir A. Carlisle, who was on
a visit in the neighbourhood, saw the

patient, and requested to communicate
with us on the case ; he formed the

same opinion, that the case was one

of impacted fieces in the colon, and
recommended a blister over the ab-

domen, and a mixture composed of

six ounces of infusion of senna, with
two ounces of castor oil, two table

spoonsful to be taken every two or

three hours, as the stomach would
bear it, and to inject a solution of

soft-soap in any menstruum we might
think proper. To the soap was added
one ounce of oil of turpentine. He
had three of these injections before

the evening, which returned without

the desired effect. In the evening

they were repeated, and ten drops of

croton oil added. He became very

sick, and threw off a large hand-
basinful of undigested matter from

the stomach. From this time scarcely

any thing was retained there ; still

no acceleration of pulse or heat of

skin.

28th. To quiet the stomach he

now took salines in a state of effer-

vescence, which had the desired effect

for about twelve hours, when he again

became sick, and complained that the

medicine felt cold in the stomach, and

increased the pain Pulse and skin

the same ; injections of gruel, salt,

sugar, and lard, every hour ; discon-

tinued the medicine ; less sickness

through the day ; no faeces passed.

Ill the evening he was ordered to

take two teaspoonsful of castor oil

every two hours through the night,

Avhich was retained.

29th. Still no evacuation of faeces.

Infused two drachms of tobacco in

half a pint of water, and injected it.

This he retained about a quarter of

an hour, when he became very faint,

and brought it away without any
faecal matter.

In the evening a hot bath was pro-

cured, the water being brought from
his employer's house. This gave him
but little relief although he continued

it, at times, for a week. Every pur-

gative that could be thought of was
administered, both by the mouth and
injections, without effect. The case

would have appeared hopeless had not

the pulse remained quiet, with the

absence of fever. Distention, by in-

jecting large quantities of salt and
water, was had recourse to, and a

gallon at a time was injected, hoping
that if the mischief arose from im-

pacted fipces in the colon, distention

might bring it down ; but this, like

previous remedies, failed.

30th. Took an ounce of crude

quicksilver every two hours, without

the desired effect. Six ounces were
taken, when he complained of in-

crease of pain from the weight, and
discontinued it. This day he vomited
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faeces, and coiitimied to do so at times

daily. We now began to fear, from

the obstinacy of the case, that there

was intraseption of the bowel, and

feared the case would terminate fa-

tally.

Becoming weak, he was now or-

dered injections of mutton broth fre-

quently, which lie retained, and took

the same by the mouth, with the addi-

tion of a little wine ; he also took a

mixture composed of castor oil an

ounce, potash two scruples, tincture

of henbane three drachms, in mint

water, a table spoonful or two to be

taken every three hours. This mix-

ture Avas given him with a view of its

mitigating pain and acting as a sol-

vent, should impacted faeces prove to

be the cause of his illness, of which

idea we could not divest our mind,

from his previous constipated habit

of body. This he continued, with

such variations as suggested them-

selves, until the 20th October, with

copious injections once or twice a day.

21st October, he began to take pills,

.^composed of fcetida, with extract of

colocynth, every four hours, with a

mixture of nitrous aether in camphor
water, with a view of relieving flatu-

lency. This mixture he continued

until the 2r)th.

Being in great pain this morning,

the injection of salt and water was

repeated, which he retained about half

an hour. On getting out to the niglit

chair, he voided, at three times, two
and a half large chamber utensils full

of faecal matter, much of which was
in small hard pieces ; the quicksilver

passed at the same time, and the eva-

cuations s.nelt strong of the foetida.

From this moment he became easy,

and continued so at three o'clock in

the afternoon, at which time his ab-

domen was soft and natural, his coun-

tenance animated, and he expressed

great confidence that he should soon

be about again. He was not in the

least faint from the evacuation, but

expressed a great desire for food.

From this period he rapidly recovered.

5
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Swan River, cholera at ... 61
Syphilis, diagnosis of . . . .217
Synochus, 253; succeeded by cholera . 571
System, nervous, M. Double, on, 477

;

influence of, in diseases . . . 477

Taenia, new remedy for ... 595
Tartarized antimony in tetanus . . 624
Tar, oil of, poisoning by . . .15
Testis, enlargement of, cured by iodine . 506
Tetanus, remarks on, 595 ; treated by

croton oil, 624 ; antimony . . 624
Thackrah, Mr. on trades, &c. 235 ; on

arts, &c. 107
Theatre ofAnatomy, Hatton-garden, 272

;

Grosvenor-place, 272 ; Giltspur-street,

272 ; Windmill-street . , .272
Thigh-bone, fracture of . . .61
Thunder storms, prevention of danger

from 671

paC
Thymus gland, Mr. Tuson on . . 727
Tic douloureux, case of . . . 89
Tod, Mr. on the anatomy of the ear . 509
Tongue, ulceration of . . . . 550
Tooth-ache, nitric acid in . . . 621
Tracheotomy, new operation for . . 663
Trades, effects of on health . . . 107
Transfusion in cholera . . .29
Trial of Mr. Heath .... 60
Trial, new, in the cause of Dr. Ryan,
436 ; refusal of .... 512

Turning, remarks on .

Turpentine, oil of. Dr. EUiotson on, 336

;

value ot^ in iritis, 781 ; the best remedy
for tympanitis, 781 ; value of in tym-
panitis, 781 ; in iritis, 781 ; in infan-

tile convulsions ....
Tuson, Mr. on cholera, 569 ; on the thy-

mus gland 727
Tuthill, Sir G. on hydrocephalus, 227

;

Dr. on physiology, 401 ; on retained

foetus 153
Tympanitis, effectual cure of . . 781
Typhus, chloride of lime in . . . 620

Ulceration, pathology of . . . 71&
Ulcers, indolent, 769; treatment of, 738,

770, 772, 773 ;
phagedenic, 771 ; gan- "

grenous, 771; varicous, 772; specific,

773 ; species of ... . 739
Ulceration of the tongue . . . 550
University of London, school of, 184;

terras of 261
Urethral calculus, removal of , . 554
Urine, extravasation of ... 144
Uterus, Dr. Davis on, 589 ; disease of,

496 ; scii-rhus of 679

Vademecum, the Physician's • . 697
Veitch, Dr. on ligatures of arteries . 76
Vegetable food, abuse of . . . 132
Venereal, new remedy for . . . 753
Version, remarks on . . . .17
Vertebrae, fractures of ... 614
Vesical medication .... 509
Veterinary College .... 274
Vision, loss of, by leucorrhcea . . 431
Voice, loss of, caused by laryngitis, 665

;

mercury 665

Webb-street School . . . .268
Westminster Hospital, terms, 269 ; Medi-

cal Society, report of, 626 ; Ophthal-
mic Hospital ..... 274

Williams, Dr. on scarlatina . . .53
Women, mortality of . . . . 68C

Yellow fever. Dr. Gillkrest on, 690, 718 ;

non-contagious . . . ,718
Young, Dr. on chorea . . . .84

Zoological Society, report of
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